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PREFACE

THE FIRST EDITION.

THE advantages of such a synoptical view of literature as

displays its various departments in their simultaneous condi-

tion through an extensive period, and in their mutual depend-

ency, seem too manifest to be disputed. And, as we possess
little of this kind in our own language, I have been induced to

undertake that to which I am, in some respects at least, very

unequal, but which no more capable person, as far as I could

judge, was likely to perform. In offering to the public this

introduction to the literary history of three centuries, for

I cannot venture to give it a title of more pretension, it is

convenient to state my general secondary sources of informa-

tion, exclusive of the acquaintance I possess with original
writers ; and, at the same tune, by showing what has already
been done, and what is left undone, to furnish a justification of

my own undertaking.
The history of literature belongs to modern, and chiefly to

almost recent times. The nearest approach to it that the

ancients have left us is contained hi a single chapter of Quin-
tilian, the first of the tenth book, wherein he passes rapidly
over the names and characters of the poets, orators, and histo-

rians of Greece and Rome. This, however, is but a sketch ;

and the valuable work of Diogenes Laertius preserves too little

of chronological order to pass for a history of ancient philoso-

phy, though it has supplied much of the materials for all that

has been written on that subject.
In the sixteenth century, the g-eat increase of publications,

and the devotion to learning which distinguished that period,

might suggest the scheme of a universal literary history.
Conrad Gesner, than whom no one, by extent and variety of
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IT PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.

erudition, was more fitter1
, for the labor, appears to have framed

a plan of this kind. V/ hat he has published, the Bibliotheca

Universalis and the Pandectas Universales, are, taken together,
the materials that might have been thrown into an historical

form : the one being an alphabetical catalogue of authors and
their writings ; the other, a digested and minute index to all

departments of knowledge, in twenty-one books, each divided

into titles, with short references to the texts of works on every
head in his comprehensive, classification. The order of time is

therefore altogether disregarded. Possevin, an Italian Jesuit,

made somewhat a nearer approach to this in his Bibliotheca

Selecta, published at Rome in 1593. Though his partitions
are rather encyclopedic tiian historical, and his method, espe-

cially in the first volume, is chiefly argumentative, he gives
under each chapter a nearly chronological catalogue of authors,
and sometimes a short account of their works.

Lord Bacon, in the second book De Augment is Scientiarum,

might justly deny, notwithstanding these defective works of

the preceding century, that any real history of letters had
been written ; and he compares that of the world, wanting this,

to a statue of Polypheme deprived of his single eye. He
traces the method of supplying this deficiency in one of those

luminous and comprehensive passages which bear the stamp
of his vast, mind : the origin and antiquities of every science ;

the methods by which it has been taught ; the sects and con-

troversies;, it has occasioned ; the colleges and academies in

which it has been cultivated ; its relation to civil government
and common society ; the physical or temporary causes which
have influenced its condition, form, in his plan, as essential

a pail: of such a history, as the lives of famous authors, and
the books they have produced.
No one has presumed to fill up the outline which Baco\.

himself could but sketch; ana most part of the sever* -enth

century passed away with few efforts, on the part of the learn-

ed, to do justice to their own occupation : for we can hardly
make an exception for the Prodromus Historiae Literariaa

(Hamburg, 1659) of Lambecius, a very learned German,
who, having framed a magnificent scheme of a universal

history of letters, was able to carry it no farther than the

times, of Moses and Cadmus. But, in 1688, Daniel Morhof,

professor at Kiel in Holstein, published his well-known Po-

lyhistor, which received considerable additions in the next age
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at the hands of Fabricius, and is still found in every con.-nde-

rable library.
Morhof appears to have had the method of Possevin in some

measure betbre his eyes; but the lapse of a century, so ri< b

in erudition as the seventeenth, had prodigiously enlarged the

sphere of literary history. The precise object, however, of

the Polyhistor, as the word imports, is to direct, on the mo:-t

ample plan, the studies of a single scholar. Several chapters,
that seem digressive in an historical light, are to be defended

by this consideration. In his review of books in every pro-
vince of literature. Morhof adopts a sufficiently chronological
order ; his judgments are short, but usually judicious ; his eru-

dition so copious, that later writers have freely borrowed from
the Polyhistor, and, in many parts, added little to its enumera-
tion. But he is far more conversant with writers in Latin

than the modern languages ; and, in particular, shows a scanty

acquaintance with English literature.

Another century had elapsed, when the honor of first accom-

plishing a comprehensive synopsis of literary history in a
more regular form than Morhof, was the reward of Audrey a

Spanish Jesuit, who, after the dissolution of his order, passed
the remainder of his life in Italy. He published at Parma,
in different years, from 1782 to 1799, his Qrigine, Progresso,
e Stato attuale d'ogni Litteratura. The first edition is in. live

volumes quarto ; but I have made use of that printed at Prato,

1806, hi twenty octavo volumes. Andres, though a Jesuit, or

perhaps because a Jesuit, accommodated himself in some
measure to the tone of the age wherein his book appeared,
and is always temperate, and often candid. His learning is

very extensive in surface, and sometimes minute and curious,
but not, generally speaking, profound ; his style is flowing,
but diffuse and indefinite; bis characters of books have a vague-
ness unpleasant to those who seek for precise notions ; his

taste is correct, but frigid ; his general views are not inju-

dicious, but display a moderate degree of luminousness or

philosophy. This work is, however, an extraordinary per-

formance, embracing both ancient and modern literature in its

full extent, and, in many parts, with little assistance from any
former publication of the kind. It is far better known on the

Continent than in England, where I have not frequently seen
it quoted ; nor do I believe it is common in our prr?ate
libraries.
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A few years after the appearance of the first volumes of

Andres, some of the most eminent among the learned of Ger-

many projected a universal history of modern arts and sci-

ences on a much larger scale. Each single province, out of

eleven, was deemed sufficient for the labors of one man, if

they were to be minute, and exhaustive of the subject : among
others, Bouterwek undertook poetry and polite letters ; Buhle,

speculative philosophy ; Kastner, the mathematical sciences ;

Sprengel, anatomy and medicine ; Heeren, classical philology.
The general survey of the whole seems to have been assigned
to Eichhorn. So vast a scheme was not fully executed ; but

we owe to it some standard works to which I have been con-

siderably indebted. Eichhorn published, in 1796 and 1799,
two volumes, intended as the beginning of a General History
of the Cultivation and Literature of Modern Europe, from
the twelfth to the eighteenth century. But he did not con-

fine himseLf within the remoter limit ; and his second volume,

especially, expatiates on the dark ages that succeeded the fall

of the Roman Empire. In consequence, perhaps, of this

ditfuseness, and also of the abandonment, for some reason with

which I am unacquainted, of a large portion of the original

undertaking, Eichhorn prosecuted this work no farther in its

original form. But, altering slightly its title, he published,
some years afterwards, an independent universal "

History of

Literature
" from the earliest ages to his own. This is com-

prised in six volumes; the first having appeared in 1805, the

last in 1811.

The execution of these volumes is very unequal. Eichhorn

was conversant with oriental, with theological literature, espe-

cially of his own country, and in general with that contained

in the Latin language. But he seems to have been slightly

acquainted with that of the modern languages, and with most
branches of science. He is more specific, more chronological,
more methodical, in his distribution, than Andres. His reach

of knowledge, on the other hand, is less comprehensive ; and,

though I could praise neither highly for eloquence, for taste,

or for philosophy, I should incline to give the preference in

all these to the Spanish Jesuit. But the qualities above
mentioned render Eichhorn, on the whole, more satisfactory
to the student.

These are the only works, as far as I know, which deserve

the na:ne of general histories of literature, embracing all
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subjects, all ages, and all nations. If there are others, they

must, I conceive, be too superficial to demand attention. But
in one country of Europe, and only in one, we find a national

history so comprehensive as to leave uncommemorated no part
of its literary labor. This was first executed by Tiraboschi,
a Jesuit born at Bergamo, and in his later years librarian of

the Duke of Modena, in twelve volumes quarto : I have used

the edition published at Rome in 1785. It descends to the

close of the seventeenth century. In full and clear exposition,
in minute and exact investigation of facts, Tiraboschi has few

superiors ; and such is his good sense in criticism, that we
must regret the sparing use he has made of it. But the prin-

cipal object of Tiraboschi was biography. A writer of inferior

reputation, Corniani, in his Secoli della litteratura Italiana

dopo il suo risorgimento (Brescia, 9 vols., 1804-1813), has

gone more closely to an appreciation of the numerous writers

whom he passes in review before our eyes. Though his

method is biographical, he pursues sufficiently the order of

chronology to come into the class of literary historians. Cor-

niani is not much esteemed by his countrymen, and does not

rise to a very elevated point of philosophy : but his erudition

appears to me considerable, his judgments generally reasona-

ble ; and his frequent analyses of books give him one superi-

ority over Tiraboschi.

The Histoire Litteraire de 1'Italie, by Ginguene, is well

known : he had the advantage of following Tiraboschi ; and
could not so well, without his aid, have gone over a portion
of the ground, including in his scheme, as he did, the Latin

learning of Italy ; but he was very conversant with the native

literature of the language, and has, not a little prolixly,

doubtless, but very usefully, rendered much of easy access to

Europe, which must have been sought in scarce volumes, and
was in fact known by name to a small part of the world.

The Italians are ungrateful, if they deny their obligations to

Ginguene.
France has, I believe, no work of any sort, even an indiffer-

ent one, on the universal history of her own literature ; nor
can we claim for ourselves a single attempt of the most super-
ficial kind. Warton's History of Poetry contains much that

bears on our' general learning; but it leaves us about the
accession of Elizabeth.

Far more has been accomplished in the history of particular
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departments of literature. In the general history of philoso-

phy, omitting a few older writers, Brucker deserves to lead

the way. There has been of late years some disposition to de-

preciate his laborious performance, as not sufficiently imbued
with a metaphysical spirit, and as not rendering with clearness

and truth the tenets of the philosophers whom he exhibits.

But the Germany of 1744 was not the Germany of Kant and

Eichte ; and possibly Brucker may not have proved the worse

historian for having known little of recent theories. The lat-

ter objection is more material : in some instances, he seems to

me not quite equal to his subject. But, upon the whole, he

is of eminent usefulness; copious in his extracts, impartial
and candid in his judgments.

v ln the next age after Brucker, the great fondness of the

German learned both for historical and philosophical hm-.--

tigation produced more works of this class than I know by
name, and many more than I have read. The most celebrat-

ed, perhaps, is that of Tennemann ; but of which I only know
the abridgment, translated into French by M. Victor Cousin,
with the title Manuel de 1'Histoire de Philosophic. Buhle,
one of the society above mentioned, whose focus was at Got-

tingen, contributed his share to their scheme in a History of

Philosophy from the revival of letters. This I have employed
through the French translation in six volumes. Buhle, like

Tennemann, has very evident obligations to Brucker ; but his

own erudition was extensive, and his philosophical acuteness
not inconsiderable.

The history of poetry and eloquence, or fine, writing, was

published by Bouterwek, in twelve volumes octavo. Those

parts which relate to his own country, and to Spain and Por-

tugal, have been of more use to me than the rest. Many of

my readers must be acquainted with the Litterature du Midi,

by M. Sismondi ; a work written in that flowing and graceful

style which distinguishes the author, and succeeding hi all

that it seeks to give, a pleasing and popular, yet not super-
ficial or unsatisfactory, account of the best authors hi the

southern languages. We have nothing historical as to our
own poetry but the prolix volumes of Warton. They have

obtained, hi my opinion, full as much credit as they deserve :

without depreciating a book hi which so much may be found,
and which has been so great a favorite with the literary part
of the put lie, it may be observed that its errors as to fact,
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especially in names and dates, are extraordinarily frequent,
and that the criticism, in points of taste, is not of a very
superior kind.

Heeren undertook the history of classical literature, a

great desideratum, which no one had attempted to supply.
But unfortunately he has onjy given an introduction, carry-

ing us down to the close of the fourteenth century, and a his-

tory of the fifteenth. These are so good, that we must much
lament the want of the rest; especially as I am aware or

nothing to fill up the vacuity. Eichhorn, however, is here
of considerable use.

In the history of mathematical science, I have had recourse

chiefly to Moutucla, and, as far as he conducts us, to Kiistner,

whose catalogue and analysis of mathematical works is far

more complete, but his own observations less perspicuous and

philosophical. Portal's History of Anatomy, and some other

books, to which I have always referred, and which it might be
tedious to enumerate, have enabled me to fill a few pagas with

what I could not be expected to give from any original re-

search. But several branches of literature, using the word
as I generally do, in the most general sense for the knowledge
imparted through books, are as yet deficient in any thing that

approaches to a real history of their progress.
The materials of literary history must always be derived in

great measure from biographical collections, those especially
which intermix a certain portion of criticism with mere facts.

There are some, indeed, which are almost entirely of this

description. Adrian Baillet, hi his Jugemens des Scjavans,

published in 1685, endeavored to collect the suffrages of

former critics on the merits of all past authors. His design,
was only executed in a small part, and hardly extends be-

yond grammarians, translators, and poets ; the latter but

imperfectly. Baillet gives his quotations in French, and
sometimes mingles enough of his own to raise him above a
mere compiler, and to have drawn down the animosity of

gome contemporaries. Sir Thomas Pope Blount is a perfectly
unambitious writer of the same class. His Censura celebrio-

rum Autorum, published in 1690, contains nothing of his own

except a few short dates of each author's life, but diligently

brings together the testimonies of preceding critics. Blount
omits no class nor any age; his arrangement is nearly chro-

nological, and leads the reader from the earliest records of
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literature to his own time. The polite writers of modern P^u*

rope, and the men of science, do not receive their full share

of attention ; but this volume, though not, I think, much in

request at present, is a very convenient accession to any
scholar's library.

Bayle's Dictionary, published in 1697, seems at first sight

an inexhaustible magazine of literary histoiy. Those who
are conversant with it know that it frequently disappoints
their curiosity; names of great eminence are sought in vain,
or are very slightly treated ; the reader is lost in episodical
notes perpetually frivolous, and disgusted with an author who
turns away at every moment from what is truly interesting to

some idle dispute of his own time, or some contemptible inde-

cency. Yet the numerous quotations contained in Bayle, the

miscellaneous copiousness of his erudition, as well as the good
sense and acuteness he can always display when it is his incli-

nation to do so, render his dictionary of great value, though I

think chiefly to those who have made a tolerable progress in

general literature.

The title of a later work by Pere Niceron, Memoires pour
servir ai 1'histoire des hommes illustres de la republique des

lettres, avee un catalogue raisonne de leurs ouvrages, in forty-
three volumes 12mo, published at Paris from 1727 to 174o,
announces something rather different from what it contains.

The number of "
illustrious men" recorded by Niceron is about

1600, chiefly of the sixteenth and seventeeth centuries. The
names, as may be anticipated, are frequently very insigni-
ficant ; and, in return, not a few of real eminence, especially
when Protestant, and above all English, are overlooked, or

erroneously mentioned. No kind of arrangement is observed :

it is utterly impossible to conjecture in what volume of Ni-
ceron any article will be discovered. A succinct biography,
though fuller than the mere dates of Blount, is followed by
short judgments on the author's works, and by a catalogue of

them, far more copious, at least, than had been given by any
preceding bibliographer. It is a work of much utility; but
the more valuable parts have been transfused into later publi-
cations.

The English Biographical Dictionary was first published in

1761. I speak of this edition with some regard, from its hav-

ing been the companion of many youthful hours ; but it ia

rather careless in its general execution. It is sometimes as-
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cribed to Birch ; but I suspect that Heathcote had more to

do with it. After several successive enlargements, an edition

of this dictionary was published in thirty-two volumes, from

1812 to 1817, by Alexander Chalmers, whose name it now

commonly bears. Chalmers was a man of very slender powers,

relatively to the magnitude of such a work ; but his h'fe had
been passed in collecting small matters of fact, and he has

added much of this kind to British biography. He inserts,

beyond any one else, the most insignificant names, and quotes
the most wretched authorities. But as the faults of excess, in

such collections, are more pardonable than those of omission,

we cannot deny the value of his Biographical Dictionary,

especially as to our own country, which has not fared well at

the hands of foreigners.
Coincident nearly in order of time with Chalmers, but more

distinguished in merit, is the Biographic Universelle. The
eminent names appended to a large proportion of the articles

contained in its fifty-two volumes are vouchers for the ability

and erudition it displays. There is doubtless much inequality
in the performance ; and we are sometimes disappointed by a

superficial notice where we had a right to expect most. Eng-
lish literature, though more amply treated than had been usual

on the Continent, and with the benefit of Chalmers's contem-

poraneous volumes, is still not fully appreciated : our chief

theological writers, especially, are passed over almost in

silence. There seems, on the other hand, a redundancy of

modern French names ; those, above all, who have, even

obscurely and insignificantly, been connected with the history
of the Revolution ; a fault, if it be one, which is evidently

gaining ground in the supplementary volumes. But I must

speak respectfully of a work to which I owe so much, and
without which, probably, I should never have undertaken the

present.
I will not here characterize several works of more limited

biography ; among which are the Bibliotheca Hispana Nova
of Antonio, the Biographia Britannica, the Bibliotheque

Fra^aise of Goujet : still less is there time to enumerate

particular lives, or those histories which relate to short periods,

among the sources of literary knowledge. It will be pre-

sumed, and will appear by my references, that I have em-

ployed such of them as came within my reach. But I am
sensible, that, in the great multiplicity of books of this
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kind, nnd especially in their prodigious increase on the Conti-

nent of late years, many have been overlooked from which I

might have improved these volumes. The press is indeed so

active that no year passes without accessions to our knowledge,
even historically considered, upon some of the multifarious

subjects which the present volumes embrace. An .author who
waits till all requisite materials are accumulated to his hands,

i& but watching the stream that will run. on for ever; and,

though I am fully sensible that I could have much improved
what is now offered to the public by keeping it back for a longer

time, I should but then have had to lament the impossibility of

exhausting my subject. EIIOIE1, the modest phrase of the

Grecian sculptors, well expresses the imperfection that at-

taches to every work of literary industry or of philosophical

investigation. But I have other warnings to bind up my
sheaves while I may, my own advancing years, and the

gathering in the heavens.

I have quoted, to my recollection, no passage which I have
not seen in its own place 5 though I may possibly have trans-

cribed in some instances, for the sake of convenience, from a

secondary authority. Without censuring those who suppress
the immediate source of their quotations, I may justly say that

in nothing I have given to the public has it been practised by
myself. But I have now and then inserted in the text cha-

racters of books that I have not read on the faith of my
guides ; and it may be the case that intimation of this has not

been always given to the reader.

It is very likely that omissions, not, I trust, of great conse-

quence, will be detected.; I might in fact say that I am already
aware of them ; but perhaps these will be candidly ascribed
to the numerous ramifications of the subject, and the necessity
of writing in a different order from that in which the pages
are printed. And I must add that some omissions have been
intentional : an accumulation of petty facts, and especially of
names to which little is attached, fatigues unprofitably the

attention ; and as this is very frequent in works that neces-

sarily demand condensation, and cannot altogether be avoided,
it was desirable to make some sacrifice in order to palliate the

inconvenience. This will be found, among many other in-

stances, in the account of the Italian learned of the fifteenth

century, where I might easily have doubled the enumeration*
but with little satisfaction to the reader.
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But, independently of such slighter omissions, it will appear
that a good deal is wanting in these volumes which some might

expect in a history of literature. Such a history has often

contained so large a proportion of biography, that a work in

which it appears very scantily, or hardly at all, may seem
deficient in necessary information. It might be replied, that

the limits to which I have confined myself, and beyond which

it is not easy perhaps, in the present age, to obtain readers,
would not admit of this extension : but I may add that any
biography of the authors of these centuries, which is not

servilely compiled from a few known books of that class, must
be far too immense an undertaking for one man ; and, besides

its extent and difficulty, would have been particularly irksome

to myself, from the waste of tune, as I deem it, which an in-

quiry into trifling facts entails. I have more scruple about the

omission of extracts from some of the poets and best writers

in prose, without which they can be judged very unsatisfac-

torily ; but in this also I have been influenced by an unwilling-
ness to multiply my pages beyond a reasonable limit. But I

have, in some instances, gone more largely into analyses of

considerable works than has hitherto been usual. These are

not designed to serve as complete abstracts, or to supersede
instead of exciting the reader's industry ; but I have felt that

some books of traditional reputation are less fully known than

they deserve.

Some departments of literature are passed over or partially
touched. Among the former are books relating to particular

arts, as agriculture or painting ; or to subjects of merely local

interest, as those of English law. Among the latter is the

great and extensive portion of every library, the historical.

Unless where history has been written with peculiar beauty of

language, or philosophical spirit, I have generally omitted all

mention of it. In our researches after truth of fact, the num-
ber of books that possess some value is exceedingly great,
and would occupy a disproportionate space hi such a general
view of literature as the present. For a similar reason, I

have not given its numerical share to theology.
It were an impertinence to anticipate, for the sake of ob-

viating, the possible criticism of a public which has a right to

judge, and for whose judgments I have had so much cause
to be grateful, nor less so to dictate how it should read what it

is not bound to read at all : but perhaps I may be allowed to
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say that I do not wish this to be considered as a book of refer-

ence on particular topics, in which point of view it must often

appear to disadvantage ; and that, if it proves of any value, it

will be as an entire and synoptical work.

ADVERTISEMENT TO THE FOURTH EDITION.
i. .. . -A ! '

!

'

.
' * J ^ ';

"

( . f J

THE text of this work has been revised, and such errors as

the Author detected have been removed. The few additional

notes are distinguished ;by the dates of the publication of the

different editions in the years 1842, 1847, and 1853.

'/
'

i-
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INTRODUCTION

LITERATURE OF EUROPE
IN THE FIFTEENTH, SIXTEENTH, AND

SEVENTEENTH CENTURIES.

PART I.

ON THE LITERATURE OF THE FIFTEENTH AND FIRST
HALF OF THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY.

CHAPTER I.

ON THE GENERAL STATE OP LITERATURE IK THE MIDDLE AGES TO THH
END OS THE FOURTEENTH CENTURY.

Loss of ancient Learning in the Fall of the Roman Empire First Symptoms of its Re-
yival Improvement in the Twelfth Century Universities and Scholastic Philoso-

phy Origin of Modern Languages Early Poetry Provencal, French, German,
and Spanish English Language and Literature Increase of Elementary
Knowledge Invention of Paper Roman Jurisprudence Cultivation of Classical

Literature Its Decline after the Twelfth Century Less visible in Italy
Petrarch.

1. ALTHOUGH the subject of these volumes does not -com-

irebend the literary history of Europe anterior to
Retrospect

the commencement of the fifteenth century, a period of learning
,

..,. . ,. ..in middle
as nearly coinciding as can be expected in any arbi- ages neces-

rary division of time with what is usually denomi- ****

nated the revival of letters, it appears necessary to prefix such

a general retrospect of the state of knowledge for some pre-

ceding ages as will illustrate its subsequent progress. In this,

however, the reader is not to expect a regular histoiy of medi-

aeval literature, which would be nothing less than the extension
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of a scheme already, perhaps, too much beyond my powers of

execution.1 '

't'\

2. Every one is well aware that the establishment of the

barbarian nations on the ruins of the Roman Empire
learning in in the West was accompanied or followed by an
fail ofRo- almost universal loss of that learning which had beenman Empire. .

accumulated in the Latin and Greek languages, and
which we call ancient or classical ; a revolution long prepared
by the decline of taste and knowledge for several preceding
ages, but accelerated by public calamities in the fifth century
with overwhelming rapidity. The last of the ancients, and
one who forms a link between the classical period of literature

and that of the middle ages, in which he was a favor-

ia-
ite author, is Boethius, a man of fine genius, and

tionofphi-
interesting both from his character and his death.

Dp y'

It is well known, jihat,
after filling the dignities of con-

sul and senator in the court of Theodoric, he fell a victim to

the jealousy of a sovereign, from whose memory, in many
respects glorious, the stain of that blood has never been effaced.

The Consolation of Philosophy, the chief work of Boethius,
was written in his prison. Few books are more striking from
the circumstances of their production. Last of the classic

writers, in style not impure, though displaying too lavishly that

poetic exuberance which had distinguished the two or three

preceding centuries, in elevation of sentiment equal to any of

the philosophers, and mingling a Christian sanctity with their

lessons, he speaks from his prison in the swan-like tones of

dying eloquence. The philosophy that consoled him in bonds
was soon required in the sufferings of a cruel death. Quenched
in his blood, the lamp he had trimmed with a skilful hand gave
no more light. The language of Tully and Virgil soon ceased

to be spoken ; and many ages were tp pass away before learned

diligence restored its purity, and the union of genius with imi-

tation taught a few modern writers to surpass in eloquence
the Latinity of Boethius.

3. The downfall of learning and eloquence after the deatb

of Boethius, in 524, was inconceivably rapid. His contem-

porary Cassiodorus, Isidore of Seville, and Martianus Ca-

1 The subject of the following chapter reader, if he is acquainted with thos*
has been already treated by me in another volumes, may consider the ensuing page*
work, the History of Europe during the partly as supplemental, and partly as cor-
Middle Ages. I have not thought it neces- recting the former whei<e they contain any
ary to repeat all that is there said. The thing inconsistent.
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pella, the earliest but -worst of the three, by very indifferent

compilations, and that encyclopedic method which -B^^
Heeren observes to be an usual concomitant of de- define of

clining literature, superseded the use of the great iTSxSf

ancient writers, with whom, indeed, in the opinion of ceutuiy-

Meiners, they were themselves acquainted only through similar

productions of the fourth and fifth centuries. Isidore speaks
of the rhetorical works of Cicero and Quintilian as too diffuse

to be read.1 The authorities upon which they founded their

scanty course of grammar, logic, and rhetoric, were chiefly
obscure writers, no longer extant ; but themselves became the

oracles of the succeeding period, wherein the trivium and qua-
drivium, a course of seven sciences, introduced in the sixth

century, were taught from their jejune treatises.
2

4. This state of general ignorance lasted, with no very sen-

sible difference, on a superficial view, for about five .

, . f\ A portion

centuries, during which every sort ot knowledge was remains in

almost wholly confined to the ecclesiastical order;
t^ 00111*11

but among them, though instances of gross ignorance were

exceedingly frequent, the necessity of preserving the Latin

language, in which the Scriptures, the canons, and other

authorities of the church, and the regular liturgies, were writ-

ten, and in which alone the correspondence of their well-

organized hierarchy could be conducted, kept flowing, in the

worst seasons, a slender but living stream ; and though, as has

been observed, no great difference may appear, on a superficial

view, between the seventh and eleventh centuries, it would

1 Meiners, Vergleichung der Sitten, &c.,
" GRASTM. loquitur ;

DTA. yera docet
,

des Mittdaltors mit deuen unsers Jahrhun- RHET. Terba colorat
j
Mus. canit ; AR.

derts, 3 vols., Hanover, 1793, vol. ii. p. 333. nunierat; GEO. ponderat; AST. colit

Eehhorn, Allgemeine Geschichte der Cul- astra."

tur und Litteratur, vol. U. p. 29. Heeren, But most of these sciences, as such, were
Geschichte des Studium der classischen hardly taught at all. The arithmetic, for

Litteratur, Gottingen, 1797. These three instance, of Cassiodorns or Capella, is no

books, with the Histoire Litteraire de la thing but a few definitions mingled with
France, Brucker's History of Philosophy, superstitious absurdities about the yirtues
Turner's and Henry 's Histories of England, of certain numbers and figures. Meiners,
Muratori's 43d Dissertation, Tiraboschi, ii. 339; K'istner, Geschichte der Mathe-
and some few others, who will appear in matik, p. 8.

the notes, are my chief authorities for the The arithmetic of Cassiodorus occupies
dark ages. But none, in a Tery short com- little more than two folio pages, and does

pass, is equal to the third discourse of not contain one word of the common rules.

Fleury, in the 13th volume of the 12mo The geometry is much the same: in two
edition of his Ecclesiastical History. pages we have some definitions and axioms,

8 The trivium contained grammar, logic, but nothing farther. His logic is longer
and rhetoric ; the quadrivium, arithmetic, and better, extending to sixteen folio pages,

geometry, music, and astronomy, as in The grammar is very short and trifling; the
these two lines, framed to assist the me- rhetoric, the same.

moty:
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easily be shown, that, after the first prostration of learning, it

was not long in giving signs of germinating afresh, and that a

very slow and gradual improvement might be dated farther

back than is generally believed.1

5. Literature was assailed in its downfall by enemies from

Prejudices
w^hin as well as from without. A prepossession

of the against secular learning had taken hold of those

against
ecclesiastics who gave the tone to the rest. It was

profane inculcated in the most extravagant degree by Gre-

gory I., the founder, in a great measure, of the papal

supremacy, and the chief authority hi the dark ages.-' It is

even found in Alcuin, to whom so much is due ; and it gave
way very gradually in the revival of literature. In some of

the monastic foundations, especially in that of Isidore, though
himself a man of considerable learning, the perusal of heathen
authors was prohibited. Fortunately, Benedict, whose order

became the most widely diffused, while he enjoined his bre-

thren to read, copy, and collect books, was silent as to their

nature ; concluding, probably, that they would be wholly reli-

gious. This, in course of time, became the means of preserving
and multiplying classical manuscripts.

3

. 6. If, however, the prejudices of the clergy stood in the

Their use- , wayof what we more esteem than they did, the study

preserving
^ philological literature, it is never to be forgotten,

it.

'

that, but for them, the records of that very literature

would have perished. If they had been less tenacious of their

Latin liturgy, of the vulgate translation of Scripture, and of

the authority of the fathers, it is very doubtful whether less

superstition would have grown up ; but we cannot hesitate to

pronounce, that all grammatical learning would have been laid

aside. The influence of the church upon learning, partly

1 M. Guizofc confirms me in a conclusion yasion, been reserved to Romans. Fleury,
to which I had previously come, that the p. 18.

seventh century is the nadir of the human 2 Gregory has been often charged, on
mind in Kurope, and that its movement in the authority of a passage in John of Sali.s-

advance began before the end of the next, bury, with having burned a library of

or, in other words, with Charlemagne, heathen authors, lie has boon warmly
Hist, de la Civilisation en France, ii. 345. defended by Tiraboschi, iii. 102. Evon if

A notion probably i current in England, the assertion of our countryman were
on the authority of the older writers, such more positive, he is of too late an age to
as Cave or Robertson, that the greatest demand much credit. JSichhorn, however,
darkness wag later; which is true as to produces vehement expressions of Gro-

KnglanJ iteelf. It was in the seventh cen- gory's disregard for learning, and even
tury that the barbarians were flrst tempted for the observance of grammatical rules.

to entr the church and obtain bishoprics, ii. 443.
which had, in the first age after their in- 3 Ueeren, p. 59 ; Eichhorn, ii. 11, 1

40,49,50.
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favorable, partly the reverse, forms the subject of Eiohhorn's

second volume, whose comprehensive views and well-directed

erudition, as well as his position in a great Protestant univer-

sity, give much weight to his testimony : but we should remem-

ber, also, that it is, as it were, by striking a balance that we
come to this result ; and that, in many respects, the clergy coun-

teracted that progress of improvement, which, in others, may
be ascribed to their exertions.

7. It is not unjust to claim for these islands the honor of

having first withstood the dominant ignorance, and First ap-

even led the way in the restoration of knowledge, J^"^,,
As early as the sixth century, a little glimmer of light learning m
was perceptible in the Irish monasteries ; and in the SOng.
next, when France and Italy had sunk in deeper igno-

land -

ranee, they stood, not quite where national prejudice has some-

times placed them, but certainly in a very respectable position.
1

That island both drew students from the continent, and sent

forth men of comparative eminence into its schools and
churches. I do not find, however, that they contributed much
to the advance of secular, and especially of grammatical,

learning. This is rather due to .England, and to the happy
influence of Theodore, Archbishop of Canterbury, an Asiatic

Greek by birth, sent hither by the pope in 668 ; through whom,
and his companion Adrian, some knowledge of the Latin and
even Greek languages was propagated in the Anglo-Saxon
church. The Venerable Bede, as he was afterwards styled,

early in the eighth century, surpasses every other name of our

ancient literary annals ; and, though little more than a diligent

compiler from older writers, may perhaps be reckoned supe-
rior to any man whom the world (so low had the East sunk

like the West) then possessed. A desire of knowledge grew
up. The school of York, somewhat later, became respectable,
before any liberal education had been established in France ;

and from this came Alcuin, a man fully equal to Bede in

ability, though not in erudition.2 By his assistance, and that

1
Eichhorn, ii. 176, 188. See also the ever, has spoken so highly or so fully of

first volume of Moore's llistory of Ireland, Alcuiu's merits as M. Uuizot, in his ULs-

where the claims of his country are stated toire de la Civilisation en France, vol. ii.

favorably, and with much learning and pp. 344-385.

industry, but not with extravagant par- [The writings of Alcuin are not highly
ttility. appreciated by the learned and judicious

2
Eichhorn, ii. 188, 207, 263 : Hist. TJtt. author of Biographia Britaunica Literaria,

de la France, vols. iii. and iv.
; Henry's especially in relation to their influence

History of England, vol. iv.
;

Turner's upon English literature. The truth is that

History Df Anglo-Saxons. No one, how- Alcuiu was a polite scholar for the age in
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of one or two Italians, Charlemagne laid in his vast dominions
the foundations of learning, according to the standard of that

age, which dispelled, at least for a time, some part of the gross

ignorance wherein his empire had been enveloped.
1

8. The praise of having originally established schools

belongs to some bishops and abbots of the sixth cen-
tew schools rr,i i /. i i i i

before the tury. I hey came in place of the imperial schools
~ overthrown by the barbarians.2 In the downfall of

that temporal dominion, a spiritual aristocracy was

providentially raised up to save from extinction the remains
of learning, and religion itself. Some of those schools seem
to have been preserved in the south of Italy, though merely,
perhaps, for elementary instruction ; but in France the bar-

barism of the latter Merovingian period was so complete, that

before the reign of Charlemagne, all liberal studies had come
to an end.3 Nor was Italy in a much better state at his acces-

sion, though he called two or three scholars from thence to his

literary councils. The libraries were destroyed, the schools

chiefly closed.- Wherever the Lombard dominion extended,

illiteracy was its companion.
4

9. The cathedral and conventual schools, created or restored

Beneficial by Charlemagne, became the means of preserving
effects of that small portion of learning which continued to
those esta- .

f~'
. .

biished by exist. Ihey flourished most, having had time to pro-
duce their fruits, under his successors, Louis the

Debonair, Lothaire, and Charles the Bald.5 It was doubtless

a fortunate circumstance, that the revolution of language had
now gone far enough to render Latin unintelligible without

grammatical instruction. Alcuin, and others who, like him,
endeavored to keep ignorance out of the church, were anxious,

which he lived, but no real poet. "He has, 116) gives a list of the episcopaJ schools in

on the whole," says Mr. Wright,
" more France before Charlemagne,

simplicity and less pretension in his poetry 3 Ante ipsum Carolum regem in Gallia
than his predecessor AldheLm ; and, so far, nullmu fuerat studiuin Uberalium artium.
he is more pleasing: but unfortunately, Monachus Engollmensis, apud Launoy de
when the latter was turgid and bombastic, Scholis celebrioribus.
the former too often went into the opposite * Tiraboschi

;
Eichhom ;

Heeren.
extreme of being flat and spiritless;" p. 46.

e The reader may find more of the his-

This criticism seems not unjust. Alcuin, tory of these schools in a little treatise by
however, is an easy versifier, and has Launoy, De Scholis celebrioribus a Car.

caught the tone of Ovid, sometimes of Vir- Mag. et post Car. Mag. instauratis ; also in

gil, with some success. 1847-] Hist. Litt. de la France, vols. iii. and iv.
;

1 Besides the above authors, see, for the Crevier, Hist, de 1' Dniversite de Paris, voL
merits of Charlemagne as a restorer of let- 1.; Brucker's Hist. Phil. iii.

; Muratori,
ters, his Life by Gaillard and Andres, Dissert, xliii. ; Tiraboschi, iii. 158

;
Kicn-

Origine, &c., della Litteratura, i. 165. horn, 261, 295
;
Heeren

;
and Fleury.

1
Kichhorn, ii. 5, 46. Gulzot (vol. 11. p.
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we are told, to restore orthography ; or, in other words, to pre-
vent the written Latin from following the corruptions of

speech. They brought back also some knowledge of better

classical authors than had been in use. Alcuin's own poems
could, at least, not have been written by one unacquainted with

Virgil.
1 The faults are numerous; but the style is not always

inelegant: and from this time, though quotations from the

Latin poets, especially Ovid and Virgil, and sometimes from

Cicero, are not very frequent, they occur sufficiently to show
that manuscripts had been brought to this side of the Alps.

They were, however, very rare. Italy was still, as might be

expected, the chief depository of ancient writings ; and Gerbert

speaks of the facility of obtaining them in that country.
2

10. The tenth century used to be reckoned by mediaeval

historians the darkest part of this intellectual night. The tenth

It was the iron age which they vie with one another ^"^p^
in describing as lost in the most consummate igno- groove

ranee. This, however, is much rather applicable to
a'ny^up^"

Italy and England than to France and Germany, posed.

The former were both in a deplorable state of barbarism ;

s

and there are doubtless abundant proofs of ignorance in

every part of Europe. But, compared with the seventh and

eighth centuries, the tenth was an age of illumination in

France ; and Meiners, who judged the middle ages somewhat,

perhaps, too severely, but with a penetrating and comprehen-
sive observation, of which there had been few instances, has

gone so far as to say, that " in no age, perhaps, did Germany
possess more learned and virtuous churchmen of the episcopal
order than in the latter half of the tenth and beginning of the

eleventh century."
4 Eichhorn points out indications of a more

extensive acquaintance with ancient writers in several French
and German ecclesiastics of this period.

5 In the eleventh

century, this continued to increase ; and, towards its close, we
find more vigorous and extensive attempts at throwing off the

yoke of barbarous ignorance, and either retrieving what had

1 A poem by Alcuin, De Pontiflcibns was more dark in the tenth century than
Ecclesiae Eboracensis, is published in Gale's in the ninth. 1842.]
XV. Scriptores, vol. Hi. Vergleichung der Sitten, ii. 384. The

2 Nosti quot scriptores in urbibus aut eleventh century he holds far more ad-
In agris Italiae passim habeantur. Gerbert. vanced in learning than the sixth. Books
Epist. 130, apud Heeren, p. 166. were read in the latter which no one looked

3
[See Tirabosehi for the one, and Tur- at in the earlier

; p. 399.
ner's History of Anglo-Saxons for the Allg. Gesch. ii. 335, 398.
other. But I do not know that England
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been lost of ancient learning, or supplying its place by the

original powers of the mind.

11. It is the most striking circumstance in the literary
annals of the dark ages, that they seem to us still

Uant,of ge- .
'

, . f ....
nius in the more deficient in native than in acquired ability,
dark ages, rp^g mere ignorance of letters has sometimes been

a little exaggerated, and admits of certain qualifications ; but a

tameness and mediocrity, a servile habit of merely compiling
from others, runs through the writers of these centuries. It

is not only that much was lost, but that there was nothing to

compensate for it, nothing of original genius in the province
of imagination* and but two extraordinary men, Scotus Erigena
and Gerbert, may be said to stand out from the crowd, in lite-

rature and philosophy. It must be added as to the former,
that his writings contain, at least in such extracts as I have

seen, unintelligible rhapsodies of mysticism, in which, perhaps,
he should not even have the credit of originality. Eichhorn,

however, bestows great praise on Scotus ; and the modern his-

torians of philosophy treat him with respect.
1

12. It would be a strange hypothesis, that no man endowed
with superior gifts of Nature lived in so many ages.Prevalence J

of bad Though the pauses of her fertility in these high
endowments are more considerable, I am disposed

to think, than any previous calculation of probabilities would
lead us to anticipate, we could not embrace so extreme a para-
dox. Of military skill, indeed, and civil prudence, we are not

now speaking. But, though no man appeared of genius suffi-

cient to burst the fetters imposed by ignorance and bad taste,

some there must have been, who, in a happier condition of lite-

rature, would have been its legitimate pride. We perceive,

therefore, in the deficiencies of these writers, the effect which
an oblivion of good models and the prevalence of a false stan-

dard of merit may produce in repressing the natural vigor
of the mind. Their style, where they aim at eloquence, is

1

inflated and redundant, formed upon the model of the later

fathers, whom they chiefly read, a feeble imitation of that

1 Extracts from John Scotug Erigena in the Encyclopaedia Metropolitana, as-

will be found in Brucker, llist. I'hiloso- cribed to Dr. Ilainpden. But perhaps Mr.

phue, vol. iii. p. 619; in Meiners, ii. 373; Turner is the only one of them who hat
or more fully in Turner's History of Kng- seen, or at least read, the metaphysical
lond. vol. i 447; and Ouizot, Hist, de la treatise of John Scotus, entitled De Divi-

Civillsation en France, iii. 137, 178. The sione Naturae, in which alone we find his

reader may consult also Buhle, Tenne- Philosophy. It is very rare out

luana, and the article on Thomas Aquinas land, nor common in it.
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vicious rhetoric which had long overspread the Latinity of the

empire.
1

13. It might naturally be asked, \vhether fancy and feeling
were extinct among the people, though a false taste D^k^y
might reign in the cloister. Yet it is here that we of poetk-ai

find the most remarkable deficiency, and could appeal
fc

scarce to the vaguest tradition or the most doubtful fragment
in witness of any poetical talent worthy of notice, except a

little in the Teutonic languages. The Anglo-Saxon poetiy
has occasionally a wild spirit, rather impressive ; though it is

often turgid, and always rude. The Scandinavian, such as the

well-known song of Regner Lodbrog, if that be as old as

the period before us, which is now denied, displays a still more

poetical character. Some of the earliest German poetiy, the

song on the victory of Louis HI. over the Normans in 883,

and, still more, the poem in praise of Hanno, Archbishop of

Cologne, who died in 1075, are warmly extolled by Herder
and Bouterwek.2 In the Latin verse of these centuries, we

1
Fleury, 1. xlv. 19

;
and Troisieme

Discours (in vol. xiii.), p- 6. Turner's

Hislory of England, IT. 137; and History
of Anglo-Saxons, iii. 403. It is sufficient

to look at any extracts from these writers

of the dark ages to see the justice of this

censure. Fieury. at the conclusion of his

excellent third discourse, justly and can-

didly apologizes for these five ages as not

wholly destitute of learning, and far less

of virtue. They have been, he says, out-

rageously depreciated by the humanists of
the sixteenth century, who thought good
Latin superior to every thing else : and by
Protestant writers, who laid the corrup-
tions of the church on its ignorance. Yet
there is an opposite extreme, into which
those who are disgusted with the common-
places of superficial writers sometimes run

;

an estimation of men by their relative su-

periority above their own times, so as to

forget their position in comparison with a
fixed standard.
An eminent living writer, who has car-

ried the philosophy of history, perhaps, as

far as any other, has lately endeavored, at
considerable length, to vindicate in some
measure the intellectual character of this

period (Guizot. vol. ii. p. 123-224). It

reluctance that I ever differ from
M. Guizot : but the passages adduced by
him (especially if we exclude those of the
fifth century, the poems of Avitus, and
the h' milies of Caesarius) do not appear
adequate to redeem the age by any signs
f fceuiu.s they display- It must ulwuye be

VOL. I. 3

a question of degree ; for no one is absurd

enough to deny the existence of a relative

superiority of talent, or the power of ex-

pressing moral emotions, as well as relating
facts, with some warmth and energy. The
legends of saints, an extensive though quite
neglected portion of the literature of the
dark ages, to which M. Guizot has had
the merit of directing our attention, may
probably contain many passages, like those
he had quoted, which will be read with
interest : and it is no more than justice
that he has given them in French, rather
than in that half-barbarous Latin, which,
though not essential to the author's mind,
never fails, like an unbecoming dress, to

show the gifts of nature at a disadvantage.
But the questions still recur : Is this,
in itself, excellent? Would it indicate,
wherever we should meet with it, powers
of a high order ? Do we not make a tacit

allowance in reading it, and that very
largely, for the mean condition in which
we know the human mind to have been

placed at the period ? Does it instruct us,
or give us pleasure?
In what M. Guizot has said of the moral

inlluence of these legends, in humanizing
a lawless barbarian race (p. 157). I should
be sorry not to concur : it is a striking in-

stance of that candid and catholic spirit
with which he has always treated the
mediaeval church.

* Herder. Zerstreute Blatter.vol. T. p. 168,
184

; Ueinsius, Lvhrbuch der Deutschen
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find, at best, a few lines among many which show the author

to have caught something of a classical style : the far greater

portion is very bad.1

14. The very imperfect state of language, as an instrument

T . . of refined thought in the transition of Latin to the
Imperfect ._ i/-^ ! -i -r i-
state of 1< rench, Castilian, and Italian tongues, seems the best

In^y

1^8 means of accounting in any satisfactory manner for

count for this stagnation of the poetical faculties. The delicacy
that distinguishes in words the shades of sentiment,

the grace that brings them to the soul of the reader with the

charm of novelty united to clearness, could not be attainable

in a colloquial jargon, the offspring of ignorance, and indeter-

minate possibly in its forms, which those who possessed any
superiority of education would endeavor to avoid. We shall

soon have occasion to advert again to tliis subject.
15. At the beginning of the twelfth century we enter upon

improve- a new division in the literary history of Europe,
meat at From this time we may deduce a line of men, con-

of twelfth spicuous, according to the standard of their times, in

century. different walks of intellectual pursuit ; and the com-
mencement of an interesting period, the later middle ages, in

which, though ignorance was very far from being cleared away,
the natural powers of the mind were developed in considerable

activity. We shall point out separately the most important

Leading
circumstances of this progress, not all of them concur-

cireum- rent in efficacy with each other, for they were some-

progress of times opposed, but all tending to arouse Europe from
learning, indolence, and to fix its attention on literature. These

are, 1st, The institution of universities, and the methods pur-
sued in them ; 2d, The cultivation of the modern languages,
followed by the multiplication of books and the extension of

Sprachwissenschaft, Iv. 29; Bouterwek, quoted, which glows with his own fine

Geschichte der Poesie und Beredsamkeit, sense of beauty.
vol ix. p. 78, 82. The author is unknown :

* Tiraboschi supposes Latin versifier*
" aber dem unbekannten sichert scin \Verk to have been common in Italy. Le CHti
die Unstcrblichkoit," says the latter critic, al pan che le campagne risuonavan di

One might raise a question as to the capa- versi
;

iii. 207.

city of an anonymous author to possess The specimens he afterwards produces,
immortal fame. Nothing equal to this p. 219, are miserable. Hroswitha, Abbess

poem, he says, occurs in the earlier Qcr- of Gandersheim, has, perhaps, the great-
man poetry: it is an outpouring of genius, est reputation among these Latin poets,
not without faults, but full of power and She wrote, in the tenth century, sacred

feeling. The dialect is still Frankishj but comedies in imitation of Terence, which I

approaches to Swabian. Ilerder calls it
" a have not seen, and other poetry which

truly Pindaric song." He has givon large I saw many years since, and thought ver.v
extracts from it in the volume above indifferent.
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the art of writing ; 3d, The investigation of the Roman law ;

and, lastly, The return to the study of the Latin language in

its ancient models of purity. We shall thus come down to the

fifteenth century, and judge better of what is meant by
the revival of letters when we apprehend with more exactness

their previous condition.

16. Among the Carlovingian schools, it is doubtful whether

we can reckon one at Paris ; and, though there are origin of

some traces of public instruction in that city about
yeR-it^of

the end of the ninth century, it is not certain that we Paris.

can assume it to be more ancient. For two hundred years more,

indeed, it can only be said that some persons appear to have
come to Paris for the purposes of study.

1 The commence-
ment of this famous university, like that of Oxford, has no
record ; but it owes its first reputation to the sudden spread
of what is usually called the scholastic philosophy.

17. There had been hitherto two methods of treating theo-

logical doctrines : one, that of -the fathers, who built MO^ Of

them on Scripture, illustrated and interpreted by treating
., .

*
. , . 5 ^1 tlle sconce

their own ingenuity, and in some measure also on the Of theoio

traditions and decisions of the church ; the other,
gy-

which is said by the Benedictines of St. Maur to have grown
up about the eighth century (though Mosheim seems to refer

it to the sixth), using the fathers themselves ; that is, the chief

writers of the first six hundred years, who appear now to have

acquired that distinctive title of honor as authority, conjointly
with Scripture and ecclesiastical determinations, by means of

extracts or compends of their writings. Hence, about this

time, we find more frequent instances of a practice which had

begun before, that of publishing Loci communes or Catenae

patrum, being only digested extracts from the authorities

under systematic heads.2 Both these methods were usually
called positive theology.

1
Crcvier, i. 13-75. markable, by Michaelia. It will be found

2
Fleury, 3me Disccmrs, p. 48 (Hist, in Eichhorn, Einleitung in das Neue Testa-

Eccles. vol. xiii. 12mo eel.); Hist. Litt. de merit, iy. 35 [and I have learned, since tly
la France, vii. 147

; Mosheim, in Cent. vi. publication of my first edition, that
et post ; Munttori, Anticliiti Italiane, dis- is printed in Kouth's Reliquiae Sacwe.
Bert, xliii. p. 610. In this dissertation, it 1842].
may be observed by the way, Muratori Upon this great change in the theology
gives the important fragment of Gains, a of the church, which consisted principally
Roman presbyter before the end of .he in establishing the authority of the fa-

secoiid century (as some place him), on thers, the reader may see M. Guizot, Hist,
the canou of the New Testament, which de la Civilisation, iii."l21. There seem to
has not been quoted, as far aa I know, by be but two causes for tiii* : the oue, a con-

any English writer
; nor, which is more re- sciousaess of ignorance and inferiority to
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18. The scholastic theology was a third method : it was, in

Scholastic its general principle, an alliance between faith and
P
h

i

"
8

its reason, an endeavor to arrange the orthodox sys-

origin. tern of the church, such as authority had made it,

siccording to the rules and methods of the Aristotelian dialec-

tics, and sometimes upon premises supplied by metaphysical

reasoning. Lanfranc and Anselm made much use of this

method in the controversy with Berenger as to transubstantia-

tion, though they did not carry it so far as their successors in

the next century.
1 The scholastic philosophy seems chiefly to

be distinguished from this theology by a larger infusion of

metaphysical reasoning, or by its occasional inquiries into

subjects not immediately related to revealed articles of faith.
2

The origin of this philosophy, fixed by Buhle and Tennemann
in the ninth century, or the age of Scotus Erigena, has been

brought down by Tiedemann, Meiners, and Hampden" so low

as the thirteenth. But Roscelin of Compiegne, a

little before 1100, may be accounted so far the foun-

der of the schoolmen, that the great celebrity of their dispu-

men of so much talent as Angustin and a ram, vim, proprietates, cscterasque res

few others
;
the other, a constantly grow- divinas per ea principia vestigat, quse sunt

ing jealousy of the free exercise of reason, hominibus revelata divinitus." Possevin,
and a determination to keep up unity of Bibliotheca Selecta, 1. 3, c. i.

doctrine. Both positive and scholastic theology
1 Ilist. Litt. do la France, uhi supri; were much indebted to Peter Lombard,

Tennemann, Manuel de 1'Hist. de la Phi- whose Liber Sententiarum is a digest of

losophie, i. 332 ; Crevier, 'i. 100
; Andres, propositions extracted from the fathers,

ii. 15. with no attempt to reconcile them. It
* A Jesuit of the sixteenth century thus was, therefore, a prodigious magazine of

shortly and clearly distinguishes the posi- arms for disputation,
five from the scholastic, and both from s The firei, of these, according to Ten-
natural or metaphysical theology :

" At nemann, begins the list of schoolmen
nos theologiam scholasticaui dichnus, quae with Hales : the two latter agree in con-
certiori methodo et rationibus imprimis ex ferring that honor on Albertus Majrnus.
diviua Scriptura, ac traditionibus seu de- Brucker inclines to Koscelin, and has been
cretis patrum in conciliis definitis veri- followed by others. It may be added, that

tatem eruit, ac discutiendo comprobat. Tenuemann divides the scholastic philo-
Quod cum in scholis praecipue argumen- sophy into four periods, which Koscelin,
tando comparetur, id noinen sortita est. llales, Ockham, and the sixteenth cen-

Quamobrem diffcrt a; positiva theologia, tury, terminate; and Buhle into three,
non re sed niodo, quernadmodum item alia ending with Roscelin, Albertus Magnus,
ratione non est euileui cum naturali theo- and the sixteenth century. It is evident,
l<>gia, quo nomiue philosophi metaphysi- that, by beginning the scholastic series

cen nominarunt. Positiva igitur non ita with Koscelin, we exclude Lanfranc, and
res disputandas proponit, sed psone sen- even Ansehn, the latter of whom was cer-

tontiam ratam et firmam pouit, praecipue tainly a deep metaphysician ; since to him
in pietatem incumbens. Versatur autem we owe the subtle argument for the exist-

i't ipsa in explicatione Scripturse sacrae, ence of a Deity, which Des Cartes after-

traditionum, conciliorum et sanctorum wards revived. Buhle, 679. This argument
patrum. Naturalis porro theologia Dei was answered at the time by one Gaunelo

;

n.itunuu per natune arguments et ratio- so that metaphysical reasonings were not
ni-s inquirit, cum superuaturalis, quam unknown in the eleventh century. Ten-
echolasticiieii didmu.s, Dei cjuidem u.itu- ueiuanu, 44.
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tations and the rapid increase of students are to be traced to

the influence of his theories, though we have no proof that he

ever taught at Paris. Roscelin also, having been the first to

revive the famous question as to the reality of universal ideas,

marks, on every hypothesis, a new era in the history of

philosophy. The principle of the schoolmen in their inves-

tigations was the expanding, developing, and, if possible, illus

trating, and clearing from objection, the doctrines of natural

and revealed religion, in a dialectical method, and by dint of

the subtlest reason. The questions which we deem altogether

metaphysical, such as that concerning universal ideas, became

theological in their hands.1

19. Next in order of time to Roscelin came William of

Champeaux, who opened a school of logic at Paris
Progress

in 1109 ; and the university can only deduce the ofschoias-

regular succession of its teachers from that time.2

^Se'of
But his reputation was soon eclipsed and his hearers University

T- ^ A i- of Pans
drawn away by a more potent magician, Peter Abe-

lard, who taught in the schools of Paris in the second decade

of the twelfth century. Wherever Abelard retired, his fame

and his disciples followed him, hi the solitary walls of the

Paraclete as in the thronged streets of the capital ;

3 and the

impulse given was so powerful, the fascination of a science

which now appears arid and unproductive was so intense, that

from this time, for many generations, it continued to engage
the most intelligent and active minds. Paris, about the mid-

dle of the twelfth century, in the words of the Benedictines

of St. Maur, to whom we owe the " Histoire Litteraire de

la France," was another Athens; the number of students

1 Brucker, though he contains some Metropolitana, has the merit of having
useful extracts and tolerable general views, been the only Englishman, past or pre-
was not well versed in the scholastic wri- sent, so far as I know, since the revival

ters. Meiners (in his Comparison of the of letters, who has penetrated far into the
Middle Ages) is rather superficial as to wilderness of scholasticism, Mr. Sharon
their philosophy, but presents a lively Turner has given some extracts in the

picture of the schoolmen in relation to fourth volume of his History of Eng
literature and manners. He has also, in land.

the Transactions of the Gdttingen Acade- [II. Cousin, in the fourth volume of hia

my, vol. xii. pp. 26-47, given a succinct Fragmens Philosophiques, has gone more
but valuable sketch of the Nominalist and fully than any one into the philosophy of
Realist Controversy. Tennemann, with Roscelin, and especially of Abelard. This
whose Manuel de la Philosophic alone I am is reprinted from the Introduction to the

conversant, is said to have gone very deep- unpublished works of Abelard, edited by
ly into the subject in his larger history of M. Cousin in the great series of Documeni
Philosophy. Buhle appears superficial. Inedits. 1847.]
Dr. Hampden, in his Life of Thomas 2

Crevier, i. 3.

Aquinas, and view of the scholastic phi-
s Hist. Litt. de la France, vol. xii. ;

losophy, published in the Encyclopaedia Brucker, iii. 750.
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(hyperbolically speaking, as we must presume) exceeding that

of the citizens. This influx of scholars induced Philip Au-

gustus some time afterwards to enlarge the boundaries of the

city ; and this again brought a fresh harvest of students, for

whom, in the former limits, it had been difficult to find lodg-

ings. Paris was called, as Rome had been, the country of all

the inhabitants of the world ; and we may add, as, for very
different reasons, it still claims to be.1

20. Colleges, with endowments for poor scholars, were
founded in the beginning of the thirteenth century,

Universities , f , T-, . j -r> i

founded, or even before, at Paris and Bologna, as they were

Oxford
afterwards at Oxford and Cambridge, by munificent

patrons of letters. Charters incorporating the gradu-
ates and students collectively, under the name of universities,

were granted by sovereigns, with privileges perhaps too exten-

sive, but such as indicated the dignity of learning and the

countenance it received.2 It ought, however, to be remem-

bered, that these foundations were not the cause, but the effect,

of that increasing thirst for knowledge, or the semblance of

knowledge, which had anticipated the encouragement of the

great. The schools of Charlemagne were designed to lay the

basis of a learned education, for which there was at that time

no sufficient desire.3 But, hi the twelfth century, the impetu-

1 Hist. Litt. de la France, ix. 78
;
Ore- ces temps 14, 1'ensemble des ecoles Parisi-

vier, i. 274. ennes etait appeli sturlimn generate bien
2
Fleury, xvii. 13, 17; Crevier; Tira- pliUot ciu'universitas; ce dernier nom leur

bosclii, &c. A university, "universitas fut applique, peut-etre pour la premiere
doctorum et scholarium," was so called fois, dans 1 'affaire d'Amaury de Chartres
either from its incorporation, or from its et de ses disciples en 1209. II n'est point
professing to te;ich all subjects, as some employe dans le diplome de Philipt>e
have thought. Meiners, ii. 405 ; Fleury, Auguste, donne en 1201,a 1'occasion d'une
xvii. 15. This excellent discourse of Fleu- rixe violeute entre les ecoliers et lea bour-

ry, the fifth, relates to the ecclesiastical geois de Paris." Discourssur Tetat de let-

literature of the later middle ages. tres au treizieme siecle, in Ilist. IJtt. de la

[The first privilege granted to Bologna France, vol. xvi. p. 46, par Daunou.
was by Frederic Barbarossa in 1158. But The University of Toulouse was incorpo-
it gives an appeal to the bishops, not to rated with the same privileges as that of
the rector of the university, in case any Paris by a bull of Gregory IX. in 1238;
scholar had cause of complaint against his which seems to have been acknowledged
teacher. In fact, there was no rector, nor, as sufficient in France on several other

properly speaking, any university, till near occasions. Montpellier, which had for some
the end of the twelfth century. Savijrny, time been a flourishing school of medicine,
Geech. des Romischen Rechts, 111, 152. acquired the rights of an university before
And as at Bologna nothing was taught but the end of the thirteenth century ;

but no
jurisprudence for some time afterwards, it other is of equal antiquity. Id. pp. 57, 59.
Is doubted by some, whether that school 1842.]
could be called a university, which ought 8 These schools, established by the Cnr-
to be a place of general instruction. Tira- lovingHn princes in convents ;m<l c:\the-

boschi, T. 253. Upon the whole, the pre- drals, declined, as it was natural to expect,
cedence must be allowed, I think, to Paris

;
with the rise of the universities. Meiuers,

but even there we cannot trac the univer- ii. 406. Those of Paris. Oxford, and Bo-

llty, iui strictly such, so high as 1200. " En logna contained many thousand students.
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osity with which men rushed to that source of what they
deemed wisdom, the great University of Paris, did not depend

upon academical privileges or eleemosynary stipends, which

came afterwards ; though these were undoubtedly very etfectual

in keeping it up. The university created patrons, and was
not created by them. And this may be said also of Oxford
and Cambridge, in their incorporate character, whatever the

former may have owed, if in fact it owed any thing, to the

prophetic munificence of Alfred. Oxford was a school of great
resort in the reign of Henry II., though its first charter was

only granted by Hemy III. Its earlier history is but obscure,
and depends chiefly on a suspicious passage in Ingulphus,

against which we must set the absolute silence of other wri-

ters.
1 It became, in the thirteenth century, second only to

Paiis in the multitude of its students and the celebrity of its

scholastic disputations. England, indeed, and especially

through Oxford, could show more names of the first class in

this line than any other country.
2

i'l. Andres is inclined to derive the institution of collegiate
foundations in universities from the Saracens. He collegiate

finds no trace of these among the ancients ; while in {j^^^
several cities of Spam, as Cordova, Granada, Malaga, from the

colleges for learned education both existed, and
Sajaoena-

obtained great renown. These were sometimes unconnected

1 Giraldns C-ambrensis. about 1180, renowned Bellosite (Oxford) hath done.
eeems the first unequivocal witness to the And, without doubt, all impartial men
resort of students to Oxford as an esta- may receive it for an undeniable truth,
blished seat of instruction. But it is cer- that the most subtle arguing in school
tain that Vacarius read there on the civil divinity did take its beginning in England
law in 1149 : which affords a presumption and from Englishmen ;

and that also from
that it was already assuming the character thence it went to Paris and other parts of
of a university. John of Salisbury, I France, aud at length into Italy, Spain,
think, does not mention it. In a former and other nations, as is by one observed,
work. 1 gave more credence to its founda- So that, though Italy boasted that Britain
tion by Alfred than I ain now inclined to takes her Christianity first from Kome,
do. Bologna, as well as Paris, was full of England may truly maintain, that, from
English students about 1200. Heiners, ii. her (immediately by France). Italy fir>t

4'-:. received her school divinity." Vol. i. p.
1 Wood expatiates on what he thought 159, A.D. 1168.

the glorious age of the university.
" What [If the authenticity of the History of

university, I pray, can produce an invin- Croyland Abbey, under the name of In-
t-ib'.e Il-u. -. un admirable Bacon, an excel- gulphus, cannot be maintained, as both
lent, well-grounded Jliddleton, a subtle Sir Francis Palgrave and Mr. Wright con-
8<"tu=. an approved Burley. a resolute tend, the antiquity of the University of

Baronthorpe, a singular Ockham, a solid Oxford must, I fear, fell to the ground,
and industrious Holcot, and a profound See Biographia Britannica Litteraria, vol.

Bradworojtn? all which persons nourished ii. p. 28. Whether Vacarius wer
|
tiw

within the compass of one century. I first lecturer, or chose that town because
doubt that neither Paris. Bologna, or a school had already been established

Rome, Hiat grand mistress of the Christian therein, soems not determinable. tfcf ugh
world, or any place else, can do what the the latter is more likely. 18*7. 1
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with each other, though in the same city ;
nor had they, of

course, those privileges which were conferred in Christendom.

They were, therefore, more like ordinary schools or gymnasia
than universities ; and it is difficult to perceive that they sug-

gested any thing peculiarly characteristic of the latter institu-

tions, which are much more reasonably considered as the

development of a native germ, planted by a few generous men,
above all by Cliarlemagne, in that inclement season which was

passing away.
1

22. The institution of the Mendicant orders of friars, soon

Scholastic after the beginning of the thirteenth century, caused
philosophy a fresh accession, in enormous numbers, to the eccle-
promoted ,

,

by Mendi- siastical state, and gave -encouragement to the scho-
cant fnars. i^fo philosophy. Less acquainted, generally, with

grammatical literature than the Benedictine monks, less accus-

tomed to collect and transcribe books, the disciples of Francis

and Dominic betook themselves to disputation, and found a
substitute for learning in their own ingenuity and expertness.

3

The greatest of the schoolmen were the Dominican Themas

Aquinas and the Franciscan Duns Scotus. They were found-

ers of rival sects, which wrangled with each other for two or

three centuries. But the authority of their writings, which
were incredibly v.oluminous, especially those of the former,

3

impeded, in some measure, the growth of new men ; and we
find, after the middle of the fourteenth century, a diminution

of eminent names in the series of the schoolmen, the last of

whom that is much remembered in modern times was William
Ockham.4 He revived the sect of the Nominalists, formerly

1 Andres, ii. 129. excess hi the later writers, and perspicuity
2 Meiners. ii. 615, 629. of style is altogether neglected." Ency-
* The works of Thomas Aquinas are clopredia Metropol., part xxxvii. p. 805.

published in seventeen volumes folio; The introduction of this excess of logical

Rome, 1570: those of Duns Scotus in subtlety, carried to the most trilling sopliis-

twelve; Lyons, 1639. It is presumed that try, is ascribed by Meiners to I'etrua llis-

much was taken down from their oral lee- panus, afterwards Pope John XXf., who
tures. Some part of these volumes is of died in 1271

;
ii. 705. Several curious spe-

doubtful authenticity. Meiners, ii. 718; cimens of scholastic folly are given by him
Biogr. Univ. in this place. They brought a

4 " In them (Scotus and Ockham), and upon the name, which has adhered to it,

in the later schoolmen generally, down to and involved men of fine genius such as
the period of the Reformation, there is Aquinas himself, in the common reproach.
more of the parade of logic, a more formal The barbarism of style, which amounted
examination of arguments, a more bur- almost to a new language, bectime more
thensome importunity of sylln^i/.ing, with intolerable in Scotus and hi*: followers than
li->> of the philosophical power of arrange- it had been in the oldi-r schoolmen.
ment and distribution of the subject dis- Meiners, 722. It may be alleged, in excuse
cussed. The dryness again inseparable of this, that words are meant to express
from the scholastic method is carried to precise ideas

;
and that it was as impos-
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instituted by Roscelin, and, with some important variations of

opinion, brought into credit by Abelard. but afterwards over-

powered by the great weight of leading schoolmen on the

opposite side, that of the Realists. The disciples of Ockhani,
as well as himself, being politically connected with the party in

Germany unfavorable to the high pretensions of the court of

Rome, though they became very numerous in the universities,

passed for innovators in ecclesiastical as well as philosophical

principles. Nominalism itself, indeed, was reckoned by the

adverse sect cognate to heresy. No decline, however, seems

to have been as yet perceptible in the spirit of disputation,
which probably, at the end of the fourteenth century, went on

as eagerly at Paris, Oxford, and Salamanca, the great scenes

of that warfare, as before, and which, in that age, gained
much ground in Germany through the establishment of several

universities.

23. Tennemann has fairly stated the good and bad of the

scholastic philosophy. It gave rise to a great dis- du^^
play of address, subtlety, and sagacity, in the expla- of this

nation and distinction of abstract ideas, but at the P^080?^-

same time to many trifling and minute speculations, to a con-

tempt of positive and particular knowledge, and to much

unnecessary refinement.1

Fleury well observes, that the dry
technical style of the schoolmen, affecting a geometrical
method and closeness, is in fact more prolix and tedious than

one more natural, from its formality in multiplying objections
and answers.- And, as their reasonings commonly rest on

disputable postulates, the accuracy they affect is of no scfrt of

value. But their chief offences were the interposing obstacles

to the revival of polite literature, and to the free expansion of

the mind. Italy was the land where the schoolmen
It prey^

had least influence ; though many of the Italians, who least in

had a turn for those discussions, repaired to Paris.3

Public schools of theology were not opened in Italy till after

13 GO;
4

yet we find the disciples of Averroes numerous in

the University of Padua about that time.

24. II. The universities were chiefly employed upon this

scholastic theology and metaphysics, with the exception of

Bible to write metaphysics in good Latin as ! See ome Discours. xvii. 30-60.
the modern naturalists haye found it to 3 Tiraboschi, T. 115.

describe plants and animals. * Id. 137, 160 ; De Sa/le, Vie de P*-
1 Manuel de la Philosophic, i. 337 ; trarque, iii. 757.

Behhom, ii. 396
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Bologna, which dedicated its attention to the civil law ; and

Literature
^ Montpellier, already famous as a school of medi-

iii moueru cine. The laity in general might have remained in

as gross barbarity as before, while topics so removed
from common utility were treated in an unknown tongue. We
must therefore look to the rise of a truly native literature in

the several languages of Western Europe, as a more essen-

tial cause of its intellectual improvement ; and this will render

it necessary to give a sketch of the origin and early progress
of those languages and that new literature.

25. No one can require to be informed, that the Italian,

Origin of Spanish, and French languages are the principal of
the Fnmch, many dialects deviating from each other in the
Spanish, i i ,_ c fi_ T A -

and Italian gradual corruption of the Latin, once universally
languages. Sp ken by the subjects of Rome in her western pro-
vinces. They have undergone this process of change in vari-

ous degrees, but always from similar causes : partly from the

retention of barbarous words belonging to their original

languages, or the introduction of others through the settlement

of the Northern nations in the empire ; but in a far greater

proportion from ignorance of grammatical rules, or from

vicious pronunciation and orthography. It has been the labor

of many distinguished writers to trace the source and channels

of these streams, which have supplied both the literature and
the common speech of the south of Europe ; and perhaps not

much will be hereafter added to researches, which, in the

scarcity of extant documents, can never be minutely success-

ful. Du Cange, who led the way in the admirable preface to

his Glossary ; Le Bocuf and Bonamy, in several memoirs

among the transactions of the Academy of Inscriptions, about

the middle of the last century; Muratori, in his 32d, 33d, and
40th dissertations on Italian antiquities ; and, with more copi-
ous evidence and successful industry than any other, M. Ray-
nouard, in the first and sixth volumes of his Choix des

Poesies des Troubadours, have collected as full a history of

the formation of these languages as we could justly require.
26. The pure Latin language, as we read it in the best

Corruption
ancient authors, possesses a complicated syntax and

oiYoiioquifti many elliptical modes of expression, which give vigor
i"',vir KUI- and elegance to style, but are not likely to lie readily
pire-

caught by the people. If, however, the citi/ens of

Rome had spoken it with entire purity, it is to be remein-
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bered that Latin, in the later times of the republic or under

the empire, was not, like the Greek of Athens or the Tuscan
of Florence, the idiom of a single city, but a language spread
over countries in which it was not originally vernacular, and

imposed by conquest upon many parts of Italy, as it was
afterwards upon Spain and Gaul. Thus we find even early

proofs that solecisms of grammar, as well as barbarous phrases
and words unauthorized by use of polite writers, were very
common in Rome itself; and in every succeeding generation,
for the first centuries after the Christian era, these became
more frequent and inevitable.1 A vulgar Roman dialect,

called quotidianus by Quintilian, pedestris by Vegetius, usucdis

by Sidonius, is recognized as distinguishable from the pure

Latinity to which we give the name of classical. But the

more ordinary appellation of this inferior Latin was rusticus:

it was the country language, or patois, corrupted in every
manner, and, from the popular want of education, incapable of

being restored, because* it was not perceived to be erroneous.2

Whatever may have been the case before the fall of the

Western Empire, we have reason to believe, that, in the sixth

century, the colloquial Latin had undergone, at least in France,
a considerable change, even with the superior class of ecclesi-

astics. Gregory of Tours confesses that he was habitually

falling into that sort of error, the misplacing inflections and

1 [As the word "barbarous" is applied
at present with, less strictness, it may be
worth while to mention, that, in Latin, it

meant only words borrowed from the lan-

guages of barbarians. This, of course, did
not include Greek ; for, though the adop-
tion of Greek words in Latin writers was
sometimes reckoned an affectation, it could
not puss for a barbarism. But perhaps
the provincial dialects of Italy were in-

cluded ; for it is said by Quintilian, that
Bometimes barbarous phrases had been
nttered by the audience in the theatres

;

theatra exclamisse barbare. 1817.]
2 Du Cange, proface, pp. 13, 29. " Rus-

ticum igitur sermonem non humiliorem

paulo duntaxat, et qui sublimi opponitur,
appellabant ;

sed eum etiam, qui magis
reperet, barbarismis soloeeismisque sca-

tcrat, quam apposite Sidonius squamam
germonis Celtici, &c., vocat. Rusticum,
qui nullis vel grammaticse vel orthogra-

phiiB le<ribus astringitur." This is nearly
a definition of the early Romance language :

It was Latin without grammar or ortho-

graphy.

The squama sermonis Celtici, mentioned
by Sidonius, has led Gray, iii his valuable
remarks on rhyme, vol. ii. p. 53, as it has
some others, into the erroneous notion that
a real Celtic dialect, such as Csesar found
in Gaul, was still spoken. But this is in-

compatible with the known history of the
Fruuch language ;

and Sidonius is one of
those loose declamatory writers who^e
words are never to be construed in their

proper meaning ; the common fault of
Latin authors from the third century
Celticus sermo was the patois of Gaul,
which, having once been Gallia Celtica, he
still called such. That a few proper names,
or similar words, and probably some others,
in French, are Celtic, is well known.

Quintilian has said that a vicious ortho-

graphy must bring on a vicious pronun-
ciation. " Quod male scribitur, male etiam
diei necesse est." But the converse of this
is still more true; and was, iu fiot, the

great cause of giving the new Romance
language its visible form.
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prepositions, which constituted the chief original difference of

the rustic tongue from pure Latinity. In the opinion, indeed,
of Raynouard, if we take his expressions in their natural

meaning, the Romance language, or that which afterwards w:i.s

generally called Provencal, is as old as the establishment of

the Franks in Gaul. But this is, perhaps, not reconcilable

with the proofs we have of a longer continuance of Latin.

In Italy, it seems probable that the change advanced more

slowly. Gregory the Great, however, who has been reckoned
as inveterate an enemy of learning as ever lived, speaks wifh

superlative contempt of a regard to grammatical purity in

writing. It was a crime, in his eyes, for a clergyman to teach

grammar ; yet the number of laymen who were competent or

willing to do so had become very small.

27. It may render this more clear if we mention a few of

the growing corruptions which have in fact transformed the

Latin into French and the sister tongues. The prepositions
were used with no regard to the proper inflections of nouns

and verbs. These were known so inaccurately, and so con-

stantly put one for another, that it was necessary to have
recourse to prepositions instead of them. Thus de and ad
were made to express the genitive and dative cases, which is

common in charters from the sixth to the tenth century.

Again : it is a real fault- in the Latin language, that it wants
both the definite and indefinite article : ille and unus, espe-

cially the former, were called in to help this deficiency. In
the forms of Marculfus, published towards the end of the sev-

enth century, ille continually occurs as an article ; and it

appears to have been sometimes used in the sixth. This, of

course, by an easy abbreviation, furnished the articles hi

French and Italian. The people came soon to establish more

uniformity of case in the noun, either by rejecting inflections

or by diminishing their number. Raynouard gives a long list

of old French nouns formed from the Latin accusative by
suppressing em, or am.1 The active auxiliary verb, than

1 See a passage of Quintilian, 1. 9, e. 4
; ning with a vowel, is wrong,

" durum ac

quoted in Hull.im's .Middle Ages, chap. ix. barbarum sonat: " but it is an equal fault
In the ^rauimar of Cassiodorus, a were to omit it before one beginning with a eon-

coiupilation from old writers, and in this sonant;
"
parenim atque idem estvittum.

inst.uice from one Cornutus, we find an- ita cum vocali sicut cuin concern i

other remarkable passage, which I do not literatn,expriinere." C;issiodorns, De Or-
remcuibur to have seen quoted, though thographia, cap. 1. Thus we perceive that
doubtless it has been so, on the pronuuci- there wa-s a nicety as to the pronuuri:itiou
ation of the letter M. To utter this final of this letter, which uneducated persons
consonant, he says, before a word begin- would naturally not regard. Hence, in
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which nothing is more distinctive of the modern languages
from the Latin, came in from the same cause, the disuse,

through ignorance, of several inflections of the tenses ; to

which we must add, that here also the Latin language is sin-

gularly deficient, possessing no means of distinguishing the

second perfect from the first, or " I have seen
" from " I saw."

The auxiliary verb was early applied in France and Italy to

supply this defect ; and some have produced what they think

occasional instances of its employment even in the best classi-

cal authors.

28. It seems impossible to determine the progress of these

changes, the degrees of variation between the polite Continu.

and popular, the written and spoken Latin, in the ance of

best ages of Rome, in the decline of the empire, and
in the kingdoms founded upon its ruins ; or, final-

ly, the exact epoch when the grammatical language ceased to

be generally intelligible. There remains, therefore, some
room still for hypothesis, and difference of opinion. The

clergy preached in Latin early in the seventh century ; and
we have a popular song of the same age on the victory
obtained by Clotaire II., in 622, over the Saxons.1 This has

been surmised by some to be a translation, merely because the

Latin is better than they suppose to have been spoken. But,

though the words are probably not given quite correctly, they
seem reducible with a little emendation to short verses of

an usual rhythmical cadence.2

the inscriptions of a low age, we frequently HaUam's Middle Ages, chap. is..
;
Bouter-

find this letter omitted ; as in one quoted wek. Gesch. derFranzosischenPoesie.p.lS,
by Muratori, "

Ego L. Contius me bibo observes that there are many fragments
Ivivo] archa [archani] feci :

"
: and it is very of popular Latin songs preserred. I have

easy to multiply instances. Thus the not found any quoted, except one, which
neuter and the accusative terminations he gives from La Ravaillere, which is sun-
were lost. pie, and rather pretty ;

but I know not
1 Le Boeuf. in Mem. de 1'Acad. des In- whence it is taken. It seems the song of

script, vol. xvii. [Liron. in a dissertation a female glare, and is perhaps nearly as
on the origin of the French language, old as the destruction of the empire :

published in his Singularites Historiques,
" At quid jubes, pusiole,

i. 103. contends, from a passage in the Quare mandas. fiiiole,

Life of St. Eligius, that Latin was the Tul- Carmen dulce me cantare

gar tongue as late as 670. But the passage Cum sim longe exul valde

quoted is. perhaps, not conclusive. He Intra mare,
supposes that Latin became unintelligible cur jubes canerc? "

in the reign of Pepin. or the first years of Intra seems put for trans. The metre is

Charlemagne : p. 110. But this is running rhymed trochaic
;
but that is consistent

too close ; and. even if he could be so exact with antiquity. It is, however, more
as to any one pan of France, we have no pleasing than most of the Latin verse of
reason whatever to suppose that the cor- this period, and is more in the tone of th

ruptions of language went on with equal modern languages. As it is not at all a

teps in every province. 1842.) hackneyed passage, I have thought if

1
Turner, in Archatologia, vol. xiv. 173

; worth}- of quotation.
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29. But, in the middle of the eighth century, we find the

ittechaiig- rustic language mentioned as distinct from Latin;
l

tani*r and in the Council of Tours, held in 813, it is or-

in i~i-hth dered that homilies shall be explained to the people in
luth<

their own tongue, whether rustic Roman or Frankish.

In 842, we find the earliest written evidence of its existence,
in the celebrated oaths taken by Louis of Germany and his

brother Charles the Bald, as well as by their vassals ; the for-

mer in Frankish or early German, the latter in their own
current dialect. This, though with somewhat of a closer

resemblance to Latin, is accounted by the best judges a speci-
men of the language spoken south of the Loire, afterwards

variously called the Langue d'Oc, Proven9al, or Limousin,
and essentially the same with the dialects of Catalonia and
Valencia.2 It is decidedly the opinion of M. Raynouard, as it

was of earlier inquirers, that the general language of France
in the ninth century was the Southern dialect, rather than

that of the North, to which we now give the exclusive

name of French, and which they conceive to have deviated

from it afterwards.3 And he has employed great labor to

prove, that, both in Spain and Italy, this language was general-

ly spoken, with hardly so much difference from that of France
as constitutes even a variation of dialect, the articles, pro-

nouns, and auxiliaries being nearly identical ; most probably
not with so much difference as would render the native of one

country by any means unintelligible in another.4

1 Acad. des Inscript., xvii. 713. with an e where the South retained a ; as,
1 Du Gauge, p. 35 ; Raynouard, passim, "charitet, caritat; veritet, veritat; appelet,

M. de la Rue has called it
" un Latin ex- apelat. Si 1'on retablissait dans les plus

pimnt." Recherches sur les Bardes d'Ar- anciens textes Francais les a priinitifs en

mori<iue. Between this and " un Francois place des e, on aurait identiquement la

11. ii-<mit " there may be only a verbal dis- langue des Troubadours." Raynou anl,
tinction

; but, in accuracy of definition, I Observations sur le Roman du Rou, ISII'J,

should thiuk M. Rayuouard much more p. 5.

correct. The language of this oath cannot 4 The proofs of this similarity occupy
be called Latin, without a violent stretch most part of the first and sixth volumes in
of words : no Latin scholar, as such, would M. Raynouard's excellent work,
understand it, except by conjecture. On [The theory of M. Raynouanl, especially
the other hand, most of the words, as we so far as it involves the existence of a
learn from M. R., are Provencal of the primitive Romance tongue, akin to the
twelfth century. The passage has been Provencal, itself derived from Latin, but
often printed, and sometimes incorrectly, spoken simultaneously, or nearly so, in
M. Roquefort, in the preface to his Glos- Spain and Italy as well as France, and the
aire de la Langue Romane, has given a mother of the Neo-Latin lan^ua^es, has

tracing from an ancient manuscript of been opposed in the very learned Histoire

Nitard, the historian of the ninth century, de la Formation de la Langue Fran^aise,
to whom we owe this important record of by M. Ampere. 1847.]

language. It is a common error to suppose that
8 The chief difference was in orthogra- French and Italian had a double source,

phy. The Northerns wrote Latin words barbaric as w.-ll as Latin; and that tb
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30. Thus in the eighth and ninth centuries, if not before,

France had acquired a language, unquestionably no-
Pjarl Rpe.

thing else than a corruption of Latin (for the Celtic cimena of

or Teutonic words that entered into it were by no

means numerous, and did not influence its structure), but

become so distinct from its parent, through modes of pronun-
ciation as well as grammatical changes, that it requires some

degree of practice to trace the derivation of words in many
instances. It might be expected that we should be able to

adduce, or at least prove to have existed, a series of monu-
ments in this new form of speech. It might naturally appear
that poetry, the voice of the heart, would have been heard

wherever the joys and sufferings, the hopes and cares, of

humanity, wherever the countenance of nature or the manners
of social life, supplied their boundless treasures to its choice ;

and among untutored nations it has been rarely silent. Of the

existence of verse, however, in this early period of the new

languages, we find scarce any testimony, a doubtful passage in

a Latin poem of the ninth century excepted,
1

till we come
to a production on the captivity of Boethius, versified poem on

chiefly from passages in his Consolation, which M. Boetuius -

Kaynouard, though somewhat wishing to assign a higher date,

places about the year 1000. This is printed by him from a

manuscript formerly in the famous Abbey of Fleury, or St.

Beiioit-sur-Loire, and now in the Public Library of Orleans.

Northern nations, in conquering those re- sius Radbert ( ob. 865 ), in the Life of St.

gions, brought in a large share of their Adalhard, Abbot of Corbie (ob. 826). the
own language. This is like the old erro- Romance poets are called upon to join the
neous opinion, that the Norman Conquest Latins in the following lines :

infused the French which we now find in "Rustica concelebret Romaua Latiuaque
our own tongue. There are certainly lingua,
Teutonic words both in French and Saxo, qui, pariter plangens, pro carmine
Italian, but not sufficient to aflect the dicat

;

proposition that these languages are mere- Vertite hue cuncti, cecinit quam maxj-

ly Latin in their origin. These words, in mus ille,

many instances, express what Latin could Et tumulum facite, et tuinulo super-
not: thus %uerra was by no means syno- addite carmen."

nymous with helium. Yet even Roque- Raynouard, Choix des Poesies, vol. ii.

fort talks of "un jargon compose de mots p. cxxxv. These lines are scarcely intel-

Tudesques et-Remains," Discours Prelimi- ligible ;
but the quotation from Virgil,

naire, p. 19 ; forgetting which, he more in the ninth century, perhaps deserves

justly remarks afterwards on the oath of remark, though in one of Charlemagne's
Charles the Bald, that it shows la langue monasteries it is not by any means asto-

Romane est entierement composite de La- nishing. Nennius, a Welsh monk, 03

tin." A long list could no doubt be made some think, of the same age, who can
of French and Italian words that cannot hardly write Latin at all, has quoted an
easily be traced to any Latin with which other line :

we are acquainted ;
but we may be sur- "

Purpurca intexti tollant aulaea Bri

prised that it is not still longer. tanni."
1 In a Latin eclogue quoted by Pascha- Gale, XV. Scripfrw iii. 102.
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It is a fragment of 250 lines, written in stanzas of six, seven,
or a greater number of verses of ten syllables, sometimes devi-

ating to eleven or twelve ; and all the lines in each stanza

rhyming masculinely with each other. It is certainly by much
the earliest specimen of French verse;

1 even if it should only

belong, as Le Boeuf thought, to the eleventh century.
31. M. Raynouard has ascerted, what will hardly bear dis-

Provencai pute, that "there has never been composed any
Dar'

considerable work in any language till it has acquired
determinate forms of expressing the modifications of ideas

according to time, number, and person," or, in other words, the

elements of grammar.
2 But whether the Provencal or

Romance language were in its infancy so defective, he does

not say ; nor does the grammar he has given lead us to that

inference. This grammar, indeed, is necessarily framed in

great measure out of more recent materials. It may be sus-

pected, perhaps, that a language formed by mutilating the

words of another could not for many ages be rich or flexible

enough for the variety of poetic expression. And the more
ancient forms would long retain their prerogative in writing :

or, perhaps, we can only say, that the absence of poetry was
the effect as well as the evidence of that intellectual barren-

ness, more characteristic of the dark ages than their igno-
rance.

32. In Italy, where we may conceive the corruption of
Latin re- language to have been less extensive, and where the

use'ionger spoken patois had never acquired a distinctive name
in Italy. ijke lingua Romano, in France, we find two remark-

able proofs, as they seem, that Latin was not wholly unintel

1 Raynouard, vol. ii. pp. 5, 6; and pre- This is evidently derived from the second
face, p. exxvii. declension in Latin. As for example :

** L1
Princes,

est venus, et a esta

tury. are in existence. The language,
thereft re. must have had its determinate Thus, also, the possessive pronoun is

rules before that time. always met, tes, ses (meus, tints, situs))
M. Raynouard has shown with a pro- in the nominative singular ; man, ton,

duality of evidence the regularity of son (rneum, &c.). in the oblique regimen.
the French or llomance language in the It has been through ignorance of such
twelfth century, and its retention of Latin rules that the old French poetry has
forms in cpises where it had not been BUS- seemed capricious, and destitute of strict

|i"t-tc<l. Thus it is a fundamental rule, grammar; and. in a philosophical sense, the
that, in nouns masculine, the nominative simplicity and extensiveness of M. Hay-
rnds in s in ttie singular, but wants it in nouard's discovery entitle it to the appella-
the plural ; wliile the oblique cases lose it tion of beautiful. [It h:u<, however, been
in tin.- singular, but retain it in the plural, since showii to require some limitation. |
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iigible in the ninth and tenth centuries, and which, therefore,

modify M. Raynouard's hypothesis as to the simultaneous

origin of the Romance tongue. The one is a popular song of

the soldiers, on their march to rescue the emperor Louis II., in

881, from the violent detention in which he had been placed

by the Duke of Benevento ; the other, a similar exhortation to

the defenders of Modena in 924, when that city was in danger
of siege from the Hungarians. Both of these were published

by Muratori in his fortieth dissertation on Italian Antiquities ;

and both have been borrowed from him by M. Sismondi, in

his Litterature du Midi.1 The former of these poems is

in a loose trochaic measure, totally destitute of regard to gram-
matical inflections. Yet some of the leading peculiarities of

Italian, the article and the auxiliary verb, do not appear. The
latter is in accentual iambics, with a sort of monotonous termi-

nation in the nature of rhyme ; and in very much superior

Latinity, probably the work of an ecclesiastic.
2 It is difficult

to account for either of these, especially the former, which is

merely a military song, except on the .supposition that the

Latin language was not grown wholly out of popular use.

33. In the eleventh century, France still affords us but few
extant writings. Several, indeed, can be shown to French of

have once existed. The Romance language, com- eleventh

prehending the two divisions of Provencal and
Northern French, by this time distinctly separate from each

other, was now, say the authors of the Histoire Litteraire de la

France, employed in poetry, romances, translations, and ori-

ginal works, in different kinds of literature; sermons were

preached in it ; and the code, called the Assises de Jerusalem,
was drawn up under Godfrey of Bouillon in 1100.8 Some

part of this is doubtful, and especially the age of these laws

They do not mention those of William the Conqueror, record-

ed in French by Ingulfus. Doubts have been cast by a

1 Vol. i. pp. 23, 27.
" C JQ, qui servas annis ista maonia,

2 I am at a loss to know what Muratori Null dormire, moneo, sed vigila."
means by saying, "Son versi di dodici TM .

uk another 8tran<,e observe

The first tvro linns will serve as a speci-
Dien : s Vol. vii. p. 107.

YOU I. 4
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distinguished living critic on the age of this French code, and

upon the authenticity of the History of Ingulfus itself ; which
he conceives, upon very plausible grounds, to be a forgery of

Richard II.'s time. The language of the laws, indeed, appears
to be very ancient, but not probably distinguishable at this day
from the French of the twelfth century.

1 It may be said in

general, that, except one or two translations from books of

Scripture, very little now extant has been clearly referred to

an earlier period.
2 Yet we may suspect that the language

1 [The French laws in Ingulfus are
ascertained to be a translation from the

Latin, made in the thirteenth century.]
2
Roquefort, Olossaire de la Langue

Romane, p. 25, and Etat de la 1'orsiu

Franchise, pp. 42 and 206, mentions seve-
ral religious works in the Koyal Library,
and also a metrical romance in the Bri-

tish Museum, lately published in Paris,
oa the fabulous voyage of Charlemagne
to Constantinople. [But this romance is

now referred by its editor, M. Michel,
to the beginning of the twelfth centu-

ry ;
and the translations of the Books

of Kings, mentioned in the 1text, are so
far from being clearly referable to an
earlier period, that their editor, M. le

Roux de Lincy, in Documens Inedits,
1841, though wavering a little, evident-

ly inclines to place them about the
same time. In fact, we are not able
to prove satisfactorily that any Norman
French, except the version of Boethius
above mentioned, belongs to the eleventh

century, lioquefort and De la Rue as-

sumed too much as to this. It may
be mentioned here, that M. Michel

distinguishes six dialects of Northern
French in use during the twelfth century,
spoken and written in Picardy, in Nor-

mandy, in the Isle of France, in Bur-

gundy and some central provinces, in

Lorraine, and, finally, in Poitou and
Anjou ;

the last of which had a tinge
of the Langue d'Oc. Id. Introduction,
p. 59. 1847.] Raynouard has collected
a few fragments in Provencal. But I
must dissent from this excellent writer
in referring the famous poem of the

Vaudois, La Nobla Leyczon, to the year
1100. Choix des Poesies des Trouba-

dours, vol. ii. p. cxxxvii. I have already
observed, that the two lines which contain
what he calls " Ja date de 1'an 1100 " are so

loosely expressed as to include the whole

ensuing century (llallam's Middle Ages,
chap, ix.); and I am now convinced that
the poem is not much older than 1200.
It seems probable that they reckoned 1100
years on a loose computation, not from
the Christian era, but from tin time when
the passage of Scripture to which these

lines allude was written. The allusion

may be to 1 Pet. i. 20. But it is clear,

that, at the time of the composition of this

poem, not only the name of Vaudoia
had been imposed on those sectaries, but
they had become subject to persecution.
We know nothing of this till near the end
of the century. This poem was probably
written in the south of France, and car-

ried afterwards to the Alpine valleys of

Piedmont, from which it was brought to

Geneva and England in the seventeenth

century. La Nobla Leyczon is published
at length by Raynouard. It consists of
479 lines, which seem to be rhythmical or
aberrant Alexandrines

;
the rhymes un-

certain in number, chiefly masculine.
The poem censures the corruptions of
the church, but contains little that would
be considered heretical

;
which agrees

with what contemporary historians re-

late of the original Waldenses. Any
doubts as to the authenticity of this

poem are totally unreasonable. M. Ray-
nouard, an indisputably competent judge,
observes,

u Les personnes qui 1'exami-
neront avec attention jugeront que le

manuscrit i.'a pas ete interpole." P.
cxliii.

I will here reprint, more accurately
than before, the two lines supposed to

give the poem the date of 1100:

" Ben ha mjl et cent ancz coinpli entiere-

ment,
Que fo scripta 1'ora car sen al derier

temps."

Can M. Raynouard. or any one else,
be warranted by this in saying, "JVi '/ute

rf I'an 1100, qu'on lit dans ce poeme,
merite toute conflance"?

[ The writings ascribed to the ancient
Waldenses have lately been invc-
with considerable acuteness and erudi-
tion in the British Magazine, an 1 the

spuriousness of the greater part sccm*
demonstrated. But those who consider

Leger as a forger do not appear to doubt
the authenticity of this poem . IA N'otila

Leyczon, though they entirely agree with
me as to its probable date nuar the end of
the twelfth century. 1842.]
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was already employed in poetry, and had been gradually

ramifying itself by the shoots of invention and sentiment ;

since, at the close of this age, and in the next, we find a con-

stellation of gay and brilliant versifiers, the Troubadours of

Southern France, and a corresponding class to the north of the

Loire.

34. These early poets in the modern languages chiefly
borrowed their forms of versification from the Latin.

Metres of

It is unnecessary to say, that metrical composition in modem

that language, as in Greek, was an arrangement of

verses corresponding by equal or equivalent feet ; all syllables

being presumed to fall under a known division of long and

short, the former passing for strictly the double of the latter

in quantity of time. By this law of pronunciation, all verse

was measured ; and to this not only actors, who were assisted

by an accompaniment, but the orators also, endeavored to con-

form. But the accented, or, if we choose rather to call them

so, emphatic syllables, being regulated by a very different

though uniform law, the uninstructed people, especially in the

decline of Latinity, pronounced, as we now do, with little or

no regard to the metrical quantity of syllables, but according
to their accentual differences. And this gave rise to the popu-
lar or rhythmical poetry of the Lower Empire ; traces of

which may be found in the second century, and even much

earlier, but of which we have abundant proofs after the age of

Constantine.
1 All metre, as Augustm says, was rhythm, but

all rhythm was not metre. In rhythmical verse, neither the

quantity of syllables (that is, the time allotted to each by
metrical rule), nor even in some degree their number, was

regarded, so long as a cadence was retained in which the ear

could recognize a certain approach to uniformity. Much popu-
lar poetry, both religious and profane, and the public hymns
of the church, were written in this manner. The distinction of

long and short syllables, even while Latin remained a living

tongue, was lost in speech, and required study to attain it.

The accent or emphasis, both of which are probably, to a cer-

tain extent, connected with quantity and with each other, sup-

plied its place ; the accented syllable being, perhaps, generally

1 The well-known lines of Adrian to pati to be sounded as an iambic. They
Flsrus, and his reply,

"
Ego nolo Flo- are not the earliest instance extant of dis-

rus esse," &c., are accentual trochaics, regard to quantity; for Suetonius quotes
but not wholly so

;
for the last line,

"
Scy- some satirical lines on Julius Cresar.

thioas pati pruinas," requires the word
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lengthened in ordinary speech: though this is not the sole

cause of length ;
for no want of emphasis, or lowness of tone,

can render a syllable of many letters short. Thus we find

two species of Latin verse : one metrical, which Prudentius,

Fortunatus, and others aspired to write ; the other rhythmical,
somewhat licentious in number of syllables, and wholly accent-

ual in its pronunciation. But this kind was founded on the

former, and imitated the ancient syllabic arrangements. Thus
the trochaic, or line in which the stress falls on the uneven

syllables, commonly alternating by eight and seven, a very

popular metre from its spirited flow, was adopted in military

songs, such as that already mentioned of the Italian soldiers in

the ninth century. It was also common in religious chants. The
line of eight syllables, or dimeter iambic, in which the cadence

falls on the even places, was still more frequent in ecclesiasti-

cal verse. But these are the most ordinary forms of versifi-

cation in the early French or Provengal, Spanish, and Italian

languages. The line of eleven syllables, which became in

time still more usual than the former, is nothing else than the

ancient hendecasyllable, from which the French, in what they
call masculine rhymes, and ourselves more generally, from a

still greater deficiency of final vowels, have been forced to re-

trench the last syllable. The Alexandrine, of twelve syllables,

might seem to be the trimeter iambic of the ancients. But
Sanchez has very plausibly referred its origin to a form more
usual hi the dark ages, the pentameter ; and shown it in some

early Spanish poetry.
1 The Alexandrine, in the Southern

languages, had generally a feminine termination ; that is, in a
short vowel : thus becoming of thirteen syllables, the stress

falling on the penultimate, as is the usual case in a Latin pen-
tameter verse, accentually read in our present mode. The
variation of syllables in these Alexandrines, which run from
twelve to fourteen, is accounted for by the similar numerical

variety in the pentameter.
3

1 The break in the middle of the Alex- metres which the Normans used, nnd
andrine, it will occur to every competent which we seem to have borrowed from
judge, has nothing analogous to it in the them, were plainly copied from tlie Lntin
trimeter iambic, but exactly corresponds rhythmical verses, which, in the declension
to the invariable law of the pentameter. of that language, were current in various

* Roquefort, Essai sur la Poesie Fran- forms among those who either did not un-
caise dans le 12me et 13me Siecles, p. 66 ; derstand, or did not rogurd, the true

Galvani, Osservarioni sulla Poesia de' quantity of syllables ;
and the. practice of

froviitori (Modena, 1829) ; Sanchez, Poe- rhyming Is probably to be deduced from
ia Castellanas anteriores al 15mo Siglo, the same ori<inal." Kssay on the Lan
vol. 1. p. 122. guage and Versification of Chaucer, p
Tyrwhitt had already observed

'' The 51.
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35. I Lave dwelt, perhaps tediously, on this subject, be-

cause vague notions of a derivation of modern metri-
origin of

cal arrangements, even in the languages of Latin rhyme in

origin, from the Arabs or Scandinavians, have some-
times gained credit. It has been imagined, also, that the pe-
culiar characteristic of the new poetry, rhyme, was borrowed
from the Saracens of Spain.

1 But the Latin language abounds
so much in consonances, that those who have been accustomed

to write verses in it well know the difficulty of avoiding them,
as much as an ear formed on classical models demands ; and,
as this jingle is certainly pleasing in itself, it is not wonderful

that the less fastidious vulgar should adopt it in their rhythmi-
cal songs. It has been proved by Muratori, Gray, and Turn-

er, beyond the possibility of doubt, that rhymed Latin verse

was in use from the end of the fourth century.
2

36. Thus, about the time of the first crusade, we find two
dialects of the same language, differing by that time Provenfai

not inconsiderably from each other, the Provencal j n̂ch
and French ; possessing a regular grammar, esta- poetry.

Wished forms of versification (and the early Troubadours added

several to those borrowed from the Latin 3

), and a flexibility

which gave free scope to the graceful turns of poetry. Wil-

liam, Duke of Guienne, has the glory of leading the van of

(surviving Provencal songsters. He was born in 1070, and

may probably have composed some of his little poems before

he joined the crusaders in 1096. If these are genuine, and
no doubt of them seems to be entertained, they denote a con-

siderable degree of previous refinement in the language.
4 We

do not, I believe, meet with any other Troubadour till after the

middle of the twelfth century. From that time till about

the close of the thirteenth, and especially before the fall of the

house of Toulouse in 1228, they were numerous almost as the

gay insects of spring. Names of illustrious birth are mingled

1
Andres, with a partiality to the Sara- Gray has gone as deeply as any one into

sens of Spain, whom, by a singular as- this subject ;
and though, writing at what

gumption, he takes for his countrymen, may be called an early period of metrical
manifested in almost every page, does not criticism, he has falien into a few errors,

fail to urge this. It had been said long and been too easy of credence, unanswer-
before by Huet. and others who lived be- ably proves the Latin origin of rhyme,
fore these subjects had been thoroughly Gray's Works by Mathias, vol. ii. pp. 30-54.

investigated. Origine e 1'rogresso, &c., 3 See Kaynouard, Roquefort, and Gal-

ii. 19-1. He has been copied by Gmguene vani for the Provencal and French metres,
and Sismoudi. which are very complicated.

2
Muratori, Antichiti Italians, Dissert. * Raynouard, Choix dee Poesies ties

40 ; Turner, in Archseologia, vol. xiv., Troubadours, vol. ii. ; Auguis, llecueil

and Hist of England, vol. iv. pp. 328, 653. des Anciens Poetes Francais, vol. i.
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in the list with those whom genius has saved from obscurity.

They were the delight of a luxurious nobility, the pride of

Southern France, while the great fiefs of Toulouse and Gui-

enne were in their splendor. Their style soon extended itself to

the Northern dialect. Abelard was the first of recorded name
who taught the banks of the Seine to resound a tale of love ;

and it was of Eloise that he sung.
1 " You composed," says

that gifted and noble-spirited woman in one of her letters to

him,
"
many verses in amorous measure, so sweet both in their

language and their melody, that your name was incessantly in

the mouths of all ; and even the most illiterate could not be

forgetful of you. This it was chiefly that made women ad-

mire you ; and, as most of these songs were on me and my
love, they made me known in many countries, and caused

many women to envy me. Every tongue spoke of your Eloise ;

every street, every house, resounded with my name." 2 These

poems of Abelard are lost ; but, in the Norman or Northern
French language, we have an immense number of poets be-

longing to the twelfth and the two following centuries. One
hundred and twenty-seven are known by name in the twelfth

alone, and above two hundred in the thirteenth.
3

Thibault,

1 Bouterwek, on the authority of La
Kavaillere, seems to doubt whether these

poems of Abelard were in French or Latin.

Gesch. der Franzosischen Poesie, p. 18.

I believe this would be thought quite
paradoxical by any critic at present.

2 " Duo autem, fateor, tibi specialiter

Inerant, quibus feminarum quarumlibet

animps statim allicere poteras, dictandi

videlicet et cantandi gratia ; quse cseteros

minimi'- philosophos assecutos esse novi-

mus. Quibus quidem quasi ludo quodain
laborem exercitii recreans philosophic!

pleraque amatorio metro vel rithmo com-

posita reliqnisti carmina, quse prse nimil
guavitate tarn dictaminis quam cantiia

saepius frequentata tuum in ore omnium
nomen incessanter tenehant, ut etiam
illiterates melodise dulcedo tui non sine-

ret immemores esse. Atque hinc maxime
in amorem tui feminae suspirabant. Et
sum horum pars maxima carminum nos-
tros decantaret amores, mukis me regio-
oibus brevi tempore nunciavit, et mul-
tanim in me feminarum accendit invi-

diam." And in another place : "Frequent!
rarmine tuam in ore omnium Heloissam

ponebas : me platae omnes, me domus sin-

pulae resonabant." Epist. Abirlardi et

Heloissffi. These epistles of Abelard and
Eloisa, especially those of the latter, are,
as far as I know, the first book that gives

any pleasure in reading, which had been

produced in Europe for 600 years, since

the Consolation of Boethius. But I do not

press my negative judgment. We may at

least say, that the writers of the dark ages,
if they have left any thing intrinsically

very good, have been ill treated by the

learned, who have failed to extract it.

Pope, it may be here observed, has done

great injustice to Eloisa in his unrivalled

Epistle, by putting the sentiments of a
coarse and abandoned woman into her
mouth. Her refusal to marry Atielanl

arose, not from an abstract predilection for

the name of mistress above that of vit'e,

but from her disinterested affection, which
would not deprive him of the prospect of

ecclesiastical dignities to which his genius
and renown might lead him. She judged
very unwisely, as it turned out, but from
an unbounded generosity of character.

He was, in fact, unworthy of her affec-

tion, which she expresses in the tenderest

language.
" Deum testem invoco, si mo

Augustus universe prsesidens mundo ma-
trimonii honore dignaretur, totumque
mihi orbem confirmaret in perpotuum
prresidendum, charius mihi et digniua
videretur tua dici ineretrix quam illius

iinperatrix."
8 Auguis, Discours l'r'liiniuaire, p. 2;

Roquefort, Etat de la Poesio Franeaise au
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King of Navarre and Count of Champagne, about the middle

of the next, is accounted by some the best, as well as noblest,*

of French poets ; but the spirited and satirical Rutebouf

might contest the preference.
37. In this French and Provencal poetry, if we come to

the consideration of it historically, descending from an earlier

period, we are at once struck by the vast preponderance of

amorous ditties. The Greek and Roman Muses, especially
the latter, seem frigid as their own fountain in comparison.
Satires on the great, and especially on the clergy, exhortations

to the crusade, and religious odes, are intermingled in the

productions of the Troubadours ; but love is the prevailing
theme. This tone they could hardly have borrowed from the

rhythmical Latin verses, of which all that remain are without

passion or energy. They could as little have been indebted

to their predecessors for a peculiar gracefulness, an indescriba-

ble charm of gayety and ease, which many of their lighter

poems display. This can only be ascribed to the polish of

chivalrous manners, and to the influence of feminine delicacy
on public taste. The well-known dialogue, for example, of

Horace and Lydia, is justly praised : nothing extant of this

amoabean character, from Greece or Rome, is nearly so good.
But such alternate stanzas, between speakers of different

sexes, are very common in the early French poets ; and it

would be ea>y to find some quite equal to Horace in grace and

spirit. They had even a generic name, tensons,
" contentions ;

"

that is, dialogues of lively repartee, such as we are surprised
to find in the twelfth century, an age accounted by many
almost barbarous. None of these are prettier than what are

called pastourelles, in which the poet is feigned to meet a shep-

herdess, whose love he solicits, and by whom he is repelled

(not always finally) in alternate stanzas.
1 Some of these

12me et 13me Siecles
;

Hist. Litt. de la an ancient prototype in the twenty- Tenth

France, xvi. 239. pastoral of Theocritus, which Drydi n has

[It ought to have been observed, that translated with no diminution of its free-

comparatively few of the poets of the dom. Some of the Pastourelles are also

twelfth century are extant : most of them rather licentious ; but that is not the case
are Anglo-Norman. At least ten times as with the greater part. M. Raynouard, in

much French verse of the thirteenth has an article of the Journal des Savans for
been preserved. Hist. Litt. de la France, 1824, p. 613, remarks the superior decency
p. 239. " I'otre prose et notre poesie Fran- of the Southern poets, scarcely four or five

cai-^e exista.snt avant 120' ). imis c'est au transgressing in that respect ;
while many

treirieme f ^icle qu'elles commencerent 4 of the fabliaux in the collections of Bar-

prendre ur. caractere national." Id. p. bazan and Meon are of the most coarse

254 1847.] and stupid ribaldry, and such that even

have, as GalvW has observed, the object of exhibiting ancient manners
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may be read in Roquefort, Etat de la Poesie Francaise dans

le 12me et 13me Siecles; others in Raynouord, Choix des

Poesies des Troubadours ; in Auguis, Recueil des Anciens

Poetes Fran9ais ; or in Galvani, Osservazioni sulla Poesia de'

Trovatori.

38. In all these light compositions which gallantry or gayety

inspired, we perceive the characteristic excellences of French

poetry, as distinctly as in the best vaudeville of the age of

Louis XV. We can really sometimes find little difference,

except an obsoleteness of language, which gives them a kind

of poignancy ; and this style, as I have observed, seems to

have been quite original in France, though it was imitated

by other nations.
1 The French poetry, on the other hand, was

deficient in strength and ardor. It was also too much filled

with monotonous commonplaces ; among which the tedious

descriptions of spring, and the everlasting nightingale, are

eminently to be reckoned. These, perhaps, are less frequent
in the early poems, most of which are short, than they became
in the prolix expansion adopted by the allegorical school in

the fourteenth century. They prevail, as is well known, hi

Chaucer, Dunbar, and several other of our own poets.
39. The metrical romances, far from common hi Provencal,

2

Metrical but forming a large portion of what was written in

ifc^eiok
8'

tne Northern dialect, though occasionally picturesque,
the Dane,

graceful, or animated, are seldom free from tedious

or prosaic details. The earliest of these extant seems to be

that of Havelok the Dane, of which an abridgment was made

and language scarcely warranted their the envoi, or termination of a poem, b^
publication in so large a number. an address to the poem itself or theiv.!.l-r

fA good many Pastourelles, but all van- are said to be of Arabian origin. In as-

ations of the same subject, are published suming that rhyme was introduced by tlia

by M. Michel, in his Theltre Francais au same channel, these writers are probably
Moven Age, p. 31. These are in Northern mistaken. But I have seen too little of

dlilecN. and may be referred to the twelfth Oriental, and especially of Ilispano-Sara-
und thirteenth centuries. Uobin and Ma- cenic poetry, to form any opiniiin how far

rion are always the shepherd or peasant the more essential characteristics of I'ro-

and his rustic love; and a knight always vencal verse may have been derive I

interferes, with or without success, to se- it. One seems to find more of Oriental
duce or outrage Marion. We have nothing hyperbole in the Castilian poetry,

corresponding to these in England.
2 It has been denied that there are any

1847.] metrical romances in Provencal
;
but one

called the Philomena, on the fabulous
1
Andres, as usual with him, whose pre- history of Charlemagne, is written nfrer

judices are all that way, derives the Pro- 1173, though not much later than
vencal style of poetry from the Arabians

;
Journal des Savans, 1824. [The I'hilome-

and this has been countenanced, in some na is in pro>-e : but it h;is been [minted out

measure, by Gingu6n6 and Stemondi. to me, that four metrical romances iu 1'ro-

Some of the peculiarities of the Trouba- venc.al have been brought to light by Ra
dours, their tensons. or contentions, and nouard and others. 1&12.]
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by Geoffrey Gaimar, before the middle of the twelfth century.
The story is certainly a popular legend from the Danish pait
of England, which the French versifier has called, according
to the fashion of romances,

" a Breton lay." If this word
meant any thing more than relating to Britain, it is a plain

falsehood; and, upon either hypothesis, it may lead us to

doubt, as many other reasons may also, what has been so

much asserted of late years, as to the Armorican origin of

romantic fictions ; since the word "
Breton," which some critics

refer to Armorica, is here applied to a story of mere English
birth.1 It cannot, however, be doubted, from the absurd

introduction of Arthur's name in this romance of Havelok,
that it was written after the publication of the splendid fables

of Geoffrey.
3

1 The Recherches SUT les Bardes (TArmo-
rique, by that respectable Teteran M. de
la Hue, are very unsatisfactory. It does
not appear that the Bretons have so much
as a national tradition of any romantic

poetry, nor any writings in their language
older than 1450. The authority of Warton.

Leyden, Ellis, Turner, and Price, has ren-
dered this" hypothesis of early Armorican
romance popular ;

but I cannot beiieve
that so baseless a fabric will endure much
longer. Is it credible that tales of aristo-

cratic splendor and courtesy sprung up in
BO poor and uncivilized a country as Bre-

tagne ? Traditional stories they might, no
doubt, possess, and some of these may be
found in the Lais de Marie and other

early poems : but not romances of chival-

ry. I do not recollect, though speaking
without confidence, that auy proof has
been given of Armoriean traditions about
Arthur earlier than the history ofGeoffrey ;

for it seems too much to interpret the word
Britorus of them rather than of the Welsh.
Mr. Turner. I observe, without absolutely
recanting has much receded from his opin-
ion of an Amiorican original for Geoffrey
of Monmonth.

[It is not easy to perceive how the story
of Arthur, as a Welsh prince and con-

queror, should have originated in Brittany,
which may have preserved some connec-
tion with Cornwall, but none, as far as we
know, with AVales. The Armoricans. at
least, had no motive for inventing magnifi-
cent fables hi order to swell the glory of
a different though cognate people. Mr.

Wright conct: .vr was a my-
thic personage in Brittany, whose legend
was confounded by Geoffrey with real

hi-torv. Kut this wholly annihilates the
historical basis, and requires us not only
to reject Nennius as a spurious or interpo-
lated writer, which is Mr. Wright's hypo-

thesi?, but to consider all the Welsh poems
which contain allusions to Arthur as pos-
terior to the time of Geoffrey.

" The
legends of the British kings,"' he says,"
appear to have been brought over from

Bretagne. and not to have had their origin

among the Welsh. Although we begin
to observe traces of the legends relating to

Arthur and Merlin before Geoffrey of Mon-
mouth wrote, yet even the Welsh of that
time appear to have rejected his narrative
as fabulous." Biogr. Britann. Litteniire,
vol. ii. p. 145. If we can depend at ah1

on
the stories of the Mabinogion, which a la-

dy has so honorably brought before the

English public, the traditional legends con-

cerning Arthur prevailed in Wales in an
earlier age than that of Geoffrey ; and
perhaps William of Malmesbury alluded
to them rather than to the recent forgery,
in the words,

" Hie est Arthurus de quo
Britonum nugae hodieque delirant ; dignus
plane, quern non lallaces somniarent fabu-

lae, sed veraces preedicarent historiae.

quippe qni labantem patriam din

nuerit, infractosqne civinm mentes ad
belluni acuerit/' De Gestis Reg. Angl.,
1. 1 Arthur's victory at Mount Badon in

516, and his death in 537, are mentioned
hi the Annales Cambria?, prepared by the
late Mr. Petrie for publication : a brief

chronicle, which seems, in part at least,

considerably older than the twelfth centu-

ry, if not almost contemporary. 1?47.]
1 The romance of Havelok was printed

by Sir Frederick Madden in 1S'29. but not
for sale. His Introduction is of conside-

rable value. The story of Havelok is

that of Curan and Argentile. in Warner's

nd, upon which Mason
founded a drama. Sir F. Madden refers

the English translation to some time be-

tween 1270 and 1290. The manuscript ii

in the Bodleian Library. The French ori-
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40. Two more celebrated poems are by Wace, a native of

Diffusion Jersey : one, a free version of the history lately pub-
of French lished by Geoffrey of Monmouth ; the other, a nar-
lauguage. ratjve Qf tne J5attle of Hastings, and Conquest of

England. Many other romances followed. Much has been

disputed for some years concerning these, as well as the lays
and fabliaux of the Northern trouveurs. It is sufficient here to

observe, that they afforded a copious source of amusement and
interest to those who read or listened as far as the French

language was diffused ; and this was far beyond the bounda-
ries of France. Not only was it the common spoken tongue
of what is called the court, or generally of the superior ranks,
in England, but in Italy and in Germany, at least throughout
the thirteenth century. Brunetto Latini wrote his philosophi-
cal compilation, called Le Tresor, in, French,

"
because," as

he says,
" the language was more agreeable and usual than

any other." Italian, in fact, was hardly employed in prose at

that time. But, for those whose education had not gone so

far, the romances and tales of France began to be rendered

into German as early as the latter part of the twelfth century,
as they were long afterwards into English ; becoming the basis

of those popular songs which illustrate the period of the

Swabian emperors, the great house- of Hohenstauffen, Frederic

Barbarossa, Henry VI., and Frederic II.

41. The poets of Germany, during this period of extraordi-

German nary fertility in versification, were not less numerous

I\vabYan
f

^nan those of France and Provence.1 From Henry
period. of Veldek to the last of the lyric poets, soon after the

beginning of the fourteenth century, not less than two hundred
are known by name. A collection made in that age by Rudi-

ger von Manasse of Zurich contains the productions of one

pinal has since been reprinted in France, Latin poetry, though some of it apparont-
as I learn from Brunei's Supplement au ly derived from old lays of the Hunnish. or

Manuel du Libraire. Both this and its Burgundian age. In the beginning of the

abridgment, by Geoffrey Gaimar, are in twelfth century, the vernacular poetry re-

the British Museum. vived in a number of chivalric stori<>>. of
1 Bouterwek, p. 95. [Gervinns, in his which Alexander and Charlemagne were

Poetische Litteratur der Deutschen, has generally the heroes. The Francmiian

gone more fully than his predecessor emperors did not encourage letters
; but,

Bouterwek into the history of German under the Swabian line, poetry eminently
mediaeval poetry, which was more abun- flourished. Several epics besides the Nilxt-

dant, perhaps, than in any other country, lungen Lied belong to the latter part of

Ottfried, about 883, turned the Gospels the twelfth century or beginning of the

Into German verse : we here find rhyme next, and are much superior in spirit and
Instead of the ancient alliteration. But character to any thing that followed.
In the next two centuries we have chiefly 1853.]
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hundred and forty ; and modern editors have much enlarged
the list.

1

Henry of Veldek is placed by Elichhorn about 1170,
and by Bouterwek twenty years later : so that, at the utmost,
we cannot reckon the period of their duration more than

a century and a half. But the great difference percepti-
ble between the poetry of Henry and that of the old Ger-
man songs proves him not to have been the earliest of the

Swabian school : he is as polished in language and versifica-

tion as any of his successors ; and, though a Northern, he

wrote in the dialect of the house of Hohenstauffen. "Wolfram
von Eschenbach, in the first years of the next century, is

perhaps the most eminent name of the Minnesingers, as the

lyric poets were denominated ; and is also the translator of

several romances. The golden age of German poetry was
before the fall of the Swabian dynasty, at the death of Conrad
IV. in 1254. Love, as the word denotes, was the peculiar
theme of the Minnesingers ; but it was chiefly from the

northern or southern dialects of France, especially the lat-

ter, that they borrowed their amorous strains.
2 In the latter

part of the thirteenth century, we find less of feeling and in-

vention, but a more didactic and moral tone, sometimes veiled

in jEsopic fables, sometimes openly satirical. Conrad of

Wiirtzburg is the chief of the later school ; but he had to

lament the decline of taste and manners in his own age.
42. No poetry, however, of the Swabian period, is so na-

tional as the epic romances, which drew their subjects from

1 Bouterwek, p. 98. This collection true that no other would suit our modem
was published in 1758 by Bodiner. taste.

2 Herder, Zerstreute Blatter, vol. v. p. A species of love-song, peculiar, accord-
206 ; Eichhorn, Allg. Geschichte der Cul- ing to Weber (p. 9), to the Minnesingers,
tur, vol. i. p. 226

;
Heinsius. Teut, odor are called U'atchmen's Songs. These con-

Lehrbuch der Deutschen Sprachwissen- sist in a dialogue between a lover and the

schaft, rol. iv. pp. 32-80
;
Weber's Illus- sentinel who guards his mistress. The

tratiotus of Northern Antiquities, 1814. latter is persuaded to imitate " Sir Panda-
This work contains the earliest analysis, I rus of Troy ;

" but. when morning breaks,

believe, of the Nibelungen Lied. But. summons the lover to quit hia
ladyj who,

above all, I have been indebted to the in her turn, maintains that " it is the
excellent account of German poetry by nightingale, and not the lark," with al-

Bouterwek, in the ninth volume of his most the pertinacity of Juliet.

great work, the History of Poetry and Mr. Taylor remarks that the German
Eloquence since the Thirteenth Century, poets do not go so far in their idolatry of
In this volume, the mediaeval poetry of the fair as the Provencals, p. 127. I do

Germany occupies nearly four hundred not concur altogether in his reasons
;
but.

closely printed pages. I have since met sa the Minnesingers imitated the Pro-
with a pleasing little volume on the Lays ven^als, this deviation is remarkable. I

of the Minnesingers, by Mr. Edgar Tay- should rather ascribe it to the hyperbolical
lor. It contains an account of the chief tone which the Troubadours had bor-
of those poets, with translations, perhaps rowed from the Arabians, or to the SUB-

ID too modern a style ; though it may be ceptibiiity of their temperament.
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the highest antiquity, if they did not even adopt the language
of primeval bards, which perhaps, though it has been sur-

mised, is not compatible with their style. In the two most
celebrated productions of this kind, the Helden Buch, or Book
of Heroes, and the Nibelungen Lied, the Lay of the Nibelun-

gen, a fabulous people, we find the recollections of an heroic

age, wherein the names of Attila and Theodoric stand out as

witnesses of traditional history, clouded by error and colored

by fancy. The Nibelungen Lied, in its present form, is by an
uncertain author, perhaps about the year 1200 ;* but it come.*,

1 Weber says,
" I have no doubt what-

ever that the romance itself is of very
high antiquity, at least of the eleventh

century ; though certainly the present
copy has been considerably modernized."
Illustrations of Northern Romances, p.
26. But Bouterwek does not seem to

think it of so ancient a date
;
and I be-

lieve it is commonly referred to about the

year 1200. Schlegel ascribes it to Henry
von Offerdingen. Heinsius, iv. 52.

It is highly probable that the " bar-
bara et antiquissima carmina," which
-according to Eginhard Charlemagne
caused to be reduced to writing, were no
other than the legends of the Nibelungen
Lied, and similar traditions of the Gothic
and Burgundian time. Weber, p. 6. I

will here mention a curious Latin epic

poem on the wars of Attila, published by
Fischer in 1780. He conceives it to be of
the sixth century ;

but others have re-

ferred it to the eighth. [Ravnouard
(Journal des Savans, August, 1833) places
it in the tenth

;
and my friend, the Hon.

and Rev. W. Herbert, in the notes to his

poem on Attila (1837), a production dis-

playing an union of acuteness and erudi-
tion with great poetical talents, has,
probably with no knowledge of Ray-
nouard's judgment, come to the same
determination, from the mention of Ice-

land, under the name of Thile, which was
not discovered till 861. " The poem re-

Eflmbles in style and substance the later

Scandinavian sagas, and it is probably a
I^atin version of some such prose narrative ;

and the spelling of Thule, Thile, seems to

bare been derived from the Scandinavia*!

orthography Thyle. At the end of the
tenth century, the Scandinavians, who
were previously illiterate, began to study
in Italy ;

and the discovery of Iceland
would have transpired through them. It

is probable that this may be the earliest

work in which the name Thule has been

applied to Iceland, and it is most likely
a production of the tenth century. The
MS. is said to be of the thirteenth." It

appears, however, by M. Haynouard's ar-

ticle, that the MS. In the Royal Library at
Paris contains a dedication to an arch-

bishop of Rome near the close of the tenth

century ; which, in the absence of any
presumption to the contrary, may pass
for the date of the poem. 1842.] The
heroes are Franks

;
but the whole is fa-

bulous, except the name of Attila and his

Huns. I do not know whether this has

any connection with a history of Attila by
a writer named Casola, existing in manu-
script at Modena, and being probably a
translation in prose from Latin into Pro-
vencal. A translation of this last into

Italian was published by Rossi at Ferrara
in 1568 : it is a very scarce book ; but I
have seen two copies of it. Weber's Illus-

trations, p. 23
; Eichhorn, Allg. Gesch., ii.

178 : Galvani, Osservazioni sulla Poesia

de' Trovatori, p. 16.

The Nibelungen Lied seems to have been
less popular in the middle ages than other
romances ; evidently because it relates to

a different state of manners. Bouterwek,
p. 141. Heinsius observes that we must
consider this poem as the most valuable
record of German antiquity ;

but that to

overrate its merit, as some have been in-

clined to do, can be of no advantage. [The
Nibelungen Lied is placed by Gervinup
about 1210. It was not liked by the cler-

gy, doubtless on account of its heathenish
character

;
nor by the courtly poots, who

thought it too rude
;
and in fact the style

is much behind that of the age. The
sources of this poem are unknown : that

the author had traditional

probably lays, to guide him, will, of course

hardly be doubted. Little more than *

few great names Attila, Theodoric, Guu-
ther belong to real history ;

but the

whole complexion of the poem is so dif

ferent from that of the twelfth centurj,
that we must believe the poet to have im-

bued himself by some such means with
the spirit of times long past. No dispa-

ragement, but the reverse, to the genius of

him, who in these respects, as well as in

his animated and picturesque language,
so powerfully reminds us of Uie father or
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and, as far as we can judge, with little or no interpolation of

circumstances, from an age anterior to Christianity, to civiliza-

tion, and to the more refined forms of chivalry. We cannot

well think the stories later than the sixth or seventh centuries.

The German critics admire the rude grandeur of this old

epic ; and its fables, marked with a character of barbarous

simplicity wholly unlike that of later romance, are become in

some degree familiar to ourselves.

43. The loss of some accomplished princes, and of a near

intercourse with the south of France and with Italy, j^^ of

as well as the augmented independence of the Ger- German

man nobility, only to be maintained by unceasing
f0etry -

warfare, rendered their manners, from the latter part of the

thirteenth century, more rude than before. They ceased to

cultivate poetry, or to think it honorable in their rank.

Meantime a new race of poets, chiefly burghers of towns,

sprang up abouUthe reign of Rodolph of Hapsburg, before the

lays of the Minnesingers had yet ceased to resound. These

prudent though not inspired votaries of the Muse chose the

didactic and moral style, as more salutary than the love-songs,
and more reasonable than the romances. They became known
in the fourteenth century by the name of Meister-singers, but

are traced to the institutions of the twelfth century, called

singing-schools, for the promotion of popular music, the favor-

ite recreation of Germany. What they may have done for music,

I am unable to say : it was in an evil hour for the art of

poetry that they extended their jurisdiction over her. They
regulated verse by the most pedantic and minute laws, such

as a society with no idea of excellence but conformity to rule

would be sure to adopt ; though nobler institutions have often

done the same, and the Master-burghers were but prototypes
of the Italian academicians. The poetry was always moral

and serious, but flat. These Meister-singers are said to have

originated at Mentz ; from which they spread to Augsburg,

Strasburg. and other cities, and in none were more renowned
than Nuremberg. Charles IV., in 1378, incorporated them

by the name of Meistergenoss-schaft, with armorial bearings
and peculiar privileges. They became, however, more con-

spicuous in the sixteenth century. Scarce any names of

poetry. The Xibelungen Lied has been though it displays less of its original rani

lately modernized in German ; and Ls nsul ness. 1S53. j

perhaps with more pleasure in that form,
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Meister-singers before that age are recorded ;
nor does it seem

that much of their earlier poetry is extant.1

44. The French versifiers had by this time, perhaps, become

Poctr of
^ess numerous

? though several names in the same
France and style of amatory song do some credit to their age.

But the romances of chivalry began now to be writ-

ten in prose ; while a very celebrated poem, the Roman de la

Hose, had introduced an unfortunate taste for allegory into

verse, from which France did not extricate herself for seveial

generations. Meanwhile the Provencal poets, who, down to

the close of the thirteenth century, had flourished in the South,
and whose language many Lombards adopted, came to an end.

After the re-union of the fief of Toulouse to the crown, and
the possession of Provence by a Northern line of princes, their

ancient and renowned tongue passed for a dialect, a patois of

the people. It had never been much employed in prose,
save in the kingdom of Arragon, where, under the name of

Valencian, it continued for two centuries to be a legitimate

language, till political circumstances of the same kind reduced

it, as in Southern France, to a provincial dialect. The Cas-

tilian language, which, though it has been traced higher in

written fragments, may be considered to have begun, in a lite-

rary sense, with the poem of the Cid (not later, as some have

thought, than the middle of the twelfth century), was employed
by a few extant poets hi the next age ; and, hi the fourteenth,
was as much the established vehicle of many kinds of litera-

ture in Spain as the French was on the other side of the

mountains.2 The names of Portuguese poets not less early
than any in Castile are recorded : fragments are mentioned by
Bouterwek as old as the twelfth century ; and there exists a

collection of lyric poetry, in the style of the Troubadours,
which is referred to no late part of the next age.

3
Nothing

1 Bouterwek, ix. 271-291; Heinsius, shall quote the English translation of this

Iv. 85-98. See also the Biographic Uni- work.

verselle, art.
" Folcz

;

" and a good article 3 This very curious fact in literary his-

in the Retrospective Review, vol. x. p. 113. tory has been brought to light by Lord
[Soe also Qervinus, Poetische Litteratur Stuart of Uothesay, who printed at Paris,
der Deutschen, p. 112, and post,] in 1823, twenty-five copies of a collection

* Sanchez, Coleccion de Poesias Castella- of ancient Portuguese songs, from a ma-
nas anteriores al Siglo 15mo

; Velasquez, nuscript in the library of the College of
Historia della 1'oesia Espanol, which I only Nobles at Lisbon. An account of this

know by the German translation of Dieze book, by M. Raynnunrd, will be found in

(Giittmgen, 1769), who has added many the Journal des Savans for August, 1825
;

Dotes; Andres, Origine d' ogni Littera- and I have been favored by my noble
tura, ii. 158

;
Bouterwek's History of friend the editor with the loan of a copy,

Spanish and Portuguese Literature. I though my ignorance of the languai^ pr-
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has been published in the Castilian language of this amatory

style older than 1400.

45. Italy came, last of those countries where Latin had

been spoken, to the possession of an independent }

language and literature. No industry has hitherto Italian

retrieved so much as a few lines of real Italian till
^"s^s6 -

near the end of the twelfth century ;

l and there is not much
before the middle of the next. Several poets, however, whose

versification is not wholly rude, appeared soon afterwards.

The Divine Comedy of Dante seems to have been commenced
before his exile from Florence in 1304. The Italian language
was much used in prose during the times of Dante and Pe
trarch, though very little before.

46. Dante and Petrarch are, as it were, the morning-stara

rented me from forming an exact judg-
ment of its contents. In the preface, the

following circumstances are stated. It

consists of seventy-five folios, the first part
having been torn off, and the manuscript
attached to a work of a wholly different

nature. The writing appears to be of the

fourteenth century, and in some places
older. The idiom" seems older than the

writing: it may be called, if I understand
the meaning of the preface, as old as the

beginning of the thirteenth century, and

certainly older than the reign of Denis,"
"
pode appellidarse coevo do seculo xiii, e de

certo he anterior ao reynado de D. Deniz."

Denis, King of Portugal, reigned from 1279
to 1325. It is regular in grammar, and
for the most part in orthography, but
contains some Gallicisms, which show
either a connection between France and
Portugal in that age, or a common origin
in the Southern tongues of Europe ;

since

certain idioms found in this manuscript
are preserved in Spanish, Italian, and Pro-

vencal, yet are omitted in Portuguese
dictionaries. A few poems are translated
from Provencal

;
but the greater part are

strictly Portuguese, as the mention of

places, names, and manners, shows. M.
Raynouard, however, observes, that the

thoughts and forms of versification are
similar to those of the Troubadours. The
metres employed are usually of seven,
eight, and ten syllables, the accent falling
on the last : but some lines occur of seven,

eight, or eleven syllables, accented on the

penultimate ;
and these are sometimes in-

terwoven, at regular intervals, with the
others.
The songs, as far as I was able to judge,

are chietly, if not wholly, amatory : they
generally consist of stanzas, the first of
which is written (and printed) with inter-

vals for musical notes, and in the form of

prose, though really in metre. Each
stanza has frequently a burden of two
lines. The plan appeared to be something
like that of the Castilian glosas of the
fifteenth century ;

the subject of the first

stanza being repeated, and sometimes ex-

panded, in the rest. I do not know that
this is found in any Provencal poetry.
The language, according to Kaynouard,
resembles Provencal more than the modern
Portuguese does. It is a very remarkable

circumstance, that we have no evidence,
at least from the letter of the Marquis of
Santillana early in the fifteenth century,
that the Castilians had any of these love-

songs till long after the date of this Can-

cioneiro, and that we may rather collect

from it, that the Spanish amatory poets
chose the Gallician or Portuguese dialect

in preference to their own. Though the

very ancient collection to which this note
refers seems to have been unknown, I
find mention of one by Don Pedro, Count
of Barcelos, natural son of King Denis, in
Dieze's notes on Velasquez, Gesch. der

Span. Dichtkunst, p. 70. This must h;iTa

been in the first part of the fourteenth

century.
1 Tiraboschi, iii. 323, doubts the authen-

ticity of some inscriptions referred to the
twelfth centur}'. The earliest genuine
Italian seems to be a few lines by Ciullo

d'Alcamo, a Sicilian, between 1187 and
1193, vol. iv. p. 340. [Muratori thinks it

probable that Italian might be written
sometimes in the twelfth century.

"
Quan-

do cio precisamente awenisse, noi nol sap-

piamo, perche 1' iguoranza e barbaric di

quo' tempi non ne lascio memoria, o nop
composse tale opere, che merita-ssero d.

vivere infino ai tempi nostri.'' Delia per-
fetta Poesia, v. i. p. 6. 1842.]
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of our modern literature. I shall say notliing more of the

Dante and former in this place : he does not stand in such close
Petrarch, connection as Petrarch with the fifteenth century, nor

had he such influence over the taste of his age. In this respect,
Petrarch has as much the advantage over Dante, as he was
his inferior in depth of thought and creative power. He
formed a school of poetiy, which, though no disciple compa-
rable to himself came out of it, gave a character to the taste

of his country. He did not invent the sonnet ; but he, per-

haps, was the cause that it has continued in fashion for so

many ages.
1 He gave purity, elegance, and even stability,

to the Italian language, which has been incomparably less

changed during near five centuries since his time than it way
in one between the age of Guido Guinizzelli and his own ;

and none have denied him the honor of having restored a true

feeling of classical antiquity in Italy, and consequently in

Europe.
47. Nothing can be more difficult than to determine,

Change of except by an arbitrary line, the commencement, of

Saxon to the English language ; not so much, as in those

English. of the Continent, because we are in want of materials,

but rather from an opposite reason, the possibility of tracing
a very gradual succession of verbal changes that ended in a

change of denomination. We should probably experience
a similar difficulty if we knew equally well the current idiom

of France or Italy in the seventh and eighth centuries ; for,

when we compare the earliest English of the thirteenth cen-

tury with the Anglo-Saxon of the twelfth, it seems hard to

pronounce why it should pass for a separate language, rather

than a modification or simplification of the former. We must

conform, however, to usage, and say, that the Anglo-Saxon
was converted into English, 1. By contracting or otherwise

modifying the pronunciation and orthography of words ; 2. By
omitting many inflections, especially of the noun, and conse-

quently making more use of articles and auxiliaries ; 3. By
the introduction of French derivatives ; 4. By using less in-

version and ellipsis, especially in poetry. Of these, the second

alone, I think, can be considered as sufficient to describe a

new form of language ; and this was brought about so gradu-

' Onschvibeni (Storia della vulgar PoeMa, sonnet, or at least the perfection ol that In
TOl. ii. p. 269) asserts the claim of Guiton use among the Provencals.
4'Arezzo to the invention of the regular
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ally, that we are not relieved from much, of our difficulty,

whether some compositions shall pass for the latest offspring
of the mother or the earliest fruits of the daughter's fer-

tility.
1

48. The Anglo-Norman language is a phrase not quite so

unobjectionable as the Anglo-Norman constitution ; and, as it

is sure to deceive, we might better lay it aside altogether.
2

In the one instance, there was a real fusion of laws and govern-

ment, to which we can find but a remote analogy, or rather

none at all, in the other. It is probable, indeed, that the con-

verse of foreigners might have something to do with those

simplifications of the Anglo-Saxon grammar which appear
about the reign of Henry H., more than a century after the

Conquest ; though it is also true, that languages of a very
artificial structure, like that of England before that revolution,
often became less complex in their forms, without any such

violent process as an amalgamation of two different races.
3

"What is commonly called the Saxon Chronicle is continued to

the death of Stephen in 1154, and in tte same language,

though with some loss of its purity. Besides the neglect of

eeveral grammatical rules, French words now and then obtrude

themselves, but not very frequently, in the latter pages of this

Chronicle. Peterborough, however, was quite an English

monastery ; its endowments, its abbots, were Saxon ; and the

political spirit the Chronicle breathes, in some passages, is that

of the indignant subjects, servi ancor frementi, of the Norman

usurpers. If its last compilers, therefore, gave way to some

1 It is a proof of this difficulty, that the remarked, that the animals which bear a
best masters of our ancient language have Saxon name in the field acquire a French
lately introduced the word Semi-Saxon, one in the shambles. But even this ia

which is to coTer every thing from 1160 to more ingenious than just ;
for muttons,

1250. See Thorpe's preface to Analecta beeves, and porkers are good old words for

Anglo-Saxonica, and many other recent the living quadrupeds. [It has, of late

books. years, been more usual to call the French
1 A popular and pleasing writer has poetry, written in English, Anglo-Norman,

drawn a little upon his imagination in the 1842.]
following account of the language of our
forefathers after the Conquest : "The Ian- 3 "Every branch of the low German
guage of the church was Latin : that of stock, from whence the Anglo-Saxon
the king and noble?. Norman : that of the sprung, displays the same simplification

people, Anglo-Saxon: the Anglo-Norman of its grammar." Price's preface to War-
jargon was only employed in tlie commer- ton, p. 110. He therefore ascribes little

eial intercourse between the conquerors and influence to the Norman Conquest or tc
the conquered." EUis's Specimens of French connections. [It ought, however.
Early English Poets, vol. 5. p. 17. What to be observed, that the simplifications of
was this jargon f and where do we find a the Anglo-Saxon grammar had begun b-
proof of its existence? and what was the fore the reign of Henry II. : the latter part
commercial intercourse hinted at? I sus- of the Saxon Chronicle affords full pioof of

pect Ellis only mennt, what has often been this. 1S47.]

vol.. i. 5
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innovations of language, we may presume that these pi evailed

more extensively in places less secluded, and especially in

London.
49. We find evidence of a greater change in Layamon, a

translator of Wace's romance of Brut from the French. Laya-
mon's age is uncertain: it must have been after 1155, when
the original poem was completed ; and can hardly be placed
below 1200. His language is accounted rather Anglo-Saxon
than English : it retains most of the distinguishing inflections

of the mother-tongue, yet evidently differs considerably from
that older than the Conquest, by the introduction, or at least

more frequent employment, of some new auxiliary forms ; and

displays very little of the characteristics of the ancient poetry,
its periphrases, its ellipses, or its inversions. But, though trans-

lation was the means by which words of French origin were
afterwards most copiously introduced, very few occur in the

extracts from Layamon hitherto published ; for we have not

yet the expected edition of the entire work. He is not a
mere translator, but improves much on Wace. The adoption
of the plain and almost creeping style of the metrical French

romance, instead of the impetuous dithyrambics of Saxon

song, gives Layamon, at first sight, a greater affinity to the

new English language than in mere grammatical structure he

appears to bear.1

50. Layamon wrote in a village on the Severn ;

2 and it is

Pro-Teas agreeable to experience, that an obsolete structure of

of English language should be retained in a distant province,
language. wnjie jj nas undergone some change among the less

rugged inhabitants of a capital. The disuse of Saxon forms

crept on by degrees : some metrical lives of saints, apparently
written not far from the year 1250,

3

may be deemed English ;

1 See a long extract from Layamon in himself is of no authority in this matter.
Ellis's Specimens. This writer observes, Price inclines to put most of the pot-mi
that "

it contains no word which we are quoted by Warton near the close of the
under the necessity of referring to a thirteenth century.
1'rench root." Duke and castle seem ex- It should here be observed, that the

ceptions ;
but the latter word occurs in language underwent its metaniorphoeil

the Saxon Chronicle before the Conquest, into English by much less rapid gradations
A.D. 1052 in some parts of the kingdom than in

[
2 I believe that Ernley, of which Laya- others. Not only the popular dialect of

mon is said to have been priest, is Over many counties, especially in the north,
Arley, near Bewdley. 1842.] retained long, and still retains, a larger

[Sir F. Madden says Lower Arley, an- proportion of the Anglo-Saxon pcculiari-
other village a few miles distant. 1847.] ties, but we have evidence that they were

8 Kitson's Dissertat. on Romance
;
Mad- not everywhere disused in writing. A

den's Introduction to ILlvelok
;
Notes of manuscript in the Kentish dialect, if that

Price, hi his edition of \Viirhm. \Vartoii phrase is correct, bearing the date of 1340,
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but the first specimen of it that bears a precise date is a

proclamation of Henry HI., addressed to the people of Hun-

tingdonshire in 1258, but doubtless circular throughout Eng-
land.1 A triumphant song, composed, probably in London, on

the victory obtained at Lewes by the confederate barons in

12G4, and the capture of Richard, Earl of Cornwall, is

rather less obsolete in its style than this proclamation, as

might naturally be expected. It could not have been written

is more Anglo-Saxon than any of the

poems, ascribed to the thirteenth century,
which we read in 'iVarton, such as the

legends of saints or the Ormulum. This

very curiouf fact was first made known to

the public by Mr. Thorpe, in his transla-

tion of Caedmon. preface, p. xii. : and an
account of the manuscript itself, rather
fuller than that of Mr. T., has since been

given in the catalogue of the Arundel
MSS. in the British Museum.
[The edition of Layamon alluded to in

the text has now been published by Sir

Frederick Madden, at the expense of the

Society of Antiquaries, and will prove an
important accession to the history of our
language ; being by much the most exten-
sive remains of that period denominated
Semi-Saxon. The date of this long poem
is now referred by the editor to the reign,
of John, at the beginning of the thirteenth

century. A passage formerly quoted by
Mr. Sharon Turner, but which had es-

caped my recollection, manifestly was
written after the death of Henry n. in

11S9, and probably after that of his queen
Eleanor in 1203. Mr. Turner has there-
fore inclined to the same period as Sir

Frederick Madden; and others had ac-
ceded to his opinion. The chief objection,
an.-l indeed the only one, may be the

antiquity of Layamon's language com-
pared with the Ormulum, a well-known
but hitherto unpublished poem of a cer-

tain Onn ; and with another poem, which
has been printed, entitled the Owl and the

Nightingale. Nothing can exhibit a transi-

tional sbtte of language better than the

great work of Layamon. consisting of
near 30,000 lines. These are all short,
and, though very irregular, coining fax
nearer to the old Anglo-Saxon than to
the octo-syllabic Frvnch rhythm. Some
of them are rhymed ; but. in a much larger
proportion, the alliterative euphony of the
Northern nations is preferred. The publi-
cation of the entire poem enable? u- to

correct some of the judgments founded on
mere extracts : thus I should qualify what
is said in the text, that Layamon adopted
the plain and almost creeping style of the
metrical French romance." His poem
had mure spirit and lire, in the Scandi-

navian and Anglo-Saxon style, than had
been supposed. Upon the whole, Layamon
must be reckoned far more of the o'.Jer

than the newer formation : he is an eocene,
or at most a miocene; while his contem-

poraries, as they seem to be, belong philc-

logically to a later period.
The poem of the Owl and the Nightin-

gale is supposed by its editor, Mr. Steven-

son, to have been written soon after the
death of Henry II., who is mentioned in
it. But I do not see why the passage
leads us to more than that no other king
of that name had reigned. We need not,
therefore, go higher than the age of John.
The Ormulum contains, I believe, no evi-

dence of its date; but the language ifl

very decidedly more English, the versifica

tion more borrowed from Norman models,
than that of Layamon. Since it is natural
to presume that the change of language
would not be alike in all parts of England,
and even that individuals might continue
to preserve forms which were going into

comparative disuse, we cannot rely on
these varieties as indicating difference of

age. The editor of Layamon informs us,
that the French words in the older copy
of that writer do not amount to fifty. The
hypothesis, if we are to use such a word,
that the transition of our language from
Saxon to English took place more rapidly
hi some districts than in others, acquires
strong confirmation from a few lines pre-
served in Roger de Hoveden and Benedict
Abbas about the year 1190. They seem to

be printed inaccurately, and I shall conse-

quently omit them here : but the language
is English of Henry LTI.'s reign. It is

possible that it has been a little modern-
ized in the manuscripts of these historians

1S47.]
1 Henry's Hist, of Britain, vol. viii.. ap-

pendix.
" Between 12H and 1258." says

Sir F. Madden, " we know, was written the
versification of part of a meditation of St.

Augustine, as proved by the age of the

prior, who gave the manuscript to the
Durham library ;

"
p. 49. This, therefore,

will be strictly the oldest piece of English
to the date of which we can approach bj
more than conjecture.
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later than that year ; because, in the next, the tables were
turned on those who now exulted by the complete discom-

fiture of their party in the battle of Evesham. Several pieces
of poetry, uncertain as to their precise date, must be referred

to the latter part of this century. Robert of Gloucester, after

the year 1297, since he alludes to the canonization of St.

Louis,
1 turned the chronicle of Geoffrey of Monmouth into

English verse ; and on comparing him with Layamon, a
native of nearly the same part of England, and a writer on
the same subject, it will appear that a great quantity of

French had flowed into the language since the loss of Nor-

mandy. The Anglo-Saxon inflections, terminations, and

orthography had also undergone a very considerable change.
That the intermixture of French words was very slightly

owing to the Norman Conquest will appear probable by observ-

ing at least as frequent an. use of them in the earliest speci-
mens of the Scottish dialect, especially a song on the death of

Alexander III. in 1285. There is a good deal of French in

this, not borrowed, probably, from England, but directly from
the original sources of imitation.

51. The fourteenth century was not unproductive of men,

English of both English and Scotch, gifted with the powers of
the four-

poetry. Laurence Minot, an author unknown to
tociitli cen- * *

tury. chau- Warton, but whose poems on the wars of Edward III.
cer. Gower. are referre(j by their publisher Kitson to 1352, is

perhaps the first original poet in our language that has sur-

vived ; since such of his predecessors as are now known appear
to have been merely translators, or, at best, amplifiers, of a

French or Latin original. The earliest historical or epic nar-

rative is due to John Barbour, Archdeacon of Aberdeen,
whose long poem in the Scots dialect, The Bruce, commemo-

rating the deliverance of his country, seems to have been com-

pleted in 1373. But our greatest poet of the middle ages,

beyond comparison, was Geoffrey Chaucer; and I do not

know that any other country, except Italy, produced his equal
in variety of invention, acuteness of observation, or felicity of

expression. A vast interval must be made between Chaucer
and any other English poet; yet Gower, his contemporary,

though not, like him, a poet of Nature's growth, had some
effect in rendering the language less rude, and exciting a taste

> Maddeu's Ilavdok, p. 52.
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for verse. If be never rises, he never sinks low : he is always

sensible, polished, perspicuous^ and not prosaic in the worst

sense of the word. Longlands, the supposed author of Piers

Plowman's Vision, with far more imaginative vigor, has a

more obsolete and unrefined diction.

52. The French language was spoken by the superior
classes of society in England from the Conquest to General

the reign of Edward III. ; though it seems probable Frenchra

that they were generally acquainted with English, at England,

least La the latter part of that period. But all letters, even

of a private nature, were written hi Latin till the beginning of

the reign of Edward L, soon after 1270, when a sudden

change brought in the use of French.1 In grammar-schools,

boys were made to construe their Latin into French ; and in

the statutes of Oriel College, Oxford, we find a regulation so

late as 1328, that the students shall converse together, if not

in Latin, at least in French.2 The minutes of the corpora-
tion of London, recorded in the town-clerk's office, were in

French, as well as the proceedings in Parliament and in the

courts of justice ; and oral discussions were perhaps carried

on hi the same language, though this is not a necessary conse-

quence. Hence the English was seldom written, and hardly

employed hi prose, till after the middle of the fourteenth

century. Sir John Mandeville's Travels were written hi

1356. This is our earliest English book.3 WiclhTe's transla-

tion of the Bible, a great work that enriched the language, is

referred to 1383. Trevisa's version of the Polychronicon of

Higden was in 1385, and the Astrolabe of Chaucer hi 1392.

A few public instruments were drawn up hi English under
Eichard II.

; and about the same tune, probably, it began to

1 I am indebted for this feet, which I * [This is only true ae to printed books
;

have ventured to generalize, to the com- for there are several copies of a transla-

rnunication of Mr. Stevenson, late sub- tkm of the Psalter and Church Hymns,
commissioner of public records. [I find, by Rolle, commonly called the Hermit of
however, that letters, even in France, are Hampole, who has subjoined a comment
said to have been written only in Latin to on each verse. Rolle is 8aid by Mr. Sharon
the end of the century. "On n'ecrivait Turner to have died in 1319: we must,
encore que tres peu de lettres en langue therefore, place him a little before Mande-
Franvaisc.

v Discours sur 1'Etat des Let- ville. Even in him we find a good deal of
tres au ISme Siecle, hi Hist, Litteraire de French and Latin : which indeed he seems
la France, vol. xvi. p. 168. It is probable, to have rather studiously sought, in order
therefore, that I hare used too strong

" that they that knowes noght the Latyne
words as to the general usage. 1842.] be the Ynglyg may come to many Latyne

- " Si qua inter se proferant, colloquio wordis." Baber's preface to WicliSe'l
Latino vel saltern Gallico perfruantur/'. Translation of New Testament. 1847.]
Warton i. 6. In Merton-College Sta-
tutes, given hi 1271, Latin alone is pre-
ecribed
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be employed in epistolary correspondence of a private nature.

Trevisa informs us, that, when he wrote (1385), even gentle-
men had much left off to have their children taught French ;

and names the schoolmaster (John Cornwall), who, soon after

1350, brought in so great an innovation as the making his

boys read Latin into English.
1 This change from the com-

mon use of French in the upper ranks seems to have taken

place as rapidly as a similar revolution has lately done in

Germany. By a statute of 1362 (36 E. III., c. 15), all pleas
in courts of justice are directed to be pleaded and judged in

English, on account of French being so much unknown. But
the laws, and, generally speaking, the records of Parliament,
continued to be in the latter language for many years ; and we
learn from Sir John Fortescue, a hundred years afterwards,
that this statute itself was not fully enforced.2 The French

language, if we take his words literally, even in the reign of

Edward IV., was spoken in affairs of mercantile account, and
in many games, the vocabulary of both being chiefly derived

from it.
3

53. Thus, by the year 1400, we find a national literature sub-

state of sisting in seven European languages, three spoken

languages
^n ^ne Spanish peninsula, the French, the Italian, the

about 1400. German, and the English ; from which last the Scots

dialect need not be distinguished. Of these the Italian was
the most polished, and had to boast of the greatest writers.

The French excelled in their number and variety. Our own

tongue, though it had latterly acquired much copiousness in

the hands of Chaucer and Wicliffe, both of whom lavishly

supplied it with words of French and Latin derivation, was
but just growing into a literary existence. The German, as

well as that of Valencia, seemed to decline. The former be-

came more precise, more abstract, more intellectual (yeistig),
and less sensible (sinnlich) (to use the words of Eichhorn) ;

that is, less full of ideas derived from sense, and, of conse-

quence, less fit for poetry : it fell into the hands of lawyers
and mystical theologians. The earliest German prose, a few

very ancient fragments excepted, is the collection of Saxon

1 The passage may be found quoted in custom was somewhat restrained, bnt not

Warton, ubi supra, or in many other hitherto quite disused." De Laudibu*
books. Le^um Anglue, c. zlviii. I quote from

2 " In the courts of justice, they for- Waterhouse's translation
;
but the Latin

merly used to plead in French, till, in runs "quam plurimum restrictus est."

pursuance of a law to that purpose, that 8 De Laudibus Legum Angliae, o. xlviii.
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laws (Sachsenspiegel), about the middle of the thirteenth cen-

tury ; the next, the Swabian collection (Schwabenspiegel),
about 1282.1 But these forming hardly a part of literature,

though Bouterwek praises passages of the latter for religious

eloquence, we may deem John Tauler, a Dominican friar of

Strasburg, whose influence in propagating what was called

the mystical theology gave a new tone to his country, to be the

first German writer in prose.
"
Tauler," says a modern histo-

rian of literature,
" in his German sermons, mingled many

expressions invented by himself, which were the first attempt
at a philosophical language, and displayed surprising eloquence
for the age wherein he lived. It may be justly said of him,
that he first gave to prose that direction in which Luther
afterwards advanced so far."

2 Tauler died in 1361. Mean-

time, as has been said before, the nobility abandoned their

love of verse, which the burghers took up diligently, but with

little spirit or genius : the common language became barbarous

and neglected, of which the strange fashion of writing half-

Latin, half-German verses is a proof.
3 This had been com-

mon in the darker ages : we have several instances of it in

Anglo-Saxon, and also after the Conquest ;
nor was it rare

in France; but it was late to adopt it in the fourteenth

century.
54. The Latin writers of the middle ages were chiefly

ecclesiastics ; but of these, in the living tongues, a ignorance

large proportion were laymen. They knew, therefore, anePwriu
how to commit their thoughts to writing ; and hence ing in

the ignorance characteristic of the darker ages must
agea.

er

seem to be passing away. This, however, is a very difficult

though interesting question, when we come to look nearly at

the gradual progress of rudimental knowledge. I can offer

but an outline, which those who turn more of their attention

towards the subject will be enabled to correct and complete.
Before the end of the eleventh century, and especially after

the ninth, it was rare to find laymen in France who could read
and write.

4 The case was probably not better anywhere else,
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except in Italy. I should incline to except Italy on the

authority of a passage in Wippo, a German writer soon after

the year 1000, who exhorts the Emperor Henry II. to cause

the sons of the nobility to be instructed in letters, using the

example of the Italians, with whom, according to him, it was
a universal practice.

1 The word "clerks," or "clergymen,"
became, in tliis and other countries, synonymous with one
who could write, or even read. We all know the original

meaning of " benefit of clergy," and the test by which it

was claimed. Yet from about the end of the eleventh, or

at least of the twelfth century, many circumstances may lead

us to believe that it was less and less a conclusive test, and
that the laity came more and more into possession of the

simple elements of h'terature.

55. L It will, of. course, be admitted, that all who adminis-

Kegaora
tered or belonged to the Roman law were masters of

forsuppos- reading and writing ; though we do not find that they

have'di'-*
were generally ecclesiastics, even in the lowest sense

minished of the word, by receiving the tonsure. Some, indeed,
were such. In countries where the feudal law had

passed from unwritten custom to record and precedent, and
had grown into as much subtlety by diffuseness as the Roman

(which was the case of England from the time of Henry II.),

the lawyers, though laymen, were unquestionably clerks, or

learned. H. The convenience of such elementary knowledge
to merchants, who, both in the Mediterranean and in these

parts of Europe, carried on a good deal of foreign commerce,
and indeed to all traders, may induce us to believe that they
were not destitute of it ; though it must be confessed that the

word " clerk" rather seems to denote that their deficiency
was supplied by those employed under them. I do not, how-

ever, conceive that the clerks of citizens were ecclesiastics.
2

cording to this authority, was not strictly His studiis tantos potuit vincere tyran-
parallel to that of the church. nos.

1 " Tune fac edictum per terram Teuto- Hoc servant Itali post prima crepundia
nicorum cuncti."

Quilibet ut dives sibi natos instruat
omnes I am indebted for this quotation to Mei-

Litterulis, legemque suam persua- ners, ii. 344.

deat illis,
2 The earliest recorded bills of exchange,

Ot cum principibus placitandl vene- according to Beckmann (Ilist. of Inven
rit usus, tions), iii. 430, are in a passage of the jurist

Quisque suis libris exemplum profe- Baldus, and bear date in 1328 : but they
rat illis. were by no means in common use till tho

Moribus his dudum vivebat Roma next century. I do not mention this ai

deceutcr, bearing much on the subject of the text.
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TIL If we could rely on a passage in Ingulfus, the practice in

grammar-schools, of constru ing Latin into French, was as old

as the reign of the Conqueror ;

l and it seems unlikely that

this should have been confined to children educated for the

English Church. IV. The poets of the north and south of

France were often men of princely or noble birth, sometimes

ladies : their versification is far too artificial to be deemed the

rude product of an illiterate mind ; and to these, whose capa-

city of holding the pen few will dispute, we must surely add a

numerous class of readers for whom their poetry was designed.
It may be surmised that the itinerant minstrels answered this

end, and supplied the ignorance of the nobility; but many
ditties of the Troubadours were not so well adapted to the min-

strels, who seem to have dealt more with metrical romances.

Nor do I doubt that these also were read in many a castle of

France and Germany. I will not dwell on the story of Fran-

cesca of Rimini, because no one, perhaps, is likely to dispute
that a Romagnol lady in the age of Dante would be able to

read the tale of Lancelot. But that romance had long been
written ;

and other ladies doubtless had read it, and possibly
had left off" reading it in similar circumstances, and as little to

their advantage. The fourteenth century abounded with

books in French prose ; nor were they by any means wanting
in the thirteenth, when several translations from Latin were
made.2 The extant copies of some are not very few ; but no

argument against their circulation could have been urged from

their scarcity in the present day. It is not, of course, pretend-
ed that they were diffused as extensively as printed books

have been. V. The fashion of writing private letters in

French, instead of Latin, which, as has been mentioned, came
in among us soon after 1270, affords perhaps a presumption
that they were written in a language intelligible to the corre-

spondent, because he had no longer occasion for assistance in

reading them, though they were still generally from the hand
of a secretary. But at what time this disuse of Latin began
on the continent of Europe, I cannot exactly determine.

56. The art of reading does not imply that of writing: it

seems likely that the one prevailed before the other. The lat-

ter was difficult to acquire, in consequence of the regularity

1 "Et pueris etiam in scholis principia "Notre prose et notre poesie Fran^aise
Hterarum Gallice et non Anglice traderen- existaient avant 1200 ; mais c'est au trei-

tur." rietne siecle qu'elles commencereut a pren
* Hist. Litt. de la France, xvi. 144. dre un caractere national." Id. 254.
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of characters preserved by the clerks, and their complex sys-
tem of abbreviations, which rendered the, cursive

Increased ,... , ,, , -, /, ,

knowledge handwriting introduced about the end of the eleventh

In four"
8

century ajmost as operose, to those who had not much
teentncen- experience of it, as the more stiff characters of older

manuscripts. It certainly appears that even auto-

graph signatures are not found till a late period. Philip the

Bold, who ascended the French throne in 1272, could not

write ; though this is not the case with any of his successors.

I do not know that equal ignorance is recorded of any English

sovereign ; though we have, I think, only a series of auto-

graphs beginning with Richard II. It is said by the authors

of Nouveau Traite de la Diplomatique, Benedictines of labo-

rious and exact erudition, that the art of writing had become
rather common among the laity of France before the end of

the thirteenth century. Out of eight witnesses to a testament

in 1277, five could write their names : at the beginning of that

age, it is probable, they think, that not one could have done so.
1

Signatures to deeds of private persons, however, do not begin
to appear till the fourteenth, and were not in established use

in France till about the middle of the fifteenth century.
2 In-

dorsements upon English deeds, as well as mere signatures,

by laymen of rank, bearing date in the reign of Edward EL,
are in existence ; and there is an English letter from the lady
of Sir John Pelham to her husband in 1399, which is proba-

bly one of the earliest instances of female penmanship. By
the badness of the grammar, we may presume it to be her

own.8

1 Vol. ii. p. 423. Charters in French from the archives of the Newcastle Family,
are rare at the beginning of the thirteenth My dear Lord, I recommend me to

century, but become common under Phi- your high lordship with heart and body
lip III. Hist. LiU. de la France, xvi. 155. and all my poor might, and with all this

2
Ibid., p. 434 et post. I thank you as my dear lord dearest and

3 I am indebted for a knowledge of this best beloved of all earthly lords I say for

letter to the Rev. Joseph Hunter, who me, and thank you my dear lord with all

recollected to have seen it in an old edi- this that I say before of your com!"

tion of Collins'a Peerage. Later editions letter that ye sent me from I'ontet'r.u-t

have omitted it as an unimportant redun- that come to me on Mary MajrdaleiM

dancy, though interesting even for its for by my troth I was never so glad as

contents, independently of the value it when I heard by your letter that ye were

acquires from the language. On account strong enough with the grace of God for

of its scarcity, being only found in old to keep you from the malice of your em -

editions now not iu request. I shall insert mies. And dear Lord if it like to your
it here; and, till any other shall prefer a high lordship that as soon as ye ini-iht

claiin.it may pass for the oldest private that I might hear of your gr
letter in the English language. I have not which as God Almighty continue and in-

kept the orthography, but have left seve- crease. And my dear lord it' it like; you
ral incoherent and ungrammatical phrases for to know of my fare. I am hereby laid

*s they stand. It was copied by Collins in manner of a siege with the county of
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57. Laymen, among whom Chaucer and Gower are illus-

trious examples, received occasionally a learned edu-
Aye

cation ; and indeed the great number of gentlemen state of

who studied in the inns of court is a conclusive proof j^
that they were not generally illiterate. The com-
mon law required some knowledge of two languages. Upon
the whole, we may be inclined to think that in the year
1400, or at the accession of Henry IV., the average instruction

of an English gentleman of the first class would comprehend
common reading and writing, a considerable familiarity with

French, and a slight tincture of Latin ; the latter retained or

not, according to his circumstances and character, as school

learning is at present. This may be rather a favorable state-

ment ; but, after another generation, it might be assumed, aa

we shall see, with more confidence as a fair one.1

58. A demand for instruction hi the art of writing would
jicrease with the frequency of epistolary correspond- invention

ence, which, where of a private or secret nature, no of paper,

one would gladly conduct by the intervention of a secretary.
Better education, more refined manners, a closer intercourse

of social life, were the primary causes of this increase in

private correspondence. But it was greatly facilitated by the

invention, or rather extended use, of paper as the vehicle of

writing, instead of parchment ; a revolution, as it may be called,

of high importance, without which both the art of writing
would have been much less practised, and the invention of

printing less serviceable to mankind. After the subjuga

Sussex, Surrey, and a great parcel of Kent, which can be called a familiar letter."

BO that I may nought out no none victuals Original Letters, first series, TO!, i. This

get me but with much hard. Wherefore of Lady Pelham, however, is an exception,
my dear if it like you by the advice of and perhaps others will be found

;
at least,

your wise counsel for to get remedy of the it cannot now be doubtful that some were
salvation of your castle and withstand the written, since a lady is not likely to have
malice of the shires aforesaid. And also set the example. Sir H. E., nevertheless,
that ye be fully informed of their great is well warranted in saying, that letters

malice workers in these shires which that previous to the reign of Henry V. wew
haves so despitefully wrought to you, and usually written in French or Lathi.
to your castle, to your men. and to your 1817.]
tenants for this country have they wasted 1 It might be inferred from a passage in

for a great while. Farewell my dear lord, Richard of Bury, about 1343, that none
the Holy Trinity you keep from your ene- but ecclesiastics could read at all. He de-

mies, and ever send me good tidings of precates the putting of books into the

you. Written at Pevensey hi the castle hands of laid, who do not know one side

011 St. Jacob day last pa.-t. from another; and, in several places, it

By your own poor seems that he thought they were meant

T/, .,,, TS~J J- PELHAM. for "the tonsured" alone.' But a great

change took place in the ensuing half-cen-

[Sir Henry Ellis says. "We have no- tury; and I do not believe he can be con-

thing earlier than the fifteenth century strued strictly even as to his own time.
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tion of Egypt by the Saracens, the importation of the papyrus,

previously in general use, came, in no long time, to an end :

so that, though down to the end of the seventh century all

instruments in France were written upon it, we find its place
afterwards supplied by parchment; and, under the house

of Charlemagne, there is hardly an instrument upon any
other material.1

Parchment, however, a much more dura-

ble and useful vehicle than papyrus,
2 was expensive ; and its

cost not only excluded the necessary waste which a free use

of writing requires, but gave rise to the unfortunate prac-
tice of erasing manuscripts in order to replace them with some
new matter. This was carried to a great extent, and has

occasioned the loss of precious monuments of antiquity, as

is now demonstrated by instances of their restoration.

59. The date of the invention of our present paper, manu-
factured from linen rags, or of its introduction into

Linen pa- i /

per: when .burope, has long been the subject of controversy,
first used. rpnat paper made from cotton was in use sooner,
Cotton is admitted on all sides. Some charters written upon

that material, not later than the tenth century, were
seen by Montfaucon ; and it is even said to be found in papal
bulls of the ninth.3 The Greeks, however, from whom the west

of Europe is conceived to have borrowed this sort of paper,
did not much employ it in manuscript books, according to

Montfaucon, till the twelfth century ; from which time it came
into frequent use among them. Muratori had seen no writing

upon this material older than 1100 ; though, in deference

to Montfaucon, he admits its occasional employment earlier.
4

It certainly was not greatly used in Italy before the thirteenth

century. Among the Saracens of Spain, on the other hand,
as well as those of the East, it was of much greater antiquity.
The Greeks called it charta Damascena ; having bcr-n

manufactured or sold in the city of Damascus ; and Casiri,

in his catalogue of the Arabic manuscripts in the Escurial,
desires us to understand that they are written on paper

1 Montfaucon, in Acad. des Tnscript. ,
vol. great importance the general use of parch-

vi. But Muratori says that the papyrus ment, to which, and afterwards to i

was little used in the seventh century, the whole perishable papyraceous in:i ri-

thouafh writings on it may be found as late scripts were transferred, has been to t.-ie

as the tenth ; Dwurt. xliii. This disserta- preservation of literature. P. 74.

tion relates to the condition of letters in 3 Mem. de 1'Acad. des Inscription*, vi

Itily a* far as the year 1100, as the xlivth 604 : Nouve;iu Traite de Diploi:i
does to their subsequent history. . i. 517: Savigny, Qesch. des Komiscuon

- Ileeren justly remarks (I do not know Rechts, iii. 534.
tha ; others have done the same), of hovr * Dissert, xliii.
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of cotton or linen, but generally the latter, unless the con-

trary be expressed.
1

Many in this catalogue were written

before the thirteenth, or even the twelfth, century.
60. This will lead us to the more disputed question, as

to the antiquity of linen paper. The earliest dis- Linen
tinct instance I have found, and which I believe paper as old

has hitherto been overlooked, is an Arabic version
M

of the Aphorisms of Hippocrates, the manuscript bearing the

date of 1100. This, Casiri observes to be on linen paper,
not as in itself remarkable, but as accounting for its injury by
wet. It does not appear whether it were written in Spain, or,

like many in that catalogue, brought from Egypt or the East.2

61. The authority of Casiri must confirm beyond doubt
a passage in Peter, Abbot of Clugni, which has Known to

perplexed those who place the invention of linen Peter of

paper very low. In a treatise against the Jews,
Clugni<

he speaks of books,
" ex pellibus arietum, hircorum, vel vitu-

lorum, sive ex biblis vel juncis Orientalium paludum, aut

ex rasuris veterum pannorum, seu ex alia qualibet forte

viliore materia compactos." A late English writer contends

that nothing can be meant by the last words,
" unless that

all sorts of inferior substances capable of being so applied

(among them, perhaps, hemp and the remains of cordage) were
used at this period in the manufacture of paper."

3 It certain-

ly at least seems reasonable to interpret the words,
" ex

rasuris veterum pannorum," of linen rags ; and, when I add

that Peter Cluniacensis passed a considerable time in Spain
about 11 41, there can remain, it seems, no rational doubt, that

the Saracens of the peninsula were acquainted with that species
of paper, though perhaps it was as yet unknown in every
other country.

62. Andres asserts, on the authority of the Memoirs of the

Academy of Barcelona, that a treaty between the An(J ;n ]2tu

kings of Arragon and Castile, bearing the date of and
,

13
?
h

rrri * ^ centuries.

1178, and written upon linen paper, is extant in the

archives of that city.
4 He alleges several other instances hi

1 "
Materiae, nisi membraneus sit codex,

4 Vol. ii. p. 73. Andres has gene much
nulla nientio : caeteros bombycinoH, ac, at length into this subject, and has eollect-

rnaxhnam partem, chartaceos esse colli- ed several important passages which do not

gas." Praefatio, p. 7. appear in my text. The letter of JoinvUle
2

Casiri, N. 787. Codex anno Christi has been supposed to be addressed to Loui

1100. chartaceus, &c. llutin in 1314
;
but this seems inconsistent

3 See a memoir on an ancient manu- with the writer's ag.
script of Aratus, by Mr. Ottley, in Archse-

logia, vol. xivi
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the next age ; when Mabillon, who denies that paper of linen

was then used in charters (which, indeed, no one is likely to

maintain), mentions, as the earliest specimen he had seen in

France, a letter of Joinville to St. Louis, which must be older

than 1270. Andres refers the invention to the Saracens of

Spain, using the fine flax of Valencia and Murcia ; and con-

jectures that it was brought into use among the Spaniards
themselves by Alfonso X. of Castile.

1

63. In the opinion of the English writer to whom we have

Paper of above referred, paper, from a very early period, was
mixed manufactured of mixed materials, which have some-

times been erroneously taken for pure cotton. We
have in the Tower of London a letter addressed to Henry III.

by Raymond, son of Raymond VI., Count of Toulouse, and

consequently between 1216 and 1222 (when the latter died),

upon very strong paper, and certainly made, in Mr. Ottley's

judgment, of mixed materials ; while in several of the time of

Edward L, written upon genuine cotton paper of no great

thickness, the fibres of cotton present themselves everywhere
at the backs of the letters so distinctly, that they seem as if

they might even now be spun into thread.2

invention 64. Notwithstanding tliis last statement, which I
of

'

]>"per must confirm by my own observation, and of which

Bometpo no one can doubt who has looked at the letters them-

selves, several writers of high authority, such as

Tiraboschi and Savigny, persist not only in fixing the inven-

tion of linen paper veiy low, even after the middle of the four-

teenth century, but in maintaining that it is undistinguishable
from that made of cotton, except by the eye of a manufac-
turer.

3 Were this indeed true, it would be sufficient for the

purpose we have here in view; which is, not to trace the origin
of a particular discovery, but the employment of a useful

1 Vol. ii. p. 84. He cannot mean that It "ex rasuris veterum pannorum," mean
was never employed before Alfonso's time, "cotton paper." Heeren, p. 208. Lam-
cf which he has already given instances. binet, on the other hand, translates them.

2
Arehseologia, ibid. I may, however, without hesitation, "chiffons de linge."

observe, that a gentleman as experienced Hist, de 1'Origine de I'lmprimerie, i. 93.

as Mr. Ottley himself inclines to think the Andres has pointed out, p. 70, that Maf-
letter of Itaymond written on paper wholly fei merely says he has seen no paper of
made of cotton, though of better manu- linen earlier than 1300, and no instrument
Culture than ugual. on that m&terial older than one of 1367,

8
Tiraboschi, v. 85 : Savigny, Gesch. des which he found among his own family

Riimischen Kechts, iii. 534. He relies on a deeds. Tiraboschi, overlooking this dis-

book I have not seen. Wehrs vom Papier, Unction, quotes Maffei for his cwn opinion
Hall, 1789. This writer, it is said, con- as to the lateness of the invention,
tends that the words of i'eter of Cluguy,
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vehicle of writing. If it be true that cotton paper was fabri-

cated in Italy of so good a texture that it cannot be dis-

cerned from linen, it must be considered as of equal utility. It

is not the case with the letters on cotton paper in our English

repositories ; most, if not all, of which were written in France
or Spain. But I have seen in the Chapter House at West-

minster a letter written from Gascony, about 1315, to Hugh
Despencer, upon thin paper, to all appearance made like that

now in use, and with a water-mark. Several others of a simi-

lar appearance, in the same repository, are of rather later time.

There is also one in the King's Remembrancer's Office of the

llth of Edward HI. (1337 or 1338), containing the accounts

of the king's ambassadors to the Count of Holland, and pro-

bably written in that countiy. This paper has a water-mark ;

and, if it is not of linen, is at least not easily distinguishable.
Bullet declares that he saw at Besancon a deed of 1302 on

linen paper. Several are alleged to exist hi Germany before

the middle of the century; and Lambinet mentions, though
but on the authority of a periodical publication, a register of

expenses from 1323 to 1354, found in a church at Caen, writ-

leu on two hundred and eight sheets of that substance.1 One
of the Cottonian manuscripts (Galba, B. I.) is called Codex
Cliartaceus hi the catalogue. It contains a long series of

public letters, chiefly written in the Netherlands, from an early

part of the reign of Edward HI. to that of Henry IV. But

upon examination, I find the title not quite accurate : several

letters, and especially the earliest, are written on parchment ;

and paper does not appear at soonest till near the end of

Edward's reign.
2 Sir Henry Ellis has said that "

very few

instances indeed occur, before the fifteenth century, of letters

written upon paper."
3 The use of cotton paper was by no

means general, or even, I believe, frequent, except hi Spain and

Italy ; perhaps also in the south of France. Nor was it much

employed, even hi Italy, for books. Savigny tells us there

are few manuscripts of law-books, among the multitude that

exiot, which are not written on parchment.

1 Lambinet, vbi suprn. [Linen paper,
* Andres, p. 68. mentions a note, written

it is ?aid in Hist. Litteraire de la'France, in 1342, in the Cotton Library, as the ear-

xri. 38, is used in some proceedings against liest English specimen of linen paper. 1

the Templars in 1309 ; but the author do not know to what this refers. In th*
knows of none earlier. He Joes not men- above-mentioned Codex Chartaceus u .

tion cotton paper at all : writing was on letter of 1341
;
but it is on parchment

vellum or parchment. 1842.]
* EUis's Original Letters, i. 1.
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65. It will be manifest from what has been said how greatly

Not at Robertson has been mistaken in his position, that,
" in

erst very the eleventh century, the art of making paper, in the
important. ,

'
manner now become universal, was invented, by

means of which not only the number of manuscripts increased,

but the study of the sciences was wonderfully facilitated."
1

Even Ginguene, better informed on such subjects than Robert-

Bon, has intimated something of the same kind. But paper,
whenever or wherever invented, was very sparingly used, and

especially in manuscript books, among the French, Germans,
or English, or linen paper, even among the Italians, till near

the close of the period which this chapter comprehends.

Upon the "
study of the sciences

"
it could as yet have had

very little effect. The vast importance of the invention was

just beginning to be discovered. It is to be added, as a re-

markable circumstance, that the earliest linen paper was of

very good manufacture, strong and handsome, though perhaps
too much like card for general 'convenience ; and every one is

aware that the first printed books are frequently beautiful in

the quality of their paper.
66. in. The application of general principles of justice to

importance
*ke infinitely various circumstances which may arise

of legal in the disputes of men with each other is in itself an
admirable discipline of the moral and intellectual

faculties. Even where the primary rules of right and policy
have been obscured in some measure by a technical and arbi-

trary system, which is apt to grow up, perhaps inevitably, in

the course of civilization, the mind gains in precision and

acuteness, though at the expense of some important qualities ;

and a people wherein an artificial jurisprudence is cultivated,

requiring both a regard to written authority and the constant

exercise of a discriminating judgment upon words, must be
deemed to be emerging from ignorance. Such was the con-

dition of Europe in the twelfth century. The feudal customs,

long unwritten, though latterly become more steady by tradi-

tion, were in some countries reduced into treatises. We have
our own Glauvil, in the reign of Henry II.

; and, in the next

century, much was written upon the national laws in various

parts of Europe. Upon these it is not my intention to dwell :

but the importance of the civil law in its connection with

* Hist, of Charles V., rol. i. note 10. Heeren inclines to the same opinion; p
200
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ancient learning, as well as with moral and political science,

renders it deserving of a place in any general account either

of mediaeval or modern literature.

67. That the Roman laws, such as they subsisted in the

Western Empire at the time of its dismemberment in Roman

the fifth century, were received in the new kingdoms ^oiiT
1

of the Gothic, Lombard, and Carlovingian dynasties, unknown.

as the rule of those who by birth and choice submitted to them,
was shown by Muratori and other writers of the last century.
This subject has received additional illustration from the

acute and laborious Savigny, who has succeeded in tracing
sufficient evidence of what had been in fact stated by Muratori,
that not only an abridgment of the Theodosian Code, but that

of Justinian, and even the Pandects, were known in different

parts of Europe long before the epoch formerly assigned for

the restoration of that jurisprudence.
1 The popular story,

already much discredited, that the famous copy of the Pan-

dects, now in the Laurentian Library at Florence, was brought
to Pisa from Amalfi, after the capture of that city by Roger,

King of Sicily, with the aid of a Pisan fleet in 1135, and be-

came the means of diffusing an acquaintance with that portion
of the law through Italy, is shown by him not only to rest on

very slight evidence, but to be unquestionably, in the latter and
more important circumstance, destitute of all foundation.2

It

is still indeed an undetermined question, whether other exist-

ing manuscripts of the Pandects are not derived from this

illustrious copy, which alone contains the entire fifty books,

aiifcl which has been preserved with a traditional veneration

indicating some superiority : but Savigny has shown, that

Peter of Valence, a jurist of the eleventh century, made use

of an independent manuscript ; and it is certain that the Pan-
dects were the subject of legal studies before the siege of

Amalfi.

68. Irnerius, by universal testimony, was the founder of all

1 It can be no disparagement to Savigny, poses to have been written at Valence
who does not claim perfect originality, to before the time of Gregory VII. The Pan-

say that Muratori, in his 44th dissertation, dects are herein cited so copiously, as to

Kivt's several instances of quotations from leave no doubt that Peter was arq-.:

the Pandects in writers older than the cap- with the entire collection. In other in-

ture of Amalfi. stances, it might be doubted whether the

[The most decisive proof that Savigny quotation implies more than a partial
has adduced for the use of the Pandects knowledge. Savigny, Gesch. Komisch.
before the twelfth century is from a work Rechts, vol. ii. Appendix. 1847.]

bearing the name of Petrus. called Excep-
2
Savigny, Geschichte des Koinischen

tiones Leguui Komanorum. which he sup- Rechts hi "mittel Alter, iii. 83.

VOL. I. 6
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learned investigation into the laws of Justinian. He gave lec-

imerius
tures uP n them at Bologna, his native city, not long,

his first

'

in Savigny's opinion, after the commencement of
successors.

tke cen tury ;

J and, besides this oral instruction, he

began the practice of making glosses, or short marginal ex-

planations, on the law-books, with the whole of which he was

acquainted. We owe also to him, according to ancient

opinion, though much controverted in later times, an epitome,
called the Authentica, of what Gravina calls the prolix and

difficult (" salebrosis atque garrulis ") Novels of Justinian, ar-

ranged according to the titles of the Code. The most eminent

successors of this restorer of the Roman law, during the same

century, were Martinus Gosias, Bulgarus, and Placeutinus.

They were, however, but a few, among many interpreters,
whose glosses have been partly though very imperfectly pre-
served. The love of equal liberty and just laws in the Italian

cities rendered the profession of jurisprudence exceedingly
honorable. The doctors of Bologna and other universities

were frequently called to the office of podestd, or criminal

judge, hi these small republics : in Bologna itself, they were

officially members of the smaller or secret council ;
and their

opinions, which they did not render gratuitously, were sought
with the respect that had been shown at Rome to their ancient

masters of the age of Severus.

69. A gloss, y'Xuaaa, properly meant a word from a foreign

Their language, or an obsolete or poetical word, or whatever
glosses.

requires interpretation. It was afterwards used for

the interpretation itself; and this sense, which is not strictly

classical, may be found in Isidore, though some have imagined
Irnerius himself to have first employed it.

2 In the twelfth

century, it was extended from a single word to an entire ex-

pository sentence. The first glosses were interlinear ; they
were afterwards placed in the margin ; and extended finally, in

some instances, to a sort of running commentary on an entire

book. These were called an Apparatus.
8

70. Besides these glosses on obscure passages, some lawyers

Abridg- attempted to abridge the body of the law. Placen-
menta of tinus wrote a summary of the Code and Institutes ;

but this was held inferior to that of Azo, which ap-

1 Vol. iv. p. 16. Some have erroneously nominis interpretatio." Ducange, praefct

thought Irnerius a German. in Glossar., p. 38.
* Alcuin defines glossa,

" unius verbi Tel * Savigny ,
iii. 519.
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peared before 1220. Hugolinus gave a similar abridgment
of the Pandects. About the same time, or a little Accur-

after, a scholar of Azo, Accursius of Florence, corpus
undertook his celebrated work, a collection of the Giossatum.

glosses, which, in the century that had elapsed since the time

of Irnerius, had grown to an enormous extent, and were, of

course, not always consistent. He has inserted little, probably,
of his own, but exercised a judgment, not perhaps a very
enlightened one, in the selection of his authorities. Thus was

compiled his Corpus Juris Glossatum, commonly called Glossa,
or Glossa Ordinaria ; a work, says Eichhorn, as remarkable
for its barbarous style, and gross mistakes in history, as for the

solidity of its judgments and practical distinctions. Gravina,
after extolling the conciseness, acuteness, skill, and diligence
in comparing remote passages, and in reconciling apparent in-

consistencies, which distinguished Accursius, or rather those

from whom he complied, remarks the injustice of some mo-

derns, who reproach his work with the ignorance inevitable in

his age, and seem to think the chance of birth, which has
thrown them into more enlightened times, a part of their

personal merit.1

71. Savigny has taken still higher ground in his admiration,
as we may call it, of the early jurists, those from character

the appearance of Irnerius to the publication of the ?f ?f
r'y

Accursian body of glosses. For the execution of this

work, indeed, he testifies no very high respect. Accursius did
not sufficient justice to his predecessors ; and many of the
most valuable glosses are still buried in the dust of unpublished
manuscripts.

2 But the men themselves deserve our highest

praise. The school of Irnerius rose suddenly ; for, in earlier

writers, we find no intelligent use or critical interpretation of
the passages which they cite. To reflect upon every text, to

compare it with every clause or word that might illustrate its

meaning in the somewhat chaotic mass of the Pandects and
Code, was reserved for these acute and diligent investigators.
"

Interpretation," says Savigny,
" was considered the first and

most important object of glossers, as it was of oral instructors.

By an unintermitting use of the original law-books, they ob-

tained that full and lively acquaintance with their contents

which enabled them to compare different passages with tho

1
Origines Juris, p. 184. Vol. T. pp. 258-267.
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utmost acuteness and with much success. It may be reckoned

a characteristic merit of many glossers, that they keep the

attention always fixed on the immediate subject of explanation,

and, in the richest display of comparisons with other passages
of the law, never deviate from their point into any thing too

indefinite and general; superior often in this to the most
learned interpreters of the French and Dutch schools, and

capable of giving a lesson even to ourselves. Nor did the

glossers by any means slight the importance of laying a sound
critical basis for interpretation, but, on the contrary, labored

earnestly in the recension and correction of the text."
*

72. These warm eulogies afford us an instance, to which
there are many parallels, of such vicissitudes in literary repu-

tation, that the wheel of Fame, like that of Fortune, seems

never to be at rest. For a long time, it had been the fashion

to speak in slighting terms of these early jurists ; and the pas-

sage above quoted from Gravina is in a much more candid

tone than was usual in his age. Their trifling verbal explana-
tions of etsi by quamvis, or admodum by valde.; their strange

ignorance in deriving the name of the Tiber from the Empe-
ror Tiberius, in supposing that TJlpian and Justinian lived

before Christ, in asserting that Papinian was put to death by
Mark Antony, and even interpreting pontifex by papa or

episcopus, were the topics of ridicule to those whom Gravi-

na has so well reproved.
2

Savigny, who makes a similar

remark, that we learn, without perceiving it and without any
personal merit, a multitude of things which it was impossible
to know hi the twelfth century, defends his favorite glossers
in the best manner he can, by laying part of the blame on the

bad selection of Accursius, and by extolling the mental vigor
which struggled through so many difficulties.

3 Yet he has the

candor to own, that this rather enhances the respect due to

the men, than the value of their writings ; and, without much

acquaintance with the ancient glossers, one may presume to

think, that, in explaining the Pandects (a book requiring,

beyond any other that has descended to us, an extensive

knowledge of the language and antiquities of Rome), their

deficiencies, if to be measured by the instances we have given

1 Vol. v. pp. 199-211. jurists, exhibits some curious specimens
*
Gennari, author of Respublica Juris- of the ignorance of the Aecursiau inter-

eonsultoruni. a work of the last century, preters, such as those in the text. See,
who, under color of a fiction, gives rather too, the article "

Accursius," in Bayle.
an entcriaiuiug account of the principal

3 T. 213.
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or by the general character of their age, must require a per-

petual exercise of our lenity and patience.
73. This great compilation of Accursius made an epoch

in the annals of jurisprudence. It put an end, in Decline of

great measure, to the oral explanations of lecturers {^
ts

which had prevailed before. It restrained, at the Accursius.

same time, the ingenuity of interpretation. The glossers be-

came the sole authorities : so that it grew into a maxim,
" No

one can go wrong who follows a gloss ;

" and some said a gloss
was worth a hundred texts.

1 In fact, the original was con-

tinually unintelligible to a student. But this was accompanied,

according to the distinguished historian of mediaeval jurispru-

dence, by a decline of the science. The jurists hi the latter

part of the thirteenth century are far inferior to the school of

Irnerius. It might be possible to seek a general cause, as

men are now always prone to do, in the loss of self-government
in many of the Italian republics ; but Savigny, superior to this

affectation of philosophy, admits that this is neither a cause

adequate in itself, nor chronologically parallel to the decline

of jurisprudence. We must therefore look upon it as one of

those revolutions, so ordinary and so unaccountable, in the

history of literature, where, after a period fertile in men of

great talents, there ensues, perhaps with no unfavorable

change in the diffusion of knowledge, a pause in that natural

fecundity, without which all our endeavors to check a retro-

grade movement of the human mind will be of no avail. The
successors of Accursius, in the thirteenth century, contented

themselves with an implicit deference to the glosses ; but this

is rather a proof of their inferiority than its cause.2

74. It has been the peculiar fortune of Accursius, that his

name has always stood in a representative capacity, Respect

to engross the praise or sustain the blame of the j^^
great body of glossers from whom he compiled. One Bologna,

of those proofs of national gratitude and veneration was paid
to his memory, which it is the more pleasing to recount, that,
from the fickleness and insensibility of mankind, they do not

very frequently occur. The city of Bologna Avas divided into

the factions of Lambertazzi and Gieremei. The former, who
were Gliibellines, having been wholly overthrown and exclud-

ed, according to the practice of Italian republics, from ah
1

civil

1 Bavle, iibi supra Eichhorn, Gesch der Litteratur. ii. 461 ; Savigny, v. 268.
*
Savigny, v. 320.
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power, a law was made in 1306, that the family of Accursius,
who had been on the vanquished side, should enjoy all the

privileges of the victorious Guelph party, in regard to the

memory of one "
by whose means the city had been frequented

by students, and its fame had been spread through the whole
world." 1

75. In the next century, a new race of lawyers arose, who,
.... by a different species of talent, almost eclipsed the

Scholastic >
/. i . T mi

jurists. greatest 01 their predecessors. Ihese have been
lu8'

called the scholastic jurists ; the glory of the school-

men having excited an emulous desire to apply their dialectic

methods in jurisprudence.
2 Of these the most conspicuous

were Bartolus and Baldus, especially the former, whose author-

ity became still higher than that of the Accursian glossers.
Yet Bartolus, if we may believe Eichhorn, content with the

glosses, did not trouble himself about the text, which he was
too ignorant of Roman antiquity, and even of the Latin lan-

guage, unless he is much belied, to expound.
3 " He is so fond

of distinctions," says Gravina, "that he does not divide his

subject, but breaks it to pieces ; so that the fragments are,

as it were, dispersed by the wind. But, whatever harm he

might do to the just interpretation of the Roman law as a posi-
tive code, he was highly useful to the practical lawyer by the

number of cases his fertile mind anticipated ; for though many
of these were unlikely to occur, yet his copiousness, and

subtlety of distinction, is such, that he seldom loaves those who
consult him quite at a loss."

4
Savigny, who rates Bartolus

much below the older lawyers, gives him credit for original

thoughts, to which his acquaintance with the practical exercise

of justice gave rise. The older jurists were chiefly professors
of legal science, rather than conversant with forensic cau.-is ;

and this has produced an opposition between theory and prac-
tice in the Roman law, to which we have not much analogous
in our own, but the remains of which are said to be still dis-

cernible in the continental jurisprudence.
5

1
Sarigny, T. 268. perhaps he took it, quotes Comnenus, His-

1 The employment of logical forms in toria Archigymnasii Patavini ; Yerglci-
law is not new : instances of it may be chung der Sitten, ii. 646. It seems,
found in the earlier jurists. Savigny, v. however, incredible.

330
;
vi. 6. * Origmes Juris, p. 191.

Geschichte der Litteratnr, ii. 449. Bar- B
Savigny, vi. 138

;
v. 201. Of Rartolus

tolus even said,
" De verbibus nou curat and his school, it is said by Grotius,

-i Tem-
jurisconsultus." Eichhorn gives no au- poruin suorum infelicitas impedimenta
thoritv for tliis ; but Meiners, from whom ssepe fuit, quo minus recto legos illas in-
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76. The later expositors of law, those after the age of

Accursius, are reproached with a tedious prolixity, T
i u I-L. i i i- a f j- L Inferiority

which the scholastic refinements of disputation were ofjurists in

apt to produce. They were little more conversant ^[^.
nth

with philological and historical literature than their teenth cen.

predecessors, and had less diligence in that compari-
tunes-

son of texts by which an acute understanding might compen-
sate the want of subsidiary learning. In the use of language,
the jurists, with hardly any exceptions, are uncouth and bar-

barous. The great school of Bologna had sent out all the

earlier glossers. In the fourteenth century, this university fell

rather into decline : the jealousy of neighboring states sub-

jected its graduates to some disadvantage ; and, while the study
of jurisprudence was less efficacious, it was more diffused.

Italy alone produced great masters of the science : the pro-
fessors in France and Germany during the middle ages have
left no great reputation.

1

77. IV. The universities, however, with their metaphysics
derived from Aristotle through the medium of classical

Arabian interpreters who did not understand him, ^^^
and with the commentaries of Arabian philoso- in dark

pliers who perverted him,
2 the development of the ages '

telligerent ;
satis solertes alioqui ad inda-

gandam aequi bonique riaturam
; quo

Ikctum ut saepe optimi Bint condendi juris

auctores, etiam tune cum conditi jurismali

suntintcrpretes. Prolegomena in Jus Belli

et Pacis."
1 In this slight sketch of the early law-

yers, I have been chiefly guided, as the
reader will have perceived, by Gravina
and Savigny ;

and also by a very neat and
succinct sketch in Eichhorn, Gesch. der

Litteratur, ii. 448-464. The Originea
Juris of the first have enjoyed a conside-

rable reputation. But Savigny observes,
with severity, that Gravina has thought
so much more of his style than his subject,
that all he says of the old jurists is per-

fectly worthless through its emptiness, and
want of criticism

;
iii. 72. Of Terrason's

Histoire de la Jurisprudence Romaine he

Bpeaks in still lower terms.
2 It has been a subject of controversy,

whether the physical and metaphysical
writings of Aristotle were made known to

Europe, at the beginning of the thirteenth

century, through Constantinople, or

through Arabic translations. The former

supposition rests certainly on what seems

good authority, that of lligord, a con-

temporary historian. But the latter is

BOW more generally received, and is aid

to be proved in a dissertation, which I have
not seen, by M. Jourdain. Tennemann,
Manuel de 1'Hist. de la Philos., i. 365.
These Arabic translations were themselves
not made directly from the Greek, but
from the Syriac. It is thought by Buhle,
that the Logic of Aristotle was known in

Europe sooner.

[The prize essay of Jourdain, in 1817,
entitled Recherches Critiques sur 1'Age et

I'Origine des Traductions Latines d'Aris-

tote, was republished in 1843 by his son.
The three points which he endeavors to

establish are : 1. That the Organum of
Aristotle alone was known before the thir-

teenth century. 2. That the other philo-

sophical works were translated in the early

part of that age. 3. That fome of those
translations are from the Greek, others
from the Arabic. The last alone, and least

important, of these propositions, can be
considered as sure. COUHD doubts whether
the Analytics and some other parts of tho

Organum were known to the early school-

men. But John of Salisbury refers to

them, though they were certainly not
often quoted. There had been a difference

of opinion as to the Greek or Arabic origi-
nal of all the Aristotelian writings besides

the Logic ;
Muratcriand Heeren maintain-

ing the former, Cariri and Buhle the lat-
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modern languages with their native poetry, much more the

glosses of the civil lawyers, are not what is commonly meant

by the revival of learning. In this we principally consider

the increased study of the Latin and Greek languages, and, in

uvn.u-al, of what we call classical antiquity. In the earliest

of the dark ages, as far back as the sixth century, the course of

liberal instruction, as has been said above, was divided into the

trivium and the quadrivium : the former comprising grammar,
logic, and rhetoric ; the latter, music, arithmetic, geometry, and

astronomy. But these sciences, which seem tolerably compre-
hensive, were, in reality, taught most superficially, or not at all.

The Latin grammar, in its merest rudiments, from a little

treatise ascribed to Donatus, and extracts of Priscian,
1 formed

the only necessary part of the trivium in ecclesiastical schools.

Even this seems to have been introduced afresh by Bede and
the writers of the eighth century, who much excel their im-

mediate predecessors in avoiding gross solecisms of grammar.
2

It was natural, that in England, where Latin had never been

a living tongue, it should be taught better than in countries

which still affected to speak it. From the time of Charle-

magne, it was lost on the Continent, in common use, and pre
served only through glossaries, of which there were many.
The style of Latin in the dark period, independently of its

want of verbal purity, is in very bad taste ; but no writers

seem to have been more inflated and empty than the English.
3

ter. Jourdain seems, on the whole, to have traces of another bearing the name
;
or it

settled the question ; showing by the Greek may have been an error in referring a work
or Arabic words and idioms in several to a known author.
translations extant in manuscript that The quotations from Aristotle in Alber-

they came from different sources. The tus Magnus show that some were derived
Greek text of the Metaphysics had been from Greek, some from Arabic. He says

brought to Europe and translated about in one. place, "Quod autem haw vcra sint

1220 ; but the Physics, the History of quae dicta sunt, testatur Aristotdis tr-ms-

Animals, part of the Ethics, and several latio Arabica quae sic dicit. . . . Cir/rcn

;>tlier works, were first made known autem translatio discordat ab hoc. et, ut

through the Arabic (p. 212). puto, est raendosa." Jourdain, p. 38.

The age of these translations from Aris- By " Arabica translatio," he means, of
totle may be judged by their style. In course, a translation from the Arabic,
those made before the tenth century, The translation of Aristotle's Mctaphy-
thoae, e. gr., of Boethius, the Latin is sics, published hi 1483, is from the Greek,

pure, and free from Grecisms : those of the 1853.]
eleventh or later are quite literal, word for J

Fleury, xvii. 18
; Andres, ix. 284.

word, rarely the right one chosta; the *
Eichhorn, Allg. Gesch., ii. 73. The

construction more Greek than Latin. In reader is requested to distinguish, at least

those immediately from the Arabic, the if he cares about references. Eichhorn's

orthography of Greek words is never cor- Allgemeine Geschichte der Cultur from
rect : sometimes an Arabic word is left. his Geschichte der Litteratur, with which,

\Vriters of the thirteenth century men- in future, we shall have more concern,
tion translations of the philosophical s

Fleury, xvii. 23
; Ducange, preface to

works by Boethius
; but, as this could not Glossary, p. 10. The Anglo-Saxon charters

be the great Boethius, Jourdain finds some are distinguished for their pompous absur-
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The distinction between the ornaments adapted to poetry and

to prose had long been lost, and still more the just sense of

moderation in their use. It cannot be wondered at that a

yicious rhetoric should have overspread the writings of the

ninth and tenth centuries, when there is so much of it in the

third and fourth.

78. Eichhorn fixes upon the latter part of the tenth century
as an epoch from which we are to deduce, in its

improve-

beginnings, the restoration of classical taste : it was men* "
.

, ', , , , /. , T tenth and
then that the scholars left the meagre introductions eleventh

to rhetoric, formerly used, for the works of Cicero and c^1 8-

Quintilian.
1 In the school of Paderborn, not long after 1000,

Sallust and Statius, as well as Virgil and Horace, appear to

have been read.2 Several writers, chiefly historical, about this

period, such as Lambert of Aschaffenburg, Ditmar, Wittikind,
are tolerably exempt from the false taste of preceding times ;

and, if they want a truly classical tone, express themselves

with some spirit.
3

Gerbert, who by an uncommon quickness
of parts shone in very different provinces of learning, and
was beyond question the most accomplished man of the dark

ages, displays in his epistles a thorough acquaintance with the

best Latin authors, and a taste for their excellences.4 He writes

with the feelings of Petrarch, but in a less auspicious period.
Even in England, if we may quote again the famous passage
of Ingulfus, the rhetorical works of Cicero, as well as some
book which he calls Aristotle, were read at Oxford under

Edward the Confessor. But we have no indisputable name
in the eleventh century ; not even that of John de Garlandia,

whose Floretus long continued to be a text-book in schools.

This is a poor collection of extracts from Latin authors. It

is uncertain whether or not the compiler were an English-
man.5

dity ; and it Is the general character of 4 Heeren, p. 165. It appears that Cicero
our early historians. One Ethelwerd is de Republic^ was extant in his time,

the worst; but William of Malmesbury s Hist. Litt. de la France, Tiii. 84. The
himself, perhaps in some measure by tran- authors give very inconclusive reasons for

scribing passages from others, sins greatly robbing England of this writer, who cer-

in this respect. tainly taught here under William the Con-
1
Allg. Gesch., ii. 79. queror, if not before; but it is possible

* "
Viguit Horatius magnus atqne Vir- enough that he came over from France

gUins, Crispus et Sallustius, et Urbanus They say there is no such surname in Eng
Statius, ludusque fuit omnibus insudare land as Garland; which happens to be a
versious et dicteminibus jucundisque can- mistake: but the native English did not
tibus.' 1 Vita Meinwerci in Leibnitz Script, often bear surnames in that age.
Brunsvic. apud Eichhorn. ii. 399. [In this note, I have been misled by the

3 Eichhorn, Gesch. der latteratur, I. Histoire Litteraire de la France. John de
807

; Heeren, p. 157. GarlardU, the grammarian, author of the
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79. It is admitted on all hands, that a remarkable improve-

l-anfranc
ment

>
both in style and in the knowledge of Latin

ana his
antiquity, was perceptible towards the close of the

eleventh century. The testimony of contemporaries
attributes an extensively beneficial influence to Lanfranc.

This distinguished person, born at Pavia in 1005, and early
known as a scholar in Italy, passed into France, about 1042,
to preside over a school at Bee in Normandy. It became

conspicuous under his care for the studies of the age, dialectics

and theology. It is hardly necessary to add, that Lanfranc
was raised by the Conqueror to the primacy of England, and
thus belongs to our own history. Anselm, his successor both

in the monastery of Bee and the see of Canterbury, far more
renowned than Lanfranc for metaphysical acuteness, has

shared with him the honor of having diffused a better taste

for philological literature over the schools of France. It has,

however, been denied by a writer of high authority, that

either any knowledge or any love of classical literature can

be traced in the works of the two archbishops. They are in

this respect, he says, much inferior to those of Lupus, Gerbert,
and others of the preceding ages.

1 His contemporaries, who
extol the learning of Lanfranc in hyperbolical terms, do so

in very indifferent Latin of their own ; but it appears indeed

more than doubtful, whether the earliest of them meant to praise
him for this peculiar species of literature.

2 The Benedictines

of St. Maur cannot find much to say for him in this respect.

They allege that he and Anselm wrote better than was then

usual, a very moderate compliment ; yet they ascribe a

great influence to their public lectures, and to the schools

which were formed on the model of Bee: 3 and perhaps*we

Floretus, lived in the thirteenth century, eo restitute, tota supremum debito cum
But there was a writer on arithmetic, amore et honore aguoscit magistrum,
named Garland, in the reign of William nomine Lanfrancus."
the Conqueror. See Wright's Biographia This passige, which is frequently quot-
Britannica Literaria, vol. ii. p. 16. 1847.] ed, surely refers to his eminence in dia-

Tho Anglo-Saxon clergy were inconceiv- lectics. The words of William of Malmcs-
ahly ignorant,

" ut eajteris esset stupori qui bury go farther. " Is literatura porinsiguis
grammaticam didicisset." Will. Mahnes- liberales artes quse janidudum porduerant,
bury, p. 101. This leads us to doubt the a Latio in Gallias vocuns acumiue suo ex-
Aristotle and Cicero of Ingulfus. polivit."

1
Heeren, p. 185. There seems certainly

s Hist. Litt. de la France, vii. 17, 107 ;

nothing above the common in Lanfranc's viii. 304. The seventh volume of this long
epistles. and laborious work begins with an excel-

s Milo Crispinus, Abbot of Westminister, lent account of the literary condition of
In his Life of Lanfrane, says of him, "Fuit France in the eleventh century. At the

quidam vir magnus Italia orinndus, quern beginning of the ninth volume, wo have a
Latiiiitas in autiquum scientiae stutuiu ab similar view of the twelfth.
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could not, without injustice, deprive Lanfranc of the credit he

has obtained for the promotion of polite letters. There is at

least sufficient evidence that they had begun to revive in

France not long after his time.

80. The signs of gradual improvement in Italy during the

eleventh century are very perceptible. Several
Ital

schools, among which those of Milan and the Convent Vocabulary

of Monte Casino are most eminent, were established ;

of paPias-

and some writers, such as Peter Dainiani and Humbert, have
obtained praise for rather more elegance and polish of style
than had belonged to their predecessors.

1 The Latin vocabu-

lary of Papias was finished in 1053. This is a compilation
from the grammars and glossaries of the sixth and seventh

centuries ; but though many of his words are of very low La-

tinity, and his etymologies, which are those of his masters,

absurd, he shows both a competent degree of learning and a

regard to profane literature, unusual in the darker ages, and

symptomatic of a more liberal taste.
2

81. It may be said with some truth, that Italy supplied the

fire from which other nations in this first, as after- T' Influence of

wards in the second, era 01 the revival 01 letters, itaiy upon

lighted their own torches. Lanfranc ; Anselm ; Peter
Eur Pe -

Lombard, the founder of systematic theology in the twelfth

century ; Irnerius, the restorer of jurisprudence ; Gratian, the

author of the first compilation of canon law ; the school of Sa-

lerno, that guided medical art in all countries ; the first diction-

aries of the Latin tongue ; the first treatise of algebra ; the first

great work that makes an epoch in anatomy, are as truly and

exclusively the boast of Italy as the restoration of Greek lite-

rature and of classical taste in the fifteenth century.
3

But, if

she were the first to propagate an impulse towards intellectual

excellence in the rest of Europe, it must be owned that France

1
Bettinelli, Risorgimento d' Italia dopo writers recollected the usage of the Italians

il mille
; Tiraboschi, iii. 248. to reckon as Henry II. the prince whom

2 The date of the vocabulary of Papiaa the Germans call Henry III., Henry the
had been placed by Scaliger, who says he Fowler not being included by them in the

terum Glossographorum compactor non date, I believe, is given by Papias himself,

semper futilis," observes, that Papias men- Tiraboschi, iii. 300. A pretty full account
tions an emperor, Henry II., as then liv- of the Latin glossaries, before and after Pa-

Ing, and thence fixes the era of his book in pias, will be found in the preface to Du-
the early part of the eleventh century ;

in cange, p. 38.
which he is followed by Bayle, art." Balbi." s

Bettinelli, Bisorgimento d' Italia, p. 71.

It is rather singular that noither of those
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and England, in this dawn of literature and science, went, in

many points of view, far beyond her.

82. Three religious orders, all scions from the great Be-

nedictine stock (that of Clugni, which dates from

<"w^
d

the first part of the tenth century; the Carthu-
ot inauu-

sians, founded in 1084 ; and the Cistercians, in

1098), contributed to propagate classical learning.
1

The monks of these foundations exercised themselves in

copying manuscripts ; the arts of calligraphy, and, not long

afterwards, of illumination, became their pride ; a more
cursive handwriting and a more convenient system of abbre-

viations were introduced ; and thus from the twelfth century
we find a great increase of manuscripts, though transcribed

mechanically as a monastic duty, and often with much incor-

rectness. The Abbey of Clugni had a rich library of Greek
and Latin authors ; but few monasteries of the Benedictine rule

were destitute of one : it was their pride to collect and their

business to transcribe books.2 These were, in a vast propor-

tion, such as we do not highly value at the present day ; yet
almost all we do possess of Latin classical literature, with the

exception of a small number of more ancient manuscripts, is

owing to the industry of these monks. In that age, there was

perhaps less zeal for literature in Italy, and less practice in

copying, than in France.3 This shifting of intellectual exertion

from one country to another is not peculiar to the middle ages ;

but, in regard to them, it has not always been heeded by those,

who, using the trivial metaphor of light and darkness, which it is

not easy to avoid, have too much considered Europe as a single

point under a receding or advancing illumination.

83. France and England were the countries where the re-

John of vival of classical taste was chiefly perceived. In Ger-
Saiisbury. many, no sensible improvement in philological litera-

ture can be traced, according to Eichhorn and Heeren, before

the invention of printing ; though I think this must be under-

stood with exceptions, and that Otho of Frisingen, Saxo Grain-

maticus, and Gunther, author of the poem entitled Ligurinus
(who belongs to the first years of the thirteenth century), might
stand on an equal footing with any of their contemporaries.
But, in the schools which are supposed to have borrowed light
from Lanfranc and Anselm, a more keen perception of the

1
Fleury ; Ilist. Litt. de la France, ix. 113.

Ibid., p. 139. *
Ileeren, p. 197.
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beauties of the Latin language, as well as an exacter know-

ledge of its idiom, was imparted. John of Salisbury, himself

one of their most conspicuous ornaments, praises the method
of instruction pursued by Bernard of Chartres about the end of

the eleventh century, who seems indeed to have exercised

his pupils vigorously in the rules of grammar and rhetoric.

After the first grammatical instruction out of Donatus and

Priscian, they were led forward to the poets, orators, and his-

torians of Home. The precepts of Cicero and Quintilian were

studied, and sometimes observed with affectation.
1 An admira-

tion of the great classical writers, an excessive love of philo-

logy, and disdain of the studies that drew men from it, shine

out in the two curious treatises of John of Salisbury. He is

perpetually citing the poets, especially Horace ; and had read

most of Cicero. Such, at least, is the opinion of Heeren, who
bestows also a good deal of praise upon his Latinity.

2 Eich-

horn places him at the head of all his contemporaries. But
no one has admired his style so much as Meiners, who declares

that he has no equal in the writers of the third, fourth, or fifth

centuries, except Lactantius and Jerome.3 In this I cannot but

think there is some exaggeration. The style of John of Salis-

bury, far from being equal to that of Augustin, Eutropius, and
a few more of those early ages, does not appear to me by any
means elegant. Sometimes he falls upon a good expression ;

but the general tone is not very classical. The reader may
judge from the passage in the note.4

84. It is generally acknowledged, that in the twelfth century
we find several writers (Abelard, Eloisa, Bernard of Clair-

1 Hist. Litt. de la France, vii. 16. Conchis, et Richardus cognomento Episco-
2 P. 203 ;

Ilist. Litt. do la France, ix. 47. pus, officio mine archidiaconus Constan-
Peter of Blois also possessed a very re- tiensis, vita et conversatione vir bonus,

spectable stock of classical literature. suos discipulos aliciuando informaverunt
3
A'ergleichung der Sitten, ii. 686. He Sed postniodum exquoopinio veritati pra3-

says nearly as much of Saxo Grammaticus judicium fecit, et homines videri quam
and William of Malmesbury. If my recol- esse philosophi maluerunt, professoresque
lection of the former does not deceive me, artium se totam philosophiaui breviua
he is a better writer than our monk of quam tricnnio aut quadriennio transfusu-

Malmesbury. ros auditoribus pollicebantur, impetu mul-
4 One of the most interesting passages in titudinis imperitas victi cesserunt. Exinde

John of Salisbury is that above cited, in auteui minus temporis et diligentiee in

which he gives an account of the method grammaticae studio impensum est. Ex
of instruction pursued by Bernard of Char- quo contigit ut qui omncs ai'tes, tjim libe-

tres, whom he calls
" exundantissimus mo- rales quam mechanicas profitentur, nee

dernis temporibus fons literarum in Gal- primam noverint, sine qua frustra quis
lia."' John himself was taught by some progredietur ad reliquas. Licet autein et

who trod in the steps of this eminent pre- alias discipline ad literaturam proficiant,

ceptor.
" Ad hujus magistri formarn pras- ha2C tameu privilegio singulari facere dici-

cejitorcs mei in grarnniatica, Gultelnius de tur literatuui." Mctaluj;., lib. i. c. 24.
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vaux, Saxo Grammaticus, William of Malmesbury, Peter of

improve- Blois), whose style, though never correct (which, in

meut of the absence of all better dictionaries than that of Pa-

fcisuHn
1

pia-s, was impossible), and sometimes affected, some-
tweifth. times too florid and diffuse, is not wholly destitute of
century ... , ~ , , .,. , J

.

spirit, and even ot elegance.
1 Ihe Latin poetry, in-

stead of Leonine rhymes, or attempts at regular hexameters
almost equally bad, becomes, in the hands of Gunther, Gual-
terus de Insulis, Gulielmus Brito, and Joseph Iscanus (to whom
a considerable number of names might be added), always toler-

able, sometimes truly spirited;
2
and, amidst all that still de-

mands the most liberal indulgence, we cannot but perceive the

real progress of classical knowledge and the development of
a finer taste in Europe.

3

85. The vast increase of religious houses in the twelfth

influence century rendered necessary more attention to the

d 'number rudiments of literature.
4

Every monk, as well as
of clergy, every secular priest, required a certain portion of

Latin. In the ruder and darker ages, many illiterate persons
had been ordained : there were even kingdoms (as, for ex-

ample, England) where this is said to have been almost

general. But the canons of the church demanded, of course,
such a degree of instruction as the continual use of a dead

language made indispensable ; and, in this first dawn of learn-

ing, there can be, I presume, no doubt that none received

the higher orders, or became professed in a monastery for

which the order of priesthood was necessary, without some

degree of grammatical knowledge. Hence this kind of educa-

tion in the rudiments of Latin was imparted to a greater
number of individuals than at present.

1 Hist. Litt. de la France, ix. 146. The praise. Short extracts will be found in
Benedictines are scarcely fair towards Abe- Wright. 1847.]
lard (xii. 147), whose style, as far as I have 2 Warton has done some justice to the

Been, which is not much, seems equal to Anglo-Latin poets of this century. The
that of his contemporaries. Trojan War and Antiocheis of Joseph Is-

[The best writers of Latin in England, canus he calls "a miracle in this age of

prose as well as verse, flourished under classical composition." The style, he says,
Henry II. and his sons. William of Mai- is a mixture of Ovid, Statius, ,-uul Chiu-

inesbury, who belongs to the reign of Ste- dian. Vol. i. p. 163. The extracts Warton
phen, though not destitute of some skill gives seem to me a close imitation of the
as well as variety, displays too much of second. The Philippis of William Brito
the Anglo-Saxon Latiuity, tumid and re- must be of the thirteenth century, and
dundant. But Qiraldus Cambrensis and Warton refers the Ligurinus of Gunther
William of Newbury wore truly good to 1206.
writers : very few, indeed, even of the s Hist. Litt. de la France, vol. ix.

;
Eich-

fourth century, can be deemed to excel the horn, All. Gesch. der Cultur, ii. 30,62;
latter. In verse, John de Ilauteville, au- Heeren

;
Meiuers.

thor of the ArcUitrenius, Nigellus \Vireker,
* Hist. Litt. de la France, ix. 11.

and Alexander Neckam, are deserving of
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86. The German writers to whom we principally refer have

expatiated upon the decline of literature after the Decline of

middle of the twelfth century, unexpectedly disap- f
, , . ,

J
,

r J
,
r literature

pointing the bright promise of that age ; so that, in 13th

tor almost two hundred years, we find Europe fallen "^""T-

back in learning where we might have expected her pro-

gress.
1

This, however, is by no means true, in the most

limited sense, as to the latter part of the twelfth century, when
that purity of classical taste, which Eichhorn and others seem

chiefly to have had in then* minds, was displayed in better

Latin than had been written before. In a general view,
the thirteenth century was an age of activity and ardor,

though not in every respect the best directed. The fertility of

the modern languages in versification ; the creation, we may
almost say, of Italian and English in this period; the great
concourse of students to the universities ; the acute, and some-

times profound, reasonings of the scholastic philosophy, which

was now in its most palmy state ; the accumulation of know-

ledge, whether derived from original research or from Arabian
sources of information, which we find in the geometers, the

physicians, the natural philosophers, of Europe, are suffi-

cient to repel the charge of having fallen back, or even re-

mained altogether stationary, in comparison with the preceding

century. But, in politeness of Latin style, it is admitted that

we find an astonishing and permanent decline both in France
and England. Such complaints are usual in the most pro-

gressive times ; and we might not rely on John of Salisbury,
when he laments the decline of taste in his own age.

2
But, in

fact, it would have been rather singular if a classical purity
had kept its ground. A stronger party, and one hostile to polite

letters, as well as ignorant of them, that of the theologians
and dialecticians, carried with it the popular voice in the

church and the universities. The tune allotted by these to

philological literature was curtailed, that the professors of logic
and philosophy might detain their pupils longer. Grammar
continued to be taught in the University of Paris ; but rhetoric,

another part of the trivium, was given up : by which it is

to be understood, as I conceive, that no classical authors were

i Meiners, ii. 605 ; Ileeren, p. 228 : Hoh- Metalogicus, 1. i. c. 24. This passage
horn, Allg. Ges^h.derLUteratur.ii. 63-118. has been frequently quoted lie WHS very
The running title of Eehhorn ?

s section, inimical to the dialecticians, aa phiiologew" Die Wissenschaften Terfallen in Barba- generally are.

rey," seems much too generally expressed.
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read, or, if at all, for the sole purpose of verbal explanation.
1

The thirteenth century, says Heeren, was one of the most
unfruitful for the study of ancient literature.

2 He does not

seem to except Italy ; though there, as we shall soon see, the

remark is hardly just. But, in Germany, the tenth century,
Leibnitz declares, was a golden age of learning, compared
with the thirteenth ;

8 and France itself is but a barren waste
in this period.

4 The relaxation of manners among the monas-
tic orders, which, generally speaking, is the increasing theme
of complaint from the eleventh century, and the swarms of

worse vermin, the mendicant friars, who filled Europe with

stupid superstition, are assigned by Meiners and Heeren as

the leading causes of the return of ignorance.
5

87. The writers of the thirteenth century display an incredi-

Reiapse
^le ignorance, not only of pure idiom, but of the

intobarba- common grammatical rules. Those who attempted
to write verse have lost all prosody, and relapse

into Leonine rhymes and barbarous acrostics. The historians

use a hybrid jargon intermixed with modern words. The
scholastic philosophers wholly neglected their style, and

thought it no wrong to enrich the Latin, as in some degree a

living language, with terms that seemed to express their

meaning. In the writings of Albertus Magnus, of whom
Fleury says that he can see nothing great in him but his vol-

umes, the
*

grossest errors of syntax frequently occur, and
vie with his ignorance of history and science. Through the

sinister example of this man, according to Meiners, the notion

that Latin should be written with regard to ancient models
was lost in the universities for three hundred years ; an evil,

however, slight in comparison with what he inflicted on Eu-

rope by the credit he gave to astrology, alchemy, and magic.
8

1
Crevier, ii. 876. Albertus, Aquinas, and the rest of the

J P. 237. writers of the thirteeeth century, "lade-
8 Introd. in Script. Brunsvic., Ixiil., cadence est partout sensible

;
elle est pro-

apud Heeren, et Meincrs, ii. 631. No grensive dans les cours des ri-gnes de St.

one has dwelt more fully than this last Louis, de Philippe 111., etde Philippe IV.
;

writer on the decline of literature in the et quoique le Francaia res tat dans Ten-
thirteenth century, out of his cordial anti- fancc, la I,atinit6 deji si vieille avant 1'an-

pathy to the schoolmen. P. 689 et post. nee 1200 vieillissait et deperiswiit encore."

Wood, who has no prejudices against IJList. Litt. de la France, xri. 140. 1842.]

Popery, ascribes the low state of learning
B Meiners. ii. 615 : Heeren. 235.

in England under Edward III. and Richard *
Meiners, ii. 692

; Fleury, 5me discount
II. to the misconduct of the mendicant in Hist. Eerie*., xvii. 44; Buhle, i. 7(12.

friars, and to the papal provisions that im- [A fur better character of Albertus Magnus
poverwhed the church, is given by Jourdain : ''Albert, con.-i'l'-re

4 [Abelard, Peter of Blois, and others, conime theologien ou philosophe, cst sans

might pass for models in comparison with doute Tun des homines les plus extraordi-
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Duns Scotus and his disciples, in the next century, carried this

much farther, and introduced a most barbarous and unintelligi-

ble terminology, by which the school metaphysics were ren-

dered ridiculous in the revival of literature.
1 Even the jurists,

.who more required an accurate knowledge of the language,
were hardly less barbarous. Roger Bacon, who is not a good

writer, stands at the head in this century.
2

Fortunately, as

has been said, the transcribing ancient authors had become
a mechanical habit in some monasteries ; but it was done in

an ignorant and slovenly manner. The manuscripts of these

latter ages, before the invention of printing, are by far the

most numerous ; but they are also the most incorrect, and gene-

rally of little value in the eyes of critics.
3

88. The fourteenth century was not in the slightest degree

superior to the preceding age. France, England, Noim-

and Germany were wholly destitute of good Latin
fj^ 611'

scholars in this period. The age of Petrarch and century.

Boccaccio, the age before the close of which classical learning

truly revived in Italy, gave no sign whatever of animation

throughout the rest of Europe : the genius it produced (and in

this it was not wholly deficient), displayed itself in other walks

of literature.
4 We may justly praise Richard of Bury for his

zeal in collecting books, and still more for his munifi- Richard

cence in giving his library to the University of Ox- of Burv

ford, with special injunctions that they should be lent to scho-

lars ; but his erudition appears crude and uncritical, his style

indifferent, and his thoughts superficial.
5 Yet I am not aware,

that he had any equal in England during this century.
89. The patronage of letters, or collection of books, are not

reckoned among the glories of Edward III. ; though, Library

if any respect had been attached to learning in his ^"uiL v^

age and country, they might well have suited his mag- at Paris.

nairea de son aiecle
; je pourrais memo dire * Heeren, p. 245

1'un dits genies les phis etonnants des ftges
*

Id., p. 304.

passes." P. 302. His History of Animals,
* Heeren, p. 300

; Andres,
Hi. 10.

" est un monument precieux. qui, presen- 5 The Philobiblon of Richard Aunger-
tantr-etiit des opinions et des connaissances ville, often called Richard of Bury, Chan-
du moyen age, remplit une longuc la- cellor of Edward III., is worthy of being
cune, et lie 1'ancienne histoire de la science read, as containing some curious illustra-

i eel le des* temps niodernes." P. 325. His tions of the state of literature. He quotes
original source in this work was Aristotle's a wretched poem, de Vetula, as Ovid's

;
and

History of Animals, in Michael Scot's shows little learning, though he had a

translation from the Arabic. The know- great esteem for it. See a note of Warton,
ledge of Greek possessed by Albertus seems History of English Poetry, i. 146, on Aun-
to have been rather feeble. 1853.] gerville.

1
Meiners, ii. 721.

v*u i. 7
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nificent disposition. His adversaries, John, and especially
Charles V. of France, have more claims upon the remembrance
of a literary historian. Several Latin authors were translated

into French by their directions ;

* and Charles, who himself

was not ignorant of Latin, began to form the Royal Library
of the Louvre. We may judge from this of the condition of

literature in liis time. The number of volumes was about

nine hundred. Many of these, especially the missals and

psalters, were richly bound and illuminated. Books of devo-

tion formed the larger portion of the library. The profane

authors, except some relating to French history, were in gene-
ral of little value in our sight. Very few classical works are

in the list, and no poets except Ovid and Lucan.2 This library

came, during the subsequent English wars, into the possession
of the Duke of Bedford ; and Charles VII. laid the founda-

tions of that which still exists.
3

90. This retrograde condition, however, of classical literature

was only perceptible in Cisalpine Europe. By one
Somelm- c ,,

J \ . c.
.

l
c ,.

I
.n , i i

provement of those shirtings ot literary illumination to which

'lurin^
we nave alluded, Italy, far lower in classical taste

13th cen- than France in the twelfth century, deserved a high-
tury> er place in the next. Tiraboschi says that the pro-

gress in polite letters was slow ; but still some was made :

more good books were transcribed ; there were more readers ;

and, of these, some took on them to imitate what they read ; so

that gradually the darkness which overspread the land began
to be dispersed. Thus we find that those who wrote at the

end of the thirteenth century were less rude in style than their

predecessors at its commencement.4 A more elaborate ac-

count of the state of learning in the thirteenth century will be

found in the Life of Ambrogio Traversari, by Menus ; and
several names are there mentioned, among whom that of

Brunetto Latini is the most celebrated. Latini translated

some of the rhetorical treatises of Cicero.5 And we may per-

1
Crevier, ii. 424. Warton has amassed History of the Middle Ages, I have been

a great deal of information, not always led wrong by him. Bouvin, his ouly au-

very accurate, upon the subject of early thority, expressly says,
" Pas un seul ina-

French translations. These form a con- nuscrit do Ciceron." Mem. de 1'Acad. des
Biderable portion of the literature of that Insert pt., ii. 693.

country in the fourteenth and fifteenth 3
Id., 701.

centuries. History of English Poetry, ii. 4 Tinibosehi, iv. 420. The Latin versi-

414-430. See also De Sade, Vie de P6- flers of the thirteenth century were nu
trarque, iii. 648 ;

and Crevier, Hist, de merous, but generally very iudiiierent

l'Univ. de Paris, ii. 424. Id.. 378.
- \V;irton add* Cicero to the classical

'

Menus, p. 157
; Tiraboschi, p. 418,

li,-t ; and I am sorry tc say, that, in my
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haps consider as a witness to some degree of progressive

learning in Italy at this time the Catholicon of John Balbi,

a Genoese monk, more frequently styled Januensis. cathoiicon

This book is chiefly now heard of because the first
of Balbl-

edition, printed by Gutenberg in 1460, is a book of uncom-
mon rarity and price. It is, however, deserving of some
notice in the annals of literature. It consists of a Latin

grammar, followed by a dictionary, both perhaps superior to

what we should expect from the general character of the times.

They are at least copious : the Catholicon is a volume of great
bulk. Balbi quotes abundantly from the Latin classics, and

appears not wholly unacquainted with Greek ; though I must
own that Tiraboschi and Eichhorn have thought otherwise.

The Catholicon, as far as I can judge from a slight inspection
of it, deserves rather more credit than it has in modern times

obtained. In the grammar, besides a familiarity with the

terminology of the old grammarians, he will be found to have
stated some questions as to the proper use of words, with

dubitari solet, multum qv.ceritur ; which, though they are

superficial enough, indicate that a certain attention was begin-

ning to be paid to correctness in writing. From the great
size of the Catholicon, its circulation must have been very
limited.1

91. In the dictionary, however, of John of Genoa, as in

those of Papias and the other glossarists, we find

little distinction made between the different grada-
tions of Latinity. The Latin tongue was to them,

except so far as the ancient grammarians whom they copied

might indicate some to be obsolete, a single body of words ;

and, ecclesiastics as they were, they could not understand that

Ambrose and Hilary were to be proscribed in the vocabulary
of a language which was chiefly learned for the sake of read-

ing their works. Nor had they the means of pronouncing

1 " Libellum hunc (says Balbi at the con- ledge of Greek, as the author himself con-

clunon) ad honorem Dei et gloriosae Vir- fesses (Gesch. dcr litteratur. U. 238). The
ginis Mariae, et beati Domini Patris nostri order and plan are alphabetical, as usual
et omnium sanctorum electorum, necnon in a dictionary ; and, though Balbi does not
ad utilitatem meam et ecclesiae sancue lay claim to much Greek, I do not think
Dei. ex divereis majorum meorum dictis he professes entire ignorance of it.

" Hoc
multo labore et diligent! studio compilavi. difficile est scire et minime mihi non beue

Opens quippe ac gtudii mei est et fuit mul- scienti linguam Gnecam."' apud Grade-
tos libros legere et ex plurimi* diversos nigo. Litteratura Greco-Italiana, p. li.4.

earpere Cores/' I have observed that Balbi calls himself
ijchhorn speaks severely, and. I am dis- philoeolus : which indeed is no evidence of

poeed to think, unjustly, of the Cathoiicon, much Greek erudition.
8 without order and plan, or any know-
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what it has cost the labor of succeeding centuries to do, that

there is no adequate classical authority for innumerable words
and idioms in common use. Their knowledge of syntax also

was very limited. The prejudice of the church against pro-
fane authors had by no means wholly worn away : much less

had they an exclusive possession of the grammar-schools, most
of the books taught in which were modern. Papias, Uguccio,
and other indifferent lexicographers, were of much authority.

1

The general ignorance in Italy was still very great. In the

middle of the fourteenth century, we read of a man, supposed
to be learned, who took Plato and Cicero for poets, and

thought Ennius a contemporary of Statius.
2

92. The first real restorer of polite letters was Petrarch.

Beetora- His fine taste taught him to relish the beauties of

ters duetto Virgil and Cicero; and his ardent praises of them
Petrarch, inspired his compatriots with a desire for classical

knowledge. A generous disposition to encourage letters began
to show itself among the Italian princes. Robert, King of Na-

ples, in the early part of this century, one of the first patrons
of Petrarch, and several of the great families of Lombardy,
gave this proof of the humanizing effects of peace and pro-

sperity.
3 It has been thought by some, that, but for the

appearance and influence of Petrarch at that period, the

manuscripts themselves would have perished, as several had

done in no long time before, so forgotten and abandoned to

dust and vermin were those precious records in the dungeons
of monasteries.

4 He was the first who brought in that almost

deification of the great ancient writers, which, though carried

in following ages to an absurd extent, was the animating sen-

timent of solitary study, that through which its fatigues were

patiently endured, and its obstacles surmounted. Petrarch

tells us himself, that while his comrades at school were read-

ing JEsop's Fables, or a book of one Prosper, a writer of the

fifth century, his time was given to the study of Cicero, which

delighted his ear, long before he could understand the sense.5

Mehus
; Muratori, Dissert. 44 1848

;
Siena in 1357 ;

Lucca In 1369
;
and

* Mehus, p. 211
; Tiraboschi, v. 82. 'TSJ^aTO.

8
Tiraboschi, v 20 et post. Ten unlyer- 8 " Et ilia quidem tetate nihil intelligere

rities were founded in Italy during the poteram, sola me verborum dulcedo qusn-
fourteenth century, some of which did not dam et sonoritas detinebat ut quicquid
last long, Koine and Fermo in 1303

;
P*- aliud vel legerem vel audirem, raucum

rugia in 1307 ;
Treviso about 1320 ; Pisa mihi dissonumque videretur." Epist. S*.

in 1339 ; Pavia not long after
;
Florence in niles, lib. XT., apud De Sade, i. 33.
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It was much at his heart to acquire a good style in Latin;

and, relatively to his predecessors of the mediaeval character

period, we may say that he was successful. Pas- ofhls style,

sages full of elegance and feeling, in which we are at least not

much offended by incorrectness of style, are frequent in

his writings. But the fastidious scholars of later times con-

temned these imperfect endeavors at purity.
" He wants," saya

Erasmus,
"
full acquaintance with the language ; and his whole

diction shows the rudeness of the preceding age."
l An Italian

writer, somewhat earlier, speaks still more unfavorably.
" His style is harsh, and scarcely bears the character of Latin-

ity. His writings are indeed full of thought, but defective in

expression, and display the marks of labor without the polish
of elegance."

2

I incline to agree with Meiners in rating the style of

Petrarch rather more highly.
3 Of Boccace, the writer above

quoted gives even a worse character. " Licentious and in-

accurate in his diction, he has no idea of selection. All his

Latin writings are hasty, crude, and unformed. He labors

with thought, and struggles to give it utterance ; but his senti-

ments find no adequate vehicle, and the lustre of his native

talents is obscured by the depraved taste of the times." Yet
his own mother-tongue owes its earliest model of grace and
refinement to his pen.

93. Petrarch was more proud of his Latin poem called

Africa, the subject of which is the termination of the His Latin

second Punic war, than of the sonnets and odes poetry.

which have made his name immortal, though they were not

the chief sources of his immediate renown. It is, indeed,
written with elaborate elegance, and perhaps superior to any
preceding specimen of Latin versification in the middle ages,
unless we should think Joseph Iscanus his equal. But it is

more to be praised for taste than correctness ;
and though in

the Basle edition of 1554, which I have used, the printer has

been excessively negligent, there can be no doubt that the

Latin poetry of Petrarch abounds with faults of metre. His

eclogues, many of which are covert satires on the court of

1 Ciceronianus. 147, on the merits of Petrarch in the resto-
* " Paulus Cortesius de hominibus doc- ration of classical literature : he seems

las." I take the translations from Roscoe's unable to leave the subject. Heeren,
I/>renzo de' Medici, c.

yii. though less diffuse, is not less panegyrical.
8
Vergleichung dor Sitten, iii. 126. Mi- De Sade's three quartos are certainly a

ners has expatiated for fifty pages, p 94- little tedious.
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Avignon, appear to me more poetical than the Africa, and are

sometimes very beautifully expressed. The eclogues of Boc

caccio, though by no means indifferent, do not equal those of

Petrarch.

94. Mehus, whom Tiraboschi avowedly copies, has diligent-

John of ly collected the names, though little more than the
Ravenna, names, of Latin teachers at Florence in the four-

teenth century.
1 But among the earlier of these there was no

good method of instruction, no elegance of language. The
first who revealed the mysteries of a pure and graceful style
was John Malpaghino, commonly called John of Ravenna, one

whom, in his youth, Petrarch had loved as a son ; and who,
not very long before the end of the century, taught Latin at

Padua and Florence.2 The best scholars of the ensuing age

Gasparin
were his disciples ; and among them was Gasparin of

of Baraza. Barziza, or, as generally called, of Bergamo, justly
characterized by Eichhorn as the father of a pure and elegant

Latinity.
3 The distinction between the genuine Latin language

and that of the Lower Empire was from this generally recog-
nized ; and the writers who had been regarded as standards

were thrown away with contempt. This is the proper era of

the revival of letters, and nearly coincides with the beginning
of the fifteenth century.

95. A few subjects, affording less extensive observation, we
have postponed to the next chapter, which will contain the

literature of Europe in the first part of the fifteenth century.

Notwithstanding our wish to preserve in general a strict

regard to chronology, it has been impossible to avoid some

interruptions of it without introducing a multiplicity of transi-

tions incompatible with any comprehensive views ; and which,
even as it must inevitably exist in a work of this nature, is

likely to dimmish the pleasure, and perhaps the advantage,
that the reader might derive from it.

1 Vita Traversari, p. 848. trarch's Letters, and from Mehus's lift
* A life of John Malpaghino of Ravenna of Traversari, p. 348. See also Tiraboschi

Is the first in Meiners's Lebensbeschrei- T. 554.

bungenberuhmter Manner, 3 volg., Zurich, * Geschichte der Litteratur, ii. 241.

17U6; but it is wholly taken from Pe-
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CHAPTER IL

ON TIIE LITERATURE OP EUROPE FROM 1400 TO 1440.

Cultivation of Latin in Italy Revival of Greek Literature Vestiges of it cffcring tne
Middle Age.? It is taught by Chrysoloras his Disciples and by learned Greeks

State of Classical Learning in other Parts of Europe Physical Sciences Ma-
thematics Medicine and Anatomy Poetry in Spain, France, and England
Formation of new Laws of Taste in Middle Ages Their Principles Romances

Religious Opinions.

1. GINGUENE has well observed, that the fourteenth century
left Italy in the possession of the writings of three zeaifor

great masters of a language formed and polished by {future

them, and of a strong relish for classical learning, in Italy.

But this soon became the absorbing passion, fortunately, no

doubt, in the result, as the same author has elsewhere said ;

since all the exertions of an age were required to explore the

rch mine of antiquity, and fix the standard of taste and purity
for succeeding generations. The ardor for classical studies

grew stronger every day. To write Latin correctly, to under-

stand the allusions of the best authors, to learn the rudiments

at least of Greek, were the objects of every cultivated mind.

2. Tiie first half of the fifteenth century has been sometimes

called the age of Poggio Bracciolini, which it ex-
Pow(rio

presses not very inaccurately as to his literary life ;
Braccio-

since he was born in 1381, and died in 1459 : but it
hm '

seems to involve too high a compliment. The chief merit of

Poggio was his diligence, aided by good fortune, in recovering
lost works of Roman literature that lay mouldering in the

repositories of convents. Hence we owe to this one man eight
orations of Cicero, a complete Quintilian, Columella, part of

Lucretius, three books of Valerius Flaccus, Silius Italicus,

Ammianus Marcellinus, Tertullian, and several less important
writers : twelve comedies of Plautus were also recovered in

Germany through his directions.
1

Poggio, besides this, was

1 Shepherd's Life of Poggio; Tiraboschi; cius, in his Bibliotheca Latina mediae et

Corniani
;
Roscoe's Lorenzo, ch. 1. Fabri- iiifimao solatia, gives a list not quite the
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undoubtedly a man of considerable learning for his time, and

etill greater sense and spirit as a writer, though he never

reached a very correct or elegant style.
1 And this applies to

all those who wrote before the year 1440, with the single

exception of Gasparin, to Coluccio Salutato, Guarino of

Verona, and even Leonard Aretin.2 Nor is this any dispa-

ragement to their abilities and industry. They had neither

L&tin style grammars nor dictionaries in which the purest La-

indiffer-
ase tmity was distinguishable from the worst ; they had

tnt. to unlearn a barbarous jargon, made up with scraps
of thff Vulgate and of ecclesiastical writers, which pervades
the Latin of the middle ages ; they had great difficulty in

resorting to purer models, from the scarcity and high price of

same; but Poggio's own authority must
be the best. The work first above quoted
is, for the literary history of Italy in the
earlier half of the fifteenth century, what
Koscoe's Lorenzo is for the latter. Gin-

guene has not added much to what these

English authors and Tiraboschi had fur-

nished.
1 Mr. Shepherd has judged Poggio a

little favorably, as became a biographer,
but with sense and discrimination. Ilis

Italian translator, Tonelli (Firenze, 1825),

goes much beyond the mark in extolling

Poggio above all his contemporaries, and

praising his " vastissima erudizioue" in
the strain of hyperbole too familiar to

Italians. This vast learning, even for that

time, Poggio did not possess : we have no
reason to believe him equal to Guarino,
Filelfo, or Traversari, much less to Valla.

Erasmus, however, was led by his partia-

lity to Valla into some injustice towards

Poggio, whom he calls
" rabula adeo indoc-

tus, ut etiamsi vacaret obscoanitate, tamen
indignus esset qui legeretur, adeo autem
cbscosnus, ut etiamsi doctissiuius essot, ta-

men esset a viris bonis rejiciendus." Kpist.
oiii. This is said too hastily ;

but in hia

Ciceronianus, where we have his delibe-

rate judgment, he appreciates Poggio more
exactly. After one of the interlocutors
has called him " vividae cujusdam eloquen-
tise virnm," the other replies :

" Naturae
satis erat, artis et erudition!* non inultum

;

interim impure sermonis Iluxii. si Lauren-
tio Vallae credimus." Bebel, a German of
some learning, rather older than Erasmus,
in a letter quoted by Blount (Censura
Auctorum in Poggio), praises Poggio very
highly for his style, and prefers him to

Valla. Paulus Cortesius seems not much
to differ from Erasmus about Poggio,
though he is more severe on Valla.

It should be added, that Touelli's notes

on the life of Poggio are useful : among
other things, he points out that Poggio
did not learn Greek of Emauuel Chry-
soloras, as all writers on this part of

literary history had hitherto supposed,
but about 1423, when he was turned of

forty.
2 Coluccio Salutato belongs to the four-

teenth century, and was deemed one of
its greatest ornaments in learning.

" Ma a
dir vero," says Tirabosehi, who admits liis

extensive erudition, relatively to his age," benche lo stil di Coluccio abbia non rare

volte energia e forza maggiore che quello
della maggior parti degli altri scrittori di

questi tempi, e certo pero, che tanto e

diverse da quello di Cicerone nella prosa,
e ne' versi da quel di Virgilio, quanto ap-

punto e diversa una scimia da un uomo."
v. 537.

Cortesius, in the dialogue quoted above,
says of Leonard Aretiu, "Hie primus
inconditam scribendi consuetudmein ;sd

numerosum quendara sonum inflexit, et

attulit homiuibus nostris aliquid certf

splendidius Et ego video hunt
nondum satis esse limatum. nee delicati

ori fiistidio tolerabilem. Atqui dialog! ,Jo

annis Kavennatis vix semel leguntur, el

Coluccii Epistolse, quw turn in honor*

erant, non apparent ;
sed Boccaccii Genea

logiam legimus, utilem illam quidcm. s<-j

non tamen cum Petrarchee ingeuio con-

ferendam. At non videtis quantum his

omnit'us desit?" p. 12. Of Guarino ha

says afterwards,
" Genus tamen dicendi

inconcinnum admodum est et salebrosum
;

utitur plerumque imprudens verbis poeti-

cis, quod est maxime vitiosam
;
sed magis

est in eo succus, quam color laudandus.
Memoria teneo, quendam familiarem meum
solitum dicore, melius Guarinuui famas
guae oonsuluisse, si nihi unquam pcripsia-
set." P. 14.
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manuscripts, as well as from their general incorrectness, which
it required much attention to set right. Gasparin of Barziza
took the right course, by incessantly turning over the pages of

Cicero; and thus by long habit gained an instinctive sense

of propriety in the use of language, which no secondary
means at that time could have given him.

3. This writer, often called Gasparin of Bergamo (his own

birthplace being in the neighborhood of that city), Gasparin

was born about 1370, and began to teach before the of Barziia-

close of the century. He was transferred to Padua by the

Senate of Venice in 1407 ; and in 1410 accepted the invitation

of Filippo Maria Visconti to Milan, where he remained till

his death in 1431. Gasparin had here the good fortune to

find Cicero de Oratore, and to restore the text of Quintilian

by the help of the manuscript brought from St. Gall by Pog-
gio, and another found in Italy by Leonard Aretin. His fame
as a writer was acquired at Padua, and founded on his diligent

study of Cicero.

4. It is impossible to read a page of Gasparin without per-

ceiving that he is quite of another order of scholars Merits of

from his predecessors. He is truly Ciceronian in his ^a st>'le -

turn of phrases, and structure of sentences, which never end

awkwardly, or with a wrong arrangement of words, as is

habitual with his contemporaries. Inexact expressions may
of course be found ; but they do not seem gross or nume-
rous. Among his works are several orations which probably
were actually delivered : they are the earliest models of that

classical declamation which became so usual afterwards ; and
are elegant, if not very forcible. His Epistolae ad Exercita-

tionem accommodatae was the first book printed at Paris. It

contains a series of exercises for his pupils, probably for the

sake of double translation, and merely designed to exemplify
Latin idioms.1

5. If Gasparin was the best writer of this generation, the

most accomplished instructor was Victorin of Feltre, victonnof

to whom the Marquis of Mantua intrusted the edu- Feitre.

cation of his own children. Many of the Italian nobility and

1 Morhof. who says,
" Primus in Italia He once uses a Greek word in hi? letters,

aliquid balbutire coepit Gasparinus." had What he knew of the language does not

probably never ?een his writing, which otherwise appear ;
but he might have

are a great deal better in point of language heard Guarino at Venice. He had not
than his own. Cortesius, howev* r, blames seen Pliny's Natural History: nor did ha

Gasparin for too elaborate a style :
41 Mimia possess a Livy, but was iu treaty for f Of).

cura atteuuabat oratiouem." Epist , p. 200, A.D. 1415.
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some distinguished scholars were brought up under the care

ot Victoria in that city ; and, in a very corrupt age, he was
still more zealous for their moral than their literary improve-
ment. A pleasing account of his method of discipline will be
found in Tiraboschi, or more fully in Corniani, from a life

written by one of Victorin's pupils named Prendilacqua.
1 " It

could b,ardly be believed," says Tirabosclii,
"
that, in an age of

such rude manners, a model of such perfect education could be
found : if all to whom the care of youth is intrusted would
make it theirs, what ample and rich fruits they would derive

from their labors !

" The learning of Victorin was extensive :

he possessed a moderate library ; and, rigidly demanding a mi-

nute exactness from his pupils in their interpretation of ancient

authors as well as in their own compositions, laid the founda-

tions of a propriety in style which the next age was to display.
Traversari visited the school of Victorin, for whom he enter-

tained a great regard, in 1433 : it had then been for some

years established.
2 No writings of Victorin have been pre-

served.

6. Among the writers of these forty years, after Gasparin
Leonard of Bergamo, we may probably assign the highest
Aretin.

place in politeness of style to Leonardo Bruni, more

commonly called Aretino, from his birthplace, Arezzo. " He
was the first," says Paulus Cortesius,

" who replaced the rude

structure of periods by some degree of rhythm, and intro-

duced our countrymen to something more brilliant than they
had known before ; though even he is not quite as polished as

a fastidious delicacy would require." Aretin's History of the

Goths, which, though he is silent on the obligation, is chiefly
translated from Procopius, passes for his best work. In the

constellation of scholars who enjoyed the sunshine of favor

in the palace of Cosmo de' Medici, Leonard Aretin was one of

the oldest and most prominent. He died at an advanced age
in 1444, and is one of the six illustrious dead who repose in

the Church of Santa Croce.3

Tiraboschi, vii. 306; Corniani, ii. 63; * Menus, p. 421.

fleeren, p. 235. He is also mentioned with 8 Madame de Stael unfortunately con
much praise for his mode of education, by founded this respectable scholar, In her
his friend Ambrogio Traversari, a passage Corinne, with Pietro Aretino. I remem-
from whose Ilodoeporicon will be found in ber well that Ugo Foscolo could never

Hceren, p. 237. Victorin died in 1447, and contain his wrath against her for this miS'

was buried at the public expense ;
his libe- take.

rality in giving gratuitous instruction to

the poor having left him so.
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7. AVe come now to a very important event in literary his

tory, the resuscitation of the study of the Greek j^^^
language in Italy. During the whole course of the Greek ian-

middle ages, we find scattered instances of scholars in

the west of Europe, who had acquired some know-

ledge of Greek ; to what extent, it is often a difficult question
to determine. In the earlier and darker period, we begin with

a remarkable circumstance, already mentioned, of Early

our own ecclesiastical history. The infant Anglo- *,
Saxon churches, desirous to give a national form to of Europe.

their hierarchy, solicited the Pope Vitalian to place a primate
at their head. He made choice of Theodore, who not only

brought to England a store of Greek manuscripts, but, through
the means of his followers, imparted a knowledge of it to some
of our countrymen. Bede, half a century afterwards, tells

us, of course very hyperbolically, that there were still surviving

disciples of Theodore and Adrian who understood the Greek
and Latin languages as well as their own.1 From these he

derived, no doubt, his own knowledge, which may not have
been extensive ; but we cannot expect more, in such very un-

favorable circumstances, than a superficial progress in so dif-

ficult a study. It is probable that the lessons of Theodore's

disciples were not forgotten in the British and Irish monaste-

ries. Alcuin has had credit, with no small likelihood, if not on

positive authority, for an acquaintance with Greek;
3 and as

1 Hist. Eccles.. 1. T. c. 2. "
Usque hodie hare belonged to some one of the name of

snpersunt ex eorum discipulis, qui Lati- Athelstan. Mr. Turner (Hist, of Anglo-
nam Graecamque linguam aeque ac propri- Saxons, vol. iii. p. 390) has taken notice
am in qua nati sunt. norunt. 7 ' Bede's own of this manuscript, but without men*ion-

knowledge of Greek is attested by his bio- ing ite antiquity. The manner in which
grapherCuthbert:

'

prater Latinametiam the words are divided shows a perfect
Graecam compamverat/' ignorance of Greek in the writer: but the

[Bede's acquaintance with Greek is at- Saxon is curious in another respect, as it

tested still better by many proofs which proves the pronunciation of Greek in the
his own works contain. Aldhelm was also eighth century to have been modem or
a Greek scholar. See Wright's Biograph. Romaic, and not what we hold to be an-
Litteraria, vol. i. pp. 4^.51. 275. But when cient.

Mr. W. adds,
' We might bring many pas-

* "
C'etait un homine habile dans le

sages together which seem almost to prove Grec comme dans le Latin.' Hist. Lilt,

that Homer continued to be read in the de la Fr., iv. 8.

schools till the end of the thirteenth cen- [M. Jourdain observes that Thomas
tury." I must withhold my assent till the Aquinas understood Greek, and that he

- -< have been both produced and criticises the translations of Aristotle.

well sifted. 1847.] Recherches Critiques, p. 393. But we
A manuscript in the British Museum ought not to acquiesce in this general

(Cotton. Galba. i. IS) is of fome impor- position without examining the proofs,
tance in relation to this, if it be truly I doubt much whether Thomas Aquiuai
referred to the eighth century. It con- could read Aristotle in the original.
tains the Lord's Prayer in Greek, written 1853.]
la Anglo-Saxon characters, and appears to
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he, and perhaps others from these islands, were active in aid-

ing the efforts of Charlemagne for the restoration of letters,

the slight tincture of Greek which we find in the schools

Under founded by that emperor may have been derived

mantle"
from their instruction. It is, however, an equally

and his probable hypothesis, that it was communicated by
"

Greek teachers, whom it was easy to procure. Char-

lemagne himself, according to Eginhard, could read, though he
could not speak, the Greek language. Thegan reports the very
same, in nearly the same words, of Louis the Debonair.1 The
former certainly intended that it should be taught in some of

his schools
;

2 and the Benedictines of St. Maur, in their long
and laborious Histoire Litteraire de la France, have enume-
rated as many as seventeen persons within France, or at least

the dominions of the Carlovingian house, to whom they ascribe,
on the authority of contemporaries, a portion of this learning.

3

These were all educated in the schools of Charlemagne, except
the most eminent in the list, John Scotus Erigena. It is not

necessary by any means to suppose that he had acquired by
travel the Greek tongue, which he possessed sufficiently to

translate, though very indifferently, the works attributed in

that age to Dionysius the Areopagite.
4 Most writers of the

ninth century, according to the Benedictines, make use of some
Greek words. It appears by a letter of the famous Hincmar,

Archbishop of Rheims, who censures his nephew Hincmar of

Laon for doing this affectedly, that glossaries, from which they

picked those exotic flowers, were already in use. Such a glos-

sary in Greek and Latin, compiled under Charles the Bald for

the use of the Church of Laon, was, at the date of the publica-
tion of the Histoire Litteraire de la France, near the middle

1 The passages will be found in Eich- in favor of Saltzburg and Ratisbon. Allg.

horn, Allg. Gesch., ii. 265 and 290. That Gesch. der Cultur, ii. 383. The words of

concerning Charlemagne is quoted in many the Capitulary are, "Grsecas et Ijttin.'is

other books. Eginhard says, in the same Scholas in perpetuum manere ordluuvi-

place. that Charles prayed in Latin as mus."

readily as in his own language ;
and The- 3 Hist. Litt. de la France, vol. v. Lau

gan, that Louis could speak Latin per- noy had commenced this enumeration in

fectly. his excellent treatise on the schools of
2 Osnabrug has generally been named Charlemagne ;

but he has not carried it

as the place where Charlemagne peculiarly quite so for. See, too, Eichhprn, Allg.

designed that Greek should be cultivated. Gesch., ii. 420; and Gesch. der Litt., 5. 824.

It seems, however, on considering the Meiners thinks that Greek was better

passage in the Capitularies usually quoted known in the ninth century, through

(Baluze, ii. 419), to have been only one out Charlemagne's exertions, than for nve

of many. Eichhorn thinks that the ex- hundred years afterwards
;

ii. 367.

istence of a Greek school at Osnabrug is Eichhorn, ii. 227 ; Brucker
;
Guizot.

douUful, but that there is more evidence
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of the last century, in the Library of St. Germain des Pres.1

We may thus perceive the means of giving the air of moi'e

learning than was actually possessed, and are not to infer from

these sprinklings of Greek in mediaeval writings, whether in

their proper characters or Latinized, which is much more fre-

quent, that the poets and profane or even ecclesiastical writers

were accessible in a French or English monastery. Neither of

the Hincmars seems to have understood the Greek language;
and Tiraboschi admits that he cannot assert any Italian writer

of the ninth century to be acquainted with it.
2

8. The tenth century furnishes not quite so many proofs of

Greek scholarship. It was, however, studied by ^
some brethren in the Abbey of St. Gall, a celebrated tenth and

seat of learning for those times, and the library of c^Trili.

which, it is said, still bears witness, in its copious col-

lection of manuscripts, to the early intercourse between the

scholars of Ireland and those of the Continent. Baldric, Bishop
of Utrecht,

3 Bruno of Cologne, and Gerbert, besides ft few

more whom the historians of St. Maur record, possessed a

tolerable acquaintance with the Greek language. They men-

tion a fact that throws light on the means by which it might

occasionally be learned. Some natives of that country, doubt-

less expatriated Catholics, took refuge in the diocese of Toul,
under the protection of the bishop, not long before 1000. They
formed separate societies, performing divine service in their

own language and with their own rites.
4

It is probable, the

Benedictines observe, that Humbert, afterwards a cardinal,

acquired from them that knowledge of the language by which

he distinguished himself hi controversy with their countrymen.
5

This great schism of the church, which the Latins deeply felt,

might induce some to study a language from which alone they
could derive authorities in disputation with these antagonists;
but it had also the more unequivocal effect of drawing to the

West some of those Greeks who maintained their communion
with the Church of Rome. The emigration of these into the

diocese of Toul is not a single fact of the kind, and it is proba-

bly recorded from the remarkable circumstance of their living

' Hist. Litt. de la France, vol. iv.
;
Du- Latina eloquentia quod iugenii sui vivaci-

c::iin-<-. praef. in Glossar., p. 40. tatem aufugeret." Launoy, p. 117
;
Hist

2 iii. 20C. Litt., vi. 50.
3 Baldric lived under Henry the Fowler. * Vol. vi. p. 57.

Hi.s l>io<rrapher says. "Nullum fuit stu- * Vol. vii. p. 528.
diorum liberiiium KCIIUS in onini Graeca et
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in community. We find from a passage in Heric, a prelate in

the reign of Charles the Bald, that this had already begun,
at the commencement, in fact, of the great schism.1 Greek

bishops and Greek monks are mentioned as settlers in France"

during the early part of the eleventh century. This was es-

pecially in Normandy, under the protection of Richard II., who
died in 1028. Even monks from Mount Sinai came to Ilouen

to share in his liberality .
a The Benedictines ascribe the pre-

servation of some taste for the Greek and Oriental tongues to

these strangers. The list, however, of the learned in them is

very short, considering the erudition of these fathers, and their

disposition to make the most of all they met with. Greek
books are mentioned in the few libraries of which we read in

the eleventh century.
3

9. The number of Greek scholars seems not much more

in the considerable in the twelfth century, notwithstanding
twelfth. the general improvement of that age. The Benedic-

tines reckon about ten names, among which we do not find

that of Bernard.4
They are inclined also to deny the preten-

sions of Abelard ;

5
but, as that great man finds a very hostile

tribunal in these fathers, we may pause about this, especially
as they acknowledge Eloise to have understood both the

Greek and Hebrew languages. She established a Greek
mass for Whitsunday in the Paraclete convent, which was

sung as late as the fifteenth century ; and a Greek missal in

Latin characters was still preserved there." Heeren speaks
more favorably of Abelard's learning, who translated passages
from Plato.7 The pretensions of John of Salisbury are

1 Ducange, prsefat. in Glossar., p. 41. [Mr. Cousin, who has paid more attention
2 Hist. Litt. de la France, vii. 69, 124, et than any one to the writings of Abolard,

alibi. A Greek manuscript in the Royal thinks that he was ignorant of Greek he-

Library at Paris, containing the Liturgy yond a few words : probably Eloise liad

according to the Greek ritual, was written, not much surpassed her preceptor. Frag-
in 1022, by a monk named Helie (they do mens Philosophiques, vol. iv. p. 687 ;

or
not give the Latin name), who seems to Introduction aux (Euvres d'Abelard, in
have lived in Normandy. If this stands Documens Inedits, p. 44. Abelard only
for Elias, he was probably a Greek by says of her, that she was " Graecse non
birth. expers literatures :

"
afterwards, indeed,

3 Hist. Litt. de la France, vii. p. 48. he uses the words,
"
peritiain adepta."

Id., pp. 94, 151. Macarius, Abbot of 1847.]
St. Fleury, is said to have compiled a Id., xii. 642.

Greek lexicon, which has been several 7 P. 204. His Greek was, no doubt,
times printed under the name of Beatus rather scanty, and not sufficient to give
Benedictus. [It is one of the glossaries him an insight into ancient philosophy,
which follow the Thesaurus of Henry Ste- In fact, if his learning had been greater, he

phens. Journal des Savans, May, 1829. could only read such manuscripts as fell

-1842.] into his hands; and there were very few
Hist. Litt. de la France, xii. 147. then in France Vide supra.
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I

slighter : he seems proud of his Greek, but betrays gross igno-
rance hi etymology.

1

10. The thirteenth century was a more inauspicious period
for learning ; yet here we can boast not only of John in the

Baling, Archdeacon of St. Alban's, who returned thirteenth -

from Athens about 1240, laden, if we are bound to believe this

literally, with Greek books, but of Roger Bacon, and Robert

Grostete, Bishop of Lincoln. It is admitted that Bacon had
some acquaintance with Greek ; and it appears by a passage
in Matthew Paris, that a Greek priest, who had obtained a
benefice at St. Alban's, gave such assistance to Grostete, as

enabled him to translate the Testament of the Twelve Patri-

archs into Latin.2 This is a confirmation of what has been

suggested above as the probable means by which a knowledge
of that language, in the total deficiency of scholastic education,
was occasionally imparted to persons of unusual zeal for learn-

ing ; and it leads us to another reflection, that by a knowledge
of Greek, when we find rt asserted of a mediaeval theologian
like Grostete, we are not to understand an acquaintance with

the great classical authors who were latent hi Eastern mona-

steries, but the power of reading some petty treatise of the

fathers, or, as in this instance, an apocryphal legend, or at best,

perhaps, some of the later commentators on Aristotle. Gros-
tete was a man of considerable merit, but has had his share

of applause.
11. The titles of mediaeval works are not tmfrequently

taken from the Greek language, as the Polycraticus urne ap-

and Metalogicus of John of Salisbury, or the Philo- pearanc*

biblon of Richard Aungerville of . Bury. In this the 14th

little volume, written about 1343, I have counted century-

five Distances of single Greek words ; and, what is more

important, Aungerville declares that he had caused Greek and

Hebrew grammars to be drawn up for students.
3 But we

1 Ibid. John derives ' '

analytica
" from in the text as to the greatnumber of man u

uvu and 7i^lf. scripts said to be brought to England by

Uisto

Grostete. p. 291. The entire work he cer- tut * charged with having appropriated

tainly could not have translated : nor is it the ^bors of one Andrew, a Jew, as hit

at all credible that he luul a ropy of it.
OVP- Meiners, 11. 664.

With respect to the doubt I have hinted
s C. f.
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have no other record of such grammars. It would be natural

to infer from this passage, that some persons, either in France
or England, were occupied in the study of the Greek language ;

and yet we find nothing to corroborate tliis presumption. All

ancient learning was neglected in the fourteenth century ; nor

do I know that one man on this side of the Alps, except Aun-

gerville himself, is reputed to have been versed in Greek

during that period. I cannot speak positively as to Ber-

choeur, the most learned man in France. The Council of

Vienne, indeed, in 1311, had ordered the establishment of pro-
fessors in the Greek, Hebrew, Chaldaic, and Arabic languages,
at Avignon, and in the Universities of Paris, Oxford, Bologna,
and Salamanca ; but this decree remained a dead letter.

12. If we now turn to Italy, we shall find, as is not won-
Some derful, rather more frequent instances of acquaintance

Greek in "^h a living language in common use with a great
Italy. neighboring people. Gradenigo, in an essay on this

subject,
1 has endeavored to refute what he supposes to be the

universal opinion, that the Greek tongue was first taught in

Italy by Chrysoloras and Guarino, at the end of the fourteenth

century; contending that, from the eleventh inclusive, there

are numerous instances of persons conversant with it ; besides

the evidence afforded by inscriptions in Greek characters

found in some churches, by the use of Greek psalters and

other liturgical offices, by the employment of Greek painters
in churches, and by the frequent intercourse between the two

countries. The latter presumptions have, in fact, considerable

weight ; and those who should contend for an absolute igno-
rance of the Greek language, oral as well as written, in Italy,

would go too far. The particular instances brought forward

by Gradenigo are about thirty. Of these, the first is Papias,
who has quoted five lines of Hesiod.2 Lanfranc had also a

considerable acquaintance with the language.
3 Peter Lombard,

in his Liber Sententiarum, the systematic basis of scholastic

theology, introduces many Greek words, and explains them

rightly.
4 But this list is not very long; and when we find

the surname Bifarius given to one Ambrose of Bergamo in the

eleventh century, on account of his capacity of speaking both

1 Ragionamento Tstorico-critico sopra la Papias has translated them into tolerable

UtteraturaGreco-Italiana. Brescia, 1759. Latin verse.
2 P. 37. These are very corruptly given,

3 Hist. Litt. de la France, vii. 144.

through the fault of a transcriber; for 4
Meiuers, iii. 11.
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languages, it may be conceived that the accomplishment was
somewhat rare. Mehus, in his very learned Life of Traversari,
has mentioned two or three names, among whom is the Empe-
ror Frederic II. (not indeed strictly an Italian), that do not

appear in Gradenigo ;

* but Tiraboschi conceives, on the other

hand, that the latter has inserted some on insufficient grounds.
Christine of Pisa is mentioned, I think, by neither : she was
the daughter of an Italian astronomer, but lived at the court

of Charles V. of France, and was the most accomplished

literary lady of that age.
2

13. The intercourse between Greece and the west of Eu-

rope, occasioned by commerce and by the crusades, Corruption

had little or no influence upon literature ; for, be-
j n

sides the general indifference to it in those classes iteelf-

of society which were thus brought into some degree of contact

with the Eastern Empire, we must remember, that although
Greek, even to the capture of Constantinople by Mahomet II.,

was a living language in that city, spoken by the superior
ranks of both sexes with tolerable purity, it had degenerated

among the common people, and almost universally among the

inhabitants of the provinces and islands, into that corrupt
form, or rather new language, which we call Romaic.3 The

progress of this innovation went on by steps very similar to

those by which the Latin was transformed in the West, though
it was not so rapid or complete. A manuscript of the twelfth

century, quoted by Du Cange from the Royal Library at Paris,

appears to be the oldest written specimen of the modern Greek
that has been produced ; but the oral change had been gradu-

ally going forward for several preceding centuries.4

14. The Byzantine literature was chiefly valuable by illus-

1
Pp. 155, 217, &c. Add to these autho- de Graeco in Graecum vulgare. Mehus,

rities. Muratori, dissert. 44
; Brucker, iii. p. 294. This seems to have been done at

644, 647 ; Tiraboschi, v. 393. Rhodes. I quote this to remove any
2
Tiraboschi, v. 388, vouches for Chris- difficulty that others may feel

;
for I believe

tine's knowledge of Greek. She was a good the Romaic Greek is much older. The
poetess in French, and altogether a very progress of corruption in Greek is sketched
remarkable person. in the Quarterly Review, vol. xxii., pro-

3 Filelfo says, in one of his epistles, bably by the pen of the Bishop of London
dated 1441, that the language spoken in Its symptoms were very similar to those of

Peloponnesus "adeo est depravata, ut Latin in the West, abbreviation of words,
nihil omnino sapiat priscse illius et elo- and indifference to right inflexions. See
quentissimae Greciae." At Constantinople also Col. Leake's Researches in the Morea.
the case was better: "viri eruditi Bunt Eustathius has many Romaic words ; yet
nonnulli. et culti mores, et sermo etiam no one in the *'"elfth century had more
nitidus." In a letter of Coluccio Salutato, learning.
near the end of the fourteenth century, * Du Cange, prsefatio in Glossariuia
he .-ays that I'lutarch had been translated mediae et iufimse Grajcitatis.
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trating, or preserving in fragments, the historians, philoso-
Character phers, and in some measure the poets, of antiquity,

thifiitera- Constantinople and her empire produced abundantly
ture. men of erudition, but few of genius or of taste.

But this erudition was now rapidly on the decline. No one

was left in Greece, according to Petrarch, after the death of

Leontius Pilatus, who understood Homer ; words not, perhaps,
to be literally taken, but expressive of what he conceived to

be their general indifference to the poet : and it seems very

probable that some ancient authors, whom we should most

desire to recover, especially the lyric poets of the Doric and
.^Eolic dialects, have perished, because they had become unin-

telligible to the transcribers of the Lower Empire ; though this

has also been ascribed to the scrupulousness of the clergy. An
absorbing fondness for theological subtilties, far more trifling

among the Greeks than in the schools of the West, conspired
to produce a neglect of studies so remote as heathen poetry.

Aurispa tells Ambrogio Traversari that he found they cared

little about profane literature. Nor had the Greek learning
ever recovered the blow that the capture of Constantinople

by the crusaders in 1204, and the establishment for sixty

years of a Latin and illiterate dynasty, inflicted upon it.
1 We

trace many classical authors to that period, of whom we know

nothing later; and the compilations of ancient history by indus-

trious Byzantines came to an end. Meantime the language,
where best preserved, had long lost the delicacy and precision
of its syntax ; the true meaning of the tenses, moods, and
voices of the verb was overlooked, or guessed at ; a kind of

Latinism, or something at least not ancient in structure and

rhythm, shows itself in their poetry ; and this imperfect know-

ledge of their once beautiful language is unfortunately too

manifest in the grammars of the Greek exiles of the fifteenth

century, which have so long been the groundwork of classical

education in Europe.
15. We now come to the proper period of the restoration

Petrarch of Greek learning. In the year 1339, Barlaam, a

caceteam Calabrian by birth, but long resident in Greece, and
Qpoek. deemed one of the most learned men of that age, was
intrusted by the Emperor Cantacuzenus with a mission to

1 An enumeration and it is a long one this time, will be found in Heeren, p. 126 ;

of the Greek books not wholly lost till and also in his Essai BUT les Croisades.
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Italy.
1

Petrarch, in 1342, as Tiraboschi fixes the time, endea-

vored to learn Greek from him, but found the task too

arduous, or rather had not sufficient opportunity to go on with

it.- Boccaccio, some years afterwards, succeeded better

with the help of Leontius Pilatus, a Calabrian also by birth,
8

who made a prose translation of Homer for his use, and for

whom he is said to have procured a public appointment as

teacher of the Greek language at Florence in 1361. He
remained here about three years : but we read nothing of any
other disciples ; and the man himself was of too unsocial and

forbidding a temper to conciliate them.4

16. According to a passage in one of Petrarch's letters,

fancifully addressed to Homer, there were at that
Few.

tune not above ten persons in Italy who knew how acquainted

to value the old father of the poets, five at the ^^
most in Florence, one in Bologna, two in Verona, in Their

one hi Mantua, one in Perugia, but none at Rome.5

Some pains have been thrown away in attempting to retrieve

the names of those to whom he alludes. The letter shows, at

least, that there was very little pretension to Greek learning
in his age ; for I am not convinced that he meant all these ten

persons, among whom he seems to reckon himself, to be con-

sidered as skilled in that tongue. And we must not be led

away by the instances partially collected by Gradenigo out of

the whole mass of extant records, to lose sight of the great

general fact, that Greek literature was lost hi Italy for seven

hundred years, in the words of Leonard Aretin, before the

arrival of Chrysoloras. The language is one thing, and the

learning contained hi it is another. For all the purposes of

taste and erudition, there was no Greek in Western Europe
during the middle ages : if we look only at the knowledge

1 Mehus; Tiraboschi. r. 393; De Sade, goodness of Calabrian Greek in the four-
1. 406: Biog. Univ., Barlaam. teenth centnry ; which, of course, are not

- incubueram alacri spe magnoque de- removed by the circuiiL-tanee. that, in

aiderio, sel peregrinae linguae novitas et gome places, the church service was per-
fe-tina prseceptorU absentia pneciderunt formed in that language. Heeren, I find,
projXK-itum meum.'' It has been said, and is of the same opinion. P. 287.

probably with some truth, that Greek, 3 Many have taken Pilatus for a native
or at k-a-t a sort of Greek, was preserved of Thessalonica : even Hody has fallen
a# a living language in Calabria : not into this mistake

;
but Petrarch's letters

because Greek colonies had once been show the contrary.
settled in some cities, but because that 4 Hody de Grsecis illustribus, p. 2,
part of Italy was not lost to the Byzantine Mehus. p. 273: De Sade. iii. 625. Gibbon
Empire till about thme centuries before has erroneously supposed this translHtioa
the ame of Barlaam and Pilatus. They, to have been made by Boccace himself,
however, had gone to a better source :

* De S*de. iii. 627 ; Tiraboschi, v. 371.
and I should hare great doubts as to the 400

; Ueureu, 2!H.
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of bare words, we have seen there was a very slender por-
tion.

17. The true epoch of the revival of Greek literature in

it is Italy, these attempts of Petrarch and Boccace hav-
taught by jn or produced no immediate effect, though they evi
Chrysolo- ( . _ j r i

ras about dently must have excited a desire tor learning,
cannot be placed before the year 1395,

1 when
Emanuel Chrysoloras, previously known as an ambassador

from Constantinople to the Western powers in order to solicit

assistance against the Turks, was induced to return to Flo-

rence as public teacher of Greek. He passed from thence

to various Italian universities, and became the preceptor of

several early Hellenists.2 The first, and perhaps the most

His eminent and useful of these, was Guarino Guarini
disciples. of Verona, born in 1370. He acquired his know-

ledge of Greek under Chrysoloras at Constantinople, before

the arrival of the latter in Italy. Guarino, upon his return,

became professor of rhetoric, first at Venice and other cities

of Lombardy, then at Florence, and ultimately at Ferrara,

where he closed a long life of unremitting and useful labor in

1460. John Aurispa of Sicily came to the field rather later ;

but his labors were not less profitable. He brought back to

Italy 238 manuscripts from Greece about 1423, and thus put
his country in possession of authors hardly known to her by
name. Among these were Plato, Plotinus, Diodorus, Arrian,

Dio Cassius, Strabo, Pindar, CaUimachus, Appian. After

teaching Greek at Bologna and Florence, Aurispa also ended

a length of days, under the patronage of the house of Este, at

1 This is the date fixed by Tiraboschi : The first visit of Chrysoloras had pro
others refer it to 1391, 1396. 1397 or 1399. duced an inclination towards the study of

2 " Literse per hsujus belli intercapedines Greek. Coluccio Salutato, in a letter tc

niirabile quantum per Italiam iucrevere
;

Demetrius Oydonius, who had accouipa-
accedente tune priinum cognitione litera- nied Chrysoloras, says,

" Multorum animos
ruin Grsecarum, quse septingentis jam ad linguam Helladum aceendisti, ut jam
aunis apud nostros homines desierant esse videre videar multos fore Grascarum
in usu. Retulit autem Graccam discipli- literarum post paucorum annorum curri-

nam ad nos Chrysoloras Byzantinus, vir cula non tepide studiosos." Mehus, p
doini nobilis ac literarum Grsecarum peri- 356.

twsimus." Leonard Arctin apud Hody, The Erotemata of Chrysoloras, an in-

p. 28. See also an extract from Manettrs troduction to Greek grammar, was the

Life of Boccace, in Uody, p. 61. first and long the only channel to a know-
" Satis constat Chrysoloram Byzantinum ledge of that language, sare oral instruc-

tniusmuriiiam illam disciplinam in Ita- tion. It was several tunes printed, even
liam advexisse ; quo doctors adhibito after the grammars of Gasa and Lascaria

priinum nostri homines totius exercita- had come more into u.e. An nbrirlgmc'it,
tiones atque artis ignari, eognitis Grax-Li by Guarino of Verona, with some addi-

literia, vehementer sese ud eloqueutise tions of his o-ifn, was printed at Jt'errara

gtudia exritaverunt." P. Cortesius de ho- in 1509. Ghiguene, iii. 283.

uiuibus doctbi, p. 6.
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Ferrara. To these may be added, in the list of public in-

structors in Greek before 1440, Filelfo, a man still more
known by his virulent disputes with his contemporaries than

by his learning; who, returning from Greece in 1427 laden

with manuscripts, was not long afterwards appointed to the

chair of rhetoric (that is, of Latin and Greek philology) at

Florence ; and, according to his own account, excited the

admiration of the whole city.
1 But his vanity was excessive,

and his contempt of others not less so. Poggio was one of his

enemies ; and their language towards each other is a noble

specimen of the decency with which literary and personal

quarrels were carried on.2 It has been observed, that Gia-
nozzo Manetti, a contemporary scholar, is less known than

others, chiefly because the mildness of his character spared
him the altercations to which they owe a part of their cele-

brity.
3

18. Many of these cultivators of the Greek language
devoted their leisure to translating the manuscripts Transia-

brought into Italy. The earliest of these was Peter " s

k
f

into

Paul Vergerio (commonly called the elder, to distin- Latin.

guish him from a more celebrated man of the same names
in the sixteenth century), a scholar of Chrysoloras, but not

till he was rather advanced in years. He made, by order of

the Emperor Sigismund, and therefore not earlier than 1410,
a translation of Arrian, which is said to exist in the Vatican

1 " Univerpa in me civitas conversa est
; Greek refugees, in Bayle, Fabricius, Ni-

omnes me diligunt, honorant ornnes, ac ceron, Mehus, Zeno, Tiraboschi, Meiners,
gummis laudibus in coelum efferunt. Roscoe, Heeren, Shepherd, Corniani, Gin-
Meum nomen in ore est omnibus. Nee guene, and the Biographic Universelle,
primarii cives modo, cum per urbem in- whom I name in chronological order,

cedo, sed noMlissimse foeminse honorandi As it is impossible to dwell on the sub-
mei gratia loco cedunt, tantumque mihi ject within the limits of these pages, I will

deferunt, ut me pudeat tanti cultfis. refer the reader to the most useful of the
Auditores sunt quotidie ad quadringen- above writings, some of which, being
tos, vel fortassis et ainplius ;

et hi qui- merely biographical collections, do not
dem magna in parte viri grandiores et give the connected information he would
ex ordine senatorio." Phileph. Epist. ad require. The Lives of Poggio and of

aun., 1428. Lorenzo de' Medici will make him familiar
2
Shepherd's Life of Poggio, ch. vi. and with the literary history of Italy for the

viii. whole fifteenth century, in combination
8 Hody was, perhaps, the first who with public events, as it is best learned,

threw much light on the early studies of I need not say that Tiraboschi is a source
Greek in Italy ; and his book, De Graecis of vast knowledge to those who can en-

illustribus, linguae Graecse instauratori- counter two quarto volumes. Ginguene's
bus, will be read with pleasure and ad- third volume is chiefly borrowed from
Vantage by every lover of literature

; these, and may be read with great advan-
though Mehus, who came with more ex- tage. Finally, a clear, full, and accurate
uberant erudition to the subject, has account of those times will be found in

pointed out a few errors. But more is Heeren. It will be understood that all

to be found as to ts native cultivators
;

these works relate to the revival of Latin

Hody being chieflf xmcerned with the as well as Greek
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Library ; but we know little of its merits.1 A more renowned

person was Ambrogio Traversari, a Florentine monk of the

order of Camaldoli, who employed many years in this useful

labor. No one of that age has left a more respectable name
for private worth : his epistles breathe a spirit of virtue, of

kindness to his friends, and of zeal for learning. In the

opinion of his contemporaries, he was placed, not quite justly,
on a level with Leonard Aretin for his knowledge of Latin ;

and he surpassed him in Greek.2 Yet neither his translations,

nor those of his contemporaries, Guarino of Verona, Poggio,
Leonardo Aretino, Filelfo. who, with several others, rather

before 1440, or not long afterwards, rendered the historians

and philosophers of Greece familiar to Italy, can be extolled

as correct, or as displaying what is truly to be called a know-

ledge of either language. Vossius, Casaubon, and Huet speak
with much dispraise of most of these early translations from

Greek into Latin. The Italians knew not enough of the

original, and the Greeks were not masters enough of Latin.

Gaza, upon the whole,
" than whom no one is more success-

ful," says Erasmus,
" whether he renders Greek into Latin,

or Latin into Greek," is reckoned the most elegant, and

Argyropulus the most exact. But George of Trebizond,

Filelfo, Leonard Aretin, Poggio, Valla, Perotti, are rather

severely dealt with by the sharp critics of later times ;

3 for

this reproach does not fall only on the scholars of the first gene-

ration, but on their successors, except Politian, down nearly

1
Biogr. Univ. : Vergerio. He seems to ron, vol. ix. in Perotti : see also a letter of

have written very good Latin, if we may Erasmus in Jortin's Life, ii. 425.

judge by the extracts in Corniani, ii. 61. Filelfo tells us of a perplexity into
. which Ainbrogio Traversari and Carlo

an honest man, and that he lived in a very o'"i t \ i s. '

corrupt age. It is an account of the visi-
Boy^ *7" "*> ffom> Iwewu, 1

tation of some convents belonging to his uiroAsoOcu.

order. The Life of Ambrogio Traversari The first thought it meant "
populum

has been written by Mehus very copiously, aut salvum esse aut perire ;

" which Filelfo
and with abundant knowledge of the justly calls "ineptainterpretatioetprava.''
times: it is a great souree of the literary Marsupini g^ faoteoeu was "aut

a short one in Roscoe : but the fullest bio-
*he

.

m
' ^.Tes th$S?* mean"- Pnilelph.

graphy of the man himself will be found ^^ M an
.

n ' 1
,

'.

i Moiners x-bensbrschrcibuntrpn be-
Traversan complains much, in one of hb

, w !Y? letters, of the difficulty he found in trans-ruhmter Minner, vol. n. pp. 222-30r . ^^ Dio(?enes Uulrti^ lib . vii . e))i
. t

.

*
Baillet, .Tugemens des Savans, ii. 376, but Meiners, though admitting many

&c : Blount, Censura Auctorum, in no- errors, thinks this one of the best among
minibus nuncupates ; Hody, saepies ;

Nice- the early translations : ii. 290
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to the close of the fifteenth century. Yet, though it is neces-

sary to point out the deficiencies of classical erudition at thig

time, lest the reader should hastily conclude that the praises
bestowed upon it are less relative to the previous state of

ignorance, and the difficulties with which that generation had

to labor, than they really are, this cannot affect our admira-

tion and gratitude towards men, who, by their diligence and

ardor in acquiring and communicating knowledge, excited that

1'hirst for improvement, and laid those foundations of it, which

rendered the ensuing age so glorious in the annals of litera-

ture.

19. They did not uniformly find any great public encou-

ragement in the early stages of their teaching: on pnbUeen-

the contrary, Aurispa met with some opposition to

philological literature at Bologna.
1 The civilians

and philosophers were pleased to treat the innovators as men
who wanted to set showy against solid learning. Nor was the

state of Italy and of the papacy during the long schism very
favorable to their object. Ginguene remarks that patronage
was more indispensable in the fifteenth century than it had
been in the last. Dante and Petrarch shone out by a para-
mount force of genius ; but the men of learning required the

encouragement of power in order to excite and sustain their

industry.
20. That encouragement, however it may have been de-

layed, had been accorded before the year 1440.
ButfuUy

Eugenius IV. was the first pope who displayed an accorded

inclination to favor the learned. They found a still
**

more liberal patron in Alfonso, King of Naples, who, first of

all European princes, established the interchange of praise and

pension (both, however, well deserved) with Filelfo, Poggio,

Valla, Beccatelli, and other eminent men. This seems to have

begun before 1440, though it was more conspicuous afterwards

until his death in 1458. The earliest literary academy was
established at Naples by Alfonso, of which Antonio Beccatelli,

more often called Panormita, from his birthplace, was the first

president, as Pontano was the second. Nicolas of Este,

Marquis of Ferrara, received literary men in his hospitable
court. But none were so celebrated or useful in this patron-

age of letters as Cosmo de' Medici, the Pericles of Florence,

i
Tiraboschl, yii. 301.
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who, at the period with which we are now concerned, was siu

rounded by Traversari, Niccolo Niccoli, Leonardo Aretino,

Poggio ; all ardent to retrieve the treasures of Greek and
Roman learning. Filelfo alone, malignant and irascible, stood

aloof from the Medicean party, and poured his venom in libels

on Cosmo and the chief of his learned associates. Niccoli, a

wealthy citizen of Florence, deserves to be remembered

among these ; not for his writings, since he left none ; but on
account of his care for the good instruction of youth, which
has made Meiners call him the Florentine Socrates, and for

his liberality as well as diligence in collecting books and monu-
ments of antiquity. The Public Library of St. Mark was
founded on a bequest by Niccoli, in 1437, of his own collec-

tion of eight hundred manuscripts. It was, too, at his insti-

gation, and that of Traversari, that Cosmo himself, about this

time, laid the foundation of that, which, under his grandson,

acquired the name of the Laurentian Library.
1

21. As the dangers of the Eastern Empire grew more

Emigration imminent, a few that had still endeavored to preserve

Grwks'to
*n Gfeece the purity of their language, and the spe-

itaiy. culations of ancient philosophy, turned their eyes
towards a haven that seemed to solicit the glory of protecting
them. The fifst of these that is well known was Theodore

Gaza, who fled from his birthplace, Thessalonica, when it fell

under the Turkish yoke in 1430. He rapidly acquired the

Latin language by the help of Victorin of Feltre.2 Gaza
became afterwards, but not perhaps within the period to which
this chapter is limited, Rector of the University of Ferrara.

In this city, Eugenius IV. held a council in 1438, removed
next year, on account of sickness, to Florence, in order to

reconcile the Greek and Latin churches. Though it is notori-

ous that the appearances of success which attended this hard

bargain of the strong with the weak were veiy fallacious, the

presence of several Greeks, skilled in their own language, and
even in their ancient philosophy (Pletho, Bessarion, Gaza),
stimulated the noble love of truth and science that burned in

the bosoms of enlightened Italians. Thus, in 1440, the spirit

1 I refer to the same authorities, but ! Victorin perhaps exchanged instruc-

especiallv to the Life of Traversari in tion with his pupil ; for we find by a letter

Meiners." Lebensbeschreibungen, ii. 294. of Traversari (p. 421. edit. Mehiu), thai
The suffrages of older authors are collected he was himself teaching Ureck in 14o3.

fcy Baillet and Blount.
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of ancient learning was already diffused on that side the Alps :

the Greek language might be learned in at least four or five

cities, and an acquaintance with it was a recommendation
to the favor of the great; while the establishment of uni

versities at Pavia, Turin, Ferrara, and Florence, since the

beginning of the pi-esent century or near the close of the last,

bore witness to the generous emulation which they served to

redouble and concentrate.

22. It is an interesting question, What were the causes of

this enthusiasm for antiquity which we find in the causes of

beginning of the fifteenth century? a burst of pub-
enthusiasm

lie feeling that seems rather sudden, but prepared by quit> in

several circumstances that lie farther back in Italian ltaly -

history. The Italians had for some generations learned more
to identify themselves with the great people that had subdued
the world. The fall of the house of Swabia, releasing their

necks from a foreign yoke, had given them a prouder sense of

nationality ; while the name of Roman emperor was syste-

matically associated by one party with ancient tradition ; and
the study of the civil law, barbarously ignorant as its profes-
sors often were, had at least the qffect of keeping alive a

mysterious veneration for antiquity. The monuments of an-

cient Italy were perpetual witnesses ; their inscriptions were
read : it was enough that a few men like Petrarch should ani-

mate the rest; it was enough that learning should become

honorable, and that there should be the means of acquiring it.

The story of Rienzi, familiar to every one, is a proof what
enthusiasm could be kindled by ancient recollections. Mean-
time the laity became better instructed : a mixed race, ecclesi-

astics, but not priests, and capable alike of enjoying the

benefices of the church or of returning from it to the world,
were more prone to literary than theological pursuits. The

religious scruples which had restrained churchmen, in the

darker ages, from perusing heathen writers, by degrees gave
way, as the spirit of religion itself grew more objective, and
directed itself more towards maintaining the outward church
in its orthodoxy of profession, and in its secular power, than

towards cultivating devout sentiments in the bosom.
23. The principal Italian cities became more wealthy and

more luxurious after the middle of the thirteenth Advanced

century. Books, though still very dear, compara-
state of

lively with the present value of money, were much
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less so than in other parts of Europe.
1 In Milan, about 1300,

there were fifty persons who lived by copying them. At

Bologna, it was also a regular occupation at fixed prices.
2 In

this state of social prosperity, the keen relish of Italy for

intellectual excellence had time to develop itself. A style
of painting appeared in the works of Giotto and his follower?,
rude and imperfect, according to the skilfulness of later times,
but in itself pure, noble, and expressive, and well adapted
to reclaim the taste from the extravagance of romance to

classic simplicity. Those were ready for the love of Virgil
who had formed their sense of beauty by the figures of Giotto

and the language of Dante. The subject of Dante is truly
mediaeval ; but his style, the clothing of poetry, bears the

strongest marks of has acquaintance with antiquity. The
influence of Petrarch was far more direct, and has already
been pointed out.

24. The love of Greek and Latin absorbed the minds of

Exclusive Italian scholars, and effaced all regard to every other

study of branch of literature. Their own language was
utiquity. neariy siient . few condescended so much as to write

letters in it : as few gave a moment's attention to physical sci-

ence ; though we find it mentioned, perhaps as remarkable, in

Victorin of Feltre, that he had some fondness for geometry,
and had learned to understand Euclid.3 But even in Latin

they wrote very little that can be deemed worthy of remem-

brance, or even that can be mentioned at all. The ethical

dialogues of Francis Barbaro, a noble Venetian, on the

married life (" de re uxoria "),
4 and of Poggio on nobility, are

1 Savigny thinks the price of books in is, in the ratio of several units to one)
the middle ages has been much exagge- than at present ; which is confirmed by
rated, and that we are apt to judge by a many other evidences,

few instances of splendid volumes, which !
Tiraboschi, iv. 72-80. The price for

give us no more notion of ordinary prices copying a Bible was eighty Bolognese
than similar proofs of luxury in collectors livres. three of which were equal to two
do at present. Thousands of manuscripts gold florins.

are extant, and the sight of most of them 3
Meiuers, Lebensbeschr., ii. 293.

may convince us that they were written Barbaro was a scholar of Gaspnrin
at no extraordinary cost. He then gives In Latin. lie had probably learned Grwk
a long list of law-books, the prices of ofGuarino; for it is said, that, on the visit

which he has found recorded. Gesch. des of the emperor John Paleologus to It.-.iy

liiimischen Rechts, iii. 649. But, unless in 1423, he was addressed by two nol le

this were accompanied with a better stan- Venetians, Leonardo Giustinianiand Fran-
dard of value than a mere monetary one cesco Barbaro, in as good language as if

(which last, Savigny has given very mi- they had been born in Greece. Amlr.-s,

initely), it can afford little information, iii. 33. The treatise de re uxoria, which
The impression left on my mind, without was published about 1417, made a considn-

coniparing these prices closely with those of rable impression in Italy. Sonic account
Dther commodities, was that books were in of it may be found in Shepherd's Lite n/

rea' value very considerably dearer (that Poggio, ch. iii.; and in Coruiaui, ii. 137
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almost the only books that fall within this period, except

declamatory invectives or panegyrics, and other productions
of circumstance. Their knowledge was not yet exact enough
to let them venture upon critical philology ; though Niccoli

and Traversari were silently occupied in the useful task of

correcting the text of manuscripts, faulty beyond description
in the later centuries. Thus we must consider Italy as still at

school, active, acute, sanguine, full of promise, but not yet
become really learned, or capable of doing more than exciie

the emulation of other nations.

25. But we find very little corresponding sympathy with

this love of classical literature in other parts of dagg^
Europe ; not so much owing to the want of inter- learning in

j./v> n t 1'rance low
course, as to a difference of external circumstances,
and still more of national character and acquired habits.

Clemangis, indeed, rather before the end of the fourteenth

century, is said by Crevier to have restored the study of classi-

cal antiquity in France, after an intermission of two centu-

ries ;

* and Eichhorn deems his style superior to that of- most

contemporary Italians.2 Even the Latin verses of Clemangi?
are praised by the same author, as the first that had been tole

rably written on this side the Alps for two hundred years. But
we do not find much evidence that he produced any effect upon
Latin literature in France. The general style was as bad as

before. Their writers employed not only the barbarous vocabu-

lary of the schools, but even French words with Latin termina-

tions adapted to them.3 We shall see that the renovation of

polite letters in France must be dated long afterwards. Seve-
ral universities were established in that kingdom; but even
if universities had been always beneficial to literature, which
was not the case during Jhe prevalence of scholastic disputa-

tion, the civil wars of one unhappy reign, and the English
invasions of another, could not but retard the progress of all

useful studies. Some Greeks, about 1430, are said to have
demanded a stipend, in pursuance of a decree of the Council

of Vienne in the preceding century, for teaching their lan-

who thinks it the only work of moral (Vergleich. der Sitten, iii. 33) extols Cle-

philosophy in the fifteenth century which mangis in equally high terms. He is said
is not a servile copy of some ancient sys- to have read lectures on the rhetoric of
tern. He was grandfather of the more Cicero and Aristotle. Id. ii. 647. Was
celebrated Hermolaus Barbarus. there a translation of the latter so early

'

i Hist, de 1'Universite de Paris, iii. 189. 3 Bulreus, Hist. Univ. Paris, *pr.il

Gesch.derLitteratur,ii. 242. Meiners Heeren, p. 118.
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guage in the University of Paris. The nation of France, one
of the four into which that university was divided, assented to

this suggestion ; but we find no other steps taken in relation

to it. In 1455, it is said that the Hebrew language was pub-
l

;

cly taught.
1

26. Of classical learning in England, we can tell no favora-

Mueh more ^le story- The Latin writers of the fifteenth cen-

so in Eng- tury, few in number, are still more insignificant in

value. They possess scarce an ordinary knowledge of

grammar : to say that they are full of barbarisms, and perfectly

inelegant, is hardly necessary. The University of Oxford was
not less frequented at this time than in the preceding century,

though it was about to decline ; but its pursuits were as nuga-

tory and pernicious to real literature as before.2

Poggio says,
more than once, in writing from England about 1420, that he

could find no good books, and is not very respectful to our

scholars. " Men given up to sensuality we may find in abun-

dance ; but very few lovers of learning, and those barbarous,
skilled more in quibbles and sophisms than hi literature. I

visited many convents : they were all full of books of modern

doctors, whom we should not think worthy so much as to be

heard. They have few works of the ancients, and those are

much better with us. Nearly all the convents of this island

have been founded within four hundred years : but that was
not a period in which either learned men, or such books as we
seek, could be expected ; for they had been lost before."

3

27. Yet books began to be accumulated in our public libra-

Library of r*es - Aungerville, in the preceding century, gave
Dvike of part of his collection to a college at Oxford ; and

Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester, bequeathed six hun-

dred volumes, as some have said, or one hundred and twenty-
nine only, according to another account, to that university.

4

1
Crevier, iv. 43; Heeren, p. 121. English monastic libraries (1831), by the

[Dntinou says (Journal des Savans, May, Rev. Joseph Hunter. In this there is also

1829), that we might find names and books a catalogue of the library in the Priory of
to sho>v that the study of Greek w;is not Bretton in Yorkshire, consisting of about
totally interrupted in France from 1300 to 150 volumes, but as late jus the middle
1453. 1842.] of the sixteenth century. [The libraries

- \<> plnoe was more discredited for bad of Aungerville, Cobh.im, and others, were
Lititi. " Oxonicn^is loquendi mos" be- united at Oxford in 1480 to that of the
cume a proverb. This means, that, being Duke of Gloucester, and remained till the

disrifles of Scotus and Oukham, the Oxo- plunder under K'lward VI. This may
111:111-; talked the j-irgon of their m.tstera. account for the discrepancy afi to the num-

;i

Pogg. Epnt., p. 43 (edit. 1832). ber of books (inanuscript)'in the latter.
* The former number U given by War- 1842.]

ton the Litter I find iu a abort tract on
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But these books were not of much value in a literary sense,

though some may have been historically useful. I am indebted

to Heeren for a letter of thanks from the Duke of Gloucester

to Decembrio, an Italian scholar of considerable reputation,
who had sent him a translation of Plato de Republica. It

must have been written before July, 1447, the date of Hum-
phrey's death

; and was probably as favorable a specimen of

our Latinity as the kingdom could furnish.1

28. Among the Cisalpine nations, the German had the

greatest tendency to literary improvement, as we may Gerard

judge by subsequent events rather than by much that SSeg^at
was apparent so early as 1440. Their writers in Deventer.

Latin were still barbarous, nor had they partaken in the love

of antiquity which actuated the Italians. But the German
nation displayed its best characteristic, a serious, honest,
industrious disposition, loving truth and goodness, and glad
to pursue whatever part seemed to lead to them. A proof
of this character was given in an institution of considerable

influence both upon learning and religion, the college, or

brotherhood, of Deventer, planned by Gerard Groot, but not

built and inhabited till 1400, fifteen years after his death.

The associates of this, called by different names, but more

usually Brethren of the Life in Common (Gemeineslebens),
or Good Brethren and Sisters, were dispersed in different

parts of Germany and the Low Countries, but with their head

college at Deventer. They bore an evident resemblance to

the modern Moravians, by their strict lives, their community
(at least a partial one) of goods, their industry in manual labor,

their fervent devotion, their tendency to mysticism ; but they
were as strikingly distinguished from them by the cultivation

of knowledge, which was encouraged in brethren of sufficient

capacity, and promoted by schools both for primary and for

enlarged education. " These schools were," says Eichhorn,
" the first genuine nurseries of literature in Germany, so far

as it depended on the knowledge of languages ; and in them

1 " Hoc uno nos longe felicem judicainus, vivendi magistros, qui nostris jam oblitera-

quod tu totque florentissimi Tiri Graocis et ti erant et occulti, reseratis, et eos Latinos

Latinis literis peritisj-imi, quot illic apud racieutes in propatulum adducitis. Hee-
vos sunt nostris temporibus, habeantur, ren quotes this, p. 135, from Sassi de

quibus nesciainus quid laudum digne satis studiis Mediolanensibus. Warton also

possit excogiUiri. Mitto quod faouu.liam mentions the letter : ii. 388. The absuicl

priseam illam et precis viris dignam, qase solecism exemplified
in

' nos felicem judi-

prursus perierat. huic sa}culo renovatis; c:unus " was introduced affectedly by the

nee M vol'U s.-iti< fait, et fi rax-as literas writers of the twelfth century. Hist
crutati eitLs ut et philosophos Graccos t Litt. de Ui France, ii. Uti.
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\V;H first taught the Latin, and, in the process of time, the

Greek and Eastern tongues."
1

It will be readily understood

that Latin only could be taught in the period with which we
are now concerned ; and, according to Lambinet, the brethren

did not begin to open public schools till near the middle of the

century.
2 These schools continued to flourish till the civil

wars of the Low Countries and the progress of the Reformation
broke them up. Groningen had also a school, St. Edward's,
of considerable reputation. Thomas a Kempis, according to

Meiners, whom Eichhorn and Heeren have followed, presided
over a school at Zwoll, wherein Agricola, Hegius, Langius,
and Dringeberg, the restorers of learning in Germany, were
educated. But it seems difficult to reconcile this with known

dates, or with other accounts of that celebrated person's his-

tory.
3 The brethren Gemeineslebens had forty-five houses in

1430, and in 1460 more than thrice the number. They are

said by some to have taken regular vows (though I find a
difference in my authorities as to this), and to have professed

celibacy. They were bound to live by the labor of their

hands, observing the ascetic discipline of monasteries, and not

to beg ; which made the mendicant orders their enemies.

They were protected, however, against these malignant calum-

niators by the favor of the pope. The passages quoted by
Revius, the historian of Deventer, do not quite bear out the

reputation for love of literature which Eichhorn has given
them ; but they were much occupied in copying and binding
books.4 Their house at Bruxelles began to print books, in-

stead of copying them, in 1474.5

29. We have in the first chapter made no mention of the

Physical physical sciences, because little was to be said, and

iii'middie & seemed expedient to avoid breaking the subject
a?-'3- into unnecessary divisions. It is well known that

Europe had more obligations to the Saracens in this than in

any other province of research. They indeed had borrowed

much from Greece, and much from India ; but it was through
their language that it came into use among the nations of

the West. Gerbert, near the end of the tenth century, was

1
Meiners, LebensbeschreSbungen be- *

Origines de I'Tmprimerie. p. 180.

riihinter Manner, ii. 311-324. Lambinet, *
Meiners, p. 323. Eichhorn, p. 137.

Origines de 1'Imprimerie, ii. 170. Eich- Heeren, p. 145. Biog. Univ.: Kempis
horn, Geschh'hte cler Litteratur, ii. 134, iii. Revius, Davent. Illust.

882. Revius, Daventria Illustrata. Mo- * Baventria Illustrata, p. 35.

heim, cent. xv. c. 2, 22. Biogr. Univ. :
* Lambinet.

Gerard, Kcmpis
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the first who, by travelling into Spain, learned something of

Arabian science. A c. >mmon literary tradition ascribes to him

the introduction of their numerals, and of the arithmetic

founded on them, into Europe. This has been disputed, and

again re-asserted, in modern times.1 It is sufficient to say

here, that only a very unreasonable scepticism has questioned
the use of Arabic numerals in calculation during the thirteenth

century. The positive evidence on this side cannot be

affected by the notorious fact, that they were not Arabian

employed in legal instruments or in ordinary ac- andm^
counts : such an argument, indeed, would be equally

thod-

good in comparatively modern times. These numerals are

found, according to Andres, in Spanish manuscripts of the

twelfth century ; and according both to him and Cossali, who

speak from actual inspection, in the treatise of arithmetic and

algebra by Leonard Fibonacci of Pisa, written in 1220.2 This

has never been printed.
3 It is by far our earliest testimony

1 See Andres, the Archjeologia, vol. viii.,

and the Encyclopedias Britannic and
Metropolitan, on one siJe against Herbert

;

Montucla, i. 502. and K'istner, Geschichte
der Mathemutik, i. 35 and ii. 695, in his

favor. The latter relies on a well-known

passage in William of Malmesbury con-

cerning Gerbert,
" Abacum certe primus

a Sarcertis rapiens, regulus dedit, quse a
sudantibus abacistis vis intelliguntur :

"

upon several expressions in his writings ;

and upon a manuscript of his Geometry,
seen and mentioned by Fez, who refers it

to the twelfth century, in which Arabic
numerals are introduced. It is answered,
that the language of Malmesbury is indefi-

nite ; that Gerbert "a own expressions are

equ illy ?o ; and that the copyist of the

manuscript may have inserted the ciphers.
It is evident that the use of the numeral

signs does not of itself imply an acquaint-
ance with the Arabic calculation, though
it was a necessary seep to it. Signa bearing
some resemblance to these (too great for

acci lent) are found in M3S. of Boethius,
and are published by Montucla (vol. i.

planch, xi.). In one MS. they appear with
names written over each of them, not
Greek or Latin or Arabic, or in any known
angnage. These singular names, and
nearly the same forms, are found also in a

m^inu-cript well deserving of notice. N'o.

313 of the Arundel MSS. in the British

Museum, and which is said to have be-

longed to a convent at Mentz. This has
been referred by some competent judges to

the twelfth, and by others to the very be-

ginning of the thirteenth century. It

purports to be an introduction to the ar*
of multiplying and dividing numbers ,

"quit-quid ab abacistis excerpere potui,
compendiose coUegi." The author uses
nine digits, but none for ten. or zero

;
aa U

also the case in the MS. of Boethius.
vero integri novem suffieientes ad infini-

tam multiplicationem, quorum nomina
singnlis sunt superjecta." A gentleman
of the British Museum, who had the

kindness, at my request, to give his atten-
tion to this hitherto unknown evidence in
the controversy, is of opinion that the rudi-

ments, at the very least, of our numera-
tion, are indicated in it : and that the
author comes within one step of our pre-
sent system, which is no other than sup
plying an additional character for zero.

His ignorance of tais character renders hit

process circuitous, as it does not contaio
the principle of juxtaposition for the pur
pose of summing : but it does contain th?
still more essential principle, a decupl)
increase of value for the same sign, in a

progressive series of location from rut'-it ta

left. I shall be gratified if this slight
notice should cause the treatise, which 13

very short, to be published, or more fully

explained. [This manuscript, aa well as

that of Boethius, has drawn some atten-

tion latelv, and is noticed in the publica-
tions of Mr. J. 0. Halliwell, and of M.
Charles at Paris. 1342.1

- Montucla, whom several other writers

have followed, erroneously places this

work in the beginning of the fifteenth cen-

tury.
3

[ (1836.) It has since been published
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tc the knowledge of algebra in Europe ; but Leonard owns
that he learned it among the Saracens. " This author ap-

pears," says Hutton, or rather Cossali, from Avhom he borrows,
" to be well skilled in the various ways of reducing equations
to their final simple state by all the usual methods." His

algebra includes the solution of quadratics.
30. In the thirteen century, we find Arabian numerals

Proofs of employed in the tables of Alfonso X., King of Cas-

thfrteenth tile, published about 1252. They are said to appear
century. ajso in the Treatise of the Sphere, by John de Sacro

Bosco, probably about twenty years earlier; and a treatise,

De Algorismo, ascribed to him, treats exprassly of this sub-

ject.
1

Algorismus was the proper name for the Arabic nota-

tion, and method of reckoning. Matthew Paris, after inform-

ing us that John Basing first made Greek numeral figures
known in England, observes, that in these any number may
be represented by a single figure, which is not the case " in

Latin nor in Algorism."
2 It is obvious, that, in some few

numbers only, this is true of the Greek ; but the passage cer-

tainly implies an acquaintance with that notation which had
obtained the name of Algorism. It cannot therefore be ques-

tioned, that Roger Bacon knew these figures : yet he has, I

apprehend, never mentioned them in his writings ; for a ca-

lendar, bearing the date 1292, which has been blunderingly
ascribed to him, is expressly declared to have been framed at

Toledo. In the year 1282, we find a single Arabic figure 3

inserted in a public record; not only the first indisputable
instance of their employment in England, but the only one of

their appearance in so solemn an instrument.3 But I have

by M. Libri, at Paris, in his Ilistoire des selle
;
but Professor De Morgan has in-

Sciencas Mathematiques en Italic, vol. U., formed me that it was printed' at Venice
from a MS. in the Magliobecchi Library, in 1523. 1842.)
It occupies 170 pages in M. Libri's volume. 2 " Hie iusuper magister Joannes figiiras
The editor places Fibonacci at the head of Graecoruin nuinerales, et earum notiti mi
the mathematicians of the middle ages. et significationes in Angliani portavit. et

1842.] funiiiiaribus suis declaravit. Per qiiaa
1 Several copies of this treatise are in figuras etiam Hterae repraesentntur. Da

the British Museum. Montucla has er- quibus figuris hoc niaxime adinirandum,
roneously said that this arithmetic of quod unica flgura quilibet iiumorus re-

Sacro Bosco is written in verse. \Vallis, presentatur ; quod non est in Latino, vel

his authority, informs us only that some in Algorismo." Mat. Paris, A.D 1252, p.

verses, two of which he quotes, are sub- 721.

joined to the treatise. This is not the Parliiuttantary Writs, i. 232, edited
cade in the manuscripts I have seen. I under the Record Commission by Sir Kran-
Bhould add, that only one of them hears cis Palgrave. It was probably inserted for

the name of Sacro Bosco, and that in a want of room; not enough having Invn
later handwriting. [I have called this an left for the word in "1

. It will not be

unpublinhod treatise inmy first edition, on detected with case, even by the help of
the authority of the Biographic Uuiver- this reference.
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been informed that they have been found in some private
documents before the end of the century. In the following

age, though they were still by no means in common use

among accountants, nor did they begin to be so till much later,

there can be no doubt that mathematicians were thoroughly
conversant with them ; and instances of their employment in

other writings may be adduced.1

31. Adelard of Bath, in the twelfth century, translated the

elements of Euclid from the Arabic ; and another Mathema_

version was made by Campano in the next age. tjcai
trea-

The first printed editions are of the latter.
2 The

writings of Ptolemy became known through the same channel;
and the once celebrated treatise on the Sphere, by John de

Sacro Bosco (Holywood, or, according to Leland, Halifax),
about the beginning of the thirteenth century, is said to be bul

an abridgment of the Alexandrian geometer.
3

It has been

frequently printed, and was even thought worthy of a commen-

tary by Clavius. Jordan of Namur (Nemorarius), near the

same time, shows a considerable insight into the properties of

numbers.4
Vitello, a native of Poland, not long afterwards, first

made known the principles of optics in a treatise in ten books,

several times printed in the sixteenth century, and indicating
an extensive acquaintance with the Greek and Arabian geome-
ters. Montucla has charged Vitello with having done no more
than compress and arrange a work on the same subject by
Alhazen ; which Andres, always partial to the Arabian writers,

has not failed to repeat. But the author of an article on
Vitello in the Biographic Universelle repels this imputation,
which could not, lie says, have proceeded from any one who
had compared the two writers. A more definite judgment is

pronounced by the laborious German historian of mathema-

1
Andres, ii. 92, gives, on the whole, the 1011 occurs in the parish church of Rom

best account of the progress of numerals, sey (p. 241). But this, I conceive, must
The article by Leslie in the Encyclopaedia be wholly rejected. 1863.]
Britamrica is too dogmatical in denying 2 [M. Charles Jourdain, in his edition

their antiquity. That in the Encyclopae- of his father's Recherches Critiques sur les

din, Metropolitana, by Mr. Peacock, is more Traductious d'Aristote, p. 98, has observed
learned. Montucla is but superficial, and that 1 have reproduced an error pointed
Ivii-tnor has confined himself to the claims out by Tiraboschi, iv. 151. Campauo did
of (Jcrhert; admitting which, he is too not translate Kuclid, though he com-
indifl'ercnt about subsequent evidence, mented upon him. The only translation

[T)r. Thomson, in his History of the Royal was by Adulard. 1853.]

Society, refers to several papers in their s
Montucla, i. 506. Biogr. Univ. : K'ast-

Trangactioju ou the u?c of Arabic nume- ner.
rals in Kngland, and quotes one in 1741,

4 Montucla; Kastner
;
Drinkwater's Life

which asserts that an unquestionable in- of Galileo.

stance of their employment as early as

VOL. I i>
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tics, Kastner. "
Vitello," he says,

"
lias with diligence and

judgment collected, as far as lay in his power, what hud heeu

previously known ; and, avoiding the tediousness of Arabian

verbosity, is far more readable, perspicuous, and methodical
than Alhazen : he has also gone much farther in the sci-

ence." 1

32. It seems hard to determine whether or not Roger Ba-

Koger con be entitled to the honors of a discoverer in sci-

Bacon. ence. That he has not described any instrument

analogous to the telescope, is now generally admitted ; but he

paid much attention to optics, and has some new and impor-
tant notions on that subject. That he was acquainted with

the explosive powers of gunpowder, it seems unreasonable to

deny : the mere detonation of nitre in contact with an inflam-

mable substance, which of course might be casually observed,
is by no means adequate to his expressions in the well-known

passage on that subject. But there is no ground for doubting
that the Saracens were already conversant with gunpowder.

33. The mind of Roger Bacon was strangely compounded
His resem- of almost prophetic gleams of the future course of

Lord*
^

science, and the best principles of the inductive phi-
Bacon, losophy, with a more than usual credulity in the

superstitions of his own time. Some have deemed him over-

rated by the nationality of the English;
2

but, if we may have

sometimes given him credit for discoveries to which he has

only borne testimony, there can be no doubt of the originality
of his genius. I have in another place remarked the singular
resemblance he bears to Lord Bacon, not only in the character

of his philosophy, but in several coincidences of expression.
This has since been followed up by a later writer,

3 who plainly

charges Lord Bacon with having borrowed much, and with

having concealed his obligations. The Opus Majus of Roger
Bacon was not published till 1733 ; but the manuscripts were
not uncommon, and Selden had thoughts of printing the work.

The quotations from the Franciscan and the Chancellor,

printed in parallel columns by Mr. Forster, are sometimes

1 Gesch. der Mathem., ii.263. The true dulityin theoocultscienees. Vergleiehung
name is Vitello, as Playfair has remarked der Sitten, ii. 710, and iii. 232. lleeren, p.
Dissertat. in Encycl.Brit.): butVitellio is 244, spi-aks more candidly of him. It is

much more common. Kastner is cor- impossible. I think, to deny that credulity
reel, always copying the old editions. is one of the points of resemblance be-

-
Meiners, of all modern historians of tween him and his namesake,

literature, is the least favorable to Bacon,
3 Hist, of >Ii Idle Ages, iii. 539; Fors-

oo account of his superstition, and ere- tier's Mahometauism Unveiled, ii. 312.
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very curiously similar: but he presses the resemblance too

far; and certainly the celebrated distinction, in the Novum
Organum, of four classes of Idola which mislead the judgment,
does not correspond, as he supposes, with that of the causes

of error assigned by Roger Bacon.
34. The English nation was not at all deficient in mathe-

maticians during the fourteenth century : on the con- English

trary, no other in Europe produced nearly so many, mathema-
T> . li_ i -I it, 1.1-1 i mi ticians of
But their works have rarely been published. The fou^wuth

great progress of physical science, since the inven- ceutury-

tion of printing, has rendered these imperfect treatises in-

teresting only to the curiosity of a very limited class of read-

ers. Thus Richard Suisset, or Swineshead, author of a book

entitled, as is said, the Calculator (of whom Cardan speaks in

such language as might be applied to himself), is scarcely

known, except by name, to literary historians ; and, though it

has several times been printed, the book is of great rarity.
1

But the most conspicuous of our English geometers was Thomas
Bradwardin, Archbishop of Canterbury ; yet more for his rank
and for his theological writings than for the arithmetical and

geometrical speculations which give him a place in science.

Montucla, with a carelessness of which there are too many
instances in his valuable work, has placed Bradwardin, who
died in 1348, at the beginning of the sixteenth century, though
his treatise was printed in 1495.2

35. It is certain that the phenomena of physical astronomy
were never neglected : the calendar was known to be
erroneous ; and Roger Bacon has even been supposed

M

by some to have divined the method of its restoration, which

1 The character of Suisset's book given manuscript date, 1520 ; but entered in the

byBrucker, iii. 852, who had seen it, does catalogue as Venice, 1505. It may he
not seem to justify the wish of Leibnitz added, that the title hi this edition is not
that it should be republished. It is a the Calculator, though it appears by Bru-
strange medley of arithmetical and geome- net to have been so called in the first

trical reasoning with the scholastic philoso- edition, that of Pavia, 1498 ;
but Subtilis-

phy. Kastner(Geschichteder Mathematik, simi Kicardi Suisseti Anglici Calculations
i. 50) appears not to have looked at Brucker^ noviter impressse atque revisas. I am in-

and, like Montucla, has a very slight no- formed that the work, in one edition or
tion of the nature of Suisset's book. His another, is less scarce than, on the authori-

suspicion that Cardan had never seen the ty of Brucker, I had conceived. 1842.]
book he so much extols, because he calls 2 It may be considered a proof of the
the author the Calculator, which is the attention paid to geometry in England,
title of the work itself, seems unwarranta- that two books of Euclid were read at
ble. Suisset probably had obtained the Oxford about the middle of the fifteenth
uame from his book, which is not uncom- century. Churton :s Life of Smyth, p.
mon

;
and Cardan was not a man to praise 151, from the University Register. We

what he had never read. [One of the later should not have expected to find this
tditions is in the British Museum, with a
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has long afterwards been adopted. The Arabians understood

astronomy well, and their science was transfused more or less

into Europe. Nor was astrology, the favorite superstition of

both the Eastern and Western world, without its beneficial

effect upon the observation and registering of the planetary
motions. Thus, too, alchemy, which, though the word

iemy '

properly means but chemistry, was generally con-

fined to the mystery that all sought to penetrate, the transmu-
tation of metals into gold, led more or less to the processes by
which a real knowledge of the component parts of substances

has been attained.1

36. The art of medicine was cultivated with great diligence

by the Saracens both of the East and of Spain, but

with little of the philosophical science that had im-

mortalized the Greek school. The writings, however, of these

masters were translated into Arabic ; whether correctly or not,

has been disputed among Oriental scholars : and Europe de-

rived her acquaintance with the physic of the mind and body,
with Hippocrates as well as Aristotle, through the same chan-

nel. But the Arabians had eminent medical authorities of their

own (Rhases, Avicenna, Albucazi), who possessed greater
influence. In modern times, that is, since the revival of Greek

science, the Arabian theories have been in general treated with

much scorn. It is admitted, however, that pharmacy owes a

long list of its remedies to their experience, and to their inti-

macy with the products of the East. The school of Salerno,
established as early as the eleventh century

2 for the study of

medicine, from whence the most considerable writers of the

next ages issued, followed the Arabians in their medical theo-

ry; but these are deemed rude, and of little utility at pre-
sent. .

37. In the science of anatomy, an epoch was made by the

treatise of Mundinus, a professor at Bologna, who
died in 1326. It is entitled " Anatome omnium hu-

mani corporis interiorum membrorum." This book had one

great advantage over those of Galen, that it was founded on

the actual anatomy of the human body: for Galen is sup-

1 I refer to Dr. Thomson's History of and easy accessibility is better than an

Chemistry for much curious learning on attempt to abridge it.

the alchemy of the middle ages. In a ! Meiners refers it to the tenth, ii. 413;
work like the present, It is impossible to and Tiraboschi thinks it may be as ancient,
follow up every subject ;

and I think that iii. 347.

a general reference to a book of reputation
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posed to have only dissected apes, and judged of mankind by
analogy ; and, though there may be reason to doubt whether

this were altogether the case, it is certain that he had very
little practice in human dissection. Mundinus seems to have
been more fortunate in his opportunities of this kind than later

anatomists, during the prevalence of a superstitious prejudice,
have found themselves. His treatise was long the text-book

of the Italian universities; till, about the middle of the sixteenth

century, Honduras was superseded by greater anatomists. The
statutes of the University of Padua prescribed that anatomical

lecturers should adhere to the literal text of Mundinus. Though
some have treated this writer as a mere copier of Galen, he
has much, according to Portal, of his own. Th^re were also

some good anatomical writers in France during the fourteenth

century.
1

38. Several books of the later middle ages, sometimes of

great size, served as collections of natural history, Eneycio-

and, in fact, as encyclopaedias of general knowledge. ^^ of

The writings of Albertus Magnus belong, in part, to middle

this cla-s. They have been collected, in twenty-one
ages'

volumes folio, by the Dominican Peter Jammi, and published
at Lyons in 1651. After setting aside much that is spurious,
Albert may pass for the most fertile writer in the world. He
is reckoned by some the founder of the schoolmen ; but we
mention him here as a_compiler, from all accessible sources, of

what physical knowledge had been accumulated in his time.

A still more comprehensive contemporary writer of this class

was Vincent de Beauvais, in the "
Speculum naturale, Vincent of

morale, doctrinale, et historiale," written before the Beaurais.

middle of the thirteenth century. The second part of this

vast treatise in ten volumes folio, usually bound in four,
"
Spe-

culum morale," seems not to be written by Vincent de Beau-

vais, and is chiefly a compilation from Thomas Aquinas and
other theologians of the same age. The first, or "

Spe-
culum naturale." follows the order of creation as an ar-

rangement ; and, after pouring out all the author could collect

on the heavens and earth, proceeds to the natural kingdoms ;

and, finally, to the corporeal and mental structure of man. In

the third part of this encyclopaedia, under the title
"
Speculum

1
Tiraboschi, T. 209-244, who is rery co- dino. Chaoliac. Kchhorn, Gesch. der lit.

pious for a non-medical writer. Portal, ii. 41&-447.
Hut. de I'Anatotnie. Biogr. Univ MOD-
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doctrinale," all arts and sciences are explained; and the fourth

contains an universal history.
1 The sources of this magazine

of knowledge are, of course, very multifarious. In the "
Specu-

lum naturale," at which alone I have looked, Aristotle's writ-

ings (especially the history of animals), those of other ancient

authors, of the Arabian physicians, and of all who had treated

the same subjects in the middle ages, are brought together in

a comprehensive encyclopedic manner, and with vast industry,
but with almost a studious desire, as we might now fancy, to

accumulate absurd falsehoods. Vincent, like many, it must be

owned, in much later times, through his haste to compile, doea

not give himself the trouble to understand what he copies.

But, in fact, he relied on others to make extracts for him, es-

pecially from the writings of Aristotle ; permitting himself or

them, as he tells us, to change the order, condense the mean-

ing, and explain the difficulties.
2 It may be easily believed

Vincent of that neither Vincent of Beauvais, nor his amanuenses,
Beauvais. were equal to this work of abridging and transposing
their authors. Andres, accordingly, has quoted a passage from
the "

Speculum naturale," and another to the same effect from
Albertus Magnus, relating no doubt, in the Arabian writer

from whom they borrowed, to the polarity of the magnet, but sc

strangely turned into nonsense, that it is evident they could

not have understood in the least what they wrote. Probably,
as their language is nearly the same, they copied a bad trans-

lation.
3

39. In the same class of compilation with the Speculum of

Bercho- Vincent of Beauvais, we may place some later works :

rius - the Tresor of Brunetto Latini, written in French
about 1280 ; the "

Reductorium, Repertorium, et Dictionarium

morale
"

of Berchorius, or Berchoeur, a monk, who died

at Paris in 1362 ;

4 and a treatise by Bartholomew Glanvil,
" De proprietatibus rerum," soon after that time. Reading all

they could find, extracting from all they read, digesting their

extracts under some natural, or, at worst, alphabetical classifi-

1
Biogr. Univ.: Vineentius Bellovacen- tatisabbreviandaevelmultitudinisinunam

gis. colligendae, vel etiam obscuritatis expla-
z " A quibusdam fratribus excerpta sus- nanihe necessitas exigebat."

eeperam : non eodem penitus verborum 3 Andres, ii. 112. See also xiii. 141.

cchemate, quo in originalibns suis jacent,
4 This

bookj according to De SaJe, Vie
Bed ordine plerumque transposito, non- de Petrarque, lii. 550, contains a few good
nunquam etiani mutata perpaululum ip- things among many follies. I have never
Roruni verborum forma, manente tamen seen it.

auctoris seutentla
; prout ipsa vel prolixi-
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ration, these laborious men gave back their studies to the world

with no great improvement of the materials, but sometimes

with much convenience in their disposition. This, however,

depended chiefly on their ability as well as diligence ; and, in

the mediaeval period, the want of capacity to discern probable
truth was a very great drawback from the utility of their com-

pilations.
40. It seems to be the bettes opinion, that few only of the

Spanish romances or ballads founded on histoiy or
Spanish

legend, so many of which remain, belong to a period
ballads,

anterior to the fifteenth century. Most of them should be

placed still lower. Sanchez has included none in his collec-

tion of Spanish poetry, limited by its title to that period ;

though he quotes one or two fragments which he would refer

to the fourteenth century.
1

Some, however, have conceived,

perhaps with little foundation, that several in the general col-

lections of romances have been modernized in language from

more ancient lays. They have all a highly chivalrous charac-

ter: every sentiment congenial to that institution heroic cou-

rage, unsullied honor, generous pride, faithful love, devoted

loyalty were displayed in Castilian verse, not only in their

real energy, but sometimes with an hyperbolical extravagance
to which the public taste accommodated itself, and which long
continued to deform the national literature. The ballad of the

Conde de Alarcos, which may be found in Bouterwek or in

Sismondi, and seems to be ancient, though not before the fif-

teenth century, will serve as a sufficient specimen.
2

41. The very early poetry of Spain (that published by San-

chez) is marked by a rude simplicity, a rhythmical , r .' /
. n J f * Metres of

and not very harmonious versification, and, especially Spanish

in the ancient poem of the Cid (written, according
P06^-

to some, before the middle of the twelfth century), by occasional

vigor and spirit.
3 This poetry is in that irregular Alexan-

flftee

th
time.

1 The Marquis of Santillana, early in the the Cancionero General, a "romance vie-

ftecnth century, wrote a short letter on jo,
: '

beginning with two lines of the Condi
nie state of poetry in Spain to his own de Alarcos, continued on another subject,
tune. Sanchez has published this with It was not uncommon to build romances
ong and valuable notes. on the stocks of old ones, taking only tht

2 Bouterwek 's History of Spanish and first lines: several other instances occur

Portuguese Poetry, i. 55. See also Sis- among those in the Cancionero, which are

niondi, Litterature du Midi, iii. 228, for not numerous.
the romance of the Conde de Alarcos. 3

[This has been the opinion of Mr.
SismoiiiU refers it to the fourteenth cen- Southey, and, I believe, of others. But

tury ;
but perhaps no strong reason for Masdeu, Hist. Critica de Espana, vol. xx.

this could be given. I find, however, hi p. 821, says that the greatest untii|uitj
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drine measure, which, as has been observed, arose out of the

Latin pentameter. It gave place in the fifteenth century to a

dactylic measure, called versos de arte mayor, generally of

eleven syllables, the first, fourth, seventh, and tenth being
accented ; but subject to frequent licenses, especially that of an

additional short syllable at the beginning of the line. But the

favorite metre in lyric songs and romances was the redon

dilla, the type of which was a h'ne of four trochees ; requiring,

however, alternately, or at the end of a certain number, one
deficient in the last syllable, and consequently throwing an

emphasis on the close. By this a poem was sometimes divided

into short stanzas, the termination of which could not be mis-

taken by the ear. It is no more, where the lines of eight and
seven syllables alternate, than that English metre with which
we are too familiar to need an illustration. Bouterwek has

supposed that this alternation, which is nothing else than the

trochaic verse of Greek and Latin poetry, was preserved tra-

ditionally in Spain from the songs of the Roman soldiers ; but

it seems by some Arabic lines which he quotes, in common
characters, that the Saracens had the line of four trochees,

which, in all languages where syllables are strongly distin-

guished in time and emphasis, has been grateful to the ear. No
one can fail to perceive the sprightliness and grace of this

measure, when accompanied by simple melody. The lighter

poetry of the Southern nations is always to be judged with

some regard to its dependence upon a sister art. It was not

written to be read, but to be heard, and to be heard in the

tones of song, and with the notes of the lyre or the guitar.
Music is not at all incapable of alliance with reasoning or de-

scriptive poetry ; but it excludes many forms which either

might assume, and requires a rapidity, as well as intenseness

of perception, which language cannot always convey. Hence
the poetry designed for musical accompaniment is sometime

unfairly derided by critics, who demand what it cannot pretend
to give ; but it is still true, that, as it cannot give all which

metrical language is able to afford, it is not poetry of the very

highest class.

42. The Castilian language is rich hi perfect rhymes. But, in

their lighter poetry, the Spaniards frequently contented them-

which can be given to the poem of the Old according to him. to one Pedro Abad of

to the thirteenth century. It is ascribed, the church of Seville. 1&12.J
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selves with afsm^tnces : that is, with the correspondence of

Hnal syllables, wherein the vowel alone was the same, Consonant

though with different consonants, as duro and humo, ^sonant
boca and cosa. These were often intermingled with rhymes.

perfect or consonant rhymes. In themselves, unsatisfactory
as they may seem at first sight to our prejudices, there can
be no doubt but that the assonances contained a musical

principle, and would soon give pleasure to and be required by
the ear. They may be compared to the alliteration so com-
mon in the Northern poetry, and which constitutes almost the

whole regularity of some of our oldest poems. But, though
assonance* may seem to us an indication of a rude stage of

poetry, it is remarkable that they belong chiefly to the later

period of Castilian lyric poetry ; and that consonant rhymes,
frequently with the recurrence of the same syllable, are reck-

oned, if I mistake not, a presumption of the antiquity of a
romance.1

43. An analogy between poetry and music, extending
beyond the mere laws of sound, has been ingeniously Nature of

remarked by Bouterwek in a very favorite species
the glosa-

of Spanish composition, the glosa. In this, a few lines, com-

monly well known and simple, were glossed, or paraphrased,
with as much variety and originality as the poet's ingenuity
could give, in a succession of stanzas, so that the leading senti-

ment should be preserved in each, as the subject of an air

runs through its variations. It was often contrived that the

chief words of the glossed lines should recur separately in the

course of each stanza. The two arts being incapable of a

perfect analogy, this must be taken as a general one ; but it

was necessary that each stanza should be conducted, so a* to

terminate in the lines, or a portion of them, which form the

subject of the gloss.
2 Of these artificial, though doubtle

the time, very pleasing compositions, there is nothing, as far

as I know, to be found beyond the peninsula ;

3
though, in a

general sense, it may be said, that all lyric poetry, wherein a

burthen or repetition of leading verses recurs, must originally
be founded on the same principle, less artfully and musically

1 Bouterwek's Introduction. Velasquez 2 Bouterwek, p. 118.
in Dieze's German translation, p. 288. 3 They appear with the name Grosas in
The assonance is peculiar to the Span- the Canckmeiro Geral of Resende ; and
iards. [But it is said by M. Raynouaid there seems, as I have observed already,
that assonances are common in the earliest to be something much of the same kind
French poetry. Journal des Savans, July, in the older Portuguese collection of the
1883. 1842.'] thirteenth century.
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developed. The burthen of a song can only be an imperti-

nence, if its sentiment does not pervade the whole.

44. The Cancionero General, a collection of Spanish

The poetry written between the age of Juan de la Mena,
Cancionero near the beginning of the fifteenth century, and its
General.

publication by Castillo in 1517, contains the produc-
tions of one hundred and thirty-six poets, as Bouterwek says ;

and, in the edition of 1520, I have counted one hundred and

thirty-nine. There is also much anonymous. The volume is

in two hundred and three folios, and includes compositions

by Villena, Santillana, and the other poets of the age of John

II., besides those of later date. But I find also the name of

Don Juan Manuel, which, if it means the celebrated author

of the Conde Lucanor, must belong to the fourteenth century,

though the preface of Castillo seems to confine his collection

to the age of Mena.1 A small part only are strictly love-

songs (canciones) ; but the predominant sentiment of the

larger portion is amatory. Several romances occur in this col-

lection : one of them is Moorish, and perhaps older than

the capture of Granada ; but it was long afterwards that the

Spanish romances habitually embellished their fictions with

Moorish manners. These romances, as in the above instance,

were sometimes glossed ; the simplicity of the ancient style

readily lending itself to an expansion of the sentiment. Some
that are called romances contain no story; as the Rosa Frc.-ra

and the Fonte Frida, both of which will be found in Bouter-

wek and Sismondi.

45. "
Love-songs," says Bouterwek,

" form by far the prin-
Bouter- cipal part of the old Spanish cancioneros. To read

character
tnem regularly through would require a strong \r,\<-

of Spanish sion for compositions of this class; for the monotony
of the authors is interminable. To extend and spin

out a theme as long as possible, though only to seize a new
modification of the old ideas and phrases, was, in their opinion,
essential to the truth and sincerity of their poetic effusions of

the heart. That loquacity, which is an hereditary fault of the

Italian canzone, must also be endured in perusing the amatory

1 Don .Tuan Manuel, a prince descended It is a moral fiction, in which, according
from Ferdinand III., was the most accom- to the custom of novelists, many other

plished man whom Spain produced in his tales are intenvoven. " In every passage
age. One of the earliest specimens of of the book," says Bouterwek,

" the au-
Castilian prose, El Conde Lucanor, places thor shows himself a man of the world
him high in the literature of his country, and an observer of human nature."
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flights of the Spanish redondillas, while in them the Italian

correctness of expression would be looked for in vain. From
the desire, perhaps, of relieving their monotony by some sort

of variety, the authors have indulged in even more witticisms,

and plays of words, than the Italians ; but they also sought to

infuse a more emphatic spirit into their compositions than the

latter. The Spanish poems of this class exhibit, in general,
all the poverty of the compositions of the Troubadours, but

blend with the simplicity of these bards the pomp of the

Spanish national style in its utmost vigor. This resemblance

to the Troubadour songs was not, however, produced by imita-

tion : it arose out of the spirit of romantic love, which at that

period, and for several preceding centuries, gave to the south

of Europe the same feeling and taste. Since the age of Pe-

trarch, this spirit had appeared hi classical perfection in Italy.
But the Spanish amatory poets of the fifteenth century had
not reached an equal degree of cultivation; and the whole

turn of their ideas required rather a passionate than a tender

expression. The sighs of the languishing Italians became
cries hi Spain. Glowing passion, despair, and violent ees

were the soul of the Spanish love-songs. The continually

recurring picture of the contest between reason and passion is

a peculiar characteristic of these songs. The Italian poets did

not attach so much importance to the triumph of reason. The

rigidly moral Spaniard was. however, anxious to be wise, even
in the midst of his folly. But this obtrusion of wisdom in an

improper place frequently gives an unpoetical harshness to

the lyric poetry of Spain, in spite of all the softness of its

melody."
l

46. It was in the reign of John II.. King of Castile from
14(17 to 1454, that this golden age of lyric poetry
commenced.2 A season of peace and regularity, a mon-

archy well limited, but no longer the sport of domineering fami-

lies, a virtuous king, a minister, too haughty and ambitious, but

able and resolute, were encouragements to that light strain of

Vol. I. p. 109. I am inclined to think, however, that few
-
Velasquez, pp. 165, 442 (in Diexe), would be found to ascend much higher,

mentions, what has escaped Bonterwek, I do not finl the name of Don Juan
a more ancient Cancionero than that of Manuel, which occurs in the Canoionero
Castillo, compiled in the reignof John II., of Castillo. A copy of this manuscript
by Juan Alfonso de Baena, and hitherto Cancionero of Baena was lately sold (1838)
unpublished. As it Is entitled Cancionero among the 5I3S. of Mr. Heber. and pur-
di Poeta* Antiguos. it may be supposed to chased for 120 by the King of Uu
contain some earlier than the year 1400. French.
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amorous poetry which a state of ease alone can suffer mankind
to enjoy. And Portugal, for the whole of this century, was in

as flourishing a condition as Castile during this single reign.
But we shall defer the mention of her lyric poetry, as it

chiefly to be of a later date. In the court of John II. were
found three men whose names stand high in the early annals

Poets of of Spanish poetry, the Marquises of Villena and
his court.

Santillana, and Juan de Mena ; but, except for

their zeal in the cause of letters amidst the dissipations of

a court, they have no pretensions to enter into competition
with some of the obscure poets to whom we owe the romances
of chivalry. A desire, on the contrary, to show needless

learning, and to astonish the vulgar by an appearance of pro-

fundity, so often the bane of poetry, led them into prosaic
and tedious details, and into affected refinements.1

47. Charles, Duke of Orleans, long prisoner in England

Charles
after the battle of Agincourt, was the first who gave

Duke of polish and elegance to French poetry. In a more
Orleans.

enlightened age, according to Goujet's opinion, he
would have been among their greatest poets.

2

Except a little

allegory in the taste of his times, he confined himself to the

kind of verse called rondeaux, and to slight amatory poems,
which, if they aim at little, still deserve the praise of reaching
what they aim at. The easy turns of thought and graceful

simplicity of style which these compositions require came spon-

taneously to the Duke of Orleans. Without as much humor
as Clement Marot long afterwards displayed, he is much more
of a gentleman ; and would have been in any times, if not quite
what Goujet supposes, a great poet, yet the pride and orna-

ment of the court.3

48. The English language was slowly refining itself, and

English growing into general use. That which we sometimes
poetry. call pedantry and innovation, the forced introduction

1 Bouterwek, p. 78. Ne blamez pour ce mon meatier,
2
Goujet, Bibliotheque Franqaise, ix. Je gagne denier i denier ;

233. C'eet loin du tresor de Veniae.

,

duetiona, h* been changed since the fif- '

l Pet panier:
Pourtaot si je n'ai marchandize (Recueil des Anciens Poetes Francois, I

Qui soit ilu tout i votre guise 196.)
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of French words by Chaucer, though hardly more by him than

by all his predecessors who translated our neighbors' poetry,
and the harsh Latinisms that began to appear soon afterwards,

has given English a copiousness and variety which perhaps no

other language possesses. But, as yet, there was neither

thought nor knowledge sufficient to bring out its capacities.
After the death of Chaucer, in 1400, a dreary blank of long
duration occurs in our annals. The poetry of Hoccleve is

wretchedly bad, abounding with pedantry, and destitute of all

grace or spirit.
1

Lydgate, the monk of Bury, nearly Lydgate.

of the same age, prefers doubtless a higher claim to

respect. An easy versifier, he served to make poetry familiar

to the many, and may sometimes please the few. Gray, no

light authority, speaks more favorably of Lydgate than either

Warton or Ellis, or than the general complexion of his poetry
would induce most readers to do.2 But great poets have often

the taste to discern and the candor to acknowledge those beau-

ties which are latent amidst the tedious dulness of their humbler
brethren. Lydgate, though probably a man of inferior powers
of mind to Gower, has more of the minor qualities of a poet :

his lines have sometimes more spirit, more humor, and he de-

scribes with more graphic minuteness. But his diffuseness

becomes generally feeble and tedious ; the attention fails in

the schoolboy stories of Thebes and Troy ; and he had not the

judgment to select and compress the prose narratives from

which he commonly derived his subject. It seems highly pro-
bable that Lydgate would have been a better poet in satire

upon his own tunes, or delineation of their manners ; themes

which would have gratified us much more than the jamesi.of

fate of princes. The King's Quair, by James I. of Sc tland.

Scotland, is a long allegory, polished and imaginative, but with

some of the tediousness usual in such productions. It is un
certain whether he, or a later sovereign, James V., were the

author of a livelv comic poem, Christ's Kirk o' the Green.
The style is so provincial, that no Englishman can draw any in-

ference as to its antiquity. It is much more removed from our

language than the King's Quair. Whatever else could be

mentioned as deserving of praise is anonymous and of uncer-

tain date. It seems to have been early in the fifteenth century

1 Warton. ii. 318. show what the history of English poetry
1 Id.. 3<3i^<">7 : Gray'g Works, by Ma- would hare been in the hands of Gray, aj

thiad. ii. 55-73. These remarks on I ydgate to sound and Eu&criticism.
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that the ballad of our northern minstrels arose ; but none of
these that are extant could be placed with much likelihood so

early as 1440.1

49. We have thus traced in outline the form of European
Restora-

literature as it existed in the middle ages and in the

tion of first forty years of the fifteenth century. The result

learning
must be to convince us of our great obligations to

due to Italy for her renewal of classical learning. What
Tta.lv

might have been the intellectual progress of Europe,
if she had never gone back to the fountains of Greek and Ro-
man genius, it is impossible to determine : certainly nothing
in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries gave prospect of a

very abundant harvest. It would be difficult to find any man
of high reputation in modern times who has not reaped benefit,

directly or through others, from the revival of ancient learn-

ing. We have the greatest reason to doubt, whether, without

the Italians of these ages, it would ever have occurred. The
trite metaphors of light and darkness, of dawn and twilight, are

used carelessly by those who touch on the literature of the

middle ages, and suggest by analogy an uninterrupted progres-

sion, in which learning, like the sun, has dissipated the shadows
of barbarism. But, with closer attention, it is easily seen that

this is not a correct representation ; that, taking Europe gene-

rally, far from being in a more advanced stage of learning at

the beginning of the fifteenth century than two hundred years
before, she had in many respects gone backwards, and gave
little sign of any tendency to recover her ground. There is, in

fact, no security, as far as the past history of mankind assures us,

that any nation will be uniformly progressive in science, arts,

and letters ; nor do I perceive, whatever may be the current

language, that we can expect this with much greater confidence

of the whole civilized world.

50. Before we proceed to a more minute and chronological

history, let us consider for a short time some of the prevailing
strains of sentiment and opinion which shaped the public mind
at the close of the mediaeval period.

1 Chevy Chase seems to be the most and touching, manner of the later ballads,

ancient of those ballads that has been pre- One of the most remarkable circumstances
served. It may possibly have been writ- about this celebrated lay is, that it relates

ten while Henry VI. was on the throne, a totally fictitious event with all historical

though a late critic would bring it down particularity, and with real names. Hence
to the reign of Henry VIII. Brydges' it was probably not composed wliile many
British Bibliography, iv. 97. The style is remembered the days of Henry IV., when
often fiery, like the old war-songs ;

and the fray of Chevy Chase is feigned to have
much above the

feeblej though natural occurred.
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51. In the early European poetry, the art sedulously culti-

vated by so many nations, we are struck by charac-
Character

teristics that distinguish it from the remains of anti- of classical

quity, and belong to social changes which we should P06^ 108'-

be careful to apprehend. The principles of discernment as to

works of imagination and sentiment, wrought up in Greece and
Rome by a fastidious and elaborate criticism, were of course

effaced in the total oblivion of that literature to which they had
been applied. The Latin language, no longer intelligible

except to a limited class, lost that adaptation to popular sen-

timent which its immature progeny had not yet attained.

Hence, perhaps, or from some other cause, there ensued, as

has been shown in the last chapter, a kind of palsy of the in-

ventive faculties, so that we cannot discern for several centu-

ries any traces of their vigorous exercise.

52. Five or six new languages, however, besides the ancient

German, became gradually flexible and copious New

enough to express thought and emotion with more Sc
!
1?.l80f

.
criticism

precision and energy. Metre and rhyme gave poetry on modem

its form. A new European literature was spring-
lansuages.

ing up, fresh and lively, in gay raiment, by the side of

that decrepit Latinity which rather ostentatiously wore its

threadbare robes of more solemn dignity than becoming grace.

But, in the beginning of the fifteenth century, the revival of

ancient literature among the Italians seemed likely to change
again the scene, and threatened to restore a standard of critical

excellence by which the new Europe would be disadvantage-

ously tried. It was soon felt, if not recognized in words, that

what had delighted Europe for some preceding centuries de-

pended upon sentiments fondly cherished, and opinions firmly
held, but foreign, at least in the forms they presented, to the

genuine spirit of antiquity. From this time we may consider

as beginning to stand opposed to each other two schools of cri-

ticism, latterly called the classical and romantic ; names which
should not be understood as absolutely exact, but perhaps
Bather more apposite in the period to which these pages relate

han in the nineteenth century.
53. War is a very common subject of fiction, and the

warrior's character is that which poets have ever
'KfTtX'.t Of

delighted to portray. But the spirit of chivalry, chivalry

nourished by the laws of feudal tenure and limited on P *^-

monarchy, by the rules of honor, courtesy, and gallantry, by
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ceremonial institutions and public shows, had rather artificially

modified the generous daring which always forms the basis

of that character. It must be owned, that the heroic ages of

Greece furnished a source of fiction not unlike those of ro-

mance ; that Perseus, Theseus, or Hercules, answer pretty
well to knights-errant ; and that many stories in the poets are

in the very style of Amadis or Ariosto. But these form no

great part of what we call classical poetry; though they show
that the word, in its opposition to the latter style, must not be

understood to comprise every thing that has descended from

antiquity. Nothing could lass resemble the peculiar form of

chivalry than Greece in the republican times, or Rome in any
times.

54. The popular taste had been also essentially affected by
Effector changes in social intercourse, rendering it more stu-

towartu
y

diously and punctiliously courteous, and especially by
women. the homage due to women under the modern laws of

gallantry. Love, with the ancient poets, is often tender, some-
times virtuous, but never accompanied by a sense of deference

or inferiority. This elevation of the female sex through the

voluntary submission of the stronger, though a remarkable
fact in the philosophical history of Europe, has not, perhaps,
been adequately developed. It did not originate, or at lc:i-t

very partially, in the Teutonic manners, from which it 1m ^

sometimes been derived. The love-songs again, and romances
of Arabia, where others have sought its birthplace, display, no

doubt, a good deal of that rapturous adoration which distin-

guishes the language of later poetry, and have perhaps, in

some measure, been the models of the Proveiujal'Troubadoaw ;

yet this seems rather consonant to the hyperbolical character

of Oriental works of imagination, than to a state of manners
where the usual lot of women is seclusion, if not slavery.
The late editor of Warton has thought it sufficient to call
" that reverence and adoration of the female sex, which has

descended to our own times, the offspring of the Christian dis-

pensation;"
1

but, until it can be shown that Christianity
establishes any such principle, we must look a little farther

down for its origin.
55. Without rejecting, by any means, the influence of these

its prob- collateral and preparatory circumstances, we might
bie origin, ascribe more direct efficacy to the favor shown to-

i
Preface, p. 123.
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wards women in succession to lands, through inheritance or

dower, by the later Roman law, and by the customs of the

Northern nations ; to the respect which the clergy paid them

(a subject which might bear to be more fully expanded) ; but,

above all, to the gay idleness of the nobility, consuming the

intervals of peace in festive enjoyments. In whatever country
the charms of high-born beauty were first admitted to grace
the banquet or give brilliancy to the tournament ;

in what-

ever country the austere restraints of jealousy were most

completely laid aside ; hi whatever country the coarser,

though often more virtuous, simplicity of unpolished ages was

exchanged for winning and delicate artifices ;
in whatever

country, through the influence of climate or polish, less boist-

erousness and intemperance prevailed, it is there that we
must expect to find the commencement of so great a revolu-

tion in society.
56. Gallantry, in this sense of a general homage to the fair,

a respectful deference to woman, independent of It j,, not

personal attachment, seems to have first become a *?^ 1j

n

perceptible element of European manners in the tonic po-
south of France, and probably not later than the try '

but
.

f ! II"
end ot the tenth century :

1
it was not at all in unison the stories

with the rough habits of the Carlovingian Franks
or of the Anglo-Saxons. There is little, or, as far as I know,

nothing of it in the poem of Beowulf, or in that upon Attila,

or in the oldest Teutonic fragments, or in the Nibelungen
Lied :

2 love may appear as a natural passion, but not as a

1 It would be absurd to assign an exact eleventh centuries is not easily recovered,
date for that which in its nature must be We must judge from probabilities found-

gradual. I have a suspicion that sexual ed on single passages, and on the general
respect, though not with all the refine- tone of civil history. The kingdom of
ments of chivalry, might be traced earlier Aries was more tranquil than the rest

in the south of Europe than the tenth of France.

century ;
but it would require a long in- 2 " Von eigentlicher Galanterie ist in

vestigation to prove this. dem Nibelungen Lied wenig zu fiuden, von
A passage, often quoted, of Radulphus Christlichen mysticismus fast gar nichts."

Glaber, on the affected and effeminate Bouterwek, ix. 147. I may observe, that

manners, as he thought them, of the the positions in the text, as to the absence
Southern nobility who came in the train of gallantry in the old Teutonic poetry,
of Constance, daughter of the Count of are borne out by every other authority ;

Toulouse, on her marriage with Robert, by Weber, Price, Turner, and Eichhorn.

King of France, in 999, indicates that the The last writer draws rather an amusing
roughness of the Teutonic character, as inference as to the want of politeness to-

well perhaps as some of its virtues, had wards the fair sex, from the frequency of

yielded to the arts and amusements of abductions in Teutonic and Scandina

peace. It became a sort of proverb : vian story which he enumerates. Allg.
Franci ad bella, Provinciates ad victualia. Qesch., i. 37; App., p. 37. [We might
Eiehhorn, Allg. Gesch., i. Append. 73. appeal also to the very curious old Ger-
The social history of the tenth and wan poems on Hildebrand, perhaps of the

VOL. I. 10
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conventional idolatry. It appears, on the other hand, fully

developed in the sentiments as well as the usages of Korthcrn

France, when we look at the tales of the court of Arthur,
which Geoffrey of Monmouth gave to the world about 1128.

Whatever may he thought of the foundation of this famous
romance, whatever of legendary tradition he may have bor-

rowed from Wales or Brittany, the position that he was mere-

ly a faithful translator appears utterly incredible.
1 Besides

the numerous allusions to Henry I. of England, and to the

history of his times, which Mr. Turner and others have indi-

cated, the chivalrous gallantry, with which alone we are now

concerned, is not characteristic of so rude a people as the

Welsh or Armoricans. Geoffrey is almost our earliest testi-

mony to these manners
;
and this gives the chief value to his

fables. The crusades were probably the great means of in-

spiring an uniformity of conventional courtesy into the

European aristocracy, which still constitutes the common
character of gentlemen ; but it may have been gradually

wearing away their national peculiarities for some time be

fore.

57. The condition and the opinions of a people stamp a

Romances character on its literature ; while that literature
of chivalry

powerfully re-acts upon and moulds afresh the nation-

Wnd8- al temper from which it fyas taken its distinctive

type. This is remarkably applicable to the romances of chi-

valry. Some have even believed, that chivalry itself, in the

fulness of proportion ascribed to it by these works, had never

existence beyond their pages ; others, with more probability,
that it was heightened and preserved by their influence upon
a state of society which had given them birth. A conside-

rable difference is perceived between the metrical romances,

contemporaneous with, or shortly subsequent to, the crusades,
and those in prose after the middle of the fourteenth century.
The former are more fierce, more warlike, more full of abhor-

rence of infidels ; they display less of punctilious courtesy, less

of submissive deference to woman, less of absorbing and

passionate love, less of voluptuousness and luxury; their

eighth century, published by the Grimms land, iv. 256-269, two dissertations on the
at Casscl in 1812. They exhibit chivalry romantic histories of Turpin and of Geof-
without its gallantry. Some account of frey, wherein the relation between the
them may be found In Roquefort, p. 61 ; two, and the motives with which each was
or in Bouterwek. 1842.] written, seem irrefragably demonstrated.

1 See in Mr. Turner's History of EHJ;-
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superstition has more of interior belief, and le?s of ornamental

machinery, than those to which Amadis de Gaul and other

heroes of the later cycles of romance furnished a model. The
one reflect, in a tolerably faithful mirror, the rough customs

of the feudal aristocracy in their original freedom, but partial-

ly modified by the gallant and courteous bearing of France :

the others represent to us, with more of licensed deviation from

reality, the softened features of society, in the decline of the

feudal system through the cessation of intestine war, the in-

crease of wealth and luxury, and the silent growth of female

ascendency. This last again was, no doubt, promoted by the

tone given to manners through romance : the language of re-

spect became that of gallantry ; the sympathy of mankind was
directed towards the success of love ; and perhaps it was

thought that the sacrifices which -this laxity of moral opinion
cost the less prudent of the fair were but the price of the

homage that the whole sex obtained.

58. Nothing, however, more showed a contrast between the

old and the new trains of sentiments, in points of g^^
taste, than the difference of religion. It would be difference

untrue to say that ancient poetry is entirely wanting u^f^
01

in exalted notions of the Deity ; but they are rare in poetry,

comparison with those which the Christian religion has in-

spired into very inferior minds, and which, with more or less

purity, pervaded the vernacular poetry of Europe. They
were obscured in both periods by an enormous superstructure
of mythological machinery, but so different in names and

associations, though not always in spirit, or even in circum-

stances, that those who delighted in the fables of Ovid usually
scorned the Golden Legend of James de Voragine, whose

pages were turned over with equal pleasure by a credulous

multitude, little able to understand why any one should reli.-h

heathen stories which he did not believe. The modern mytho-
logy, if we may include in it the saints and devils, as well as

the fairy and goblin armies, which had been retained in ser-

vice since the days of paganism, is so much more copious, and
so much more easily adapted to our ordinary associations, than

the ancient, that this has given an advantage to the romantic

school in their contention, which they have well known how
to employ and to abuse.

59. Upon these three columns chivalry, gallantry, and

religion repose the fictions of the middle ages, especially
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those usually designated as romances. These, such as we
General now know them, and such as display the character-
tone of istics above mentioned, were originally metrical, and

chiefly written by natives of the north of France.

The English and Germans translated or imitated them. A
new era of romance began with the Amadis de Gaul, derived,

as some have thought, but upon insufficient evidence, from a

French metrical original, but certainly written in Portugal,

though in the Castilian language, by Vasco de Lobeyra,
whose death is generally fixed in 1325.1 This romance is in

prose ; and, though a long interval seems to have elapsed
before those founded on the story of Amadis began to multi-

ply, many were written in French during the latter part of

the fourteenth and the fifteenth centuries, derived from other

legends of chivalry, which became the popular reading, and

superseded the old metrical romances, already somewhat obso-

lete in their forms of language.
2

60. As the taste of a chivalrous aristocracy was naturally

Popular delighted with romances, that not only led the

moral imagination through a series of adventures, but pre-
sented a mirror of sentiments to which they them-

selves pretended ; so that of mankind in general found its grati-

fication, sometimes in tales of home growth, or transplanted
from the East, whether serious or amusing, such as the Gesta

Romanorum, the Dolopathos, the Decameron (certainly the

most celebrated and best written of these inventions), the

Pecorone ; sometimes in historical ballads or in moral fables,

a favorite style of composition, especially with the Teutonic

nations ; sometimes again in legends of saints and the popular

demonology of the age. The experience and sagacity, the

moral sentiments, the invention and fancy, of many obscure

centuries, may be discerned more fully and favorably in these

various fictions than in their elaborate treatises. No one of

the European nations stands so high in this respect as the

German : their ancient tales have a raciness and truth which
has been only imitated by others. Among the most renowned

1 Bouterwek, History of Spanish LJtera- mances in
prose are said in Hist. Litt. de la

tu,-<>. p. 48. France, xvi. 170, 177, to be older than the
- Tde oldest prose romance, which also close of the thirteenth century. Those re-

is partly metrical, appears to be Tristan latiiig to Arthur and the Hound Table are
01' Leounis, one of the cycle of the Round esteemed of an earlier date than such as

Table, written or translated by Lucas de have Charlemagne for their hero. Most
Cast about 1170. Roquefort, Etat de la of these romances in prose are taken from
I'oiisin Krancaiie, p. 147. [Several ro- metrical romances. 1842.]
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of these we must place the story of Reynard the Fox, the

origin of which, long sought by literary critics, recedes, as they

prolong the inquiry, into greater depths of antiquity. It was

supposed to be written, or at least first published, in German

rhyme by Henry of Alkmaar, in 1498 ; but earlier editions,

in the Flemish language, have since been discovered.1
It has

been found written in French verse by Jaquemars Gielee, of

Lille, near the end, and in French prose by Peter of St.

Cloud, near the beginning, of the thirteenth century. Finally
the principal characters are mentioned in a Provencal song by
Richard Coeur de Lion.2 But though we thus bring the story
to France, where it became so popular as to change the very
name of the principal animal, which was always called goupil

(wipes) till the fourteenth century, when it assumed, from the

hero of the tale, the name of Renard,
3 there seems every rea-

son to believe that it is of German origin ; and, according to

a conjecture once thought probable, a certain Reinard of Lor-

raine, famous for his vulpine qualities in the ninth century,

suggested the name to some unknown fabulist of the empire.
But Raynouard, and, I believe, Grimm, have satisfactorily
refuted this hypothesis.

4

61. These moral fictions, as well as more serious produc-
tions, in what may be called the ethical literature of

the middle age*, towards which Germany contribut- Of pouu
ed a large share, speak freely of the vices of the m

.ni-i i'ii MI literature.

great. But they deal with them as men responsible
to God, and subject to natural law, rather than as members
of a community. Of political opinions, properly so called,

which have in later times so powerfully swayed the conduct

of mankind, we find very little to say in the fifteenth century.
In so far as they were not merely founded on temporary cir-

1
[I have been reminded that Caxton's escape of being called only brains, from

" Historve of Revnard the Foxe," was their representative in the fable.

published in liSi. ISiT.] [Journal des Savans, July, 1831.
* Recueil dee anciens Poetes, i. 21. M. Raynouard, in reviewing a Latin poem,

Raynonard observes that the Tronba- Keinardus Vulpis, published at Stutgard
dours, and. first of all. Richard Coeur de in 1832, and referred by its editor to the
Lion, hare quoted the story of Renard, ninth century, shows that the allegorical
sometimes with allusions not referable to meaning ascribed to the story is not in the
the present romance. Journal des Sav., slightest degree confirmed by real facts, or
Isy". p. 340. A great deal has been writ- the characters of the parties supposed to

ten about this story ; but I shall onlr be designed. The poem he places in the

?uote
Bouterwek. ix. 347 ; HeinMus. iv. twelfth or thirteenth century, rather than

04 : and the Biographic Cniverselle, arts, the ninth : and there can be no doubt
u Gielee.''

'' Alkmaar." whatever that he U right, with any one
8 Something like this nearly happened who is conversant with the Latin versifica-

ln England: bears have had a narrow tion of the two periods. 1S12.]
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cunistances, or, at most, on the prejudices connected with posi-

tive institutions in each country, the predominant associations

that influenced the judgment were derived from respect for

birth, of which opulence was as yet rather the sign than the

substitute. This had long been, and long continued to be, the

characteristic prejudice of European society. It was hardly
ever higher than in the fifteenth century, when heraldry, the

language that speaks to the eye of pride and the science of

those who despise every other, was cultivated with all its in-

genious pedantry ; and every improvement in useful art, every
creation in inventive architecture, was made subservient to the

grandeur of an elevated class in society. The burghers, in

those parts of Europe which had become rich by commerce,
emulated in their public distinctions, as they did ultimately in

their private families, the ensigns of patrician nobility. This

prevailing spirit of aristocracy was still but partially modified

by the spirit of popular freedom on one hand, or of respectful

loyalty on the other.

62. It is far more important to observe the disposition of

Keitgious the public mind in respect of religion, which not only
opinions. Ciaim3 to itself one great branch of literature, but

exerts a powerful influence over almost every other. The

greater part of literature in the middle ages, at least from the

twelfth century, may be considered as artillery levelled

Attacks on against the clergy: I do not say against the church,
the church. which might imply a doctrinal opposition by no
means universal. But if there is one theme upon which the

most serious as well as the lightest, the most orthodox as the

most heretical, writers are united, it is ecclesiastical corruption.
Divided among themselves, the secular clergy detested the

regular ; the regular monks satirized the mendicant friars ; who
in their turn, after exposing both to the ill-will of the people,
incurred a double portion of it themselves. In this most im-

portant respect, therefore, the influence of mediaeval literature

was powerful towards change ; but it rather loosened the

associations of ancient prejudice, and prepared mankind for

revolutions of speculative opinion, than brought them forward.

63. It may be said, in general, that three distinct currents of

Three lines religious opinion are discernible on this side of the

oSnT Alps in the fi
5
8t Part of the fifteentn century. 1. The

fifteenth high pretensions of the Church of Rome to a sort of

moral as well as theological infallibility, and to a
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paramount authority eyen in temporal affairs, when she should

think fit to interfere with them, were maintained by a great

body in the monastic and mendicant orders; and had still, pro-

bably, a considerable influence over the people in most parts
of Europe. 2. The Councils of Constance and Basle, and the

contentions of the Gallican and German churches against
the encroachments of the holy see, had raised up a strong ad-

verse party, supported occasionally by the government, and
more uniformly by the temporal lawyers and other educated

laymen. It derived, however, its greatest force from a number
of sincere and earnest persons, who set themselves against the

gross vices of the time, and the abuses grown up in the church

through self-interest or connivance. They were disgusted
also at the scholastic systems, which had turned religion into a

matter of subtle dispute, while they labored to found it OE

devotional feeling and contemplative love. The mystical theo-

logy, which, from seeking the illuminating influence and pier-

cing love of the Deity, often proceeded onward to visions of

complete absorption in his essence, till that itself was lost, as

in the East, from which this system sprang, in an annihilating

pantheism, had never wanted, and can never want, its disci-

ples. Some, of whom Bonaventura is the most conspicuous,

opposed its enthusiastic emotions to the icy subtilties of the

schoolmen. Some appealed to the hearts of the people in their

own language. Such was Tauler, whose sermons were long

popular, and have often been printed ; and another was the

unknown author of the German Theology, a favorite work
with Luther, and known by the Latin version of Sebastian

Castalio. Such, too, were Gerson and Clemangis ; and such

were the numerous brethren who issued from the College of

Deventer.1

One, doubtless of this class, whenever he may have

lived, was author of the celebrated treatise De Imi-

tatione Christi (a title which has been transferred

from the first chapter to the entire work), commonly
u j *. T>U IT- N -tr f Christi.

ascribed to Ihomas von Kempen, or a Kempis, one or

the Deventer Society, but the origin of which has been, and
will continue to be, the subject of strenuous controversy. Be-

sides Thomas a Kempis, two candidates have been supported

by their respective partisans : John Gerson, the famous Chan-

1 Eichhorn, vi. 1-133, has amply and learning ; yet both will be useful to th
well treated the theological literature of English reader. Eichhorn seems well

the fifteenth century. Mosheim is less acquainted with the mystical divines, in

satisfactory, and Miluer wants extent of p. 97 et poa.
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cellor of the University of Pains; and John Gersen, whoso

name appears in one manuscript, and whom some contend to

have been abbot of a monastery at Vercelli in the thirteenth

century; while others hold him an imaginary being, except as

a misnomer of Gerson. Several French writers plead for their

illustrious countryman, and especially JVL Gence, one of the

last who has revived the controversy ; while the German and

Flemish writers, to whom the Sorbonne acceded, have always
contended for Thomas a Kempis ; and Gersen has had the re-

spectable support of Bellarmin, Mabillon, and most of the Bene-

dictine order. 1 The book itself is said to have gone through

1 I am not prepared to state the external
evidence upon this keenly debated question
with sufficient precision. In a few words,
it may, I believe, be said, that in favor of
Thomas i Kempis has been alleged the tes-

timony of many early etlitions bearing his

name, including one about 1471, which

appears to be the first ; as well as a general
tradition from hi.-* own time, extending
over most of Europe, which has led a great

majority, including the Sorbonne itself, to

determine the cause in his favor. It is also

said that a manuscript of the treatise De
Imitationc bears these words at the con-

clusion,
" Finitus et eompletus per manurn

Thomas de Kempis, 1441 ;

" and that in

this manuscript are so many erasures and
alterations, as give it the appearance of his

original autograph. Against Thomas 4

Kc'npis it is urged that he was a professed
ealligra pher or copy 1st for the College of De-

venter; that the Chronicle of St. Agues, a

contemporary work, says of him,
"
Scrip-

sit Bibliom nostram totalitcr, et multiw
alios libros pro domo et pro pretio ;

" that
the entry above mentioned is more like

that of a transcriber than of an author
;

that the same chronicle makes no mention
of his having written the treatise De Imi-

tatione, nor does it appear in an early
list of works ascribed to him. For Gerson
are brought forward a great number of

early editions in France, and still more in

Jtalv, among which is the first that bears
a date ( Venice, 1483), both in the fifteenth
ami sixteenth centuries: and some other

probabilities are alleged. But this treatise
is not mentioned in a list of his writings
given by himself. As to Gersen, his claim
seems to rest on a manuscript of great
antiquity, which ascribes it to him; and
Indirectly on all those manuscripts which
are asserted to be older than the time
of Qerson and Thomas 4 Kempis. But,
as I have before observed, I do not profess
to give a full view of the external evidence,
of which I possess but a superficial know-
ledge.

From the book itself, two remarks, which
I do not pretend to be novel, have >ng-
gested themselves to me. 1. The Galli-

cisms or Italicisms are very numerous, and
strike the reader at once

;
such as " Scien-

tia sine timore Dei quid importat .'

"
" Kesiste in prineipio inclination! tuae "

"Vigilia serotina" "Homo p:issionu-
tus" " Vivere cum nobis contrarianti-

bus" " Timoratior-in cunctis actihus "
" Sufferentia crucis." It seems strange

that thee barbarous adaptations of French
or Italian should have occurred to any
one whose native language w;is Dutch;
unless it can be shown, that through St.

Bernard, or any other ascetic writer, they
had become naturalized in religious st , lc.

2. But, on the other hand, it si-cms impos-
sible to resist the conviction, that the
author was an inhabitant of a monastery ;

which was not the case with Gerson. ori-

ginally a secular priest at Paris, and cm-

ployed for many years in active iit'r :

chancellor of the university and one of the
leaders of the Gallican Church. The whole

spirit breathed by the treatise De Imita-
tione Christ! is that of a solitary ascetic :

" Vellem me pluries tacuisse et inter ho-
mines non fuisse. Sed quare tain Hbenter

loquimur, etinvicem fabulamur, cum raro

sine lassione conscience ad silentium redi-

mus. Cella continnata dulcescit. et male
custodita tedium generat. Si in prineipio
conversions tuse bene earn incolueris et

custodieris, erit tibi posthac dilecta, arnica,
et gratissimum solatium."
As the former consideration seems to

exclude Thomas & Kempis, so the latter is

unfavorable to the claims of Gerson. It

has been observed, however, that, in one

passage (1. i. c. 24), there is an ai<

allusion to Dante, which, if intended, niu-'t

put an end to Gersen, Abbot of Vpnvlli,
whom his supporters place in the first part
of the thirteenth century. But the allu-

sion is not indisputable. Various articles

in the Biographic Univeiselle, from the

pen of M. Gence, maintain his favorite
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eighteen hundred editions, and has probablybeen more read than

any one work after the Scripture. 3. A third religious party con-

sisted of the avowed or concealed heretics, some disciples of

the older sectaries, some of Wicliffe or Huss, resembling the

school of Gerson and Gerard Groot in their earnest piety, but

drawing a more decided line of separation between themselves

and the ruling power, and ripe for a more complete reforma-

tion than the others were inclined to desire. It is not possible,

however, for us to pronounce on all the shades of opinion that

might be secretly cherished in the fifteenth century.
64. Those of the second class were perhaps comparatively

rare at this time in Italy, and those of the third much scepticism.

more so. But the extreme superstition of the popular
creed, the conversation of Jews and Mahometans, the tin

unbounded admiration of pagan genius and virtue, the natural

tendency of many minds to doubt and to perceive difficulties,

which the schoolmen were apt to find everywhere, and no-

where to solve, joined to the irreligious spirit of the Aristote-

lian philosophy, especially as modified by Averroes, could not

but engender a secret tendency towards infidelity, the course

of which may be traced with ease in the writings of those ages.
Thus the tale of the three rings in Boccace, whether original
or not. may be reckoned among the sports of a sceptical philo-

sophy. But a proof, not less decisive, that the blind faith we
"ascribe to the middle ages was by no means universal, results

from the numerous vindications of Christianity written in the

fifteenth century. Eichhorn, after referring to several passages
in the works of Petrarch, mentions defences of religion by
Marsilius Ficinus, Alfonso de Spina (a converted Jew), Savo-

narola, JEneas Sylvius, Picus of Mirandola. He gives an ana-

lysis of the first, which, in its course of argument, differs little

from modern apologies of the same class.
1

hypothecs ;
and M. Daunou, in the Jour- heart-piercing truth in many of it? de-

nil des Savans for 1826, and again in the tached sentences, but places its rule of
volume for 1827, espouses the game cause, life in absolute seclusion from the world,
and even says,

" Nous ne nous arreterons and seldom refers to the exercise of any
point i ce qui regarde Thomas a Kempis, social or even domestic duty. It has na-
i qui cet outrage n'est plus guere attribue turally been less a favorite in Protestant

aujourd'hui,'' p. 631. But atijourd-kui countries, both from its monastic charac-

must be interpreted rather literally, if this ter. and because those who incline towards
be correct. This is in the review of a de- QuVbdm do not find in it the phraseology
fence of the pretensions of Gersen by M. to which they are accustomed. The trans-

Gregory, who adduces some strong reasons lations are very numerous ; but there seems
to prove that the work is older than the to be an inimitable expression in its concise

fourteenth century and energetic though barbarous Latin.

This book contains great beauty and l Vol. vi. p. 24.
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65. These writings, though by men so considerable as most

Raimond of those he has named, are very obscure at present ;

de Sebonde.
jjut t ]ie treatise of Rahuond de Sebonde is somewhat

better known, in consequence of the chapter in Montaigne
entitled an Apology for him. Montaigne had previously trans-

lated into French the Theologia Naturalis of this Sebonde,

professor of medicine at Barcelona in the early part of the

fifteenth century. This has been called by some the first regu-
lar system of natural theology ; but even if nothing of that kind

could be found in the
t writings of the schoolmen, which is cer-

tainly not the case, such an appellation, notwithstanding the

title, seems hardly due to Sebonde's book, which is intended,
not so much to erect a fabric of religion independent of reve-

lation, as to demonstrate the latter by proofs derived from the

order of nature.

66. Dugald Stewart, in his first dissertation prefixed to the

His views Encyclopaedia Britannica, observes, that " the prin-
misuuder-

cipal aim of Sebonde's book, according to Montaigne,
is to show that Christians are in the wrong to make

human reasoning the basis of their belief, since the object of it

is only conceived by faith and by a special inspiration of the

divine grace." I have been able to ascertain that the excellent

author was misled in this passage by confiding in a translation

of Montaigne, which he took in a wrong sense. Far from such

being the aim of Sebonde, his book is wholly devoted to the

rational proofs of religion ; and what Stewart has taken for a

proposition of Sebonde himself, is merely an objection, which,

according to Montaigne, some were apt to make against his

mode of reasoning. The passage is so very clear, that every
one who looks at Montaigne (1.

ii. c. 12) must instantaneously
perceive the oversight wliich the translator, or rather Stewart,
has made ; or he may satisfy himself by the article on Sebonde
in Bayle.

1

67. The object of Sebonde's book, according to himself, is

His real to develop those truths as to God and man which are
object- latent in nature, and through which the latter may
learn every thing necessary, and especially may understand

Scripture, and have an infallible certainty of its truth. This
science is incorporate in all the books of the doctors of the

1 [The translation used by Stewart may original. It must Vo saltl. that, if he had
not have been that by Cotton, but one been more attentive, the translation could
Dub.shod in 1776. which professes to be not have misled him
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church, as the alphabet is in their words. It is the first sci-

ence, the basis of all others, and requiring no other to be

previously known. The scarcity of the book will justify an

extract, which, though in very uncouth Latin, will serve to

give a notion of what Sebonde really aimed at ; but he labors

with a confused expression, arising partly from the vastness of

his subject.
1

68. Sebonde seems to have had floating in his mind, as tliis

extract will suggest, some of those theories as to the
Xature of

correspondence of the moral and material world iusargu-

which were afterwards propounded in then* cloudy
D

magnificence by the Theosophists of the next two centuries.

He undertakes to prove the Trinity from the analogy of na-

ture. His argument is ingenious enough, if not quite of

orthodox tendency ; being drawn from the scale of existence,

which must lead us to a being immediately derived from the

First Cause. He proceeds to derive other doctrines of Christi-

1 " Duo sunt libri nobis data a Deo : sci-

licet liber universitatis creaturarum, sive

liber naturas, et alius est liber sacrae scrip-
ture. Primus liber fuit iatus homini a

principle, dum universitas rerum fuit con-

dita, quoniam qualibet creatura non est

ni>i quaedam litera digito Dei scripts, et ex

pluribus creaturis sieut ex pluribus literia

componitur liber. Ita componitur liber

creaturarum. in quo libro etiam continetur
homo ; et est principalior litera ipsius libri.

Et Mcut literae et dictionis factaj ex literis

important et includunt seientiam et di-

Tersas significationes et mirabiles senten-
tias : ita conformiter ipsas creatures simul

conjunctae et ad invicem comparatae im-

portant et significant diversas significatio-
nes et sententias, et continent scientiam
homini necessarian!. Secundus autem li-

ber scriptures datiw est homini secundo,
et hoc in defectu primi libri : eo quia homo
nesciebat in primo legere. qui erat cascus :

sed tamen primus liber creaturarum est

omnibus commuuis, quia solum clerici

legere sciunt in eo [i.e. secundo].
" Item primus liber, scilicet natura?, non

potest falsificari, nee deleri, neque false

interpretari : ideo hseretici non possunt
eum false intelligere, nee aliquis potest in
eo fieri haereticus. Sed seeundus potest
alsifieari et false interpretari et male
ntelligi. Attamen uterque liber est ab
e ii-m. quia idem Dominus et creaturas
ff'U 1! lit. et sacram Scripturani revelayit.

Kt ijeo conveniunt ad invicem, et non
contradicit unus alteri. sed tamen primus
eat nobis eonnaturalis, secundus super-
natumlis. Praterea cum homo rit n;itu-

raliter rationales, et susceptibilis disci-

plinaj et doctrinae; et cum naturaliter a
gua creatione nullam habeat actu doc-
trinam neque scientiam, sit tamen aptus
ad suscipiendum eain ; et cum doctrina
et scientia sine libro, in quo scripta sit,

. non possit haberi, convenientisiimuin fuit,
ne frustra homo esset capax doctrinse et sci-

entiae, quod dirina scientia, homini lihrurn

creaverit. in quo per se et sine magistro
possit studere doctrinam necessariam

;

propterea hoe totum istum mundum visi-

bilem sibi creavit, et dedit tauquam librum

proprium et naturalem et uifillibilem. Dei

digito scriptum, ubi einguUe creaturas

quasi literse gunt, non huniauo arbitrio

Bed dmno juvante judicio ad demonstran-
dum homini sapieuliam et doctrinam sibi

necessariam ad salutem. Quarn quidem
sapientiam nullus potst videre, neque
legere per se in dicto libro semper aperto,
nisi fuerit a Deo Uluminatus et a peccato
originali mundatus. Et ideo nullus anti-

quorum pbjlosophorum paganorum potest
legere hanc scientiam, quia erant excajcati

quantum ad propriam salutem, quamvi;: in

dicto libro legerunt aliquam scientiam, et

omnem quam habuerunt ab eodem con-
traxerunt: sed veram sapientiam quae
ducit ad ritam aeternam. quamris fuerat
in eo scripta, legere non potuerunt." Ista autem scientia non e.st aliud. nirf

cogitare et videre sapientiam scriptam in

creaturis. et extrahere ipsam ab il'is. et

ponere in anima. et videre si'.raificationem

creaturarum . Et ?ic compamndo ad aliam
et conjungi-re sicut dictionem dictioni, et

ex tali conjunctione resultat sententia
et siiruificatio vera. dum tamen sciat horn*

intelligere et cognoscere."
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anity from principles of natural reason ; and after this, which

occupies about half a volume of 779 closely printed pages, he

comes to direct proofs of revelation : first, because God, who
does all for his own honor, would not suffer an impostor to

persuade the world that he was equal to God, which Mahomet
never pretended ; and afterwards by other arguments more or

less valid or ingenious.
69. We shall now adopt a closer and more chronological

arrangement than before ; ranging under each decennial period
the circumstances of most importance in the general history
of literature, as well as the principal books published within

it. This course we shall pursue till the channels of learning
become so various, and so extensively diffused through several

kingdoms, that it will be found convenient to deviate in some
measure from so strictly chronological a form, in order to con-

solidate better the history of different sciences, and diminish

hi some measure what can never wholly be removed from a

work of this nature, the confusion of perpetual clange of

subject.
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CHAPTER HI.

ON THE LITERATURE OF EUROPE FROM 1440 TO THE CLOSE OF THB

FIFTEENTH CENTURY.

SECT. I. 1440-1450.

Classical Literature in Italy Nicolas V. Laurentius Valla.

1. THE reader is not to consider the year 1440 as a marked

epoch^in the annals of literature. It has sometimes The year

been treated as such by those who have referred the J^j^J ^
inventing of printing to this particular era. But it an epoch.

is here chosen as an arbitrary line, nearly coincident with the

complete development of an ardent thirst for classical, and

especially Grecian, literature in Italy, as the year 1400 was
with its first manifestation.

2. No very conspicuous events belong to this decennial

period. The spirit of improvement, already so pow- .

erfully excited in Italy, continued to produce the progress of

same effects in rescuing ancient manuscripts from learmns-

the chances of destruction, accumulating them in libraries,

making translations from the Greek, and, by intense labor

*in the perusal of the best authors, rendering both their sub-

stance and their language familiar to the Italian scholar. The

patronage of Cosmo de' Medici, Alfonso King of Naples, and
Nicolas of Este, has already been mentioned. Lionel, suc-

cessor of the last prince, was by no means inferior to him in

love of letters. But they had no patron so important as Nicolas

V. (Thomas of Sarzana), who became pope in 1447 ;

nor has any later occupant of his chair, without

excepting Leo X., deserved equal praise as an encourager of

learning. Nicolas founded the Vatican Library, and left it, at

his death in 1455, enriched with 5,000 volumes, a treasure

far exceeding that of any other collection in Europe. Every
scholar who needed maintenance (which was, of course, the
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common case) found it at the court of Rome ; innumerable

beneiices all over Christendom, which had fallen into the grasp
of the holy see, and frequently required of their incumbents,
as is well known, neither residence nor even the priestly

character, affording the means of generosity, which have sel-

dom been so laudably applied. Several Greek authors were
translated into Latin by direction of Nicolas V.; among which
are the history of Diodorus Siculus, and Xenophon's Cyro-
paBdia, by Poggio,

1 who still enjoyed the office of apostolical

secretary, as he had under Eugenius IV., and with still more
abundant munificence on the part of the pope ; Herodotus and

Thucydides by Valla, Polybius by Perotti, Appian by Decem-

brio, Strabo by Gregory of Tiferno and Guarino of Verona,

Theophrastus by Gaza, Plato de Legibus, Ptolemy's Almagest,
and the Praeparatio Evangelica of Eusebius by George of

Trebizond.2 These translations, it has been already observed,
will not bear a very severe criticism ; but certainly ther^e was
an extraordinary cluster of learning round the chair of this

excellent pope.
3. Corniani remarks, that if Nicolas V., like some popes,

justice nad raised a distinguished family, many pens would
due to his have been employed to immortalize him ; but, not

having surrounded himself with relations, his fame
has been much below his merits. Gibbon, one of the first to

do full justice to Nicolas, has made a similar observation.

How striking the contrast between this pope and his famous

predecessor Gregory L, who, if he did not burn and destroy
heathen authors, was at least anxious to discourage the read-

ing of them! These eminent men, like Michael Angelo's
figures of Night and Morning, seem to stand at the two gates

*

of the middle ages, emblems and heralds of the mind's long
sleep, and of its awakening.

4. Several little treatises by Poggio, rather in a moral than

1 This translation of Diodorus has been script of the translation. Poggio, indeed,
ascribed by come of our writers, even since in his preface, declares that he undertook
fin error ha been pointed out, to John it by command of Nicolas V. See Niceron,
Free, an Englishman, who had heard the ix. 158

; Zeno, Dissertazioni Vossiane, i. 41
;

'< Srriptoribus Britann., p. 462. But it should be suggested that this may be a
bears the name of Poggio in the two edi- different work, there are the means of
linn- printed in 1472 and 1493; and Le- proving it.

land seems to have been deceived by some *
Ileerun, p. 72.

one who had put Free's name o a IIKIUU-
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political strain, display an observing and intelligent mind.

Such are those on nobility, and on the unhappiness poggm on

of princes. For these, which were written before the ruins

1 440, the reader may have recourse to Shepherd, Cor-

niani, or Giuguene. A later essay, if we may so call it, on
the vicissitudes of fortune, begins with rather an interesting

description of the ruins of Rome. It is an enumeration of

the more conspicuous remains of the ancient city ; and we

may infer from it, that no great devastation or injury has taken

place since the fifteenth century. Gibbon has given an

account of this little tract, which is not, as he shows, the earli-

es't on the subject. Poggio, I will add, seems not to have
known some things with which we are familiar, as the Cloaca

Maxima, the fragments of the Servian Wall, the Mamertine

Prison, the Temple of Nerva, the Giano Quadrifronte ; and,

by some odd misinformation, believes that the tomb of Cecilia

Metella, which he had seen entire, was afterwards destroyed.
1

This leads to a conjecture that the treatise was not finished

during his residence at Rome, and consequently not within

the present decennium.

5. In the fourth book of this treatise De Varietate For-

tunae, Poggio has introduced a remarkable narration

of travels by a Venetian, Nicolo di Conti, who in the East by

1419 had set off from his country, and, after passing
c

many years in Persia and India, returned home in 1444.

His account of those regions, in some respects the earliest on
which reliance could be placed, will be found, rendered into

Italian from a Portuguese version of Poggio, in the first

volume of Ramusio. That editor seems not to have known
that the original was in print.

6. A far more considerable work by Laurentius Valla,
on the graces of the Latin language, is rightly, I Laureutius

believe, placed within this period ; but it is often V:illa -

difficult to determine the dates of books published before the

invention of printing. Valla, like Poggio, had long earned

the favor of Alfonso ; but, unlike him, had forfeited that of the

court of Rome. His character was veiy irascible and over-

bearing, a fault too general with the learned of the fifteenth

century : but he may, perhaps, be placed at the head of the

literary republic at this time ;
for if inferior to Poggio, us

probably he was, in vivacity and variety of genius, he. was

1 " Ad calcem postea msgore ex parte extcrminatum "
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undoubtedly above him in what was then most valued and

most useful, grammatical erudition.

7. Valla began with an attack on the court of Rome in his

His attack declamation against the donation of Constantine.

court
8

of Some have, in consequence, reckoned him among the

Rome.
precursors of Protestantism ; while others have im-

puted to the Roman see, that he was pursued with its hos-

tility for questioning that pretended title to sovereignty. But
neither of these representations is just. Valla confines him-

self altogether to the temporal principality of the pope ; but,

as to this, his language must be admitted to have been so

abusive, as to render the resentment of the court of Rome not

unreasonable.1

8. The more famous work of Valla, De Elegantiis Latinae

His treatise Linguae, begins with too arrogant an assumption.

latin
6 " These books," he says,

" will contain nothing that

language, has been said by any one else. For many ages past,
not only no man has been able to speak Latin, but none

have understood the Latin they read : the studious of philoso-

phy have had no comprehension of the philosophers ; the advo-

cates, of the orators; the lawyers, of the jurists; the general

scholar, of any writers of antiquity." Valla, however, did at

least incomparably more than any one who had preceded him ;

and it would probably appear, that a great part of the distinc-

tions in Latin syntax, inflection, and synonymy, which our best

grammars contain, may be traced to his work. It is to be

observed, that he made free use of the ancient grammarians ;

so that his vaunt of originality must be referred to later times.

Valla is very copious as to synonymes, on which the delicate,

and even necessary, understanding of a language mainly
depends. If those have done most for any science who have

1 A few lines will suffice as a specimen : horrenda vox audiatnr, partes contra ec-
"0 Komani pontifices, exemplum facino- clesiam ; ecclesia contra I'ernsinos pugnaf,
rum omnium caeteris pontificibus, et im- contra Bononienses. Nou contra Christia

probissimi scribae et pliarisjei, qui sedetis nos pugnat ecclesia, sed papa." Of the

super cuthedrani Moysi, ct opera Dathan papal claim to temporal sovereignty by
et Abyron facitis, itane vestimenta

appa- prescription, Valla writes indignantly
:

rattis, pom pit eqnitat~is. omiiis denique
"

Praescripsit Koniana occ-li'-ia ; o imperiti,
vita Cwsaris. vicarium Christ! decebit?" o divini juris ignari. Nullus quantumvia
The whole tone is more like Luther's vio- annorum numerus veruni abolere titu-
lence than what we should expect from an lum potest. Prsescripsit Komanu wolesia.
Italian of the fifteenth century : but it is Tuce. nefaria lingua. Pnescriptionem qua
with the ambitious spirit of aggrandize- fit de rebus niutis atque irrationalibvis,
ment as temporal princes that he re- ad honiinein transfers

; cojus quo diutnr
preaches the pontiffs ; nor can it be denied nior in servitute possessio, eo detestabi-
that .Martin and Ku^onius had given pro- lior."
vocation for bid invective. " Nuc ainpliug
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carried it farthest from the point whence they set out, philo-

logy seems to owe quite as much to Valla as to any one who
has come since. The treatise was received with enthusiastic

admiration ; continually reprinted ; honored with a paraphrase

by Erasmus ; commented, abridged, extracted, and even turned

into verse.1

9. Valla, however, self-confident and of no good temper, in

censuring the language of others, fell not unfre-
Itedefecta

quently into mistakes of his own. Vives and

Budeeus, coming in the next century, and in a riper age of

philology, blame the hypercritical disposition of one who had
not the means of pronouncing negatively on Latin words and

phrases, from his want of sufficient dictionaries : his fastidious-

ness became what they call superstition, imposing captious

scruples and unnecessary observances on himself and the

world.2
And, of this species of superstition, there has been

much since his time in philology.
10. Heeren, one of the few who have, in modern times,

spoken of this work from personal knowledge and Heeren's

with sufficient learning, gives it a high character. Praiseofit-

" Valla was, without doubt, the best acquainted with Latin of

any man in his age ; yet, no pedantic Ciceronian, he had
studied all the classical writers of Rome. His Elegantise is

a work on grammar: it contains an explanation of refined

turns of expression, especially where they are peculiar to

Latin ; displaying not only an exact knowledge of that tongue,
but often also a really philosophical study of language in gene-
ral. In an age when nothing was so much valued as a good
Latin style, yet when the helps, of which we now possess so

many, were all wanting, such a work must obtain a great suc-

cess, since it relieved a necessity which every one felt."
3

'

11. We have to give this conspicuous scholar a place in

another line of criticism, that on the text and inter- Valla's

pretation of the New Testament. His annotations on^Ne^
are the earliest specimen of explanations founded on Testament

nvrvuvj-vjgub ili VUK uiwexiui UUULUIJ, ut;- iu ui Hi^t 1 1 1 j'Viu euijuooBCb, ill tsiiii

gi in 1111,2 in 1471
;
and thirty-one in the first stitionem sensim delapsum esse, ut i

thirty -six years of the next. ipse et alios captiosis obaervationibu
et sese

is scri-

tiiie loqueudi cousuetudinem coustituere 3 P. 220.

VOL. I. 11
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the original language. In the course of these, he treats the

Vulgate with some severity. But Valla is said to have had

but a slight knowledge of Greek ;

l and it must also he owned,
that, with all his merit as a Latin critic, he wrote indifferently,

and with less classical spirit than his adversary Poggio. The
invectives of these against each other do little honor to their

memory, and are not worth recording in this volume, though

they could not be omitted in a legitimate history of the Italian

scholars.

SECT. H. 1450-1460.

Greeks in Italy Invention of Printing.

12. THE capture of Constantinople in 1453 drove a few

Fresh arri-
Darned Greeks, who had lingered to the last amidst

TO! ofGreeks the crash of their ruined empire, to the hospitable
y '

and admiring Italy. Among these have been reck-

oned Argyropulus and Chalcondyles, successively teachers

of their own language ; Andronicus Callistus, who is said to

have followed the same profession both there and at Rome ;

and Constantino Lascaris, of an imperial family, whose lessons

were given for several years at Milan, and afterwards at Mes-
sina. It seems, however, to be proved that Argyropulus had
been already for several years in Italy.

2

13. The cultivation of Greek literature gave rise about

piatonists
^"s *wae * a vehement controversy, which had some

and Aria- influence on philosophical opinions in Italy. Gemis-
toteiians.

tug piet]1O) a nat ive of the Morea, and one of those

who attended the Council of Florence in 1439, being an en-

thusiastic votary of the Platonic theories in metaphysics and
natural theology, communicated to Cosmo de' Medici part of

his own zeal; and from that time the citizens of Florence

formed a scheme of establishing an academy of learned men

* "Annis abhinc ducentis Herodotmn apnd ernditos deeoxit." Ilnet cte claris

et Thucydidem LatinU literis ezponebat Interpretibus, apud Blount. Daunou,
Laurentius Valla, in ea bene et eleganter however, in the Biographic Universelle,
dicendi copia, quam totis voluminibus ex- art. "Thucydides," asserts that Valla's

plicavit, inelegans tamen, et psene barba- translation of that historian is generally
rus, Grsecis ad hoc literis leviter tinctus, faithful. This would show no inconside-
ad anctorum sententias parum attentus, rable knowledge of Greek for that age.
oscitaua gacpe, et alias res agens, lidtin * Body ;

Tiraboschi ;
Iloscoe.
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to discuss and propagate the Platonic system. This seems to

have been carried into effect early in the present decennial

period.
14. Meantime, a treatise by Pletho, wherein he not only

extolled the Platonic philosophy, which he mingled, Their coa.

as was then usual, with that of the Alexandrian txoversy.

school, and of the spurious writings attributed to Zoroaster

and Hermes, but inveighed without measure against Aristotle

and his disciples, had aroused the Aristotelians of Greece,
where, as in Western Europe, their master's authority had long

prevailed. It seems not improbable that the Platonists were
obnoxious to the orthodox party for sacrificing their own
church to that of Rome ; and there is also some ground for

ascribing a rejection of Christianity to Pletho. The dispute,
at least, began in Greece, where Pletho's treatise met with an

angry opponent in Gennadius, Patriarch of Constantinople.
1

It soon spread to Italy : Theodore Gaza embracing the cause

of Aristotle with temper and moderation;
2 and George of

Trebizond, a far inferior man, with invectives against the

Platonic philosophy and its founder. Others replied in the

same tone ; and, whether from ignorance or from rudeness, this

controversy appears to have been managed as much with

abuse of the lives and characters of two philosophers, dead

nearly two thousand years, as with any rational discussion of

their tenets. Both sides, however, strove to make out, what
in fact was the ultimate object, that the doctrine they main-

tained was more consonant to the Christian religion than that

of their adversaries. Cardinal Bessarion, a man of solid and

elegant learning, replied to George of Trebizond in a book
entitled Adversus Calumniatorem Platonis ; one of the first

books that appeared from the Roman press in 1470. This

dispute may possibly have originated, at least in Greece,
before 1450 ; and it was certainly continued beyond 1460, the

1 Pletho's death, in an extreme old age, is agreed that this was done after his

la fixed by Brucker, on the authority of death.

George of Trebizoud, before the capture
2 Hody, p. 79, doubts whether Gaza's

of Constantinople. A letter, indeed, of vindication of Aristotle were not merely
Bessarion, in 1462 (Mini, de 1'Acad. des verbal, in conversation with Bessarion;

Inscript., vol. ii.), seems to imply that he which is, however, implicitly contradicted
was then living; but this cannot have by Boivin and Tiraboschi, who assert him
been the case. Gennadius, his enemy, to have written against Pletho. The cum-
abdicated the patriarchate of Constant!- parison of Plato and Aristotle by George
nople in 1458 ; having been raised to it in of Trebizond was published at Venice in

1453. The public burning of Pletho's 1523, as lleeren says on the authority of
book was iu the intermediate time

;
and it Fabricius.
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writings both of George and Bessarion appearing to be rather

of later date.1

15. Bessarion himself was so far from being as unjust
towards Aristotle as his opponent was towards Plato, that he

translated his metaphysics. That philosopher, though almost

the idol of the schoolmen, lay still in some measure under

the ban of the Church, which had very gradually removed the

prohibition she laid on his writings in the beginning rf the

hirteenth century. Nicolas V. first permitted them to be

read without restriction in the universities.
2

1 6. Cosmo de' Medici selected Marsilius Ficinus, as a youth
Marsiiius f great promise, to be educated hi the mysteries of
Ficinus. Platonism, that he might become the chief and pre-

ceptor of the new academy ; nor did the devotion of the young
philosopher fall short of the patron's hope. Ficinus declares

himself to have profited as much by the conversation of

Cosmo as by the writings of Plato ; but this is said in a dedi-

cation to Lorenzo, and the author has not on other occasions

escaped the reproach of flattery. He began as early as 1456,
at the age of twenty-three, to write on the Platonic philoso-

phy ; but, being as yet ignorant of Greek, prudently gave way
to the advice of Cosmo and Landino, that he should acquire
more knowledge before he imparted it to the world.3

17. The great glory of this decennial period is the inven-

invention tion of printing; or at least, as all must allow, its

ofprinting. application to the purposes of useful learning. The
reader will not expect a minute discussion of so long and un-

settled a controversy as that which the origin of this art has
furnished. For those who are little conversant with the sub-

ject, a very few particulars may be thought necessary.
18. About the end of the fourteenth century, we find a prac-

Biock- tice of taking impressions from- engraved blocks of
books. wood ; sometimes for playing-cards, which were not

generally used long before that time; sometimes for rude cuts

of saints.
4 The latter were frequently accompanied by a few

1 The best account, and that from which *
Brucker, iv. 50 ; Roscoe.

later writers have freely borrowed, of this Huinekke and others have proved that
philosophical controversy, is by Boiviu, in playing-carda were knowu in Gonuanv as
the second volume of the Memoirs of the early as 1299

; but these were probably
Academy of Inscriptions, p. 15. Brucker, painted. Lambiuet, Origines de I'lmpri-
Iv. 40; Buhle, ii. 1U7 ; and Tiraboschi, vi. mcrie; Singer's History of I'laving-cards
303, are my other authorities. The earliest cards were ou parchment.

- Lauuoy de variu Aristotelis 1'ortuna
In Acadoiuia rarisiciLsi, p. 44.
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line? of letters cut in the block. Gradually entire pages were

impressed in this manner; and thus began what are called

block-books, printed in fixed characters, but never exceeding
a very few leaves. Of these there exist nine or ten, often

reprinted, as it is generally thought, between 1400 and 1440.1

In using the word "'

printed," it is, of course, not intended to

prejudice the question as to the real art of printing. These
block-books seem to have been all executed in the Low
Countries. They are said to have been followed by several

editions of the short grammar of Donatus.2 These also were

printed in Holland. This mode of printing from blocks of

wood has been practised in China from time immemorial.
19. The invention of printing, in the modern sense, from

movable letters, has been referred by most to Guten-
, -, <-i , Gutenberg

berg, a native of Mentz, but settled at btrasburg. and Costar*

He is supposed to have conceived the idea before claim8-

1440, and to have spent the next ten years in making attempts
at carrying it into effect ; which some assert him to have
done in short fugitive pieces, actually printed from his mova-
ble wooden characters before 1450. But of the existence of

these there seems to be no evidence.3 Gutenberg's priority is

disputed by those who deem Lawrence Costar of Haarlem the

real inventor of the art. According to a tradition, which
seems not to be traced beyond the middle of the sixteenth

century, but resting afterwards upon sufficient testimony to

prove its local reception, Costar substituted movable for fixed

letters as early as 1430 ; and some have believed that a book
called Speculum humanae Salvationis, of very rude wooden

characters, proceeded from the Haarlem press before any
other that is generally recognized.

4 The tradition adds, that

an unfaithful servant, having fled with the secret, set up for

himself at Strasburg or Mentz : and this treachery was origi-

nally ascribed to Gutenberg or Fust ; but seems, since they
have been manifestly cleared of it, to have been laid on one

Gensfleisch, reputed to be the brother of Gutenberg.
5 The

1 Lambinet
; Singer ; Ottley ; Dibdin, Lndorfco Gnicciardini is an answer to

&c. those who treat it as a forgery of Hadrian
1 Lambinet. Juniui. Santander, Lambinet, and most
* Memoires de TAcad. des Inscript., recent investigators, are for Mentz against

rrii. 7>52 : Lambinet, p. 113. Haarlem.
4 In Mr. OttJey's History of Engraving. Gensfleisch seems to haTe been the

the claims of Costar are strongly main- name of that branch of the Gutenberg
tained. though chiefly on the authority of Family to which the inYentor of printing
Meerman's proofs, which go to establish belonged. Biogr. Unir., art. " Guteu-
the locai tradition

;
but the evidence of berg."
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evidence, however, as to this, is highly precarious ; and, even

if we were to admit the claims of Costar, there seems no fair

reason to dispute that Gutenberg might also have struck out

an idea, which surely did not require any extraordinary ingenu-

ity, and left the most important difficulties to be surmounted,
as they undeniably were, by himself and his coadjutors.

1

20. It is agreed by all, that, about 1450, Gutenberg, having

Progress gone to Mentz, entered into partnership with Fust, a
of the rich merchant of that city, for the purpose of carry-

ing the invention into effect ; and that Fust supplied
him with considerable sums of money. The subsequent steps
are obscure. According to a passage in the Annales Hirsar-

gienses of Trithemius, written sixty years afterwards, but on

the authority of a grandson of Peter Schseffer, their assistant

in the work, it was about 1452 that the latter brought the art

to perfection by devising an easier mode of casting types.
2

This passage has been interpreted, according to a lax construc-

tion, to mean, that Schaeffer invented the method of casting

types in a matrix ; but seems more strictly to intimate, that we
owe to him the great improvement in letter-casting ; namely,
the punches of engraved steel, by which the matrices, or

moulds, are struck, and without which, independent of the

economy of labor, there could be no perfect uniformity of

shape. Upon the former supposition, Schaeffer may be
reckoned the main inventor of the art of printing ; for mova-
ble wooden letters, though small books may possibly have
been printed by means of them, are so inconvenient, and
letters of cut metal so expensive, that few great works were

likely to have passed through the press till cast types were

employed. Van Praet, however, believes the Psalter of 1457
to have been printed from wooden characters ;

and some have
conceived letters of cut metal to have been employed both in

that and in the first Bible. Lambinet, who thinks "the
essence of the art of printing is in the engraved punch," natu-

rally gives the chief credit to Schasffer ;
3 but this is not the

more usual opinion.

1
Lambinet, p. 315. berg, qui le premier, con^ut I'idSe de la" Petrus Opilio de Gerasheim, tuno typographic, en imagiuant la mobilite des

famulus inventoris primi Joannis Fust, oaracteres, quleneetl'ftme; gloire 4 Fust.
homo ingoniosus et prudens, faciliorem qui en fit usage avec lui, et sans le<|uei
modum fuudendi cha.racteras excogitavit, nous ne jouirions peut-etre pas de ce bien-
et artem, ut nunc est, complevit. Lam- tait

; gloire a Schaeffer, i qui nous devona
bluet, i. 101

;
see Daunou contra; Id., 417. tout le mecanisme. et toutes les rnerveille*

3
ii. 213. In another place, he divides del'art;" i. 119.

the praise better :
" Gloire done a Quten-
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21. The earliest book, properly so called, is now generally
believed to be the Latin Bible, commonly called the Firgt

Mazarin Bible ; a copy having been found, about printed

the middle of the last century, in Cardinal Mazarin's

library at Paris.1
It is remarkable that its existence was un-

known before : for it can hardly be called a book of very ex-

traordinary scarcity ; nearly twenty copies being in different

libraries, half of them in those of private persons in England.
2

No date appears in this Bible ; and some have referred its publi-
cation to 1452, or even to 1450, which few perhaps would at

present maintain ; while others have thought the year 1455
rather more probable.

3 In a copy belonging to the Royal
Library at Paris, an entry is made, importing that it was com-

pleted in binding and illuminating at Mentz, on the Feast of the

Assumption (Aug. 15), 1456. But Trithemius, in the passage
above quoted, seems to intimate that no book had been printed
in 1452 ; and considering the lapse of time that would natu-

rally be employed in such an undertaking during the infancy
of the art, and that we have no other printed book of the least

importance to fill up the interval till 1457, and also that the bind-

ing and illuminating the above-mentioned copy is likely to have
followed the publication at no great length of time, we may not

err in placing its appearance hi the year 1455, which will

secure its hitherto unimpeached priority in the records of bib-

liography.
4

22. It is a very striking circumstance, that the high-minded
inventors of this great art tried at the very outset so Beauty of

bold a flight as the printing an entire Bible, and exe- the book-

cuted it with astonishing success. It was Minerva leaping on
earth in her divine strength and radiant armor, ready at the

moment of her nativity to subdue and destroy her enemies.

1 The Cologne Chronicle says,
" Anno methods employed in the earliest looks,

Domini 1450, qui jubilams erat, coeptum which are almost all controverted. This
est imprimi, priinusque liber, qui excude- Bible is thought by Fournier, himself a
batur. biblia fuere Latina." letter-founder, to be printed from wooden

2 Bibliotheca Sussexiana, i. 293 (1827). types ; by Mecrman, from types cut in
The number there enumerated is eighteen ;

metal
; by Heinekke and Daunou, from

nine in public and nine in private libra- cast types, which is most probable. Lam-
ries

;
three of the former, and all the lat- binet, i. 417. Daunou does not believe

ter, English. that any book was printed with types cut
3 Lain binet thinks it was probably not either in wood or metal

;
and that, after

begun before 1453, nor published till the block-books, there were none but with,

end of 1455 ;
i. 130. See, on this Bible, an cast letters like those now in use, invented

article by Dr. Dibdin in Valpy's Classical by Gutenberg, perfected by Schaefier, and

Journal, No. 8, which collects the testi- first employed by them and Fust in th

BLJnies of his predecessors. Malaria Bible, id., p. 423.
* It is very difficult to pronounce on the
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The Mazarin Bible is printed, some copies on vellum, some on

paper of choice quality, with strong, black, and tolerably hand-

some characters, but with some want of uniformity; which has

led, perhaps unreasonably, to a doubt whether they were c:u<t

in a matrix. We may see in imagination this venerable and

splendid volume leading up the crowded myriads of its follow-

ers, and imploring, as it were, a blessing on the new art, by
dedicating its first-fruits to the service of Heaven.

23. A metrical exhortation, in the German language, to

E^y take arms against the Turks, dated in 1454, has been
printed retrieved in the present century. If this date unequi-

vocally refers to the time of printing, which does not

seem a necessary consequence, it is the earliest loose sheet

that is known to be extant. It is said to be in the type of

what is called the Bamberg Bible, which we shall soon have
to mention. Two editions of Letters of Indulgence from Ni-

colas V., bearing the date of 1454, are extant in single printed

sheets, and two more editions of 1455 ;

l but it has justly been

observed, that, even if published before the Mazarin Bible, the

printing of that great volume must have commenced long
before. An almanac for the year 1457 has also been detected ;

and, as fugitive sheets of this kind are seldom preserved, we

may justly conclude that the art of printing was not dormant,
so far as these light productions are concerned. A Donatus, with

Schaeffer's name, but no date, may or may not be older than a

Psalter published in 1457 by Fust and Schasffer (the partner-

ship with Gutenberg having been dissolved in November,
1455, and having led to a dispute and litigation), with a colo-

phon, or notice, subjoined in the last page, in these words:
" Psalmorum codex venustate capitalium decoratus, rubrica-

tionibusque sufficienter distinctus, adinventione artificiosa im-

primendi ac caracterizandi, absque calami ulla exaratione sic

effigiatus, et ad eusebiam Dei Industrie est summatus. Per
Johannem Fust, civem Moguntinum, et Petrum Schjefter de

Gernsheim, anno Domini millesimo cccclvii. In vigilia As-

sumptionis."
2

1
Brunet, Supplement au Manuel du those used by Fust and SchKffer in the

Libraire. It was not known till lately Durandi Itationale of 1459.
that more than one edition out of these * Dibdin's Bibliothoca Spenceriann ;

four was in existence. Santander thinks Biogr. Univ., Gutenberg, &c. In this
their publication was after 1460. Diet, edition of Donatus, the method of printing
llibliographique du 15me Siecle, i. 92; is also mentioned: "Explicit Ponatux iirte

but this seems improbable, from the tran- nova iniprunendi seu caracterizandi jier

ritory character of the subject. He ar- Petrum de Gernsheim in urbe Moguntina
gues from a resemblance in the letters to effigiatus." Lambiuet consideis this and
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A colophon, substantially similar, is subjoined to several

of the Fustine editions ; and this seems hard to reconcile with

the story that Fust sold his impressions at Paris, as late as

1463, for manuscripts.
24. Another Psalter was printed by Fust and Schaeffer with

similar characters in 1459; and, in the same year,
Durandi Rationale, a treatise on the liturgical offices

of the church; of which Van Praet says that it is other early

perhaps the earliest with cast types to which Fust
and Schieffer have given their name and a date.1 The two
Psalters he conceives to have been printed from wood ; but

this would be disputed by other eminent judges.
2 In 1460, a

work of considerable size, the Catholicon of Balbi, came out

from an opposition press established at Mentz by Gutenberg.
The Clementine Constitutions, part of the canon law, were
also printed by him in the same year.

25. These are the only monuments of early typography
acknowledged to come within the present decennium. Bible of

A Bible without a date, supposed by most to have been Puiter-

printed by Pfister at Bamberg, though ascribed by others to

Gutenberg himself, is reckoned by good judges certainly prior
to 14G2, and perhaps as early as 1460. Daunou and others

refer it to 1461. The antiquities of typography, after all the

pains bestowed upon them, are not unlikely to receive still

further elucidation in the course of time.

26. On the 19th of January, 1453, as Crevier, with a
minuteness becoming the subject, informs us, the Uni- Greek flist

versity of Paris received a petition from Gregory, a taught at

native of Tiferno in the kingdom of Naples, to be

appointed teacher of Greek. His request was granted, and a

salary of one hundred crowns assigned to him, on condition

that he should teach gratuitously, and deliver two lectures

every day, one on the Greek language, and the other on the

art of rhetoric,
3 From this auspicious circumstance, Crevier

deduces the restoration of ancient literature in the University
of Paris, and consequently in the kingdom of France. For
above two hundred years, the scholastic logic and philosophy

the Bible to be the first specimens of tj-po- the inequality of letters observed in the

graphy : for he doubts the literae In- Psalter of 1457 may proceed from their

dulgentiarunL, though probably with no being cast in a matrix of plaster or clay,
cause. instead of metal.

i Lambinet, i. 154. s
Crevier, Hist, de 1'UniT. de Paris, ir

buubinet, Dilxiin. The former thinks 243
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had crushed polite letters. No mention is made of rhetoric

that is, of the art that instructs in the ornaments of style in

any statute or record of the university since the beginning of

the thirteenth century. If the Greek language, as Crevier

supposes, had not been wholly neglected, it was at least so little

studied, that entire neglect would have been practically the

same.

27. This concession was, perhaps, unwillingly made ; and, as

iave un-
frequentty happens in established institutions, it left

wiiungiy the prejudices of the ruling party rather stronger
granted. than before. The teachers of Greek and rhetoric

were specially excluded from the privileges of regency by the

faculty of arts. These branches of knowledge were looked

upon as unessential appendages to a good education ; but a

bigoted adherence to old systems, and a lurking reluctance that

the rising youth should become superior in knowledge to our-

selves, were no peculiar evil spirits that haunted the University
of Paris, though none ever stood more in need of a thorough
exorcism. For many years after this time, the Greek and
Latin languages were thus taught by permission, and with

very indifferent success.

28. Purbach, or Peurbach, native of a small Austrian town
Purbach: of that name, has been called the first restorer of

maticai
the"

mathematical science in Europe. Ignorant of Greek,
discoveries. an^ possessing only a bad translation of Ptolemy,
lately made by George of Trebizond,

1 he yet was able to ex-

plain the rules of physical astronomy, and the theory of the

planetary motions, far better than his predecessors. But his

chief merit was in the construction of trigonometrical tables.

The Greeks had introduced the sexagesimal division not only
of the circle, but of the radius ; and calculated chords according
to this scale. The Arabians, who, about the ninth century,
first substituted the sine, or half-chord of the double arch, in

>heir tables, preserved the same graduation. Purbach made
one step towards a decimal scale, which the new notation by
Arabic numerals rendered highly convenient, by dividing the

radius, or sinus totus, as it was then often called, into 600,000

parts, and gave rules for computing the sines of arcs ; which

1
Montucla, Biogr. TJniv. It is, how- text of this translation ; which, if ignorant

ever, certain, and is admitted by Delam- of the original, he must have done by his

bre, the author of this article hi the Biogr. mathematical knowledge. KiBtner, U.

Uuiv., that Purbach made considerable 521.

progress in abridging and explaining the
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he himself also calculated for every minute of the quadrant, as

Delambre and Kastner think, or for every ten minutes, accord-

ing to Gassendi and Hutton, in parts of this radius. The
tables of Albaten, the Arabian geometer, the inventor, as

far as appears, of sines, had extended only to quarters of a

degree.
1

29. Purbach died young, in 1461, when, by the advice of

Cardinal Bessarion, he was on the point of setting other

out for Italy in order to learn Greek. His mantle mathema-

descended on Regiomontanus, a disciple, who went

beyond his master, though he has sometimes borne away his

due credit. A mathematician rather earlier than Purbach
was Nicolas Cusanus, raised to the dignity of cardinal in 1448.

He was by birth a German, and obtained a considerable repu-
tation for several kinds of knowledge.

2 But he was chiefly

distinguished for the tenet of the earth's motion
; which, how-

ever, according to Montucla, he proposed only as an ingenious

hypothesis. Fioravanti, of Bologna, is said, on contemporary
authority, to have removed, in 1455, a tower with its founda-

tion to a distance of several feet ; and to have restored to the

perpendicular, one at Cento, seventy-five feet high, which had

swerved five feet.
3

SECT. m. 1460-1470.

Progress of Art of Printing Learning in Italy and rest of Europ*.

30. THE progress of that most important invention, which

illustrated the preceding ten years, is the chief sub- _*''''
t -HIT Progress of

ject of our consideration in the present. Many printingin

books, it is to be observed, even of the superior class,
Germanv -

were printed, especially in the first thirty years after the in-

vention of the art, without date of time or place ; and this was,

1 Montucla, Hist, des Mathematiques,
z A work upon statics, or rather upon

I. 539. Hutton's Mathematical Dictionary, the weight of bodies in water, by Cusanus,
and his Introduction to Logarithms. Gas- seems chiefly remarkable, as it shows both

sendi, Vita i'urbachii. Biogr. Univ. : Peur- a disposition to ascertain physical truths
bach (by Delambre). Kastner, Geschichte by experiment, and an extraordinary mis-
der Mathematik, i. 529-543, 572

;
ii. 319. apprehension of the results. See Ktistner,

Gassendi twice gives 6,000,000 for the parts ii. 122. It is published hi an edition of
of 1'urbach's radius. None of these writers Vitruvius, Strasburg, 1550.

Deem comparable in accuracy to Kastner. 3 Tiraboschi
; Montucla, ^it>gr. Univ.
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of course, more frequently the case with smaller or fugitive

pieces. A catalogue, therefore, of books that can be certainly
referred to any particular period, must always be very defec-

tive. A collection of fables in German was printed at

Bamberg in 1461 ; and another book in 1462, by Pfister, at

the same place.
1 The Bible which bears his name has been

already mentioned. In 1462, Fust published a Bible, com-

monly called the Mentz Bible, and which passed for the

earliest till that in the Mazarin Library came to light. But
in the same year, the city having been taken by Adolphus,
Count of Nassau, the press cf Fust was broken up; and his

workmen, whom he had bound by an oath to secrecy, dispersed
themselves into different quarters. Released thus, as they
seem to have thought, from their obligation, they exercised

their skill in other places. It is certain that the art of print-

ing, soon after this, spread into the towns near the Rhine : not

only Bamberg, as before mentioned, but Cologne, Strasburg,

Augsburg, and one or two more places, sent forth books before

the conclusion of these ten years. Nor was Mentz altogether
idle after the confusion occasioned by political events had
abated. Yet the whole number of books printed with dates

of time and place, in the German Empire, from 1461 to 1470,

according to Panzer, was only twenty-four ; of 'which five

were Latin, and two German, Bibles. The only known classi-

cal works are two editions of Cicero de Officiis, at Mentz, in

1465 and 1466, and another about the latter year at Cologne,

by Ulric Zell ; perhaps, too, the treatise de Finibus, and that

de Senectute, at the same place. There is also reason to sus-

pect that a Virgil, a Valerius Maximus, and a Terence,

printed by Mentelin at Strasburg, without a date, are as old as

1470 ; and the same has been thought of one or two editions

of Ovid de Arte Amandi, by Zell of Cologne. One book,
Joannis de Turrecremata Explanatio in Psalterium, was print-
ed by Zainer at Cracow in 1465. This is remarkable, as we
have no evidence of the Polish press from that time till 1500.
Several copies of this book are said to exist in Poland ; yet
doubts of its authenticity have been entertained. Zainer
settled soon afterwards at Augsburg.

2

31. It was in 1469 that Ulrick Gering, with two more who
had been employed as pressmen by Fust at Mentz, were in-

1 Lambinet.
1
Panzer, Annales Typographic!. Biographie Universelle : Zniner
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duced by Fichet and Lapierre, rectors of the Sorbonne, to

come to Paris, where several books were printed in
Intro_

1470 and 1471. The epistles of Gasparin of Barziza duced into

appear, by some verses subjoined, to have been the

earliest among these.1 Panzer has increased to eighteen the

list of books printed there before the close of 1472.2

32. But there seem to be unquestionable proofs that a still

eai'lier specimen of typography is due to an English caxton's

printer, the famous Caxton. His Recueil des His- firstworks -

toires de Troye appeal's to have been printed during the life of

Philip, Duke of Burgundy ; and consequently before June 15,

1467. The place of publication, certainly within the duke's

dominions, has not been conjectured. It is therefore, by
several years, the earliest printed book in* the French lan-

guage.
3 A Latin speech by Russell, ambassador of Edward

IV. to Charles of Burgundy in 1469, is the next publication
of Caxton. This was also printed in the Low Countries.4

33. A more splendid scene was revealed in Italy. Sweyn-
heim and Pannartz, two workmen of Fust, set up a

print;

press, doubtless with encouragement and patronage, exercised

at the Monastery of Subiaco in the Apennines, a

place chosen either on account of the numerous manuscripts it

contained, or because the monks were of the German nation ;

and hence an edition of Lactantius issued in October, 1465,
which one, no longer extant, of Donatus's little grammars is

said to have preceded. An edition of Cicero de Officiis, with-

out a date, is referred by some to the year 1466. In 1467,
after printing Augustin de Civitate Dei, and Cicero de Ora-

tore, the two Germans left Subiaco for Rome, where they sent

forth not less than twenty-three editions of ancient Latin

authors before the close of 1470. Another German, John of

Spire, established a press at Venice in 1469, beginning with

Cicero's Epistles. In that and the next year, almost as many
classical works were printed at Venice as at Rome, either by
John and his brother Vindelin, or by a Frenchman, Nicolas

1 The last four of these lines are the fol- 3
[I am obliged to a correspondent fol-

lowing : reminding me that the Recueil des His-

"P ecce libros ,uos h*c industria ^^nT^b^a^;^^^
Francorum in terris, redibua atque tuis. by^u 1

,

1
-

l vre'- 1 '-

Micha*!, Udalricus, Martinusaul magis- ^
IIos unpresserunt, et facient alios .

tySlhte
^

* See Qresswell's Early Parisian Press.
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Jenson. Instances are said to exist of books printed by
unknown persons at Milan in 1469 ; and in 1470, Zarot, a

German, opened there a fertile source of typography, though
but two Latin authors were published that year. An edition

of Cicero's Epistles appeared also in the little town of Foligno.
The whole number of books that had issued from the press in

Italy, at the close of that year, amounts, according to Panzer,
to eighty-two, exclusive of those wliich have no date, some of

which may be referable to this period.
34. Cosmo de' Medici died hi 1464. But the happy im

Lorenzo de' pulse he had given to the restoration of letters AVUS

Medici. not suspended ; and, in the last year of the present

decade, his wealth and his influence over the republic of

Florence had devolved on a still more conspicuous character,

his grandson Lorenzo, himself worthy by his literary merits

to have done honor to any patron, had not a more prosperous
fortune called him to become one.

35. The epoch of Lorenzo's accession to power is distin-

itaiian guished by a circumstance hardly less honorable than

],..( try of the restoration of classical learning, the revival of

oetuury

1
native genius in poetry after the slumber of near a

hundred years. After the death of Petrarch, many
wrote verses, but none excelled in the art; though Muratori
has praised the poetry down to 1400, especially that of Giusto

di Conti, whom he does not hesitate to place among the first

poets of Italy.
1 But that of the fifteenth centuiy is abandoned

by all critics as rude, feeble, and ill expressed. The .histori-

ans of literature scarcely deign to mention a few names, or the

editors of selections to extract a few sonnets. The romances
of chivalry in rhyme, Buovo d'Antona, la Spagna, I'Ancrqja,
are only deserving to be remembered as they led in some
measure to the great poems of Boiardo and Ariosto. In

themselves they are mean and prosaic. It is vain to seek a

general cause for this sterility in the cultivation of Latin and
Greek literature, which we know did not obstruct the bril-

liancy of Italian poetry in the next age. There is only one
cause for the want of great men in any period: Nature does

not think fit to produce them. They are no creatures of

education and circumstance.

36. The Italian prose literature of this interval, from the

* Muratori deUa pcrfeita Poeaa, p. 193
; Bouterwek, Ctesch. der ItaJ. Poesie, I. 210.
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age of Petrarch, would be comprised in a few volumes. Some
historical memoirs maybe found in Muratori ; but far

ltalian

the chief part of his collection is in Latin. Leonard prose of

Aretin wrote lives of Dante and Petrarch in Italian,
a

which, according to Corniani, are neither valuable for their

information nor for their style. The Vita Civile of Palmieri

seems to have been written some time after the middle of the

fifteenth century ; but of this Corniani says, that having wished

to give a specimen, on account of the rarity of Italian in that

age, he had abandoned his intention, finding that it was hardly

possible to read two sentences in the Vita Civile without meet-

ing some barbarism or incorrectness. The novelists Sacchetti

and Ser Giovanni, author of the Pecorone, who belong to the

end of the fourteenth century, are read by some : their style
is familiar and idiomatic ; but Crescimbeni praises that of the

former. Corniani bestows some praise on Passavanti and
Pandolfini : the first a religious writer, not much later than

Boccaccio ; the latter a noble Florentine, author of a moral

dialogue in the beginning of the fifteenth century. Filelfo,

among his voluminous productions, has an Italian commentary
on Petrarch, of which Corniani speaks very slightingly. The

commentary of Landino on Dante is much better esteemed ;

but it was not published till 1481.

37. It was on occasion of a tournament, wherein Lorenzo
himself and his brother Julian had appeared in the ciostra of

lists, that poems were composed by Luigi Pulci, and Politiai1-

by Politian, then a youth, or rather a boy ; the latter of which

displayed more harmony, spirit, and imagination than any that

had been written since the death of Petrarch.1 It might thus

be seen that there was no real incompatibility between the pur-
suits of ancient literature and the popular language of fancy
and sentiment ; and that, if one gave chastity and elegance of

style, a more lively and natural expression of the mind could

best be attained by the other.

38. This period was not equally fortunate for the learned

1 Extracts from this poem will be found of the republic ; which could not be said
n Roscoe's Lorenzo ; and in Sismondi, Lit- before the death of Pietro in December.
terature du Midi, ii. 43, who praises it 1469. If he wrote them at sixteen, it

highly, as the Italian critics have done, ia extraordinary enough ;
but these two

and as, by the passages quoted, }t seems years make an immense difference. Gin-
well to deserve. Roscoe supposes Politian guene is of opinion that they do not allude
to be only fourteen years old when he to the tournament of 1468, but to oue ie

wrote the Giostra di Giuliano. But the 1473.
lines he quotes allude to Lorenzo as chief
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in other parts of Italy. Ferdinand of Naples, who came to

Paul n tne tnrone m 1458, proved no adequate representative

persecutes of his father Alfonso. But at Rome they encoun-
the learned.

jere(j a seriOus calamity. A few zealous scholars,

such as Pomponius Laetus, Platina, Callimachus Experiens,
formed an academy hi order to converse together on subjects
of learning, and communicate to each other the results of their

private studies. Dictionaries, indexes, and all works of com-

pilation, being very deficient, this was the best substitute for

the labor of perusing the whole body of Latin antiquity.

They took Roman names, an innocent folly, long after prac-
tised in Europe. The pope, however, Paul II., thought fit, in

1468, to arrest all this society on charges of conspiracy against
his life, for which there was certainly no foundation ; and of

setting up Pagan superstitions against Christianity, of which,
in this instance, there seems to have been no proof. They
were put to the torture, and kept in prison a twelvemonth ;

when the tyrant, who is said to have vowed this in his first

rage, set them all at liberty : but it was long before the Roman
academy recovered any degree of vigor.

1

39. We do not discover as yet much substantial encourage-
Mathias ment to literature in any country on this side the
corvinus.

AlpS? wjth the exception of one where it was least to

be anticipated. Mathias Corvinus, King of Hungary, from
his accession in 1458 to his death in 1490, endeavored to

collect round himself the learned of Italy, and to strike light
into the midst of the depths of darkness that encompassed
his country. He determined, therefore, to erect an univer-

sity, which, by the original plan, was to have been in a
distinct city ; but the Turkish wars compelled him to fix it at

Buda. He availed himself of the dispersion of libraries after

the capture of Constantinople to purchase Greek manuscripts ;

and employed four transcribers at Florence, besides thirty at

Buda, to enrich his collection. Thus, at his death, it is said

His library
t^iat t^ie Ryal Library at Buda contained 50,000
volumes, a number that appears wholly incredible.

2

1
Tirabosch!, vi. 93; Ginguene; Bruck- * The library collected by Nicolas V.

er
, Corniani, ii. 280. This writer, inferior contained only 5,000 manuscripts. The

to uone in his acquaintance with the lite- volumes priuted in Europe before the
rature of the fifteenth century, but, though death of Corvinus would probably be reck-
not an epclusi.-i-itif, always favorable to the onud highly at 15,000. Heeren suspects
court of Itomc, seems to strive to lay the the number 50,000 to be hyperbolical ; and,
blame ou the imprudence of 1'latma. hi tact, thcrw can be no doubt of it
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Three hundred ancient statues are reported to have been

placed in the same repository; but, when the city fell into

the hands of the Turks in 1527, these noble treasures were

dispersed, and in great measure destroyed. Though the

number of books, as is just observed, must have been exag-

gerated, it is possible that neither the burning of the Alexan-
drian Library by Omai*, if it ever occurred, nor any other single

calamity recorded in history, except the two captures of Con-

stantinople itself, has been more fatally injurious to literature ;

and, with due regard to the good intentions of Mathias Cor-

vinus, it is deeply to be regretted that the inestimable relics

once rescued from the barbarian Ottomans should have been

accumulated hi a situation of so little security against their

devastating arms.1

40. England under Edward IV. presents an appearance, in

the annals of publication, about as barren as under sught

Edward the Confessor. There is, I think, neither in ?!p
is f

T . -n it i .,111 literature

Latin nor in English a single book that we can mEng-
refer to this decennial period.

2 Yet we find a few land '

symptoms, not to be overlooked, of the incipient regard to

literature. Leland enumerates some Englishmen who tra-

velled to Italy, perhaps before 1460, in order to become disci-

ples of the younger Guarini at Ferrara, Robert Fleming,
William Gray, Bishop of Ely, John Free, John Gunthorpe, and
a very accomplished nobleman, John Tiptoft, Earl of Worces-
ter. It is but fairness to give credit to these men for their

love of learning, and to observe that they preceded any whom
we could mention on sure grounds either in France or Ger-

many. We trace, however, no distinct fruits from their

acquisitions. But, though very few had the means of attain-

ing that on which we set a high value in literature, the mere
rudiments of grammatical learning were communicated to

many. Nor were munificent patrons, testators, in the words
of Burke, to a posterity which they embraced as their own,

wanting in this latter period of the middle ages. William of

1 Brucker; Roscoe; Gibbon. Heeren, conferred on undeserving persons for mo-
p. 173, who refers to several modern books ney. A. D. 1455, 1466. He had previous-
expressly relating to the fate of this libra- ly mentioned those schools as kept up in

ry. Part of it, however, found its way to the university under the superintendence
that of Vienna. of masters of arts. A.D. 1442. But the

- The University of Oxford, according statutes of Magdalen College, founded in

to Wood, as well as the church generally, the reign of Edward, provide for a certain

stood very low about this tune : the gram- degree of learning. Chandler's Life of
mar-schools were laid aside

; degrees were Waynflete, p. 200.

VOL. I. 12
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Wykeham, Chancellor of England under Richard II., and

Bishop of Winchester, founded a school in that city, and a col-

lege at Oxford in connection with it, in 1373.1
Henry VI., in

imitation of him, became the founder of Eton School, and of

King's College, Cambridge, about 1442.2 In each of these

schools seventy boys, and in each college seventy fellows and

scholars, are maintamed by these princely endowments. It is

unnecessary to observe, that they are still the amplest, as they
are much the earliest, foundations for the support of grammati-
cal learning in England. What could be taught in these or

any other schools at this time, the reader has been enabled to

judge : it must have been the Latin language, through indif-

ferent books of grammar, and with the perusal of very few
heathen writers of antiquity. In the curious and unique col-

lection of the Paston Letters, we find one from a boy at Eton
in 1468, wherein he gives two Latin verses, not very good, of

his own composition.
3 I am sensible that the mention of such

a circumstance may appear trifling, especially to foreigners:
but it is not a trifle to illustrate by any fact the gradual pro-

gress of knowledge among the laity, first in the mere
elements of reading and writing, as we did in a former chap-
ter; and now, in the fifteenth century, in such grammatical
instruction as could be imparted. This boy of the Paston

Family was well born, and came from a distance ;
nor was he

in training for the church, since he seems by this letter to

have had marriage in contemplation.
41. But the Paston Letters are, in other respects, an im-

Paston portant testimony to the progressive condition of
Letters.

society, and come in as a precious link in the chain
of the moral history of England, which they alone in this pe-
riod supply. They stand indeed singly, as far as I know, in

Europe ; for though it is highly probable that in the archives

of Italian families, if not in France or Germany, a series of

merely private letters equally ancient may be concealed, I do
not recollect that any have been published. They are all

written in the reigns of Henry VI. and Edward IV., except

1 Lowth'g Life of Wykeham. He per- thor of these lines, it is said, some years
mits in his statutes a limited number of before, that he had gone to school to a
sons of gentlemen (gentilium) to be edu- Lombard, called Karol Giles, to learn and
cated in his school. Chandler's Life of to be read in poetry, or else in French.
Waynflete. p. 5. lie said that he wo'uld he as glad and at

-
\Vayntiete became the first head-mas- fain of a good book of French or of poetry

ter of Eton in 1442. Chandler, p. 28. as iny master Falstaff would Ite to pur
Vol. i. p. 301. Of \ViUiam Paston, au- chase a fair manor." P. 173 (H59).
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a few as late as Henry VII., by different members of. a

wealthy and respectable but not noble family, and are there-

fore pictures of the life of the English gentry in that age.
1

We are merely concerned with their evidence as to the state

of literature ; and this, upon the whole, is more favorable,

than, from the want of authorship in those reigns, we should

be led to anticipate. It is plain that several members of the

family, male and female, wrote not only grammatically, but with

a fluency and facility, an epistolary expertness, which implies
the habitual use of the pen. Their expression is much less

formal and quaint than that of modern novelists, when they
endeavor to feign the familiar style of ages much later than

the fifteenth century. Some of them mix Latin with their

English, very bad, and probably for the sake ojf concealment ;

and Ovid is once mentioned as a book to be sent from one to

another.2
It appears highly probable, that such a series of

letters, with so much vivacity and pertinence, would not have
been written by any family of English gentry in the reign of

Richard II., and much less before. It is hard to judge from a

single case ; but the letter of Lady Pelham, quoted in the first

chapter of this volume, is ungrammatical and unintelligible.
The seed, therefore, was now rapidly germinating beneath the

ground ; and thus we may perceive that the publication of

books is not the sole test of the intellectual advance of a peo-

ple. I may add, that, although the middle of the fifteenth cen-

tury was the period in which the fewest books were written,
a greater number, in the opinion of experienced judges, were
transcribed in that than in any former age ; a circumstance

easily accounted for by the increased use of linen paper.
42. It may be observed here, with reference to the state of

learning generally in England down to the age

immediately preceding the Reformation, that Leland, di tkmof"
in the fourth volume of his Collectanea, has given public

several lists of books in colleges and monasteries,

1 This collection is in five quarto volumes, send him you next week
;

for I have him
and has become scarce. The length has not now ready ;

" iv. 175. This was be-

been doubled by an injudicious proceeding tween 1463 and 1469, according to the
of the editor in printing the original or- editor. We do not know positively of any
thography and abbreviations of the letters edition of Ovid de Arte Ainandi so early ;

on each left-hand page, and a more legible but Zell of Cologne is supposed to have
modern form on the right. As orthogra- printed one before 1470, as has been men-

phy is of little importance, and abbrevia- tioned above. Whether the book to tx,

tions of none at all, it would have been sent were in print or manuscript must b
sufficient to have given a single specimen, left to the sagacity of critics.

2 " As to Ovid de Arte Amandi, I shall
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which do not by any means warrant the supposition of a tolera-

ble acquaintance with ancient literature. We find, however,
some of the recent translations made in Italy from Greek
authors. The clergy, in fact, were now retrograding, while

the laity were advancing ; and, when this was the case, the

ascendency of the former was near its end.

43. I have said that there was not a new book written with-

_ in these ten years. In the days of our fathers, it

would have been necessary, at least, to mention as a

forgery the celebrated poems attributed to Thomas Rowley.
But probably no one person living believes in their authenti-

city ; nor should I have alluded to so palpable a fabrication at

all, but for the curious circumstance, that a very similar trial

of literary credulity has not long since been essayed in France.

Clotilde de A gentleman of the name of Surville published a
Sumiie. collection of poems, alleged to have been written by
Clotilde de Surville, a poetess of the fifteenth century. The
muse of the Ardeche warbled her notes during a longer life

than the monk of Bristow ; and, having sung the relief of

Orleans by the Maid of Arc in 1429, lived to pour her swan-
like chant on the battle of Fornova in 1495. Love, however,
as much as war, is her theme; and it was a remarkable

felicity, that she rendered an ode of her prototype Sappho into

French verse, many years before any one else in France
could have seen it. But having, like llowley, anticipated too

much the style and sentiments of a later period, she has, like

him, fallen into the numerous ranks of the dead who never
were alive.

1

1
Auguis, Recueil des Poctes. vol. ii. An prlx fatal de ne plus y songer?

Biogr. Univ. : Surville
; Villemam, Cours Kegne sur moi, cher tyran, dont les

de Litterature, vol. ii.
; Sismondi, Hist. armes

des KrancaJs, xiii. 593. The forgery is by Ne me sauroient porter coups trop puis-
no means BO gross as that of Chatterton

;
sans !

but, as M. Sismondi says,
" We have only Pour m'epargner n'en crois one & mes

to compare Clotilde with the Duke of Or- larmes
;

leans or Villon." The following lines, Sont de plaisir, tant plus auront de
quoted by him, will give the reader a lair charmes
specimen: Tes dards aigus, que seront plus cui-
" Suivons 1'amour, tel en soit le danger ;

sans."

Gy nous attend sur lits charmana de
mousse. It has been justly remarked, that the

A des rigueurs ; qnl voudroit s'en ven- extracts from Olotilde, in the Recueil des

ger' anciens Poetes, occupy too much sjuc-e,
Qui (meme alors que tout desir s'6- while the genuine writers of the fifteenth

mousse) century appear in very scanty specimens.
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SECT. IV. 1471-1480.

rhe same Subjects continued Lorenzo de' Medici Physical Controversy Mathema-
tical Sciences.

44. THE books printed in Italy during these ten years

amount, according to Panzer, to 1297 ; of which, 234 Number of

are editions of ancient classical authors. Books with-

out date are of course not included ; and the list must Italy,

not be reckoned complete as to others.

45. A press was established at Florence by Lorenzo, in

which Cennini, a goldsmith, was employed ; the first printer,

except Caxton and Jenson, who was not a German. Virgil
was published in 1471. Several other Italian cities began to

print in this period. The first edition of Dante issued from

Foligno in 1472: it has been improbably, as well as erro-

neously, referred to Mentz. Petrarch had been published in

1470, and Boccace in 1471. They were reprinted several

tunes before the close of this decade.

46. No one had attempted to cast Greek types in sufficient

number for an entire book, though a few occur in First Greek

the early publications by Sweynheim and Pannartz ;

1 printed,

while, in those printed afterwards at Venice, Greek words are

inserted by the pen ; till, in 1476, Zarot of Milan had the

honor of giving the Greek grammar of Constantine Lascaris

to the world.2 This was followed in 1480 by Craston's Lexi-

con, a very imperfect vocabulary ; but which, for many years,
continued to be the only assistance of the kind to which a
student could have recourse. The author was an Italian.

47. Ancient learning is to be divided into two great depart-
ments : the knowledge of what is contained in the gtudv of

works of \Jreek and Roman authors ; and that of antiquities.

1 Greek types first appear in a treatise Gellius and Apuleins of Sweynheim and
of Jerome, printed at Rome in 1168. Pannartz, 1469 ;

and gome works of

Heeren, from Panzer. riou about the same time. In all these, it

1 Lascaris Grammatics Gneca, Medic- is remarkable that the Greek typography
lani ex recognitione Demetrii Cretensis per is legibly and creditably executed : where-
Dionvsiuui I'araTisinum, 4to. The cha- as the Greek introduced into the Officia et

racters in this rare volume are elegant and Paradox^ of Cicero. Milan. 1474, by Zarot,
of a moderate size. The earliest specimens is so deformed as to be scarcely legible. I

of Greek printing consist of detached pas- am indebted for the whole of this note to

sages and citations, found in a very few Greeswell's Early Parisian Greek Prees,
of the first printed copies of Latin authors : i. 1
luch aa Laotantius of 1465: the Aulos
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the materiel, if I may use the word, which has been preserved
in a bodily shape, and is sometimes known by the name of an-

tiquities. Such are buildings, monuments, inscriptions, coins,

medals, vases, instruments, which, by gradual accumulation,

have thrown a powerful light upon ancient history and litera-

ture. The abundant riches of Italy in these remains could

not be overlooked as soon as the spirit of admiration for all

that was Roman began to be kindled. Petrarch himselfformed

a little collection of coins ; and his contemporary Pastrengo
was the first who copied inscriptions ; but, in the early part of

the fifteenth century, her scholars and her patrons of letters

began to collect the scattered relics which almost every re-

ligion presented to them.1 Niccolo Niccoli, according to the

funeral oration of Poggio, possessed a series of medals, and
even wrote a treatise hi Italian, correcting the common ortho-

graphy of Latin words, on the authority of inscriptions and
coins. The love of collection increased from this time. The
Medici and'other rich patrons of letters spared no expense in

accumulating these treasures of the antiquary. Ciriacus of

Ancona, about 1440, travelled into the East in order to copy
inscriptions : but he was naturally exposed to deceive himself

and to be deceived
;
nor has he escaped the suspicion of im-

posture, or at least of excessive credulity.
2

48. The first who made his researches of this kind collec-

Workson tively known to the world was Biondo Flavio, or
that subject. Flavio Biondo, for the names may be found in a
different order, but more correctly in the first,

3
secretary to

Eugenius IV. and to his successors. His long residence at

Rome inspired him with the desire, and gave him the oppor-

tunity, of describing her imperial ruins. In a work dedicated

to Eugenius IV., who died in 1447, but not printed till 1471,
entitled Romae Instauratae libri tres, he describes, examines,
and explains, by the testimonies of ancient authors, the nume-
rous monuments of Rome. In another, Romas Triumphantia
libri decem, printed about 1472, he treats of the government,

1
Tiraboschi, vols. v. and vi.

; Andres, One that rests on his authority Is that
Ix. 196. which is supposed to record the pcrsecu-

1 Tiraboschi
; Andres, ix. 199. Ciriaoo tion of the Christians in Spain under Ne-

has not wanted advocates : some of the ro. See Lardner's Jewish and Heathen
inscriptions lie was accused of having Testimonies, vol. i.

; who, though by no
furled have turned out to be authentic; means a credulous critic, inclines to it*
and it is presumed in his favor that others genuineness.
which do not appear may have perished s

Zeno, Dusertazioni Vossiane, i. 229
rim* his time. Biogr. Univ. : Cvriaque
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law?, religion, ceremonies, military discipline, and other anti-

quities, of the republic. A third work, compiled at the

request of Alfonso, King of Naples, and printed in 1474,
called Italia BJustrata, contains a description of all Italy,

divided into its ancient fourteen regions. Though Biondo
Flavio was almost the first to hew his way into the rock,

which should cause his memory to be respected, it has natu-

rally happened, that, his works being imperfect and faulty in

comparison with those of the great antiquaries of the six-

teenth century, they have not found a place in the collection

of Gra?vitis. and are hardly remembered by name.1

49. In Germany and the Low Countries, the art of printing

began to be exercised at Deventer, Utrecht, Lou- puWica_

vain, Basle, L'lm, and other places, and, in Hungary, tions in

-D J IT- a J t, f -I Germany.
at Buda. \\ e find, however, very lew ancient

writere ; the whole list of what can pass for classics being
about thirteen. One or two editions of parts of Aristotle in

Latin, from translations lately made in Italy, may be added.

Yet it was not the length of manuscripts that discouraged the

German printers ; for, besides their editions of the Scriptures,
Mentelin of Strasburg published in 1473 the great Encyclo-

paedia of Vincent of Beauvais, hi ten volumes folio, generally
bound in four; and, in 1474, a similar work of Berchorius, or

Berchreur, in three other folios. The contrast between these

labors and those of his Italian contemporaries is very strik-

ing.
50. Floras and Sallust were printed at Paris early in this

decade, and twelve more classical authors at the same ^^
place before its termination. An edition of Cicero

ad Herennium appeared at Angers in 1476, and one of Ho-
race at Caen in 1480. The press of Lyons also sent forth

several works, but none of them classical. It has been said

by French writers, that the first book printed in their lan-

guage is Le Jardin de Devotion, by Colard Mansion of

Bruges, in 1473. This date has been questioned in England;
but it is of the less importance, as we have already seen that

Caxton's Recueil des Histoires de Troye has the clear prior-

1 A superior treatise of the same age, on distinguished also in the political revo-
the antiquities of the Roman city, is by lutions of Florence. After the death of
Bernard Rucellai (de urbe Roma, in Rer. Lorenzo, he became the protector of trw
Ital. Script. ITorent., vol. ii.); but it was Florentine Academy, for the members of
not published before the eighteenth cen- which he built a palace with gardens,
tury. Rucellai wrote some historical Corniani, iii. 143. Biogr. Univ. : Rucellai
works in a very good Latin style, and was
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ity. Le Roman de Baudouin, Comte de Flandres, Lyon,
1474, seems to be the earliest French book printed in Fr.-i

In 1476, Les Grands Chroniques de St. Denis
t
an important

and bulky volume, appeared at Paris.

51. We come now to our own Caxton, who finished a trans-

inEngiand lation into English of the Recueil des Histoires <le

by Caxton.
Troye, by order of Margaret, Duchess of Burgundy,

at Cologne, in September, 1471. It was probably printed
there the next year.

1
But, soon afterwards, he came to Eng-

land with the instruments of his art ; and his Game of Chess,
a slight and short performance, referred to 1474, though with-

out a date, is supposed to have been the first specimen of

English typography.
2 In almost every year from this time to

his death in 1483, Caxton continued to publish those volumes
which are the delight of our collectors. The earliest of his

editions bearing a date in England is the " Dictes and Say-
ings," a translation by Lord Rivers from a Latin compilation,
and published in 1477. In a literary history, it should be

observed that the Caxton publications are more adapted to

the general than the learned reader, and indicate, upon the

whole, but a low state of knowledge in England. A Latin

translation, however, of Aristotle's Ethics, was printed at

Oxford in 1479.

52. The first book printed in Spain was on the very subject
we might expect to precede all others, the ConceptionIn Spain. ,. ., Tr. Ti i n i
or the Virgin. It should be a very curious volume ;

being a poetical contest on that sublime theme by tliirty-six

poets, four of whom had written in Spanish, one in Italian,
and the rest in Proven9al or Valencian. It appeared at

Valencia in 1474. A little book on grammar followed in

1475, and Sallust was printed the same year. In that year,

printing was also introduced at Barcelona and Saragossa, in

1476 at Seville, in 1480 at Salamanca and Burgos.
53. A translation of the Bible by Malerbi, a Venetian, was

ublished in 1471 ; and two other editions of that, or a different

1 This book, at the Duke of Roxburghe'a ral letter x having been casually omitted,
fiwnous sale, brought 1,060. Several similar instances occur in which a

2 The Expositio Sancti Ilieronymi, of pretended early book has not stoo.l the
which a copy in the Public Library at keen eye of criticism : as the Decor Puul-
Cambridge bears the date of Oxford, 1468, larum, ascribed to Nicolas Jenson of Ve-
on the title-page, is now generally given nice in 1461, for which we should read
up. It has been successfully contended 1471; a cosmography of Ptolemy, with
by Middleton, and lately by Mr. Singer, the date of 1462 : a book appearing to
that this date should be 1478; the nume- have been printed at Tours in 1467, &c.
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'version, the same year. Eleven editions are enumerated by
Panzer in the fifteenth century. The German trans-

Traasla.

lation has already been mentioned ; it was seve- aon? of

ral times reprinted in this decade: one in Dutch scniltuj

appeared in 1477 ; one in the Valencian language, at that

city, in 1478.1 The New Testament was printed in Bohemian,
1475 ; and in French, 1477. The earliest French translation

of the Old Testament seems to be about the same date. The
reader will, of course, understand that all these translations

were made from the Vulgate Latin. It may naturally seem

remarkable, that not only at this period, but down to the

Reformation, no attempt was made to render any part of the

Scriptures public in English. But, in fact, the ground was

thought too dangerous by those in power. The translation of

Wicliffe had taught the people some comparisons between the

worldly condition of the first preachers of Christianity anc

their successors, as well as some other contrasts, which it waf

more expedient to avoid. Long before the invention of print

ing, it was enacted, in 1408, by a constitution of Archbishop
Arundel hi convocation, that no one should thereafter " trans

late any text of Holy Scripture into English, by way of a

book, or little book or tract ; and that no book should be read

that was composed lately hi the time of John Wicliffe, or since

his death." Scarcely any of Caxton's publications are of a

religious nature.

54. It would have been strange if Spain, placed on the

genial shores of the Mediterranean, and ultimately ..

ii 11 i -r i
Revival of

connected through the Arragonese kings with Italy, literature

had not received some light from that which began to
m 8Pain -

shine so brightly. Her progress, however, hi letters was but

slow. Not but that several individuals are named by com-

pilers of literary biography hi the first part of the fifteenth

century, as well as earlier, who are reputed to have possessed
a knowledge of languages, and to have stood at least far above
then* contemporaries. Alfonsus Tostatus passes for the most
considerable. His writings are chiefly theological : but Andres

praises his commentary on the Chronicle of Eusebius, at least

as a bold essay ;

2
contending also that learning was not de-

1 This edition was suppressed or de- Andres says (xix. 154) that this transl*

Btroyed. No copy is known to exist : but tion was made early in the fifteenth cenr
there is preserved a final leaf, containing tury, with the approbation of divines,
the names of the translator and printer. *~ix. 151.
M'Crie's Reformation in Spain, p. 192.
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ficient in Spain during the fifteenth century, though he admits

that the rapid improvements made at its close, and about the

beginning of the next age, were due to Lebrixa's public
instructions at Seville and Salamanca. Several translations

were made from Latin authors into Spanish ; which, however,
is not of itself any great proof of peninsular learning. The
men to whom Spain chiefly owes the advancement of useful

learning, and who should not be defrauded of their glory,
were Arias Barbosa, a scholar of Poh'tian, and the more
renowned though not more learned or more early propagator
of Grecian literature, Antonio of Lebrixa, whose name was
Latinized into Nebrissensis, by which he is commonly known.
Of Arias, who unaccountably has no place in the Biographic
Universelle, Nicolas Antonio gives a very high character.1

He taught the Greek language at Salamanca probably about

this time. But his writings are not at all numerous. For

Lebrixa, instead of compiling from other sources, I shall tran-

scribe what Dr. M'Crie has said with his usual perspicuous

brevity.
55. "

Lebrixa, usually styled Nebrissensis, became to Spain
Character what Valla was to Italy, Erasmus to Germany, or
of Lebrixa. Budoeus to France. After a residence of ten years
in Italy, during which he had stored his mind with various

kinds of knowledge, he returned home in 1473, by the advice

of the younger Philelphus and Hermolaus Barbaras, with the

view of promoting classical literature in his native country.
Hitherto the revival of letters in Spain was confined to a few

inquisitive individuals, and had not reached the schools and

universities, whose teachers continued to teach a barbarous

jargon under the name of Latin, into which they initiated the

youth by means of a rude system of grammar, rendered unin-

telligible, in some instances, by a preposterous intermixture of

the most abstruse questions in metaphysics. By the lectures

which he read in the Universities of Seville, Salamanca, and

Alcala, and by the institutes which he published on Castilian,

1 "In quo Antonium Nebrissensem so- extirpationem, bonarumque omnium dis-

cium habuit, qui tamen quicquid usquam ciplinarum divitias. Quas Arinf noster ex
Grsecarum literarum apud Ilkpanos esset, antiquitatis penu per vieenniuni integrum
ab uno Aria emanasse in prsefatione sua- auditoribus suis larga et locuplete vena
rum Introductionum Urauimaticarum in- communicavit, in poetica facultate Grse-

genue affirmavit. Ilis duobus amplissi- canicaque doctrina Nebris.-c'iise nielior, a
mum ill ml gymnasium, indeque Hispania quo tamen in yaria multiplicique doctrina
tota debet

barbarieij qute longo apud nos guperabatur." Bibl. Vetus.
beUorum dominatu in immensum creverat,
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Latin, Greek, and Hebrew grammar, Lebrixa contributed in

a wonderful degree to expel barbarism from the seats of edu-

cation, and to diffuse a taste for elegant and useful studies

among his countrymen. His improvements were warmly
opposed bj the monks, who had engrossed the art of teaching,
and who, tfnable to bear the light themselves, wished to pre-
vent all others from seeing it ; but, enjoying the support of

persons of high authority, he disregarded their selfish and

ignorant outcries. Lebrixa continued to an advanced age to

support the literary reputation of his native country."
1

56. This was the brilliant era of Florence, under the

supremacy of Lorenzo de' Medici. The reader is
Library of

probably well acquainted with this eminent charac- Lorenzo

ter by means of a work of extensive and merited reputation.
The Laurentian Library, still consisting wholly of manuscripts,

though formed by Cosmo, and enlarged by his son Pietro,

owed not only its name, but an ample increase of its treasures,

to Lorenzo, who swept the monasteries of Greece through his

learned agent, John Lascaris. With that true love of letters

which scorns the monopolizing spirit of possession, Lorenzo

permitted his manuscripts to be freely copied for the use of

other parts of Europe.
57. It was an important labor of the learned at Florence to

correct as well as elucidate the text of their manu-
Clagricg cor

scripts, written generally by ignorant and careless rected and

monks or trading copyists (though the latter probably
exPlaine<

had not much concern with ancient writers), and become
almost wholly unintelligible through the blunders of these

transcribers.- Landino, Merula, Calderino, and Politian were

the most indefatigable in this line of criticism during the age
of Lorenzo. Before the use of printing fixed the text of

a whole edition, one of the most important of its conse

quences, the critical amendments of these scholars could

only be made useful through their oral lectures ; and these

appear frequently to have been the foundation of the valuabl",

though rather prolix, commentaries we find in the old editions.

Thus those of Landino accompany many editions of Horace

and Virgil, forming, in some measure, the basis of all inter-

1 M'Crie's History of Reformation in a rery scarce book, were printed at SeviU

Spain, p. 61. It is probable that Le- in 14S1.

briia's exertions were not very effectual in * Meinerv. Vergleich. der Sitten, iii. 108;

the present decennium. nor perhaps in the Heeren, p. 233.

next ; but his Institutiones Grammatics,
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pretative annotations on those poets. Landino in these seldom

touches on verbal criticisms; but his explanations display a

considerable reach of knowledge. They are founded, as

Ileeren is convinced, on his lectures, and consequently give us

some notion of the tone of instruction. In explaining the

poets, two methods were pursued, the grammatical and the

moral ; the latter of which consisted in resolving the whole

sense into allegory. Dante had given credit to a doctrine,

orthodox in this age and long afterwards, that every great

poem must have a hidden meaning.
1

58. The notes of Calderino, a scholar of high fame, but

Character infected with the common vice of arrogance, are
of Lorenzo. foun(j wjth those of Landino in the early editions of

Virgil and Horace. Regio commented upon Ovid, Omnibonus
Leonicenus upon Lucan, both these upon Quintilian, many
upon Cicero.2

It may be observed- for the sake of chrono-

logical exactness, that these labors are by no means confined,
even principally, to this decennial period. They are men-
tioned in connection with the name of Lorenzo de' Medici,
whose influence over literature extended from 1470 to his

death in 1492. Nor was mere philology the soul or the lead-

ing pursuit to which so truly noble a mind accorded its encou-

ragement. He sought in ancient learning something more
elevated than the narrow though necessary researches of

criticism. In a villa overhanging the towers of Florence, on
the steep slope of that lofty hill crowned by the mother city,

the ancient Fiesole, in gardens which Tully might have envied,
with Ficino, Landino, and Politian at his side, he delighted his

hours of leisure with the beautiful visions of Platonic pliiloso-

phy, for which the summer stillness of an Italian sky appears
the most congenial accompaniment.

59. Never could the sympathies of the soul with outward

Prospect nature be more finely touched
;

never could more

vmaat
8

striking suggestions be presented to the philosopher
Fiesoie. anci the statesman. Florence lay beneath them ; not

with all the magnificence that the later Medici have given
her, but, thanks to the piety of former times, presenting
almost as varied an outline to the sky. One man, the wonder
of Cosmo's age, Brunelleschi, had crowned the beautiful city
with the vast dome of its cathedral ; a structure unthought of

Ileeren, pp. 241, 287. *
Id., 297.
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in Italy before, and rarely since surpassed. It seemed, amidst

clustering towers of inferior churches, an emblem of the catho-

lic hierarchy under its supreme head ; like Eome itself, impos-

ing, unbroken, unchangeable, radiating in equal expansion to

every part of the earth, and directing its convergent curves to

heaven. Round this were numbered, at unequal heights, the

Baptistery, with its gates, as Michael Angelo styled them,

worthy of Paradise ; the tall and richly decorated Belfry of

Giotto; the Church of the Carmine, with the frescos of Masac-
cio ; those of Santa Maria Novella (in the language of the

same great man), beautiful as a bride ; of Santa Croce, second

only hi magnificence to the Cathedral of St. Mark; and of San

Spirito, another great monument of the genius of Brunel-

lesclii ; the numerous convents that rose within the walls of

Florence, or were scattered immediately about them. From
these the eye might turn to the trophies of a republican gov-
ernment that was rapidly giving way before the citizen prince
who now surveyed them : the Palazzo Vecchio, in which the

signiory of Florence held their councils, raised by the Guelph
aristocracy, the exclusive but not tyrannous faction that long

swayed the city ; or the new and unfinished palace, which

Brunelleschi had designed for one of the Pitti Family, before

they fell, as others had already done, in the fruitiest struggle

against the house of Medici ; itself destined to become the

abode of the victorious race, and to perpetuate, by retaining its

name, the revolutions that had raised them to power.
60. The prospect, from an elevation, of a great city in its

silence, is one of the most impressive as well as beautiful we
ever behold. But far more must it have brought home thoughts
of seriousness to the mind of one, who by the force of events,

and the generous ambition of his family and his own, was in-

volved hi the dangerous necessity of governing without the

right, and, as far as might be, without the semblance of power;
one who knew the vindictive and unscrupulous hostility, which,
at home and abroad, he had to encounter. If thoughts like

these could bring a cloud over the brow of Lorenzo, unfit for

the object he sought in that retreat, he might restore its sere-

nity by other scenes which his garden commanded. Mountains

bright with various hues, and clothed with wood, bounded the

horizon, and, on most sides, at no great distance. But unbo-

somed in these were other villas and domains of his own ; while

the level country bore witness to his agricultural improve
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ments, the classic diversion of a statesman's cares. The same
curious spirit which led him to fill his garden at Careggi with

exotic flowers of the East (the first instance of a botanical

collection in Europe) had introduced a new animal from the

same regions. Herds of buffaloes, since naturalized in Italy,

whose dingy hide, bent neck, curved horns, and lowering as-

pect, contrasted with the grayish hue and full mild eye of the

Tuscan oxen, pastured in the valley, down which the yellow
Arno steals silently through its long reaches to the sea.

1

61. The Platonic academy which Cosmo had planned came

Platonic to maturity under Lorenzo. The academicians were
academy. Divided into three classes: the patrons (mecenati),

including the Medici ; the hearers (ascoltatori, probably from
the Greek word oKpoarat) ; and the novices, or disciples, formed
of young aspirants to philosophy. Ficino presided over the

whole. Their great festival was the 13th of November; being

the^ anniversary of the birth and death of Plato. Much of

absurd mysticism, much of frivolous and mischievous supersti-

tion, was mingled with their speculations.
2

62. The Disputationes Camaldulenses of Landino were

pisputa- published during this period, though perhaps written

a little sooner. They belong to a class prominent in

the literature of Italy in this and the succeeding cen-

tury; disquisitions on philosophy in the form of dia

tioues

Camaldu-
lenses of
Landino.

"Talia Faesuleo lentus meditabar in
antro.

Kure suburbano Medicum, qua mons
sacer urbem

Maiouiam, longique volumina despi-
cit Ami :

Qua bonus hospitium felix placidam-
que quietem

Indulget Laurens."
Politiani Rusticus.

1 And let us from the top of Fiesole,
tVhence Galileo's glass by night observed
The phases of the moon, look round be-
low

On Arno's Tale, where the dove-colored
steer

IB ploughing up and down among the

vines;
While many a careless note is sung aloud,
filling the air with sweetness

;
and on

thee,
Beautiful Florence, all wi'liin thy walls,
Thy groves and gardens, pinnacles and

towert,
Drawn to our feet."

It is hardly necessary to say, that these
lines are taken from my friend Mr. lio-

gers's Italy ;
a poem full of moral and de-

scriptive sweetness, and written in the
chastened tone of fine taste. \Vith respect
to the buflaloes, I have no other authority
than these lines of Polituu, iu his poem
of Ambra on the farm of Lorenzo at I'og-

gio Cajano :

"
Atque aliud nigris missum, quis credat T

ab Indis,
Buminat insuetas amentum discolor

herbas."

But I must own that Buffon tells us,
though without quoting any authority,
that the buflulo was introduced into Italy
as early as the seventh century. I did
not take the trouble of consulting Aldro-

vandus, who would perhaps have con-
firmed him, especially as I have a better

opinion of my readers than to suppose
they would care about the matter,

a
Eoscoe; Corniani.
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logue, with more solicitude to present a graceful delineation of

virtue, and to kindle a generous sympathy for moral beauty,
than to explore the labyrinths of theory, or even to lay down
clear and distinct principles of ethics. The writings of Plato

and Cicero in this manner had shown a track in which their

idolaters, with distant and hesitating steps, and more of reve-

rence than emulation, delighted to tread*. These Disputations
of Landino, in which, according to the beautiful patterns of

ancient dialogue, the most honored names of the age appear,
Lorenzo and his brother Julian ; Alberti, whose almost univer-

sal genius is now best known by his architecture ; Ficino, and
Landino himself, turn upon a comparison between the active

and contemplative life of man, to the latter of which it seems

designed to give the advantage, and are saturated with the

thoughtful spirit of Platonism.1

63. Landino was not, by any means, the first who had tried

the theories of ancient philosophy through the feigned Phlloso_

warfare of dialogue. Valla, intrepid and fond of pineal
'

paradox, had vindicated the Epicurean ethics from
the calumnious or exaggerated censure frequently thrown upon
them ; contrasting the true methods by which pleasure should

be sought with the gross notions of the vulgar. Several other

writings of the same description, either in dialogue or regular
dissertation, belong to the fifteenth century, though not always
published so early: such as Franciscus Barbaras de re uxoria;
Platina de falso et vero bono ; the Vita Civile of Palmieri ; the

moral treatises of Poggio, Alberti, Pontano, and Matteo Bosso,

concerning some of which little more than the names are to be
learned from literary history, and which it would not, perhaps,
be worth while to mention, except as collectively indicating a

predilection for this style which the Italians long continued to

display.
2

64. Some of these related to general criticism or to that of

single authors. My knowledge of them is chiefly pauius

limited to the dialogue of Pauius Cortesius de homi- Cort siu -

nibus doctis, written, I conceive, about 1490 ; no unsuccessful

imitation of Cicero de claris oratoribus ; from which, indeed,
modern Latin writers have always been accustomed to collect

1 Corniani and Roscoe have given this chi on these treatises. Roscoe seems to
account of the DLsputationes Cam:ildu- have read the ethical writings of Mat tea

lenses. I have no direct acquaintance Bosso (Life ol Leo X., c. xx.), but hardly
with the book. adverts to any of the rest I have named.

2 Corniaui is much fuller than Tiraboa- Some of them are very scarce
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the discriminating phrases of criticism. Cortesius, who was

young, at the time of writing this dialogue, uses an elegant if

not always a correct Latinity ; characterizing agreeably, and
with apparent taste, the authors of the fifteenth century. It

may be read in conjunction with the Ciceronianus of Erasmus,
who, with no knowledge, perhaps, of Cortesius, has gone over

the same ground in rather inferior language.
65. It was about the beginning of this decade that a few

Schools in Germans and Netherlander, trained in the College
Germany. of Deventer, or that of Zwoll, or of St. Edward's near

Groningen, were roused to acquire that extensive knowledge
of the ancient languages which Italy as yet exclusively pos-
sessed. Their names should never be omitted in any remem-
brance of the revival of letters ; for great was their influence

upon the subsequent times. Wessel of Groningen, one of those

who contributed most steadily towards the purification of reli-

gion, and to whom the Greek and Hebrew languages are said,

but probably on no solid grounds, to have been known, may be
reckoned in this class. But others were more directly engaged
in the advancement of literature. Three schools, from which
issued the most conspicuous ornaments of the next generation,
rose under masters learned for that time, and zealous in the

good cause of instruction. Alexander Hegius became, about

1475, rector of that at Deventer, where Erasmus received his

early education.1

Hegius was not wholly ignorant of Greek,
and imparted the rudiments of it to his illustrious pupil. I am
inclined to ascribe the publication of a very rare and curious

book, the first endeavor to print Greek on this side of the

Alps, to no other person than Hegius.
2 Louis Dringeberg

1
Heeren, p. 149, says that Hegius began linguae prima didicimus elementa." Adag.

to preside over the school of Deventer in Chil. i. cent. iv. 39. In another place he
1480

;
hut I think the date in the text is says of Hegius :

" Ne hie quidcm Gnvra-
more prohable, as Erasmus left it at the rum literarum omnino ignarus est."

age of fourteen, and was certainly born in Epist. 411, in Appendice. Erasmus left

14>>5. Though llegius is said to have Deventer at the age of fourteen
;

conse-
kuown hut little Greek, I find in Panzer quently in 1479 or 1480, as he tells us in
the title of a book by him, printed at De- an epistle, dated 17th April, 1519.

venter, in 1501, de Utilitate Linguae One- 2 This very rare book, unnoticed by
cae. most bibliographers, is of some importanre
The life of Hegius in Melchior Adam is in the history of literature. It is a small

interesting.
" Primus hie in Belgio lite- quarto tract, entitled Conjugationes ver-

ras excitavit," says Kevius, in Daventria borum Grwcse Daventria; noviter extremo
Illustrata, p. 180.

"
Mihi,'' says Eras- labore collectae ct imptvss;r. No date or

mus, "adinodum adhuc puerocontigituti printer's name appears. A copy is in the

prteceptore hujus iliscipulo Alexaudro He-- British Museum, and another in Lord
gio Westphalo, qui ludum aliquando cele- Spencer's library. It contains nothing
brem oppidi Daventriensis moderabatur, but the word Tvtrru in all its voices and
In quo nos olirn adrncilum pueri utriusque

tenBe8j ^^ ^^ exp ianations fr Qothio
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founded, not perhaps before 1480, a still more distinguished

seminary at Sehelstadt in Alsace. Here the luminaries of

Germany in a more advanced stage of learning, Conrad Celtes,

Bebel, Rhenanus, Wimpheling, Pirckheimer, Simler, are said

to have imbibed their knowledge.
1 The third school was at

tetters. ITie Greek types are Terr rude,
and the characters sometimes misplaced.
It must, I should presume, seem probable
to every one who considers this book, that
it is of the fifteenth century, and conse-

quently older than any known Greek on
this side of the Alps, which of itself

should reader it interesting in the eyes of

bibliographers and of every one eUe ; but,
fatty disclaiming all such acquaintance
with the technical science of typographi-
cal antiquity as to venture any judgment
founded on the appearance of 'a particular
book, or on a comparison of it with others,
I would, on other grounds, suggest the

probability that this little attempt at
Greek grammar issued from the Derenter

press about 1480. It appears clear that
whoever ''collected with extreme labor"
these forms of the verb TVU, had never

been possessed of a Greek and latin gram-
mar. For would it not be absurd to use
such expressions about a simple transcrip-
tion ? Besides which, the word is not only
given in an arrangement -liaerent from any
I have ever seen, but with a non-existent

form of participle, rmnbiiftevw;. for

Tv&u'tevoe;. which could not sorely have
been found in any prior grammar. Xow
the grammar of Lascaris was published,
with a Latin translation by Cra-ston, in

1480. It is indeed highly probable that
this book would not reach Deventer imme-
dU:e;y after its impression; but it does
seem as if there could not long have been
any extreme difficulty hi obtaining a cor-

rect synopsis of the verb TT'/T7w.

We have seen that Erasmus, about 1477,
acquired a very slight tincture of Greek
und'rr Alexander Hegius at Deventer.
And here, as he tells us. he saw Agricola,

returning probably from Italy to Gronin-

gpn.
"
Quern mini puero. fenne duodecim

anno? nato. Daveiitrise videre contigit, nee
aliud contigit." (Jortin. ii. 416.) No one
eould be so likely as He-zius to attempt a
Greek grammar : nor do w find that his

successors in that college were men as dis-

tinguished for learning as himself. But
In fact at a later time it could not have
been so incorrect. We might perhaps con-

jecture that he took down these Greek
tenses from the mouth of Agricola. since
we must presume oral communication
rather than the use of books. Agricola,
repeating from memory and not thorough-
ly conversant with the language, might

VOL. I. 13

have given the false participle Tfruifid-

pevof. The tract was probably printed
by Pafroet. some of whose editions bear aa

early a date as 1477. It has long been
extremely scarce ; for Bevius does not in-
clude it in the list of Pafroet's publications
which he has given in Darentria lliustrata,
nor wfll it be found in Panzer. Beloe was
the first to mention it in his Anecdote* of
Scarce Books ; and it is referred by him to
the fifteenth century, but' apparently with-
out h being aware that there was any
thing remarkable in that antiquity. Dr.

Wbdin, in Bibliotheca Spenceriana, has
given a fuller account; and from him
Brunei has inserted it in the Manuel du
HtMirft Neither Beloe nor Dibdin seems
to have known that there is a copy in the
Museum : they speak only of that belong-
ing to Lord Spencer.

If it were true that Beuchlin. during
his residence at Orleans, had published, as
well aa compiled, a Greek grammar, 'we
should not need to have recourse to the

hypothesis of this note in order to give the

antiquity of the present decade to Greek

typography. Such a grammar is asserted

by Meiners, hi his life of Beuchlin. to

have been printed at Poitiers ; and Eich-
horn positively says, without reference to
the place of "publication, that BeuchBn
was the first German who published a
Greek grammar. (Geseh. der lit:., iii.

275.) Meiaers. however, in a subsequent
volume (iii. 10). retracts this assertion.
and says it has been proved that the Greek
Grammar of Beuchiin was never printed.
Yet I find in the Bibliotheca UoiversaBa of
Gesner : Job. Capnio [Reochlin] seripsit
de dirersitate quatnor idiomatnm Gnecs
lingua: lib. i." No such book appears in

of Benchlin's works in Xiceron,
vol. xxv., nor in any of the bibliographies.
If it ever existed, we may place it with
more probability at- the very close of this

century, or at the beginning of the next.

[Tue~ teamed Dr. West, of Dublin, in-

formed me that Benchlin, in & dedication
ofa Comment-try on the Seven Penitential

Psalms in 1512. mentions a work that he
had published on the Greek grammar,
entitled Micropaedia. There seems no
reason to suppose that it was earner than
the time at which I have inclined to place
it. 1842.)

> Kchhorn. iii. 231 : Meiners. ii. 959.

Bichhorn carelessly follows a bad authio
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Munster; and over this Rodolph Langius presided, a man
not any way inferior to the other two, and of more reputation
as a Latin writer, especially as a poet. The school of Mun-
eter did not come under the care of Langius till 1483, or per-

haps rather later ; and his strenuous exertions in the cause of

useful and polite literature against monkish barbarians ex-

tended into the next century. But his life was long: the first,

or nearly such, to awaken his countrymen, he was permitted to

behold the full establishment of learning, and to exult in the

dawn of the Reformation. In company with a young man of

rank and equal zeal, Maurice, Count of Spiegelberg, who him-

self became the provost of a school at Emmerich, Langius
visited Italy, and, as Meiners supposes (though, I think, upon
uncertain grounds), before 1460. But, not long afterwards, a

more distinguished person than any we have mentioned, Ro-

dolph Agricola of Groningen, sought in that more genial land

the taste and correctness which no Cisalpine nation could

supply. Agricola passed several years of this decade in Italy.
We shall find the effects of his example in the next.1

66. Meantime a slight impulse seems to have been given to

study of *ne University of Paris by the lessons of George
Greek at Tifemas ; for, from some disciples of his. Reuchlin,

a young German of great talents and celebrity, ac-

quired, probably about the year 1470, the first elements of the

Greek language. This knowledge he improved by the lessons

of a native Greek, Andronicus Cartoblacas, at Basle. In that

city, he had the good fortune, rare on this side of the Alps, to

find a collection of Greek manuscripts, left there at the time

of the council by a Cardinal Nicolas of Ragusa. By the ad-

vice of Cartoblacas, he taught Greek himself at Basle. After
the lapse of some years, Reuchlin went again to Paris, and
found a new teacher, George Hermonymus of Sparta, who had
settled there about 1472. From Paris he removed to Orleans
and Poitiers.

2

67. The classical literature which delighted Reuchlin and

Agricola was disregarded as frivolous by the wise of that day

rity in counting Reuchlin among these Brucker, iv. 358, as well as Tlwren, iin-re

pupils of the ScheLHtailt school, given pretty full accounts of llrurlilm,
1 See Meiners, vol. ii., Kic-hhorn, and and a good life of him will IK; fotui I in the

Heeren, for the revival of learniiiK in Or- 25th volume of Xiceron ; hut the Kpi-itolae

many ;
or something may be found in ad Keuehlinum throw still more light on

Bruck'ir. the man and his contemporaries.
1

Meiners, i. 46. Besides Meiners,
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in the University of Paris ; but they were much more keenly
opposed to innovation and heterodoxy in their own Controversy

peculiar line, the scholastic metaphysics. Most a^Noml?
have heard of the long controversies between the na^"-

Realists and Nominalists concerning the nature of universals,
or the genera and species of things. The first, with Plato, and,
at least as has been generally held, Aristotle, maintained their

objective or external reality ; either, as it was called, ante rem,
as eternal archetypes in the Divine Intelligence ; or in re, as

forms inherent in matter : the second, with Zeno, gave them

only a subjective existence as ideas conceived by tlie mind,
and have hence, in later times, acquired the name of Concep-
tualists.

1
Roscelin, the first of the modern Nominalists, went

farther than this, and denied, as Hobbes and Berkeley, with

many others, have since done, all universality except to words
and propositions. Abelard, who inveighs against the doctrine

of Roscelin as false logic and false theology, and endeavors to

confound it with the denial of any objective reality even in

singular things,
2
may be esteemed the restorer of the Concep-

tualist school. We do not know his doctrines, however, by his

own writings, but by the testimony of John of Salisbury, who
seems not well to have understood the subject. The words
Realist and Nominalist came into use about the end of the

twelfth century. But, in the next, the latter party, by degrees,

disappeared ; and the great schoolmen, Aquinas and Scotus, in

whatever else they might disagree, were united on the Realist

eide. In the fourteenth century, William Ockham revived the

opposite hypothesis with considerable success. Sco- _

tus and his disciples were the great maintainers of

Realism. If there were no substantial forms, he argued,
that is, nothing real, which determines the mode of being in

each individual, men and brutes would be of the same sub-

stance ; for they do not differ as to matter, nor can extrinsic

1 I am chiefly indebted for the facts !n eeKmii? peccavit, non adeo tamen tasMifese
:he following paragraphs to a dissertation pmuuntiandum eat, ut Abelanlus ilium

:aers. in the Tninsartions of the feoisse invidio*e fingere sugtinuit." [M.
Gottirifen Academy. TO!, xii. CouAi has nevertheless proved, from a

Hie sicut pseuJo-dialecticus, ita passage in some lately discovered manu-
pseuilo-chri5iiuniis ut eo loco quo did- scripts of Abelard. that he had really
tnr I-ominus pattern pisefe assi comedian, learned under Roscelin. This had been

part-in hujos vocis. qnse est piaru assi. asserted by Otho of Friringen. but doubted
non partem rei intelligere cogatur." on account of a supposed incompatibility
Sleiners. p. 27. This may serve to show of dates. Fracmens Phiksophiques, rol.

the cavilling tone of scholastic
disputes ; ir. p. 67. 1853.]

and Meiners maj well say, Quicquid Boe-
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accidents make a substantive difference. There must be a

substantial form of a horse, another of a lion, another of a

man. He seems to have held the immateriality of the soul ;

that is, the substantial form of man. But no other form, he

maintained, can exist without matter naturally, though it may
supernaturally by the power of God. Socrates and Plato

agree more than Socrates and an ass: they have, therefore,

something in common, which an ass has not. But this is not

numerically the same : it must, therefore, be something univer-

sal ; namely, human nature.1

68. These reasonings, which are surely no unfavorable

Ockham specimen of the subtle philosopher (as Scotus was

called), were met by Ockham with others which
sometimes appear more refined and obscure. He confined

reality to objective things ; denying it to the host of abstract

entities brought forward by Scotus. He defines a universal to

be " a particular intention (meaning probably idea, or con-

ception) of the mind itself, capable of being predicated of

many things, not for what it properly is itself, but for what
those things are : so that, in so far as it has this capacity, it is

called uni\ ersal ; but, inasmuch as it is one form really exist-

ing in the nund, it is called singular."
2 I have not examined

the writings of Ockham, and am unable to determine whether
his Nominalism extends beyond that of Berkeley or Stewart,
which is generally asserted by the modem inquirers into

scholastic philosophy ; that is, whether it amounts to Concep-
t u ul ism. The foregoing definition, as far as I can judge, might
have been given by them.8

69. The later Nominalists of the scholastic period, Buridan,
Nominal- Biel, and several others mentioned by the historians

University
f philosophy, took all their reasonings from the

of Paris, storehouse of Ockham. His doctrine was prohibited
at Paris by Pope John XXIL, whose theological opinions, as

well as secular encroachments, he had opposed. All masters

of arts were bound by oath never to teach Ockhamism. But,
after the pope's death, the university condemned a tenet of the

Realists, that many truths are eternal, which are not God
1 Melners. p. 39. quod est una forma existcns realiter in
' " Unam intentionem singularera ipsius intellectu, dioitur singulare ; p. 42.

anini;p, natam prjedicari de pluribus, non s [The defipitioii seems hardly such a

pro 8e. Red pro ipsis rebus; it.-i quod per Berkeley would have pivtm: it plainly
hoc, quod ipsa nata est pnedicari de pluri- recognizes a gcnet.'U conception existing in
t' i -. non pro xe sed pro illis pluribus, ills the mind. 1817.]
dicitur uuiversalis; propter hoc autetu,
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and went so far towards the Nominalist theory, as to determine

that our knowledge of things is through the medium of words.1

Peter d'Ailly, Gerson, and other principal men of their age,
were Nominalists : the sect was very powerful in Germany,
and may be considered, on the whole, as prevalent in this cen-

tury. The Realists, however, by some management, gained
the ear of Louis XL, who, by an ordinance in 1473, explicitly

approves the doctrines of the great Realist philosophers, con-

demns that of Ockham and his disciples, and forbids it to be

taught ; enjoining the books of the Nominalists to be locked up
from public perusal, and all present as well as future graduates
in the university to swear to the observation of this ordinance.

The prohibition, nevertheless, was repealed in 1481, the guilty
books set free from their chains, and the hypothesis of the

Nominalists virtually permitted to be held, amidst the acclama-

tions of the university, and especially one of its four nations,

that of Germany. Some of their party had, during this per-

secution, taken refuge in that empire and in England, both

friendly to their cause ; and this metaphysical contention of

the fifteenth century suggests and typifies the great religious
convulsion of the next. The weight of ability during this later

and less flourishing period of scholastic philosophy was on the

Nominalist side ; and, though nothing in the Reformation was

immediately connected with their principle, this metaphysical
sect facilitated in some measure its success.

70. We should still look in vain to England for either learn-

ing or native genius. The reign of Edward IV. may LOW state

be reckoned one of the lowest points in our literary
?

E^g"
lng

annals. The universities had fallen in reputation
land-

and in frequency of students : where there had been thousands,

according to AVood, there was not now one ; which must be
understood as an hyperbolical way of speaking. But the de-

cline of the universities, frequented as they had been by indi-

gent vagabonds withdrawn from useful labor, and wretched
as their pretended instruction had been, was so far from an
evil in itself, that it left clear the path for the approaching
introduction of real learning. Several colleges were about

this time founded at Oxford and Cambridge, which, in the

design of their munificent founders, were to become, as they
have done, the instruments of a better discipline than the bar-

i
Meiners, p. 45 :

" Scientiam habeiuus de rebus, ged mediantibus termini*.
"
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barons schoolmen afforded. We have already observed, that

learning in England was like seed fermenting in the ground

through the fifteenth century. The language was becoming
more vigorous, and more capable of giving utterance to good

thoughts, as some translations from Caxton's press show, such

as the Diets of Philosophers by Lord Rivers. And perhaps
the best exercise for a schoolboy people is that of schoolboys.
The poetry of two Scotsmen, Henryson and Mercer, which is

not without merit, may be nearly referred to the present
decade.1

71. The progress of mathematical science was regular,

Hathema- though not rapid. We might have mentioned before

the gnomon erected by Toscanelli in the cathedral at

Florence, which is referred to 1468 ; a work, it has been said,

which, considering the times, has done as much honor to his

genius as that so much renowned at Bologna to Cassini.2 The

greatest mathematician of ,the fifteenth century, Midler, or

R*giomon- Regiomontanus, a native of 'Konigsberg, or Konigs-
tanus.

hoven, a small town in Franconia, whence he derived

his Latinized appellation, died prematurely, like his master Pur-

bach, in 1476. He had begun at the age of fifteen to assist

the latter in astronomical observations ; and having, after Pur-
bach's death, acquired a knowledge of Greek in Italy, and
devoted himself to the ancient geometers, after some years

spent with distinction in that country and at the court of

Mathias Corvinus, he settled finally at Nuremberg, where a

rich citizen, Bernard Walther, both supplied the means of

accurate observations, and became the associate of his labors/

Regiomontanus died at Rome, whither he had been called to

1 Campbell's Specimens of British Poets, tanc eastward to Chin* ; and consequently
vol. i. believed, as Columbus himself did. that

1 This gnomon of Florence is, by much, the voyage by the vest to that country
the loftiest in Europe. It would be no would be far shorter, than, if the continent

slight addition to the glory of Toscanelli if of America did not intervene, it could
we should suppose him to have suggested have been. Tirabowhi, Ti. 189, 207

;

the discovery of a passage westward to the Ko.--eoe's Leo X., <!h. 20.

Indies, in a letter to Columbus, as his 3 \Valther was more than a patron of
article in, the Biographic Universelle seems science, honorable as that name was. He
to imply. But the more accurate exprea- made astronomical observations worthy of

sions of Tiraboschi, referring to the corre- esteem relatively to the age. Montucla. i.

ftpondence between these great wen, leave 645. It is to be regretted that Walther
Columbus In possession of the original should have diminished the credit due to

idea, at least concurrently with the Floren- his name by withholding from the public
tine astronomer, though the latter gave the manuscripts of Kegiomontanus, which
him strong encouragement to persevere in he purchased after the latter's death

;
so

his undertaking. Toscanelli, however, that some were lost by the negligence of

had, on the authority of Marco I'olo, im- his own heirs, and the rust remained uu-
bibed an exaggerated notion of the dis- published till 1633.
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assist in rectifying the calendar. Several of his works were

printed in this decade, and among others his ephemerides, or

calculations of the places of the sun and moon, for the ensuing

thirty years ; the best, though not strictly the first, that had
been made in Europe.

1 His more extensive productions did

not appear till afterwards ; and the treatise on triangles, the

most celebrated of them, not till 1538. The solution of the

more difficult cases, both in plane and spherical trigonometry,
is found in this work ; and, with the exception of what the

science owes to Napier, it may be said that it advanced little

for more than two centuries after the age of Regiomontanus.-
Purbach had computed a table of sines to a radius of 600,000

parts. Regiomontanus, ignorant, as ha* been thought (which
appears very strange), of his masters labors, calculated thi-in

to 6,000,000 parts. But, perceiving the advantages of a deci-

mal scale, he has given a second table, wherein the ratio of

the sines is computed to a radius of 10,0(.);).OMO parts, or as

we should say, taking the radius a* unity, to seven places of

decimals. He subjoined what he calls Canon Ffeemvlus, or a

table of tangents ; calculating tlvm, however, only for entire

degrees to a radius of 100.000 parts.' It has been said that

Regiomontanus was inclined to the theory of the earth's

motion, which indeed Nicolas Cnsanus had already es]>oused.
72. Though the arts of delineation do not properly come

within the scope of this volume, yet, so far as they Art* of

are directly instrumental to science, they ought not a lin*!atioa-

to pass unregarded. Without the tool that presents figures to

the eye, not the press itself could have diffused an adequate
knowledge either of anatomy or of natural history. As
figures cut in wooden blocks gave the first idea of letter-

printing, and were for some time associated with it, an obvi-

ous invention, when the latter art became improved, was to

arrange such blocks together with types in the same
pair---.

We find accordingly, about this time, many books adorned or

illustrated in this manner ; generally with representations of

eaints, or other ornamental delineations not of much impor-
ance ; but, in a few instances, with figures of plants and ani-

nals, or of human anatomy. The Dyalogus creaturaj-um

1 Gassendi, Vita Rejriomontani. He nus contained eclip.-es, and other matters
speaks of them himself, as il

quas vulgj not in former almanacs,
vociintalmanach ;" and Gassendi says that 2 Button's Logarithms, Introduction.
some were extant in Manu.-cript at Paris, p. 3.

from 14i2 to 1472. Those of Region) ;nta- Kistner, i. 557.
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moralizatus, of which the first edition was published at Gouda,

1480, seems to be nearly, if not altogether, the earliest of

these. It contains a series of fables with rude woodcuts in

little more than outline. A second edition, printed at Antwerp
in 1486, repeats the same cute, with the addition of one repre

senting a church, which is really elaborate.
1

73. The art of engraving figures on plates of copper was

nearly co-eval with that of printing, and is due

either to Thomas Finiguerra about 1460, or to some

German about the same tune. It was not a difficult step to ap-

ply this invention to the representation of geographical maps ;

and this we owe to Arnold Buckinck, an associate of
lp y'

the printer Sweynheim. His edition of Ptolemy's

geography appeared at Rome hi 1478. These maps are

traced from those of Agathodaemon in the fifth century ; and

it has been thought that Buckinck profited by the hints

of Donis, a German monk, who himself gave two editions of

Ptolemy not long afterwards at Ulm.2 The fifteenth century
had already witnessed an increasing attention to geographical
delineations. The libraries of Italy contain several unpub-
lished maps, of which that by Fra Mauro, a monk of the

order of Camaldoli, now in the Convent of Murano, near

Venice, is the most celebrated.
8 Two causes, besides the in-

1 Both these editions are in the British himself in 1459, for the use of Alfonso V.,
Museum. In the same library is a copy king of Portugal. Fra Mauro professes
of the exceedingly scarce work, Ortus not to have followed Ptolemy in all thinirs,

Sanitatus. Mogunt. 1491. The colophon, but to have collected information from
which may be read in De Bure (Sciences, travellers :

"
Investigando per molti anni, e

No. 1554), takes much credit for the care- practicando cum persone degne di tede. le

fulness of the delineations. The wooden qual hano veduto ad occhio quelo, que qul
cuts of the plants, especially, are as good suso fedelmente demostro. It appears,
as we usually find in the sixteenth cen- however, to me, that he has been chiefly

tury ;
the form of the leaves and character indebted to Marco Polo, who had coiitri-

of the plant are generally well preserved, buted a vast stock of names to which the

The animals are also tolerably figured, geographer was to annex locality in the

though with many exceptions ; and, on the best manner he could. Very little rela-

whole, fell short of the plants. The work ting to Asia or Africa will be found in

itself is a compilation from the old natu- the Murano map which may not be traced

ralists, arranged alphabetically. to this source. It does not indeed api*>:ir
2
Biogr. Univ. : Buckinck

;
Donis. manifest that Polo was acquaiuted with

s Am U-i-s, ix. 88 ; Corniani, iii. 162. the termination of the African coast
;
but

[A better account of this celebrated map that had been so often asserted, that we
was given in the seventh volume of the cannot feel surprised when we find, in

Annales Camaldulenses, p. 252 (1762) ;
and Fra Mauro's map, the sea rolling round

Cardinal Zurla published to 1806 n Map- the Cape of Good Hope, though the form

pamondo di Fra Mauro Camaldolense illus- of that part of the continent is ill deline-

trato. A fine copy of this map, taken ated.
from the original at Murano, about forty The marginal entries of this map are not

years since, is to the British Museum: unworthy of attention. One of them
there is also one to a Portuguese convent, attributes the tides to the attraction of

supposed to have been made by Fra Mauro the moon, but not on any philosophical
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crease of commerce and the gradual accumulation of know-

ledge, had principally turned the thoughts of many towards

the figure of the earth on which they trod. Two translations,

one of them by Emanuel Chrysoloras, had been made early
in the century from the cosmography of Ptolemy ; and from
his maps the geographers of Italy had learned the use of

parallels and meridians, which might a little, though inade-

quately, restrain' their arbitrary admeasurements of diiferent

countries.1 But the real discoveries of the Portuguese on the

coast of Africa, under the patronage of Don Henry, were of

far greater importance in stimulating and directing enterprise.
In the academy founded by tliat illustrious prince, nautical

charts were first delineated in a method more useful to the pilot,

by projecting the meridians in parallel right lines,
2 instead of

curves on the surface of the sphere. This first step in hydro-

graphical science entitles Don Henry to the name of its

founder; and, though these early maps and charts of the

fifteenth century are to us but a chaos of error and confusion,
it was on them that the patient eye of Columbus had rested

through long hours of meditation, while strenuous hope and
unsubdued doubt were struggling in his souL

SECT. V. 1480-1490.

Great Progress of Learning in Italy Italian Poefcry Pnlci Metaphysical Theology
Fieinus Picus of Mirandola Learning in Germany Early European Dra-

ma Alberti and Leonardo da Vinci.

74. THE press of Italy was less occupied with Greek for

several years than might have been expected ; but Greek

the number of scholars was still not sufficient to re- printed in

Itftlv

pay the expenses of impression. The Psalter was

principle. He speaks of spring and neap whole, although this map is curions and
tides as already known, which indeed interesting, something more has been said

must hare been the case, after the ex- of it than it deserves ty the author of

perience of nayigators reached beyond Annales Camaldulenses : "Mauro itaqu
the Mediterranean

;
but says that no one Camaldulensi monacho ea gloria jure nie-

had explained their cause. Zurla, or rito tribuenda erat, ut non parum tabulis

some one whom he quotes, exaggerates suis geographicis juverit ad tentandas ex-
a little the importance of what Fra Mauro peditiones in terras incognitas, quod pee*
has said about the tides, which is mixed up tea pra-stitum erat ab Lusita&is. 1S42. 1

with great error
;
and loosely talks about *

Andres, 86.

a anticipation of Newton. Upon the * Id. 83.
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published in Greek twice at Milan in 1481, once at Venice in

I486. Craston's 'Lexicon was also once printed, and the

grammar of Lascaris several times. ' The first classical work
the printers ventured upon was Homer's Battle of Frogs and

Mine, published at Venice in 1486, or, according to some, at

Milan in 1485.; >the priority of the two editions being disputed.
But in 14>>.s. under the munificent patronage of Lorenzo, and

by the care of Demetrius of Crete, a complete edition of

Homer issued from the press of Florence. This splendid
work closes our catalogue for the present.

1

75. The first Hebrew book, Jarchi's Commentary on the

Hebrew Pentateuch, had been printed by some Jews, at

printed.
Reggio in Calabria, as early as 147o. In this period

a press was established at Soncino, where the Pentateuch was

published in 1482, the greater prophets in 1486, and the, whole

Bible in 1488; but this was intended for themselves alone.

What little instruction in Hebrew had anywhere hitherto been

imparted to Christian scholars was only oral. The com-

mencement- of Hebrew learning, properly so called, was not

till about, the end of the century, in the Franciscan monas-

teries of Tubingen and Basle. Their first teacher1

, however,
was an Italian, by name Raimondi.2

76. To enumerate every publication that might scatter a

Miscellanies gleam of light on the progress of letters in Italy,
of Poiitian. or ^ men tiOn every scholar who deserves a place in

biographical collections or in an-pxtended history of litera-

ture, would crowd these pages with too many names. We
must limit ourselves to those beat deserving to be had in re-

membrance. In 1480, according to Meiners, or, as Jlrcn-n

says, in 1483, Poiitian was placed in the chair of Greek and
Latin eloquence at Florence; a station perhaps the mo^t. con-

spicuous and the most honorable which any scholar could

occupy. It is beyond controversy, that he stands at the head
of that class in the fifteenth century. The envy of some of

his contemporaries attested his superiority. In 1 is 1

.), he pub-
lished his Dace-celebrated Miscellanea, consisting of one hun-

dred observations illustrating passages of Latin aut hoi's, in

the desultory manner of Aulu< (idlius ; which is certainly the

easiest, and perhaps the most agreeable, method of conveying
information. They are sometimes grammatical, but more

' See Maittaire's character of this edition, quoted In Roscoe'i Leo X., ch. 21.
*
Kichhoru, ii. 662.
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frequently relate to obscure (at that time) customs or mytho-
logical allusions. Greek quotations occur not seldom, and the

author's command of 'classical literature seems considerable.

Thus he explains, for instance, the crambe repetita of Juvenal

by a proverb mentioned in Suidas, 61? Kpa^ eavaroc: KpuujSr]

being a kind of cabbage, which, when boiled a second time, was,
of course, not very palatable. This may serve to show the

extent of learning which some Italian scholars had reached

through the assistance of the manuscripts collected by
Lorenzo. It is not improbable that no one in England, at

that time, had heard the name of Suidas. Yet the imperfect

knowledge of Greek which these early writers possessed is

shown when they attempt to write it. Polilian has some
verses in his Miscellanea, but very bald, and full of false quan-
tities. This remark we may have occasion to repeat ; for it

is applicable to much greater names in philology than his.1

77. The Miscellanies, Heeren says, were then considered

an immortal work: it was deemed an honor to be
Ta(4rch,,_

mentioned in them, and those who missed this made meter by

it a matter of complaint. If we look at them now,
iteeren -

we are astonished at the different measure of glory in the

present age. This book probably sprang out of Politian's

lectures. He had cleared up in these some difficult passages,
which had led him on to further inquiries. Some of his

explanations might probably have arisen out of the walks and
rides that he was accustomed to take with Lorenzo, who had
advised the publication of the Miscellanies. The manner in

which these explanations are given, the light yet solid mode
of handling the subjects, and their great variety, give, in fact,

a charm to the Miscellanies of Politian which few antiquarian
works possess. Their success is not wonderful. They were

fragments, and chosen fragments, from the lectures of the

most celebrated teacher of that age, whom many had heard,
but still more had wished to hear. Scarcely had a work

appeared in the whole fifteenth century of which so vast

expectations had been entertained, and which was received

with such curiosity.
2 The very fault of Politian's style, as it

1 Meiners has praised Politian's Greek These Greeks, besides, knew but little of

verses, but with very little skill in such their metrical language,
matters, p. 214. The compliments he 2 Heeren, p. 263. Meiners, Lebensbe-

quotes from contemporary Greeks, "non schreibungen, &c., has written the life of
ease turn Atticas Athenas ipsas," may not Politian, ii. 111-220, more copiously than
have been very sincere, unless they meant any one that I have read. His character
tsse to be taken in the present tense, of the Miscellanies is in p. 136.
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was that of Hermolaus Barbaras, his affected intermixture of

obsolete words, for which it is necessary in almost every page
of his Miscellanies to consult the dictionary, would, in an

age of pedantry, increase the admiration of his readers. 1

78. Politian was the first that wrote the Latin language

ins version
w^tn much elegance ; and, while every other early

of Hero- translator from the Greek has incurred more or less

of censure at the hands of judges whom better learn

ing had made fastidious, it is agreed by them that his Herodian

has all the spirit of his original, and frequently excels it.
2

Thus we perceive that the age of Poggio, Filelfo, and Valla,

was already left far behind by a new generation : these had

been well employed as the pioneers of ancient literature ; but,

for real erudition and taste, we must descend to Politian,

Christopher Landino, and Hermolaus Barbaras.8

79. The Cornucopia sive linguae Latinae Commentarii, by
ConmcopU Nicolas Perotti, Bishop of Siponto, suggests rather
of Perotu. more by its title than the work itself seems to war-

raflt. It is a copious commentary upon part of Martial, in

which he takes occasion to explain a vast many Latin words,
and has been highly extolled by Morhof, and by writers

quoted in Baillet and Blount. To this commentary is ap-

pended an alphabetical index of words, which rendered it

a sort of dictionary for the learned reader. Perotti lived a

little before this time ; but the first edition seems to have been

in 1489. He also wrote a small Latin grammar, frequently

reprinted in the fifteenth century ; and was an indifferent trans-

lator of Polybius.
4

80. We have not thought it worth while to mention the

j^yjj Latin poets of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries,

poetry of They are numerous, and somewhat rude, from Pe-
trarch and Boccace to Maphaeus Vegius, the conti-

nuator of the .ZEneid in a thirteenth book, first printed in 1471,

1 Meinen, pp. 155, 209. In the latter racter of Politian, besides his own works,

passags, Meiners censures, with apparent I think, however, that Heeren has hardly
justice, the affected words of Politian, done justice to Politian'a poetry. Tira-

some of which he did not scruple to take boschi is unsatisfactory. Blount, as usual,
from such writers as Apuleius and Tertul- collects the suffrages of the sixteenth cen-

lian, with an inexcusable display of eru- tury.
dition at the expense of good taste. 4

Heeren, 272 ; Morhof, i. 821, who calls
1
Huet, apud Blount in Politiano. Perotti the first compiler of good Latin,

*
Meiners, Roscoe, Cornianl, Heeren, from whom those who followed have prin-

nd Oresswell's Memoirs of early Italian cipally borrowed. See also Baillet and
Scholars, are the best authorities to whom Blount for testimonies to Perotti.
the reader can have recourse for the cha-
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and very frequently afterwards. This is, probably, the best

versification before Politian. But his Latin poems display
considerable powers of description, and a strong feeling of the

beauties of Roman poetry. The style is imbued with these,

not too ambitiously chosen, nor in the manner called centon-

ism, but so as to give a general elegance to the composition,
and to call up pleasing associations in the reader of taste.

This, indeed, is the common praise of good versifiers in

modern Latin, and not peculiarly appropriate to Politian, who
is inferior to some who followed, though to none, as I appre-
hend, that preceded in that numerous fraternity. His ear is

good, and his rhythm, with a few exceptions, musical and

Virgilian. Some defects are nevertheless worthy of notice.

He is often too exuberant, and apt to accumulate details of

description. His words, unauthorized by . any legitimate

example, are very numerous, a fault in some measure excusa-

ble by the want of tolerable dictionaries ; so that the memory
was the only test of classical precedent. Nor can we deny
that Politian's Latin poetry is sometimes blemished by affected

and effeminate expressions, by a too studious use of repetitions,
and by a love of diminutives, according to the fashion of his

native language, carried beyond all bounds that correct Augus-
tan Latinity could possibly have endured. This last fault,

and to a man of good taste it is an unpleasing one, belongs to

a great part of the lyrical and even elegiac writers in modern
Latin. The example of Catullus would probably have been

urged in excuse : but perhaps Catullus went farther than the

best judges approved ; and nothing in his poems can justify
the excessive abuse of that effeminate grace, what the stern

Persius would have called " summa delumbe saliva," which

pervades the poetry both of Italian and Cisalpine Latinists for

a long period. On the whole, Politian, like many of his fol-

lowers, is calculated to delight and mislead a schoolboy, but

may be read with pleasure by a man.1

81. Amidst all the ardor for the restoration of classical

literature in Italy, there might seem reason to appre- Italian

hend that native originality would not meet its due poetry of

reward, and even that the discouraging notion of a
Lorenzo

degeneracy in the powers of the human mind might come to

1 The extracts from Volitian, and other are extremely well chosen, and give a just
Latin poets of Italy, by Pope, in the two measure of most of them,
little volumes entitled Poeiuata Italoruiu,
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prevail. Tlipse who annex an exaggerated value to correct-

ing an unimportant passage in an ancient author, or, which is

much the same, interpreting some worthless inscription, can

hardly escape the imputation of pedantry; and doubtless this

reproach might justly fall on many of the learned in that age,

as, with less excuse, it has often done upon their successors.

We have already seen, that, for a hundred years, it was

thought unworthy a man of letters, even though a poet, to

write in Italian
; and Politian, with his great patron Lorenzo,

deserves no small honor. for having disdained the false vanity
of the philologers. Lorenzo stands at the head of the It ah'an

poets of the fifteenth century in the > sonnet as well as in the

light lyrical , composition. His predecessors, indeed, were
not likely to remove the prejudice against vernacular poetry.
Several of his sonnets appear, both for elevation and elegance
of style, worthy of comparison with those of the next age.
But perhaps his most original claim to the title of a poet is

founded upon the Canii Carnascialeschi, or carnival-songs,

composed for the popular shows on festivals. Some of these,

which are : collected in a volume printed in 1558, are by
Lorenzo, and display a union of classical .grace and imitation

with the native raciness of Florentine gayety.
1

82. But at this time appeared a poet of a truly modern

school, in one of Lorenzo's intimate society, Luigi
Pulci. The first edition of his Morgante Maggiore,

containing twenty-three cantos, to which five were subse-

quently added, was published at Venice in 1481. The taste

of the Italians has always been strongly inclined to extrava-

gant combinations of fancy, caprices rapid and sportive as the

animal from which they take their name. The susceptible
and versatile imaginations of that people, and their habitual

cheerfulness, enable them to render the serious and terrible

instrumental to the ridiculous, without becoming, like some
modern fictions, merely hideous and absurd.

83. The Morgante Maggiore was evidently suggested by
character some long romances written within the preceding

century in the octave stanza, for which the fabulous

chronicle of Turpin, and other fictions wherein the

1 Corniani
;
Roscoe. Cresciinbeni (della his youth. But certainly the Giostra of

voigar 1'oosia, ii. 324) strongly asserts Lo- Politiiin was written while Lorenzo was
renzo to be the runtorer of poetry, which young.
bad never bnen more barbarous than in
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same real and imaginary personages had been introduced,
furnished the materials. Under pretence of ridiculing the

intermixture of sacred allusions with the romantic legends,
Pulci carried it to an excess, which, combined with some

f-ct-ptical insinuations of his own, seems clearly to display an

intention of exposing religion to contempt,
1 As to the heroes

of his romance, there can be, as it seems, no sort of doubt,
that he designed them for nothing else than the butts of his

fancy, that the reader might scoff at those whom duller poets
had held up to admiration. It has been a question among
Italian critics, whether the poem of Pulci i< to be reckoned

burlesque.
2 This may seem to turn on the definition, though

I do not see what definition could be given, consistently with

the use of language, that would exclude it : it is intended as a

caricature of the poetical romances, and might even seem

by anticipation a satirical, though not ill-natured, parody on

the Orlando Furioso. That he meant to excite any other

emotion than laughter, cannot, as it seems, be maintained ;

and a very few stanzas of a more serious character, which

may rarely be found, are not enough to make an exception to

his general design. The Morgante was to the poetical ro-

mances of chivalry what Don Quixote was to their brethren

in prose.

1 The story of Meridians, in the eighth
" There is something harsh in Pulci's

canto, is sufficient to prove Pnlci's irony manner, owing: to his abrupt transition
to have been exercised on religion. It is from one idea to another, and to his care-

well known to the reader? of the Mor- lessness of gramma deal rules. lie was n

gante. It has been alleged in the Biogra- poet by nature, and wrote with ease : but

phie Univerrelie, that he meant oiily to he never cared for sacrificing syntax to

turn into ridicule "ces muses mendiantes meaning: he did Tiot mind sayinz any
du 14me --cle.

:: the authors of La Spagna thing incorrectly, if he were but sure that
or Buovo d'Antona, who were in the habit hb- meaning would be guessed. The rh\ me
of beginning their songs with wrap* of Tery often compels him to employ ex-

the liturgy, and even of introducing theo- pressioro, words, and even Hue*, whi.-h

logical docfrines in the most absurd and frequently render the sense obscxire ;;iiJ
misplaced style. Pulci has given us much the passage crooked, without producing
of the latter, wherein some have imagined any other effect than that of destroj jug a
that he had the assistance of Ficinus. fine stanza. He has no similes of any par-

- This seems to have been an old pro- ocular merit, nor does he rtand eminent
blem in Italy (Corniani. ii. 302) ;

and the in description. His verses almost invari.ibly

gravity of Pulci hac been maintained of make sense takfri singly, and convey dis-

late by such respectable authorities as tinct and sep&rate ideas. Hence he wants
i and Panizzi. fJinsniene. who does that rich-", fr.iiie", and smooth flow of

not go this length, thinks the death of diction, which is indispensable to an epic

Oriaudo, and his last prayer, both pathe- poet, und to K noble descrlptioij or compa-
tic and sublime. I can see nothing in it ri-on. OtecAaonally, when t?ie ?nl>ject ad-
but the systematic spirit of parody which mite of a powerful sketch which may )

we find in Pulci ; but the lines on the presented with vigor and spirit by it few
death of Forisena. iu the fourth canto, strokes boldly drawn. Puk-i ;i|>jK-:ir? to a
are really graceful and serious. The fol- great advantage.'' Pan'nsi on romantio

lowing remarkfl on Pulci's style come from poetry of Italians, in t^f Srs' woiume of
a more competent judge than myself : his Orlando Innamoratp, i 'V
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84. A foreigner must admire the vivacity of the narrative,

the humorous gayety of the characters, the adroitness of the

satire ; but the Italians, and especially the Tuscans, delight
in the raciness of Pulci's Florentine idiom, which we cannot

equally relish. He has not been without influence on men of

more celebrity than himself. In several passages of Ariosto,

especially the visit of Astolfo to the moon, we trace a resem-

blance not wholly fortuitous. 'Voltaire, in one of his most

popular poems, took the dry archness of Pulci, and exagge-
rated the profaneness, superadding the obscenity from his own
stores; but Mr. Frere, with none of these two ingredients in

his admirable vein of humor, has come, in the War of the

Giants, much closer to the Morgante Maggiore than any one

else.

85. The Platonic academy, in which the chief of the Medici

. took so much delight, did not fail to reward his care.

theology of Marsilius Ficinus, in his Theologica Platonica
Ficinus.

(1482), developed a system chiefly borrowed from

the later Platonists of the Alexandrian school, full of delight
to the credulous imagination, though little appealing to the

reason, which, as it seemed remarkably to coincide in some

respects with the received tenets of the church, was connived

at in a few reveries, which could not so well bear the test of

an orthodox standard. He supported his philosophy by a

translation of Plato into Latin, executed by the direction

of Lorenzo, and printed before 1490. Of this translation

Buhle has said, that it has been very unjustly reproached with

want of correctness : it is, on the contrary, perfectly conform-

able to the original, and has even, in some passages, enabled

us to restore the text; the manuscripts used by Ficinus, I

presume, not being in our hands. It has also the rare merit

of being at once literal, perspicuous, and in good Latin. 1

86. But the Platonism of Ficinus was not wholly that of

Doctrine of ^e master. It was based on the emanation of the

Averroeson human soul from God, and its capacity of re-union

by an ascetic and contemplative We ; a theory per-

petually reproduced in various modifications of meaning, and
far more of words. The nature and immortality of the soul,

1 Hist, de la Philosophic, yol. U. The to Brncker or Corniani ; or, if they are con
fullest account of the philosophy of Ficinus tent with still less, to Tirabosch'i, Koscoe
has been given by Uuhle. Those who seek Heeren, or the Biographie Unirerselle.
leas minute infonuatiou may hare recourse
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the functions and distinguishing characters of angels, the being
and attributes of God, engaged the thoughtful mind of Ficinus.

In the course of his high speculations, he assailed a doctrine,

which, though rejected by Scotus and most of the schoolmen,
had gained much ground among the Aristotelians, as they
deemed themselves, of Italy ; a doctrine first held by Averroes,

that there is one common intelligence, active, immortal,

indivisible, unconnected with matter, the soul of human kind ;

which is not in any one man, because it has no material form ;

out which yet assists in the rational operations of each man's

personal soul, and from those operations, which are all conver-

sant with particulars, derives its own knowledge of universal*.

Thus, if I understand what is meant, which is rather subtle,

it might be said, that as, in the common theory, particular
sensations furnish means to the soul of forming general ideas ;

*o, in that of Averroes, the ideas and judgments of separate
human souls furnish collectively the means of that knowledge
of universals, which the one great soul of mankind alone can

embrace. This was a theory, built, as some have said, on the

bad Arabic version of Aristotle which Averroes used. But,
whatever might have first suggested it to the philosopher of

Cordova, it seems little else than an expansion of the Realist

hypothesis, urged to a degree of apparent paradox. For if

the human soul, as an universal, possess an objective reality,

it must surely be intelligent ; and, being such, it may seem no

extravagant hypothesis, though one incapable of that demon-
stration we now require in philosophy, to suppose that it acts

upon the subordinate intelligences of the same species, and
receives impressions from them. By this also they would
reconcile the knowledge we were supposed to possess of the

reality of universals, with the acknowledged impossibility, at

least in many cases, of representing them to the mind.

87. Ficinus is the more prompt to refute the Averroists,
that they all maintained the mortality of the particu- opposed by
lar soul; while it was his endeavor, by every argument

F>nns-

that erudition and ingenuity could supply, to prove the con-

trary. The whole of his Platonic Theology appears a beauti-

ful but too visionary and hypothetical system of theism, the

groundworks of which lay deep in the meditations of ancient

Oriental sages. His own treatise, of which a very copious
account will be found in Buhle, soon fell into oblivion ; but

it belongs to a class of literature, which, in all its exten-

VOL. I. 14
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eion, has, full as much as any other, engaged the humai
mind.

88. The thirst for hidden knowledge, by which man is dis-

Desireof tiuguished from brutes, and the superior races of men

explore
from savage tribes, burns generally with more in-

inistcries. tenseness in proportion as the subject is less definitely

comprehensible, and the means of certainty less attainable.

Even our own interest in things beyond the sensible world

does not appear to be the primaiy or chief source of the desire

we feel to be acquainted with them: it is the pleasure of

belief itself, of associating the conviction of reality with ideas

not presented by sense. It is sometimes the necessity of satis-

fying a restless spirit, that first excites our endeavor to with-

draw the veil that conceals the mystery of our being. The
few great truths in religion that reason discovers, or that an

explicit revelation deigns to communicate, sufficient as they

may be for our practical good, have proved to fall very short

of the ambitious curiosity of man. They leave so much

imperfectly known, so much wholly unexplored, that, in all

ages, he has never been content without trying some method
of filling up the void. These methods have often led him to

folly and weakness and crime. Yet as those who want the.

human passions, in their excess the great fountains of evil,

seem to us maimed in their nature ; so an indifference to this

knowledge of invisible things, or a premature despair o{

attaining it, may be accounted an indication of some moral

or intellectual deficiency, some scantness of due proportion in

the mind.

89. The means to which recourse has been had to enlarge

various
tne boundaries of human knowledge in matters re-

methods lating to the Deity, or to such of his intelligent
employed. creatures as do not present themselves in ordinary

objectivcn ess to our senses, have been various, and may be

distributed into several classes. Reason itself, as the most

Reason an(j valuable, though not the most frequent in UPC, may
inspiration, be reckoned the first. Whatever deductions have

suggested themselves to the acute, or analogies to the observ-

ant mind, whatever has seemed the probable interpretation of

revealed testimony, is the legitimate province of a sound and

rational theology. But so fallible appears the reason of each

man to others, and often so dubious are its inferences to him-

self; so limited is the span of our faculties ; so incapable are
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they of giving more than a vague and conjectural probability,
where we demand most of definiteness and certainty, that few,

comparatively speaking, have been content to acquiesce even
in their own hypotheses upon no other grounds than argument
has supplied. The uneasiness that is apt to attend suspense
of belief, has required, in general, a more powerful remedy.
Next to those who have solely employed their rational facul-

ties in theology, we may place those who have relied on a

supernatural illumination. These have nominally been many ;

but the imagination, like the reason, bends under the incom-

prehensibility of spiritual things : a few excepted, who have
become founders of sects and lawgivers to the rest, the mystics
fell into a beaten track, and grew mechanical even in their

enthusiasm.

90. No solitary and unconnected meditations, however,
either of the philosopher or the mystic, could Extended

furnish a sufficiently extensive stock of theological J^j
ence8

faith for the multitude, who by their temper and tacnd

capacities were more prone to take it at the hands of
bo KJ5 -

others than choose any tenets for themselves. They looked,

therefore, for some authority upon which to repose ; and,
instead of builders, became, as it were, occupants of mansions

prepared for them by more active minds. Among those who

acknowledge a code of revealed truths, the Jews, Christians,
and Mahometans, this authority has been sought in largely

expansive interpretations of their sacred books, either of

positive obligation, as the decisions of general councils were
held to be ; or at least of such weight a? a private man's reason,
unless he were of great name himself, was not permitted to

contravene. These expositions, in the Christian Church as

well as among the Jews, were frequently allegorical : a

hidden stream of esoteric truth was supposed to flow beneath

all the surface of Scripture ; and every text germinated, in the

hands of the preacher, into meanings far from obvious, but

which were presumed to be not undesigned. This scheme
of allegorical interpretation began among the earliest fathers,

and spread with perpetual expansion through the middle ages.
1

The Reformation swept most of it away ; but it has frequently
revived in a more partial manner. We mention it here only
as one great means of enabling men to believe more than they

1 Fleury (5ine diwxrare), xrii. 37
; Mosheim, passim.
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bad done, of communicating to them what was to be received

a-s divine iruths, not additional to Scripture, because they
were concealed in it, but such as the church could only have

learned through her teachers.

91. Another large class of religious opinions stood on a

Confidence
somewhat different footing. They were, in a proper

in tnuii- sense, according to the notions of those times, re-

vealed from God, though not in the sacred writings
which were the chief depositories of his word. Such were the

received tradilions in each of the three great religions, some-

times absolutely infallible ; sometimes, as in the former case, of

interpretations, resting upon such a basis of authority, that no

one was held at liberty to withhold his assent. The Jewish

traditions were of this kind ; and the Mahometans have trod

in the same path. We may add to these the legends of saints :

none perhaps were positively enforced as of laith ; but a

Franciscan was not to doubt the inspiration and miraculous

gifts of his founder. Nor was there any disposition in the

people to doubt of them : they filled up with abundant measure
the cravings of the heart and fancy, till, having absolutely

palled both by excess, they brought about a kind of re-action,

which has taken off much of their efficacy.
92. Francis of Assisi may naturally lead us to the last

mode in which the spirit of theological belief mani-

inTndiv^
6

fested itself, the confidence in a particular man, as
duals a the organ of a special divine illumination. But

though this was fully assented to by the order he insti-

tuted, and probably by most others, it cannot be said that

Francis pretended to set up any new tenets, or enlarge, except
by his visions and miracles, the limits of spiritual knowledge.
Nor would this, in general, have been a safe proceeding in the

middle ages. Those who made a claim to such light from
heaven as could irradiate what the church had left dark
seldom failed to provoke her jealousy. It is, therefore, in

later times, and under more tolerant governments, that we
shall find the fanatics, or impostors, whom the multitude has

taken for witnesses of divine truth, or at least for interpreters
of the mysteries of the invisible world.

93. In the class of traditional theology, or what might be

Jewish called compiemental revelation, we must place the
Cabala. Jewish Cabala, This consisted in a very specific
and complex system concerning the nature of the Supreme
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Being, the emanation of various orders of spirits in successive

links from his essence, their properties and characters. It is

evidently one modification of the Oriental philosophy, borrow-

ing little from the Scriptures, at least through any natural

interpretation of them ; and the offspring of the Alexandrian

Jews, not far from the beginning of the Christian era. They
referred it to a tradition from Esdras, or some other eminent

person, on whom they fixed as a depositary of an esoteric

theology communicated by divine authority. The Cabala
was received by the Jewish doctors in the first centuries after

the fall of their state ; and after a period of long duration, as

remarkable for the neglect of learning in that people as in the

Christian world, it revived again in that more genial season,
the eleventh and twelfth centuries, when the brilliancy of

many kinds of literature among the Saracens of Spain excited

their Jewish subjects to emulation. Many conspicuous men
illustrate the Hebrew learning of those and the succeeding

ages. It was not till now, about the middle of the fifteenth

century, that they came into contact with the Christians in

theological philosophy. The Platonism of Ficinus, derived

in great measure from that of Plotinus and the Alexandrian

school, was easily connected, by means especially of the writ-

ings of Philo, with the Jewish Orientalism, sisters as they
were of the same family. Several forgeries in celebrated

names, easy to effect and sure to deceive, had been committed
in the first ages of Christianity by the active propagators of

this philosophy. Hermes Trismegistus and Zoroaster were
counterfeited in books which most were prone to take for

genuine, and which it was not then easy to refute on critical

grounds. These altogether formed a huge mass of imposture,
or at best of arbitrary hypothesis, which, for more than a
hundred years after this time, obtained an undue credence

and consequently retarded the course of real philosophy in

Europe.
1

94. They never gained over a more distinguished proselyte,
or one whose credulity was more to be regretted, pjcusof
than a young man who appeared at Florence in Mirandoia.

1485, John Picus of Mirandoia. He was then twenty-two

years old, the younger son of an illustrious family, which held

that little principality as an imperial fief. At the age of four-

i
Brucker, voL ii.

j BnAle, ii. 316; Meiners, Vergl. der Sitten, iii. 277.
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teen, lie was sent to Bologna, that he might study the canon

law, with a view to the ecclesiastical profession ; but, after two

years, he felt an inexhaustible desire for more elevated though
less profitable sciences. He devoted the next six years to

the philosophy of the schools in the chief universities of Italy
and France : whatever disputable subtleties the metaphysics
and theology of that age could supply became familiar to his

mind ; but to these he added a knowledge of the Hebrew and
other Eastern languages, a power of writing Latin with grace,
and of amusing his leisure with the composition of Italian poe-

try. The natural genius of Picus is well shown, though in a

partial manner, by a letter which will be found among those of

Politian, in answer to Hermolaus Barbaras. His correspond-
ent had spoken with the scorn, and almost bitterness, usual

with philologers of the Transalpine writers, meaning chiefly
the schoolmen, for the badness of their Latin. The young
scholastic answered, that he had been at first disheartened by
the reflection, that he had lost six years' labor ; but considered

afterwards that the barbarians might say something for

themselves ; and puts a very good defence in their months, a

defence which wants nothing but the truth of what he is forced

to assume, that they had been employing their intellects upon
things instead of words. Hermolaus found, however, nothing
better to reply than the compliment, that Picus would be dis-

avowed by the schoolmen for .defending them in so eloquent a

style.
1

95. He learned Greek very rapidly, probably after his

ras credu-
comino t Florence ; and having been led, through

nty in the Ficinus, to the study of Plato, he seems to have given
Cabala. i i i. ,

up his Aristotelian philosophy for theories more con-

1

_The
letter of Hennolaus is dated Apr., solutionum, quam apti sumus, quam bene

1485. He there says, after many eompli- instruct; ambigiiitates tollere, sorupos di-
nients to Picus himself :

" Nee enim inter lucre, involuta evolvere, tlexunimis syllo-
autores Latinte linguae numero Gennanos gismis et infirmare falsa et vera confirniare.
istos et Teutonas qui ne viventes quidem Viximus celebres, o Henuolae, et posthao
vivebant, nedum lit extincti vivaut, aut vivenius, non in scliolis grammaHcorum ct
si vivunt, vivunt iu poenam et contunie- predagogiis, sed in philosophorura coroni.*.
liam." The answer of -Picus is dated in in conveutibus Rapicntum, ubi non de
June. A few lines from hig pleading for matreAmlromacb.es, nou de Niobes tiliis,
the schoolmen will exhibit his ingenuity atque id genus levibus nugis. sed de hu
and elegance. * Admirentnr nos sagaces manarum divinarumque rorum rationibus
in inquirendo, circumspectos in exploran- agitur et disputatur. In quibus meditan-
do, 8ubtile in oontemplando, m jodinmilo dis, inqnirendia, et cnod.-indis. ita subtiles

graves, implicitos in vinc-iendo. feciles in acutiwresqiu-fuiiuus, ut auxii quiindoquo

> plus in indagando veritate potest.'
1

mas sententias, plenas qusestionuni, plenaa Polit. Epist., lib. 9.
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srenial to his susceptible and credulous temper. These lod

him onwards to wilder fancies. Ardent in the desire of knowl-

edge, incapable, in the infancy of criticism, to discern authentic

from spurious writings, and perhaps disqualified, by his incon-

ceivable rapidity in apprehending the opinions of others, from

judging acutely of their reasonableness, Picus of Mirandola fell

an easy victim to his own enthusiasm and the snares of" fraud.

An impostor persuaded him to purchase fifty Hebrew manu-

scripts, as having been composed by Esdras, and containing
the most secret mysteries of the Cabala. "From this tiim ."

says Corniani, " he imbibed more and more such idle l'aM<-.-.

and wasted in dreams a genius formed to reach the most

elevated and remote truths." In these spurious books of

Esdras, he was astonished to find, as he says, more of Chris-

tianity than Judaism, and trusted them the more confidently
for the very reason that demonstrates their falsity.

1

96. Picus, about the end of 14HG, repaired to Rome, and,
with permission of Innocent VIII., propounded his Hig iiterary

famous nine hundred theses, or questions, logical, perform

ethical, mathematical, physical, metaphysical, tlieo-
*"

logical, magical, and cabalistical, upon every one of which he
offered to dispute with any opponent. Four hundred of these

propositions were from philosophers of Greece or Arabia,
from the schoolmen, or from the Jewish doctors : the rest were
announced as his own opinions, which, saving the authority
of the church, he was willing to defend.2 There was some
need of this reservation ; for several of his theses were ill-

sounding, as it was called, in the ears of the orthodox. Th'-v

raised a good deal of clamor against him ; and the high rank,

brilliant reputation, and obedient demeanor of Picus were all

lequired to save him from public censure or more serious ani-

madversions. He was compelled, however, to swear that he
would adopt such an exposition of his theses as the pope
should set forth ; but, as this was not done, he published an

apology, especially vindicating his employment of cabalistical

and magical learning. This excited fresh attacks, which in

ome measure continued to harass him, till, on the accession

of Alexander VI. to the papal chair, he was finally pro-
nounced free from blaraable intention. He had meantime,

1 Corniani, in. 63 ;
Meiners. Lebensbeschreibungen bcruhmtei YLinner, ii. 21 : Tir

Vchi. vii. 325.
* M< iners, p. 14
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as \ve may infer from his later writings, receded from some of

the bolder opinions of his youth. His mind became more

devout, and more fearful of deviating from the church. On
his first appearance at Florence, uniting rare beauty with high
birth and unequalled renown, he had been much sought by
women, and returned their love. But, at the age of twenty-

five, he withdrew himself from all worldly distraction ; destroy-

ing, as it is said, his own amatory poems, to the regret of his

friends.
1 He now published several works, of which the

Heptaplus is a cabalistic exposition of the first chapter of

Genesis. It is remarkable, that, with his excessive tendency
to belief, he rejected altogether, and confuted in a distinct

treatise, the popular science of astrology, in which men so

much more conspicuous in philosophy have trusted. But he

had projected many other undertakings of vast extent, an

allegorical exposition of the New Testament, a defence of the

Vulgate and Septuagint against the Jews, a vindication of

Christianity against every species of infidelity and heresy ;

and, finally, a harmony of philosophy, reconciling the apparent
inconsistencies of ail writers, ancient and modern, who
deserved the name of wise, as he had already attempted by
Plato and Aristotle. In these arduous labors he was cut off

by a fever, at the age of thirty-one, in 1494, on the very day
that Charles VIII. made his entry into Florence. A man so

justly called the phoenix of his age, and so extraordinarily

gifted by nature, ought not to be slightly passed over, though
he may have left nothing which we could read with advantage.
If we talk of the admirable Crichton, who is little better than

a shadow, and lives but in panegyric, so much superior and
more wonderful a person as John Picus of Mirandola should

not be forgotten.
2

97. If, leaving the genial city of Florence, we are to judge

state of
^ ^ne state f knowledge in our Cisalpine regions,

Teaming in and look at the books it was thought worth while
aany to pubh'sh, which seems no bad criterion, we shall

1 Meiners, p. 10. source, and from his own works, in Bruc-
! The long biography of Pious in Meiners Ker, Buhle, Corniam, and Tirahoschi. The

is in great measure taken from a life writ- epitaph on Piciw by Hercules Strozza is. I

ten by his nephew, John Francis Picus. believe, in the Church of St. Mark:
Count of Miraudola, himself a man of greit
literary and philosophical reputation in " Joannes jacet hie Mirandola

;
caetera n5-

the next century. Meiners has made more runt
use of this than any one else

;
but much Et Tagus et Ganges ;

forsan et Antipo-
will be found concerning Picus from thU dee."
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rate but lowly their proficiency in the classical literature so

much valued in Italy. Four editions, and those chiefly of

short works, were printed at Deventer, one at Cologne, one at

Louvain, five perhaps at Paris, two at Lyons.
1 But a few

undated books might, probably, be added. Either, therefore,

the love of ancient learning had grown colder, which was cer-

tainly not the case, or it had never been strong enough to

reward the labor of the too sanguine printers. Yet it was
now striking root in Germany. The excellent schools of

Munster and Schelstadt were established in some part of this

decade ; they trained those who were themselves to become
instructors ; and, the liberal zeal of Langius extending beyond
his immediate disciples, scarce any Latin author was published
in Germany of which he did not correct the text.

2 The

opportunities he had of doing so were not, as has been just

seen, so numerous in this period as they became in the next
He had to withstand a potent and obstinate faction. The
mendicant friars of Cologne, the head-quarters of barbarous

superstition, clamored against his rejection of the old school-

books and the entire reform of education. But Agri-
cola addresses his friend in sanguine language :

" I
sncc

entertain the greatest hope from your exertions, that we shall

one day wrest from this insolent Italy her vaunted glory of

pre-eminent eloquence ; and redeeming ourselves from the op-

probium of ignorance, barbarism, and incapacity of expression,
which she is ever casting upon us, may show our Germany so

deeply learned, that Latium itself shall not be more Latin than

she will appear."
3 About 1482, Agricola was invited to the

court of the elector palatine at Heidelberg. He seems not to

have been engaged in public instruction, but passed the remain-

der of his life, unfortunately too short, for he died in 1485, in

diffusing and promoting a taste for literature among his con-

temporaries. No German wrote in so pure a style, or pos-
sessed so large a portion of classical learning. Vives places

him, in dignity and grace of language, even above Politian and

Hermolaus.4 The praises of Erasmus, as well as of the

1 Panzer barbaros, indoctosque et elingues, et si

3 Meiners, Lebensbesch., ii. 323 ;
Eich- quid ast his iucultius, esse nos jactitaut,

horn. Ui. 231-239. exsolvuinus, futuramque tarn doctam et li-

3 " IJiiuin hoc tibi xfftrmo, ingentem de teratam Geriuaniam nostram, ut nou Lati-

te coucipio fiduciam, summamque in spem nius vel ip.sum sit Latium." This is quoted
adducor. fore aliquando, ut pri.--c;un iuso- by Heeren, p. 154

;
and Meiners, ii. 329.

lenti Italise, et propeuiodum occupatam 4 " Vix et hac nostra et patrum rnemoria
bene dicendi gloriam extorqueamus ;

vin- fuit unus atque alter dignior, qui tnultum

iiceinusque uos, et ab iguavia, qua nos legeretur, multtunque in inanibus habere
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later critics, if not so marked, are very freely bestowed. His

letters are frequently written in Greek, a fashion of those

who could follow it ; and, as far as I have attended to them,
seera equal in correctness to some from men of higher name
in the next age.

98. The immediate patron of Agricola, through whom lie

Rhenish was invited to Heidelberg, was John Camerarius of
academy. the house of Dalberg, Bishop of Worms, and Chan-

cellor of the Palatinate. He contributed much himself to the

cause of letters in Germany, especially if he is to be deemed
the founder, as probably he should be, of an early academy,
the Rhenish Society, which, we are told, devoted its time to

Latin, Greek, and Hebrew criticism, astronomy, music, and

poetry, not scorning to relax their minds with dances and

feasts, nor forgetting the ancient German attachment to the

flowing cup.
1 The chief seat of the Rhenish Society was at

Heidelberg ; but it had associate branches in other parts of

Germany, and obtained imperial privileges. No member of

this academy was more conspicuous than Conrad Celtes, who
has sometimes been reckoned its founder, which, from his

youth, is hardly probable ; and was, at least, the chief instru-

ment of its subsequent extension. He was indefatigable in

the vineyard of literature, and, travelling to different parts of

Germany, exerted a more general influence than Agricola
himself. Celtes was the first from whom Saxony derived

some ta^te for learning. His Latin poetry was tin- superior to

any that had been produced hi the empire ; and tor this, in

1487, he received the laurel crown from Frederick III.2

tur, quam Radulphus Agricola Frisius
; be found among those addressed to Reuch-

tantum est in ejus opcrlbus ingimii, artis, lin, Kpistolro ad Keurhliniim ; a i-olWtiun

pravitatis, dulcedinis, eloqueutue, erudi- of great importance for this portion of lite-

tiouis
;

at is paucissimin noscitur, vir non rary history.

minus, qui ab hominibus cognosceretur, J " Sturlehant eximia hspc inpenia Lati-

dignus quiim i'olitiauus, vel Uerniolaus norum, Graecorum, Kbroorumnue scrip-

Barbarus, quo* inea juiclcm sententia, et torum lectioni. cum priiuis criticjc ; as-

majestate et suavitate dictionis non tequat tronomiam et artem musician exeolebant.
modo, sed etiam vine-it/' Vives, Comment. Poesin atque jurisprudi-iitiam .sjln habc-
in Augustin. (apud Blount, Ceusura Auc- bant conunendabim

; imo et intcrduui
torum. sub nomine Agricola). gaudia curis ioterponebant. Nocturno
"
Agnosco viruru divini pectoris, erudi- nimirum ternpore, defessi laboribus, ludcre

tionis ruconditaj, stylo minime vulgari, solebant, saltare, jocari cum niulicn'uiis

volldum, nervosum, elaboratum, composi- epulari, ac more Germanoriiin invettrato
turn. In Italia sunmuis esse poterat, nisi Rtrenue potare.'

:

(.)uf;lt'r. Hist. Litu-rarin,
Gt-rmaniam praBtulisset." Kiusmus in Ci- p. 1993, vol. iii.) The ]>n<s i.-i> sccni-; to be
ct-roniano. lie speaks as strongly in many taken from Koprecht, Onitio >\i- Sm-ictate
^tlier places. Testimonies to the merits Litteraria Rhenana, Jenie, 17o2, wliich I
of Agrieola from Huet, Vosslus, and others, have not seen.
are i-oll<K-ted by Bayle, Blount, Baillfc., and *

Jugler. nhi supra : Eichhorn. ii. 557 j

Niccron. Meiners has written his life, ii. Heeren, p. 1(50; Biogr. Univcrselle, arts,
o. ;;;_ ii '^

;
and several of his letters will "

Celtes, Dalberg, Tritheuuus."
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99. Reuchlin, in 1482, accompanied the Duke of Wirtem-

berg on a visit to Rome. He thus became acquainted
with the illustrious men of Italy, and convinced them
of his own pretensions to the name of a scholar. The old

Constantinopolitan, Argyropulus, on hearing him translate a

passage of Thucydides, exclaimed, " Our banished Greece has
now flown beyond the Alps." Yet Reuchlin, though from
some other circumstances of his life a more celebrated, was
not probably so learned or so accomplished a man as Agricola.
He was withdrawn from public tuition by the favor of several

princes, in whose courts he filled honorable offices ; and, after

some years more, he fell unfortunately into the same seducing
error as Picus of Mirandola, and sacrificed his classical pur--
suits for the Cabalistic philosophy.

100. Though France contributed little to the philologer,
several books were now published in French. In the

French lan.

Cent Nouvelles Nouvelles, I486, a slight improvement gnageand

in polish of language is said to be discernible.1 The P08"7 '

poems of Villon are rather of more importance. They were
first published in 1489"; but many of them had been written

thirty years before. Boileau has given Villon credit for

being the first who cleared his style from the rudeness and

redundancy of the old romancers.2 But this praise, as some
have observed, is more justly due to the Duke of Orleans, a
man of full as much talent as Villon, with a finer taste. The

poetry of the latter, as might be expected from a life of disso-

luteness and roguery, is often low and coarse ; but he seems

by no means incapable of a moral strain, not destitute of terse-

ness and spirit. Martial d'Auvergne, in his Vigiles de la Mort
de Charles VII., which, from its subject, must have been
written soon after 1460, though not printed till 1490, display.^,
to judge from the extracts in Goujet, some compass of imagi-
nation.3 The French poetry of this age was still full of alle-

gorical morality, and had lost a part of its original racinc<>

Those who desire an acquaintance with it may have recour.-e

to the author just mentioned, or to Bouterwek ; and extracts,

though not so copious as the title promises, will be found in

the Recueil des anciens Poetes Francjais.

1 Essai du C. Francois de XeufchJteau Debrouiller 1'art confus de noe vieux
mr les meilleurs ouvrages en prose; pre- romanciers.''
fixed to (EuTTes de Pascal (1819), i. p. cxx. Art Poct-'quf, 1. i T. 117

* " Villon fut le premier dans des sieclea s
Goujet, Bibliotheque Fran^aiae, vol x.

groisiers
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101. The modern drama of Europe is derived, like its poe-

European try, from two sources, the one ancient or classical,
drama- the other mediaeval ; the one an imitation of Plautus

and Seneca, the other a gradual refinement of the rude scenic

performances denominated miracles, mysteries, or moralities.

Latin
Latin plays upon the former model, a few of which
are extant, were written in Italy during the four-

teenth and fifteenth centuries, and sometimes represented, either

in the universities or before an audience of ecclesiastics and
others who could understand them.1 One of these, the Catiniu

of Secco Polentone, written about the middle of the fifteenth

century and translated by a son of the author into the Vene-
tian dialect, was printed in 1482. Tliis piece, however, was
confined to the press.

2
Sabellicus, as quoted by Tiraboschi,

has given to Pomponius Laetus the credit of having re-estab-

lished the theatre at Rome, and caused the plays of Plautus

and Terence, as well as some more modern, which we may
presume to have been in Latin, to be performed before the

pope, probably Sixtus IV. And James of Volterra, in a

diary published by Muratori, expressly mentions a History
of Constantino represented in the papal palace during the

carnival of 1484.3 In imitation of Italy, but perhaps a little

after the present decennial period, Reuchlin brought Latin

plays of his own composition before a German audience.

They were represented by students of Heidelberg. An
edition of his Progymnasmata Scenica, containing some of

these comedies, was printed in 1498. It has been said that

one of them is taken from the French farce Mai t re Patelin ;

4

while another, entitled Sergius, according to Warton, flies a
much higher pitch, and is a satire on bad kings and bad minis-

ters ; though, from the account of Meiners, it seems rather to

fall on the fraudulent arts of the monks.5 The book is very
scarce, and I have never seen it. Conrad Celtes, not long
after Reuchlin, produced his own tragedies and comedies in

1
Tiraboschi, Tii. 200. Some extracts from the Rergius, for

2
Id., p. 201. which I am indebted to the same obliging

s
Id., p. 204. correspondent, lead me to conclude that

4 Gresswell's Early Parisian Press, p. the satire is more general than the account
124

; quoting La Monnoye. This seems to of that play by Moiners had implied ; and
be confirmed by Meiners. i. 63. [It has that priests or monks come in only for a
been suggested to me by Dr. West, that the share in it. 1S42.

1

Progymnasmata Scenica is the title of a Warton, iii. 203 ; Meiners i. 62. Th
single comedy, namely, that which is taken Sergius was represented at Heidelberg
from Mai tre'Patelin. Meiaera, vol. i. p. 63, about 1497.
Beems to confirm this.
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the public halls of German cities. It is to be remembered,
that the oral Latin language might at that time be tolerably
familiar to a considerable audience in Germany.

102. The Orfeo of Politian has claimed precedence as the

earliest represented drama, not of a religious nature, orfeo of

in a modern language. This was written by him in P litian -

two days, and acted before the court of Mantua in 1483.
Ro?coe has called it the first example of the musical drama,
or Italian opera ; but, though he speaks of this as agreed
by general consent, it is certain that the Orfeo was not

designed for musical accompaniment, except probably in the

songs and choruses.1

According to the analysis of the fable in

Ginguene, the Orfeo differs only from a legendary mystery by
substituting one set of characters for another ; and it is surely

by an arbitrary definition that we pay it the compliment upon
which the modern historians of literature seem to have agreed.
Several absurdities which appear in the first edition are said

not to exist in the original manuscripts from which the Orfeo
has been reprinted.

2 We must give the next place to a trans-

lation of the Menaechmi of Plautus, acted at Ferrara in 1486,

by order of Ercole L, and, as some have thought, his own

production, or to some original plays said to have been per-
formed at the same brilliant court in the following years.

3

103. The less regular, though in their day not less inter-

esting, class of scenical stories, commonly called ^ -

nof

mysteries, all of which related to religious subjects, dramatic.

were never in more reputation than at this time. It myste

is impossible to fix their first appearance at any single era ;

and the inquiry into the origin of dramatic representation
must be very limited in its subject, or perfectly futile in its

scope. All nations probably have at all times, to a certain

extent, amused themselves both with pantomimic and oral

representation of a feigned story ; the sports of children are

seldom without both; and the exclusive employment of the

i Burney (Hist, of Music, iv. 17) seems to *
Tiraboschi, yii. 216; Ginguene. Hi.

countenance this
;
but Tiraboschi does not 514. Andres, T. 125. discussing the Uis-

gpeak of musical accompaniment to the Or- tory of the Italian and Spanish theatres,
fee

;
and Corniani only says,

" Alcuni di gives the precedence to the Orfeo, as a re-

t-.-i fembrano dall' autor destinati ad ac- presented play, though he conceives the

coppiarsi colla niuaica. Tali sono i canzoni first act of the Celestina to have been writ-

e i cori alia greca." Probably Itosroe did ten and well known not later than the
not mean all that his words imply ; for the middle of the fifteenth century,
origin of recitative, in which the essence 3 Tiraboschi. vii. 203, et post,- Roecoe,
of the Italian opera consists, more than a Leo X., ch. ii. ; liinguene, vi. 18.

etutury afterwards, is matter of notoriety.
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former, instead of being a first stage of the drama, as has

sometimes been assumed, is rather a variety in the course of

its progress.
104. The Christian drama arose on the ruins of the heathen

Their early
theatre: it was a natural substitute of real sympa-

sfc;ge. thies for those which were effaced and condemned.
Hence AVC find Greek tragedies on sacred subjects almost as

early as
tl^e

establishment of the church, and we have testi-

monies to their representation at Constantinople. Nothing of

this kind being proved with respect to the west of Europe in

the dark ages, it has been conjectured, not improbably, though
without necessity, that the pilgrims, of whom great numbers

repaired to the East in the eleventh century, might have
obtained notions of scenical dialogue, with a succession of

characters, and with an ornamental apparatus, in which

theatrical representation properly consists. The earliest

mention of them, it has been said, is in England. Geoffrey,
afterwards abbot of St. Alban's, while teaching a school at

Dunstabje, caused one of the shows vulgarly called miracles,

on the story of St. Catherine, to be represented in that town.

Such is the account of Matthew Paris, who mentions the cir-

cumstance incidentally, in consequence of a fire that ensued.

This must have been within the first twenty years of the

twelfth century.
1

It is not to be questioned, that Geoffrey,
a native of France, had some earlier models in his own coun-

try. Le lioeuf gives an account of a mystery written in the

middle of the preceding century, wherein Virgil is introduced

among the prophets that come to adore the Saviour; doubt-

less in allusion to the fourth eclogue.

1 Mutt. Paris, p. 1007 (edit. 1684). See moderne, renaissaut dans presque toutes
Warton's 34th section (iii. li'3-233) for the les contreiw de l'Kur]ic TITS In fin du trci-

oarly drama
;
and Heauchamps. Hist, du ziOuie siccle.'' Quotation iu Juliinal,

Theatre Krancais, vol. i., or Boutcrwek, v. Mvstcres lm-<lits du QuinziL-me Si-'Ho,
O-S-llT. for the French in particular ; Tiro- Paris. 1837, p. 9. But we have no sort of
bosrhi, iil/i sitjirti. or Kiccoboni, Hist, du evidence that the dramas of IIros\vith;i

Theatre Ibilufli. for that of Italy. were represented, uor is it by any means
[It is not sufficient, in order to prove probable that they were. Until the new

the continuity of dramatic representation languages, which alone the people under-
through the dark ages, that we should stood, were employed in popular writings,
possess a few poetical dialogues in Latin, the stage must have been silent. In the
or even entire plays, like those of liros- mystery of the Wise and Foolish Virgtns,
witha,.Abbess of (landersaen, in the tenth we find both Latin and Provencal. This,
century. A modern French writer calls therefore, is an evidence of transition

; and,
one of her sacred comedies. " Un des chai- whether as old as the eleventh century, or

nous, le plus brillant, peut-etre, et le plus a little later, may stan.l at the head of
pur do c.'tte serie non interrompue d' Knropean dramatic literature. Several
o-urres dramatiques. jusqu'ici trop pen others, however, are referred by late French
etudiees. qui lient le theatre pttien, expi- antiquaries to the same age, and have bee
rant vers le cinquieme siecle, au theatre published by M. Monmerqu6 1847.]
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lOo. Fitz-Stephen, in the reign of Henry II., dwells on the

sacred plays acted in London, representing the tnira- Extant

cles or passions of martyrs. They became very Bullish

1.1 n i i ,1 mysteries.
common, by tlie names of mysteries or miracles, both

in England and on the Continent ; and were not only exhibited

within the walls of convents, but upon public occasions and
festivals for the amusement of the people. It is prohaMe,
however, that the performers, for a long time, were always
ecclesiastics. The earlier of these religious dramas were in

Latin. A Latin farce on St. Nicolas exists, older than the

thirteenth century.
1

It was slowly that the modern languages
were employed ; and perhaps it might hence be presumed
that the greater part of the story was told through pantomime.
But as this was unsatisfactory, and the spectators could not

always follow the fable, there was an obvious inducement to

make use of the vernacular language. The most ancient

specimens appear to be those which Le Grand d'Aussy found

among the compositions of the Trouveurs. He has published,
extracts from three ; two of which are in the nature of legen-

dary mysteries ; while the third, which is far more remark-

able, and may possibly be of the following century, is a

pleasing pastoral drama, of which there seem to be no other

instances in the mediaeval period.
2 Bontenvrk mentions a

fragment of a German mystery, near the end of the thirteenth

century.
3 Next to this, it seems that we should place an

English mystery, called " The Harrowing of Hell." "
This,"

its editor observes,
"

is believed to be the most ancient pro-
duction in a dramatic form in our language. The manuscript
from which it is now printed is on vellum, and is certainly ;H

old as the reign of Edward III., if not older. It probablv
formed one of a series of performances of the same kind,

founded upon Scripture history." It consists of a prologue,

epilogue, and intermediate dialogue of nine persons: Dotninu-.

Sathan, Adam, Eve, &c. Independently of the alleged age
of the manuscript itself, the language will hardly be thought

1 Journal des Savans, 1828, p. 297. Weber's Illustrations of Northern Poetry,
Those farces, according to M. Jlaynouard, p. 19. [A drama of the Wise and Foolish

were the earliest dramatic representations, Virgins, written in a mixture of Ixitin :i>nl

and gave rise to the mysteries. Komance, and ascribed by Le ]><vuf to the
2
Fabliaux, ii. 119. eleventh century, has been published hy

3 ix. 205. The "Tragedy of the Ten Kaynouard. See Journal des Savaiw, J un
Virgins

" was acted at Eisenach in 1322 1836, p. 366, for this early mystery
This U evidently nothing but a mystery. 1842.]
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later than 1350.1
This, however, seems to stand at no small

distance from any extant work of the kind. Warton having
referred the Chester mysteries to 1327, when he supposes
them to have been written by Ranulph Higden, a learned

monk of that city, best known as the author of the Foly-
chronicon, Roscoe positively contradicts him, and denies that

any dramatic composition can be found in England anterior to

the year 1500.2 Two of these Chester mysteries have been

since printed ; but, notwithstanding the very respectable
authorities which assign them to the fourteenth century, I

cannot but consider the language in which we now read them
not earlier, to say the least, than the middle of the next. It

is possible that they have, in some degree, been modernized.

Mr. Collier has given an analysis of our own extant mys-
teries, or, as he prefers to call them, Miracle-plays.

8 There
does not seem to be much dramatic merit, even with copious

indulgence, in any of them ; and some, such as the two Ches-

ter mysteries, are in the lowest style of buffoonery : yet they
are not without importance in the absolute sterility of English
literature during the age in which we presume them to have
been written, the reigns of Henry VI. and Edward IV.

106. The fourteenth and fifteenth centuries were fertile of

First
these religious dramas in many parts of Europe.

French They were frequently represented in Germany, but
* e

more in Latin than the mother-tongue. The French

Scriptural theatre, whatever may have been previously exhi-

bited, seems not to be traced in permanent existence beyond
the last years of the fourteenth century.

4
It was about 1400,

according to Beauchamps, or some years before, as the autho-

rities quoted by Bouterwek imply, that the Confrairie de la

1 Mr. Collier has printed twenty-five we have just seen that he was mistaken,
copies (why veteris tarn parcus aceti?) of and probably in the former,
this very curious record of the ancient s Hist, of English Dramatic Poetry, vol.

draina. I do not know that nny other in li. The Chester Mysteries were printed for

Kurope of that early age lias yet been given the Roxburghe Club by my friend Mr.
to the press. Murklaud ; and what are called the Town-
[The Harrowing of Hell has since been ley Mysteries are announced for publira-

ptiblished by Mr. Halliwell. In the The- tion. '(1836.) [They have since appeared,
atre Francais du Moyen Age, 1839, M. 1842.]
Michel has published several French mys- 4 [The mystery of St. Crispin and St.

teries or Miracle-plays of the fourteenth Crispinien, published about 1836, is re-

century, or perhaps earlier. 1847.] viewed by Raynouard in the Journal des
* Lorenzo de' Medici, I. 299. Roscoe Savans for that year. He seems to assign

thinks there is reason to conjecture that no date to this mystery ;
but it is clear

the Miracle-play acted at Dunstable was in that similar dramas were represented long
dumb show ; and assumes the same of before the end of the fourteenth century
the "

grotesque exhibitions " known by the Put not perhaps on a permanent tiwatre
11:11110 of the Harrowing of Hell. In this -

1842.]
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Passion de N. S. was established as a regular body of actors

at Paris.1

They are said to have taken their name from the

mystery of the passion, which in fact represented the whole
life of our Lord from his baptism, and was divided into

several days. In pomp of show, they far excelled our

English mysteries, in wliich few persons appeared ; and the

scenery was simple. But, in the mystery of the passiort,

eighty-seven characters were introduced in the first day ;

heaven, earth, and hell combined to people the stage ; several

scenes were written for singing, and some for choruses. The

dialogue, of which I have only seen the few extracts in Bou-

terwek, is rather similar to that of our own mysteries, though
less rude, and with more efforts at a tragic tone.2

107. The mysteries, not confined to Scriptural themes, em-
braced those which were hardly less sacred and trust- Theatrical

worthy in the eyes of the people, the legends of machinery-

saints. These afforded ample scope for the gratification
which great part of mankind seem to take in witnessing the

endurance of pain. Thus, in one of these Parisian mysteries,
St. Barbara is hung up by the heels on the stage ; and, after

uttering her remonstrances in that unpleasant situation, is torn

with pincers, and scorched with lamps, before the audience.

The decorations of this theatre must have appeared splendid.
A large scaffolding at the back of the stage displayed heaven
above and hell below, between which extended the world, with

representations of the spot where the scene lay. Nor was the

machinist's art unknown. An immense dragon, with eyes of

polished steel, sprang out from hell, in a mystery exhibited at

Metz in the year 1437, and spread his wings so near to the

spectators that they were all in consternation.3
Many French

mysteries, chiefly without date of the year, are hi print, and

probably belong, typographically speaking, to the present cen-

tury. One bears, according to Brunet, the date of 1484.4

These may, however, have been written long before their pub-
lication. Beauchamps has given a list of early mysteries and
moralities in the French language, beginning near the end of

the fourteenth century.
108. The religious drama was doubtless full as ancient in

Italy as in any other country : it was very congenial to a peo-

' Baauchamps: Reeherches gur le Th&- *
Id., p. 103-106.

Hre Fmn^ais ; Bouterwek, v. 96 *
Rruuet, Manuel du Libndrr

1
Bouterwek, p. 100.

VOL. I. 15
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pie whose delight in sensible objects is so intense. It did

Italian not supeisede the extemporaneous performances, the

religious mimi and histriones, who had probably never inter-

mitted their sportive license since the days of their

Oscan fathers, and of whom we find mention, sometimes with

severity, sometimes with toleration, in ecclesiastical writers
;

]

out it came into competition with them, and thus may be said

to have commenced in the thirteenth century a war of regular

comedy against the lawless savages of the stage, which has

only been terminated in Italy within very recent recollection.

We find a society del Gonfalone, established at Rome in 1264,
the statutes of which declare that it is designed to represent
the passion of Jesus Christ.* Lorenzo de' Medici conde-

scended to publish a drama of this kind on the martyrdom of

two saints ; and a considerable collection of similar productions

during the fifteenth century was in the possession of JMr.

Roscoe.3

109. Next to the mysteries came the kindred class, styled

. .
moralities. But as these belong more peculiarly to

the next century, both in England and France, though

they began about the present time, we may better reserve them
for that period. There is still another species of dramatic

composition, what may be called the farce, not always

very distinguishable from comedy, but much shorter ;

admitting more buffoonery without reproach, and more desti-

tute of any serious or practical end. It may be reckoned u

middle link between the extemporaneous effusions of the

mimes and the legitimate drama. The French have a divert-

ing piece of this kind, Maitre Patelin, ascribed to Pierre

Blanchet, and first printed in 1490. It was restored to the

stage, with much alteration, under the name of L'Avocat

Patelin, about the beginning of the last century; and contains

strokes of humor which Moliere would not have disdained.*

Of these productions, there were not a few in Germany, called

Fastnachtsspiele, or Carnival-plays, written in the license which

1 Thomas Aquinas mentions the Mttrio- * Tlie proverbial expression for quitti:!.^
natfls ars as lawful if not abused. Antoniu a digression,

" Kevenons a no.s mom.
of Florence does the same. Kiccoboiii, i. is taken from this f.uve

; which is :ir

23. short, and as l.-uign.ililu ;us most t'anv-

_-
Hiccoboni. Tiraboschi, however, T. It seems to have beeu written not Kmy

376, disputes the antiquity of any scenical before its publication. Si-e I'asijuier, Ke-

representatious truly dramatic "in Italy; cherches de la France, 1. viii. c. 09; Itio.'r

in which he seems to be mistaken. Univ., Blanchet; and Boutorwek, v. 118.
Life of Lorenzo, . 402.
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that season has generally permitted. They are scarce, and of
little value. The most remarkable is the Apotheosis of Pope
Joan, a tragi-comic legend, written about 14&0.1

110. Euclid was printed for the first time at Venice in 1482 ;

the diagrams in this edition are engraved on copper, Mathema-

and remarkably clear and neat.2 The translation is
ticalworkB-

that of Campanus from the Arabic, The Cosmography of'

Ptolemy, which had been already twice published in Italy,

appeared the same year at Ulin, with maps by Donis, some of
them traced after the plans drawn by Agathodaemon, some
modern ; and it was reprinted, as well as Euclid, at the same

place, in 1486. The tables of Regiomontanus were printed
both at Augsburg and Venice in 1490. We may take this

occasion of introducing two names which do not exclusively

belong to the exact sciences, nor to the present period.
111. Leo Baptista Alberti was a man, who, if measured by

the universality of his genius, may claim a place in LeoBaptis-

the temple of glory he has not filled ; the author of to AU)erti

a Latin comedy, entitled Philodoxios, which the younger
Aldus ilanutiuc afterwards published as a genuine work of a

supposed ancient, Lepidus ; a moral writer in the various forms
of dialogue, dissertation, fable, and light humor; a poet, ex-
tolled by some, though not free from the rudeness of his age ;

a philosopher of the Platonic school of Lorenzo ; a mathema-

tician, and inventor of optical instruments ; a painter, and the

author of the earliest modern treatise on painting ; a sculptor,
and the first who wrote about sculpture ; a musician, whose

compositions excited the applause of his contemporaries ; an
architect of profound skill, not only displayed in many works,

of which the Church of St. Francis, at Rimini, is the most

admired,
3 but in a theoretical treatise, De re aedificatoria,

published posthumously in 1485. It has been called the only
work on architecture which we can place on a level with that

of Vitruvius, and by some has been preferred to it. Alberti

had deeply meditated the remains of Roman antiquity, and

1
Bouterwek, Geschichte der Deutschen engravings are found, is the edition of

ix. 367-367 ; Htiniiu.-. Lehrbuch Dante by Landiao. published at Florence
(1T :-;rachwi*senschaft. if. 125. in 1481. See Brunei, Manuel du Libraire ;

* A beautiful copy of this edition, pre- Dibdin's Bibl. : Spencer, &c.
gented to Mocenigo, "Doge of Venice, is in * [Let me add that of St. Andrew at
the British Mu-seum. The diagrams, ee- Mantua, worthy of comparison with the

pecially those which represent solids, are best of the sixteenth century, and free
oetterthiin in most of our modern editions from the excessive decoration by which
of Eurisd. I will take this opportunity of they often lose sight both of pure taste and
mentioning, that the earliest book hi which religious effect. 1847.]
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endeavored to derive from them general theorems of beauty,

variously applicable to each description of buildings.
1

112. This great man seems to have had two impediments to

his permanent glory : one, that he came a few years too soon

into the world, before his own language was become polished,
and before the principles of taste in art had been wholly

developed ; the other, that, splendid as was his own genius,
there were yet two men a little behind, in the presence of

whom his star has paled ; men not superior to Alberti in uni-

versality of mental powers, but in their transcendency and
command over immortal fame. Many readers will have per-
ceived to whom I allude, Leonardo da Vinci, and Michael

Angelo.
113. None of the writings of Leonardo were published till

Leonardo more than a century after his death ; and, indeed, the
daVmci. most remarkable of them are still in manuscript.
We cannot, therefore, give him a determinate place under this,

rather than any other decennium ; but, as he was born in 1452,
we may presume his mind to have been in full expansion
before 1490. His Treatise on Painting is known as a very

early disquisition on the rules of the art. But his greatest

literary distinction is derived from those short fragments of

his unpublished writings, that appeared not many years since ;

and which, according at least to our common estimate of the

age in which he lived, are more like revelations of physical
truths vouchsafed to a single mind, than the superstructure of

its reasoning upon any established basis. The discoveries

which made Galileo and Kepler and Maestlin and Mauroly-
cus and Castelli, and other names, illustrious, the system of

Copernicus, the very theories of recent geologers, are antici-

pated by Da Vinci, within the compass of a few pages, not

perhaps in the most precise language, or on the most conclu-

sive reasoning, but so as to strike us with something like the

awe of preternatural knowledge. In an age of so much dog-

matism, he first laid down the grand principle of Bacon,
that experiment and observation must be the guides to

just theory in the investigation of nature. If any doubt could

be harbored, not as to the right of Leonardo da Vinci to stand

as the first name of the fifteenth century, which is beyond all

doubt, but as to his originality in so many discoveries, which

i
Cornianl, ii 160; Tiraboschi, vu. 360.
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probably no one man, especially in such circumstances, has

ever made, it must be on an hypothesis, not very untenable,
that some parts of physical science had already attained a

height which mere books do not record. The extraordinary
works of ecclesiastical architecture hi the middle ages, especi-

ally in the fifteenth century, as well as those of Toscanelli

and Fioravanti, which we have mentioned, lend some counte-

nance to this opinion. Leonardo himself speaks of the earth's

annual motion, in a treatise that appears to have been written

about 1510, as the opinion of many philosophers in his age.
1

1 The manuscripts of Leonardo da Vinci,
now at Paris, are the justification of what
has been gaid la the text. A short account
of them was given by Venturi. whodesigned
to have published a part ; but, having re-

linquished that intention, the fragments
he has made known are the more impor-
tant. As they are very remarkable, and
not. 1 believe, very generally known. I shall

extract a few passages from his ssai aui
lea Ouvrages physico-niatheinatiques de
Leonard de Vinci. Paris, 1797.

En mecanique, Vinci connaissait, en-
tr'autres choses : 1. La theorie des forces

appliquees obliquement au bras du levier ;

2. La resistance respective des pout res : 3.

Les loix du frotteuient donnees ensuite par
Amontons : 4. L'iniluence du centre de

gravite sur les corps en repos ou en
mouvement ; 5. L'application du principe
des vitesses virtuelles a plusieurs cas que
la sublime analyse a porte de nos jours a
sa plus grande generality. Dans 1'optique
il decrivit la chambre obscure avant Porta,
il expliqua avant Maurolycus la figure de

rimage du soleil dans un trou de forme

anguleuse ; il nous apprend la perspective

aerieune, la nature des ombres colorees,
les mouvemens de 1'iris, les effets de la

duree de Timpression visible, et plusieurs
autres phenomenes de 1'oeil qu

:on ne ren-
contre point dans Vitellion. Enfin non
settlement Vinci avaic remarque tout ce

que Castelli a uit un siecle apres lui sur le

mouvement des eaux ; le premier me pa-
rait meme dans cette partie Ruperieur de

beaucoup a 1'autre. que 1'ltalie cependant
a regarde comme le fondateur de 1'hydruu-
liqus.

II faut done placer Leonard a la tete

de ceux qui se sont occupes des sciences

physico-mathematiques, et de la vraie me-
thode d etudier parmi les modernes ;

"
p. 5.

The first extract Venturi gives is enti-

tled. On the descent of heavy bodies com-
bined with the rotation of the earth. He
bvte assumes the latter, and conceives that
a body falling to the earth from the top of
a tower would have a compound motion,
In consequence of the terrestrial rotation.

Venturi thinks that the writings of Xicolas
de Cusa had set men on speculating con-

cerning this before the time of Copernicus.
Vinci had very extraordinary lights as

to mechanical motions, lie says plainly
that the time of descent on inclined planes
of equal height is as their length ; that a

body descends along the arc of a circle

sooner than down the chord
;
and that a

body descending an inch'ned plane will re-

ascend with the same velocity as if it had
fallen down the height. He frequently
repeats that every body weighs in the di-

rection of its movement, and weighs the
more in the ratio of its velocity ; by weight
evidently meaning what we call force. He
applies this to the centrifugal force of bo-
dies in rotation :

" Pendant tout ce temps
elle pese sur la direction de son mouve-
ment.

"
Lorsqu'on employe une machine quel

conque pour mouvoir un corps grave,
toutes les parties de la machine qui ont uii

mouvement egal a celui du corps grave
ont une charge egale au poids entier du
meme corps. Si la partie qui est le nioteur

a, dans le meme temps, plus de mouvemeut
que le corps mobile, elle aura plus de puis-
sance que le mobile ; ct cela d'autant plus

qu'elle se rnouvra plus vite que les corps
meme. Si la partie qui est le nioteur a
moins de vitesse que le mobile, elle aura
d'autant moins de puissance que ce mo-
bile." If in this passage thete is not the

perfect luminousness of expression we
should find in the best modern books, it

seems to contain the philosophical theory
of motion as unequivocally as any of them.

Vinci had a better notion of geology
than most of his contemporaries, and saw
that the sea had covered the mountains
which contained shells : "Ces coquillages
ont vecu dans le meme endroit lorsque
1'ean de la mer le recouvrait. Les banes,

par la suite des temps, ont etc reconverts

par d'autres conches de Union de differen-

tes hauteurs ; aiusi. les coquilles ont etc

enclavees sous le bourbier ainoncele au
dessus. jusqu'a sortir de 1'eau." He seems
to have had an idea of the elevation of the
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114. THE year 1494 is distinguished by an edition of Mu-
833US, generally thought the first work from the press established

at Venice by Aldus Manutius, who had settled there in 1489 J

continents, though he gives an unintelli-

gible reason for it.

Ue explained the obscure light of the
unilluminated part of the moon by the
reflection of the earth, as Maestlin did long
after. Ue understood the camera obscura,
and describes its effect. Ue perceived that

respirable air must support flame :

"
Lorsque l'air n'est pas dans un etat

propre i recevoir la tiauime, il n'y peut
vivre ni ilamuie ni aucun animal terrestre

ou aerieu. Aucun animal ne peut vivre
dans un eudroit oa la tiaiume ne vit pas."

Vinci's observations on the conduct of
the understanding are also very much be-

yond his time. I extract a few of them.
"

II est toujours bon pour 1'entende-
meut d'acquerir des counaissauces quelles
qu'elles soient

;
on pourra eusuite choisir

les bonnes et ecarter les inutiles.
"
L'interprete des artifices de la nature,

c'est 1'experience. Elle ne se trouipe ja-

mais; c'est notre jugement qui quelque-
fois se trompe lui-meme, parcequ'il s'at-

teud i des effets auxquels 1'experience se
refuse. II faut consulter I'experienee, en
varier les circonstances jusqu'i ce que
nous en ayons tire des regies generales ;

car c'est elle qui fournit les vraies regies.
Mais i quoi bon ces regies, me direz-vous ?

.ie reponds qu'elles nous dirigent dans lea

recherches de la nature et les operations
ile 1'art. Elles empechent que nous ue
nous abusions nous-meines ou les autres,
en nous promettant des resultats que
nous ne saurions obtenir.
"

II n'y a point de certitude dans les

sciences ou on ne peut pas appliquer
quelque partie des mathematiques, ou
qui n'en dependent pas dc quelque ma-
uiere.

" Dans 1'etude des sciences qui tiennent
aux mathematiques, ceux qui ne consul-
tent pas la nature, mais les uuteurs. ne
sont pas les enfans de la nature

; je dirais

qu'ils n'en sont que les petits fils : elle

seulo, en effet, est le maitre des vrais

genie* Mais vovez la sottise ! ou ae

moque d'un homme qui aimera mieux
appreudre de la nature elle-iueuie, que
des auteurs, qui n'en sont que les clercs."

Is not this the precise tone of Lord ISacou ?

Vinci says in another place :
" Mou des-

sein est de citer d'abord rexpurieuce, et

de demontrer eusuite pourquoi les corps
sont contraiuts d'agir de telle mauiure.
C'est la methode qu'on doit observer dans
les recherches des phuuomeues de la

nature. 11 est bien vrai que la nature
commence par le raisouneuieiit, et nnit

paj- 1'experieuce ;
mab u'iuiporte, il nous

faut preudre la route oppm&e : coinuie

j'ai dit, nous devons couiuieucer par 1 'ex-

perience, et tucner pur sou uio^uu den
decouvrir la raison."
Ue ascribes tue elevation of the equa-

torial waters above the polar to the ueut
of the sun :

" Elles eutreut en mouve-
meut de tous les cotes de cette emiueuce
aqueuse pour retablir leur sph
parfaite." This is not the true cause of
the elevation

;
but by what means could

he know the fact .'

Vinci understood fortification well, and
wrote upon it. Since in our time, he sa,\ s,

artillery has four times the power it used
to have, it is necessary that the fortifica-

tion of towns should be strengthened in
the same proportion. He was employed
ou several great works ot engineering. So
wonderful was tue variety of power in this

miracle of nature. For we have not meu-
tioued, that his Last Supper, at Milan, is

the earliest of the great pictures in Italy ;

and that some productions of his easel vie

with those of Kaphuel. His only published
work, the Treatise on Painting, does him
injustice : it is an ill-arranged compilation
from several of his manuscripts. That
the extraordinary works, of which this

note contains an account, have not been

published entire and in their original

language, is much to be regretted by all

who know how to venerate BO great a

genius as Leonardo da Vinci.
1 The Eroternata of Constautiue Le*
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In the course of about twenty years, with some inter-

ruption, he gave to the world several of the prin- A1(]ine

cipal Greek authors ; and though, as we have seen, Greek

not absolutely the earliest printer in that language,
he so far excelled all others in the number of his editions,
that he may be justly said to stand at the head of the list. It

is right, however, to mention that Zarot had printed Hesiod
and Theocritus in one volume, and also Isocrates, at Milan,
in 1493 ; that the Anthologia appeared at Florence in 1494
Lucian and Apollonius Rhodius in 1496; the Lexicon of Sui-

das at Milan in 1499. About fifteen editions of Greek works,
without reckoning Craston's Lexicon and several grammars,
had been published before the close of the century.

1 The
most remarkable of the Aldine editions are the Aristotle, in

five volumes, the first bearing the date of 1495, the last of

1498; and nine plays of Aristophanes in the latter year. In
this Aristophanes, and perhaps in other editions of this tune,
Aldus had fortunately the assistance of Marcus Musurus,
one of the last, but by no means the least eminent, of the

Greeks who transported their language to Italy. Musurus
was now a public teacher at Padua. John Lascaris, son, per-

haps, of Constantine, edited the Anthologia at Florence. It

may be doubted whether Italy had as yet produced any
scholar, unless it were Varino, more often called Phavorinus,

singly equal to the task of superintending a Greek edition.

His Thesaurus Cornucopise, a collection of thirty-four gram-
matical tracts in Greek, printed 1496, may be an exception.
The Etymologicum Magnum, Venice, 1499, being a lexicon

with only Greek explanations, is supposed to be chiefly due
to Musurus. Aldus had printed Craston's Lexicon in 1497,
with the addition of an index: this has often been mistaken

for an original work.2

115. The state of Italy was not so favorable as it had been
to the advancement of philosophy. After the expul- Declineof

sion of the Medici from Florence, in 1494, the Pla- learning in

tonic Academy was broken up ; and that philosophy

carts, printed by Aldus, bears date Feb., (Leo X., ch. xi.) says, "it was received

1494, which seems to mean 1495. But with such avidity, that Erasmus, on in-

the Musa?us has no date, nor the Oaleo- quiring for it in the year 1499, found that

myomachia, a Greek poem by one Theo- not a copy of this impression remained
dorus Prodromus. Kenouafd. Hist, de unsold." I have given, a little below, a

I'lmprimerie des Aides. different construction to these words of
1 The Grammar of Urbano Valeriano Erasmus.

was first printed in 1497. It is in Greek 2 Renouard
;

Roscoe's Leo X., ch. xi.

aad Latin, and of extreme rarity. Koocoe
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never found again a friendly soil in Italy, though Ficinus had

endeavored to keep it up by a Latin translation of Plotinus.

Aristotle and his followers began now to regain the ascendant.

Perhaps it may be thought that even polite letters were not so

flourishing as they had been ;
no one at least yet appeared

to fill the place of Hermolaus Barbarus, who died in 14U;!, or

Politian, who followed him the next year.
116. Hermolaus Barbarous was a noble Venetian, whom

Hermolaus Europe agreed to place next to Politian in critical

Barbarus.
\earninrr, and to draw a line between them and any

third name. " No time, no accident, no destiny," says an en-

thusiastic scholar of the next age,
" will ever efface their

remembrance from the hearts of the learned." 1 Erasmus culls

him a truly great and divine man. He filled many honorable

offices for the republic; but lamented that they drew him

away from that learning for which he says he was born, and
to which alone he was devoted.2 Yet Hermolaus is but

faintly kept in mind at the present day. In his Latin style,
with the same fault as Politian, an affectation of obsolete

words, he is less flexible and elegant. But his chief merit

was* in the restoration of the text of ancient writers. He
boasts that he had corrected above five thousand passages in

Pliny's natural history, and more than three hundred in the.

very brief geography of Pomponius Mela. Hardouin, how-

ever, charges him with extreme rashness in altering passages
he did not understand. The pope had nominated Hermolaus
to the greatest post in the Venetian Church, the patriarchate
of Aquileia ; but his mortification at finding that the senate

refused to concur in the appointment is said to have hastened
his death.3

117. A Latin poet, once of great celebrity, Baptista Man-
tuan, seems to fall within this period as fitly as any

BJatituan. ,, ,, , , ,, ,
.

i i i

other, though several ot his poems had been sepa-

rately printed before, and their collective publication was not

i "Habuit nostra haec 8etas bonarum qui ante eos optimi merit! fuere. Itaque
literarum proceres duos, Hermolaum immortalem sibi gloriam, immortale tlerus
Barbarum atque Angelum Politianum: paraverunt, manebitque semper in om-
Deum immortalem ! quam acri judicio, nium eruditorum peetoribus coneecrata
quanta facundia, quanta linguarum, Hermolai et Politiani memoria, nullo sevo,
quanta disciplinarum omnium scientia nullo casu, nullofatoabolenda." Brixeug
prseditos! Hi Latinam linguam jampri- Erasmo in Erasm., Epist. ccxii.
dem squalentem et in n It a barbariei rubi- *

Meiners, ii. 200.
gine exesam, ad pristinum revocare nito- 3

Bayle; Niceron, TO], xiv.
; Tirabowhi,

rem conati sunt, atque illis suus profecto vii. 152
; Corniani, iii. 197

; Heeren, p.
eonatus uon infeliciter cessit, suntque illi 274
!' Latina lingua tarn bcne merit!, quam
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till 1513. Editions recur very frequently in the bibliography
of Italy and Germany. He was, and long continued to lie,

the poet of schoolrooms. Erasmus says that he would he

placed by posterity not much below Virgil ;

l and the Mar-

quis of Mantua, anticipating this suffrage, erected their

statues side by side. Such is the security of contemporary

compliments ! Mantuan has long been utterly neglected, and

does not find a place in most selections of Latin poetry. His

Eclogues and Silvas are said to be the least bad of his nume-
rous works. He was among the many assailants of the

church, or at least the court of Rome ; and this animosity

inspired him with some bitter, or rather vigorous, invectives.

But he became afterwards a Carmelite friar.
2

Marullus, a

Greek by birth, has obtained a certain reputation for his

Latin poems, which are of no great value.

118. A far superior name is that of Pontanus, to whom, if

we attend to some critics, we must award the palm ^' * Pontanus.
above all Latin poets of the fifteenth century. If I

might venture to set my own taste against theirs, I should not

agree to his superiority over Politian. His hexameters are

by no means deficient in harmony, and may perhaps be more
correct than those of his rival, but appear to me less pleasing
and poetical. His lyric poems are, like too much modern
Latin, in a tone of languid voluptuousness ; and ring changes
on the various beauties of his mistress, and the sweetness of

her kisses. The few elegies of Pontanus, among which that

addressed to his wife, on the prospect of peace, is the best

known, fall very short of the admirable lines of Politian on
the death of Ovid. Pontanus wrote some moral and political

essays in prose, which are said to be full of just observations

and sharp satire on the court of Rome, and written in a style
which his contemporaries regarded with admiration. They
were published in 1490. Erasmus, though a parsimonious
distributor of praise to the Italians, has acknowledged their

merit in the Ciceronianus.3

1 " Et nisi me fellit augurium. erit, erit in Carmina illustrium Poetarum Itaio-

aliquan.lo Baptista suo concive gloriJ cele- rum, Morent., 1719, are but indifferent,

britateque non ita multo inferior, simul I doubt, however, whether that volumi-
icvidiam anni detraxerint." Append, ad nous collection has been made with much
Era.=m.. Epist. cccxcr. (edit. LugJ.). It is taste; and his satire on the see of Rome
not conceivable that Erasmus meant this would certainly be excluded, whatever
literally : but the drift of the letter is to might be its merit. Corniani has given
encourage the reading of Christian poets, an extract, better than what I have seen

1 Corniani. iii.,148: Xiceron, vol. xxvii. of Mantuan.
Bucli of Muntuau's eclogues as are printed

*
Roscoc, Leo X., ch. ii. and xx.; Nlc
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119. Pontanus presided at this time over the Neapolitan

Neapolitan Academy, a dignity which he had attained upon
4he

Academy. (]eat jj of Beccate lli, in 1471. This jkvas, after the

decline of the Roman and the Florentine academies, by far

the most eminent re-union of literary men in Italy ; and,

though it was long conspicuous, seems to have reached its

highest point in the last years of this century, under the

patronage of the mild Frederic of Aragon, and during that

transient calm which Naples was permitted to enjoy between

the invasions of Charles VIII. and Louis XII. That city and

kingdom offorded many lovers of learning and poetry, some of

them in the class of its nobles ; each district being, as it wen-,

represented in this academy by one or more of its distin-

guished residents. But other members were associated from

different parts of Italy ; and the whole constellation of names
is still brilliant, though some have grown dim by time. The
House of Este, at Ferrara, were still the liberal patrons of

genius; none more eminently than their reigning marquis,
Hercules I. And not less praise is due to the families who
held the principalities of Urbino and Mantua.1

120. A poem now appeared in Italy, well deserving of

Boianio
attention for its own sake, but still more so on ac-

count of the excitement and direction it gave to one

of the most famous poets that ever lived. Matu-o jMuria

Boiardo, Count of Scandiano, a man esteemed and trusted at

the court of Ferrara, amused his leisure in the publication of

a romantic poem, for which the stories of Charlemagne and
his paladins, related by one who assumed the name of Turpin,
and already woven into long metrical narrations, current at

the end of the fourteenth and during the fifteenth century in

Italy, supplied materials, which are almost lost in the original
inventions of the author. The first edition of this poem is

without date, but probably in 1495. The author, who died

the year before, left it unfinished at the ninth canto of the

ron, vol. viii.
;

Corniani
;

Tiraboschi. quidem Pontano evenisse arbitror. Qiise
" Pontanus cum ilia quatuor complect! prima quaque inventione arrisissent, iis

minimi cura conatus sit, nervum dico, plura postea, dum reeo^nosceret, addita,

numeros, candorem, venustatem, profecto atque ipgis potius canuiuibus, quam sibi

est omnia consecutus. Quintum autem pepercisse." Scaliger de re poetica (apud
illud quod est horum omnium veluti Blount).
vita quaedam, modum tntelligo, penitus

l Koscoe's tec X., ch.il. This contain*

ignoravit. Aiunt Virgilium cum uiultos an excellent account of the state of litera-

versus matutino calore effudisset, pome- ture in Italy about the close of the cen-
riilianis horis novo judicio solitum ad tury
paucorum uumerum revocare. Contra
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third book. Agostini, in 1516, published a. continuation,

indifferently executed, in three more books ; but the real

complement of the Innamorato is the Furioso.1 The Or-

lando Innamorato of Boiardo has hitherto not received that

share of renown which seems to be its due : overpowered by
the splendor of Ariosto's poem, and almost set aside in its

original form by the unproved edition or remaking (rifacci-

mento), which Berni afterwards gave, it has rarely been

sought or quoted, even in Italy.
2

121. The style is uncouth and hard; but, with great defects

of style, which should be the source of perpetual

delight, no long poem will be read ; and it has of his

been observed by Ginguene with some justice, that p

Boiardo's name is better remembered, though his original

poem may have been more completely neglected, through
the process to which Berni has subjected it In point of

novel invention and just keeping of character, especially the

latter, he has not been surpassed by his illustrious follower,
Ariosto ; and whatever of this we find in the Orlando Inna-

morato is due to Boiardo alone ; for Berni has preserved the

sense of almost every stanza. The imposing appearance of

Angelica at the court of Charlemagne, hi the first canto,

opens the poem with a splendor rarely equalled, with a

luxuriant fertility of invention, and with admirable art ;

judiciously presenting the subject in so much singleness,

that, amidst all the intricacies and episodes of the story, the

reader never forgets the incomparable Princess of Albracca.

The latter city, placed in that remote Cathay which Marco
Polo had laid open to the range of fancy, and its siege by
Agrican's innumerable cavalry, are creations of Boiardo's

most inventive mind. Nothing in Ariosto is conceived so

nobly, or so much in the true genius of romance. Castelvetro

asserts that the names Gradasso, Mandricardo, Sobrino, and
others which Boiardo has given to his imaginary characters,

belonged to his own peasants of Scandiano ; and some have

improved upon this by assuring us, that those who take the

pains to ascertain the fact may still find the representatives

1
Fontanini, dell' eloquenza Italiana, deceived in fancying that " the simplicity

edit, di Zeno, p. 270. of the original has caused it to be preferred
2 See my friend Mr. Panuzi's excellent to the same work, as altered or reformed

introduction to his edition of the Orlando by Francesco Berni." Life of Leo X.,
Innamorato. This poem had never been ch. ii.

reprinted since 15W
j
so much was Roscoe
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of these sonorous heroes at the plough, which, if the story

were true, ought to be the case.
1 But we may give him

credit for talent enough to invent those appellations; lie hardly
found an Albracca on his domains; and those who grudge
him the rest, acknowledge that, in a moment of inspiration,

while hunting, the name of Kodomont occurred to his mind.

We know how finely Milton, whose ear pursued, almost to

excess, the pleasure of harmonious names, and who loved to

expatiate in these imaginary regions, has alluded to Boiardo's

poem in the Paradise Regained. The lines are perhaps the

most musical he has ever produced :

" Such forces met not, nor so wide a camp,
When Agrican with all his Northern powers
Besieged Albracca, as romances tell,

The cit}
r of Gallaphron, from thence to win

The fairest of her sex Angelica,
His daughter, sought by many prowest knights,
Both paynim and the peers ot Charlemagne."

2

122. The Mambriano of Francesco Bello, surnamed II

Francesco Cieco, another poem of the same romantic class, was
BeU -

published posthumously in 1497. Apostolo Zeno,
as quoted by Roscoe, attributes the neglect of the Mambriano
to its wanting an Ariosto to continue its subject, or a Berni

to reform its style.
3 But this seems a capricious opinion.

Bello composed it at intervals to amuse the courtiers of the

Marquis of Mantua. The poem, therefore, wants unity. "It

is a re-union," says Mr. Panizzi,
" of detached tales, without

any relation to each other, except in so far as most of the

same actors are before us." * We may perceive by this how
little a series of rhapsodies, not directed by a controlling unity
of purpose, even though the work of a single man, are likely
to fall into a connected poem. But that a long poem, such as

the greatest and most ancient of all, of singular coherence and
subordination of parts to an end, should be framed from the

random and insulated songs of a great number of persons, is

almost as incredible as that the annals of Ennius, to use

1 Camillo Pellegrino, in his famous con- introduce kings unknown to history, as

troversy with the Academy of Florence on this destroys the probability required for
the respective merits of Ariosto and Tasso, his fiction,

having asserted this, they do not deny the 2 Book iii.

fact, but say it stands on the authority of s Leo X., ch. ii.

Castelvetro. Opere di Tasso, 4to, ii. 94. 4 Panizzi's Introduction to Boiardo, p.
The critics held rather a pedantic doctrine, 360. He does not highly praise the poem,
that, though the names of private men of which he gives an analysis with ex-

may be feigned, the poet has no right to tracts See, too, Ginguene. vol. iv-
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Cicero's argument against the fortuitous origin of the world,

should be formed by shaking together the letters of the

alphabet.
123. Near the close of the fifteenth century, we find a great

increase of Italian poetry, to which the patronage Itaiian

and example of Lorenzo had given encouragement. E?
etr

nd
near

It is not easy to place within such narrow limits as Of the

a decennial period the names of writers whose pro-
fe

ductions were frequently not published, at least collectively,

during their lives. Serafino d'Aquila, born in 14G6, seems to

fall, as a poet, within this decade ; and the same may be said

of Tibaldeo and Benivieni. Of these, the first is perhaps the

best known : his verses are not destitute of spirit,
but extrava-

gance and bad taste deform the greater part.
1 Tibaldeo

unites false thoughts with rudeness and poverty of diction.

Benivieni, superior to either of these, is reckoned by Corniani

a link between the harshness of the fifteenth and the polish of

the ensuing centuiy. The style of this age was far from the

grace and sweetness of Petrarch ; forced in sentiment, low in

choice of words, deficient in harmony, it has been condemned

by the voice of ah
1

Italian critics.-'

124. A greater activity than before was now perceptible in

the literary spirit of France and Germany. It was
i 11 mu T> Progress of

also regularly progressive. Ihe press ot Pans gave learning in

twenty-six editions of ancient Latin authors, nine y^^n^
of which were in the year 1500. Twelve were pub-
lished at Lyons. Deventer and Leipsic, especially the latter,

which now took a lead in the German press, bore a part in

this honorable labor, a proof of the rapid and extensive

influence of Conrad Celtes on that part of Germany. It is

to be understood that a very large proportion, or nearly the

whole, of the Latin editions printed in Germany were for

the use of schools.3 We should be warranted in drawing an

inference as to the progress in literary instruction in these

countries from the increase in the number of publications,

1 Bouterwek. Gesch. der Ital. Poesie, the Eclogues of Galpurnius onre. or per
i. 321 : I'orniani. haps twice. At Leipsic. the li*t i* much

1 Corniani : Muratori, della perfetta longer, but. in great measure, of the same
Poesia : Crescinibeui, Storia della voigar kind : single treaties of Seneca or Cic-ro,
Poesia. or detached parts of Virgil, Horace, Ovid,

3 A proof of this may be found in the sometimes Tery short, as the Culex or th
books printed at Deventer from 1491 to Ibi?. form, with not many exceptions,
1300. They consisted of Virgil's Bucolics th*> Cisalpine classical bibliography of the

three times, Virgil's Georgics twice, and fifteenth century.
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.small as that number still is, and trifling as some of them may
appear. It may be accounted for by the gradual working of

the schools at Munster and other places, which had now scut

out a race of pupils well fitted to impart knowledge, in their

turn to others ; and by the patronage of some powerful men,

among whom the first place, on all accounts, is due to the

Emperor Maximilian. Nothing was so likely to contribute to

the intellectual improvement of Germany as the public peace
of 1495, which put an end to the barbarous customs of the

middle ages, not unaccompanied by generous virtues, but cer-

tainly as incompatible with the steady cultivation of literature

as with riches and repose. Yet there seems to be no proof
that the Greek language had obtained much more attention-;

no book connected with it is recorded to have been printed ;

and I do not find mention that it was taught, even superfi-

cially, in any university or school, at this time, though it

might be conjectured without improbability. Reuchliti had

now devoted his whole thoughts to cabalistic philosophy and
the study of Hebrew ; and Eichhorn, though not unwilling to

make the most of early German learning, owns that, at the

end of the century, no other person had become remarkable

for a skill in Greek.1

125. Two men, however, were devoting incessant labor to

the acquisition of that language at Paris, for whom
was reserved the glory of raising the knowledge of it

in Cisalpine Europe to a height which Italy could not attain.

These were Erasmus and Budajus. The former, who had

acquired as a boy the mere rudiments of Greek under Hegius
at Deventer, set himself in good earnest to that study about

1499 ; hiring a teacher at Paris, old Hermonymus of Sparta,

1
Eichhorn, Hi. 236. This section in themselves. They had, of course, been

Eichhorn is valuable, but exhibits some originally purchased in Italy, unless wo
want of precision. suppose some to have been brought by

Keuchlin had been very diligent in pur- way of Hungary.
chasing Greek manuscripts. But these it is not to be imagined that the libra-

were very scarce, even in Italy. A cor- ries of ordinary scholars were to be corn-

respondent of his, Streler by name, one pared with that of Ruchlin, probably
of the young men who went from Ger- more opulent than most of them. The
many to Florence for education, tells early printed books of Italy, even tho

him, in 1491
;

" Nullos libros Greecos hie most indispensable, were very scarce, at
venales reperio ;

" and again,
" De Graecia least in France. A Greek grammar was a

libris coemeudis hoc scias
;

ful penes rarity at Paris in 149^. " Grammatieen
omnes hie librarios, niliil horura prorsus Graecain," says Erasmus to a correspon-
reperio." Epist. ad Reuehl.(1562), fol. 7. dent, "summo studio vestigavi, ut emn-
In fact, Keuohliu's own library was so tarn tibi mitterem, sed jam utraque divi-n-

large as to astonish the Italian scholars dita fuerat, et Oonstantini quse dicitur,
when they saw the catalogue, who plainly quaeque Urbani." Epist. lix. see, toOj
owned they could not procure such books Epist. buuii.
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of whose extortion he complains : but he was little able to

pay any thing ; and his noble endurance of privations for the

sake of knowledge deserved the high reward of glory that it

received. " I have given my whole soul," he says,
" to Greek

learning ; and, as soon as I get any money, I shall first nis am-

buy Greek books, and then clothes."
1 " If any new gens.

Greek book comes to hand, I would rather pledge my cloak

than not obtain it; especially if it be religious, such as a

Psalter or a Gospel."
2

It will be remembered, that the books

of which he speaks must have been frequently manuscripts.
126. Budaeus, in his proper name Bude, nearly of the same

age as Erasmus, had relinquished every occupation _
p . i. T Budaeus:
i<ir intense labor in literature. In an interesting his early

letter, addressed to Cuthbert Tonstall in 1517, giving
studies '

an account of his own early studies, he says that he learned

Greek very ill from a bad master at Paris, in 1491. This
was certainly Hermonymus, of whom Reuchlin speaks more

favorably ; but he was not quite so competent a judge.
3 Some

years afterwards, Budaeus got much better instruction ;

" ancient literature having derived within a few years great

improvement in France by our intercourse with Italy, and by
the importation of books in both the learned languages."
Lascaris, who now lived at the court of Charles VIII., having
returned with him from the Neapolitan expedition, gave
Budteus some assistance, though not, according to the latter's

biographer, to any great extent.

127. France had as yet no writer of Latin who could be

endured in comparison with those of Italy. Robert

Gaguin praises Fichet, rector of the Sorbonne, as not'weii

learned and eloquent, and the first who had taught written in

11 T mi trance.

many to employ good language in Latin. I he more

1
Epist. xxix. Graece balbutiebat

;
Bed talia, ut nequ

2
Epist. Iviii. potuisset docere si voluisset, neque vo-

3 Hody (de Grsecis illustribus, p. 238) luisset si potuisset. Itaque coactus ip.se

thinks that the master of Budaeus could milii pi-receptor e.sse," &c. (A.D. 1524) : I

not have been Hermonymus ; probably transcribe from Jortin, ii. 419. Of Her-
beoause the praise of Reuchlin seemed to monymus, it is said by Beatus Rhenanus,
him incompatible with the contemptuous iu a letter to Reuehlin, that he was

language of Budueus. But Erasmus is
" non tarn doctrina quani patria clarus."

very explicit on this subject: "Ad Groecas (Epist. ad Keuchl.. fol. 52.) Roy, in Inn

literas utcunque puero degustatas jam Life of Budseus, says, that the latter,

grandior redii
;
hoc est, annos uatus plus having paid Hermonymus five hundred

minus triginta, sed turn cum apud nos gold pieces, and read Homer and other
nulla Gnecoruin codicuin esset copia, books with him,

" uihilo do<;tior est fao

neque minor penuria doctorum. Lute- tus "

tiaj t&Qtum unus tieorgius Hermonymus
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certain glory of Fichet is to have introduced the art of print-

ing into France. Gaguin himself enjoyed a certain reputation
for his style, and his epistles have been printed. lie possessed,
at least, what is more important, a love of knowledge, and
an elevated way of thinking. But Erasmus says of him, that,
" whatever he might have been in his own age, he would now

scarcely be reckoned to write Latin at all." If we could rely
on a panegyrist of Faustus Andrelinus, an Italian who came
about 1489 to Paris, and was authorized, in conjunction with

one Balbi, and with Cornelio Vitelli, to teach in the univer-

sity,
1 he was the man who brought polite literature into

France, and changed its barbarism for classical purity. But

Andrelinus, who is best known as a Latin poet of by no meatis

a high rank, seems not to merit this commendation. What-
ever his capacities of teaching may have been, we have little

evidence of his success. Yet the number of editions of Latin
authors published in France during this decade proves some
diffusion of classical learning ; and we must admit the circum-

stance to be quite decisive of the inferiority of England.
128. A gleam of light, however, now broke out there. We

Dawn of
^iave seen already, that a few, even in the last years

Greek of Henry VI., had overcome all obstacles in order to

Knghiud.

m
drink at the fountain-head of pure learning in Italy.
One or two more names might be added for the inter-

vening period; Milling, Abbot of Westminster, and Selling,

prior of a convent at Canterbury.
2

It is reported by Polydore

Virgil, and is proved by Wood, that Cornelio Vitelli, an

Italian, came to Oxford, about 1488, in order to give that

most barbarous university some notion of what was going
forward on the other side of the Alps ; and it has been pro-

bably conjectured, or rather may be assumed, that he there

imparted the rudiments of Greek to William Grocyn.
3

It is

1 This I find quoted in Bettinelli, Risor- after 1480, far from returninc: in 14r>0. ns

pimento d' Italia, i. 250; see also Bayle, Wartou has said, with his usual indilfer-

aiul liiogr. Univ., art. "Andrelini." They ence to anachronisms.
were only allowed to teach for one hour 3 Polydore says nothing about Vitelli's

in the evening. the jealousy of the logi- teaching Greek
; though Knight, in hi*

cians not having subsided. Crevier, iv. Life of Colet, translates bantr literrr.

439.
" Greek and Latin." Hut the following

2 Warton, iii. 247 ; Johnson's Life of p:issnges scorns decisive as to Grocyn's
Linacre. p. 5. This is mentioned on early studies in the Greek lamruap- :

Selling's monument now remaining in "Giwiuus, qui prima Gra'cje et Lftutm
Canterbury Cathedral : linguu; rudimenta in Britannia hausit,
" Doctor theologus Selling Graec* atque mox solidioreui iisdem ow-ram sub IX?

Latina metric Chalcondyle et 1'olitiano pni'ccp-

Lingua perdoctus." toribus in Italia hausit." Lilly, Kiogia

Selling, however, did not go to Italy till Viroruin Doctorum, in Knight's Life of
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certain, at least, that Grocyn had acquired some insight into

that language before he took a better course, and, travelling
into Italy, became the disciple of Chalcondyles and Politian.

He returned home in 1491, and began to communicate his

acquisitions, though chiefly to deaf ears, teaching in Exeter

College at Oxford. A diugent emulator of Grocyn, but some
yeans younger, and, like him, a pupil of Politian and Hermo-

laus, was Thomas Linacre, a physician ; but, though a first

edition of his translation of Galen has been supposed to have

been printed at Venice in 1493, it seems to be ascertained

that none preceded that of Cambridge in 1521. His only
contribution to literature in the fifteenth century was a transla-

tion of the very short mathematical treatise of Proclus on the

Sphere, published in a volume of ancient writers on astrono-

my, by Aldus Manutius, in 1499.1

129. Erasmus paid his first visit to England in 1497, and

was delighted with every thing that he found, especi- g^,,,,^
ally at Oxford. In an epistle dated Dec. 5th, after comes to

praising Grocyn, Colet, and Linacre to the skies, he
"

savs of Thomas More, who could not then have been eighteen

years old, What mind \vas ever framed by nature more

gentle, more pleasing, more gifted ? It is incredible what a

treasure of old books is found here far and wide. There is

so much erudition, not of a vulgar and ordinary kind, but

recondite, accurate, ancient, both Latin and Greek, that you
would not seek any thing in Italy but the pleasure of travel-

ling."
- But this letter is addressed to an Englishman, and the

praise is evidently much exaggerated ; the scholars were few,

and not more than three or four could be found, or at least

could now be mentioned, who had any tincture of Greek.

Grocyn, Linacre, William Latimer, who, though an excellent

scholar, never published any thing, and More, who had learned

Oolet, p. 24. And Erasmus as positively : in the university, as baa just been men-
" Ip* Grocinu.s. cujus exemplum affers, tioned; so that he could have little time,
notme primum in Anglia Graecae linguae if Polydore's date of 1433 be right, for

rudiinenta diilieit ? Post in Italiam pro- giving much instruction at Oxfor-1.

fectus audirit summos Tiros, sed interim ' Johnson's Life of Linacre, p. 152.

lucro fuit ilia prins a qnalibascunrjue
* ' Thomae Mori ingenio quid unqnam

diJicfrse." Epist. ccclxiii. Whether the finxit nature vrf mollius. vel dulcius, vel

t-unrjue were Viteili or any one else, felicius .' . . . Mirum est dicta, quam hie

this can leave no doubt as to the existence passim, quam dense Teterum libromm
of some Greek instruction in England seges efflorescat . . . tantum eru litionis

before Grocyn : and as no one can be non illius protritje ac trivialis. sed recon-
> far as appears, except Vi- ditse. exactse, antiqnie, Latins Gneceque,

telli. it seems reasonable to fix upon liim ut jam Italiam nisi visendi gratia non
as the first preceptor of Grocyn. Viteili multum desideres.' r

Epist.
bad returne-1 to Paris in 14S9, and taught

VOL. I. 16
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at Oxford under Grocyn.
1 It should here be added, that, in

1497, Terence was printed by Pynson, being the first edition

of a strictly classical author in England ; though Boethius

had already appeared with Latin and English on opposite

pages.
130. In 1500 was printed at Paris the first edition of Eras-

He pub-
mus's Adages, doubtless the chief prose work of thi-s

lishes his
century beyond the limits of Italy : but this edition

should, if possible, be procured, in order to judge,
with chronological exactness, of the state of literature ; for, as

his general knowledge of antiquity, and particularly of Greek,
which was now very slender, increased, he made vast addi-

tions. The Adages, which were now about eight hundreo

amounted in his last edition tc 4151 ; not that he could find sc

many which properly deserve that name, but the number is

made up by explanations of Latin and Greek idioms, or even

of single words. He declares himself, as early as 1504,
ashamed of the first edition of his Adages, which already
seemed meagre and imperfect.

2 Erasmus had been preceded,
in some measure, by Polydore Virgil, best known as the his-

torian of this country, where he resided many years as collec-

tor of Papal dues. He published a book of Adages, which
must have been rather a juvenile, and is a superficial, produc-
tion, at Venice in 1498.

131. The Castilian poets of the fifteenth century have been

Romantic collectively mentioned on a former occasion. Bouter
baiiads of Wek refers to the latter part of this age most of the

romances which turn upon Saracen story, and the

adventures of "
knights of Granada, gentlemen, though

Moors." Sismondi follows him without perhaps much reflec-

tion, and endeavors to explain what he might have doubted.

Fear, he thinks, having long ceased in the bosoms of the

Castilian Christians, even before conquest had set its seal to

their security, hate, the child of fear, had grown feebler ; and
the romancers felt themselves at liberty to expatiate in the

1 A letter of Colet to Erasmus, from know enough of the language. Knight,
Oxford, in 1497, is written in the style on the other hand, maintains that he
of a man who was conversant with the learned it there under Grocyn and Lin-
best Latin authors. Sir Thomas More's acre : but this rests on no evidence ; and
birth has not been placed by any biogra- we have Been that he gives a different

pher earlier than 1480. account of his studies in Greek. Life of
It has been sometimes asserted, on the Erasmus, p. 22.

authority of Antony Wood, that Erasmus !
Epist. cii. :

" Jejunum atque mops
taught Greek at Oxford : but there is no videri coepit, posteaquam Graecoe colul
foundation for this ; and, hi fact, he did not auctores."
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rich field of Mohammedan customs and manners. These had

already exercised a considerable influence over Spain. But
this opinion seems hard to be supported ; nor do I find that

the Spanish critics claim so much antiquity for the Moorish
class of romantic ballads. Most of them, it is acknowledged,
belong to the sixteenth, and some to the seventeenth century ;

and the internal evidence is against their having been writ-

ten before the Moorish wars had become matter of distant

tradition. We shall, therefore, take no notice of the Spanish
romance-ballads till we come to the age of Philip II., to which

they principally belong.
1

132. Bouterwek places in this decade the first specimens of
the pastoral romance which the Castilian language Pastoral

affords.- But the style is borrowed from a neighbor-
TOm4nce8.

ing part of the peninsula, where this species of fiction seems
to have been indigenous. The Portuguese nation cultivated

poetry as early as the Castilian ; and we have seen that some
is extant of a date anterior to the fourteenth century. But to

the heroic romance they seem to have paid no regard : we do
not find that it ever exited among them. Love chiefly occu-

pied the Lusitanian muse ; and to trace that passion through
all its labyrinths, to display its troubles in a strain of languid

melancholy, was the great aim of every poet. This led to the

invention of pastoral romances, founded on the ancient tradi-

tions as to the felicity of shepherds and their proneness to

love,- and rendered sometimes more interesting for the time

by the introduction of real characters and events under a

slight disguise.
3 This artificial and effeminate sort of compo-

sition, which, if it may now and then be not unpleasing, can-

not fail to weary the modern reader by its monotony, is due to

Portugal, and, having been adopted in languages better known,
became for a long time highly popular in Europe.

133. The lyrical poems of Portugal were collected by Gar-
cia de Eesende, in the Cancioneiro Geral, published Portuguese
in 1516. Some few of these are of the fourteenth lyfc

century ; for we find the name of King Pedro, who **

died in 1369. Others are by the Infant Don Pedro, son of

John I., in the earlier part of the fifteenth. But a greater
number belong nearly to the present or preceding decade, or

* Bonterwek. p. 121 : Sismondi, iu. 222; * Bouterwek's Hist, of Portuguese Lite-

Romances Moriscos, Madr. 1828. rature, p. 18.
1 P. 123.
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even to the ensuing age, commemorating the victories of the

Portuguese in Asia. This collection is of extreme scarcity :

none of the historians of Portuguese literature have seen it.

Bouterwek and Sismondi declare that they have caused sean-h

to be made in various libraries of Europe without sm-

There is, however, a copy in the British Museum ; and .M.

Raynouard has given a short account of one that he had scc'ii

in the Journal des Savans for 1826. In this article, he

observes that the Cancioneiro is a mixture of Portuguese and

Spanish pieces. I believe, however, that very little Spanish
will be found, with the exception of the poems of the Intante

Pedro, which occupy some leaves. The whole number of

poets is but one hundred and thirty-two, even if some names
do not occur twice ; which I mention, because it has been

erroneously said to exceed considerably that of the Spanish
Cancioneiro. The volume is in folio, and contains two hun-

dred and twenty-seven leaves. The metres are those usual in

Spanish ; some versos de arte mayor ; but the greater part in

trochaic redondillas. I observed no instance of the assonant

rhyme ; but there are several glosses, or, in the Portuguese
word, grosas.

1 The chief part is amatory ; but there are lines

on the death of kings, and other political event <.-

134. The Germans, if they did not as yet excel in the

German higher department of typography, were by no means
popular negligent of their own great invention. The books,

if we include the smallest, printed in the empire
between 1470 and the close of the century, amount to several

thousand editions. A large proportion of these were in their

own language. They had a literary public, as we may call it,

not merely in their courts and universities, but in their respec-
table middle class, the burghers of the free cities, and perhaps
in the artisans whom they employed. Their reading was
almost always with a serious end ; but no people so success-

fully cultivated the art of moral and satirical fable. These, in

many instances, spread with great favor through Cisalpine

Europe. Among the works of this kind, in the fifteenth cen-

tury, two deserve mention : the Eulenspiegel, popular after-

1
Bouterwek, p. 30, has observed that longed to Mr. Heber, and was sold to

the Portuguese employ the glosa, calling Messrs. Payne and Foss. It would pro-
it "a 'ii. The word in the Cancioneiro is bably be found, on comparison, to contain

grosa. many of the pieces in the Cancioneiro
2 A manuscript collection of Portuguese Geral ; but it is not a copy of it

lyric poetry of the fifteenth century be
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wards in England by the name of Howleglass ; and a superior
and better known production, the Narrenschiff, or Ship of

Fools, by Sebastian Brandt of Strasburg, the first edition of

which is referred, by Brunet to the year 1494. The Latin

translation, which bears the title of 1488 in an edition printed
at Lyons, ought to be placed, according to the same biblio-

grapher, ten years later; a numeral letter having probably
been omitted. It was translated into English by Barclay, and

published early in 1509. It is a metrical satire on the follies'

of every class, and may possibly have suggested to Erasmus
his Encomium Moriae. But the idea was not absolutely new :

the theatrical company established at Paris, under the name
of Enfans de Sans Souci, as well as the ancient office of jester
or fool in our courts and castles, implied the same principle
of satirizing mankind with ridicule so general, that every man
should feel more pleasure from the humiliation of his neigh-
bors than pain from his own. Brandt does not show much

poetical talent : but his morality is clear and sound ; he keeps
the pure and right-minded reader on his side; and, in an age
when little better came into competition, his characters of men,

though more didactic than descriptive, did not fail to please.
The influence such books of simple fiction and plain moral
would possess over a people, may be judged by the delight

they once gave to children, before we had learned to vitiate

the healthy appetite of ignorance by premature refinements

and stimulating variety.
1

135. The historical literature of this century presents very
little deserving of notice. The English writers of Historical

this class are absolutely contemptible; and, if some works-

annalists of good sense and tolerable skill in narration may be
found on the continent, they are not conspicuous enough to

arrest our regard in a work which designedly passes over
that department of literature, so far as it is merely conversant

with particular events. But the memoirs of Philip pwiip de

de Comines, which, though not published till 1529,
Couiines -

must have been written before the close of the fifteenth cen-

tury, are not only of a higher value, but almost make an

epoch in historical literature. If Froissart, by his picturesque

descriptions and fertility of historical invention, may be reck-

oned the Livy of France, she had her Tacitus in Philip de

Bouterwek, ix. 332-354, v. 113
; Heiasius, ir. 113 ; Warton, iii. 74.
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Comines. The intermediate writers, Monstrelet and his con-

tinuators, have the merits of neither, certainly not of Comines.

He is the first modern writer (or> if there had been any
approach to an exception among the Italians, it has escaped

my recollection) who in any degree has displayed sagacity in

reasoning on the characters of men, and the consequences of

their actions, or who has been able to generalize his observa-

tion by comparison and reflection. Nothing of this could have

been found in the cloister
;
nor were the philologers of Italy

equal to a task which required capacities and pursuits very
different from their own. An acute understanding and much

experience of mankind gave Comines this superiority : his life

had not been spent over books ;
and he is consequently free

from that pedantic application of history which became com-

mon with those who passed for political reasoners in the next

two centuries. Yet he was not ignorant of former times ; and
we see the advantage of those translations from antiquity,
made during the last hundred years in France, by the use to

which he turned them.

136. The earliest printed treatise of algebra, till that of

.. . Lionardo Fibonacci was lately given to the press,
was published in 1494, by Luca Pacioli di Borgo, a

Franciscan, who taught mathematics in the University of

Milan. This book is written in Italian, with a mixture of the

Venetian dialect, and with many Latin words. In the first

part he explains the rules of commercial arithmetic in detail,

and is the earliest Italian writer who shows the principles oi

Italian book-keeping by double entry. Algebra he calls
"

1'arte maggiore, detta dal volgo la regola de la cosa," over
"
alghebra e almacabala," which last he explains by

" restau-

ratio et oppositio." The known number is called n or numero ;

co. or eosa stands for the unknown quantity whence algebra
was sometimes called the cossic art. In the early Latin

treatises, Res is used, or JR., which is an approach to literal

expression. The square is called censo or ce. ; the cube, cubo

or cu. ; p. and m. .stand for plus and minus. Thus 3co. p. 4ce.

m. 5cu. p. 2ce.ce. m. Qn would have been written for what
would now be expressed 3x-\-4x* 5y?-\-2x

4
6. Luca di

Borgo's algebra goes as far as quadratic equations ; but, though
he had very good notions on the subject, it does not appear
that he carried the science much beyond the point where
Leonard Fibonacci had left it three centuries before. And ita
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principles were already familiar to mathematicians; for Regi-

omontanus, having stated a trigonometrical solution in the

form of a quadratic equation, adds,
"
quod restat, praecepta

art is edocebunt." Luca di Borgo perceived, in a certain

sense, the applicability of algebra to geometry ; observing that

the rules as to surd roots are referable to incommensurable

magnitude*.
1

137. This period of ten years, from 1490 to 1500, will

ever be memorable in the history of mankind. It is Events

here that we usually close the long interval between from 1490

the Roman world and this our modern Europe,
denominated the Middle Ages. The conquest of Granada,
which rendered Spain a Christian kingdom ; the annexation
of the last great fief of the French crown, Brittany, which
made France an entire and absolute monarchy; the public

peace of Germany ; the invasion of Naples by Charles VIII.,
which revealed the weakness of Italy, while it communicated
her arts and manners to the Cisalpine nations, and opened the

scene of warfare and alliances which may be deduced to the

present day ; the discovery of two worlds by Columbus and
Vasco de Gama, all belong to this decade. But it is not,

as we have seen, so marked an era in the progression of lite-

rature.

138. In taking leave of the fifteenth century, to which we
have been used to attach many associations of reve-

C]0!,e of

rence, and during which the desire of knowledge fifteenth

wa-, in one part of Europe, more enthusiastic and
universal than perhaps it has since ever been, it is natural to

ask ourselves, what harvest had already rewarded their zeal

and labor; what monuments of genius and erudition still

receive the homage of mankind?
139. No very triumphant answer can be given to this

interrogation. Of the books then written, how few
are read ! Of the men then famous, how few are tnreneariy

familiar in our recollection ! Let us consider what neslected-

Italy itself produced of any effective tendency to enlarge the
boundaries of knowledge, or to delight the taste and fancy:

1 Monti'.cla: Kistncr; Co.=sali; Hut- science considerably farther than either
ton's Mathem. Diet. .art. "Algebra." The the Greeks or the Arabians (though he
last writer, aud perhaps the first, had thinks they may probably have derived
never seen the book of Luca Pacioli. their notions of the science from the for-
Mr. Colebrooke, in his Indian Algebra, mer), anticipating some of the discoveries

has shown that the Hindoos carried that of the sixteenth century.
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The treatise of Valla on Latin grammar, the miscellaneous

observations of Politian on ancient authors, the commentaries

of Landino and some other editors, the Platonic theology of

Ficinus, the Latin poetry of Politian and Pontanus, the light

Italian poetry of the same Politian and Lorenzo de' Medici,
the epic romances of Pulci and Boiardo. Of these, Pulci

alone, in an original shape, is still read in Italy, and by some
lovers of that literature in other countries; and the Latin poets

by a smaller number. If we look on the other side of the

Alps, the catalogue is much shorter, or rather does not contain

a single book, except Philip de Comines, that enters into the

usual studies of a literary man. Froissart hardly belongs to

the fifteenth century, his history terminating about 1400. The
first undated edition, with a continuation by some one to 1498,
was printed between that time and 1509, when the second

appeared.
140. If we come to inquire what acquisitions had been

Summary
made between the years 1400 and 1500, we shall

of its acqui- find, that in Italy the Latin language was now Avrit-
sitioiis

ten by some with elegance, and by most with tole-

rable exactness and fluency: while, out of Italy, there had
been perhaps a corresponding improvement, relatively to the

point from which they started ; the flagrant barbarisms of

the fourteenth century having yielded before the close of the

next to a more respectable, though not an elegant or exact,
kind of style. Many Italians had now some acquaintance
with Greek, which in 1400 had been hardly the case with

any one ; and the knowledge of it was of late beginning to

make a little progress in Cisalpine Europe. The French and

English languages were become what we call more polished,

though the difference in the former seems not to be very con-

siderable. In mathematical science, and in natural historv,

the ancient writers had been more brought to light ; and a ci-r-

tain progress had been made by diligent, if not very inventive,

philosophers. We cannot say that metaphysical or moral

philosophy stood higher than it had done in the time of the

schoolmen. The history of Greece and Rome, and the anti-

quities of the latter, were, of course, more distinctly known
after so many years of attentive study bestowed on their

principal authors; yet the acquaintance of the learned with

those subjects was by no means exact or critical enough tc

save them from gross errors, or from becoming the dupes of
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any forgery. A proof of this was furnished by the impos-
tures of Annius of Viterbo, who, having published large

fragments of Megasthenes, Berosus, Manetho, and a great

many more lost historians, as having been discovered by him-

self, obtained full credence at the time, which was not gene-

rally withheld for too long a period afterwards, though the

forgeries were palpable to those who had made themselves

masters of genuine history.
1

141. We should therefore, if we mean to judge accurately,
not over-value the fifteenth century, as one in which Their im-

the human mind advanced with giant strides in the P*1^**01*-

kingdom of knowledge. General historians of literature are

apt to .-peak rather hyperbolically in respect of men who rose

above their contemporaries ; language frequently just, in

relation to the vigorous intellects and ardent industry of such

men, but tending to produce an exaggerated estimate of their

absolute qualities. But the question is at present not so much
of men, as of the average or general proficiency of nations.

The catalogues of printed books in the common bibliographical
collections afford, not quite a guage of the learning of any par-
ticular period, but a reasonable presumption, which it requires
a contrary evidence to rebut. If these present us very few
and imperfect editions of books necessary to the progress of

knowledge, if the works most in request appear to have been

trilling and ignorant productions, it seems as reasonable to

draw an inference one way from these scanty and discreditable

lists, as on the other hand we hail the progressive state of any
branch of knowledge from the redoubled labors of the press,
and the multiplication of useful editions. It is true that the

deficiency of one country might be supplied by importation
from another ; and some cities, especially Paris, had acquired
a typographical reputation somewhat disproportioned to the

local demand for books : but a considerable increase of readers

would naturally have created a press, or multiplied its opera-

tions, in any country of Europe.
142. The bibliographies indeed, even the best and latest,

are alwavs imperfect ; but the omissions, after the vJ
. , -, , . 11, Number

immense pains bestowed on the subject, can hardly of books

be such as to affect our general conclusions. We Pnnted-

1 Annius of Viterbo did not cease to Zeno and Tirabosohi have imputed less

hare believers after this time. See Blount ; fraud than credulity to Annius, but most
Niceron. vol. ii. ; C'orniani iii. 131. and his have been of another opinion : and it it

article in Biographic Universelle. Apostolo unimportant for the purpose of the text.
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will, therefore, illustrate the literary history of the fifteenth

century by a few numbers taken from the typographical annals

of Panzer, which might be corrected in two ways : first, by
adding editions since brought to light ; or, secondly, by strik-

ing out some, inserted on defective authority : a kind of mis-

take which tends to compensate the former. The books

printed at Florence down to 1500 are 300 ; at Milan, 629 ; at

Bologna, 298 ; at Rome, 925 ; at Venice, 2,835. Fifty other

Italian cities had printing presses in the fifteenth century.
1

At Paris, the number of books is 751 ; at Cologne, 530; at

Nuremberg, 382; at Leipsic, 351; at Basle, 320 ; at Stras-

burg, 526; at Augsburg, 256; at Louvain, 110; at Meutx,
134; at Deventer, 169. The whole number printed in Eng-
land appears to be 141 ; whereof 130 at London and West-

minster; seven at Oxford; four at St. Alban's. Cicero's

works were first printed entire by Minutianus, at Milan, in

1498; but no less than 291 editions of different portions

appeared in the century. Thirty-seven of these bear date on
this side of the Alps ; and forty-five have no place named.

Of ninety-five editions of Virgil, seventy are complete,

twenty-seven are Cisalpine, and four bear no date. On the

other hand, only eleven out of fifty-seven editions of Horace
contain all his works. It has been already shown, that most

editions of classics printed in France and Germany are in the

last decennium of the century.
143. The editions of the Vulgate registered in Panzer are

ninety-one, exclusive of some spurious or suspected. Next to

theology, no science furnished so much occupation to the press
as the civil and canon laws. The editions of the Digest and

Decretals, or other parts of those systems of jurisprudence,
must amount to some hundreds.

144. But, while we avoid, for the sake of truth, any undue

Advantages exaggeration of the literary state of Europe at the
already close of the fifteenth century, we must even more

earnestly deprecate the hasty prejudice that no good
had been already done by the culture of classical

learning, and by the invention of printing. Both were of

inestimable value, even where their immediate fruits were not

clustering in ripe abundance. It is certain that much more
than ten thousand editions of books or pamphlets (a late

1 T fm I this in Heercn, p. 127
;

for I have not counted the number of citfos la
P&nxer.
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writer says fifteen thousand 1

) were printed from 1470 to 1500.

More than half the number appeared in Italy. All the Latin

authors, liitherto painfully copied by the scholar, or purchased

by him at inconvenient cost, or borrowed for a time from

friends, became readily accessible, and were printed, for the

most part, if not correctly, according to our improved criticism,

yet without the gross blunders of the ordinary manuscripts.
The saving of time which the art of printing has occasioned,
can hardly be too highly appreciated. Nor was the Cisalpine

press unserviceable hi this century, though it did not pour forth

so much from the stores of ancient learning. It gave useful

food, and such as the reader could better relish and digest.
The historical records of his own nation ; the precepts of moral
wisdom ; the regular metre that pleased the ear and supplied
the memory ; the fictions that warmed the imagination, and
sometimes ennobled or purified the heart ; the repertories of

natural phenomena, mingled as truth was on these subjects,
and on all the rest, with error ; the rules of civil and cancn
law that guided the determinations of private right ; the subtle

philosophy of the scholastics, were laid open to his choice,
while his religious feelings might find their gratification in

many a treatise of learned doctrine according to the received

creed of the church, in many a legend on which a pious credu-

lity delighted to rely, hi the devout aspirations of holy ascetic

men ; but, above all, hi the Scriptures themselves, either in

the Vulgate Latin, which had by use acquired the authority of
an original text, or hi most of the living languages of Europe.

145. We shall conclude this portion of literary history with
a few illustrations of what a German writer calls Trade of
" the exterior being of books,"

2 for which I do not bkseiiing.

find an equivalent hi English idiom. The trade of bookselling
seems to have been established at Paris and at Bologna in the

twelfth century ; the lawyers and universities called it into

life.
3

It is very improbable that it existed hi what we
properly call the dark ages. Peter of Blois mentions a book
which he had bought of a public dealer (a quodam pubfico

mangone Sbrorum), But we do not find, I believe, many
1 Sanlander. Diet. Bibliogr. da lame comprehends many duplicates, it seems a

Siecle. I do not think so many would be little questionable, even understanding
found in Panzer. I have read somewhere it of volumes. Book.-? were not in general
that the library of Munich claims to so voluminous in that age as at present,
possess 20.000 Incunabula, or books of * Aiisseres Bucher-wesen ; Savigny, UL
he fifteenth century; a word lately so 632.

applied in Germany. But, unless this Hist. Litt. de la Prance, iz. 142.
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distinct accounts of them till the next age.- These dealers

were denominated Stationarii, perhaps from the open stalls at

which they carried on their business, though static is a gene-
ral word for a shop in low Latin.1

They appear, by the old

statutes of the university of Paris, and by those of Bologna,
to have sold books upon commission; and are sometimes,

though not uniformly, distinguished from the Librarii ; a word

which, having originally been confined to the copyists of books,
was afterwards applied to those who traded in them.2

They
sold parchment and other materials of writing, which with us,

though as far as I know, nowhere else, have retained the

name of stationery, and naturally exercised the kindred occu-

pations of binding and decorating. They probably employed
transcribers : we find at least that there was a profession of

copyists in the universities and in large cities ; and by means
of these, before the invention of printing, the necessaiy books
of grammar, law, and theology were multiplied to a great
extent for the use of students ; but with much incorrectness,

and far more expense than afterwards. That invention put a

sudden stop to their honest occupation. But, whatever hatred

they might feel towards the new art, it was in vain to oppose
its reception : no party could be raised in the public against so

manifest and unalloyed a benefit; and the copyists, grown by
habit fond of books, frequently employed themselves in the

somewhat kindred labor of pressmen.
3

146. The first printers were always booksellers, and sold

Books sold their own impressions. These occupations Avere not
by printers. jivi(jed till the early part of the sixteenth century.

4

But the risks of sale, at a time when learning was by no
means general, combined with the great cost of production

(paper and other materials being very dear), rendered this

a hazardous trade. We have a curious petition of Sweyn-
heim and Pannartz to Sixtus IV. in 1472, wherein they com-

1 Du Cange, in voc. tion of the copyists, ordered some of the
2 The Librarii were properly those who first printed books to be seized. Lnnibinct

transcribed new books
;

the Antiquarii, calls this superstition : it was more pro-
old ones. This distinction is as old as bably false compassion, and regard for

Cassiodorus ;
hut doubtless it was not existing interests, combined with dislike

strictly observed in Inter times. Muratori, of all innovation. Louis XI., however,
Dissert. 43 ; Du Cange. who had the merit of esteeming literature,

3
Crevier, ii. 66, 130, et alibi; Du evoked the process to the council of stnu.-,

Cange, in voc. Stationarii, Librarii ; Savig- who restored the books. Lanibinet, Hist,

ny ,
iii. 632-548 ; Chevillier, 302 ; Eichhorn, de 1'Imprimerie. p. 172.

li.531; Meiners, Vergleich. der Sitten, ii. *
Conversations-Lexicon, ait. "Such-

639; Gresswell's Parisian Press, p. 8. handlung."
The Parliament of Paris, on the peti-
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plain of their poverty, brought on by printing so many works
which they had not been able to sell. They state the number
of impressions of each edition. Of the classical authors they
had generally printed 275 ; of Virgil and the philosophical
works of Cicero, twice that number. In theological publica-
tions the usual number of copies had also been 550. The
whole number of copies printed was 1 2,475.* It is possible
that experience made other printers more discreet in their

estimation of the public demand. Notwithstanding the casual-

ties of three centuries, it seems, from the great scarcity of

these early editions which has long existed, that the original
circulation must have been much below the number of copies

printed, as indeed the complaint of Sweynheim and Pannartz

shov

147. The price of books was diminished by four-fifths after

the invention of printing. Chevillier gives some price of

instances of a fall in this proportion. But, not con- books-

tent with such a reduction, the university of Paris proceeded
to establish a tariff, according to which every edition was to be

sold, and seems to have set the prices very low. This was by
virtue of the prerogatives they exerted, as we shall soon find,

over the book-trade of the capital. The priced catalogues of

Colinaeus and Robert Stephens are extant, relating, of course,
to a later period than the present ; but we shall not return to

the subject. The Greek Testament of Colinaeus was sold for

twelve sous, the Latin for six. The folio Latin Bible, printed

by Stephens in 1532, might be had for one hundred sous; a

copy of the Pandects for forty sous ; a Virgil for two sous and
six deuiers ; a Greek grammar of Clenardus for two sous ;

Demosthenes and ^Eschines, I know not what edition, for five

sous. It would of course be necessary, before we could make

any use of these prices, to compare them with that of

corn.3

1 Maittaire: Lambinet, p. 166. Beck- perhaps hare Introduced before, that a

mann. ill. 119. erroneously says that this catalogue of the books in the Sorbonne,
was the number of volumes remaining in in 1292. contains above 10UO volumes,
their warehouses. which were collectively Talued at 3312

1 Lain binet says that the number of livres, 10 sous, 8 deniers. In a modern
impressions did not generally exceed three English book on literary antiquities, this

hundred (p. 197). Even this seems large, is set down 3812. 10. 8rf. ; which ia a
compared with the present scarcity of happy way of helping the reader,

books unlikely to hare been destroyed by Lambinet mentions a few prices of
careless use.

"

early books which are not trifling. The
* Chevillier, Origines de Flmprimerie Mentz Bible, of 1162. was purchased in

de Paris, p. 370, et seqq. In the pre- 1470 by a bishop of Angers for forty gold
ceding pagfti, he mentions, what I should crowns. An English gentleman paid
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148. The more usual form of books printed in the fifteenth

Form of century is in folio. But the Psalter of 1457, and the

Donatus of the same year, are in quarto ; and this

size is not uncommon in the early Italian editions of classics.

The disputed Oxibrd book of 14G8, Sancti Jeronymi Expo-
sitio, is in octavo, and would, if genuine, be the earliest

specimen of that size; which may perhaps furnish an addi-

tional presumption against the date. It is at least, however,
of 1478, when the octavo form, as we shall immediately see,

was of the rarest occurrence. Maittaire, in whom alone I

have had the curiosity to make this search, which would be

more troublesome in Panzer's arrangement, mentions a book

printed in octavo at Milan in 1470 : but the existence of this

and of one or two more that follow seems equivocal ; and the

first on which we can rely is the Sallust, printed at Valencia

in 1475. Another book of that form, at Treviso,* occurs in

the same year, and an edition of Pliny's epistles at Florence

in 1478. They become from this time gradually more common ;

but, even at the end of the century, form rather a small pro-

portion of editions. I have not observed that the duodecimo
division of the sheet was adopted in any instance. But it is

highly probable that the volumes of Panzer furnish means of

correcting these little notices, which I offer as suggestions to

persons more erudite in such matters. The price and con-

venience of books are evidently not unconnected with their

size.

149. Nothing could be less unreasonable than that the

Exclusive printer should have a better chance of indemnifying
privileges. himseif an(j the author, if in those days the author,
as probably he did, hoped for some lucrative return after his

exhausting drudgery, by means of an exclusive privilege.

tighteen gold florins in 1481 for a missal
; copying. [" En general nous pourriona

upon which Lambinet makes a remark : dire qne le prix moyen d'un volume in
" Mais on a toujours fait payer plus cher folio cFalors [au 14> siecle] equivalent i

aux Anglais qu'aux autres nations "
(p. celui des choses qui coiiteraient aujouni'-

198). The florin was worth about four huiquatreacinqcent fr.iuc.s." Uist. Litt.

francs of present money, equivalent at de la France, xvi. 39. But this suppusrs
leant to twenty-four in command of com- illuminations or other costly ornaments,
modities. The crown was worth rather The price of law-books, such as Savigny
more. has collected, was very much lower

;
and

Instances of an almost incredible price we may conclude the same of all or-

of manuscripts are to be met with in dinary manuscripts. Mr. Maitland, in his

Robertson and other common authors. Letters on the Dark Ages, p. 61, has
It is to be remembered that a particular animadverted with his usual sharpness on
book might easily bear a monopoly price, Robertson for too hasty a generalization,
and that this is no test of the 'cost of 1847.]
those which might be multiplied by
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The senate of Venice granted an exclusive privilege, for five

years, to John of Spire in 1469, for the first book printed in

the city, his edition of Cicero's epistles.
1 But I am not

aware that this extended to any other work. And this seems
to have escaped the learned Beckmann, who says that the

earliest instance of protected copyright on record appears to

be in favor of a book insignificant enough, a missal for thr

Church of Bamberg, printed in 1490. It is probable that

other privileges of an older date have not been found. In

1491 one occurs at the end of a book printed at Venice, and
five more at the same place within the century, the Aristotle

of Aldus being one of the books : one also is found at Milan.

These privileges are always recited at the end of the volume.

They are, however, very rare in comparison with the number
of books published, and seem not accorded by preference to

the most important editions.-

15U. In these exclusive privileges, the printer was forced

to call in the magistrate for his own benefit. But Power of

there -was often a different sort of interference by o^JIwok^
the civil power with the pi-ess. The destruction of selling,

books and the prohibition of their sale had not been unknown
to antiquity : instances of it occur hi the free republics of

Athens and Rome ; but it was naturally more frequent under

suspicious despotisms, especially when to the jealousy of the

state was superadded that of the church, and novelty, even in

speculation, became a crime.3 Ignorance came on with the

fall of the empire, and it was unnecessary to guard again-t
the abuse of an art which very few possessed at all. With
the first revival of letters in the eleventh and twelfth centu-

ries sprang up the reviving shoots of heretical freedom ; but
with Berenger and Abelard came also the jealousy of the

church, and the usual exertion of the right of the strongest.
Abelard was censured by the Council of Soissons, in 1121, for

suffering copies of his book to be taken without the approba-
tion of his superiors ; and the delinquent volumes were given
to the flames. It does not appear, however, that any reiru-

lation on this subject had been made.* But, when the sale of

books became the occupation of a class of traders, it was

1 Tiraboschi, vi. 139. Beckmamrs Hist, of Inventions, iii. 93
* Beckmann's Hist, of Inventions, iii. Hist. litt. de la Fiance, ir. 28.

100
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deemed necessary to place them under restraint. Those of

Paris and Bologna, the cities doubtless where the greatest

business of this kind was carried on, came altogether into the

power of the universities. It is proved by various statutes of

the university of Paris, originating, no doubt, in some autho-

rity conferred by the crown, and bearing date from the year
1275 to 1403, that booksellers were appointed by the univer-

sity, and considered as its officers, probably matriculated by

entry on her roll ; that they took an oath, renewable at her

pleasure, to observe her statutes and regulations ; that they
were admitted upon security, and with testimonials to their

moral conduct ; that no one could sell books in Paris without

this permission ; that they could expose no book to sale with-

out communication with the university, and without its appro-
bation ; that the university fixed the prices, according to the

tariff of four sworn booksellers, at which books should be

sold or lent to the scholars ;
that a fine might be imposed for

incorrect copies ; that the sellers were bound to fix up in

their shops a priced catalogue of their books, besides other

regulations of less importance. Books deemed by the univer-

sity unfit for perusal were sometimes burned by its order. 1

Chevillier gives several prices for lending books (pro exem-

plari concesso scholaribus) fixed about 1303. The books

mentioned are all of divinity, philosophy, or canon law : on

an average, the charge for" about twenty pages was a sol.

The University of Toulouse exercised the same authority ;

and Albert III., Archduke of Austria, founding the Univer-

sity of Vienna about 1384, copied the statutes of Paris in

this control over bookselling as well as in other respects.'
The stationarii of Bologna were also bound by oath, and gave
sureties to fulfil their duties towards the university : one of

these was to keep by them copies of books to the number
of one hundred and seventeen, for the hire of which a price
was fixed.

8

By degrees, however, a class of booksellers grew
up at Paris, who took no oath to the university, and were

consequently not admitted to its privileges, being usually poor
scholars, who were tolerated in selling books of low price.
These were of no importance, till, the privileged or sworn

1
Chevillier, Orlginea de 1'Imprimerie de * Chevillier, p. 802, et se'jij.

Paris, p. 302, et $e<j<j. Crerier, ii. 66. Saviguy, iii. 640.
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traders having been reduced by a royal ordinance of 1488 to

twenty-four, this lower class silently increased ; and at length
the practice of taking an oath to the university fell into

disuse.1

151. The vast and sudden extension of the means of com-

municating and influencing opinion which the dis- Restraints

covery of printing afforded did not long remain
pri^e^

unnoticed. Few have temper and comprehensive
books-

views enough not to desire the prevention by force of that

which they reckon detrimental to truth and right. Hermolaus

Barbaras, in a letter to Merula, recommends that, on account

of the many trifling publications which took men off from

reading the best authors, nothing should be printed without

the approbation of competent judges.
2 The governments of

Europe cared little for what seemed an evil to Hermolaus.
But they perceived, that, especially in Germany, a country
where the principles that were to burst out in the Reforma-
tion were evidently germinating in this century, where a deep
sense of the corruptions of the church pervaded every class,

that incredible host of popular religious tracts, which the

Rhine and Neckar poured forth like their waters, were of no

slight danger to the two powers, or at least the union of the

two, whom the people had so long obeyed. We find, there-

fore, an instance in 1480 of a book called Nosce teipsum,

printed at Heidelberg with the approving testimonies of four

persons, who may be presumed, though it is not stated, to

have been appointed censors on that occasion.
3 Two others,

one of which is a Bible, have been found, printed at Cologne
in 1479 ;

in the subscription to which, the language of public

approbation by the university is more express. The first

known instance, however, of the regular appointment of a

censor on books is in the mandate of Berthold, Archbishop
of Mentz in 1486. "

Notwithstanding," he begins, "the facility

given to the acquisition of science by the divine art of print-

ing, it has been found that some abuse this invention, and

convert that which was designed for the instruction* of man-
kind to their injury. For books on the duties and doctrines of

religion are translated from Latin into German, and circulated

among the people, to the disgrace of religion itself; and some

i
Chevillier, 334-351. * Beckmann, iii. 98.

s Beckmann, iii. 99.

VOL. I. 17
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have even had the rashness to make faulty versions of the

canons of the church into "the vulgar tongue, which belong
to a science so difficult, that it is enough to occupy the life of

the wisest man. Can such men assert that our German lan-

guage is capable of expressing what great authors have writ-

ten in Greek and Latin on the high mysteries of the Christian

faith, and on general science ? Certainly it is not ; and hence

they either invent new words, or use old ones in erroneous

senses, a thing especially dangerous in Sacred Scripture.
For who will admit that men without learning, or women, into

whose hands these translations may fall, can find the true

sense of the Gospels, or of the Epistles of St. Paul ? much
less can they enter on questions which, even among catholic

writers, are open to subtle discussion. But, since this art was
first discovered in this city of Mentz, and we may truly say

by divine aid, and is to be maintained by us in all its honor,
we strictly forbid all persons to translate, or circulate when

translated, any books upon any subject whatever from the

Greek, Latin, or any other tongue, into German, until, before

printing, and again before their sale, such translations shall be

approved by four doctors herein named, under penalty of

excommunication and of forfeiture of the books, and of one
hundred golden florins to the use of our exchequer."

l

152. I have given the substance of this mandate rather at

Effect of length, because it has a considerable bearing on the

printing preliminary history of the Reformation ; and yet has
on the i i n i

Reform*- never, to my knowledge, been produced with that

view. For it is obvious, that it was on account of

religious translations, and especially those of the Scripture,
which had been very early printed in Germany, that this

alarm was taken by the worthy archbishop. A bull of Alex-
ander VI., in 1501, reciting that many pernicious books had
been printed in various parts of the world, and especially in

the provinces of Cologne, Mentz, Treves, and Magdeburg,
forbids all printers in these provinces to publish any books
without the license of the archbishops or their officials.

2 We
here perceive the distinction made between these parts of

Germany and the rest of Europe, and can understand their

1
Beckmann, iii. 101, from the fourth volnme of Gudeu's Codex diplomatics

The Latin will be found in Beckiuann.
1 Id. 106.
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ripeness for the ensuing revolution. We perceive also the

vast influence of the art of printing upon the Reformation.

Among those who have been sometimes enumerated as its

precursors, a place should be left for Schaeffer and Gutenberg ;

nor has this always been forgotten.
1

i Gerdes, in his Hist. Evangel. Re- into this subject, justly dwells on the ta-

fonuuti, who has gone very laboriously fluence of the art of printing.
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CHAPTER IV.

ON THE LITERATURE OF EUROPE FROM 1500 TO 1520.

SECT. L 1501-1510.

Classical Learning of Italy in this period Of France, Germany, and England -

Works of Polite Literature in Languages of Italy, Spain, and England.

1. THE new century did not begin very auspiciously for the

Decline of literary credit of Italy. We may, indeed, consider

learning in the whole period between the death of Lorenzo in

1492, and the pontificate of his son in 1513, as less

brilliant than the two ages which we connect with their

names. But, when measured by the labors of the press, the

last ten years of the fifteenth century were considerably more

productive than any which had gone before. In the present

decade, a striking decline was perceptible. Thus, in compar-
ing the numbers of books printed in the chief towns of Italy,
we find

1491 1500 1501 1510

Florence, 179 47

Rome, 460 41

Milan, 228 99

Venice, 1491 536 1

Such were the fruits of the ambition of Ferdinand and of

Louis XII., and the first interference of strangers with the

liberties of Italy. Wars so protracted within the bosom of a

country, if they do not prevent the growth of original genius,
must yet be unfavorable to that secondary but more diffused

excellence which is nourished by the wealth of patrons and
the tranquillity of universities. Thus, the gymnasium of

Rome, founded by Eugenius IV., but lately endowed and regu-

i Panzer.
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lated by Alexander VL, who had established it in a handsome
edifice on the Quirinal Hill, was despoiled of its revenues by
Julius II., who, with some liberality towards painters, had no

regard for learning; and this will greatly account for the
remarkable decline in the typography of Rome. Thus, too,
the Platonic school at Florence soon went to decay after the

fall of the Medici, who had fostered it ; and even the rival

philosophy which rose upon its ruins, and was taught at the

beginning of this century with much success at Padua by
Pomponatius, according to the original principles of Aristotle,
and by two other professors of great eminence in their time,
Nifo and Achillini, according to the system of Averroes, could

not resist the calamities of war. The students of that uni-

versity were dispersed in 1509, after the unfortunate defeat of

Ghiaracladda.

2. Aldus himself left Venice in 1506, his effects in the ter-

ritory having been plundered ; and did not open his press of

press again till 1512, when he entered into partner-
Mdu*-

ship with his father-in-law, Andrew Asola. He had been

actively employed during the first years of the century. He
published Sophocles, Herodotus, and Thucydides in 1502 ;

Euripides and Herodian in 1503 ; Demosthenes in 1504.
These were important accessions to Greek learning, though so

much remained behind. A circumstance may be here men-
tioned, which had so much influence in facilitating the acquisi-
tion of knowledge, that it renders the year 1501 a sort of epoch
in literary history. He that year not only introduced a new
Italian character called Aldine, more easily read perhaps than
his Roman letters, which are somewhat rude ; but, what was
of more importance, began to print hi a small octavo or duo-
decimo form, instead of the cumbrous and expensive folios

that had been principally in use. Whatever the great of ages
past might seem to lose by this indignity, was more than com-

pensated in the diffused love and admiration of their writings.
' With what pleasure," says M. Renouard,

" must the studious

man, the lover of letters, have beheld these benevolent octavos,
these Virgils and Horaces contained in one little volume, which
he might carry hi his pocket while travelling or in a walk ;

which, besides, cost him hardly more than two of our francs,
so that he could get a dozen of them for the price of one of

those folios that had hitherto been the sole furniture of his

library ! The appearance of these correct and well-printed
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octavos ought to be as much remarked as the substitution of

printed books for manuscripts itself."
1 We have seen above,

that not only small quartos, nearly as portable perhaps as

octavos, but the latter form also, had been coming into use

towards the close of the fifteenth century, though, I believe, it

was sparingly employed for classical authors.

3. It was about 1500 that Aldus drew together a few

His aca-
' scholars into a literary association, called Aldi Nea-

deiny. cademia. Not only amicable discussions, but the

choice of books to be printed, of manuscripts and various

readings, occupied their time, so that they may be considered

as literary partners of the noble-minded printer. This aca-

demy was dispersed by the retirement of Aldus from Venice,

and never met again.
2

4. The first edition of Calepio's Latin Dictionary, which,

Dictionary though far better than one or two obscure books that
of Oaiepio. preceded it, and enriched by plundering the stores of

Valla and Perotti, was very defective, appeared at Reggio in

1502.3 It was so greatly augmented by subsequent improvers,
that ccdepin has become a name in French for any voluminous

compilation. This dictionary was not only of Latin arid

Italian, but several other languages ; and these were extended,
in the Basle edition of 1581, to eleven. It is still, if not the

best, the most complete polyglott lexicon for the European

languages. Calepio, however moderate might be his erudition,

has just claim to be esteemed one of the most effective instru-

ments in the restoration of the Latin language, in its purity, to

general use ; for though some had, by great acuteness and

diligence, attained a good style in the fifteenth century, that

age was looked upon in Italy itself as far below the subse-

quent period.
4

1 Renouard, Hist, de 1'Imprimerie dea entire. Sir John Elyot- long before, had
Aides

;
Roscoe's Leo X., ch. ii. remarked: "

Calepiu nothing amended,
*
Tiraboschi; Koscoe; Renouard. Scipio but rather appaired, that which Perottus

Fortcguerra, who latinized his name into had studiously gathered." But the Cor-

Carteromachus, was secretary to this so- nucopia was not a complete dictionary,

ciety, and among its most distinguished It is generally agreed, that Calepio was an
members. lie was celebrated in his time indifferent scholar, and that the first

for a discourse, De Laudibus Literarum editions of his dictionary are of no great
Qrsecaruni, reprinted by Henry Stephens value. Nor have those who have en-
In his Thesaurus. Biogr. Univ.,

" Forte- larged it done so with exactness, or with

guerra." selection of good Latinity. Even Passerat,
8 Brunet. Tiraboschi (x. 383) gives the most learned of them, has not ex-

some reason to suspect that there may tirpated the unauthorized words of Ca-
have been an earlier, edition. lepio. Baillet, Jugemens des Savani,

*
Calepio is said by Morhof and Baillet ii. 44.

to liavu copied Perotti'g Cornucopia almost Several bad dictionaries, abridged from
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5. "We may read in Panzer the titles of three hundred and

twenty-five books printed during these ten years at

Leipsic, sixty of which are classical, but chiefly, as printed in

before, small school-books ; fourteen out of
"

two Uermany-

hundred and fourteen at Cologne, ten out of two hundred
and eight at Strasburg, one out of eighty-four at Basle,
are also classical ; but scarcely any books whatever appear
at Louva^n. One printed at Erfurt in 1501 deserves some
attention. The title runs,

"
Eiaayuyri irpo? ruv ypafifiaruv 'Ett-rjuv,

Elementale Introductorium in Idioma Graecanicum," with

some more words. Panzer observes :
" This Greek gram-

mar, published by some unknown person, is undoubtedly
the first which was published in Germany since the inven-

tion of printing." In this, however, as has already been

shown, he is mistaken ; unless we deny to the book printed
at Deventer the name of a grammar. But Panzer was not

acquainted with it. This seems to be the only attempt at

Greek that occurs in Germany during this decade ; and it

is unnecessary to comment on the ignorance which the gross
solecism in the title displays.

1

6. Paris contributed in ten years 430 editions, thirty-two

being of Latin classics. And, in 1507, Giles Gour-
(* i i i_ T_ S?

rlTPt \jr6Gfc

mont, a printer ot that city, assisted by the purse ot press at

Francis Tissard, had the honor of introducing the
1>an3 '

Greek language on this side, as we may say, of the Alps ; for

the trifling exceptions we have mentioned scarcely affect his

priority. Greek types had been used in a few words by
Badius Ascen^ius, a learned and meritorious Parisian printer,
whose publications began about 1498. They occur in his

edition (1505) of Valla's Annotations on the Greek Testa-

ment.2 Four little books namely, a small miscellaneous

the Catholicon. appeared near the end of nearly four hundred editions from the
the fifteenth century, and at the begin- press of Badius. They include almost

ning of the next. Du Cange, praefit. in every Latin classic, usually with notes. Ha
Glossar.. p. 47. also printed a few Greek authors. See also

1 Panzer, vi. 494. We find, however, Bayle and Biogr. Univ. The latter refers

a tract by Hegius. De Utilitate Linguae the first works from the Parisian press of

Grsecae, printed at Deventer in 1501
;
but Badius to 1511. but probably by misprint.

whether it contains Greek characters or Badius had learned Greek at Ferrara. If

not must be left to conjecture. Lambinet Bayle is correct, he taught it at Lyons
Bays that Martens, a Flemish printer, befjre he set up his press at Paris, which

employed Greek types in quotations as is worthy of notice ; but lie gives no

early as 1501 or 1502. authority, except for the feet of hi* teach-
* Chevillier. Origines de 1'Imprimerie iug in the former city, which might no*

de Paris, p. 24*5 : Gresswell's View of Early be~the Greek language. It is said, however,
Parisian Greek Press, i. 15. Panzer, ac- that he came to Paris in order to giY

cording to Mr. GresswelL, has recorded instruction in Greek about 1499. Bayla,
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volume, preceded by an alphabet, the Works and Days of Ile-

siod, the Frogs and Mice of Homer, and the Erotemata or

Greek grammar of Chrysoloras, to wliich four a late writer

has added an edition of Musseus were the first-fruits 01

Gourmont's press. Aleander, a learned Italian, who playfel

afterwards no inconsiderable part in the earlier period of the

Reformation, came to Paris in 1508, and received a pension
from Louis XII.1 He taught Greek there, and perhaps
Hebrew. Through his care, besides a Hebrew and Greek

alphabet in 1508, Gourmont printed some of the moral works

of Plutarch in 1509.

7. We learn from a writer of the most respectable authori-

ty, Camerarius, that the elements of Greek were

studies of already taught to boys in some parts of Germany.
2

Meianch- About 1508, Reuchlin, on a visit to George Simler,

a schoolmaster in Hesse, found a relation of his own,
little more than ten years old, who, uniting extraordinary

quickness with thirst for learning, had already acquired the

rudiments of that language ; and presenting him with a

lexicon and grammar, precious gifts in those times, changed
nis German name, Schwartzerd, to one of equivalent meaning
and more classical sound, Melanchthon. He had himself set

the example of assuming a name of Greek derivation, being
almost as much known by the name of Capnio as by his own.

And this pedantry, which continued to prevail for a century
and a half afterwards, might be excused by the great uncouth-

ness of many German, not to say French and English, sur-

art. " Badius," note H. It is said in the * "Jam enim pluribus in locis nielias

Biographic Universelle that Denys le Fevre quam dudum pueritia institui et tloctrina

taught Greek at Paris in 1504, when only in scholis usurpari politior, quod et bo-
Bixteen years old

;
but the story seems norum autorum scripta in maims tone-

apocryphal, rentur, t eleinenta quoque lingua 1 (iwa?
1 Aleander was no favorite with Eras- alicubi proponerentur ad discenduni, cum

IIIUR; and Luther utters many invectives seniorum admiratione maxima, etardentis-

npiinst him. He was a strenuous sup- simacupiditate juniorum, cujusutriupque
porter of all things as they were in the turn non tarn judicium quam novitas

church; and would have presided in the causa fuit. Simlerus, qui postea ex
Council of Trent as legate of Paul III., primario grammatico exiuiiuK jurisoon-
who had given him a cardinal's hat, if he sultus factus est, initio hanc doctrin:nu
had not been prevented by death. non vulgandam aliquantisper arbitraba-

It is fair to say of Aleander that he was tur. ItaqueGraecarum literaruui scholam
the friend of Sadolet. In a letter of that explicabat aliquot discipulis suis privntim,
excellent person to Paul III., he praises quibus dabat hanc opernm peculiarem. ut
Aleander very highly, and requests for quos summopere diligeret." Camerarius.
him the hat, which the pope, in conge- Vita Meianch thonis. I find also in one of
quence, bestowed. Sadolet, Epist. 1. xii. Melanchthon's own epistles, that he
See, for Aleander, Bayle ; Sleidan, Hist, learned the Greek grammar from Ucor^e
de la Reformation, 1. ii. and Ui. ; Roscoe's Simler. Epist. Melanchth., p. 351 (edit.
Leo X., ch., xxi.

; Jortiu's Erasmus, 1647).
paitim.
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names in their Latinized forms. Melanchthon, the precocity
of his youth being followed by a splendid maturity, became not

only one of the greatest lights of the Reformation, but, far

e all others, the founder of general learning in Ger-

jnany.
1

8. England seems to have been nearly stationary in acade-

mical learning during the unpropituous reign of Learning in

Henry VIL2 But just hopes were entertained from Enslan'1 -

the accession of his son in 1509, who had received in some

degree a learned education. And the small knot of excellent

men. united by zeal for improvement, Grocyn, Linacre, Lat-

imer, Fisher, Colet, More, succeeded in bringing over their

friend Erasmus to teach Greek at Cambridge, in 1510. The

students, he says, were too poor to pay him any thing, nor had
he many scholars.

3 His instruction was confined to the gram-
mar. In the same year, Colet, Dean of St. Paul's, founded

there a school, and published a Latin grammar. Five or six

little works of the kind had already appeared in England.
4

These trifling things are mentioned to let the reader take

notice that there is nothing more worthy to be named.

Twenty-six books were printed at London during this decade :

among these, Terence in 1504 ; but no other Latin author of

classical name. The difference in point of learning between

Italy and England was at least that of a century ; that is, the

former was as much advanced in knowledge of ar.cier.t litera*

ture in 1400 as the latter was in 1500.

9. It is plain, however, that on the Continent of Europe,

though no very remarkable advances were made in these ten

1 Camerarius : Meir.er?. i. 73. The Bio- Italian, one Cains Aube.flrus, to compose
graphic UniTereelle. art.

'
Melanehthon," the public orations and epistles, and to

calls him nephew of Reuchlin : but this explain Terence in the schools. Warton,
seems not to be the cage : Camerarius ii. 420. from MS. authority,

only says that their families were con- 3 '-Hactenus pnelegimus Chrysolora*
nected "

quadam ogoationis necessitu- gramm iticaai. sed paucis ; fortassis fie-

dine." quentiori au Utorio Theodoii grammati-
* "The schools were much frequented cam auspicabimur." fip. cxxiii. (16th

with quirks and sophistry. All things, October, 1511. )

whether taught or written, seemed to be * Wood talks of Holt's Lac Pnerornm,
trite and inane. No pleasant streams of published in 1497, as if it had made an

humanity or mythology were gliding epoch in literature. It might be superior

among us : and the Greek language, from to any grammar we already possessed,
whence the greater part of knowledge is [The syntax in Lilly's grammar, which
derived, was at a very low ebb or in a has been chiefly in use with us (under
manner forzotwn." W<x>J :s Annals of that or other names), was much altered

Oxford. A.D. 16 'S. The word "forgot- by Erasmus, at Colefs desire : "Sicemen-
tn "

is improperly applied to Greek, daram. ut pleraque mutarein.'" It wan
which had never been known. In this published anonymously. Thi= syntax Ii

reign, but in what part of it does not admired for conciseness and perspicuity

appear, the university of Oxford hired an 1S12.]
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years, learning was slowly progressive, and the men were

living who were to bear fruit in due season. Eras-
trasmus iiiai_-*i i 11-
and mus republished his Adages with such great addi-
iudwus.

tions as rendered them almost a new work ; while

Budajus, in his observations upon the Pandects, gave the first

example of applying philological and historical literature to the

illustration of Roman law, by which others, with more know-

ledge of jurisprudence than he possessed, were in the next

generation signally to change the face of that science.

10. The Eastern languages began now to be studied, though

stud of
with very imperfect means. Hebrew had been cul-

Eastern tivated in the Franciscan monasteries of Tubingen
languages. and gasie before the end of the last century. The
first grammar was published by Conrad Pellican in 1503.

Eichhorn calls it an evidence of the deficiencies of his know-

ledge, though it cost him incredible pains. Reuchlin gave a

better, with a dictionary, in 1506, which, enlarged by Munster,

long continued to be a standard book. A Hebrew Psalter,
with three Latin translations, and one in French, was pub-
lished in 1509 by Henry Stephens, the progenitor of a race

illustrious in typographical and literary history. Petrus de

Alcala, in 1506, attempted an Arabic vocabulary, printing the.

words in Roman letter.
1

11. If we could trust an article in the Biographic Univer-

Dramatic selle, a Portuguese, Gil Vicente, deserves the high
works.

praise of having introduced the regular drama into

Europe ; the first of his pieces having been represented at

Lisbon in 1504.^ But, according to the much superior

authority of Bouterwek, Gil Vicente was a writer in the old

national style of Spain and Portugal; and his early composi-
tions are Autos, or spiritual dramas, totally unlike any regular

plays, and rude both in design and execution. He became,
however, a comic writer of great reputation among his

countrymen at a later period, but in the same vein of unculti-

vated genius, and not before Machiavel and Ariosto had estab-

Eichhorn, ii. 562, 563, v. 609
;
Mein- Biogr. Univ., art.

"
Gil. Vicente." An-

ers'a Life of Reuchlin, in Lebeusbe- other Life of the same dramatist in a
Bchreibungen beriihmter Manner, i. 68. A later volume, under the title Vicente,
very few instances of Hebrew scholars seems designed to retract thid claim.
in the fifteenth century might be found, Bouterwek adverts to this supposed
besides Reuchlin and Picus of Miran- drama of 1504, which is an Auto on the
dola. Tiraboschi gives the chief place festival of Corpus Christi, and of UM
among these to Qiannozzo Mauetti. vii. simplest, kind.
123.
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lished their dramatic renown. The Calandra of Bibbiena,
afterwards a cardinal, was represented at Venice in 1508,

though not published till 1524. An analysis of this play will

be found in Ginguene : it bears only a general resemblance to

the MensEchmi of Plautus. Perhaps the Calandra may be

considered as the earliest modern comedy, or at least the

earliest that is known to be extant; for its five acts and intri-

cate plot exclude the competition of Maitre Patelin.1 But
there is a more celebrated piece in the Spanish Ian-

guage, of which it is probably impossible to deter-

mine the date. the tragi-comedy, as it has been called, of

Calisto and Melibcea. This is the work of two authors, one

generally supposed to be Rodrigo Cota, who planned the story
and wrote the first act ; the other, Fernando de Rojas, who
added twenty more acts to complete the drama. This alarm-

ing number does not render the play altogether so prolix as

might be supposed, the acts being only what with us are com-

monly denominated scenes. It is, however, much beyond the

limits of representation. Some have supposed Calisto and
Melibcea to have been commenced by Juan de la Mena before

the middle of the fifteenth century. But this, Antonio tells

us, shows ignorance of the style belonging to that author and

to his age. It is far more probably of the time of Ferdinand

and Isabella ; and, as an Italian translation appears to have

been published in 1514, we may presume that it was finished

and printed in Spain about the present decade.2

12. Bouterwek and Sismondi have given some account of

this rather remarkable dramatic work. But they itscharac-

hardly do it justice, especially the former, who would ter-

Jead the reader to expect something very anomalous and

extravagant. It appears to me that it is as regular and well

contrived as the old comedies generally were : the action is

simple and uninterrupted ; nor can it be reckoned very extra-

ordinary that what Bouterwek calls the unities of time and

1 Ginguene, ri. 171. An earlier writer * Antonio, Bibl. Hisp. Nora ; Andres,
on the Italian theatre is in raptures with v. 125.

' La Celestina,
1 '

says the hitter,

this play. "The Greeks, Latins, and "certo contiene un fatto bene svolto, e

moderns hare never made, and perhaps gpiegato con episodj Terisimili e natural!,
never will make, so perfect a comedy as dipinge con Teriti i caratteri, ed esprime
the Calandra. It i.?. in my opinion! *ne talora con calore gli affetti

;
e tutto questo

model of good comedy/' Riccoboni, & mio giudizio potri bastare per darli il

Hist, du Theatre Italien, i. 143. This is vanto d' essere stata la prima composizion*
much to say, and shows an odd taste ; for teatrale scritta con eleganza e regolariti."
the Calandra neither displays character
nor excites interest.
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place should be transgressed, when for the next two centuries

they were never observed. Calisto and Melibcea was at \i-.\ft

deemed so original and important an accession to literature,

that it was naturalized in several languages. A very early

imitation, rather than version, in English, appears to have
been printed in 1530.1 A real translation, with the title

Celestina (the name of a procuress who plays the chief part
in the drama, and by which it has been frequently known), is

mentioned by Herbert under the "year lo (J8. And there is

another translation, or second edition, in 1G31, with the same

title, from which all my acquaintance with this play is derived.

Gaspar Barthius gave it in Latin, 1624, with the title Porno-

bosco-didascalus.2 It was extolled by some as a salutary

exposition of the effects of vice,

" Quo modo adolescentulae

Lenarum ingenia et mores possent noscere,"
-

and condemned by others as too open a display of it. Bou-
terwek has rather exaggerated the indecency of this drama,
which is much less offensive, unless softened in the translation,

than in most of our old comedies. The style of the first

author is said to be more elegant than that of his continuator ;

but this is not very apparent in the English version. The
chief characters throughout are pretty well drawn, and there

is a vein of humor in some of the comic parts.

13. The first edition of the works of a Spanish poet, Juan

Juan de la de la Enzina, appeared in 1501, though they were
Kudn*.

probably written in the preceding century. Some
of these are comedies, as one biographer calls them, or rather,

perhaps, as Bouterwek expresses it,
" sacred and profane .

eclogues, in the form of dialogues, represented before distin-

guished persons on festivals." Enzina wrote also a treatise

on Castillan poetry, which, according to Bouterwek, is but a

short essay on the rules of metre.3

14. The pastoral romance, as was before mentioned, began a

1 Dibdln's Typographical Antiquities, translation Is sometimes erroneously
Mr. Collier (Hist, of Dramatic Poetry, named I'orno-didascaius

;
the title of a

ii. 408) has given a short account of this ver_y different book.

production, which he says "is not long 8 Bouterwek; Biojrr. Univ., art. "En-
enough for a play t

and could only have zina." The latter praises this work of

been acted as an interlude." It must, Enzina more highly, but whether from

therefore, be very different from the equal knowledge I cannot say. The dra-

original. matin compositions above mentioned are
2 Clement, Bibliotheque Curieuse. This most scarce.
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little before this time in Portugal. An Italian writer of fine

genius, Sannazzaro, adopted it in his Arcadia, of Arcadia of

which the first edition was in 1502. Harmonious Sann! zar -

prose intermingled with graceful poetry, and with a fable just

capable of keeping awake the attention, though it could never

excite emotion, communicate a tone of pleasing sweetness to

this volume. But we have been so much used to fictions of

more passionate interest, that we hardly know how to accommo-
date ourselves to the mild languor of these early romances.

A recent writer places the Arcadia at the head of Italian prose
in that age.

" With a less embarrassed construction," he says,
** than Boccaccio, and less of a servile mannerism than Bembo,
the style of Sannazzaro is simple, flowing, rapid, harmonious.

If it should seem now and then too florid and diffuse, this

may be pardoned in a romance. It is to him. in short, rather

than to Bembo, that we owe the revival of correctness and

elegance in the Italian prose of the sixteenth century; and
his style in the Arcadia would have been far more relished

than that of the Asolani, if the originality of his poetry had
not engrossed our attention." He was the first who employed
in any considerable degree the sdrucciolo verse, though it

occurs before ; but the difficulty of finding rhymes for it drives

him frequently upon unauthorized phrases. He may also be

reckoned the first who restored the polished style of Petrarch,
which no writer of the fifteenth century had successfully
emulated.1

15. The Asolani of Peter Bembo, a dialogue, the scene of

which is laid at Asola, in the Venetian territory, were

published in 1505. They are disquisitions on love,

tedious enough to our present apprehension, but in a style so

pure and polite, that they became the favorite reading among
the superior ranks in Italy, where the coldness and pedantry
of such dissertations were forgiven for their classical dignity
and moral truth. The Asolani has been thought to make an

1
Salfi, Continuation de Ginguene, x. French language, which is not well adapt-

92; Corniuni, iv. 12. Roscoe speaks of ed to poetry, would hare lost some of its

tin- Arcadia with less admiration, but per- most imaginative passages, with which
haps more according to the feelings of the Bullon, St. Pierre, and others have en-

general reader. But I cannot altogether riched it. if a highly ornamented prose
concur in his sweeping denunciation of had been wholly proscribed ; and we may
poetical prose,

' that hermaphrodite of say the same, with equal truth, of our
literature." In many styles of composi- own. It is another thing to condemn the
tion. and none more than such as the peculiar style of poetry hi writings that

Arcadia, it may be read with delight, and from their'subject demand a very differ-

without * Minding a rational taste. The eat tone.
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epoch in Italian literature, though the Arcadia is certainly a

more original and striking work of genius.
16. I do not find at what time the poems in the Scottish

Dunbar
dialect by William Dunbar were published ; but

" The
Thistle and the Rose," on the marriage of James IV.

with Margaret of England hi 1503, must be presumed to have
been written very little after that time. Dunbar, therefore,
has the honor of leading the vanguard of British poetry in the

sixteenth century. His allegorical poem, the Golden Targe,
is of a more extended range, and displays more creative

power. The versification of Dunbar is remarkably harmoni-
ous and exact for his age ; and his descriptions are often very
lively and picturesque. But it must be confessed that there

is too much of sunrise and singing-birds in all our mediaeval

poetry ; a note caught from the French and Provencal writers,
and repeated to satiety by our own. The allegorical charac-

ters of Dunbar are derived from the same source. He
belongs, as a poet, to the school of Chaucer and Lydgate.

1

17. The first book upon anatomy, since that of Mundinus,
Anatomy was by Zerbi of Verona, who taught in the Univer-
of zerbi.

sjty of pa(jua m 1495. The title is Liber anatomise

corporis humani et singulorum membrorum illius, 1503. He
follows in general the plan of Mundinus, and his language is

obscure as well as full of inconvenient abbreviations ; yet the

germ of discoveries that have crowned later anatomists with

glory is sometimes perceptible hi Zerbi : among others, that

of the Fallopian tubes.2

18. We now, for the first time, take relations of voyages
Voyages of into our literary catalogue. During the fifteenth cen-
Cadamosto.

tury> though the old travels of Marco Polo had been

printed several times and in different languages, and even
those of Sir John Mandeville once ; though the Cosmography
of Ptolemy had appeared in not less than seven editions, and

generally with maps, few if any original descriptions of the

kingdoms of the world had gratified the curiosity of modern

Europe. But the stupendous discoveries that signalized the

last years of that age could not long remain untold. We
may, however, give perhaps the first place to the voyages of

*
Warton, in. 90. Ellis (Specimens, i. erton places him above Chaucer and Lyd-

377) strangely calls Dunbar " the greatest gate. Chalmers's Biogr. Diet.

poet that Scotland has produced." Pink- *
Portal, Hist, de 1'Anatomle ; Biogr.

Uuiv., art. "Zerbi."
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Cadamosto, a Venetian, who, in 1455, under the protection
of Prince Henry of Portugal, explored the western coast of

Africa, and bore a part in discovering its two great rivers as

well as the Cape de Verde islands. " The relation of his

voyages," says a late writer,
" the earliest of modern travels,

is truly a model, and would lose nothing by comparison with

tlio.se of our best navigators. Its arrangement is admirable,
it- details are interesting, its descriptions clear and precise."

1

Tlie.se voyages of Cadamosto do not occupy more than thirty

pages in the collection of Ramusio, where they are reprinted.

They are said to have first appeared at Vicenza in 1507, with

the title Prima navigazione per 1' oceano alle terre de' negri
della bassa Ethiopa di Luigi Cadamosto. It is supposed, how-

ever, by Brunet, that no separate account of Cadainosto's

voyage exists earlier than 1519, and that this of 1507 is a
confusion with the next book. This was a still more impor-
tant production, announcing the great discoveries that Americo

Vespucci was suffered to wrest, at least in name, from a more
illustrious though ill-requited Italian : Mondo nuovo, e pessi
nuovamente ritrovati da Alberico Vesputio Florentine intitolati.

Vicenza, 1507. But this includes the voyage of Cadamosto.

It does not appear that any earlier work on America had been

published : but an epistle of Columbus himself, De insulis

Indite nuper inventis, was twice printed about 1493 in Ger-

many, and probably in other countries ; and a few other brief

notices of the recent discovery are to be traced. We find

also in 1508 an account of the Portuguese in the East, which,

being announced as a translation from the native language into

Latin, may be presumed to have appeared before.2

1 Biogr. Univ., art.
" Cadamosto." "

Vesptufci." This last article corrects the
3 See Brunet, Manuel du Libraire, arts, former, and has enabled me to state M.

"
Itinerarium, Primo, Vespucci." [Also his Brunei's opinion more clearly than in my

Supplement au Manuel du Libraire, art. first edition. 1312.]
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SECT. n. 1511-1520.

Age of Leo X. Italian Dramatic Poetry Classical Learning, especially Greek, in

France, Germany and England Utopia of More Erasmus His Adages Poli-

tical Satire contained in them Opposition of the Monks to Learning Antipathy
of Erasmus to them Their Attack on Reuchlin Origin of Reformation Luther

Ariosto Character of the Orlando Furioso Various Works of Amusement in

Modern Languages English Poetry Pornponatius Raymond Lully.

19. LEO X. became pope in 1513. His chief distinction,

Leo x his
no doubt, *s owing to his encouragement of the arts,

patronage or, more strictly, to the completion of those splendid
of letters.

iaDors Of Raffaelle under his pontificate, which had

been commenced by his predecessor. We have here only to

do with literature ; and, in the promotion of this, he certainly
deserves a much higher name than any former pope, except
Nicolas V., who, considering the difference of the times and

the greater solidity of his own character, as certainly stands

far above him. Leo began by placing men of letters in the

most honorable stations of his court. There were two, Bemlio

and Sadolet, who had, by common confession, reached a con-

summate elegance of style, in comparison of which the best

productions of the last age seemed very imperfect. They
were made apostolical secretaries. Beroaldo, second of the

name, whose father, though a more fertile author, was inferior

to him in taste, was intrusted with the Vatican Library. John
Lascaris and Marcus Musurus were invited to reside at

Rome ;

l and the pope, considering it, he says, no small part
of his pontifical duty to promote the Latin literature, caused

search to be made everywhere for manuscripts. This expres-
sion sounds rather oddly hi his mouth ; and the less religious
character of Transalpine literature is visible in this as in

every thing else.

20. The personal taste of Leo was almost entirely directed

1 John Lascaris, who is tot to be con- Paris. He was afterwards employed by
founded with Constantino Lascaris, by Louis XII. as minister at Venice. After a
some thought to be his father, and to residence of some duration at Rome, he
whom we owe a Greek grammar, after con- was induced by Francis I. in 1518 to or-

tinuing for several years under the patron- ganize the literary institutions design' -I

age of Lorenzo at Florence, where he was by the king to be established at Paris,

editor of the Anthologia, or collection of But, these being postponed, Lascaris spent
epigrams, printed in 1494, on the fall the remainder of his life partly in Paris,
of the Medici family entered the service of partly in Rome

;
and died in the latter cif

Charles VIII., and lived many years at in 1535. Hody de Graecis iilustribua
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towards poetry and the beauties of style. This, Tiraboschi

seems to hint, might cause the more serious learn- Rom^
ing of antiquity to be rather neglected. But there Gymna-

does not seem to be much ground for this charge.
We owe to Leo the publication, by Beroaldo, of the first five

books of the Annals of Tacitus, which had lately been found

in a German monastery. It appears that in 1514 above one

hundred professors received salaries in the Roman University
or Gymnasium, restored by the pope to its alienated revenues.1

Leo seems to have founded a seminary distinct from the for-

mer, under the superintendence of Lascaris, for the sole study
of Greek ; and to have brought over young men as teachers

from Greece. In this academy a Greek press was established,

where the scholiasts on Homer were printed in 1517.-

21. Leo was a great admirer of Latin poetry ; and in his

time the chief poets of Italy seem to have written Latin

several of their works, though not published till after- P tri'-

wards. The poems of Poutanus, which naturally belong to

the fifteenth century, were first printed in 1513 and 1518;
and those of Mantuan, in a collective form, about the same
tune.

22. The Rosmunda of Rucellai, a tragedy in the Italian

language, on the ancient regular model, was repre- Italian

sented before Leo at Florence in 1515 It was the to^y
earliest known trial of blank verse ; but it is acknowledged by
Rucellai himself, that the Sophonisba of his friend Trissiuo,

which is dedicated to Leo in the same year, though not pub-
lished till 1524, preceded and suggested his own tragedy.

8

1 We are indebted to Roscoe for publish- the first who taught botany in Europe, aa

ing this list. But as the number of one we read that he did in 1533. But in the
hundred professors miiiht lead us to ex- roll of these Roman professors we only
pect a most comprehensive scheme, it may find that one was appointed

u ad declara-
be mentioned, that they consisted of four tiouem simplicium medicinse." I do not
for theology, eleven for canon law, twenty think this means more than the materi*
for civil la\v, sixteen for medicine, two for medica : we cannot infer that he lectured

metaphysics, five for philosophy (probably upon the plants themselve*.

physics), two for ethic.*, four for logic, one 2 Tiraboschi : Hody, p. 247 ; Roseoe, ch.

for astrology (probably astronomy), two for 11. Leo was anticipated in his Greek
mathematics, eighteen for rhetoric, three editions by Chigi. a private Koman. who,
for Greek, and thirteen for grammar : in with the assistance of Cornelio Benigno,
all. a hundred and one. The salaries are and with Calliergus, a Cretan, for his

subjoined in every instance : the highest printer, gave to the world two good edi-

sre among the medical professors: the tions of Pindir and Theocritus hi 1515
Greek are also high. Roscoe, ii. 333, and and lolo.

Append. No. 89. This dedication, with a sort of apology
Roscoe remarks that medicn'. botany ftxr writing tragedies in Italian, will be

was one of the sciences taught, and that found in Rcscoe's Appendix, vol. Ti.

it was the earliest instance. If this be Roscoe quotes a few words from Rucellai'*

right. Bonafede of Padua cannot have been dedication of his poem, L'Api, to Triseino.

VOL. 1. 18
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The Sophonisba is strictly on the Greek model, divided only

sophonisba by the odes of the chorus, but not into five portions
of Trissino. or ^j^ 'pne speeches in this tragedy are sometimes

too long, the style unadorned, the descriptions now and then

trivial. But in general there is a classical dignity about the

sentiments which are natural, though not novel ; and the latter

part, which we should cah
1

the fifth act, is truly noble, simple,
and pathetic. Trissino was thoroughly conversant with the

Greek drama, and had imbibed its spirit : seldom has Euri-

pides written with more tenderness, or chosen a subject more
fitted to his genius ; for that of Sophonisba, in which many
have followed Trissino with inferior success, is wholly for the

Greek school : it admits, with no great difficulty, of the chorus,

and consequently of the unities of time and place. It must,

however, always chiefly depend on Sophonisba herself; for it

is not easy to make Masinissa respectable, nor has Trissino

succeeded in attempting it. The long continuance of alternate

speeches in single lines, frequent in this tragedy, will not dis-

please those to whom old associations are recalled by it.

23. The Rosmunda falls, in my opinion, below the Sophon-
Rosmunda isba, though it is the work of a better poet ; and
ofKuceiiai.

perhaps in language and description it is superior.
What is told in narration, according to the ancient inartificial

form of tragedy, is finely told ; but the emotions are less

represented than in the Sophonisba: the principal character

is less interesting, and the story is unpleasing. Rucellai led

the way to those accumulations of horrible and disgusting
circumstances which deformed the European stage for a

century afterwards. The Rosmunda is divided into five acts,

but preserves the chorus. It contains imitations of tl/e G reek

acknowledging the latter as the inventor guene has been ignorant of this very
of blank verse. " Voi foste il primo, che curious piece, from which Walker had
questo modo di scrivere, in versi materni, given a few extracts, in rhymed measure.-!

liberi delle rime, poueste in luce." Life of different kinds. Ginfruen-i, indeed, had
of Leo X., ch. 16. See also Ginguene, vol. never seen Walker's book

;
and liis own U

vi., and Walker's Memoir on Italian the worse for it. Walker was not a man
Tragedy, as well as Tiraboschi. The of much vigor of mind, but had some
earliest Italian tragedy, which is also on taste, and great knowledge of his subject
the subject of Sophonisba, by Galeotto del This tragedy is mentioned by Quadrio, IT.

Carretto, was presented to the Marchioness 58, with the title II Filostrato e Panfila,
of Mantua in 1502. But we do not find doi amanti.
that it was brought on the stage ; nor is it It may be observed, that, notwithstand-
clear that it was printed so early as the ing the testimony of Rucellai himself,

present decade. But an edition of the above quoted, it is shown by Walker

Pamphila, a tragedy on the story of Sigis- (Appendix, No. 3) that blank verse had
niunda. bv Antonio da Pistcja was printed been occasionally employed before Tria-

i* Venice in 1508. Walker, p. 11. Gin- sino.
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tragedies, especially the Antigone, as the Sophonisba does of

the Ajax and the Medea. Some lines in the latter, extolled

by modern critics, are simply translated from the ancient

tragedians.
24. Two comedies by Ariosto, seem to have been acted

about 1512, and were written as early as 1495, when comedies

he was but twenty-one years old, which entitles him ofA 510 -

to the praise of having first conceived and carried into effect

the idea of regular comedies, in imitation of the ancient,

though Bibbiena had the advantage of first occupying the

stage with his Calandra. The Cassaria and Suppositi of

Ariosto are, like the Calandra, free imitations of the manner
of Plautus, in a spirited and natural dialogue, and with that

graceful flow of language which appears spontaneous in all his

writings.
1

25. The north of Italy still endured the warfare of stranger
armies : Ravenna, Novara, Marignan, attest the well- Books

fought contention. Aldus, however, returning to printed in

Venice in 1512, published many editions before his
tey>

death in 1516. Pindar, Plato, and Lysias first appeared in

1513; Athenseus in 1514; Xenophon, Strabo, and Pausanias
in 1516 ; Plutarch's Lives in 1517. The Aldine press then

continued under his father-in-law, Andrew Asola, but with

rather diminished credit. It appears that the works printed

during this period, from 1511 to 1520, were, at Rome 116,
at Milan 91, at Florence 133, and at Venice 511. This is,

perhaps, less than from the general renown of Leo's age we
should have expected. We may select, among the original

publications, the Lectiones Antiquae of Caelius Rho- cwiius

cliginus (1516), and a little treatise on Italian Rhodi^nus-

grammar by Fortunio, which has no claim to notice but as

the earliest book on the subject.
2 The former, though not the

first, appears to have been by far the best and most extensive

collection hitherto made from the stores of antiquity. It is

now hardly remembered ; but obtained almost universal praise,
even from severe critics, for the deep erudition of its author,

1 Glnguene, vi. 183, 218, has given a full desse stampato, a darne insegnamenti d'

analysis of these celebrated comedies. Italiana, non gia eloquenza, ma lingua."

They are placed next to those pf Machia- Fontanini dell' eloquenza Italiana, p. 6.

Tel by most Italian critics. Fifteen edition* were printed within six
2

Regole grammatical! della volgar years ; a decisive proof of the importance
lingua. (Ancona, 1516.) "Questo libro attached to the subject.
fnor di dubbio fe state il prinio che si vi-
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who, in a somewhat rude style, pours forth explanations
of obscure and emendations of corrupted passages, with pro-
fuse display of knowledge in the customs and even philosophy
of the ancients, but more especially in medicine and bot-

any. Yet he seems to have inserted much without di<-

crimination of its value, and often without authority. A more

perfect edition was published in 1550, extending to thirty
books instead of sixteen.1

26. It may be seen, that Italy, with all the lustre of Leo's

Greek reputation, was not distinguished by any very re-

printed in markable advance in learning during his pontificate ;

and * believe it is generally admitted, that the ele

gant biography of Roscoe, in making the public more
familiar with the subject, did not raise the previous estimation

of its hero and of his times. Meanwhile the Cisalpine regions
were gaining ground upon their brilliant neighbor. From
the Parisian press issued, hi these ten years, eight hundred
books ; among which were a Greek ; Lexicon by Aleandcr,
in 1512, arid four more little grammatical works, with a short

romance in Greek.2 This is trifling indeed ; but, in the cities

on the Rhine, something more was done in that language. A
Greek grammar, probably quite elementary, was published at

Wittenberg in 1511; one at Strasburg in 1512, thrice

reprinted in the next three years. These were succeeded by
a translation of Theodore Gaxa's grammar by Erasmus, in

1516 ; by the Progymnasmata Graecse Literaturae of Luscinius,
in 1517 ; and by the Introductiones in Linguam Gnecam of

Croke, in 1520. Isocrates and Lucian appeared at Strasburg
in 1515 ; the first book of the Iliad next year, besides four

smaller tracts :
3 several more followed before the end of the

decade. At Basle the excellent printer Frobenius, an intimate

friend of Erasmus, had established himself as early as 149 1.
4

Besides the great edition of the New Testament by Erasmus,
which issued from his press, we find, before the close of.1520,
the Works and Days of Hesiod, the Greek Lexicon of Aldus,

1 Blount
; Biogr. Univ., art. "

Rhodigi- 1522 apud Carionem impresso, adjectas."
nus." I do not find this Lexicon mentioned by

>
[It is said in Liron, Singularites His- Brunei or Watts. 1842.]

toriques, i. 490, that one Cheradamus * These were published by Luscinius
taught Greek at Paris about 1617, and (Nachtigall), a native of Strasburg, and
published a Greek lexicon there in 1528 : one of the chief member? of the literary" Lexicon Gra"cum,cterif< omnibus aut in academy established by Wimpheling in
Italia aut Gallia Germnniare. antehac ex- that city. Biogr. Univ.
eusis multo looupletius, utpote supra ter *

Biogr. Univ.
mille additiones BaMliensi Lexico, A.D.
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the Rhetoric and Poetics of Aristotle, the first two books

of the Odyssey, and several grammatical treatises. At Cologne
two or three small Greek pieces were printed in 1517. And
Louvain, besides the Plutus of Aristophanes in 1518, and
three or four others about the same tune, sent forth in the

year 1520 six Greek editions, among which were Lucian, Theo-
critus, and two tragedies of Euripides.

1 We may hence

perceive that the Greek language now first became known
and taught in Germany and in the Low Countries.

27. It is evident that these works were chiefly designed for

students in the universities. But it is to be observed,
that Greek literature was now much more cultivated scholars in

than before. In France there were, indeed, not

many names that could be brought forward ; but

Lefevre of Etaples, commonly called Faber Stapulensis, was

equal to writing criticisms on the Greek Testament of Erasmus.
He bears a high character among contemporary critics for his

other writings, which are chiefly on theological and philoso-

phical subjects : but it appears by his age that he must have
come late to the study of Greek.1' That difficult language was
more easily mastered by younger men. Germany had already

produced some, deserving of remembrance. A correspondent
of Erasmus, in 1515, writes to recommend CEcolampadius as
' not unlearned in Greek literature."

3 Melanchthon was,
even in his early youth, deemed competent to criticise Eras-

mus himself. At the age of sixteen, he lectured on the Greek
and Latin authors of antiquity. He was the first who printed
Terence as verse.4 The library of this great scholar was in

ls;j5 sold in London, and was proved to be his own by
innumerable marginal notes of illustration and correction.

Beatus Rhenanus stands perhaps next to him as a scholar:

and we may add the names of Luscinius ; of Bilibald Pirck-

heimer, a learned senator of Nuremberg, who made several

1 The whole number of books, according * JortuVs Erasmus, i. 92 : Bayle.
" Fevre

to Panzer, printed from 1511 to 1520 at d :

Etapies:" Bloont; Biogr. Univ., "J?e-

.Str.tsburg, wag 373: at Ba*le. 2Sa : at bure d ;

taples.
:>

Cologne, 12Q : .at Leipsic, 462 ; at Louvain, * Erasmus himself says afterwards,
57. It may be worth while to rvmind the "

CEcolampadins satis novit Gneca. Latin!
reader once more, that these ii-ts must be senuonis rudior : quanquam ilie magis
vtry defective a* to the slighter clasa of peccat indiligentia quam imperitia."
publications, which have often perished * Cox ;8 Life of Melanchthon. p. 19. Me-
to every copy. Panzer id reckoned more lanchthon wrote Ureek Terse indifferently
imperfect after loOO than before. Biogr. and incorrectly, but Latin with spirit and
Universvlle. In England, we find thirty- elegance : specimens of both are given ut
fix by Pynson. and sixty-six by \Vynkyn Dr. Cox's valuable biography
de Worde, within these ten years.
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translations ;
and of Petrus Mosellanus, who became, about

1518, lecturer in Greek at Leipsic.
1 He succeeded our dis-

tinguished countryman Richard Croke, a pupil of Grocyn,
who had been invited to Leipsic in 1514, with the petty salary
of fifteen guilders, but with the privilege of receiving other

remuneration from his scholars ; and had the signal honor of

first imbuing the students of Northern Germany with a know-

ledge of that language.
2 One or two trifling works on Greek

grammar were published by Croke during this decennium.

Ceratinus, who took his name, in the fanciful style of the

times, from his birthplace, Horn in Holland, was now professor
of Greek at Louvain ; and in 1525, on the recommendation of

Erasmus, became the successor of Mosellanus at Leipsic.
8

William Cop, a native of Basle, and physician to Francis I.,

published in this period some translations from Hippocrates
and Galen.

28. Cardinal Ximenez, about the beginning of the century,

Colleges at founded a college at Alcala, his favorite university,
Aicaii and for the three learned languages. This example was

followed by Jerome Busleiden, who by his last testa-

ment, in 1516 or 1517, established a similar foundation at

Louvain.4 From this source proceeded many men of conspic-
uous erudition and ability; and Louvain, through its Colle-

gium Trilingue, became, in a still higher degree than Deventer
had been in the fifteenth century, not only the chief seat of

Belgian learning, but the means of diffusing it over parts

1 The lives and characters of Rhenanus, ing him at any hour of the day or night,
I'iri-klu'iiiHT, and Mosellanus will be found Melancthon apud Meiners, i. 163. A
in Blount, Niceron, .and the Biographie pretty good life of Croke is in Chalmers's
Universelle

;
also in Gerdes's Historia Evan- Biographical Dictionary. Bayle does not

gel. Kenov., Melchior Adam, and other mention him. Croke was educated at

less common books. King's College, Cambridge, to which he
1 " Crocus regnat in Academia Lipsi- went from Eton in 1506, and is said to have

ensi, publicitus Grsecas docens litteras." learned Greek at Oxford from Grocyn,
Erasm. Epist. civil. 5th June, 1514. Eich- while still a scholar of King's,
horn says, that Conrad Celtes and others 3 Erasmus gives a very high character
had taught Latin only, iii. 272. Came- ofCeratinus :" Grsecae linguae peritiasupe-
rarius, who studied for three years under rat vel tres Mosellanos, nee inferior, ut

Croke, gives him a very high character: arbitror, Romanae linguie facundia.''
"
Qui primus putabatur ita doruis.se Epist. Dccxxxvii. " Ceratinus Graecunic.'e

Graecam linguam in Gennania, ut plane literature tarn exacte callens, ut vix unnin

perdisci ilium posse, et quid moment! ad aut alterum habeat Italia quicuni dubi-
omnem doctrinas eruditionem atque cul- tern hunc committere. Magnae doctrinae

turn hujus cognitio alhttura esse videretur, erat Mosellanus, spei majoris, et anialmm
nostri homines sese intelligere arbitraren- unice hominis ingenium. nee falso dicunt
tur." Vita Melanch thorns, p. 27: and odiosas esse comparationes ;

sed hoc ipsa
Vita Eobani Hessi, p. A. lie was received causa me compellit dice re, longe alia re*

at iiiipsin
" like a heavenly messenger:

" eat." Epi.-tt. Dccxxxviii.

very one was proud of knowing him, of *
Bayle, art.

" Busleiden."

paying whatever he demanded, of attend-
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of Germany. Its institution was resisted by the monks and

theologians, unyielding though beaten adversaries of litera-

ture.
1

2'.>. It cannot be said that many yet on this side of the

Alps wrote Latin well. Budaeus is harsh and unpol- La^ g^
i.-lit'd ; Erasmus fluent, spirited, and never at a loss ** France,

to express his meaning; nor is his style much defaced by
barbarous words, though by no means exempt from them;

yet it seldom reaches a point of classical elegance. Francis

Sylvius (probably Dubois). brother of a celebrated physician,
endeavored to inspire a taste for purity of style hi the univer-

sity of Paris. He had, however, acquired it himself late; for

some of his writings are barbarous. The favorable influence

of Sylvius was hardly earlier than 1520.2 The writer most
solicitous about his diction was Longolius (Christopher de

Longueil, a native of Malines), the only true Ciceronian out

of Italy ;
in which country, however, he passed so much time,

that he is hardly to be accounted a mere Cisalpine. Like
others of the Ciceronian denomination, he was more ambitious

of saying common things well, than of producing what was

intrinsically worthy of being remembered.
. 30. We have the imposing testimony of Erasmus himself,

that neither France nor Germany stood so high about Greek
this period as England. That country, he says, so dis- schobw n

tant from Italy, stands next to it hi the esteem of the

learned. This, however, is written in 1524. About the end
of the present decennial period, we can produce a not very
small number of person- [><>--( ing a competent acquaintance
with the Greek tongue, more, perhaps, than could be traced

in France, though all together might not weigh as heavy as

Budaius alone. Such were Grocyn, the patriarch of English

learning, who died in 1519 ; Linacre, whose translation of

Galen, first printed in 1521, is one of the few in that age that

e.-rape censure for inelegance or incorrectness ; Latimer,
beloved and admired by his friends, but of whom we have no
memorial in anv writings of his own ; More, known as a
Greek scholar by epigrams of some merit;

8
Lilly, master

1 Von der nardt. nift. Litt. Reformat. osfty has been shown, te found: "Invent
* Ba\le art. Sylviu.-." portum. speset fortuna valete." &c. But
3 The Gn.-ek verx-s of More and Lilly, it is a translation from an old Greek epi-

Prosrvninaj-ffiata Mori et Lillii. were pub- gram.
listed at B;t?ie. 1518. It U in this volume ' Quid tandem non praestitisset admin.
that the distich, about which some curi- bite ista naturae fclicitas, a hoc ingeniuai
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of St. Paul's school, who had acquired Greek at Rhodes, but

whose reputation is better preserved by the grammars that

bear his name; Lupsett, who is said to have learned from

Lilly, and who taught some time at Oxford ; Richard Croke,

already named; Gerard Lister, a physician, to whom Erasmus

gives credit for skill in the three languages ; Pace and

Tunstall, both men well known in the history of those times
;

Lee and Stokesley, afterwards bishops, the former of whom
published Annotations on the Greek Testament of Erasmus
at Basle in 1520,

1 and probably Gardiner ; Clement, one of

Wolsey's first lecturers at Oxford j^ Brian, Wakefield, Bullock,

Tyndale, and a few more whose names appear in Pita and
Wood. We could not of course, without presumption, attempt
to enumerate every person who at this time was not wholly
unacquainted with the Greek language. Yet it would be an

error, on the other hand, to make a large allowance for omis-

sions ; much less to conclude that every man who might enjoy
some reputation in a learned profession could in a later gene-
ration have passed for a scholar. Colet, for example, and

Fisher, men as distinguished as almost any of that age, were

unacquainted with the Greek tongue ; and both made some
efforts to attain it at an advanced age.

3
It was not till the

Instituissct Italia? si totum Musarum to be confirmed by More. Jortin, ii. 336.
sacris vacasset? si ad justam frugem ac But the Biographia Britannica, art.,

'
tt'ol-

velut ant mumim suum maturuisset .' sey," asserts that they were appointe I

EpigrammaU lusit adoleseens admodum, to the chair of rhetoric or humanity ;
anil

ac pleraque puer; Britanni.un suam nun- that Calpurnius, a native of (ireeee, was
quainegivssus cst, nisi scmel atque iterum the first professor of tin- I:HII:'M_'.-. No
prinoipis sui nomiue legatione functus authority is quoted by the editors : but I

apud i'landros. Prseter r<!in uxori;im, have found it continue 1 by Cains in a
pneter euros domestic-an, prneter publici little treatise De Profltmtlatfon* Gni <.> >-t

muneris funetionem et causariuu undas, Latlnie LinguiE.
" Novit," lie <:i\ s. Ox-

tot tantisque regni negotiis disti-ahitur. ut nicnsis schola c|iicm idm<> li'.m ips-i (Jr:i'i-ii

mireris esse otiuin vel co^itjindi de lihris.
: '

pronuntiavit, x M-irr:i;iMi t'alpurnio iJiM'-

Kpist.clxix. Aug. 1517. In the Cicero- co. quern ex (Ireecii Oxoniam Hr.i

niamis he speaks of More with more dis- litenirum nnti:i pcrdvxcrat Th'>Mia< \\'"1-

cniuiuating praise, and the passage is sens, de bonis literi.soptimc nutrifus CUT li-

illustrative of that just quoted. n:ilis, cum non alia nvtione pronunti:int
1 Erasmus does not spare Le Epist. illi, qunm <(ul. mis jam profitcmur." -

ccxlviii. "Quo uno nihilunquam adiuic Caius dc pronunt. Graec. et l^jit. Linguae,
terra produxit, nee arrogantius, iiec viru- edit. Jebb, p. 228.
lentius. neo stuldus.-v This -sras the tone s "Nunc dolor me tenet,'' s*vs (V,; c .f in

of the age towards any adversary who was 1510,
"
quod nun didii-orim ("ir.uvum scruio-

not absolutely out of reach of siu-h' cpi- ncm.'sinpfiiju.-- ;-riH;i jiiliil sunri--." Kr.m
thets. In another place he speaks of Lee a later epistle of KIM-MHK, where he s-ivs,
as "

nuper Gnecaj linguae rudimentis ini- "ColetusstrenacGraecatu^/'il
tiatus." Ep. cccclxxxxi. that he aetivilly ur> '

2 Knight says (opw// .Tortin, i. 45) that at his aire it would nr>t ! v

Clement was the first lecturer at Oxford in able. Latimor di-wnaded Hshcr from t"'ie

Greek after Linacre, and that he wius sue- attempt, unless lie could procure a ma-iter
ceeded by Lupsett. And this seems, as to from Italy, which Knismus thought need-
the fact that they did successively teacn, less. Epist. ccclxiii fn an edition of hl
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year 1517 that the first Greek lecture was established ai

Oxford by Fox. Bishop of Hereford, in his new foundation of

Corpus Christi College. Wolsey, in 1519, endowed a regular

professorship in the university. It was about the same year
that Fisher, chancellor of the university of Cambridge, sent

down Richard Croke, lately returned from Leipsic, to tread

in the footsteps of Erasmus as teacher of Greek.1 But this

was in advance of our neighbors ; for no public instruction in

tluit language was yet given in France.

31. By the statutes of St. Paul's school, dated in 1518, the

master is to be " lerned in good and clene Latin liter- Moae ^
ature. and also in Greke, iff such may be gotten." teachings

Of the boys he says,
- 1 wolde they were taught

always in good literature both Latin and Greke." But it

does not follow from hence that Greek was actually taught ;

and. considering the want of lexicons and grammars, none of

which, as we shall see, were published in England for many
- afterwards, we shall be apt to think that little instruction

could have been given.- This, however, is not conclusive, and
would lead us to bring down the date of philological learning
in our public seminaries much too low. The process of learn-

ing without books was tedious and difficult, but not imprac-
ticable for the diligent. The teacher provided himself with a
lexicon which was in common use among his pupils, and with

Adages, be says.
" Joannes Fischeras trea

linguas state jam vergente non vulgari
studio amplectit ur.

""
Ciiil. IT. cent. T. 1.

1 Greek had not been neglected at Cam-
bridge durina the interval, according to a
letter of Bullock (in Lirtn J>-iviUiu\ to
Erasmus in lolofrom thence. ' Uicacriter
incumbuut iiteris Graecis. optantque non
mediocriter tuum advvntuiu. et hi magoo-

_-at tuae huic in Xoviun Testimen-
tum edition!.

1 '

It improbable thatCranmer
was a pupil of Croke ; for. in tae deposition
of the latter before Mary's commissioners
i.i \~f&, be F&VS that he had known toe

archbishop thirty-six years, which brings
Us to his own first lecture* at Cambridge.

Life of Cranmer, u. -M9. But Cran-
mer may hare known something of the

language before, and is. not improbably,
one of those to whom Bullock alludes.

1 In a letter of Erasmus on the death
of Colet in 1522. Epist. ccecxxx-
in Jortiu's App.. U. 315), though he
describes the course of education at
St. Paul's school rather diffusely, and in
a strain of high panegyric, there is not a
fliable of allusion to the study of Greek.

Pits, however, in an account of one, Wil-
liam Herman, teils as that he was '-'ad

Collegium Ktonense stujioruni causa
ubi avide haustis litteris huiua-

nioribus, peretpdftfue Grata lingua
dir'itntit, dignoa habitus est qui
brigiun ad altiores .li-j ij:ini.< desciua-

retur."' Horman became u<ineca linra

peritisamra," and returned. A* hiul-mas-

ter, to Eton; "quo. tempore in litteria

humanioribu3 scholares iUic inajnttV
erudivit." He wrote sereral works, part-

ly grammatical, of which 1'it? gives th

titles, and died plemts ditrtim. in 1535.

If we could depend on the accuracy of
all this, we must suppose that Greek was

taught at Eton go early, that one wite

acquired the rudiments of it in that

school might die at an advanced age in

1535 But this ia not to be received on
Pits'g authority. And I find in Ilarwoed'a

Alumni Rtonenses. that Horman became
head-master as early as 14S5 : no one will

readily beliere that he could have learned
Greek while at school ; and the fret is. that

he was not educated at Eton, but at Win-
chester.
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one of the grammars published on the Continent, from which
he gave oral lectures, and portions of which were transcribed

by each student. The books read in the lecture-room were

probably copied out in the same manner, the abbreviations

giving some facility to a cursive hand ; and thus the deficiency
of impressions was in some degree supplied, just as before the

invention of printing. The labor of acquiring knowledge
strengthened, as it always does, the memory ;

it excited an

industry which surmounted every obstacle, and yielded to no

fatigue ; and we may thus account for that copiousness of

verbal learning which sometimes astonishes us in the scholars

of the sixteenth century, and in which they seem to surpass
the more exact philologers of later ages.

32. It is to be observed, that we rather extol a small num-
ber of men who have struggled against difficulties,

caTworks
"

than put in a claim for any diffusion of literature in

printed England, which would be very far from the truth.
here. '. .

J

JNo classical works were yet printed, except four

editions of Virgil's Bucolics, a small treatise of Seneca, the

first book of Cicero's Epistles (the latter at Oxford in 1519);
all, merely of course, for learners. We do not reckon Latin

grammars. And as yet no Greek types had been employed.
In the spirit of truth, we cannot quite take to ourselves the

compliment of Erasmus : there must evidently have been a
far greater diffusion of sound learning in Germany, where

professors of Greek had for some time been established in all

the universities, and where a long list of men ardent in the

cultivation of letters could be adduced.1 Erasmus had a

panegyrical humor towards his friends, of whom there were

many in England.
33. Scotland had, as might naturally be expected, partaken

state of
s*^ ^ess ^ I^311 light than the south of Britain,

learning in But the reigning king, contemporary with Henry
Scotland,

yjj^ gave proofs of greater good-will towards let-

ters. A statute of James IV., in 1496, enacts that gentle-
men's sons should be sent to school in order to learn Latin.

Such provisions were too indefinite for execution, even if the

royal authority had been greater than it was ; but they serve

to display the temper of the sovereign. His natural son,

* Such a list is given by Meiners, i. 154, he enumerates sixty-seven, which might
of the supporters of Rouchlin, who com- doubtless be enlarged.
prised all the real scholars of Germany :
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Alexander, on whom, at a very early age, he conferred the

archbishopric of St. Andrew's, was the pupil of Erasmus in

the Greek language. The latter speaks very highly of this

promising scion of the house of Stuart in one of his adages.
1

But, at the age of twenty, he perished with his royal father

on the disastrous day of Flodden Field. Learning had made
no sensible progress in Scotland ; and the untoward circum-

stances of the next twenty years were far from giving it

encouragement. The translation of the JEneid by Gawin

Douglas, Bishop of Dunkeld, though we are not at present on

the subject of poetry, may be here mentioned hi connection

with Scottish literature. It was completed about 1513, though
the earliest edition is not till 1553. " This translation," says
Wart on,

"
is executed with equal spirit and fidelity ; and is a

proof that the Lowland Scotch and English languages were
now nearly the same. I mean the style of composition, more

especially in the glaring affectation of anglicizing Latin words.

The several books are introduced with metrical prologues,
which are often highly poetical, and show that Douglas's

proper walk was original poetry." Warton did well to explain
his rather startling expression, that the Lowland Scotch and

English languages were then nearly the same ; for I will ven-

ture to say, that no Englishman, without guessing at every
other word, could understand the long passage which he pro-
ceeds to quote from Gawin Douglas. It is true that the

differences consisted mainly in pronunciation, and consequently
in orthography ; but this is the great cause of diversity in

dialect. The character of Douglas's original poetry seems to

be that of the middle ages in general, prolix, though some-

tunes animated, description of sensible objects.
2

34. We must not leave England without mention of the

only work of genius that she can boast in this age, Utopia of

the Utopia
3 of Sir Thomas More. Perhaps we More-

scarcely appreciate highly enough the spirit and originality of

this fiction, which ought to be considered with regard to the

barbarism of the times, and the meagreness of preceding
inventions. The Republic of Plato, no doubt, furnished More
with the germ of his perfect society :

4 but it would be un-

i Chil. ii. cent. T. 1. * [Perhaps this is at least doubtful ;

* Warton, lii. 111. neither the Republic nor the Laws of Plato
* Utopia is named from a king Utopus. bear any resemblance to the Utopia.

I mention this because some have shown
their learning by changing the word to

Kutopia
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reasonable to deny him the merit of having struck out the

fiction of its real existence from his own fertile imagination ;

and it is manifest, that some of his most distinguished suc-

'cessors in the same walk of romance, especially Swift, were

largely indebted to his reasoning as well as inventive talents.

Those who read the Utopia in Burnet's translation may believe

that they are in Brobdignag ; so similar is the vein of satirical

humor and easy Language. If false and impracticable theo-

ries are found in the Utopia (and perhaps he knew them to be

such), this is in a much greater degree true of the Platonic

Republic; and they are more than compensated by the sense

of justice and humanity that pervades it, and his bold censures

on the vices of power. These are remarkable in a courtier

of Henry VIII.
; but, in the first years of Nero, the voice of

Seneca was heard without resentment. Nor had Henry
much to take to himself in the reprehension of parsimonious
accumulation of wealth, which was meant for his father's

course of government.
35. It is possible that some passages in the Utopia, which

are neither philosophical nor compatible with just

Bisteucy

11"

principles of morals, were thrown out as mere para-
withhis doxes of a playful mind ; nor is it easy to reconcile
opinions. i i x , n , i n v

his language as to the free toleration or religious

worship with those acts of persecution which have raised the

only dark cloud on the memory of this great man. He posi-

tively, indeed, declares for punishing those who insult the

religion of others ; which might be an excuse for his severity
towards the early reformers. But his latitude as to the

acceptability of all religions with God, as to their identity in

essential principles, and as to the union of all sects in a

common worship, could no more be made compatible with his

later writings or conduct, than his sharp satire against the

court of Rome for breach of faith, or against the monks and
friars for laziness and beggary* Such changes, however, are

very common, as we may have abundantly observed,, in all

seasons of revolutionary commotions. Men provoke t'n

sorn,etinu-s in the gayety of their hearts with little design,
sometimes with more deliberate intention, but without calcula-

tion of the entire consequences, or of their own courage to

encounter them. And when such men, like More, are of very
quick parts, they are often found to be not over-retentive of
their opinions, and have little difficulty in abandoning any
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speculative notion, especially when, like those in the Utopia,
it can never have had the least influence upon their behavior.

~\\e may acknowledge, after all, that the Utopia gives us the

impression of its having proceeded rather from a very in-

genious than a profound mind ; and this, apparently, is what
we ought to think of Sir Thomas More. The Utopia is said

to have been first printed at Louvain in 1516;
J

it certainly

appeared at the close of the preceding year ; but the edition of

Basle in 1518, under the care of Erasmus, is the earliest that

hears a date. It was greatly admired on the Continent :

indeed there had been little or nothing of equal spirit and

originality in Latin since the revival of letters.

36. The French themselves give Francis I. the credit of

having been the father of learning in that country. .

Galland, in a funeral panegyric on that prince, asks restored in

if, at his accession (in 1513), any one man in France lrance -

could read Greek or write Latin. Now, this is an absurd

question, when we recollect the names of Budseus, Longolius,
and Faber Stapulensis ; yet it shows that there could have
been very slender pretensions to classical learning in the

kingdom. Erasmus, in his Ciceronianus, enumerates among
French scholars, not only Budaaus, Faber. and the eminent

printer Jodocus Badius (a Fleming by birth), whom, in point
of style, .he seems to put above Budaeus, but John Pin,
Nicolas Berald, Francis Deloin, Lazarus Baif, and Ruel.

This was, however, in 1529
; and the list assuredly is not long.

But, as his object was to show that few men of letters were

worthy of being reckoned fine writers, he does not mention

Longueil, who was one ; or whom, perhaps, he might omit as

being then dead.

37. Budaeus and Erasmus were now at the head of the

literary world ; and, as the friends of each behaved jealousy of

rather too much like partisans, a kind of rivalry ^f
nniw

in public reputation began, which soon extended to Budieus.

1 Of an undated edition, to which Pan- et alibi. Panzer mentions one at Louvnin
zer gives the name of eilitio princeps, there in December, 1516. This volume by Dr.
is a copy in the British Museum, and Dibdin is a reprint of Robinson's early and
another was in Mr. Heber's library-. Dib- almost contemporary translation. That by
din's Utopia, 1808. preface, cxi. It appears Burnet, 1685, is more known, and I think
from a letter of Montjoy to Erasmus, dated it good. Burnet, and I believe some of the
4th January, 1516, that he had received the Latin editions, omit a specimen of the

Utopia, which must therefore have been Utopian language, and some Utopian poe-
printed in 1515 : and it was reprinted once try ;

which probably wi s thought tcx

at least in 1516 or 1517. Erasm. Epist. puerile.
oclii. ccv. Append. Ep. xliv. lixix. cell.
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to themselves, and lessened their friendship. Erasmus
seems to have been, in a certain degree, the aggressor ; at

least some of his letters to Budaeus indicate an irritability

which the other, as far as appears, had not provoked.
Budaeus had published in 1514 an excellent treatise De Asse,
the first which explained the denominations and values of

Roman money in all periods of history.
1 Erasmus sometimes

alludes to this with covert jealousy. It was set up by a

party against his Adages, which he justly considered more full

of original thoughts and extensive learning. But Budaeus

understood Greek better; he had learned it with prodigious

labor, and probably about the same time with Erasmus, so

that the comparison between them was not unnatural. The
name of one is at present only retained by scholars, and that

of the other by all mankind ; so different is contemporary and

posthumous reputation, It is just to add, that, although Eras-

mus had written to Budteus in far too sarcastic a tone,
2 under

the smart of that literary sensitiveness which was very strong
in his temper ; yet, when the other began to take serious offence

and to threaten a discontinuance of their correspondence, he

made amends by an affectionate letter, which ought to have
restored their good understanding. Budoeus, however, who
seems to have kept his resentments longer than his quick-
minded rival, continued to write peevish letters ; and fresh

circumstances arose afterwards to keep up his jealousy.
8

1 "Quod opus ejus," says Vives, in a of temporizing and timidity was always
letter to Erasmus (Ep. Dcx.),

" Hermolaos raising up. Erasm. Epist. Mvxi. ft a'ihi.

(.nines. Picos, Politianos, Gazas, Vallas, This rather unpleasing correspondence
cuuctam Italiam pudefecit." between two great men, professing friend-

1
Epist. cc. I quote the numeration of ship, yet covertly jealous of each other,

the Leyden edition. is not ill described by Von der Ilardt, ill

3 Erasmi Epistolae, passim. The pub- the Historia Litteraria lit-fonnatiouis.

Ucation of his Ciceronianug, ra 1528, re- " Mirum dictu, qni umlique aculoi. sub
newed the irritation : in this he gave a sort mellitissima oratioiie, inter blandimenta
of preference to Badius over Budaeus, in continua. Genius utriusque arjrutissiimis,

respect to style alone ; observing that the qui vellendo et acerbe pungendo nullibi
latter had great excellences ofanother kind, videretnr referre sauguinein aut valnus
The French scholars made this a national inferre. Possint profecto has literae Bu-
quiirrel, pretending that Erasmus was pre- (Uemii inter et Erasmum illustre esse et

judged against their country. lie defends incomparabile exemplar delicatissimse sed
himself in his epistles so prolixly and ela- et perquam aculeatas concertationis, quse
borately, as to confirm the suspicion, not videretur suavissimo absolvi risu et velut
of this absurdly imputed dislike to the familiarissimo palpo. De alterutrius in

French, but of some little desire to pique tegritate neuter visus dubitare
; uterque

Budaeus. Epigrams in Greek were written tamen semper auceps, tot annis commercio
at Paris against him by Lasearis and Tous- frequentissimo. Di.ssim ulaiidi artificium
sain ; and thus Erasmus, by an unlucky inexplicabile, quod attenti lectoris ad-

inability to restrain his pen from sly sar- mirationem vehat, eumque prae disserta-

casra, multiplied the enemies wtom an tionuin dulcedine aubamara in stuporem
opposite part of his character itf spirit vertat." P. 46.
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38. Erasmus diffuses a lustre over his age, which no other

name among the learned supplies. The qualities character

which gave him this superiority were his quickness
f Erasmus,

of apprehension, united with much industry, his liveliness of

fancy, his wit and good sense. He is not a very profound
thinker, but an acute observer; and the age for original think-

ing was hardly come. What there was of it in More produced
little fruit. In extent of learning, no one perhaps was

altogether his equal. Budaeus, with more accurate scholar-

ship, knew little of theology, and might be less ready
perhaps in general literature than Erasmus. Longolius,
Sadolet, and several others, wrote Latin far more elegantly ;

but they were of comparatively superficial erudition, and had
neither his keen wit nor his vigor of intellect. As to theo-

logical learning, the great Lutheran divines must have been
at least his equals in respect of Scriptural knowledge, and
some of them possessed an acquaintance with Hebrew, of

which Erasmus knew nothing ; but he had probably the

advantage in the study of the fathers. It is to be observed,
that by far the greater part of his writings are theological.
The rest either belong to philology and ancient learning, as

the Adages, the Ciceronianus, and the various grammatical
treatises, or may be reckoned effusions of his wit, as the

Colloquies and the Encomium Morise.

39. Erasmus, about 1517, published a very enlarged edi-

tion of his Adages, which had already grown with
IIis A(la(;eg

the growth of his own erudition. It is impossible to severe on

distinguish the progressive accessions they received

without a comparison of editions ; and some probably belong
to a later period than the present. The Adages, as we read

them, display a surprising extent of intimacy with Greek and
lloman literature.

1 Far the greater portion is illustrative

but Erasmus not unfrequently sprinkles his explanations of

ancient phrase with moral or literary remarks of some poig

nancy. The most remarkable, in every sense, are thos

which reflect with excessive bitterness and freedom on kings
and priests. Jortin has slightly alluded to some of these ; but

they may deserve more particular notice, as displaying the

1 In one passage, under the proverb corruption of the text in all Latin and" Herculei labores," he expatiates on the Greek manuscripts, so that it scarce evi
immense labor with which this work, his happened that a passage could be quoted
Adages, had been compiled ; mentioning, from them without a certainty or suspi-
among other difficulties, the prodigious cion of some erroneous reading.
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character of the man, and perhaps the secret opinions of his

age.
40. Upon the adage,

" Frons occipitio prior," meaning that

instances in every one should do his own business, Erasmus
illustration.

takes ^Q opportunity to observe, that no one re-

quires more attention to this than a prince, if he will act as a

real prince, and not as a robber. But, at present, our kin<rs

and bishops are only the hands, eyes, and ears of others, care-

less of the state, and of every thing but their own pleasure.
1

This, however, is a trifle. In another proverb, he bursts out
" Let any one turn over the pages of ancient or modern his-

tory, scarcely in several generations will you find one or two

princes whose folly has not inflicted the greatest misery on

mankind." And after much more of the same kind :
" I

know not whether much of this is not to be imputed to our-

selves. We trust the rudder of a vessel, where a few sailors

and some goods alone are in jeopardy, to none but skilful

pilots ; but the state, wherein the safety of so many thousands

is concerned, we put into any hands. A charioteer must

learn, reflect upon, and practise his art : a prince need only
be born. Yet government, as it is the most honorable, so is

it the most difficult, of all sciences. And shall we choose the

master of a ship, and not choose him who is to have the care

of many cities, and so many souls ? But the usage is too long
established for us to subvert. Do we not see that noble cities

are erected by the people; that they are destroyed by princes?
that the community grows rich by the industry of its citizens,

is plundered by the rapacity of its princes? that good laws

are enacted by popular magistrates, are violated by the-e

princes ? that the people love peace ; that princes excite

war ?
" 2

41. "It i.s the aim of the guardians of a prince," he ex-

1 Chil. i. cent. H. 19. sit aliquis, satis ease putamus natuin es>.
2 " Quin omnes et veterum et ne oteri- Atqui recte gerere principatum, ut i-.-t

curura aunales evolve, nimiruin ita com- inuuus omnium longe pulcherrinumi, ita.

penes, vix weculis aliquot umini aut est omnium etiam multo diflicillinnim.

alteruiii extitis,e prineipem, qui non in- Deligis, cui navem committas. non dcli'.'i^

sigui stultitia niaxhnam pernicieiu in- cui tot urbes. tot homiuum capita credits ?

vexerit rebus humanis. . . . Et baud acio, Sed istud receptius est, quam ut conveili

an ncminiila hujus mall pars nobis ipsis possit.
sit imputnnda. Clavum navis non commit- " An non videmus egregia oppida a
timus nisi ejus rei perito, quod quatuor populo condi, a principibus subvert! ?

vectorutn aut paurarum mercium fit pe- rempublicam civium industria dite^ri'iv,

riculum
; et rempublicam, in qua tot principum raparitatc spoliari ?bona. Icpes

hominum niillia periclitantur, cuivis com- lerri a pleboiis mapstratibus, a principi-
niittimus. Ut auriga fiat aliquis discit bus Tiolari ? populnm studerc paci, prin-
artem, exercet, meditatur

;
at ut princeps cipea excitare bellum ?

"
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claims in another passage, "that he may never become a
man. The nobility, who fatten on public cakmity, endeavor
to plunge him into pleasures, that he may never learn what is

his duty. Towns are burned, lands are wasted, temples are

plundered, innocent citizens are slaughtered, while the prince
is playing at dice, or dancing, or amusing himself with pup-
pets, or hunting, or drinking. O racjf of the Bruti, long since

extinct ! O blind and blunted thunderbolts of Jupiter ! We
know, indeed, that those corrupters of princes will render

account to Heaven, but not easily to us." He passes, soon

afterwards, to bitter invective against the clergy, especially
the regular orders. 1

42. In explaining the adage, "Sileni Alcibiadis," referring
to things which, appearing mean and trifling, are really pre-
cious, he has many'good remarks on persons and things, of

which the secret worth is not understood at first sight. But
thence passing over to what he calls inversi Sileni, those who
seem great to the vulgar, and are really despicable, he expa-
tiates on kings and priests, whom he seems to hate with the

fury of a philosopher of the last century. It must be owned
he is very prolix and declamatory. He here attacks the tem-

poral power of the church with much plainness : we cannot

wonder that his Adages required mutilation at Rome.
43. But by much the most amusing and singular of the

Adages is
" Scarabaeus aquilam quaerit ;

"
the meaning of

which, in allusion to a fable that the beetle, in revenge for an

injury, destroyed the eggs of the eagle, is explained to be,

that the most powerful may be liable to the resentment of the

weakest. Erasmus here returns to the attack upon kings still

more bitterly and pointed than before. There is nothing in

the Contre un of La Boetie, nothing, we may say, in the most
seditious libel of our own time, more indignant and cutting

against regal government than this long declamation :
" Let

any physiognomist, not a blunderer in his trade, consider the

look and features of an eagle, those rapacious and wicked

eyes, that threatening curve of the beak, those cruel cheeks,

1 " Miro studio curant tutores, ne un- miscentur, dum princeps interim otiosus

quam vir sit prinoups. Adnituntur op- ludit aleam, Jura saltitat, dum oblectat
tiiu.ites. ii qui publicis malis sairinantur. se morionibus. dum venatur. dum amat,
ut vuluptatibus sit <iuam elTieminatissi dura potat. 6 Brutoruui genus jam oliin

mus, ne quid eorum sciat, quae maxime extinctuui ! o fulmen Jovis aut caecum
decet scire prinoipem. Exuruntur vici, aut obtusum! Neque dubiuui est, quin
vastiiiitur agri, diripiuntur temphi, truci- isti principum corruptores poenas Deo
daiifur immeriti civc.s, sacra profauaque daturi siut, sed sero nobia."

VOL. I. 19
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that stern front, will he not at once recognize the image of a

king, a magnificent and majestic king? Add to these a dark,

ill-omened color, an unpleasing, dreadful, appalling voice, and

that threatening scream, at which every kind of animal trem-

bles. Every one will acknowledge this type, who has learned

how terrible are the threats of princes, even uttered in jest.

At this scream of the eagle, the people tremble, the senate

shrinks, the nobility cringes, the judges concur, the divines

are dumb, the lawyers assent, the laws and constitutions give

way ; neither right nor religion, neither justice nor humanity,
avail. And thus, while there are so many birds of sweet and
melodious song, the unpleasant and unmusical scream of the

eagle alone has more power than all the rest."
l

44. Erasmus now gives the rein still more to his fancy.
He imagines different animals, emblematic, no doubt, of

mankind, in relation to his eagle.
" There is no agreement

between the eagle and the fox, not without great disadvantage
to the vulpine race; in which, however, they are perhaps wor-

thy of their fate for having refused aid to the hares when they

sought an alliance against the eagle, as is related in the

Annals of Quadrupeds, from which Homer borrowed his

Battle of the Frog3 and Mice."
'2 I suppose that the foxes

mean the nobility, and the hares the people. Some allusions

to animals that follow, I do not well understand. Another is

more pleasing :
" It is not surprising," he says,

" that the

eagle agrees ill with the swans, those poetic birds : we may

1 "Age si quis mihi physiognomon non obsectindant jurlirea, silent theolniri. :LS-

oniniuo mains vultum ipsum et os aquilaJ sentantur jurisconsult!, cedunt Icjros,

diligentius contempletur, oculos avidos cedunt in^tituta ; niiiii valet i'i.< m*' pic--

atque improbos. rictum minacem, genas ta.s, nee tequilas nee hunmnita*. Cumqiie
truculentas, frontcui terrain, denique tain inultae sint aves non ineloquvntrs
illud quod Cyrum Persarum regem tan- tarn multae canone, tamque variae sint

topere delectavit in principe y/WTOV, voces "c niodulatus qui vrl saxa possint

nonne plane regium quoddam Simula- flectere, plus taint-n omnibus valet insua,

crum agnoscet, magnificum et majestatis
w ilto et mimuie muaicus umus aquila

Ct^ ^C
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ed
et in

U
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uSSCatus:
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f

*

"* onlnino convenit inter
aqui^

squalore nigricans. Unde etiain quod
et

yul,,,.,n. qu.-u,,,^
id sane non uu-,1

fuscum estet subnigrum/aquilum voca- ocn vulpinae gentis malo
; quo ta.M.-n

mus. Turn vox inamoena, terribilis, ex- haud * an dl nre vl 1<
' rt >M^"t- '!"'

aniniatrix, ac minax ille (}Uerulu8que quondam leporibus aVfifM^Lav adversin

clangor, queni uulluni aniinantium genus aquilam petentibus auxilium iicu;arint,
non expavesoit. Jam )ICK- symbolum ut refcrtur in Aunalibus Qnadrupedum,
protinus agnoscit, qui niodo periculum quibus Uomerus BaTpa^OUVOUa^UO
fecerit, aut viderit certA, quam sint for- mutuatlls t,.st . . . . x,.,,,,,, v ,, rc , nl i rum
midandse principum miiiiB, vel joco pro- ^ uu n CODVI , llit (., oioribus,
latae. . . . Ad hanc. inquam, ax^ilic stn- aye nimirum p^tica ;

iUud mirum. ab ii

dorem illico pavitat omne vulgus con- ^^j,^^ "^ tarn puguacem bel
trahit nee senatus, observit nobultas, j ^
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wonder more that so warlike an animal is often overcome by
them." He sums up all thus: "Of all birds, the eagle alone

has seemed to wise men the apt type of royalty, not beau-

tiful, not musical, not fit for food ; but carnivorous, greedy,

plundering, destroying, combating, solitary, hateful to all, the

curse of all, and, with its great powers of doing harm, sur-

passing them in its desire of doing it."
*

45. But the eagle is only one of the animals in the proverb.
After all this bile against those whom the royal bird repre-

sents, he does not forget the beetles. These, of course, are the

monks, whose picture he draws with equal bitterness and more

contempt. Here, however, it becomes difficult to follow the

analogy, as he runs a little wildly into mythological tales of

the scarabaeus, not easily reduced to his purpose. Tliis he

discloses at length :
" There is a wretched class of men of

low degree, yet full of malice, not less dingy nor less filthy

nor less vile than beetles, who, nevertheless by a certain obsti-

nate malignity of disposition, though they can never do good
to any mortal, become frequently troublesome to the great.

They frighten by their ugliness, they molest by their noise,

they offend by their stench; they buzz round us, they cling
to us, they lie in ambush for us, so that it is often better to be

at enmity with powerful men than to attack these beetles,

whom it is a disgrace even to overcome, and whom no one

can either shake off or encounter without some pollution."
2

1 " Ex nniversis avibus una aquila viris mns boasts of his Trappljcia in th
tarn sapientibus idonea visa est, quae Adages, naming the most poignant of,

regis iniagiuem repraesentet. nee formosa, them but ,<
-

n proTerbio fcTW KUV-
nec canora. nee esculent*, fed carmvora, ,*~
rapax, predatrix, populatrix, bellatrix, Oapof paievsTOi, plane lusimus ingemo."
solitaria. invisa omnibus, pestis omnium ;

This proverb, and that entitled Silent

quae cum plurimum norere possit, plus Alcibiadis, had appeared before 1515,

tamen relit quam possit." f r tne
.
v were reprinted in that year by

2 " Sunt homunculi quidam, infimse Frobenius, separately from the other

qnidem sortLs. sed tan'.eu malitiosi, non Adages, as_ appears by a letter of Beatus

minus atri quam scarabaM, neque minus Rhenanus in Appendice ad Erasm. Epi.<t.

tant. harent, inMdiantur, ut non paulo Alcibiadis were also translated into Eng-
sntius sit cum magnis aliquando viris lish, and published by John Gough : see

eimultatom suscipere. quam boa lacessere Dibdin's Typographical Antiquities, arti-

scaraba?os. quos pudeat etiam victse, le 1-533.

quosque nee excutere possis. neque con- There is not a little sevprfty in the

Hictari cum illis queas. nisi discedas conta- remarks which Erasmus makes on princes

minatior." Chil. iii. cent. vii. 1. and nobles in theMoria? Encomium. But
In a letter to Budzeus, Ep ccli., Eras- with them he seems through Ufe to hv

been a privileged person.
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46. It must be admitted that this was not the language to

conciliate ; and we might almost commiserate the sufferance

of the poor beetles thus trod upon ; but Erasmus knew tha'

the regular clergy were not to be conciliated, and resolved t<

throw away the scabbard. With respect to his invectiver

against kings, they proceeded undoubtedly, like those, less in-

temperately expressed, of his friend More in the Utopia, from

a just sense of the oppression of Europe in that age by am-
bitious and selfish rulers. Yet the very freedom of his ani-

madversions seems to plead a little in favor of these tyrants,

who, if they had been as thorough birds of prey as he repre-
sents them, might easily have torn to pieces the author of this

somewhat outrageous declamation, whom on the contrary they
honored and maintained. In one of the passages above quoted,
he has introduced, certainly in a later edition, a limitation of

his tyrannicidal doctrine, if not a palinodia, in an altered key.
"
Princes," he says,

" must be endured, lest tyranny should

give way to anarchy, a still greater evil. This has been

demonstrated by the experience of many states ; and lately

the insurrection of the German boors has taught us, that the

cruelty of princes is better to be borne than the universal con-

fusion of anarchy." I have quoted these political ebullitions

rather diffusely, as they are, I believe, very little known ; and

have given the original in my notes, that I may be proved to

have no way over-colored the translation, and also that a fair

specimen may be presented of the eloquence of Erasmus, who
has seldom an opportunity of expressing himself with so much

elevation, but whose rapid, fertile, and lively, though not very

polished style, is hardly more exhibited in these paragraphs
than in the general character of his writings.

47. The whole thoughts of Erasmus began now to be occu-

ffis Greek pied with his great undertaking, an edition of the
Testament.

Q.reek Testament with explanatory annotations and a

continued paraphrase. Valla, indeed, had led the inquiry ;u

a commentator; and the Greek text without notes was ulrca-lv

printed at Alcala b/ direction of Cardinal Ximenes, thouLr'i

this edition, commonly styled the Complutensian, did not ap-

pear till 1522. That of Erasmus was published at li;i-lo

in 1516. It is strictly, therefore, the princeps editio. He em-

ployed the press of Frobenius, with whom he lived in friend-

ship. Many years of his life were spent at Basle.

48. The public, in a general sense of the word, was hardlj
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yet recovered enough from its prejudices to give encourage-
ment to letter?. But there were not wanting noble patrcns Or

patrons, who, besides the immediate advantages of letters la

their favor, bestowed a much greater indirect benefit

on literature, by making it honorable in the eyes of mankind.

Learning, wliich is held pusillanimous by the soldier, unprofi-
table by the merchant, and pedantic by the courtier, stands in

need of some countenance from those before whom all three

bow down, wherever at least, which is too commonly the

case, a conscious self-respect does not sustain the scholar

against the indifference or scorn of the prosperous vulgar.

Italy was then, and perhaps has been ever since, the soil

where literature, if it has not always most flourished, has

stood highest in general estimation. But hi Germany also, at

this time, the Emperor Maximilian, whose character is neither

to be estimated by the sarcastic humor of the Italians, nor by
the fond partiality of his countrymen, and especially his own,
in his self-delineation of Der Weiss Kunig, the White King,
but really a brave and generous man of lively talents ; Fre-

deric, justly denominated the Wise, Elector of Saxony ; Joa-

chim, Elector of Brandenburg; Albert, Archbishop of Mentz,
were prominent among the friends of genuine learning. The

university of Wittenberg, founded by the second of these

princes in 1502, rose, hi this decade, to great eminence, not

only as the birth-place of the Reformation, but as the chief

school of philological and philosophical literature. That of

Frankfort on the Oder was established by the Elector of Bran-

denburg in 1506.

49. The progress of learning, however, was not to be a
march through a submissive country. Ignorance^ Resistance

which had much to lose, and was proud as well as tolearning-

rich ; ignorance in high places, which is always incurable, be-

cause it never seeks for a cure, set itself sullenly and stub-

bornly against the new teachers. The Latin language, taught
most barbarously through books whose very titles, Floresta,

Miunmotrectus, Doctrinale puerorum, Gemma gemmarum,
bespeak their style,

1 with the scholastic logic and divinity in

1 Echhorn. iii. 273, gives a curious list and a boy taught by bis grandmother
of names of these early grammars : they means one taught gently,
were driven out of the schools about Erasmus gives a lamentable account of

this time. Mammotrectus, after all, is a the state of education when he was a boy,
learned word : it means uauuoOpsirdf ,

*nd probably later :
" Deum immorta-

that ia, a \*j taught bf his gnmlmother,
lem ! I11416 saeculnm erat hoc, cum
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wretched compends, had been held sufficient for all education.

Those who had learned nothing else could of course teach

nothing else, and saw their reputation and emoluments gone
all at once by the introduction of philological literature and

real science. Through all the Palaces of Ignorance went

forth a cry of terror at the coming light :
" A voice of weep-

ing heard and loud lament." The aged giant was roused

from sleep, and sent his dark hosts of owls and bats to the

war. One man above all the rest, Erasmus, cut them to

pieces with irony or invective. They stood in the way of his

noble zeal for the restoration of letters.
1 He began his attack

apparatu disticha Joannis Garlandini
adolescentibua operosis et prolixis com-
jueutariis enarrabantur ! cum ineptis ver-

siculis dictandis, repetendis et exigendis
inagna pars temporis absumcretur

;
cum

disceretur Floresta et Floretus
;

nam
Alexandrum inter tolerabiles numeran-
dum arbitror."

I will take this opportunity of men-
tioning that Erasmus was certainly born
in 1465, not in 1467, as Bayle asserts,

whom Le Clerc and Jortin have followed :

Burigni perceived this, and it may be

proved by many passages in the Epistles
of Erasmus. Bayle quotes a letter of

February, 1516, wherein Erasmus says, as

he transcribes it: "Ago annum undequin-
quagesiinuni." But in the Leyden edi-

tion, which is the best, I find :
"
Ego jam

annum ago primum etquinquagesimum."
Epist. cc. Thus he says also, 15th March,
1528 : "Arbitror me nunc setatem agere,
in quo M. Tullius decessit." Some other

places I have not taken down. His epi-

taph at Basle calls him "jam septuage-
narius

;

" and he died in 1536. Bayle's

proofs of the birth of Erasmus in 1467 are
so unsatisfactory that I wonder how Le
Clerc should have so easily acquiesced in

them. The Biographic Universelle sets

down 1467 without remark.
1 When the first lectures in Greek were

given at Oxford about 1519, a party of
students arrayed themselves, by the name
of Trojans, to withstand the innovators

by dint of clamor and violence, till the

king interfered to support the learned
side. See a letter of More, giving an ac-

count of this, in Jortin's Appendix, p.
662. Cambridge, it is to be observed, was
very peaceable at this time, and suffered
those who liked it to learn something
worth knowing. The whole is so shortly
expressed by Erasmus, that his words
may be quoted : "Anglia duas habet Acw-
demias. In utraque traduntur Graecse

literae, sed Cantabrigine tranquille, quod
qjus gchola.' priuceps sit Joannes Fische-

rus. episcopus Itoffensis, non eruditions
tantum sed et vita theological. Verum
Oxoniae cum juvenis qiiklam non vul-

garitor doctus satis feliciter Greece pro-

fiteretur, barbarus quispiam in popular!
concione magnis et atrocibus convitiis de-

bacchari coepit in Graecas literas. At
Rex, ut non indoctus ipse, ita bonis literis

favens, qui turn forte in propinquo enit,
re per Morum et Pacoeum cognita, denun-
ciavit ut volcntes ac lubuntes (iniranicam
literaturam ainplectereutur. Ita rabulis

imposituiu est Mleutium." Appendix, p.
667. See also Erasm. Kpist. ccrlxxx.

Antony Wood, with rather un
of academical prejudice, insinuate* that

the Trojans, who waged war against Oxo-
nian Greek, were 'Cambridge men, aa

it is reported." He endeavors to exag-
gerate the deficiencies of Cambridge in
literature at this time, as if

"
all things

were full of rudeness and barbarou
which the above letters of More and Eras-

mus show not to have been altogether
the 'case. On the contrary, More says
that even those who did not learn Greek
contributed to pay the lecturer.

It may be worth while to lay before the
reader part of two orations by Richard

Croke, who had been sent down to Cam-

bridge by Bishop Fisher, chancellor of the

university. As Croke seems to have left

Leip.sic in 1518, they may In- referred to

that, or perhaps more probably the follow-

ing year. It Is evident that Greek wag
now just incipient at Cambridge.

Maittaire says of these two orations of
Richard Croke,

" Editio rarissima.cujusque
unum duntaxat exemplar inspexisj>e niihi

contigit." The British Museum has a copy,
which belonged to Dr. Fanner ;

but lie

must have seen another copy, for, the last

page of this being imperfect, he has filled

it up with his own hand. The book U
printed at Paris by Colinseus in 1520.

The subject of Croke's orations, which
seem not very correctly printed, is th

praise of Greece and of Greek literature,
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i.i his Encomium Moriag, the Praise of Folly. This was
addressed to Sir Thomas More, and published in 1511.

Eighteen hundred copies were printed, and speedily sold,

addressed to those who already knew and
valued that of Home, which he shows to

be derived from the other. u Quin ipsse

quoque voculatione? Kornanse Graecis longe
insuaviores, minusque concitatas suut, cum
ultima semper syllaba rigeat in gravem,
contraque apudGraecos et intiectatur non-

nunquam etaeuatur." Oroke, of course,
spoke Greek accentually. Greek words, iu

bad types, frequently occur through this

oration.

Croke dwells on the barbarous state of
the sciences, iu consequence of the igno-
rance of Greek. Euclid's definition of a
line was so ill translated, that it puzzled
all the geometer till the Greek was con-
sulted. Medicine was in an equally bad
condition: had it not been for the labors

of learned men, Linacre, Cop. Kuel,"
quorum opera fclicissime loquuntur La-

tinii Hippocrates, Galenus. et Dioscorides,
cum summa ipsorum invidia, qui, quod
canis in praesepi, nee Graecam liuguam
discere ipsi voluerunt, nee aliis ut dis-

cereiit permiseruut." He then urges the

necessity of Greek studies for the theolo-

gian, and seems to have no respect for the

Vulgate above the original.
'

Turpe sane erit, cum mercator ser-

monem Gallicum, Illyricuin. Hispanieum,
Germanicum, vel solius lucri causa avide

ediscat, vos studiosos Graecum in manus
vobis traditum rejicere, quo et divitiae

et eloquentia et sapientia comparari pos-
sunt. Tmo perpcndite rogo viri Canta-

brigians^, quo uunc in loco vestr;e res

site sunt. Oxonienses quos ante hsec iu

omni scientiarum genere vicistis. ad li-

teras Graecas perfugere, vigilant, jejunant,
sudant, et algent ; iiiiiil uon faciunt ut
eas occupent. Quod si contingat. actuin
est de lama vestra. Erigentenim de vobis

tropaeum nunquam succumbuturi. Ha-
bent duces praeter cardinalem Cantuarieu-
sem, \\"intoniense:n, casterOo omnes Angliae
episcopos, excepto uno Roffensi, sumnio
semper fautore vestro, et Eliensi," &c.
" 'Favet praeterea ipsis saucta Grocini et

theologo digna severitas, Linacri Tro/tf-

/J.u9sia et acre judicium, Tunstali non le-

gibus magis quam utrique linguae fami-
liaris facundia. Stopleii triplex lingua,
Mori Candida et eloquentfcisima, urbanitas,
Pacei mores doctriua et ingenium, ab ipao
Erasmo, optima eruditionis censore, coin-

mendati ; quern vos olim habuistis Gra3-
<sarum literarum professorem, utinamque
potuissetis retin-re. Succedo in Erasmi
locum t;jo, bone Uous, quam infra ilium,
t doctrluS. et fama, quamquam me, ne

omnino nihili fiam principes viri. theolo

gici doctores, jurium etiam et medicinae
artium prseterea professores innumeri, et

praeceptorem agnovere, et quod plus est,
a scholis ad aedes, ab aedibus ad schol;ia

honorificentissime comitati perduxere. Dii

me perdaut, viri Cantabrigieuses, si ipsi
Oxonienses stipendio multorum nobilium

praeter victum me non invitavere. Sed

ego pro mea in hanc academiam et fide et

observantia," &c.
In his second oration, Croke exhorts the

Cantabrigians not to give up the study of
Greek: "Si quisquam omnium sit qui
vestrie reipublica; beue consulere debesit,
is ego sum, viri Cantabrigienses. Op-
time enim vobis esse cupio, et id nisi

facerem, essem profecto louge ingratissi-
mus. Ubi enim jacta literarum mearuni

fundamenta, quibus tantum turn apud
nostrates, turn vero apud exteros quoque
principes, fiivoris miiii comparatum est

;

quibus ea fortuna, ut licet jam olim con-

s:inguineorum iniquitate paterna haere-
dilate sim spoliatus, ita tamen adhuc
vivam, ut quibusvis ineorum majorum
imaginibus videar non indignus.-' He
was probably of the ancient family of
Croke. Peter Mosellanus calls him, in a
letter among those of Erasmus,

"
juvenis

cum imaginibus."" Audio ego plerosque vos a litteris

Graecis dehortatos esse. Seil vos dlligen-
ter expendite, qui siut, et plane non alios

fore comperitis, quam qui igitur linguam
oderunt Graecam, quia Komanam non
nor.unt. Cpeterum jam deprehendo quid
facturi sint, qui nostras litcras odio pro-

gequuntur. eonfugiont videlicet ad religio-

nem, cui uni dicent omnia postponenda.
Sentio ego cum illis, sed unde quaeso orta

reiigio, nisi e Gnecii ? quid enim novum
testamentum, excepto Matthoeo? quid
enim vetus ? nunquid Deo auspice a sep-

tuaginta Graoce redditum 1 Oxonia. est

colonia vestra ; uti olim non sine summa
laude a Oantabrigia deilucta. itii non sine
summo vesti-o nunc dedecore, si doctriua
ab ipsls vos vinci patiamini. Fuorunt
olim illi discipuli vestri, nunc erunt prae-

ceptores? Dtinam quo animo haec a me
dicta suut, eo vos dicta iuterpretemini ;

crederetisque, quod est verissimum, si

quoslibet alios, certe Cantabrigienses mi-
nime decere literarum Graecarum esse

desertores."
The great scarcity of this tract will

serve as an apology for the length of these

extracts, illustrating, as they do, the com-
mencement of classical literature in Eng-
land.
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though the book wanted the attraction that some later editions

possess, the curious and amusing engravings from designs
of Holbein. It is a poignant satire against all professions
of men, and even against princes and peers ; but the chief

objects are the mendicant orders of monks. "
Though this

sort of men," he says,
" are so detested by every one, that it is

reckoned unlucky so much as to meet them by accident, they
think nothing equal to themselves, and hold it a proof of their

consummate piety if they are so illiterate as not to be able to

read. And when their asinine voices bray out in the churches

their psalms, of which they understand the notes but not the

words,
l then it is they fancy that the ears of the saints above

are enraptured with the harmony ;

" and so forth.

50. In this sentence Erasmus intimates, what is abundantly

Unpopu-
confirmed by other testimony, that the mendicant

larity of orders had lost their ancient hold upon the people.
a s'

There was a growing sense of the abuses prevailing
in the church, and a desire for a more scriptural and spiritual

religion. We have seen already that this was the case

seventy years before. And, in the intermediate period, the

exertions of a few eminent men, especially Wessel of Gro-

ningen, had not been wanting to purify the doctrines HIN.

discipline ot the clergy. More popular writers assailed them
with satire. Thus every thing was prepared for the blow to

be struck by Luther, better indeed than -he was himself; for

it is well known that he began his attack on indulgences with

no expectation or desire of the total breach with the see of

Rome which ensued.2

51. The Encomium Moriae was received with applause l>v

The book a^ w^- l ve(l merriment, and all who hated the
excites monks

; but grave* men, as usual, could not bear to

see ridicule employed against grave folly and hypo-
crisy. A letter of one Dorpius, a man, it is said, of some

merit, which may be read in Jortin's Life of Erasmus,
8

amusingly complains, that, while the most eminent divines and

lawyers were admiring Erasmus, his unlucky Moria had

spoiled all, by letting them see that he was mischievously

1 " Numerates illos quidem, sed non in- vol. IT. : Mosheim, esec. XT. et xvi.
; Bayle,

tellectos." [T conceive that I hare given art. " Wessel." For Wessel's character,
the meaning rightly. 1842.] as a philosopher who boldly opposed the

2
Seckendorf, Ilist. Lutheranismi, p. 226 ;

scholastics of his age, see Brucker, iii. 869.
Gercles. Hist. Evang. ssec. xvi. renovat.,

8 ii. 336.
tola. i. and iii.

;
Milnet'i Church History,
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fitting ases' ears to their heads. The same Dorpius, who

seem*, though not an old man, to have been a sworn va.->al

of the giant Ignorance, objects to any thing in Erasmus's

intended edition of the Greek Testament which might throw
u .-lur on the accuracy of the Vulgate.

~)'l. Erasmus was soon in a state of war with the monks ;

and in his second edition of the New Testament, E^,^,!,,

printed in 1518, the notes, it is said, are full of attacks tht

invectives against them. It must be confessed that
m

he had begun the attack without any motive of provocation,
unless zeal for learning and religion is to count for such,
which the parties assailed could not be expected to admit, and

they could hanlly thank him for "
spitting on their gaberdine."

No one, however, knew better how to pay his court ; and he
wrote to Leo. X. in a style rather too adulatory, which,
in truth, was his custom in addressing the great, and contrasts

with his free language in writing about them. The custom
of the time affords some excuse for this panegyrical tone of

correspondence, as well as for the opposite extreme of seve-

rity.

53. The famous contention between Reuchlin and the Ger-
man monks, though it began in the preceding decen-

Their con

nial period, belongs chiefly to the present. In the tention with

year 1509, one Pfeffercoi'n, a converted Jew, induced

the Inquisition at Cologne to obtain an order from the emperor
for burning all Hebrew books except the Bible, upon the

pretext of their being full of blasphemies against the Christian

religion. Tl?e Jews made complaints of this injury; but,
before it could take place, Reuchlin, who had been consulted

by the emperor, remonstrated against the destruction of works
so curious and important, which, from his partiality to Caba-
listic theories, he rated above their real value. The order

wa.s accordingly superseded, to the great indignation of the

Cologne inquisitors, and of all that party throughout Ger-

many which resisted the intellectual and religious progress
of mankind. Reuchlin had offended the monks by satirizing
them in a comedy, perhaps the Sergius, which he permitted to

be printed in 1506. But the struggle was soon perceived
to be a general"one; a struggle between what had been and
what was to be. Meiners has gone so far as to suppose a real

confederacy to have been formed by the friends of truth and

learning through Germany and France, to support Reuchlin
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against the mendicant orders, and to overthrow, by means of

this controversy, the embattled legions of ignorance.
1 But

perhaps the passages he adduces do not prove more than their

unanimity and zeal in the cause. The attention of the world

was first called to it about 1513; that is, it assumed about

that time the character of a war of opinions, extending, in

its principle and consequences, beyond the immediate dispute.
2

Several books were published on both sides ; and the party in

power employed its usual argument of burning what was
written by its adversaries. One of these writings is still

known, the Epistolae Obscurorum Virorum ; the production, it

is said, of three authors, the principal of whom was Ulric Von
Hutten, a turbulent, hot-headed man, of noble birth and quick

parts, and a certain degree of learning, whose early death

seems more likely to have spared the reformers some degree
of shame, than to have deprived them of a useful supporter.

3

Few books have been more eagerly received than these

Epistles at their first appearance in 1516,
4 which surely pro-

ceeded rather from their suitableness to the time than from

much intrinsic merit; though it must be presumed that the

spirit of many temporary allusions, which delighted or offended

that age, is now lost in a mass of vapid nonsense and bad

grammar, which the imaginary writers pour out. Erasmus,

though not intimately acquainted with Reuchlin, could not but

sympathize in a quarrel with their common enemies in a com-
mon cause. In the end, the controversy was referred to the

pope : but the pope was Leo ; and it was hoped that a pro-

1
Lebensbeschreib., i. 144, et seqq. but this is nearer justice than the venera-

2 Meiners brings many proofs of the in- tion of the modern Germans. Hutten
terest taken in Reuchlin, as the champion, wrote Latin pretty well, and had n #u>d
if not the martyr, of the good cause. deal of wit: his satirical libels, r<m>f-

3
Herder, in his Zerstreute Blitter, v. (juently, h:ul great circulation and popu-

329, speaks with unreasonable partiality larity; which, in respect of such writings,
of Ulric von Hutten; and Moiuers has is apt, in all ages, to produce an exaggera-
written his Life with an enthusiasm which tion of their re il influence. In the migtity
seems to me quite extravagant. Secken- movement of the Reformation, the Kpis-

dorf, p. 130, more judiciously observes tolse Obscurorum Virorum had about as
that he was of little use to the Iteforma- much effect as the Mariage de Figaro in

tion. And Luther wrote about him in the French Revolution. A dialogue se-

.1 une, 1521,
" Quid Huttenus petat vides. verely reflecting on Pope Julius II.,

Nollem vi et csede pro evangulio certari, ita called Julius Exclusus, of which Jortin

ecripsi ad hominem." Melanchthou, of suspects Erasmus, in spite of his denial,
course, disliked such friends. Epist. Me- ii. 595. is given by Meiners to Hutten.
lanchth., p. 45 (1647), and Oamerarius, Meiners, in his Life of Hutten, Le-
Vita Melanchth. Erasmus could not en- bensbesch., iii. 73. inclines to fix the publi-
lure Hutten ;

and Hutten, when he found cation of the first part of the Epistles ia

this out, wrote virulently against Erasmus, the beginning of 1517 ; though he admits
Jortin, as biographer of Erasmus, treats an earlier date to be not impossible
Uutten perhaps with too much contempt ;
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posal to burn books, or to disgrace an illustrious scholar,

would not sound well in his ears. But Reuchlin wa? disap-

pointed, when he expected acquittal, by a mandate to super-
sede or suspend the process commenced against him }>y

th

inquisition of Cologne, which might be taken up at a more
favorable time.1 This dispute has always been reckoned of

high importance : the victory in public opinion, though not

in judicature, over the adherents to the old system, prostrated
them so utterly, that from this time the study of Greek and
Hebrew became general among the German youth ; and the

cause of the Reformation was identified in their minds with

that of classical literature.
2

54. "\Ve are now brought, insensibly perhaps, but by neces-

sarv steps, to the great religious revolution which has ,
.

J
, .

c
-f ii- i -i Origin of

just been named. 1 approach this subject with some the Refor-

hesitation, well aware that impartiality is no protec-
mation-

tion against unreasonable cavilling ; but neither the history of

literature, nor of human opinion upon the most important

subjects, can dispense altogether with so extensive a portion
of its materials. It is not required, however, in a work of this

nature, to do much more than state shortly the grounds of

dispute, and the changes wrought in the public mind.

55. The proximate cause of the Reformation is well known.

Indulgences, or dispensations granted by the pope from the

heavy penances imposed on penitents after absolution by the

old canons, and also, at least in later ages, from the pains of

purgatory, were sold by the papal retailers with the most
indecent extortion, and eagerly purchased by the superstitious

multitude, for their own sake, or that of their deceased friends.

Luther, in his celebrated theses, propounded at Wittenberg, in

November, 1517, inveighed against the erroneous views incul-

cated as to the efficacy of indulgences, and especially against
the notion of the pope's power over souls in purgatory. He
seems to have believed, that the dealers had exceeded their

commission, and would be disavowed by the pope. This,

however, was very far from being the case ; and the deter-

1 Meiners i. 197. suit so early as the rest. But there i

1 Sleilan, Hist, tie la Reformat., 1. ii.
;

also a very copious account of the Reuch-
Brucker. iv. 3' 3 : Mosheiai : Eichhorn, iii. linian controversy, including many origi-
238. vi. 15 : Bavle. art.

' Hochrtrat." None nal documents, in the second part of Von
of these authorities are equal in fulness to der Hardt's Uistoria Litteratia Keforuiu-
Meiners, Lebensbeschreibungen berahmter tionia.

Manner, i 98-212
;
which 1 did not coo-
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mination of Leo to persevere in defending all th abusivo

prerogatives of his see drew Luther on to levy war n gainst

many other prevailing usages of the church, against several

tenets maintained by the most celebrated dot-tors, against the

divine right of the papal supremacy, and finally to renounce

nil communion with a power which he now deemed an anti-

christian tyranny. This absolute separation did not take

place till he publicly burned the pope's bull against him, and
the volumes of the canon law, at Wittenberg, in November,
1520.

56. In all this dispute, Luther was sustained by a prodigious

popularity
force of popular opinion. It was perhaps in the

of Luther, power of his sovereign, Frederic, Elector of Saxony,
to have sent him to Rome, in the summer of 1518, according
to the pope's direction. But it would have been an odious

step in the people's eyes, and, a little later, would have been

impossible. Miltitz, an envoy despatched by Leo in 1519,

upon a conciliatory errand, told Luther that 25,000 armed
men would not suffice to make him a prisoner, so favorable

was the impression of his doctrine upon Germany. And
Frederic himself, not long afterwards, wrote plainly to Rome,
that a change had taken place in his country ; the German

people were not what they had been ; there were many men
of great talents and considerable learning among them, and
the laity were beginning to be anxious about a knowledge of

Scripture ; so that, unless Luther's doctrine, which had already
taken root in the minds of a great many both in Germany and
other countries, could be refuted by better arguments than

mere ecclesiastical fulminations, the consequence must be so

much disturbance in the empire as would by no means
redound to the benefit of the holy see.

1 In fact, the uni-

versity of Wittenberg was crowded with students and others,

who came to hear Luther and Melanchthon. The latter had,
at the very beginning, embraced his new master's opinions
with a conviction which he did not in all respects afterwards

preserve. And, though no overt attempts to innovate on the

established ceremonies had begun in this period, before the

end of 1520 several preached against them, and the whole
north of Germany was full of expectation.

1 Seckendorf. This remarkable letter lanus, in Jortin's Erasmus, il 3f>3; and
will be found also in Roscoe's Leo X., Luther's own letter to Leo, of March,
Appendix, No. 186. It bears date April, 1519.
1620. See also a letter of 1'etrus Mosel-
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57. A counterpart to the reformation that Luther was thus

effecting in Saxony might be found at the same
instant in Switzerland, under the guidance of Zwin- n,^

1

^
gle. It lias been disputed between the advocates of form by

these leaders, to which the priority in the race of re-

form belongs. Zwingle himself declares, that in 1516, before

he had heard of Luther, he began to preach the gospel at

Zurich, and to warn the people against relying upon human

authority.
1 But that is rather ambiguous, and hardly enough

to substantiate his claim. In 1518, which of course is after

Luther's appearance on the scene, the Swiss reformer was

engaged in combating the venders of indulgences, though with

less attention from the court of Rome. Like Luther, he had
the support of the temporal magistrate, the Council of Zurich.

Upon the whole, they proceeded so nearly with equal steps,
and were so little connected with each other, that it seems
difficult to award either any honor of precedence.

2

58. The German nation was, in fact, so fully awakened to

1 Zwingle apud Gerdes, i. 103.
*
Milner, who i? extremely pirtial in the

whole of this history, labors to extenuate
the claims of Z .vingie to independence iu

the preaching of reformation ; and even

pretends that he hud not separated from
the Church of Rome iu 1523, when Adrian
VI. sent him a civil letter. But Gerdes
shows at length that the rupture was com-
plete in 152 .1. See also the article

" Z .viu-

gle.'" iu Biogr. Uoiverselle.
The prejudice of Milner against Zwingle

throng mat is striking. and lead* him into
much unfairness. Tims, lie asserts him,
v. 510, to have been consenting to the cap-
ital punishment of some Anabaptists at

Zurich. Bat, not to mention t.iat their

case was not one of mere religious dissi-

dence, it does not bv any means appear
that lie approved their punishment, which
he merely relates as a fact. A still more
gross misrepresentation occurs in p. 526.

[Capito says, iu a letter to Bullinger
(153 >). "AntequMn Lutherus in lucem
euierserit, Z.viu_;lius et ego inter uos com-
munieavi.'iius de pontiflce dejicien lo. ettain

cum illevitMI deg'-ret in eremitorio. Nam
utri>{ue ex Krasmi r<msuetudine, et lectio-

ne bouorum auctorum, qualeounque ju-
dicium turn sobolescebat. " Gerdes, p.
117. 1842.]
[A lat* writer, as impartial as he is

learned and penetrating, thus contrasts
the two founders of the Reformation:
'If we compare him [Z .tingle] with Lu-
ther, we find f.hat he had no such tremen-
dous tempests to withstand as those which

shook the most secret depths of Luther's
soul. As he had never devoted himself
with equal ardor to the established

church, he had not now to break loose
from it with such violent and p-tinful

struggles. It was not the profound love
of the faith, and of its connection with re-

demption, in which Luther's efforts origi-

uatied, that made Zwingle a reformer : he
became so chiefly, because, in the course
of his study of Scripture in search of

truth, he found the church and the re-

ceived morality at variance with its spirit.
Nor wa-s Zwingle trained at an university,
or deeply imbued with the prevalent doc-
trinal opinions. To found a high school,

firmly attached to all that was worthy of

attachment, and dissenting only on certain
most important points, was not his voca-
tion, lie regarded it much more as the
business and duty of his life to bring
about the religious and moral reformation
of the republic that had adopted him, and
to recall the Swiss Confederation to the

principles upon which it was originally
founded. While Luther's main object was
a reform of doctrine, which, he thought,
would be necessarily followed bv that of
life and morils, Z-.vinirle aimed directly at

the improvement of life : he kept mainly
in view the practical significancy of Scrip-
ture as a whole ; his original views were of

a moral and political nature : hence his

labors were tinged with a wholly peculiar
color." Ranke's Ilist. of Reformation,
vol. iii. p. 7. ISiT.j
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the abuses of the church ; the denial of papal sovereignty in

. the Councils of Constance and Basle had been so

prepared effectual in its influence on the public mind, though
beforehand. not on t j)e external policy of church and state, that, if

wither Luther nor Zwingle had ever been born, there can be

little question that a great religious schism was near at hand.

These councils were to the Reformation what the Parliament

of Paris was to the French Revolution. Their leaders never

meant to sacrifice one article of received faith ;
but the little

success they had in redressing what they denounced as abuses

convinced the laity that they must go much farther for them-

selves. What effect the invention of printing, which in Italy
was not much felt in this direction, exerted upon the serious

minds of the Teutonic nations, has been already intimated, and
must appear to every reflecting person. And, when this was
followed by a more extensive acquaintance with the New
Testament in the Greek language, nothing could be more
natural than that inquisitive men should throw away much of

what seemed the novel superstructure of religion, and, what in

other times such men had rarely ventured, should be en-

couraged, by the obvious change in the temper of the multitude,

to declare themselves. We find that Pellican and Capito, two

of the most learned scholars in Western Germany, had come,
as early as 1512, to reject altogether the doctrine of the real

presence. We find also that CEcolampadius had begun to

preach some of the Protestant doctrines in 15 14.1 And Eras-

mus, who had so manifestly prepared the way for the new
reformers, continued, as it is easy to show from the uniform

current of his letters, beyond the year 1520, favorable to their

cause. His enemies were theirs ; and he concurred in much
that they preached, especially as to the exterior practices of

religion. Some, however, of Luther's tenets he did not and
could not approve ; and he was already disgusted by that

intemperance of language and conduct which, not long after-

wards, led him to recede entirely from the Protestant side.
2

1
Gerdes, 1. 117, 124, et post. In fact, In 1519 and 1520, even in his letters

the precursors of the Reformation were to Albert, Archbishop of Mentz. and others

very numerous, and are collected by by no means partial to Luther, he spc iks

Gerdes in his first and third volumes, of him very handsomely, and with little

though he has greatly exaggerated the or no disapprobation, except on account
truth by reckoning as such Dante and of his intemperance, though professing
Petrarch and all opponents of the tern- only a slight acquaintance with his writ-

poral power of the papacy. \Vessel may, ings. The proojs are too numerous to

upon the whole, be fairly reckoned among be cited. He says, in a letter to Zwingle,
the Reformers, as late as 1521,

' Videor mini fere omnia
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59. It would not be just, probably, to give Bossuet credit in

ever}- part of that powerful delineation of Luther's _
i i i i i i i i TT- Dangerous
theological tenets with which he begins the History tenets of

of the Variations of Protestant Churches. Nothing,
Luther-

perhaps, in polemical eloquence is so splendid as this chapter.
The eagle of Meaux is there truly seen, lordly of form, fierce

of eye, terrible in his beak and claws. But he is too deter-

mined a partisan to be trusted by those who seek the truth

without regard to persons and denominations. His quotations
from Luther are short, and in French: I have failed in

several attempts to verify the references. Yet we are not to

follow the reformer's indiscriminate admirers in dissembling

altogether, like Isaac Milner, or in slightly censuring, as

others have done, the enormous paradoxes which deform his

writings, especially such as fall within the present period. In

maintaining salvation to depend on faith as a single condition,
he not only denied the importance, in a religious sense, of a

virtuous life, but asserted that every one who felt within him-
self a full assurance that his sins were remitted (which,

according to Luther, is the proper meaning of Christian faith),
became incapable of sinning at all, or at least of forfeiting the

favor of God, so long, but so long only, as that assurance

should continue. Such expressions are sometimes said by
Seckendorf and Mosheim to have been thrown out hastily, and
without precision ; but I fear it will be found on examination
that they are very definite and clear, the want of precision and

perspicuity being rather in those which are alleged as incon-

sistent with them, and as more consonant to the general
doctrine of the Christian church. 1

It must not be supposed
for a moment, that Luther, whose soul was penetrated with a
fervent piety, and whose integrity as well as purity of life are

tlDcnisse, qua docet Lutherus, nisi quod but I am compelled to use it, as most
nou tarn atroeiter, quodque abstinui a intelligible to the reader; andlconceiv
quibusdam aenigmatis et paradoxis.'' This that these two reformers went much be-
ts quoted by Gerdes. i. 153, from a collec- yond the language of Augustin. which
tion of letters of Erasmus, published by the schoolmen thought themselves bound
Hottinger. but not contained in the Ley- to recognize as authority, though they
den edition. Jortin seems not to have seen might elude its spirit. I find the first

them. edition of Melanchthon's Loci Communes
1 See. in proof of this, Luther's works, in Von der Hardt. Iltstoria Litteraria He-

rol. i. passim (edit. 1554). The first work formationis, a work which contains a
of Melanchthon. his Loci Communes, great deal of curious matter. It is called

published in 1521. when he followed Ln- by him opus rnrisshnum, not being in

ther more obsequiously in his opinions the edition of Melanchthon's theological
than he did in after-life, is equally re- works, which some have ascribed to tu

plete with the strongest Calvinism. This art of Peucer, whose tenets were widely
word is a little awiward in this place; different.
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unquestioned, could mean to give any encouragement to a

licentious disregard of moral virtue ; which he valued, as in

itself lovely before God as well as man, though, in the techni-

cal style of his theology, he might deny its proper obligation.
But his temper led him to follow up any proposition of Scrip-
ture to every consequence that might seem to result from its

literal meaning ; and he fancied, that to represent a future

state as the motive of virtuous action, or as any way connected

with human conduct, for better or worse, was derogatory to

the free grace of God, and the omnipotent agency of the Spirit
in converting the soul.

1

1 I am unwilling to give these pages
too theological a cast by proving this

statement, as I have the means of doing,

by extracts from Luther's own early

writings. Milner's very prolix history of
this period is rendered less valuable by
his disingenuous trick of suppressing all

passages in these treatises of Luther which

display his Autinomiau paradoxes iu a

strong ligat. Whoever has read the writ-

ings of Luther up to the year 1520 inclu-

sive must find it impossible to contradict

my assertion. In treating of an author
BO full of unlimited propositions as Lu-

ther, no positive proof as to his tenets

can be refuted by the production of in-

consistent passages.
[It was to be expected that what I

have here said, and afterwards in Chap.
VI., concerning Luther, would grate on
the ears of many very respectable persons,
whose attachment to the Reformation,
aud admiration of bis eminent character,
could not without much reluctance ad-
mit that degree of censure which I have
felt myself compelled to pass upon him.
Two Edinburgh reviewers, for both of
whom I feel great respect, have at dif-

ferent times remarked what seemed to

them ah undue severity ; and a late

writer, Archdeacon 11 in;, in his notes to

a series of Sermons on tlie Mission of the

Comforter, 1846, has animadverted on it

at great length, and with a sufficiently

uncompromising spirit. I am unwilling
to be drawn on this occasion into con-

troversy, or to follow my prolix anta-

g->nist through all his observations upon
my short paragraphs, both because I

have in my disposition a good deal of a
stutta clemrntia, which leads me to take

pity on paper, or rather on myself; and
for a better reason, namely, that, not-

withstanding what the archdeacon calls

my " aversion to Luther," I really look

upon him as a great man, endowed with

many virtues, and an instrument of Pro-
vidence for a signal good. I am also

particularly reluctant, at the present time,
to do in any manner the drudgery of the
Philistines

; and, while those who are not
more in my good graces than the arch-

deacon's, and who had hardly sprouted
up when my remarks on Luther were
first written, are depreciating the I'rotes-

taut cause with the utmost animosity, to

strengthen any prejudice against
it. But

1 must, as shortly as possible, and per-

haps more shortly than an adequate ex-

position of my defence would require,

produce the passages iu Luther's own writ-

ings which have compelled me to speak
out as strongly as I have done.

I may begin by observing, that, in

charging Luther, especially in his early

writings, with what goes generally by the

name of Autinomianisin (that is, with

representing faith alone as the condition

of acceptance with God, not merely fur

those who for the first time embrace the

gospel, but for all who have been bap-
tized and brought up in its pro.
aud in so great a degree that no sins

whatever can exclude a faitliful man
from salvation), I have maintained no

paradox, but what has been repeatedly

alleged, not only by Humanist but Pro-

testant theologians. This, however, is not

sufficient to prove its truth
;
aud 1 am

therefore under the necessity of quoting
a few out of mam passages. Hut I repent
that I have not the remotest intentiun

of charging Luther with wilful em
ment to an immoral life. The Autino-
mian scheme of religion, which indeed
was not called by that name in Luther's

age (the word, as applied to the follower?

of Agricola, involving only a denial of tha

obligation of the Mosaic law ax
.itir.'t,

moral as well- as ceremonial), is only one
mode in which the disinteivste.i

virtuous actions has been asserfi-l. and

may be held by men of the utmost sanc-

tity, though it must be exceedingly dan-

gerous in its general promulgation. Thus
we find It substantially, though without
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60. Whatever may be the bias of our minds as to the truth

ot' Luther's doctrines, we should be careful, in considering the

intemperance, in some Essays by a highly
respected writer, Mr. Thomas Erskiue,
on the Unconditional i'reeuess of the

Gospel. Nothing is more rei ugaaut to

my priaciples tium to pass moral repro-
bation on persons because I diiler, ho.v-

ever essential! \ , from their tenets. Let
11.1 leave that to Home and Oxford, though
Luther unfortunately was the last man
who could claim this liberty of prophe-
.\. ing for himself on the score of his

lharity and tolerance for others.
Arciideacou Hare is a man of so much

fairness, and so intensely persuaded of

being in the right, that he produces him-
self the leading propositions of Luther,
from which others, iike myself, have de-

duced our own very different inferences

as to his doctrine.

In the treatise De Oaptivitate Babylo-
nica, 1520, we find these celebrated words :

" Ita vides 1411:1111 dives sit homo Christia-

nu et baptisatus, qui etioai voleus aon

potest perdere salutem suam quantiscun-
que peccatis. nisi uolit credere. Nulia
enini peccata eum possunt damnare nisi

sola incredulitas. C;etera oninia, si redeat
Vel stet fides in promissiouem divinam

baj/tisato factain, inmouiento absorbentur

per eandem fidem, inio veritutem Dei, quia
seipsum neg;ire non potest, si tu eum con-

fessus fueris, et prouiittenti fideliter adhae-
Beris.'' It may be pretended, that, however

paradoxically Luther has expressed nun-

self, ue meant to assert the absolute in-

compatibility of habitual sins with a justi-

fying faith. But, even if his language would

alwa} s bear this meaning, it is to be kept
in mind, that faith (-77f) can never be

more thai* inward persuasion or assurance,

whereof, subjectively\ each man must

judge frr him -elf : and. though to the eyes
of others a true faith may be wanting,
it is not evident that men of enthusiastic

minds may not be fully satisfied that they

possess it.

Luther, indeed, has, in another position,
often quoted, taken away from himself

this, line of defence : "Si in fide posset
fieri adulterium, peccatuin non es.-t."

Disputat. 1520. Archdeacon Hare ob-

serves on this tbit "
it is logically true."

1'. 7SMr. This appears to me a singular as-

sertion. The hypothesis of Luther is, that

a sinful action might be committed in a
state of faith

;
and the consequent of the

proposition is, that in such case it would
not be a sin at all. Grant that he held
the supposition to be impossible, which no
doubt he sometimes does, though we
should hardly draw that inference from
the passage last cited, or from some others,

VOL. i. z<y

still, in reasoning ex absurdo, we are bound
to argue rightly upon the assumed hypo-
thesis. But all his notions about sin and
merit were so preposterously contradic-

tory to natural morality and religion, that

they could not have been permanently re-

ceived without violating the moral consti-

tution of the human mind. Thus, in the

Heidelberg Propositions, 1518, we read :

"
Opera hominum ut semper speciosa sint,

bonaque videantur, probabile tameu est

ea esse peccata mortalia. . . . Opera Dei
ut semper siut deformia malaque vide-

antur, vere tameu suut merita iinnior-

talia. . . . Non sic suut opera hominum
rnortalia (de bouis, ut apparent, loqui-

murj, ut eadem siut crimiua. . . . Non sic

sunt opera Dei merita (de his quae per
nominee! fiunt, loquunur), ut eadem non
sint peccata. . . . Justoruni opera essent

mortalia, nisi pio Dei timore ab ipsismet

justis ut mortalia tiuierentur. : ' Such a

series of propositions occasions a sort of
bewilderment in the understanding, so un-
like are they to the usual tone of moral

precept and sentiment.
I am indebted to Archdeacon Hare for

another, not at all less singular, passage,
in a letter of Luther to Melanchthon in

1521, which I have also found hi the very
able, though very bitter. Vie de Luther,
by M. Audin, Paris, 1839. I do not see

the necessity of giving the context, or of

explaining on what occasion the letter was

written, on the ground, that, where a sen-

tence is complete in itself, and contains a

general assertion of an author's own opin-

ion, it is not to be limited by reference to

any thing else. "
Sufficit," Luther says,

quod agnovimus per divitias gloriae Dei

Agnum, qui tollit peccata rnundi
;
ab hoc

non avellet nos peccatuin, etiamsi millies

millies uno die foruicamur aut occidamus.
1'utius tarn parvum esse pretium et redeni

tionem pro peccatis nostris factam in tanto

et tali agno ? Ora fortiter
;
esenim fortis-

simus peccator.''
It appears that Mr. Ward has translat-

ed uno die by
"
every day ;

" for which
the archdeacon animadverts on him:
" This mistranslation serves his purpose
of blasting Luther's fame, inasmuch as it

substitutes a hellish horror the thought
that a continuous life of the most atro-

cious sin can co-exist with faith and pra\ er

and Christ and righteousness for that

which, justly offensive as it may be. is so

mainly from its peculiar Lutheran extrava-

gance ofexpression." P. TW. No one will

pretend that Mr. Ward ought not to have
been more accurate. But I confess that the

difference does not strike ine as Immensely
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Reformation as a part of the history of mankind, not to be
misled by the superficial and ungrounded representations

great. Luther, I cannot help thinking,
would have written unoyuoqite die as rea-

dily as uno, if the word had suggested
itself. He wanted to assert the efficacy
of Christ's imputed righteousness in the
most forcible terms, by weighing it against
an impossible accumulation of offences.

It is no more than he had said in the

passage quoted above from tue treatise

De Captivitate Babylonica:
" Non potest

perdere salutem suam quantiscunque pec-
catis ;

"
expressed still more otfeusively.

The re;il question is, not what interpre-
tation an astute advocate, by making large
allowance for warmth of temper, pecu-
liarities of expression, and the necessity of

inculcating some truths more forcibly by
being silent on others, may put ou the

writings of Luther (for very few will im-

pute to him either a defective sense of
moral duties in himself, or a disposition to

set his disciples at liberty from them), but
what was the evident tendency of his

language. And this, it should be remem-
bered, need not be judged solely by the

phiin sense of words, though that is surely
sufficient. The danger of these exaggera-
tions the mildest word that 1 can use,
and one not adequate to what I feel was
soon shown in the practical effect of Lu-
theran preaching. Muuzer and Knipper-
doiling, with the whole rabble of Anabap-
tist fanatics, were the legitimate brood of
Luther's early doctrine. And, even if we
set these aside, it is certain that we find
no testimonies to any reform of manners
in the countries that embraced it. The
Swiss Reformation, the .English, and the
Calvinistic churches generally, make afar
better show in this respect.

This great practical deficiency in the
Lutheran Reformation is confessed by their
own writers. And it is attested by a re-

markable letter of \Vilibald 1'irckheimer,
announcing the death of Albert Durer, to

a correspondent at Vienna in 1528, which
mav be found in fteliquien von Albrecht

Durer, Nuremberg, 1828. p. lt>8. In this,
he takes occasion to inveigh against the
bad conduct of the reformed party at N u-

remberg, and seems as indignant at the
Lutherans as he bad ever been against

Popery, though without losing his hatred
for the latter. I do not quote the letter,
which is long, and in obsolete German

;

and perhaps it may display too much irri-

tation, natural to an honest man who has
been disappointed in his hopes from a re-

volution : but the witness he bears to the
dishonest and dissolute manners which
had accompanied the introduction of Lu-
Uutranisui is not to be slightly regarded,

considering the respectability of Pirckhi-i-

iner, and his known co-operation with the
first reform.

J have been thought to speak too dis-

paragingly of Luther's polemical writing.

especially that against the bishops, by tne

expression
''
bellowing in bad Latin. v

Perhaps it might be too contemptuous
towards a great man ;

but I had been die-

gusted by the perusal of them. Those
who have taken exception (in the Edin-

burgh Review) are probably littlr

saut with Luther's writings. But. inde-

pendently of the moral censure which his

virulence demands, we are surely at liberty
to say that it is in the worst taste, and very
unlikely to convince or conciliate any man
of good sense. One other grave oljt-crinn
to the writings of Luther I have not
hitherto been called upon to mention

;

but I will not wholly omit his scandalous

grossness, especially as Archdeacon Hare
has entered upon an elaborate apology for
it. We all know quite as well as he does,
that the manners of different ages, dilli-r-

eut countries, and different conditions of

life, are not alike
;
and that what is uni-

versally condemned in some periods has
been tolerated in others. Such an excuse

may often be made with great fain;e.-s
;

but it cannot be made fnr Luther. \Ve
have writings of his contemporaries, we
have writings of grave men in ages less

polished than his own. No serious author
of the least reputation will be found who
defiles his pages, I do not say with such

indelicacy, but with such disgusting filthi-

ness, as Luther. He resembles Rabelais
alone in this respect, and absolutely goes
beyond him. Audin, whose aim is to de-

stroy as far as possible the moral reputa-
tion of Luther, has collected a great deal

more than Bossuet would have deigned to

touch
; and, considering this object, in the

interests of his own religion, I do not know
how he can be blamed

; though I think that
he should have left more passairi^ untrans-
lated. Those taken from the t'ollnqiiia
Mensalia might perhaps be forgiven, and
the blalne thrown ou the gossiping retailer

of his table-talk
; but, in all his attacks on

popes and cardinals. Luther disgraces him-
self by a nasty and stupid brutality The
great cause, also, of the marriage of priests
ceases to be holy and honorable in his ad-

vocacy.
And I must express my surprise that

Archdeacon Hare should vindicate, against
Mr. Ward, the Sermo de Matrimonio,
preached at \Vittenberg, 1522 : for, though
he says there are four sermons with this

title in Luther's works, I have little doubt
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which we sometimes find in modern writers. Such is this,

that Luther, struck by the absurdity of the prevailing super-

stitions, was desirous of introducing a more rational system of

religion ; or that he contended for freedom of inquiry, and the

boundless privileges of individual judgment ; or, what others

have been pleased tc suggest, that his zeal for learning and
ancient philosophy led him to attack the ignorance of the

monks, and the crafty policy of the church, which withstood

all liberal studies.

61. These notions are merely fallacious refinements, as

every man of plain understanding, who is acquainted ^^ expla_

with the writings of the early reformers, or has nation of

considered their history, must acknowledge. The
doctrines of Luther, taken altogether, are not more rational,
that is, more conformable to what men, d priori, would expect
to find in religion, than those of the Church of Rome ; nor did

he ever pretend that they were so. As to the privilege of

free inquiry, it was of course exercised by those who deserted

their ancient altars, but certainly not upon any theory of a

right in others to judge amiss, that is, differently from them-

selves. Nor, again, is there any foundation for imagining
that Luther was concerned for the interests of literature.

None had he himself, save theological ; nor are there, as I

apprehend, many allusions to profane studies, or any proof of

his regard to them, in all his works. On the contrary, it is

probable that both the principles of this great founder of the

Reformation, and the natural tendency of so intense an appli
cation to theological controversy, checked, for a time, the

progress of philological and philosophical literature on this

side of the Alps.
1

Every solution of the conduct of the

that Mr. Ward was led to this by Audin, tions cannot be forgeries, or to the shorter
who makes many quotations from it. ''The extracts in Bossuet, Hist, des Variations,
date of this sermon, 1522, when many of c. 6, 11, I shall only observe, that, if the
the inmates of the convents were quitting voice was that of wisdom, it was not that
them, and when the errors of the Anabap- of Christianity. But here I conclude a
lists were beginning to spread, shows that note far longer than I wished to make it :

there was urgent need for the voice of the discussion being akin to the general
wisdom to set forth the true idea, rela- subject of these volumes, and forced upon
lions, and obligations of marriage; nor me by a direct attack of many pages. For
could this be dune without an exposition Archdeacon Hare himself, I have all the
and refutation of the manifold scandalous respect which his high character, and an
errors and abuses concerning it, bred and acquaintance of long duration, must na-

propagated by the papacy.'' P. 771. A turally have created. 1847.]
rery rational sentence ! but utterly unlike J Erasmus, after he had become exas-
Luther's sermon, which is far more iu the perated with the reformers, repeatedly
tone of the Anabaptists than against them, charges them with ruining literature.

But, without dwelling on this, and refer-
"
Ubicunque regnat Lutkeranisnius, ib

ring to Audin, vol. ii. p. 34, whose quota- literarum eat interitus." Epist. Mvi.
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reformers must be nugatory, except one, that they were men
absorbed by the conviction that they were fighting the battle

of God. But, among the population of Germany or Switzer-

land, there was undoubtedly another predominant feeling ; the

sense of ecclesiastical oppression, and scorn for the worthle.-s

swarm of monks and friars. This may be said to have divided

the propagators of the Reformation into such as merely pulled

down, and .such as built upon the ruins. Ulric von Hutten

may pass for the type of the one ; and Luther himself, of the

other. And yet it is hardly correct to say of Luther, that he

erected his system on the ruins of Popery. For it was rather

the growth and expansion in his mind of one positive dogma,
justification by faith, in the sense he took it (which can be

easily shown to have preceded the dispute about indulgences '),

that broke down and crushed successively the various doc-

trines of the Romish Church ; not because he had originally
much objection to them, but because there was no longer
room for them in a consistent system of theology.

2

62. The laws of synchronism, which we have hitherto

Orlando obeyed^, bring strange partners together, and we may
pass at once from Luther to Ariosto. The OrlandoFurioso.

(1628). "Evangelicos istos, cum multis

uiiis, turn hoc nomine prsecipue odi. quod
per eos ubique langueut, frigent, jacent,
iiitereunt bouse literae, sine quibus quid
est hoininum vita? Amant viaticum et

uxorern, csetera pili non faciunt. Hos
fucos longissime arcendos censeo a vestro
contubernio." Ep. Dccccxlvi. (eod.ann.)
There were, however, at this time, as well
as afterwards, more learned meu on the
side of the Reformation than on that of
the church.

1 See his disputations at Wittenberg,
1516; and the sermons preached in the
same and the subsequent year.

2 The best authorities for the early his-

tory of the Keformation are Seckendorf,
Jli.-l. Lutherauismi, and Sleidau, Hist.

do la Reformation, in Courayer's French
translation

;
the former being chiefly use-

ful for the ecclesiastical, the latter for

political history. But, as these confine
themselves to Germany, Gerdes (Hist.

Evangel. Reformat.) is necessary for the

Zwinglian history, as well as for that of
the Northern kingdoms. The first sections
of Father Paul's History of the Coun-
cil of Trent are also valuable. Schmidt,
Histoire des Allemands, vols. vi. and vii.,
has told the story on the side of Rome
speciously and with some fairness; and
Uorcoe has vindicated l^eo X. from the

imputation of unnecessary violence in his

proceeding against Luther. Mosheim is

always good, but concise
; Milner, far from

concise, but highly prejudiced, and in the
habit of giving his quotations in English,
which is not quite satisfactory to a lover

of truth.

The essay on the influence of the Re-

formation, by Villers, which obtained a

prize from the French Institute, and has

been extolled by a very friendly but bet-

ter-informed writer in the Biographie

Universelle, appears to me the production
of a man who had not taken the pains to

read any one work contemporaneous with
the Reformation, or even .my compilation
which contains many extracts. No won-
der that it does not represent, in tile-

slightest degree, the real spirit of the

times, or the tenets of the reformers.

Thus, e. gr.,
"
Luther," he says,

" ex-

posed the abuse of the traffic of indul-

gences, and the danger of believing that

heaven and the remission of all crimes

could be bought with money ;
while a

sincere repentance and an amended life

were the only means of appeasing the

divine justice." (P. (io, Engl. transl.)

This, at least, is not very like Luther's
Antinomian contempt for repentance, and
amendment of life : it might come near to

the notions of Erasmus.
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Furioso was first printed at Ferrara in 1516. This edition

contained forty cantos, to which the last six were added in

1532. Many stanzas, chiefly of circumstance, were interpo-
lated by the author from tune to time.

63. Ariosto has been, after Homer, the favorite poet of

Europe. His grace and facility; his clear and rapid itepopu-
stream of language ; his variety and beauty of inven- lanty.

tion ; his very transitions of subject, so frequently censured by
critics, but artfully devised to spare the tediousness that hangs
on a protracted story, left him no rival in general popularity.
Above sixty editions of the Orlando Furioso were published
in the sixteenth century. "There was not one," says Ber-
nardo Tasso,

" of any age or sex or rank, who was satisfied

after more than a single perusal." If the change of manners
and sentiments have already in some degree unpaired this

attraction ; if we cease to take interest in the prowess of

Paladins, and find their combats a little monotonous, this is

perhaps the necessary lot of all poetry, which, as it can only
reach posterity through the medium of contemporary reputa-
tion, must accommodate itself to the fleeting character of its

own time. This character is strongly impressed on the Or-
lando Furioso: it well suited an age of war and pomp and

gallantry; an age when chivalry was still recent in actual

life, and was reflected in concentrated brightness from the

mirror of romance,
64. It has been sometimes hinted, as an objection to

Ariosto, that he is not sufficiently in earnest, and want of

leaves a little suspicion of laughing at his subject,
senonsnesg.

I do not perceive that he does this in a greater degree than

good sense and taste permit. The poets of knight-errantry

might, in this respect, be arranged in a scale, of which Pulci
and Spenser would stand at the extreme points: the one

mocking the absurdities he coolly invents ; the other, by
intense strength of conception, full of love and faith in his

ovrn creations. Between these, Berni, Ariosto, and Boiardo
take successively their places ; none so deeply serious as

Spenser, none so ironical as PulcL It was not easy in Italy,

especially after the Morgante Maggiore had roused the sense

of ridicule, to keep up at every moment the solemn tone

which Spain endured in the romances of the sixteenth cen-

tury ; nor was this consonant to the gayety of Ariosto. It is

the light carelessness of his manner which constitutes a great

part of its charm.
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65. Castelvetro "has blamed Ariosto for building on the

A continua-
foundations of Boiardo.1 He seems to have had

originally no other design than to carry onward, a
rdo '

little better than Agostini, that very attractive story ;

having written, it is said, at first, only a few cantos to plea.se

his friends.2 Certainly, it is rather singular that so great and
renowned a poet should have been little more than the con-

tinuator of one who had so lately preceded him ; though
Salviati defends him by the example of Homer ; and other

critics, with whom we shall perhaps not agree, have thought
this the best apology for writing a romantic instead of an

heroic poem. The story of the Orlando Innamorato must be
known before we can well understand that of the Furioso.

But this is nearly what we find in Homer ; for who can

reckon the Iliad any thing but a fragment of the tale of Troy?
It was indeed less felt by the compatriots of Homer, already
familiar with that legendary cyclus of heroic song, than it is

by the readers of Ariosto, who are not, in general, very well

acquainted with the poem of his precursor. Yet experience
has even here shown that the popular voice does not echo the

complaint of the critic. This is chiefly owing to the want of

a predominant unity in the Orlando Furioso, which we com-

monly read in detached parcels. The principal unity that it

does possess, distinct from the stoiy of Boiardo, consists in the

loves and announced nuptials of Rogero and Bradamante,
the imaginary progenitors of the house of Este ; but Ariosto

does not gain by this condescension to the vanity of a petty

sovereign.
66. The inventions of Ariosto are less original than those

in some ^ Boiardo, Dut they are more pleasing and various,

points in- The tales of old mythology and of modern romance
furnished him-with those delightful episodes we all

admire, with his Olimpia and Bireno, his Ariodante and

Geneura, his Cloridan and Medoro, his Zerbino and Isabella.

He is more conversant with the Latin poets, or has turned

them to better account, than his predecessor. For the sudden
transitions in the middle of a canto, or even a stanza, with

which every reader of Ariosto is familiar, he is indebted to

* Poetica d'Aristotele (1570). It vio- Camillo Pellegrini, in his famous eontro

lates, he say, the rule of Aristotle, aa\Tj versy with the Academicians of Florence

kariv 6 # dvoy/cw p) uer' iMa kari.
Ie^ th<

: ""S
6 censure.

' '" r"' i Quadno, Stona d' ogni Poesia, vi. 606
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Boiardo, who had himself imitated in them the metrical

romancers of the preceding age. From them also, that

justice may be rendered to those nameless rhymers, Boiardo

drew the individuality of character by which their heroes

were distinguished, and which Ariosto has not been so careful

to preserve. His Orlando has less of the honest simplicity,
and his Astolfo less of the gay boastfulness, that had been

as>igned to them in the cyclus.
67. Corniani observes of the style of Ariosto, what we may

all perceive on attending to it to be true, that he is Be*uasof

sparing in the use of metaphors, contenting himself to style.

generally with the plainest expression ; by which, if he loses

something in dignity, he gains in perspicuity. It may be

added, that he is not very successful in figurative language,
which is sometimes forced and exaggerated. Doubtless this

transparency of phrase, so eminent in Ariosto, is the cause

that he is read and delighted in by the multitude, as well as

by the few ; and it seerm also to be the cause that he can

never be satisfactorily rendered into any language less musical,
and consequently less independent upon an ornamental dress

in poetry, than his own, or one which wants the peculiar

advantages by which conventional variations in the form of

words, and the liberty of inversion, as well as the frequent
recurrence of the richest and most euphonious rhymes, elevate

the simplest expression in Italian verse above the level of

discourse. Galileo, being asked by what means he had

acquired the remarkable talent of giving perspicuity and

grace to his philosophical writings, referred it to the continual

study of Ariosto. His similes are conspicuous for their elab-

orate beauty ; they are familiar to every reader of this great

poet ; imitated, as they usually are, from the ancients, they
maintain an equal strife with their models, and occasionally

surpass them. But even the general strain of Ariosto, natural

as it seems, was not unpremeditated, or left to its own felicity:

his manuscript at Ferrara, part of which is shown to strangers,
bears numerous alterations; the pentimenti, if I may borrow a

word from a kindred art, of creative genius.
fi8. The Italian critics love to expatiate in his praise,

though they are often keenly sensible to his defects.
Accompa^

The variety of style and of rhythm in Ariosto, it is nied with

remarked by Gravina, is suitable to that of his
iulla-

subject, His rhymes, the same author observes, seem to
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spring from the thoughts, and not from the necessities of

metre. He describes minutely, but with much felicity, and

gives a clear idea of every part; like the Farnesian Hercules,
which seems greater by the distinctness of every vein and

muscle. 1

Quadrio praises the correspondence of the sound to

the sense. Yet neither of these critics is blindly partial. It

is acknowledged, indeed, by his warmest advocates, that he
falls sometimes below his subject, and that trifling and feeble

lines intrude too frequently hi the Orlando Furioso. I can

hardly regret, however, that, in the passages of flattery towards

the house of Este, such as that long genealogy which he
deduces in the third canto, his genius has deserted him, and
he degenerates, as it were wilfully, into prosaic tediousness.

In other allusions to contemporary history, he is little bettor.

I am hazarding a deviation from the judgment of good critics

when I add, that in the opening stanza of each canto, where
the poet appears in his own person, I find generally a deficiency
of vigor and originality, a poverty of thought and of emotion,
which is also very far from unusual in the speeches of his

characters. But these introductions have been greatly ad-

mired.

69. Many faults of language hi Ariosto are observed by
its place as his countrymen. They justly blame also his inol
a poem. servance of propriety, his hyperbolical extravagance,
his harsh metaphors, his affected thoughts. These are suffi-

ciently obvious to a reader of reflecting taste: but the enchant-

ment of his pencil redeems every failing; and his rapidity,
like that of Homer, leaves us little time to censure before we
are hurried forward to admire. The Orlando Furioso, as a

great single poem, has been very rarely surpassed in the

living records of poetry. He must yield to three, and only
three, of his predecessors. He has not the force, simplicity,
and truth to nature of Homer, the exquisite style and sustained

majesty of Virgil, nor the originality and boldness of Dante.

The most obvious parallel is Ovid, whose metamorphoses,
however, are far excelled by the Orlando Furioso, not in

fertility of invention, or variety of images and sentiments,
but in purity of taste, in grace of language, and harmony of

versification.

70. No edition of Amadis de Gaul has been proved to

> Ragion Poetica, p. 104.
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exist before that printed at Seville in 1519, which yet is sus-

pected of not being the first.
1 This famous romance, Amadis de

which in its day was" almost as popular as the Giiul -

Orlando Furioso itself, was translated into French by Herberay
between 1540 and 1557, arid into English by Munday in

1619. The four books by Vasco de Lobeyra grew to twenty

by successive additions, which have been held by lovers of

romance far inferior to the original. They deserve at least

the blame, or praise, of making the entire work unreadable by
the most patient or the most idle of mankind. Amadis de

Gaul can still perhaps impart pleasure to the susceptible

imagination of youth ; but the want of deep or permanent
sympathy leaves a naked sense of unprofitableness in the

perusal, which must, it should seem, alienate a reader of

mature years. Amadis at least obtained the laurel at the

hands of Cervantes, speaking through the barber and curate,
while so many of Lobeyra's unworthy imitators were con-

demned to the flames.

71. A curious dramatic performance, if it may deserve such
an appellation, was represented at Paris in 1511,
and published in 1516. It is entitled Le Prince des

Sots et la Mere sotte, by one Peter Gringore, who had before

produced some other pieces of less note, and bordering more

closely on the moralities. In the general idea there was

nothing original. A prince of fools had long ruled his many-
colored subjects on the theatre of a joyous company, les En-

fans sans S(mci, who had diverted the citizens of Paris with

their buffoonery, under the name, perhaps, of moralities, while

their graver brethren represented the mysteries of Scripture
and legend. But the chief aim of La Mere sotte was to turn

the pope and court of Rome into ridicule during the sharp
contest of Louis XII. with Julius II. It consists of four

parts, all in verse. The first of these is called The Cry, and
serves as a sort of prologue, summoning all fools of both

rexes to see the prince of fools play on Shrove Tuesday.
The second is The Folly. This is an irregular dramatic

piece, full of poignant satire on the clergy, but especially on

the pope. A third part is entitled The Morality of the

Obstinate Man ; a dialogue in allusion to the same dispute.

Finally comes an indecent farce, unconnected with the preced-

ing subject. Gringore, who represented the character of La

1
Brunet, Man. du Libraire.
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Mere sotte, was generally known by that name, and assumed
it in his subsequent publications.

1

72. Gringore was certainly at a great distance from the

Italian stage, which had successfully adapted the plots
l8 '

of Latin comedies to modern stories. But, among
the barbarians, a dramatic writer, somewhat younger than he,

was now beginning to earn a respectable celebrity, though
limited to a yet uncultivated language, and to the inferior class

of society. Hans Sachs, a shoemaker of Nuremberg, born in

1494, is said to have produced his first carnival play (Fast-

nacht-spiel) in 1517. He belonged to the fraternity of poeti-
cal artisans, the Meister-singers of Germany, who, from the

beginning of the fourteenth century, had a succession of

mechanical (in every sense of the word) rhymers to boast, for

whom their countrymen felt as much reverence as might have
sufficed for more genuine bards. In a spirit which might

naturally be expected from artisans, they required a punctual
observance of certain arbitrary canons, the by-laws of the

corporation Muses, to which the poet must conform. These,

however, did not diminish the fecundity, if they repressed the

excursiveness of our Meister-singers, and least of all that of

Hans Sachs himself, who poured forth, in about forty years,

fifty-three sacred and seventy-eight profane plays, sixty-four

farces, fifty-nine fables, and a large assortment of other poetry.
These dramatic works are now scarce, even in Germany : they

appear to be ranked in the same class as the early fruits of

the French and English theatres. We shall mention Hans
Sachs again in another chapter.

2

73. No English poet, since the death of Lydgate, had arisen

Stephen
whom it could be thought worth while to mention.3

Uawes. Many, perhaps, will not admit that Stephen Ilawes,
who now meets us, should be reckoned in that honorable list.

His " Pastime of Pleasure, or the Historic of Graunde Amour
and La bel Pucel," finished in 1506, was printed by Wynkyn
de Worde in 1517. From this title we might hardly expect

i Beauchamps, Recherches sur le Thei- *
Biogr. Univ. ; Elchhorn, iii. 948 : Bou-

tre Fran^ais ; Goujet, Bibl. Fnun-aise, xi. terwek, ix. 381 ; Heinsius, iv. 100
;
Retro

212
; Niceron, vol. xxxiv. ; Bouterwek, spective Review, vol. x.

Gesch. der Franzosisehen Poesie. v. 113; 3 I have adverted in another place to

Biogr. Univers. The works of Gringore. Alexander Barclay's translation of the

Bays the last authority, are rare, and Ship of Fools from Sebastian Brandt
;
and

Bought by the lovers of our old poetry be- I may here observe, that he has added
eause they display the state of manners at many original strokes on his own coun-
the beginning of the sixteenth century. trymen, especially on the clergy.
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a moral and learned allegory, in which the seven sciences of

the trivium and quadrivium, besides a host of abstract virtues

and qualities, play their parts, in living personality, through a

poem of about six thousand lines. Those who require the

ardent words or the harmonious grace of poetical diction will

not frequently be content with Hawes. Unlike many of our

older versifiers, he would be judged more unfavorably by ex-

tracts than by a general view of his long work. He is rude,

obscure, full of pedantic Latinisms, and probably has been

disfigured in the press ; but learned and philosophical, remind-

ing us frequently of the school of James I. The best, though

probably an unexpected parallel for Hawes, is John Bunyan :

their inventions are of the same class, various and novel,

though with no remarkable pertinence to the leading subject,

or naturally consecutive order ; their characters, though ab-

stract in name, have a personal truth about them, in which

Phineas Fletcher, a century after Hawes, fell much below

him ; they render the general allegory subservient to inculcat-

ing a system, the one of philosophy, the other of religion. I

do not mean that the Pastime of Pleasure is equal in merit,

as it certainly has not been in success, to the Pilgrim's Pro-

gress. Bunyan is powerful and picturesque from his concise

simplicity ; Hawes has the common failings of our old writers,

a tedious and languid diffuseness, an expatiating on themes of

pedantry in which the reader takes no interest, a weakening
of every picture and every reflection by ignorance of the

touches that give effect. But, if we consider the " Historic of

Graunde Amour" less as a poem to be read than as a measure

of the author's mental power, we shall not look down upon so

long and well-sustained an allegory. In this style of poetry,
much was required that no mind ill-stored with reflection, or

incapable of novel combination, could supply, a clear con-

ception of abstract modes, a familiarity with the human mind,
and with the effects of its qualities on human life, a power of

justly perceiving and vividly representing the analogies of

sensible and rational objects; Few that preceded Hawes have

possessed more of these gifts than himself.

74. This poem was little known till Mr. Southey reprinted
it in 1831 : the original edition is very rare. Warton had

given several extracts, which, as I have observed, are dis-

advantageous to Hawes, and an analysis of the whole ;
l

but,

i Hist, of Engl. Poetry, iii. 54.
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though he praises the author for imagination, and admits that

the poem has been unjustly neglected, lie has not dwelt enough
on the erudition and reflection it displays. Hawes appears to

have been educated at Oxford, and to have travelled much on

the Continent. He held also an office in the court of Henry
VII. We may reckon him, therefore, among the earliest of

our learned and accomplished gentlemen ; and his poem is the

first-fruits of that gradual ripening of the English mind, which

must have been the process of the laboratory of time, in the

silence and darkness of the fifteenth century. It augured a

generation of grave and stern thinkers, and the omen was not

vain.

75. Another poem, the Temple of Glass, which "Warton had

Change in g'ven to Hawes, is now by general consent restored

English to Lydgate. Independently of external proof, which
nguage.

jg decisive,
1

it will appear tliat the Temple of GUiss

is not written in the English of Henry VII.'s reign. I men-
tion this only for the sake of observing, that, in following the

line of our writers in verse and prose, we find the old obsolete

English to have gone out of use about the accession of

Edward IV. Lydgate and Bishop Pecock, especially the

latter, are not easily understood by a reader not habituated to

their language : he requires a glossary, or must help himself

out by conjecture.
2 In the Paston Letters, on the contrary,

1 See note in Price's edition of Warton, counting only nouns, verbs, and. adverbs,
ubi supra; to which I add, that the Tern- is considerably greater, probably nearly
pie of Glass is mentioned in the Paston Let- three to one: those who have included
ters, ii. 90, long before the time of Hawes. pronouns and particles (all wltich are no-

2 [The language of Bishop Pecock is more toriously Teutonic) have brought forward
obsolete than that of Lydgate, or any a much higher ratio of Saxon even in m<>-

other of his contemporaries ;
and this may dern books

; especially if. like Mr. Sharon
also be observed with respect to U'ieliffe's Turner and Sir James Mackintosh, they
translation of the Bible. Yet even he has reckon each word as often as it occurs. I

manv French and Latin words, though in a have never counted a single word, in any
smaller proportion than Chaucer and of these experiments, more than once ; and
Qower, or even Mandevile and Trevisa. my results have certainly given a much
In a passage of Mandevile, quoted by Bur- greater proportion of French and Liutin

net (Specimens of Karly English Writers, than these writers have admitted. But
Tol. i. p. 16), I counted 41 French and 53 this is in reference to later periods of the
Saxon words, omitting particles and a few language than that with which we have
common pronouns, which of course belong to do.

to the latter. But this is not in the usual Pecock, and probably Wicliffe before

ratio; and in Trevisa I found the Saxon to him, was apparently studious of a sort of

be as two to one. The form ben for b archaism. He preserves the old termim-
occurs more often in Trevisa than in Man- tic ins which were going into ilUusc. pcr-

devile, which may probably be owing to haps from a tcnaciousness of purity in

ancient or modern transcribers. Both language, which we often find in literary
these writers seem to have undergone some men. Hence we have in him, as in *Vic-

repairs as to orthography and antique ter- liffe, schulen for shrill, u-olr/enfor would, t/io

minations. In \Viclitfe
:

s translation, made for them, and her for their; and this almost
about 1380, the preponderance of Saxon, invariably. Now we possess hardly any
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in Harding the metrical chronicler, or in Sir John Fortescue'a

Discourse on the difference between an absolute and limited

monarchy, he finds scarce any difficulty : antiquated words
and forms of termination frequently occur; but he is hardly
sensible that he reads these books much less fluently than

those of modern times. The^e were written about 1470
But in Sir Thomas More's History of Edward V., written

about 1509, or in the beautiful ballad of the Nut-brown Maid,
which we cannot place very far from the year 1500, but which,
if nothing can be brought to contradict the internal evidence,
I should incline to refer to this decennium, there is not only a
diminution of obsolete phraseology, but a certain modern turn

and structure, both in the verse and prose, which denotes the

commencement of a new era, and the establishment of new
rules of taste in polite literature. Every one will understand

that a broad line cannot be traced for the beginning of this

change : Hawes, though his English is very different from that

pros* exactly of Pecock's age. about 1440, English that is spoken in one shire raryeth
with the exception of the Rolls of Pariia- from another." He then tells a story of
nient. These would be of material antho- one axi*% for eggs in Kent, when the good
rity for the progress of our language, if we wife replied she could speak no French : at
could be sure that they hare been faithful- last, the word eyrtn being used, she under-
ly transcribed : but 1 hare been informed stood it. Caxton resolved to employ aniean
that this is not altogether the case. It is between the common and the ancient Eug-
possible. therefore, that modern forms of lien,

" not over rude ne curious, but in

language have been occasionally substi- such terms aa should be understood." The
tnted for the more ancient. I should not difference between the old copy of Trevisa
conceive that this has very frequently oc- and Caxton 's modernization is perhaps less

curred. as there has evidently been a gene- than from the above passage we might ex-
ral intention to preserve the original with pect ; but possibly we have not the former

accuracy : there Is no designed moderniza- in its perfect purity of text. TreTisa was
tion. even of orthography. But in the a parson in Cornwall ; and Caxton tells us
Rolls of Parliament, during the reign of that he himself learned his English in the

Henry VI.. we rarely find the termina- Weald of Kent,
u where I doubt not is spo-

fion en to the innuiti ve mood ; though I ken as brode and rude English as is in any
hare observed it twice about 1459, and place in England."
probably it occurs oftener. In the parti- Caxton has a fluent and really good
ciple it continued longer, even to the 16th style : he is even less obsolete than For-

century ; as in Fabiin, who neveremploys tescue, an older man and a lawyer, who
this termination in the infinitive. And, for both reasons might adhere to anti-

in the present tense, we find ustn in For- quity. Yet in him we have eyen for fyez,
tescue ;

ben for be, and a few more plurals, syn for afteruw/Js, and a few more marks
in Caxton. Some inferior writers adopt of antiquity. In liord Rivera's preface to
this plural down to the reign of Henry his Dictionary of Philosophers, 1477. aa
VIII. quoted in the introduction to Todd's edi-

Caxton republished the translation of tion of Johnson's Dictionary, there is no
FGgden's Poiychronicon by Trevisa, made archaism at all. But the first book that
about a hundred years before, in the new I have read through without detecting any
English of his own age. Certainly." he remnant of obsolete forms (excepting of

says,
" our language now used varyeth course the termination of the third person

fcir from that which was spoken when I singular in ttk, which has not been wholly
vxu born : for -re English men bm bora disused for a hundred years, and may in-
under the domination of the moon, which deed be found in Reid's Inquiry into the
to never stedfiurt. but ever wavering : Human Mind, published in 1VH. and later)

waxing one season, and waneth and de- is Sir Thomas More's History of Edward V
rwsetb another season. And common 1847.]
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of Lydgate, seems to have had a great veneration for him, and
has imitated the manner of that school, to which, in a marshall-

ing of our poets, he unquestionably belongs. Skelton, on the

contrary, though ready enough to coin words, has comparative-

ly few that are obsolete.

76. The strange writer, whom we have just mentioned,

k ito
seems to fall well enough within this decade ; though
his poetical life was long, if it be true that he received

the laureate crown at Oxford in 1483, and was also the author

of a libel on Sir Thomas More, ascribed to him by Ellis,

which, alluding to the Nun of Kent, could hardly be written

before 1533.1

But, though this piece is somewhat in Skel-

ton's manner, we find it said that he died in 1529 ; and it is

probably the work of an imitator. Skelton is certainly not a

poet, unless some degree of comic humor, and a torrent-like

volubility of'words in doggrel rhyme, can make one ; but this

uncommon fertility, in a language so little copious as ours was

at that time, bespeaks a mind of some original vigor. Few
English writers come nearer, in this respect, to Rabelais,

whom Skelton preceded. His attempts in serious poetry
are utterly contemptible ; but the satirical lines on Cardinal

Wolsey were probably not ineffective. It is impossible to

determine whether they were written before 1520. Though
these are better known than any poem of Skelton's, his dirge
on Philip Sparrow is the most comic and imaginative.

2

77. We must now take a short survey of some other

Oriental departments of literature during this second decade
languages. of the sixteenth century. The Oriental languages
become a little more visible in bibliography than before. An
Ethiopic, that is, Abyssinian grammar, with the Psalms in

the same language, was published at Rome by Potken
in 1513; a short treatise in Arabic at Fano in '15 14,

being the first time those characters had been used in type;
a Psalter in 1516, by Giustiniani at Genoa, in Hebrew,

Chaldee, Arabic, and Greek;
3 and a Hebrew Bible, with the

1 Ellis's Specimens, yol. ii. [Skelton was Somers Tracts. Mr. Dyce has published
laureate at Oxford in 1490 : it does not a collective edition of Skelton's works,

appear how long before. But he had 3 It is printed in eight columns, which
written an Elegy on Edward IV. in 1483. Oesner, apud Bayle, Justiniani, Note D,

1863.] thus describes: " Quarum priinii habet
1 This last poem is reprinted in Sou- Ilebneam editionem, secunda Latinam

tliey's Selections from the older Poets, interpretationem responilentem Hebrtev
Extracts from Skelton occur also in War- de verbo in verbum, tertia Latinam corn-

ton, and one in the first volume of the munem, quarta Uriucam, quinta Arabi-
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Chaklee paraphrase and other aids, by Felice di Prato, at

Venice in 1519. The Book of Job in Hebrew appeared at

Paris in 1516. Meantime, the magnificent polyglott Bible of

Alcala proceeded under the patronage of Cardinal Ximenez,
and was published in five volumes folio, between the years
.1514 and 1517. It contains, in triple columns, the Hebrew,
the Septuagint Greek, and Latin Vulgate ; the Chaldee para-

phrase of the Pentateuch, by Onkelos, being also printed at

the foot of the page.
1

Spain, therefore, had found men equal
to superintend this arduous labor. Lebrixa was still living,

though much advanced in years; Stunica and a few other now
obscure names were his coadjutors. But that of Demetrius

Cretensis appears among these in the titlepage, to whom the

principal care of the Greek was doubtless intrusted ; and it is

highly probable that all the early Hebrew and Chaldee publi-
cations demanded the assistance of Jewish rabbis.

78. The school of Padua, renowned already for its medical

science as well as for the cultivation of the Aristote- pompou*
lian philosophy, labored under a suspicion of infi- tius -

delity, which was considerably heightened by the work of

Pomponatius. its most renowned professor, on the immortality
of the soul, published in 1516. This book met with several

answers, and was publicly burned at Venice : but the patron-

age of Bembo sustained Pomponatius at the court of Leo ;

and he was permitted by the Inquisition to reprint his treatise

with some corrections. He defended himself by declaring
that he merely denied the validity of philosophical arguments
for the soul's immortality, without doubting in the least the

authority of revelation, to which and to that of the church he

had expressly submitted. This, however, is the current Jan

guage of philosophy in the sixteenth and seventeenth centu-

ries, which must be judged by other presumptions. Brucker

and Ginguene are clear as to the real disbelief of Pompona-
tius in the doctrine, and bring some proofs from his oilier

writings, which seem more unequivocal than any that the

treatise De Immortalitate affords. It is certainly possible

cam. sexta paraphrasim, sermone quidem they print the Vulgate between the He
Chaklaeo, sed literisllebraioisconseriptam ;

brew and the Greek, like Christ between

septima Latinam respomlentem Chaldeae, two thieves. The expression, however it

ultima ven* id est oetava. continet scholia, may have been introduced, is not to be

hoe est, annotationes sp:irsaset interfisas." wholly defended; but at that time it was
1 Andre--, xix. 35. An observation in generally believed thut the Hebrew text

the preface to the Oomplutensian edition had been corrupted by the Jews,
ha* been rften animadverted upon, that
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and not uncommon for men to deem the arguments on that

subject inconclusive, so far as derived from reason, while they
assent to those that rest on revelation. It is, on the other

hand, impossible for a man to believe inconsistent propositions,
when he perceives them to be so. The question, therefore,

can only be, as Bulile seems to have seen, whether Pornpona-
tius maintained the rational arguments for a future state to be

repugnant to known truths, or merely insufficient for convic-

tion ; and this a superficial perusal of his treatise hardly
enables me to determine : though there is a presumption, on
the whole, that he had no more religion than the philosophers
of Padua generally kept for a cloak. That university was for

more than a century the focus of atheism in Italy.
1

79. We may enumerate among the philosophical writings

Raymond of this period, as being first published in 1516, a

treatise full two hundred years older, by Raymond
Lully, a native of Majorca, one of those innovators in philo-

sophy, who, by much boasting of their original discoveries in

the secrets of truth, are taken by many at their word, and

gain credit for systems of science which those who believe in

them seldom trouble themselves to examine, or even under-

stand. Lully's principal treatise is his Ars Magna ; being, as

His method
^ Pr fesse8

>
a new method of reasoning on all sub-

jects. But this method appears to be only an arti-

ficial disposition, readily obvious to the eye, of subjects and

predicables, according to certain distinctions, which, if it were
meant for any thing more than a topical arrangement, such as

the ancient orators employed to aid their invention, could only
be compared to the similar scheme of using machinery instead

of mental labor, devised by the philosophers of Laputa.
Leibnitz is of opinion that the method might be convenient
in extemporary speaking, which is the utmost limit that can

be assigned to its usefulness. Lord Bacon has truly said of

tiiis, and of such idle or fraudulent attempts to substitute

t rick for science, that they^ are " not a lawful method, but a
method of imposture, which is to deliver knowledges in such

1 Tiraboschi, vol. viii. ; Corniani ; Gin- with his predecessor in philosophy, Mar
guene; Brucker; Buhle; Niceron; Biogr. siliu.s Fidnus, was ignoraut of Greek,
Uuiverseile. The two last of these are though he read lectures on Aristotle. In
more favorable than the rest to the in- one of Speroue's dialogues (p. 120. odit.

teutions of the PaUuan philosopher. 15%), he is made to argue, that, if all

Pomponatius, or -Peretto, as he was books were read in translations, the time
Kometimes called, on account of his dinii- now consumed in learning languages might
nutive stature, which he had in common he better employed.
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manner as men may speedily come to make a show of learning
who have it not ;

" and that they are "
nothing but a mass of

words of all arts, to give men countenance, that those which
use the terms might be thought to understand them."

80. The writings of Lully are admitted to be very obscure

and those of his commentators and admirers, among whom
the meteors of philosophy, Cornelius Agrippa and Jordano

Bruno, were enrolled, are hardly "less so. But, as is usual

with such empiric medicines, it obtained a great deal of cele-

brity, and much ungrounded praise, not only for the two cen-

turies which intervened between the author's age and that of

its appearance from the press, but for a considerable time

afterwards, till the Cartesian philosophy drove that to which
the art of Lully was accommodated from the field ; and even

Morhof, near the end of the seventeenth century, avows that,

though he had been led to reckon it a frivolous method, he
had very much changed his opinion on fuller examination.1

The few pages which Brucker has given to Lully do not

render his art very intelligible ;

2 but they seem sufficient to

show its uselessness for the discovery of truth. It is utterly

impossible, as I conceive, for those who have taken much

pains to comprehend this method, which is not the case with

me, to give a precise notion of it in a few words, even with

the help of diagrams, which are indispensably required.
8

81. The only geographical publication which occurs in this

1 Morhof, Polyhistor, 1. ii. c. 5. But, ble that much bettor could be found than
!f I understand the ground on which Mor- that of Lully.
hof rests his favorable opinion of Lully 's 3 Buhle has observed that the favor-

rt, it is merely for its usefulness in sug- able reception of Lully's method is not

gesting middle terms to a syllogistic dis- surprising, since it really is useful in the

putant. association of ideas, like all other topical
2
Brucker, iv. 9-21. Ginguene, who contrivances, and may be applied to any

observes that Brucker's analysis, d sa subject, though often not very appropri-
maniere accoutumee, may be understood ately, suggesting materials in extemporary
by those who have learned Lully's me- speaking, and, notwithstanding its short-

thod, but must be very confused to ness, professing to be a complete system
others, has made the matter a great deal of topics ; but whoever should try it, must
more unintelligible by his own attempt be convinced of its inefficacy in reason-
to explain it. Hist. Litt. de 1'Italie, ing. Hence he thinks that such men as

vii. 497. I have found a better develop- Agrippa and Bruno kept only the general
ment of the method in Alstedius, Clavis principle of Lully's scheme, enlarging it

Artis Lullianse (Argentor. 1633), a stanch by new contrivances of their own. Hist,

admirer of Lully. But his praise of the de Philos., ii. 612. See also an article on

art, when examined, is merely as an aid Lully in the Biographic Universe-lie.

to the memory and to disputation.
" de Tennemann calls the Ars Magna a logical

quavis quaestione utramque in partem dis- machine to let men reason about every
putandi." This is rather an evil than a thing without study or reflection. Manuel
good ; ana tnough mnemonics! contri- de la Philos., i. 380. But this seems to

Yances are not without utility, it is proba- have been much what Lully reckoned iti

merit.

VOL. I. 21
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period is an account of the recent discoveries in America by
Peter Martyr, of Anghiera, a Milanese, who pa-sctl

Martyr's great part of his life in the court of Madrid. The
epistles. jjt|e ^ j)e jj,ebU3 Qceauicis decades tres ; but it

is, in fact, a series of epistles, thirty in number, written, or

feigned to be written, at different times, as fresh information

was received, the first bearing date a few days only after

the departure of Columbus in 1493; while the two last de-

cades are addressed to Leo X. An edition is said to have

appeared in 1516, which is certainly the date of the author's

dedication to Charles V.
; yet this edition seems not to have

been seen by bibliographers. Though Peter Martyr's own
account has been implicitly believed by Robertson and many
others, there seems strong internal presumption against the

authenticity of these epistles in the character they assume.

It appears to me evident, that he threw the intelligence he

had obtained into that form many years after the time.

Whoever will take the trouble of comparing the two first

letters in the decades of Peter Martyr with any authentic

history, will, I should think, perceive that they are a negligent
and palpable imposture ; every date being falsified, even that

of the year in which Columbus made his great discovery. It

is a strange instance of oversight in Robertson, that he has.

uniformly quoted them as written at the time ; for the least

attention must have shown him the contrary. And it may
here be mentioned, that a similar suspicion may be reasonably
entertained with respect to another collection of epistles by
the same author, rather better known than the present.
There is a folio volume with which those who have much
attended to the history of the sixteenth century are well

acquainted, purporting to be a series of letters from Anghiera
to various friends between the years 1488 and 1522. They
are full of interesting facts, and would be still more valuable

than they are, could we put our trust in their genuineness as

strictly contemporary documents. But though Robertson has

almost wholly relied upon them in his account of the Castilian

insurrection, and even in the Biographic Universelle no doubt

is raised as to their being truly written at their several dates,

yet La Monnoye (If I remember right, certainly some

one) long since charged the author with imposture, on the

ground that the letters, into which he wove the history of his

times, are so full of anachronisms as to render it evident that
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they were fabricated afterwards. It is several years since I

read these epistles ; but I was certainly struck with some

palpable errors in chronology, which led me to suspect that

several of them were wrongly dated, the solution of their

being feigned not occurring to ;my mind, as the book is of

considerable reputation.
1 A ground of suspicion hardly less

striking is, that the letters of Peter Martyr are too exact for

verisimilitude : he announces events with just the importance

they ought to have, predicts nothing but what comes to pass,
and must in fact be either an impostor (in an innocent sense

of the word), or one of the most sagacious men of his time.

But, if not exactly what they profess to be, both these works
of Anghiera are valuable as contemporary history ; and the

first mentioned, in particular, De Rebus Oceanicis, is the

earliest account we possess of the settlement of the Spaniards
in Darien, and of the whole period between Columbus and
Cortes.

82. It would be embarrassing to the reader, were we to

pursue any longer that rigidly chronological division by short

decennial periods, which has hitherto served to display the

regular progress of European literature, and especially of

classical learning. Many other provinces were now culti

vated ; and the history of each is to be traced separately irom
the rest, though frequently with mutual reference, and with

regard, as far as possible, to their common unity. In the

period immediately before us, that unity was chiefly preserved

by the diligent study of the Latin and Greek languages : it

was to the writers in those languages that the theologian, the

civil lawyer, the physician, the geometer and philosopher,
even the poet for the most part, and dramatist, repaired for

1 The following are specimens of ana- of the Venetians by Julius IT., which took

chronism, which seem fatal to the genuine- place in February, 1510. Epist. 451. In
ness of these epistles, and are only selected a letter dated at Brussels, Aug. 31. 152()

from others. In the year 1489, he writes (Epist. 689), he mentions the burning of

to a friend (Arias Barbosa): "In pecu- the canon law at Wittenberg by Luther,
liarem te nostrse tempestatis morbum, which is well known to have happened in

qui appellatione Ilispanl Bubarum dici- the ensuing November. [Mr. Prescott.

tur, ab Italis morbus Gallicus, medicorum in his excellent History of Ferdinand and
Elephantiam alii, alii aliter appellant, Isabella, vol. ii. p. 78, has expressed his

incidisse prsecipitem, libero ad me scribis dissent from this suspicion that P. Mar-

pede." Epist. 68. Now, if we should even tyr's letters were written after the time,
believe that this disease was known some and ascribes the anachronisms to the mis-

years before the discovery of America and placing of some letters by the original
the siege of Naples, is it probable that it editor. This will probably account for

could have obtained the name of mnrbns some of them
;
but my suspicion is not

Oculicvs before the latter era? In'Febru- wholly removed. 1842.]
My 1511, he communicates the absolution
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the materials of their knowledge and the nourishment of their

minds. We shall begin, therefore, by following the further

advances of philological literature ; and some readers must

here, as in other places, pardon what they will think unneces-

sary minuteness in so general a work as the present, for the

sake of others who set a value on precise information.
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CHAPTER V.

HISTORY OF ANCIENT LITERATURE IN EUROPE FROM 1520 TO 1550.

Classical Taste of the Italians Ciceronians Erasmus attacks them Writings on
Roman Antiquity Learning in France Commentaries of Budaeus Progress
of Learning iu Spain, Germany, England State of Cambridge and Oxford Ad-
vance of Learning still slow Encyclopedic Works.

1. ITALY, the genial soil where the literature of antiquity
had been first cultivated, still retained her superiority

/. . . . Superiority
in the fine perception ot its beauties and in the power of itaiy in

of retracing them by spirited imitation. It was the
taste*

land of taste and sensibility, never surely more so than in

the age of Raffaelle as well as Ariosto. Far from the clown-

ish ignorance so long predominant hi the Transalpine aristo-

cracy, the nobles of Italy, accustomed to a city life and to

social festivity, more than to war or the chase, were always
conspicuous for their patronage, and, what is more important
than mere patronage, their critical skill in matters of art and

elegant learning. Among the ecclesiastical order, this was

naturally still more frequent. If the successors of Leo X.
did not attain so splendid a name, they were perhaps, after

the short reign of Adrian VI., which, if we may believe

the Italian writers, seemed to threaten an absolute return of

barbarism,
1 not less munificent or sedulous in encouraging

1 Valerianus. in his treatise De Infelici- ilia tempora adversus bonas literas ride-

tate Litteratorum, a melancholy series batur suscitaturus." Lib. ii. p. 34. It is

of unfortunate authors, in the manner, but fair to a Id, that Erasmus ascribes to

though not quite with the spirit and Adrian the protection of letters in the

interest, of Mr. D'Israeli, speaks of Low Countries. " Vix nostra phalanx sus-

Adrian VI. as of another Paul II. in tinuLsset hostium conjurationem, ni Adri-
hatred of literature. " Ecce adest musa- amus turn Carvlinali.s, pcatea Romanua
rum et eloquenthc. totiusque nitoris hostis pontifex. hoo edidisset oraculum: Bonas
acerrimus. qui UteratU omnibus inimi- literas non damno. haereses et schismata
citia.< mhiitatur. quouiam, ut ipse dietita- damno." EpLst. Mclxxyi. There is not
bat, Terentij.ni essent, quos cum odisse indeed much in this

;
but the Biographie

atque etiain persequi coepisset, volun- Universelle (Suppl., art. " Busleiden '') in-

tarium alii exilium. aliis atque alias alii forms us that this pope was compelled to
latubras quaerentes, tamdiu latuere. quoad interfere, in order to remove the impedi-
Dei benefieio, altero imperii anno decessit, ments to the foundation of Busleiden's

%ui si aliquanto diutius yixisset, Gotica Collegium Trilingue at Louvaia. It U
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polite and useful letters. The first part, indeed, of this

period of thirty years was very adverse to the progress of

learning, especially in that disastrous hour when the lawless

mercenaries of Bourbon's array were led on to the sack of

Rome. In this and in other calamities of the same kind, it

happened that universities and literary academies were broken

up ; that libraries were destroyed or dispersed. That of

Sadolet, having been with difficulty saved in the pillage
of Rome, was dispersed, in consequence of shipwreck during
its transport to France.1 A better era commenced with the

pacification of Italy in 1531. The subsequent wars were
either transient or partial in their effects. The very extinc-

tion of all hope for civil freedom, which characterized the new

period, turned the intellectual energies of an acute and ardent

people towards those tranquil pursuits which their rulers would
both permit and encourage.

2. The real excellence of the ancients in literature as well

Admira- aa ar^
>
ave - r^se * an enthusiastic and exclusive

tjcm
of an- admiration of antiquity, not unusual indeed in other

parts of Europe, but in Italy a sort of national pride
which all partook. They went back to the memory of past

ages for consolation in their declining fortunes, and conquered
their barbarian masters of the north in imagination with

Caisar and Marius. Every thing that reminded them of the

slow decay of Rome, sometimes even their religion itself,

sounded ill hi their fastidious ears. Nothing was so much at

heart with the Italian scholars as to write a Latin style, not

only free from barbarism, but conformable to the standard of

what is sometimes called the Augustan age, that is, of the

period from Cicero to Augustus. Several of them affected

to be exclusively Ciceronian-

3. Sadolet, one of the apostolic secretaries under Leo X.
and Clement VII., and raised afterwards to the

Sadolet. . _. , _ '
, . .

purple by r&ui 111., stood in as high a rank as any

well,known that Adrian VI. was inclined non permisere. Ita asportati sunt in
to reform some abuses in the church, alienas et ignotae terras ; exceptisque vo-

enough to set the Italians against him. lumiuibus paucis, quse deportavi meeum
See hia life, in Bayle, Note D.. hue proficiscens, mei reliqui illi tot labores

1 " Cum enim direptis rebus caeteris, quos irnpenderamus, Gnwis praesertim
libri soli guperstites ab hostium injuria codicibus conquirendis undique et colli-

intacti, in nuvim conjecti, ad Gallite littus gendis, mei tanti sumjitus. mete curie,
jam pervecti essent, ineidit in vectores, et omnes iterum jam ad ninilum recide-

itiipsos familiares moos pestilent ia. Quo runt." Sadolet, Epist. lit . i p. .23. (Oo>
metu ii permoti, quorum ad littora navis Ion. 1554.)
tppulsu, fuerat, onera in terram expoui
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for purity of language without affectation, though he seems to

have been reckoned of the Ciceronian school. Except his

Epi>tle>, however, none of Sadolet's works are now read, or

even appear to have been very conspicuous in his own age,

though Corniani ha> given an analysis of a treatise on educa-

tion.
1 A greater name, in point of general literary reputation,

was Peter Bembo, a noble Venetian, secretary with .

Sadolet to Leo, and raised, like him, to the dignity
of a cardinal by Paul III. Bembo was known in Latin and
in Italian literature ; and, in each language, both as a prose
writer and a poet. We shall thus have to regard four claims

which he prefers to a niche in the temple of fame, and we
shall find none of them ungrounded. In pure Latin style he
was not perhaps superior to Sadolet, but would not have

yielded to any competitor in Europe. It has been told, in

proof of Bembo's scrupulous care to give his compositions the

utmost finish, that he kept forty portfolios, into which every
sheet entered successively, and was only taken out to undergo
his corrections before it entered into the next limbo of this

purgatory. Though this may not be quite true, it is but an

exaggeration of the laborious diligence by which he must -often

have reduced his sense to feebleness and vacuity. He was
one of those exclusive Ciceronians, who, keenly feeling the

beauties of their master's eloquence, and aware of the corrup-
tion which, after the age of Augustus, came rapidly over the

purity of style, rejected with scrupulous care not only every
word or phrase which could not be justified by the practice of

what was called the golden age, but even insisted on that

of Cicero himself, as the only model they thought absolutely

1 Niceron gays of Sadolet's Epistles, sire of ecclesiastical reformation in respect
which form a very thick volume. "II y of morals has caused him to be suspected of
a plusieurs choses digues d'etre remar- a bias towards Protestantism ; and a let-

qui-es dans les lettres de Sadolet : nxais ter iu the most flattering term*, which he
elles sent quelquefois trop diffuses, et par wrote to Melanchthon, but which that

consequent ennuyeuses i lire." I concur learned man did not answer, has been
in this : yet it may be added, that the brought in corrohoration of this : yet the

K|.i-t;es of Cicero would sometimes be tc- general tenor of his letters refutes this sur-

dious. if we took as little interest in their mise : his theology, which was Arholly eerni-

(tubjeots as we commonly do in those of Pelagian, must have led him to look with.

Sadolet. His st\ le is uniformly p'ure and disgust on the earl} Lutheran school (Epist.

goo.i: but he is less dxtidlo'ua "than Bern- 1. iii. p. 121, and I. ix. p. 410): and, after

!*'. ami does not use circuity to avoid a Paul 111. bestowed on him the purple, he

-xpression. They are much became a stanch fr'end of tlie court of
mnrt- :.' least, tii:n the orji- Rome, though never iiK-ing hi* wish to fee

nary l^itju letters of his contemporaries, a reform of its abuses.. This will be ad-
ueh as those of Paulus Manutius. An mitted by every one who takes the trouble
uniform goodness ofheart and love of right to run over Sadolet's epistles,

prevail in the epistles of Sadolet. HU de
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perfect. Pauliib Manutius, one of the most rigorous, though of

the most eminent among these, would not employ the words

of Cicero's correspondents, though as highly accomplished and

polite as himself. This fastidiousness was, of course, highly
inconvenient in a language constantly applicahle to the daily
occurrences of life in epistles or in narration ; and it has driven

Bembo, according to one of his severest critics, into strange
affectation and circuity in his Venetian history. It produced
also, what was very offensive to the more serious reader, and

is otherwise frigid and tasteless, an adaptation of heathen

phrases to the usages and even the characters of Christianity.
1

It has been remarked also, that, in his great solicitude about

the choice of words, he was indifferent enough to the value of

his meaning, a very common failing of elegant scholars

when they write in a foreign language. But if some praise is

due, as surely it is, to the art of reviving that consummate

grace and richness which enchants every successive genera-
tion in the periods of Cicero, we must place Bembo, had we

nothing more than this to say of him, among the ornaments

of literature in the sixteenth century.
4. The tone which Bembo and others of that school were

Cfceroniar studiously giving to ancient literature provoked one
nus of of the most celebrated works of Erasmus, the dia-

1U8 '

logues entitled Ciceronianus. The primary aim of

these was to ridicule the fastidious purity of that sort of

writers who would not use a case or tense for which they
could not find authority in the works of Cicero. A whole

winter's night, they thought, was well , spent in composing a

single sentence ; but even then it was to be revised over and
over again. Hence they wrote little except elaborated epis-
tles. One of their rules, he tells us, was never to speak Latin,
if they could help it, which must have seemed extraordinary in

an age when Jt was the common language of scholars from,

different countries. It is certain, indeed, that the practice can-

not be favorable to very pure Latinity.

i This affectation had begun in the pre- in his letters. Ibid. Sturm says of the

ceding century, und was carried by Cam- letters of Bembo,
"
Ejus epistolie scriptsa

pano in his life of Braccio di Montone to mihi magis quam inissre esse videutur.
as great an extreme as by Bembo. or any Indicia aunt hominis otiosi et imitittorU

Ciceronian of his age. Bayle (Bembus, speciem magis rerum quam res ipsas con-
Note B) gives some odd instances of it sectantis." Ascham, Kpist. i-c-cxd.

in the latter. Notwithstanding his labo- [The origin of the Ciceronian contro-
rious scrupulosity as to language, Bembo versy will have some light thrown on it

is reproached by Lipsius, and others of by the Epistles of Polltian, lib. T. 1-4.
a more advanced stage of critical know- 1842.]

ledge with many faults of Latin, especially
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5. Few books of that age give us more insight into its lite-

rary history and the public taste than the Ciceronianus. In

a short retrospect, Erasmus characterizes all the considerable

writers in Latin since the revival of letters, and endeavors to

show how far they wanted this Ciceronian elegance for which

some were contending. He distinguishes, in a spirit of sound

taste, between a just imitation which leaves free scope for

genius, and a servile following of a single writer. " Let your
first and chief care," he says,

" be to understand thoroughly
what you undertake to write about. That will give you copi-
ousness of words, and supply you with true and natural senti-

ments. Then will it be found how your language lives and

breathes, how it excites and hurries away the reader, and how
it is a just image of your own mind. Nor will that be Ies8

genuine which you add to your own by imitation."

6. The Ciceronianus, however, goes, in some passages,

beyond the limited subject of Latin style. The controversy
had some reference to the division between the men of learn-

ing and the men of taste, between the lovers of the solid and

of the brilliant; in some measure also to that between Christi-

anity and Paganism, a garb which the incredulity of the

Italians affected to put on. All the Ciceronian party, except

Longolius, were on the other side of the Alps.
1 The object

of the Italian scholars was to write pure Latin, to glean little

morsels of Roman literature, to talk a heathenish philosophy
in private, and leave the world to its own abuses. That of

Erasmus was to make men wiser and better by wit, sense, and

learning.
7. Julius Gwsar Scaliger wrote against the Ciceronianus

with all that unmannerly invective which is the dis-J Scahger's

grace ot many scholars, and very much his own. invective

His vanity blinded him to what was then obvious to
asajustlt-

Europe, that, with considerable learning and still better parts,
he was totally unworthy of being named with the first man iu

the literary republic. Nor in fact had he much right to take

1 Though this is generally paid, on the in bane re^to si-ribendi viam primus in

authority of Erasmus himself. Peter Muriel duxerat.
1 ' Iu a later edition, for I'nUtia-

is asserted by gome French scholars of grent nis ft Erasmit, it was thought more decent
name, and particularly by Henry Stephens, to introduce Mill- ///A/. el Cn/npniiix- Hayle,
to have equalled in Ciceronian purity the art. "

Hunel," Note A. The letters of Bu
best of the Italians

;
and Haulus Manutius nel, written with great purity, were pub-

mvns him a^ his master, in one of his lished in 1551 It is to be observed that lie

episrlcs :

"
Kgo ab illo maximum habebam had lived much in Italy. Erasmus does

Denefletum, quod me cum Politianis et not mention him in the Ciceronianus.
Erasnm uestio quibus misere errautem,
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up the cause of the Ciceronian purists, with whom he had no

pretension to be reckoned, though his reply to Erasmus is not

ill-written. It consists chiefly in a vindication of Cicero's life

and writings against some passages in the Ciceronianus which
seem to affect them, scarcely touching the question of Latin

style. Erasmus made no answer, and thus escaped the dan-

ger of retaliating on Scaliger in his own phrases.
8. The deyotedness of the Italians to Cicero was displayed

Editions of i11 a more useful manner than by this close imitation.
Cicero. Pietro Vettori (better known as Victorius), professor
of Greek and Roman literature at Florence, published an
entire edition of the great orator's writings in 1534. But
this was soon surpassed by a still more illustrious scholar,

Paulus Manutius, son of Aldus, and his successor in the print-

ing-house at Venice. His edition of Cicero appeared in

1540, the most important which had hitherto been published
of any ancient author. In fact, the notes of Manutius, which
were subsequently very much augmented,

1 form at this day in

great measure the basis of interpretation and illustration of

Cicero, as what are called the Variorum editions will show.

A further accession to Ciceronian literature was made by
Nizolius in his Observationes in M. Tullium Ciceronem, 1535.

This title hardly indicates that it is a dictionary of Ciceronian

words, with examples of their proper senses. The later and

improved editions bear the title of Thesaurus Ciceronianus. I

find no critical work, in this period, of greater extent and labor

than that of Scaliger De Causis Latinaj Linguae, by causis

meaning its principles. It relates much to the foundations of

the language, or the rules by which its various peculiarities
have been formed. He corrects many alleged errors of

earlier writers, and sometimes of Valla himself; enumerating,
rather invidiously, 634 of such errors in an index. In this

book he shows much acuteness and judgment.
9. The Geniales Dies of Alexander ab Alexandra, a Nea-

xiexander Pout^n lawyer, published in 1522, are on the model
ab Alex- of Aulus Gellius, a repertory of miscellaneous learn

ing, thrown together without arrangement, on everji

subject of Roman philology and antiquities. The author had

lived with the scholars of the fifteenth century, and even

remembered Philelphus ; but his own reputation seems not to

Lave been extensive, at least through Europe. "He haa

1 Benouard, Imprimerie dee Aldus
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known every one," says Erasmus, in a letter :
" no one knows

who he is."
1 The Geniales Dies has had better succe-s in

later ages than most early works of criticism ; a good edition

having appeared, with Variorum note?, in 1673. It gives,
like the Lectiones Antiquae of Caelius Rhodiginus, an idea of

the vast extent to which the investigation of Latin antiquity
had been already carried.

10. A very few books of the same class belong to this

period; and may deserve mention, although long Workgon
since superseded by the works of those to whom we Roman

have just alluded, and who filled up and corrected
^ qm

their outline. Marlianus on the Topography of Rome, 1534>
is admitted, though with some hesitation, by Graevius into his

Thesaurus Antiquitatum Romanarum, while he absolutely
sets aside the preceding labors of Blondus Flavius and Pom-

ponius Laetus. The Fasti Consulares were first published by
Marlianus in 1549 ; and a work on the same subject in 1550
was the earliest production of the great Sigonius. Before

these, the memorable events of Roman history had not been

critically reduced to a chronological series, A treatise by
Raphael of Volterra, De Magistratibus et Sacerdotibus Roma-

norum, is very inaccurate and superficial.
2

Mazochius, a

Roman bookseller, was the first who, in 1521, published a

collection of inscriptions. This was very imperfect, and full

of false monuments. A better appeared in Germany by the

care of Apianus, professor of mathematics at Ingoldstadt, in

1534.3

11. It could not be expected that the elder and more copi
ous fountain of ancient lore, the Greek language, Greeklea8
would slake the thirst of Italian scholars as readily studied in

as the Latin. Xo local association, no patriotic
Italy'

sentiment, could attach them to that study. Greece itself no

longer sent out a Lascaris or a Musurus : subdued, degraded,
barbarous in language and learning ; alien, above all, by insu-

perable enmity, from the church, she had ceased to be a liv-

1 " Demiror quis git flle Alexander ab riderabte learning, undertook the task ot

Alexandra. N'ovit omnes celebres Italue writing critical notes on the Geniales Die*

Tiros, Poilelphum. Pomponium Laetum, about the middle of the century, correcting
Hermolaum. et qnos non ! Omnibus usus many of the errors which they contained.
eat famiiiiriur: tamen nemo novit ilium." - It is published in sailengre, Norua

Appendix, a/1 Era&m. Epist. ccclxxiii. Thesaurus Antiquit., TOl. iii.

(1533.) Bayle %lso remark.1! that Alexan- 3 Bunnann. prsefat. in Gruter, Corpu*
der is hardly mentioned by hU eontempo- Inscriptionum.
caries. Timqueau, % French lawyer of con-
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ing guide to her own treasures. Hence we may observe, even

already, not a diminution, but a less accelerated increase, of

Greek erudition in Italy. Two, however, among the most
considerable editions of Greek authors, in point of labor, that

the century produced, are the Galen by Andrew of Asola in

1525, and the Eustathius from the press of Bladus at Rome
in 1542.1 We may add, as first editions of Greek authors,

Epictetus, at Venice, in 1528, and Arrian in 1535 ; ^Elian, at

Rome, in 1545. The Etymologicum Magnum of Phavorinus,
whose real name was Guarino, published at Rome in 1523,
was of some importance while no lexicon but the very detect-

ive one of Craston had been printed. The Etymologicum
of Phavorinus, however, is merely a compilation from IIe-

sychius, Suidas/ Phrynichus, Harpocration, Eustathius, the

Etymologica, the lexicon of Philemon, some treatises of

Trypho, Apollonius, and other grammarians and various

scholiasts. It is valuable as furnishing several important
corrections of the authors from whom it was collected, and
not a few extracts from unpublished grammar i tins.

-

. 12. Of the Italian scholars, Vettori, already mentioned,

Schools of seems to have earned the highest reputation for his

classical skill in Greek. But there was no considerable town
ans'

in Italy, besides the regular universities, where

public instruction in the Greek as well as Latin tongue was
not furnished, and in many cases by professors of fine taste

and recondite learning, whose names were then eminent ; such

as Bonamico, Nizzoli, Parrhasio, Corrado, and .Mattel, com-

monly called Raphael of Volterra. Yet, according to Tira-

boschi, something was still wanting to secure these schools

from the too frequent changes of teachers, which the hope of

better salaries produced, and to give the .students a more

vigorous emulation and a more uniform scheme of discipline/
This was to be supplied by the followers of Ignatius Loyola.
But their interference with education in Italy did not begin in

quite so early a period as the present.
13. If we cross the Alps, and look at the condition of

learning in countries, which we left in 1520 rapidly advancing

> GressweU's Early Parisian Greek Press,
* Vol. viii. 114

;
x. 319. Ginguene, vii.

p. 14. 232, has copied Tir.ibuschi's account of
2 Quarterly Review, vol. xxii.

;
Koscoe'x these accom plUhed teachers with little ;wl-

Leo, cli. xi. Stephens is said to have insert- dition. and probably with no knowledge of
ed many parts of this lexicon of Guarino the original sources of iuforniatiuu.

bk his Thesaurus. Niceron, xxii. 141.
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on the footsteps of Italy, we shall find, that, except in purity
of Latin style, both France and Germany were
now capable of entering the lists of fair competition, his'com-'

France possessed, by general confession, the most mentanes

profound Greek scholar in Europe, Budseus. If this

could before have been in doubt, he raised himself to a

pinnacle of philological glory by his Commentarii Linguae

Grascas, Paris, 1529. The publications of the chief Greek
authors by Aldus, which we have already specified, had given
a compass of reading to the scholars of this period which

those of the fifteenth century could not have possessed. But
;

with the exception of the Etymologicum of Phavorinus, just

mentioned,, no attempt had been made by a native of Western

Europe to interpret the proper meaning of Greek words

even he had confined himself to compiling from the grammari-
ans. In this large and celebrated treatise, Budaeus has estab-

lished the interpretation of a great part of the language. All

later critics write in his praise. There will never be another

Budgeus in France, says Joseph Scaliger, the most envious

and detracting, though the most learned, of the tribe.
1

But,

referring to what Baillet and Blount have collected from

older writers,
2 we will here insert the character of these com-

mentaries, which an eminent living scholar has given.
14. "This great work of Budaeus has been the text-book

and common storehouse of succeeding lexicogra- itscha-

phers. But a great objection to its general use was Taciei -

its want of arrangement. His observations on the Greek lan-

guage are thrown together in the manner of a commonplace-
book, an inconvenience which is imperfectly remedied by an

alphabetical index at the end. His authorities and illustra-

tions are chiefly drawn from the prose writers of Greece, the

historians, orators, and fathers. With the poets he seems to

have had a less intimate acquaintance. His interpretations are

mostly correct, and always elegantly expressed ; displaying
an union of Greek and Latin literature which renders his

Commentaries equally useful to the students of both languages.
The peculiar value of this work consists in the full and exact

account which it gives of the Greek legal and forensic terms,
both by literal interpretation and by a comparison with the

corresponding terms in Roman jurisprudence. So copious

*
Scaligerana, 1. 83.

*
Baillet, J ugemens des Savans, ii. 828 (Amst. 1726) ; Blount, in Budwo.
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and exact is this department of the work, that no student can
rcfid the Greek orators to the best advantage, unless he con-

sults the . Commentaries of Budaeus. It appears from the

Greek epistle subjoined to the work, that the illustration of

the forensic language of Athens and Rome was originally
all that his plan embraced ; and that, when circumstances

tsrapted him to extend the limits of his work, this still con-

tinued to be his chief object."
1

15. These Commentaries of Budaeus stand not only far

Greek gram-
above any thing else in Greek literature before the

mars and middle of the sixteenth century, but are alone in

their class* What comes next, but at a vast interval,
is the Greek grammar of Clenardus, printed at I^ouvain in

1530. It was, however, much beyond Budueus in extent

of circulation, and probably, for this reason, in general utility.

This grammar was continually reprinted with successive im-

provements, and defective as, especially in its original state,

it must have been, was far more perspicuous than that of

Gaza, though not, perhaps, more judicious in principle. It

was for a long time commonly used in France, and is in fact

the principal basis of those lately or still in use among us,

such as the Eton Greek grammar. The pi'oof of this is, that

they follow Clenardus in most of his innovations, and, too fre-

quently for mere accident, in the choice of instances.2 The

1 Quarterly Review, vol. xxii., an article * Clenardus seems first to have separated
ascribed to the Bishop of London. The simple from contracted nouns, thus mak-
Commentaries of Budseus are written in a ing ten declensions. Wherever he differs

very rambling and desultory manner, pass- from Gaza, our popular grammars seem,
ing from one subject to another as a casual In general, to have followed him. He tells

word may suggest the transition. " Sic us that he had drawn up his own for the

eriim," he says,
" hos commentaries scri- use of his private pupils. Baillet observes

bere instituimus, nt quicquid in ordinem that the grammar of Clenardus, notwith-

seriemque scribendi incurreret, vel ex standing the mediocrity of his learning,
diverticulo quasi obviam se offerret. ad id has had more success than any other

;

dijrredi." A large portion of what is those who have followed having mostly
valuable in this work has been transferred confined themselves to correcting and en-

by Stephens to his Thesaurus. The Latin larging It. Jugemenc des Savans, U. 164.
criticisms of Budaeus have also doubtless This is certainly true, as far as England is

been borrowed. concerned, though the Eton grammar is in

Budaeus and Erasmus are fond of writ- some degree an improvement on Clenardus.

ing Greek in their correspondence. Others [This was stated rather too strongly in

had the same fancy ; and it is curious that my first edition. A learned person at the

they ventured upon what has wholly gone head of one of our public schools, in a
out of use since the language has been so communication with which he has favored
well understood. But probably this is the me, does not think, on a comparison of
reason that hiter scholars have avoided it. the two works, that the Eton Greek gram-
Neither of these great men shines much in mar owes very much to that of Clenardus,
elegance or purity. One of Bndaeus, Aug. though there is, no doubt, much that may
15, 1519 (in Erasm. Epist. cccclv.), seems have been borrowed from him: and is in-

often incorrect, and in the mere style of a clined to believe that it was formed upon
ehoc'boy. one published by the university of Padoa.
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account of syntax in this grammar, as well as that of Gaza, is

very defective. A better treatise, in this respect, is by Vare-

nius of Malines, Syntaxis Linguae Graecag, printed at Louvain

about 1532. Another Greek grammar by Vergara, a native

of Spain, has been extolled by some of the older critics, and

depreciated by others.
1 A Greek lexicon, of which the tir-t

edition was printed at. Basle in 1537, is said to abound in

faults and inaccuracies of every description. The character

given of it by Henry Stephens, even when it had been en-

larged, if not improved, does not speak much for the means
that the scholars of this age had possessed in laboring for the

attainment of Greek learning.
2

16. The most remarkable editions of Greek authors from

the Parisian press were those of Aristophanes in Banjota

1528, and of Sophocles in 1529, the former printed of Greek

by Gourmont, the latter by Colinceus ; the earliest

edition of Dionysius Halicaroassensis in 1546, and of Dio
Cassius in 1548, both by Robert Stephens. The first Greek
edition of the Elements of Euclid appeared at Basle in 1533,
of Diogenes Laertius the same year, of five books of Dio-

dorus in 1539, of Josephus in 1544 ; the first of Polybius in

1530, at Haguenau. Besides these editions of classical

authors. Ba-il, and other of the Greek fathers, occupied the

press of Frobenius, under the superintendence of Erasmus.

The publications of Latin authors by Badius Ascensius con-

which contains the Eton grammar totidem statu. (Jesner himself says of this lexi-

verbis. and a great deal of other matter. con. which sometimes bore his name :

Of this Paduan grammar I am wholly
" Circa annum 1537, lexicon Graeco-Lati-

ignorant : if published before that of Cle- num. qnod jam ante a dirert-is et inno
nardus. it must be of some interest in lite- minatis nescio quibus mistre satis con-

r.iry history. But certainly the grammar sarcinatum erat, ex Phayorini Camertis
of Clenarlu* differs considerably from that Lexico Graeco ita auxi. nt nihil in eo
of (niiia. by distinguishing contracted from extaret, quod non ut singular! fide, ita la~

simpie noun?, as separate declensions, bore maximo adjicerem ; sed typographus
surely a great error ; and by diTidin:* me insoio. et pneter omnem expectationem
the conjugations of verbs into thirteen, nieam. exiguam duntaxat ar-cessionis meje

which Gaza makes but four, ending in (J, partem adjecit, reservans sibi forte aucta-

andonein ut. The choice of words for rium ad sequentes etiam editiones." He
v. /-ii _j . iu proceeds to say. that he enlarged seTeral

examples with Clenardus is Tery often the ^^^^ -

down to 1S56 wgen rhe last
same as in our modern grammars though that nad ^^ enriched bv ^ additions
not so

constantly
as I had at first sup- ^ at Basle .

ik Owteruni hoc anno,
scribo. 1562. Geneva, proliis^

H. Stephanos, De typographia sn
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tinued till his death in 1535. Colinaeus began to print his

small editions of the same class at Paris about 1521. They
are in that cursive character which Aldus had first employed.

1

The number of such editions, both in France and Germany,
became far more considerable than in the preceding age.

They are not, however, in general, much valued for correct-

ness of text; nor had many considerable critics even in Latin

Latin The- philology yet appeared on this side of the Alps,
saurusof Robert Stephens stands almost alone, who, by the

M '

publication of his Thesaurus in 1535, augmented in

a subsequent edition of 1543, may be said to have made
an epoch in this department of literature. The preceding
dictionaries of Calepio and other compilers had been limited

to an interpretation of single words, sometimes with reference

to passages in the authors who had employed them. This

produced, on the one hand, perpetual barbarisms and devia-

tions from purity of idiom, while it gave rise in some to a

fastidious hypercriticism, of which Valla had given an ex-

ample.
2

Stephens first endeavored to exhibit the proper use

of words, not only in all the anomalies of idiom, but in every
delicate variation of sense to which the pure taste and subtle

discernment of the best writers had adapted them. Such an

analysis is perhaps only possible with respect to a language
wherein the extant writers, and especially those who have

acquired authority, are very limited in number; and even
in Latin, the most extensive dictionary, such as has grown up,

long since the days of Robert Stephens, under the hands of

Gesner, Forcellini, and Facciolati, or such as might still

improve upon their labor, could only approach an unattainable

perfection. What Stephens himself achieved would now be

deemed far too defective for general use ; yet it afforded the

means of more purity in style than any could, in that age,
have reached without unwearied exertion. Accordingly it is

to be understood, that, while a very few scholars, chiefly
in Italy, had acquired a facility and exactness of language
which has seldom been surpassed, the general style retained a

great deal of barbarism, and neither in single words, nor

always in mere grammar, can bear a critical eye. Erasmus

1 Gresswell's History of the Early Pa- obserres in another work, that there was
risian Greek Press. no full and complete dictionary of Latin.

1
Vives, De causls corrupt, art. (Opera Id., p. 476.

I.u.i. Vives, edit. Basle, 1555, i. 858). He
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is often incorrect, especially in his epistles, and says modestly
of himself in the Ciceronianus, that he is hardly to be named

among writers at all, unless blotting a great deal of paper
with ink is enough to make one. He is, however, among the

best of his contemporaries, if a vast command of Latin phrase,
and a spirited employment of it, may compensate for some
want of accuracy. Budaeus, as has been already said, i? hard
and unpolished. Yi\vs assumes that he has written his famous
and excellent work on the corruption of the sciences, with some

elegance ; but this he says in language which hardly warrants

the boast.1 In fact he is by no means a good writer. But
Melanchthon excelled Erasmus by far in purity of diction, and
correctness of classical taste. With him we may place Calvin

in his Institutes, and our countryman Sir John Cheke, as dis-

tinguished from most .other Cisalpine writers by the merit of

what is properly called style. The praise, however, of writing

pure Latin, or the pleasure of reading it, is dearly bought when

accompanied by such vacuity of sense as we experience in the

elaborate epistles of Paulus Manutius, and the Ciceronian

school in Italy.
17. Francis I. has obtained a glorious title, the father of

French literature. The national propensity (or what Pro<n^sof
once was such) to extol kings may have had some- . learning in

thing to do with this ; for we never say the same of
]

Henry VIII. In the early part of his reign, he manifested a

design to countenance ancient literature by public endowments.

War, an unsuccessful war, sufficiently diverted his mind from

this scheme. But in 1531, a season of peace, he established

the royal college of three languages in the university of Paris,

wliich did not quite deserve its name till the foundation of a

Latin professorship in 1534. Vatable was the first professor
of Hebrew, and Danes of Greek. In 1545 it appears that

there were three professors of Hebrew in the royal college,
three of Greek, one of Latin, two of mathematics, one of

medicine, and one of philosophy. But this college had to

encounter the jealousy of the university, tenacious of its

ancient privileges, wliich it fancied to be trampled upon, and

stimulated by the hatred of the pretended philosophers, the

1 " Xitorem praeterea germonis addidi tione adiuereacerent ; qnod haetenus fer

alinuem. et ijuo-l uoa expediret res pul- accilit. te-lio nimirum infrugiferse ac hor-

ehei-riuias sorjil;- ac spurie vestiri. et ut riJae moiestiae. quae in pempiendis *rti-

atudiosi eltrgautUruin [orum?] literarum bus diutissims erat derorata.' i 331
Don perpetuo in Yocum et sennonis cogni-

VOL. I. 22
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scholastic dialecticians, against philological literature. They
tried tc get the parliament on their side ; but that body, how-
ever averse to innovation, of which it gave in this age, and long
afterwards, many egregious proofs, was probably restrained

by the king's known favor to learning from obstructing the

new college as much as the university desired. 1 Danes had
a colleague and successor as Greek professor in a favorite

pupil of Budaeus, and a good scholar, Toussain, who handed
down the lamp in 1547 to one far more eminent, Turnebus.
Under such a succession of instructors, it may be naturally

presumed that the knowledge of Greek would make some pro-

gress in France. And no doubt the great scholars of the next

generation were chiefly trained under these men. But the

opposition of many, and the coldness almost of all, in the

ecclesiastical order, among whom that -study ought principally
to have flourished, impeded in the sixteenth century, as it has

perhaps ever since, the diffusion of Grecian literature in all

countries of the Romish communion. We do not find much
evidence of classical, at least of Greek, learning in any univer-

sity of France, except that of Paris, to which students repaired
from every quarter of the kingdom.* But a few once dis-

tinguished names of the age of Francis I. deserve to be men-

tioned, -V- William Cop, physician to the king, and John Ruel,
one of the earliest promoters of botanical science, the one

translator of Galen, the other of Dioscorides ; Lazarus Baif, a

poet of some eminence in that age, who rendered two Greek

tragedies into French verse ; with a few rather more obscure,
such as Petit, Pin, Deloin, De Chatel, who are cursorily
mentioned in literary history, or to whom Erasmus sometimes
alludes. Let us not forget John Grollier, a gentleman who,

having filled with honor some public employments, became the

first perhaps on this side of the Alps who formed a very ex-

1 The faculty of theology in 1530 con- hrew and Greek was praiseworthy in skil-

demned these propositions : 1. Scripture ful imd orthodox theologians, disposed to

cannot be well understood without Greek maintain the inviolable authority of the
and Hebrew. 2. A preacher cannot ex- Vulgate. Contin. de Fleury, Hist. Eocle-

plain the Epistle and Gospel without these Blast., xxvii. 233. See also (Jajllard, Hist.

languages. In the same year, they sum- de Francois I., vi. 289.

moned Danes and Vatable with two more J \Ve find, however, that a Greek and
to appear in parliament, that they might Latin school was set up in the diocesi- nf

be forbidden to explain Scripture by the Sadolet (Carpentras), about 1533: been
Greek and Hebrew without permission of deavored to procure a master from Italy,
the university ;

or to say the Hebrew or and seems, by a letter of the year 1540, to

the Greek is so and so, lest they should have succeeded. Sadol. Epist., lib. ix.

injure the credit of the Vulgate. They and xvi.

admitted, however, that the study of lie-
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tensive library and collection of medals. He was the friend

and patron of the learned during a long life ; a character little

affected in that age by private persons of wealth on the less

sunny side of the Alps. Grollier's library was not wholly
sold till the latter part of the seventeenth century.

1

18. In Spain the same dislike of innovation stood in the

way. Greek professorships existed, however, in the
Learning

universities ; and Nunnes, usually called Pincianus in Spain,

(from the Latin name for the city of Valladolid), a disciple of

Lebrixa, whom he surpassed, taught the language at Alcala,
and afterwards at Salamanca. He was the most learned man
whom Spain had possessed ; and his edition of Seneca, in

1536, has obtained the praise of Lipsius.
2

Resende, the pupil
of Arias Barbosa and Lebrixa in Greek, has been termed
the restorer of letters in Portugal. None of the writings of

Resende, except a Latin grammar, published in 1540, fall

within the present period; but he established, about 1531, a
school at Lisbon, and one afterwards at Evora, where Estaco,
a man rather better known, was educated.3 School divinity
and canon law over-rode all liberal studies throughout the

Peninsula, of which the catalogue of books at the end of Anto-

nio's Bibliotheca Nova is a sufficient witness.

19. The first effects of the great religious schism in Ger-

many were not favorable to classical literature.
4 An

all-absorbing subject left neither relish nor leisure for

human studies. Those who had made the greatest
advances in learning were themselves generally in-

volved in theological controversy ; and, in some countries, had
to encounter either personal suffering on account of their

opinions, or, at least, the jealousy of a church that hated the

advance of knowledge. The knowledge of Greek and He-
brew was always liable to the suspicion of heterodoxy. In

Italy, where classical antiquity was the chief object, this dread

of learning could not subsist. But few learned much of Greek
in these parts of Europe, without some reference to theology,

5

especially to the grammatical interpretation of the Scriptures
In those parts which embraced the Reformation, a still more

threatening danger arose from the distempered fanaticism of

its adherents. Men who interpreted the Scripture by the

1 Biog. Univ., " Grollier." * Erasm. Epist. passim.
* Antonio, Bibl. Nova.

; Biogr. Uniy. 6 Erasm. Adag., chil. iv. c. v. 1
; Vivw

Biogr. Univ. apud Meiners, Yergl. der Sitten, ii. 731.
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Spirit could not think human learning of much value in reli-

gion ; and they were as little likely to perceive any other

advantage it could possess. There seemed, indeed, a con-

siderable peril that through the authority of Carlostadt, or even
of Luther, the lessons of Crocus and Mosellanus would be

totally forgotten.
1 And this would very probably have been

the case, if one man, Melanchthon, had not perceived the

necessity of preserving human learning, as a bulwark to theo-

logy itself, against the wild waves of enthusiasm. It was

owing to him that both the study of the Greek and Latin lan-

guages, and that of the Aristotelian philosophy, were main-

tained in Germany.
2 Nor did his activity content itself with

animating the universities. The schools of preparatory

instruction, which had hitherto furnished merely the elements

of grammar, throwing the whole burthen of philological learn-

ing on the universities, began before the middle of the century
to be improved by Melanchthon, with the assistance of a friend,

even superior to him, probably, in that walk of literature,

Joachim Camerarius. " Both these great men," says Eicli-

horn,
" labored upon one plan, upon the same principle, and

with equal zeal : they were, in the strictest sense, the fathers

of that pure taste and solid learning by which the next gene-
ration was distinguished." Under the names of Lycseum or

Gymnasium, these German schools gave a more complete

knowledge of the two languages, and sometimes the elements

of philosophy.
3

20. We derive some acquaintance with the state of educa-

tion in this age from the writings of John Sturm,
account than whom scarce any one more contributed to the

cause of letters in Germany. He became in 1538,
and continued for above forty years, rector of a cele-

brated school at Strasburg. Several treatises on education,

especially one, De Literarum Ludis recte instituendis, beat

witness to his assiduity. If the scheme of classical instruction

which he has here laid down may be considered as one actu

ally in use, there was a solid structure of learning erected in

the early years of life, which none of our modern academies

would pretend to emulate. Those who feel any curiosity

1
Seckendorf, p. 198. Demosthenes, in 1524, he had but fom

*
[It is said by Melchior Adam, Vitse hearers, and these were obliged to tran-

Philosophorum, p. 87, that when Melanch- scribe from their teacher's copy. 1842.]
thon first lectured on the Philippics of s Eichhorn, Hi. 254, et post.
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about the details of this course of education, which seems
almost too rigorous for practice, will find the whole in

Morhof's Polyhistor.
1

It is sufficient to say that it occupies
the period of life between the ages of six and fifteen, when
the pupil is presumed to have acquired a very extensive

knowledge of the two languages. Trifling as it may appear
to take notice of this subject, it serves at least as a test of the

literary pre-eminence of Germany. For we could, as I con-

ceive, trace no such education in France, and certainly not in

England.
21. The years of the life of Camerarius correspond to those

of the century. His most remarkable works fall Learning in

partly into the succeeding period ; but many of the Germany-

editions and translations of Greek authors, which occupied his

laborious hours, were published before 1550. He was one of

the first who knew enough of both languages and of the sub-

jects treated to escape the reproach which has fallen on the

translators of the fifteenth century. His Thucydides, printed
in 1540, was superior to any preceding edition. The univer-

sities of Tubingen and Leipsic owed much of their prosperity
to his superintending care. Next to Camerarius among the

German scholars, we may place Simon Grynaeus, professor of

Greek at Heidelberg in 1523, and translator of Plutarch's

Lives. Micyllus, his successor in this office, and author of a
treatise De re metrica, of which Melanchthon speaks in high
terms of praise, was more celebrated than most of his coun-

trymen for Latin poetry. Yet in this art he fell below
Eobanus Hessus, whose merit is attested by the friendship of

Erasmus, Melanchthon, and Camerarius, as well as by the

best verses that Germany had to boast. It would be very

easy to increase the list of scholars in that empire ; but we
should find it more difficult to exhaust the enumeration.

Germany was not only far elevated in literary progress above

France, but on a level, as we may fairly say, with Italy her-

self. The University of Marburg was founded in 1526, that

of Copenhagen in 1539, of Konigsberg in 1544, of Jena in

1548.

22. We come now to investigate the gradual movement of

learning in England, the state of which about 1520 in England:

we have already seen. In 1521 the first Greek Linacre-

> Lib. ii. o. 10
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characters appear in a book printed at Cambridge, Linacre's

Latin translation of Galen de Temperamentis, and in the

titlepage, but there only, of a treatise nepl ^uiuv, by Bul-

lock. They are employed several times for quotations in

Linacre de Emendata Structura Orationis, 1524. 1 This
treatise is chiefly a series of grammatical remarks relating to

distinctions in the Latin language now generally known. It

must have been highly valuable, and produced a considerable

effect in England, where nothing of that superior criticism

had been attempted. In order to judge of its proper merit, it

should be compared with the antecedent works of Valla and
Perotti. Every rule is supported by authorities ; and Lina-

cre, I observe, is far more cautious than Valla in asserting
what is not good Latin, contenting himself for the most part
with showing what is. It has been remarked, that, though
Linacre formed his own style on the model of Quintilian, he

took most of his authorities from Cicero. This treatise, the

first-fruits of English erudition, was well received, and fre-

quently printed on the Continent. Melanchthon recommended
its use in the schools of Germany. Linacre's translation of

Galen has been praised by Sir John Cheke, who in some

respects bears rather hardly on his learned precursor.
2

23. Croke, who became tutor to the Duke of Richmond,
son of Henry VIII., did not remain at Cambridge long after

the commencement of this period. But in 1524, Robert

Wakefield, a scholar of some reputation, who had been pro-

Lectures in
fessor in a German university, opened a public lec-

the uni- ture there in Greek, endowed with a salary by the
rersities.

king. We know little individually of his hearers ;

but, notwithstanding the confident assertions of Antony Wood,
there can be no doubt that Cambridge was, during the whole

of this reign, at least on a level with the sister university, and

indeed, to speak plainly, above it. Wood enumerates several

persons educated at Oxford about this time, sufficiently skilled

in Greek to write in that language, or to translate from it, or

to comment upon Greek authors. The list might be enlarged

by the help of Pits ; but he is less of a scholar than Wood.

i The author begins by bespeaking the satis erat instructus typographus, viile-

reader's indulgence for the Greek print- licet recens ab eo fusis characteribm

Ing.
" Pro tuo eandore, optime lector, Graeeift, nee parata ea copia quae ad ho

eequo anirao feras, si quae literse in exem- agendum opus est."

plis Hellenism! vel tonis, vel spiritibus,
* Johnson's Life of Linacre.

vel afiectionibua careant. Us enim non
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This much, after all, appears, that the only editions of classi-

cal authors published in England before 1540, except those

already mentioned, are five of Virgil's Bucolics, two of a small

treatise of Seneca, with one of Publius Syrus ; all evidently
for the mere use of schoolboys. We may add one of Cicero's

Philippics, printed for Pinson in 1521
; and the first book of

his epistles at Oxford in 1529. Lectures in Greek and Latin

were, however, established in a few colleges at Oxford.

24. If Erasmus, writing in 1528, is to be believed, the

English boys were wont to disport in Greek epi- Griper.
grams.

1 But this must be understood as only appli- haps taught

cable to a very few, upon whom some extraordinary

pains had been bestowed. Thus Sir Thomas Elyot, in his

Governor, first published in 1531, points out a scheme of

instruction which comprehends the elements of the Greek

language. There is no improbability in the supposition, and
some evidence to support it, that the masters of our great

schools, a Lily, a Cox, an Udal, a Nowell, did not leave boys
of quick parts wholly unacquainted with the rudiments of a

language they so much valued." It tends to confirm this sup-

position, that, in the statutes of the new cathedrals established

by Henry in 1541, it is provided that there shall be a gram-
mar-school for each, with a head-master " learned in Latin

and Greek." Such statutes, however, are not conclusive

evidences that they were put in force.
3 In the statutes of

Wolsey's intended foundation at Ipswich, some years earlier,

though the course of instruction is amply detailed, we do not

find it extend to the merest elements of Greek.4
It is curious

to compare this with the course prescribed by Sturm for the

German schools.

25. But English learning was chiefly indebted for its more

1 " An tu credidisses unquam fore, ut age of the Reformation generally prevails,

spud Britannos aut Batavos pueri Grace Sir Thomas Pope, founder of Trinity Col-

garrirent, Graecis epigranimatiis non in- lege, Oxford, observes, in a letter to

feliciter luderent?" Dial, de Pronuntia- Cardinal Pole in 1556, that, when he was
tione. p. 48, edit. 1528. " a yonng scholar at Eton, the Greek

2 Churton, in his Life of Nowell, says tongue was growing apace ;
the study of

that the latter taught the Greek Testa- which is now alate much decayed.
"

ment to the boys at \Vestminster School
; Warton. iii. 279. I do not think this im-

referring for authority to a passage in plies more than a reference to the time,
Strype, which I have not been able to find, which was about 1520 : he means that
There is nothing at all improbable in the Greek was beginning to be studied in
feet. These inquiries will be deemed too England.
minute by some in this age. But they a Warton, iii. 265.
are not unimportant in their bearing on *

Strype's Ecclesiastical Memorials, Ap.
the history of literature

;
and an exagge- pendix, No. 35.

rated estimate of English learning in the
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rapid advance to two distinguished members of the univer-

Teachingof
s ' tv ^ Cambridge, Smith, afterwards secretary of

Smith at state to Elizabeth, and Cheke. The former began to
e -

read the Greek lecture in 1533; and both of'them

soon afterwards combined to bring in the true pronunciation
of Greek, upon which Erasmus had already written. The

early students of that language, receiving their instructions

from natives, had acquired the vicious uniformity of sounds

belonging to the corrupted dialect. Reuchlin's school, of

which Melanchthon was one, adhered to this, and were called

Itacists, from the continual recurrence of the sound of Iota in

modern Greek ; being thus distinguished from the Etists of

Erasmus's party.
1 Smith and Cheke proved, by testimonies

of antiquity, that the latter were right; and "by this revived

pronunciation," says Strype, "was displayed the flower and

plentifulness of that language, the variety of vowels, the

grandeur of diphthongs, the majesty of long letters, and

the grace of distinct speech."
2 Certain it is, that about this

time some Englishmen began to affect a knowledge of Greek.

Sir Ralph Sadler, in his embassy to the king of Scotland in

1540, had two or three Greek words embroidered on the

sleeves of his followers, which led to a ludicrous mistake on

the part of the Scotch bishops. Scotland, however, herself

was now beginning to receive light : the Greek language was

first taught in 1534 at Montrose, which continued for many
years to be what some called a flourishing school.

3 But the

whole number of books printed in Scotland before the middle

of the century has been asserted to be only seven. No classi-

cal author, or even a grammar, is among these.4

t
Eichhorn, 111. 217. Melancthon, In the church of Aberdeen; the first part

his Greek grammar, follows Reuchlin : printed at Edinburgh in 1509, the second
Luscinius is on the side of Erasmus. Ibid, lu 1510. A poem without date, atl'li

In very recent publications 1 observe that to James V., De suscepto regni reginiine,

attempts have been made to set up again which seems to be iu Latin, and must
the '

lugubres sonos, et illud tlebile iota " have been written about 1528, comes the

of the modern Greeks. To adopt their nearest to a learued work. Two editions

pronunciation, even if right, would be of Lindsay's poems, two of a translation of

buying truth very dear. Hector Boece's chronicles, two of a tenipo-
2 Strype's Life of Smith, p. 17. "The rary pamphlet called Scotland's Complaint,

strain I heard was of a higher mood." I with one of the statutes of the kiugdoin,
wonder what author honest John Strype printed in pursuance of an act of I'arli.i-

li.-i-i copied or translated in this sentence
;

ment. passed in 1540, and a religious tract

for he never leaves the ground so far in by one Baluaves, compose the re-st. [But
his own style. this list appears to be not quite accurate.

a M'Crie'a Life of Knox, i. 6, and Note A collection of pamphlets iu the Scottish

C, p. 342. dialect has been discovered, priuted at
4 The Ust In Herbert's History of Print- Edinburgh in 1508, and therefore oldex

lug, iii. 468, begins with the breviary of than the breviary in the foregoing enu>
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26. Cheke, successor of Smith as lecturer in Greek t

Cambridge, was appointed the first royal professor Suc.wi.-d

rf that language in 1540, with a respectable salary.
by eheke-

He carried on Smith's scheme, if indeed it were not his own,
for restoring the true pronunciation, in spite of the strenuous

opposition of Bishop Gardiner, chancellor of the university.
This prelate, besides a literary controversy in letters between
himself and Cheke, published at Basle in 1555, interfered, in

a more orthodox way, by prohibiting the new style of speevJi
in a decree which, for its solemnity, might relate to the high-
est articles of faith. Cheke, however, in this, as hi greater

matters, was on the winning side ; and the corrupt pronuncia-
tion was soon wholly forgotten.

L'7. Among the learned men who surrounded Cheke at

Cambridge, none was more deserving than Ascham ; whose

knowledge of ancient languages was not shown in

profuse quotation, or enveloped in Latin phrase, but character

served to enrich his mind with valuable sense, and

taught huii to transfer the firmness and precision of

ancient writers to our own English, in which he is nearly the

first that deserves to be named, or that is now read. He
speaks in strong terms of his university.

u At Cambridge
also, in St. John's College, in my time, J do know that not so

much the good statutes as two gentlemen of worthy memory,
Sir John Cheke, and Dr. Redman, by then: own example of

excellency in learning, of godliness in living, of diligence in

studying, of counsel hi exhorting, by good order hi all things,

did breed up so many learned men hi that one college of St.

John's at one tune as I believe the whole university of

Louvain hi many years was never able to afford."
l Lectures

Deration. Pinkerton'a Scottish Poems, Host of these are men afterwards dUtin-

17,--J. Tol. L p. 22. On the other hand, it guiahed in the church on one side or the

is con tendel that no edition of Lindsay's other. Thi* is a sufficient refutation of

poems, printed in Scotland, U older than Wood's idle assertion of the superiority of
Ilnkerton's Ancieut Scottish Poems Oxford: the fact seems to haye beat

(a different publication from the former), wholly otherwise. Ascham himself, in a

1786, Tol. i. p. lOt. 1342.] letter"without date, but evidently written
i Aschanfs Schoolmaster. In the Life about the time that the controversy of

of Ascham. by Grant, prefixed to the for- Cheke and Gardiner began, praises thus
sier's epistles, he enumerates the learned the learning of Cambridge :

' ArUtotcleg

of Cambridge about 1530. Ascham was nunc et Plato, quod factum est etiam apud
himself under Pember, homini Grace nog hie quinquennium, in sua lingua a

linguae admirabiii facilitate exculti&rimo." pueris ieguntur Sophocles et Euripides
The others named are Day, Redman, sunt hk faminariores. quam olim Plautus
Smith, Cheke. KiOlev. Grindal (not the fuerat. cum tu hie eras. Herodotus,
archbishop;. Watson. HadJon, Pilfcington, Thucydides. Xenophon, magU in ore et

Horn, Christopherson, WUson, Ston. el manibug omnium tenentur, quam turn

alii exteSenti docirina praditi. TUua Livius, &c." Ibid., p. 74. What,
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in humanity, that is, in classical literature, were, in 1535,
established by the king's authority in all colleges of the uni-

versity of Oxford where they did not already exist ; and in

the royal injunctions at the same time, for the reformation

of academical studies, a regard to philological learning is

enforced.1

28. Antony Wood, though he is by no means always con-

wood's sistent, gives rather a favorable account of the state

account of of philological learning at Oxford in the last years of

Henry VIII. There can, indeed, be no doubt that

it had been surprisingly increasing in all England through his

reign. More grammar schools, it is said by Knight, were
founded in thirty years before the Reformation, meaning, I

presume, the age of Henry, than in three hundred years pre-

ceding. But the suddenness with which the religious estab-

lishment was changed on the accession of Edward, and still

more the rapacity of the young king's council, who alienated

or withheld the revenues designed for the support of learning,

began to cloud the prospect before the year 1550.2
Wood, in

reading whom allowance is to be made for a strong, though
not quite avowed, bias towards the old system of ecclesiastical

and academical government, inveighs against the visitors of

the university appointed by the crown in 1548, for burning
and destroying valuable books. And this seems to be con-

firmed by other evidence. It is true that these books, though
it was a vile act to destroy them, would have fteen more use-

ful to the English antiquary than to the classical student.

Ascham, a contemporary Protestant, denies that the university
of Cambridge declined at all before the accession of Mary in

1553.

29. Edward himself received a learned education, and,

according to Ascham, read the Ethics of Aristotle

of Edward in Greek. Of the Princess Elizabeth, his favorite

Bisters" Pupil> we have a similar testimony.
8

Mary was not

by any means illiterate. It is hardly necessary to

then, can be thought of Antony Wood Ethica. Eo progressus est in Grseca lin-

when he says,
"
Cambridge was, in the gua, ut in philosophia Ciceronis ex Lati-

gaid king's reign, overspread with bar- nis Grseca facillime facial." December,
barism and ignorance, as 'tis often men- 1550. Ascham, Epist. iv. Elizabeth spoke
tioned by several authors"? Hist, and French and Italian as well as English ;

Antiq. of Oxford.A.D. 1545. Latin fluently and correctly ;
Greek tole-

1 Warton, Hi. 272. rably. She began every day bv reading
*
Strype, ii. 258

;
Todd's Cranmer, ii. 33. the Greek Testament, and afterward! the

8 Of the king he says :
" Dialecticam orations of Isocrates and tragedies of So-

didicit, et none Grsec6 discit Aristotelis phocles. Some years afterwards, in 1566,
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mention Jane Grey and the wife of CeciL Their proficiency
was such as to excite the admiration of every one, and is no

measure of the age in which they lived. And their names

carry us on a little beyond 1550, though Ascham's visit to the

former was in that year.
30. The reader must be surprised to find, that, notwith-

standing these high and just commendations of our

scholars, no Greek grammars or lexicons were yet

printed in England, and scarcely any works in that

or the Latin language. In fact, there was no regu-
lar press in either university at this time, though a very few
books had been printed in each about 1520; nor had they one
till near the end of Elizabeth's reign. Reginald Wolfe, a
German printer, obtained a patent, dated April 19, 1541,

giving him the exclusive right to print in Latin, Greek, and

Hebrew, and also Greek and Latin grammars, though mixed
with English, and charts and maps. But the only productions
of his press before the middle of the century are two homilies

of Chrysostom, edited by Cheke in 1543. Elyot's Latin and

English Dictionary, 1538, was the first, I believe, beyond the

mere vocabularies of schoolboys; and it is itself but a meagre
performance.

1 Latin grammars were of course so frequently

published, that it has not been worth while to take notice of

them. But the Greek and Latin lexicon of Hadrian Junius,

though dedicated to Edward YL, and said to have been com-

piled in England (I know not how this, could be the case),

being the work of a foreigner, and printed at Basle in 1548,
cannot be reckoned as part of our stock.8

he writes of her to Sturm :
" Domina thousand more latin words than were

Elizabeth et ego una legimug Greece ora- together in any one dictionary published
tiones _<hinis et Demosthenis ~epl in this realm at the time when I first be-

arsodvov. lila preelegit mini, et prime S*& to write this commentary." Though

aspectu tarn scienter intelligit non solum ** * m ***. a P**1'
r
ejen

according

projprietatem lingua et oratoris sensum. moder? noQ ^ *? nb^?*Tl
ed totam causSe conwntionem. populi

l
*J
must have been ofsorne value at the

cita.consuetudinemet mores Ulius^rbis,
""* " was afterwards much augmtnte.1

persons, in court or college (in auia, in,
*

*Z2), who know Greek better than EJf
4^ ^m ?* g*1

*?'
dedicated to

the aueen Wwwrd VL And Pits, in noticing also

otner rks of the same kind, says of this :

.

ie dortam, cujus filia Maria scribit
""theca

dncah^'
As nomention is made

benLatinas epi^toL. Thonwe Mori do- ?' * *
J7

mus nihil anud quam musarum ert domi- tad^ ,

mcl
j
ned

.
t.

boaoM tb*t toia "
tafri k U "Te, since my first
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31. It must appear, on the whole, that under Edward VI.
Want of there was as yet rather a commendable desire of

public*

1"
learning, and a few vigorous minds at work for their

libraries. Own literary improvement, than any such diffusion

of knowledge as can entitle us to claim for that age an equality
with the chief continental nations. The means of acquiring
true learning were not at hand. Few books, as we have seen,
useful to the scholar, had been published in England : those

imported were, of course, expensive. No public libraries of

any magnitude had yet been formed in either of the univer-

sities : those of private men were exceedingly few. The king
had a . library, of which honorable mention is made

; and
Cranmer possessed a good collection of books at Lambeth, but

I do not recollect any other person of whom this is recorded.

32. The progress of philological literature in England was
connected with that of the Reformation. The

Destruc-
,

- .

tionof mo- learned of the earlier generation were not all Protes-

no*m?u
<

ry
tants ; but their disciples were zealously such. They

to learn- taunted the adherents of the old religion with

ignorance ; and, though by that might be meant

ignorance of the Scriptures, it was by their own acquaintance
with languages that they obtained their superiority in this

respect. And here I may take notice that we should be
deceived by acquiescing in the strange position of Warton,
that the dissolution of the monasteries in 1536. and the next

two years gave a great temporary check to the general state

of letters in England.
1 This writer is inconsistent with him-

self; for no one had a greater contempt for the monastic

studies, dialectics, and theology. But as a desire to aggra-
vate, in every possible respect, the supposed mischiefs of the

dissolution of monasteries is abundantly manifest in many
writers later than Warton, I shall briefly observe, that men are

book in the British Museum. Its title is be a compendium of Clenardus. It Is re-

Progymnasmata Grwcae grammatices au- markable that in this copy, which appears
tore David Tavelego medico. Antwerp, to have been presented to Edward, lie ia

1547. It is dedicated to Edward VI.
;
and called VI. while his father was still living,

the dedication is dated at Oxford, Kal.
Kiipte auaov rdv 'Efiovapdov IKTOV

Jul. 1546; but
th^

privilege to print
b^at nparoyovov TOV Paaiteuf. This is on

Tavelieirus called Tollev and ''IHiTl^us bv Cujus honos nomenque precor subsis'at

others, was preceptor to the young prince. IR^a^
11111 '

The grammar is very short, and seems to i Hfctbry of Engl. Poetry, il
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deceived, or deceive others, by the equivocal use cif the word

learning. If good learning, bonce literce, which for our present

purpose means a sound knowledge of Greek and Latin, was
to be promoted, there was no more necessary step in doing so

than to put down bad learning, which is worse than ignorance,
and which was the learning of the monks, so far as they had

any at all. What would Erasmus have thought of one who
should in his days have gravely intimated that the abolition of

monastic foundations would retard the progress of literature ?

In what Protestant country was it accompanied with such a

consequence ? and from whom, among the complaints sometimes

made, do we hear this cause assigned ? I am ready to admit,
that, in the violent courses pursued by Henry VIII., many
schools attached to monasteries were broken up ; and I do not

think it impossible that the same occurred in other parts of

Europe. It is also to be fully stated, and kept in mind, that

by the Reformation the number of ecclesiastics, and conse-

quently of those requiring what was deemed a literate educa-

tion, wa* greatly reduced. The English universities, as we
are well aware, do not contain by any means the number of

students that frequented them in the thirteenth century. But
are we therefore a less learned nation than our fathers of the

thirteenth century ? "Wartoii seems to lament, that " most of

the youth of the kingdom betook themselves to mechanical or

other illiberal employments ; the profession of letters being
now supposed to be without support or reward." Doubtless

many who would have learned the Latin accidence, and re-

peated the breviary, became useful mechanics. But is this to

be called not rewarding the profession of letters ? and are tho

deadliest foes of the Greek and Roman muses to be thus con-

founded with their worshippers ? The loss of a few schools

in the monasteries was well compensated by the foundation of

others on a more enlightened plan, and with much better in-

structors ; and, after the lapse of some years, the communica-
tion of substantial learning came in the place of that tincture

of Latin which the religious orders had supplied. Warton,
it should be remarked, has been able to collect the names of

not more than four or five abbots and other regulars, in the

time of Henry VIII., who either possessed some learning
themselves or encouraged it in others.

33. We may assist our conception of the general state of

learning in Europe, by looking at some of the books which
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were then deemed most usefully subsidiary to its acquisition.

Ravisius Besides the lexicons and grammatical treatises that
Textor. have been mentioned, we have a work first published

about 1522, but frequently reprinted, and in much esteem,
the Officina of Ravisius Textor. Of this book, Peter Danes, a

man highly celebrated in his day for erudition, speaks as if it

were an abundant storehouse of knowledge ; admirable for the

manner of its execution, and comparable to any work of an-

tiquity. In spite of this praise, it is no more than a common-

place-book from Latin authors and from translations of. the

Greek, and could deserve no regard except in a half-informed

generation.
34. A far better evidence of learning was given by Conrad

Conrad Gesner, a man of prodigious erudition, in a continua-
Gesner.

tjon of ^is Bibliotheca Universalis (the earliest gene-
ral catalogue of books with an estimate of their merits), to

which he gave the rather ambitious title of Pandectae Univer-

sales, as if it were to hold the same place in general science

that the Digest of Justinian does in civil law. It is a sort of

index to all literature, containing references only, and there-

fore less generally useful, though far more learned and copious
in instances, than the Officina of Ravisius. It comprehends,
besides all ancient authors, the schoolmen and other writers of

the middle ages. The references are sometimes very short,

and more like hints to one possessed of a large library than

guides to the general student. In connection with the Biblio-

theca Universalis, it forms a literary history or encyclopaedia,
of some value to those who are curious to ascertain the limits

of knowledge in the middle of the sixteenth century.
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CHAPTER VL

I11STOKY OF THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE IN EUROPE 7ROM 1520 TO 1560.

Advance of the Reformation Differences of Opinion Erasmus The Protestant

Opinions spread farther Their Prevalence in Italy Reaction of Choreh of Rome
Theological Writings Luther Spirit of the Reformation Translations of

Scripture.

1. THE separation of part of Europe from the Church of

Rome is the great event that distinguishes these pro-j^g^

thirty years. But, as it is not our object to traverse theRe-

the wide field of civil or ecclesiastical history, it will

suffice to make a few observations rather in reference to the

spirit of the times than to the public occurrences that sprung
from it. The new doctrine began to be freely preached, and
with immense applause of the people, from the commencement
of this period, or, more precisely, from the year 1522, in many
parts of Germany and Switzerland : the Duke of Deuxponts
in that year, or, according to some authorities, in 1523, having
led the way in abolishing the ancient ceremonies ; and his

example having been successively followed in Saxony, Hesse,

Brandenburg, Brunswick, many imperial cities, and the king-
doms of Denmark and Sweden, by the disciples of Luther:

while those who adhered to Zwingle made similar changes in

Zurich and in several other cantons of Switzerland.1

2. The magistrates generally proceeded, especially at the

outset, with as great caution and equity as were
Interfep_

. practicable in so momentous a revolution ; though p^ of

perhaps they did not always respect the laws of the
" ^^

empire. They commonly began by allowing freedom of

preaching, and forbade that any one should be troubled about

his religion. This, if steadily acted upon, repressed the

tumultuous populace, who were eager for demolishing images,
the memorials of the old religion, as much as it did the epis-

copal courts, which, had they been strong enough, might have

* Seckendorf
;
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molested those who so plainly came within their jurisdiction.

The Reformation depended chiefly on zealous and eloquent

preachers ; the more eminent secular clergy, as well as many
regulars, having espoused its principles. They encountered

no great difficulty in winning over the multitude ; and when
thus a decisive majority was obtained, commonly in three or

four years from the first introduction of free preaching, the

government found it time to establish, by a general edict, (he

abolition of the. mass and of such ceremonies as they did not

deem it expedient to retain. The conflict between the two

parties in Germany seems to have been less arduous than we

might expect. It was usually accompanied by an expulsion
of the religious of both sexes from their convents, a measure,

especially as to women, unjust and harsh,
1 and sometimes by

an alienation of ecclesiastical revenues to the purposes of the

state ; but this was not universal in Germany, nor was it

countenanced by Luther. I cannot see any just reason to

charge the Protestant princes of the empire with having been

influenced generally by such a motive. In Sweden, however,
the proceedings of Gustavus Vasa, who confiscated all eccle-

siastical estates, subject only to what he might deem a suffi-

cient maintenance for the possessors, have very much the

appearance of arbitrary spoliation.
2

3. But while these great innovations were brought in by the

power, and sometimes with too despotic a contempt of

1 Wilibald Pirckheimer wrote to Me- that he does not greatly disapprove what
Janchthoh, complaining that a convent of was done towards them. ; ' In (Jermanii
nuns at Nuremberg, among whom were multa virginmn ac monachoruni mon;is-

two of his sisters, had been molested and teria era lc:it<-r iliivptu suut. Quidam
insulted because they would not accept nmgistratus agMnt moderating. Ejeoerunt
confessors appointed by the senate, "lies eos duutaxat, qui illic non essent \i,

eo dedurt est ut quicunque miserandas et vetuerunt novitios reoipi ; adcmerunt
ilhis offendere et incessure audet, obse- illis curam virginum, et jus alibi eoiK-io-

quium Deo se prtestitis.se arbitretur. Id- nandi quam in suis mon;istt;riis. ISreviter,

((tie non solum a viris agitur, sed et a absiju magistratus pcrmissu nihil licet

mulieribus
;

et illis uiulieribus, quaruin illis agere. Videutur Imp spectare, ut ex.
liberis omnem exhibuere caritatviu. Non mouasteriis faei.nif parix'hias. Exfctimant
polum enim viris. qui alios docere contcn- enim hos conjuratns plial;m;pc* ct tot pri-
dunt. ae ipsos verominimeenieiHliint, urbs vilegils armatos diutius ferri non p
nostra referta est, sed et mulieribus curio- (Basil. Aug. 1525.) Epi-t. nccciiv. .Mul-

pis, g:irrulis et otiof<is, qua? omnia potins tis in loois dur it moniiclii
;

qu.im domum propririm gubernare sjita- verum pleriiiue cum sint iutolenibil

gunt." I'irokheinici-. Opcru. Krankf. ItJlO, tamen raticme corrigi non possunt."^
p. 375. He wius a niodentte man, concur- Epist. Dcclvii.

ri:ig with the Lutherans in most of their - Gerdes, Hist. Kvangel. Reform.; Seck-

d>x;trine, but against the violation of mo- endorf, et alii sn/irn numinnti. The best

nastic vows. Sevenil letters passed be- account I have seen of the Reformation ia
tween him and Erasmus. The latter, Denmark and Sweden is in the third vol-

though he could not approve the hard urne of Gerdes, p. 279, &c.
adage of women, hated the uionkrf so much
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legal rights, the mere breaking-up of old settlements had so

disturbed the minds of the people, that they became
inclined to further acts of destruction and more o^revS"

11*

sweeping theories of revolution. It is one of the fal- ln*?n y

lacious views, of the Reformation, to which we have
**

adverted in a former page, to fancy that it sprang from any
notions of political liberty, in such a sense as we attach to the

word. But, inasmuch as it took away a great deal of coercive

jurisdiction exercised by the bishops, without substituting
much in its place, it did unquestionably relax the bonds of
laws not always unnecessary ; and, inasmuch as the multitude
were in many parts instrumental in destroying by force the

exterior symbols of the Roman worship, it taught them a
habit of knowing and trying the efficacy of that popular argu-
ment. Hence the insurrection of the German peasants in

1525 may, in a certain degree, be ascribed to the influence of
the new doctrine ; and, in fact, one of their demands was the

establishment of the gospel. But as the real cause of that

rebellion was the oppressive yoke of their lords, which, in

several instances before the Reformation was thought of, had
led to similar efforts at relief, we should not lay too much
stress on this additional incitement.1

4. A more immediate effect of overthrowing the ancient

system was the growth of fanaticism, to which, in its Growth of

worst shape, the Antinomian extravagances of Luther fenaticiam -

yielded too great encouragement. But he was the first to

ler/r^s the pretences of the Anabaptists:
2

and, when he saw
the danger of general licentiousness which he had unwarily
prou.<>ted, he listened to the wiser counsels of Melanchthon,
and permitted his early doctrine upon justification to be so far

modified or mitigated in expression, that it ceased to give

apparent countenance to immorality ; though his differences

with the Church of Rome, as to the very question from which
he had started, thus became of less practical importance and
less tangible to ordinary minds than before.

8
Yet, in his own

1 Seckendorf. mo facile possit." As to infant baptism,
* Id. Melanchthon was a little stag- he seemed to think it a difficult question.

gered by the first Anabaptists, who ap- But the elector observed that they passed
peared during the concealment of Luther for heretics already, and it would be un-
in the Castle of \Vartburg.

" MagnU ra- wise to moot a new point. Luther, when
tionibus," he says,

" adducor cert-; ut con- he came back, rtjected the pretences of
teninere eos nolim. nam es.se in iis spiritus the Anabaptists at once.

quosdam multLs argumentis apparel, sed 3 See two remarkable passages in Seck-
de quibus judicare praeter Martinum n* tndorf, part B. p 90 and p. 106. The era

VOL. I. 23
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writings, we may find to the last such language as to the im-

possibility of sin in the justified man, who was to judge solely

by an internal assurance as to the continuance of his own

justification, as would now be universally condemned in all

our churches, and is hardly to be heard from the lips of the

merest enthusiast.

5. It is well known, that Zuinglius, unconnected with Luther

T..
in throwing off his allegiance to Home, took in seve-

Differences
of Luther ral respects rather different theological views, but

ZwLgie. especially in the article of the real presence, as-

serted by the Germans as vigorously as in the

Church of Rome, though with a modification sufficient, in the

spirit of uncompromising orthodoxy, to separate them entirely
from her communion, but altogether denied by the Swiss and

Belgian reformers. The attempts made to disguise this divi-

sion of opinion, and to produce a nominal unanimity by ambi-

guous and incoherent jargon, belong to ecclesiastical history,
of which they form a tedious and not very profitable portion.

1

of what may be called the palinodia of

early Lutheranism was in 1527, when Me-
lajichthon drew up instructions for the
visitation of the Saxon churches. Luther
came into this but it produced that

jealousy of Melanchthon among the rigid

disciples, such as Amsdorf and Justus
.-u-i.-iV which led to the molestation of his

latter years. In 1637, Melanchthon writes

to a correspondent:
" Scis me quaedam

minus horride dicere, de prsedestinatione,
de assensu voluntutis, de necessitate obe-

dientise nostrse, de peccato mortal!. De
his omnibus scio re ipsa Lutherum sen-

tire eadein, sed ineruditi qua?dam ejns

(JHJpTUCUTepa dicta, cum non rideant quo
pertineant, nhnium amant." Kpist.. p,
445 (edit. 1647).

I am not convinced that this apology for

Luther is sufficient. Words are, of course,
to be explained, when ambiguous, by the
context and scope of the argument. But
when single detached aphorisms, or even

complete sentences in a pariigraph, bear
one obvious sense, I do not see that we can
hold the writer absolved from the imputa-
tion of that meaning because he may
somewhere else have used a language in-

consistent with it. If the Colloquia Men-
salia are to be fully relied upon. Luther
continued to talk in the same Antinomian
strain as before, though he grew some-
times more cautious in writing. See chap,
xii. of that work.

1 [The Zuiuglian doctrine, which denies
Uu real, in the sense of literal and sub-

stantial, presence of Christ's body and
blood in the symbols of bread and wine,
was apparently in opposition to the usual

language of the church. It had been,

however, remarkably supported in the
ninth century by one Bertram, or lin-

tramn, abbot of C'orvey ;
and there is no

reason to think that he was advancing a
novel and heterodox opinion, though cer-

tainly it was not one to which all were

ready to accede. The history of bis book
is well known : but it seems as if the book
itself were not ; when some, with Dr. Lin-

gard, pretend that he believed in tran.-ub-

stantiation
;
and dthers, with Mr. Alex-

ander Knox. suppose him to have held
the unintelligible middle hypothesis which
they prefer. Bertram writes with more
candor and clearness than some Protes-
tants of the school of Bucer and Calvin,
and states the question tersely thus:
" Utrum quod in coena Domini iidclium
ore sumitur, corpus et sanguis Christi in

mysterio sive figura fiat, an in veritate
;

'

determining for the former.
Erasmus would, as he tells ns, have as-

sented to the Zuingliiin tenets, if he could
have believed the church to have remained
so long in a portentous error. "Misi me
moveret tant us ecclesia? consensus, possim
in lEcolampadii sententinm pedibus dis

cedere; nunc in eo persisto, quod mihi
tradit scripturarum interpret ecclesia."

Ep. Mini. And some time before, hi a Ut-
ter to Pirckheimer. he intimates his pre-
ference of the doctrine of (Ecolarnpadiu*
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6. The Lutheran princes, who the year before had acquired
the name of Protestants by their protest against the

confession

resolutions of the majority in the diet of Spire, pre-
of Augs-

sented in 1530 to that held -at Augsburg the cele-
urg'

brated Confession, which embodies their religious creed. It

has been said that there are material changes in subse-

quent editions ; but this is denied by the Lutherans. Their
denial can only be as to the materiality ; for the fact is

clear.
1

7. Meantime it was not all the former opponents of abuses
in the church who now served under the banner of conduct of

either Luther or Zwingle. Some few, like Sir Era*mus -

Thomas More, went violently back to the extreme of main-

taining the whole fabric of superstition: a greater number,
without abandoning their own private sentiments, shrunk, for

various reasons, from an avowed separation from the church.

Such we may reckon Faber Stapulehsis, the most learned

Frenchman of that age, after Budseus ; such perhaps was
Budasus Mmself;

2 and such were Bilibaldus Pirckheimer,
!

Petrus Mosellanus, Beatus Rhenanus, and Wimpfeling, all

men of just renown in their time. Such, above all, we may
say, was Erasmus, the precursor of bolder prophets than him-

self, who, in all his latter years, stood in a very unenviable

state, exposed to the shafts of two parties who forgave no man
that moderation which was a reproach to themselves. At the

beginning of this period, he had certainly an esteem for Me-
lanchthon, QEcolampadius, and other reformers ; and though
already shocked by the violence of Luther, which he expected

above that of Luther, if both were private In the editions of 1531, we read ;

corpus insensibile nee utilitatem allaturum thus: " De coena Domini docent, quod
si sentiretur, molo adsit in synibolis gratia cum pane et vino vere exhibeantur corpus
gpiritualis. Et tamen ab ecclesiae consensu et sanguis Christi vescentibus in coeiia

non possum discedere, nee unquam dis- Domini."
cessi. TusicilissentisabOBcolampadio, ut 2 Budseus was suspected of Protestant-
cum Luthero sentire malls, quam cum ec- ism, and disapproved many things in his
clesia." Ep. Dcccxxiii. Sadolet thought, own church

;
but the passages quoted from

like Erasmus, that the whole church could him by Gerdes. i. 186, prove that he did
not have been in so great an error as the not mean to take the leap,

corporal presence would be, if false, for so 3
Gerdes, vol. i. 66-83. We have seen

many ages. Sadoleti EpistoUe, p. 161. above the moderation of Pirckheimer in

1842.] some respects. I am not sure, however,
1

Bossuet, Variations rtes Eglises Pro- that he did not comply with the Reforma-

testantes, vol. i.
; Seckendorf, p. 170 ;

tion after it was established at Nurem-
Clement, Bibliothetjue Curieuse, vol. ii. berg.
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to ruin the cause altogether, had not begun to speak of him
witn disapprobation.

1 In several points of opinion he pro-
fessed to coincide with the German reformers ; but his own

temper was not decisive. He was capable of viewing a sub-

ject in various lights ; his learning, as well as natural dispo-

sition, kept him irresolute; and it might not be easy to

determine accurately the tenets of so voluminous a theologian.
One thing was manifest, that he had greatly contributed to

the success of the Reformation. It was said that Erasmus
had laid the egg, and Luther had hatched it. Erasmus after-

wards, when more alienated from the new party, observed

that he had laid a hen's egg, but Luther had hatched a crow's.3

Whatever was the bird, it pecked still at the church. In 1522

came out the Colloquies of Erasmus, a book even now much

read, and deserving to be so. It was professedly designed for

the instruction and amusement of youth ; but both are con-

veyed at the expense of the prevalent usages in religion.

The monkish party could not be blind to its effect. The

faculty of theology at Paris, in 1526, led by one Beda, a most

bigoted enemy of Erasmus, censured the Colloquies for slight-

ing the fasts of the church, virginity, monkery, pilgrimages,
and other established parts of the religious system. They in-

curred of course the displeasure of Rome, and have several

times been forbidden to be read in schools. Erasmus pre-
tended that in his 'Ixflw^ayta he only turned into ridicule the

abuse of fasting, and not the ordinances of the church. It

would be difficult, however, to find out this distinction in the

dialogue, or indeed any thing favorable to the ecclesiastical

cause in the whole book of Colloquies. The clergy are every-
where represented as idle and corrupt. No one who desired

to render established institutions odious could set about it in a

shorter or surer way ; and it would be strange if Erasmus had
not done the church more harm by such publications than he

could compensate by a few sneers at the reformers in his pri-

" Male metuo misero Luthero ;
gfc an- " Lutherns, quod negari non potest,

dique ferret conjuratio ;
sic undique irri- optimam fabulam susceperat, et Christ!

tantur in ilium principes, ac pnecipue Leo pene aboliti negotium summo cum orbis

pontifex. Utinam Lutherus meum aecu- applausu coeperat agere. Sed utinam rem
tu- con-ilium, ab oiliosis illis ac seditiosis tantam grayioribus ac sedatioribus etrisset

abstinuisset. Plus erat fructus et minus consiliis, majoreque cum animi calamique
invidiae. Parum esset unum hominem moderatione ; atque utinam in scriptis

ptsrire ;
si res heec illis succedit, nemo feret illius non essent tarn multa bona. aut su

lllorum insolentiam. Non conquiescent bona non vitUsset malis baud ferendis '

donee lingua? ac bonaa litras omnes sub- EpLst. DCXXXV., 3d Sept. 1621.
verterlut." Epist. Djxvtti., Sept. 1520. *

Epist. Dccxix., Deo. 1324.
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vate letters. In the single year 1527, Colinseus printed

24,000 copies of the Colloquies, all of which were sold.

8. But, about the tune of this very publication, we find

Erasmus growing by degrees more averse to the Estimate

radical innovations of Luther. He has been severely
of it-

blamed for this by most Protestants ; and doubtless, so far as

an undue apprehension of giving offence to the powerful, or

losing his pensions from the emperor and king of England,
might influence him, no one can undertake his defence. But
it is to be remembered, that he did not by any means espouse
all the opinions either of Luther or Zwingle ; that he was dis-

gusted at the virulent language too common among the reform-

ers, and at the outrages committed by the populace ; that he

anticipated great evils from the presumptuousness of ignorant
men in judging for themselves in religion ; that he probably
was sincere in what he always maintained as to the necessity
of preserving the communion of the Catholic Church, which
he thought consistent with much latitude of private faith ; and

that, if he had gone among the reformers, he must either have
concealed his real opinions more than he had hitherto done, or

lived, as Melanchthon did afterwards, the victim of calumny
and oppression. He had also to allege that the fruits of the

Reformation had by no means shown themselves in a more
virtuous conduct, and that many heated enthusiasts were de-

preciating both all profane studies and all assistance of learn-

ing hi theology.
1

1 The letters of Erasmus, written under rather more a Protestant than Erasmus
;

the spur of immediate feelings, are a per- so that there is no fair suspicion of tem-
petual commentary on the mischiefs with porizing. The reader may also look at the
which the Information, in his opinion, 788th and 793d Epistles, on the wild doc-
was accompanied.

"
(.'ivitates aliquot Ger- trines of the Anabaptists and other re-

iii.inia' implentur erroribus, desertoribus formers
;
and at the 731st, on the effects

monasteriorum, sacerUotihus conjugates, of Farel's first preaching at Basle in 1525.

plorisque fumelicis ac nudis. Nee aliud See also Bayle,
"
Farel," note B.

quum salfcitur. editur. bibiturac subatur
;

It is become very much the practica
nee docent nee discunt

;
nulla vitae so- with our English writers to censure Eras-

brietaa, nullasinceritas. Ubieunque sunt, mus for his conduct at this tune. Milner
ibi jjirent omnes bonje disciplinse cum rarely does justice to any one who did not
pietatx-." (1527.) Epist. Dccccii. "Satis servilely follow Luther. And Dr. Cox, in

j.-im diu audivimus. Evungeliuin, Evan- his Life of Melanchthon, p. 35, speaks of

gelium, Evangelium ; mores Evangehcos a third party, ''at the head of which the
di-i leramus." Epist. Dccccxlvi. " Duo learned, witty, vacillating, avaricious, and
tantum qua'runt, censum et uxorem. artful Erasmus is unquestionably to be
Castera prest-it illis Ev:ti>frelium, hoc est, placed." 1 do not deny his claim to this

potestatem vivendi ut voluiit." Epist. place, but why the last three epithets?
Mvi. ' Tales vidi mores (Basilese) ut eti- Can Erasmus be shown to have vacillated
uinsi minus ditpiicuisfent dogmata, non in his tenets? If he had done so, it might
placuisset tamen cum hujusinodi [sic] be no great reproach ;

but his religious
foedus inire." Epist. Mlxvi. Both these creed was nearly that of the moderate
Ifitt are addressed to Pirckheimer, who was members of the Church of Borne, nor havo
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9. In 1524, Erasmus, at the instigation of those who were

Hiscontro- resolved to dislodge him from a neutral station his

versy with
timidity rather affected, published his Diatribe de

libero arbitrio ; selecting a topic upon which Luther,
in the opinion of most reasonable men, was very open to

attack. Luther answered in a treatise, De servo arbitrio;

flinching not, as suited his character, from any tenet because

it seemed paradoxical, or revolting to general prejudice. The

controversy ended with a reply of Erasmus, entitled Hyperas-
pistes.

1
It is not to be understood, from the titles of these

I observed any proof of a change in it.

But vacillation, some would reply, may be

imputed to his conduct. I hardly think
this word is applicable ; though he acted
from particular impulses, which might
make him seem a little inconsistent in

spirit, and certainly wrote letters not al-

ways in the same tone, according to his

own temper at the moment, or that of his

correspondent. Nor was he avaricious : at

least I know no proof of it
;
and as to the

epithet "artful," it ill applies to a man
who was perpetually involving himself by
an unguarded and imprudent behavior.
Dr. Cox proceeds to charge Erasmus with

seeking a cardinal's hut. But of this there

is neither proof nor probability : he always
declared his .reluctance to accept that

honor; and I cannot think, that in any
part of his life he went the right way to

obtain it.

Those who arraign Erasmus so severely

(and I am not undertaking the defence of

every passage in his voluminous Epistles)
must proceed either on the assumption
that no man of his learning and ability
could honestly remain in the communion
of the Church of Rome, which is the

height of bigotry and ignorance ; or that,

according to his own religious opinions, it

was impossible for him to do so. This is

somewhat more tenable, inasmuch as it

can only be answered by a good deal of
attention to his writings. But, from va-

rious passages in them, it may be inferred,

that, though his mind was not made up
on several points, and perhaps for that

reason, he thought it right to follow, in

a -><-nt as well as conformity, the catholic

tradition of the church
; and, above all,

not to separate from her communion. The
readermay consult, for Erasmus's opinions
on some chief points of controversy, his

Epistles, Dcccxxiii., Dcccclxxvii. (which
Jurtin has a little misunderstood), MXXXV.,
Mliii., Mxciii. And see Jortin's own fair

statement of the case, i. 274.

Melanchthon had doubtless a sweeter

temper and a larger measure of human
charities than Erasmus, uor would I wish

to vindicate one great man at the expense
of another. But I cannot retrain from
saying, that uo passage in the letters of
Erasmus is read with so much pain as that
in which Melanchthon, after Luther's

death, and writing to one not very friendly,
says of his connection with the founder of
the Reformation,

" Tuli servitutem piene
defonnem." &c. Epist. Melanchthon, p.
21 (edit. 1647). But the characters of

literary men are cruelly tried by their cor-

respondence, especially in an age when
more conventional dissimulation was au-
thorized by usage than at present.

1 Seckendorf took hold of a few words
in a letter of Erasmus, to insinuate that
he had taken a side against his conscience
in writing his treatise, De libero arbitrio.

Jortin, acute as he was, seems to have un-
derstood the passage the same way, and
endeavors to explain away the sense, as if

he meant only that he had undertaken the
task unwillingly. Milner, of course, re-

peats the imputation ; though it must be
owned, that, perceiving the absurdity of

making Erasmus deny what iu all his

writings appears to have been his real

opinion, he adopts Jortin's solution. lam
persuaded that they are all mistaken, aud
that Erasmus was no more referring to his

treatise against Luther than to the Trojan
war. The words occur iu an answer to a let-

ter of Vives, written from London, wherein
he had blamed some passages in the Co lo-

quies on the usual grounds of their free

dovn as to ecclesiastical practices. Eras

mus, rather piqued at this, after replying
to the observations, insinuates to Vivcs
that the latter had not written of his own
free-will, but at the instigation of some su-

perior.
"
Veruin, ut ingenue die-am, per-

tli-iinius liberuin arbitrium. I Hie mini
aliud dictabat animus, aliud scribebat ca-

lamus." By a figure of speech far from

unusual, he delicately suggests his own
suspicion as Vives's apology. And the next
letter of Vives leaves no room for doubt:
"Liberura arbitrium non perdidimue,
quod tu asserueris," words that could
have no possible meaning, upon the hypo-
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tracts, that the question of free-will was discussed between

Luther and Erasmus in a philosophical sense ; though Me-
lanrhthon in his Loci Communes, like the modern Calvinists,

had combined the theological position of the spiritual inability
of man with the metaphysical tenet of general necessity.
Luther on mo<t occasions, though not uniformly, acknowledged
the freedom of the will as to indifferent actions, and also as to

what they called the works of the law. But he maintained,

that, even when regenerated and sanctified by faith and the

Spirit, man had no spiritual free-will ; and as before that time

he could do no good, so after it he had no power to do ill
; nor

indeed could he, in a strict sense, do either good or ill, God

always working in him, so that all his acts were properly the

acts of God, though, man's will being of course the proximate
cause, they might, in a secondary sense, be ascribed to him.

It was this that Erasmus denied, in conformity with the doc-

trine afterwards held by the Council of Trent, by the Church
of England, arid, if we may depend on the statements of

writers of authority, by Melanchthon and most of the later

Lutherans. From the time of this controversy, Luther seems

to have always spoken of Erasmus with extreme ill-will; and,
if the other was a little more measured in his expressions, he

fell not a jot behind in dislike.1

10. The epistles of Erasmus, which occupy two folio vol-

umes in the best edition of his works, are a vast Character

treasure for the ecclesiastical and literary history of otius

his times.- Morhof advises the student to common-

place them ; a task which, even in his age, few would have

thesis of Seckendorf. There is nothing in good, or so well with the wicked." ch. vii

the context that can justify it: and it is
" Lut'nerus.-' says the other,

" sic respon-
equally difficult to maintain the interpre- dit (diatribae de libero arbitrio) ut ante i-ic

tation Jortin gives of the phr.ise,
; ' aliud in neuiiaem virulentius

;
ec homo suavis

dictabat animus, aliud scribebat calamus," post edituin librum per Uterus dejerat se
which c<m mean nothing but that he wrote in me esse aniino candidissimo, ac prope-
wh.;t he did not think. The letters are modum postulat, ut ipsi gratias agaui.
Dcccxxix., Docclxxi., Dcwlxxvi. in Eras- quod me tarn civiliter tractavit, longe aliter

mus's Epistles ;
or the reader may turn to scripturus si cum hoste fuisset res."

Jortin, i. 413. Ep. Dcccxxxvi.
1 Many of Luther's strokes at Erasmus - [Many of the epistles of Erasmus were

occur in the Colloquia Mensaiia, which, I published by Rhenanus from the press of

quote from the translation: "Erasmus Frovenius about 1519. He pretended to be
can do nothing but cavil and flout : he angry, and that Frobenius had done this
cannot confute." "

I charge you in my against his will : which even Jortin per-
will and testament, that you hate and ceives to be untrue. Epist. Dvii. This
loathe Knisuuis. that riper." cli. xliv. was a little like Volt.iire, to whose physiog-
' He culled Er;ismus an epicure and uu- nomy that of Erasmus has often been
godly creature, for thinking, that, if God observed to bear some resemblance

; and
dealed with men here on earth as they de- he has been suspected of other similar

eened, it would not go so ill with the tricks. 1842. J
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spared leisure to perform, and which the good index of the

Leyden edition renders less important. Few men carry on so

long and extensive a correspondence without affording some
vulnerable points to the criticism of posterity. The failings

of Erasmus have been already adverted to : it is from his own
letters that we derive our chief knowledge of them. An
extreme sensibility to blame in his own person, with little

regard to that of others; a genuine warmth of friendship
towards some, but an artificial pretence of it too frequently
assumed ; an inconsistency of profession both as to persons
and opinions, partly arising from the different character of his

correspondence, but in a. great degree from the varying im-

pulses of his ardent mind, tend to abate that respect which

the name of Erasmus at first excites, and which, on a candid

estimate of his whole life, and the tenor even of this correspon-

dence, it ought to retain. He was the first conspicuous enemy
of ignorance and superstition ; the first restorer of Christian

morality on a Scriptural foundation ; and, notwithstanding the

ridiculous assertion of some moderns that he wanted theologi-
cal learning, the first who possessed it in its proper sense, and

applied it to its proper end.

11. In every succeeding year, the letters of Erasmus be-

His aiiena- tray increasing animosity against the reformers. He

there?
111 na^ ^ono ^een on gd terms with Zwingle and QEco-

formers lampadius, but became so estranged by these party
increases,

differences, that he speaks of their death with a sort

of triumph.
1 He still, however, kept up some intercourse

with Melanchthon. The latter years of Erasmus could not

have been happy': he lived in a perpetual irritation from the

attacks of adversaries on every side ; his avowed dislike of the

1 " Bene habet, quod duo Coryphaei pe- ner quotes this, leaving poor Erasmus
rierint, Zuinglius in acie, (Ecolampadius to his reader's indignation for what ho

paulo post febri et apostemate. Quod si would insinuate to be a piece of the jrve;it-

illis favisset ewaAtOf, actum fuisset de est baseness. But, in good truth. Kit

.. >.u vui.uicu e v...i.m .

on a correspondence. In some book the tenor profession nor theirs in the course

latter had said, "Magnus Erasmus nos- they had seen fit to pursue.

ter." This was at a time when much sus- .,
U '8 Ju *1 towards

hrajtmis
to menti.m.

by his party, but, if they must speak of Epist. ix-ccclxxyi.
hra>im.s hud 1.0 ,aon

him, he would prefer their censureto be- literate enemies than m the university

Ing styled noster. Epist. Dccxxviii Mil- of Pan3 '
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reformers by no means assuaging the virulence of his original
foes in the church, or removing the suspicion of lukewarmne-3
in the orthodox cause. Part of this should fairly be ascribed

to the real independence of his mind in the formation of his

opinions, though not always in their expression, and to their

incompatibility with the extreme doctrines of either side. But
an habitual indiscretion, the besetting sin of literary men, who
seldom restrain their wit, rendered this hostility far more

general than it need have been ; and, accompanied as it was
with a real timidity of character, exposed him to the charge of

insincerity, which he could better palliate by the example of

others than deny to have some foundation. Erasmus died in

1536, having returned to Basle, which, on pretence of the

alterations in religion, he had quitted for Friburg in Brisgau a

few years before. No differences of opinion had abated the

pride of the citizens of Basle in their illustrious visitor. Eras-

mus lies interred in their cathedral, the earliest, except CEco-

lampadius, in the long list of the literary dead which have
rendered that cemetery conspicuous in Europe.

12. The most striking effect of the first preaching of the

Reformation was that it appealed to the ignorant ;

and though political liberty, in the sense we use the therefonn-

word, cannot be reckoned the aim of those who intro- ?
re to tbeIT- i'ii i ignoraut,.

duced it, yet there predominated that revolutionary

spirit which loves to witness destruction for its own sake, and
that intoxicated self-confidence which renders folly mischievous.

Women took an active part in religious dispute ; and, though
in some respects the Roman Catholic religion is very con-

genial to the female sex, we cannot be surprised that many
ladies might be good Protestants against the right of any to

judge better than themselves. The translation of the New
Testament by Luther in 1522, and of the Old a few years
later, gave weapons to all disputants : it was common to hold

conferences before the burgomasters of German and Swiss

towns, who settled the points in controversy, one way or other,

perhaps as well as the learned would have done.

13. We cannot give any attention to the story of the Re-

formation, without, being struck by the extraordinary

analogy it bears to that of the last fifty years. He f^"?^
who would study the spirit of this mighty age may *" tlie

eee it reflected as in a mirror from the days of Lu- p

ther and Erasmus. Man, who, speaking of him collectively,
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has never reasoned for himself, is the puppet of impulses and

prejudices, be they for good or for evil. These are, in the

usual course of things, traditional notions and sentiments,

strengthened by repetition, and running into habitual trains of

thought Nothing is more difficult, in general, than to make
a nation perceive any thing as true, or seek its own interest in

any manner, but as its forefathers have opined or acted.

Change in these respects has been, even in Europe, where
there is most of flexibility, very gradual; the work, not of

argument or instruction, but of exterior circumstances slowly

operating through a long lapse of time. There have been,

however, some remarkable exceptions to this law of uniformity,

or, if I may use the term, of secular variation. The introduc-

tion of Christianity seems to have produced a very rapid
subversion of ancient prejudices, a very conspicuous alteration

of the whole channel through which moral sentiments flow, in

nations that have at once received it. This has also not

unfrequently happened through the influence of Mohammed-
ism in the East. -Next to these great revolutions in extent

and degree, stand the two periods we have begun by compar-

ing; that of the Reformation in the sixteenth century, and
that of political innovation wherein we have long lived. In

each the characteristic features are a contempt for antiquity, a

shifting of prejudices, an inward sense of self-esteem leading
to an assertion of private judgment in the most uninformed,
a sanguine confidence in the amelioration of human affairs, a

fixing of the heart on great ends, with a comparative disregard
of all things intermediate. In each there has been so much of

alloy in the motives, and, still more, so much of danger and

suffering in the means, that the cautious and moderate have
shrunk back, and sometimes retraced their own steps rather

than encounter evils which at a distance they had not seen in

their full magnitude. Hence we may pronounce with certainty
what Luther, Hutten, Carlostadt, what again More, Erasmus,

Melanchthon, Cassander, would have been in the nineteenth

century, and what our own contemporaries would have been
in their times. But we are too apt to judge others, not as the

individualities of personal character and the varying aspects
of circumstances rendered them, and would have rendered us,

but according to our opinion of the consequences, which, even
if estimated by us rightly, were such as they could not deter-

minately have foreseen.
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14. In 1531, Zwingle lost his life on the field of battle. It

was the custom of the Swiss that their pastors should

attend the citizens in war to exhort the combatants

and console the dying. But the Reformers soon acquired a

new chief in a young man superior in learning and probably
in genius, John Calvin, a native of Noyon in Picardy. His

Institutions, published in 1536, became the text-book

of a powerful body, who deviated in some few points
t

from the Helvetic school of Zwingle. They are dedicated to

Francis I., in language good, though not perhaps as choice as

would have been written in Italy, temperate, judicious, and

likely to prevail upon the general reader, if not upon the

king. This treatise was the most systematic and extensive

defence and exposition of the Protestant doctrine which had

appeared. Without the overstrained phrases and wilful para-
doxes of Luther's earlier writings, the Institutes of Calvin

eeem to contain most of his predecessor's theological doctrine,

except as to the corporal presence. He adopted a middle

course as to this, and endeavored to distinguish himself from
the Helvetic divines. It is well known that he brought for-

ward the predestinarian tenets of Augustin more fully than

Lutter, who seems, however, to have maintained them with

equal confidence. They appeared to Calvin, as doubtless they
are, clearly deducible from their common doctrine as to the

einfulness of all natural actions, and the arbitrary irresistible

conversion of the passive soul by the power of God. The

city of Geneva, throwing off subjection to its bishop, and em-

bracing the reformed religion in 1536, invited Calvin to an

asylum, where he soon became the guide and legislator, though
never the ostensible magistrate, of the new republic.

15. The Helvetian reformers at Zurich and Bern were now
more and more separated from the Lutherans ; and,
in spite of frequent endeavors to reconcile their differences

differences, each party, but especially the latter, ^formers
became as exclusive and nearly as intolerant as the

church which they had quitted. Among the Lutherans them-

selves, those who rigidly adhered to the spirit of their

founder's doctrine grew estranged, not externally, but in

language and affection, from the followers of Melanchthon. 1

1 "Amsdorfius Luthero scripsit, viperam (edit. 1647). Luther's temper seems to

eum in sinu alere, me eignitieans, omitto have grown more impracticable as he ad-
ajamultu." Epist. Melanchthon, p. 460 vanced in life. Melanchthon threatened
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Luther himself, who never withdrew his friendship from the

latter, seems to have been alternately undor his influence and
that of inferior men. The Anabaptists, in their well-known

occupation of Munster, gave such proof of the tremendous con-

sequences of fanaticism, generated in great measure by the

Lutheran tenet of assurance, that the paramount necessity of

maintaining human society tended more to silence these theo-

logical subtleties than any arguments of the same class. And,
from this time, that sect itself, if it did not lose all its

enthusiasm, learned how to regulate it in subordination to

legal and moral duties.

16. England, which had long contained the remnants of

Wicliffe's followers, could not remain a stranger to

this revolution. Tyndale's New Testament was

printed at Antwerp in 1526; the first translation that

had been made into English. The cause of this

delay has been already explained, and great pains were taken
to suppress the circulation of Tyndale's version. But Eng-
land was then inclined to take its religion from the nod of

a capricious tyrant. Persecution would have long repressed

Reformed
tenets

spread in

England.

o leave him. Amsdorf and that class of
Lien liattered his pride. See tiie following
letters. In one, written about 1549, he
says :

' Tuli etiam anted servitutem paene
deformem cum stepe Lutherus inagis suae

'n.'iturae, in qua tyCkovtuun, erat haud ex-

igua, qu:im vcl personae suae, vel utilitati

commuui serviret." p. 21. This letter

Is too apologetical and temporizing.
" Nee

nmvi ht< controversies quae distraxernut

rempublicam ; sed incidi in motas, quae
cam et mult,-i> essent et inexplicatee, quo-
dam si.npliri studio '1'wreu l:e verit.itis,

prspsertim cum inulti docti et sapientea
initio applauderent, considervre eas coepi.
Kt quanquam mated is quasdam horridio-
res autor iuitio miscuerat, tiimen alia vera
et n<Ti-s.iri i non putavi nyicieud i esse.

Haec cum excerpta auiplecterer, paul.itim

aliquas absurdiis opiniones vel sustuli vel

Ic'iii." Mulanohthon should have remem-
bered that no one had laid down these

opinions with more unreserve, or in a more
" horrid "

way Of disputation, tuan him-
self in the first edition of his Loci Oom-
mune.-i. In tliese and other passages, he
endeavors to strike at Luther for faults

which were equally his own, though doubt-
less not so long persisted in. .

Melanchthoa, in the first edition of the
Loci Communes, which will scarcely be
found except in Von der Uardt, sums up
the free-will question thus :

Si ad prasdestiuationem referas huina-

nam voluntatem, nee in externi.?, nee in
interuis operibus ulla est liUertan, scd
eveniunt omnia juxta dcstinationeiu divi-

nam.
"

Si ad operaexterna referas voluntatem,
qusedaui videtur esse, judicio naturae, li-

bertas.
"

Si adaffectus referas voluntatem. nulla

plane libertas est, etiam naturae judirio."
This proves what I have said in another
place, that Melanchtuon held the doctrine
of strict philosophical necessity. Luther
does the same, in express words, onre at
least in the treatise De servo arbitrio,
vol. ii. fol. 42^ (edit. Wittenberg. l.V>4).

In an epistle often quoted by others,
Melanchthon wrote :

' Ni nis li'u-nlu fn-
erunt apud na^tros dtflputatteOM do fato,
et discipline nocuerunt." Hut a more
thorougiily ingenuous uian mi^ht hav# said
nostrce for apu>i nostrox. Certain it is.

however, that he had clianged his opinions
considerably before 1540, when he pub
lished his Monilis I'iiilosopliue Epifonu',
which contains evidence of his iioldin.i; t ie

synergism, or activity, and co-operation
with divine grace of the human will. See

p. 39.

The animosity excited in the violent
Lutherans by MelanrUthon's mo KT ai-m
in drawing up the Confession of A
is shown in Camerarius, Vita Me! incli-

thon, p. 124 (edit. l(>9fi). From this time
it continued to harass him till his death.
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the spirit of free judgment, and the king, for Henry's life at

least, have retained his claim to the papal honor conferred on

him as defender of the faith, if "
gospel light," as Gray has

rather affectedly expressed it, had not " flashed from Boleyn's

eyes." But we shall not dwell on so trite a subject. It is

less familiar to every one, that in Italy the seeds of , .

the Reformation were early and widely sown. A
translation of Melanchthon's Loci Communes, under the name
of Ippofilo da Terra Nigra, was printed at Venice in 1521,
the very year of its appearance at Wittenberg : the works of

Luther, Zwingle, and Bucer were also circulated under false

names.1 The Italian translations of Scripture made in the

fifteenth century were continually reprinted; and, in 1530,
a new version was published at Venice by Brucioli, with a

preface written in a Protestant tone.2 The great intercourse

of Italy with the Cisalpine nations through war and com-

merce, and the partiality of Renee of France, Duchess of

Ferrara, to the new doctrines, whose disciples she encouraged
at her court, under the pretext of literature, contributed to

spread an active spirit of inquiry. In almost every consider-

able city, between 1525 and 1540, we find proofs of a small

band of Protestants, not in general abandoning the outward

profession of the church, but coinciding in most respects with

Luther or Zwingle. It has lately been proved that a very

early proselyte to the Reformation, and one whom we should

least expect to find in that number, was Berni, before the

completion, if not the commencement, of his labor on the

Orlando Innamorato ; which he attempted to render in some

places the vehicle of his disapprobation of the church. This

may account for the freedom from indecency which distin-

guishes that poem, and contrasts with the great licentiousness

of Berni's lighter and earlier productions.
3

M'Crie's Hist, of Reformation in Italy, do Innamorato. They are of a decidedly

s cuous an unexpece ac was ae, amos e ony necen passage n
brought to light by Mr. Pauizzi, who found the whole poem. Mr. Paninzi is of opinion
a short pamphlet of extreme scarcity, and that great liberties have been taken wifh

unnoticed, I believe, by Zeno or any other the Orlando Innamorato, which is a post-
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17. The Italians are an imaginative, but not essentially a

Italian superstitious people, or liable, nationally speaking,
heterodoxy. to j^g gioomv prejudices that master the reason.

Among the classes whose better education had strengthen^
and developed the acuteness and intelligence so general in

Italy, a silent disbelief of the popular religion was far more
usual than in any other country. In the majority, this has

always taken the turn of a complete rejection of all posi-
tive faith

; but, at the era of the Reformation especially,
the substitution of Protestant for Romish Christianity was an

alternative to be embraced by men of more serious tempera-
ments. Certain it is, that we find traces of this aberration

from orthodoxy, in one or the other form, through much of

the literature of Italy ; sometimes displaying itself only in

censures of the vices of the clergy, censures from which,

though in other ages they had been almost universal, the

rigidly Catholic party began now to abstain. We have

already mentioned Pontanus and Mantuan. Trissino, in his

Italia Liberata, introduces a sharp invective against the

Church of Rome. 1 The Zodiachus Vitae of Manzolli, whose
assumed Latin name, by which he is better known, was

Palingenius Stellatus, teems with invectives against the

monks, and certainly springs from a Protestant source.2 The

non fa altro che came e mondo ; di che ci strong, will show the opinion of one con-
iatino ampia fede alcuni suoi capitoli e versant with the literature and history

pwsie, delle quali egli molti fogli inbratto. of those times :
" The more we reflect on

Ma perrue il nome suo era scritto nel libro the state of Italy at that time, the more
ilella vita, ne era possibile ch' egli potesse have we reason to suspect that the reform-

fuggire delle mani dol celeste padre, &c. ing tenets were as popular among the

Veggendo ugli che questo gran tiranno non higher classes in Italy in those days as

permittea onde alcuno potesse comporre liberal notions in ours." p. 361.

all' aperta di quei libri, per li quali altri
, Thig passage whicn is !n the Mxteenth

possa penetmre nella cogm/.ione del vero,

stanze, pensd di entrure con questo occa- Ua yberata rinted at Veromi in 1729 .

sioue e cou quel mez/xj (insin che d altro

inigliore ne avesse potuto avere) ad inseg-
* The Zodiacus Vitae is a long moral

nare laveriti dell' Evangelio," &c. Whe- poem, tht, books of which ale named from
ther Vergerio is wholly to be trusted in all the signs of the zodiac. It is not very
this account, more of which will be found poetical, but by no means without strong
on reference to I'ani/zi's edition of the Or- passages of sense and spirit in a lax llo-

lando Innamorato, I must leave to the ratian metre. The author has said more

competent reader. The following expres- than enough to incur the suspicion of Lii-

atons of Mr. P., though, I think, rather theranUm.
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first edition is of 1537, at Basle. But no one writer is more

indignantly severe than Alamanni.1

18. This rapid, though rather secret, progress of heresy
among the more educated Italians, could not fail

to alarm their jealous church. They had not won in the
"

over the populace to their side ; for, though censures

on the superior clergy were listened to with appro-
bation in every country, there was little probability that the

Italians would generally abjure modes of worship so con-

genial to their national temper, as to have been devised, or

retained from heathen times, in compliance with it. Even
of those who had associated with the reformers, and have
been in consequence reckoned among them, some were far

from intending to break -otf from a church which had been
identified with all their prejudices and pursuits. Such was

Flaminio, one of the most elegant of poets and best of men ;

and such waa the accomplished and admirable Vittoria

Colonna.2 But those who had drunk deeper of the cup of
free thought had no other resource, when their private assem-
blies had been detected, and their names proscribed, than to

fly beyond the Alps. Bernard Ochino, a Capuchin preacher
of great eminence, being summoned to Rome, and finding his

death resolved upon, fled to Geneva, His apostasy struck

his admirers with astonishment, and possibly put the Italians

more on their guard against others. Peter Martvr. well

known afterwards in England, soon followed him ; the

academy of Modena, a literary society highly distinguished,
but long suspected of heresy, was compelled, in 1542, to sub-

I hare observed several proofs of this : Lutheranism in searching through the
the following will suffice : poem, but have omitted to make notes in

"Sed tua praesertim non intret limina
"

quisqnam . ,, ., .

Fratc-r nee monachus, Tel quarts lege
**" CI

.

eca B*"^ che l hal tTOPP

sacerdos pregio :

Hos fug ; 'pwtfa enhn nulla hac imma-
noirf hi sunt ^?D P"f altngrahaepnv.l^io;

Fse* hominum. fons stultitia. sentina hoggi in lei veni sm-nza,

niabrimi di*simulazion. menzo^ne e froth.

Agnorum sub pelle lupi, mercede co-
Be to ?1 mondo

' chesari "^ ,"

lentes,
&c - ^^ '

Non pietate, Deum
;
falsa sab imagine _, . ... ..

Tec(j
The twelfth Satire concludes with a dmi-

Decipiunt stolMos, ac religionis in urn- If ^f18"011
;

' the name of Italy ,
atiust

the Church of Home.

Mille actus vetito.^ et mille piacula con- ,
S

^I>Crie disc 'lss
f ,

at \St* the opinion*

dunt " &c these two. p. lt>i-tn. and aeems to

Lfo (\\tt T 1
leare those of Fkuiiinio in doubt : but hu
letters, pubashed at Nuremberg in J57i

I could find, probably, more decisive speak in favor of his orthodoxy.
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scribe a declaration of faith ; and, though Lombardy was still

full of secret Protestants, they lived in continual terror of

persecution during the rest of this period. The small re-

formed church of Ferrara was broken up in 1550 : many
were imprisoned, and one put to death.1

19. Meantime the natural tendency of speculative minds to

''erf tus. Pre?s forward, though checked at this time by the

inflexible spirit of the leaders of the Reformation,

gave rise to some theological novelties. A Spanish physician,
Michael Reves, commonly called Servetus, was the first to

open a new scene in religious innovation. The ancient con-

troversies on the Trinity had long subsided : if any remained
whose creed was not unlike that of the Arians, we must seek

for them among the Waldenses, or" other persecuted sects.

Rut even this is obscure ; and Erasmus, when accused of

Arianism, might reply with apparent truth, that no heresy
was more extinct. Servetus, however, though not at all an

Arian, framed a scheme, not probably quite novel, which is a

difficult matter, but sounding very unlike what was deemed

orthodoxy. Being an imprudent and impetuous man, he

assailed the fundamental doctrines of reformers as much as of

the Catholic Church with none of the management necessary
in such cases, as the title of his book, printed in 1531, De
Trinitatis erroribus, is enough to show. He was so little

satisfied with his own performance, that in a second treatise,

called Dialogues on the Trinity, he retracts the former as

ill-written, though without having changed any of his opinions.
These works are very scarce and obscurely worded ; but the

tenets seem to be nearly what are called Sabellian.
2

20. The Socinian writers derive their sect from a small

Arianism knot of distinguished men, who met privately at
in Italy. Vicen/aabout 1540; including Lselius Socinus, at that

time too young to have had any influence, Ochino, Gentile,

Alciati, and some others. This fact has been doubted by
Mosheim and M'Crie, and does not rest on much evidence ;

while some of the above names are rather improbable.
3

It is

1 Besides Dt. M'Oie's History of the * The original editions of the works of
Reformation m Italy, which has thrown a Servetus very rarely occur

;
but there are

collected light upon a subject interesting reprints of the last century, which thein-
and little familiar, I have made use of his selves are by no means common,
predecessor, Gerdes, Specimen Italise re- ' Lubieneeius, Ilist. Reformat. Polonl

formate; of Tiratiosohi, viii. 150: of Gi- cse : M'Crie's llist. of Reformation in Italy,

annone, iv. 108, ft alibi ; and of Galluzzi, p. 164.
Istoria del Grau Ducato, ii. 292, 389.
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certain, however, that many of the Italian reformers held anti-

Trinitarian opinions, chiefly of the Arian form. M'Crie

suggests that these had been derived from Servetus ; but

it does not appear that they had any acquaintance, or con-

curred, in genei-al, with him, who was very far from Arianism ;

and it is much more probable that their tenets originated

among themselves. If, indeed, it were necessary to look for

an heresiarch, a Spanish gentleman, resident at Naples, by
name Valdes, is far more likely than Servetus. It is agreed
that Valdes was one of the chief teachers of the Reformation

in Italy ; and he has also been supposed to have inclined

towards Arianism.1

21. Even in Spain, the natural soil of tenacious supersti-
tion, and the birthplace of the Inquisition, a few
seeds of Protestantism were early sown. The first f^
writings of Luther were translated into Spanish soon andix>w

after their appearance : the Holy Office began to

take alarm about 1530. Several suspected followers of the

new creed were confined in monasteries, and one was burnt at

Valladolid in 1541.- But in no country where the Reforma-
tion was severely restrained by the magistrate did it spread so

extensively as in the Netherlands. Two Augustine monks
were burned at Brussels in 1523 ; and their death had the

effect, as Erasmus tells us, of increasing prodigiously the num-
ber of heretics.

3 From that time a bitter persecution was
carried on both by destroying books, and punishing their

readers ; but most of the seventeen provinces were full of

sectaries.

22. Deeply shaken by all this open schism and lurking dis-

affection, the Church of Rome seemed to have little order of

hope but in the superstition of the populace, the pre-
Jesuits.

1 Dr. M'Crie is inclined to deny the An- * M'Crie's Hist, of Reformation in Spain,
anism of Valdes, and fays it cannot be s "

Coepta est carnincina. Tandem
found in his writings (p. 122): others have Bruxellae tres Augustinenses [duo?] pub-
Ixfii of a different opinion. See Chalmers's licitus affecti sunt supplicio. Qnaeris exi-

Dictionary.urt. Yaldc*so." and "
Bayle." turn? Ea civitas antea purissima coepit

IIi> Considerations were translated into habere Lutheri discipulos, et quidem non
Ihi.'li-h in l'>38. I can find 110 evidence paucos. Saevitum eat et in Hollandii.
as to this point one way or the other in Quid multis? Ubicunque fumos excitavit

the book itself, which betrays a good deal nuiioius. ubieunqueevitiaiuexercuit Car-
ol" fanatiri.-m. an 1 cunhJuiice in the pri- meliUi. ibi diceres fuisse factum haeresion

Tate teaching of the Spirit. The tenets seuier.tem.'' Ep. Mclxiii. The history of
are hijrh I.utiii-runism as to human action, the Reformation in the Low Countries has
and derived perhaps from the Loci Com- been copiously written by Gerard Brandt,
raune.s of Melanchthon. Beza condemned to whose second and third books I refer

the book. the reader.

VOL. I. 24
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carious support of the civil power, or the quarrels of her adver-

saries. But she found an unexpected source of strength in her

own bosom; a green shoot from the yet living trunk of an aged
tree. By a bull, dated the 27th of September, 1540, Paul III.

established the order of Jesuits, planned a few years before by
Ignatius Loyola. The leading rules of this order were, that a

general should be chosen for life, whom every Jesuit was to

obey as he did God ; and that besides the three vows of the

regulars, poverty, chastity, and obedience, he should promise
to go wherever the pope should command. They were to

wear no other dress than the clergy usually did : no regular
hours of prayer were enjoined ; but they were bound to pass
their lime usefully for their neighbors, in preaching, in the

direction of consciences, and the education of youth. Such
were the principles of an institution which has, more effectu-

ally than any other, exhibited the moral power of a united

association in moving the great unorganized mass of man-
kind.

23. The Jesuits established their first school in 1546, at

Their Gandia in the kingdom of Valencia, under the un-
popularity. 8pjces of Francis Borgia, who derived the title of

duke from that city. It was erected into a university by the

pope, and king of Spain.
1 This was the commencement of

that vast influence they were speedily to acquire by the con-

trol of education. They began about the same time to scatter

their missionaries over the East. This had been one of the

great objects .of their foundation. And when news was

brought, that thousands of barbarians had flocked to the

preaching of Francis Xavier, that he had poured the waters

of baptism on their heads, and raised the cross over the pros-
trate idols of the East, they had enough, if not to silence the

envy of competitors, at least to secure the admiration of the

Catholic world. Men saw in the Jesuits courage and self-

devotion, learning and politeness ; qualities the want of which
had been the disgrace of monastic fraternities. They were
formidable to the enemies of the church ; and those who were
her friends cared little for the jealousy of the secular clergy,
or for the technical opposition of lawyers. The mischiefs and

dangers (hat might attend the institution were too remote for

popular alarm.

24. In the external history of Protestant churches, tvfo

Floury, Hist. Eccles., zxlz. 221.
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events, not long preceding the middle of the sixteenth cen-

tury, served to compensate each other, the unsuc- council of

cessful league of the Lutheran princes of Germany,
Trent,

ending in their total defeat, and the establishment of the re-

formed religion in England by the council of Edward VL It

admits, however, of no doubt, that the principles of the Re-
formation were still progressive, not only in those countries

where they were countenanced by the magistrate, but in others,

like France and the Low Countries, where they incurred the

risk of martyrdom. Meantime Paul LTI. had, with much
reluctance, convoked a general council at Trent. This met on
the 13th of December, 1545 ; and after determining a large

proportion of the disputed problems in theology, especially
such as related to grace and original sin, was removed by the

pope, in March, 1547, to his own city of Bologna, where they
sat but a short time before events occurred which compelled
them to suspend their sessions. They did not re-assemble

till 1551.

25. The greatest difficulties which embarrassed the Council

of Trent appear to have arisen from the clashing its chief

doctrines of scholastic divines, especially the respect-
difficulties.

ive followers of Thomas Aquinas and Duns Scotus, embattled

as rival hosts of Dominicans and Franciscans.1 The fathers

endeavored, as far as possible, to avoid any decision which

might give too unequivocal a victory to either ; though it has

generally been thought, that the former, having the authority
of Augustin, as well as their own great champion, on their

side, have come off, on the whole, superior in the decisions of

the council.2 But we must avoid these subtilties, into which
it is difficult not to slide when we touch on such topics.
'26. In the history of the Reformation, Luther is incom-

parably the greatest name. We see him, in the character

skilful composition of Robertson, the chief figure of of Luther,

a group of gownsmen, standing in contrast on the canvas with

1
Fleury. xxix. 154, et alibi; F. Paul, of much ability, considering the embar-

lib. ii. and iii. passim. rassments with which they had to strug-
2 It is usual for Protestant writers to gle. and of an honest desire of reformation,

inveigh against the Trtdentine fathers. I among a large body, as to those matters
do not assent to their decisions, which is which, in their judgment, ought to be ro-

not to the purpose, nor vindicate the in- formed. The notes of Courayer on Sarpi'g
trigues of the papal party. But 1 must history, though he is not much less of a
presume to say, that, reading their pro- Protestant than his original, are more
ceedings in the pages of that very able candid, and generally very judicious. l';d-

and not very lenient historian to whom lavkiui I have not rend; but what is

we have generally recourse, an adversary valuable in him will doubtless be found in

as decided as any that could have come the continuation of 1'leury, vol. **<*- et

from the reformed churches, I find proofs alibi
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the crowned rivals of France and Austria, and their attendant

warriors; but blended in the unity of that historic picture.
This amazing influence on the revolutions of his own age, and
on the opinions of mankind, seems to have produced, as is not

unnatural, an exaggerated notion of his intellectual greatness.
It is admitted on all sides, that he wrote his own language
with force and purity ; and he is reckoned one of its best

models. The hymns in use with the Lutheran church, many
of which are his own, possess a simple dignity and devoutncs.;,
never probably excelled in that class of poetry, and alike dis-

tinguished from the poverty of Sternhold or Brady, and from
the meretricious ornament of later writers. But from the

Latin works of Luther, few readers, I believe, will rise with-

out disappointment. Their intemperance, their coarseness,
their inelegance, their scurrility, their wild paradoxes, that

menace the foundations of religious morality, are not compen-
sated, so far at least as my slight acquaintance with them

extends, by much strength or acuteness, and still less by any
impressive eloquence. Some of his treatises, and we may
instance his reply to Henry VIII., or the book "

against the

falsely-named order of bishops," can be described as little else

than bellowing in bad Latin. Neither of these books display,
as far as I can judge, any striking ability. It is not to be

imagined that a man of his vivid parts fails to perceive any
advantage which may offer itself in that close grappling,
sentence by sentence, with an adversary, which fills most of

his controversial writings ; and in scornful irony he had no

superior. His epistle to Erasmus, prefixed to the treatise De
servo arbitrio, is bitterly insolent in terms as civil as he could

use. But the clear and comprehensive line of argument,
which enlightens the reader's understanding, and resolves his

difficulties, is always wanting. An unbounded dogmatism,

resting on an absolute confidence in the infallibility, practically

speaking, of his own judgment, pervades his writings ; no in-

dulgence is shown, no pause allowed, to the hesitating ;

whatever stands in the way of his decisions, the fathers of

the church, the schoolmen and philosophers, the canons and

councils, are swept away in a current of impetuous declama-
tion

; and as every thing contained in Scripture, according to

Luther, is easy to be understood,
1 and can only be understood

1
[This, however, is only for those who ad quamlibet ejns partem intelligendam."

nre illuminated by the Spirit.
"

Spiritus Vol. ii. fol. 428, edit. Wittenberg, 1664.
nim requiritur ad totam Scripturam, et 1842-1
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in his sense, every deviation from his doctrine incurs the

anathema of perdition. Jerome, he says, far from being

rightly canonized, must, but for some special grace, have been

damned for his interpretation of St. Paul's Epistle to the

Romans.1 That the Zuinglians, as well as the whole Church
of Rome and the Anabaptists, were shut out by their tenets

from salvation, is more than insinuated in numerous passages
of Luther's writings. Yet he had passed himself through
several changes of opinion. In 1518, he rejected auricular

confession; in 1520, it was both useful and necessary; not

long afterwards, it was again laid aside. I have found it im-

possible to reconcile, or to understand, his tenets concerning
faith and works ; and can only perceive, that, if there be any
reservation in favor of the latter, not merely sophistical, of

which I am hardly well convinced, it consists in distinctions

too subtle for the people to apprehend. These are not the

oscillations of the balance in a calm understanding, conscious

of the difficulty which so often attends the estimate of opposite

{(resumptions, but alternate gusts of dogmatism, during which,
for the time, he was as tenacious of his judgment as if it had
been uniform.

27. It is not impossible that some offence will be taken at

this character of his works by those who have thought only
of the man ; extraordinary as he doubtless was in himself, and
far more so as the instrument of mighty changes on earth.

Many of late years, especially in Germany, without holding
a single one of Luther's more peculiar tenets, have thought it

necessary to magnify his intellectual gifts. Frederic Schlegel
is among these ; but in his panegyric there seems a little wish

to insinuate that the reformer's powerful understanding had a

taint of insanity. This has not unnaturally occurred to others,

from the strange tales of diabolical visions Luther very seri-

ously recounts, and from the inconsistencies as well as the

extravagance of some passages. But the total absence of

self-restraint, with the intoxicating effects of presumptuous-
ness, is sufficient to -account for aberrations, which men of

regular minds construe into actual madness. Whether Luther
were perfectly in earnest as to his personal interviews with

the devil, may be doubtful : one of them he seems to repre-
sent as internal.

1 "Infernumpotiusquamcoelum Hiero- canonizare aut sanctum esse auieam <tt

nymus uieruit; tautum abtat ut ipsum cere." Id. foL 478.
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28. Very little of theological literature published between

Theological
1520 and 1550, except such as bore immediately on

writings, the great controversies of the age, has obtained suffi-
Erasmus. A . .,,.

'

,
.

,

cient reputation to come within our researches, which,

upon this most extensive portion of ancient libraries, do not

extend to disturb the slumbers of forgotten folios. The Para-

phrase of Erasmus wa.s the most distinguished work in Scrip-
tural interpretation. Though not satisfactory to the violent

of either party, it obtained the remarkable honor of being

adopted in the infancy of our own Protestantism. Every
parish church in England, by an order of council in 1547,
was obliged to have a copy of this Paraphrase. It is probable,
or rather obviously certain, that this order was not complied
with.1

29. The Loci Communes of Melaucthon have already been
mentioned. The writings of Zwingle, collectively

thcm
nch~

published in 1544, did not attain equal reputation :

Romish with more of natural ability than erudition, he was
left behind in the general advance of learning.

Calvin stands on higher ground. His Institutes are still in

the hands of that numerous body who are usually denominated
from him. The works of less conspicuous advocates of the

Reformation which may fall within this earlier period of

controversy will not detain us ; nor is it worth while to do
more on this occasion than mention the names of a few once

celebrated men in the communion of Rome, Vives, Cajetan,

Melchior, Cano, Soto, and Catharin.2 The two latter were

prominent in the Council of Trent: the first being of the

Dominican party, or that of Thomas Aquinas, which was

virtually that of Augustin ; the second, a Scotist, and in

some points deviating a little from what passed for the

more orthodox tenets either in the Catholic or Protestant

Churches.*

30. These elder champions of a long war, especially the

Romish, are, with a very few exceptions, known only

by their names and lives. These are they, and
nearly many more there were down to the middle of the

seventeenth century, at whom, along the shelves of

1 Jortin says, that,
"
taking the Anno- very few deserve to be preferred of those

tations and the Paraphrase of Erasmus which have since been published." ii. 91.

together, we have an interpretation of the *
Eichhorn, vi. 210-226 ; Andres, xviil.

New Testament as judicious and exact as 236.
could be made in his time, and to which *

Sarpi and Floury, passim.
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an ancient library, we look, and pass by. They belong no
more to man, but to the worm, the moth, and the spider.
Their dark and ribbed backs, their yellow leaves, their

thousand folio pages, do not more repel us than the unprofit-
ableness of their substance. Their prolixity ; their barbarous

style ; the perpetual recurrence, in many, of syllogistic forms ;

the reliance, by way of proof, on authorities that have been

abjured ; the temporary and partial disputes, which can be
neither interesting nor always intelligible at present, must
soon put an end to the activity of the most industrious scho-

lar.
1 Even the coryphaei of the Reformation are probably

more quoted than read, more praised than appreciated; their

works, though not scarce, are voluminous and expensive ; and
it may not be invidious to surmise that Luther and Melanchthon
serve little other purpose, at least in England, than to give an
occasional air of erudition to a theological paragraph, or to

supply its margin with a reference that few readers will verify.
It will be unnecessary to repeat this remark hereafter ; but it

must be understood as applicable, with such few exceptions as

will from time to time appear, throughout at least the re-

mainder of the sixteenth century.
31. No P^nglish treatise on a theological subject, published

before the end of 1550, seems to deserve notice in a
, . /. T-I Sermons.

the general literature ot Europe, though some may
be reckoned interesting in the history of our Reformation.

The sermons of Latimer, however, published in 1548, are

read for their honest zeal and lively delineation of manners.

They are probably the best specimens of a style then pre-
valent in the pulpit, and which is still not lost in Italy,
nor among some of our own sectaries ; a style that came
at once home to the vulgar ; animated and effective, pictur-

esque and intelligible, but too unsparing both of ludicrous

associations and commonplace invective. The French have
some preachers, earlier than Latimer, whose great fame was
obtained in this manner, Maillard and Menot. They belong
to the reign of Louis XII. I am but slightly acquainted
with the former, whose sermons, printed if not preached in

Latin, with sometimes a sort of almost macaronic intermixture

of French, appeared to me very much inferior to those of

Latimer. Henry Stephens, in his Apologie pour Herodote,
has culled many passages from these preachers, in proof of

i Eicliliorn.
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the depravity of morals in the age before the Reformation.

In the little I have read of Maillard, I did not find many
ridiculous, though some injudicious passages ; but those who
refer to the extracts of Nieeron, both from him and Mcnot,
will have as much gratification as consummate impropriety
and bad taste can furnish.

1

32. The vital spirit of the Reformation, as a great working

Spirit of
*n *ne public mind, will be inadequately discerned in

theitefor- the theological writings of this age. Two controver-
mation. , .,

.
'

,
sies overspread their pages, and .almost efface more

important and more obvious differences between the old and
the new religions. Among the Lutherans, the tenet of justi-

fication or salvation by faith alone, culled, in the barbarous

jargon of polemics, solifidianism, was always prominent : it

was from that point their founder began ;
it was there that,

long afterwards, and when its original crudeness had been

mellowed, Melanchthon himself thought the whole principle
of the contest was grounded.

2 In the disputes again of

the Lutherans with the Helvetic reformers, as well as in

those of the latter school, including the Church of Eng-
land, with that of Rome, the corporal or real presence.

(which are generally synonymous with the writers of that

century) in the Lord's supper was the leading topic of debate.

But in the former of these doctrines, after it had been purged
from the Antinomian extravagances of Luther, there was

found, if not absolutely a verbal, yet rather a subtle, and by
no means practical, difference between themselves and the

Church of Rome ;

3
while, in the Eucharistic controversy, many

of the reformers bewildered themselves, and strove to perplex
their antagonists, with incompatible and unintelligible propo-
sitions, to which the mass of the people paid as little regard
as they deserved. It was not for these trials of metaphysical
acuteness that the ancient cathedrals shook in their inmost

shrines; and though it would be very erroneous to deny, that

many not merely of the learned laity, but of the inferior

ranks, were apt to tread in such thorny paths,, we must look

1 Niceron, vols. xxiii and xxiv. If man
; yet Eichhorn, in another place, iii.

these are the original sermons, it must 282, seems to represent Luther and his

have been the practice tn France, as it was Protestant associates as the first who used
in Italy, to preach in Latin ; but Eiuhhorn that language in the pulpit,
tells us, that the sermons of the fifteenth -

Melancth., Kjiist., p. 290, ed. Peuoer,

century, published in Germany; were 1570.

chiefly translated from the mother-tongue. s Burnet on Eleventh Article.

vi 113- Tauler certainly preached in GOT-
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to what came closer to the apprehension of plain men for

their zeal in the cause of reformed religion, and for the

success of that zeal. The abolition of saint-worship ; the

destruction of images; the sweeping-away of ceremonies, of

absolutions, of fasts and penances ; the free circulation of the

Scriptures ; the communion in prayer by the native tongue ;

the introduction, if not of a good, yet of a more energetic
and attractive style of preaching than had existed before ; and,
besides this, the eradication of monkery which they despised,
the humiliation of . ecclesiastical power which they hated, the

immunity from exactions which they resented, these are what
the north of Europe deemed its gain by the public establish-

ment of the Reformation, and to which the common name of

Protestantism was given. But it is rather in the history than

in the strictly theological literature of this period, that we are

to seek for the character of that revolution in religious senti-

ment, which ought to interest us from its own importance, and

from its analogy to other changes in human opinion.
33. It is often said, that the essential principle of Protest-

antism, and that for which the struggle was made, Limitsof

was something different from all we have mentioned; private

a perpetual freedom from all authority in religious

belief, or what goes by the name of the right of private judg-
ment. But, to look more nearly at what occurred, this pei-ma-
nent independence was not much asserted, and still less acted

upon. The Reformation was a change of masters ; a volun-

tary one, no doubt, in those who had any choice ; and in this

sense, an exercise, for the time, of their personal judgment.
But no one having gone over to the Confession of Augsburg,
or that of Zurich, was deemed at liberty to modify those

creeds at his pleasure. He might of course become an

Anabaptist or an Arian ; but he was not the less a heretic in

doing so, than if he had continued in the Church of Rome.

By what light a Protestant was to steer, might be a problem
which at that time, as ever since, it would perplex a theologian
to decide

; but, in practice, the law of the land, which estab-

lished one exclusive mode of faith, was the only safe, as, in

ordinary circumstances, it was, upon the whole, the most eligi-

ble guide.
34. The adherents to the Church of Rome have never

failed to cast two reproaches on those who left them: one, that

the reform was brought about by intemperate and calunini-
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ous abuse, by outrages of an excited populace, or by the

Passions tyranny of princes ; the other, that, after stimulating
instru- the* most ignorant to reject the authority of their

1,'rforma- church, it instantly withdrew this liberty of judgment,
and devoted all who presumed to swerve from the

line drawn by law, to virulent obloquy, or sometimes to bonds
and death. These reproaches, it may be a shame for us to

own,
" can be uttered, and cannot be refuted." But, without

extenuating what is morally wrong, it is permitted to observe,
that the Protestant religion could, in our human view of con-

sequences, have been established by no other means. Those
who act by calm reason are always so few in number, and
often so undeterminate hi purpose, that, without the aid of

passion and folly, no great revolution can be brought about.

A persuasion of some entire falsehood, in which every circum-

stance converges to the same effect on the mind ; an exagge-
rated belief of good or evil disposition in others ; a universal

inference peremptorily derived from some particular case,

these are what sway mankind, not the simple truth with all

its limits and explanations, the fair partition of praise and

blame, or the measured assent to probability that excludes

not hesitation. That condition of the heart and understanding
which renders men cautious in their judgment, and scrupulous
in their dealings, unfits them for revolutionary seasons. But
of this temper there is never much in the public. The peo-

ple love to be told that they can judge; but they are conscious

that they can act. Whether a saint in sculpture ought to

stand in the niches of their cathedrals, it was equally tedious

and difficult to inquire : that he could be defaced, was certain ;

and this was achieved. It is easy to censure this as precipi-

tancy ; but it was not a mere act of the moment : it was, and
much more was of the same kind, the share that fell naturally
to the multitude in a work which they were called to fulfil,

and for which they sometimes encountered no slight dan-

ger.
35. But if it were necessary, in the outset of the Reforma-

tion, to make use of that democratic spirit of destruc-

mentof tion by which the populace answered to the bidding
new dog- of Carlostadt or of Knox ; 11 the artisans of Germany
inatism. ,_ .

'
and Switzerland were to be made arbiters 01 contro-

versy, it Mras not desirable that this reign of religious anarchy
should be more than temporary. Protestantism, whatever
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from the generality of the word, it may since be considered,
\va- a positive creed ; more distinctly so in the Lutheran than

in the Helvetic churches ; but in each, after no great length
of time, assuming a determinate and dogmatic character.

Luther himself, as has been already observed, built up before

he pulled down ; but the Confession of Augsburg was the first

great step made in giving the discipline and subordination of

regular government to the rebels against the ancient religion.
In this, however, it was taken for granted, that their own
differences of theological opinion were neither numerous nor

inevitable : a common symbol of faith, from which no man
could dissent without criminal neglect of the truth orttlindness

to it, seemed always possible, though never attained ; the pre-
tensions of Catholic infallibility were replaced by a not less

uncompromising and intolerant dogmatism, availing itself,

like the other, of the secular power, and arrogating to it-

self, like the other, the assistance of the Spirit of God. The
mischiefs that have flowed from this early abandonment of the

right of free inquiry are as evident as its inconsistency with

the principles upon which the reformers had acted for them-

selves : yet, without the Confession of Augsburg and similar

creeds, it may be doubtful whether the Protestant churches

would have possessed a sufficient unity to withstand their

steady, veteran adversaries, either in the war of words, or in

those more substantial conflicts to which they were exposed
for the first century after the Reformation. The schism of

the Lutheran and Helvetic Protestants did injury enough to

their cause : a more multitudinous brood of sectaries would,
hi the temper of those times, have been such a disgrace as it

could not have overcome. It is still very doubtful whether

the close phalanx of Rome can be opposed, in ages of strong

religious zeal, by any thing except established or at least con-

federate churches.

3G. We may conclude this section with mentioning the

principal editions or translations of Scripture pub- Editions of

lished between 1520 and 1550. The Complutensian Scripture.

edition of the New Testament, suspended since the year 1514,
when the printing was finished, became public in 1522. The

Polyglott of the Old Testament, as has been before mentioned,
had appeared in 1517. An edition of the Greek Testament

was published at Strasburg by Cephalaaus hi 1524, and of

the Septuagint hi 1526. The New Testament appeared at
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Haguenau in 1521, and from the press of Coliiueus at Paris

in 1534; another at Venice in 1538. But these, which have
become very scarce, were eclipsed in reputation by the labors

of Robert Stephens, who printed three editions in 1546, 15-1K,

and 1550 ; the two former of a small size, the last in folio.

In this he consulted more manuscripts than any earlier editor

had possessed ; and his margin is a register of their various

readings. It is therefore, though far from the most perfect,

yet the first endeavor to establish the text on critical princi-

ples.

37. The translation of the Old and New Testament by
Transia- Luther is more renowned for the purity of its Ger-
tions of man idiom than for its adherence to the original text.

Simon has charged him with ignorance of Hebrew ;

and when we consider how late he came to the study of either

that or the Greek language, and the multiplicity of his em-

ployments, it may be believed that his knowledge of them
was far from extensive.1 From this translation, however,
and from the Latin Vulgate, the English one of Tyndale and

En iish
Coverdale, published in 1535 or 1536, is avowedly
taken.2

Tyndale had printed his version of the

New Testament in 1526. That of 1537, commonly called

Matthews's Bible, from the name of the printer, though in

substance the same as Tyndale's, was superintended by
Rogers, the first martyr in the persecution of Mary, who

appears to have had some skill in the original languages.
The Bible of 1539, more usually called Cranraer's Bible, was

certainly revised by comparison with the original. It is, how-

ever, questionable whether there was either sufficient leisure,

or adequate knowledge of the Hebrew and Greek languages,

1 Simon, Hist. Critique V. T., p. 432
;

ther he were acquainted or not with He-
Andres, xix. 169. Elchhorn, however, brew.

Bays ihat Luther's translation must aston- [Tyndale's translation of the Greek Tea-

Ish any impartial judge, who reflects on lament, so far as it is made from the Latin
the lamentable deficiency of subsidiary at all, is from that of Erasmus, not from
means in that age. iii. 317. The Luther- the Vulgate. But it is said that he fre-

ans have always highly admired this work quently adheres to the original where
on account of its pure Germanism : it has Erasmus departs from it

; so that lie must
been almost aa ill spoken of among Calvin- be reckoned sufficiently acquainted with
Lsts aa by the Catholics themselves. St. Greek. Sec Historical Accounts of English
Aldegonde says it is farther from the Versions of the Scriptures, prefixed to the
Hebrew than any one he kndws

;

" ex qua English Uexapla, printed in 1841.

manavit nostra, ex vitiosa Germanics fac- Coverdale had other versions to assist

ta vitiosior Belgico-Teutonica." Gerdes, him besides that of Luther, and the Vul-
Ui. 60. gate. But his own was executed with a

* Tyndale's translation of the Penta- rapllity absolutely incompatible with de-

teuch had been published in 1530. It has liberate consideration, even if bis learning
Den much controverted of late years whe- had been greater than it was. - -

1347.]
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in the reign of Henry YIIL, to consummate so arduous a

teuk as the thorough censure of the Vulgate text.

38. Brucioli, of Venice, published a translation of the

Scriptures into Italian, which he professes to have In Italy

formed upon the original text.
1

It was retouched and LOW
i -m*- ! j i i i_- 1-00 Countries.

by Marmocchim, and printed as his own in looo.

Zaccarias, a Florentine monk, gave another version in 1542,
tnken chiefly from his two predecessors. The earlier transla-

tion of Malerbi passed through twelve editions in this cen-

tury.
2 The Spanish New Testament, by Francis de Enzina,

was printed at Antwerp in 1543; as the Pentateuch, in the

same language, was by some Jews at Constantinople in 1547.3

Olaus Petri, the chief ecclesiastical adviser of Gustavus Vasa,

translated the Scriptures into Swedish, and Palladius into

Danish, before the middle of the century. But in no lan-

guage were so many editions of Scripture published as in that

of Flanders or Holland ; the dialects being still more slightly

different, I believe, at that time than they are now. The old

translation from the Vulgate, first printed at Delft in 1497,

appeared several times before the Reformation from the

presses of Antwerp and Amsterdam. A Flemish version of

the New Testament from that of Luther came out at Antwerp
in 1522, the very year of its publication at Wiftenberg; and
twelve times more in the next five years. It appears from

the catalogue of Panzer that the entire Bible was printed in

the Flemish or Dutch language, within the first thirty-six

years of the sixteenth century, in fifteen editions ; one of

which was at Louvain, one at Amsterdam, and the rest at

Antwerp. Thirty-four editions of the New Testament alone

in that language appeared within the same period ; twenty-
four of them at Antwerp.* Most of these were taken from

Luther, but some from the Vulgate. There can be no sort of

1 The truth of this assertion is denied lations of Scripture that were made in

by Andres, xix. 188. Spain during the middle ages ; one of
2 M'l_'ries Reformation in Italy, p. 43. them, perhaps, by order of Alfonso \
3 This translation, which could have Andres, xix. 151." But in the sixteenth

been of little u.se, was printed in liebrew century, even before the alarm about the

characters, with the ori.rinal. and with a progress of heresy began in Spnhi, a stop
version in modern Greek, but in the same was put to their promulgation, partly
character*. It was reprinted in 1553 by through tin- suspicion? entertained of the

some I talian .lews, in the ordinary letter, half-couvi-rted Jewg. Id. 183. The trans-

Thi-s Spanish translation is of considerable latioii of Enzina, a suspected Protestant,

antiquity, appearing by the language to was. of course, not well received, and was
be of the twelfth century : it was made nearly suppressed Id. ibid. M'Crie's liist.

for the use of the Spanish Jews, and pre- of the Reformation in Spain.
served privately in their synagogues and *

Panzer, Annales Typographic.!, Index
schools. This is one out of several traiLi-
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comparison between the number of these editions, and conse-

quently the eagerness of the people of the Low Countries for

Biblical knowledge, considering the limited extent of their

language, and any thing that could be found in the Protestant

states of the empire.
39. Notwithstanding the authority given to the Vulgate by

Latin trans- the Church' of Rome, it has never been forbidden
lations. either to criticise the text of that version, or to pub-
lish a new one. Sanctes Pagninus, an oriental scholar of

some reputation, published a translation of the Old and New
Testament at Lyons in 1528. This has been reckoned too

literal, and consequently obscure and full of solecisms. That
of Sebastian Munster, a more eminent Hebraist, printed at

Basle in 1534, though not free from oriental idioms, which

indeed very few translations have been, or perhaps rightly
can be, and influenced, according to some, by the false inter-

pretations of the rabbins, is more intelligible. Two of the

most learned and candid Romanists, Huet and Simon, give it

a decided preference over the version of Pagninus. Another
translation by Leo Juda and Bibliander, at Zurich in 1543,

though more elegant than that of Munster, deviates too much
from the literal sense. This was reprinted at Paris in 1545

by Robert Stephens, with notes attributed to Vatable.1

40. The earliest Protestant translation in French is that by
French Olivetan at Neufchatel in 1535. It has been said,
translations, fo^t Calvin had some share in this edition, which,

however, is of little value, except from its scarcity, if it be

true that the text of the version from the Vulgate by Faber

d'tapulensis has been merely retouched. Faber had printed

this, in successive portions, some time before, at first in

France; but the Parliament of Paris, in 1525, having pro-
hibited his translation, he was compelled to have recourse to

the press of Antwerp. This edition of Faber appeared seve-

ral times during the present period. The French Bible of

Louvain, which is that of Faber, revised by the command
of Charles V., appeared as a new translation in 1550.2

i Simon, Hist. Crit. du V. T. ; Biogr.
* Simon, Hist Trit. du V. T.

; Biogr
Univ.; Eichhorn T. 566, et post ; Andres, Univ.; Eichhorn, "

565, tt post; Andrei
ris.166. M.165.
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CHAPTER VTL

HISTORY 0? & BCULATTVE, MORAL, AXD POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY, AM>

OF .TJRISPRCDEXCK, Di EUROPE, FROM 1520 TO 1560.

SECT. L 1520-1550.

Speculative Philosophy.

I UNT>KR this head we shall comprehend not only what

pas^e- by the loose, yet not unintelligible appellation,

metaphysics, but those theories upon the nature of

things, which, resting chiefly upon assumed dogmas,
could not justly be reduced to the division of physi-
cal science. The distinction may sometimes be open to cavil ;

but every man of a reflecting mind will acknowledge the im-

possibility of a rigorous classification of books. The science

of logic, not only for the sake of avoiding too many partitions,
but on account of its peculiar connection, hi this period of

literature, with speculative philosophy, will be comprised in

the same department.
2. It might be supposed, that the old scholastic philosophy,

the barbarous and unprofitable disputations which

occupied the universities of Europe for some hun- fe^rof^

dred years, would not have endured much longer
8
^??

tast^
-

J
i /> ,- i -, philosophy.

against the contempt of a more enlightened genera-
tion. Wit and reason, learning and religion, combined their

forces to overthrow the idols of the schools. They had no
advocates able enough to say much in their favor; but estab-

lished possession, and that inert force which ancient prejudices
retain, even in a revolutionary age, especially when united

with civil and ecclesiastical authority, rendered the victory of

good sense and real philosophy very slow.

3. The defenders of .scholastic Imputation availed them-
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selves of the commonplace plea, that its abuses furnished no

it b BUS- conclusion against its use. The barbarousness of
tained by jts terminology might be in some measure discarded

;

sities and the questions which had excited ridicule might be
regulars, abandoned to their fate : but it was still contended,
that too much of theology was involved in the schemes of

school philosophy erected by the great doctors of the church
to be sacrificed for heathen or heretical innovations. The
universities adhered to their established exercises; and though
hese, except in Spain, grew less active, and provoked less

milation, they at least prevented the introduction of any
niore liberal course of study. But the chief supporters of

scholastic philosophy, which became, in reality or in show,
more nearly allied to the genuine authority of Aristotle than

it could have been while his writings were unknown or ill-

translated, were found, after the revival of letters, among the

Dominican or Franciscan orders, to whom the Jesuits, inferior

to none in acuteness, lent, in process of time, their own very

powerful aid.
1

Spain was, above all countries, and that for a

very long time, the asylum of the schoolmen ; and this seems
to have been one among many causes which have excluded,
as we may say, the writers of that kingdom, with but few

exceptions, from the catholic communion of European litera-

ture.

4. These men, or many of them, at least towards the mid-

Commen- die ^ tne centuiy, were acquainted with the writings
tatorson of Aristotle. But, commenting upon the Greek text,

they divided it into the smallest fragments, gave each

a syllogistic form, and converted every proposition into a

complex series of reasonings, till they ended, says Buhle, in

an endless and insupportable verbosity. "In my own labors

upon Aristotle," he proceeds, "I have sometimes had recourse,
in a difficult passage, to these scholastic commentators, but

never gained any thing else by my trouble than an unpleasant
confusion of ideas ; the little there is of value being scattered

and buried in a chaos of endless words." 2

5. The scholastic method- had the reformers both of religion

A ttack of and literature against it. One of the most strenuous

A:VS on of the latter was Ludovicus Vives, in his great work,
tics ' Ue corruptis artibus et tradendis disciplinis. Though

* Brucker, iv. 117. ft post. Buhle has drawn copiously from his predecessor, U. 448
ii. 417.
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the main object of this is the restoration of what were called

the studies of humanity (kumaaiores literee), which were ever

found incompatible with the old metaphysics, he does not fail

to lash the schoolmen directly in parts of this long treatise, so

that no one, according to Brucker, has seen better their weak

points, or struck them with more effect, Vives was a native

of Valencia, and at one time preceptor to the Princess Mary
in England.

1

6. In the report of the visitation of Oxford, ordered by
Henry VIII. in 1535, contempt for the scholastic

contempt
philosophy is displayed in the triumphant tone of of them

TT l if ill 1 Hnpforul

conquerors. Henry himself had been an admirer

of Thomas Aquinas. But the recent breach with the see of

Rome made it almost necessary to declare against the school-

men, its steadiest adherents ; and the lovers of ancient learn-

ing, as well as the favorers of the Reformation, were gaining

ground in the English government.
2

7. But, while the subtle though unprofitable ingenuity of

the Thomists and Scotists was giving way, the an- Venera_

cient philosophy, of which that of the scholastic fconfor

doctors was a corruption, restored hi its genuine
A

lineaments, kept possession of the field with almost redoubled
honor. What the doctors of the middle ages had been in

theology, that was Aristotle in all physical and speculative
science ; and the church admitted him into an alliance of

dependency for her own service. The Platonic philosophy,
to which the patronage of the Medici and the writings of

Ficinus had given countenance in the last century, was much
fallen, nor had, at this particular tune, any known supporters
in Europe, Those who turned their minds to physical know-

ledge, while they found little to their purpose in Plato, were
furnished by the rival school with many confident theories

and some useful truth. Nor was Aristotle without adherents

among the conspicuous cultivators of polite literature, who

1 Brnckcr. IT. 87. Meiners (Vergleich. ofethics; the last, ofthecml law. Thus,
der Sitten. ii. 73 >-765) has several extracts on every side, except theology, which he
from Vires as to the scholasticism of the certainly did not mean to represent as

beginning of this century. He was placed standing in no need of correction, he
by some of his contemporaries in a trium- wages war against the universities and
yirate with Erasmus and Bndaeos. [This their system. 1842.]
treatise of Vives is in seven books. The * Wood's Hist, of University of Oxford,
firs' is general : the second treats of the The passage wherein Antony Wood de-

corrupt teaching of grammar : the third, plores the "setting Duns in Bocardo"
of logic : the fourth, of rhetoric : the fifth, has been often quoted by those who i

"

of medicine and mathematics ; the sixth, merry with the lamentations of i

YOU L 25
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willingly paid that deference to a sage of Greece, which they
blushed to show for a barbarian dialectician of the thirteenth

century. To them, at least, he was indebted for appearing in

a purer text, and in more accurate versions ; nor was the

criticism of the sixteenth century more employed on any other

writer. By the help of philology, as her bounden handmaid,

philosophy trimmed afresh her lamp. The true peripatetic

system, according to so competent a judge as Buhle, was first

made known to the rest of Europe in the sixteenth century ;

and the new disciples of Aristotle, endeavoring to p<>-

themselves of the spirit as well as literal sense of his posi-

tions, prepared the way for a more advanced generation to

poise their weight in the scale of reason.1

8. The name of Aristotle was sovereign in the continental

universities ; and the union between his philosophy,
thon

nc
or what bore that title, and the church, appeared so

counte-
ion o, established, that they must stand or fall to<zv-

nances him.
i- i -

ther. .Luther accordingly, in the commencement ot

the Reformation, inveighed against the Aristotelian logic and

metaphysics, or rather against those sciences themselves ; nor

was Melanchthon at that time much behind him. But time

ripened in this, as it did in theology, the disciple's excellent

understanding; and he even obtained influence enough over

the master to make him retract some of that invective against

philosophy, which at first threatened to bear down all human
reason. Melanchthon became a strenuous advocate of Aris-

totle, in opposition to all other ancient philosophy. He
introduced into the university of Wittenberg, to which all

Protestant Germany looked up, a scheme of dialectics and

physics, founded upon the peripatetic school, but improved, ;n

Buhle tells us, by his own acuteness and knowledge. Thus,
in his books, logic is taught with a constant refi-i-cncc to

rhetoric ; and the physical science of antiquity is enlarged by
all that had been added in astronomy and physiology. It

need hardly be said, that the authority of Scripture was

always resorted to as controlling a philosophy which had
been considered unfavorable to natural religion.

2

9. I will not contend, after a very cursory inspection of

His own this latter work of Melanchthon, against the elabo-

phicS^
rate panegyric of Buhle ; but I cannot think the

treatises Initia Doctrinae Physicae much calculated to ad-

>
Buhle, ii. 462. *

Buhle, ii. 427.
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vance the physical sciences. He insists very fully on the

influence of the stars in producing events which we call

fortuitous, and even in moulding the human character, a

prejudice under which this eminent man is well known to

have labored. Melanchthon argues, sometimes from the dog-
mas of Aristotle, sometimes from a literal interpretation of

Scripture, so as to arrive at strange conclusions. Another

treatise, entitled De anima, which I have not seen, is extolled

by Buhle as comprehending, not only the psychology, but the

physiology also, of man ; and as having rendered great service

in the age for which it was written. This universality of

talents, and we have not yet adverted to the ethics and dia-

lectics of Melanchthon, enhanced his high reputation ; nor is

it surprising that the influence of so great a name should have

secured the preponderance of the Aristotelian philosophy in

the Protestant schools of Germany for more than a cen-

tury.
10. The treatise of the most celebrated Aristotelian of his

age, Pomponatius, on the immortality of the soul, Aristote.

has been already mentioned. In 1525, he published iiansof

two books ; one on incantations, the other on fate
y*

and free-will. They are extremely scarce, but, according to

the analysis of Brucker, indicate a scheme of philosophy by
no means friendly to religion.

1 I do not find any other of the

Aristotelian school, who falls within the present thirty years,
of sufficient celebrity to deserve mention in this place. But
the Italian Aristotelians were divided into two classes,

one, to which Pomponatius belonged, following the interpreta-
tion of the ancient Greek scholiasts, especially Alexander of

Aphrodisea ; the other, that of the famous Spanish philoso-

pher of the twelfth century, Averroes, who may rather be

considered an heresiarch in the peripatetic church than a

genuine disciple of its founder. The leading tenet of Aver-
roism was the numerical unity of the soul of mankind, not-

withstanding its partition among millions of living individuals.2

This proposition, which it may seem difficult to comprehend,
and which Buhle deems a misapprehension of a passage in

Aristotle, natural enough to one who read him in a bad

Arabic version, is so far worthy of notice, that it contains the

germ of an atheistical philosophy, which spread far, as we

1 Brueker, iv. 166. which I omitted to refer on a former men-
* See Bajle, "Averroes,' note E, to tion of the subject, p. 201.
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shall hereafter see, in the latter part of this century, and in

the seventeenth.

11. Meantime, the most formidable opposition to the autho-

University rity of Aristotle sprang up in the very centre of his
of Paris,

dominions, a conspiracy against the sovereign in

his court itself. For, as no university had been equal in re-

nown for scholastic acuteness to that of Paris, there was none

so tenacious of its ancient discipline. The very study of

Greek and Hebrew was a dangerous innovation in the c\ < >

of its rulers, which they sought to restrain by the intervention

of the civil magistrate. Yet here, in their own schools, tlu:

ancient routine of dialectics was suddenly disturbed by an
audacious hand.

12. Peter Ramus (Ramee), a man of great natural acute-

New logic ness, an intrepid though too arrogant a spirit, and a
of Ramus. smcere lover of truth, having acquired a considerable

knowledge of languages as well as philosophy in the univer-

sity, where he originally filled, it is said, a menial office in

one of the colleges, began publicly to attack the Aristotelian

method of logic, by endeavoring to substitute a new system of

his own. He had been led to ask himself, he tells us, after

three years passed in the study of logic, whether it had ren-

dered him more conversant with facts, more fluent in speech,
more quick in poetry, wiser, in short, any way than it had
found him ; and, being compelled to answer all this in the

negative, he was put on considering whether the fault were in

himself or in his course of study. Before he could be quite
satisfied as to this question, he fell accidentally upon reading
some dialogues of Plato, in which, to his infinite satisfaction,

he found a species of logic very unlike the Aristotelian, and

far more apt, as it appeared, to the confirmation of truth.

From the writings of Plato, and from his own ingenious mind,
Ramus framed a scheme of dialectics, which immediately
shook the citadel of the Stagirite ; and, though in itself it did

not replace the old philosophy, contributed very powerfully to

its ultimate decline. The Institutions Dialecticae of Ramus
were published in 1543.

13. In the first instance, however, he met with the strenu-

it meets ous opposition which awaits such innovators. The
with unfair

university laid their complaint before the Parliament

of Paris : the king took it out of the hands of the

Parliament and a singukr trial was awarded as to the merits
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of the rival systems of logic ; two judges being nominated by
Goveanus, the prominent accuser of Ramus, two by him-

self, and a fifth by the king. Francis, it seems, though favor-

able to the classical scholars, whose wishes might generally

go against the established dialectics, yet, perhaps from con-

necting this innovation with those in religion, took the side of

the university; and after a regular hearing, though, as is

alleged, a very partial one, the majority of the judges pro-

nouncing an unfavorable decision, Ramus was prohibited from

teaching, and his book was suppressed. This prohibition,
however, was taken off a few years afterwards, and his popu-

larity as a lecturer in rhetoric gave umbrage to the university.
It was not till some time afterwards that his system spread
over part of the Continent.1

14. Ramus has been once mentioned by Lord Bacon, cer-

tainly no bigot to Aristotle, with much contempt, and another

time with limited praise.
2 Jt is, however, generally admitted

by critical historians of philosophy, that he conferred material

obligations on science by decrying the barbarous
Itglnerits

logic of the schoolmen. What are the merits of his and cha-

own method is a different question. It seems evi-
r

dently to have been more popular and convenient than that in

use. He treated logic as merely the art of arguing to others,
ars disserendi ; and, not unnaturally from this definition, com-

prehended in it much that the ancients had placed in the

province of rhetoric, the invention and disposition of proofs
in discourse.

15. "If we compare," says Buhle, "the logic of Ramus
with that which was previously in use, it is impossi- Buhie'cac-

ble not to recognize its superiority. If we judge of it
count of u

by comparison with the extent of the science itself, and the

degree of perfection it has attained in the hands of modern

1 Launoy, De varii ArUtot. fortuna in much almost in three days as if it had
Acad. Paris. The sixth stage of Aristotle's dwelt threescore years with them," &e.
fortune, Launoy reckons to be the Kamean Again :

" Because the curiosity of man's
controversy, and the victory of the Greek wit doth many times with peril wade far-

philosopher. He quotes a passage from ther in the search of things than were con-
Omer Talon, which shows that the trial venient, the same is thereby restrained in-
wa_- conducted with much unfairness and to such generalities a?, everywhere offericg
violence, p. 112. See also Brucker. v. themselves, are apparent unto men of the
i>i~-~>'-3. for a copious account of Kamus

;
weakest conceit that need be ; so as, fol-

and Buhle. ii. 579-602 : also Bayle. lowing the rules and precepts thereof, w
- Hooker also says with severe irony : may find it to be an art, which teacheth

" In the poverty of that other new-devised the way of speedy discourse, and restrain-

aid, two things there are, notwithstanding, eth the mind of man, that it may not wax
singular Of marvellous quick despatch overwise." Eccles. Pol., i. 6.

it is, ani loth show them that have it as
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writers, we- shall find but an imperfect and faulty attempt,"
Ramus neglected, he proceeds to say, the relation of the

reason to other faculties of the mind, the sources of error, and
the best means of obviating them, the precautions necessary
in forming and examining our judgments. His rules display
the pedantry of system as much as those of the Aristote-

lians.
1

1 6. As the logic of Ramus appears to be of no more direct

utility than that of Aristotle in assisting us to determine the

absolute truth of propositions, and consequently could not

satisfy Lord Bacon ;
so perhaps it does not interfere with the

proper use of syllogisms, which indeed, on a less extended

scale than in Aristotle, form part of the Ramean dialectics.

Like all those who assailed the authority of Aristotle, he kept
no bounds in depreciating his works ; aware, no doubt, that

the public, and especially younger students, will pass more

readily from admiration to contempt, than to a qualified esti-

mation, of any famous man.
17. While Ramus Was assaulting the stronghold of Aristo-

Paraceis
telian despotism, the syllogistic method of argumen-
tation, another province of that extensive empire, its

physical theory, was invaded by a still more audacious, and,
we must add, a much more unworthy innovator, Theophrastus
Paracelsus. Though few of this extraordinary person's writ-

ings were published before the middle of the century, yet, as

he died in 1541, and his disciples began very early to promul-

gate his theories, we may introduce his name more appropri-

ately in this than in any later period. The system, if so it

may be called, of Paracelsus had a primary regard to medi-

cine, which he practised with the boldness of a wandering
empiric. It was not unusual in Germany to carry on this pro-
fession ; and Paracelsus employed his youth in casting nativi-

ties, practising chiromancy, and exhibiting chemical tricks.

He knew very little Latin, and his writings are as unintelligi-
ble from their style as their substance. Yet he was not with-

out acuteness in his own profession ; and his knowledge of

pharmaceutic chemistry was far beyond that of his age. Upon
this real advantage he founded those extravagant theories

which attracted many ardent minds in the sixteenth century,
and were afterwards woven into new schemes of fanciful

philosophy. His own models were the oriental reveries of the

i
Buhle, ii. 698, 695.
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Cabala, and the theosophy of the mystics. He seized hold
of a notion which easily seduces the imagination of those who
do not ask for rational proof, that there is a constant ana-

logy between the macrocosm, as they called it, of external

nature, and the microcosm of man. This harmony and paral-
lelism of all things, he maintains, can only be made known to

us by divine revelation ; and hence all heathen philosophy has
been erroneous. The key to the knowledge of nature is in

the Scriptures only, studied by means of the Spirit of God
communicating an interior light to the contemplative soul. So

great an obscurity reigns over the writings of Paracelsus,
which, in Latin at least, are not originally his own, for he had
but a scanty acquaintance with that language, that it is diffi-

cult to pronounce upon his opinions, especially as he affects to

use words in senses imposed by himself: the development of
his physical system consisted in an accumulation of chemical

theorems, none of which are conformable to sound philoso-

phy.
1

18. A mixture of fanaticism and imposture is very palpable
in Paracelsus, as in what he calls his Cabalistic art, iiuimpo*-
wlu'ch produces by imagination and natural faith,

tarM-

per jidem nalurcdem ingenitam, all magical operations, and
counterfeits by these means whatever we see in the external
world. Man has a sidereal as well as material body, an astral

element, which all do not partake in equal degrees ; and there-

fore the power of magic, which is in fact the power of astral

properties, or of producing those effects which the stars natu-

rally produce, is not equally attainable by alL This astral

element of the body survives, for a time, after death, and ex-

plains the apparition of dead persons ; but in this state it is

subject to those who possess the art of magic, which is then

called necromancy.
19. Paracelsus maintained the animation of every thing : all

minerals both feed and render their food. And, be- And extra-

sides this life of every part of nature, it is peopled *8ance -

with spiritual beings, inhabitants of the four elements, subject
to disease and death like man. These are the silvains

( yljih<). undines, or nymphs, gnomes, and salamanders. It is

.vabie that he first gave these names, which rendered

1
Brncker, ir. 64fr-6S4, has copiously Geschichte der Arzneykunste. which I nw

descante.l on the theosophy of Paracelsus ; in the French translation. Buhle fa rery
and A .still more enlarged account of it will brief in this instance, though he has a gt-
be found in the third volume of Sprengvl's neral partiality to mystical
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afterwards the llosicrucian fables so celebrated. These live

with man, and sometimes, except the salamanders, bear chil-

dren to him ; they know future events, and reveal them to us ;

they are also guardians of hidden treasures, which may be

obtained by their means.1 I may perhaps have said too much
about paradoxes so absurd and mendacious: but literature i.< a

garden of weeds as well as flowers ; and Paracelsus forms a

link in the history of opinion, which should not be overlooked.

20. The sixteenth century was fei'tile in men, like Paracel-

Corneiius sus, full of arrogant pretensions, and eager to substi-

Agnppa. fute the jr own dogmatism for that they endeavored to

overthrow. They are, compared with Aristotle, like the

ephemeral demagogues who start up to a power they abuse as

well as usurp on the overthrow of some ancient tyranny. One
of these was Cornelius Agrippa, chiefly remembered by the

legends of his magical skill. Agrippa had drunk deep at the

turbid streams of cabalistic philosophy, which had already
intoxicated two men of far greater merit, and born for greater

purposes, Picus of Mirandola and Ileuchlin. The treatise of

Agrippa on occult philosophy is a rhapsody of wild theory and

juggling falsehood. It links, however, the theosophy of Para-

celsus and the later sect of Behmenists with an oriental lore,

venerable in some measure for its antiquity, and full of those

aspirations of the soul to break her limits, and withdraw her-

self from the dominion of sense, which soothed, in old time,

the reflecting hours of many a solitary sage on the Ganges
and the Oxus. The Jewish doctors had borrowed much from

this Eastern source, and especially the leading principle of

their Cabala, the emanation of all finite being from the in-

finite. But this philosophy was, in all its successive stages,

mingled with arbitrary, if not absurd, notions as to angelic
and demoniacal intelligences, till it reached a climax in the

sixteenth century.
21. Agrippa, evidently the precursor of Paracelsus, builds

ins pre-
^s pretended philosophy on the four elements, by

tended whose varying forces the phenomena of the world
3p "v "

are chiefly produced; yet not altogether, sinoe there

are occult forces of greater efficacy than the elementary, and
which are derived from the soul of the world, and from the

influence of the stars. The mundane spirit actuates every

being, but in different degrees, and gives life and form to each ;

Sprengel, iU. 305.
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form being derived from the ideas which the Deity has cm-

powered his intelligent ministers, as it were by the use of his

seal, to impress. A scale of being, that fundamental theorem

of the emanative philosophy, connects the higher and lower

orders of things : and hence arises the power of magic ; for

all things have, by their concatenation, a sympathy with those

above and below them, as sound is propagated along a string.
But besides these natural relations, which the occult philoso-

phy brings to light, it teaches us also how to propitiate and
influence the intelligences, mundane, angelic, or demoniacal,
which people the universe. This is best done by fumigations,
with ingredients corresponding to their respective properties.

They may even thus be subdued, and rendered subject to man.
The demons are clothed with a material body, and attached to

the different elements ; they always speak Hebrew, as the oldest

tongue.
1

It would be trifling to give one moment's considera-

tion to this gibberish, were it not evidently connected with

superstitious absurdities, that enchained the mind of Europe
for some generations. We see the credence in witchcraft and

spectral appearances, in astrology and magical charms, in

demoniacal possessions, those fruitful springs of infatuation,

wretchedness, and crime, sustained by an impudent parade of

metaphysical philosophy. The system of Agrippa is the mere
creed of magical imposture, on which Paracelsus, and still

more Jacob Behmen, grafted a sort of religious mysticism.
But, in their general influence, these theories were still more

pernicious than the technical pedantry of the schools. A
Venetian monk, Francis Georgius, published a scheme of

blended Cabalistic and Platonic or Neo-Platonic philosophy
in 1525; but having no collateral pretensions to fame, like

some other worshippers of the same phantom, he can only be

found in the historians of obsolete paradoxes.
2

22. Agrippa has left, among other forgotten productions, a
treatise on the uncertainty of the sciences, which nisscepH-

served in some measure to promote a sceptical school cal treatis -

of philosophy ; no very unnatural result of such theories as he
had proposed. It is directed against the imperfections suffi-

ciently obvious in most departments of science, but contains

nothing which has not been said more ably since that time.

It is remarkable that he contradicts much that he had advanced

i Brucker, iv. 410; Sprengel, iii. 226; Buhle, ii. 368.
>
Brucker, iv. 374-386 ; Buhle, ii. 36T.
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in favor of the occult philosophy, and of the art (. Baymond
Lully.

1

23. A man far superior to both Agrippa and Paracelsus

was Jerome Cardan : his genius was quick, versatile,
Cardan. ., , .

e
,

fertile, and almost profound ; yet no man can read

the strange book on his own life, wherein he describes, or pre-
tends to describe, his extraordinary character, without suspect-

ing a portion of insanity, a suspicion which the hypothesis
of wilful falsehood would, considering what the book contains,

rather augment than diminish. Cardan's writings are ex-

tremely voluminous : the chief that relate to general philo-

sophy are those entitled De subtilitate et varietate rerum.

Brucker praises these for their vast erudition, supported by
innumerable experiments and observations on nature, which

furnish no trifling collection of facts to readers of judgment ;

while his incoherence of ideas, his extravagance of fancy, and
confused method, have rendered him of little service to phi-

losophy. Cardan professed himself a stanch enemy of Aris-

totle.
2

SECT. II. 1520-1550.

On Moral and Political Philosophy.

24. BY moral philosophy, we are to understand not only
T * systems of ethics, and exhortations to virtue, but
Influence *

/ i /

of moral that survey of the nature or customs of mankind,
wn*ers. which men of reflecting minds are apt to take, and

by which they become qualified to guide and advise their

fellows. The influence of such men, through the popularity
of their writings, is not the same in all periods of society ; it

has sensibly abated in modern times, and is chiefly exercised

through fiction, or at least a more amusing style than was

1 Rrucker ;
Buhle. moon with the animal juices. All onpm-

* Brucker, v. 86. Cardan had much of ized bodies he held to be animated, so rlmt

the same kind of superstition as Paracelsus there is no principle which may not be
and Agrippa. He admits, as the basis of called nature. All is ruled by the proper-
his physical philosophy, a sympathy be- ties of numbers. Heat and moisture are
tween the heavenly bodies and our own

;
the only real qualities in nature

;
the first

not only general but distributive
;
the sun being the formal, the second the material,

being in harmony with the heart, the cause of all things. Spnmgel, iii. 278.
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found sufficient for our forefathers ; and from this change of

fashion, as well as from the advance of real knowledge and

the greater precision of language, many books once famous

have scarcely retained a place in our libraries, and never lie

on our tables.

25. In this class of literature, good writing, such at least as

at the time appears to be good, has always been the .

v f i v T>v. f i
Cortegiano

condition of public esteem. Ihey form a large por- of Casa-

tion of the classical prose in every language. And su ne -

it is chiefly in this point of view that several of the most dis-

tinguished can deserve any mention at present. None was
more renowned in Italy than the Cortegiano of Castiglione,
the first edition of which is in 1528. We here find both the

gracefulness of the language, in this, perhaps its best age, and
the rules of polished life in an Italian court. These, indeed,
are rather favorably represented, if we compare them with

all we know of the state of manners from other sources ; but

it can be no reproach to the author that he raised the stand-

ard of honorable character above the level of practice. The

precepts, however, are somewhat trivial, and the expression
diffuse ; faults not a little characteristic of his contempo-
raries. A book of this kind that is serious without depth of

thought, or warmth of feeling, cannot be read through with

pleasure.
26. At some distance below Castiglione in merit, and equal-

ly in reputation, we may place the dialogues of Sperone
Speroni, a writer whose long life embraced two ages of Italian

literature. These dialogues belong to the first, and were

published in 1544. Such of them as relate to moral subjects,
which he treats more theoretically than Castiglione, are solemn
and dry : they contain good sense in good language ; but the

one has no originality, and the other no spirit.

27. A Spanish prelate in the court of Charles obtained an

extraordinary reputation in Europe by a treatise so
Marco Au.

utterly forgotten at present, that Bouterwek has even reiio of

omitted his name. This was Guevara, author of
'

Marco Aurelio, or the Golden Book. It contains several

feigned letters of the Emperor Marcus Aurelius, which pro-

bably in a credulous age passed for genuine, and gave vogue
to the book. It was continually reprinted in different

languages for more than a century : scarce any book except
the Bible, says Casaubon, has been so much translated or so
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frequently printed.
1

It must be owned that Guevara is dull ;

but he wrote in the infancy of Spanish literature.
2

It is fair

1
[This was afterwards greatly enlarged

by the author; and the title, Relox de

principal, the watch or dial of princes,
added to the former. The counterfeited
letters are in this second work interspersed
amidst a farrago of trite moral and religi-
ous reflections. 1842.]

Bayle speaks of Guevara's Marco Au-
relio with great contempt : its reputation
had doubtless much declined before that
time.

- [The account, of Guevara in the former

edition, though conformable to the biblio-

graphers, stood in need of some correction,
which the learned Dr. W. West, of Dublin,
has enabled me to give :

" There are some
circumstances connected with the Kelox
not generally known, which satisfactorily
account for various erroneous statements
that have been made on the subject by
writers of high authority. The fact is that

Guevara, about the year 1518, commenced
a life and letters of M. Aurelius, which
purported to be a translation of a Greek
work he found at Florence. Having some
time afterwards lent this in MS. to the

emperor, it was surreptitiously copied, and
printed, as he informs us himself, first in

Seville, and afterwards in Portugal. This
was the famous Libra aureo, or Golden

Book, which for more than a century after-

wards was so very popular, and which was
BO often translated. Guevara himself sub-

sequently published it (1529), with con-
siderable additions, under the title men-
tioned by you, but still, as I have already
stated, forming but one treatise. An Ita-

lian translation of this was published in
A'enice in 1606, and there is also a Latin
translation

;
but it was never so popular,

nor so often reprinted, as the Golden Book,
its original form. 1 have a copy of this
letter in the original Spanish, printed at

Antwerp in 1529, and have seen another,
printed at Toledo in 1554; so that, even
after the author published it in an enlarged
and altered form, it was apparently pre-
ferred. The English translation of the
' Golden Boke of Marcus Aurelius, Em-
perour and eloquent Oratour,' was made
from the French in 1532, by Lord Bernere,
the translator of Froi.ssart. According to

Lowndes, it was first printed by Berthelet
in 1534, in octavo. My edition, by the
same printer, is in quarto, 1539. 1 can-
not discover from what French translation
the English was made, the earliest men-
tioned by Brunet being 1535. It must,
however, have been very accurate

;
as the

English, though taken from the Spanish
only at second hand, through the French,
follows it so closely as to have the appear-

ance of a literal translation made directly
from it. I have likewise the Aldiue edi-

tion of the Italian version with additions

(Venice, 1546). Antonio, \Va*ts, and
Lowndes, all seem to have been unaware
of the literary history of the two works."
In a subsequent letter, Dr. \Vest ob-

serves, that the evidence of his statement
is easily given from the language of Gue-
vara himself, towards the conclusion of
the prologue to the Kelox de principes.
The following passage at the beginning

of an edition of this work in the British

Museum, without a titlepage, but referred

by a pencil note in the 11 \ -leaf to the date
of Seville, 1540, will confirm Dr. West's as-

sertion :

" Comienca el primero libro del famosis-
Bimo euiperador Marco Aurelio con el Ke-
lox de priucipes nuevamente aiiadid". com-
puesto por el muy reverendo y magnifico
seiior Don Antonio de Guevara, obispo de

Guadix, predicador y coronista del empe-
rador y rey Don Carlos quinto dcste nom-
bre

;
4 cuya imperial celsitad se dirijre la

presente obra. En la qual son anacUdafl
ciertas cartas del emperador Marco Aurelio,
que si quitaron en otras impressiones que
se hizieron antes desta, y tractase en ests

primero libro quanta excelencia es en d
principe ser bueu christiano, y quantos
males se sigue de ser tyrano."
The second book is announced as fol-

lows: "Comienca el segundo libro llama-
do Relox de principes, en el qual va encor-

porado otro muy faiao.so liliro llamado
Marco Aurelio

;
trata el autor en el pre-

sente libro della manera que los principes
y grandes seuores se han de aver con tuis

mujeres, y de como han de criar 4 sus

hyos."
I have not searched for the numerous

editions of the Golden Book
;
but one in

Spanish (Antwerp, 1529), which I have

seen, contains only the original fiction of
Marcus Aurelius, without the Dial of
Princes. Dr. West is probably right in

supposing that the former was the cele-

brated work which was so often printed
throughout Europe ;

but there are several
editions of the second in different lan-

guages. One in Italian, Venii c, 1">S4. con-
tains a fourth book, purporting to be the

genuine work of Guevara, and translate. I

from the Spanish in 15C2. But whether
this appears in any Spanish edition I do
not know.
The account given of Guevara in the

Biographic Universelle is plainly written

in ignorance of the facts for which I am
indebted to my learned correspondent.

1842.]
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to observe, that Guevara seems uniformly a friend to good
and just government, and that he probably employs Roman
stories as a screen to his satire on the abuses of his tune,

Antonio and Bayle censure this as a literary forgeiy more

severely than is quite reasonable. Andres extols the style

very highly.
1

28. Guevara wrote better, or more pleasingly, in some
other moral essays. One of them, Menosprecio di

corte y alabanza d'aldea, indifferently translated into precio di

English by Thomas Tymme in 1575, contains some

eloquent passages ; and, being dictated apparently by his own

feelings instead of the spirit ot bookmaking, is far superior to

the more renowned Marco Aurelio. Antonio blames Gue-
vara for affectation of antithesis, and too studious a desire to

say every thing well. But this sententious and antithetical

style of the Spanish writers is worthy of our attention ; for it

was imitated by their English admirers, and formed a style
much in vogue in the reigns of Elizabeth and James. Thus,
to take a very short specimen from Tymme's translation: "In
the court," says Guevara,

"
it profits little to be wise, foras-

much as good service is soon forgotten, friends soon fail, and
enemies augment, the nobility doth forget itself, science is for-

gotten, humility despised, truth cloaked and hid, and good
counsel refused." This elaborately condensed antithetical

manner cannot have been borrowed from the Italians, of whom
it is by no means a distinguishing feature.

29. Bouterwek has taken notice of a moral writer contem-

porary with Guevara, though not so successful hi his Pere,

own age. Perez d'Oliva. Of him Andres says, that a'Oiiva.

the slight specimen he has left in his dialogue on the dignity
of man displays the elegance, politeness, and vigor of his style.
' It is written." says Bouterwek,

" in a natural and easy man-
ner ; the ideas are for the most part clearly and accurately

developed; and the oratorical language, particularly where it

is appropriately introduced, is powerful and picturesque,"
2

30. The writings of Erasmus are very much dedicated to

the inculcation of Christian ethics. The Enchiridion Militis

Christian!, the Lingua, and, above all, the Colloquies, which

1 Tii. 148. In 1541 Sir Thomas Elyot have thought thfc genuine, or at least no
published

" The image of government com- forgery of Elyot'a : but I see little reason

piled of the acts and sentences of Alexan- to doubt that he imitated Guevara Fa-
der SeTerus.'' as the work of Eneolpius, an brio. Bibl. Lat. and Herbert.

Imaginary secretary to that emperor. Some 2 Bouterwek, p. 309; Andres, vit 148.
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have this primary object in view, may be distinguished from

Ethical the rest. The Colloquies are, from their nature, the
writings of most sportive and amusing of his works; the lan-

ana Me- guage of Erasmus has no prudery, nor his moral code,
lanchthon.

though strict, any austerity; it is needless to add,
that his piety has no superstition. The dialogue is short and

pointed ; the characters display themselves naturally ; the ridi-

cule falls, in general, with skill and delicacy ;
the moral is not

forced, yet always in view ; the manners of the age in some
of the Colloquies, as in the German Inn, are humorously and

agreeably represented. Erasmus, perhaps, in later times, would
have been successful as a comic writer. The works of Vives
breathe an equally pure spirit of morality. But it is unneces-

sary to specify works of this class, which, valuable as they are

in their tendency, form too much the staple literature of every
generation to be enumerated in its history. The treatise of

Melanchthon, Moralis Philosophic Epitome, stands on different

grounds. It is a compendious system of ethics, built in great
measure on that of Aristotle, but with such variation as the

principles of Christianity, or his own judgment, led him to

introduce. Hence, though he exhorts young students, as the

result of his own long reflection on the subject, to embrace
the Peripatetic theory of morals, in preference to those of the

Stoic or Epicurean school ;

1 and contends for the utility of mo-
ral philosophy, as part of the law of God, and the exposition
of that of nature, he admits that the reason is too weak to dis-

cern the necessity of perfect obedience, or the sinfulness of

natural appetite.
2 In this epitome, which is far from servilely

1 "
Ego rero qui has sectarum contro- magis ipsas et admiramur et amamus.

versias diu multumque agitavi, uvu Kal Uic autem perfecta notitia virtutis quseri-

virtutem et clarius ob oculos ponat sp_,. ,* Id, p. 4. The following passage,
tantibus, quam haecdoctrina. Quaretaken u^rly at random may serve as a
tractatiomagnam vim habet ad excitand

fair HH-unen of Melanohthon's style :-
" dos

rerum honwtaruin,- mediocribus IQ:

.

'
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following the Aristotelian dogmas, he declares wholly against

usury, less wise in this than Calvin, and asserts the magistrate's

right to punish heretics.

31. Sir Thomas Elyot's Governor, published in 1531, though
it might also find a place in the history of political .

EI

philosophy or of classical literature, seems best to fall yot s GOT-

under this head ; education of youth being certainly
emor '

no insignificant province of moral science. The author was a

gentleman of good family, and had been employed by the king
in several embassies. The Biographia Britannica pronounces
him " an excellent grammarian, poet, rhetorician, philosopher,

physician, cosmographer, and historian." For some part of this

sweeping eulogy we have no evidence ; but it is a high praise
to have been one of our earliest English writers of worth, and,

though much inferior in genius to Sir Thomas More, equal

perhaps in learning and sagacity to any scholar of the age of

Henry VIII. The plan of Sir Thomas Elyot in his Governor,
as laid down in his dedication to the king, is bold enough. It

is " to describe in our vulgar tongue the form of a just public

weal, which matter I have gathered as well of the sayings of

most noble authors, Greek and Latin, as by mine own expe-
rience ; I being continually pained in some daily affairs of the

public weal of this most noble realm almost from my child-

hood." But it is far from answering to this promise. After a

few pages on the superiority of regal over every other govern-
ment, he passes to the subject of education, not of a prince

only, but any gentleman's son, with which he fills up the rest of

his first book.

32. This contains several things worthy of observation. He
advises that children be used to speak Latin from severity of

their infancy, and either learn Latin and Greek to- educatum -

gether, or begin with Greek. Elyot deprecates "cruel and

yroits schoolmasters, by whom the wits of children be dulled,

whereof we need no better author to witness than daily ex-

perience."
l All testimonies concur to this savage ill-treatment

of boys in the schools of this period. The fierceness of the

Tudor government, the religious intolerance, the polemical

brutality, the rigorous justice, when justice it was, of our laws,

seem to have engendered a hardness of character, which dis-

played itself in severity of discipline, when it did not even

reach the point of arbitrary or malignant cruelty. P>very one

* Chap. z.
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knows the behavior of Lady Jane Grey's parents towards
their accomplished and admirable child, the slave of their

temper in her brief life, the victim of their ambition in

death. The story told by Erasmus of Colet is also a little

too trite for repetition. The general fact is indubitable ; and
I think we may ascribe much of the hypocrisy and disinge-

nuousness, which were so unfortunately too much displayed
in this and the first part of the next century, to the rigid
scheme of domestic discipline so frequently adopted ; though
I will not say but that we owe some part of the firmness and

power of self-command, which were equally manifest in the

English character, to the same cause.

33. Elyot dwells much and justly on the importance of

He seems elegant arts, such as music, drawing, and carving,
to avoid by which he means sculpture, and of manly exer-
politics. r TI ii . j v- -At*

cises, in liberal education ; and objects with reason

to the usual practice of turning mere boys at fifteen to the

study of the laws. 1 In the second book, he seems to come
back to his original subject, by proposing to consider what

qualities a governor ought to possess. But this soon turns

to long commonplace ethics, copiously illustrated out of

ancient history, but perhaps, in general, little more applica-
ble to kings than to private men, at least those of superior
station. It is plain that Elyot did not venture to handle

the political part of his subject as he wished to do. He
seems worthy, upon the whole, on account of the solidity
of his reflections, to hold a higher place than Ascham, to

whom, in some respects, he bears a good deal of resem-

blance.

34. Political philosophy was not yet a common theme with

NicoiM the writers of Europe, unless so far as the moral
Machiavei. duties of princes may have been vaguely touched

touched by Guevara or Elyot, or their faults strongly but

incidentally adverted to by Erasmus and More. One great

luminary, however, appeared at this time, though, as he has

been usually deemed, rather a sinister meteor than a benig-
nant star. It is easy to anticipate the name of Nicolas

Machiavel. His writings are posthumous, and were first

published at Rome early in 1532, with an approbation of

the pope. It is certain, however, that the treatise called

The Prince was written in 1513, and the Discourses on

1 Chap. xiv.
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Livy about the same time.1 Few are ignorant that Machiavel

filled, for nearly fifteen years, the post of secretary to that

government of Florence which was established between the

expulsion of the Medici hi 1494 and their return in 1512.

This was, in fact, (he remnant of the ancient oligarchy, which

had yielded to the ability and popular influence of Cosmo
and Lorenzo de' Medici. Machiavel, having served this

party, over which the gonfalonier Pietro Soderini latterly

presided with great talents and activity, was naturally in-

volved in their ruin, and, having undergone imprisonment and
torture on a charge of conspiracy against the new govern-
ment, was living in retired poverty when he set himself

down to the composition of his two political treatises. The

strange theories that have been brought forward to account

/or The Prince of Machiavel could never be revived after

(he publication of Ginguene's history of Italian literature,

and the article on Machiavel in the Biographic Universelle,
if men had not sometimes a perverse pleasure in seeking
refinements after the simple truth has been laid before them.2

His own language may assure us of what certainly is not very

improbable, that his object was to be employed in the service

of Julian de' Medici, who was at the head of the state in Flo-

rence, almost in the situation of a prince, though without the

title ; and that he wrote this treatise to recommend himself in

his eyes. He had been faithful to the late powers : but these

powers were dissolved ; and in a republic, a dissolved govern-
ment, itself the recent creature of force and accident, bem^
destitute of the prejudice in favor of legitimacy, could have little

chance of reviving again. It is probable, from the general
tenor of Machiavel's writings, that he would rather have lived

under a republic than under a prince; but the choice was not

left ; and it was better, in his judgment, to serve a master use-

fully for the state, than to waste his life in poverty and insig-
nificance.

35. We may also in candor give Machiavel credit for sin-

cerity in that animated exhortation to Julian which Hismotive3

concludes the last chapter of The Prince, where he
j"

writing

calls him forth to the noble enterprise of rescuing

1 There are mutual references in each - Ginguene has taken great pains with
of these books to tiie other, from which his account of Machiavel, and I do not

tiinguene ha." reasonably inferred that they know that there is a better. The Biogra-
were in progress at the same time. Hist, pliie Universelle has a good anonymous ar-

Jjtt. de ritalie
;
viii. 46. tide. Tiraboschi had treated the subject

in a most slovenly manner.
VOL. I. 26
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Italy from the barbarians. Twenty years that beautiful land

had been the victim of foreign armies, before whom in succes-

sion every native state had been humiliated or overthrown.

His acute mind easily perceived that no republican institutions

would possess stability or concert enough to cast off this yoke-.

He formed, therefore, the idea of a prince ; one raised newly
to power, for Italy furnished no hereditary line ; one sustained

by a native army, for he deprecates the employment of mer-
cenaries ; one loved, but feared also, by the many ; one to

whom, in so magnanimous an undertaking as the liberation of

Italy, all her cities would render a willing obedience. It

might be, in part, a strain of flattery in which he points out to

Julian of Medici a prospect so disproportionate, as we know

historically, to his opportunities and his character ; yet it was
one also perhaps of sanguine fancy and unfeigned hope.

36. None of the explanations assigned for the motives of

Some of his Machiavel in The Prince is more groundless than
rules not one very early suggested, that, by putting the house

of Medici on schemes of tyranny, he was artfully

luring them to their ruin. Whether this could be reckoned an

excuse, may be left to the reader; but we may confidently
affirm that it contradicts the whole tenor of that treatise. And,
without palliating the worst passages, it may be said that few

books have been more misrepresented. It is very far from
true that he advises a tyrannical administration of govern-
ment, or one likely to excite general resistance, even to those

whom he thought or rather knew from experience to be placed
in the most difficult position for retaining power, by having

recently been exalted to it. The prince, he repeatedly sa\s,

must avoid all that will render him despicable or odious,

especially injury to the property of citizens, or to their honor. 1

This will leave him nothing to guard against but the ambition

of a few. Conspiracies, which are of little importance while

the people are well affected, become unspeakably dangerous as

soon as they are hostile.
2 Their love, therefore, or at least the

absence of their hatred, is the basis of the governor's security,
and far better than any fortresses.

3 A wise prince will honor

the nobility, at the same time that he gives content to the

people.
4 If the observance uf these maxims is likely to sub-

* c. xvii. and xix. * c. x.x. :
" La miglior forteraa cbe sia t

1 e. xix. non essere odiato de' popoli."
4 c. xix.
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vert a ruler's power, he may be presumed to have designed
the ruin of the Medici. The first duke in the new dynasty of
that house, Cosmo L, lived forty years in the practice of all

that Machiavel would have advised, for evil as well as good;
and his reign was not insecure.

37. But much of a darker taint is found in The Prince.

Good faith, justice, clemency, religion, should be ever But many
in the mouth of the ideal ruler; but he must learn dangeroua-

not to fear the discredit of any actions which he finds neces-

sary to preserve his power.
1 In a new government, it is im-

possible to avoid the charge of cruelty ; for new states are

always exposed to dangers. Such cruelties perpetrated at the

outset and from necessity,
"
if we may be permitted to speak

well of what is evil," may be useful ; though, when they be-

come habitual and unnecessary, they are incompatible with the

continuance of this species of power.
2 It is best to be both

loved and feared ; but, if a choice must be made, it should be
of the latter. For men are naturally ungrateful, fickle, dis-

sembling, cowardly, and will promise much to a benefactor,
but desert him in his need, and will break the bonds of love

much sooner than those of fear. But fear does not imply
hatred ; nor need a prince apprehend that, while he abstains

from the properties and the lives of his subjects. Occasions to

take the property of others never cease, while those of shed-

ding blood are rare ; and. besides, a man will sooner forgive
the death of his father than the loss of his inheritance.3

38. The eighteenth chapter, on the manner hi which princes
should observe faith, might pass for a satire on their its only

usual violations of it, if the author did not too pa"^"-

seriously manifest his approbation of them. The best pallia-
tion of this, and of what else has been justly censured in Ma-
chiavel, is to be derived from his life and times. These led

him to consider every petty government as in a continual state

of self-defence against treachery and violence, from its ill-

affected citizens, as well as from its ambitious neighbors. It is

very difficult to draw the straight line of natural right hi such
circumstances ; and neither perhaps the cool reader of a re-

mote age, nor the secure subject of a well-organized commu-

nity, is altogether a fair arbiter of what has been done or

counselled in days of peril and necessity ; relatively, I mean,

1 c m , iTiii * e. Tiii. c. xriL
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to the persons, not to the objective character of actions. There
is certainly a steadiness of moral principle and Christian endu-

rance which tells us that it is better not to exist at all than to

exist at the price of virtue ; but few indeed of the countrymen
and contemporaries of Machiavel had any claim to the prac-

tice, whatever they might have to the profession, of such

integrity. His crime in the eyes of the world, and it was

truly a crime, was to have cast away the veil of hypocrisy,
the profession of a religious adherence to maxims which at the

same moment were violated.1

39. The Discourses of Machiavel upon the first books of

ills MS- Livy, though not more celebrated than The Prince,
courses on have been better esteemed. Far from being exempt

from the same bias in favor of unscrupulous politics,

they abound with similar maxims, especially in the third book :

but they contain more sound and deep thinking on the spirit
of small republics, than could be found in any preceding writer

that has descended to us
; more, probably, in a practical sense,

than the Politics of Aristotle, though they are not so compre-
hensive. In reasoning upon the Roman government, he is-

naturally sometimes misled by confidence in Livy; but his

own acquaintance with modern Italy was in some measure the

corrective that secured him from the errors of ordinary anti-

quaries.
40. These discourses are divided into three books, and con-

Tbeir tain 143 chapters, with no great regard to arrange-
leading ment ; written probably as reflections occasionally

presented themselves to the author's mind. They
are built upon one predominant idea, that, the political and

military annals of early Rome having had their counter-

parts in a great variety of parallel instances which the recent

history of Italy furnished, it is safe to draw experimental

principles from them, and to expect the recurrence of similar

consequences in the same circumstances. Though this reason-

ing may easily mislead us from an imperfect estimate of the

conditions, and does not give a high probability to our antici-

pations, it is such as those entrusted with the safety of com-

1 Morhof has observed that all the arts the (Economics
;
the second book, however,

of tyranny which we raid in Machiavel had of which, full of the stratagems and frauds
been unfolded by Aristotle : and Ginguene of Dionysius, though nearly of the age of
has shown this, in some measure, from the Aristotle, is not genuine. Mitfonl, with
eleventh chapter of the fifth book of the his usual partiality to tyrants (chap, xxxi
tatter's Politics. He might also have quoted sect. 8), seems to think them all laudable.
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tnonwealths ought not to neglect. But "Machiavel sprinkles
these discourses with thoughts of a more general cast, and
often applies a comprehensive knowledge of history, and a

long experience of mankind.

41. Permanence, according to Machiavel, is the great aim
of government.

1 In this very common sentiment among
writers accustomed to republican forms, although experience
of the mischiefs generally attending upon change might lead

vo it, there is, no doubt, a little of Machiavel's original taint,

Jie reference of political ends to the benefit of the rulers

rather than that of the community. But the polity which he
aeems for the most part to prefer, though he does not speak

explicitly, nor always perhaps consistently, is one wherein the

people should at least have great weight. In one passage he

recommends, like Cicero and Tacitus, the triple form, which

endeavors to conciliate the power of a prince with that of a

nobility and a popular assembly ; as the best means of pre-

venting that cycle of revolutions through which, as he

supposes, the simpler institutions would naturally, if not

necessarily, pass ; from monarchy to aristocracy, from that to

democracy, and finally to monarchy again ; though, as he ob-

serves, it rarely happens that there is time given to complete
this cycle, which requires a long course of ages ; the com-

munity itself, as an independent state, being generally destroyed
before the close of the period.

2
But, with his predilection for

a republican polity, he yet saw its essential weakness in dim-

cult circumstances ; and hence observes that there is no surer

way to ruin a democracy than to set it on bold undertakings,
which it is sure to misconduct.3 He has made also the pro-
found and important remark, that states are rarely either

formed or reformed, except by one man.4

42. Few political treatises can even now be read with more

advantage than the Discourses of Machiavel ; and in Their use

proportion as the course of civil society tends farther and influ-

towards democracy, and especially if it should lead

to what seems the inevitable consequence of democracy, a

considerable subdivision of independent states, they may ac-

quire an additional value. The absence of all passion ; the

1
1. i. c. ii. reduce into system the Discourses of Ma-

' c. ii and vi. chiavel, which have no regular arrange-
c. liii. ment, so that nearly the same thought*
c. ft. Corniani, iy. 70, has attempted to recur in different chapters.
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continual reference of every public measure to a distinct end;
the disregard of vulgar associations with names or persons,
render liirn, though too cold of heart for a very generous
reader, a sagacious and useful monitor for any one who can

employ the necessary methods of correcting his theorems.

He formed a school of subtle reasoners upon political history,

which, both in Italy and France, was in vogue for two cen-

turies ; and, whatever might be its errors, has hardly been

superseded for the better by the loose declamation that some

dignify with the name of philosophical politics, and in which
we continually find a more flagitious and undisguised aban-

donment of moral rules for the sake of some idol of a

general principle than can be imputed to The Prince of

Machiavel.

43; Besides these two works, the History of Florence i?

His History enough to immortalize the name of Nicolas Machia-
of Florence. vei. Seldom has a more giant stride been made in

any department of literature than by this judicious, clear, and

elegant history: for the preceding historical works, whether

in Italy or out of it, had no claims to the praise of classical

composition ;
while this has ranked among the greatest of that

order. Machiavel was the first who gave at once a general
and a luminous development of great events in their causes

and connections, such as we find in the first book of his His-

tory of Florence. That view of the formation of European
societies, both civil and ecclesiastical, on the ruins of the

Roman Empire, though it may seem now to contain only what

is familiar, had never been attempted before, and is still, for

its conciseness and truth, as good as any that can be read.

44. The little treatises of Giannotti and Contarini on the

Treatises on republic of Venice, being chiefly descriptive of ac-

Venetian tual institutions, though the former, a Florentine
government. ^v bjj.^ sometimes reasons upon and even censures

them, would not deserve notice, except as they display an

attention to the workings of a most complicated, and at the

same time a most successful, machine. The wonderful per-

manency, tranquillity, and prosperity of Venice became the

admiration of Europe, and especially, as was most natural, of

Italy ; where she stood alone, without internal usurpation, or

foreign interference, strong in wisdom more than in arms, the

survivor of many lines of petty princes, and many revolutions

of turbulent democracy, which had, on either side of the
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Apeimine, run their race of guilt and sorrow for several

preceding centuries.
1

45. Calvin alone, of the reformers in this period, has

touched upon political government as a theme of caivm'n

rational discussion ; though he admits that it is need- political

less to dispute which is the best form of polity, since
p

private men have not the right of altering that under which

they live. The change from monarchy to despotism, he says,
is easy ; nor is that from aristocracy to the dominion of a few
much more difficult ; but nothing is so apt to follow as sedi-

tion from a popular regimen. But, upon the whole, he con-

siders an aristocratic form to be far better than the other two,
on account of the vices and infirmity of human nature.2

SECT III. 1501-1510.

Jurisprudence.

46. UNDER the name jurisprudence, we are not yet to seek

for writings on that high department of moral philo- jurispru-

sophy, which treats of the rules of universal justice,
<imcecon-

*
, . ..,.,. , ,, . , . fined to

by which positive legislation and courts of judicature Roman

ought to be directed. Whatever of this kind may
law-

appear in works of this period arises incidentally out of their

subject, and does not constitute their essence. According to

the primary and established sense of the word, especially on

the Continent, jurisprudence is the science of the Roman law,

and is seldom applied to any other positive system, but least

of all to the law of nature. Yet the application of this study
has been too extensive in Europe, and the renown of its chief

writers too high, to admit of our passing wholly over this

department of literature, as we do some technical and profes-

sional subjects.
47. The civil or Roman law is comprehended in four lead-

ing divisions (besides some later than the time of The laws

Justinian), very unequal in length, but altogether arranged.

1 These are both published in Gr^eviuj, Thesaur. Antiq. Italise. See, too, Gin-

zuene, viii. 186.

Calv. Inst., 1. iv. c. 20, 8.
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forming that multifarious collection usually styled the Cor-

pus Juris Civilis. As this has sometimes been published
in a single, though a vast and closely printed volume, it

may seem extraordinary, that by means of arranged indexes,

marginal references, and similar resources, it was not, soon

after it came into use as a standard authority, or, at least,

soon after the invention of printing, reduced into a less disor-

derly state than its present disposition exhibits. But the

labors of the older jurists, in accumulating glosses or short

marginal interpretations, were more calculated to multiply
than to disentangle the intricacies of the Pandects.

48. It is at first sight more wonderful, that many nations

Adoption of ^ Europe, instead of selecting the most valuable

the entire portion of the civil law, as directory to their own

tribunals, should have bestowed decisive authority
on that entire unwieldy body which bore the name of Jus-

tinian; laws which they could not understand, and which, in

great measure, must, if understood, have been perceived to

clash with the new order of human society. But the homage
paid to the Roman name ; the previous reception of the Theo-

dosian code in the same countries ; the vague notion of the

Italians, artfully encouraged by one party, that the Conrads

and Frederics were really successors of the Theodosii and

Justinians ; the frequent clearness, acuteness, and reasonable-

ness of the decisions of the old lawyers which fill the Pan-
dects ; the immense difficulty of separating the less useful

portion, and of obtaining public authority ibr a new system ;

the deference, above all, to great names, which crampel ever}
effort of the human mind in the middle ages, will sufficiently

account for the adoption of a jurisprudence so complicated,

uncertain, unintelligible, and ill-fitted to the times.

49. The portentous ignorance of the earlier jurists in every

thing that could aid their textual explanations has

general

' been noticed in the first chapter of this volume.

learning to This could not hold out long after the revival of

learning. Budaeus, in his Observations on the Pan-

dects, was the first to furnish better verbal interpretations ;

but his philological erudition was not sustained by that know-

ledge of the laws themselves which nothing but long labor

could impart.
1 Such a knowledge of the Latin language as,

* Graving Originefl Jur. Civ., p. 211.
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even after the revival of letters, was given in the schools, or,

we may add, as is now obtained by those who are counted

learned among us, is by no means sufficient for the under-

standing those Roman lawyers, whose short decisions, or, as

we should call them, opinions, occupy the fifty books of the

Pandects. They had not only a technical terminology, as is

perhaps necessary in professional usage, but many words and

phrases not merely technical occur, as to the names and no-

tions of things, which the classical authors, especially such as

are commonly read, do not contain. Yet these writers of

antiquity, when diligently pursued, throw much light upon
jurisprudence ; they assist conjecture, if they do not afford

proof, as to the meaning of words ; they explain allusions ;

they connect the laws with their temporary causes or general

principles ; and if they seem a little to lead us astray from the

great object of jurisprudence, the adjudication of right, it was
still highly important, in the conditions that Europe had im-

posed upon herself, to ascertain what it was that she had

chosen to obey.
50. Ulric Zasius, a professor at Friburg, and Garcia

d'Erzilla, whose Commentaries were printed in
Alciati .

1515, should have the credit, according to Andres, his reform

of leading the way to a more elegant jurisprudence.
1

The former of these is known, in some measure, as a scholar

and a correspondent of Erasmus : for the latter, I have to

depend on the testimony of his countryman. But the general
voice of Europe has always named Andrew Alciati, of Milan,
as the restorer of the Roman law. He taught, from the year
1518 to his death in 1550, in the universities of Avignon.
Milan, Bourges, Paris, and Bologna. Literature became
with him the handmaid of law : the historians of Rome, her

antiquaries, her orators and poets, were called upon to eluci-

date the obsolete words and obscure allusions of the Pandects ;

to which the earlier as well as the more valuable and exten-

sive portion of the civil law this method of classical inter-

pretation is chiefly applicable. Alciati had another advantage,
denied to his predecessors of the middle ages, in the possession
of the Byzantine jurists ; with whom, says Gravina, the learn-

1 Andres, xvi. 143. Savigny agrees with several signs before the sixteenth century.
Andres as to the merits of Zazius, and ob- Ambrogio Traversari hud recommended
serves that the revival of the study of the this, and Lebrixa wrote against the errors oi

laws in their original sources, instead of Accursius, though in a superficial manner,
the commentators, had been announced by Gesch. dea Bomiscben Kechte, vi. 36i.
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ing of Roman law had been preserved in a more perfect state

amidst other vestiges of the empire, and, while almost extin-

qu islied in Italy bj the barbarians, had been in daily usage at

Constantinople down to its capture. Alciati was the first who

taught the lawyers to write with purity and elegance. Eras-

mus has applied to him the eulogy of Cicero on Scaevola, that

he was the most jurisprudent of orators, and the most eloquent
of lawyers. But he deserved also the higher praise of sweep-

ing away the rubbish of conflicting glosses, which had so con-

founded the students by their contrary subtilties, that it had
become a practice to count, instead of weighing, their authori

ties. It has been regretted, that he made little use of philo-

sophy in the exposition of law ; but this could not have been

attempted in the sixteenth century without the utmost danger
of misleading the interpreter.

1

51. The practical lawyers, whose prejudices were nourished

Opposition by their interests, conspired with the professors of
to him. the old school to clamor against the introduction

of literature into jurisprudence. Alciati was driven some-
times from one university to another by their opposition ; but

more frequently his restless disposition, and his notorious de-

sire of gain, were the causes of his migrations. They were
the means of diffusing a more liberal course of studies in

France as well as Italy, and especially in the great legal

university of Bourges. He stood not, however, alone in

scattering the flowers of polite literature over the thorny
. j brakes of jurisprudence. An eminent Spaniard,
Agustino. ... r

. , , 111
Antonio Agustino, might perhaps be placed almost

on a level with him. The first work of Agustino, Emenda-
tiones Juris Civilis, was published in 1544. Andres, seldom

deficient in praising his compatriots, pronounces such an

eulogy on the writings of Agustino, as to find no one but

Cujacius worthy of being accounted his equal, if indeed he

does not give the preference in genius and learning to the

older writer.
2 Gravina is less diffusely panegyrical ; and in

fact it is certain that Agustino, though a lawyer of great eru-

dition and intelligence, has been eclipsed by those for whom
ho prepared the way.

i Bayle, art. " Alciati
;

"
Gravina, p. 206 ; Tiraboschi, ii 115

; Corniani, T. 67
Vol.xvi. p.148.
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CHAPTER VIIL

HISTORY OF THE LITERATURE OF TASTE IN EUROPE FROM

1520 TO 1360.

SECT. L 1520-1550.

Poetry in Italy In Spain and Portugal In France and Germany In England
Wyatt and Surrey Latin Poetry.

1. THE singular grace of Ariosto's poem had not less dis-

tinguished it than his fertility of invention, and bril-
poetry or

liancy of language. For the Italian poetry, since Bemi.

the day? of Petrarch, with the exception of Lorenzo and
Politian, the boasts of Florence, had been very deficient in

elegance ; the sonnets and odes of the fifteenth century, even
those written near its close, by Tibaldeo, Serafino d'Aquila,
Benivieni. and other now obscure names, though the list of

poets in Crescimbeni will be found very long, are hardly
mentioned by the generality of critics but for the purpose of

censure ; while Boiardo, who deserved most praise for bold

and happy inventions, lost much of it through an unpolished
and inharmonious style. In the succeeding period, the faults

of the Italian school were entirely opposite ; in Bembo, and
those who, by then- studious and servile imitation of one great
master, were called Petrarchists, there was an elaborate sweet-

ness, a fastidious delicacy, a harmony of sound, which fre-

quently served as an excuse for coldness of imagination, and

poverty of thought.
" As the too careful imitation of Cicero,"

says Tiraboschi,
" caused Bembo to fall into an affected ele-

gance in his Latin style ; so in his Italian poetry, while he
labors to restore the manner of Petrarch, he displays more of

art than of natural genius. Yet by banishing the rudeness

of former poetry, and pointing out the right path, he was of
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no small advantage to those who knew how to imitate his

excellences, and avoid his faults."
1

2. The chief care of Bembo was to avoid the unpolished

its beauties lines which deformed the poetry of the fifteenth

and defects,
century in the eyes of one so exquisitely sensible to

the charms of diction. It is from him that the historians of

Italian literature date the revival of the Petrarcan elegance ;

of which a foreigner, unless conversant with the language in

all its varieties, can hardly judge ; though he may perceive
the want of original conception, and the monotony of conven-

tional phrases, which is too frequently characteristic of the

Italian sonnet. Yet the sonnets of Bembo on the death of

his Morosina, the mother of his children, display a real tender-

ness not unworthy of his master ; and the canzone on that of

his brother has obtained not less renown ; though Tassoni, a

very fastidious critic, has ridiculed its centonism. or studious

incorporation of lines from Petrarch; a practice which the

habit of writing Latin poetry, wherein it should be sparingly

employed, but not wholly avoided, would naturally encou-

rage.
2

3. The number of versifiers whom Italy produced in the

Character
sixteenth century was immensely great. Crescim-

of Italian beni gives a list of eighty earlier than 1550, whom
poetry. j^ se^ects from manv hundred ever-forgotten names.

By far the larger proportion of these confined themselves to

the sonnet and the canzone or ode ; and the theme is generally

love, though they sometimes change it to religion. A con-

ventional phraseology, an interminable repetition of the beau-

ties and coldness of perhaps an ideal, certainly to us an

unknown, mistress, run through these productions ; which so

much resemble each other as sometimes to suggest to any one

who reads the Sceltas, which bring together many extracts

from these poets, no other parallel than that of the hooting of

owls in concert: a sound melancholy and not unpleasing to all

ears in its way ; but monotonous, unintellectual, and manifest-

ing as little real sorrow or sentiment in the bird as these com-

positions do in the poet.
3

4. A few exceptions' may certainly be made. Alarnanni,

1 Vol. x. p. 3. which never comes to any thing ;

"
quella

* Tiraboschi, ibid.
; Corinani, iv. 102. yolgare smania che mostrano gl' amanti

8 Muratori himself observes the tantali- di voler morire, e che tante volte s' ode

ring habit in which sonneteers indulge bocca loro, ma non mai viene ad eflet-

themselves, of threatening to die for love, to."
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though the sonnet is not his peculiar line of strength, and

though he often follows the track of Petrarch with

almost servile imitation, could not, with his powerful

genius, but raise himself above the common level. His Ly-
gura Pianta, a Genoese lady, the heroine of many sonnets, is

the shadow of Laura ; but, when he tarns to the calamities of

Italy and his own. that stern sound is heard again that almost

reminds us of Dante and Alfieri. The Italian critics, to whom
we must of course implicitly defer as to the grace and taste of

their own writers, speak well of Molza, and some other of the

smaller poets, though they are seldom exempt from the gene-
ral defects above mentioned. But none does Crescimbeni so

much extol as a poetess, in every respect the most
eminent of her sex in Italy, the widow of the Mar-

quis of Pescara. Vittoria Colonna, surnamed, he sayp, by the

public voice, the divine. The rare virtues and consummate
talents of this lady were the theme of all Italy, in that bril-

liant age of her literature ; and her name is familiar to the

ordinary reader at this day. The canzone dedicated to the

memory of her illustrious husband is worthy of both.1

5. The satires of Ariosto, seven in number, and composed
in the Horatian manner, were published after his satires of

death in 1534. Tiraboschi places them at the head
of that class of poetry. The reader will find an

analysis of these satires, with some extracts, in Ginguene.
2

The twelve satires of Alamanni, one of the Florentine exiles,

of which the first edition is dated in 1532, though of earlier

publication than those of Ariosto, indicate an acquaintance
with them. They are to one another as Horace and Juvenal,
and as then- fortunes might lead us to expect : one gay, easy,
full of the best form of Epicurean philosophy, cheerfulness,
and content in the simpler enjoyments of life ; the other

ardent, scornful, unsparing, declamatory, a hater of vice, and
no great lover of mankind, pouring forth his moral wrath in

no feeble strain. We have seen in another place his animad-

versions on the court of Rome ; nor does any thing in Italy

1 Cresrimbeni delta volgar Poesia. Tob. Berni. and several more, among the po* ts

ii. and iii. For lite character of Vittoria of Leo"* are.

Colonna, see ii. 330. Boscoe (beo X., iii. J ix. 100-129: Corniaai, ir. 55. In one
314) thinks her canzone on her husband in passage of the second satire. Ario>to as-

no respect inferior to that of Beinbo on his gumes a tone of higher dignity than lloraca

brother. It i* rather by a stretch of chro- ever ventured, and iuveighs against the

oology tl-at this writer reckon* Vittoria, Italian courts in the spirit of his rival.
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escape his resentment.1 The other poems of Alamann' arc

of a very miscellaneous description ; eclogues, little else than

close imitations of Theocritus and Virgil, elegies, odes, hymns,
psalms, fables, tragedies, and what were called selve, a name
for all unclassed poetry.

6. Alamanni's epic, or rather romantic poem, the Avar-

chide, is admitted by all critics to be a work of old
Alumanni. ' J

, .

age, little worthy or his name. But his poem on

agriculture, La Coltivazione, has been highly extolled. A
certain degree of languor seems generally to hang on Italian

blank verse, and in didactic poetry it is not likely to be over-

come. The Bees of Rucellai is a poem written with
Kucellai. . . 1*111 -

exquisite sweetness ot style ; but the critics have
sometimes forgotten to mention that it is little else than a free

translation from the fourth Georgic.
2 No one has ever pre-

tended to rescue from the charge of dulness and insipidity
. . the epic poem of the father of blank verse, Tris<ino,

on the liberation of Italy from the Goths by Belisa-

rius. It is, of all long poems that are remembered at all, the

most unfortunate in its reputation.
7. A very different name is that of Berni, partly known by

his ludicrous poetry, which has given that style the

appellation of Poesia Bernesca, rather on account

of his excellence than originality, for nothing is so congenial
to the Italians,

3 but far more by his ri-faccimenfo, or remould-

ing of the poem of Boiardo. The Orlando Innamorato, an

ill-written poem, especially to Tuscan ears, had been encum-
bered by the heavy continuation of Agostini. Yet, if its own
intrinsic beauties of invention would not have secured it from

oblivion, the vast success of the Orlando Furioso, itself only a

continuation, and borrowing most of its characters from Boi-

ardo's poem, must have made it impossible for Italians of any
curiosity to neglect the primary source of so much delight.

1 The following line*, which conclude Non pur la Spagna, tutta Italia ancora
the twelfth and last satire, may serve as a Che ti tien d' heresia, di vizi scuola.

specimen of Alnmamri's declamatory tone E che nol crede, ne dimandi ogn' ora
of invective, and his bitter attacks on TJrbin, Ferrara, 1' Orso, et la Colonna,
I ; n in', whom he is addressing : La Marca, il Komagnuol, ma piu che plora
" chi vedesse il ver, vedrebbe come Per te servendo, che fa d'altri donna."

Piu dUnor tu, che '1 tuo Luther Martiuo
Porti a te stessa, e pin gravose some ;

* Roscoe's Leo. lii. 351 ; Tiraboschi, x.

Non laGermania, n6; ma 1'ocio, ilvino, 85. Algarotti and Corniani (v. 116), wh
Avarizia, ambition, lussuria e gola, quotes bun, do not esteem the posin of
M mi-nil al fin, che gia veggiam vicino. Kucellai highly.
Non pur questo dico io non Fraucia sola,

* Coruiaui, iv. 252
; Boscoe, iii. 823.
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Berni, therefore, undertook the singular office of writing over

again the Orlando Innamorato ; preserving the sense of almost

every stanza, though every stanza was more or less altered,

and inserting nothing but a few introductory passages, in the

manner of Ariosto, to each canto.1 The genius of Berni,

playful, satirical, flexible, was admirably fitted to perform this

labor : the rude Lombardisms of the lower Po gave way to

the racy idiom of Florence ; and the Orlando Innamorato has

descended to posterity as the work of two minds, remarkably
combined in this instance : the sole praise of invention, circum-

stance, description, and very frequently that of poetical figure
and sentiment, belonging to Boiardo ; that of style, in the

peculiar and limited use of the word, to Berni. The character

of the poem, as thus adorned, has sometimes been miscon-

ceived. Though Berni is almost always sprightly, he is not,

in this romance, a burlesque or buffoon poet.^ I once heard

Foscolo prefer him to Ariosto. A foreigner, not so familiar

with the peculiarities of language, would probably think his

style less brilliant and less pellucid ; and it is in execution

alone that he claims to be considered as an original poet. The
Orlando Innamorato was also remoulded by Domenichi in

1545 ; but the excellence of Berni has caused this feeble pro-
duction to be nearly passed over by the Italian critics.

3

1 The first edition of the Rifaccimento
is in 1541, and the second in 1542. In that
of 1545, the first eighty-two stanzas are

very different from tliose that correspond
in former editions : some that follow are

suspected not to be genuine. It seems that
we have no edition on which we ran wholly
depend. No edition of Berni appeared from
1545 to 1725, though Doineuichi was print-
ed several times. This reformer of Boiardo
did not alter the text nearly so much as
Berni. Panizzi, vol. ii.

2 Tiraboschi. vii. 195, censures Berni for
" motti e racconti troppo liberi ed empi,
che vi ha inseriti." Ginguene exclaims,
as well he may, against this imputation.
Berni has inserted no stories

; and, unless
it were the few stanzas against monastic

hypocrisy that remain at the head of the
twentieth canto, it is hard to say what
Tiraboschi meant by impieties. But though
Tiraboschi must have rend Berni, he has
here chosen to copy Zeno. who talks of
"

il poema di Boiardo, rifatto dal Berni, e
di serio trasformato in ridirolo, e di ones'to

in iscandoloso, e perft giustamente dannato
dallachiesa." (Fontanini, p. 273.) Zeno,
even more surely than Tiraboschi, was per-
fectly acquainted with Berni's poem : how

could he give so false a character of it ?

Did he copy some older writer ? and why ?

It seems hard not to think that some suspi-
cion of Berni's bias towards Protestantism
had engendered a prejudice against his

poem, which remained when the cause had
been forgotten, as it certainly was in the

days of Zeno and Tiraboschi.
3 " The ingenuity," says Mr. Panizzi,

" with which Berni finds a resemblance"
between distant objects, and the rapidity
with %yhieh he suddenly connects the most
remote ideas : the solemn manner in which
he either alludes to ludicrous events or

utters an absurdity ;
the air of innocence

and naivete with which he presents re-

marks full of shrewdness, and knowledge
of the world; that peculiar bonhommie
with which he seems to look kindly and at

the same timi! unwillingly on human errors

or wickedness
;

the keen irony which he
uses with so much appearance ofsimplicity .

and aversion to bitterness
;
the seeming

singleness of heart with which he appears
anxious to excuse men and actions, at the

very moment that he is most inveterate in

exposing them, these are the chief ele-

ments of Berni's poetry. Add to this the

style, the loftiuess of the verse contrasting
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8. Spain now began to experience one of those revolutions

Spanish in fashionable taste which await the political changes
v ets - of nations. Her native poetry, whether Castilian or

Valencian, had characteristics of its own, that placed it in a
different region from the Italian. The short heroic, amatory,
or devotional songs, which the Peninsular dialects were accus-

tomed to exhibit, were too ardent, too hyperbolical for a taste

which, if not correctly classical, was at least studious of a

grace not easily compatible with extravagance. But the con-

tinual intercourse of the Spaniards \vith Italy, partly subject
to their sovereign, and the scene of his wars, accustomed
their nobles to relish the charms of a sister language, less

Boscan. energetic, but more polished, than their own. Two
Garciiosso.

pOei^ Boscan and Garcilasso de la Vega, brought
from Italy the softer beauties of amorous poetry, embodied : u

the regular sonnet, which had hitherto been little employed in

the Peninsula. These poems seem not to have been printed
till 1543, when both Boscan and Garcilasso were dead, and
their new school had already met with both support and oppo-
sition at the court of Valladolid. The national character is

not entirely lost in these poets : love still speaks with more

impetuous ardor, with more plaintive sorrow, than in the con-

temporary Italians ; but the restraints of taste and reason are

perceived to control his voice. An eclogue of Garcilasso,
called Salicio and Nemoroso, is pronounced by the Spanish
critics to be one of the finest works in their language. It is

sadder than the lament of saddest nightingales. We judge of
all such poetry differently in the progressive stages of lite.

9. Diego Mendoza, one of the most remarkable men for

Mendo variety of talents whom Spain has produced, ranks

with Boscan and Garcilasso as a reformer of Cas-

tilian poetry. His character as a soldier, as the severe

governor of Siena, as the haughty minister of Charles at the

with the frivolity of the argument, the although many parts of the poom of lioiar-

gi-avest conception expressed in the most do have been improved in that work, such
homely manner: the seasonable use of has not always been the case; and will,

strange metaphors and of similes some- moreover, be convinced that some parts of
times sublime, ami for this very reason the Itiftircimento, besides those suspected
the more laughable, when considered with in former times, are evidently either not
relation to the subject which they are in- written by Berni, or have not received from
tended to illustrate, form the most remark- him, if they be his, such corrections as to

able features of his style." p. 120. be worthy of their author.'' p. 141. -Mr.
" Any candid Italian scholar who will P. shows in several passages his groundu

peruse the Rifacciniento of Berni with at- for this suspicion,
tentiou will be compelled to admit, that,
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court of Rome and the council of Trent, is notorious in his-

tory.
1 His epistles, in an Horatian style, full of a masculine

and elevated philosophy, though deficient in harmony and

polish, are preferred to his sonnets ; a species of composition
where these faults are more perceptible; and for which, at

least in the style then popular, the stern understanding of

Mendoza seems to have been ill adapted.
"
Though he com-

posed." says Bouterwek, "in the Italian manner, with less

facility than Boscan and Garcilasso, he felt more correctly than

they or any other of his countrymen the difference between the

Spanish and Italian languages, with respect to their capabilities
for versification. The Spanish admits of none of those pleas-

ing elisions, which, particularly when terminating vowels are

omitted, render the mechanism of Italian versification so ea-y,
and enable the poet to augment or diminish the number of

syllables according to his pleasure ; and this difference in the

two languages renders the composition of a Spanish sonnet a
difficult task. Still more does the Spanish language seem hos-

tile to the soft termination of a succession of feminine rhymes ;

for the Spanish poet, who adopts this rule of the Italian son-

net, is compelled to banish from his rhymes all infinitives of

verbs, together with a whole host of sonorous substantives and

adjectives. Mendoza, therefore, availed himself of the use of

masculine rhymes in his sonnets ; but this metrical license

was strongly censured by all partisans of the Italian style.
Nevertheless, had he given to his sonnets more of the tender-

ness of Petrarch, it is probable that they would have found
imitators. Some of them, indeed, may be considered as suc-

cessful productions ; and, throughout all, the language is cor-

rect and noble." *

10. The lyric poems of Mendoza, written in the old

national style, tacitly improved and polished, are pre- saa di

ferred by the Spaniards to his other works. Many M"*"**-

of them are printed in the Romancero General. Saa di

Miranda, though a Portuguese, has written much in Castilian,
as well as in his own language. Endowed by nature with

the melancholy temperament akin to poetic sensibility, he fell

readily into the pastoral strain, for which his own language is

said to be peculiarly formed. The greater and better part of

1 Sadolet, in one of his epistles dated on his way to Rome; a journey under
1332 (lib. Ti p. 309. edit. l.>>4). gives an taken solely for the sake of learning,
interesting character of Mendoza. then P. 138.

young, who had -visited him at Carpentnw
VOL. i. 27
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his eclogues, however, are in Castilian. He is said to have

chosen the latter language for imagery, and his own for reflec-

tion.
1 Of this poet, as well as of his Castilian contempora-

ries, the reader will find a sufficient account in Bouterwek
and Sismondi.

11. Portugal, however, produced one who did not abandon

., her own soft and voluptuous dialect, Ribeyro ; the

first distinguished poet she could boast. His strains

are chiefly pastoral, the favorite style of his country, and
breathe that monotonous and excessive melancholy, with which

it requires some congenial emotion of our own to sympathise.
A romance of Ribeyro, Menina e Moca, is one of the earliest

among the few specimens of noble prose which we find in that

language. It is said to be full of obscure allusions to real

events in the author's life, and cannot be read with much
interest ; but some have thought that it is the prototype of the

Diana of Montemayor, and the whole school of pa-tonil

romance, which was afterwards admired in P^urope for an

entire century. We have, however, seen that the Arcadia of

Sannazzaro has the priority ; and I am not aware that there

is any specific distinction between that romance and this of

Ribeyro. It may be here observed, that Ribeyro should, in

strictness, have been mentioned before ; his eclogues seem to

have been written, and possibly published, before the death

of P^manuel in 1521. The romance, however, was a later

production.
2

12. The French versifiers of the age of Francis I. are not

French few. It does not appear that they rise above the

poetry. level of the three preceding reigns, Louis XI.,
Charles VIII., and Louis XII. ; some of them mistaking insipid

allegory for the creations of fancy, some tamely describing the

events of their age; others, with rather more spirit, satirizing
the vices of mankind, and especially of the clergy ; while many.
in little songs, expressed their ideal love with more perhaps of

conventional gallantry than passion or tenderness,
3

yet with

some of those light and graceful touches which distinguish this

style of French poetry. Clement Marot ranks far higher.

M t
The psalms of Marot, though famous in their day, are

among his worst performances. His distinguishing

1 Bouterwek, p. 240 ; Sismondi. Goujet, Bibliotheque Fran<;aise, Tola.
1 Bouterwek, Hist, of Portuguese Liter., z. and xi. passim.: Auguis, Kecueil de*

y 24 ; Siamondi, IT. 280. mnciens Poetes FranfaU, vols. ii. and iii.
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excellence is a naivete, or pretended simplicity, of which it is

the highest praise to say that it was the model of La Fontaine.

This style of humor, than which nothing is more sprightly
or diverting, seems much less indigenous among ourselves, if

we may judge by our older literature, than either among the

French or Italians.

13. In the days of Marot, French poetry had not put on all

its chains. He does not observe the regular alterna- ^^ ^^
tion of masculine and feminine rhymes, nor scruple tna
to use the open vowel, the suppression of a mute e

Bt

before a consonant in scanning the verse, the carrying on the

sense without a pause to the middle of tfie next line. These

blemishes, as later usage accounts them, are common to Marot
with all his contemporaries. In return, they dealt much in

artificial schemes of recurring words or lines, as the chant

royal, where every stanza wa,s to be hi the same rhyme and to

conclude with the same verse ; or the rondeau, a very popular

ppecies of metre long afterwards, wherein two or three initial

words were repeated at the refrain or close of every stanza.1

14. The poetical and imaginative spirit of Germany, sub-

dued as it had long been, was never so weak as in German

this century. Though we cannot say that this f0etry

poverty of genius was owing to the Reformation, it is certain

that the Reformation aggravated very much in this sense the

national debasement. The controversies were so scholastic

in their terms, so sectarian in their character, so incapable of

alliance with any warmth of soul, that, so far as their influ-

ence extended, and that was to a large part of the educated

classes, they must have repressed every poet, had such ap-

peared, by rendering the public insensible to his superiority.
The Meister-singers were sufficiently prosaic in their original
constitution : they neither produced, nor perhaps would have
suffered to exhibit itself, any real excellence in poetry. But

they became in the sixteenth century still more rigorous in

their requisitions of a mechanical conformity to rule ; while

at the same time they prescribed a new code of law to the

versifier, that of theological orthodoxy. Yet one man, of

more brilliant fancy and powerful feeling than the _
TT i-i Hans Sachs.

rest, Hans bachs, the shoemaker of .Nuremberg,
stands out from the crowd of these artisans. Most conspicu-

* Goujet, Bibl. Fran^aue. xi. 36 ; Gail- Recherche* de la France, 1. vii. c. 5 ;
An*

Sard, Vie de Francois I., vii. 20; Pasquier, guis, yol. iii.
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ous as a dramatic writer, his copious muse was silent in no
line of verse. Heinsius accounts the bright period of Hans
Sachs's literary labors to have been from 1530 to 1538 ;

though he wrote much both sooner and after that time. Hia

poems of all kinds are said to have exceeded six thousand ,

but not more than one fourth of them are in print. In 'this

facility of composition, he is second only to Lope de Vega ;

and it must be presumed, that, uneducated, unread, accustomed
to find his public in his own class, so wonderful a fluency was

accompanied by no polish, and only occasionally by gleams of

vigor and feeling. The German critics are divided concern-

ing the genius of Hans Sachs : Wieland and Goethe gave
him lustre at one time by their eulogies ; but, these having
been as exaggerated as the contempt of a former generation,
the place of the honest and praiseworthy shoemaker seems not

likely to be fixed very high ; and there has not been demand

enough for his works, some of which are very scarce, to en-

courage their republication.
1

15. The Germans, constitutionally a devout people, were

German never so much so as in this first age of Protestantism.
hymDs. ^n(j ^is, in combination with their musical tempera-
ment, displayed itself in the peculiar line of hymns. No other

nation has so much of this poetry. At the beginning of the

eighteenth century, the number of religious songs was reckoned

at 33,000, and that of their authors at 500. Those of Luther
liave been more known than the rest ; they are hard and rude

but impressive and deep. But this poetry, essentially re-

strained in its flight, could not develop the creative powers
of genius.

2

16. Among the few poems of this age, none has been so

Theuer- celebrated as the Theuerdanks of Melchior Pfintzing,
danks of secretary to the Emperor Maximilian ; a poem at one

*"*' time attributed to the master, whose praises it records,

instead of the servant. This singular work, published ori-

ginally in 1517, with more ornament of printing and deli-

neation than was usual, is an allegory, with scarce any spirit

of invention or language ; wherein the knight Theuerdanks,
and his adventures in seeking the marriage of the Princess

Ehrreich, represent the memorable union of Maximilian with

the heiress of Burgundy. A small number of German poets

Heinsius, iv 150; Bont**vk, ix. 381
; Retrospective Review, TO!, x.

1 Bouterwek ; Uciiu-iuB
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are commemorated by Bouterwek and Heinsius, superior no
doubt in ability to Pfintzing, but so obscure in our eyes, and
so little extolled by their countrymen, that we need only refer

to their pages.
17. In the earlier part of this period of thirty years, we can

find very little English poetry. Sir David Lyndsay, jwugb
an accomplished gentleman and scholar of Scotland, poetry:

excels his contemporary Skelton in such qualities,
yndsay-

if not in fertility of genius. Though inferior to Dunbar in

vividness of imagination and in elegance of language, he shows

a more reflecting and philosophical mind ; and certainly his

satire upon James V. and his court is more poignant than the

other's panegyric upon the Thistle. But, in the ordinary style
of his versification, he seems not to rise much above the prosaic
and tedious rhymers of the fifteenth century. His descriptions
are as circumstantial without selection as theirs ;

and his

language, partaking of a ruder dialect, is still more removed
from our own. The poems of Lyndsay are said by Herbert

to have been printed in 1540, and would be among the first-

fruits of the Scottish press; but one of these, the Complaint
of the Papingo, had appeared in London two years before.1

Lyndsay's poetry is said to have contributed to the Reforma-
tion in Scotland ; in which, however, he is but like many poets
of his own and preceding times. The clergy were an inex-

haustible theme of bitter reproof.
18. " In the latter end of King Henry VIII.'s reign," says

Puttenham in his Art of Poesie,
"
sprung up a new wyatt and

company of courtly makers, of whom Sir Thomas Surrey-

Wyatt the elder, and Henry, Earl of Surrey, were the two

chieftains, who having travailed into Italy, and there tasted the

sweet and stately measures and style of the Italian poesie, as

novices newly crept out of the schools of Dante, Ariosto, and

Petrarch, they greatly polished our rude and homely manner
of vulgar poesie, from that it had bene before, and for that

cause may justly be sayd the first reformers of our English
meetei and stile. In the same time or not long after was the

Lord Nicolas Vaux, a man of much facilitie in vulgar ma-

kings."
2 The poems of Sir Thomas Wyatt, who died in 1544,

and of the Earl of Surrey, executed in 1547, were first pub-

1 [Pinkerton, however, denies that there
is any genuine ScoU> edition before 1568. * Puttenham, book i. ch. 31.

1842]
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lished in 1557, with a few by other hands, in a scarce little

book called Tottel's Miscellanies. They were, however, in all

probability, known before ; and it seems necessary to mention

them in this period, as they mark an important epoch in Eng-
lish literature.

19. Wyatt and Surrey for we may best name them in the

order of time, rather than of civil or poetical rank have had

recently the good fortune to be recommended by an editor of

extensive acquaintance with literature, and of still superior
taste. It will be a gratification to read the following comparison
of the two poets, which I extract the more willingly that it is

found in a publication somewhat bulky and expensive for the

mass of readers.

20. "
They were men whose minds may be said to have

Dr Note's
been cast in the same mould ; for they differ only in

character those minuter shades of character which always must
iem>

exist in human nature ; shades of difference so infi-

nitely varied, that there never were and never will be two per-
sons in all respects alike. In their love of virtue and their

instinctive hatred and contempt of vice, in their freedom from

personal jealousy, in their thirst after knowledge and intellec-

tual improvement, in nice observation of nature, promptitude
to action, intrepidity and fondness for romantic enterprise, in

magnificence and liberality, in generous support of others and

high-spirited neglect of themselves, in constancy in friendship,
and tender susceptibility of affections of a still warmer nature,
and in every thing connected with sentiment and principle,

they were one and the same ; but, when those qualities branch
out into particulars, they will be found in some respects to

differ.

21. "Wyatt had a deeper and more accurate penetration
into the characters of men than Surrey had ; hence arises the

difference in their satires. Surrey, in his satire against the

citizens of London, deals only, in reproach ; Wyatt, hi his,

abounds with irony, and those nice touches of ridicule which
make us ashamed of our faults, and therefore often silently
effect amendment.1

Surrey's observation of nature was minute ;

1 Wyatt's best poem in this style, the laurel of Wyatt, though he has translated

Epistle to John Poins, is a very close imi- well.
tation of the tenth satire of Alamanni : it The lighter poems of Wyatt are more
Is abridged, but every thought and every unequal than those of Surrey ;

but his

verse in the English is taken from the Ita- Ode to his Lute does not seem inferior to

lian. Dr. Nott has been aware of this; any production of hid noble competitor,
but it ceitainly detracts a leaf from the The sonnet in which he intimate* his se-
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but he directed it towards the works of nature in general,
and the movements of the passions, rather than to the foibles

and characters of men ; hence it is that he excels in the

description of rural objects, and is always tender and pathetic.
In Wyatt's Complaint we hear a strain of manly grief which
commands attention, and we listen to it with respect for the

sake of him that suffers. Surrey's distress is painted in such
natural terms that we make it our own, and recognize in his

sorrows emotions which we are conscious of having felt our-

selves.

22. "In point of taste and perception of propriety in com-

position, Surrey is more accurate and just than Wyatt: he
therefore seldom either offends with conceits or wearies with

repetition ; and, when he imitates other poets, he is original as

well as pleasing. In his numerous translations from Petrarch,
he is seldom inferior to his master ; and he seldom improves
upon him. Wyatt is almost always below the Italian, and

frequently degrades a good thought by expressing it so that

it is hardly recognizable. Had Wyatt attempted a translation

of Virgil, as Surrey did, he would have exposed himself to

unavoidable failure."
l

'23. To remarks so delicate in taste and so founded in know-

ledge, I should not venture to add much of my own.
PerhapB

Something, however, may generally be admitted to ratherex-

modify the ardent panegyrics of an editor. Those
"g8er*

who, after reading this brilliant passage, should turn for the

first time to the poems either of Wyatt or of Surrey, might
think the praise too unbounded, and, in some respects perhaps,
not appropriate. It seems to be now ascertained, after sweep-
ing away a host of foolish legends and traditionary prejudices,
that the Geraldine of Surrey, Lady Elizabeth Fitzgerald, was
a child of thirteen, for whom his passion, if such it is to be
called, began several years after his own marriage.

2 But in

fact there is more of the conventional tone of amorous songs,
than of real emotion, in Surrey's poetry. The

"
Easy sighs, such as men draw in love,"

cret pa.=<non for Ann* Bolern. whom he one of Wyatt'8 latest poems, he seem? to
'-i? under (he allegory of a doe bear- allude penitentially to his pasriou for her.

ing on her collar,
1 Xott's edition at Wyatt and Surrey,

Noli me tangere : I Caesar's am,"
i>

fc>^ was born about 1518 : married
is remarkable for more than the poetry Lady France* Vere in Io35 ; fell in love, if

though that is pleasing. It may be doubt- eo it was. in 1511, with Geraldine, who wa*
ful whether Annp were yet queen ; but, in born in 1528.
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are not like the deep sorrows of Petrarch, or the fiery transports
of the Castilians.

24. The taste of this accomplished man is more striking

Surrey im- than his poetical genius. He did much for his own

versiula-

111

country and his native language. The versification

tion. of Surrey differs very considerably from that of his

predecessors. He introduced, as Dr. Nott says, a sort of in-

volution into his style, which gives an air of dignity, and re-

moteness from common life. It was, in fact, borrowed from

the license of Italian poetry, which our own idiom has rejected.

He avoids pedantic words, forcibly obtruded from the Latin,

of which our earlier poets, both English and Scots, had been

ridiculously fond. The absurd epithets of Hoccleve, Lydgate,
Dunbar, and Douglas, are applied equally to the most different

things, so as to show that they annexed no meaning to them.

Surrey rarely lays an unnatural stress on final syllables, mere-

ly as such, which they would not receive in ordinary pronun-
ciation ; another usual trick of the school of Chaucer. His

words are well chosen and well arranged.
25.' Surrey is the first who introduced blank verse into our

introduces English poetry. It has been doubted whether it

blank verse. ^ad been previously employed in Italian, save in tra-

gedy ;
for the poems of Alamanni and Rucellai were not

published before many of our noble poet's compositions had

been written. Dr. Nott, however, admits that Boscan and

other Spanish poets had used it. The translation by Surrey
of the second book of the .ZEneid, in blank verse, is among the

chief of his productions. No one had, before his time, known
how to translate or imitate with appropriate expression. But
the structure of his verse is not very harmonious, and the

sense is rarely carried beyond the line.

26. If we could rely on a theory, advanced and ably sup-

ported by his editor, Surrey deserves the still more

hypothesis conspicuous praise of having brought about a great
as to his revolution in our poetical numbers. It had been

supposed to be proved by Tyrwhitt, that Chaucer's

lines are to be read metrically, in ten or eleven syllables, like

the Italian, and, as I apprehend, the French of his time. For
this purpose it is necessary to presume that many terminations,
now mute, were syllabically pronounced ; and, where verses

prove refractory after all our endeavors, Tyrwhitt has no

scruple in declaring tLem corrupt. It may be added, that
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Gray, before the appearance of Tyrwhitt's essay on the versi-

fication of Chaucer, had adopted, without hesitation, the same

hypothesis But, according to Dr. Nott, the verses of Chau-

cer, and of all his successors down to Surrey, are merely
rhythmical, to be read by cadence, and admitting of considera-

ble variety in the number of syllables, though ten may be the

more frequent. In the manuscripts of Chaucer, the line is

always broken by a caesura in the middle, which is pointed out

by a virgule ; and this is preserved in the early editions down
to that of 1532. They come near, therefore, to the short

Saxon line, differing chiefly by the alternate rhyme, which
converts two verses into one. He maintains that a great many
lines of Chaucer cannot be read metrically, though harmonious
as verses of cadence. This rhythmical measure he proceeds
to show in Hoccleve, Lydgate, Hawes, Barclay, Skelton, and
even "Wyatt ; and thus concludes that it was first abandoned

by Surrey, in whom it very rarely occurs.2

27. This hypothesis, it should be observed, derives some
additional plausibility from a passage in Gascoyne's

u Notes
of instruction concerning the making of verse or rhyme in

English," printed in 1575. "Whosoever do peruse and well

consider his (Chaucer's) works, he shall find that, although
his lines are not always of one self-same number of syllables,

yet, being read by one that hath understanding, the longest

verse, and that which hath most syllables in it, will fall (to the

ear) correspondent unto that which hath fewest syllables ; and
likewise that which hath fewest syllables shall be found yet to

consist of words that have such natural sound as may seem

equal in length to a verse which hath many more syllables of

lighter accents."

28. A theory so ingeniously maintained, and with so much
induction of examples, has naturally gained a good But seemt
deal of credit. I cannot, however, by any means con- too exten-

cur in the extension given to it. Pages may be read
a

in Chaucer, and still more in Dunbar, where every line is re-

gularly and harmoniously decasyllabic ; and, though the caesura

may perhaps fall rather more uniformly than it does in mod-
ern verse, it would be very easy to find exceptions, which could

not acquire a rhythmical cadence by any artifice of the reader.3

1 Gmy's Works (edit. Mathias), ii. 1. s Such aa these among multitudes
* Notts Dissertation, subjoined to the more:

second volume of his U'j-att and Surrey.
" A lover, and a lusty bachelor."
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The deviations from the normal type, or decasyllabic line, were

they more numerous than, after allowance for the license of

pronunciation, as well as the probable corruption of the text,

they appear to be, would not, I conceive, justify us in conclud-

ing that it was disregarded. For these aberrant lines are

much more common in the dramatic blank verse of the seven-

teenth century. They are, doubtless, vestiges of the old

rhythmical forms ; and we may readily allow that English
versification had not, in the fifteenth or even sixteenth centuries,
he numerical regularity of classical or Italian metre. In the

ancient ballads, Scots and English, the substitution of the ana-

paest for the iambic foot is of perpetual recurrence, and gives
them a remarkable elasticity and animation ; but we never fail

to recognize a uniformity of measure, which the use of nearly

equipollent feet cannot, on the strictest metrical principles, be

thought to impair.
29. If we compare the poetry of Wyatt and Surrey with

Politeness of tnat ^ Barclay or Skelton, about thirty or forty
Wyatt and years before, the difference must appear wonderful.

But we should not, with Dr. Nott, attribute this wholly
to superiority of genius. It is to be remembered that the later

tx>ets wrote in a court, and in one which, besides the aristo-

*..atic manners of chivalry, had not only imbibed a great deal

of refinement from France and Italy, but a considerable tinge
of ancient literature. Their predecessors were less educated

men, and they addressed a more vulgar class of readers. Nor
was this polish of language peculiar to Surrey and his friend.

In the short poems of Lord Vaux, and of others about the

same tune, even in those of Nicolas Grimoald, a lecturer at

Oxford, who was no courtier, but had acquired a classical taste,

we find a rejection of obsolete and trivial phrases, and the

beginnings of what we now call the style of our older poetry.
30. No period since the revival of letters has been so con-

" But reason, with the shield of gold so account for the imperfection of the metri-
shene." Dunbar. cal. Lydgate has, perhaps, on the whole,

"The rock, again the river resplendent." OJfSfnA ""^^
"*'

Puttenham. in his Art of Poesie (1586),

Lydgate apologizes for his own lines, book ii. ch. 3, 4, though he admits the

"B^ause I know the verse therein is tff^^fSSSfSSS^
A/S -me too short, and some too

* ~<^^^^8**10DS>'
~

deed is implied in this censure. Dr. Notfg
hi Gray, ii. 4. This seems at once to ex- theory does not admit a disregard of <

eli' iii the rhythmical system, and to sura.
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spicuous for Latin poetry as the present. Three names of

great reputation adorn it, Sannazarius, Vida, Fracas-

torius. The first of these, Sannazarius, or San Na-1**"1 poetry>

zaro, or Actius -Sincerus, was a Neapolitan, attached'_ pi * . / i
Sannazarius.

to the tortunes of the Aragonese line of kings ; and,

following the last of their number, Frederic, after his unjust

spoliation, into France, remained there till his master's death.

Much of his poetry was written under this reign, before 1503 ;

but his principal work, De Partu Virginis, did not appear till

1522. This has incurred not unfair blame for the intermix-

ture of classical mythology, at least in language, with the Gos-

pel story ; nor is the latter very skilfully managed. But it

would be difficult to find its equal for purity, elegance, and

harmony of versification. The unauthorized word, the doubt-

ful idiom, the modern turn of thought, so common in Latin

verse, scarce ever appear in Sannazarius : a pure taste enabled

him to diffuse a Virgilian hue over his language ; and <i just

ear, united with facility in command of words, rendered his

versification melodious and varied beyond any competitor. The

Piscatory Eclogues of Sannazarius, which are perhaps better

known, deserve, at least, equal praise : they seem to breathe

the beauty and sweetness of that fair bay they describe. His

elegies are such as may contend with Tibullus. If Sanna-
zarius does not affect sublimity, he never sinks below his aim :

the sense is sometimes inferior to the style, as he is not wholly
free from conceits ;

l but it would perhaps be more difficult to

find cold and prosaic passages in his works than in those nf

any other Latin poet in modern times.

31. Vida of Cremona is not by any means less celebrated

than Sannazarius : his poem on the Art of Poetry,
and that on the Game of Chess, were printed in

1527 ; the Christiad, an epic poem, as perhaps it deserves to

be called, in 1535 ; and that on Silk Worms, in 1537. Vida's

precepts are clear and judicious ; and we admire, in his Game
of Chess especially, and the poem on Silk Worms, the skill

with which the dry rules of art, and descriptions the most

apparently irreducible to poetical conditions, fall into his ele-

gant and classical language. It has been observed, that he is

1 The following lines, on the constella- Dignior, imbriferum quse cornibu*
tlon Taurus, are more puerile than any I . choet annum,
have seen in this elegant poet : Nee qute tarn Claris mugitibus ast . i

"Torva boyi facies; sed qua non altera cessat."
toelo
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the first who laid down rules for imitative harmony, illustrat-

ing them by his own example. The Christiad shows not so

much, I think, of Vida's great, talents, at least in poetical lan-

guage ; but the subject is better managed than by Sannazarius.

Yet, notwithstanding some brilliant passages, among which the

conclusion of the second book De Arte Poetica is prominent,
Vida- appears to me far inferior to the Neapolitan poet. His
versifk-ation is often hard and spondaic, the elisions too fre-

quent, and the caesura too much neglected. The language,
even where the subject bests admits of it, is not always so

elevated as we should desire.

32. Fracastorius has obtained his reputation by the Syphi-
Vracasto- h's, published in 1530 ; and certainly, as he thought
riua- fit to make choice of the subject, there is no reader

but must admire the beauty and variety of his digressions,
the vigor and nobleness of his style. Once only has it been

the praise of genius to have delivered the rules of practical
art in all the graces of the most delicious poetry, without in-

flation, without obscurity,, without affectation, and generally,

perhaps, with the precision of truth. Fracastorius, not emu-
lous in this of the author of the Georgics, seems to have made
Manilius, rather, I think, than Lucretius, his model in the

didactic portion of his poem.
33. Upon a fair comparison, we should not err much, in

latin Terse
m7 Pm i n

> by deciding that Fracastorius is the

n )t to be greater poet, and Sannazarius the better author of
led'

Latin verses. In the present age, it is easy to anti-

cipate the supercilious disdain of those who believe it ridicu-

lous to write Latin poetry at all, because it cannot, as they

imagine, be written well. I must be content to answer, that

those who do not know when such poetry is good, should be

as slow to contradict those who do, as the ignorant in music to

set themselves against competent judges. No one pretends
that Sannazarius was equal to Ariosto. But it may be truly

said, that his poetry, and a great deal more that has been

written in Latin, beyond comparison excels most of the con-

temporary Italian : we may add, that its reputation has been

more extended and European.
34. After this famous triumvirate, we might reckon several

other Latin
*n different degrees of merit. Bembo comes forward

poets in again in these lists. His Latin poems are not nume-
rous : that upon the lake Benacus is the best known.
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He shone more, however, in elegiac than hexameter verse.

This is a common case in modern Latin, and might be natu-

rally expected of Bembo, who had more of elegance than of

vigor. Castiglione has left a few poems ; among which the

best is in the archaic lapidary style, on the statue of Cleo-

patra in the Vatican. Molza wrote much in Latin : he is the

author of the epistle to Henry VIII., in the name of Cathe-

rine, which has been ascribed to Joannes Secundus. It is

very spirited and Ovidian. These poets were, perhaps, sur-

passed by Naugerius and Flaminius ; both, but especially the

latter, for sweetness and purity of style, to be placed in the first

rank of lyric and elegiac poets in the Latin language. In

their best passages, they fall not by any means short of Tibul-

lus or Catullus. Aonius Palearius, though his poem on the

Immortality of the Soul is equalled by Sadolet himself to those

of Vida and Sannazarius. seems not entitled to any thing like

such an eulogy. He became afterwards suspected of Luther-

anism, and lost his life on the scaifold at Rome. We have in

another place mentioned the Zodiacus Vitae of Palingenius

Stellatus, whose true name was ]Vlanzolli. The Delicise

Poetarum Italorum present a crowd of inferior imitations of

classical models ; but I must repeat, that the volumes pub-
lished by Pope, and entitled Poemata Italorum, are the best

evidences of the beauties of these poets.
35. The Cisalpine nations, though at a vast distance from

Italy, cannot be reckoned destitute, in this age, of jn oer.

respectable Latin poets. Of these, the best known, many-

and perhaps upon the whole the best, is Joannes Secundus,
who found the doves of Venus in the dab-chicks of Dutch
marshes. The Basia, however, are far from being superior to

his elegies, many of which, though not correct, and often sin

ning by false quantity, a fault pretty general with these early
Latin poets, especially on this side of the Alps, are generally

harmonious, spirited, and elegant. Among the Germans,
Eobanus Hessus, Micyllus, professor at Heidelberg, and Me-

lanchthon, have obtained considerable praise.
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SECT. H. 1520-1550.

btate of Dramatic Representation in Italy Spain and Portugal France Ger-

many England.

36. WE have already seen the beginnings of the Italian

Italian comedy, founded in its style, and frequently in its

comedy,
subjects, upon Plautus. Two of Ariosto's comedies

have been mentioned, and two more belong to this period.
Some difference of opinion has existed with respect to their

dramatic merit. But few have hesitated to place above them

Machiavei
t^ie Manclragola and Clitia of a great contemporary

genius, Machiavei. The Mandragola was probably
written before 1520, but certainly in the fallen fortunes of its

author, as he intimates in the prologue. Ginguene, therefore,

forgot his chronology when he supposes Leo X. to have been

present, as cardinal, at its representation.
1 It seems, however,

to have been acted before this pope at Rome. The story of

the Mandragola, which hardly bears to be told, though Gin-

guene has done it, is said to be founded on a real and recent

event at Florence, one of its striking resemblances to the

Athenian comedy. It is admirable for its comic delineations

of character, the management of the plot, and the liveliness

of its idiomatic dialogue. Peter Aretin, with little of
Aretin. ,. .

* ,.,,..,,
the former qualities, and interior in all respects to

Machiavei, has enough of humorous extravagance to amuse
the reader. The licentiousness of the Italian stage in its con-

tempt of morality, and even, in the comedies of Peter Aretin,
its bold satire on the great, remind us rather of Athens than

of Rome : it is more the effrontery of Aristophanes than the

pleasant freedom of Plautus. But the depravity which had

long been increasing in Italy gained, in this first part of the

sixteenth century, a zenith which it could not surpass, and
from which it has very gradually receded. These comedies

are often very satirical on the clergy; the bold strokes of

Machiavei surprise us at present ; but the Italian stage had

something like the license of a masquerade ; it was a tacit

agreement that men should laugh at things sacred witliin

1
Gingu<5ne\ vi. 222.
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those walls, but resume their veneration for them at the

door.1

37. Those who attempted the serious tone of tragedy were
le>s happy in their model : Seneca generally repre-
sented to them the ancient buskin. The Canace of

Sperone Speroni ; the Tullia of Martelli, and the Orbecche of

Giraldi Cinthio, esteemed the best of nine tragedies sperone.

he has written, are within the present period. They
c*1111" -

are all works of genius. But Ginguene observes how little

advantage the first of these plays afforded for dramatic effect ;

most of the action passing in narration. It is true, that he

could hardly have avoided tliis without aggravating the cen-

sures of those who, as Crescimbeni tells us, thought the sub-

ject itself unfit for tragedy.
2 The story of the Orbecche is

taken by Cinthio from a novel of his own invention, and is re-

markable for its sanguinary and disgusting circumstances.

This became the characteristic of tragedy in the sixteenth

century ; not by any means peculiarly in England, as some
half-informed critics of the French school used to pretend.
The Orbeeche, notwithstanding its passages in the manner of

Titus Andronicus, is in many parts an impassioned and poeti-
cal tragedy. Riccoboni, though he censures the general po-

verty of style, prefers one scene in the third act to any thing
on the stage :

" If one scene were sufficient to decide the ques-
tion, the Orbecche would be the finest play in the world." 3

AValker observes that this is the first tragedy wherein the

prologue is separated from the play, of which, as is very well

known, it made a part on the ancient theatre. But in Cinthio,
and in other tragic writers long afterwards, the prologue con-

tinued to explain and announce the story.
4

38. Meantime, a people very celebrated in dramatic litera-

ture was forming its national theatre. A few at- Spanish

tempts were made in Spain to copy the classical
dT!ana-

model. But these seem not to have gone beyond translation,

and had little effect on the public taste. Others, in imitation

of the Celestina, which passed for a moral example, produced

1 Besides the plays themselves, see Gin- l Delia volgar Poesia, ii. 391. Alfieri

piene. vol. vi., who gives more than a nun- went still farther than Sperone in hU
dred pages to the Calandra. and to the Mirra. Objections of a somewhat similar

comedies of Ariosto. Machiavel. and Are- kind were made to the Tullia of MarteUL
tin. Many of the old comedies are reprint-

* Hist, da Theatre Italien. vol. i.

ed in the great Milan collection of Classic! 4
Walker, Essay on Italian Tragedy ;

Italiani. Tho?e of MachiaTel and Ariosto Ginguene, Vi. 61, 69.
re found in m >st editions of their works.
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tedious scenes, by way of mirrors of vice and virtue, without

reaching the fame of their original. But a third class was far

Torres more popular, and ultimately put an end to competi-
Naharro.

t ;on> -p^g foun(iers of fhis were Torres Naharro, in

the first years of Charles, and Lope de Rueda, a little later.
" There is veiy little doubt," says Bouterwek,

" that Torres
Naharro was the real inventor of the Spanish comedy. He
not only wrote his eight comedies in redondillas in the romance

style, but he also endeavored to establish the dramatic interest

solely on an ingenious combination of intrigues, without attach-

ing much importance to the development of character, or the

moral tendency of the story. It is besides probable that he
was the first who divided plays into three acts, which, being

regarded as three days' labor in the dramatic field, were called

jornadas. It must, therefore, be unreservedly admitted that

these dramas, considered both with respect to their spirit and
their form, deserve to be ranked as the first in the history of

the Spanish national drama ; for, in the same path which Tor-

res Naharro first trod, the dramatic genius of Spain advanced
to the point attained by Calderon, and the nation tolerated no

dramas except those which belonged to the style which had
thus been created." 1

39. Lope de Rueda, who is rather better known than his

Lope de predecessor, was at the head of a company of players,
Rueda.

an(j wag iimite(j m njs inventions by the capacity of

his troop and of the stage upon which they were to appear.
Cervantes calls him the great Lope de Rueda, even when a

greater Lope was before the world. " He was not," to quote

again from Bouterwek,
" inattentive to general character, as is

proved by his delineation of old men, clowns, &c., in which he

was particularly successful. But his principal aim was to in-

terweave in his dramas a succession of intrigues ; and, as he
seems to have been a stranger to the art of producing stage
effect by striking situations, he made complication the great

object of his plots. Thus, mistakes, arising from personal

resemblances, exchanges of children, and such-like common-

place subjects of intrigue, form the groundwork of his stories ;

none of which are remarkable for ingenuity of invention.

There is usually a multitude of characters in his dramas, and

jests and witticisms are freely introduced ; but these in general

' P. 285. Andres thinks Naharro low, insipid, and unworthy of the prate* of

Cervantes, v. 136.
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consist of burlesque disputes, in which some clown is- en-

gaged."
x

40. The Portuguese Gil Vicente may perhaps contend with

Torres Naharro for the honor of leading the drama- _..
Gil Vicente.

tists of the Peninsula. His Autos, indeed, as has

been observed, do not, so far as we can perceive, differ from
the mysteries, the religious dramas of France and England.
Bouterwek, strangely forgetful of these, seems to have assigned
a character of originality, and given a precedence to the Span-
ish and Portuguese Autos which they do not deserve. The

specimen of one of these by Gil Vicente, given in the History
of Portuguese Literature, is far more extravagant and less

theatrical than our John Parfre's contemporary mystery of

Candlemas Day. But a few comedies, or, as they are more

justly styled, farces, remain; one of which, mentioned by the

same author, is superior in choice and management of the

fable to most of the rude productions of that time. Its date

is unknown. Gil Vicente's dramatic compositions of various

kinds were collectively published in 1562: he had died in

1557, at a very advanced age.
41. " These works," says Bouterwek of the dramatic pro-

ductions of Gil Vicente in general, "display a true poetic

spirit, which, however, accommodated itself entirely to the age
of the poet, and which disdained cultivation. The dramatic

genius of Gil Vicente is equally manifest from his power of

invention, and from the natural turn and facility of his imita-

tive talent. Even the rudest of these dramas is tinged with

a certain degree of poetic feeling."
2 The want of complex

intrigue, such as we find afterwards in the Castilian drama,
ought not to surprise us in these early compositions.

42. We have no record of any original dramatic composi-
tion belonging to this age in France, with the excep-

M"v af/iriMI

tioa of mysteries and moralities, which are very andmora-

abundant. These were considered, and perhaps
utiesin

justly, as types of the regular drama. " The French

morality," says an author of that age,
'

represents, in some

degree, the tragedy of the Greeks and Romans ; particularly
because it treats of serious and important subjects ; and, if it

1 P. 282 See, too, Sismondi, Hist, de la Litt. du
* Hist, of Portuguese Lit., p. 83-111. Midi, iv. 44S.

It would be Tain to look elsewhere for so [A much fuller account of Gil Vicente

copious an account of Gil Vicente, and has since been gireu in the Quarterly K<>

rery difficult probably to find his works, view for January, 1847.]

VOL. I. 28
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were contrived in French that the conclusion of the morality
should be always unfortunate, it would become a tragedy. In

the morality, we treat of noble and virtuous actions, either

true, or at least probable ; and choose what makes for our

instruction in life."
l

It is evident, from this passage and the

whole context, that neither tragedy nor comedy were yet
known. The circumstance is rather remarkable, when we
consider the genius of the nation, and the politeness of the

court. But, from about the year 1540, we find translations

from Latin and Italian comedies into French. These probably
were not represented. Les Amours d'Erostrate, by Jacques

Bourgeois, published in 1545, is taken from the Suppositi of

Ariosto. Sibilet translated the Iphigenia of Euripides in

1549 ; Bouchetel, the Hecuba in 1550 ; and Lazarus Baif, two
other plays about the same time. But a great dramatic revo-

lution was now prepared by the strong arm of the state. The
first theatre had been established at Paris about 1400, by the

Confrairie de la Passion de N.S., for the representation of

Scriptural mysteries. This was suppressed by the parliament
in 1547, on account of the scandal which tlu's devout buf-

foonery had begun to give. The company of actors purchased
next year the Hotel de la Bourgogne, and were authorized by
the parliament to represent profane subjects, "lawful and
decent" (licites et honnetes), but enjoined to abstain from "

all

mysteries of the passion, or other sacred mysteries."
2

43. In Germany, meantime, the pride of the Meister-

German singers, Hans Sachs, was alone sufficient to pour
theatre. forth a plenteous stream for the stage. His works,

'

collectively printed at Nuremberg in five folio vo-

lumes, 1578, and reprinted in five quartos at Kempten, 1606,
contain 197 dramas among the rest. Many of his comedies

in one act, called Schwanken, are coarse satires on the tunes.

Invention, expression, and enthusiasm, if we may trust hia

admirers, are all united in Hans Sachs.3

i
Sibilet, Art. "

Poetique" (1548), apud datory critic in the Retrospective Review
Beauchamps, Recherches sur le Theatre x. 113, who even ventures to assert that

I'rain.-ais, i. 82. Goethe has imitated the old shoemaker in

In the Jardin de Plaisance, an anony- Faust.
mous undated poem, printed at Lyons pro- The Germans had many plays in this

bably before the end of the fifteenth ceu- age. Gesner says, in his Pandect* Uui-

tury, we have rules given for composing versales: " Germanicae fabulae multae ex-

moralities. Beauchamps (p. 86) extracts taut, i'abula decem satatum et Fusio stul-

Bome of these
;
but they seem not worth torum Colmariie actse sunt. Fusio edita

copying. est 1637, chartis quatuor. Qui volet boo
3
Beauchamps, i. 91. loco plures ascribat in vulgaribus linguis,

* ilang Sachs has met with a very lau- nos ad aha iestituunus."
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44. The mysteries founded upon Scriptural or legendary
histories, as well as the moralities, or allegorical ,.

i i .1 , ^u u i!
' Moralities

dramas, which, though there might he an intermix- and similar

ture of human character with abstract personifica-

tion, did not aim at that illusion which a possible
fable affords, continued to amuse the English public. Nor
were they confined, as perhaps they were before, to churches

and monasteries. We find a company of players in the estab-

lishment of Richard III. while Duke of Gloucester ; and in

the subsequent reigns, especially under Henry V1LL, this

seems to have been one of the luxuries of the great. The

frugal Henry VJJL maintained two distinct sets of players;
and his son was prodigally sumptuous in every sort of court-

exhibition, bearing the general name of revels, and superin-
tended by a high-priest of jollity, styled the Abbot of Misrule.

The dramatic allegories, or moral plays, found a place among
them. It may be presumed, that from their occasionally, or

want of merit, far the greater part have perished.
1 Three or

four, which we may place before 1550, are published in Haw-
kins's Ancient Drama and Dodsley*s Old Plays ; one is extant,
written by Skelton, the earliest that can be referred to a known
author.2 A late writer, whose diligence seems to have almost

exhausted our early dramatic history, has retrieved the titles

of a few more. The most ancient of these moral plays he
traces to the reign of Henry VI. They became gradually
more complicated, and approached nearer to a regular form.

It may be observed that a line is not easily defined between
the Scriptural mysteries and the legitimate drama : the choice

of the story, the succession of incidents, are those of tragedy ;

even the intermixture of buffoonery belongs to all our ancient

stage ; and it is only by the meanness of the sentiments and
diction that we exclude the Candlemas Day, which is one of

the most perfect of the mysteries, or even those of the fifteenth

century, from our tragic series.
3 Nor were the moralities,

such as we find them in the reign of Henry VHL, at a pro-

digious distance from the regular stage : deviations from the

original structure of these, as Mr. Collier has well observed,

"by the relinquishment of abstract for individual character,

i Collier's Annals of the Stage, 1. 3i, tc. Hawkins's Early English Drama. It is by
* Warton, iii. 188. John Parfire, and may be referred to tbl
* Candtemaa Day. a mystery, on the first years of Henry YiU.

murder ft Uie Innocent?, U published in
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paved the way, by a natural and easy gradation, for tra-

gedy and comedy, the representations of real life aiid man-
ners." 1

45. The moralities were, in this age> distinguished by the

They are constant introduction of a witty, mischievous, and

reHgfoua profligate character, denominated the Vice. This
satire. seems originally to have been an allegorical repre-
sentation of what the word denotes ;

but the Vice gradually

acquired a human individuality, in which he came very near

to our well-known Punch. The devil was generally introduced

in company with the Vice, and had to endure many blows

from him. But the moralities had another striking character-

istic in this period. They had always been religious, but they
now became theological. In the crisis of that great revolution

then in progress, the stage was found a ready and impai-tial

instrument for the old or the new faith. Luther and his wife

were satirized in a Latin morality represented at Gray's Inn

in 1529. It was easy to turn the tables on the clergy. Sir

David Lyndsay's satire of the Three Estatis, a direct attack

upon them, was played before James V. and his queen at

Linlithgow, in 1539 ;

2 and in 1543 an English statute was
made prohibiting all plays and interludes which meddle with

the interpretation of Scripture. In 1549, the council of

Edward VI. put a stop by proclamation to all kinds of stage-

plays.
3

46. Great indulgence, or a strong antiquarian prejudice, is

required to discover much genius in these moralities
'

and mysteries. There was, however, a class of dra-

matic productions that appealed to a more instructed audience.

The custom of acting Latin plays prevailed in our universities

at this time, as it did long afterwards. Whether it were older

than the fifteenth century seems not to be proved ; and the

presumption is certainly against it.
" In an original draught,"

says Warton,
" of the statutes of Trinity College at Cambridge,

founded in 1546, one of the chapters is entitled ' De Pnefecto

ludorum qui imperator dicitur,' under whose direction and

authority Latin comedies and tragedies are to be exhibited in

the hall at Christmas."* It is probable that Christopher-son's

1 Hist, of English Dramatic Poetry, 11. porated and sold together renders it the
260. This I quote by its proper title; game,
but it is in fact the same work as the An- 2

Warton, IT. 23.

nals of the Stage, go far as being incor- *
Collier, i. 144.

Hist, of Engl. Poetry, Hi. 206.
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tragedy of Jephthah, and another by Grimoald on John the

Baptist, both older than the middle of the century, were writ

ten for academical representation. Nor was this confined to

the universities. Nicolas Udal, head-master of Eton, wrote
several plays in Latin to be acted in the long nights of winter by
his boys.

1
And, if we had to stop here, it might seem an un-

necessary minuteness to take notice of the diversions of school-

boys, especially as the same is recorded of other teachers be-

sides Udal. But there is something more in this. Udal has

lately become known in a new and more brilliant light, as the

father of English comedy. It was mentioned by War- first Eng-

ton, but without any comment, that Nicolas Udal wrote ^^edy
some English plays to be represented by his scholars ; a passage
from one of which is quoted by Wilson in his Art of Logic, de-

dicated to Edward VI.2
It might have been conjectured, by the

help of this quotation, that these plays were neither of the class

of moralities or mysteries, nor mere translations from Plautus
and Terence, as it would not have been unnatural at first to

suppose. Within a few years, however, the comedy from
which Wilson took his extract has been discovered. It was

printed in 1565, but probably written not later than 1540.
The title of this comedy is Ralph Roister Doister, a name un-
couth enough, and from which we should expect a very bar-

barous farce. But Udal, an eminent scholar, knew how to

preserve comic spirit and humor without degenerating into

licentious buffoonery. Ralph Roister Doister, in spite of its

title, is a play of some merit, though the wit may seem

designed for the purpose of natural merriment rather than
critical glory. We find in it, what is of no slight value, the
earliest lively picture of London manners among the gallants
and citizens, who furnished so much for the stage down to the
civil wars. And perhaps there is no striking difference in this

respect between the dramatic manners under Henry VIII.
and James I. This comedy, for there sterns no kind of rea-

son why it should be refused that honorable name, is much

* Fdal was not the first, if we could King's College in 1503, this cannot be true,
trust Harwood's Alumni Etoneu-ses, who at least so far as \\~olsey is concerned, it
established an Eton theatre. Of Right- is said afterwards, in the same book, of onfl

wise, who succeeded Lily as master of St. Hallewill, who went to Cambridge in 1532,
Paul's, it is said by him, that he was "a that he wrote "the tragedy of Dido."
most eminent grammarian, and wrote the Which should we believe, or were there

tragedy of Dido from Virgil, which was two Didos? But Harwood's book is not
acted before Cardinal Wolsey with great reckoned of much authority beyond til*

applause by himself and other scholars of mere records which he copied.
Eton." But, as Rightwise left Eton for Hist, of Kngl. Poetry, iii. 213.
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superior to Gammar Gurton's Needle, written twenty years
afterwards, from which it has wrested a long established pre-
cedence in our dramatic annals.1

SECT. m. 1520-1550.

Romances and Novels Rabelais.

47. THE popularity of Amadis de Gaul gave rise to a class

Romances of romances, the delight of the multitude in the six-
of chivalry, teenth century, though since chiefly remembered by
the ridicule and ignominy that has attached itself to their

name, those of knight-errantry. Most of these belong to

Spanish or Portuguese literature. Palmerin of Oliva, one of

the earliest, was published hi 1525. Palmerin, less fortunate

than his namesake of England, did not escape the penal flame

to which the barber and curate consigned many also of his

younger brethren. It has been observed by Bouterwek, that

every respectable Spanish writer, as well as Cervantes, resist-

ed the contagion of bad taste which kept the prolix mediocrity
of these romances in fashion.2

48. A far better style was that of the short novel, which the

Novels
Italian writers, especially Boccaccio, had rendered

popular in Europe. But, though many of these were

probably written within this period of thirty years, none of

much distinction come within it, as the date of their earliest

publication, except the celebrated Belphegor of Machiavel.3

1 See an analysis, with extracts of Ralph the Vice of the moralities ; but his humor
Roister Bolster, hi Collier's Hist, of Dram, never depends upon the accidents of dresa

Poetry, ii. 445-460. and accoutrements." 1842.]

[" The plot," Mr. C. observes, "ofRalph 2 Hist, of Spanish Literature, p. 304;
Roister Doister is amusing and well con- Dunlop's llist. of Fiction, vol. ii.

ducted, with an agreeable intermixture of s I cannot make another exception for

erious and comic dialogue, and a variety II Pellegrino by Caviceo of Parma, the first

of character to which no other piece of a known edition of which, published at Ve-
similar date can make any pretension, nice hi 1526, evidently alludes to one ear-

When we recollect that it was perhaps lier :
"
Diligentemente in lingua tosca cor-

written hi the reign of Henry VIII., we retto, e novamentestarnpatoet historiato."

ought to look upon it as a masterly pro- The editor speaks of the book as obsolete

duction. Had it followed Gammar Gur- in orthography and style. It is probably,
ton's Needle by as many years as it pre- however, not older than the last years of
ceded it, it would have been entitled to our the fifteenth century, being dedicated to

admiration on its own separate merits, Lucrezia Borgia. It is a very prolix and

Independent of any comparison with other tedious romance, in three books and two

pieces. The character of Matthew Merry- hundred and nineteen chapters, written

greeke here and there savor* a little of in a semi-poetical, diffuse style, and much
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The amusing story of Lazarillo de Tormes was certainly writ-

ten by Mendoza in his youth. But it did not appear in print
within our present period.

1 This is the first known specimen
in Spain of the picaresque, or rogue style, in which the adven-
tures of the low and rather dishonest part of the community
are made to furnish amusement for the great. The Italian

novelists are by no means without earlier instances ; but it

became the favorite and almost peculiar class of novel with the

Spanish writers about the end of the century.
49. But the most celebrated, and certainly the most brilliant,

performance in the path of fiction, that belongs to this

age, is thai of Rabelais. Few books are less likely
to obtain tht praise of a rigorous critic ; but few have more
the stamp of originality, or show a more redundant fertility,

always of language, and sometimes of imagination. He bears

a slight resemblance to Lucian, and a considerable one to

Aristophanes. His reading is large, but always rendered sub-

servient to ridicule ; he is never serious in a single page, and
seems to have had little other aim, in his first two volumes,
than to pour out the exuberance of his animal gayety. In the

latter part of Fantagruel's history, that is the fourth and fifth

books, one published in 1552, the other after the author's death
in 1561, a dislike to the Church of Rome, which had been

slightly perceived in the first volumes, is not at all disguised ;

but the vein of merriment becomes gradually less fertile, and
weariness steals on before the close of a work which had long
amused while it disgusted us. Allusions to particular charac-

ters are frequent, and in general transparent enough, with the

aid of a little information about contemporaneous history, in

several parts of Rabelais ; but much of what has been taken
for political and religious satire cannot, as far as I perceive, be

satisfactorily traced beyond the capricious imagination of the

in the usual manner of love-stories. Gin- edition of Lazarillo de Tonnes was in 1586

guene and Tiraboschi do not mention it : But Brunei mentions one printed at Bur
the Biographic Universelle does. gos in 1554, and three at Antwerp in 1553
Mr. Dunlop has given a short account and 1555. Supplement au Manuel du Li-

of a French novel, entitled, Les Aventures braire, art. " Ilurtado." The following
de Lycidas et de Cleorithe, which he con- earl}- edition also is in the British Museum,
siders as the earliest and best specimen of of which I transcribe the titlepage :

" La
what he calls the spiritual romance, un- Vida de Lazarillo de Tormes y de sus for-

mixed with chivalry or allegory. Hist, of tunas y adversidades, nuevamente impres-
Fiction, iii. 51. It was written in 1529 by sa, corregida, y de nuevo anadida ex este

Basire, Archdeiicon of Sens. I should sus- segunda impression. Vendense en Alcalvi

pect that there had been some of this class de Henares en casa de Salzedo librero ano

already in Germany : they certainly be- .de N.D. 1554." A colophon recites the
came common in that country afterwards, same date and place of impression. 1812.]

1
[Nicolas Antonio tells us that the first
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author. Those who have found Montluc. the famous Bishop of

Valence, in Panurge, or Antony of Bourbon, father of Henry
LV., in Pantagruel, keep no measures with chronology. Pan-

urge is so admirably conceived that we may fairly reckon him

original ; but the germ of the character is in the gracioso, or

clown, of the extemporaneous stage ; the roguish, selfish,

cowardly, cunning attendant, who became Panurge in the

plastic hands of Rabelais, and Sancho in those of Cervantes.

The French critics have not in general done justice to Rabe-

lais, whose manner was not that of the age of Louis XIV.
The Tale of a Tub appears to me by far the closest imitation

of it, and to be conceived altogether in a kindred spirit ; but

in general those who have had reading enough to rival the

copiousness of Rabelais have wanted his invention and humor,
or the riotousness of his animal spirits.

SECT. IV. 1520-1550.

Struggle between Latin and Italian languages Italian and Spanish Polite Writers
Criticism in Italy lu .France and England.

50. AMONG the polished writers of Italy, we meet on every
. , side the name of Bembo ; great in Italian as well as

Contest of
,

Latin and in Latin literature, in prose as in verse. It is now

guages.

lim" tne f urtn time tnat it occurs to us ; and in no instance

has he merited more of his country. Since the four-

teenth century, to repeat what has been said before, so absorb-

ing had become the love of ancient learning, that the natural

language, beautiful and copious as it really was, and polished
as it had been under the hands of Boccaccio, seemed to a

very false-judging pedantry scarce worthy of the higher kinds

of composition. Those, too, who with enthusiastic diligence

had acquired the power of writing Latin well, did not brook so

much as the equality of their native language. In an oration

delivered at Bologna in 1529 before the emperor and pope, by
Romolo Amaseo, one of the good writers of the sixteenth

century, he not only pronounced a panegyric upon the

Lathi tongue, but contended that the Italian should be re-

served for shops and markets, and the conversation of the
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vulgar;
1 nor was this doctrine, probably in rather a less de-

gree, uncommon during that age. A dialogue of Sperone
relates to this debated question, whether the Latin or Italian

language should be preferred ; one of the interlocutors (pro-
bably Lazaro Buonamici, an eminent scholar) disdaining the

latter as a mere corruption. It is a very ingenious perform-
ance, well conducted on both sides, and may be read with

pleasure. The Italians of that age- are as clever in criticism

as they are wearisome on the commonplaces of ethics. It

purports to have been written the year after the oration of

Romolo Amaseo, to which it alludes.

51. It is an evidence of the more liberal spirit that generally

accompanies the greatest abilities, that Bembo, supe- Influence

rior even to Amaseo in fame as a Latin writer, should of Bembo

have been among the first to retrieve the honor of

his native language by infusing into it that elegance and
selection of phrase which his taste had taught him in Latin,
and for which the Italian is scarcely less adapted. In the

dialogue of Sperone, quoted above, it is said that "
it was the

general opinion no one would write Italian who could write

Latin ; a prejudice in some measure lightened by the poem of

Politian on the tournament of Julian de
?

Medici, but not taken

away till Bembo, a Venetian gentleman, as learned in the

ancient languages as Politian, showed that he did not disdain

his maternal tongue."
2

5 '2. It is common in the present age to show as indiscrimi-

nating a disdain of those who wrote in Latin as they Apology for

seem to have felt towards their own literature. But Jjtini*t8-

the taste and imagination of Bembo are not given to every
one ; and we must remember, in justice to such men as Ama-
seo, who, though they imitate well, are yet but imitators in

style, that there was really scarce a book in Italian prose
written with any elegance, except the Decamerone of Boccac-

cio ; the manner of which, as Tiraboschi justly observes, how-
ever suitable to those sportive fictions, was not very well

adapted to serious eloquence.
3 Nor has the Italian language,

i Tiraboschi, x. 389. Ma certo e non meno, che affettata e 1*
* P. 430 (edit. 1596). sua rotonditi di periodo, faticosa la cro-
* x. 402. [Bettinelli speaks not rery trnzfone, dure e gpiacevoli le traspodnoni,

feyorably of the style of the Decameron, etc. L' altre opere sue di Citti non aono
" Gerto e, che il castumaie, il dipingere, 1' autorevoli fuorche in Crnsoa.

"
Riser-

mrte del dialogo, la grazia de motti. la gimento d" Italia dopo il Millesimo, rol. i

Terita e varieti di raratteri nel Decame- p. 192. 1842.]
no* fcmno am' opera molto eJoquente.
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we may add, in its very best models, attained so much energy
and condensation as will satisfy the ear or the understanding
of a good Latin scholar ; and there can be neither pedantry
nor absurdity in saying that it is an inferior organ of human

thought. The most valid objection to the employment of Latin
in public discourses or in moral treatises is its exclusion of

those whose advantage we are supposed to seek, and whose

sympathy we ought to excite. But this objection, though not

much less powerful in reality than at present, struck men less

sensibly in that age, when long use of the ancient language,
in which even the sermons of the clergy were frequently cle

livered, had taken away the sense of its impropriety.
1

53. This controversy points out some degree of change in

Character public opinion, and the first stage of that struggle
of the con- against the aristocracy of erudition which lasted more

rersy '

or less for nearly two centuries, till, like other strug-

gles of still more importance, it ended in the victory of the

many. In the days of Poggio and Politian, the native Italian

no more claimed an equality than the plebeians of Rome de-

manded the consulship in the first years of the republic. These

are the revolutions of human opinion, bearing some analogy
and parallelism to those of civil society, which it is the busi-

ness of an historian of literature to indicate.

54. The life of Bembo was spent, after the loss of his great

Life of patron, Leo X., in literary elegance at Padua. Here
Bembo. ne formed an extensive library, and collection of

medals ; and here he enjoyed the society of the learned, whom
that university supplied, or who visited him from other parts
of Italy and Europe. Far below Sadolet in the solid virtues

of his character, and not probably his superior in learning, he

has certainly left a greater name, and contributed more to the

literary progress of his native country. He died at an ad-

vanced age in 1547 ; having a few years before obtained a

cardinal's hat on the recommendation of Sadolet.2

55. The style of some other Italian and Spanish writers,

1 Sadolet himself had rather discouraged tag, tuque in ea facultate princeps mihi
Bembo from writing Italian, as appears longe viderere, uon tain abstrahebam te

from one of his epistles, thanking his illinc, quain hue vocabam. Nee stadium
friend for the present of a book, perhaps reprehendebam in illis tuum, Bed te majors
e Prose. " Sed tu fortasse conjicis ex eo, quacdam spectare debere arbitrabar."

ula mihi non placere, quod te avocare sole- Epist., lib. ii. p. 55.

bam ab illis literis. Faciebam ego id qul-
2
Tiraboschi, ix. 296; Corniani, ir. 89

dem, sod consilio, ut videbar, bono. Cum Sadolet. Epist., lib. xii. p. 655.
euim iu Latiuis major multo inesset digni-
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Castiglione, Sperone, MachiaveL Guevara, Oliva, has been al

ready adverted to when the subject of their writings
was before as ; and it would be tedious to dwell of Italian

upon them again in this point of view. The Italians and span-

have been accustomed to associate almost every kind
of excellence with the word cinquecento. They extol the

elegant style and fine taste of those writers. But Andres has

remarked, with no injustice, that if we find purity, correctness,

and elegance of expression, in the chief prose writers of this

century, we cannot but also acknowledge an empty prolixity of

periods, a harsh involution of words and clauses, a jejune and
wearisome circuity of sentences, with a striking deficiency of

thought.
u Let us admit the graces of mere language in the

famous authors of this period ; but we must own them to be

far from models of eloquence, so tedious and languid as they
are." 1 The Spanish writers of the same century, he says

afterwards, nourished as well as the Italian with the milk of

antiquity, transfused the spirit and vigor of these ancients int

their own compositions, not with the servile imitation of the

others, nor seeking to arrange their phrases and round theii

periods, the source of languor and emptiness, so that the besl

Spanish prose is more flowing and harmonious than the con-

temporary Italian.-'

56. The French do not claim, I believe, to have producec
at the middle of the sixteenth century any prose English

writer of a polished or vigorous style, Calvin except-
wntere-

ed, the dedication of whose Institutes hi French to Francis I

is a model of purity and elegance for the age.
8

Sir Thomai
More's Life of Edward V., written about 1509, ap-

pears to me the first example of good English lan-

guage ; pure and perspicuous, well-chosen, without vulgarismi
or pedantry.

4 His polemical tracts are inferior, but not ill-

written. We have seen that Sir Thomas Elyot had somt

vigor of style. Ascham, whose Toxophilus, or Dia-

logue on Archery, came out in 1544, does not excel

him. But his works have been reprinted in modern times,
and are consequently better known than those of Elyou The

early English writers are seldom select enough in their phrases

1
Andres, rii. 68. HoIlinsshed'B Chronicle ; and the reader

* Id. 72. mar find a long extract in the preface to
* Neufchltfui. Essai snr les meiBeurs Todd's edition of Johnson's Dictionary.
urrages dans la langne Franchise, p. 135. I should name the account of Jane Shan

Thfe has been reprinted entire in at a model of nlrpmt namtiao
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to bear such a critical judgment as the academicians of Italy
were wont to exercise.

57. Next to the models of style, we may place those writings
Italian which are designed to form them. In all sorts of
cntjcism.

criticism, whether it confines itself to the idioms of a

single language, or rises to something like a general principle
of taste, the Italian writers had a decided priority in order of

time as well as of merit. We have already mentioned the

earliest work, that of Fortunio, on Italian grammar. Liburnio,
at Venice, in 1521, followed with his Volgari Eleganzie. But
this was speedily eclipsed by a work of Bembo, published in

1525, with the rather singular title, Le Prose. These obser-

vations on the native language, commenced more than twenty
years before, are written in dialogue, supposed to originate in

the great controversy of that age, whether it were worthy of

a man of letters to employ his mother-tongue instead of Latin.

Bembo Bembo well defended the national cause, and by
judicious criticism on the language itself and the best

writers in it, put an end to the most specious argument under
which the advocates of Latin sheltered themselves, that the

Italian, being a mere assemblage of independent dialects, vary-
ing not only in pronunciation and orthography, but in their

words and idioms, and having been written with unbounded

irregularity and constant adoption of vulgar plirases, could

afford no certain test of grammatical purity or graceful orna-

ment. It was thought necessary by Bembo to meet this objec-
tion by the choice of a single dialect; and, though a Venetian,
he had no hesitation to recognize the superiority of that spoken
in Florence. The Tuscan writers of that century proudly
make use of his testimony in aid of their pretensions to dic-

tate the laws of Italian idiom. Varchi says,
" The Italians

cannot be sufficiently thankful to Bembo, for having not only

purified their language from the rust of past ages, but given it

such regularity and clearness, that it has become what we now
see." This early work, however, as might be expected, has

not wholly escaped the censure of a school of subtle and fasti-

dious critics, hi whom Italy became fertile.
1

58. Several other treatises on the Italian language appeared
even before the middle of the century, though few compara-

tively with the more celebrated and elaborate labors of criti-

i Gtagu6n, vil 390; Corniani, IT. 111.
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cism in its latter portion. None seem to deserve mention,
unless it be the Observations of Lodovico Dolce (Venice, 1550),
which were much improved in subsequent editions. Of the

higher kind of criticism, which endeavors to excite and guide
our perceptions of literary excellence, we find few or no speci-

mens, even in Italy, within this period, except so far as the

dialogues of Bembo furnish instances.

59. France was not destitute of a few obscure treatises at

this time, enough to lay the foundations of her critical G ma_

literature. The complex rules of French metre were rians and

to be laid down ; and the language was iregular j^ce
m

in pronunciation, accent, and orthography. These

meaner, but necessary, elements of correctness occupied three

or four writers, of whom Goujet has made brief mention:

Sylvius, or Du Bois, who seems to have been the earliest

writer on grammar ;

x

Stephen Dolet, better known by his

unfortunate fate than by his essay on French punctuation ;
*

and, though Goujet does not name him, we may add an Eng-
lishman, Palsgrave, who published a French grammar in

English as early as 1530.3 An earlier production than any of

these is the Art de plaine Rhetorique, by Peter Fabiy, 1521 ;

in which, with the help of some knowledge of Cicero, he

attempted, but with little correctness, and often in absurd

expressions, to establish the principles of oratory. If his work
is no better than Goujet represents it to be, its popularity
must denote a low condition of literature in France.4 The
first who aspired to lay down any thing like laws of taste in

poetry was Thomas Sibilet, whose Art Poetique appeared in

1548. This is in two books; the former relating to the metri-

cal rules of French verse, the latter giving precepts, short

and judicious, for different kinds of composition. It is not,

however, a work of much importance.
5

60. A more remarkable grammarian of this time was Louis

Meigret, who endeavored to reform orthography by ortnoOTa_

adapting it to pronunciation. In a language where phy "^
these had come to differ so prodigiously as they did

e'^re-

in French, something of this kind would be silently effected by
the printers : but the bold scheme of Meigret went beyond
their ideas of reformation ; and he complains that he could not

i [The Sylvius here mentioned was, as I * Goujet, Biblioth. Francaise. i. 42, 81
hare been informed, James Du Bois, the 3

Biogr. Univ., Palsgrave."
phvsiciun. brother of Francis, who is r *

Goujet, i. 3ol.

rardei, p. 271. 1S12.] Gouje^ iii. 92.
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prevail to have his words given to the public in the form he

preferred. They were ultimately less rigid ; and the new

orthography appears in some grammatical treatises of Meigret,

published about 1550. It was not, as we know, very suc-

cessful ;
but he has credit given him for some improvements

which have been retained in French printing. Meigret's
French Grammar, it has been said, is the first that contains

any rational or proper principles of the language. It has

been observed, I know not how correctly, that he was the

first who denied the name of case to those modifications of

sense hi nouns which are not marked by inflection ; but the

writer to whom I am indebted for this adds, what all will not

alike admit, that this limited meaning of the word "
case,"

which the modern grammars generally adopt, is rather an

arbitrary deviation from their predecessors.
1

61. It would have been strange, if we could exhibit a list

Cox's Art of of English writers on the subject of our language
Rhetoric. m t^Q ^j^ of Henry VIII., when it has at all

times been the most neglected department of our literature.

The English have ever been as indocile in acknowledging
the rules of criticism, even those which determine the most

ordinary questions of grammar, as the Italians and French
have been voluntarily obedient. Nor had they as yet drunk

deep enough of classical learning to discriminate, by any
steady principle, the general beauties of composition. Yet,

among the scanty rivulets that the English press furnished,
we find "The Art or Craft of Ehetoryke," dedicated by
Leonard Cox. to Hugh Faringdon, Abbot of Reading. This

book, which, though now very scarce, was translated into

Lathi, and twice printed at Cracow, in the year 152 6,
2

is

the work of a schoolmaster and man of reputed learning.
The English edition has no date, but was probably pub-
lished about 1524. Cox says :

" I have partly translated

out of a work of rhetoric written in the Latin tongue, and

partly compiled of my own, and so made a little treatise in

manner of an introduction into this aforesaid science, and that

in the English tongue ; remembering that every good thing,
after the saying of the philosopher, the more common the

better it is." His Art of Rhetoric follows the usual distribution

of the ancients, both as to the kinds of oration and their parts ;

i
Biogr. Univ.,

"
Meigret," a good article; Goujet, i. 88.
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with examples, Aiefly from Roman history, to direct the choice

of arguments. It is -hard to say how much may be considered

as his own. The book is hi duodecimo, and contains but

eighty-five pages : it would of course be unworthy of notice in

a later period.
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CHAPTER IX.

ON THB SCIENTIFIC AND MISCELLANEOUS LITERATURE OF EURGPB,

FKOM 1520 TO 1550.

SECTION I.

On Mathematical and Physical Science.

1. THE first translation of Euclid from the Greek text was
Geometrical made by Zamberti of Venice, and appeared in 1505.
treaties. jt was republished at Basle in 1537. The Spherics
of Theodosius and the Conies of Apollonius were translated

by men, it is said, more conversant with Greek than with

geometry. A higher praise is due to Werner of Nuremberg,
the first who aspired to restore the geometrical analysis of the

ancients. The treatise of Regiomontanus on triangles was fir.st

published in 1533. It may be presumed that its more impor-
tant contents were aheady known to geometers. Montucla
hints that the editor Schaener may have introduced some alge-
braic solutions which appear in this work ; but there seems no
reason to doubt that Regiomontanus was sufficiently acquainted
with that science. The treatise of Vitello on optics, which

belongs to the thirteenth century, was first printed in 1533.1

2. Oronce Finee, with some reputation in his own times,

has, according to Montucla, no pretension to the

name of a geometer ; and another Frenchman, Fer-

nel, better known as a physician, who published a Cosmotheo-
ria in 1527, though he first gave the length of a degree of the

meridian, and came not far from the truth, arrived at it by so

unscientific a method, being in fact no other than counting the

Rhoeticus
revolutions of a wheel along the main road, that he
cannot be reckoned much higher.

2 These are obscure

1
Montncla, K'istner. cember, 1841), that Montucla, Delambre,

1 Montucla, ii. 316 ; K'lstner, ii. 329. and others have made an egregious error

[It has lately been shown by Professor de about Fernel's meisurement, which they
Morgan 'Philosophical Magazine for De- hare reduced to French toUos, in direct
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names in comparison with Joachim, surnamed Rhoeticus, from

his native country. After the publication of the work of

Ilegiomontanus on trigonometry, he conceived the project of

carrying those labors still farther, and calculated the sines,

tangents, and secants, the last gf which he first i educed to

tables, for every minute of the quadrant, to a radius of unity

followed by fifteen ciphers ; one of the most remarkable monu-

ments, says Montucla. of human patience, or rather of a de-

votion to science, the more meritorious that it could not be

attended with much glory. But this work was not published
till 1594, and then not so complete as Rhoeticus had left it.

1

3. Jerome Cardan is, as it were, the founder of the higher

algebra ; for, whatever he may have borrowed from cardan and

others, we derive the science from his Ars Magna,
Tarta Ua-

published in 1545. It contains many valuable discoveries;

but that which has been most celebrated is the rule for the

solution of cubic equations, generally known by Car- cubic equa-

dan's name, though he had obtained it from a man of tions-

equal genius in algebraic science, Nicolas Tartaglia. The

original inventor appears to have been Scipio Ferreo, who,

about 1505, by some unknown process, discovered the solution

of a single case ; that of ar
5

-\-p x= q. Ferreo imparted the

secret to one Fiore, or Floridus. who challenged Taitaglia to

a public trial of skill, not unusual in that age. Before he

heard of this, Tartaglia, as he assures us himself, had found

out the solution of two other forms of cubic equation ; x 3
-f-

p JT= q, and ar
3

p JT= q. When the day of trial arrived,

Tartaglia was able, not only to solve the problems offered by
Fiore, but to baffle him entirely by others which resulted in

the forms of equation, the solution of which had been .disco-

vered by himself. This was in 1535 ; and, four years after-

wards, Cardan obtained^
the secret from Tartaglia under an

oath of secrecy. In his Ars Magna, he did not hesitate to

violate this engagement ; and, though he gave Tartaglia the

credit of the discovery, revealed the process to the world.5

opposition to what he has said himself, concealed his discovery; and others hav

He estimates the degree of latitude at echoed this strain. Tartaglia hi01*!:

68.09> Italian miles (equal to 63 or 64 in a passage I have read in Co<=sa!i. th:it

English ), and consequently falls very short he meant to have divulged it ultimately

of the truth. 1*42.] but, in that age, money as well as credit

1 Montucla. i. 5S2 : Bio^r. Univ., art. was to be got by keeping the secret : and
" Joachim :

" K'.Utner. i. 661. those who censure him wholly forget tha*

* Play four, in hU second dissertation in the solution of cubic equations was, in the

the BnqpdoptMlim Britannica, though he actual state of algebra, perfectly deroi i

cannot but condemn Cardan, seems to of any utility to the world,

think Tartaglia rightly treated for having

YOU I 29
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He lias said himself, that by the help of Ferrari, a very good
mathematician, he extended his rule to some cases not com-

prehended in that of Tartaglia ; but the best historian of early
algebra seems not to allow this claim.1

4. This writer, Cossali, has ingeniously attempted to trace

Beauty
^e process by wh&h Tartaglia arrived at this dis-

covery ;

a one which, when compared with the other
Tery '

leading rules of algebra, where the invention, how-
ever useful, has generally lam much nearer the surface, seems
an astonishing effort of sagacity. Even Harriott's beautiful

generalization of the composition of equations was prepared
by what Cardan and Vieta had done before, or might have
been suggested by observation in the less complex cases.

3

5. Cardan, though not entitled to the honor of this dis-

covery, nor even equal, perhaps, in mathematical

genius to Tartaglia, made a great epoch in the

science of algebra; and, according to Cossali and

Hutton, has a claim to much that Montucla has unfairly or

carelessly attributed to his favorite Vieta. "
It appears," says

Dr. Hutton, "from this short chapter (lib. x. cap. 1 of the

ingmii mortalu elaritatem ars h/r.c mpertt
donum profecto azleste, experimtntum au-
tem virtutis animorum, atque adeo Ulii.ttre,
ut qui hefc attigerit nihil non intellii>rre

posse se ereilatt. Hujus amiulatione Mico-
laus Tartalea Brixellensi. aniirus noster,
cum in certainen cum ilium discipulo An-
tonio Maria Florido veuisset, capitulum
idem ne vinreretur invenit, qui mini ipsum
multis precibus exoratus tradidit. De-

ceptus eniin ego verbis Luc;e I'arioli. qui
Ultra ana capitula generate ullum aliud
esse posse negat (quauquam tot jam .mira
rebus a me inventis sub nmnibus esset),

desperabum tamen invenire quod qun-rere
non audebam.* Inde autem illo habito
demonstrationom venatus, intellexi com-
plura alia pogse haberi. Ac eo studio,
auctaqu* jam confidentia. per me partiiu,
ac etiam aliqua per Lndovicum Ferrarium,
oUm alumnum nostrum, inveni. Porro

quas ab his inventa aunt, illorum nomini-
bus decorabuntur, cetera quae nomine
carent nostra sunt. At etiam demonstra-
tions', praeter tres Mahometis, et duas

Ludovici, omnes nortras sunt, singuld que
capitibus suis praspr nentur, inde regula d-

dita. siit>jifietiir experimentum.'' K ist-

ner, p. 152. The passage in Italics is also

quoted by Cossali, p. 159.

i
Cossali, Storia Critica d' Algebra (1797),

U. 96, &c. ;
Uutton's Mathematical Dic-

tionary ; Montucla, i. 591 ; Kistner, i. 152.
*

Ibid., p. 145. Tartaglia boasts of

baring discovered, by a geometrical con-

struction, that the cube of- /7-f-^=p3-f-

p2<7-j-p^2_j-g3. i gjve tne modern formula
;

but literal algebra was unknown to him.
3 Cardan strongly expresses his sense of

this recondite discovery. And as the pas-
gage in which he retraces the early progress
of algebra is short, and is quoted from Car-
dan's works, which are .scarce in England,
by Kastner. who is himself not very com-
monly known here, 1 shall transcribe the
whole passage as a curiosity for our philo-
maths. ' Hsec ars olim a Mahomete Mosis
Arabis filio initium sumpsit. Ktenim hu-

jus rei locuples testis Leonardus Pisanus.

Kcliquit autem capitula quatnor. cum suis

demonstrationibus quas DOS loris suis as-

cribemus. Post multavero temporum in-

tervalla tria capitula derivativa addita illis

Flint, incerto autore, quse tamen cum prin-

cipalibus a Luca Paciolo posita sunt. De-
mum etiam ex priinis. alia tria derivativa,
a quqdain ignoto viro inventa legi, hsec ta-

men minim*: in lucem prodierant. cum
essent aliis longe utiliora, nam cubi et

uumeri et cubi quadrat! ajstimationem do-
cebant. Verum temporibus uostrLs Scijiio
Ferrous BonouiensLs, capitulum cubi et
rerum numero aequalium [x^-\~px=^ij] in-

renit, rem sane pulchram et admirabilem :

rum ornnem humanoM subtUitutem, omnis

*
[This was very erroneously printed in

the first edition
;

in consequence, as I be-

lieve. of a mistake I hiui uaadc iii Uunscrip-
tion. 1842.]
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ATS Magna), that he had discovered most of the principal

properties of the roots of equations, and could point out the

number and nature of the roots, partly from the signs of

the terms, and partly from the magnitude and relations of the

co-efficients." Cossali has given the larger part of a quarto
volume to the algebra of Cardan ; his object being to establish

the priority of the Italian's claim to most of the discoveries

ascribed by Montucla to others, and especially to Vieta.

Cardan knew how to transform a complete cubic equation
into one wanting the second term ; one of the flowers which

Montucla has placed on the head of Vieta ; and this he ex-

plains so fully, that Cossali charges the French historian of

mathematics with having never read the Ars Magna.
1 Leo-

nard of Pisa had been aware, that quadratic equations might
have two positive roots; but Cardan first perceived, or at

least first noticed, the negative roots, which he calls ficta
radices? In this, perhaps, there is nothing extraordinary:
the algebraic language must early have been perceived by
such acute men as exercised themselves in problems to give a

double solution of every quadratic equation ; but, in fact, the

conditions of these problems, being always numerical, were

such as to render a negative result practically false, and im-

pertinent to the question. It is therefore, perhaps, without

much cause that Cossali triumphs in the ignorance shown of

negative values by Vieta, Bachet, and even Harriott, though
Cardan had pointed them out ;

3 since we may better say, that

they did not trouble themselves with what, in the actual appli-

cation of algebra, could be of no utility. Cardan also is said

to have discovered, that every cubic equation has one or three

real roots, and (what seems hardly probable in the state of

science at that time) that there are as many positive or true

roots as changes of sign in the equation ; that the co-efficient

of the second term is equal to the sum of the roots ; so that,

where it is wanting, the positive and negative values must

compensate each other ;

* and that the known term is the pro-

duct of all the roots. Nor was he ignorant of a method of

extracting roots by approximation ; but in this again the defi-

1 P. 164. efficient of the second term, that Cardan
* Montucla gives Cardan the credit due recognized the existence of equal roots,

tor this; at least in his second edition even when affected by the same sign (Cos-

(1799), p. 595. sali, ii. 362), which, considered in relation

3 i. 23. to the numerical problems then in UM,
* Itmust, apparently, hare been through would seem a kind of absurdity.

hi* knowledge of this property of the co-
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triteness of solution, which numerical problems admit and re-

quire, would prevent any great progress from being made.1

The rules are not perhaps all laid down by him very clearly ;

and it is to be observed, that he confined himself chiefly to

equations not above the third power; though he first pub-
lished the method of solving biquadratics, invented by his

co-adjutor Ferrari. Cossali has also shown, that the applica-
tion of algebra to geometry, and even to the geometrical con-

struction of problems, was known in some cases by Tartaglia
and Cardan ; thus plucking another feather from the wing of

Vieta or of Descartes. It is a little amusing to see, that,

after Montucla had labored with so much success to despoil
Harriott of the glory which Wallis had, perhaps with too

national a feeling, bestowed upon him for a long list of dis-

coveries contained in the writings of Vieta, a claimant by an
older title started up in Jerome Cardan ; who, if we may trust

his accomplished advocate, seems to have established his right
at the expense of both.

6. These anticipations of Cardan are the more truly Avon

derful when we consider that the symbolical language
tions of ai- of algebra, that powerful instrument not only in ex-

n-
pe(jiting the processes of thought, but in suggesting

general truths to the mind, was nearly unknown in

his age. Diophantus, Fra Luca, and Cardan make use occa-

sionally of letters to express indefinite quantities besides the

res or cosa, sometimes written shortly, for the assumed un-

known number of an equation. But letters were not yet
substituted for known quantities. Michael Stifel, in his Arith-

metica Integra, Nuremberg, 1544, is said to have first used

the signs -j- and ,
and numeral exponents of powers.

2
It is

very singular that discoveries of the greatest convenience, and

apparently not above the ingenuity of a parish schoolmaster,
should have been overlooked by men of extraordinary acute-

ness, like Tartaglia, Cardan, and Ferrari, and hardly less so,

that by dint of this acuteness they dispensed witli the aid of

these contrivances, in which we suppose that so much of the

utility of algebraic expression consists.

1 K.istnor, p. 161. In one place, Cossali sage we find Cossali saying :
" Una somraa

ghows that Cardan had transported all the di quautiti uguale al zero area uu' aria

quantities of an equation to one side, mostruosa, e nou sapeasi di equazion ai

making the whole equal to zero, which fatta coucepire idea." p. 159.

W:il lis has ascribed to Harriott as his lead- * Huttou K'istner.

ing discovery, p. 324. Yet in another pas-
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7. But the great boast of science during this period is the

treatise of Copernicus on the revolutions of the _
i i i i- , i * i- i -i-r Copernicus.

heavenly bodies, in six books, published at Nurem-

berg in 1543.1 This founder of modern astronomy was born
at Thorn, of a good family, hi 1473 ; and, after receiving the

best education his country furnished, spent some years in Italy,

rendering himself master of all the mathematical and astro-

nomical science at that time attainable. He became possessed
afterwards of an ecclesiastical benefice in his own country. It

appears to have been about 1507, that, after meditating on

various schemes besides the Ptolemaic, he began to adopt and
confirm in writing that of Pythagoras, as alone capable of

explaining the planetary motions with that simplicity which

gives a presumption of truth in the works of nature.2

Many
years of exact observation confirmed his mind in the persua-
sion that he had solved the grandest problem which can occu-

py the astronomer. He seems to have completed his treatise

about 1530; but perhaps dreaded the bigoted prejudices
which afterwards oppressed Galileo. Hence he is careful

to propound his theory as an hypothesis, though it is suffici-

ently manifest that he did not doubt of its truth. It was first

publicly announced by his disciple Joachim Rhceticus, already
mentioned for his trigonometry, in the Narratio de Revolu-

tionibus Copernici, printed at Dantzic in 1540. The treatise

of Copernicus himself, three years afterwards, is dedicated to

the pope, Paul HI., as if to shield himself under that sacred

mantle. But he was better protected by the common safe-

guard against oppression. The book reached him on the day
of his death ; and he just touched with his hands the great

legacy he was to bequeath to mankind. But many years
were to elapse before they availed themselves of the wisdom

1 The titlepage and advertisement of BO Ayew^erpT/rof ovJc stains." Noriber-

famous a work, and which so few of my gse, apud Job. Petreium, anno MDxliii

readers will have seen, are worth cop\ ing
2 This is the proper statement of the Co-

from Kastner, ii. 595.
" Nicolai Copernici pernican argument, as it then stood : 'A

Torinensis de revolutionisms orbium coeles- rested on what we may call a metaphysical
tium libri vi. probability, founded upon its beauty and
" Habes in hoc opere jam recens nato et simplicity ;

for it is to be remembered that

edito, studiose lector, motus stellarum torn the Ptolemaic hypothesis explained all the

fixarum quam erraticarum, cum ex vete- phenomena then known. Those which
ribus turn etiam ex recentibus observa- are only to be solved by the supposition of

tionibus restitutes
;

et novis insuper ac the earth's motion were discovered long

admirabilibushypothesibusornatos. Ha- afterwards. This excuses the slow reeep-
bes etiam tabula's expeditissinias, ex quibus tion of the new system, interfering as it

eosdem ad quodvis tempus quam facillime did with so many prejudices, and iucapa-
ealculare potcris. Igitureme, lege, fruere. ble of that kind of >roof which mankind

generallv demand
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of Copernicus. The progress of his system, even among
astronomers, as we shall hereafter see, was exceeding slow.1

We may just mention here, that no kind of progress was
made in mechanical or optical science during the first part of

the sixteenth century.
'.< -.!,:)/ -Mil.)- . . : ! ,. .

'.' '

_'-.
liJJ-i

Jj.'J'.v^HCKJ ,om<f '>JI ..Ol'f.'il
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On Medicine and Anatomy.;'-..:..;., :
: ;.

8. THE revival of classical literature had an extensive

influence where we might not immediately anticipate it, on

Revival of tne science of medicine. Jurisprudence itself, though
Greek me- nominally and exclusively connected with the laws

of Rome, was hardly more indebted to the restorers

of ancient learning than the art of healing, which seems to

own no mistress but nature, no code of laws but those which

regulate the human system. But the Greeks, among their other

vast superiorities above the Arabians, who borrowed so much,
and so much perverted what they borrowed, were not only
the real founders, but the best teachers

,
of medicine, a

science which in their hands seems, more than any other, to

have anticipated the Baconian philosophy ; being founded on
an induction proceeding by select experience, always obser-

vant, always cautious, and ascending slowly to the generalities
of theory. But, instead of Hippocrates and Galen, the Ara-
bians brought in physicians of their own, men, doubtless, of

considerable though inferior merit ; and substituted arbitrary
or empirical precepts for the enlarged philosophy of the

G reeks. The scholastic subtilty also obtruded itself even into

medicine ; and the writings of the middle ages on these sub-

jects are alike barbarous in style and useless in substance.

Pharmacy owes much to this oriental school; but it lias

1
Oiissendi, Vita Coperaici ; Biogr. Univ. ; mon to matter, and probably extending to

'

Montucla; Kistner; Playfair. Gassendi, the heavenly bodies, though it does not

p. 14-22, gives a short analysis of the great appear that he surmised their mutual in-

work of Copernicus, De orbiuin coelestium fluences in virtue of it :
" Gravitatern ens*

revolutionibns, p. 22. The hypothesis is atfectionein non terra totius, sed partium
generally laid down in the first of the six ejus propriom, qualem soli etiam et lunae
books. One of the most remarkable pas- caeterisque astris convenire credibile est."

sages in Copernicus is his conjecture, that These are the words of Copernicus himself

gravitation was not a central tendency, as quoted by Gasseudi, p. la.

hud been supposed, but uu attraction com-
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retained no reputation in physiological or pathological sci-

ence.

9. Nicolas Leonicenus, who became professor at Ferrara
before 1470, was the first restorer of the Hippocra- L5nacrean(j
tic method of practice. He lived to a very advanced other pny-

age, and was the first translator of Galen from the
Qcians -

Greek.1 Our excellent countryman. Linacre, did almost as

much for medicine. The College of Physicians, founded by
Henry VIII. in 1518, venerates him as its original president.
His primary object was to secure a learned profession, to res-

cue the art of healing from mischievous ignorance, and to

guide the industrious student in the path of real knowledge,
which at that time lay far more through the regions of ancient

learning than at present. It was important, not for the mere

dignity of the profession, but for its proper ends, to encourage
the cultivation of the Greek language or to supply its want

by accurate versions of the chief medical writers.2 Linacre

himself, and several eminent physicians on the Continent,

Cop, Ruel. Gonthier, Fuchs, by such labors in translation,

restored the school of Hippocrates. That of the Arabians

rapidly lost ground, though it preserved through the sixteenth

century an ascendency in Spain ; and some traces of its influ-

ence, especially the precarious empiricism of judging diseases

by the renal secretion, without sight of the patient; which was

very general in that age, continued long afterwards in several

parts of Europe.
3

10. The study of Hippocrates taught the medical writers

of this century to observe and describe like him. Medical

Their works, chiefly indeed after the period with u"10 *01*-

which we are immediately concerned, are very numerous ; and
some of them deserve much praise, though neither the theory
of the science, nor the power of judiciously observing and

describing, was yet in a very advanced state. The besetting
sin of all who should have labored for truth, an undue respect
for authority, made Hippocrates and Galen, especially the

. former, as much the idols of the medical world as Augustin
and Aristotle were of theology and metaphysics. This led to

a pedantic erudition, and contempt of opposite experience,
which rendered the professors of medicine an inexhaustible

1
Biogr. Univ. : Sprengel, Hist, de la Me- * Johnson's Life of Linacre, p. 207, 279 ;

decine (tnduite par JourdanV, vol. ii. Biogr. Britann.
*
Sprengel, rol iii. passim
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theme of popular ridicule. Some, however, even at an early

time, broke away from the trammels of implicit obedience to

the Greek masters. Fernel, one of the first physicians in

France, rejecting what he could not approve in their writini:-,

gave an example of free inquiry. Argentier of Turin tended

to shake the influence of- Galen by founding a school which

combated many of his leading theories.
1 But the most success-

ful opponent of the orthodox Creed was Paracelsus.
Paracelsus. _ ,

rr
. , 7, , ., , , .

Of his speculative philosophy, or rather the wild chi-

meras which he borrowed or devised, enough has been said

in former pages. His reputation was originally founded on a

supposed skill in medicine ; and it is probable, that independ-

ently of his real merit in the application of chemistry to

medicine, and in the employment of very powerful agents, such

as. antimony, the fanaticism of his pretended philosophy would

exercise that potency over the bodily frame, to which disease

has, in recent experience, so often yielded.
2

11. The first important advances in anatomical knowledge
Anatomy, since the time of Mundinus were made by Beren-
Berenger. ger of (]arpi ?

|n his commentary upon that author,

printed at Bologna in 1521, which it was thought worth while

to translate into English as late as 1664, and in his Isagogaj
breves in Anatomiam, Bologna, 1522. He followed the steps
of Mundinua in human dissection, and thus gained an advan-

tage over Galen. Hence we owe to him the knowledge of

several specific differences between the human structure and
that of quadrupeds. Berenger is asserted to have discovered

two of the small bones of the ear, though this is contested on

behalf of Achillini. Portal observes, that, though some have

regarded Berenger as the restorer of the science of anatomy,
it is hard to strip one so mueh superior to him as Vesalius of

that honor.3

12. Every early anatomist was left far behind when Yr.-a-

Vesaiius
^us

'
a native f Brussels, who acquired in early

youth an extraordinary reputation on this side of the

Alps, and in 1540 became professor of the science at Pavia,

published at Basle, in 1543, his great work De Corporis
himiam Fabrica. If Vesalius was not quite to anatomy what

1 Id. 204. "
Argentier," he says,

" was are not inherent in certain distinct parts
the first to lay down a novel and true prip- of the brain."

eiple, that the different faculties of the soul 2
Sprengel, vol. iii.

3 Hist, de 1'Anatoinie, i. 277.
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Copernicus was to astronomy, he has yet been said, a little

hyperbolically, to have discovered a new world. A supersti-
tious prejudice against human dissection had confined the an-

cient anatomists in general to pigs and apes, though Galen,

according to Portal, had some experience in the former.

Mundinus and Berenger, by occasionally dissecting the human

body, had thrown much additional light on its structure ; and

the superficial muscles, those immediately under the integu-

ments, had been studied by Da Vinci and others for the pur-

poses of painting- and sculpture. Vesalius first gave a com-

plete description of the human body, with designs, which, at

the time, were ascribed to Titian. We have here, therefore,

a great step made in science : the precise estimation of Vesa-

lius's discoveries must be
;

sought, of course, in anatomical his-

tory.
1

13.' "Vesalius," says Portal, in the rapturous strain 'of one

devoted to his own science,
"
appears to me one of porta]!g

the greatest men who ever existed. Let the astro- account ot

nomers vaunt their Copernicus, the natural philoso-

phers their Galileo and Torricelli, the mathematicians their

Pascal, the geographers their Columbus, I shall arways
place Vesalius above all their heroes. The first study for

man is man. Vesalius has had this noble object in view, and
has admirably attained it: he has made on himself and his

fellows such discoveries as Columbus could only make by
travelling to the extremity of the world. The discoveries of

Vesalius are of direct importance to man : by acquiring fresh

knowledge of his own structure, man seems to enlarge his

existence ; while discoveries in geography or astronomy affect

him but in a very indirect manner." He proceeds to com

pare him with Winslow, more than a century later, in order

to show how little had been done in the intermediate time.

Vesalius seems not to have known the osteology of the ear.

His account of the teeth is not complete ; but he first clearly
described the bones of the feet. He has given a full account

of the muscles, but with some mistakes ; and was ignorant of

a very few. In his account of the sanguineous and nervous

systems, the errors seem more numerous. He describes the

intestines better than his predecessors, and the heart very
well ; the organs of generation not better than they, and some

i
Portal, i. 394-433
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times omits their discoveries ; the brain admirably, little hav-

ing since been added.

14. The zeal of Vesalius and his fellow-students for anato-

human mical science led them to strange scenes of adven-
.

ture. Those services which have since been thrown
on the refuse of mankind, they voluntarily undertook.

" Entire affection scorneth nicer hands."

They prowled by night in charnel-houses ; they dug up the dead
from the grave ; they climbed the gibbet, in fear and silence,

to steal the mouldering carcass of the murderer, the risk of

ignominious punishment, and the secret stings of superstitious

remorse, exalting, no doubt, the delight of these useful but

not very enviable pursuits.
1

15. It may be mentioned here, that Vesalius, after living

Fate of for some years in the court of Charles and Philip as
Veaaiius. their physician, met with a strange reverse, chanic-

teristic enough of such a place. Being absurdly accused of

having dissected a Spanish gentleman before he was dead,
Vesalius only escaped capital punishment, at the instance of

the Inquisition, by undertaking a pilgrimage to Jerusalem ;

during which he was shipwrecked, and died of famine in one

of the Greek islands.
2

16. The best anatomists were found in Italy. But Fran-

other cis I. invited one of these, Vidus Vidius, to his royal
anatomists, ^ege at p^ . an(j

j
from that timej France had

several of respectable name. Such were Charles Etienne,
one of the great typographical family, Sylvius, and Gonthicr:'

A French writer about 1540, Levasseur, has been thought to

have known, at least, the circulation of the blood through the

lungs, as well as the valves of the arteries and veins, and their

direction, and its purpose ; treading closely on an anticipation
of Harvey.

4 But this seems to be too hastily inferred. Por-

tal has erroneously supposed the celebrated passage of Serve-

tus on the circulation of the blood to be contained in his book

De Trinitatis erroribus, published in 1531 ;
6 whereas it is

i
Portal, p. 395. Portal, p. 373, quotes the passage,
Portal ; Tiraboschi, Ix. 34 ; Biogr. which at first seems to warrant this inti.-r-

1,'ni v. [gprengel, 1 list, de la Medecine, vol. enre. but is rather obscurely worded. \N>

IT. p. 6, treat" the cause of the pilgrimage shall return to this subject when we arriv*

of Vesalius, assigned by these writers, aa a at Harvey.
(able. 1842.1 P. 300.

*
Portal, i. 330, et post.
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really found in the Christianismi Restitutio, which did not

appear till 1553.

17. The practice of trusting to animal dissection, from
which it was difficult for anatomists to extricate

T
,

themselves, led some men of real merit into errors, tion^f the

They seem also not to have profited sufficiently by
8<aence-

the writings of their predecessors. Massa of Venice, one of
the greatest of this age, is ignorant of some things known to

Berenger. Many proofs occur in Portal how imperfectly the
elder anatomists could yet demonstrate the more delicate parts
of the human body.

SECTION III.

On Natural History.

18. THE progress of natural history, in all its departments,
was very slow, and should of course be estimated by
the additions made to the valuable materials col-

lected by Aristotle, Theophrastus, Dioscorides, and Pliny
The few botanical treatises that had appeared before this time

were too meagre and imperfect to require mention. Otto

Brunfels of Strasburg was the first who published, in 1530,
a superior work, Herbarum viva? Eicones, in three volumes

folio, with 238 wooden cuts of plants.
1 Euricius Cordus, of

Marburg, in his Botanilogicon, or dialogues on plants, dis-

plays, according to the Biographic Universelle, but little

knowledge of Greek, and still less observation of Botanical

nature. Cordus has deserved more praise (though
B""16118 -

this seems better due to Lorenzo de' Medici), as the first who
established a botanical garden. This was at Marburg in

1530.2 But the fortunes of private physicians were hardly

* Btogr. Univ. The garden of Bembo was also celebrated.
2 Id.

; Andres, xiii. 80 ; Eichhorn, ill. Theophrastus and Dioscorides were pub-
804. See, too, Roscoe's Leo X., iv. 125, lished in Latin before 1500. But it was
for Borne pleasing notices of the early stu- not till about the middle of the sixteenth

dies in natural history. Pontanus was century that botany, through the com-
fond of it ; and his poem on the cultiva- mentaries of Matthioli on Dioscorides, lie

tion of the lemon, orange, and citron (De gan to assume a distinct form, and to b

bortis Hesperidum )
shows an acquaintance studied as a separate branch

with some of the operations of horticulture.
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equal to the cost of an useful collection. The University of

Pisa led the way by establishing a public garden in 1545,

according to the date which Tiraboschi has determined :

that of Fadua had founded a professorship of botany in

1533.1

19. Ruel, a physician of Soissons, an excellent Greek scholar,

Ruel
had become known by a translation of Dioscorides in

1516, upon which Huet has bestowed high praise.
His more celebrated treatise, De Natura Stirpium, appeared
at Paris in 1536, and is one of the handsomest offspring of that

press. It is a compilation from the Greek and Latin authors

on botany, made with taste and judgment. His knowledge,
however, derived from experience, was not considerable, though
he has sometimes given the French names of species described

by the Greeks, so far as his limited means of observation and
the difference of climate enabled him. Many later writers

have borrowed from Ruel their general definitions and de-

scriptions of plants, which he himself took from Theophras-
tus.?

20. Ruel, .however, seems to have been left far behind by
Fuchs

Leonard Fuchs, professor of medicine in more than

one German university, who has secured a verdant

immortality in the well-known Fuchsia. Besides many works
on his own art, esteemed in their time, he published at Basle
in 1542 his Commentaries on the History of Plants, containing
above 500 figures, a botanical treatise frequently reprinted,
and translated into most European languages.

" Considered as

a naturalist, and especially as a botanist, Fuchs holds a dis-

tinguished place ; and he has thrown a strong light on that

science. His chief object is to describe exactly the plants used
in medicine ; and his prints, though mere outlines, are gene-
rally faithful. He shows that the plants and vegetable pro-
ducts mentioned by Theophrastus, Dioscorides, Hippocrates,
and Galen, had hitherto been ill known." 3

21. Matthioli, an Italian physician, in a peaceful retreat

Matthioii
near Trent, accomplished a laborious repertory of

medical botany in his Commentaries on Dioscori-

des, published originally, 1544, in Italian, but translated by
himself into Latin, and frequently reprinted throughout Europe.
Notwithstanding a bad arrangement, and the author's pronenesa

1 be. 10. *
Biogr. Univ. (by M. du Petit Thouars) Id
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to credulity, it was of great service at a time when no good
work on that subject was in existence in Italy ; and its reputa-

tion seems to have been not only general, but of long dura-

tion.
1

22. It was not singular that much should have been pub-

lished, imperfect as it might be, on the natural his- LOW state

tory of plants, while that of animal nature, as a matter of^ogy-

of science, lay almost neglected. The importance of vegetable

products in medicine was far more extensive and various ;

while the ancient treatises, which formed substantially the

chief knowledge of nature possessed in the sixteenth century,
are more copious and minute on the botanical than the animated

kingdom. Hence we find an absolute dearth of books relating
to zoology. That of P. Jovius de Piscibus Romanis is rather

one of a philologer and a lover of good cheer than a naturalist,

and treats only of the fish eaten at the Roman tables.
2

Gillius

de vi et natura animalium is little else than a compilation from

JElian and other ancient authdrs, though Niceron says that

the author has interspersed some observations of his own.3 No
work of the least importance, even for that time, can perhaps
be traced in Europe on any part of zoology, before the Avium

praecipuarum historia of our countryman Turner, published at

Cologne in 1'548, though this is confined to species described

by the ancients. Gesner, in his Pandects, which bear date

in the same year, several times refers to it with commen-
dation.4

23. Agricola, a native of Saxony, acquired a perfect know-

ledge of the processes of metallurgy from the miners
f=y Agncola.

of Chemnitz, and perceived the immense resources

that might be drawn from the abysses of the earth. " He is

the first mineralogist," says Cuvier,
" who appeared after the

revival of science in Europe. He was to mineralogy what
Gesner was to zoology : the chemical part of metallurgy, and

especially what relates to assaying, is treated with great care,

and has been little improved down to the end of the eighteenth

century. It is plain that he was acquainted with the classics,

1
Tirabosehi, ix. 2

; Andres, xiii. 85
;

a high compliment from so illustrious a
Corni:uii, vi. 5. naturalist. He quotes also a book on

-
Andres, xiii. 143; Roscoe's LeoX., ttbi quadrupeds lately printed in German by

tupra. Michael Herr. Turner, whom we shall
3 Vol. xxiii.

; Biogr. Univ.
; Andres, xiii. find again as a naturalist, became after-

144. wards Dean of Wells, and was one of ths
Pandect. Unirers., lib. 14. Gesner early Puritans. See Chalmers's Diction-

may be said to make great use of Turner
; ary .
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the Greek alchemists, and many manuscripts. Yet he believed

in the goblins to whom miners ascribe the effects of mephitic
exhalations." 1

SECTION IV.

On Oriental Literature.

24. THE study of Hebrew was naturally one of those which

. flourished best under the influence of Protestantism.

It was exclusively connected with Scriptural inter-

pretation, and could neither suit the polished irreligion of the

Italians nor the bigotry of those who owned no other standard

than the Vulgate translation. Sperone observes in one of his

dialogues, that as much as Latin is prized in Italy, so much do

the Germans value the Hebrew language.
2 We have antici-

pated in another place the translations of the Old Testament

by Luther, Pagninus, and other Hebraists of this age. Sebas-

tian Munster published the first grammar and lexicon of the

Chaldee dialect hi 1527. His Hebrew Grammar had pre-
ceded in 1525. The Hebrew Lexicon of Pagninus appeared
in 1529, and that of Munster himself in 1543. Elias Levita,

Elias the learned Jew who has been already mentioned,
Lenta. deserves to stand in this his natural department above

even Munster. Among several works that fall within this

period, we may notice the Masorah (Venice, 1538, and Baslej

1539), wherein he excited the attention of the world by deny-

ing the authority and antiquity of vowel-points, and a Lexicon

of the Chaldee and Rabbinical dialects, in 1541. "Those,"

says Simon,
" who would thoroughly understand Hebrew should

read the Treatises of Elias Levita, which are full of impor-
tant observations necessary for the explanation of the sacred

Peiiican
text*" 3

Pellican, one of the first who embraced the

principles of the Zuinglian reform, has merited a

warm eulogy from Simon for his Commentarii Bibliorum (Zu-

rich, 1531-1536, five volumes in folio), especially for avoiding
that display of rabbinical learning which the German Hebraists

used to affect.
4

* Biogr. TJnlv. Biogr. Unir.
* P. 102 (edit. 1696). Id
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25. Few endeavors were made in this period towards the

cultivation of the other Oriental languages. Pagnino printed
an edition of the Koran at Venice in 1530; but it Arabicand

was immediately suppressed, a precaution hardly re- Oriental

quired while there was no one able to read it. But
it may have been supposed, that the leaves of some books, like

that recorded in the Arabian Nights, contain an active poison
that does not wait for the slow process of understanding their

contents. Two crude attempts at introducing the Eastern

tongues were made soon afterwards. One of these was by
AViiliam Postel, a man of some parts and more reading, but

chiefly known, while he was remembered at all, for mad reve-

ries of fanaticism, and an idolatrous veneration for a saint of

his own manufacture, La Mere Jeanne, the Joanna Southcote

of the sixteenth century. We are only concerned at present
with his collection of alphabets, twelve in number, published at

Paris in 1538. The greater part of these are Oriental. An .

Arabic Grammar followed the same year ; but the types are

so very imperfect that it would be difficult to read them. A
polyglott alphabet on a much larger scale appeared at Pavia
the next year, through the care of Teseo Ambrogio, contain-

ing those of forty languages. Ambrogio gave also an intro-

duction io the Chaldee, Syriac, and Armenian, but very
defective, at least as to the two latter. Such rude and incor-

rect publications hardly deserve the name of beginnings. Ac-

cording to Andres, Arabic was publicly taught at Paris by
Giustiniani, and at Salamanca by Clenardus. The Ethiopia
version of the New Testament was printed at Rome in 1548.

SECTION V.

On Geography and History.

26. THE curiosity natural to mankind had been gratified by
various publications since the invention of printing, Geography

containing either the relations of ancient travellers,
ofGjyQseua -

such as Marco Polo, or of those under the Spanish or Portu-

guese flags, who had laid open two new worlds to the European
reader. These were for the first tune collected, to the number
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of seventeen, by Simon Grynseus, a learned professor at Basle,
in Novus orbis regionum et insularura veteribus incognitarum,

printed at Paris in 1532. We find in this collection, besides

an introduction to cosmography by Sebastian Munster, a map
of the world bearing the date 1531. The Cosmography of

Apianus, professor at Ingoldstadt, published in 1524, contains

also a map of the four quarters of the world. In this of

Grynaeus's collection, a rude notion of the eastern regions of

Asia appears. Sumatra is called Taprobane, and placed in

the 150th meridian. A vague delineation of China and the

adjacent sea is given ; but Catay is marked farther north. The
island of Gilolo, which seems to be Japan; is about 240 east

longitude. South America is noted as Terra Australis recenter

inventa, sed nondum plane cognita ; and there is as much of

North America as Sebastian Cabot had discovered, a little

enlarged by lucky conjecture. Magellan, by circumnavigating
the world, had solved a famous problem. We find accordingly
in this map an attempt to divide the globe by the 360 meri-

dians of longitude. The best account of his voyage, that by
Pigafetta, was not pftblished till 1556; but the first, Maxi-
milianus rde insulis Moluccis, appeared in 1523.

27. The Cosmography of Apianus, above mentioned, was

A ianuB reprinted with additions by Gemma Frisius in 1533
and 1550. It is, however, as a work of mere geo-

graphy, very -brief and superficial, though it may exhibit as

much of the astronomical part of the science as the times prr-

Munster
' niitted.- : That'of Sebastian Munster, published in

. 1546, notwithstanding its title, extends only to the

German Empire.
1 The Isolario of Bordone (Venice, 1528)

contains a description of all the islands of the world, with

maps.
2

28. A few voyages were printed before the middle of the

Voyages century, which have, for the most part, found their

way into the collection of Ramusio. The most con-
*

1

Ejchhorn, iii. 294. lineation of Australia, under the name of
*
Tiraboschi, is. 179. [The best map, Java Grande. But this, wliich seems to

probably, of this period 'Is one In the Bri- come immediately from some Italian work,
tish Mu.-riim, executed in France before may be traced to Marco Polo, the frreaf fa-

1536, an is inferred from the form of the ther of geographical conjecture in the mid-
French king's crown, which was altered in die ages. He gives an account, such a.-; he
that year. This map is generally superior picked up in .China, of two islands. Jav:i

to some which were engraved at a later Major and Java Minor. The continent
tune, and represents the figure of the Af- delineated in this French map is only the
rican continent. It has excited some at- island of Java, vastly enlarged. ISiiJ.J
tention in consequence of an apparent de-
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siderable is the History of the Indies, that is, of the Spanish
dominions in America, by Gonzalo Hernandez, some-

Oviedo
times called Oviedo, by which name he is recorded in

the Biographic Universelle. The author had resided for some

years in St. Domingo. He published a summary of the gene-
ral and natural history of the Indies in 1526, and twenty books

of this entire work in 1535. The remaining thirty did not

appear till 1783. In the long list of geographical treatises

given by Ortelius, a small number belong to this earlier period
of the century. But it may be generally said, that the ac-

quaintance of Europe with the rest of the world could as yet
be only obtained orally from Spanish and Portuguese sailors

or adventurers, and was such as their falsehood and blundering
would impart,

29. It is not my design to comprehend historical literature,

except as to the chief publications, in these volumes ; Historical

and it is hitherto but a barren field : for, though
works-

Guicciardini died in 1540, his great history did not appear till

1564. Some other valuable histories, those of Nardi, Segni,

Varchi, were also kept back, through political or other causes,
till a comparatively late period. That of Paulus Jovius, which
is not in very high estimation, appeared in 1550, and may be

reckoned, perhaps, after that of Machiavel, the best of this

age. Upon this side of the Alps, several works of this class,

to which the historical student has recourse, might easily be

enumerated, but none of a philosophical character, or remarka-

'ble for beauty of style. I should, however, wish to make 'an

exception for the Memoirs of the Chevalier Bayard, written

by his secretary, and known by the title of Le Loyal Serviteur :

they are full of warmth and simplicity. A chronicle bearing
the name of Carion, but really written by Melanchthon, and

published in the German language, 1532, was afterwards trans-

lated into Latin, and became the popular manual of universal

history.
1 But ancient and mediaeval history was as yet very

imperfectly made known to those who had no access to its

original sources. Even in Italy, little had yet been done with

critical or even extensive erudition.

i
Bayle, art. " Carion ;

"
Eichhorn, iii 285.

30
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30. Italy in the sixteenth century was remarkable for the

Italian s.-a- number of her literary academies ; institutions which,
demies.

though by no means peculiar to her, have in no other

country been so general or so conspicuous. We have already
taken notice of that established by Aldus Manutius at Venice

early in this century, and of those of older date, which had

enjoyed the patronage of princes at Florence and Naples,
as well as of that which Pomponius Laetus and his asso-

ciates, with worse auspices, had endeavored to form at Rome.
The Roman academy, after a long season of persecution or

neglect, revived in the genial reign of Leo X. " Those were

happy days," says Sadolet in 1529, writing to Angelo Colocci,

a Latin poet of some reputation, "when in your suburban

gardens, or mine on the Quirinal, or hi the Circus, or by the

banks of the Tiber, we held those meetings of learned men,
all recommended by their own virtues and by public reputa-
tion. Then it was, that, after a repast, which the wit of the

guests rendered exquisite, we heard poems or orations recited

to our great delight, productions of the ingenious Casa-

nuova, the sublime Vida, the elegant and correct Beroaldo,
and many others still living or now no more." 1

Corycius, a

wealthy German, encouraged the good-humored emulation of

these Roman luminaries. 2 But the miserable reverse that not

long after the death of Leo befell Rome put an end to this

academy, which was afterwards replaced by others of less

fame.

31. The first academies of Italy had chiefly directed their

They pay re-
attenti n to classical literature : they compared manu-

gard to the
scripts, they suggested new readings or new inter-

language.
pretations, they deciphered inscriptions and coins,

they sat in judgment on a Latin ode, or debated the propriety
of a phrase. Their own poetry had, perhaps, never been ne-

glected ; but it was not till the writings of Bembo founded a

new code of criticism in the Italian language that they began
to study it minutely, and judge of compositions with that

fastidious scrupulousness which they had been used to exercise

upon modern Latinity. Several academies were established

with a view to this purpose, and became the self-appointed
censors of their native literature. The reader will remember
what has been already mentioned, that there was a peculiar

1
Sadolet, Epist., p. 225 (edit. 1554). Roscoe baa quoted this interesting letter.

*
Itoscoe, iii. 480
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source of verbal criticism in Italy, from the want of a recog-
nized standard of idiom. The very name of the language was

long in dispute. Bembo maintained that Florentine was the

proper appellation. Varchi and other natives of the city have
adhered to this very restrictive monopoly. Several, with more

plausibility, contended for the name Tuscan ; and this, in fact,

was so long adopted, that it is hardly yet, perhaps, altogether
out of use. The majority, however, were not Tuscans ; and,
while it is generally agreed that the highest purity of their

language is to be found in Tuscany, the word Italian has natu-

rally prevailed as its denomination.

32. The academy of Florence was instituted in 1540 to

illustrate and perfect the Tuscan language, especially ^^ fond_

by a close attention to the poetry of Petrarch. Their ness for

admiration of Petrarch became an exclusive idolatry :

the critics of this age would acknowledge no defect in him,
nor excellence in any different style. Dissertations and com-
mentaries on Petrarch, in all the diffuseness characteristic of

the age and the nation, crowd the Italian libraries. We are,

however, anticipating a little in mentioning them ; for few be-

long to so early a period as the present. But, by dint of this

superstitious accuracy in style, the language rapidly acquired
a purity and beauty which has given the writers of the six-

teenth century a value in the eyes of their countrymen not

always so easily admitted by those who, being less able to per-
ceive the delicacy of expression, are at leisure to yawn over

their frequent tediousness and inanity.
33. The Italian academies which arose in the first half of

the century, and we shall meet with others hereafter, They become

are too numerous to be reckoned in these pages,
numerous.

The most famous were the Intronati of Siena, founded in

1525, and devoted, like that of Florence, to the improvement
of their language ; the Infiammati of Padua, founded by some
men of high attainments in 1534 ; and that of Modena, which,
after a short career of brilliancy, fell under such suspicions
of heresy, and was subjected to such inquisitorial jealousy
about 1542, that it never again made any figure hi literary

history.
1

34. Those academies have usually been distinguished by
little peculiarities, which border sometimes on the ridiculous,

1
Tiraboschi, viii. ch. 4, is my chief authority about the Italian academies of thi
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but sen e probably, at least in the beginning, to keep up the

Their dis- spirit of such societies. They took names humor-
tmetions. ousiy quaint ; they adopted devices and distinctions,

which made them conspicuous and inspired a vain pleasure in

belonging to them. The Italian nobility, living a good deal

in cities, and restrained from political business, fell willingly
into these literary associations. They have, perhaps, as a

body, been better educated, or, at least, better acquainted with

their own literature and with classical antiquity, than men of

equal rank in other countries. This was more the case in the

sixteenth century than at present. Genius and erudition have
been always honored in Italy ; and the more, probably, that

they have not to stand the competition of overpowering wealth

or of political influence.

35. Academies of the Italian kind do not greatly favor the

Evils con-
vigorous advances in science, and much less the origi-

nated with nal bursts of genius, for which men of powerful minds
are designed by nature. They form an oligarchy,

pretending to guide the public taste, as they are guided them-

selves, by arbitrary maxims and close adherence to precedents
The spirit of criticism which they foster is a salutary barrier

against bad taste and folly, but is too minute and scrupulous
in repressing the individualities that characterize real talents,

and ends by producing an unblemished mediocrity, without the

powers of delight or excitement, for which alone the literature

of the imagination is desired.

36. In the beginning of this century, several societies were

They sue-
se*/ on ^ot in Germany for the promotion of ancient

ceed less in learning, besides that already mentioned, of the Rhine,
iany '

established by Camerarius of Dalberg and Conrad
Celtes in the preceding age. Wimpfeling presided over one
at Strasburg in 1514 ; and we find another at Augsburg in

1518. It is probable that the religious animosities which fol-

lowed stood in the way of similar institutions ; or they may
have existed without obtaining much celebrity.

1

37. Italy was rich, far beyond any other country, in public

Ubrarfes
an(^ P vate libraries. The Vatican, first in dignity,
in antiquity, and in number of books, increased undet

almost every successive pope, except Julius II., the least fa-

vorable to learning of them all. The Laurentian library, pur-

1
Jugler, in his Hist. Ijtteraria, mentions none between that of the Rhine, and

one established at Weimar in 1617, p. 1994.
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chased by Leo X. before his accession to the papacy, from a

monastery at Florence, which had acquired the collection after

the fall of the Medici in 1494, was restored to that city by Cle-

ment VII., and placed in the newly erected building which still

contains it. The public libraries of Venice and Ferrara were

conspicuous ; and even a private citizen of the former, the

Cardinal Grimani, is said to have left one of eight thousand

volumes ; at that time, it appears, a remarkable number.1

Those of Heidelberg and Vienna, commenced in the fifteenth

century, were still the most distinguished in Germany ; and
Cardinal Ximenes founded one at Alcala.2 It is unlikely that

many private libraries of great extent existed in the empire ;

but the trade of bookselling, though not yet, in general, sepa-
rated from that of printing, had become of considerable im-

portance.

i
Tiraboschi, Tiii. 197-219. Jugler, Hist. Litteraria, p. 206, et alibi.

END OF VOL. X.
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INTRODUCTION

LITERATURE OF EUROPE
IX THE FIFTEEXTH, SIXTEENTH, AXD

SEVEXTEEXTH CEXTURIES.

PART II.

ON THE LITERATURE OF THE LATTER HALF OF THE
SIXTEENTH CENTURY.

CHAPTER L

HISTORY OF ANCIENT LITERATURE IX EUROPE FROM 1550 TO 16W

SECTION L

Progress of Classical Learning Principal Critical Scholars Editions of ancient Au
thors Lexicons an*i Grammars Best Writers of Latin Muretua Mauutiu.-
Decline of Taste Scaliger Casaubon Classical learning in England under
Elizabeth,

1. IN the first part of the sixteenth century, we have seen

that the foundations of a solid structure of classical Progm* of

learning had been laid in many parts of Europe ;
Phliok*y-

the superiority of Italy had generally become far less conspi-

cuous, or might perhaps be wholly denied ; in all the German

Empire, in France, and even in England, the study of ancient

literature had been almost uniformly progressive. But it was
the subsequent period of fifty years, which we now approach,
that more eminently deserved the title of an age of scholars,

and filled our public libraries with immense fruits of literary
labor. In all matters of criticism and philology, what waa
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written before the year 1550 is little in comparison with what
the next age produced.

2. It may be useful in this place to lay before the reader at

First ecu-
one v*ew ^e dates f ^e ^^^ editions of Greek and

of Latin authors, omitting some of inconsiderable repu-
tation or length. In this list I follow the authority

of Dr. Dibdin, to which no exception will probably be

taken :

1545. Home.

yEschylus 1518. Venice, Aldus

^Esop 1480? Milan.
Ammianus 1474. Home.
Anacreon 1554. Paris.

Antoninus 1558. Zurich.

Apollonius Rhodius 1496. Florence.

Appianus 1551. Paris.

Apuleius 1469. Home.

Aristophanes 1498. Venice.
Aristoteles 1495-8. Venice.

Arrian 1535. Venice.

Athenaeus 1514. Venice.

Aulus Gellius .:'.'. 1469. Home.
Ausoniua . 1472. Venice.

Boethius Absque anno; circ. 1470.

Caesar 1469. Home.
Callimachus .* . . Absque anno. Florence.

Catullus 1472. Venice.

Ciceronis Opera ........ 1498. Milan.

Cicero de Officiis 1465. Mentz.

Epistolse Famil 1467. ) ,-,

Epistolse ad Attic. 1469.) flffl

de Oratore 1465. Mentz and Svbiao*.

Rhetorica 1490. Venice.

Orationes. ....... 1471. Home.

Opera Philosoph
{1471!}

R<m*'

Claudian Absque anno. Bretcia,

Demosthenes 1504. Venice.

Diodorus, v. lib. 1539. Basle.

xv. lib 1559 Parit.

Diogenes Laertius 1533. Basle.

Dio Cassius 1548. Paris.

Dionysius Halicarn. ....... 1546. J'aris.

Epictetus 1528. Venice.

Euripides 1503. Venice.

Euclid 1533. Basle.

Florus 1470. Parit.
Herodian 1503. Venice.

Herodotus 1502. Venice.

tlesiod. Op. et Dies 1493. Milfin.

Op. omnla ....... 1495. Venice.

Homer 1488. Florence.
Horatius....*... . . Absque anno.
Isocrates 1493. Milan.
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Joseplius 1544. Bade.
Justin 1470. Vemce.
Juvenal Absque anno. Rome.
Livius . 1469. Rome. .

Longinus 1554. Basle.

Lucan 1469. Rome.
Luciau 1496. Florence.

Lucretius 1473. Brescia.

Lvsias 1513. Venice.

MacTubius 1472. Venice.

Manillas Ante 1474. Nuremberg.
Martial!* 1471. Ferrara.

Oppian 1515. Florence.

Orpheus 1500. Florence.
Ovid 1471. Bologna.
Pausanias 1516. Venice.

Petronius 1476?
Phaidrus 1596. Troyes.
Photius 1601. Augsburg.
Pindar 1513. Venice.

Plato 1513. Venice.

Plautus 1472. Venice.

Plinii Nat. Hist. 1469. Venice.

Epist 1471.

Plutarch Op. Moral 1509. Venice.

Vitas 1517. Venice.

Polybius 1530. Haguenou.
Quintilian 1470. Route.

Quintus Curtius Absque anno. Rome,
Sallust 1470. Parit.
Seneca 1475. Naples.
Seneca; Tragediae 1484. Ferrara.
Silius Italicus 1471. Rome.

Sophocles 1502. Venice.

SUtius 1472?
Strabo 1516. Venice.

Suetonius 1470. Rome.
Tacitus 1468? Venice.

Terence Ante 1470? Slrattorg.
Theocritus 1493. Milan.

Thucydidea 1502. Venice.

Valerius Flaccua 1474. Rome.
Valerius Maxitnus Ante 1470 ? Stratlntry.
Velleius Paterculus 1520. Basle.

Virgil 1469. Rome.

Xenophon 1516. Florence.

3. It will be perceived, that, even in the middle of this

century, some far from uncommon writers had not^^^,,
yet been given to the press. But most of the rest character of

had gone through several editions, which it would be
*"

tedious to enumerate ; and the means of acquiring an exten-

sive, though not in all respects very exact, erudition might

perhaps be nearly as copious as at present. In consequence,

probably, among other reasons, of these augmented stores of
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classical literature, its character underwent a change. It

became less polished and elegant, but more laborious and pro-
found.' The German or Cisalpine type, if I may use the

word, prevailed over the Italian, the school of Budanis over

that of Bembo ;
nor was Italy herself exempt from its ascen-

dency. This advance of erudition at the expense of taste

was perhaps already perceptible in 1550, for we cannot accom-

modate our arbitrary divisions to the real changes of things ;

yet it was not hitherto so evident in Italy as it became in the

latter part of the century. The writers of this age, between
1550 and 1600, distinguish themselves from their predecessors
not only by a disregard for the graces of language, but by a
more prodigal accumulation of quotations, and more elaborate

efforts to discriminate and to prove their positions. Aware of

the censors whom they may encounter in an increasing body
of scholars, they seek to secure themselves in the event of

controversy, or to sustain their own differences from those who
have gone already over the same ground. Thus, books of

critical as well as antiquarian learning often contain little

of original disquisition, which is not interrupted at every sen-

tence by quotation, and in some instances are hardly more
than the adversaria, or commonplace-books, in which the

learned were accustomed to register their daily observations

in study. A late German historian remarks the contrast be-

tween the Commentary of Paulus Cortesius on the scholastic

philosophy, published in 1503, and the Mythologia of,Natalis

Comes, in 1551. The first, in spite of its subject, is classical

in style, full of animation and good sense ; the second is a
tedious mass of quotations, the materials of a book rather than

a book, without a notion of representing any thing in its

spirit and general result.1 This is, in great measure, a cha-

racteristic of the age, and grew worse towards the end of

the century. Such a book as the Annals of Baronius, the

same writer says, so shapeless, so destitute of every trace of

eloquence, could not have appeared in the age of Leo. But
it may be added, that, with all the defects of Baronius, no

one, in the age of Leo, could have put the reader in the pos-
session of so much knowledge.

4. We may reckon, among the chief causes of this diminu-

Cuitivation ti n f elegance in style, the increased culture of the

Greek language ; not certainly that the great writers

1
Ranke, Die Papste des 16ten und ITten Jahrhunderta, i. 484.
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in Greek are inferior models to those in Latin, but because

the practice of composition was confined to the latter. Nor
was the Greek really understood, in its proper structure and

syntax, till a much later period. It was, however, a sufficiently
laborious task, with the defective aids then in existence, to

learn even the single words of that most copious tongue ;
and

in this some were eminently successful. Greek was not very
much studied in Italy : we may perhaps say, on the contrary,
that no one native of that country, after the middle of the

century, except Angelus Caninius and JEmilius Portus, both
of whom lived wholly on this side of the Alps, acquired any
remarkable reputation in it ; for Petrus Victorius had been

distinguished in the earlier period. It is to France and

Germany that we should look for those who made Grecian
literature the domain of scholars. It is impossible to mention

every name, but we must select the more eminent ; not, how-

ever, distinguishing the laborers in the two vineyards of

ancient learning, since they frequently lent their service alter-

nately to each.

5. The university of Paris, thanks to the encouragement
given by Francis I., stood in the first rank for philo- Principal

logical learning ; and, as no other in France could scholars :

pretend to vie with her, she attracted students from
T

every part. Toussain, Danes, and Dorat were conspicuous

professors of Greek. The last was also one of the celebrated

pleiad of French poets, but far more distinguished in the dead

tongues than in his own. But her chief boast was Turnebus,
so called by the gods, but by men Tourneboeuf, and, as some
have said, of a Scots family, who must have been denominated
Turnbull.1 Turnebus was one' of those industrious scholars

who did not scorn the useful labor of translating Greek
authors into Latin, and is among the best of that class. But
his reputation is chiefly founded on the Adversaria, the first

part of which appeared in 1564, the second in 1565, the third,

posthumously, in 1580. It is wholly miscellaneous, divided

into chapters, merely as resting-places to the reader; for the

contents of each are mostly a collection of unconnected notes.

Such books, truly adversaria or commonplaces, were not

' Biogr. Univ. The penultimate of Tur- what we should think right. Even Greek
nebus is made both short and long by the will not help us, for we find him called

Latin poets of the age, but more common- both rovpvefSof and Tovpvijftof Mait
ly the latter, which seems contrary to

taire) vits,

stepuanor., vol. iii.
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unusual ; but can, of course, only be read in a desultory man-

ner, or consulted upon occasion. The Adversaria of Turnebus
contains several thousand explanations of Latin passages.

They are eminent ibr conciseness; few remarks exceeding
half a page, and the greater part being much shorter. He
passes without notice from one subject to another the most

remote, and has been so much too rapid for his editor, that the

titles of each chapter, multifarious as they are, afford fre-

quently but imperfect notions of its contents. The phrases

explained are generally difficult ; so that this miscellany gives
a high notion of the erudition of Turnebus, and it has fur-

nished abundant materials to later commentators. The best

critics of that and the succeeding age, Gesner, Scaliger, Lip-
sius, Barthius, are loud in his praises ; nor has he been blamed,

except for his excess of brevity and rather too great prone-
ness to amend the text of authors, wherein he is not remark-

ably successful.1

Montaigne has taken notice of another
merit in Turnebus, that, with more learning than any who had

gone before for a thousand years, he was wholly exempt from
the pedantry characteristic of scholars, and could converse

upon topics remote from his own profession, as if he had lived

continually in the world.

6. A work very similar in its nature to the Adversaria of

Petrus Vic- Turnebus was the Variae Lectiones of Petrus Victo-
tonus. rjus (Vettori), professor of Greek and Latin rhetoric

at Florence during the greater part of a long life, which ended
in 1585. Thuanus has said, with some hyperbole, that Victo-

rius saw the revival and almost the extinction of learning in

Italy.^ No one, perhaps, deserved more praise in the resto-

ration of the text of Cicero; no one, according to Huet,
translated better from Greek; no one was more accurate in

observing the readings of manuscripts, or more cautious in his

own corrections. But his Variae Lectiones, in 38 books, of

which the first edition appeared in 1583, though generally

i Blount; Baillet. The latter begins his quadam doctrinse copia instructus, fed
collection of these testimonies by saying interdum minis propere, et niniis cupidc
that Turnebus has had as many admirers amplexarj solitus est ea quse in uu-iiti-in

as readers, aud is almost the only critic veneraut." Variae Leetiouefl. 1. x. c. 18.

whom envy has not presumed to attack. Muretus, us usual with oririos, rincta

Baillet. however, speaks of his correction ca-.ilit sua: the same charge might be
of Grttk and Latin passages. I have not brought against himself,

observed any of the former in the Adver- 2 " Petrus Victorias longaeva sct'ite ij

utri.-i : the book, if I am not mistaken, consecutug est, ut literas in Italia ren.-is-

relates wholly to Latin criticism. Mure- centes et ptene extinctas viderit. r) Thu*-
tu.i calls Turuebus,

" Homo immeusa nus ad ana. 1585, apud Blouut.
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extolled, has not escaped the severity of Scaliger, who says
that there is less of valuable matter in the whole work than

in one book of the Adversaria of Turnebus.1
Scaliger, how-

ever, had previously spoken in high terms of Victorias : there

had been afterwards, as he admits, some ill-will between them ;

and the tongue or pen of this great scholar was never guided

by candor towards an opponent. I am not acquainted with

the Variae Lectiones of Victorias except through my autho-

rities.

7. The same title was given to a similar miscellany by
Marc Anton v Muretus, a native of Limoges. The ..

e i ^^ Mnretus.
first part 01 this, containing eight books, was pub-
lished in 1559, seven more books in 1586, the hist four in

1600. This great classical scholar of the sixteenth century
found in the eighteenth one well worthy to be his editor,

Ruhnkenius of Leyden, who has called the Variae Lectiones

of Muretus " a work worthy of Phidias ;

" an expression
rather amusingly characteristic of the value which verbal

critics set upon their labors. This book of Muretus contains

only miscellaneous illustrations of passages which might seem

obscure, in the manner of those we have already mentioned.

Sometimes he mingles conjectural criticisms ; and, in many
chapters, only points out parallel passages, or relates inciden-

tally some classical story. His emendations are frequently

good and certain, though at other times we may justly think

him too bold.2 Muretus is read with far more pleasure than

Turnebus : his illustrations relate more to the attractive parts
of Latin criticism, and may be compared to the miscellaneous

remarks of Jortin.
3 But in depth of erudition he is probably

1
Scaligerana Secunda. " Necte meo Lambe coronam ;

"
1 The following will serve as an instance, illustrated by Euripides.

In the speech of Galgacus (Taeiti Vita 2. A passage in Aristotle's Rhetoric, Hb.

Agricolse). instead of " libertatem non in ii., explained differently from P. Vieto-

prsesentia laturi.
! ' which indeed is unin- rius.

telligible enough, he would read,
" in 3. Comparison of a passage in the

libertatem, non in populi Romani servi- Phaedrus of Plato, with Cic*ro'8 trans-

tiuui nari. : ' Such a conjecture would lation.

not be endured in the present state of 4. Passage in the Apologia Socratis, cor-

critid*m. Muretu?. however, settles it in reeled and explained.
the current style :

"
vulgus quid probet, 5. line in Virgil, shown to be imitated

quil non probet. nunquam Isboravj." from Homer.
3 The following titles of chapters, from 6. Slips of memory in P. Victorius, no-

the eighth book of the Varise Lectiones, ticed.

will show the agreeable diversity of Mure- 7. Passage in Aristotle's Rhetoric ei-
tns's illustrations : plained from his Metaphysics.

1. Comparison of poets to bees, by 8. Another passage in the same book
Pindar, Horace, Lucretius. Line of Ho- explained,
no*
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much below the Parisian professor. Muretus seems to take

pleasure in censuring Victorius.

8. Turnebus, Victorius, Muretus, with two who have been

Gruter's mentioned in the first part of this work, Crclius
Thesaurus Rhodiginus and Alexander ab Alexandro, may be

reckoned the chief contributors to this general work
of literary criticism in the sixteenth century. But there were

many more, and some of considerable merit, whom we must

pass over. At the beginning of the next century, Gruter
collected the labors of preceding critics in six very thick and

closely printed volumes, to which Paraus, in 1623, added a

seventh, entitled "
Lampas, sive Fax Liberalium Artium,"

but more commonly called Thesaurus Criticus. A small por-
tion of these belong to the fifteenth century, but none extend

beyond the following. Most of the numerous treatises in this

ample collection belong to the class of Adversaria, or miscel-

laneous remarks. Though not so studiously concise as those

of Turnebus, each of these is generally contained in a page
or two, and their multitude is consequently immense. Those
who now by glancing at a note obtain the result of the patient

diligence of these men, should feel some respect for their

names, and some admiration for their acuteness and strength
of memory. They had to collate the whole of antiquity , they
plunged into depths which the indolence of modern philology,

screening itself under the garb of fastidiousness, affects to

deem unworthy to be explored ; and thought themselves bound
to become lawyers, physicians, historians, artists, agriculturists,
to elucidate the difficulties which ancient writers present. It

may be doubted also, whether our moie recent editions of the

9. Passage in Cicero pro Kabirio, cor- 17. Passage in Cicero's Epistles misun-
rected. derstood oy I'oliti;ui and Victorias.

10. Imitation of JJschines in two pas- 18. Passage in the Phsedrus explained,
sages of Cicero's 3d Catilinarian oration. 19 Difference between accusation and

11. Imitation of ^schines and Demos- inve-jtive, illustrated from Demosthenes
thenes in two passages of Cicero's Decla- and Cicero.
mation against Sallust. [ Not genuine.] 20. Imitation of ^Eschines by Cicero.

12. Inficetus is the right word, not in- Two passages of Livy amended.
facetits. 21. " Mulieres eruditas plerumque Itt>i-

13. Passage in 6th. book of Aristotle's dinosas esse," from Juveual and Euripi-
Ethics corrected. Jes.

14. The word fiiaipEvfeadai, In the 22. Nobleness of character displayed by
2d book of Aristotle's Rhetoric, not right- Iplncrates.

ly explained by Victorius. 23- That Hercules was a physician, who
15. The word aalnia, in CatullusfCann. cured Alcestis when given over.

95), does not signify an ass, but a mill- 24. Cruelty of king Dejotarus, related

stone. fr m Plutarch.

16.

'

Lines of Euripides, ill translated by 26- Humane law of the Persians.

Cicero.
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classics have preserved all the important materials which the

indefatigable exertions of the men of the sixteenth century
accumulated. In the present state of philology, there is in-

comparably more knowledge of grammatical niceties, at least

in the Greek language, than they possessed, and more critical

acuteness perhaps in correction, though in this they were not

always deficient ; but, for the exegetical part of criticism,

the interpretation and illustration of passages, not corrupt, but

obscure. we may not be wrong hi suspecting that more has

been lost than added in the eighteenth and present centuries

to the savans in m, as the French affect to call them, whom
we find in the bulky and forgotten volumes of Gruter.

9. Another and more numerous class of those who devoted

themselves to the same labor, were the editors of
/-. i i T ... Editions of

Greek and Roman authors. And here again it is

impossible to do more than mention a few, who seem,
in the judgment of the best scholars, to stand above
their contemporaries. The early translations of Greek, made
in the fifteenth century, and generally very defective through
the slight knowledge of the language that even the best

scholars then possessed., were replaced by others more exact;
the versions of Xenophon by Leunclavius, of Plutarch by
Xylander, of Demosthenes by Wolf, of Euripides and Aris-

tides by Canter, are greatly esteemed. Of the first, Huet

says, that he omits or perverts nothing, his Latin often an-

swering to the Greek, word for word, and preserving the con-

struction and arrangement, so that we find the original author

complete, yet with a purity of idiom, and a free and natural

air, not often met with.1

Stephens, however, according to

Scaliger, did not highly esteem the learning of Leunclavius.2

France, Germany, and the Low Countries, beside Basle and

Geneva, were the prolific parents of new editions, in many
cases very copiously illustrated by erudite commentaries.

10. The Tacitus of Lipsius is his best work, in the opinion
of Scaliger, and in his own. So great a master was Tacitwof

he of this favorite author, that he offered to repeat
rf uf**

any passage with a dagger at his breast, to be used against
him on a failure of memory.

3
Lipsius, after residing several

years at Leyden, in the profession of the reformed religion,

went to Louvain, and discredited himself by writing in favor

Bafflet ; Blount
; Niceron, vol. zxrl. * Nkeron, liiv. 119

*
Scaligerana Second*
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of the legendary miracles of that country, losing sight of all

his critical sagacity. The Protestants treated his desertion,

and these later writings, with a contempt which has perhaps
sometimes been extended to his productions of a superior
character. The article on Lipsius, in Bayle, betrays some of

this spirit; and it appears in other Protestants, especially
Dutch critics. Hence they undervalue his Greek learning,
as if he had not been able to read the language, and impute

plagiarism, when there seems to be little ground for the charge.
Casaubon admits that Lipsius has translated Polybius better

than his predecessors, though he does not rate his Greek

knowledge very high.
1

11. Acidalius, whose premature death robbed philological

Horace of literature of one from whom much had been ex-
Lambinus.

pected,
2 Paulus Manutius, and Petrus Victorius, are

to be named with honor for the criticism of Latin authors ;

and the Lucretius of Giffen or Giphanius, published at Ant-

werp, 1566, is still esteemed.3 But we may select the Horace
of Lambinus as a conspicuous testimony to the classical learn-

ing of this age. It appeared in 1561. In this, he claims to

have amended the text, by the help of ten manuscripts, most

of them found by him in Italy, whither he had gone in the

suite of Cardinal Tournon. He had previously made large
collections for the illustration of Horace, from the Greek phi-

losophers and poets, from Athenaeus, Stoboeus, and Pausanias,

and other sources with which the earlier interpreters had

been less familiar. Those commentators, however, among
whom Hermannus Figulus, Badius Ascensius, and Antonius

Mancinellus, as well as some who had confined themselves to

the Ars Poetica, namely, Grisolius, Achilles Statius (in his

real name Estasjo, one of the few good scholars of Portugal),
and Luisinius, are the most considerable, had not left un-

reaped a very abundant harvest of mere explanation. But
Lambinus contributed much to a more elegant criticism, by
pointing out parallel passages, and by displaying the true

spirit and feeling of his author. The text acquired a new

aspect, we may almost say, in the hands of Lambinus, at

1 Casaub. Eplst. xri A long and elabo- and other Latin authors, are much
rate critique on Lip.sius will be found in esteemed. He is a bold corrector of th

Baillet, vol. ii (4to edit.) art. 437. See text. The Biographic Universelle has a

also Blount. Bayle, and Niceron. better article than that in the 34th TO-
1 The notes of Aoidalius (who died at lume of Niceron.

the age of 28, in 1595) on Tacitus, Plautus,
*

Biogr. Univ.
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least when v/e compare it with the edition of Landino in

1 482 ; but some of the gross errors in this had been corrected

by intermediate editors. It may be observed, that he had far

less assistance from prior commentators in the Satires and

Epistles than in the Odes. Lambinus, who became professor
of Greek at Paris in 1561, is known also by his editions of

Demosthenes, of Lucretius, and of Cicero.1 That of Plautus

l in less esteem. He has been reproached with a prolixity
and tediousness which has naturalized the verb lambiner in

the French language. But this imputation is not, in my
opinion, applicable to his commentary upon Horace, which I

should rather characterize as concise. It is always pertinent
and full of matter. Another charge against Lambinus is for

rashness in conjectural
'2 emendation ; no unusual failing of

ingenious and spirited editors.

12. Cruquius (de Crusques), of Ypres, having the advan-

tage of several new manuscripts of Horace, which he or Cm-
discovered in a convent at Ghent, published an edi- iulus-

tion with many notes of his own, besides an abundant com-

mentary, collected from the glosses he found in his manu-

scripts, usually styled the Scholiast of Cruquius. The Odes

appeared at Bruges, 1565; the Epodes at Antwerp, 1569;
the Satires in 1575 : the whole together was first published in

1578. But the Scholiast is found in no edition of Cruquius's
Horace before 1595.3

Cruquius appears to me inferior as a

critic to Lambinus; and, borrowing much from him as well as

Turnebus, seldom names him except for censure. An edition

of Horace at Basle, in 1580, sometimes called that of the

forty commentators, including a very few before the extinc-

tion of letters, is interesting in philological history, by the

1 This edition by Lambinus is said to most editions of that and the succeeding
mark the beginning of one of the seven century ;

for the seventh and last age
ages in which those of the great Roman dates, it seems, only from the edition of

orator have been arranged. The first Ernesti. in 1774. Biogr. Univ.. art. " Cirr-

comprehends the early editions of sepa- ro." See Blount, for discrepant opinions
rate works. The second begins with the expressed by the critics about the general
earliest entire edition, that of Milan, in merits of Lambmus.
1498. The third is dated from the first 2 Henry Stephens says that no one had
edition which contains copious notes, that been so audacious in altering the text by
of Venice, by Petrus Victorias, in 1534. conjecture as Lambmus. ' In Manutio
The fourth from the more extensive an- non tantam quantam in Lambino auda-
notations given not long afterwards by ciam, sed valde tamen periculosam et ci-

Paulus Mamuius. The fifth, as has just tarn." Mnittaire, Vitae Stephanorum, p.

been said, from this edition by Lambi- 401. It will be seen that Scaliger finds

nus, in 15*36, which has been thought exactly the same fault with Stephens Dim-
too rash iu correction of the text. A self,

sixth epoch was made by Gruter, in 1618 ;
3
Biogr. Dniv.

nd this period in reckoned to cornpreherd
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light it throws on the state of criticism in the earlier part of

the century, for it is remarkable that Lambinus is not in-

cluded in the number ; and it will, I think, confirm what has

been said above in favor of those older critics.

13. Henry Stephens, thus better known among us than by
Henry his real surname Etienne, the most illustrious (if
Stephens. m Jeed he surpassed his father) of a family of great

printers, began his labors at Paris in 1554, with the princeps
editio of Anacreon.1 He had been educated in that city
under Danes, Toussain, and Turnebus ;

2
and, though equally

learned in both languages, devoted himself to Greek, as being
more neglected than Latin.3 The press of Stephens might be

called the central point of illumination to Europe. In the

year 1557 alone, he published, as Maittaire observes, more
editions of ancient authors than would have been sufficient to

make the reputation of another scholar. His publications, as

enumerated by Niceron (I have not counted them in Mait

taire), amount to a hundred and three; of which by far the

greater part are classical editions, more valuable than his ori-

ginal works. Baillet says of Henry Stephens, that he was
second only to Budaeus in Greek learning, though he seems
to put Turnebus and Camerarius nearly on the same level.

But perhaps the majority of scholars would think him supe-
rior, on the whole, to all the three ; and certainly Turnebus,
whose Adversaria are confined to Latin interpretation, what-

ever renown he might deserve by his oral lectures, has left

nothing that could warrant our assigning him an equal place.
4

Scaliger, however, accuses Henry Stephens of spoiling all the

authors he edited, by wrong alterations of the text.
5 This

1
Almeloveen, Vitas Stephanorum. p. 60

;
lished by this most laborious scholar, and

Maittaire, p. 200. An excellent life of thus reduces the number of his work? to

Henry Stephens, as well as others of the twenty-six. Huet says (whom I quote
rest of his family, was written by Mait- from Blount) that Stephens may be called

taire, but which does not supersede "The Translator par excellence;-' sin li

tliose formerly published by Almeloveen. is his diligence and accuracy, so happy
These together are among the best illus- his skill in giving the character of his

trations of the philological history of the author, so great his perspicuity and ele-

16th century that we possess. They have gance.
been abridged, with some new matter, by 4 [The works of Turnebus, 3 vols. folio,
Mr. Greswell, in his Early History of the bound in one, contain, 1. his commenta-
Parisian Greek Press. ries on Latin authors

;
2. his translations

8 Almeloveen, p. 70. His father made from Greek; 8. his miscellaneous writings,
him learn Greek before he had acquired including the Adversaria. Turnebus did
Latin. Maittaire, p. 198. comparatively little for Greek except in

s The life of Stephens, in the 36th the way of translation. 1842.]
volume of Niceron, is long and useful. 6 " Omnes quotquot ediJit, editve libros,
That in the Biographic Universelle is not etiam meos, suo arbitrio jam corrupit et

bad, but enumerates few editions pub- deinceps corrumpet." Scaliger. Frima,
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charge is by no means unfrequently brought against the critics

of this age.
14. The year 1572 is an epoch in Greek literature, by the

publication of Stephens's Thesaurus. A lexicon Lexicon of

had been published at Basle in 1562, by Robert U"**-""^

Constantin, who, though he made use of that famous press,
lived at Caen, of which he was a native. Scaliger speaks
in a disparaging tone both of Constantin and his lexicon.

But its general reputation has been much higher. A modern
critic observes, that " a very great proportion, of the explana-
tions and authorities in Stephens's Thesaurus are borrowed
from it."

* We must presume that this applies to the first edi-

tion ; for the second, enlarged by JEmilius Portus, which is

more common, did not appear till 159 1.
2 " The principal de-

fects of Constantin," it is added,
"
are, first, the confused and

ill-digested arrangement of the interpretation of words ; and,

secondly, the absence of all distinction between primitives
and derivatives." It appears by a Greek letter of Constantin,

prefixed to the first edition, that he had been assisted in his

labors by Gesner, Henry Stephens, Turnebus, Camerarius,
and other learned contemporaries. He gives his authorities,

if not so much as we should desire, very far more than the

editors of the former Basle lexicon. This lexicon, as was
mentioned in another place, is extremely defective, and full

of errors ; though a letter of Grynsus, prefixed to the edition

of 1539, is nothing but a strain of unqualified eulogy, little

warranted by the suffrage of later scholars. I found, how-

ever, on a loose calculation, the number of words in tTiis

edition to be not much less than 50,000.
3

p. 96. Against this sharp, and perhaps rash, as Maittaire has collected from what he

judgment, we may set that of Maittaire, a has dropped in various places, p. 469.

competent scholar, though not like Scali- l Quarterly Review, vol. xxvii.

ger, and without his arrogance and scorn 2 The first edition of this Lexicon some-
of the world. " Heurici editiones ideo tunes bears the name of Crespin, the

miror, quod eas, quam posset accuratissi- printer at Basle
;
and both Baillet and

me aut ipse aut per alios, qUos complures Bayle have fallen into the mistake of be-

noverat, viros erudites, ad omnium turn lieving that there were two different works,

manuscriptorum turn impressorum codi- See Niceron, vol. xxvii.

cum fidein, non sine maximo delectu et 3 Henry Stephens, in an epistle, De su
suo (quo maxime in Grsecis praesertim Typographic Statu ad quosdam Aniicos,

pollebat) aliorumque judicio elaboravit." gives an account of his own labors on the
Vitas Stephanorum, t. ii. p. 284. No man Thesaurus. The following passage on the

perhaps ever published so many editions earlier lexicons may be worth reading :

as Stephens, nor was any other printer of "
lia qiuc circumferuntur lexicis Graeco-

BO much use to letters : for he knew much Latinis primam imposuit manum mona-
more than the Aldi or the Juntas. Yet chus quidarn, frater Johannes Crastonus,
he 'had planned many more publications, Placentinus, Cannelitaaus ;

sed cum U
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15. Henry Stephens had devoted twelve years of his labo-

Thesaurus ric)u3 life to his own immense work, large material?
of sus- for which had been collected by his father. In com-
pllCUS. i -i

.
*

.

prehensive and copious interpretation of words, it

not only left far behind every earlier dictionary, but is still

the single Greek lexicon
; one which some have ventured to

abridge or enlarge, but none have presumed to supersede.
Its arrangement, as is perhaps scarce necessary to say, is

not according to an alphabetical but a radical order ; that is,

the supposed roots following each other alphabetically, every
derivative or compound, of whatever initial letter, is placed
after the primary word. This method is certainly not very
convenient to the uninformed reader ; and perhaps, even with
a view to the scientific knowledge of the language, it should
have been deferred for a more advanced stage of etymological

learning. The Thesaurus embodies the critical writings of

BudfBus and Camerarius, with whatever else had been contri-

buted by the Greek exiles of the preceding age and bv their

learned disciples. Much, no doubt, has since been added to

what we find in the Thesaurus of Stephens, as to the nicety
of idiom and syntax, or to the principles of formation of

words, but not perhaps in copiousness of explanation, which
is the proper object of a dictionary.

" The leading defects

conspicuous in Stephens," it is said by the critic already
quoted,

" are inaccurate or falsified quotations, the deficiency
of several thousand words, and a wrong classification both of

primitives and derivatives. At the same time we ought rather

jejunisexpositionibus. in quibus vernacu- habent labra lactucas, in opus illnd

lo etiam sermone interdum, id est Italico, transtulerunt. Ex iis quidem cerU- lo.-is

utitur, contentus fuisset, perfuuctorie item in quorum iaterpretatioue felix fuit Lu.ii-

constructiones verborum indicasset, nullos rentiua Valla, paucissimos protulerunt ;

autorum locos proferens ex quibus illas Bed pro perverse suo judicio. i>prv<>r.-i"i-

pariter et significationes cognosci posseut ;
mas qaasque ejus interpretatione-s. q

uinlti postea certatim multu hinc inde prope innumeras a me annotatas in |ji-

Bine ullo delectu ac judicio excerpta inse- tinis Herodoti et Thucydidis editionibus
ruerunt. Donee tandem indoctis typo- Tidebis, delegerunt egregii ill! lexicorum

graphis de augenda lexicorum mole inter seu consarcinutores seu interpolatorcs. <|iii-

se certantibus, et pracmia us qni id prae- bus, tamquam gemmis, ilia iusi<rnin*iit.

starent proponentibus, qua; jejuntc, et, si Quod si non quam multa, sed duntaxat
ita loqui licet, macilentae antea erant ex- quam multorum generum errata ibi sint,

positiones, adeo pingues et crassae redditas commemorare Telim, merito certe excla-

tunt, ut in illis passim nlhil aliud quam mabo, ri Trpwrov, ri (f 7rra, ri
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to be surprised, that, under existing disadvantages, he accom-

plished so much even in this last department, than that he left

so much undone."

1 G. It has been questioned among bibliographers whether
there are two editions of the Thesaurus; the first Abridged by

in 1572, the second without a date, and probably
ScapuU-

after 1580. The affirmative seems to be sufficiently proved.
1

The sale, however, of so voluminous and expensive a work
did not indemnify its author ; and it has often been complained
of, that Scapula, who had been employed under Stephens,

injured his superior bv the publication of his well-known

abridgment in 1579. The fact, however, that Scapula had

possessed this advantage rests on little evidence ; and his pre-

face, if it were true, would be the highest degree of effrontery :
2

it was natural that some one would abridge so voluminous

a lexicon. Literature, at least, owes an obligation to Sca-

pula.
3 The temper of Henry Stephens, restless and uncertain,

was not likely to retain riches : he passed several years in

wandering over Europe, and, having wasted a considerable

fortune amassed by his father, died in a public hospital at

Lyons in 1598,
4 "

opibus," says his biographer, "atque etiam

injrenio destitutus in nosocomio."

1 Niceron (vol. x.vri.) contends that the

supposed seroud edition differs only by a

change in the title-page, wherein we find

rather an unhappy attempt at wit, in the

following distich aimed at Scapula :

" Quidam eTTirefivuv me capulo tenus
abdidit en.-e;n :

JJger eram a scapulis ;
sanus at hue

redeo."
But it seems that Stephens, in his Palae-

stra de Justi Ijpsii Latinitate, mentions
this second edition, which is said by those

who have examined it to have fewer typo-
graphical errors than the other, though it

is admitted that the leaves might be in-

termixed without inconvenience, so close

is the resemblance. Vide Maittaire, p.
356-360. Brunet. Man. du Libr. Gress-

well, vol. ii. p. 289.
2 [" Incidi forte in Thesaurum ab Hen-

rico Stephano conscriptum." Gresswell's

Greek press, ii. 284. 1*42.]
3 Maittaire says that Scapulars lexicon

is as perfidious to the reader as its author
was to his master, and that Dr. Busby
would not suffer his boys to use it, p. 358.

But this has hardly been the general
opinion. See Quarterly Review, ubi supra.

4 Casaubon writes frequently to Scaii-

ffer about the strange behavior of his

fether-in-law, and complains that he had
not even leave to look at the books in the
latter's library, which he himself scarce

ever visited. ''Xosti hominem, nosti mo-

res, nosti quid apud eum possirn. hoc est,

quain nihil possim, qui videtur in mam
peruiciein conspirasse.

:
'

Epist. 21 . And,
still more severely, Epist. 41. " Nam
noster, etsi vivens valensque, pridem nu-
mero hominum, certe doctorum, eximi
meruit : ea est Ulius iuhumanitas, et,

quod invitus dico, delirium ; 'qui libros

quoslibet veteres, ut Iiiuici gryphi auruir.,
aliis invidet, sibi pcrire si nit, sed quid ille

habeat aut non, juxta scio ego cum igna-
vissimo." After Stephens's death, he wrote
in kinder terms than he had done before ;

but regretting some publications, by which
the editor of Casaubon ?s letters thinks he

might mean the Apologie pour Herodote,
and the Palaestra de Justi Lipsii Latiui-

tate : the former of which, a very well-

known book, contains a spirited attack on
the Romish priesthood, but with le,*.- re-

gard either for truth or decorum in the

selection of his stories than became the

character of Stephens ;
and the latter Is of

little pertinence to its avowed subject.

Henry Stephens had long been subject to

a disorder natural enough to labcriou*
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17. The Hellenismus of Angelus Caninius, a native of the

Heiienismus Milanese, is merely a grammar. Tanaquil Faber
of caninius.

prefer3 [t not on\y to taat of Clenardus, but to all

which existed even in his own time. It was published at

Paris in 1555. Those who do not express themselves so

strongly, place him above his predecessors. Caninius is much
fuller than Clenardus, the edition by Crenius (Leyden,
1700) containing 380 pages. The syntax is very scanty;
but Caninius was well conversant with the mutations of

words, and is diligent in noting the differences of dialects, in

which he has been thought to excel. He was acquainted with

the digamma, and with its Latin form. I will take this oppor-

Vergara's tunity of observing, that the Greek grammar of Ver-
grammar.

gara, mentioned in the first part of this work (page

335), and of which I now possess the Paris edition of 1557,

printed by William Morel (ad Complutensem editionem excu-

sum et restitu-funi), appears superior to those of Clenardus or

Varenius. This book is doubtless very scarce : it is plain that

Tanaquil Faber, Baillet, Morhof, and, I should add, Nicolas

Antonio, had never seen it
;

1 nor is it mentioned by Brunet or

Watts.2 There is, however, a copy in the British Museum.

Scaliger says that it is very good, and that Caninius has bor-

rowed from it the best parts.
3

Vergara had, of course, profited

by the commentaries of Budaeus, the great source of Greek

philology in Western Europe ; but he displays, as far as I can

judge by recollection more than comparison, an ampler know-

ledge of the rules of Greek than any of his other contempora-
ries. This grammar contains 438 pages, more than 100 of

men,
"
qusedam actionum consuetarum suspicion of theft

; but, whether he had
satietas et fastidium." Maittaire, p. 248. just cause to think the punches were his

Robert Stephens had carried with him own, it is now impossible to decide,
to Geneva iu 1550, the punches of his l Blount

;
Baillet.

types, made at the expense of Francis I.,
2 Antonio says it was printed at Alcali,

supposing that they were a gift of the 1573 ; deinde Parisiis, 1550. The first is

king. On the death, however, of Henry of course a false print ;
if the second is

Stephens, they were claimed by Henry IV.; not so likewise, he had never seen the book,
and the senate of Geneva restored them. s

Scaligerana Secunda.
" F. Vergara, Es-

They had been pledged for 400 crowns ; and pagnol, a compose une bonne graininaire
Gasaubon complains, as of a great injury, Grecque. mais Caninius a pris tout le ineil-

that the estate of Stephens was made an- leur de tous, et a mis du sien aussi quel-
sworable to the creditor when the pledge que chose dans son Hellenismus." This. ;LS

was given up to the king of .France. See Bayle truly observes, reduces the eulogies
LeClerc's remarks on this in Bibliotheque Scaliger has elsewhere given Caninius to

Choisie, vol. xix. p. 219. Also a vindica- very little. Scaliger's loose expression* are
tion of Stephens by Maittaire from the not of much value. Yet he who had een
tharge of having stolen them (Vitae Ste- Vergara's grammar might better know
phanorum, 1. 34) ;

and again in Gresswell's what was original in others, than Tauaquil
Parisian Press, i. 399. He seems above th Faber, who had never seen it
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which are given to the syntax. A small grammar by Nunnez,
or Pincianu?, published at Valencia in 1555, seems chiefly
borrowed from Clenardus or Vergara.

18. Peter Ramus, in 1557, gave a fresh proof of his acute-

ness an 1 originality, by publishing a Greek srram-
.^ .

'
J

. f , - Grammars
mar, with many important variances from his pre- Of sumus

cursors. Scaliger speaks of it with little respect; ^,
d
^"

but he is habitually contemptuous towards all but

his immediate friends.
1 Lancelot, author of the Port Royal

grammar, praises highly that of Ramus, though he reckons

it too intricate. This grammar I have not seen in its original
state ; but Sylburgius published one in 1582, which he pro-
fesses to have taken from the last edition of the Ramean

grammar. It has been said, that Laurence Rhodomann was
the first who substituted the partition of the declensions of

Greek nouns into three for that of Clenardus, who introduced

or retained the prolix and unphilosophical division into ten.
2

But Ramus is clearly entitled to this credit. It would be

doubted whether he is equally to be praised, as he certainly
has not been equally followed, in making no distinction of

conjugations, nor separating the verbs in fu from those in , on

the ground that their general flection is the same. Much has

been added to this grammar by Sylburgius himself, a man in

the first rank of Greek scholars ;

u
especially," as he tells us,

" in the latter books ; so that it may be called rather a supple-
ment than an abridgment of the grammar of Ramus." The

1
Scaligerana. Casaubon. it most be mental roles of syntax we could have an-

owned, who had more candor than Sea- tfcipated. But reading continually and
liger. speaks equally ill of the grammar of thinking in Greek, they found comparative
Kauius. Epi,-: accuracy by a secret tact, and by coutin-

: Morhof. L iv. c. 6. Preface to trans- nal imitation of what they read, lan-
lation of Matthias's Greek Grammar. The guage \s always a mosaic work, made up
learned author of this preface has not al- of associated fragments, not of separate
luded to Ramos, and. though he praises molecules: we repeat, not the simple
Sylburgius for hU improvement* in the words, but the phrases and even the sen-
mode of treating grammar, stems unac- tences we have caught from others. Bu-

qjiainted with that work which I mention dieus wrote Greek without knowing its

iu the text. Two editions of it are in the grammar, that is, without a distinct u-
ISritish Museum. l->?2 and 1600 : but, up- tion of moods or tenses, as men .jH-nk tlitir

iiparison, I believe that there is no own language tolerably well without hav-
ditference between them.

"

ing ever attended to a grammatical rule.

The best of t".iet grammars of the 16th Still many faults must be found in such

century luar r.o sort of comparison with writing on a close inspection. The ease

those which have been latterly published was partly the same in l^itin during the
in Germany. Aivl it seems strange at first miJJ.e ages, except that Latin was at that

eL'ht. that the old scholars, such as Bu- time better understood than Greek was in

dieus. Erasmus, famerarius. and many the sixteenth century : not that so many
more, should have written Greek, which word> were known, but those who wrote it

they were fond of doing, much better than best had more correct notions of the grant*
from their great ignorance of many funds- mar.
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syntax in this grammar is much better than in Clenardus,
from whom some have erroneously supposed Sylburgius to

have borrowed ; but I have not compared him with Vergara.
1

The Greek grammar of Sanctius is praised by Lancelot ; yet,
from what he tells us of it, we may infer that Sanctius, though
a great master of Latin, being comparatively unlearned in

Greek, displayed such temerity in his hypotheses as to fall

into very great errors. The first edition was printed at Ant-

werp in 1581.
19. A few more books of a grammatical nature, falling

Camerariug . within the present period, may be found in Mor-
Canter

; hof, Baillet, and the bibliographical collections ; but
Robortellus. .', .

c

neither in number nor importance do they deserve

much notice.
2 In a more miscellaneous philology, the Com-

mentaries of Camerarius, 1551, are superior to any publica-
tion of the kind since that of Budseus in 1529. The Novae
Lectiones of William Canter, though the work of a very

young man, deserve to be mentioned as almost the first effort

of an art which has done much for ancient literature, that

of restoring a corrupt text, through conjecture, net loose and

empirical, but guided by a skilful sagacity, and upon princi-

ples which we may without impropriety not only call scienti-

fic, but approximating sometimes to the logic of the Novum
Organum. The earlier critics, not always possessed of many
manuscripts, had recourse, more indeed in Latin than in

Greek, to conjectural emendation ; the prejudice against

which, often carried too far by those who are not sufficiently
aware of the enormous ignorance and carelessness which ordi-

nary manuscripts display, ha also been heightened by the

random and sometimes very improbable guesses of editors.

Canter, besides the practice he showed in his Novae Lectiones,
laid down the principles of his theory in a Syntagma de

Ratione emendandi Graecos Auctores, reprinted in the second

volume of Jebb's edition of Aristides. He here shows what
letters are apt to be changed into others by error of transcrip-

1 Yossius says of the grammarians in one Guillon, of whom I find no account in

general, "ex quibus Uootrinae et intlug- biography, called Gnomon, on the quantity
t.riae laudem maximemihi meruisse viden- of (in-ek syllables. This seems to be the
tur Angel us Caniniusetl'ridericusSylbur- earliest work of the kind; and he pro-
gius." Aristarchus, p. 6. It is said that, fesses himself to write against those who
in his own grammar, which is on the basis think "quidvis licere in quantitate s\ 1-

of Clenardus, Vossius added little to what labarum." It is printed at Paris, 1556;
he had taken from the two former. Bail- and it appears by Watts that there are

let, in Caninio. other editions
1 li the British Museum is a book by
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tion, or through a source not perhaps quite so obvious, the

uniform manner of pronouncing several vowels and diph-

thongs among the later Greeks, which they were thus led to

confound, especially when a copyist wrote from dictation. But.

besides these corruptions, it appears by the instances Canter

jrives. that almost any letters are liable to be changed into

almost any others. The abbreviations of copyists are also

great causes of corruption, and require to be known by those

who would restore the text. Canter, however, was not alto-

gether the founder of this school of criticism. Robortellus,

whose vanity and rude contempt of one so much superior to

himself as Sigonius has perhaps caused his own real learning
to be undervalued, had already written a treatise entitled De
Arte sive Ratione corrigendi Antiquorum Libros Disputatio ;

in which he claims to be the first who devised this art, nunc

priimun a me excogitata. It is not a bad work, though pro-

bably rather superficial according to our present views. He
points out the general characters of manuscripts and the dif-

ferent styles of hand-writing ; after which, he proceeds to the

rules of conjecture, making good remarks on the causes of

corruption and consequent means of restoration. It is pub-
lished in the second volume of Gruter's Thesaurus Criticus.

Robortellus, however, does not advert to Greek manuscripts ;

a field upon which Canter first entered. The Xovze Lec-

tiones of Wilh'am Canter are not to be confounded with the

Variae Lectiones of his brother Theodore, a respectable but

less eminent scholar. Canter, it may be added, was the first,

according to Boissonade, who, in his edition of Euripides,
restored some sort of order and measure to the choruses.1

20. Sylburgius, whose grammar has been already praised,
was of great use to Stephens in compiling the Edition* by

Thesaurus : it has even been said, but perhaps with Sj'11"11^118-

German partiality, that the greater part of its value is due

to him.2 The editions of Sylburgius, especially those of Aris-

i
Biogr. UniT. The Life of Canter in * Melchior Adam, p. 193. In the article

Melchior Adam is one of the best his col- . of the Quarterly Keview, several times al-

lection contains: it seems to be copied ready quoted, it is said that the Thesaurus
from oue by Mineus. Canter was a man " bear* much plainer marks of the sagaci-
of great moral as well as literary excel- ty and erudition of Sylburgius than of the

lt-n'-e : the account of his studies andmode desultory and hasty studies of his master,
of life iu thi* biography is very interesting, than whom he was more clear-sighted :

"
a

The author of it dwells justly on Canter's compliment at the expense of Stephens,
kill in exploring the text of manuscripts, not perhaps easily reconcilable with the

and in observing the variations of orthog- eulogy a little before passed by the review-

raphy . See also Blount ; Baillet
; Niceron, er on the latter, as the greatest of Greek

vol. xxix. ; and Chalmers. scholars except Casauboc Stephens says
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totle and Dionysius of Halicarnassus, are among the best of

that age : none, indeed, containing the entire works of the

Stagirite, is equally esteemed.1 He had never risen above
the station of a schoolmaster in small German towns, till lie

relinquished the employment for that of superintendent of

classical editions in the press of Wechel, and afterwards in

that of Commelin. But the death of this humble and labori-

ous man, in 1596, was deplored by Casaubon as one of the

heaviest blows that learning could have sustained.

21. Michael Neander, a disciple of Melanchthon and Came-

Neander
rai'ius

?
who became rector of a flourishing school at

Isfeld in Thuringia soon after 1550, and remained

there till his death in 1595, was certainly much inferior to

Sylburgius ; yet to him Germany was chiefly indebted for

keeping alive, in the general course of study, some little taste

for Grecian literature, which towards the end of the century
was rapidly declining. The " Erotemata Graecae Linguae

"
of

Neander, according to Eichhorn, drove the earlier grammars
out of use in the schools.2 But the publications of Neander

appear to be little more than such extracts from the Greek
writers as he thought would be useful in education.3 Several

of them are gnomologies, or collections of moral sentences,
from the poets ; a species of compilation not uncommon in

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, but neither exhibit-

ing much learning nor favorable to the acquisition of a true

feeling for ancient poetry. The Thesaurus of Basilius Faber,
another work of the same class, published in 1571, is reckoned

by Eichhorn among the most valuable school-books of this

period, and continued to be used and reprinted for two hun-

dred years.
4

22. Conrad Gesner belongs almost equally to the earlier

and later periods of the sixteenth century. En-
dowed with unwearied diligence, and with a mind

pf himself, "quern habuit (Sylburgius), which might be more than Stephens ownc-rt,
noro quodain more, doniiiiunislinulacprw- and leas than the Germans have claimed.

ceptorem, quod ille benefit-Sum pro sua Nieeron, which is remarkable, has no life

injjenuitate agnoscit." (nputt Maittaire, of Sylburgiug.
1

,
-

burgius a travaillS au Treaor de II. Kti-

.

Geschichte der Cultur, Hi. 277.
enne." But it is impossible for us to appor- * Nloeron . TOl . xxx.
tiuii the disciple's share in thin gi-eat work ;

* Eichhorn, 274.
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capacious of omnifarious erudition, he was probably the most

comprehensive scholar of the age. Some of his writings have
been mentioned in another place. His Mithridates, sive de

Differentiis Linguarum, is the earliest effort on a great scale

to arrange the various languages of mankind by their origin
and analogies. He was deeply versed in Greek literature,

and especially in the medical and physical writers ; but he did

not confine himself to that province. It may be noticed here,

that, in his Stoba3us, published in 1543, Gesner first printed
Greek and Latin in double columns.1 He was followed by
Turnebus, in an edition of Aristotle's Ethics (Paris, 1555) ;

and the practice became gradually general, though some sturdy

scholars, such as Stephens and Sylburgius, did not comply with

it. Gesner seems to have had no expectation that the Greek
text would be much read, and only recommends it as useful

in conjunction with the Latin.2
Scaliger, however, deprecates

so indolent a mode of study, and ascribes the decline of Greek

learning to these unlucky double columns.3

23. In the beginning of the century, as has been shown in

the first part of this work, the prospects of classical Decline of

literature in Germany seemed most auspicious.
*<=* in

, ,...' r> i't Germany.
Schools and universities, the encouragement of libe-

ral princes, the instruction of distinguished professors, the for-

mation of public libraries, had given an impulse, the progres-
sive effects of which were manifest in every Protestant state

of the empire. Nor was any diminution of this zeal and taste

discernible for a few years. But after the death of Melanch-
thon in 1560, and of Camerarius in 1574, a literary decline

commenced, slow but uniform and permanent, during which

Germany had to lament a strange eclipse of that lustre which
had distinguished the preceding age. This was first shown
in an inferiority of style, and in a neglect of the best stand-

ards of good writing. The admiration of Melanchthon him-

self led in some measure to this ; and to copy his manner

(genus dicendi Philippicum, as it was called) was more the

fashion than to have recourse to his masters, Cicero and Quin-

1 This I give only on the authority of in his memory ; and, as he
sayg,

-which

Chevillier, Origines de I'lmprinierie de Pa- would be more important, the points called

ris. comma and semicolon, of which Paulua
2 Chevillier, Origines de 1'Imprimerie de Manutius was the inventor. But in this

Paris. p. 240. there must be some mistake
;
for the com-

a
Scalig. Secunda. Accents on Latin ma is frequent in books much older than

words, it is observed by Scaliger (in the any edittj by Manutius.

Scaligerana Prima), were introduced with-

VOL. ii. a
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tilian.
1 But this, which would have kept up a very tolerable

style, gave way, not long afterwards, to a tasteless and bar-

barous turn of phrase, in which all feeling of propriety and

elegance was lost. This ha* been called ApuleianisiiiLis, as if

that indifferent writer of the third century had been set up
for imitation, though probably it was the mere sympathy of

bad taste and incorrect expression. The scholastic philosophy
came back about the same time into the German universities,

with all its technical jargon, and triumphed over the manes
of Erasmus and Melanchthon. The disciples of Paracelsus

spread their mystical rhapsodies far and wide, as much at the

expense of classical taste as of sound reason. And when we
add to these untoward circumstances the dogmatic and pole-

mical theology, studious of a phraseology certainly not belong-

ing to the Augustan age, and the necessity of writing on

many other subjects almost equally incapable of being treated

in good language, we cannot be much astonished that a bar-

barous and slovenly Latinity should become charartcristic of

Germany, which, even in later ages, very few of its learned

men have been able to discard.-

24. In philological erudition, we have seen that Ger-

Gmnan many long maintained her rank, if not quite equal
learning. fa France in this period, yet nearer to her than to

any third nation. We have mentioned several of the most

Greek distinguished ; and to these we might add many
verses of names from Melchior Adam, the laborious biogra-
Khodomann. ^Qr Qf ^s learned countrymen ; such as Oporinus,

George Fabricius, Frischlin, and Crusius, who first taught the

Romaic Greek in Germany. One, rather more known than

these, was Laurence lihodomann. He was the editor of sev-

eral authors ;
but his chief claim to a niche in the temple

seems to rest upon his Greek verses, which have generally
been esteemed superior to any of his generation. The praise

1 Eichhorn, Hi. 268. The Germans reliqui snnt hodie Constantinopoli, pne
usually said Philippus for Melanchthon. cseteris eruditi, et Christian;*; religioms

2 Melchior Adam, after highly praising amautes, totuui musarum chormu. jvlicto

Wolfs translation of Demosthenes, pro- Ilelicone, in Germanium transinixr.is<c."

ceeds to boast of the Greek learning of (Vitae Philosophorum.) Melchior Adam
Germany, which, rather singularly, he lived in the early part of the seventeenth
seems to ascribe to this translation :

" Ef- century, when this high character was
fecit ut ante ignotus pit-risque Demosthenes hardly applicable to Germany ;

but his

nunc familiariter nobjcuin versetur in panegyric must be taken as designed for

scholis ft arademiis. Est sane quod gra- the preceding age, in which the greater
tulcmur Germanise nostrae, quod per Wol- part of his eminent men flourished. Be-
limn tontoruin tiuminum eloqueutiae par- sides this, he is so much a compiler that

ticeps facta est. i'ateutur ipsi Graeci, qui thU passage may not be his own.
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does not imply much positive excellence ; for in Greek com-

position, and especially in verse, the best scholars of the six-

teenth century make but an indifferent figure. Rhodomann's
Life of Luther is written in Greek hexameters. It is also a
curious specimen of the bigotry of his church. He boasts

that Luther predicted the deaths of Zuingle, Carlostadt, and

CEcolarnpadius as the punishment of their sacramentarian

hypothesis. The lines will be found in a note,
1 and may

serve as a fair specimen of as good Greek as could perhaps
be written in that age of celebrated erudition. But some
other poems of Rhodomann, which I have not seen, are more

praised by the critics.

'2'j. But, at the expiration of the century, few were left,

besides Rhodomann. of the celebrated philologers of Learning

Germany ; nor had a new race arisen to supply
decUna ;

their place. ^Emih'us Portus, who taught with reputation at

Heidelberg, was a native of Ferrara, whose father, a Greek

by origin, emigrated to Genoa on account of religion. The
state of literature, in a general sense, had become sensibly
deteriorated in the empire. This was most perceptible, or

perhaps only perceptible, in its most learned provinces, those

which had embraced the Reformation. In the opposite quar-
ter there had been little to lose, and something was gained.
In the first period of the Reformation, the Catholic universi-

ties, governed bv men whose prejudices were insu- _
i T * tf -i Ex?4 m

perable even by appealing to their selfishness, had Catholic

kept still in the same track, educating their students
Gennan^-

in the barbarous logic and literature of the middle ages, care-

that every method was employed in Protestant education

to develop and direct the talents of youth ; and this had

given the manifest intellectual superiority, which taught the

1 Kai rauev of Teretearo ptra xpo- Oixudafnraiwv nai Kiyx/MV
iw, wf \isyabpTfTO' an]

jf yap dudcKUfiifvof h% rptrof erpe^e irorpav SaicpvosvTOf' ha fpi&te fdt

6)) TOTS f&oipa, dsov npnxfiiiv vpriaoovoa arpeidrK Tpdf icevrpav mxudaa rapcdv

fievoivifv, iaijjai.

fiavTOffi-vaif bre07}Ke deoQpaAleaai re av& pev ogvpopavf Kapotoara&of
~fvrjjv jvy* irotvaf,

s, bf ovraf uirprjicTov fmb KpadiifC rbv 6e yap VVTI$OAUW icpvepij) fura
{&A fJtvOov. faofJOTi Aaiftuv

yap onr/eoov irfary&fvope 6oy- i^airlvrjf tTopage, Ka2 rjfncaoev at

uarof <if>X xptof ijev.
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disciples aid contemporaries of the first reformers a scorn for

the stupidity and ignorance of the Popish party, somewhat

exaggerated, of course, as such sentiments generally are, but

dangerous above measure to its influence. It was, therefore,
one of the first great services which the Jesuits performed to

get possession of the universities, or to found other seminar! c-.s

for education. In these, they discarded the barbarous school-

books then in use ; put the rudimentary study of the languages
on a better footing ; devoted themselves, for the sake of reli-

gion, to those accomplishments which religion had hitherto

disdained; and by giving a taste for elegant literature, with

as much solid and scientific philosophy as the knowledge of

the times and the prejudices of the church would allow, both

wiped away the reproach of ignorance, and drew forth the

native talents of their novices and scholars. They taught

gratuitously, which threw, however unreasonably, a sort of

discredit upon salaried professors:
1

it was found that boys
learned more from them in six months than in two years
under other masters ; and, probably for both these reasons,
even Protestants sometimes withdrew their children from "the

ordinary gymnasia, and placed them in Jesuit colleges. No
one will deny, that in their classical knowledge, particularly
of the Latin language, and in the elegance with which they
wrote it, the order of Jesuits might stand in competition with

any scholars of Europe. In this period of the sixteenth

century, though not perhaps in Germany itself, they produced
several of the best writers whom it could boast.2

26. It is seldom that an age of critical erudition is one also

Philological
^ ^ne writing: the two have not perhaps a natural

works of
incompatibility with each other; but the bond-woman
too often usurps the place of the free-woman, and the

auxiliary science of philology controls, instead of adorning
and ministering to, the taste and genius of original minds.

As the study of the Latin language advanced, as better edi-

tions were published, as dictionaries and books of criticism

were more carefully drawn up, we naturally expect to find it

1 "Mox, ubipauhilumfirmitatisaceessit, grina personarent. Incredibile dfctu eet,

pueros sine mercede docendos et erudiendos quantum ha?c criminatio valuerit. " KOB-

suseeperunt ; quo artificio non vulgarem piniaii, Ilist. Jesuitarum, 1. ii. c. 1, fol.84;

vulgi favorem emeruere, criminandis prae- see also 1. i. fol. 69.

surtim aliis Uoctoribu.s, quorum doctrina -
Ranke,ii. 32; Eichhorn, iii. 266. The

venalis esset. et seholoe nuUi sine merrede latter scarcely does justice to the Jesuit*

patcrent, et inturdum ctiam doctrina pere- as promoters of learning in their wmy.
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written with more correctness, but not with more force and
truth. The Expostulation of Henry Stephens de Latinitate

Falso Suspecta, 157G, is a collection of classical authorities

for words and idioms, which seem so like French, that the

reader would not hesitate to condemn them. Some among
these, however, are so familiar to us as good Latin, that we
can hardly suspect the dictionaries not to have contained

them. I have not examined any earlier edition than that of

Calepin's dictionary, as enlarged by Paulus Manutius, of the

date of 1579, rather after this publication by Henry Stephens ;

and certainly it does not appear to want these words, or to

fail in sufficient authority for them.

27. In another short production by Stephens, De Latinitate

Lipsii Palaestra, he turns into ridicule the affected stvieof

style of that author, who ransacked all his stores of lipiius

learning to perplex the reader. A much later writer, Sciop-

pius, in his Judicium de Stylo Historico, points out several of

the affected and rroneous expressions of Lipsius. But he
was the founder of a school of bad writers, which lasted for

some time, especially in Germany. Seneca and Tacitus were
the authors of antiquity whom Lipsius strove to emulate.
"
Lipsius," says Scaliger,

"
is the cause that men have now

little respect for Cicero, whose style he esteems about as much
as I do his own. He once wrote well ; but his third century
of epistles is good for nothing."

1 But a style of point and
affected conciseness will always have its admirers, till the

excess of vicious imitation disgusts the world.2

23. Morhof, and several authorities quoted by Baillet, extol

the Latin grammar of a Spaniard, Emanuel Alvarez, Minerva of

as the first in which the fancies of the ancient gram-
SanctJua-

marians had been laid aside. Of this work I know nothing
farther. But the Minerva of another native of Spain, San-

chez, commonly called Sanctius, the first edition of which

1
Scaligerana Secunda. mi, Lstae apparent dotes : acnmen, Tenus-

1 Mineus. quote-! in Melchior Adam's tas. delectus, ornatus vel niuiius, cum vix
Life of Lipsius. prunes his eloquence, with quicquam proprie dictum ei placeat, turn

contempt of ttio^e wao thought their own schemata nallo nnmero. tanJeui Torborum
feeble and empty writing like Cicero's. copU : desunt autem perspicuitas. puritaa,
See also Eichhorn. iii. i- J : Baillet. who has sequabilitas, coUocatio. June tura et nume-
a long article on the style of Lipsiiw and rus oratorios. Itaque omtio ejus est ob-
the sciiool it formed (Jugemensdes Savaus, scura, non paucU barbarismis et soloeci*-

yol. ii. p. 1&2. 4to elition) : anl Blount ; mis. pluribus vero archaUmis et idiotUmia,
Jso the note JI. in B-iyle's article on Lip- innnmerifi etiam neoter.smis inqoinata,
RUB. The follovrin? passage of Scioppios comprehensio obscura, compositio fracta

I transcribe from Blount :
' In Justi Lip- et in particuias concisa, rocum similium

iii =tylo, scriptoria aatate nostra clariia- aut ambifuarum puerilis captatio.
1 '
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appeared at Salamanca in 1587, far excelled any grammat'
cal treatise that had preceded it, especially as to the rule^

of syntax, which he has reduced to their natural principles ln

explaining apparent anomalies. He is called the prince of

grammarians, a divine man, the Mercury and Apollo of Spain,
the father of the Latin language, the common teacher of tho

learned, in the panegyrical style of the Lipsii or Scioppii.
1

The Minerva, enlarged and corrected at different times by tho

most eminent scholars, Scioppius, Perizonius, and others moro

recent, still retains a leading place in philology. "No one

among those," says its last editor, Bauer,
" who have written

well upon grammar, has attained such reputation and even

authority as the famous Spaniard whose work we now give
to the press." But Sanctius has been charged with too

great proneness to censure his predecessors, especially Valla,
and with an excess of novelty in his theoretical specula-
tions.

29. The writers who in this second moiety of the sixteenth

Orations of century appear to have been most conspicuous for

Muretua.
purity of style, were Muretus, Paulus Manutius,

Perpinianus, Osorius, Maphaeus, to whom we may add our

own Buchanan, and perhaps Haddon. Muretus is celebrated

for his Orations, published by Aldus Manutius in 1576. Many
Panegyric

^ these were delivered a good deal earlier. Ruhn-
of Ruhn- kenius, editor of the works of Muretus, says that he

at once eclipsed Bembo, Sadolet, and the whole host

of Ciceronians ; expressing himself so perfectly in that author's

style that we should fancy ourselves to be reading him, did

not the subject betray a modern hand. " In learning," he

says,
" and in knowledge of the Latin language, Manutius was

not inferior to Muretus: we may even say that his zeal in

imitating Cicero was still stronger, inasmuch as he seemed to

have no other aim all his life than to bear a perfect resem-

blance to that model. Yet he rather followed than overtook
his master, and in this line of imitation cannot be compared
with Muretus. The reason of this was, that Nature had be-

stowed on Muretus the same kind of genius that she had given
to Cicero, while that of Manutius was very different. It was
from this similarity of temperament that Muretus acquired
such felicity of expression, such grace in narration, such wit

in raillery, such perception of what would gratify the ear in

i Bailiet.
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the structure and cadence of his sentences. The resemblance

of natural disposition made it a spontaneous act of Muretus to

tall into the footsteps of Cicero ; while, with all the efforts of

Manutius, his dissimilar genius led him constantly away:
so that we should not wonder when the writings of one so

delight us that we cannot lay them down, while we are soon

wearied with those of the other, correct and polished as they
are, on account of the painful desire of imitation which they

betray. No one, since the revival of letters," Ruhnkenius

proceeds,
" has written Latin more correctly than Mure-

tus ; yet, even in him, a few inadvertencies may be disco-

vered." 1

30. Notwithstanding the panegyric of so excellent a scholar,

I cannot feel this very close approximation of Mure- Defects of

tus to the Ciceronian standard ; and it even seems nis 8t)le -

to me that I have not rarely met with modern Latin of a

more thoroughly classical character. His style is too redun-

dant and florid, his topics very trivial. Witness the whole
oration on the battle of Lepanto, where the greatness of his

subject does not raise them above the level of a schoolboy's
exercise. The celebrated eulogy on the St. Bartholomew

Massacre, delivered before the pope, will serve as a very fair

specimen to exemplify the Latinity of Muretus.* Scaliger,
invidious for the most part in his characters of contemporary
scholars, declares that no one since Cicero had written so well

as Mu7-etus, but that he adopted the Italian diffuseness, and

says little in many words. This observation seems perfectly

just.

1 Mureti opera, cura Kuhnkenli, Lugd. hostes fregisset ac fugasset, hujus quoque
1789. pulcherrimi fact! pnecipuatn gloriarn ad se

2 " noctem illtun memorabilem et in potissimum voluit pertinere ; alter, quam-
fastis eximiae alicujus notaa adjectione sig- quam setate noudum ad rem militarem

nandam, quae paucoruni seditiosorum in- idonea erat, tanta tamen est ad virtutem
teritu regem a prsenti csedis periculo, indole, ut neininem nisi fratrem in his

regnum a perpetua bellorum civilium rebus gerendis sequo animo sibi passurua
forniidine liberavit ! Qua quidem nocte fuerit anteponi. diem denique ilium

Stellas equidwn ipsas luxisse solito nitidius pleuum tetitiw et hilaritatis, quo tu.

arbitror, et (lumen Sequanam malores beatissime pater, hoc ad te nuncio allato,

undas volvisse, quo citius ilia inipurorum Deo imniortali, et Divo Ludovico regi,

honiinuin cadavera evolveret et exonera- cujus hiec in ipso pervigilio evenerant,
ret in mare. felicissimam mulierein gratiasaeturus.indictasa te supplicationes
Catlmriiiam, regis matrum, quae cum tot pedes obiisti ! Quis optabilior ad te nun-
annos admirabili priidehtla parique sollcl- ciua adfcrri potcrat? aut nos ip.si quod
tudine ii'gnum filio, filium rcguo conserv;vs- felicius ojitare iioteramus prinoipium pon-
set, tuui demuui secura regnautem filium tificatus tui, qimm ut primis illis mensibua

udspexit! regis fratres ipsos quoque tetrum illam caligiiiem, quasi exorto sole,

beatos ! quorum alter cum, qua setate discussam cerueremus ?
" Vol. i

cKteri vix adhuc arma tractare incipiunt, edit. Huhnken.
eu ipse quater commisiso pra-lio fruteruod
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31. The epistles of Paulus Manutius are written in what

Ep^ties of we may call a gentleman-like tone, without the viru-
Manutius.

jence or querulousness that disgusts too often in the

compositions of literary men. Of Panvinius, llobortellus,

Sigonius, his own peculiar rivals, he writes in a friendly spirit

and tone of eulogy. His letters are chiefly addressed to the

great classical scholars of his age. But, on the other hand,

though exclusively on literary subjects, they deal chiefly in

generalities ; and the affectation of copying Cicero in every

phrase gives a coldness and almost an air of insincerity to the

sentiments. They have but one note, the praise of learning ;

yet it is rarely that they impart to us much information about

its history and progress. Hence they might serve for any
age, and seem like pattern-forms for the epistles of a literary
man. In point of mere style, there can be no comparison
between the letters of a Sadolet or Manutius on the one hand,
and those of a Scaliger, Lipsius, or Casaubon on the other.

But, while the first pall on the reader by their monotonous

elegance, the others are full of animation and pregnant with

knowledge. Even in what he most valued, correct Latin,

Manutius, as Scioppius has observed, is not without errors.

But the want of perfect diction aries made it difficult to avoid

illegitimate expressions which modern usage suggested to the

writer.1

32. Manutius, as the passage above quoted has shown, is

Oareofthe no^ reckoned by Ruhnkenius quite equal to Muretus,
Italian at least in natural genius. Scioppius thinks him con-

summate in delicacy and grace. He tells us that Ma-
nutius could hardly speak three words of Latin, so that the

Germans who came to visit him looked down on his defi-

ciency. But this, Scioppius remarks, as Erasmus had done

a hundred years before, was one of the rules observed by the

Italian scholars to preserve the correctness of their style.

They perceived that the daily use of Latin in speech must

bring in a torrent of barbarous phrases, which, "claiming
afterwards the privileges of acquaintance

"
(quodam fcanilictn-

tatis jure), would obtrude their company during composition,
and render it difficult for the most accurate writer to avoid

them.2

1
Scioppius, Judiciumde Stylo Ilistorico. the students to speak Ijitin when within

*
Id., p. 66. This was so little understood hearing of their superiors. Even Lock*

In England, that, in some of our colleges, was misled into recommending this prepos-
and even, schools, it was the regulation for terous barbarism.
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33. Perpinianus, a Valencian Jesuit, wrote some orations,

hanlly remembered at present ; but Ruhnkenius has perp jn janu8 .

placed him along with Muretns, as the two Cisalpines Osorius;

(if that word may be so used for brevity) who have
excelled the Italians in Latinity. A writer of more celebrity
was Osorius, a Portuguese bishop, whose treatise on Glory,
and, what is better known, his History of the Reign of Eman-
uel, have placed him in a high rank among the imitators of

the Augustan language. Some extracts from Osorius de Gloria
will be found in the first volume of the Retrospective Review.
This has been sometimes fancied to be the famous work of

Cicero with that title, which Petrarch possessed and lost, and
which Petrus Alcyonius has been said to have transferred to

his own book De Exilio. But for this latter conjecture there

is, I believe, neither evidence nor presumption ; and certainly

Osorius, if we may judge from the passages quoted, was no
Cicero. Lord Bacon has said of him, that "his vein was weak
and waterish," which these extracts confirm. They have not

elegance enough to compensate for their verbosity and empti-
ness. Dupin, however, calls him the Cicero of Portugal.

1

Nor is less honor due to the Jesuit Maffei (Maphaeus),
whose chief work is the History of India, published in 1586.

Maffei, according to Scioppius, was so careful of his style, that

he used to recite the breviary in Greek, lest he should become
too much accustomed to bad Latin.^ This may perhaps be
said in ridicule of such purists. Like Manutius, he was te-

diously elaborate in correction : some have observed that his

History of India lias scarce any value except for its style.
3

34. The writings of Buchanan, and especially his Scottish

history, are written with strength, perspicuity, and Buchanan;
neatness.4 Many of our own critics have extolled Hada n -

the Latinity of Walter Haddon. His Orations were published
in 1567. They belong to the first years of this period. But

they seem hardly to deserve any high praise. Haddon had

certainly labored at an imitation of Cicero, but without

catching his manner, or getting rid of the florid, semi-poetical
tone of the fourth century. A specimen, taken much at

1
Nioeron, TO!, ii. eulogy on Buchanan, as having written

2 De Stylo Ilist. , p. 71. better than any one else in verse and prose ;

3 Tiraboschi
; Niceron, vol. T.

; Biogr. that is, as I understand him, having writ-

L'niv. ten prose better than any one who has
4 Le Clerc. in an article of the Biblio- written verse so well, and the converse,

thec^ue Cholsie, vol. riii., pronounces a high
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random, but rather favorable than otherwise, from his oration

on the death of the young brothers of the house of Suffolk, at

Cambridge, in 1550, is given in a note.1 Another work of

different kind, wherein Haddon is said to have been concerned

jointly with Sir John Cheke, is the Reforinatio Legum
Ecclesiastic-arum, the proposed code of the Anglican Church,
drawn up under Edward VI. It is, considering the subject, in

very good language.
35. These are the chief writers of this part of the sixteenth

Si^onius century who have attained reputation for the polish
DeConso- and purity of their Latin style. Sigonius ought,

:me '

perhaps, to be mentioned in the same class, since his

writings exhibit not only perspicuity and precision, but as

much elegance as their subjects would permit. He is also the

acknowledged author of the treatise De Consolatione, which

long passed with many for a work of Cicero. Even Tiraboschi

was only undeceived of this opinion by meeting with some

unpublished letters of Sigonius, wherein he confesses the for-

gery.
2 It seems, however, that he had inserted some authentic

fragments. Lipsius speaks of this counterfeit with the ut-

most contempt, but, after all his invective, can scarcely detect

any bad Latinity.
3 The Consolatio is, in fact, like many other

imitations of the philosophical writings of Cicero, resembling
their original in his faults of verbosity and want of depth, but

flowing and graceful in language. Lipsius, who affected the

other extreme, was not likely to value that which deceived the

Italians into a belief that Tully himself was before them. It

1 "0 laborio?ain et si non miseram cer- scientia pater, et certe senex incompara-
te mirabiliter exercitam, tot cumulatara bilis, Martinus Bucerug, licet nee reipub-
funeribus Cantabrigiani ! Gravi nos yul- licas nee nostro, tamen suo tenipore nior-
nere percussit h% ems, Bestas saucios ad tuus est, nimiruni aetnte. et annis et morbo
terrain nttlixit. Calendje Martin.- stantem affectus. SuHblcumse-s autem, quos ille

adliuc Academiam nostrum et erectam fiorescentes ad oninem laudem. tanquam
vehementer impulerunt, et de priori statu alumnos discipliiue reliquit sua>, t;im re-

suo depresserunt. Jilus Julias nutautem pente sudoruiu fluminibus absorpti sunt,
jam et inclinatam oppresserunt. Cum ut priiis mortem illorumaudiremus, quam
magnus ille fidei magister et excellena morbum animadverterenius."
noster in vera religione doctor, Martinus 2 Biogr. Univ., art. "

Sigonio."
Bucerns, frigoribus hybernis conslncia- 3

Lipsii Opera Critica. His stylo is

visset, tan tain in ejua occasu plag.uu ac- abusive, as usual in this age.
"
Quis'auti-in

cepisse videbamur, ut miijorem non solum ille suaviludius qui latere se posse cunsuit
ullam expectaremus, sed ne posse quidem sub ilia persona? Male mchcrrule de
expectari crederemus. Verum postquam seculo nostro judicavit. Quid cnim tarn

inundantes, et in Cantabrigiaui efferves- dissimileabilloauro, quam hoc plumbuui ?

rentes testivi Biidorw. illud prsestans et ne simia quideni Cii-cnuiis esse pote.-t,
aureolum par Sailolok-nsiuiu fratruui turn neduin ut ille. . . . Ilubes judiciuni iiieuni,

quideni pere^rinatum a nobis, sed tauien in quo si aliqua asj>erita, ne mirere.

plane nostrum obruerunt, sic ingeuiuiinus, Fatua enim hc superbia tanto nomiui at
ut innnitus dolor vix ullam tanti mali insereiidi diguissiiuu insecUtione fuit."
levutionem invenire possit. Perfectus omni
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was, at least, not every one who could have done this like

Sigonius.
36. Several other names, especially from the Jesuit col-

leges, might, I doubt not, be added to the list of
Decline of

good Latin writers by any competent scholar, who taste and

should prosecute the research through public libraries i

e

^J^
ns m

by the aid of the biographical dictionaries. But
more than enough may have been said for the general reader.

The decline of classical literature in this sense, to which
we have already alluded, was the theme of complaint towards
the close of the century, and above all in Italy. Paulus
Manutius had begun to lament it long before. But Latinus
Latinius himself, one of the most learned scholars of that

country, states positively, in 1584, that the Italian universities

were forced to send for their professors from Spain and
France.1 And this abandonment by Italy of her former

literary glory was far more striking in the next age, an age of

science, but not of polite literature. Ranke supposes that, the

attention of Italy being more turned towards mathematics and
natural history, the study of the ancient writers, which do not

contribute greatly to these sciences, fell into decay. But this

seems hardly an adequate cause, nor had the exact sciences

made any striking progress in the period immediately under
review. The rigorous orthodoxy of the church, which in some
measure revived an old jealousy of heathen learning, must
have contributed far more to the effect. Sixtus V. notoriously
disliked all profane studies, and was even kept with difficulty
from destroying the antiquities of Rome, several of which
were actually demolished by his bigoted and barbarous zeal.

2

No other pope, I believe, has been guilty of what the Romans

always deemed sacrilege. In such discouraging circumstances,
we could hardly wonder at what is reported, that Aldus

Manutius, having been made professor of rhetoric at Rome
about 1589, could only get one or two hearers. But this,

perhaps, does not rest on very good authority.
3 It is agreed

that the Greek language was almost wholly neglected at the

end of the century, and there was no one in Italy distinguished
for a knowledge of it. Baronius must be reckoned a man of

1
Tiraboschi, x. 387- ity alone of Rossi, a writer who took the

2
Ilauke, i. 476. name of Erythrseus, and has communi-

3
Id., 482. itenouard, Imprimerie des cated a good deal of literary miscellaneotw

Aides, iii. 197, doubts the truth of this information, but not always such as do*

stoi which H said to come on the author- serves confidence.
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laborious erudition, yet he wrote his annals of the ecclesiasti-

cal history of twelve centuries without any acquintance with

that tongue.
37. The two greatest scholars of the sixteenth century,

Joseph being rather later than most of the rest, are yet un-
Seaiiger. named, Joseph Scaliger and Isaac Casaubon. The

former, son of Julius Caesar Scaliger, and, in the estimation at

least of some, his inferior in natural genius, though much
above him in learning and judgment, was perhaps the most

extraordinary master of general erudition that has ever lived.

His industry was unremitting through a length of life ; his

memory, though he naturally complains of its failure in latter

years, had been prodigious ; he was, in fact, conversant with

all ancient, and very extensively with modern, literature.

The notes of his conversations, taken down by some of his

friends, and well known by the name of Scaligerana, though
full of vanity and contempt of others, and though not always

perhaps faithful registers of what he said, bear witness to

his acuteness, vivacity, and learning.
1 But his own numerous

i The Scaligerana Prima, as they are

called, were collected by Francis Vertu-

nien, a physician of Poitiers ; the Secunda,
which are much the longest, by two broth-

ers, named De Vassan, who were admitted
to the intimacy of Scaliger at Leyden.
They seem to have registered all his table-

talk in commonplace-books alphabetically
arranged. Hence, when bespoke at differ-

ent times of the same person or subject,
the whole was published in an undigested,
incoherent, and sometimes self-contradic-

tory paragraph. lie was not strict about

consistency, an men of his temper seldom
are hi their conversation

;
and one would

be slow in reiving on what he has said:

but the Scaligerana, with its many faults,
deserves periiaps the first place among
those amusing miscellanies known by the
name of Ana.

It was little to the honor of the Sca-

ligers, father and son, that they lay under
the strongest suspicions of extreme cre-

dulity, to say nothing worse, in setting up
a descent from the Scala princes of Verona ;

though the world could never be convinced
that their proper name was not Burden, of
a plebeian family, and known as such in

that city. Joseph Scaliger took as his

device, Fiiimtts Troes : and his letters, as

well as thn Scaligerana, bear witness to the
stress he laid on this pseudo-genealogy.
Lipsius observes on this, with the true

spirit which a man of letters ought to feel,

that it would have been a great honor for

the Scalas to have descended from ths

Scaligers, who had more real nobility than
the whole city of Verona. (Thuana. p.

14.) But, unfortunately, the vain, 1'iMilish,

and vulgar part of mankind cannot be

brought to see things in that light ; and
both the Scaligers knew that such princes
as Henry 11. and even Henry IV. would
esteem them more for their ancestry than
for their learning and genius.
The epitaph of Daniel Iluinsiu.i on

Joseph Scaliger, pardonably perhaps on
such an occasion, mingles the real and
fabulous glories of his friend.

"
Regius a Brenni deductus sanguine

sanguis
Qui dominos rerum tot numerabat

avos,
Cui nihil indulsit sors, nil natura ne-

gavit,
Et jure imperii conditor ipse sui,

Invidue scopulus, sed ccelo proximus.
ilia,

Ilia Juliades conditur, hospes, humo
Centum illic proavos et centum pone

triumphos,
Scejitraque Verome sceptrigerosque
Deos;

Mastinosque, Canesque, et totain ab
origiue gen tern.

Et quae prieterea non bene nota latent.

Illic stent uquihe priscique insignia
regal,

Et ter Cfesareo munere fulta druiuu.
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and laborious publications are the best testimonies to these

qualities. His name will occur to us more than once again.
In the department of philology, he was conspicuous as an
excellent critic both of the Latin and Greek languages ;

though Bayle, in his own paradoxical but acute and truly

judicious spirit, has suggested that Scaliger's talents and

learning were too great for a good commentator, the one

making him discover in authors more hidden sense than they

possessed, the other leading him to perceive a thousand
allusions which had never been designed. He frequently
altered the text in order to bring these more forward ; and in

his conjectures is bold, ingenious, and profound, but not always
very satisfactory.

1 His critical writings are chiefly on the

Latin poets : but his knowledge of Greek was eminent ; and,

perhaps, it may not be too minute to notice as a proof of it,

tli at his verses in that language, if not good according to our

present standard, are at least much better than those of

Casaubon. The latter, in an epistle to Scaliger, extols his

correspondent as far above Gaza or any modern Greek in

poetry, and worthy to have lived in Athens with Aristophanes
and Euripides. Tliis cannot be said of his own attempts,
in which their gross faultiness is as manifest as their general
want of spirit.

38. This eminent person, a native of Geneva,
2 that little

city, so great in the annals of letters, and the son- Isaac

in-law of Henry Stephens, rose above the horizon in Casauhon-

1583, when his earliest work, the Annotations on Diogenes
Laertius, was published, a performance of which he was
afterwards ashamed, as being unworthy of his riper studies.

Those on Strabo, an author much neglected before, followed

in 1587. For more than twenty years, Casaubon employed
himself upon editions of Greek writers, many of which, as

that of Theophrastus, in 1593, and that of Athenaeus, in

1600, deserve particular mention. The latter, especially,

Plus tamen inTenies qnicquid sibi con- J
Nieeron, yol. Trriii.

; Blount, Biogr.
tulit ip.*e. Univ.

Et minimum tantae nobilitatis eget.
2 The father of Casaubon was from the

Aspice tot linguas, totumqne in pectore neighborhood of Bordeaux, lie fled to Ge-
mundum: neva during a temporary persecution of th

Innumera? gentes continet Lte locus. Huguenots but returned home afterwards.
Crede illic Arabas, desertaque noniina Casaubon went back to Geneva in his nine-

Poeuos, teenth year for the sake of education. Se
Et cmle Armenios JEthiopasque tegi. his Life by his son Meric, prefixed to Al

Terrarum instar habes
; et quain nature meloveen's edition of his epbtles.

negavit
Laudem uni poputo, contigit ilia viro.
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which he calls molestissimum, difficittimum et tcedii plenis-
timum opus, has always been deemed a noble monument of

critical sagacity and extensive erudition. In conjectural
emendation of the text, no one hitherto had been equal to

Casaubon. -He may probably be deemed a greater scholar

than his father-in-law Stephens, or oven, in a critical sense,
than his friend Joseph Scaliger. These two lights of the

literary world, though it is said that they had never seen each

other,
1

continued, till the death of the latter, in regular corre-

spondence and unbroken friendship. Casaubon, querulous
but not envious, paid freely the homage which Scaliger was

prepared to exact, and wrote as to one superior in age, in

general celebrity, and in impetuosity of spirit. Their letters

to each other, as well as to their various other correspondents,
are highly valuable for the literary history of the period they
embrace ; that is, the last years of the present, and the first

of the ensuing, century.
39. Budaeus, Camerarius, Stephens, Sealiger, Casaubon,

General appear to stand out as the great restorers of ancient
result.

learning, and especially of the Greek language. I

do not pretend to appreciate them by deep skill in the subject,
or by a diligent comparison of their works with those of others,

but from what I collect to have been the more usual suffrage
of competent judges. Canter, perhaps, or Sylburgius, might
be rated above Camerarius ; but the last seems, if we may
judge by the eulogies bestowed upon him, to have stood higher
in the estimation of his contemporaries. Their labors restored

the integrity of the text in the far greater part of the Greek

authors, though they did not yet possess as much metrical

knowledge as was required for that of the poets, explained
most dubious passages, and nearly exhausted the copiousness
of the language. For another century, mankind was content,
in respect to Greek philology, to live on the accumulations of

the sixteenth ; and it was not till after so long a period had

elapsed that new scholars arose, more exact, more philosophi-

cal, more acute in "
knitting up the ravelled sleeve

"
of speech,

but not, to say the least, more abundantly stored with erudi-

tion, than those who had cleared the way, and upon whose
foundations they built.

40. We ctme, in the .last place, to the condition of ancient

Morhof, 1. i. o. XT. s. 67.
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learning in this island, a subject which it may be interest-

ing to truce with some minuteness, though we can offer Learnings
no splendid banquet, even from the reign of the Vir- Ells

f
lau

!}.1
. under Ed-

gin Queen. Her accession was indeed a happy epoch ward and

in our literary as well as civil annals. She found Mury-

a great and miserable change in the state of the universities

since the days of her father. Plunder and persecution, the

destroying spirits of the last two reigns, were enemies against
which our infant muses could not struggle.

1
Ascham, how-

ever, denies that there was much decline of learning at

Cambridge before the time of Mary. The influence of her

reign was, not indirectly alone, but by deliberate purpose, in-

jurious to all useful knowledge.
12 It was in contemplation, he

tells us (and surely it was congenial enough to the spirit of

that government), that the ancient writers should give place
in order to restore Duns Scotus and the scholastic barbarians.

41. It is indeed impossible to restrain the desire of noble

minds for truth and wisdom. Scared from the banks
Ilevival

of Isis and Cam, neglected or discountenanced by under Eli-

power, learning found an asylum in the closets of

private men, who laid up in silence stores for future use. And
some of course remained out of those who had listened to

Smith and Cheke, or the contemporary teachers of Oxford.

But the mischief was effected, in a general sense, by breaking

up the course of education in the universities. At the begin-

ning of the new queen's reign, but few of the clergy, to which-

1 The last editor of Wood's Athenae suddenly to wax cold : the knowledge of
Oxonieuses bears witness to having seen the tongues, in spite of some that therein

chronicles and other books mutilated, as had flourished, was manifestly contemned,
he conceives, by the Protestant visitors of aud so the way of right study manifestly
the university under Edward. " What is perverted ;

the choice ?>od authors of

most," he says, "to the discredit of Cox malice confounded; old sophistry, I say
(afterwards Bishop of Ely), was his un- not well, not old, but that new rotten

wearied diligence in destroying the ancient sophistry, began to beard and shoulder

manuscripts and other books iu the public logic in their own tongue; yea, 1 know
and private libraries at Oxford. The sav- that heads were cast together, and counsel

age barbarity with which he executed this devised, that Duns, with all the rabble of

hateful office can never be forgotten," &c., barbarous questiouists, should have dis

p.'ltiS. One book only of the famous li- possessed, of their places and room, Aris

brary of Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester, totle, Plato. Tully, and Demosthenes
;

bequeathed to Oxford, escaped mutilation, whom good Mr. Redman, and those two
Tins is a Valerius Maxinms. But, as Cox worthy stars of the university, Mr. Cheke
was really a man of considerable learning, and Mr. Smith, with their scholars, had
we may ask whether there is evidence to brought to flourish as notably in Cam-
lay these Vandal proceedings on him rather bridge, as ever they did iu Greece and in

than on his colleagues. Italy ;
and tor the doctrine of those four,

2 " And what was the fruit of this seed ? the four pillars of learning, Cambridge
Verily, judgment in doctrine was wholly then giving no place to no university,
altered

;
order in discipline very much neither in France, Spain, Germany, nor

changed ;
the love of good learning began Italy." p. 317.
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ever mode of faith they might conform, had the least tincture

of Greek learning; and the majority did not understand Latin. 1

The Protestant exiles, being far the most learned- men of the

kingdom, brought back a more healthy tone of literary diligence.
The universities began to revive. An address was delivered

in Greek verses to Elizabeth at Cambridge in 1564, to which

she returned thanks in the same language.* Oxford would not

be outdone. Lawrence, regius professor of Greek, as we are

told by Wood, made an oration at Carfax, a spot often chosen

for public exhibition, on her visit to the city in 1566 ; when
her majesty, thanking the university in the same tongue, ob-

served "
it was the best Greek speech she had ever heard." 8

several slight proofs of classical learning appear from this

time in the History and Antiquities of Oxford, marks of a

progress, at first slow and silent, which I only mention because

nothing more important has been recorded.

42. In 1575, the queen having been now near twenty

Greek years on the throne, we find, on positive evidence,
lectures at that lectures on Greek were given in St. John's

*"**'
College, Cambridge, which, indeed, few would be

disposed to doubt, reflecting on the general character of the

age and the length of opportunity that had been afforded.

It is said in the life of Mr. Bois, or Boyse, one of the revisers

of the translation of the Bible under James, that " his father

was a great scholar, being learned in the Hebrew and Greek

excellently well, which, considering the manners, that I say

not, the looseness of the times of his education, was almost a

miracle." The son was admitted at St. John's in 1575. " His

father had well educated him in the Greek tongue before his

coming, which caused him to be taken notice of in the col-

lege. For, besides himself, there was but one there who could

write Greek. Three lectures in that language were read in

the college. In the first, grammar was taught, as is common-

ly now done in schools. In the second, an easy author was

explained in the grammatical way. In the third was read

somewhat which might seem fit for their capacities who had

passed over the other two. A year was usually spent in the

first, and two in the second." 4 It will be perceived that the

course of instruction was still elementary ; but it is well known

> Hallam's Constit. Hist, of Eng.,i. 187. Peck's Desiderata Curiosa, p. 827*
* Peck's Desiderata Curiosa, p. 2.0. Chalmers.
> Wood, Hist and Antiq. of Oxford.
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that many, or rather most, students entered the universities at

an earlier age than is usual at present.
1

43. We come very slowly to books, even subsidiary to edu-

cation, in the Greek language. And since this can- Few Greet.

not be conveniently carried on to any great extent editions in

without books, though I am aware that some con-
Eaglaild<

trivances were employed as substitutes for them, and since it

was as easy to publish either grammars or editions of ancient
authors in England as on the Continent, we can, as it seems,
draw no other inference from the want of them than the

absence of any considerable demand. I shall therefore enu-
merate all the books instrumental to the study of Greek,
which appeared in England before the close of the century.

44. It has been mentioned in another place that two alone
had been printed before 1550. In 1553 a Greek

School.

version of the second ^Eneid, by George Etherege, books enu-

was published. Two editions of the Anglican litur-
merated -

gy in Latin and Greek, by Whitaker, one of our most learned

theologians, appeared in 1569 ;

2 a short catechism in both lan-

guages, 1573 and 1578. We find also in 1578 a little book
entitled %()icmavia<j.ov aToixeiacHc; eif njv naiduv u^eXeiav /l/b?w<m /cat

%anvi<?TL enredeiaa. This is a translation, made also by Whitaker,
from Nowell's Christianas Pietatis Prima Institutio, ad Usurn
Scholarum Latine scripta. The Biographia Britannica puts
the first edition of this Greek version in 1575, and informs

us also that Nowell's lesser Catechism was published in Latin

and Greek, 1575 ; but I do not fiud any confirmation of this

in Herbert or Watts. In 1575, Grant, master of Westmin-
ster School, published Graacoe Linguse Spicilegium, intended

1 It is probable that Cambridge was at of Elizabeth
; especially the former, where

this thru; better furnished with learning Jewell read the lecture in rhetoric (at an
tliau Oxford. Kven Wood does not give earlier time, of course), Hooker in logic,
us a favorable notion of the condition of and Itaynolds in Greek. Leicester sue-
that university in the first part of the ceeded in piiritanizins;, as Wood thought,
queen's reign. Oxford was fora long time the university, by driving off the old party,
tilled with Popish students, that is, with and thus rendering it a more effective

conforming partisans of the former re- school of learning.

ligion ; many of whom, from time to time, Ilarrison, about 1586, does not speak
went off to Douay. Leicester, as chancel- much better of the universities :

" The
lor of the university, charged it, in 1582, quadrivials, I mean arithmetic, music, ge-
and in subsequent years, with great neglect ometry, and astronomy, are now small
of learning; the disputations had become regarded iu either of them." Description
mere forms, and the queen's lecturers in of Britain, p. 252. Few learned preachers
Greek and Hebrew seldom read. It was were sent out from them, which he ascribes,
an bad in all the other sciences. Wood's in part, to the poor endowments of most

Antiquities and Athense, possi-n. The livings.

colleges of Corpus Christi and Merton were 2
Scaliger says of Whitaker, "O qu'U

distinguished beyond the rest in the reign etoit bien docte !
"

Scalig Secunda.

VOL. II. 4
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evidently for the use of his scholars ; and, in 1581, the, same
Grant superintended an edition of Constantin's Lexicon, pro-

bably in the abridgment under the name of the Basle printer

Crespin, enriching it with four or five thousand new word.>,

which he most likely took from Stephens's Thesaurus. A
Greek, Latin, French, and English lexicon, by John Barret

or Baret, in 1580,
1 and another by John Morel (without the

French), in 1583, are recorded in bibliographical works ; but

1 do not know whether any copies have survived.

45. It appears, therefore, that, before even the middle of

Greek the queen's reign, the rudiments of the Greek Ian-

taught in
guage were imparted to boys at Westminster School,
and no doubt also at those of Eton, Winchester, and

St. Paul's.* But probably it did not yet extend to many
others. In Ascham's Schoolmaster, a posthumous treatise,

published in 1570, but evidently written some years after

the accession of Elizabeth, while very detailed, and, in

general, valuable rules are givtfn for the instruction of boys
in the Latin language, no intimation is found that Greek
was designed to be taught. In the statutes of Witton School

in Cheshire, framed in 1558, the founder says: "I will

there were always taught good literature, both Latin and
Greek." 3 But this seems to be only an aspiration after an

hopeless excellence ; for he proceeds to enumerate the Latin

bowks intended to be used, without any mention of Greek.
In the statutes of Merchant Taylors' School, 15G1, the high-
master is required to be "learned in good and clean Latin

literature, and also in Greek, if such may be gotten."
4 These

words are copied from those of Colet, in the foundation of St.

Paul's School. But in the regulations of Hawkshead School
in Lancashire, 1588, the master is directed " to teach gram-
mar and the principles of the Greek tongue."

5 The little

tracts, indeed, above mentioned, do not lead us to believe that

1 Chalmers mentions an earlier edition very liberally endowed for the relk'f "f
of this dictionary in 1573, but without the poor scholars, so that there are not many
Greek. corporate towns now under the <nieeu's

2 Harrison mentions, about the year dominion that have not one gr.-iinmar-

1586, that at the great collegiate schools of school at the least, with a sufficient living

Eton, Winchester, and Westminster, 1903-8 for a master and usher appointed for the
' : are well entered in the knowledge of the same."
Latin and Greek tongues and rules of ver- 3 Carlisle's Endowed Schools, Tol. i. p
sifying."' Description of England, pre- 129.
fixed to Uollingshed's Chronicles, p. 254 Id., vol. ii. p. 49.

(4to edition), He has just before taken * Carlisle's Endowed Schools, vol. i. p.

notice of " the great number of grammar- 656.
wheels throughout the realm, and those
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the instruction, even at Westminster, was of more than the

slightest kind. They are but verbal translations of known

religious treatises, wherein the learner would be assisted by
his recollection at almost every word. But in the rules laid

down by Mr. Lyon, founder of Harrow School, in 1590, the

books designed to be taught are enumerated, and comprise
some Greek orators and historians, as well as the poems of

Hesiod.1

46. We have now, however, descended very low in the

centurv. The twilight of classical learning in Eng- _iiii-iii? i- .
^ Greek better

land had yielded to its morning. It is easy to trace known after

many symptoms of enlarged erudition after 1580. 15*K

Scot, in his Discovery of Witchcraft, 1584, and doubtless

many other writers, employ Greek quotations rather freely ;

and the use of Greek words, or adaptation of English forms
to them, is affected by Webb and Puttenham in their treatises

on poetry. Greek titles are not infrequently given to books :

it was a pedantry that many affected. Besides the lexicons

above mentioned, it was easy to procure, at no great price,
those of Constantin and Scapula. We may refer to the ten

years after 1580, the commencement of that rapid advance
which gave the English nation, in the reign of James, so

respectable a place in the republic of letters. In the last

decennium of the century, the Ecclesiastical Polity of Hooker
is a monument of real learning, hi profane as well as theolo-

gical antiquity. But certainly the reading of our scholars in

this period was far more generally among the Greek fathers

than the classics. Even this, however, required a competent
acquaintance with the language.

47. The two universities had abandoned the art of printing
since the year 1521. No press is known to have Editions of

existed afterwards at Cambridge till 1584, or at Greek-

Oxford till 1586, when six homilies of Ghrysostom in Greek
were published at a prels erected by Lord Leicester at his

own expense.- The first book of Herodotus came out at the

same place in 1591 ; the treatise of Barlaam on the Papacy,
in 1592

; Lycophrou, in the same year; the Knights of Aris-

ild,fi. 135. I hare not discovered any the Latin, Greek, and Hebrew." But
other proofs of Greek education in Mr. these must be modern, as appears, inter

Carlisle's work. In the statutes or regn- alia, by the words. well affected to th*
lations of Bri.-tol School, founded in the Constitution in Church and State."

axteenth century, it is provided that the J Herbert,
head-master should bo well learned in
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toplianea, in 1593 ; fifteen orations of Demosthenes, in 1593

and 1.097 ; Agatharcides, in the latter year. One oration of

Lysias was printed at Cambridge in 1593. The Greek Tes-

tament appeared from the London press in 1581, in 1587, and

again in 1592 ; a treatise of Plutarch, and three orations <jf

Isocrates, in 1587 ; the Iliad in 1591. These, if I have

overlooked none, or if none have been omitted by Herbert, are

all the Greek publications (except grammars, of which there

are several, one by Camden, for the use of Westminster

School, in 1597,
1 and one in 1600, by Knolles, author of the

History of the Turks) that fall within the sixteenth century ;

and all, apparently, are intended for classes in the schools and

universities.2

48. It must be expected that the best Latin writers were

And of more honored than those of Greece. Besides gram-
Latin mars and dictionaries, which are too numerous to

mention, we find not a few editions, though princi-

pally for the purposes of education : Cicero de Omciis (in

Latin and English), 1553 ; Virgil, 1570; Sallust, 1570 and

1571; Justin, 1572; Cicero de Oratore, 1573; Horace and

Juvenal, 1574. It is needless to proceed lower, when they
become more frequent. The most important classical publica-
tion was a complete edition of Cicero, which was, of course,

1 This grammar by Gamden was pro- minster about 1(550, having gone through
bablv founded on that of Grant, above more than thirty editions." 1842.)

mentioned,
"
cujus rudimenta,

"
says The excessive scarcity of early school-

Smith, the author of Camdeu's life,
" cum books makes it allowable to mention the

multa ex parte laborarent deficerentque, Progymnasma Scholasticum of JohnSt<y:k-
non tarn reforiuanda, quain de novo insti- wood, au edition of which, with the date
tuenda censens, observationibus quas ex of 1597, is in the Inner-Temple Library.
Grsecis omne genus scriptoribus acri judi- It is merely a selection of epigrams from
cio et longo usu collegerat, sub severum the Anthologia of II. Stephens, and shows
examen revocatis, grammaticam novam but a moderate expectation of proficiency
nou soli scholte cui praeerat, ged universis from the studious youth for whom it was

per Angliam scholls deiuceps inservituram, designed ;
the Greek being written in iu-

eodem anno edidit." p. 19. edit. 1H91. terlinear Latin characters orer the origi-

[I have since been informed by the nal, ad facitiorem eorundfm iectionem.

learned correspondent to whom I have al- A literal translation into Latin follows,
luded in vol. i. p. 334, that, ''after some and several others in metre. Stockwood
search and inquiry, 1 feel no doubt thu had been master of Tunbridge School :

author of the Eton (!r iinnrir wn- ('aimlen, Srhola-. Ti<iiiir<rigitnsi<i olim tiulimaguttr ;

and that it was originally compiled by him so that there may possibly hare been earlier

when he was head-miistei* of Westminster editions of this little book.

School, for the u of that school, in 1595. 2 The arrangement of editions recorded
Thence it was very likely to have been in Herbert, following the names of the

adopted at Eton by his friend Sir Henry printers, does ftot afford facilities for any
Savile. who was made provost the year search. I may, therefore, have omitted one
after (Jiimden's grammar appeared. I have or two trifles, and it is likely that I have;
an edition before me. bearing date 1595, in but the conclusion will be the same.
tisum Regut Scholte Westmonasteriensis. "Angli," says Scaliger,

" nunquam excu-
It is what is now called the Eton Gram- dernnt bonos libros veteres, tanturn rul-
mar totvlem Kfrbis. Hut Oamden's gram- gareti."
mar was superseded by Uuaby's at West-
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more than a school-book. This appeared at London in 1585,
from the press of Ninian Newton. It is said to be a reprint
from the edition of Lambiuus.

49. It is obvious that foreign books must have been largely

imported, or we should place the learning of the
Lea^ng

Elizabethan period as much too low as it has ordi- lower than

narily been exaggerated. But we may feel some "^P3"1-

surprise that so little was contributed by our native scholars.

Certain it is, that, in most departments of literature, they did

not yet occupy a distinguished place. The catalogue, by Her-

bert, of books published down to the end of the century, pre-
sents no favorable picture of the queen's reign. Without in-

stituting a comparison with Germany or France, we may easily
make one with the classed catalogue of books printed in Spain,
which we find at the close of the Bibliotheca Nova of Nicolas

Antonio. Greek appears to have been little studied in Spain,

though we have already mentioned a few grammatical works :

but the editions of Latin authors, and the commentators upon
them, are numerous ; and upon the whole it is undeniable, that

in most branches of erudition, so far as we can draw a conclusion

from publications, Spain, under Philip II., held a higher station

than England under Elizabeth. The poverty of the English
church, the want of public libraries, and the absorbing influ-

ence of polemical theology, will account for much of this ;

and I am not by any means inclined to rate our English gen-
tlemen of Elizabeth's age for useful and even classical know-

ledge below the hidalgos of Castile. But this class were not

the chief contributors to literature. It is, however, in conse-

quence of the reputation for learning acquired by some men

distinguished in civil life, such as Smith, Sadler, Raleigh, and
even by ladies, among whom the queen herself, and the accom-

plished daughters of Sir Antony Cooke, Lady Cecil, and Lady
Rnssell, are particularly to be mentioned, that the general
character of her reign has been, in this point of view, con-

siderably over-rated. No Englishman ought, I conceive, to

suppress this avowal, or to feel any mortification in making it :

with the prodigious development of wisdom and genius that

illustrated the last years of Elizabeth, we may well spare
the philologers and antiquaries of the Continent.

50. There had arisen, however, towards the conclusion of

the century, a very few men of such extensive learning as

entitled them to an European reputation. Sir Henry Savila
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stood at the head of these : we may justly deem him the

most learned Englishman, in profane literature, of the

mentatthe reign of Elizabeth. He published, in 1581, a trans-

century!

16
lation of part of Tacitus, with annotations not very

copious or profound, but pertinent, and deemed worthy
to be rendered into Latin in the next century by the younger
Gruter, and reprinted on the Continent.1

Scaliger speaks of

him with personal ill-will, but with a respect he seldom showed
to those for whom he entertained such sentiments. Next to

Savile we may rank Camden, whom all foreigners name with

praise for the Britannia. Hooker has already been mentioned;
but I am not sure that he could be said to have much reputa-
tion beyond our own shores. I will not assert that no other

was extensively known even for profane learning : in our own

biographical records, several may be found, at least esteemed
at home. But our most studious countrymen long turned their

attention almost exclusively to theological controversy, and
toiled over the prolix volumes of the fathers ; a labor not to

be defrauded of its praise, but to which we are not directing
our eyes on this occasion.2

51. Scotland had hardly as yet partaken of the light of let-

Learning in ters ; the very slight attempts at introducing an en-
Scotiand.

larged scheme of education, which had been made

thirty years before, having wholly failed in consequence of the

jealous spirit that actuated the chiefs of the old religion, and
the devastating rapacity that disgraced the partisans of the

new. But, in 1575, Andrew Melville was appointed principal
of the university of Glasgow, which he found almost broken

up and abandoned. He established so solid and extensive a

system of instruction, wherein the best Greek authors were in-

cluded, that Scotland, in some years' time, instead of sending
her own natives to foreign universities, found students from
other parts of Europe repairing to her own.3 Yet Ames has

observed, that no Greek characters appear in any book printed
in Scotland before 1599. This assertion has been questioned

by Herbert. In the treatise of Buchanan, De Jure Regni (Ed-
inburgh, 1580), I have remarked that the Greek quotations are

1 They are contained in a small volume, the age produced, he quotes the Greek

1649, with Savile's other treatise on the fathers in Latin; and there is a scanty
Roman Militia. sprinkling of Greek characters throughout

2 It is remarkable, that in Jewell's De- this large volume.
fence of the Apology, by far the most 3 M'Crie's ^Ldfe of Melville, vol. i. p. 72.

learned work in theological erudition which
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inserted with a pen. It is at least certain that no book in that

language was printed north of the Tweed within this century;
nor any Latin classic, nor dictionary, nor any thing of a philo-

logical nature, except two or three grammars. A few Latin

tivatises by modern authors on various subjects appeared. It

seems questionable whether any printing-press existed in Ire-

land : the evidence to be collected from Herbert is precarious ;

but I know not whether any thing more satisfactory has since

been discovered.

rl. The Latin language was by no means so generally

employed in England as on the Continent. Our au-
Iatin nttla

thors have, from the beginning, been apt to prefer need in

their mother-tongue, even upon subjects which, by
the usage of the learned, were treated in Latin ; though works

relating to history, and especially to ecclesiastical antiquity,
such as those of Parker and Goodwin, were sometimes written

in that language. It may be alleged that very few books of a

philosophical chiss apj>eared at all in the far-famed reign of

Elizabeth. But probably such as Scot's Discovery of Witch

craft, Rogers's Anatomy of the Mind, and Hooker's Ecclesias-

tical Polity, would have been thought to require a learned dress

in any other country. And we may think the same of the great
volumes of controversial theology ; as Jewell's Defence of the

Apology, C'artwright's Platform, and Whitgifl's Reply to it.

The free spirit, not so much of our government, as of the

public mind itself, and the determination of a large portion of

the community to choose their religion for themselves, rendered

this descent from the lofty grounds of learning indispensable.

IJy such a deviation from the general laws of the republic
of letters, Avhich, as it is needless to say, was by no means
less practised in the ensuing age, our writers missed some part
of that general renown they might have challenged from

Europe : but they enriched the minds of a more numerous

public at home ; they gave their own thoughts with more pre-
cision, energy, and glow ; they invigorated and amplified their

native language, which became in their hands more accommo-
dute'l to abstract and philosophical disquisition, though, for the

reii-on, more formal and pedantic tlian any other in Eu-

ro^. Tlu's observation is as much intended for the reigns of

James and Charles as for that of Elizabeth.
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SECTION U.

Principal Writers n Antiquities Manutius; Sigonius ; Lipsins Numismatics
Mythology Chronology of Scaliger.

53. THE attention of the learned had been frequently di-

E^y rected, since the revival of letters, to elucidate the
works on antiquities of Rome, her customs, rites, and iurispru-
antiquities. j T , , , . , ,., ,

~
.

dence. It was more laborious than difficult to com-

monplace all extant Latin authors ; and, by this process of

comparison, most expressions, perhaps, in which there was no

corruption of the text, might be cleared up. This seems to have

produced the works already mentioned, of Crelius Rhodiginus
and Alexander ab Alexandro, which afford explanations of

many hundred passages that might perplex a student. Others

had devoted their time to particular subjects ; as Pomponius
Lsetus, and Raphael of Volterra, to the distinctions of magis-
trates ; Marlianus, to the topography of ancient Rome ; and

Robortellus, to family names. It must be confessed that most

of these early pioneers were rather praiseworthy for their

diligence and good-will, than capable of clearing away the

more essential difficulties that stood in the way : few treatises,

written before the middle of the sixteenth century, have been

admitted into the collections of Graevius and Sallengre. But,
soon afterwards, an abundant light was thrown upon the most

interesting part of Roman antiquity, the state of government
and public law, by four more eminent scholars than had hith-

erto explored that field, Manutius, Panvinius, and Sigoniug
in Italy ; Gruchius (or Grouchy) in France.

54. The first of these published in 1558 his treatise De

p. Manutius Legibus Romanorum ; and, though that De Civitato

on Roman did not appear till 1585, Gravius believes it to have
been written about the same time as the former. Ma-

nutius has given a good account of the principal laws made at

Rome during the republic; not many of the empire. Augus-
tinus, however, Archbishop of Tarragona, had preceded him
with considerable success ; and several particular laws wero
better illustrated afterwards by Brisson, Balduin, and Gotho-
fred. It will be obvious to any one, very slightly familiar

with the Roman law, that this subject, as far as it relates to
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the republican period, belongs much more to classical antiquity
than to jurisprudence.

55. The second Treatise of Manutius, De Civitate, discusses

the polity of the Roman republic. Though among Manutius,

the very first scholars of his time, he will not always
^ C)"tote-

bear the test of modern acuteness. Even Gnevius, who
himself preceded the most critical age, frequently corrects his

errors._ Yet there are marks of great sagacity in Manutius ;

and Niebuhr, who has judged the antiquaries of the sixteenth

century as they generally deserve, might have found the germ
of his own celebrated hypothesis, though imperfectly devel-

oped, in what this old writer has suggested ; that the populus
Romamis originally meant the inhabitants of Rome infra

pomceria, as distinguished from the cives Romani, who dwelt

beyond that precinct in the territory.
1

56. Onuphrius Panvinius, a man of vast learning and in-

dustry, but of less discriminating judgment, and who panviniug;

did not live to its full maturity, fell short, in his SBO"*-

treatise De Civitate Romana, of what Manutius (from whom,
however, he could have taken nothing) has achieved on the

same subject ; and his writings, according to Graevius, would

yield a copious harvest to criticism.2 But neither of the two
was comparable to Sigonius of Modena,

8 whose works on th

1 The first paragraph of the preface to the mot copious learning conformed to

Xiebuhr's History deserves to be quoted, tue narrow spirit of their age : their la-
" The History of Rome was treated dur- tore extracted from a multitude of in-

ing the first two centuries after the revival sulated details what the remains of ancient
of letters, with the same prostration of literature did not afford united in any siu-

the understanding and judgment to the gle work, a systematic account of Roman
written letter that had been handed down, antiquities. What they did in this respect
and with the <ame Tearfulness of going be- is wonderful ; and this is sufficient to earn

yond it, which prevailed in all the other for them an impe/bhable fame/'
branches of knowledge. If any one had * "InOnuphrioPanviaiofuernntnTUltje
asserted a right of examining the cred- literae, mnlta industria. sed tanta ingenii

ibility of the ancient writers, and the vis non erat. quanta in Sigonioet Manutio,
value of their testimony, an outcry would quorum scripta longe sunt limatiora."

have been raised against his atrocious pre- Paulus Manutius calls Panvinius. "
ille

gumption. The object aimed at was. in antiquitatis helluo. spectata juvenis in-

fpite of all internal evidence, to combine dustriae . . . ssepe lirigat obscuris de rebus
what was related by them : at the utmost, cum Sigonio nostro. sed utriusque bouitas.
one authority was, in some one particular mutnus amor, excellens ad cognoscendam
instance, postponed to another as gently veritatem judk-ium facit ut inter eos facile

as possible, and without inducing any fur- conveniat." Ki i-t.. iib. ii. p. 81.

ther results. Here and there, indeed, a s It appears from some of the Letter*
free-born mind. such as Glareanus, broke Volgari of Manurio. that the proper name
through these bonds : but infallibly a sen- of SigoninS was not Si^ronio, but Sigone.
tence of condemnation was forthwith pro- Corniani (vol. vi. p. 151) has made the
Bounced against him : besides, such men same observation on the authority of Si-

were not the most learned, and their bold gone's original unpublished Utttrs. But
attempts were only partial, and were want- the biographers, as well ag Tirabarfhi,

lag in consistency. In this department, though himself an inhabitant of the sam
M in others, men of splendid talents and city, do not advert to it.
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Roman government not only form an epoch in this department
of ancient literature, but have left, in general, but little for his

successors. Mistakes have of course been discovered, where
it is impossible to reconcile, or to rely upon, every ancient

testimony; and Sigonius, like the other scholars of his age,

might confide too implicitly in his authorities. But his trea-

tises, De Jure Civium Romanorum, 1560, and De Jure Italia-.

1562, are still the best that can be read in illustration of the

Roman historians and the orations of Cicero. Whoever, .-ays

Grawius, sits down to the study of these orations, without being

acquainted with Sigonius, will but lose his time. In another

treatise, published in 1574, De Judiciis Romanorum, he goes

through the whole course of judicial proceedings, more copi-

ously than Heineccius, the most celebrated of his success'):--,

and with more exclusive regard to writers of the republican

period. The Roman Antiquities of Graevius contain several

other excellent pieces by Sigonius, which have gained him the

indisputable character of the first antiquary, both for learning
and judgment, whom the sixteenth century produced. He
was engaged in several controversies : one with Robortellus ;

*

another with a more considerable antagonist, Gruclu'us, a na-

tive of Rouen, and professor of Greek at Bordeaux,
who. in his treatise De Comitiis Romanornm. 1 ">">.">,

was the first that attempted to deal with a difficult and impor-
tant subject. Sigonius and he interchanged some thrii-t-.

with more urbanity and mutual respeet than was usual in that

age. An account of this controversy, which chiefly related to

a passage in Cicero's oration, De Lege Agraria, as to the con-

firmation of popular elections by the comitia curni'n. will bo

found in the preface to the second volume of Grasvius, wherein

the treatises themselves are published. Another contemporary
writer, Latino Latini, seems to have solved the problem much
better than either Grouchy or Sigone. But both parties were
misled by the common source of error in the most learned

men of the sixteenth century, an excess of confidence in the

truth of ancient testimony. The words of Cicero, who often

1 The treatises of Robortelhis, repub- riage.
" Ubi tu Cajus. ego Caja ;

"
thoiijh

li<hed in the second volume. f Oruter's he admits that some appear in late inscrip-
Lampa. are full of vain-glory and affecte-1 tin-is. Sigonius proved the contrary In-

worn of Sigonius. ILUf the chapters are instances from republican times. It is

he.iilril. Error Sigonii. One of their con- evident th it they were unusual : but seve-
troversies concerned female prcenomina, ral have been found in inscriptions. Sea
which Kohortellus denied to be ancient, Qrerius, vol. U., in pnefatione.
except iu the formula of Kornun mar-
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spoke for an immediate purpose ; those of Livy and Dionysius,
who knew but imperfectly the primitive history of Rome

;

those even of Gellius or Pomponius, to whom all the republi-
can institutions had become hardly intelligible, were deemed
a sort of infallible text, which a modern might explain as best

he could, but must not be presumptuous enough to reject.
57. Besides the works of these celebrated scholars, one by

Zamoscius, a young Pole, De Senatu Romano (1563), glaoninson
was so highly esteemed, that some have supposed Athenian

him to have been assisted by Sigonius. The latter,
f hty

among his other pursuits, turned his mind to the antiquities
of Greece, which had hitherto, for obvious reasons, attracted

far less attention than those of ancient Italy. He treated the

constitution of the Athenian republic so fully, that, according
to Gronovius, he left little for Meursius and others who trod in

his path.
1 He has, however, neglected to quote the very

words of his authorities, which alone can be satisfactory to a

diligent reader, translating every passage, so that hardly any
Greek words occur in a treatise expressly on the Athenian

polity. This may be deemed a corroboration of what has
been said above, as to the decline of Greek learning in Italy.

58. Francis Patrizzi was the first who unfolded the military

system of Rome. He wrote in Italian a treatise
Patrizzian(

Delia Milizia Romana, 1583, of which a translation Lfp^uson
will be found in the tenth volume of Grsevius.2 It ^j"-

1

^
is divided into fifteen parts, which seem to compre-
hend the whole subject: each of these again is divided into

sections; and each section explains a text from the sixth

book of Polybius, or from Livy. But he comes down no
lower in history than those writers extend, and is consequently
not aware of, or but slightly alludes to, the great military

changes that ensued in later times. On Polybius he com-
ments sentence by sentence. He had been preceded by

1 " Nbnnulla quidem variis locis attigit stadio cucurrerunt ; ut non diflfieulter Jn-
Meursiua et alii, sed teretiore prorsus et ventis aliquid additur aut in iis emenJa-
rotundo magi.s ore per omnia Sigonius." tur, sed praeelare tamen fractse glaeici

The*iur. Antiq. Grsec., vol. v. laus Patricio est tribuenda." Grsevius," Primus Roman* rci militaris prae- in praefat. ad decimum volumen. This
stantiain Polybium secutus detexit, cui book has been confounded by Blount and
quantum debeaut <jui post ilium in hoc Gingutinu with a later work of Patrizzi,
iirgumcnto elahor.irunt, non nesciunt viri entitled Parallel! Militari, Rome, 1594, in
docti qui Joseph! Scaligeri epistolas, aut which he compared the military art of th
Nicii Erythnci Pinaoothecam legerunt. ancients with that of the moderns, expos-
Nonnulli quidem rectius et explicating ing, according to Tiraboschi (viii. 4W),
gunt tradita ile hac doctrina post Patri- his own ignorance of the subject,
cium a Justo Lipsio et aliu, qui in hoc
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Robortellus, and by Francis, Duke of Urbino, in endeavoring
to explain the Roman castrametation from Polybius. Their

plans differ a little from his own.1

Lipsius, who some years
afterwards wrote on the same subject, resembles Patrizzi in

his method of a running commentary on Polybius. Sealiger,
who disliked Lipsius very much, imputes to him plagiarism
from the Italian antiquary.

2 But I do not perceive, on a

comparison of the two treatises, much pretence for this insin-

uation. The text of Polybius was surely common ground;
and I think it possible that the work of Patrizzi, which was
written in Italian, might not be known to Lipsius. But,
whether this were so or not, he is much more full and satis-

factory than his predecessor, who, I would venture to hint,

may have been a little over-praised. Lipsius, however, seems
to have fallen' into the same error of supposing that the whole

history of the Roman militia could be explained from Poly-
bius.

59. The works of Lipsius are full of accessions to our

Lipsius and knowledge of Roman antiquity, and he may be said

other anti- to have stood as conspicuous on this side of the Alps
as Sigonius in Italy. His treatise on the amphithea-

tre, 1584, completed what Panvinius, De Ludis Circensibus,
had begun. A later work, by Peter Fabre, president in the

parliament of Toulouse, entitled Agonisticon, sive de Re
Athletica, 1592, relates to the games of Greece as well as

Rome, and has been highly praised by Gronovius. It will be
found in the eighth volume of the Thesaurus Antiquitatum
Greecarum. Several antiquaries traced the history of Roman
families and names ; such as Fulvius Ursinus, Sigonius, Pan-

vinius, Pighius, Castalio, Golzius.3 A Spaniard of immense

erudition, Petrus Ciaconius (Chacon), besides many illustra-

tions of ancient monuments, especially the rostral column of

Duilius, has left a valuable treatise, De Triclinio Romano,
1 588.4 He is not to be confounded with Alfonsus Ciaconius,

1 All these writers err, in common, I bon's epistles to Scalier, he says :
" Fran-

believe, with every other before General ciscus I'atritius solus mi hi vMetur dijd-

Koy, in his Military Antiquities of the turn a<l fontes intendisse, queni ad verbum
Romans in Britain (1793), in placing the alii, qui hoc stndiiim tractarunt, cum
prrrtorium,or tent of thegonernl. near the sequuntur tamen ejus nomen ne semel
front gate of the camp, called Porta Prae- quidvm memorarunt. Qood equidem ttft-

toria, instead of the opposite, Porta De- gis miratus sum in illis de quorum candor*
cumana. Lipsius is so perplexed by the dubitare piaculum esse putasscui."
assumption of this hypothesis, that be *

Grsevius, vol. vii.

struggles to alter the text of Polybius. * Blount
; Niceron, vol. xxxvi.

1
Scalig. Secunda. In one of Casan-
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a native also of Spain, but not of the same family, who wrote

an account of the column of Trajan. Pancirollus, in his

Notitia Dignitaturn, or rather his commentary on a public
document of the age of Constantine so entitled, threw light

on that later period of imperial Rome.
60. The first contribution that England made to ancient

literature in this line was the View of Certain Mili-
Savile on

tary Matters, or Commentaries concerning Roman iu>man

Warfare, by Sir Henry Savile, in 1598. This was
translated into Latin, and printed at Heidelberg as early as

1601. It contains much information in small compass, extend-

ing only to about 130 duodecimo pages. Nor is it borrowed,
as far as I could perceive, from Patrizzi or Lipsius, but dis-

plays an independent and extensive erudition.

61. It would encumber the reader's memory, were these

pages to become a register of books. Both in this and the

succeeding periods, we can only select such as appear, by the

permanence, or, at least, the immediate lustre of their reputa-

tion, to have deserved of the great republic of letters better

than the rest. And, in such a selection, it is to be expected
that the grounds of preference or of exclusion will occasion-

ally not be obvious to all readers, and possibly would not

be deemed, on reconsideration, conclusive to the author. In

names of the second or third class, there is often but a shadow
of distinction.

62. The foundations were laid, soon after the middle of the

century, of an extensive and interesting science, Numisma-

that of ancient medals. Collections of these had been tlcs -

made from the time of Cosmo de' Medici, and perhaps still

earlier ; but the rules of arranging, comparing, and explaining
them were as yet unknown, and could be derived only from

close observation, directed by a profound erudition. Eneas
Vico of Venice, in 1555, published Discorsi sopra le Me-

daglie degl' Antichi; "in which he justly boasts," says Tira-

boschi,
" that he was the first to write in Italian on such a

subject ; but he might have added that no one had yet written

upon it in any language."
1 The learning of Vico was the

more remarkable in that he was by profession an engraver.
He afterwards published a series of imperial medals, and

another of the empresses ; adding to each a life of the person,

Tiraboschi, ix. 226
; Qinguene, vii. 292; Biogr. Unhr.
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and explanation of the reverse. But in the latter he was
excelled by Sebastian Erizzo, a noble Venetian, who, four

years after Vico, published a work with nearly the same title.

This is more fully comprehensive than that of Vico: medallic

science was reduced in it to fixed principles ; and it is par-

ticularly esteemed for the erudition shown by the author in

explaining the reverses.1 Botli Vico and Erizzo have been
sometimes mistaken ; but what science is perfect in its com-
mencement? It has been observed, that the latter, living
at the same time, in the same city, and engaged in the same

pursuit, makes no mention of his precursor ; a consequence,
no doubt, of the jealous humor so apt to prevail with the

professors of science, especially when they do not agree in

their opinions. This was the case here : Vico having thought
ancient coins and medals identical; while Erizzo made a
distinction between them, in which modern critics in numis-

matic learning have generally thought him in the wrong.
The medallic collections, published by Hubert Golzius, a

Flemish engraver, who had examined most of the private
cabinets in Europe, from 1557 to 1579, acquired great reputa-

tion, and were long reckoned the principal repertory of that

science. But it seems that suspicions entertained by many of

the learned have been confirmed, and that Golzius has pub-
lished a great number of spurious and even of imaginary
medals

; his own good faith being also much implicated in

these forgeries.
2

63. The ancient mythology is too closely connected with

M thoio
a^ classical literature to have been neglected so long
as numismatic antiquity. The compilations of Rho-

diginus and Alexander ab Alexandra, besides several other

works, and indeed all annotations on Greek and Latin

authors, had illustrated it. But this was not done syste-

matically ;
and no subject more demands a comparison of

authorities, which will not always be found consistent or intel-

ligible. Boccaccio had long before led the way in his Ge-

nealogiae Deorum ; but the erudition of the fourteenth century
could clear away but little of the cloud that still in some
measure hangs over the religion of the ancient world. In the

first decade of the present period, we find a work of considera-

ble merit for the times, by Lilio Gregorio Giraldi, one of the

i
Biogr. Unir. Idem.
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most eminent scholars of that age, entitled Historia de Diis

Gentium. It had been preceded by one of inferior reputa-
tion. t lie Mytholpgia of Natalis Comes. "Giraldi," says the

Biographie Universelle,
"

is the first who has treated properly
this subject, so difficult on account of its extent and com-

plexity. He made use not only of all Greek and Latin

authors, but of ancient inscriptions, which he lias explained
with much sagacity. Sometimes the multiplicity of his quota-
tions renders him obscure, and sometimes he fails in accuracy,

through want of knowing what has since been brought to

light. But the Historia de Diis Gentium is still consulted."

64. We can place in no other chapter but the present a

work, to which none published within this century is scaiiger'a

superior, and perhaps none is equal, in originality,
Ckr "010^-

depth of erudition, and vigorous encountering of difficulty,

that of Joseph Scaliger, De Emendatione Temporum. The
first edition of this appeared in 1583 ; the second, which is

much enlarged and amended, in 1598 ; and a third, still better,

in 1609. Chronology, as a science, was hitherto very much
unknown : all ancient history, indeed, had been written in a

servile and uncritical spirit, copying dates, as it did every thing
else, from the authorities immediately under the compiler's

eye, with little or no endeavor to reconcile discrepancies, or

to point out any principles of computation. Scaliger per-
ceived that it would be necessary to investigate the astrono-

mical schemes of ancient calendars, not always very clearly

explained by the Greek and Roman writers, and requiring
much attention and acuteness. besides a multifarious erudition,

oriental as well as classical, of which he alone in Europe could

be reckoned master. This work, De Emendatione Temporum,
is. in the first edition, divided into eight books. The first re-

lates to the lesser equal year, as he denominates it, or that of

360 days, adopted by some Eastern nations, and founded, as

he supposes, on the natural lunar year, before the exact period
of a lunation was fully understood ; the second book is on the

true lunar year, and some other divisions connected with it ;

the third, on the greater equal year, so called, or that of 365

days : the fourth, on the more accurate schemes of the solar

period. In the fifth and sixth books, he comes to particular

epochs, determining in both many important dates in profane
and sacred history. The seventh and eighth discuss the modes
of computation, and the terminal epochs used in different na-
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tions, with miscellaneous remarks, and critical emendations of

his own. In later editions these two books are thrown into

one. The great intricacy of many of these questions, which
cannot be solved by testimonies often imperfect and inconsist-

ent, without much felicity of conjecture, serves to display the

surprising vigor of Scaliger's mind, who grapples like a giant
with every difficulty. Le Clerc has censured him for intro-

ducing so many conjectures, and drawing so many inferences

from them, that great part of his chronology is rendered

highly suspicious.
1

But, whatever may be his merit in the

determination of particular dates, he is certainly the first who
laid the foundations of the science. He justly calls it

" Ma-
teria intacta et a nobis nunc primum tentata." Scaliger in all

this work is very clear, concise, and pertinent, and seems to

manifest much knowledge of physical astronomy, though he
was not a good mathematician, and did little credit to his im-

partiality by absolutely rejecting the Gregorian calendar.

65. The chronology of Scaliger has become more celebrated

Julian through his invention of the Julian period ; a name
period.

given, in honor of his father,
2 to a cycle of 7980

years, beginning 4713 before Christ, and consequently before

the usual date of the creation of the world. He was very

proud of this device :
" It is impossible to describe," he says,

"
its utility ; chronologers and astronomers cannot extol it too

much." And, what is more remarkable, it was adopted for

many years afterwards, even by the opponents of Scaliger's

chronology, and is almost as much in favor with Petavius as

with the inventor.3 This Julian period is formed by multiply-

ing together the years of three cycles, once much in use,

the solar of twenty-eight, according to the old calendar ; the

lunar or Metonic of nineteen ; and the indiction, an arbitrary
and political division, introduced about the time of Constan-

tino, and common both in the church and empire, consist-

ing of fifteen years. Yet I confess myself unable to perceive
the great advantage of this scheme. It affords, of course, a

fixed terminus from which all dates may be reckoned in pro-

gressive numbers, better than the era of the creation, on ac-

1 Parrhasiana, ii. 363. debted to the Etudes Historiques of Dau-
2
[This, though commonly said, appears nou, yol. iii. p. 366. 1847.]

to be an erroneous supposition. Scaliger
3 " Usus illius opinione major est in.

himself gives a different reason, and one chronicis, quae ab orbe condito vel alio

much more natural: " Periodum Julia- quovis initio ante scram Christianam in-

Darn vocavimus, quia ad annum Julianum choantur." Petav. Ifcitioiiarium Tempo-
Acoonuuodata est." For this 1 am in- rum, part ii. lib. i. c. 14.
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count of the uncertainty attending that epoch ; but the present
method of reckoning them in a retrograde series from the

birth of Christ, which seems never to have occurred to Scaliger
or Petavius, is not found to have much practical inconvenience.

In other respects, the only real use that the Julian period

appears to possess is, that dividing any year in it by the num-
bers 28, 19, or 15, the remainder above the quotient will give
us the place such year holds in the cycle, by the proper num-
ber of which it has been divided. Thus, if we desire to know
what place in the Metonic cycle the year of the Julian period
6402, answering to the year of our Lord 1689, held, or, in

other words, what was the Golden Number, as it is called, of

that year, we must divide 6402 by 19, and we shall find in the

quotient a remainder 18 ; whence we perceive that it was
the eighteenth year of a lunar or Metonic cycle. The adop-
tion of the Gregorian calendar, which has greatly protracted
the solar cycle by the suppression of one bissextile year in a

century, as well as the general abandonment of the indiction,

and even of the solar and lunar cycles, as divisions of time,

have diminished whatever utility this invention may have

originally possessed.

VOL. n.
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CHAPTER H.

HISTORY OF THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE IN EUROPE FROM 1560 TO 1600.

Progress of Protestantism Re-action of the Catholic Church The Jesuits Causes
of the Recovery of Catholicism Bigotry of Lutherans Controversy on Free-will

Trinitarian Controversy Writings on Toleration Theology in England Bel

larmiu Controversy on Papal Authority Theological Writers Ecclesiastical

Histories Translations of Scripture.

1. IN the arduous struggle between prescriptive allegiance to

w . the Church of Rome and rebellion against its author-

Augsburg ity, the balance continued, for some time after the
in 1555. commencement of this period, to be strongly swayed
in favor of the reformers. A decree of the Diet of Augsburg
in 1555, confirming an agreement made by the emperor three

years before, called the Pacification of Passau, gave the

followers of the Lutheran confession for the first time an

established condition ; and their rights became part of the

public law of Germany. No one, by this decree, could be

molested for following either the old or the new form of

religion ; but those who dissented from that established by
their ruler were only to have the liberty of q.iitting his terri-

tories, with time for the disposal of their effects. No toleration

was extended to the Helvetic or Calvinistic, generally called

the Reformed party; and by the Ecclesiastical Reservation, a

part of the decree to which the Lutheran princes seem not to

have assented, every Catholic prelate of the empire quitting
his religion was declared to forfeit his dignity.

2. This treaty, though incapable of warding off the calami-

.. , ties of a future generation, might justly pass, not
Progress of .

&
.

' ' '
'.

Protestant- only for a basis of religious concord, but ior a signal

triumph of the Protestant cause; such as. a few

years before, it would have required all their steadfast faith in

the arm of Providence to anticipate. Immediately after its

enactment, the principles of the Confession of Augsburg,
which had been restrained by fear of the imperial laws against
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heresy, spread rapidly to the shores of the Danube, the Drave,
and the Vistula. Those half-barbarous nations, who might be

expected, by a more general analogy, to remain longest in

their ancient prejudices, came more readily into the new reli-

gion than the civilized people of the south. In Germany
itself, the progress of the Reformation was still more rapid :

most of the Franconian and Bavarian nobility, and the citizens

of every considerable town, though subjects of Catholic prin-
ces, became Protestant ; while in Austria it has been said that

not more than one thirtieth part of the people continued firm

in their original faith. This may probably be exaggerated ;

but a Venetian ambassador in 1558 (and the reports of the

envoys of that republic are remarkable for their judiciousness
and accuracy) estimated the Catholics of the German Empire
at only one tenth of the population.

1 The universities pro-
duced no defenders of the ancient religion. For twenty years,
no student of the University of Vienna had become a priest.
Even at Ingolstadt. it was necessary to fill with laymen, offices

hitherto reserved for the clergy. The prospect was not much
more encouraging in France. The Venetian ambassador in

that country (Micheli, whom we know by his reports of Eng-
land under Mary) declares, that in 1561 the common people
still frequented the churches : but all others, especially the

nobility, had fallen off; and this defection was greatest among
the younger part.

3. This second burst of a revolutionary spirit in religion
was as rapid, and perhaps more appalling, to its op-

ponents, than that under Luther and Zwingle about

1520. It was certainly prepared by long working in the

minds of a part of the people ; but most of its operation was
due to that generous sympathy which carries mankind along
with any pretext of common interest in the redress of wrong.
A very few years were sufficient to make millions desert their

altars, abjure their faith, loathe, spurn, and insult their gods ;

words hardly too strong, when we remember how the saints

and the Virgin had been honored in their images, and how

they and those were now despised. It is to be observed, that

the Protestant doctrines had made no sensible progress in the

south of Germany before the Pacification of Passau in 1552,
nor much in France before the death of Henry IL in 1559.

1 Ranke, vol. ii. p. 125, takes a general surrey of the religions state of the empire
bout 1563
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The spirit of reformation, suppressed under his severe ad-

ministration, burst forth when his weak and youthful son

ascended the throne, with an impetuosity that threatened for

a time the subversion of that profligate despotism by which
the house of Valois had replaced the feudal aristocracy. It

is not for us here to discriminate the influences of ambition
and oligarchical factiousness from those of high-minded and
strenuous exertion in the cause of conscience.

4. It is not surprising that some Catholic governments wa-

Wavering
vere^ f r a time, and thought of yielding to a storm

of Catholic which might involve them in ruin. Even as early as
ices '

1556, the Duke of Bavaria was compelled to make
concessions which would have led to a full introduction of

the Reformation. The emperor Ferdinand I. was tolerant in

disposition, and anxious for some compromise that might ex-

tinguish the schism : his successor, Maximilian II., displayed
the same temper so much more strongly, that he incurred the

suspicion of a secret leaning towards the reformed tenets.

Sigismund Augustus, King of Poland, was probably at one
time wavering which course to adopt ; and, though he did not

quit the Church of Rome, his court and the Polish nobility
became extensively Protestant: so that, according to some,
there was a very considerable majority at his death who pro-
fessed that creed. Among the Austrian and Hungarian no-

bility, as well as the burghers in the chief cities, it was held

by so preponderating a body that they obtained a full tolera-

tion and equality of privileges. England, after two or three

violent convulsions, became firmly Protestant ; the religion of

the court being soon followed with sincere good-will by the

people. Scotland, more unanimously and impetuously, threw
off the yoke of Rome. The Low Countries very early caught
the flame, and sustained the full brunt of persecution at the

hands of Charles and Philip.
5. Meantime, the infant Protestantism of Italy had given

Extin- some signs of increasing strength, and began more
guished in and more to number men of reputation ; but, un-

supported by popular affection, or the policy of

princes, it was soon wholly crushed by the arm of power.
The reformed church of Locarno was compelled in 1554 to

emigrate in the midst of winter, and took refuge at Zurich.

That of Lucca was finally dispersed about the same time. A
fresh stoi-m of persecution arose at Modena in 1556 ; many
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lost their lives for religion in the Venetian States before 15 GO ;

others were put to death at Rome. The Protestant countries

were filled with Italian exiles, many of them highly gifted

men, who, by their own eminence, and by the distinction which
has in some instances awaited their posterity, may be compared
with those whom the revocation of the Edict of Nantes long
afterwards dispersed over Europe. The tendency And g ain
towards Protestantism in Spain was of the same kind,
but less extensive, and certainly still less popular, than in

Italy. The Inquisition took it up, and applied its usual reme-
dies with success. But this would lead us still farther from

literary history than we have already wandered.
6. This prodigious increase of the Protestant party in Eu-

rope after the middle of the century did not continue Re.^^
more than a few years. It was checked and fell of Catuo-

back, not quite so rapidly or so completely as it came hcity '

on, but so as to leave the antagonist church in perfect security.

Though we must not tread closely on the ground of political

history, nor discuss too minutely any revolutions of opinion
which do not distinctly manifest themselves in literature, it

seems not quite foreign from the general purpose of these

volumes, or at least a pardonable digression, to dwell a little

on the leading causes of this retrograde movement of Protes

tantism ; a fact as deserving of explanation as the previous
excitement of the Reformation itself, though, from its more

negative nature, it has not drawn so much of the attention of

mankind. Those who behold the outbreaking of great revolu-

tions in civil society or in religion, will not easily believe that

the rush of waters can be stayed in its course ; that a pause of

indifference may come on, perhaps, very suddenly, or a re-action

bring back nearly the same prejudices and passions as those

which men had renounced. Yet this has occurred not very

rarely in the annals of mankind, and never on a larger scale

than in the history of the Reformation.

7. The Church of Rome, and the prince whom it most

strongly influenced, Philip II., acted on an unremit- Especially

ting, uncompromising policy of subduing, instead of m Germany-

making terms with, its enemies. In Spain and Italy, the In-

quisition soon extirpated the remains of heresy. The fluctu-

ating policy of the French court, destitute of any strong -re-

ligious zeal, and therefore prone to expedients, though alwaya
desirous of one end, is well known. It was, in fact, impossible
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to conquer a party so prompt to resort to arms and so skilful

in their use as the Huguenots. But in Bavaria Albert V.,

with whom about 1564 the re-action began, in the Austrian

dominions Rodolph II., in Poland Sigismund III., by shutting

up churches, and by discountenancing in all respects their

Protestant subjects, contrived to change a paity once exceed-

ingly powerful into an oppressed sect. The decrees of the

Council of Trent were received by the spiritual princes of

the empire in 1566 ;

" and from this moment," says the ex-

cellent historian who has thrown most light on this subject,
"
began a new life for the Catholic Church in Germany."

1 The

profession of faith was signed by all orders of men ; no one

could be admitted to a degree in the universities nor keep a

school without it. Protestants were in some places excluded

from the court ; a penalty which tended much to bring about

the reconversion of a poor and proud nobility.
8. That could not, however, have been effected by any

Discipline of efforts of the princes against so preponderating a
the clergy. majority as the Protestant Churches had obtained, if

the principles that originally actuated them had retained their

animating influence, or had not been opposed by more effica-

cious resistance. Every method was adopted to revive an

attachment to the ancient religion, insuperable by the love of

novelty or the force of argument. A stricter discipline and
subordination was introduced among the clergy : they were

early trained in seminaries, apart from the sentiments and ha-

bits, the vices and virtues, of the world. The monastic orders

resumed their rigid observances. The Capucins, not intro-

duced into France before 1570, spread over the realm within

a few years, and were most active in getting up processions
and all that we call foolery, but which is not the less stimulat-

ing to the multitude for its folly. It is observed by Davila,
that these became more frequent after the accession of Henry
] LI. in 1574.

9. But, far above all the rest, the Jesuits were the instru-

influence ments of regaining France and Germany to the
of Jesuits, church they served. And we are the more closely
concerned with them here, that they are in this age among
the links between' religious opinion and literature. We have

seen, in the last chapter, with what spirit they took the lead

in polite letters and classical style ; with what dexterity they
1 Ranke, ii. 46. [1 quote the German : but this valuable work has now been trans-

lated. 1842. j
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made the brightest talents of the rising generation, which the

church had once dreaded and checked, her most" willing and
effective instruments. The whole course of liberal studies,

however deeply grounded in erudition or embellished by elo-

quence, took one direction, one perpetual aim, the propaga-
tion of the Catholic faith. They availed themselves, for this

purpose, of every resource which either human nature or

prevalent opinion supplied. Did they find Latin versification

highly prized ? their pupils wrote sacred poems. Did they
observe the natural taste of mankind for dramatic representa-
tions, and the repute which that species of literature had
obtained? their walls resounded with sacred tragedies. Did

they perceive an unjust prejudice against stipendiary instruc-

tion? they gave it gratuitously. Their endowments left them
in the decent i>overty which their vows required, without the

offensive mendicancy of the friars.

10. In 1551 Ferdinand established a college of Jesuits at

Vienna; in 1556 they obtained one, through the Their

favor of the Duke of Bavaria, at Ingolstadt, and in P"*"88 -

1559 at Munich. They spread rapidly into other Catholic

states of the empire, and. some time later, into Poland. In

France, their success was far more equivocal; the Sorbonne
declared against them a* early as 1554, and they had always
to encounter the opposition of the parliament of Paris. But

they established themselves at Lyons in 1569, and afterwards

at Bordeaux, Toulouse, and other cities. Their three duties

were preaching, confession, and education; the most powerful
levers that religion could employ. Indefatigable and unscru-

pulous, as well as polite and learned, accustomed to consider

veracity and candor, when they weakened an argument, in the

light of treason against the cause (language which might
seem harsh, were it not almost equally applicable to so many
other partisans), they knew how to clear their reasonings
from scholastic pedantry and tedious quotation, for the simple
and sincere understandings whom they addressed; yet, in the

proper field of controversial theology, they wanted nothing
of sophistical expertness or of erudition. The weak points of

Protestantism they attacked with embarrassing ingenuity ; and
the reformed churches did not cease to give them abundant

advantage by inconsistency, extravagance, and passion.
1

1 Hospinian. HL>t. Jeroitarom : Ranke, The first of these works is entirely on on
nL ii- p. Si, ft pott, Tiiaboschi, Tin. 116. tide, and gives no credit to the Jesuit* fc*
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11. At the death of Ignatius Loyola in 1">5G, the order

meir that he had founded was divided into thirteen provin-
ioiieges. ceSi Besides the Roman ; most of winch were in the

Spanish peninsula or its colonies. Ten colleges belonged to

Castile, eight to Aragon, five to Andalusia. Spain was for

ome time the fruitful mother of the disciples, as she had been

of the master. The Jesuits who came to Germany were

called "
Spanish priests." They took possession of the uni-

versities; "they conquered us," says Ranke, "on our own

ground, in our own homes, and stripped us of a part of our

country." This, the acute historian proceeds to say, sprang

certainly from the want of understanding among the Pro-

testant theologians, and of sufficient enlargement of mind to

tolerate unessential differences. The violent opposition among
each other left the way open to these cunning strangers, who

taught a doctrine not open to dispute.
12. But, though Spain for a time supplied the most active

Jesuit spirits in the order, its central point was always
seminary at Rome. It was there that the general to whom
at Rome. ^^ uft(j gworn resi(je(j ; an(j from thence issued to

the remotest lands the voice, which, whatever secret counsels

might guide it, appeared that of a single, irresponsible irrc.-is-

tible will. The Jesuits had three colleges at Rome ; one for

their own novices, another for German, and a third for English
students. Possevin has given us an account of the course

of study in Jesuit seminaries, taking that of Rome as a

model. It contained nearly 2000 scholars, of various descrip-
tions. " No one," he says,

"
is admitted without a foundation

of grammatical knowledge. The abilities, the dispositions, the

intentions for future life, are scrupulously investigated in each

candidate; nor do we open our doors to any who do not come

up in these respects to what so eminent a school of all virtue

requires. They attend divine service daily ; they confess

every month. The professors are numerous ; some teaching
the exposition of Scripture, some scholastic theology, some
the science of controversy with heretics, some casuistry :

many instruct in logic and philosophy, in mathematics, or

rhetoric, polite literature, and poetry ; the Hebrew and Greek,
as well as Latin, tongues are taught. Three years are given

their services to literature. The second Is Ing, that Is, with a more extensive rang*
of a very different class, philosophical and of knowledge, than any writer of Ilospi-

profound, and yet with much more learn- nian's age could possess.
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to the course of philosophy, four to that of theology, lint

if any are found not so fit for deep studies, yet likely to be

useful in the Lord's vineyard, they merely go through two

years of practical, that is, casuistical theology. These semi-

naries are for youths advanced beyond the inferior classes

or schools ; but, in the latter also, religious and grammatical
learning go hand in hand." l

13. The popes were not neglectful of such faithful servants.

Under Gregory XIII., whose pontificate began in r
_ _ / ,, Patronage

15/2, the Jesuit college at Koine had twenty lecture- of Gregory

rooms and 360 chambers for students; a German 5

college was restored after a temporary suspension ; and an

English one founded by his care; perhaps there was not a
Jesuit seminary in the world which was not indebted to his

liberality. Gregory also established a Greek college (not of

Jesuits) for the education of youths, who there learned to

propagate the Catholic faith in their country.
2 No earlier

pope had been more alert and strenuous in vindicating his

claims to universal allegiance ; nor, as we may judge from
the well-known pictures of Vasari in the vestibule of the

Sistine Chapel, representing the Massacre of St. Bartholo-

mew, more ready to sanction any crime that might be service-

able to the church.

14. The resistance made to this aggressive warfare was for

some time considerable. Protestantism, so late as
conversions

1578, might be deemed preponderant in all the Aus- in Germany

trian dominions except the Tyrol.
3 In the Polish

and *C'IUW -

diets, the dissidents, as they were called, met their opponents
with vigor and success. The ecclesiastical principalities were
full of Protestants ; and, even in the chapters, some of them

might be found. But the contention was unequal, from the

different character of the parties : religious zeal and devotion,
which fifty years before had overthrown the ancient rites in

Northern Germany, were now more invigorating sentiments in

those who rescued them from further innovation. In religions

struggles, where there is any thing like an equality of forces,

the question soon comes to be which party will make the

greatest sacrifice for its own faith. And, while the Catholic

self-devotion had grown far stronger, there was much more of

1
Possevin, Bibliotheca Selecta, lib. i. c. 39.

* Ranke, i. 419, et post ; Ginguene, vii. 12
; Tiraboschi, viii. 31.

Rank* u. 78
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secular cupidity, lukewarmness, and formality in the Lutheran
Church. In a very few years, the effects of this were distinctly
visible. The Protestants of the Catholic principalities went
back into the bosom of Rome. In the bishopric of Wurt/burg
silone, 62,000 converts are said to have been received in

the year 1586.1 The Emperor Rodolph and his brother

urchdukes, by a long series of persecutions and banishment,

finally, though not within this century, almost outrooted Pro-

testantism from the hereditary provinces of Austria, It is

true that these violent measures were the proximate cause of

so many conversions; but, if the reformed had been ardent

and united, they were much too strong to have been thus

subdued. In Bohemia, accordingly, and Hungary, where there

was a more steady spirit, they kept their ground. The re-

action was not less conspicuous in other countries. It is asserted

that the Huguenots had already lost more than two-thirds of

their number in 1580 ;

2
comparatively, I presume, with twenty

years before : and the change in their relative position is

manifest from all the histories of this period. In the Nether-

lands, though the Seven United Provinces were slowly win-

ning their civil and religious liberties at the sword's point, yet
West Flanders, once in great measure Protestant, became
Catholic before the end of the century ; while the Walloon

provinces were kept from swerving by some bishops of great

eloquence and excellent lives, as well as by the influence of

the Jesuits planted at St. Omer and Douay. At the close

of this period of fifty years, the mischief done to the old church
in its first decennium was very nearly repaired; the propor-
tions of the two religions in Germany coincided with those

which had existed at the Pacification of Passau. The Jesuits.

however, had begun to encroach a little on the proper domain
of the Lutheran Church : besides private conversions, which,
on account of the rigor of the laws, not certainly less intole-

rant than in their own communion, could not be very prominent,

they had sometimes hopes of the Protestant princes, and had

once, in 1578, obtained the promise of John, King of Sweden,
to embrace openly the Romish faith, as he had already done
in secret to Possevin, an emissary despatched by the pope on
this important errand. But the symptoms of an opposition,

very formidable in a country which has never allowed its kings

i Ranke, p. 147.

t
ii. p. IS]), ike number seem* rather startling.
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to trifle with it, made this wavering monarch retrace his

steps. His successor, Sigismund, went farther, and fell a

victim to his zeal by being expelled from the kingdom.
15. This great revival of the Papal religion, after the shock

it had sustained in the first part of the sixteenth _
f* /

^3-U8

century, ought tor ever to restrain that temerity ot of this

prediction so frequent in our ears. As women some- reviv '

times believe the fashion of last year in dress to be wholly
ridiculous, and incapable of being ever again adopted by any
one solicitous about her beauty, so those who affect to pro-
nounce on future events are equally confident against the

possibility of a resurrection of opinions which the majority
have for the time ceased to maintain. In the year 1560, every
Protestant in Europe doubtless anticipated the overthrow of

Popery : the Catholics could have found little else to warrant

hope than their trust in Heaven. The late rush of many
nations towards democratical opinions has not been so rapid
and so general as the change of religion about that period.
It is important and interesting to inquire what stemmed this

current. We readily acknowledge the prudence, firmness,

and unity of purpose, that for the most part distinguished the

court of Rome, the obedience of its hierarchy, the severity of

intolerant laws, and the searching rigor of the Inquisition,
the resolute adherence of great princes to the Catholic faith,

the influence of the Jesuits over education ; but these either

existed before, or would at least not have been sufficient to

withstand an overwhelming force of opinion. It must be

acknowledged that there was a principle of vitality in that

religion, independent of its external strength. By the side

of its secular pomp, its relaxation of morality, there had

always been an intense flame of zeal and devotion. Super-
stition it might be in the many, fanaticism in a few ; but both

of these imply the qualities which, while they subsist, render

a religion indestructible. That revival of an ardent zeal,

through which the Franciscans had, in the thirteenth cen-

tury, with some good and much more evil effect, spread a

popular enthusiasm over Europe, was once more displayed
in counteraction of those new doctrines, that themselves

had drawn their life from a similar development of moral

emotion.

16. Even in the court of Leo X., soon after the burst-

ing forth of the Reformation in Saxony, a small body was
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formed by men of rigid piety, and strenuous for a different

A rMd species of reform. Sadolet, Caraffa (afterward*
party in the Paul IV.), Cajetan, and Contareni, both the latter

rch-
eminent in the annals of the church, were at the

head of this party.
1 Without dwelling on what belongs

strictly to ecclesiastical history, it is sufficient to say that

they acquired much weight ; and, while adhering gen-

erally to the doctrine of the church (though Contareni

held the Lutheran tenets on justification), aimed steadily
at a restoration of moral discipline, and the abolition of

every notorious abuse. Several of the regular orders were

reformed, while others were instituted, more active in sacer-

dotal duties than the rest. The Jesuits must be considered

as the most perfect type of the rigid party. Whatever may
be objected, perhaps not quite so early, to their system of

casuistry, whatever want of scrupulousness may have been

shown in their conduct, they were men who never swerved
from the path of labor, and, it might be, suffering, in the

cause which they deemed that of God. All self-sacrifice in

such circumstances, especially of the highly-gifted and accom-

plished, though the bigot steels his heart and closes his eyes

against it, excites the admiration of the unsophisticated part
of mankind.

17. The Council of Trent, especially in its later sessions,

its efforts displayed the antagonistic parties in the Roman
at Trent. Church ; one struggling for lucrative abuses, one

anxious to overthrow them. They may be called the Ita-

lian and Spanish parties : the first headed by the pope's

legates, dreading above all things both the reforming spirit of

Constance and Basle, and the independence either of princes
or of national churches ; the other actuated by much of the

spirit of those councils, and tending to confirm that independ-
ence. The French and German prelates usually sided with

the Spanish ; and they were together strong enough to estab-

lish as a rule, that in every session a decree for reformation

should accompany the declaration of doctrine. The council,

interrupted in 1547 by the measure that Paul III. found it

necessary for his own defence against these reformers to

adopt, the translation of its sittings to Bologna, with which

the Imperial prelates refused to comply, was opened again by
Julius III. in 1552 ; and, having been once more suspended

i lUuke, i. 133.
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in the same year, resumed its labor for the last time under
Pius IV. in 1562. It terminated in 1564, when the court of

Rome, which, with the Italian prelates, had struggled hard to

obstruct the redress of every grievance, compelled the more

upright members of the council to let it close, after having
effected such a reformation of discipline as they could obtain.

The court was certainly successful in the contest, so far as it

might be called one, of prerogative against liberty, and par-

tially successful in the preservation of its lesser interests and
means of influence. Yet it seems impossible to deny, that the

effects of the Council of Trent were on the whole highly
favorable to the church for whose benefit it was summoned.
The Reformation would never have roused the whole north

of Europe, had the people seen nothing in it but the technical

problems of theology. It was against ambition and cupidity,

sluggish ignorance and haughty pomp, that they took up
arms. Hence the abolition of many long-established abuses

by the honest zeal of the Spanish and- Cisalpine fathers in

that council took away much of the ground on which the pre-
valent disaffection rested.

18. We should be inclined to infer from the language of

some contemporaries, that the council might have Nocom.

proceeded farther with more advantage than danger promise iu

to their church, by complying with the earnest and

repeated solicitations of the emperor, the Duke of Bavaria,
and even the court of France, that the sacramental cup should

be restored to the laity, and that the clergy should not be

restrained from marriage. Upon this, however, it is not here

for us to dilate. The policy of both concessions, but espe-

cially of the latter, was always questionable, and has not been
demonstrated by the event. In its determinations of doctrine,
the council was generally cautious to avoid extremes, and left,

in many momentous questions of the controversy, such as the

invocation of saints, no small latitude for private opinion. It

has been thought by some, that they lost sight of this pru-
dence in defining transubstantiation so rigidly as they did in

1551, and thus opposed an obstacle to the conversion of those

who would have acquiesced in a more equivocal form of

words. But, in truth, no alternative was left upon this point.
Transubstantiation had been asserted by a prior council, the

Fourth Lateran, in 1215, so positively^ that to recede would
have surrendered the main principle of the Catholic Church,
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And it is also to be remembered, when we judge of what might
have been done, as we fancy, with more prudence, that, if

there was a good deal of policy in the decisions of the Coun-
cil of Trent, there was no Avant also of conscientious sincerity ;

and that, whatever we may think of this doctrine, it was one
which seemed of fundamental importance to the serious and
obedient sons of the .church.

1

19. There is some difficulty in proving for the Council of

Consuita-
Trent that universality to which its adherents attach

tion of an infallible authority. And this was not held to be
a matter of course by the great European powers.

Even in France, the Tridentine decrees, in matters of faith,

have not been formally received, though the Galilean Church
has never called any of them in question : those relating
to matters of discipline are distinctly held not obligatory.
The Emperor Ferdinand seems to have hesitated about

acknowledging the decisions of a council which had at least

failed in the object for which it was professedly summoned,

1 A strange notion has been started of
late years in England, that the Council
of Trent made important innovations in
the previously established doctrines of the
Western Church

;
an hypothesis so para-

doxical in respect to public opinion, and,
it must be added, so prodigiously at va-
riance with the known facts of ecclesiasti-

cal history, that we cannot but admire
the facility with which it has been taken

up. It will appear, by reading the ac-

counts of the sessions of the council,
either in Father Paul or in any more fa-

vorable historian, that, even in certain

points, such as justification, which had
not been clearly laid down before, the
Tridentine decrees were mostly conforma-
ble with the sense of the majority of those
doctors who had obtained the highest re-

putation ;
and that upon what are more

usually reckoned the distinctive character-
istics of the Church of Rome, namely,
trausubstantiation, purgatory, and invoca-

tion of the saints and the Virgin, they
assert nothing but what had been so in-

f
rafted into the faith of this part of

)urope as to have been rejected by no one
without suspicion or imputation of heresy.

Perhaps Erasmus would not have acqui-
esced with good will in all the decrees of
the council ; but was Erasmus deemed
orthodox ? It is not impossible that the

great hurry with which some controver-
sies of considerable importance were des-

patched in the last sessions mfly^ have had
as much to do with the short and vague

phrases employed in respect to them as

the prudence I have attributed to the
fathers ; but the fbcts will remain t lie

same on either supposition. 1839. ['1 tie

persons alluded to in this note have i-inre

changed their ground, and discovered that
the Council of Trent has not been quite .-o

great an innovator as they had imagined
-1842.]
No general council ever contained so

many persons of eminent learning and
ability as that of Trent; nor is 'lino.

ground for believing that any other ever

investigated the questions before it -vith

so much patience, acuteness, temper, aud
desire of truth. The early councils, un-
less they are greatly belied, would not
bear comparison in these chiiractensiies..

Impartiality, and freedom from prejudice,
no Protestant will attribute to the fathers

of Trent
;
but where will he produce these

qualities in an ecclesiastical synod .' But
it may be said that they had only fine

leading prejudice. that of determining
theological faith according to the traditii.u

of the Catholic Church, as handed down
to their own age. This one point of au-

thority conceded, I am not aware that

they can be proved to have divided \\ rong,
or at least against all reasonable evidence.

Let tlio.se who have imbibed a different

opinion ask themselves whether they have
read Sarpi through with any attention,

especially as to those sessions of the Tri-

dentine Council which preceded its suspen
tioii in 1647.
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'the conoiliation of all parties to the church. For we find,

that, even after its close, he referred the chief points in con-

troversy to George Cassander, a German theologian of very
moderate sentiments and temper. Cassander wrote, at the

emperor's request, his famous Consultation, wherein he passes
in review every article in the Confession of Augsburg, so as

to give, if possible, an interpretation consonant to that of the

Catholic Church. Certain it is, that between Melanchthon's

desire of concord in drawing up the Confession, and that of

Ca.->ander in judging of it, no great number of points seem
to be left for dispute. In another treatise of Cassander, De
Officio Pii Viri in hoc Dissidio Religionis (1561), he holds

the same course that Erasmus had done before ; blaming those

who, on account of the stains in the church, would wholly
subvert it. as well as those who erect the pope into a sort of

deity, by setting up his authority as an infallible rule of faith.

The rule of controversy laid down by Cassander is, Scripture

explained by the tradition of the ancient church, which is best

to be learned from the writings of those who lived from the

age of Constantine to that of Gregory L ; because, during
that period, the principal articles of faith were most discussed!

Dupin observes, that the zeal of Cassander for the re-union and

peace of the church made him yield too much to the Protes-

tants, and advance some propositions that were too bold. But

they were by no means satisfied with his concessions. This

treatise was virulently attacked by Calvin, to whom Cassan-

der replied. Xo one should hesitate to prefer the spirit of

-under to that of Calvin; but it must be owned, that the

practical consequence of his advice would have been to check

the profession of the reformed religion, leaving amendment to

those who had little disposition to amend any thing. Nor
is it by any means unlikely that this conciliatory scheme, by
extenuating disagreements, had a considerable influence in

that cessation of the advance of Protestantism, or rather that

recovery of lost ground by the opposite party, to which we
have lately adverted, and of which more proofs were after-

wards given.
"\Ve ought to reckon also among the principal causes of

tlii- chancre, those perpetual disputes, those irrecon-
H?otTyof

cilable animosities, that bigotry, above all, and perse- Proliant

cuting spirit, which were exhibited in the Lutheran

and Calvinistic Churches. Each began with a common prin-
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ciple, the necessity of an orthodox faith. But this ortho-'

doxy meant evidently nothing more than their own belief, as

opposed to that of their adversaries, a belief acknowledged
to be fallible, yet maintained as certain, rejecting authority .in

one breath, and appealing to it in the next, and claiming
to rest on sure proofs of reason and Scripture, which their

opponents were ready with just as much confidence to invali-

date.

21. The principle of several controversies which agitated

Tenets of
*ne *wo S1

"6^ divisions of the Protestant name was
Meiancn- still that of the real presence. The Calvinists, as

far as their meaning could be divined through a dense

mist of nonsense which they purposely collected,
1 were little,

if at all, less removed from the Romish and Lutheran parties
than the disciples of Zwingle himself, who spoke out more

perspicuously. Nor did the orthodox Lutherans fail to per-
ceive this essential discrepancy. Melanchthon, incontestably
the most eminent man of their church after the death of

Luther, had obtained a great influence over the younger stu-

dents of theology. But his opinions, half concealed as they
were, and perhaps unsettled, had long been tending to a very
different line from those of Luther. The deference exacted

by the latter, and never withheld, kept them from any open
dissension. But some, whose admiration for the founder of

their church was not checked by any scruples at his doctrine,
soon began to inveigh against the sacrifice of his favorite

tenets, which Melanchthon seemed ready to make through

timidity, as they believed, or false judgment. To the Roman-
ists he was willing to concede the primacy of the pope and the

jurisdiction of bishops ; to the Helvetians he was suspected
of leaning on the great controversy of the real presence ;

while, on the still more important questions of faith and

works, he not only rejected the Antinomian exaggerations of

the high Lutherans, but introduced a doctrine said to be

nearly similar to that called Semi-Pelagian ; according to

which, the grace communicated to adult persons so as to draw
them to God required a correspondent action of their own free

will in order to become effectual. Those who held this tenet

were called Synergists.
2

It appears to be the same, or nearly

1 See some of this in Bossuet, Variations easy to find similar evidence from our own
des Eglises Protestantes, 1. ix. I do not writers,

much trust to Bossuet ;
but it would be too * Mosheim

; Bay le, art. "
Synergistes."
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so, as that adopted by the Arminians in the next century, but

was not, perhaps, maintained by any of the schoolmen ;
nor

does it seem consonant to the decisions of the Council of

Trent, nor probably to the intention of those who compiled
the articles of the English Church. It is easy, however, to

be mistaken as to these theological subtilties, which those who
write of them with most confidence do not really discriminate

by any consistent or intelligible language.
22. There seems good reason to suspect, that the bitterness

manifested by the rigid Lutherans against the new A ty

school was aggravated by some political events of hostile to

this period ; the university of Wittenberg, in which
Melanchthon long resided, being subject to the elector Mau-
rice, whose desertion of the Protestant confederacy and

unjust acquisition of the electorate at the expense of the best

friends of the Reformation, though partly expiated by his sub-

sequent conduct, could never be forgiven by the adherents and

subjects of the Ernestine line. Those first protectors of the

reformed faith, now become the victims of his ambition, were
reduced to the duchies of Weimar and Gotha, within the for-

mer of which the university of Jena, founded in 1559, was
soon filled with the sternest zealots of Luther's school. Fla-

cius Illyricus, most advantageously known as the chief com-

piler of the Centuriae Magdeburgenses, was at the head of

this university, and distinguished by his animosity against

Melanchthon, whose gentle spirit was released by death from

the contentions he abhorred, in 1560. Bossuet exaggerates
the indecision of Melanchthon on many disputable questions,

which, as far as it existed, is rather perhaps a matter of

praise ; but his want of firmness makes it not always easy
to determine his real sentiments, especially in his letters,

and somewhat impaired the dignity and sincerity of his

mind.

23. After the death of Melanchthon, a controversy, begun
by one Brentius, relating to the ubiquity, as it was Form of

called, of Christ's body, proceeded with much heat. Concord,

It is sufficient to mention that it led to what is de-

nominated the Formula Concordiae, a declaration of faith on

several matters of controversy, drawn up at Torgau in 1576,
and subscribed by the Saxon and most other Lutheran
Churches of Germany, though not by those of Brunswick, or

of the Northern kingdoms. It was justly considered as a com-

VOL. U. 6
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plete victory of the rigid over the moderate party. The strict

enforcement of subscription to this creed gave rise to a good
deal of persecution against those who were called Crypto-
Calvinists, or suspected of a secret bias towards the proscrtt>ed
doctrine. Peucer, son-in-law of Melanchthon, and editor of

his works, was kept for eleven years in prison. And a very
narrow spirit of orthodoxy pi-evailed for a century and a half

afterwards in Lutheran theology. But, in consequence of this

spirit, that theology has been almost entirely neglected and

contemned in the rest of Europe, and not many of its books

during that period are remembered by name.1

24. Though it may be reckoned doubtful whether the Coun-

Controversy
c^ f Trent did not repel some wavering Protestants

raised by by its unqualified re-enactment of the doctrine of
Baius. ,... ,1

transubstantiation, it prevented, at least, those con-

troversies on the real presence which agitated the Protestant

communions. But, in another more extensive and important

province of theology, the decisions of the council, though cau-

tiously drawn up, were far from precluding such differences

of opinion as ultimately gave rise to a schism in the Church of

Rome, and have had no small share in the decline of its power.
It is said that some of the Dominican order, who could not but

find in their most revered authority, Thomas Aquinas, a strong
assertion of Augustin's scheme of divinity, were hardly content

with some of the decrees at Trent, as leaving a door open to

Semi-Pelagianism.
2 The controversy, however, was first

raised by Baius, professor of divinity at Louvain, now chiefly
remarkable as the precursor of Jansenius. Many proposition*
attributed to Baius were censured by the Sorbonne in I ;"><><>,

and by a bull of Pius V. in 1567. He submitted to the lat-

ter ; but his tenets, which are hardly distinguishable from those

of Calvin, struck root, especially in the Low Countries, and
seem to have passed from the disciples of Baius to the famous

bishop of Ypres in the next century. The bull of Pius ap-

parently goes much farther from the Calvinistic hypothesis
than the Council of Trent had done. The Jaasenist party,

1
Hospinian, Uoncordia Discors, is my vol. i. p. 8. This opinion is ascribed to

chief authority. He was a S-.vi<s ('ulvinist, Peter Soto, confessor to Charles V., wh"
and of course Tery hostile to the Lutheran took a part in the reconversion of England
party. But Mosheim does not vindicate under Mary. lie is not to be oonfounde<J
very Ptionglv his own church. See aL"O with the more celebrated Dominic Soto

several articles in Bayle; and Eichhorn, Both these divines were distinguished or
ri. part i. 234. naments of the Council of Trent.

* Du Chesne, Ilistoire du Baianisme,
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in later times, maintained that it was not binding upon the

church.1

25. These disputes, after a few years, were revived and
inflamed by the treatise of Molina, a Spanish Jesuit, 0^^ of
in 1588, on free-will. In this he was charged with Molina on

swerving as much from the right line on one side as
Free" wl11

Baius had been supposed to do on the other. His tenets, in-

deed, as usually represented, do not appear to differ from those
maintained afterwards by the Arminians in Holland and Eng-
land. But it has not been deemed orthodox in the Church of
Rome to deviate ostensibly from the doctrine of Augustin in

this controversy ; and Thomas Aquinas, though not quite of

equal authority in the church at large, was held almost infalli-

ble by the Dominicans, a powerful order, well stored with learn-

ing and logic, and already jealous of the rising influence of the

Jesuits. Some of the latter did not adhere to the Semi-Pelagian
theories of Molina; but the spirit of the order was roused,
-and they all exerted themselves successfully to screen his book
from the condemnation which Clement VIII. was much in-

clined to pronounce upon it. They had before this time been
accused of Pelagianism by the Thomists, and especially by
the partisans of Baius, who procured from the universities of

Louvain and Douay a censure of the tenets that some Jesuits

had promulgated.
2

26. The Protestant theologians did not fail to entangle
themselves in this intricate wilderness. Melanch- Protestant

thon drew a large portion of the Lutherans into what ^nets.

was afterwards called Arminianism ; but the reformed churches,

including the Helvetian, which, after the middle of the cen-

tury, gave up many at least of those points of difference which

1 Some of the tenets asserted in the propositions to be samz doctrinee. articuli,
articles of the Church of England are con- p. 258. The appearance of Molina's book,
demned in this bull, especially the 13th. which was thought to go mucn farther
Du Chesne. p. 78, et post. See Biogr. Univ .

, towards Pelagianism. renewed the flame.
art. ' Baius and Bayle." Du Chesne is Clement VIII. was very desirous to con-
reckoned an unfair historian by those who deinn Molina

;
but Henry IV., who now

favor Buius. favored the Jesuits, interfered for their
2 Du Chesne

; Biogr. Univ., art.
" Mo- honor. Cardinal Perron took the same

lina." The controversy had begun before side, and told the pope that a Protestant
the publication of Molina's treatise

;
and might subscribe the Dominicun doctrine.

the faculty of Louvain censured thirty-one Rauke, ii. 295. et post. Paul V. was also

propositions of the Jesuits in 1587. Paris, rather inclined against the Jesuits
; but it

however, refused to confirm the censure, would have been hard to mortify such
Bellarmin, in 1588, drew xip an abstract good friends, and in 1607 he issued a declzt.

of the dispute by command of Sixtus V. ration postponing the decision sine die.

In this he iocs not decide in favor of either The Jesuits deemed themselves victorious,
Bide; but the pope declared the Jesuit as in fact they were. Id., p. 353.
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had distinguished them from that of Geneva, held the doctrine

of -Augustin on absolute predestination, on total depravity, and

arbitrary irresistible grace.
27. A third source of intestine disunion lay deep in recesses

Trinitarian beyond the soundings of human reason. The doc-
controversy. trine of the Trinity, which theologians agree to call

inscrutable, but which they do not fail to' define and analyze
with the most confident dogmatism, had already, as we have
seen in a former passage^ been investigated by some bold

spirits with little regard to the established faith. They had

soon, however, a terrible proof of the danger that still was to

wait on such momentous aberrations from the prescribed line.

Servetus, having, in 1553, published, at Vienne in Dauphine,
a new treatise, called Christianismi Restitutio, and escaping
from thence, as he vainly hoped, to the Protestant city of Ge-

neva, became a victim to the bigotry of the magistrates, insti-

gated by Calvin, who had acquired an immense ascendency
over that republic.

1 He did not leave, as far as we know,

1 This book is among the scarcest in the In Sandius. Niceron, Allwoerden, and, I

world, ipsa raritate rarior, as it is called suppose, others, the title runs :

" De Tri-

by Schelhorn. "
II est recomm," sayg De nitate Divina, quod in ea non sit -inr/irixi-

Bure, "pour J p! is rare de tous les livres." bilium triuui rerum illusio, sed vera sub-
It was long supposed that no copy existed stantiae Di manifrstatio in verbo. et

except that belonging to Dr. Mead, after- comniunicatio in spiritu, libri
yii." The

wards to the Duke de la Valiere. and now Abbe Hive gives the word in i-isibilium : aud
in the Royal Library at Paris. But a this I find also in the additions of Pinilrr

second is said to be in the Imperial Library to the Bibliothec-a Universal!* of Gesner, to
at Vienna

;
and Brunei observes,

" On con- which M. Rive did not advert. In All-
noit i peine trois exeinplaires," which woerden, however, a distinct heading is

seems to hint that there may be a third, given to the 6th and 7th dialogues, wheiv-
Allwoerdtn, in his life of Servetus, pub- in the same title is repeated, with the oH
lished in 1727, did not know where any ini-isibilnim instead of imlirtsibilium. It

printed copy could be found
;

several is remarked in a note, by Rive or Du-
libraries having been named by mistake, tens, that it was a gross error to put inili-

But there were at that time several visibilium, as it makes Serve t us say the

manuscript copies, one of which he used contrary of what his system requires. 1

himself. It had belonged to Samuel am not entirely of this opinion ;
and if 1

Crellius, and afterwards to La Croze, from understand the system of Servetus at all,
whom he had borrowed it, and was tran- the word MKvittoilium i? very intelligible
scribed from a printed copy belonging to De Bure, who seems to write from pev-mi-
an Unitarian minister in Transylvania, al inspection of the same copy, which he
who had obtained it in England between supposed to be unique. Drives the title with
1660 and 1670. indivisibilhrm . The Christianismi Kesti-

This celebrated book is a collection of tntio was reprinted at Nureinliei-;;. abo:it
several treatises, with the general title, 1790, in the same form as the original eili-

Christianismi Kestitutio. But that of the tion : but I am not aware which word U
first and most remarkable part has been used in the titlepage ;

nor would the evi-

differently given. According to a letter dence of a modern reprint, possibly not
from the Abbe Rive, librarian to the Duke taken immediately from a printed copy,
de la Valiere, to Dutens. which the latter be conclusive.
has published in the second edition of his The Life of Servetus by Allwoerden,
Ori<?ines des Decouvertes attributes aux Helmstadt, 1727, is partly founded on ma-
Modernes, vol. ii. p. 359. all former writers terials collected by Moshemi, who put
on the subject have been incorrect. The them into the author's hands. Barbier ia

difference, however, is but in one word, much mistaken in placing it among pseu
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any peculiar disciples. Many, however, among the German

Anabaptists, held tenets not unlike those of the ancient Arians.

Several persons, chiefly foreigners, were burned for such

heresies in England under Edward VI., Elizabeth, and James.

These Anabaptists were not very learned or conspicuous ad-

vocates of their opinions ; but some of the Italian confessors

of Protestantism were of more importance. Several of these

were reputed to be Ariaiis. None, however, became so cele-

brated as Laelius Socinus, a young man of considerable ability,

donymons works, as if Allwoerden had
been a fictitious denomination of Mosheim.
Dictionnaire des Auonymes (1824). iii. o55.

The book contains, even in the titlepage,
all possible vouchers for its authenticity.
Mosheim himself says, in a letter to AU-
woerden,

" Xoa dubitavi negotium hoc
tibi eommittere. atque Historiani Served
concinnandam et apte con.struend.iin tra-

dere." But it appears that Allwoerden
added much from other sources, so that
it cannot reasonably be calld the work of

any one else The Biographic Universelle

ascribes to Mosheim a Latin History of
Servetus. Helmstadt, 1737 ; but. aa I be-

lieve, by confusion with the former. They
also mention a German work by Mosheiin
on the same subject in 1743. See Biogr.
Uniy.. arts.

' Moeheim and Servetus."

The analysis of the Christianismi liesti-

tutio. given by Allwoerden, is very meagre ;

but he promises a fuller account, which
never appeared. It is a for more extensive

scheme of theology than had been pro-

mulgated by Servetus in his first treatise* ;

the most interesting of his opinions being,
of course, those which brought him to the
>t ike. lie distinctly held the divinity of

Christ.
"

Diilogus secunJus modum
generationis C'hri.ci docet, quod ipse non
sit creatus nee finitfe potentiae. sed vere

a-lorandus rerusque Deus. TI

Allwoerden,
p. 211 He probably ascribed this divinity
to the presence of the Logos, as a manifes-

tation of God by that name, but denied its

distinct personality in the sense of an in-

telligent being different from the Father.

Many others may have said something of

the same kind, but in more cautious lan-

guage, and respecting more the conven-
tional phraseology of theologians.

' Die

crucam, hie diadema." Servetus. in fact,

was burned, not go much for his heresies,
as for some personal offence be had several

years before given to Calvin. The latter

wrote to Bolsec in 1516,
' Servetus cupit

hue venire, sed a me accersitus. Ego
autem uunqnam committam, ut fidein

meam eatenus obstrictam habeat. Jam
enim constitutum habeo. a veaiat, nun-

iuam patiut salvos exeat.' '

Allwoerdea,

p. 43. A similar letter to Farel differs in

some phrases, and especially by the word
rit-us for salcus. The latter was published
by \Vv tenbogart, in an ecclesiastical histo-

ry written in Dutch. Servetu* had, in
some printed letters, charged Calvin with

many errors, which seems to have exaspe-
rated the great reformer's temper, so as to

make him resolve on what he afterwards
executed.
The death of Servetus has perhaps *a

many circumstances of aggravation as any
execution for heresy that ever took place.
One of these, and among the most striking,

ia, that he was not the subject of Geneva,
nor domiciled in the city ; nor had the
Christianismi Restitutio been published
there, but at Vienne. According to our
laws, and those, I believe, of most civilized

nations, he was not amenable to the tri-

bunals of the republic.
The tenets of Servetus are not easily

ascertained in all respects, nor very in-

teresting to the reider. Some of them
were considered infidel, and even panthe-
istical : but there can be little ground for

such imputations, when we consider the
tenor of his writings, and the fste which
he might have escaped by a retractation. It

should be said in justice to Calvin, that he
declares himself to have endeavored to

obtain a commutation of the sentence for

a milder kind of death. " Genus mortis
comti stunus mutare. sed frustra." All-

woerden. p. 106. But he has never re-

covered, in the eyes 'of posterity, the blow
this gave to his moral reputation, which
the Anninians, as well as Socinians, were

always anxious to depreciate.
" De Serve-

to." says Grorius, " ideo cerd aliquid pro-
nuntiare ausus non sum, quia causain

ejus non bene didici
; neque Calvino ejus

host! capital! credere audeo. cum sciam

quam inique et virnlente idem ille Calvi-

nus tractaverit viros mnlto se meliores

Cassandrum, Balduinum. Oastellkraem. "

Grot. Op. Theolog., iv. 6S8. Of Servetug
and his opinions, he says, in another place,

very fairly,
; - Est in Ulo negotio difficilli-

mo'&cilis'error." p. 655.
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who is reckoned the proper founder of that sect which takes

its name from his family. Prudently shunning the fate of

Servetus. he neither published any thing, nor permitted his

tenets to be openly known. He was, however, in Poland not

long after the commencement of this period ; and there seems
reason to believe that he left writings, which, coming into the

hands of some persons in that country who had already adopt-
ed the Arian hypothesis, induced them to diverge still farther

from the orthodox line. The Anti-Trinitarians became nu-

merous among the Polish Protestants ; and in 1565, having
separated from the rest, they began to appear as a distinct

society. Faustus, nephew of Lsclius Socinus, joined them
about 1578; and, acquiring a great ascendency by his talents,

gave a name to the sect, though their creed was already con-

formable to his own. An university, or rather academy, for

it never obtained a legal foundation, established at Racow, a
small town belonging to a Polish nobleman of their persua-
sion, about 1570, sent forth men of considerable eminence and

great zeal in the propagation of their tenets. These, indeed,

chiefly belong to the ensuing century ; but, before the ter-

mination of the present, they had begun to circulate books in

Holland.1

28. As this is a literary, rather than an ecclesiastical history,
we shall neither advert to the less learned sectaries, nor speak
of controversies which had chiefly a local importance, such as

those of the English Puritans with the established church.

Hooker's Ecclesiastical Polity will claim attention in a subse-

quent chapter.
29. Thus, in the second period of the Reformation, those

Religious ominous symptoms which had appeared in its earlier
intolerance,

stage, disunion, virulence, bigotry, intolerance, far

from yielding to any benignant influence, grew more invete-

rate and incurable. Yet some there were, even in this cen-

tury, who laid the foundations of a more charitable and ra-

tional indulgence to diversities ofjudgment, which the principle
of the Reformation itself had in some measure sanctioned.

It may be said that this tolerant spirit rose out of the ashes

of Servetus. The right of civil magistrates to punish heresy
with death had been already impugned by some Protestant

theologians as well as by Erasmus. Luther had declared

1
Jiubienecius, Hist. Reformat. Poloni- Bayle, art. " Socinus

;

" Mosl.eim : Dupm ;

we
; Rees, History of Ilacovian Catechism

;
Eichhorn.
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against it
;
and though Zwingle, who had maintained the same

principle as Luther, has been charged with having afterwards

approved the drowning of some Anabaptists in the Lake of

Zurich, it does not appear that his language requires such an

interpretation. The early Anabaptists, indeed, having been

seditious and unmanageable to the greatest degree, it is not

easy to show that they were put to death simply on account

of their religion. But the execution of Servetus, with cir-

cumstances of so much cruelty, and with no possible pretext
but the error of his opinions, brought home to the minds of

serious men the importance of considering whether a mere

persuasion of the truth of our own doctrines can justify the

infliction of capital punishment on those who dissent from

them
; and how far we can consistently reprobate the perse-

cutions of the Church of Rome, while acting o closely after

her example. But it was dangerous to withstand
__ openly the

rancor of the ecclesiastics domineering in the Protestant

Churches, or the usual bigotry of the multitude. Melanch-

thon himself, tolerant by nature, and knowing enough of the

spirit of persecution which disturbed his peace, was yet un-

fortunately led by timidity to express, in a letter to Beza, his

approbation of the death of Servetus, though he admits that

some saw it in a different light. Calvin, early in 1554, pub-
lished a dissertation to vindicate the magistrates of Geneva in

their dealings with this heretic. But Sebastian Cas-
Castalio

talio, under the name of Martin Bellius, ventured to

reply in a little tract, entitled De Haereticis quomodo cum
iis agendum sit variorum Sententiae. This is a collation

of different passages from the fathers and modern authors in

favor of toleration, to which he prefixed a letter of his own to

the Duke of Wirtemberg, more valuable than the rest of the

work ; and, though written in the cautious style required by
the times, containing the pith of those arguments which have

ultimately triumphed in almost every part of Europe. The

impossibility of forcing belief, the obscurity and insignificance

of many disputed questions, the sympathy which the fortitude

of heretics produced, and other leading topics, are well touched

in this very short tract ; for the preface does not exceed twenty-

eight pages in IGmo.1

i This little book has been attributed by some theological points, as appears by his

some to Loelius Socinus ;
I think Castalio dialogues on predestination and free-will,

more probable. Castalio entertained very which are opposed to the Augustinian sys-

difiereut sentiments from those of Beza on tern then generally prevalent. He eeema
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30. Beza answered Castalio, whom he perfectly knew under

Answered the mask of Bellius, in a much longer treatise, De
by Beza. Haereticis a Civili Magistratu Puniendis. It is un-

necessary to say that his tone is that of a man who is sure of

having the civil power on his side. As to capital punishments
for heresy, he acknowledges that he has to contend not only
with such sceptics as Castalio, but with some pious and learned

men.1 He justifies their infliction, however, by the magnitude
of the crime, and by the Mosaic law, as well as by prece-
dents in Jewish and Christian history. Calvin, he positively

asserts, used his influence that the death of Servetus might
not be by fire, for the truth of which he appeals to the Senate ;

but, though most lenient in general, they had deemed no less

expiation sufficient for such impiety.
2

31. A treatise written in a similar spirit to that of Castalio.

Acoucio ^7 Aconcio, one of the numerous exiles from Italy,

De Stratagematibus Satanae, Basle, 1565, deserves

some notice in the history of opinions, because it is, per-

haps, the first wherein the limitation of fundamental articles

of Christianity, to a small number, is laid down at consider-

able length. He instances, among doctrines which he does

not reckon fundamental, those of the real presence and of

the Trinity; and, in general, such as are not either expressed
in Scripture or dedueible from it by unequivocal reasoning.

8

Aconcio inveighs against capital punishments for heresy ; but

his argument, like that of Castalio, is good against every
minor penalty.

" If the clergy," he says,
" once get the upper

hand, and carry this point, that, as soon as one opens his mouth,
the executioner shall be called in to cut all knots with his

knife, what will become of the study of Scripture? They will

think it very little worth while to trouble their heads with it ;

and, if I may presume to say so, will set up every fancy of

their own for truth. O unhappy times ! O wretched poste-

rity ! if we abandon the arms by which alone we can subdue

our adversary." Aconcio was not improbably an Arian : this

may be surmised, not only because he was an Italian Protes-

also to have approximated to the Sabellian * " Sed tanta erat ejus hominis rabies,

theories of Servetus on the Trinity. See tarn execranda tamque horrenda impietas,

p. 144, edit. 1613. ut Senatus alioqui clementissimus solis

1 "Non njodo cum nostris academicis, flammis expiari posse existiinarit." p. 91.

ed etjam cum piis alioqui et eruditis ho- 8 The account given of this book in the

minibus mlhl negotium fore prospicio." Biographic Universelle is not accurate: a

p. 208. Bayle has an excellent remark better will b found in Bayle.
(Beza, 10te t.) on this controversy.
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tant, and because he seems to intimate it in some passages of

his treatise, but on the authority of Strype, who mentions him

TS reputed to be such while belonging to a small congregation
of refugees in London.1 This book attracted a good deal of

notice : it was translated both into French and Knglish ; and,
in one language or another, went through several editions.

In the next century, it became of much authority with the

Arminians of Holland.

32. Mino Celso, of Siena, and another of the same class of

refugees, in a long and elaborate argument against Minus

persecution, De Haereticis Capitali Supplicio non Ceisus ;

Afliciendis, quotes several authorities from writers of

the sixteenth century in his favor.2 We should add to these

advocates of toleration the name of Theodore Koornhert, who

courageously stood up in Holland against one of the most

encroaching and bigoted hierarchies of that age. Koornhert,
averse in other points to the authority of Calvin and Beza,
seems to have been a precursor of Arminius ; but he is chiefly
known by a treatise against capital punishment for heresy,

published in Latin after his death. It is extremely scarce ;

and I have met with no author, except Bayle and Brandt, who

speaks of it from direct knowledge.
3

Thus, at the end of the

sixteenth century, the simple proposition, that men for holding
or declaring heterodox opinions in religion ought not to be

burned alive, or otherwise put to death, was itself little else

than a sort of heterodoxy ; and, though many privately must
have been persuaded of its truth, the Protestant churches

were as far from acknowledging it as that of Rome. No one

had yet pretended to assert the general right of religious wor-

ship, which, in fact, was rarely or never conceded to the

Romanists in a Protestant country, though the Huguenots

1
Strype's Life of Grindal, p. 42; see plexi, in fide iiaufragium fecerunt "

fol.

also Bayle. Elizabeth gave him a pension 109.
for a book on fortification. a

Bayle, Biogr. Univ.
; Brandt, Hist d<j

2 Celso was formerly supposed to be a la Reformation des Provinces Unies, i. 43c.

fictitious person ;
but the contrary has Lipsius had, in his Politica, inveighed

been established. The book was pub- against the toleration of more religious
lished in 1584, but without name of than one in a commonwealth. "

Ure,

place. He quotes Aconcio frequently, seca, ut membrum potius aliquod, quam
The following passage seems to refer to totum corpus intereat." Kooruhert an-
Servetus :

"
Superioribus annis, ad hse- swered this, dedicating his answer to tne

retici cujusdam in flammis constantiam, magistrates of Leyden, who, however,
ut ex fide dignis accepi, plures ex astanti- thought fit to publish that they did not
bus san.-c doctrinae viri, non posse id sine accept the dedication, and requested that
Dei spirito fieri persuasum habentes, ac those who read Koornhort would read also

propterea haereticum martyrem esse plane the reply of Lipsius, ibid. This was in

credentes, ejus haaresin pro veritate com- 1590, and Koornhert died the same year
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shed oceans of blood to secure the same privilege for them-
selves.

33. In the concluding part of the century, the Protestant

Decline of cause, though not politically unprosperous, but rather
Protestant-

manifesting some additional strength through the

great energies put forth by England and Holland, was
less and less victorious in the conflict of opinion. It might,

perhaps, seem to a spectator that it gained more in France

by the dissolution of the League and the establishment of

a perfect toleration, sustained by extraordinary securities in

the Edict of Nantes, than it lost by the conformity of Henry
IV. to the Catholic religion. But, if this is considered more

deeply, the advantage will appear far greater on the other

side; for this precedent, in the case of a man so conspi-

cuous, would easily serve all who might fancy they had any
public interest to excuse them, from which the transition

would not be long to the care of their own. After this time,

accordingly, we find more numerous conversions of the Hu-

guenots, especially the nobler classes, than before. They
were furnished with a pretext by an unlucky circumstance.

In a public conference, held at Fontainebleau in 1 600, before

Henry IV., from which great expectation had been raised,

Du Plessis Mornay, a man of the noblest character, but,

though very learned as a gentleman, more fitted to maintain

his religion in the field than in the schools, was signally worst-

ed, having been supplied with forged or impertinent quota-
tions from the fathers, which his antagonist, Perron, easily

exposed. Casaubon, who was present, speaks with shame, but

without reserve, of his defeat; and it was an additional morti-

fication that the king pretended ever afterwards to have been
more thoroughly persuaded by this conference that he had
embraced the truth, as well as gained a crown, by abandoning
the Protestant side. 1

34. The men of letters had another example, about the

same time, in one of the most distinguished of their fraternity,

1
Scaliger, it must be observed, praises the charge of falsified quotations on IVr-

very highly the book of Du Plessis Mor- ron. I shall quote hereafter what Ca<au-

nay on the Moss, and says that no one bon has said on the subject. See the article

alter Calvin and Beza had written so well
;

"
Mornay

" in the Biographic Universal lu,

though he owns that he would have done in which, though the signature seems to

better not to dispute about religion before indicate a descendant or relation, the in-

the king. Scaligerana Secunda, p. 461. accuracy of the quotations is acknow-
Du Plessis himself, in a publication after ledged.
the conference of Fontainebleau, retaliated
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Justus Lipsius. He left Leyden on some pretence in 1591,

for the Spanish Low Countries, and soon afterwards Desertion

embraced the Romish faith. Lest his conversion of uvsiua -

should be suspected, Lipsius disgraced a name, great at lea.<t

in literature, by writing in favor of the local superstitions of

those bigoted provinces. It is true, however, that some,

though the lesser, portion of his critical works were published
after his change of religion.

35. The controversial divinity poured forth during this

period is now little remembered. In England it may jeweirs

be thought necessary to mention Jewell's celebrated AP Iosy-

Apology. This short book is written with spirit ; the style
is terse, the arguments pointed, the authorities much to the

purpose, so that its effects are not surprising. This treatise is

written in Latin ; liis Defence of the Apology, a much more
diffuse work, in English. Upon the merits of the controversy
of Jewell with the Jesuit Harding, which this defence em-

braces, I am not competent to give any opinion : in length
and learning, it far surpasses our earlier polemical literature.

36. Notwithstanding the high reputation which Jewell ob-

tained by his surprising memory and indefatigable English

reading, it cannot be said that many English theolo- t^'osians

gians of the reign of Elizabeth were eminent for that learn-

ing which was required for ecclesiastical controversy. Their

writings are neither numerous nor profound. Some excep-
tions ought to be made. Hooker was sufficiently versed in

the fathers ; and he po<>e.-:-ed also a far more extensive know

ledge of the philosophical writers of antiquity than any
others could pretend. The science of morals, according to

Mosheim, or rather of casuistry, wliich Calvin had left in a

rude and imperfect state, is confessed to have been first

reduced into some kind of form, and explained with some

accuracy and precision, by Perkins, whose works, however,
were not published before the next century.

1

Hugh Brough-
ton was deep in Jewish erudition. AVhitaker and Xowell

ought also to be mentioned. It would not be difficult to

extract a few more names from biographical collections, but

names so obscure that we could not easily bring their merit

as scholars to any sufficient test. Sandys's sermons may be

called perhaps good, but certainly not very distinguished

i Mooheim
;
Chalmers.
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The most eminently learned man of the queen's reign seems
to have been Dr. John Rainolds ; and a foreign author of the

last century, Colomies, places him among the first six in

copiousness of erudition whom the Protestant churches had

produced.
1 Yet his works are, I presume, read by nobody,

nor am I aware that they are ever quoted; and Rainolds
himself is chiefly known by the anecdote, that, having been
educated in the Church of Rome, as his brother was in the

Protestant communion, they mutually converted each other in

the course of disputation. Rainolds was on the Puritan side,
and took a part in the Hampton-Court conference.

37. As the century drew near its close, the Church of Rome
Droug^* forward her most renowned and formidable

champion, Bellarmin, a Jesuit, and afterwards a
cardinal. No one had entered the field on that side with

more acuteness, no one had displayed more skill in marshalling
the various arguments of controversial theology, so as to

support each other, and serve the grand purpose of church

authority.
" He does not often," says Dupin,

"
employ rea-

soning, but relies on the textual authority of Scripture, of

the councils, the fathers, and the consent of the theolo-

gians, seldom quitting his subject or omitting any passage
useful to his argument, giving the objections fairly, and

answering them in few words. His style is not so elegant as

that of writers who have made it their object, but clear, neat,
and brief, without dryness or barbarism. He knew well the

tenets of Protestants, and states them faithfully, avoiding the

invective so common with controversial writers." It is, never-

theless, alleged by his opponents, and will not seem incredible

to those who know what polemical theology has always been,
that he attempts to deceive the reader, and argues only in the

interests of his cause.2

1 Colomesiana. The other five are and others
;
and a long list of his works.

Usher, Gataker, Blondel, Petit, and Bo- But, as he wanted a biographer, h baa
chart. See also Blount, Baillet, and dial- become obscure in comparison with Jew-
mers, for testimonies to Rainolds, who ell, who probably was not at all his supe-
died in 1807. Scaliger regrets his death, rior.

as a loss to all Protestant churches, as ' [Casaubon, in one of his epistles, which
well as that of England. Wood admits I quote from Blount, not having observed
that Kainolus was " a man of infinite read- the passage, says with great aciiuiony:
ing, and of a vast memory ;

" but laments " Est tameii Baronius Bellarmmo melior

that, after he was chosen divinity-lecturer homine adstrophas, sophisniata, meiulu-iu
at Oxford in 1586, the face of the univer- apto, nulli alii rei idoneo. Norma illius

iiity was much changed towards Puritan- viri non est sacra scriptura, sed libido

ism. Hist, and Antiq. In the Athenae, papas quern ut deum in tends consistat,
ii. 14, he gives a very high character of quam sceleste, quam stepe mentitur!

Itiiuolds, on the authority of Bishop Hall 1842.]
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38. Bellarmin, if we may believe Du Perron, was not un-

learned in Greek ;

1 but it is positively asserted, on the other

side, that he could hardly read it, and that he quotes the wri-

ters in that language only from translations. Nor has his

critical judgment been much esteemed. But his abilities are

best testified by Protestant theologians, not only in their teims

of eulogy, but indirectly in the peculiar zeal with which they
chose him as their worthiest adversary. More than half a

dozen books in the next fifty years bear the title of Anti-

Bellarminus : it seemed as if the victory must remain with

those who should bear away the spolia opima of this hostile

general. The Catholic writers, on the other hand, borrow

every tiling, it has been said, from Bellarmin, as the poets do

from Homer.2

39. In the hands of Bellarmin, and other strenuous advo-

cates of the church, no point of controversy was ne-
Topicg of

glected. But, in a general view, we may justly say controversy

that the heat of battle was not in the same part of

the field as before. Luther and his immediate disciples held

nothing so vital as the tenet of justification by faith alone,
while the arguments of Eckius and Cajetan were chiefly

designed to maintain the modification of doctrine on that

subject which had been handed down to them by the fathers

and schoolmen. The differences of the two parties, as to the

mode of corporeal presence in the eucharist, though quite
sufficient to keep them asunder, could hardly bear much con-

troversy ; inasmuch as the primitive writers, to whom it was
usual to appeal, have not, as is universally agreed, drawn these

metaphysical distinctions with much preciseness. But when
the Helvetic churches, and those bearing the general name of

Reformed, became, after the middle of the century, as promi-

nent, to say the least, in theological literature as the Lutheran,
this controversy acquired much greater importance ; the per-
secutions in England and the Netherlands were principally
directed against this single heresy of denying the. real pre-

sence, and the disputes of the press turned so generally upon
no other topic.

40. In the last part of the century, through the influence of

some political circumstances, we find a new theme of it turns

polemical discussion, more peculiarly characteristic power.

i
Perrpniana. part ii. p. 30 : Andres, xriii. 243

;

* Dupin ; Bavle; Blount; Echhom, ri. vol. xxxi.
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of the age. Before the appearance of the early reform-

ers, a republican or aristocratic spirit in ecclesiastical polity,

strengthened by the decrees of the Councils of Constance

and Basle, by the co-operation, in some instances, of the na-

tional church with the state in redressing or demanding the

redress of abuses, and certainly also both by the vices of the

court of Rome, and its diversion to local politics, had fully

counterbalanced, or even in a great measure silenced, the bold

pretensions of the school of Hildebrand. In such a lax notion

if Papal authority, prevalent in Cisalpine Europe, the Pro-

testant Reformation had found one source of its success. But
Tor this cause the theory itself lost ground in the Catholic

Church. At the Council of Trent, the aristocratic or episcopal

party, though it seemed to display itself in great strength,

comprising the representatives of the Spanish and Gallican

churches, was for the most part foiled in questions that touched

the limitations of Papal supremacy. From this time, the latter

power became lord of the ascendant. "No Catholic," says

Schmidt,
" dared after the Reformation to say one hundredth

part of what Gerson, Peter d' Ailly, and many others, had

openly preached." The same instinct, of which we may
observe the workings in the present day, then also taught the

objects of the church that it was no time to betray jealousy
of their own government, when the public enemy was at their

gates.
41. In this resuscitation of the court of Rome, that is, of the

j^ Papal authority, in contradistinction to the general
Seidby the doctrine and discipline of the Catholic Church, much,

ut3'

or rather most, was due to the Jesuits. Obedience,
not to that abstraction of theologians, the Catholic Church,
a shadow eluding the touch and vanishing into emptiness
before the inquiring eye, but to its living, acting centre, the

one man, was their vow, their duty, their function. They
maintained, therefore, if not quite for the first time, yet with

little
' countenance from the great authorities of the schools,

his personal infallibility in matters of faith. They asserted

his superiority to general councils, his prerogative of dis-

pensing with all the canons of the church, on grounds of

spiritual expediency, whereof' he alone could judge. As

they grew bolder, some went on to pronounce even the

divine laws subject to this control ; but it cannot be said

that a principle, which seemed s< paradoxical, though per-
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haps only a consequence from their assumptions, was gene-
rally received.

42. But the most striking consequence of this novel posi-
tion of the Papacy was the renewal of its claims to

Claim to

temporal power, or, in stricter language, to pro- depos*

nounce the forfeiture of it by lawful sovereigns for
aces"

offences against religion. This pretension of the Holy Sec,

though certainly not abandoned, had in a considerable degree
lain dormant in that period of comparative weakness which
followed the great schism of the fourteenth century. Paul
III. deprived Henry VIII. of his dominions, as far as a bull

could have that effect : but the deposing power was not gener-

ally asserted with much spirit against the first princes who
embraced the Reformation. In this second part of the century,
however, the see of Rome was filled by men of stern zeal and

intrepid ambition, aided by the Jesuits and other regulars with

an energy unknown before, and favored also by the political
interests of the greatest monarch in Christendom. Two cir-

cumstances of the utmost importance gave them occasion to

scour the rust away from their ancient weapons, the final

prostration of the Romish faith in England by Elizabeth, and
the devolution of the French crown on a Protestant heir.

Incensed by the former event, Pius V., the representative of

the most rigid party in the church, issued in 1570
Bull

his famous bull, releasing English Catholics from
their allegiance to the queen, and depriving her of

all right and title to the throne. Elizabeth and her par-
liament retaliated by augmented severities of law again-t
these unfortunate subjects, who had little reason to thank
the Jesuits for announcing maxims of rebellion which it was
not easy to carry into effect. Allen and Persons, secure at

St. Omer and Douay, proclaimed the sacred duty of resisting
a prince who should break his faith with God and the people ;

especially when the supreme governor of the church, whose
function it is to watch over its welfare, and separate the lep-
rous from the clean, has adjudged the cause.

43. In the war of the League, men became still more fami-

liar with this tenet. Those who fought under that And nemy
banner did not all acknowledge, or at least would IV -

not in other circumstances have admitted, the pope's deposing

power ; but no faction will reject a false principle that adds

strength to its side. Philip II., though ready enough to treat
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the see of Rome as sharply and rudely as the Italians do their

saints when refractory, found it his interest to encourage a

doctrine so dangerous to monarchy, when it was directed

against Elizabeth and Henry. For this reason, we may
read with less surprise in Balthazar Ayala, a layman, a

lawyer, and judge-advocate in the armies of Spain, the most

unambiguous and unlimited assertion of the deposing
Deposing .. ^. ,

. ^ .

power theory :
"
Kings abusing their power may be van-

sTiUn
1 'n ousty compelled," he says,

"
by the sovereign pontitf

to act justly ; for he is the earthly vicegerent of

God, from whom he has received both swords, temporal as

well as spiritual, for the peace and preservation of the Chris-

tian commonwealth. Nor can he only control, if it is for the

good of this commonwealth, but even depose kings ; as God,
whose delegate he is, deprived Saul of his kingdom, and
as Pope Zachary released the Franks from their allegiance
to Childeric." 1

44. Bellarmin, the brilliant advocate of whom we have

Asserted by already spoken, amidst the other disputes of the
Beiiarmm. Protestant quarrel, did not hesitate to sustain the

Papal authority in its amplest extension. His treatise, De
Summo Pontifice, Capite Totius Militantis Ecclesias, forms a

portion, and by no means the least important, of those entitled

The Controversies of Bellarmin ; and first appeared sepa-

rately in 1586. The pope, he asserts, has no direct temporal

authority in the dominions of Christian princes : he cannot

interfere with their merely civil affairs, unless they are his

feudal vassals ; but indirectly, that is, for the sake of some

spiritual advantage, all things are submitted to his disposal.

He cannot depose these princes, even for a just cause, as their

immediate superior, unless they are feudally his vassals ; but

he can take away and give to others their kingdoms, if the

salvation of souls require it.
2 We shall observe hereafter

how artfully this Papal scheme was combined with the more

captivating tenets of popular sovereignty ; each designed for

the special case, that of Henry IV., whose legitimate rights,

established -by the constitution of France, it was expected by
this joint effort to overthrow.

45. Two methods of delivering theological doctrine had

prevailed in the Catholic Church for many ages. The one,

i Ayala, De Jure et Offlciis BeUlcia (Antwerp, 1597), p. 32.

Banke, ii. 182.
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called positive, was dogmatic rather than argumentative, deduc-

ing its tenets from immediate authorities of Scripture Methods of

or of the fathers, which it interpreted and explained theological
n Tt i i doctrine.
tor its own purpose. It was a received principle,

conveniently for this system of interpretation, that most parts
of Scripture had a plurality of meaning ; and that the allego-
rical or analogical senses were as much to be sought as the

primary and literal. The scholastic theology, on the other

hand, which acquired its name because it was frequently
heard in the schools of divinity, and employed the weapons
of dialectics, was a scheme of inferences drawn, with all the

subtilty of reasoning, from the same fundamental principles
of authority, the Scriptures, the fathers, the councils of the

church. It must be evident upon reflection, that where many
thousand propositions, or sentences easily convertible into

them, had acquired the rank of indisputable truths, it was not

difficult to raise a specious structure of connected syllogisms ;

and hence the theology of the schools was a series of infer-

ences from the acknowledged standards of orthodoxy, as their

physics were from Aristotle, and their metaphysics from a

mixture of the two.

46. The scholastic method, affecting a complete and scien-

tific form, led to the compilation of theological sys- ^,,5 Conx.

terns, generally called Loci Communes. These were mimes,

very common in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, both

in the Church of Rome, and, after some time, in the two Pro-

testant communions. But Luther, though at first he bestowed

immense praise upon the Loci Communes of Melanchthon,

grew unfavorable to all systematic theology. His own writ-

ings belong to that class we call positive. They deal with

the interpretation of Scripture and the expansion of its literal

meaning. Luther rejected, except in a very sparing applica-

tion, the search after allegorical senses. Melanchthon also,

and in general the divines of the Augsburg confession, ad-

hered chiefly to the principle . of single interpretation.
1

47. The Institutes of Calvin, which belong to the preced-

ing part of the century, though not entitled Loci Intha

Communes, may be reckoned a full system of deduc- Protestant

tive theology. Wolfgang Musculus published a treatise with

the usual title. It should be observed, that, in the Lutheran

i Eichhorn, Gesch. der Cultur, ri. part L p. 176 ; Moioeim, cent. 16, sect. 3, part ii.

VOL. II. 7
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, Church, the ancient method of scholastic theology n- vivcd

after the middle of this century, especially in the divines of

Melanchthon's party ; one of whose characteristic! was a

greater deference to ecclesiastical usage and opinion than

the more rigid Lutherans would endure to pay. The Loci

Theologici of Chemnitz and those of Strigelius were, in their

age, of great reputation ; the former, by one of the compilers
of the Formula Concordi*, might be read without risk of find-

ing those heterodoxies of Melanchthon which the latter was

supposed to exhibit.1

48. In the Church of Rome, the scholastic theology retained

And Catholic an undisputed respect: it was for the heretical Pro-
church. testants to dread a method of keen logic, by which
their sophistry was cut through. The most remarkable book
of this kind, which falls within the sixteenth century, is the

Loci Theologici of Melchior Canus, published at Salamanca
in 1563, three years after the death of the author, a Domini-

can, and professor in that university. It is, of course, the

theology of the reign and country of Philip II. ; but Canus
was a man acquainted with history, philosophy, and ancient

literature. Eichhorn, after giving several pages to an abstract

of this volume, pronounces it worthy to be still read. It may
be seen by his analysis, how Canus, after the manner of the

schoolmen, incorporated philosophical with theological science.

Dupin, whose abstract is rather different in substance, calls

this an excellent work, and written with all the elegance we
could desire.

2

49. Catharin, one of the theologians most prominent in the

c tha
' Council of Trent, though he seems not to have in-

curred the charge of heresy, went farther from the

doctrine of Augustin and Aquinas than was deemed strictly
orthodox in the Catholic Church. He framed a theory to

reconcile predestination with the universality of grace, which
has since been known in this country by the name of Bax-

terianism, and is, I believe, adopted by many divines at this

day. Dupin, however, calls it a new invention, unknown to

the ancient fathers, and never received in the schools. It has

been followed, he adds, by nobody.
50. In the critical and expository department of theologi-

cal literature, much was written during this period, forming

i Eichhorn, 236 ;
Mosheim.

'
Eichhorn, p. 216-227 ; Dupia cent. 16, book 6
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no small proportion of the great collection called Critici Sacri.

In the Romish Church we may distinguish the
Critical^

Jesuit Maldonat, whose commentaries on the evan- expository

gelists have been highly praised by theologians of the

Protestant side ; and among these we may name Calvin and

Beza, who occupy the highest place,
1 while below them are

ranked Bullinger, Zanchius, Musculus, Chemnitz, and several

more. But I believe, that, even in the reviving appetite for

obsolete . theology, few of these writers have yet attracted

much attention. A polemical spirit, it is observed by Eich-

horn, penetrated all theological science, not only in dogmatical

writings, but in those of mere interpretation : in catechisms,
in sermons, in ecclesiastical history, we find the author armed
for combat, and always standing in imagination before an

enemy.
51. A regular and copious history of the church, from the

primitive ages to the Reformation itself, was first

given by the Lutherans under the title, Centurias

iragfleburgenses, from the name of the city where it
fa

was compiled. The principal among several authors concern-

ed, usually called Centuriatores, was Flacius Illyricus, a most
inveterate enemy of Melanchthon. This work has been more
than once reprinted, and is still, in point of truth and original

research, the most considerable ecclesiastical history on the

Protestant side. Mosheim, or his translator, calls this an im-

mortal work ;

2 and Eichhorn speaks of it in strong terms of

admiration for the boldness of the enterprise, the laboriousness

of the execution, the spirit with which it cleared away a mass
of fable, and placed ecclesiastical history on an authentic

basis. The faults, both those springing from the imperfect

knowledge and from the prejudices of the compilers, are equally

conspicuous.
3

Nearly forty years afterwards, between the
'

1 "Litcras sacra?." says Scaliger of Cal- Scaliger does not esteem much the learn-

rin,
' tractavit ut tractanJse sunt, vere ing of Beza, and blames him for affecting

inquam et pure ac simplioiter sine ullis to despise Erasmus as a commentator. I

ar_'utationibu scholasticis. et drrino vir have named Beza in the text as superior to

pneditus ingenio multa divinavit quse Zanchius.and others, in deference to com-
non nisi a linguae Hebraicse periti=?imis mon reputation ; for I am wholly ignorant
(cnjusmodi tamen ipse non erat), divinari of the writings of all.

poasunt." Scaligerana Prima. A more * Cent. 16, sect. 3. part ii. c. 9. This

detailed, and apparently a not uncandid, expression is probably in the original : but
statement of Calvin's character as a com- it is difficult to quote Maclaine's transla-

mentator on Scripture, will be found in tion with confidence, on account of the

Simon, Hist. Critique du Vieux Testament, liberties which he took with the text.

He gets him, in this respect, much above * Vol. vi. part ii. p. 149.

Luther. See also Blount, art.
*' Calvin."
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years 1588 and 1609, the celebrated Annals of Cardinal

Baronius, in twelve volumes, appeared. These were brought
down by him only to the end of the twelfth century: their

continuation by Rainaldus, published between 1646 and 166.5,

goes down to 1566. It was the object of Protestant learning
in the seventeenth century to repel the authority and impugn
the allegations of Baronius. Those of his own communion, in

a more advanced stage of criticism, have confessed his mistakes ;

many of them, arising from a want of acquaintance with the

Greek language, indispensable, as we should now justly think,

for one who undertook a general history of the church, but

not sufficiently universal in Italy, at the end of the sixteenth

century, to deprive those who did not possess it of a high
character for erudition. Eichhorn speaks far less favorably
of Baronius than of the Centuriators.1 But of these two vo-

luminous histories, written with equal prejudice on opposite

sides, an impartial and judicious scholar has thus given his

opinion :

52. " An ecclesiastical historian," Le Clerc satirically ob-

Le Clerks serves,
"
ought to adhere inviolably to this maxim,

character that whatever can be favorable to heretics is false,

and whatever can be said against them is true ;

while, on the other hand, all that does honor to the orthodox

is unquestionable, and every thing that can do them discredit is

surely a lie. He must suppress, too, with care, or at least ex-

tenuate as far as possible, the errors and vices of those whom
the orthodox are accustomed to respect, whether they know

any thing about them or no ; and must exaggerate, on the con-

trary, the mistakes and faidts of the heterodox to the utmost

of his power. He must remember that any orthodox writer

is a competent witness against a heretic, and is to be trusted

implicitly on his word; while a heretic is never to be believed

against the orthodox, and has honor enough done him in

allowing him to speak against his own side, or in favor of our

own. It is thus that the Centuriators of Magdeburg, and thus

that Cardinal Baronius have written
; each of their works

having by this means acquired an immortal glory with its own

party. But it must be owned that they are not the earliest,

and that they have only imitated most of their predecessors in

this plan of writing. For many ages, men had only sought

id., p. 180
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in ecclesiastical antiquity, not what was really to be found

there, but what they conceived ought to be there for the good
of their own party."

1

53. But in the midst of so many dissentients from each

other, some resting on the tranquil bosom of the
Dejsticai

church, some fighting the long battle of argument,
wnters -

some catching at gleams of supernatural light, the very truths

of natural and revealed religion were called in question by a
different party. The proofs of this, before the middle of the

sixteenth century, are chiefly to be derived from Italy. Pom-

ponatius has already been mentioned, and some other Aristo-

telian philosophers might be added. But these, whose scep-
ticism extended to natural theology, belong to the class of

metaphysical writers, whose place is in the next chapter. If

we limit ourselves to those who directed their attacks against

Christianity, it must be presumed, that in an age when the

tribunals of justice visited, even with the punishment of death,
the denial of any fundamental doctrine, few books of an openly

irreligious tendency could appear.
2 A short pamphlet by one

Vallee cost him his life in 1574. Some others were clandes-

tinely circulated in France before the end of the century ; and
the list of men suspected of infidelity, if we could trust all

private anecdotes of the time, would be by no means short.

Bodin, Montaigne, Charron, have been reckoned among the

rejecters of Christianity. The first I conceive to have ac-

knowledged no revelation but the Jewish ; the second is free,

in my opinion, from all reasonable suspicion of infidelity ; the

principal work of the third was not published till 1601. His
former treatise, Des Trois Verites, is an elaborate vindication

of the Christian and Catholic religion.
3

54. I hardly know how to insert, in any other chapter than

the present, the books that relate to sorcery and de- wierus, De

moniacal possessions, though they can only in a very
Praestig"8-

lax sense be ranked with theological literature. The greater

1 Parrhasiana, vol. i. p. 168. Mundi is written in dialogue, somewhat in
2 The famous Cymbal urn Mundi, by Bo- the manner of Lucian, and is rather more

naventure des Periere. published in 1538, lively than books of that age generally
which, while it continued extremely scarce, are.

had the character of an irreligious work,
3 "Des Trois Verites centre les Athees,

has proved, since it was reprinted, in 1711, Idolatres. Juifs, Mahumetans. Heretiques,
perfectly innocuous, though there are a et Schismatiques.

" Bourdeaux. 1593.

few malicious glances at priests and nuns. Charron has not put his name to this book
;

It has always been the habit of the literary and it does not appear that he has taken

world, as much as at present, to speak any tbing from himself in his subsequent
of books by hearsay The Cymbalum wo'rk, De la Sagesse.
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part are contemptible in any other light than as evidences of

the state of human opinion. Those designed to rescue the

innocent from sanguinary prejudices, and chase the real demon
of superstition from the mind of man, deserve to be comme-
morated. Two such works belong to this period. Wierus, a

physician of the Netherlands, in a treatise, De Pragstigiis,

Basle, 1564, combats the horrible prejudice by which those

accused of witchcraft were thrown into the flames. He shows
a good deal of credulity as to diabolical illusions, but takes

these unfortunate persons for the devil's vjctims rather than
his accomplices. Upon the whole, Wierus destroys more

superstition than he seriously intended to leave behind.

55. A far superior writer is our countryman Reginald Scot

Scot on whose object is the same, but whose views are incom-
Witchcraft.

parabiv more extensive and enlightened. He denies

altogether to the devil any power of controlling the course of

nature. It may be easily supposed that this solid and learned

person, for such he was beyond almost all the English of that

age, did not escape in his own time, or long afterwards, the cen-

sure of those who adhered to superstition. Scot's Discovery of

Witchcraft was published in 1584.1

Bodin, on the other hand,
endeavored to sustain the vulgar notions of witchcraft in his

Demonomanie des Sorciers. It is not easy to conceive a more
wretched production ; besides his superstitious absurdities, he
is guilty of exciting the magistrate against Wierus, by repre

senting him as a real confederate of Satan.

56. We may conclude this chapter by mentioning the prin-

Authenticity cipal versions and editions of Scripture. No edition
of Vulgate. of tne G.reek Testament, worthy to be specified, ap-

peared after that of Robert Stephens, whose text was invaria-

bly followed. The Council of Trent declared the Vulgate
translation of Scripture to be authentic, condemning all that

should deny its authority. It has been a commonplace with

Protestants to inveigh against this decree, even while they
have virtually maintained the principle upon which it is>

founded, one by no means peculiar to the Church of Rome,
being no other than that it is dangerous to unsettle the minds

of the ignorant, or partially learned in religion ; a psoposi-
tion not easily disputable by any man of sense, but *-heii

1 It appears by Scot's book that not time : he sbowe how to perfor *oma of

only the common, but the more difficult, them,
ticks of conjurers were practised in his
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acted upon, as incompatible as any two contraries can be with

the free and general investigation of truth.

57. Notwithstanding this decision in favor of the Vulgate,
there was room left for partial uncertainty. The

.. -_. -ii-i i- tf -,

Council ot Irent, declaring the translation itself to be

authentic, pronounced nothing in favor of any manu-

script or edition ; and, as it would be easier to put
down learning altogether than absolutely to restrain the search-

ing spirit of criticism, it was soon held that the council's decree

went but to the general fidelity of the version, without war-

ranting every passage. Many Catholic writers, accordingly,
have put a very liberal interpretation on this decree, suggest-

ing such emendations of particular texts as the original seemed
to demand. They have even given new translations : one by
Arias Montanus is chiefly founded on that of Pagninus ; and
an edition of the Vulgate, by Isidore Clarius, is said to

resemble a new translation, by his numerous corrections of the

text from the Hebrew. 1 Sixtus V. determined to put a stop
to a license which rendered the Tridentine provisions almost

nugatory. He fulfilled the intentions of the council by
causing to be published in 1590 the Sistine Bible ; an authori-

tative edition to be used in all churches. This was, however,

superseded by another, set forth only two years afterwards by
Clement VIII., which is said to differ more than any other

from that which his predecessor had published as authentic;

a circumstance not forgotten by Protestant polemics. The
Sistine edition is now very scarce. The same pope had pub-
lished a standard edition of the Septuagint in 1587.2

58. The Latin translations made by Protestants in this

period were that by Sebastian Castalio, which, in By Pro-

search of more elegance of style, deviates from the te8tante-

simplicity as well as sense of the original, and fails therefore

of obtaining that praise at the hands of men of taste for which

more essential requisites have been sacrificed ;

3 and that by
Tremellius and Junius. published at Frankfort in 1575 and

sii!)Sf(uient years. It was retouched some time afterwards by

1 Andr-s, xix. 40: Simon. 353. these in his translation of the Canticles:
1 Andres, xix. 44 : Schfliiorn. Amoenit. " Mea columbula, a-itenJe mihi tunui vul-

Literar.. vol. ii. 3.~>9, and vol. iv. 439. fjculum : fee ut audiam tuam voculam."
3 .Yndr.-*. xix !>?. Ca-stilio. according &c. He was, however, Simon says, tol-

to Simon (Hist. Critique du V. T. p. 3-53), erably acquainted with Hebrew, and spok*
affects politeness to an inconceivable degree modestly of his own translation.

of ba4 taste, especially in such phrases as
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Junius, after the death of his coadjutor. This translation was
better esteemed in Protestant countries, especially at first,

than by the Catholic critics. Simon speaks of it with little

respect. It professedly adheres closely to the Hebrew idiom.

Be/a gave a Latin version of the New Testament. It is

doubtful whether any of these translations have much improved
upon the Vulgate.

59. The new translations of the Scriptures into modern

Versions languages were naturally not so numerous as at an

Into mo- earlier period. Two in English are well known : the

Geneva Bible of 1560, published in that city by
Coverdale, Whittingham, and other refugees ; and

the Bishop's Bible of 1568. Both of these, or at least the

latter, were professedly founded upon the prior versions,
but certainly not without a close comparison with the original
text. The English Catholics published a translation of the

New Testament from the Vulgate at Ilheims in 1582. Tim
Polish translation, commonly ascribed to the Socinians, was

printed under the patronage of Prince Radzivil in 1563,
before that sect could be said to exist, though Lismanin and

Blandrata, both of heterodox tenets, were concerned in it.
1

This edition is of the greatest rarity. The Spanish Bible of

Ferrara, 1553, and the Sclavonian of 1581, are also very
scarce. The curious in bibliography are conversant with

other versions and editions of the sixteenth century, chiefly
of rare occurrence.2

*
Bayle, art.

" Radzivil." *
Brunet, &c.
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CHAPTER IIL

HISTORY OF SPECULATIVE PHILOSOPHY, FROM 1550 TO 1600.

Aristotelian Philosophers Cesalpin Opposite Schools of Philosophy Teledo
Jordano Bruno Sanchez Aconcio Nizolius Logic of Ramus.

1. THE authority of Aristotle, as the great master of dog-
matic philosophy, continued generally predominant

through the sixteenth century. It has been already naLe'of"

observed, that besides the strenuous support of the A^totel

h
an

Catholic clergy, and especially of the Sorbonne, who

regarded all innovation with abhorrence, the Aristotelian

philosophy had been received, through the influence of Me-
lanchthon, in the Lutheran universities. The reader must be

reminded, that, under the name of speculative philosophy, we

comprehend not only the logic and what was called ontology
of the schools, but thn-e phy^^>al theories of ancient or

modern date, which, appealing less to experience than to

assumed hypotheses, cannot be mingled, in a literary classifi-

cation, with the researches of true science, such as we shall

hereafter have to place under the head of natural philoso-

Ph7-
2. Brucker has made a distinction between the scholastic

and the genuine Aristotelians : the former being

chiefly conversant with the doctors of the middle and^uL*
ages, adopting their terminology, their distinctions,

A^tote"

their dogmas, and relying with implicit deference

on Scotus or Aquinas, though, in the progress of learning,

they might make some use of the original master; while

the latter, throwing off the yoke of the schoolmen, prided
themselves on an equally complete submission to Aristotle

himself. These were chiefly philosophers and physicians,
as the former were theologians; and the difference of their

objects suffices to account for the different lines in which
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they pursued them, and the lights by which they were

guided.
1

3. Of the former class, or successors and adherents of the old

schoolmen, it might be far from easy, were it worth
The former ... P i v A - \ rr<\
class little while, to furnish any distinct account. I heir works

are mos^y f considerable scarcity ; and none of the

historians of philosophy, except perhaps Morhof,

profess much acquaintance with them. It is sufficient to repeat,
that among the Dominicans, Franciscans, and Jesuits, espe-

cially in Spain and Italy, the scholastic mode of argumenta-
tion was retained in their seminaries, and employed in prolix

volumes, both upon theology and upon such parts of metaphy-
sics and natural law as are allied to it. The reader may find

some more information in Brucker, whom Buhle, saying the

same things in the same order, may be presumed to have

silently copied.
2

4. The second class of Aristotelian philosophers, devoting
themselves to physical science, though investigatingThp others

not much it with a very unhappy deference to mistaken dogmas,

might seem to offer a better hope of materials for

history; and in fact we meet here with a very few
names of men once celebrated and of some influence over the

opinions of their age. But even here their writings prove to

be not only forgotten, but incapable, as we may say, on account
of their rare occurrence, and the improbability of their repub-
lication, of being ever again known.

o. The Italian schools, and especially those of Pisa and

Schools of Padua, had long been celebrated for their adherence
Piwiaud to Aristotelian principles, not always such a.s could

justly be deduced from the writings of the Stag! rite

himself, but opposing a bulwark against novel speculation, as

well as against the revival of the Platonic, or any other ancient

philosophy. Simon Porta of the former university, and Cajsar

Cremonini of the latter, stood at the head of the rigid Aristo-

telians ; the one near the commencement of this period, the

other about its close. Both these philosophers have been

reproached with the tendency to atheism, so common in the

Italians of this period. A similar imputation has fallen on

!

. , another professor of the university of Pisa, Cesal-

pini, who is said to have deviated from the strict

i Brucker, Hist. Philos., iy. 117, etpost.
Jbid.

j Buhlo, ii. 448.
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system of Aristotle towards that of Averroes, though he did not

altogether coincide even with the latter. The real merits of

Cesalpin, in very different pursuits, it was reserved for a later

age to admire. His Qutestiones Peripateticae, published in

1575, is a treatise on metaphysics, or the first philosophy,
founded professedly upon Aristotelian principles, but with
considerable deviation. This work is so scarce that Brucker
had never seen it; but Buhle has taken much pains to analyze
its very obscure contents. Paradoxical and unintelligible as

they now appear, Cesalpin obtained a high reputation in his

own age, and was denominated, by excellence, the Philosopher.
Nicolas Taurellus, a professor at Altdorf, denounced the

Qunestiones Peripateticae in a book to which, in allusion to

his adversary's name, he gave the puerile title of Alpes
Caesae.

6. The system of Cesalpin is one modification of that

ancient hypothesis, which, losing sight of all truth sketch of

and experience in the love of abstraction, substi- his8>*tein

tutes the barren unity of pantheism for religion, and a
few incomprehensible paradoxes for the variety of science.

Nothing, according to him, was substance which was not

animated; but the particular souls which animate bodies are

themselves only substances, because they are parts of the first

substance, a simple, speculative, but not active intelligence,

perfect and inmovable, which is God. The reasonable soul,

however, of mankind is not numerically one ; for matter

being the sole principle of plurality, and human intelligences

being combined with matter, they are plural in number. He
differed also from Averroes in maintaining the separate

immortality of human souls ; and, while the philosopher of

Cordova distinguished the one soul which he ascribed to man-
kind from the Deity, Cesalpin considered the individual soul

as a portion, not of this common human intelligence, which he
did not admit, but of the first substance, or Deity. His system
was therefore more incompatible with theism, in any proper
sense, than that of Averroes himself, and anticipated in some
measure that of Spinoza, who gave a greater extension to his

one substance, by comprehending all matter as well as spirit
within it. Cesalpin also denied, and in this he went far from
his Aristotelian creed, any other than a logical difference

between substances and accidents. I have no knowledge of

the writings of Cesalpin except through Buhle; for though I
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confess that the Quaestiones Peripateticae may be found in

the British Museum,
1

it would scarce repay the labor to

examine what is both erroneous and obscure.

7. The name of Cremonini, professor of philosophy for

. . above forty years at Padua, is better known than his
Cremomm. . .

J J

writings. These have become of the greatest scar-

city. Brucker tells us he had not been able to see any of

them
; and Buhle had met with but two or three.2 Those at

which I have looked are treatises on the Aristotelian physics :

they contain little of any interest ; nor did I perceive that they
countenance, though they may not repel, the charge of athe-

ism sometimes brought against Cremonini, but which, if at all

well-founded, seems rather to rest On external evidence. Cre-

monini, according to Buhle, refutes the Averroistic notion of

an universal human intelligence. Gabriel Naude, both in his

letters, and in the records of his conversation called Naudae-

ana, speaks with great admiration of Cremonini.3 He had
himself passed some years at Padua, and was at that time a

disciple of the Aristotelian school in physics, which he aban-

doned after his intimacy with Gassendi.

8. Meantime the authority of Aristotle, great in name and

Opponents respected in the schools, began to lose more and more
of Aristotle. of its influence over speculative minds. Cesalpin,
an Aristotelian by profession, had gone wide in some points
from his master. But others waged an open war as philoso-

phical reformers. Francis Patrizzi, in his Discus-

siones Peripateticae (1571 and 1581), appealed to

prejudice with the arms of calumny, raking up the most un-

warranted aspersions against the private life of Aristotle,
to prepare the way for assailing his philosophy ; a warfare

not the less unworthy that it is often successful. In the case

of Patrizzi, it was otherwise : his book was little read ; and
his own notions of philosophy, borrowed from the later Plato-

nists, and that rabble of spurious writers who had misled

Ficinus and Picus of Mirandola, dressed up by Patrizzi

with a fantastic terminology, had little chance of subverting

1 Buhle, ii, 525. Brucker (iv. 222) la- rather a long account both of the man
ments that he hail never seen this book, and of the book. Ibid, and p. 300.
It stvms that there were few good libra- !

Buhle, ii. 519.

ries in Germany in Brucker's age, or at 3 Some passages in the Naudnwina tend
least that he had no access to them ; for it to confirm the suspicion of irreligion,
Is surprising how often he makes the same both with respect tc Cremoniiii and Naudi
complaint. He had, however, seen a copy himself.
of the Alpes Csesse of Taurellus, and gives .
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so well-established and acute a system as that of Aristo-

tle.
1

9. Bernard Telesio, a native of Cosenza, had greater suc-

cess. and attained a more celebrated name. The system of

first two books of his treatise, De Xatura Rerum Teiesk>.

juxta Propria Principia, appeared at Rome in 1565 ; the

rest was published in 1586. These contain an hypothesis
more intelligible than that of Patrizzi, and less destitute of a

certain apparent correspondence with the phenomena of na-

ture. Two active incorporeal principles, heat and cold, con-

tend with perpetual opposition for the dominion over a third,

which is passive matter. Of these three, all nature consists.

The region of pure heat is in the heavens, in the sun and

stars, where it is united with the most subtle matter ; that of

cold in the centre of the earth, where matter is most con-

densed ; all between is their battle-field, in which they contin-

ually straggle, and alternately conquer. These principles are

not only active, but intelligent, so far at least as to perceive
their own acts and mutual impressions. Heat is the cause of

motion : cold is by nature immovable, and tends to keep all

things in repose.
2

10. Telesio has been generally supposed to have borrowed

this theory from that of Parmenides, in which the antagonist

principles of heat and cold had been employed in a similar

manner. Buhle denies the identity of the two systems, and
considers that of Telesio as more nearly allied to the Aristo-

telian, except in substituting heat and cold for the more
abstract notions of form and privation. Heat and cold, it

might rather perhaps be said, seem to be merely ill-chosen

names for the hypothetical causes of motion and rest; and
the real laws of nature, with respect to both of these, were as

little discoverable in the Telesian as in the more established

theory. Yet its author perceived that the one possessed an

expansive, the other a condensing power ; and his principles
of heat and cold bear a partial analogy to repulsion and

attraction, the antagonist forces which modern philosophy em-

ploys. Lord Bacon was sufficiently struck with the system
of Telesio to illustrate it in a separate fragment of the Instau-

ratio Magna, though sensible of its inadequacy to solve th

mysteries of nature ; and a man of eccentric genius, Campa
> Buhle, ii. 548; Brucker, IT. 422.
1
Brncker, IT. 449; Buhle, ii. 563; Gingu5ne, rii. 501.
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nolla, to whom we shall come hereafter, adopted it as the

basis of his own wilder speculations. Telesio seems to have
ascrihed a sort of intelligence to plants, which his last-men-

tioned disciple carried to a strange excess of paradox.
11. The name of Telesio is perhaps hardly so well known

Jordano at present as that of Jordano Bruno. It was far
Bruno. otherwise formerly ; and we do not find that the

philosophy of this singular and unfortunate man attracted

much further notice than to cost him his life. It may be

doubted, indeed, whether the Inquisition at Rome did not

rather attend to his former profession of Protestantism and
invectives against the church, than to the latent atheism it

pretended to detect in his writings, which are at least as

innocent as those of Cesalpin. The self-conceit of Bruno,
his contemptuous language about Aristotle and his followers,
the paradoxical strain, the obscurity and confusion in many
places of his writings, we may add his poverty and frequent

change of place, had rendered him of little estimation in the

eyes of the world. But, in the last century, the fate of Bruno
excited some degree of interest about his opinions. Whether
his hypotheses were truly atheistical became the subject of

controversy : his works, by which it should have been decided,
were so scarce that few could speak with knowledge of their

contents ; and Brucker, who inclines to think there was no
sufficient ground for the imputation, admits that he had only
seen one of Bruno's minor treatises. The later German

philosophers, however, have paid more attention to these

obscure books, from a similarity which they sometimes found

in Bruno's theories to their own. Buhle has devoted above
a hundred pages to this subject.

1 The Italian treatises have
within a few years been reprinted in Germany, and it is not

uncommon in modern books to find an eulogy on the philo-

sopher of Nola. I have not made myself acquainted with his

Latin writings, except through the means of Buhle, who has

taken a great deal of pains to explain them. The three

principal Italian treatises are entitled, La Cena de

works.
n

li Ceneri ; Delia Causa, Principio, ed Uno ; and Dell'

Infinite Universe. Each of these is in five dialogues.
Cena de il The Cena de li Ceneri contains a physical theory of

the world, in which the author makes some show

Vol. H. p. 604-780
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of geometrical diagrams, but deviates so often into rhapso-
dies of vanity and nonsense, that it is difficult to pronounce
whether he had much knowledge of the science. Copernicus
to whose theory of the terrestrial motion Bruno entirely
adhere?, he praises as superior to any former astronomer; but

intimates that he did not go far beyond vulgar prejudices,

being more of a mathematician than a philosopher. The

gravity of bodies he treat? as a most absurd hypothesis ; all

natural motion, as he fancies, being circular. Yet he seems
to have had some dim glimpse of what is meant by the com-

position of motions, asserting that the earth has four simple
motions, out of which one is compounded.

1

1'2. The second, and much more important treatise, Delia

Causa, Prineipio, ed Uno. professes to reveal the D^OUM,
metaphysical philosophy of Bruno, a system which, Pnucipio,

at least in pretext, brought him to the stake at Rome,
"*

and the purport of which has been the theme of much contro-

versy. The extreme scarcity of his writings has, no doubt,
contributed to tliis variety of judgment ; but though his style,

strictly speaking, is not obscure, and he seems by no means
inclined to conceal his meaning, I am not able to resolve with

certainty the problem that Brucker and those whom he quotes
have discussed.2 Yet the system of Bruno, so far as I under-

stand it from what I have read of liis writings, and from

Buhle's analysis of them, may be said to contain a sort of

double pantheism. The world is animated by an omnipresent

intelligent "soul, the first cause of every form that matter can

assume, but not of matter itself. This soul of the universe is

the only physical agent, the interior artist that works in the

vast whole, that calls out the plant from the seed and matures

the fruit, that lives in all things, though they may not seem to

live, and in fact do not. when unorganized, live separately

considered, though they all partake of the universal life, and
in their comjwnent parts may be rendered living. A table aa

a table, a coat as a coat, are not alive; but, inasmuch as they
derive their substance from nature, they are composed of

living particles.
3 There is. nothing so small or so unimportant,

* Dial. T. p. 120 (1S30). These dia- ' Thus Buhte, or at least hb French

logues were written, or purport to have translator; but the original words are

been written, in England. He extols different.
" Dico dunque cbe la tavola

Leicester, \VakiciUaiii, and especially Sid- come taTola nun e auiumta, ue la Te*te,

L-. ne il cuojo come cuojo, ne il vetro com*
1 Brucker. TO r. 52. retro, ma come cose natvraK compotte
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but that a portion of spirit dwells in it; and this spiritual
substance requires but a proper subject to become a plant or

an animal. Forms particular are in constant change ; but the

first form, being the source of all others, as well as the tir<t

matter, are eternal. The soul of the world is the constituent

principle of the universe and of all its parts. And thus we
have an intrinsic, eternal, self-subsistent principle of form, fur

better than that which the sophists feigned, whose substances

are compounded and corruptible, and, therefore, nothing else

than accidents.1 Forms in particular are the accidents of

matter, and we should make a divinity of matter like some
Arabian peripatetics, if we did not recur to the living fountain

of form, the eternal soul of the world. The first matter is

neither corporeal nor sensible ; it is eternal and unchangeable,
the fruitful mother of forms and their grave. Form and

matter, says Bruno, pursuing this fanciful analogy, may be

compared to male and female. Form never errs, is never

imperfect, but through its conjunction with matter ; it might
adopt the words of the father of the human race :

" MuUer
quam mihi dedisti (la materia, la quale mi hai dato consorte),
me decepit (lei e cagione d' ogni inio peccato)." The specu-
lations of Bruno now become more and more subtle, and he

admits that our understandings cannot grasp what he pretends
to demonstrate, the identity of a simply active and simply

fiannn in se la materia e la forma. Sia letto universale, ch' e la prima e princi-

pur cosa quanto piccola e minima si yog- pial faculU dell' anima del mondo, la

lia, ha in se parte di sustanza spirituale. qua! e forma universale di quello
la quale, se trova il soggetto disposto, si L' intelletto universale e 1' iutima piii
steude ad esser pianta, ad esser animate,

'

reale e propria faculti, e parte potenziale
e riceve membri de tjual si voglia corpo, dell' anima del mondo. Questo e uno
che comunemente

.
si dice animate; per medesimo ch' empie il tutto, illumina 1'

che spirto si trova in tutte le cose, e non universe, e Indrizza la natura i produrre
e minimo corpusculo, che non coutegua le sue specie, come si conviene, e cosi ha
cotal porzione in se, che non inanimi." rispetto 4 la produzione di cose natural!,

p. 241. Buhle seems not to have under- come il nostro intelletto e la congrua pro-
stood the words in Italics, which curtain- duuone di specie ra/.ionali. .'. . Qu
ly are not remarkably plain, and to have nominate da Platonici fabbro del mondo."
substituted what he thought might pass p. 236.
for meaning.

"
Dunque abbiamo un principio intrin

The recent theories of equivocal gene- seco foruiale eterno e sussistente, incom-

ration, held by some philosophers, more parabilmente migiiore di quello, che han
on the Continent than in England, ac- finto li sophisti, che versano circa gl' ac-

cording to which all matter, or at least cidenti, ignoranti de la sustanza de le

all matter susceptible of organization by cose, e che vengono a ponere le sustanze
its elements, may become organized and corrottibili, perche quello chiamano mas-
living under peculiar circumstances, seem simauiente, primamente e priucipalmente
not very dissimilar to this system of sustanza, che risulta da la composizione ;

Bruno. il che non e altro, ch' uno accidente, che
> "

Or, quanto a la causa effettrice, dico non contiene in se nulla stabiliti e veritt

V efficients flsico universale esser 1' Intel- e si risolve in nulla." p. 242.
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passive principle; but the question really is, whether we can

see any meaning in his propositions.
13. We have said that the system of Bruno seems to

involve a double pantheism. The first is of a simple Pantheism

kind, the hylozoism, which has been exhibited in ofBruno-

the preceding paragraph : it excludes a creative deity, in the

strict sense of creation, but, leaving an active provident intel-

ligence, cannot be reckoned by any means chargeable with

positive atheism. But to this soul of the world Bruno appears
not to have ascribed the name of divinity.

1 The first form
and the first matter, and all the forms generated by the two,

make, in his theory, but one being, the infinite unchangeable
universe, in which is every thing, both in power and in act,

and which, being all things collectively, is no one thing sepa-

rately : it is form and not form, matter and not matter, soul

and not soul. He expands this mysterious language much

farther, resolving the whole nature of the Deity into an

abstract, barren, all-embracing unity.
2

1 " Son tre sorti d' intelletto
;

il diviiro, avere ad altro e novo essere, o pur ad altro

ch' e tutto
; questo inondano, che fi tutto

;
e altro modo d' essere, non puo esser sog-

gli altri particular!, che si fanno tutte. getto di rautazione secundo qualiti alcuna,
. . . E vera causa efficieute {!' intelletto ne puo aver contrario o diverso, che 1'

eccellanza di questo grande animale e si- Non e forma, per che uon informa, n&
muliiero del primo principle quelli, che figura altro, atteso che e tutto, e massimo,
non vogliano intendere, ne afiirniare, il e uno, e universe. Non 6 uiisurabile, uA
mondo con li suoi rnembri essere anima- misura. Non si comprende ; per che non
to." p. 239. e maggior di se. Non si e compreso ; pep

2 "E dunque 1' universo uno, infinito, che non e minor di se. Non si agguag'.ia;
immobile. Uno dico e In possibility asso- per ch6 non e altro e altro, ma uno e
lutii. unol'atto, nut la forma o anima, una medesimo. Esseudo inedesiino ed uno, uon

non e altro essere, die lui possa desulerare e pero e uno, r universo e uno." p. zw.
o aspettare, atteso clie abbia tutto lo "

Ecco, come non e possibile, ma neces-

essere. Non si corrompe ; per che non e sario, che I' ottimo, ma-ssimo incompreu-
altra cosa, in cui si cangi, atteso che lui sibile e tutto, e par tutto, e in tutto, per
sia ogni cosa. Non pu6 sminuire o cres- che come simplice ed indivisible puo esser

cere, "atteso oh' < infinito, a cui come non tutto, csser per tutto, essere in tutto. E

noCThnoMHUj ucu t;pn^r nuw, iia ULULA 13 ''^'i' ^.U-HV ou\ <u ",-^iu t-vn**. ATX<* ii* \AIIWJV*:

nvenienza, e nessuna inclinazione posser per che dunque le cosn si cangiaao, la ma
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14. These bold theories of Jordano Bruno are chiefly con-

Bruno'g tained in the treatise Delia Causa, Principio, ed Uno.
other In another, entitled Doll' Infinito Universe e Momli,

which, like the former, is written in dialogue, he
asserts the infinity of the universe, and the plurality of worlds.

That the stars are suns, shining by their own light; that each

has its revolving planets, now become the familiar creed of

children, were then among the enormous paradoxes and

capital offences of Bruno. His strong assertion of the Coper-
niean theory was, doubtless, not quite so singular; yet this had
but few proselytes in the sixteenth century. His other writ-

ings, of all which Buhle has furnished us with an account, are

numerous ; some of them relate to the art of Raymond Lully,
which Bruno professed to esteem very highly ; and in these

mnemonical treatises he introduced much of his own theoreti-

cal philosophy. Others are more exclusively metaphysical,
and designed to make his leading principles, as to unity,

number, and form, more intelligible to the common reader.

They are full, according to what we find in Brucker and

Buhle, of strange and nonsensical propositions, such as men,
unable to master their own crude fancies on subjects above
their reach, are wont to put forth. None, however, of his

productions has been more often mentioned than the Spaccio
della Bestia Trionfante, alleged by some to be full of his

atheistical impieties, while others have taken it for a mere
satire on the Roman Church. This diversity was very natural

in those who wrote of a boek they had never seen. It now

appears that tlu's famous work is a general moral satire in an

allegorical form, with little that could excite attention, and

less that could give such offence as to provoke the author's

death.1

teria particolare si forza ad altre forme? Ch' atto, misura e conto non comprende,
vi rispondo, che non e mutazione, che Quel vigor, mole e nuiiiero, che teude
cerca altro essere, ma altro modo di essere. Oltre ogni inferior, mezzo e superuo.
E questa e la differenza tra 1' universe e le Cieco error, tempo avaro, ria fort una,
cose dell' universo; per che nullo com- Sorda invidia, vil rabbia, inii|uo zelo,

prende tutto 1' esseree tutti modi di essere ; Crudo cor, empio ingegno, strano ardire,
di queste ciascuna ha tutto 1' essere, uia Non basteranno a iarmi 1' aria bruua,
non tutti i modi di essere." p. 282. Non mi porrann' avanti gl'occui ilvclo.

The following sonnet by Bruno is char- Non faran mai, cli" il niio bel Sol uon
acteristic of his mystical imagination ;

but iniro.''

we must not confound the personification If I have quoted too much from Jonlauo
of an abstract idea with theism : Bruno, it may be e.vu.-ol l>>

"
Causa, Principio, ed Uno sempiterno, rarity of his works, which has Wvn tho

Oude 1' esser, la vita, il moto pende, cause that some late writers have not t'ul-

K a lungo, a largo, e profondo si steude ly seen the diameter of his speculations
Quanta si dice in ciel, terra ed inferno ;

l Ginguene, vol. vii., has given an ana-
i 'MM srnso, con ragion, con mente lysis of the Spaccio della Bestia.

scerno
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15. Upon the whole, we may probably place Bruno in this

province of speculative philosophy, though not high,

yet above Cesalpin, or any of the school of Averroes. character

He has fallen into great errors; but they seem to pfhisphi-
, , TT . , . . losophy.

have perceived no truth. His doctrine was not ori-

ginal: it came from the Eleatic philosophers, from Plotinus

and the Neo-Platonists,
1 and in some measure from Plato

himself; and it is ultimately, beyond doubt, of Oriental origin.
What seems most his own, and I must speak very doubtfully
as to this, is the syncretism of the tenet of a pervading spirit,

an Anima Mundi, which in itself is an imperfect theism, with

the more pernicious hypothesis of an universal Monad, to

which every distinct attribute, except unity, was to be denied.

Yet it is just to observe, that, in one passage already quoted in

a note, Bruno expressly says,
" There are three kinds of

intelligence : the divine, which is every thing ; the mundane,
which does every thing; and the particular intelligences,

which are all made by the second." The inconceivableness

of ascribing intelligence to Bruno's universe, and yet thus

distinguishing it as he does from the mundane intelligence,

may not perhaps be a sufficient reason for denying him a

place among theistic philosophers. But it must be confessed,

that the general tone of these dialogues conveys no other

impression than that of a pantheism, in which every vestige

of a supreme intelligence, beyond his soul of the world, is

effaced.
2

16. The system, if so it may be called, of Bruno was

essentially dogmatic, reducing the most subtle and
g,,eptical

incomprehensible mysteries into positive aphorisms theory of

of science. Sanchez, a Portuguese physician, set-

tled as a public instructor at Toulouse, took a different course :

the preface of his treatise, Quod Nihil Scitur, is dated from

1 See a valuable analysis of the philoso- school
;
and his language about the first

phy of Plotinus in Degerando's Histoire Monad is similar to that of Bruno. Ue-

Coinparee des Systemes, iii. 357 (edit, gerando, vol. iv. p. 372.

1823). It will be found that his language
2 I can hardly agree with Mr. Whewell

with respect to the mystic supremacy of in supposing that Jordano Bruno "
proba-

unity is that of Bruno himself. Plotin, bly had a considerable share in introdu-

howcver, was not only theistic, but in- cing the new opinions (of Copernicus) into

tensely religious, and, if he had come a England." Hist, of Inductive Sciences,

century later, would, instead of a heathen i. 385. Very few in England seem to have

philosopher, have been one of the first embraced these opinions : and those who
names among the saints of the church, did so, like Wright and Gilbert, were men
It is probable that his influence, as it is, who had somewhat better reasons thin the

has not been small in modelling the mystic ipte dixit of a wandering Italian.

Uieology. Scotus Erigena was of the same
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that city in 1576 ; but no edition is known to have existed

before 1581.1 This work is a mere tissue of sceptical falla-

cies, propounded, however, with a confident tone not unusual

in that class of sophists. He begins abruptly with these

words :
" Nee unum hoc scio, me nihil scire, conjector tamen

nee me nee alios. Haec mihi vexillum propositio sit, har

sequenda venit, Nihil Scitur. Hanc si probare scivero, merito

concludam nihil sciri; si nescivero, hoc ipso melius ; id enim
asserebam." A good deal more follows in the same sophistical

style of Cavillation. " Hoc unum semper maxime ab aliquo

expetivi, quod modo facio, ut vere diceret an aliquid perfecte
sciret ; nusquam tamen inveni, praterquam in . sapiente illo

proboque viro Socrate (licet et Pyrrhonii, Academici et Scep-
tici vocati, cum Favorino id etiam assererent) quod hoc unum
sciebat quod nihil sciret. Quo solo dicto mihi doctissimus

indicatur ; quanquam nee adhuc omnino mihi explerit inentem ;

cum et illud unum, sicut alia, ignoraret."
2

17. Sanchez puts a few tilings well ; but his scepticism, as

we perceive, is extravagant. After descanting on Montaigne's
favorite topic, the various manners and opinions of mankind,
he says,

" Non finem faceremus si omnes omnium mores re-

censere vellemus. An tu his eandem rationem, quam nobis,

omnino putes ? Mihi non verisimile videtur. Nihil tamen
ambo scimus. Negabis forsan tales aliquos esse homines.

Non contendam ; sic ab aliis accepi."
3

Yet, notwithstanding
his sweeping denunciation of all science in the boldest tone

of Pyrrhonism, Sanchez comes at length to admit the possi-

bility of a limited or probable knowledge of truth ; and, as

might perhaps be expected, conceives that he had himself

attained it.
" There are two modes," he observes,

" of dis-

covering truth, by neither of which do men learn the real

nature of things, but yet obtain some kind of insight into

them. These are experiment and reason, neither being suffi-

cient alone ; but experiments, however well conducted, do not

show us the nature of things, and reason can only conjecture
them. Hence there can be no such thing as perfect science ;

and books have been employed to eke out the deficiencies of

our own experience : but their confusion, prolixity, multitude,

i Brucker, ir. 641, with this fact before except that of Rotterdam in 1649
;
and ig-

his eyes, strangely asserts Sanchez to have noraiit also that the book contains any
been born in 1562. Buhle and Cousin copy thing remarkable,
him without hesitation. Antonio is igno-

2 P. 10.

rant of any edition of Quod Nihil Scitur, s P. 39.
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and want of trustworthiness, prevent this resource from being
of much value ; nor is life long enough for so much study.

Besides, this perfect knowledge requires a perfect recipient
of it, and a right disposition of the subject of knowledge ;

which two I have never seen. Reader, if you have met with

them, write me word." He concludes this treatise by promis-

ing another,
" in which we shall explain the method of know-

ing truth, as far as human weakness will permit ;

"
and, as

his self-complacency rises above his affected scepticism, adds,
" Mihi in animo est firmam et facilem quantum possim scien-

tiam fundare."

18. This treatise of Sanchez bears witness to a deep sense

of the imperfections of the received systems in science and

reasoning, and to a restless longing for truth, which strikes

us in other writers of this latter period of the sixteenth cen-

tury. Lord Bacon, I believe, has never alluded to Sanchez ;

and such paradoxical scepticism was likely to disgust his

strong mind : yet we may sometimes discern signs of a

Baconian spirit in the attacks of our Spanish philosopher
on the syllogistic logic, as being built on abstract and not

significant terms, and in his clear perception of the difference

between a knowledge of words and one of things.
19. What Sanchez promised, and Bacon gave, a new

method of reasoning, by which truth might be better Logic of

determined than through the common dialectics, had Aconci -

been partially attempted already by Aconcio, mentioned in

the last chapter as one of those highly-gifted Italians who
fled for religion to a Protestant country. Without openly

assailing the authority of Aristotle, he endeavored to frame

a new discipline of the faculties for the discovery of truth.

His treatise, De Methodo, sive Recta Investigandarum Tra-

dendarumque Scientiarum Ratione, was published at Basle in

1558, and was several times reprinted; till later works, those

especially of Bacon and Des Cartes, caused it to be forgotten.

Aconcio defines logic, the right method of thinking and teach-

ing, recta contemplandi docendique ratio. Of the importance
of method, or right order in prosecuting our inquiries, he

thinks so highly, that, if thirty years were to be destined to

intellectual labor, he would allot two-thirds of the time to

acquiring dexterity in this art ; which seems to imply that

he did not consider it very easy. To know any thing, he

tells us, is to know what it is, or what are its causes and effects.
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All men have the germs of knowledge latent in them, as to

matters cognizable by human faculties ; it is the business of

logic to excite and develop them :
" Notiones illas seu scintillas

sub cinere latentes detegere apteque ad res obscuras illustran-

das applicare."
1

20. Aconcio next gives rules at length for constructing

definitions, by attending to the genus and differentia. These
rules are good, and might very properly find a place in a
book of logic ; but, whether they contain much that would vain-

ly be sought in other writers, we do not determine. He comes
afterwards to the methods of distributing a subject. The

analytic method is by all means to be preferred for the inves-

tigation of truth, and, contrary to what Galen and others have

advised, even for communicating it to others ; since a man
can learn that of which he is ignorant, only by means of what
is better known, whether he does this himself, or with help of

a teacher : the only process being, a notioribus ad minus
nota. In this little treatise of Aconcio, there seem to be

the elements of a sounder philosophy and a more steady
direction of the mind to discover the reality of things than

belonged to the logic of the age, whether as taught by the

Aristotelians or by Rainus. It has not, however, beea

quoted by Lord Bacon, nor are we sure that he has profited

by it.

21. A more celebrated work than this by Aconcio is one

by the distinguished scholar, Marius Nizolius, De

theprin-

n
Veris Principiis et Vera Ratione Philosophandi

cipiesof contra Pseudo-Philosophos. (Parma, 1553.) It
philosophy. i , . . T M

owes, however, what reputation it possesses to Leib-

nitz, who reprinted it in 1670, with a very able preface, one
of his first contributions to philosophy. The treatise itself,

he says, was almost strangled in the birth ; and certainly the

invectives of Nizolius against the logic and metaphysics of

Aristotle could have had little chance of success in a country
like Italy, where that authority was more undoubted and
durable than in any other. The aim of Nizolius was to set up
the best authors of Greece and Rome and the study of philo-

logy against the scholastic terminology. But it must be

owned, that this polite literature was not sufficient for the

discovery of truth ; nor does the book keep up to the promise

1 P. 80.
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}f its title, though, by endeavoring to eradicate barbarous

sophistry, he may be said to have labored in the interests

of real philosophy. The preface of Leibnitz animadverts on
what appeared to him some metaphysical errors of Nizolius,

especially an excess of nominalism, which tended to under-

mine the foundations of certainty, and his presumptuous scorn

of Aristotle.1 His own object was rather to recommend the

treatise as a model of philosophical language without barba-

rism, than to bestow much praise on its philosophy. Brucker
has spoken of it rather slightingly, and Buhle with much
contempt. I am not prepared, by a sufficient study of its

contents, to pass any judgment ; but Buhle's censure has

appeared to me somewhat unfair. Dugald Stewart, who was
not acquainted with what the latter has said, thinks Nizolius

deserving of more commendation than Brucker has assigned
to him.2 He argues against all dialectics, and therefore

differs from Ramus ; concluding with two propositions as the

result of his whole book : That as many logicians and meta-

physicians as are any where found, so many capital enemies

of truth will then and there exist ; and that, so long as Aris-

totle shall be supreme in the logic and metaphysics of the

schools, so long will error and barbarism reign over the mind.

There is nothing very deep or pointed in this summary of his

reasoning.

1 Nizolius maintained that universal miniculo propositionum non ab induction*,
terms were only particulars, colltttti-e sed ratione universal! prudentium ; nam
sumpta. Leibnitz replies that they are 8i essent et adminicula ab inductione, in-

particular;:. distributive sumpta ; as, digerent novis adniiniculis. nee habere-
' Omnis h'jino est animal ' ! means that tur certitude moralis iu inniiitum. Sed

every one man is an animal ; not that the certitude moralis ab inductione sperari

genus man, taken collectively, is an ani- plane non potest, additis quibuscunque
mal. ' Nee vero Xizolii error hie levis adminioulis. et propositionem hanc, totum
e?t : habet enim magnum aliquid in re- magis esse sua pane, sola inductione nun-
ces?u. Nam si universal!:* nihil aliud quam perfecte sciemus. Mox enim pro-

sunt quam singularium collectiones, se- dibit, qui negabit ob peculiarem quondam
quitur, scientiam nullam haberi per de- rationem in aliis nondum tentatis veram
monstrationem. quod et infra colligit esse. quemadmodum ex fHet> scinius Gre-

Mzolius. sed collectionem singularium gorium a Sancto Vincentio negasse totum
feu inductionem. Sed ea ratione prorsus esse majus sua parte, in angnlis saltern

evertnntur scientiae, ac Sceptic! vicere. contactus, alios in infinite ; et Thomam
Nam nunquam constitui possunt ea ratio- Hobbes (at quem virum ! ) cxepisse dubi

ne proporftiones perfecte universales. quia tare de propositione ilia geometriea a Py-
inductione nunquam certus es, omuia in- thagora demonstrata. et hecatombse sacri-

diviJue a te tentata esse : sed semper ficio digna habita ; quod ego non sine

intra hanc propositionem subsistes : omnia stupore legi." This extract is not very
ilia quae expertus sum sunt talia ; cum much to the purpose of the text, but it

vero non possit esse ulla ratio univer^alis, may please some of those who take an in-

semper manebit possibile innumera quae terest in such speculations,
v.i non sU erpertus esse diversa. Hinc jam - Dissertation on Progress cf Philosophy,

patet inductionem per se nihil producere, p. 38.

ne oertitudinem qnidem moralem, sine ad-
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22. The Margarita Antoniana, by Gomez Pereira, pub-

Margarita
lished- at Medina del Campo in 1554, has been

Antoniana
chiefly remembered as the ground of one of the

of Pereira. J
, . _ ,,

&

many charges against Des Cartes lor appropriating

unacknowledged opinions of his predecessors. The book is

exceedingly scarce, which has been strangely ascribed to the

efforts of Des Cartes to suppress it.
1 There is, however, a

copy of the original edition in the British Museum, and it has

been reprinted in Spain. It was an unhappy theft, if theft it

were ; for what Pereira maintained was precisely the most

untenable proposition of the great French philosopher,- the

absence of sensation in brutes. Pereira argues against this

with an extraordinary disregard of common phenomena, on

the assumption of certain maxims which cannot be true, if

they contradict inferences from our observation far more con-

vincing than themselves. We find him give a curious reason

for denying that we can infer the sensibility of brutes from

their outward actions : namely, that this would prove too

much, and lead us to believe them rational beings ; instancing

among other stories, true or false, of apparent sagacity, the

dog in pursuit of a hare, who coming where two roads meet,
if he traces no scent on the first, takes the other without

trial.
2 Pereira is a rejecter of Aristotelian despotism; and

observes that, in matters of speculation and not of faith, no

authority is to be respected.
3

Notwithstanding this assertion

of freedom, he seems to be wholly enchained by the meta-

physics of the schools ; nor should I have thought the book

worthy of notice, but for its scarcity and the circumstance

above mentioned about Des Cartes.

23. These are, as far as I know, the only works deserving
of commemoration in the history of speculative philosophy.
A few might easily be inserted from the catalogues of libra-

ries, or from biographical collections, as well as from the

learned labors of Morhof, Brucker, Tennemann, and Buhle.

It is also not to be doubted, that in treatises of a different

character, theological, moral, or medical, very many passages,

worthy of remembrance for their truth, their ingenuity, or

1
Biogr. Univ.

; Brunet, Manuel du Li- great price. The later edition, of 1749, is

braire. Bayle has a long article on Pe- of course cheaper.
reira

; but, though he says the book had 2 Fol. 18. This is continually told of
been shown to him, he wanted probably dogs ;

but does any sensible sportsinan
the opportunity to read much of it. confirm it by his own experience ? I astc

According to Brunet, several copies have for information only.
been sold in Jfranee, some of them at no * Fol. 4.
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originality, might be discovered, that bear upon the best me-
thods of reasoning, the philosophy of the human mind, the

theory of natural religion, or the general system of the mate-

rial world.

24. We should not, however, conclude this chapter without

adverting to the dialectical method of Ramus, whom L^ ^
we left at the middle of the century, struggling

Kams:

against all the arms of orthodox logic in the Univer-

sity of Paris. The reign of Henry II. was more propitious
to him than that of Francis. In 1551, through the patronage
of the Cardinal of Lorraine, Ramus became royal professor of

rhetoric and philosophy ; and his new system, which, as has

been mentioned, comprehended much that was important in

the art of rhetoric, began to make numerous proselytes.
Orner Talon, known for a treatise on eloquence, was among
the most ardent of these ; and to him we owe our most authen-

tic account of the contest of Ramus with the Sorbonne. The
latter were not conciliated, of course, by the success of their

adversary ; and, Ramus having adhered to the Huguenot party
in the civil feuds of France, it has been ascribed to the malig-

nity of one of his philosophical opponents that he perished in

the massacre of St. Bartholomew. He had, however, already,

by personally travelling and teaching in Germany, spread
the knowledge of his system over that country. It was re-

ceived in some of the German universities with great favor,

notwithstanding the influence which Melanchthou's name re-

tained, and which had been entirely thrown into the scale

of Aristotle. The Ramists and Anti-Ramists contended in

books of logic through the rest of this century, as well as

afterwards ; but this was the principal period of Ramus's

glory. In Italy he had few disciples ; but France, England,
and still more Scotland and Germany, were full of them.

Andrew Melville introduced the logic of Ramus at Glasgow.
It was resisted for some time at St. Andrew's, but ultimately
became popular in all the Scottish universities. 1 Scarce any
eminent public school, says Brucker, can be named in which

the Ramists were not teachers. They encountered an equally
zealous militia under the Aristotelian standard ; while some,
with the spirit of compromise which always takes possession
of a few minds, though it is rarely very successful, endeavored

i M'Crie'B Life of Melville, ii. 306
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to unite the two methods, which in fact do not seem essentially
exclusive of each other. It cannot be required of me to give
an account of books so totally forgotten and so uninteresting
in their subjects as these dialectical treatises on either side.

The importance of Ramus in philosophical history is not so

much founded on his own deserts as on the effect he produced
in loosening the fetters of inveterate prejudice, and thus pre-

paring the way, like many others of his generation, for those

who were to be the restorers of genuine philosophy.
1

i Brncker, T. 676 ; Buhle, ii. 601.
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CHAPTER IV.

HISTOBY OF MORAL AND POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY AND OF JTJBI8-

PBDDENCE, FKOM 1650 TO 1600.

SECT. I. ON MORAL PHILOSOPHY.

Poto Hooker Essays of Montaigne Their Influence on the Public Italian and
English Moralists.

1. IT must naturally be supposed, that by far the greater

part of what was written on moral obligations in the sixteenth

century will be found in the theological quarter of ancient

libraries. The practice of auricular confession brought with
it an entire science of casuistry, which had gradually been

wrought into a complicated system. Many, once conspicuous
writers in this province, belong to the present period ; but we
shall defer the subject till we arrive at the next, when it had

acquired a more prominent importance.
2. The first original work of any reputation in ethical phi-

losophy since the revival of letters, and which, being soto, pe

apparently designed in great measure for the chair Justitia-

of the confessional, serves as a sort of link between the class

of mere casuistry and the philosophical systems of morals

which were to follow, is by Dominic Soto, a Spanish Domini-

can, who played an eminent part in the deliberations of the

Council of Trent, in opposition both to the Papal court and to

the theologians of the Scotist, or, as it was then reckoned by
its adversaries, the Semi-Pelagian school. This folio volume,
entitled De Justitia et Jure, was first published, according to

the Biographic Universelle, at Antwerp, in 1568. It appears
to be founded on the writings of Thomas Aquinas, the polar
star of every true Dominican. Every question is discussed
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with that remarkable observation of distinctions, and that

unremitting desire both to comprehend and to distribute a

subject, which is displayed in many of these forgotten folios,

and ought to inspire us with reverence for the zealous energy
of their authors, even when we find it impossible, as must

generally be the case, to read so much as a few pages consecu-

tively, or when we light upon trifling and insufficient argu-
ments in the course of our casual glances over the volume.

3; Hooker's Ecclesiastical Polity might seem more properly
to fall under the head of theology ; but, the first book
of this work being by much the best, Hooker ought

rather t/> be reckoned among those who have weighed the

principles, and delineated the boundaries, of moral and politi-

cal science. I have, on another occasion,
1 done full justice

to the wisdom and eloquence of this earliest among the great
writers of England, who, having drunk at the streams of an-

cient philosophy, has acquired from Plato and Tully some-
what of their redundancy and want of precision, with their

comprehensiveness of observation and their dignity of soul.

The reasonings of Hooker, though he bore in the ensuing

century the surname of Judicious, are not always safe or satis-

factory, nor, perhaps, can they be reckoned wholly clear or

consistent ; his learning, though beyond that of most English
writers in that age, is necessarily uncritical ; and his funda-

mental principle, the mutability of ecclesiastical government,
has as little pleased those for whom he wrote as those whom
he repelled by its means. 2 But he stood out at a vast height

1 Constitut. Hist. Engl., chap. iv. was to Homer, that was the mutability of
2 [The phrase,

" fundamental principle," positive laws to Hooker; a leading idea,

may appear too strong to those who have which gave its peculiar form to his work,
not paid much attention to the subject, and through which his ultimate end, the

especially when a man of so much ability defence of the errlcsiostiral constitution
as the last editor of the Ecclesiastical of his country, was to be effected. Tt may
Polity has labored to persuade his readers be inquired of those who think others ise,
that Hooker maintained the divine right why the first book of the Kcclegiastieaj
of episcopal government. By a funda- Polity was written at all ? Was it merely
mental principle, I mean a leading theo- to display his reasoning or eloquence upon
rem which determines the character of a a subject far more appertaining to philoso-
book, and gives it its typical form, as dia- phy than to theolo<rv ? Surely this would
tinguished from others which may have have been idle ostentation, especially in
the same main object in view. Thus, to the very outset of hi* work. But those
take a very different instance, the main who read it can hardly fail to perceive that

object of Homer was to celebrate the prow- it is the broad ba,is of what is to follow in
ess of the Greeks in the war of Troy ; but the second and third books

;
that in laying

the mode in which he presented this, the down the distinction between natural and
typical character of the Iliad, was the positive law, and affirming the former
Illustration of one memorable portion of alone to be immutable, he prepares the
that contest, the quarrel of Achilles with way for denying the main position of hii

Agamemnon. What the wrath of Achilles Puritan antagonists, that all things ceo-
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above his predecessors and contemporaries in the English
Church, and was perhaps the .first of our writers who had

any considerable acquaintance with the philosophers of

Greece, not merely displayed in quotation, of which others

may have sometimes set an example, but in a spirit of reflec-

tion and comprehensiveness which the study of antiquity
alone could have infused. The absence of minute ramifica-

tions of argument, in which the schoolmen loved to spread
out, distinguishes Hooker from the writers who had been

trained in those arid dialectics, such as Soto or Suarez ; but,

as I have hinted, considering the depth and difficulty of several

questions that he deals with in the first book of the Polity,
we might wish for a little less of the expanded palm of rheto-

ric, and somewhat of more dialectical precision in the reason-

ing.
1

tained in Scripture are of perpetual obliga-
tion. It is his doctrine, that, where God
has not declared a positive command to be

perpetual, it may be dispensed with by
lawful human authority ; and, in the third

book, he in express words asserts this

of ecclesiastical government. Whether he
is right or no, we do not here inquire ;

but those who prefer an honest avowal of
truth to that small party interest which
is served by counting all names as on our
side, cannot feel any hesitation about his

opinion on this point. I repeat, that it

may be called his fundamental principle.
I do not, however, deny that in the

seventh book of the Ecclesiastical Polity,
written several years after the former,
there are signs that Hooker had in some
degree abandoned the broad principle of

indi5erency : and that he occasionally
seems to contend for episcopal govern-
ment as always best, though not always
indispensable. Whether this were owing
to the natural effects of controversy, in

rendering the mind tenacious of every
point it has to maintain, or rather to the
bolder course of defence which Saravia and
Bancroft bad latterly tauzht the advocates
of the church to take. I do not determine.
Hut, even in this book, we shall not find

that he ever assorts in terms the perpetu-
al obligation of f]iiscop:irv : nor does he.
I believe, so much as allude to what Ls

commonly called the apostolical succession,
or transmission of spiritual power from
one bishop to another: a question wholly
di-tinct from that of mere ecclesiastical

jMvernment, though perpetually con-
founded with it. 1&12.]

1 It has been shown with irresistible

proof by the last editor of Hooker, that
the siith book of the Ecclesiastical Polity

has been lost : that which we read as such

bein,2. with the exception of a few para-
graphs at the beginning, altogether a dif-

ferent production, though bearing marks
of the same author. This is proved, not

only by its want of relation to the general
object of the work.' and to the subject
announced in the title of this very book,
but by the remarkable fact that a series of
observations, by two friends of Hooker, on
the sixth book are extant, and published
in the last edition, which were obvkmly
designed for a totally different treatise

from that which has always passed for the
sixth book of the Ecclesiastical Polity.
This can only be explained by the con-
fusion in which Hooker's manuscripts
were left at his death, and upon which

suspicions of interpolation have been
founded. Such suspicions are not reason-
able ; and. notwithstanding the exaggerat-
ed language which has sometimes been

used, I think it very questionable whether

any more perfect manuscript was ever in

existence. The reasoning in the seventh
and eighth books appears as elaborate, the

proofs as full, the grammatical structure

as perfect, as in the earlier books : and the

absence of those passages of eloqiu-i:'-.'.

which we occasionally find in the former,
cannot afford even a p'resamption that the

latter were designed to be written over

again. The eighth book Is manifestly in-

complete, wanting some discussions wui'-h

the author had announced : but this

seems rather adverse to the hypot IK-SIS of

a more elaborate copy. The more pro-
bable inference is. th-t Hooker was inter-

rupted by de ith before he had completed
his plan. It is possible also that the con-

clusion of the eighth book has been lost

like the sixth. All the stories oa this sub.
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4. Hooker, like most great moral writers both of antiquity

His theory
an^ ^ m dern ages, rests his positions on one solid

of natural basis, the eternal obligation of natural law. A small

number had been inclined to maintain an arbitrary
power of the Deity, even over the fundamental principles of

right and wrong ; but the sounder theologians seem to have

held, that, however the will of God may be the proper source
of moral obligation in mankind, concerning which they were
not more agreed then than they have been since, it was impos-
sible for him to deviate from his immutable rectitude and
holiness. They were unanimous also in asserting the capacity
of the human faculties to discern right from wrong, little

regarding what they deemed the prejudices or errors that had
misled many nations, and more or less influenced the majority
of mankind.

5. But there had never been wanting those who, struck

Doubts felt by the diversity of moral judgments and behavior
by others. among menj an(j especially under circumstances of

climate, manners, or religion, different from our own, had
found it hard to perceive how reason could be an unerring
arbiter, when there was so much discrepancy in what she

professed to have determined. The relations of travellers,

continually pressing upon the notice of Europe in the six-

teenth century, and perhaps rather more exaggerated than at

present, in describing barbarous tribes, afforded continual

aliment to the suspicion. It was at least evident, without

any thing that could be called unreasonable scepticism, that

these diversities ought to be well explained and sifted before

we acquiesced in the pleasant conviction that we alone could

be in the right.
6. The Essays of Montaigne, the first edition of which

Essays of appeared at Bordeaux in 1580,
1 make in several re-

Montaigne. Spects an epoch in literature, less on account of their ,

real importance, or the novel truths they contain, than of

their influence upon the taste and the opinions of Europe.

They are the first provocatio ad populum, the first appeal from
the porch and the academy to the haunts of busy and of idle

men, the first book that taught the unlearned reader to

ject in the Life of Hooker by Walton, who J This edition contains only the first

eeems to have been a man always too and second books of the Essays : the third
credulous of anecdote, are unsatisfactory was published in that of Paris, 1588.

to any one who exacts real proof.
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observe and reflect for himself on questions of moral philo-

sophy. In an age when every topic of this nature was treated

systematically, and in a didactic form, he broke out without

connection of chapters, with all the digressions that levity
and garrulous egotism could suggest, with a very delightful,
but at that time most unusual, rapidity of transition from seri-

ousness to gayety. It would be to anticipate much of what
will demand attention in the ensuing century, were we to

mention here the conspicuous writers who, more or less

directly, and with more or less of close imitation, may be
classed in the school of Montaigne : it embraces, in fact, a

large proportion of French and English literature, and espe-

cially of that which has borrowed his title of Essays. No
prose writer of the sixteenth century has been so generally

read, nor probably has given so much delight. Whatever

may be our estimate of Montaigne as a philosopher, a name
which he was far from arrogating, there will be but one opin-
ion of the felicity and brightness of his genius.

7. It i a striking proof of these qualities, that, in reading
his Essays, we can hardly help believing him to have Their cha-

struck out all his thoughts by a spontaneous effort of raterLstios.

his mind, and to have fallen afterwards upon his quotations
and examples by happy accident. I have little doubt but

that the process was different ; and that, either by dint of

memory, though he absolutely disclaims the possessing a good
one, or by the usual method of commonplacing, he had made
his reading instrumental to excite his own ingenious and

fearless understanding. His extent of learning was by no

means great for that age, but the whole of it was brought to

bear on his object ; and it is a proof of Montaigne's indepen-
dence of mind, that, while a vast mass of erudition was the

only regular passport to fame, he read no authors but such

as were most fitted to his own habits of thinking. Hence he

displays an unity, a self-existence, which we seldom find so

complete in other writers. His quotations, though they per

haps make more than one-half of his Essays, seem parts of

himself, and are like limbs of his own mind, which could not

be separated without laceration. But over all is spread a

charm of a fascinating simplicity, and an apparent abandon-

ment of the whole man to the easy inspiration of genius,
combined with a good nature, though rather too epicurean,
and destitute of moral energy, which, for that very reason,
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made him a favorite with men of similar dispositions, for

whom courts and camps, and country mansions, were the

proper soil.

8. Montaigne is superior to any of the ancients in liveli-

ness, in that careless and rapid style where one thought
springs naturally, but not consecutively, from another, by
analogical rather than deductive connection; so that, while

the reader seems to be following a train of arguments, he is

imperceptibly hurried to a distance by some contingent asso-

ciation. This may be observed in half his I^ssays, the titles

of which often give us little insight into their general scope.
Thus the apology for Raymond de Sebonde is soon forgotten
in the long defence of moral Pyrrhonism, which occupies the

twelfth chapter of the second book. He sometimes makes a
show of coming back from his excursions ; but he has gene-

rally exhausted himself before he does so. This is what men
love to practise (not advantageously for their severer studies)
in their own thoughts ; they love to follow the casual associa-

tions that lead them through pleasant labyrinths, as one,

riding along the high road, is glad to deviate a little into the

woods, though it may sometimes happen that he will lose his

way, and find himself far remote from his inn. And such is

the conversational style of lively and eloquent old men. We
converse with Montaigne, or rather hear him talk ; it is

almost impossible to read his Essays without thinking that he

speaks to us; we see his cheerful brow, his sparkling eye, his

negligent but gentlemanly demeanor; we picture him in his

arm-chair, with his few books round the room, and Plutarch

on the table.

9. The independence of his mind produces great part of

the charm of his writing : it redeems his vanity, without which
it could not have been so fully displayed, or, perhaps, so

powerfully felt. In an age of litecary servitude, when every

province into which reflection could wander was occupied

by some despot, when, to say nothing of theology, men
found Aristotle or Ulpian or Hippocrates, at every turn-

ing, to dictate their road, it was gratifying to fall in company
with a simple gentleman, who, with much more reading than

generally belonged to his class, had the spirit to ask a reason

for every rule.

10. Montaigne has borrowed much, besides his quotations,
from the few ancient authors whom he loved to study. In
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one passage he even says that his book is wholly compiled
from Plutarch and Seneca ; but this is evidently intended to

throw the critics off their scent. " I purposely conceal the

authors from whom I borrow," he says in another place,
" to

check the presumption of those who are apt to censure what

they find in a modern. I am content that they should lash

Seneca and Plutarch through my sides." * These were his

two favorite authors; and, in order to judge of the originality
of Montaigne in any passage, it may often be necessary to

have a considerable acquaintance with their works. " When
I write," he says,

'" I care not to have books about me ; but I

can hardly be without a Plutarch." - He knew little Greek ;

but most editions at that time had a Latin translation : he
needed not for Plutarch to go beyond his own language.
Ci-'ero he did not much admire, except the epistles to Atticus.

He esteemed the moderns very slightly in comparison with

antiquity, though praising Guicciardini and Philip de Co-
mines. Dugald Stewart observes, that Montaigne cannot be1

suspected of affectation, and therefore must himself have
believed what he says of the badness of his memory ; forget-

ting, as he tells us, the names of the commonest things, and
even of those he constantly saw. But his vanity led him to

talk perpetually of himself; and, as often happens to vain

men. he would rather talk of his own failings than of any
foreign subject. He could not have had a very defective

memory so far as it had been exercised, though he might fall

into the common mistake of confounding his inattention to

ordinary objects with weakness of the faculty.

11. Montaigne seldom defines or discriminates; his mind
had great quickness, but little subtilty : his carelessness and

impatience of labor rendered his views practically one-sided ;

for, though he was sufficiently free from prejudice to place
the objects of consideration in different lights, he wanted the

power, or did not use the diligence, to make that comparative

appreciation of facts which is necessary to distinguish the

truth. He appears to most advantage* in matters requiring

good sense and calm observation, as in the education of chil-

dren. The twenty-fourth and twenty-eighth chapters of the

first book, which relate to this subject, are among the best in

the collection. His excellent temper made him an enemy

L. ii c. 32. L. H. 10.

YOU n. 9
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to the harshness and tyranny so frequent at that time in tl.e

management of children, as his clear understanding did to tin-

pedantic methods of overloading and misdirecting their facul-

ties. It required some courage to argue against the gram-
marians who had almost monopolized the admiration of the

world. Of these men Montaigne observes, that, though they
have strong memories, their judgment is usually very shal-

low; making only an exception for Turnebus, who, though in

his opinion the greatest scholar that had existed for a thou-

sand years, had nothing of the pedant about him but his

dress. In all the remarks of Montaigne on human character

and manners, we find a liveliness, simplicity, and truth.

They are such as his ordinary opportunities of observation or

his reading suggested ; and, though several writers have given

proofs of deeper reflection or more watchful discernment, feu-

are so well calculated to fall in with the apprehension of the

general reader.

12. The scepticism of Montaigne, concerning which so

much has been said, is not displayed in religion, for he was a

steady Catholic, though his faith seems to have been rather

that of acquiescence than conviction ; nor in such subtilties of

metaphysical Pyrrhonism as we find in Sanchez, which had

no attraction for his careless nature. But he had read much
of Sextus Empiricus, and might perhaps have derived some-

thing from his favorite Plutarch. He had also been forcibly

struck by the recent narratives of travellers, which he some-

times received with a credulity as to evidence not rarely

combined with theoretical scepticism, and which is too much
the fault of his age to bring censure on an individual. It was

then assumed that all travellers were trustworthy, and, still

more, that none of the Greek and Roman authors have

recorded falsehoods. Hence he was at a loss to discover a

general rule of moral law, as an implanted instinct, or neces-

sary deduction of common reason, in the varying usages and

opinions of mankind. But his scepticism was less extra-

vagant and unreasonable at that time than it would be now

Things then really doubtful have been proved ; and positions,

entrenched by authority which he dared not to scruple, have

been overthrown :
1
Truth, in retiring from her outposts, has

become more unassailable in her citadel.

* Montaigne's scepticism was rightly ex- weight in discrediting those superstitions
pirisml on witchcraft and other supernatu- See 1. iii. o. 11.

nil stories; and be bad probably some
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13. It may be deemed a symptom of wanting a thorough
love of truth, when a man overrates, as much as when he

overlooks, the difficulties he deals with. Montaigne is per-

haps not exempt from this failing. Though sincere and candid

in his general temper,- he is sometimes more ambitious of set-

ting forth his own ingenuity than desirous to come to the

bottom of his subject. Hence he is apt to run into the fallacy
common to this class" of writers, and which La Mothe le

Vnyer employed much more, that of confounding the varia-

tions of the customs of mankind in things morally indifferent,

with, those which affect the principles of duty ; and hence the

serious writers on philosophy in the next age, Pascal, Arnauld,

Malebranche, animadvert with much severity on Montaigne.

They considered him, not perhaps unjustly, as an enemy to

the candid and honest investigation of truth, both by his scep-
tical bias and by the great indifference of his temperament ;

scarcely acknowledging, so much as was due, the service he

had done by chasing away the servile pedantry of the schools,

and preparing the road for closer reasoners than himself. But
the very tone of their censures is sufficient to prove the vast

influence he had exerted over the world.

1 4. Montaigne is the earliest classical writer in the French

language, the first whom a gentleman is ashamed not to have

read. So long as an unaffected style and an appearance of

the utmost simplicity and good nature shall charm, so long
as the lovers of desultory and cheerful conversation shall be

more numerous than those who prefer a lecture or a sermon,
so long as reading is sought by the many as an amusement in

idleness, or a resource in pain, so long will Montaigne be

among the favorite authors of mankind. I know not whether

the greatest blemish of his Essays has much impeded their

popularity : they led the way to the indecency too charac-

teristic of French literature, but in no writer on serious topics,

except Bayle, more habitual than in Montaigne. It may be

observed, that a larger portion of this quality distinguishes

the third book, published after he had attained a reputation,

than the two former. It is also more overspread by egotism ;

and it is not agreeable to perceive that the two leading faults

of his disposition became more unrestrained and absorbing as

he advanced in life.

] 5. The Italians have a few moral treatises of this period,

but chiefly scarce and little read. The Instituzioni Moral!
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of Alexander Piccolomim ; the Instituzioni di Tutta la Vita

dell' Uomo Nato Nobile e in citta Libera, by the
\ ritcrs on ._ . ,. , T j T1

morals in same author ;
the Latin treatise of Mazzom de Iri-

plici Vita, which, though we mention it here as partly

ethical, seems to be rather an attempt to give a general sur-

vey of all science, are among the least obscure, though they

have never been of much reputation in Europe.
1 But a more

celebrated work, Delating
indeed to a minor department of

ethics, the rules of polite and decorous behavior, is tbe

Galateo of Casa, Bishop of Benevento, and an elegant writer

of considerable reputation. This little treatise is not. only

accounted superior in style to most Italian prose, but serves to

illustrate the manners of society in the middle of the sixteenth

century. Some of the improprieties which he censures are

such as we should hardly have expected to find in Italy, and

almost remind us of a sti-ange but graphic poem of one

Dedekind, on the manners of Germany in the sixteenth

century, called Grobianus. But his own precepts in other

places, though hardly striking us as novel, are more refined,

and relate to the essential principles of social intercourse,

rather than to its conventional forms.2 Casa wrote also a

little book on the duties to be observed between friends of

unequal ranks. The inferior, he advises, should never per-

mit himself to jest upon his patron ; but, if he is himself stung

by any unpleasing wit or sharp word, ought to receive it with

a smiling countenance, and to answer so as to conceal Ins re-

sentment. It is probable that this art was understood in an

Italian palace without the help of books.

16. There was never a generation in England which, for

worldly prudence and wise observation of mankind,
In England -

stood higher than the subjects of Elizabeth. Kich

in men of strong mind, that age had given them a discipline

unknown to ourselves ; the strictness of the Tudor govern-

ment, the suspicious temper of the queen, the spirit not only of

intolerance, but of inquisitiveness as to religious dissent, the

uncertainties of the future, produced a caution rather foreign

to the English character, accompanied by a closer attention to

i For these book?, see Tiraboschi, Cor- instances than his Instituzioni Morali in

mani, and Ginguene. Nieeron, vol. xxiii., 1675.

observes of Piecolomiui, that he was the 2 Casa inveighs against the punctil

first who employed the ItalHn language in and troublesome ceremonies, introduced,

moral philosophy. This must, however, as he supposes, from Spain, making dis-

be taken very strictly ; for, in a general tinctions in the mode of addressing di

sense of the word, wo have seen earlier ferent ranks of nobility.
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the workings of other men's minds, and their exterior signs.

This, for similar reasons, had long distinguished the Italians ;

but it is chiefly displayed perhaps in their political writings.
"We find it, in a larger and more philosophical sense, near the

end of Elizabeth's reign, when our literature made its first

strong shoot, prompting the short condensed reflections of

Burleigh and Raleigh, or saturating with moral observation

the mighty soul of Shakspeare. t

17. The first in time, and we may justly say the first in

excellence, of English writings on moral prudence, Bacon'g

are the Essays of Bacon. But these as we now Essays-

read them, though not very bulky, are greatly enlarged since

their first publication in 1597. They then were but ten in

number, entitled, 1. Of Studies; 2. Of Discourse; 3. Of
Ceremonies and Respects ;

4. Of Followers and Friends ;

5. Of Suitors ; 6. Of Expense ; 7. Of Regiment of Health ;

8. Of Honor and Reputation ; 9. Of Faction ;
10. Of Nego-

tiating. And even these few have been expanded in later

editions to nearly double their extent. The rest were added

chiefly in 1612, and the whole were enlarged in 1625. The

pith indeed of these ten Essays will be found in the edition

of 1597 ; the additions being merely to explain, correct, or

illustrate. But, as a much greater number were incorporated
with them in the next century, we shall say no more of

Bacon's Essays for the present.

SECT. II. ON POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY.

Freedom of Writing on Government at this Time Its Causes Hottpman Languet
La Boetie Buchanan Poynet Rose Mariana The Jesuits Botero and

Paruta Boclin Analysis of his Republic.

18. THE present period, especially after 1570, is far more
fruitful than the preceding in the annals of political Number ot

science. It produced several works both of tempo- political
T- f writers.

rary and permanent importance. Before we come to

Bodin, who is its most conspicuous ornament, it may be fit

to mention some less considerable books, which, though

belonging partly to the temporary class, have in several
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instances survived the occasion which drew them forth, and
indicate a state of public opinion not unworthy of notice.

19. A constant progress towards absolute monarchy, some-

o ressfon
^mes su<ent

>
at other times attended with violence,

of govern- had been observable in the principal kingdoms of
meats,

Europe for the last hundred years. Tlu's had been

brought about by various circumstances which belong to

civil history ; but, among others, by a more skilful manage-
ment, and a more systematic attention to the maxims of state-

craft, which had sometimes assumed a sort of scientific form,

as in The Prince of Machiavel, but were more frequently
inculcated in current rules familiar to the counsellors of kings.
The consequence had been not only many flagrant instances

of violated public right, but in some countries, especially

France, an habitual contempt for every moral as well as

political restraint on the ruler's will. But oppression is

always felt to be such, and the breach of known laws can-

not be borne without resentment, though it may without

And spirit
resistance ; nor were there wanting several causes

generated that tended to generate a spirit of indignation

against the predominant despotism. Independent
of those of a political nature, which varied according to

the circumstances of kingdoms, there were three that be-

longed to the sixteenth century as a learned and reflecting

age, which, if they did not all exercise a great influence over

the multitude, were sufficient to affect the complexion of

literature, and to indicate a somewhat novel state of opinion
in the public mind.

20. I. From the Greek and Roman poets, orators, or his-

Derived torians, the scholar derived the principles, not only
from classic of equal justice, but of equal privileges: he learned

>tory '

to reverence free republics, to abhor tyranny, to

sympathize with a Timoleon or a Brutus. A late English
historian, who carried to a morbid excess his jealousy of demo-
cratic prejudices, fancied that these are perceptible in the

versions of Greek authors by the learned of the sixteenth

century, and that Xylander or Rhodomann gratified their spite

against the sovereigns of their own time by mistranslating
their text, in order to throw odium on Philip or Alexander.

This is probably unfounded ; but it may still be true that men,
who had imbibed notions, perhaps as indefinite, as exaggerated,
of the blessings of freedom in ancient Rome and Greece,
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would draw no advantageous contrast with the palpable out-

rages of arbitrary power before their eyes. We have seen,

fifty years before, a striking proof of almost mutinous indig-
nation in the. Adages of Erasmus; and I have little doubt

that further evidence of it might be gleaned from the letters

and writings of the learned.

21. II. In proportion as the antiquities of the existing

European monarchies came to be studied, it could ^^ ^^
not but appear that the royal authority had out- own and the

grown many limitations that primitive usage or
ew18 "

established law had imposed upon it ; and the farther back
these researches extended, the more they seemed, according to

some inquirers, to favor a popular theory of constitutional

polity. III. Neither of these considerations, which affected

only the patient scholar, struck so powerfully on the public
mind as the free spirit engendered by the Reformation, and

especially the Judaizing turn of the early Protestants, those

at least of the Calvinistic school, which sought for precedents
and models in the Old Testament, and delighted to recount

how the tribes of Israel had fallen away from Rehoboam, how
the Maccabees had repelled the Syrian, how Eglon had been

smitten by the dagger of Ehud. For many years the Pro-

testants of France had made choice of the sword, when their

alternative was the stake ; and amidst defeat, treachery, and

massacre, sustained an unequal combat with extraordinary
heroism, and a constancy that only a persuasion of acting

according to conscience could impart. That persuasion it was
the business of their ministers and scholars to encourage by
argument. Each of these three principles of liberty was
asserted by means of the press in the short period between
1570 and 1580.

22. First in order of publication is the Franco-Gallia of

Francis Hottoman, one of the most eminent lawyers j^nco.
of that age. This is chiefly a collection of passages Gaiiia of

i , T-. i- i . .11ii Hottoman.
from the early French historians, to prove the share

of the people in government, and especially their right of

electing the kings of the first two races. No one in such

inquiries would now have recourse to the Franco-Gallia,
which has certainly the defect of great partiality, and an

unwarrantable extension of the author's hypothesis. But
it is also true that Hottoman revealed some facts, as to the

ancient monarchy of France, which neither the later histo-
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rians, flatterers of the court, nor the lawyers of the parliament
of Paris, against whom he is prone to inveigh, had suffered to

transpire.
23. An anonymous treatise, Vindiciae contra Tyrannos,

Vindicte of Auctore Stephano Junio Bruto Celta, 1 579, com-
Languet. mouly ascribed to Hubert Languet, the friend of Sir

Philip Sidney, breathes the stern spirit of Judaical Ilugueno-
tism.1

Kings, that lay waste the church of God, and support

idolatry; kings, that trample upon their subjects' privileges,

may be deposed by the states of their kingdom, who indeed

are bound in duty to do so, though it is not lawful for private
men to take up arms without authority. As kings derive their

pre-eminence from the will of the people, they may be con-

sidered as feudally vassals of their subjects, so far that they

may forfeit their crown by felony against them. Though
Languet speaks honorably of ancient tyrannicides, it seems

as if he could not mean to justify assassination, since he re-

fuses the right of resistance to private men.

24. Hottoman and Languet were both Protestants, and,

Contr'Un the latter especially, may have been greatly influ-
of Boetie. ence(j by the perilous fortunes of their religion. A
short treatise, however, came out in 1578, written probably
near thirty years before, by Stephen de la Boetie, best known
to posterity by the ardent praises of his friend Montaigne,
and an adherent to the church. This is called Le Contr'Un,
ou Discours de la Servitude Volontaire. It well deserves its

title. Roused by the flagitious tyranny of many contemporary
rulers, and few were worse than Henry II., under whose reign
it was probably written, La Boetie pours forth the vehement

indignation of a youthful heart, full of the love of virtue and
of the brilliant illusions which a superficial knowledge of an-

cient history creates, against the voluntary abjectness of man-

kind, who submit as slaves to one no wiser, no braver, no

stronger than any of themselves. " He who so plays the

master over you has but two eyes, has but two hands, has but

one body, has nothing more than the least among the vast num-
ber who dwell in our cities ; nothing has he better than you,
save the advantage that you give him, that he may ruin

you. Whence has he so many eyes to watch you, but that you

1 [Le Clerc has a dissertation printed at Plessis Mornay wrote the Vindleiae contra
the end of the English translation of Tyrannos. But the majority have eon-

Bayln's Dictionary, to prove that Da tinued to ascribe it to Languet. 1853.1
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give (.hem to him ? How has he so many hands to strike you,
but that he employs your own ? How does he come by the feet

which trample on your cities, but by your means ? How can

he have any power over you, but vvhat you give him ? How
could he venture to persecute you, if he had not an understand-

ing with yourselves ? What harm could he do you, if you were
not receivers of the robber that plunders you, accomplices of

the murderer who kills you, and traitors to your own selves ?

You, you sow the fruits of the earth, that he may waste them;

you furnish your houses that he may pillage them ; you rear

your daughters, that they may glut his wantonness, and your
sons, that he may lead them at the best to his ware, or that

he may send them to execution, or make them the instru-

ments of his concupiscence, the ministers of his revenge. You
exhaust your bodies with labor, that he may revel in luxury,
or wallow in base and vile pleasure's ; you weaken yourselves,
that he may become more strong, and better able to hold

you in check. And yet from so many indignities, that the

beasts themselves, could they be conscious of them, would not

endure, you may deliver yourselves, if you but make an effort,

not to deliver yourselves, but to show the will to do it. Once
resolve to be no longer slaves, and you are already free. I do

not say that you should assail him, or shake his seat ; merely
support him no longer, and you will see, that like a great

Colossus, whose basis h:v been r;-moved from beneath him, he

will fall by his own weight, and break to pieces."
*

25. These bursts of a noble patriotism, which no one who
is in the least familiar with the history of that period will

think inexcusable, are much unlike what we generally ex-

pect from the French writers. La Boetie, in fact, is almost

a single instance of a thoroughly republican character till

nearly the period of the Revolution. Montaigne, the staunch-

est supporter of church and state, excuses his friend, "the

greatest man, in my opinion, of our age," assuring us that he

was always a loyal subject, though, if he had been permitted
his own choice,

" he would rather have been born at Venice

than at Sarlat." La Boetie died young, in 1561 ; and his

Discourse was written some years before : he might have lived

to perceive how much more easy it is to inveigh against the

abuses of government than to bring about any thing better by
rebellion.

1 Le Contr'Un of La Boetie is published at the end of some editions of Montaign*
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26. The three great sources of a free spirit in politics, admi-

Buchanan ration' of antiquity, zeal for religion, and persuasion
DC Jure of positive right, which separately had animated La

Boetie, Languet, and Hottoman, united their streams

to produce, in another country, the treatise of George Bu-
chanan (De Jure Regni apud Scotos), a scholar, a Protest-

ant, and the subject of a very limited monarchy. This is a

dialogue elegantly written, and designed, first, to show the

origin of royal government from popular election ; then, the

right of putting tyrannical kings to death, according to Scrip-

ture, and the conditional allegiance due to the crown of Scot-

land, as proved by the coronation oath, which implies that it

is received in trust from the people. The following is a

specimen of Buchanan's reasoning, which goes very material-

ly farther than Languet had presumed to do :
" Is there,

then," says one of the interlocutors,
" a mutual compact be-

tween the king and the people ? M. Thus it seems. B.

Does not he who first violates the compact, and does any thing

against his own stipulations, break his agreement ? M. He
does. B. If, then, the bond which attached the king to the

people is broken, all rights he derived from the agreement are

forfeited ? M. They are forfeited. B. And he who was

mutually bound becomes as free as before the agreement ?

M. He has the same rights and the same freedom as he had

before. B. But if a king should do things tending to the

dissolution of human society, for the preservation of which he

has been made, what name should we give him? M. We
should call him a tyrant. B. But a tyrant not only possesses
no just authority over his people, but is their enemy? M.
He is surely their enemy. B. Is there not a just cause of

war against an enemy who has inflicted heavy and intolerable

injuries upon us ? M. There is. B. What is the nature of

a war against the enemy of all mankind, that is, against a

tyrant? M. None can be more just. B. Is it not lawful in

a war justly commenced, not only for the whole people, but

for any single person, to kill an enemy ? M. It must be con-

fessed. B. What, then, shall we say of a tyrant, a public

enemy, with whom all good men are 'in eternal warfare? may
not any one of all mankind inflict on him every penalty of

war ? M. I observe that all nations have been of that opinion ;

for Theba is extolled for having killed her husband, and Timo-

leon for his brother's and Cassius for his son's death." *

t p. 96.
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27. We may include among political treatises of this class

some published by the English and Scottish exiles ponjet, on

during the persecution of their religion by the two Poiitique

Marys. They are, indeed prompted by circum-

stances, and in some instances have too much of a temporary
character to deserve a place in literary history. I will, how
ever, give an account of one, more theoretical than the rest,

and characteristic of the bold spirit of these early Protestants,

especially as it is almost wholly unknown except by name.
This is in the titlepage,

UA Short Treatise of Politique
Power, and of the true obedience which subjects owe to kings
and other civil governors, being an answer to seven questions :

'
1. Whereof politique power groweth, wherefore it was or-

dained, and the right use and duty of the same ? 2. Whether

kings, princes, and other governors have an absolute power
and authority over their subjects ? 3. Whether kings, princes,
and other politique governors be subject to God's laws, or the

positive laws of their countries ? 4. In what things, and how
far, subjects are bound to obey their princes and governor? ?

5. Whether all the subject's goods be the emperor's or king's
own, and that they may lawfully take them for their own ?

6. Whether it be lawful to depose an evil governor, and kill

a tyrant ? 7. What confidence is to be given to princes and

potentates ?
' "

28. The author of this treatise was John Poynet, or Ponnet,
as it is spelled in the last edition, Bishop of Win- its liberal

Chester under Edward VI., and who had a consider- theory-

able share in the Reformation.1 It was first published in

1558, and reprinted in 1642, "to serve," says Strype,
" the

turn of those times." u This book," observes truly the same
industrious person,

" was not over favorable to princes."

Poynet died very soon afterwards, so that we cannot deter-

mine whether he would have thought it expedient to speak as

fiercely under the reign that was to come. The place of pub-
lication of the first edition I do not know, but I presume it

was at Geneva or Frankfort. It is closely and vigorously
written ; deserving, in many parts, a high place among the

English prose of that age. though not entirely free from the

usual fault, vulgar and ribaldrous invective. He deter-

mines all the questions stated in the titlepage on principles

i Chalmers
; Stiype'e Memorial*.
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adverse to ro/al power ; contending, in the sixth chapter, that
" the manifold and continual examples that have been, from

time to time, of the deposing of kings and killing of tyrants,
do most certainly confirm it to be most true, just, and conso-

nant to God's judgment. The history of kings in the Old
Testament is full of it

; and, as Cardinal Pole truly citeth,

England lacketh not the practice and experience of the same
;

for they deprived King Edward II., because, without law, he

killed the subjects, spoiled them of their goods, and wasted the

treasures of the realm. And upon what just causes Richard
II. was thrust out, and Henry IV. put in his place, I refer it

to their own judgment. Denmark also now, in our days, did

nobly the like act, when they deprived Christiern the tyrant,
and committed him to perpetual prison.

29. " The reasons, arguments, and laws, that serve for the

Argues deposing and displacing of an evil governor, will do
for tyran- as much for the proof that it is lawful to kill a

tyrant, if they may be indifferently heard. As God
hath ordained magistrates to hear and determine private
men's matters, and to punish their vices, so also willeth he,

that the magistrates' doings be called to account and reckon-

ing, and their vices corrected and punished by the body of the

whole congregation or commonwealth : as it is manifest by
the memory of the ancient office of the High Constable of

England, unto whose authority it pertained, not only to sum-
mon the king personally before the parliament, or other

courts of judgment, to answer and receive according to just-

ice, but also upon just occasion to commit him unto ward.1

Kings, princes, and governors have their authority of the

people, as all laws, usages, and policies do declare and testify.

For in some places and countries they have more and greater

authority; in some places less; and in some the people have
not given this authority to any other, but retain and exercise

it themselves. And is any man so unreasonable to deny that

the whole may do as much as they have permitted one mem-
ber to do, or those that have appointed an office upon trust

have not authority upon just occasion (as the abuse of it) tc

take away what they gave ? All laws do agree that men may
revoke their proxies and letters of attorney when it pleasetli

them, much more when they see their proctors and attorneys
abuse it.

1 It is scarcely necessary to observe, that this is an impudent falsehood.
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30. " But now, to prove the latter part of this question

affirmatively, that it is lawful to kill a tyrant, there is no man
can deny, but that the Ethnics, albeit they had not the right
and perfect true knowledge of God, were endued with the

knowledge of the law of nature, for it is no private law to a

few, or certain people, but common to all, not written in

books, but grafted in the hearts of men ; not made by men,
but ordained of God, which we have not learned, received, or

read, but have taken, sucked, and drawn it out of nature,

whereunto we are not taught, but made ; not instructed, but

seasoned ;

1 and, as St. Paul saith.
; Man's conscience bearing

witness of it,'
"

&c- He proceeds in a strain of some elo-

quence (and this last passage is not ill translated from Cicero)
to extol the ancient tyrannicides, accounting the first nobility
to have been * those who had revenged and delivered the

oppressed people out of the hands of their governors. Of this

kind of nobility was Hercules, Theseus, and such like." -
It

must be owned the worthy bishop is a bold man in assertions

of fact. Instances from the Old Testament, of course, follow,

wherein Jezebel and Athalia are not forgotten, for the sake of

our bloody queen.
31. If too much space has been allowed to so obscure a pro-

duction, it must be excused on account of the illus- The tenets

tration it gives to our civil and ecclesiastical history,

though of little importance in literature. It is also

well to exhibit an additional proof that the tenets of

most men, however general and speculative they may appear,
are espoused on account of the position of those who hold

them, and the momentary consequences that they may pro-
duce. In a few years' time, the Church of England, strong in

the protection of that royalty which Poynet thus assailed in

his own exile, enacted the celebrated homily against rebellion

which denounces every pretext of resistance to governors. It

rarely happens, that any parties, even the best and purest, will,

in the strife to retain or recover their ascendency, weaken
themselves by a scrupulous examination of the reasoning or

the testimony which is to serve their purpose. Those have

lived and read to little advantage who have not discovered

this.

32. It might appear that there was some peculiar associa-

' Sir the Latin in Ck. pro Mil. fc imbttti. P. 49.
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tion between these popular theories of resistance and the
Protestant faith. Perhaps, in trutli, they had a

tenets*

1

degree of natural connection ; but circumstances,
among the more than general principles, affect the opinions

of mankind. The rebellion of the League against

Henry III., their determination not to acknowledge Henry
IV., reversed the state of parties, and displayed, in an op-

posite quarter, the republican notions of Languet and Bu-
chanan as fierce and as unlimited as any Protestants had
maintained them. Henry of Bourbon could only rely upon
his legitimate descent, upon the indefeasible rights of inherit-

ance. If France was to choose for herself, France demanded
a Catholic king: all the topics of democracy were thrown
into that scale ; and, in fact, it is well known that Henry had
no prospect whatever of success but by means of a conver-

sion, which, though not bearing much semblance of sincerity,
the nation thought fit to accept. But, during that struggle of

a few years, we find, among other writings of less moment,
one ascribed by some to Rose, Bishop of Senlis, a strenuous

partisan of the League, which may perhaps deserve to arrest

our attention.
1

33. This book, De Justa Reipublicae Christianas in Reges
Rose on the Potestate, published in 1590, must have been partly
Authority written before the death of Henry III. in the pre-
of Chris- ,. TT , . , .1 . /. ',
tian states ceding year. He begins with the origin of human
over Kings. society?

which he treats with some eloquence, and on
the principle of an election of magistrates by the community,
that they might live peaceably, and in enjoyment of their

possessions. The different forms and limitations of govern-
ment have sprung from the choice of the people, except where

they have been imposed by conquest. He exhibits many
instances of this variety : but there are two dangers, one of

limiting too much the power of kings, and letting the populace

change the dynasty at their pleasure ;
the other, that of ascrib-

1 The author calls himself Rossaens, and work of a Frenchman than a foreigner ;

not, as has been asserted, Bishop of Senlis. but I have not paid much attention to so
But Pits attributes this book to Rainolds unimportant a question. Jugler, in his

(brother of the more celebrated Dr. John Historia Literaria, c. 9, does not even

Rainolds), who is said to have called him- name Rose. By a passage in Schelhorn,
self llossajus. The Biographic Universelle viii. 465, the book seems to have been
(art. Rose) says this opinion has not gained scmetimes ascribed to Genebrard. [Her-

ground : but it is certainly favored by M. bert names Rainolds as the author, and

Barbier, in the Dictionnaire des Anony- says that it is supposed to have been
mi's

;
and some grounds for it are alleged, printed at Edinburgh ;

but I cannot think
ITrom internal evidence, it aeems rather the this at all probable. 1842.]
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ing a =ort of divinity to kings, and taking from the nation

all the power of restraining them in whatever crimes they
may commit. The Scottish Calvinists are an instance of th'e

first error; the modern advocates of the house of Valois, of
the other. The servile language of those who preach passive
obedience has encouraged not only the worst Roman emperoi-s,
but such tyrants as Henry VIII., Edward VI., and Elizabeth
of England.

34. The author goes, in the second chapter, more fully into

a refutation of this doctrine, as contrary to the practice of
ancient nations, who always deposed tyrants ; to the principles
of Christianity ; and to the constitution of European commu-
nities, whose kings are admitted under an oath to keep the
laws and to reign justly. The subject's oath of allegiance does
not bind him, unless the king observe what is stipulated fiom
him ; and this right of withdrawing obedience from wicked

kings is at the bottom of all the public law of Europe. It is

also sanctioned by the church. Still more has the nation a

right to impose laws and limitations on kings, who have

certainly no superiority to the law, so that they can transgress
it at pleasure.

35. In the third chapter, he inquires who is a tyrant ; and,
after a long discussion, comes to this result, that a tyrant is

one who despoils his subjects of their possessions, or offends

public decency by immoral life, but, above all, who assails the

Christian faith, and uses his authority to render his subjects
heretical. All these characters are found in Henry of Valois.

He then urges in the two following chapters, that all Protes-

tantism is worse than Paganism, inasmuch as it holds out less

inducement to a virtuous life, but that Calvinism is much the

worst form of the Protestant heresy. The Huguenots, he

proceeds to prove, are neither parts of the French Church
nor commonwealth. He infers, in the seventh chapter, that

the King of Navarre, being a heretic of this description, is not

fit to rule over Christians. The remainder of the book is

designed to show, that every king, being schismatic or here-

tical, may be deposed by the pope, of which he brings many
examples ; nor has any one deserved this sentence more than

Henry of Navarre. It has always been held lawful that an

heretical king should be warred upon by his own subjects ami

by all Christian sovereigns ; and he maintains that a real

tyrant, who after being deposed by the wiser part of his
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subjects, attempts to preserve his power by force, may be put
to death by any private person. He adds that Julian was

probably killed by a Christian soldier, and quotes several

fathers and ecclesiastical historians who justify and commend
the act. He concludes by exhorting the nobility and other

orders of France, since Henry is a relapsed heretic, who is not
to be believed for any oaths he may make, to rally round
their Catholic king, Charles of Bourbon.

36. The principles of Rose, if he were truly the author,
both as to rebellion and tyrannicide, belonged natu-

Boucherin rally to those who took up arms against Henry III.,

^toT*
16 anc^ w^ aPplau(led his assassin. They were adopt-

ed, and perhaps extended, by Boucher, a leaguer
still more furious, if possible, than Rose himself, in a book

published in 1589, De Justa Henrici III. Abdications a

Francorum Regno. This book is written in the spirit of

Languet, asserting the general right of the people to depose
tyrants, rather than confining it to the case of heresy. The

deposing power of the pope, consequently, does not come
much into question. He was answered, as well as other

writers of the same tenets, by a Scottish Catholic residing at

Answered Paris, William Barclay, father of the more celebrat-
by Barclay. e(j au t}lor of tQe Argenis, in a treatise De Regno
et Regali Potestate adversus Buchananum, Brutum, Bou-
cherum et Reliquos Monarchomachos, 1600. Barclay argues,
on the principles current in France, that the king has no

superior in temporals ; that the people are bound in all cases

to obey him
; that the laws owe their validity to his will.

The settlement of France by the submission of the League
on the one hand, and by the Edict of Nantes on the other,

naturally put a stop to the discussion of questions which,
theoretical and universal as they might seem, would never
have been brought forward but tlirough the stimulating in-

fluence of immediate circumstances.

37. But while the war was yet raging, and the fate of the

TheJesuits Catholic religion seemed to hang upon its success,

adopt these many of the Jesuits had been strenuous advocates

of the tyrannicidal doctrine ; and the strong spirit of

party attachment in that order renders it hardly uncandid to

reckon among its general tenets whatever was taught by its

Mariana, most conspicuous members. The boldest and most

celebrated assertion of these maxims was by Ma-
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riana, in a book De Rege et Regis Institutione. The first

edition of this remarkable book, and which is of considerable

scarcity, was published at Toledo in 1599, dedicated to Philip
TIT., and sanctioned with more than an approbation, with a
warm eulogy, by the censor (one of the same order, it may
be observed), who by the king's authority had perused the

manuscript. It is, however, not such as in an absolute mon-

archy we should expect to find countenance. Mariana, after

inquiring what is the best form of government, and deciding
for hereditary monarchy, but only on condition that the prince
shall call the best citizens to his councils, and administer all

affairs according to the advice of a senate, comes to show the

difference between a king and a tyrant. His invectives against
the latter prepare us for the sixth chapter, which is entitled,

Whether it be lawful to overthrow a tyrant ? He begins by
a short sketch of the oppression of France under Henry III.,

which had provoked his assassination. Whether the act of

James Clement, " the eternal glory of France, as most reckon

him,"
* were in itself warrantable, he admits to be a contro-

verted question, stating the arguments on both sides, but

placing last those in favor of the murder, to which he evi-

dently leans. All philosophers and theologians, he says, agree
that an usurper may be put to death by any one. But in

the case of a lawful king, governing to the great injury of the

commonwealth or of religion (for we ought to endure his

vices so long as they do not reach an intolerable height), he

thinks that the states of the realm should admonish him, and,
on his neglect to reform his life, may take up arms, and put
to death a prince whom they have declared to be a public

enemy ; and any private man may do the same. He concludes,

therefore, that it is only a question of fact who is a tyrant ;

but not one of right, whether a tyrant may be killed. Nor
does this maxim give a license to attempts on the lives of good

princes ;
since it can never be applied till wise and experi-

enced men have conspired with the public voice in declaring
the prince's tyranny.

" It is a wholesome thing," he proceeds,
" that sovereigns should be convinced, that if they oppress the

state, and become intolerable by their wickedness, their assas-

sination will not only be lawful but glorious to the perpe-

1 These words, trternum Gallier dents is very little other alteration : ye* the

are omitted iu the subsequent editions
;

first alone is in request,

but, as far as I have compared them, there

VOI- II. 10
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trator."
l This language, whatever indignation it might excite

against Mariana and his order, is merely what we have seen in

Buchanan.
38. Mariana discusses afterwards the question, whether the

power of the king or of the commonwealth be the greater ;

and after intimating the danger of giving offence, and the

difficulty of removing the blemishes which have become invet-

erate by time (with allusion, doubtless, to the change of the

Spanish constitution under Charles and Philip), declares in

strong terms for limiting the royal power by laws. In Spain,
he asserts, the king cannot impose taxes against the will of

the people
" He may use his influence, he may offer rewards,

sometimes he may threaten, he may solicit with promises and
bribes (we will not say whether lie may do this rightly) ; but,
if they refuse, he must give way ; and it is the same with

new laws, which require the sanction of the people. Nor
could they preserve their right of deposing and putting to

death a tyrant, if they had not retained the superior power
to themselves when they delegated a part to the king. It may
be the case in some nations, who have no public assemblies of

the states, that of necessity the royal prerogative must compel
obedience, a power too great, and approaching to tyranny;
but we speak (says Mariana) not of barbarians, but of the

monarchy which exists, and ought to exist among us, and of

that form of polity which of itself is the best." Whether any
nation has a right to surrender its liberties to a king, he de-

clines to inquire ; observing only that it would act rashly in

making such a surrender, and the king almost as much so

in accepting it.

39. In the second book, Mariana treats of the proper edu-

cation of a prince ; and, in the third, on the due administration

of his government, inveighing vehemently against excessive

taxation, and against debasement of the coin, which he thinks

ought to be the last remedy in a public crisis. The whole

work, even in its reprehensible exaggerations, breathes a

spirit of liberty, and regard to the common good. Nor does

Mariana, though a Jesuit, lay any stress on the Papal power
to de|K>se princes, which, 1 believe, lie lias never once inti-

mated through the whole volume. It is absolutely on political

1 " Est salutaris eognitio, ut sit princi- erunt, ea conditione rivere, ut non jure
pibus persuasum, si rempublicam oppres- tantum sed cum laude et gloria pcnr*
serint, si vitiis et fu'ditate intoleraudi possint." p. 77.
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principles that he reasons, unless we except that he consider?

impiety as one of the vices which constitute a tyrant.
1

40. Neither of the conflicting parties in Great Britain had

neglected the weapons of their contemporaries : the Popular

English Protestants under Mary, the Scots under theories in

her unfortunate namesake, the Jesuits and Catholic

priests under Elizabeth, appealed to the natural rights of

men, or to those of British citizens. Poynet, Goodman,
Knox, are of the first description ; Allen and Persons, of the

second. Yet this was not done, by the latter at least, so

boldly, and so much on broad principles, as it was on the Con-
tinent

; and Persons, in his celebrated Conference, under the
name of Doleman, tried the different and rather inconsistent

path of hereditary right. The throne of Elizabeth seemed to

stand in need of a strongly monarchical sentiment in the na-
tion. Yet we find, that the popular origin of government, and
the necessity of popular consent to its due exercise, are laid

down by Hooker in the first and eighth books of the Hooker
Ecclesiastical Polity, with a boldness not very usual

in her reign, and, it must be owned, with a latitude of expres-
sion that leads us forward to the most unalloyed democracy.
This theory of Hooker, which he endeavored in some places
to qualify, with little success or consistency, though it excited,

perhaps, not much attention at the time, became the basis of

Locke's more celebrated Essay on Government, and, through
other stages, of the political creed which actuates at present,
as a possessing spirit, the great mass of the civilized world.2

41. The bold and sometimes passionate writers, who possi-

bly will be thought to have detained us too long, p Hticai

may be contrasted with another class more cool and Memoirs,

prudent, who sought rather to make the most of what they
found established in civil polity than to amend or subvert it.

The condition of France was such as to force men into think-

1
Bayle, art."Mariana."notes G,H. and prince should go about to subject his

I, has expatiated upon this notable trea- kingdom to a foreign realm, or change
tise, which did the Jesuits infinite mischief, the form of the commonwealth from im-

though they took pains to disclaim any pery to tyranny, or neglect the laws es-

participation in the doctrine. tablished by common consent of prince
2

Bilson, afterwards Bishop of Win- and people, to execute his own pleasure,

Chester, in his Difference between Chris- in thene and other cases which might be
tian Subjection and Unchristian Rebel- named, if the nobles and common.-; join

lion, published in 1585, argues against together to defend their ancieut and ac-

the Jesuits, that Christian subjects may customed liberty, regiment, and laws,

not bear arms against their princes for they may not well be counted rebels."

any religious quarrel ; but admits,
"

if a p. 520.
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ing, where nature had given them the capacity of it. In

some of the memoirs of the age, such as those of Castelnau
or Tavannes, we find an habitual tendency to reflect, to ob-

serve the chain of causes, and to bring history to bear on the

passing time. De Comines had set a precedent ; and the fash-

ion of studying his writings and those of Machiavel conspired
with the force of circumstances to make a thoughtful genera-

tion. The political and military discourses of La

Noue, being thrown into the form of dissertation,

come more closely to our purpose than merely historical

works. They are full of good sense, in a high moral tone,
without pedantry or pretension ; and throw much light on the

first period of the civil wars. The earliest edition is referred

by the Biographic Universelle to 1587, which I believe

should be 1588; but the book seems to have been finished

long before.

42. It would carry us beyond the due proportions of this

li sius chapter, were I to seek out every book belonging to

the class of political philosophy ;
and we are yet far

from its termination. The Politica of Justus Lipsius deserve

little regard: they are chiefly a digest of Aristotle, Tacitus,
and other ancient writers. Charron has incorporated or

abridged the greater part of this work in his own. In one

passage, Lipsius gave great and just offence to the best of the

Protestant party, whom he was about to desert, by recom-

mending the extirpation of heresy by fire and sword.
Botero. J

,
J

,A political writer of the Jesuit school was Giovanni

Botero, whose long treatise, Ragione di Stato, 1589, while

deserving of considerable praise for acuteness, has been ex-

tolled by Guinguene, who had never read it, for some merits

it is far from possessing.
1 The tolerant spirit, the maxims of

good faith, the enlarged philosophy, which, on the credit of a

Piedmoritese panegyrist, he ascribes to Botero, will be sought
in vain. This Jesuit justifies the Massacre of St. Bartholo-

mew, and all other atrocities of that age ; observing that the

Duke of Alba made a mistake in the public execution of Horn
and Egmont, instead of getting rid of them privately.

2 Con-
servation is with him, as with Machiavel, the great end of

government, which is to act so as neither to deserve nor per-

Vol. viii. p. 210. fosse possibile." This Is in another trea-
1 " Poteva contentarsi di sbrigarsene tise by Botero, Kelazioni Universal! da 1

ecu Stir uiorte quanto HI pu6 segretamente Capitani IDustri.
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mil opposition. The immediate punishment of the leaders of

sedition, with as much silence and secrecy as possible, is the

IR st remedy where the sovereign is sufficiently powerful. In
cases of danger, it is necessary to conquer by giving way, and
to wait for the cooling of men's tempers, and the disunion

that will infallibly impair their force ; least of all should he
absent himself, like Henry III., from the scene of tumult, and
thus give courage to the seditious, while he diminishes their

respect for himself.

43. Botero had thought and observed much : he is, in ex-

tent of reading, second only to Bodin, and his views H^, >,,
are sometimes luminous. The most remarkable pas- on popuia-

sage that has occurred to me is on the subject of
twn"

population. Xo encouragement to matrimony, he observes,
will increase the numbers of the people without providing
also the means of subsistence, and without due care for breed-

ing children up. If tliis be wanting, they either die prema-
turely, or grow up of little service to their country.

1 Why
else, he asks, did the human race reach, three thousand years

ago, as great a population as axists at present? Cities begin
with a few inhabitants, increase to a certain point, but do not

pass it, as we see at Rome, at Naples, and in other places.
Even if all the monks and nuns were to marry, there would

not, he thinks, be more people in the world than there are ;

two things being requisite for their increase, generation and
education (or what we should perhaps rather call rearing),
and if the multiplication of marriages may promote the one,
it certainly hinders the other.2 Botero must here have meant,

though he does not fully express it, that the poverty attending

upon improvident marriages is the great impediment to rear-

ing their progeny.
ii. Paolo Paruta, in his Discorsi Politici, Venice, 1599, is

perhaps less vigorous and acute than Botero ; yet he
Paruta^

may be reckoned among judicious writers on general

politics. The first book of these discourses relates to Roman,
the second chiefly to modern, history. His turn of thinking is

1 " Concio sia cosa che se bene senza il gcono inutili. e di poco giovimento alia

tongiungimento dell' uomo e della donna patria." Lib. Tiii. p. 284.

non si puo il genere umano moltiplicarsi,
2 Ibid.

" Kicercandosi duo cose per la

non dimeno la raoltitudine di congiungi- propagazione de popoli, la generazione
menti non e sola causa della moltjpiicazi- I'educazione, se bene la moltitudine da
one ; si ricerca oltre di ci6, la cura d'alle- matrimonj ajuta forte 1'uua, impediac*
Tarii. e la commodiU di sostentarli ;

senza pert del skuro 1' altro."

la quale o muojono inmmzi tempo, o lie-
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independent, and unprejudiced by the current tide of opinion;
as when he declares against the conduct of Hannibal in invad-

ing Italy. Paruta generally states both sides of a political

problem very fairly, as in one of the most remarkable of his

discourses, where he puts the famous question on the useful-

ness of fortified towns. His final conclusion is favorable to

them. He was a subject of Venice, and, after holding con-

siderable offices, was one of those historians employed by the

Senate, whose writings form the series entitled Istorici Ve-
neziani.

45. John Bodin, author of several other less valuable

Bodin works, acquired so distinguished a reputation by his

Republic, published in French in 1577, and in Latin,
with many additions, by himself in 1586,

1 and has in fact so

far outstripped the political writers of his own period, that I

shall endeavor to do justice to his memory by something like

an analysis of this treatise, which is far more known by name
than generally read. Many have borne testimony to his ex-

traordinary reach of learning and reflection. "
I know of no

political writer of the same period," says Stewart,
" whose

extensive and various and discriminating reading appears to

me to have contributed more to facilitate and guide the

researches of his successors, or whose references to ancient

learning have been more frequently transcribed without ac-

knowledgment."
2

46. What is the object of political society ? Bodin begins

Anal -sis of ^7 inquiring. The greatest good, he answers, of

his treatise every citizen, which is that of the whole state. And

itepuVuc?
tbi8 ne places in the exercise of the virtues proper to

man, and in the knowledge of things natural, human,

1 This treatise, in its first edition, made not lost on the thoughtful minds of our
BO great an impression, that, when Bodin countrymen.
ciaiie to England in the service of the Duke Grotius, who is not very favorable to

of Alen<;on, he found it explained by lee- Bodin, though of necessity he often quotes
turers both in London and Cambridge, the Republic, imputes to him an incorrect-
but not, as has sometimes been said, in ness as to facts, which in some <-;i.'s mix-s
the public schools of the university. This a suspicion of ill-fuith. Epist. rccliii. It

Eut
him upon translating it into Latin would require a more close study of Jtodin

imself, to render its fame more European, than I have made, to judge of the weight
See Bayle, who has a good article on of this charge.
Bodin. I am much inclined to believe,

* Dissertation on Progress of Philoso-
that the perusal of Bodin had a great phy, p. 40. Stewart, however, thinks
effect in England. He is not perhaps very Bodin become so obscure that he makes
often quoted, and yet he is named with an apology for the space he has allotted to

honor by the chief writers of the next the Republic, though not exceeding four

age ; but he furnished a store, both ot pages. He was better known in the seven-

arguments and of examples, which were teenth century than at present
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and divine. But as all have not agreed as to the chief good
of a single maoi, nor whether the good of individuals be also

that of the state, this has caused a variety of laws and cus-

toms according to the humors and passions of rulers. This
first chapter is in a more metaphysical tone than we usually
find in Bodin. He proceeds in the next to the rights of

families (jits familiare). and to the distinction between a

family and a commonwealth. A family is the right govern-
ment of many persons under one head, as a commonwealth is

that of many families.
1 Patriarchal authority he

Authorit

raises high, both marital and paternal ; on each sub- of heads of

ject pouring out a vast stream of knowledge : no-

thing that sacred and profane history, the accounts of travel-

lers, or the Roman lawyers could supply, ever escapes the

comprehensive researches of Bodin.2 He intimates his opin-
ion in favor of the right of repudiation, one of the many
proofs that he paid more regard to the Jewish than the

Christian law,
1 and vindicates the full extent of the paternal

power in the Roman republic, deducing the decline of the

empire from its relaxation.

47. The patriarchal government includes the relation of

master to servant, and leads to the question whether Domestic

slavery should be admitted into a well-constituted f* 1"*16 -

commonwealth. Bodin, discussing this with many arguments
on both sides, seems to think that the Jewish law, with its

limitations as to time of servitude, ought to prevail ; since the

i " t'amilia est plurium sub unius ac deference, but seldom or never the New
ejusdem patris fainilias imperium subdito- Several passages might be alleged In proof,

rum, earunique reruni qua? ipsius propria but I have not noted them all down. In

suut, recta uioderatio." He has an odd one place, lib. i. c. ti. he says, -. I'.tulus,

theory, that a family mu<t consist of five Christianorum saeculi sui facile princeps,"

persons, in which he seems to have been which is at least a singular mode of ex-

influeuced by some notions of the jurist,',

"

pression. In another, he states the test of

that three families may constitute a repub- true religion so as to exclude all but the

lie, and that fifteen persons are also the Mosaic. An unpublished work of Bodin,
minimum of :i community. ceiled the Heptaplomeres, is said to exist

again
befor
in the power of the husband; "agree- gives the advantage to Deism or .tud.usm,

ments so contrary to divine and human for those who have seen it seem not

laws, that they cannot be endured, nor to have determined which. No one has

are they to be observed even when ratified thought it worth while to print this pro-

by oath, since no oath in such circumstan- duction. Jugler, IILst. Literaria, p. 1(40

ces can be binding." Biogr. Univ. : Niceron, xvii 264.

3 It has often been surmised, that Bodin, A posthumous work of Bodin, published

though not a Jew by nativitv, Wiis such in 15SM, Universae Naturae Theatrum, has

by conviction. This seems to be confirmed been called by some a disguised Pantheism,

by his Republic, wherein he quotes the This did not appear, from what I hav

Old Testament continually and with great read of it, to be the COM.
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divine rules were not laid down for the boundaries of Pali >-

tine, but being so wise, so salutary, and of such authority,

ought to be preferred above the constitutions of men. Sla-

very, therefore, is not to be permanently established ; but,

where it already exists, it will be expedient that emancipa-
tion should be gradual.

1

48. These last are the rights of persons in a state of nature,

Origin of to be regulated but not created by the law. " 13e-

conimon- fore there was either city or citizen, or any form of

a commonwealth amongst men (I make use in this

place of Knolles's very good translation), every master of a

family was master in his own house, having power of life and
death over his wife and children ; but alter that force, vio-

lence, ambition, covetousness, and desire of revenge, had armed
one against another, the issues of wars and combats, giving

victory unto the one side, made the other to become unto them

slaves; and, amongst them that overcame, he that was chosen

chief and captain, under whose conduct and leading they had
obtained the victory, kept them also in his power and com-
mand as his faithful and obedient servants, and the other as

his slaves. Then that full and entire liberty, by nature given
to every man to live as himself best pleased, was altogether
taken from the vanquished, and in the vanquishers themselves

in some measure also diminished in regard of the conqueror ;

for that now it concerned every man in private to yield his

obedience unto his chief sovereign ; and he that would not

abate any tiling of his liberty, to live under the laws and com-
mandments of another, lost all. So the words of lord and

servant, of prince and subject, before unknown to the world,
were first brought into use. Yea, reason, and the very light
of nature, leadeth us to believe very force and violence to

have given cause and beginning unto commonwealths." 2

49. Thus, therefore, the patriarchal simplicity of govern-

Priviieges ment was overthrown by conquest, of which Nimrod
of citizens. seems t have Deen j^e earliest instance ; and now
fathers of families, once sovereign, are become citizens. A
citizen is a free man under the supreme government of an-

other.
3 Those who enjoy more privileges than others are not

citizens more than they.
" It is the acknowledgment of the

1 c. 6. * o. 6.
3 " Eat ciyis nihil aliud quam liber homo, qul sumina alterius potestate obli-

gator."
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sovereign by his free subject, and the protection of the sove-

reign towards him, that makes the citizen." This is one of

the fundamental principles, it may be observed by us in pass

ing, which distinguish a monarchical from a republican spirit
in constitutional jurisprudence. Wherever mere subjection,
01 even mere nativity, is held to give a claim to citizenship,
there is an abandonment of the republican principle. This,

always reposing on a real or imaginary contract, distinguishes
the nation, the successors of the first community, from alien

settlers, and, above all, from those who are evidently of a differ-

ent race. Length of time must, of course, ingraft many of

foreign origin upon the native tree ; but to throw open civil

privileges at random to new-comers, is to convert a people
into a casual aggregation of men. In a monarchy, the here-

ditary principle maintains an unity of the commonwealth ;

which may better permit, though not entirely without dan-

ger, an equality of privileges among all its subjects. Thus
under Caracalla, but in a period in which we should not look

for good precedents, the great name, as once it had been, of

Roman citizen was extended, east and west, to all the pro-
vinces of the empire.

50. Bodin comes next to the relation between patron and

client, and to those alliances among states which bear Nature of

an analogy to it. But he is careful to distinguish sovereign

patronage or protection from vassalage. Even in
p

unequal alliances, the inferior is still sovereign ; and, if this

be not reserved, the alliance must become subjection.
1 Sove-

reignty, of which he treats in the following chapter, he defines

a supreme and perpetual power, absolute and subject to no
law.2 A limited prince, except so far as the limitation is

confined to the laws of nature, is not sovereign. A sovereign
cannot bind his successor, nor can he be bound by his own
laws, unless confirmed by oath

; for we must not confound the

laws and contracts of princes : the former depend upon his

will, but the latter oblige his conscience. It is convenient to

call parliaments or meetings of states-general for advice and
consent ; but the king is not bound by them : the contrary
notion has done much harm. Even in England, where laws

made in parliament cannot be repealed without its consent,
the king may reject any new one without regard to the desire

i c. 7.
1 "

Majestas est sununa in cives ac subditos legibusque soluta potestas."
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of the nation.1

And, though no taxes are imposed in Eng-
land without consent of parliament, this is the case also in

other countries, if necessity does not prevent the meeting of
the states. He concludes that the English parliament may
have a certain authority, but that the sovereignty and legisla-
tive power are solely in the king. Whoever legislates is

sovereign, for this power includes all other. Whether a vassal

or tributary prince is to be called sovereign, is a question that

leads Bodin into a great quantity of feudal law and history :

he determines it according to his own theory.
2

51. The second book of the Republic treats of the different

Forms of species of civil government. These, according to

goyern- Bodin, are but three ; no mixed form being possible,
uieut. . . ., ,

.
, .. ''..,.'

since sovereignty or the legislative power is indi-

visible. A democracy he defines to "be a government where
the majority of the citizens possess the sovereignty. Rome
he holds to have been a democratic republic, in which, how-

ever, he is not exactly right; and he is certainly mistaken in

his general theory, by arguing as if the separate definition of

each of the three forms must be applicable after their combi-

De tism
nation.3 In his chapter on despotic monarchy, he

and mo- again denies that governments were founded on

original contract. The power of one man. in the

origin of political society, was absolute ; and Aristotle was

wrong in supposing a fabulous golden age, in which kings
were chosen by suffrage.

4
Despotism is distinguished from

monarchy by the subjects being truly slaves, without a riirlit

over their properties ; but, as the despot may use them well,

even this is not necessarily a tyranny.
5

Monarchy, on the

other hand, is the rule of one man according to the law of

nature, who maintains the liberties and properties of others

as much as his own.6 As this definition does not imply any
other restraint than the will of the prince imposes on him-

1 " Hoc tamen singulare videri possit, cietas hominum coalescere coepit, ac rei-

luod, quee leges populi rogatione ac prin- public* forma qujedam eonstitui, unius

sipis jussu feruntur, non aliter quam uuperio ac domin.itu oinnia teuebantur.

populi comitiisabrogaripossunt. Idenim Fallit enim Aristoteles, qui auroum illuj

Delias Auglorum in Qallia legatus mihi genus hominum IHIuilis poeticis quam re-

tonfirmavit
;
idem tamen confitetur legem ipsa illustrius, regcs heroas suffragio cre-

probari aut respui consuevisse contra asse prodidit ;
cuin omnibus persuasum

populi voluntatem utcunque principi pla- sit ac perspicuum monarchiaiu omnium
cuerit." primam in Assyria fuisse constitutain

1 c. 9 an 1 10. Nimrodo principe." &o.
lib. ii. c. 1. * c. 2.

* In the beginning of states,
"
quo so- c. 3.
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self, Bodin labors under the same difficulty as Montesquieu.

Every English reader of the Esprit des Loix has been struck

by the want of a precise distinction between despotism and

monarchy. Tyranny differs, Bodin says, from despotism,

merely by the personal character of the prince ; but severity
towards a seditious populace is not tyranny: and here he
censures the lax government of Henry II. Tyrannicide he

justifies in respect of an usurper who has no title except force,

but not as to lawful princes, or such as have become so by
prescription.

1

52. An aristocracy he conceives always to exist where a
smaller body of the citizens governs the greater.

2
Ansto

This definition, which has been adopted by some late cracy>

writers, appears to lead to consequences hardly compatible
with the common use of language. The electors of the House
of Commons in England are not a majority of the people.
Are they, therefore, an aristocratical body ? The same is still

more strongly the case in France, and in most representative

governments of Europe. We might better say, that the dis-

tinguishing characteristic of an aristocracy is the enjoyment
of privileges which are not communicable to other citizens

simply by any thing they can themselves do to obtain them.

Thus no government would be properly aristocratical where

a pecuniary qualification is alone sufficient to confer political

power; nor did the ancients ever use the word in such a

sense.

53. Sovereignty resides in the supreme legislative autho-

rity ; but this requires the aid of other inferior and ^^^ and

delegated ministers, to the consideration of which councils of
stiito

the third book of Bodin is directed. A senate he

defines,
" a lawful assembly of counsellors of state, to give advice

to them who have the sovereignty in every commonwealth ;

we say, to give advice, that we may not ascribe any power of

command to such a senate." A council is necessary in a mon-

archy ; for much knowledge is generally mischievous in a

king. It is rarely united with a good disposition and with

a moral discipline of mind. None of the emperors were so

illiterate as Trajan, none more learned than Nero. The
counsellors should not be too numerous ; and he advises that

they should 1'etain their offices for life. It would be dan-

i c. 4. esse judico, si minor para civiuiu cseterii
"
Ego statum semper aristocraticum imperat." c. 1.
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gerous as well as ridiculous to choose young men for such a

post, even if they could have wisdom and experience ; since

neither older persons, nor those of their own age, would place
confidence in them. He then expatiates, in his usual manner,

upon all the councils that have existed in ancient or modern
states.1

54. A magistrate is an officer of the sovereign, possess-
Dutit-Bof ing public authority.

2 Bodin censures the usual
magistrates, definitions of magistracy, distinguishing from ma-

gistrates both those officers who possess no right of command,
and such commissioners as have only a temporary delegation.
In treating of the duty of magistrates towards the sovereign,
he praises the rule of the law of France, that the judge is

not to regard private letters of the king against the justice
of a civil suit.

3 But after stating the doubt, whether this

applies to matters affecting the public, he concludes that the

judge must obey any direction he receives, unless contrary
to the law of nature, in which case he is bound not to forfeit

his integrity. It is, however, better, as far as we can, to

obey all the commands of the sovereign than to set a bad

example of resistance to the people. This has probably a

regard to the frequent opposition of the parliament of Paris

to what it deemed the unjust or illegal ordinances of the

court. Several questions, discussed in these chapters on ma-

gistracy, are rather subtle and verbal; and, in general, the

argumentative part of Bodin is almost drowned in his eru-

dition.

55. A state cannot subsist without colleges and corpora-

Corpora- tions ; for mutual affection and friendship is the
ions.

necessary bond of human life. It is true that mis-

chiefs have sprung from these institutions, and they are to be

regulated by good laws ; but as a family is a community natu-

ral, so a college is a community civil, and a commonwealth is

but a community governed by a sovereign power ; and thus the

word "community" is common unto all three.4 In tlu's chapter,
we have a full discussion of the subject ; and, in adverting to

the Spanish Cortes and English House of Commons as a

sort of colleges in the state, he praises them as useful in-

stitutions, observing, with somewhat more boldness than is

ordinary to him, that, in several provinces in France, there

c. 1. * c. 8. e. 4. c. 7.
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had been assemblies of the states, which had been abolished

by thdse who feared to see their own crimes and peculations
brought to light.

5<j. In the last chapter of the third book, on the degrees
and orders of citizens, Bodin seems to think that slaves, part

slaves, being subjects, ought to be reckoned parts of of thestate -

the state.
1 This is, as has been intimated, in conformity with

his monarchical notions. He then enters upon the different

modes of acquiring nobility, and inveighs against making
wealth a passport to it ; discussing also the derogation to no-

bility by plebeian occupation. The division into three .orders

is useful in every form of government.
57. Perhaps the best chapter in the Republic of Bodin is

the first in the fourth book, on the rise, progress, and
Ri

,

stationary condition, revolutions, decline, and fall of tun of

states. A commonwealth is said to be changed when
8 lte8'

its form of polity is altered ; for its identity is not to be de-

termined by the long standing of the city walls ; but when

popular government becomes monarchy, or aristocracy is

turned to democracy, the commonwealth is at an end. He
thus uses the word respublica in the sense of polity or

constitution, which is not, perhaps, strictly correct, though
sanctioned by some degree of usage, and leaves his pro-

position a tautological truism. The extinction of states

may be natural or violent, but in one way or the other it must

happen ; since there is a determinate period to all things, and
a natural season in which it seems desirable that they should

come to an end. The best revolution is that which takes

place by a voluntary cession of power.
58. As the forms of government are three, it follows that

the possible revolutions from one to another are causes of

six. For anarchy is the extinction of a government,
revolutioiis-

not a revolution in it. He proceeds to develop the causes of

revolutions with great extent of historical learning and with

judgment, if not with so much acuteness or so much vigor of

style as Machiavel. Great misfortunes in war, he observe-,

have a tendency to change popular rule to aristocracy ; and
success has an opposite effect : the same seems applicable to

all public adversity and prosperity. Democracy, however,

1 " Si mihi tatwllas ac jura suffragiorum cupiam." By this he may only mean
in hac disputatione tribuantur, servos that he would desire to emancipate them.

feaue ae liberos homines civitate douari
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more commonly ends in monarchy, as monarchy does in demo-

cracy, especially when it has become tyrannical ; and such

changes are usually accompanied by civil war or tumult. Nor
can aristocracy, he thinks, be changed into democracy without

violence, though the converse revolution sometimes happens
quietly, as when the laboring classes and traders give up pub-
lic affairs to look after their own : in this manner, Venice,

Lucca, Ragusa, and other cities, have become aristocracies.

The great danger for an aristocracy is, that some ambitious

person, either of their own body or of the people, may arm the

latter against them : and this is most likely to occur when
honors and magistracy are conferred on unworthy men, which
affords the best topic to demagogues, especially where the ple-
beians are wholly excluded ; which, though always grievous to

them, is yet tolerable so long as power is intrusted to deserv-

ing persons ; but, when bad men are promoted, it becomes easy
to excite the minds of the people against the nobility, above

all, if there are already factions among the latter, a condition

dangerous to all states, but mostly to an aristocracy. Revolu-
tions are more frequent in small states, because a small num-
ber of citizens is easily split into parties : hence we shall find

in one age more revolutions among the cities of Greece or

Italy than have taken place during many in the kingdoms of

France or Spain. He thinks the ostracism of dangerous citi-

zens itself dangerous, and recommends rather to put them to

death, or to render them friends. Monarchy, he observes,
has this peculiar to it, that, if the king be a prisoner, the con-

stitution is not lost ; whereas, if the seat of government in a

republic be taken, it is at an end, the subordinate cities never

making resistance. It is evident that this can only be appli-
cable to the case, hitherto the more common one, of a repub-
lic, in which the capital city entirely predominates.

" There
is no kingdom wliich shall not, in continuance of time, be

changed, and at length also be overthrown. But it is best for

them who least feel their changes by little and little made,
whether from evil to good, or from good to evil."

59. If this is the best, the next is the worst chapter in

Astroiogi-
Bodin. It professes to inquire, whether the revo-

cai fancies lutions of states can be foreseen. Here he considers

whether the stars have such an influence on human
affairs that political changes can be foretold by their means,
and declares entirely against it, with such expressions as would
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seem to indicate his disbelief in astrology. If it were true,
he says, that the conditions of commonwealths depended on
the heavenly bodies, there could be yet no certain prediction
of them ; since the astrologers lay down their observations

with such inconsistency, that one will place the same star in

direct course at the moment that another makes it retrograde.
It is obvious that any one who could employ this argument
must have perceived, that it destroys the whole science of

astrology. But, after giving instances of the blunders and
contradictions of these pretended philosophers, he so far gives

way as to admit, that, if all the events from the beginning of

the world could be duly compared with the planetary motions,
some inferences might be deduced from them ; and thus, giv-

ing up his better reason to the prejudices of his age, he

acknowledges astrology as a theoretical truth. The hypothe-
sis of Copernicus he mentions as too absurd to deserve refuta-

tion ; since, being contrary to the tenets of all theologians and

philosophers and to common sense, it subverts the foundations

of every science. We now plunge deeper into nonsense ;

Bodin proceeding to a long arithmetical disquisition founded

on a passage in Plato, ascribing the fall of states to want of

proportion.
1

60. The next chapter, on the danger of sudden revolutions

in the entire government, asserts that even the most
j^,,^ of

determined astrologers agree in denying that a wise sudden

man is subjugated by the starry influences, though

they may govern those who are led by passion like wild

beasts. Therefore a wise ruler may foresee revolutions and

provide remedies. It is doubtful whether an established law

ought to be changed, though not good in itself, lest it should

bring others into contempt, especially such as affect the form

of polity. These, if possible, should be held immutable ; yet
it is to be remembered that laws are only made for the sake

of the community, and public safety is the supreme law of

laws. There is, therefore, no law so sacred that it may not

be changed through necessity. But, as a general rule, what-

ever change is to be made should be effected gradually.
2

61. It is a disputed question whether magistrates should be

temporary or perpetual. Bodin thinks it essential judicial

that the council of state should be permanent, but P
V

high civil commands ought to be temporary.
3 It reign.

i c. 2. * c. 3.
* c. 4.
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is in general important that magistrates shall accord in

their opinions ; yet there are circumstances in which their

emulation or jealousy may be beneficial to a state.
1 Whether

the sovereign ought to exercise judicial functions may seem,
he says, no difficult question to those who are agreed that

kings were established for the sake of doing justice. This,

however, is not his theory of the origin of government ; nnd
after giving all the reasons that can be urged in favor of a

monarch-judge, including as usual all historical precedents, he
decides that it is inexpedient for the ruler to pronounce the

law himself. His reasons are sufficiently bold, and grounded
on an intimate knowledge of the vices of courts, which he does
not hesitate to pour out.

2

62. In treating of the part to be taken by the prince, or by
Toiera-

a g O(l citizen^ in civil factions, after a long detail

tionof from history of conspiracies and seditions, he comes
to disputes about religion, and contends against the

permission of reasoning* on matters of faith. What can be
more impious, he says, than to suffer the eternal laws of God,
which ought to be implanted in men's minds with the utmost

certainty, to be called in question by probable reasonings ?

For there is nothing so demonstrable which men will not

undermine by argument. But the principles of religion do
not depend on demonstrations and arguments, but on faith

alone ; and whoever attempts to prove them by a train of

reasoning, tends to subvert the foundations of the whole
fabric. Bodin in this sophistry was undoubtedly insincere.

He goes on, however, having purposely sacrificed this cock to

JEsculapius, to contend, that, if several religions exist in a

state, the prince should avoid violence and persecution ; the

natural tendency of man being to give his assent voluntarily,
but never by force.

3

63. The first chapter of the fifth book, on the adaptation
of government to the varieties of race and climate.

InMuence .

of ciim ite has excited more attention than most others, from its
"

being supposed to have given rise to a theory of

Montesquieu. In fact, however, the general principle
is more ancient ; but no one had developed it so fully as Bodin.

Of this he seems to be aware. No one, he 'says, has hitherto

treated on this important subject, which should always be

kept in mind, lest we establish institutions not suitable to the

1 c. 5. e. 6 c. 7.
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people, forgetting that the laws of nature will not bend to the

fancy of man. He then investigates the peculiar characteris-

tics of the northern, middle, and southern nations, as to physi-
cal and moral qualities. Some positions he has laid down

erroneously; but, on the whole, he shows a penetrating

judgment and comprehensive generalization of views. He
concludes that bodily strength prevails towards the poles,
mental power towards the tropics ; and that the nations lying
between partake in a mixed ratio of both. This is not very
just; but he argues from the great armies that have come
from the north, while arts and sciences have been derived

from the south. There is cei'tainly a considerable resemblance
to Montesquieu in this chapter; and like him, with better

excuse, Bodin accumulates inaccurate stories. Force prevails
most with northern nations, reason with the inhabitants of a

temperate or middle climate, superstition with those of the

south : thus astrology, magic, and all mysterious sciences, have
come from the Chaldeans and Egyptians. Mechanical arts

and inventions, on the other hand, flourish best in northern

countries ; and the natives of the south hardly know how to

imitate them, their genius being wholly speculative, nor have

they so much industry, quickness in perceiving what is to be

done, or worldly prudence. The stars appear to exert some
/nfluence over national peculiarities ; but, even in the same

latitudes, great variety of character is found, which arises

from a mountainous or level soil, and from other physical cir-

cumstances. We learn by experience that the inhabitants of

hilly countries and the northern nations generally love free-

dom, but, having less intellect than strength, submit readily
to the wisest among them. Even winds are not without some
effect on national character. But the barrenness or fertility

of the soil is more important ; the latter producing indolence

and effeminacy, while one effect of a barren soil is to drive

the people into cities, and to the exercise of handicrafts for the

sake of commerce, as we see at Athens and Nuremberg,
the former of which may be contrasted with Boeotia.

64. Bodin concludes, after a profusion of evidence drawn

from the whole world, that it is necessary not only to consider

the general character of the climate as affecting an entire

region, but even the peculiarities of single districts, and to

inquire what effects may be wrought on the dispositions of the

inhabitants by the air, the water, the mountains and valleys,

VOL. II. 11 -
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or prevalent winds, as well as those which depend on their

religion, their customs, their education, their form of govern-
ment: for whoever should conclude alike as to all who live-

in the same climate would be frequently deceived ; since, in

the same parallel of latitude, we may find remarkable dif-

ferences even of countenance and complexion. This chap-
ter abounds with proofs of the comprehension as well as

patient research which distinguishes Bodin from every politi-
cal writer who had preceded him.

65. In the second chapter, which inquires how we may
Means of avoid the revolutions which an excessive inequality
obviating of possessions tends to produce, he inveighs again.- 1

inequality. .... ,. ._7 -ia partition ot property, as inconsistent with civil

society, and against an abolition of debts, because there can

be no justice where, contracts are not held inviolable ; and
observes that it is absurd to expect a division of all pos-
sessions to bring about tranquillity. He objects also to any
endeavor to limit the number of the citizens, except by
colonization. In deference to the authority of the Mosaic

law, he is friendly to a limited right of primogeniture, but

disapproves the power of testamentary dispositions, as tending
to inequality, and the admission of women to equal shares

in the inheritance, lest the same consequence should come

through marriage. Usury he would absolutely abolish, to

save the poorer classes from ruin.

66. Whether the property of condemned persons shall be

Confisca- confiscated is a problem, as to which, having given
ons: the arguments on both sides, he inclines to a middle

course, that the criminal's own acquisitions should

be forfeited, but what has descended from his ancestors should

pass to his posterity. He speaks with great freedom against

unjust prosecutions, and points out the dangers of the law
of forfeiture.1 In the next, being the fourth chapter of this

book, he treats of rewards and punishments. All states

depend on the due distribution of these ; but, while many
books are full of the latter, few have discussed the former,
to which he here confines himself. Triumphs, statues, public

thanks, offices of trust and command, are the most honora-

ble ; exemptions from service or tribute, privileges, and the

like, the most beneficial. In a popular government, the for-

mer are more readily conceded than the latter; in a mo-

1 c. .
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narchy, the reverse. The Roman triumph gave a splendor
to the republic itself. In modern times, the sale of nobility
and of public offices renders them no longer so honorable as

they should be. He is here again very free-spoken as to

the conduct of the French, and of other governments.
1

67. The advantage of warlike habits to a nation, and the

utility of fortresses, are then investigated. Some
L i_'.j, Ii_ i. . . . Fortresses.
have objected to the latter as injurious to the

courage of the people, and of little service against an invader;
and also as furnishing opportunities to tyrants and usurpers,
or occasionally to rebels. Bodin, however, inclines in their

favor, especially as to those on the frontier, which may be

granted as feudal benefices, but not in inheritance. The
question of cultivating a military spirit in the people depends
on the form of polity : in popular states it is necessary ; in

an aristocracy, unsafe. In monarchies, the position of the

state with respect to its neighbors is to be considered. The

capital city ought to be strong in a republic, because its

occupation is apt to carry with it an entire change in the

commonwealth. But a citadel is dangerous in such a state.

It is better not to suffer castles, or strongholds of private

men, as is the policy of England ; unless when the custom is

so established, that they cannot be dismantled without dan-

ger to the state.
2

68. Treaties of peace and alliance come next under review.

He points out with his usual prolixity the difference Necessity of

between equal and unequal compacts of this kind, g00*16"*11 -

Bodin contends strongly for the rigorous maintenance of

good faith, and reprobates the civilians and canonists who
induced the Council of Constance to break their promise
towards John Huss. No one yet, he exclaims, has been so

consummately impudent as to assert the right of violating
a fair promise : but one alleges the deceit of the enemy ;

another, his own mistake ; a third, the change of circumstan-

ces, which has rendered it impossible to keep his word; a

fourth, the ruin of the state which it would entail. But no

excuse, according to Bodin, can be sufficient, save the unlaw-

fulness of the promise, or the impossibility of fulfilling it.

The most difficult terms to keep are between princes and

their subjects, whi ^h generally require the guarantee of other

states. Faith, however, ought to be kept in such cases ; and

i c 4 o. 6.
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he censures, though under an erroneous impression of the fact,

as a breach of engagement, the execution of the Duke of York
in the reign of Henry VI. ; adding, that he prefers to select

ibreign instances rather than those at home, which he would
wish to be buried in everlasting oblivion. In this he probably
alludes to the day of St. Bartholomew. 1

69. The first chapter of the sixth book relates to a periodi-

Census of cal census of property, which he recommends as loo

property. mucn neglected. The Roman censorship of manners
he extols, and thinks it peculiarly required, when all domestic

coercion is come to an end. But he would give no coercive

jurisdiction to his censors, and plainly intimates his dislike to

a similar authority in the church.2 A more important disqui-

Pubiic re- sition follows on public revenues. These may be
venues. derived from seven sources : namely, national do-

mains; confiscation of enemy's property; gifts of friendly

powers ; tributes from dependent allies ; foreign trade car-

ried on by the state ;
tolls and customs on exports and im-

ports ; or, lastly, taxes directly levied on the people. The
first of these is the most secure and honorable ; and here we
have abundance of ancient and modem learning, while of

course the French principle of inalienability is brought for-

ward. The second source of revenue is justified by the rights
of war, and practice of nations ; the third has sometimes

occurred
;
and the fourth is very frequent. It is dishonorable

for a prince to be a merchant, and thus gain a revenue in the

fifth mode, yet the kings of Portugal do not disdain this; and

the mischievous usage of selling offices in some other countries

seems to fall under this head. The different taxes on mer-

chandise, or, in our language, of customs and excise, come in

the sixth place. Here Bodin .advises to lower the import
duties on articles with which the people cannot well dispense,
but to lay them heavily on manufactured goods, that they

may learn to practise these arts themselves.

70. The last species of revenue, obtained from direct taxa-

tion, is never to be chosen but from necessity ; and,Taxation. J '
. .'

as taxes are apt to be kept up when the necessity is

passed, it is better that the king should borrow money of

subjects than impose taxes upon them. He then enters on

1 e. 6.
" Extern* libentiua quam do-

mestic* recorder, qure utinam sempiterna * Lib. ri. c. 1.

eblirionfi sepulta jacereiit."
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the history of taxation in different countries, remarking it

as peculiar to France, that the burthen is thrown on the peo-

ple to the ease of the nobles and clergy, which is the case

nowhere except with the French, among whom, as Caesar

truly wrote, nothing is more despised than the common people.
Taxes on luxuries, which serve only to corrupt men, are the

best of all ; those also are good which are imposed on proceed-

ings at law, so as to restrain unnecessary litigation. Bor-

rowing at interest, or by way of annuity, as they do at

Venice, is ruinous. It seems, therefore, that Bodin recom-

mends loans without interest, which must be compulsory. In

the remainder of this chapter, he treats of the best mode of

expending the public revenue, and advises that royal grants
should be closely examined, and, if excessive, be rescinded, at

least after the death of the reigning king.
1

71. Every adulteration of coin, to which Bodin proceeds,
and every change in its value, is dangerous, as it Adulteration

affects the certainty of contracts, and renders every
rfeom-

man's property insecure. The different modes of alloying
coin are then explained according to practical metallurgy ; and,

assuming the constant ratio of gold to silver as twelve to one,

he advises that coins of both metals should be of the same

weight. The alloy should not be above one in twenty-four ;

and the same standard should be used for plate. Many curi-

ous facts in monetaiy history will be found collected in

this chapter.
2

72. Bodin next states fully, and with apparent fairness, the

advantages and disadvantages both of democracy superiority

and aristocracy, and, admitting that some evils
<****>****'

belong to monarchy, contends that they are all much less than

in the two other forms. It must be remembered, that he does

not acknowledge the possibility of a mixed government ; a

singular error, which, of course, vitiates his reasonings in this

chapter. But it contains many excellent observations on

democratical violence and ignorance, which history had led

him duly to appreciate.
3 The best form of polity he holds to

be a monarchy by agnatic succession, such as, in contradiction

to Hottoman," he maintains to have been always established

in France, pointing out also the mischiefs that have ensued in

other countries for want of a Salic law.
4

e. 2. e. 3. e. 4. *
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73. In the concluding chapter of the work, Bodm, with

Conclusion too much parade of mathematical language, descants
of the work. on w]iat ue caUs arithmetical, geometrical, and har-

monic proportions as applied to political regimen. As the

substance of all this appears only to be, that laws ought some-
times to be made according to the circumstances and condi-

tions of diiferent ranks in society, sometimes to be absolutely

equal, it will probably be thought by most rather incumbered

by this philosophy, which, however, he borrowed from the

ancients, and found conformable to the spirit of learned men
in his own time. Several interesting questions in the theory
of jurisprudence are incidentally discussed in this chapter,
such as that of the due limits of judicial discretion.

74. It must appear, even from this imperfect analysis, in

Bodin com- which much has been curtailed of its fair propor-

5jTto
ith **on

'
anc^ manv both curious and judicious obser-

andMachia- vations omitted, that Bodin possessed a highly
vel)

philosophical mind, united with the most ample
stores of history and jurisprudence. No former writer on

political philosophy had been either so comprehensive in his

scheme or so copious in his knowledge ; none, perhaps, more

original, more independent and fearless in his inquiries. Two
names alone, indeed, could be compared with his, Aristotle

and Machiavel. Without, however, pretending that Bodin

was equal to the former in acuteness and sagacity, we may
say, that the experience of two thousand years, and the

maxims of reason and justice, suggested or corrected by the

gospel and its ministers, by the philosophers of Greece and

Rome, and by the civil law, gave him advantages, of which

his judgment and industry fully enabled him to avail himself.

Machiavel, again, has discussed so few, comparatively, of the

important questions in political theory, and has seen many
things so partially, according to the narrow experience of

Italian republics, that, with all his superiority in genius, and
still more in effective eloquence, we can hardly say that his

Discourses on Livy are a more useful study than the Republic
of Bodin.

75. It has been often alleged, as we have mentioned above,

And with *aa*/ Montesquieu owed something, and especially
Montos- his theory of the influence of climate, to Bodin.

But, though he had unquestionably read the Republic
with that advantage which the most fertile minds derive from
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others, this ought not to detract in our eyes from his real

originality. The Republic and the Spirit of Laws bear,

however, a more close comparison than any other political

system* of celebrity. Bodin and Montesquieu are, in this

province of political theory, the most philosophical of those
who have i-ead so deeply, the most learned of those who have

thought so much. Both acute, ingenious, little respecting

authority in matters of opinion, but deferring to it in estab-

lished power, and hence apt to praise the fountain of waters
whose bitterness they exposed : both in advance of their age ;

but one so much that his genius neither kindled a fire in the

public mind, nor gained its own due praise ; the other more
fortunate in being the immediate herald of a generation which
he stimulated, and which repaid him by its admiration: both
conversant with ancient and mediaeval history, and with the

Roman as well as national law: both just, benevolent, and
sensible of the great object of civil society, but displaying
this with some variation according to their times: both some-
times seduced by false analogies, but the one rather through

respect to an erroneous philosophy, the other through per-
sonal thirst of praise and atfectation of originality: both

aware that the basis of the philosophy of man is to be laid in

the records of his past existence; but the one prone to ac-

cumulate historical examples without sufficient discrimination,

and to overwhelm, instead of convincing, the reader by their

redundancy ; the other aiming at an induction from select

experience, but hence appearing sometimes to reason generally
from particular premises, or dazzling the student by a proof
that does not satisfy his reason.1

1 This account of Bodin's Republic will it unnecessary to do justice to a great
be found too long by many readers: an I I French writer of the sixteenth century,

ought, perhaps, to apologize for it on the As I hare mentioned M. Lermiuier. I

core that M. Lenuinier. in his brilliant would ask whether the following to a fur

and agreeable Introduction * 1' Historic translation of the Latin of Bodin :

ti -ii-r'ile du Droit (Paris, 1320), has pre- nos ip*a ratio dedurit. imperil srjlieet ae

occupied the same ground. This, however, respubltcas TI primurn eoaluisae, etiajn ti

li.-uJ escaped uiy recollection (t lough I wag ah hutoria. daeraautr; quamquam pleni

acquainted with the work of M. L.) when sunt libri. plena; leges, plena antiquita*.
. mv own .IDA) . sis. whicn has not En etabliaaant la theorie de 1'origine de

been borrowed in a single line from his. societes. il declare qu^il y persist*. quan>i
Th- labors of M. Lenninier are not so mt-me lr*fails huieM a retuontrt.'" Hist

commonly known in England as to render da Droit. pp. 62 and 67.
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SECT. III. ON JURISPRUDENCE.

Golden Age of Jurisprudence Cujacius Other Civilians Anti-Triboiiiar-is of

Hottoman Law of Nations FraucLscus a Vic toria Balthazar Ayala Alberic us

Gentilis.

76. THE latter part of the sixteenth century, denominated

by Andres the golden age of jurisprudence, pro-
of juris- duced the men who completed what Alciat and
prudence.

Augustinus had begun in the preceding generation,

by elucidating, and reducing to order, the dark chaos which
the Roman law, enveloped in its own obscurities and those of

Cujacius
^ earlier commentators, had presented to the stu-

dent. The most distinguished of these, Cujacius,
became professor at Bourges, the chief scene of his renown,
and the principal seminary of the Roman law in France,
about the year 1555. His works, of which many had been

separately published, were collected in 1577 ; and they make
an epoch in the annals of jurisprudence. This greatest of

all civil lawyers pursued the track that Alciat had so success-

fully opened, avoiding all scholastic subtleties of interpreta-

tion, for which he substituted a general erudition, that

rendered the science at once more intelligible and more attrac-

tive. Though his works are voluminous, Cujacius has not the

reputation of diffuseness : on the contrary, the art of lucid

explanation with brevity is said to have been one of his

great characteristics. Thus, in the Paratitlaon the Digest, a

little book which Hottoman, his rival and enemy, advised his

own son to carry constantly about with him, we find a brief

exposition, in very good Latin, of every title in order, but

with little additional matter. And it is said, that he thought

nothing requisite for the Institutes but short, clear notes,
which his thorough admirers afterwards contrasted with the

celebrated but rather verbose commentaries of Vinnius.

77. Notwithstanding this conciseness, his works extend to

Eulogies
a formidable length. For the civil law itself is, for

bestowed the most part, very concisely written, and stretches

to such an extent, that his indefatigable diligence in

illustrating every portion of it could not be satisfied within

narrow bounds. " Had Cujacius been born sooner," in 'he
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words of the most elegant of his successors,
" he would have

sufficed instead of every other interpreter. For neither does

he permit us to remain ignorant of any thing, nor to know

any thing which he has not taught. He alone instructs us on

every subject, and what he teaches is always his own.

Hence, though the learned style of jurisprudence began with

Ak-iat. we shall call it Cujacian."
* "

Though the writings of

Cujacius are so voluminous," says Heineccius,
" that scarce

any one seems likely to read them all, it is almost peculiar to

him, that, the longer any of his books is, the more it is

esteemed. Nothing in them is trivial, nothing such as might
be found in any other ; every thing so well chosen that the

reader can feel no satiety ; and the truth is seen of what he

answered to his disciples, when they asked for more diffuse

commentaries, that his lectures were for the ignorant, his

writings for the learned." 2 A later writer, Gennari, has

given a more fully elaborate character of this illustrious law-

yer, who might seem to have united every excellence without

a failing.
3 But without listening to the enemies whom his

own eminence, or the polemical fierceness of some disputes in

which he was engaged, created among the jurists of that age,
it has since been observed, that in his writings may be detect-

ed certain inconsistencies, of which whole books have been

invidiously compiled, and that he was too prone to abuse his

acuteness by conjectural ennendntSmia of the text; a danger-
ous practice, as Bynkershoek truly remarks, when it may
depend upon a single particle whether the claim of Titius or

of Marius shall prevail.
4

7*. Such was the renown of Cujacius, that,, in the public
schools of Germanv, when his name was mentioned, every one

took off his hat.5 The continual bickerings of his contempo-

J Gravina. Origines Juris Cmlis, p. 219. perspicuitate breris, eiejnns nub araabili

1 Heineccii Opera. xr. 203. He prefers simplicitate, caute eruditus, quantum
the Obserrationes atque Emendationes of patitur occasio. ubique docens, ne aliqua

Cujacius to all his other works. These parte arguatur otwus, tarn nihil habet

contain twenty-eight books, published, at inane, nihil inconditum, nihil curtum,
interv*b. froin the year 155*5. They were nihil claudkans, nihil redundans, amoe-

: to extend to fortv books. nus in Observationibu*. subtilis in Trac-
3 Respublioa Jurtvon.ultorum. p. 237. tatibus, uber ac plinus in Commentariis,

' Intactum in jurispru.leuth reii'juit nihil, genenwus in refellenOi* objectw. accuratiu

et qua seribit, non tarn ex aliis excerpta, in oonfingenJb notis. in ParatitUs brerij

quam a se inventa. sane fiteutur omnes : ae succi plenus, rectus pruiieiisque in

ita omnia 8uo kxx> posita. non nimis pro- Con*ultationibu."
trarta. quae nauseam creant. non arete * Heinecc., sir. 209: Gennari. p. 199.

he jejune tractata, quae explicationis paullo
* Gennari, p. 246 ; Biogr. Unir.

diffusioris pariunt desiJerium. Caudida
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raries, not only of the old Accursian school, among whom Al-

bericus Gentilis was prominent in disparaging him,

an'inter- but of those who had been trained in the steps of
preterof Alciat like himself, did not affect this honest adinira-
law rather
than a tion of the general student. But we must not consi-
lawyer. ^CJ, cujacius exactly in the light of what we now call

a great lawyer. He rejected all modern forensic experience
with scorn, declaring that he had misspent his youth in such

studies. We have, indeed, fifty of his consultations which

appear to be actual cases. But, in general, it is observed by
Gravina, that both he and the greatest of his disciples

" are

but ministers of ancient jurisprudence, hardly deigning to

notice the emergent questions of modern practice. Hence,
while the elder jurists of the school of Bartolus, deficient as

they are in expounding the Roman laws, yet apply them

judiciously to new cases, these excellent interpreters hardly

regard any thing modern, and leave to the others the whole

honor of advising and deciding rightly." Therefore he

recommends that the student who has imbibed the elements

of Roman jurisprudence in all their purity from the school of

Cuja'cius, should not neglect the interpretations of Accursius

in obscure passages ; and, above all, should have recourse to

Bartolus and his disciples for the arguments, authorities, and
illustrations which ordinary forensic questions will require.

2

79. At some distance below Cujacius, but in places of

honor, we find, among the great French interpreters

yer^teioir
^ t^ie c*v^ ^aw *n tn^ aSe > Duaren, as devoted to

cujadus: ancient learning as Cujacius, but differing from him

<rthew.
and

by inculcating the necessity of forensic practice to

form a perfect lawyer;
3

Govea, who, though a

Portuguese, was always resident in France, whom some have
set even above Gujacius for ability, and of whom it has been
said that he is the only jurist who ought to have written

more ;

4
Brisson, a man of various learning, who became in

the seditions of Paris an unfortunate victim of his own weak
ambition ; Balduin, a strenuous advocate for uniting the study

1 Heineecius, ibid. ; Gennari, p. 242. sideretur, plura scripsisse, de cseteris vero,
1 Gravina, pp. 222, 230. pauciora . . . quia felix in^enio. natural
3 Duarenug . . . sine forensis exercl- viribus tuntum confideret, ut diligent!*

tationis praesidio nee satis percipi, nee recto laudeui sibi mm necessariaui, minus etiam

coimundeque doceri jus civile exUtimat." houorificam putare videatur." Qeuiiari,

Gun;iri, p. 179. p. 281.
4 Goreauui . . . vir, de quo uiio de-
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of ancient history with that of law ; Godefroi, whose Corpus
Juris Civilis makes an epoch in jurisprudence, being the

text-book universally received ; and Connan, who is at least

much quoted by the principal writers on the law of nature
and nations. The boast of Germany was Gifanius.

80. These " ministers of ancient jurisprudence
" seemed

to have no other office than to display the excel-
opponents

lences of the old masters in their original purity.
oftneRo-

Ulpian and Papinian were to them what Aristotle
n

and Aquinas were to another class of worshippers. But the

jurists of the age of Severus have come down to us through
a compilation in that of Justinian ; and Alciat himself had

begun to discover the interpolations of Tribonian, and the

corruption which, through ignorance or design, had penetrated
the vast reservoir of the Pandects. Augustinus, Cujacius,
and other French lawyers of the school of Bourges, followed

in this track, and endeavored not only to restore the text from

errors introduced by the carelessness of transcribers, a neces-

sary and arduous labor, but from such as had sprung out of

the presumptuousness of the lawgiver himself, or of those

whom he had employed. This excited a vehement opposition,
led by some of the chief lawyers of France, jealous of the

fame of Cujacius. But, while they pretended to rescue the

orthodox vulgate from the innovations of its great interpreter,

another sect rose up, far bolder than either, which assailed

the law itself Of these, the most determined were Faber

and Hottoman.
81. Antony Faber, or Fabre, a lawyer of Savoy, who

became president of the court of Chamberi in 1610, Faber of

acquired his reputation in the sixteenth century. Say-

He waged war against the whole body of commentators, and

even treated the civil law itself as so mutilated and corrupt,

so inapplicable to modern times, that it would be bet-

ter to lay it altogether aside. Gennari says, that he would

have been the greatest of lawyers, if he had not been too

desirous to appear such: 1 his temerity and self-confidence

diminished the effect of his ability. His mind was ardent, and

unappalled by difficulties ;
no one had more enlarged views

of jurisprudence, but in his interpretations he was prone to

make the laws rather what they ought to have been than

what they were. His love of paradox is hardly a greater
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fault than the perpetual carping at his own master Cujacius,
as if he thought the reform of jurisprudence should have
been reserved for himself. 1

82. But the most celebrated production of this party is the

Anti-Tri- Anti-Tribonianus of Hottoman. This was written
honianusof in 1567, and though not published in French till
Hottoman. , />/-*<- ,-. . . , .,, - ,, ._

1609, nor in the original till 1647, seems properly to

belong to the sixteenth century. He begins by acknowledg-

ing the merit of the Romans in jurisprudence, but denies that

the compilation of Justinian is to be confounded with the Ro-
man law. He divides his inquiry into two questions : first,

whether the study of these laws is useful in France; and

secondly, what are their deficiencies. These laws, he observes

by the way, contain very little instruction about Roman his-

tory or antiquities, so that in books on those subjects we

rarely find them cited. He then adverts to particular branch-

es of the civil law, and shows that numberless doctrines are

now obsolete, such as the state of servitude, the right of ar-

rogation, the ceremonies of marriage, the peculiar law of

guardianship, while for matters of daily occurrence they give
us no assistance. He points out the useless distinctions

between things mancipi and non mancipi, between the dotni-

nium quiritarium and bonitarium ; the modes of acquiring

property by mancipation, cessio in jure, usucapio, and the like,

the unprofitable doctrines about fidei commissa and the jus
accrescendi. He dwells on the folly of keeping up the old

forms of stipulation in contracts, and those of legal process,
from which no one can depart a syllable without losing
his suit. And on the whole he concludes that not a twentieth

part of the Roman law survives, and of that not one-tenth can

be of any utility. In the second part, Hottomau attacks Tri-

bonian himself for suppressing the genuine works of great

lawyers, for barbarous language, for perpetually mutilating,

transposing, and interpolating the passages which he inserts,

so that no cohesion or consistency is to be found in these frag-

ments of materials, nor is it possible to restore them. The
uvil has been increased by the herd of commentators and

1
Ileineccius, p. 235. "

Fabre," says avec raison d'avoir decide un peu trop
Furrirjre, aa quoted by Terrasson, Hist, hurdiincnt contre les opinions communes,
ilv lu J urisprudcnce,

" est celui des juris- et de s'etre donne souvent trop de liberte

corisultes moderaes qui a porte le plus de retraneher ou d'ajouter dans les lois."

loin les idees sur le droit. C'etoit un See, too, the article
"

FaYre," in Biogra>

esprit vaste qui ne se rebutoit par de plus phie Universelle.

, i ,T\*'< difficult/eg. Mais on 1 'ace us*
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interpreters since the twelfth century; those who have lately

appeared and applied more erudition rarely agreeing in their

conjectural emendations of the text, which yet frequently
varies in different manuscripts so as to give rise to endless

disputes. He ends by recommending that some jurisconsults
and advocates should be called together, in order to compile a

good code of laws ; taking whatever is valuable in the Roman
system, and adding whatever from other sources may seem

worthy of reception, drawing them up in plain language, with-

out too much subtilty, and attending chiefly to the principles
of equity. He thinks that a year or two would suffice for the

instruction of students in such a code of laws, which would be

completed afterwards, as was the case at Rome, by forensic

practice.

83. These opinions of Hottoman, so reasonable in them

selves, as to the inapplicability of much of the

Roman law to the actual state of society, were con- no

genial to the prejudices of many lawyers in France.
p*

i:t!d in

That law had in fact to struggle against a system

already received, the feudal customs which had governed the

greater part of the kingdom. And this party so much pre-

vailed, that by the ordinance of Blois, in 1579, the University
of Paris was forbidden to give lectures or degrees in civil law.

This was not wholly regarded ; but it was not till a century
afterwards" that public lectures in that science were re-estab-

lished in the university, on account of the uncertainty which

the neglect of the civil law was alleged to have produced.
84. France now stood far pre-eminent in her lawyers.

But Italy was not wanting in men once ^conspicuous, Turamini
whom we cannot afford time to mention. One of

them, Turamini, professor at Ferrara, though his name is not

found in Tiraboschi, or even in Gravina, seems to have had a

more luminous conception of the relation which should subsist

between positive laws and those of nature, as well as of their

distinctive provinces, than was common in the great jurists of

that generation. His commentary on the title De Legibus,
in the first book of the Pandects, gave him an opportunity for

philosophical illustration. An account of his writings will be

found in Corniani.1

85. The canon law, though by no means a province sterile

Vol. yi. p. 19T
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in the quantity of its produce, has not deserved to arrest

Canon law
OUI% attenti n- I* was studied conjointly with tlmt of

Rome, from which it borrows many of its principles
and rules of proceeding, though not servilely, nor wit!; :

such variations as the independence of its tribunals, and the

different nature of its authorities might be expected to pro-
duce. CovaiTuvias and other Spaniards were the most emi-

nent canonists ; Spain was distinguished in this Line of

jurisprudence.
86. But it is of more importance to observe, that in this

period we find a foundation laid for the great science

nations. of international law, the determining authority in

state
1117 questions of right between independent states.

Whatever had been delivered in books on this sub-

ject, had rested too much on theological casuistry, or on the

analogies of positive and local law, or on the loose practice of

nations, and precedents rather of arms than of reason. The
fecial law, or rights of ambassadors, was that which had been
most respected. The customary code of Europe, in military
and maritime questions, as well as in some others, to which no
state could apply its particular jurisprudence with any hope
of reciprocity, grew up by degrees to be administered, if not

upon solid principles, yet with some uniformity. The civil

jurists, as being conversant with a system more widely dif-

fused, and of which the equity was more generally recog-
nized than any other, took into their hands the adjudication of

all these cases. In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, the

progress of international relations, and, we may add, the fre-

quency of wars, though it did not at once create a common
standard, showed how much it was required. War itself, it

was perceived, even for the advantage of the belligerents, had
its rules; an enemy had his rights: the study of ancient his-

tory furnished precedents of magnanimity and justice, which

put the more recent examples of Christendom to shame ; the

spirit of the gospel could not be wholly suppressed, at least

in theory; the strictness of casuistry was applied to the duties

of sovereigns ; and perhaps the scandal given by the writ-

ings of Machiavel was not without its influence in dictating a
nobler tone to the morality of international law.

87. Before we come to works strictly belonging to this

Francis ,-i
kind of jurisprudence, one may be mentioned which

victoria. connects it with theological casuistry. The Relec-
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tiones Theologicae of Francis a Victoria, a professor in Sala-

manca, and one on whom Nicolas Antonio and many other

Spanish writers bestow the highest eulogy, as the restorer of

theological studies in their country, is a book of remarkable

s-arcity, though it has been published at least in four editions.

Grotioa has been supposed to have made use of it in his own
great work ; but some of those who since his time have men-
tioned Victoria's writings on this subject lament that they
are not to be met with. Dupin, however, has given a short

account of the Itelectiones ; and there are at least two copies
in England, one in the Bodleian Library, and another in

that of Dr. Williams in Redcross Street. The edition I have
used is of Venice, 1626, being probably the latest: it- was

published first at Lyons in 1557, at Salamanca in 1565, and

again at Lyons in 1587, but had become scarce before its

republication at Venice.1
It consists of thirteen relections,

as Victoria calls them, or dissertations on different subjects,
related in some measure to theology, at least by the mode in

which he treats them. The fifth, entitled De Indis, and the

sixth, De Jure Belli, are the most important.
88. The third is entitled, De Potestate Civili. la this he

derives government and monarchy from divine insti- HU opj.

tution, and holds that, as the majority of a state may nio"? n...'' J
public law.

choose a king whom the minority are bound to obey,
so the majority of Christians may bind the minority by the

choice of an universal monarch. In the chapter concerning
the Indians, he strongly asserts the natural right of those

nations to dominion over their own property and to sovereign-

ty, denying the argument to the contrary founded on their

infidelity or vices. He treats tliis question methodically, in a

scholastic manner, giving the reasonings on both sides. He
denies that the emperor or the pope is lord of the whole

world, or that the pope has any power over the barbarian In-

dians or other infidels. The right of sovereignty in the King
of Spain over these people he rests on such grounds as he can

find ; namely, the refusal of permission to trade, which he

holds to be a just cause of war, and the cessions made to him

> This is said on the authority of the the book, bat he does not advert to itc

Venetian edition. But NiroUs Antonio scarcity. Morhof. who calls it Protection'*,

mentions an edition at Ingoldstadt in 1580. names tbe two editions of Lyons, and those

and another at Antwerp in 1601. lie Ls of IngoldsUdt and Antwerp. Brum-t,

silent about those of 1587 and 1628. He Watts, and the Biographic Universelle, ito

also says that the Itelectiones are twelve not mention Victoria at all.

in number. Perhaps he had never see*
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by allies among the native powers. In the sixth relection on
the right of war, he goes over most of the leading questions,
discussed afterwards by Albericus Gentilis and Grotius. His
dissertation is exceedingly condensed, comprising sixty sec-

tions in twenty-eight pages; wherein he treats of the general

right of war, the difference between public war and reprisal,
the just and unjust causes of war, its proper ends, the right of

subjects to examine its grounds, and many more of a similar

kind. He determines that a war cannot be just on both sides,

except through ignorance ; and also that subjects ought not to

serve their prince in a war which they reckon unjust. Gro-
tius has adopted both these tenets. The whole relection, as

well as that on the Indians, displays an intrepid spirit of jus-
tice and humanity, which seems to have been rather a general
characteristic of the Spanish theologians. Dominic Soto,

always inflexibly on the side of right, had already sustained

by his authority the noble enthusiasm of Las Casas.

89. But the first book, so far as I am aware, that syste-

Ayaia on matically reduced the practice of nations in the con-
the rights duct of war to legitimate rules, is a treatise by Bal-

thazar Ayala, judge-advocate (as we use the word)
to the Spanish army in the Netherlands, under the Prince of

Parma, to whom it is dedicated. The dedication bears date

1581 ; and the first edition is said to have appeared the next

year. I have only seen that of 1597, and I apprehend every
edition to be very scarce. For this reason, and because it is

the opening of a great subject, I shall give the titles of his

chapters in a note.1 It will appear, that the second book of

i Balth. Ayalse, J. C. et exercitus regii Lib. ii.

apud Belgaa supremi jurijici, de jure et o. 3. Unnm non Plures Exercitui Prae-
offtciis bellicis et disciplina militari, libri flci debere.

tres. Antw. 1597. 12uio, p. 405. 4. Utrum Leuitate et Benevolentia, an
i.ib. i. Severitate et Sajvitia, plus pn>-

c. 1. De Ratioue Belli Indicendi, aliis- ficiet Imperator.
que Cieremoniis Bellicis. 6. Temporum Rationem praecipue in

2. De Bello Justo.
'

Bello Habendam.
3. De Duello, sive Singular! Certa- 6. Contentiosas et Lentas de Rebus

iiiine. Bellicis Deliberatioues admoduin
4. De Pignerationibus, quas yulgo Noxias esse.

Kepresalias vocant. 7- Dum Res sunt Integral ne mini-
6. De Bello Captis et Jure Postli- mum quidem Regi vel Reipub-

minii. licse de Majestate sua Conceden-
6. De Kide Hosti Servanda. diim esse

;
et errare eos qui

7. De Foederibus et Induciis. Arrogantiam Hostium Modo.stia

8. De Insidiis et Fraude llostili. et Patientia vinci posse existi-

9. De J are Legatorum. mant.
Lib. ii. 8. An prsestet Bellum Domi excipere,

c. 1 De Offleiis Bellicis. an vero in Hostilem Agrum
2. De Imperatore vel Duce Exerdtus. inferr*.
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Ayala relates more to politics and to strategy than to intei-

national jurisprudence ; and that, in the third, he treats entire-

ly of what we call martial law. But, in the first, he aspires to

lay down great principles of public ethics ; and Grotius, who
refers to Ayala with commendation, is surely mistaken in

saying that he has not touched the grounds of justice and

injustice in war.1 His second chapter is on this subject,
in thirty-four pages ; and, though he neither sifts the matter

so exactly nor limits the right of hostility so much as Grotius,

he deserves the praise of laying down the general principle
without subtilty or chicanery. Ayala positively denies, with

Victoria, the right of levying war against infidels, even by
authority of the pope, on the mere ground of their religion :

for their infidelity does not deprive them of their right of

dominion ;
nor was that sovereignty over the earth given

originally to the faithful alone, but to every reasonable

creature. And this, he says, has been shown by Covarruvias

to be the sentiment of the majority of doctors.2

Ayala deals

abundantly in examples from ancient history, and in authori-

ties from the jurists.

90. We find, next in order of chronology, a treatise by
Albericus Gentilis, De Legationibus, published in 1583

Lib. ii. Lib. iii.

e. 9. An prstet Initio Proelii Slagno c. 11. De Emansoribus.
Clamore et (Joncitato Cursu in 12. De Desertoribus.

Hostes pergere, an vero Loco 13. De Transfugis et Proditoribus.

manere. 14. De Seditiosis.

10. Non ease Consilii invicem Infensos 15. De lis qui in Acie Loco cedunt au*

Cirilibus Dissensionibus Hostes Victi Se dedunt.

Sola Discordia Fretum invadere. 16. De lis qui Anna alienant Tel amlt-

11. Necessitatem Pugnandi JJagno Stu- tunt.

dio Imponeudum esse Multibus 17. De lis qui Excubias deserunt vet

et Hostibus Reinittendam. minus recte agunt.
12. In Victoria potissiiuum de Pac 18. De Ko qui Arcem vel Oppidum

Cogitandum. cujus Pwesidio impositus est,

13. Devictis Uostibu* qua potissimum amittit vel Hostibus dedit

Katioiie Perpetua Pace Quieti 19. De Furtis et aliis Delictis i

obtineri possint [sic].
bus.

Lib iii 20. De Praemiis Militum.

c.'l. De Disciplina Militari. > " Causas unde bellum justum aut m-

2. De Officio Legiiti et aliorum qui jnstum dicitur Ayala non tetigit.
-

Militibus pr^sunt. Jure B. et P. Prolegom., <J.

3. De Mctatoribus sive Mensoribus. * " Bellum adversus mfideles e

4. De Militibus. et qui SliliUre pos- lura quod infideles sunt, ne quideui au

Sllnt ritate unperatoris vel sumini pontihcia

5. De Saomraento Militari. indici potest ;
infidelitas enini non pn-

6 De MiMoue vat infideles doniioio quod habent jure

7. De PrltflegJU Militum gentium ;
nam non tidelibus tantum n

8. DeJudk-iis Milifciribus. rum dominia. sed omni rat.onabiU crea-

9 De Pcenis Militum. turae date sunt. . . . tt ha*
sfntentia

10. De Coutumaribus et Ducum Dicto plerisque probatur, ut ostendit Covs

non Parentibus viiiS."

VOL. U. 12
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Gentilis was an Italian Protestant, who, through the Earl

Aibericus
^ Leicester, obtained the chair of civil law at Ox-

Gentiiis on ford in 1582. His writings on Roman jurisprudence
are numerous, but not very highly esteemed. This

work on the Law of Embassy is dedicated to Sir Philip

Sidney, the patron of so many distinguished strangers. The
first 'book contains an explanation of the different kinds of

embassies, and of the ceremonies anciently connected with

them. His aim, as he professes, is to elevate the importance
and sanctity ol ambassadors, by showing the practice of former

times. In the second book, he enters more on their peculiar

rights. The envoys of rebels and pirates are not protected.
Kut difference of religion does not take away the right of

sending ambassadors. He thinks that civil suits against pub-
lic ministers may be brought before the ordinary tribunals.

On the delicate problem as to the criminal jurisdiction of these

tribunals over ambassadors conspiring against the life of the

sovereign, Gentilis holds that they can only be sent out of

the country, as the Spanish ambassador was by Elizabeth. The
civil law, he maintains, is no conclusive authority in the case

of ambassadors, who depend on that of nations, which in many
respects is different frorn the other. The second book is the

most interesting ; for the third chiefly relates to the qualifica-

tions required in a good ambassador. His instances are more

frequently taken from ancient than modern history.
91. A more remarkable work by Albericus Gentilis is his

treatise, De Jure Belli, first published at Lyons,
ti.se <m the 1589. Grotius acknowledges his obligations to

v;fr
te f

Gentilis, as well as to Ayala, but in a greater degree
to the former. And that this comparatively obscure

writer was of some use to the eminent founder, as he has

been deemed, of international jurisprudence, were it only for

mapping his subject, will be evident from the titles of his

chapters, which run almost parallel to those of the first and

third books of Grotius.
1

They embrace, as the reader will

' Lib. i. Lib. i.

o. 1. De Jure Gentium BellJco. c. 9. An Bellum Justum sit pro Reli-

2. Belli Definitio. gione.
3. Principes Bellum gerunt. 10. Si Princeps Religionem Bello apud
4. Latrones Bellum nou gerunt. suos juste tuetur.

5. Bella juste geruntur. 11. An Subditi bellent contra Prin-

6. Bellum juste geri utrinque. cipem ex Caussa Keligionis.
7 De ( 'missis Bellorum. 12. Utrum sint CaussiB NaturalM
8. De Caussis Divinis Belli FaciencH Belli FaciemU.
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perceive, the whole field of public faith, and of the rights both

of war and victory. But I doubt whether the obligation has
been so extensive as has sometimes been insinuated. Grotius

does not, as far as I have compared them, borrow many quo-
tations from Gentilis, though he cannot bnt sometimes allege
the same historical examples. It will also be found in almost

every chapter, that he goes deeper into the subject, reasons

much more from ethical principles, relies less on the authority
of precedent, and is in fact a philosopher where the other is a

compiler.
92. Much that bears on tne subject of international law

may probably be latent in the writings of the jurists Baldus,

Covarruvias, Vasquez, especially the two latter, who seem to

have combined the science of casuistry with that of the civil

law. Gentilis, and even Grotius, refer much to them ; and

Lib. i.

c. 13. De Necessaria Defensione.

14. De Utili Defensione.

15. De Honesta Defensione.

16. De Subditis Alienis contra Domi-
num Defendendifl.

17. Qui Bellum necessarie inferunt.

18 Qui utilizer Bellum inferunt.

19. De Xaturalibus Caussis Belli in-

ferendi.

20. De Humanis Caussis Belli infe-

rendi.

21. De Maiefactis Privatorum.
22. De Vetustis Caussis non Exci-

tandis.

23. De Regnorum Eversionibus.
24. Si in Posteros movetur Bellum.
25. De Honesta Caussa Belli infe-

rendi.

Lit ii.

c. 1. De Bello Indicendo.
2. Si quando Belluui non indicitur.

3. De Dolo et Stratagematis.
4. De Dolo Verborum.
5. De Mendaciis.
6. De Veneficiis.

7. De Armis et Mentitis Armis.
8. De Scaerola, Juditha, et Simili-

bus.
9. De Zopiro et aliis Transfugis.

10. De PactLs Ducum.
11. De Pactis MUitum.
12 De Induciis.

13. Quando contra Inducias fiat.

14. De SalTO Conductu.
15. De Permutationibus et laberationi-

bus.
16. De Captiris. et non necandis,

17. De His qui se Hosti tradunt

Lib. H.

c. 18. In Deditos, et Captoe gaeyiri.

19. De Obsidibus.
20. De Supplicibus.
21. De Pueris et Foeminis.

22. De Agricolis, Mercatoribus, Per>
grinis, aliis Similibus

23. De Vastitate et Incendiis.

24. De Caesis sepeliendis.
Lib. iii.

c. 1. De Belli Fine et Pace.

2. De Ultione Victoria.

3. De Sumptibus et Damnis Belli.

4. Tributis et Agris multari VietoB.

6. Victoris Acquisitio Oniversaljg.

6. Victos Ornamentis Spoliari.

7. Urbes diripi, dirui.

8. De Ducibus Hostium Captis.
9. De Serris.

10. De Statu Mutando.
11. De Keligionis aliarumque Rerum

Mutatione.
12. Si Utile cum Honesto pugnet.
13. De Pace Futuia Constituenda.

14. De Jure Conveniendi.

15. De QuibiM cayetur in Foderibus et

in Duello.

16. De Legibus et Libertate.

17. De Agris et Postliminio.

18. De Amicitia et Societate.

19. Si Foedus recte contrahitur cum
Diversae Keiigiouis Hominibus.

20. De Armis et Classibus.

21. De Arcibus et Praesidiig.

22. Si Successores Foederatomm tenen-

tur.

23. De Ratihabitione, PriTatU. PlraSta,

Exulibus, Adhjerentibus.

24. Quando Foedus violator.
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the former, who is no great philosopher, appears to have bor-

rowed from that source some of his general principles. It is

honorable to these men, as we have already seen in Soto,

Victoria, and Ayala, that they strenuously defended the

maxims of political justice.

dt

It. I Ifj'A 6O
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CHAPTER V.

HISTORY OP POETRY FROM 1550 TO 1600.

SECT. L Ox ITALIAN POETRY.

Character of the Italian Poets of this Age Some of the best enumerated Bernar-
dino Rota Gaspara Stampa Bernardo Taaso Qierasalemme Liberate of Tor-
quato Tasso.

1. THE school of Petrarch, restored by Bembo, was preva-
lent in Italy at the beginning of this period. It General

would demand the use of a library, formed peculiarly character

r. .,. ,, **\ V J
n of Italian

for this purpose, as well as a great expenditure of poets in

time, to read the original volumes which this im- thisa e
--

mensely numerous class of poets, the Italians of the sixteenth

century, filled with their sonnets. In the lists of Crescimbeni,

they reach the number of 661. We must, therefore, judge
of them chiefly through selections, which, though they may
not always have done justice to every poet, cannot but present
to us an adequate picture of the general style of poetry.
The majority are feeble copyists of Petrarch. Even Their usual

in most of tho^e who have been preferred to the rest,
fi"ata-

an affected intensity of passion, a monotonous repetition of

customary metaphors, of hyperboles reduced to common-

places by familiarity, of mythological allusions pedantic with-

out novelty, cannot be denied incessantly to recur. But, in

observing how much they generally want of that which is

essentially the best, we might be in danger of forgetting that

there is a praise due to selection of words, to harmony of

sound, and to skill in overcoming metrical impediments,
which it is for natives alone to award. The authority of Ita-

lian critics should, therefore, be respected, though not without

keeping in mind both their national prejudice, and that which
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the habit of admiring a very artificial style must always

generate.
2. It is perhaps hardly fair to read a number of these com-

Their positions in succession. Every sonnet has its own
beauties,

unity, and is not, it might be pleaded, to be charged
with tediousness or monotony, because the same structure of

verse, or even the same genefal sentiment, may recur in an

equally independent production. Even collectively taken,
the minor Italian poetry of the sixteenth century may be
deemed a great repertory of beautiful language, of senti-

ments and images, that none but minds finely tuned by
nature produce, and that will ever be dear to congenial

readers, presented to us with exquisite felicity and grace,
and sometimes with an original and impressive vigor. The
sweetness of the Italian versification goes far towards their

charm; but are poets forbidden to avail themselves of

this felicity of their native tongue, or do we invidiously

detract, as we might on the same ground, from the praise
of Theocritus and Bion ?

3. " The poets of this age," says one of their best critics,

character
" n "^' ^n general, a just taste ; wrote with elegance ;

given by employed deep, noble, and natural sentiments; and
filled their compositions with well-chosen ornaments.

There may be observed, however, some difference between
the authors who lived before the middle of the century and
those who followed them. The former were more attentive

to imitate Petrarch, and, unequal to reach the fertility and

imagination of this great master, seemed rather dry, with

the exception, always, of Casa and Costanzo, whom, in their

style of composition, I greatly admire. The later writers, in

order to gain more applause, deviated in some measure from
the spirit of Petrarch, seeking ingenious thoughts, florid con-

ceits, splendid ornaments, of which they became so fond, that

they fell sometimes into the vicious extreme of saying too

much." l

4j Casa and Costanzo, whom Muratori seems to place in

Poetry of the earlier part of the century, belong, by the date
Casa- of publication at least, to this latter period. The
former was the first to quit the style of Petrarch, which
Bembo had rendered so popular. Its smoothness evidently

.

Muratori, dslla Perfett* Foods, 1. 22.
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wanted vigor ; and it was the aim of Casa to inspire a more
masculine tone into the sonnet, at the expense of a harsher

versification. He occasionally ventured to carry on the sense

without pause from the first to the second tercet ; an innova-

tion praised by many, but which, at that time, few attempted
to imitate, though in later ages it has become common, not

much perhaps to the advantage of the sonnet. The poetry
of Casa speaks less to the imagination, the heart, or the ear,
than to the understanding.

1

5. Angelo di Costanzo, a Neapolitan, and author of a

well-known history of his country, is highly extolled of Cos-

by Crescimbeni and Muratori : perhaps no one of tanzo -

these lyric poets of the sixteenth century is so much in favor

with the critics. Costanzo is so regular in his versification,

and so strict in adhering to the unity of subject, that the So-

ciety of Arcadians, when, towards the close of the seventeenth

century, they endeavored to rescue Italian poetry from the

school of Marini, selected him as the best model for imitation..

He is ingenious, but perhaps a little too refined ; and by no

means free from that coldly hyperbolical tone in addressing his

mistress, which most of these sonneteers assume. Costanzo

is not to me, in general, a pleasing writer ; though sometimes

he is very beautiful, as in the sonnet on Virgil,
"
Quella cetra

gentil," justly praised by Muratori, and which will be found io

most collections ; remarkable, among higher merits, for being
contained in a single sentence. Another, on the same subject,
"
Cigni felici," is still better. The poetry of Camillo Pelle-

grini much resembles that of Costanzo.
2 The sonnets BaW.

of Baldi, especially a series on the ruins and antiqui-

ties of Rome, appear to me deserving of a high place among
those of the age. They may be read among his poems ; but

few have found their way into the collections by Gobbi and

liubbi, which are not made with the best taste. Caro, say&

Crescimbeni, is less rough than Casa, and more ori-
Oaro

ginal than Bembo. SaOi extols the felicity of his

1 " Casa ... per poco deviando dalla perloche sonuna lode ritrasse de cUunqu
doleezza del Petrarca, a uu novello stile coltiv6 in questf tempMa toscanaj>oe>
diede

ra-girati period! e rotondi, iiwiao a con- also Gingueue, ix. BZ ;
*i

durre uno stesso senthuento d' uno in altro Casa is generally, to my appren

quadernario, e d' uno in altro terzetto
; Tery harsh and prosaic.

eosa in prima da alcuno non piu tentata ;
* Crescimbeni, TO!. Y. p.
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style, and the harmony of his versification ; while he owns
that his thoughts are often forced and obscure.1

6. Among the canzoni of this period, one by Celio Magiso

Odes of
on ^6 Deity stands in the eyes of foreigners, and

Ct-iio I believe of many Italians, prominent above the. rest.
' dgno '

It is certainly a noble ode.2
Rubbi, editor of the

Parnaso Italiano, says that he would call Celio the great* -t

lyric poet of -his age, if he did not dread the clamor of the

Petra -chists. The poetry of Celio Magno, more than one

hundred pages extracted from which will be found in the

thirty-second volume of that collection, is not in general ama-

tory, and displays much of that sonorous rhythm and copious

expression which afterwards made Chiabrera and Guidi fa-

mous. Some of his odes, like those of Pindar, seem to have
been written for pay, and have somewhat of that frigid exag-

geration" which such conditions produce. Crescimbeni tliinks

that Tansillo, in the ode, has no rival but Petrarch.8 The

poetry in general of Tansillo, especially La Balia, which con-

tains good advice to mothers about nursing their infanta very

prosaically delivered, seems deficient in spirit.
4

7. The amatory sonnets of this age, forming the greater

Coldness of
nuraDer

>
are very frequently cold and affected,

the amatory This might possibly be ascribed in some measure to

the state of manners in Italy, where, with abundant

licentiousness, there was still much of jealousy ; and public
sentiment applauded alike the successful lover and the vindic-

tive husband. A respect for the honor of families, if not for

virtue, would impose on the poet who felt or assumed a pas-
sion for any distinguished lady, the conditions 6f Tasso's

Olindo, to desire much, to hope for little, and to ask nothing.
It is also at least very doubtful whether much of the amorous
sorrow of the sonneteers were not purely ideal.

1
Cresciiubeni, U. 429. Ginguene (con- died in 1612. He praises also Scipio Gae-

tinuation par Salfl). ix. 12. Oaro's sonnets tano (not the painter of that name), whoso
on Castelvetro, written during their quar- poems were published, but posthumously,
rel, are full of furious abuse with no wit. in the same year.

They have the ridiculous particularity,
3 Delia Volgar Poesia, ii. 436.

that the last line of each ia repeated so as 4 Roscoe republished La Balla, which
to begiu the next. was very little worth while. The follow-

2 This will be found in the Componl- ing is an average specimen :

menti Lirici of Mathias, a collection good
on the whole, yet not perhaps the best "

Questo degenerar, ch' ognor si vede,
that might have been made

;
nor had the Sendo voi caste, donne mie, vi dico,

editor at that time so extensive an ac- Che d' altro che dal latte non precede,
quaintance with Italian poetry as he after- L' altrui latte oscurar fa '1 pregio uutico

wards acquired. Cresciiubeni reckons Ce- Degli avi illustri e adulterar le razze,
lio the last of the good age in poetry : be E 8' infetta talor uangue pudioo."
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8. Lines and phrases from Petrarch are as studiously
introduced as we find those of classical writers in

studietl

modern Latin poetry. It cannot be said that this is imitation o

unpleasing ; and to the Italians, who knew every
Petrarch-

passage of their favorite poet, it must have seemed at once a

grateful homage of respect, and an ingenious artifice to be-

speak attention. They might well look up to him as their

master, but could not hope that even a foreigner would ever
mistake the hand through a single sonnet. He is to his dis-

ciples, especially those towards the latter part of the century,
as Guido is to Franceschini or Elisabetta Serena : an effemi-

nate and mannered touch enfeebles the beauty which still

lingers round the pencil of the imitator. If they produce any
effect upon us beyond sweetness of sound and delicacy of

expression, it is from some natural feeling, some real sorrow,
or from some occasional originality of thought in which they
cease for a moment to pace the banks of their favorite Sorga.
It would be easy to point out not a few sonnets of this

higher character among those especially of Francesco Cop-

petta, of Claudio Tolomei, of Ludovico Paterno, or of Ber-

nardo Tasso.

9. A school of poets, that has little vigor of sentiment,
falls readily into description, as painters of history Their fond

or portrait that want expression of character endea- ness for

vor to please by their landscape. The Italians,

especially in this part of the sixteenth century, are profuse
in the song of birds, the murmur of waters, the shade of

woods ; and, as these images are always delightful, they shed

a charm over much of their poetry, which only the critical

reader, who knows its secret, is apt to resist, and that to his

own loss of gratification. The pastoral character, which it

became customary to assume, gives much opportunity for

these secondary, yet very seducing, beauties of style. They

belong to the decline of the art, and have something of the

voluptuous charm of evening. Unfortunately they gener-

ally presage a dull twilight, or a thick darkness of creative

poetry. The Greeks had much of this in the Ptolemaic age,

and again in that of the first Byzantine emperors. It is con-

spicuous in Tansillo, Paterno, and both the Tassos.

10. The Italian critics, Crescimbeni, JVIuratori, and Qua-

drio, have given minute attention to the beauties of particular

sonnets culled from the vast stores of the sixteenth century.
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But as the development of the thought, the management of

judgment
tae ôur constituent clauses of the sonnet, especial-

of Italian ly the last, the propriety of every line, for nothing

digressive or merely ornamental should be admitted,
constitute in their eyes the chief merit of these short compo-
sitions, they extol some which in our eyes are not so pleasing,
as what a less regular taste might select. Without presuming
to rely on my own judgment, defective both as that of a for-

eigner, and of one not so .extensively acquainted with the

minor poetry of this age, I will mention two writers, well

known, indeed, but less prominent in the critical treatises than

some others, as possessing a more natural sensibility and a

greater, truth of sorrow than most of their contemporaries,
>

Bernardino Rota and Gaspara Stampa.
11. Bernardino Rota, a Neapolitan of ancient lineage and

Bernardino considerable wealth, left poems in Latin as well as
Kota" Italian ; and among the latter his eclogues are high-

ly praised by his editor. But he is chiefly known by a series

of sonnets, intermixed with canzoni, upon a single subject,
Portia Capece, his wife, whom,

" what is unu.sual among our

Tuscan poets (says his editor), he loved with an exclusive;

affection." But be it understood, lest the reader should be

discouraged, that the poetry addressed to Portia Capece is

all written before their marriage, or after her death. The ear-

lier division of the series,
" Rime in Vita," seems not to ri.-e

much above the level of amorous poetry. He wooed, was

delayed, complained, and won, the natural history of an

equal and reasonable love. Sixteen years intervened of that

tranquil bliss which contents the heart without moving it, and

seldom affords much to the poet in which the reader can find

interest. Her death in 1559 gave rise to poetical sorrows, as

real, and certainly full as rational, as those of Petrarch, to

whom some of his contemporaries gave him the second place ;

rather probably from the similarity of their subject, than

from the graces of his language. Rota is by no means free from

conceits, and uses sometimes affected and unpleasing expres-

sions, as mia dolce guerra, speaking of his wife, even after

her death ; but his images are often striking :
*
and, above all,

1 Muratori blames a Une of Rota as too poetry, nor more hyperbolical than many
bold, and containing a false thought : others which have been much admired.

" Fe.no i begl' occhi a , medenl giorao." "J^.
at > ****??* to. high

It seems to me not beyond the limits of
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he resembles Petrarch, with whatever inferiority, in combin-

ing the ideality of a poetical mind with the naturalness of

real grief. It has never again been given to man, nor will it

probably be given, to dip his pen in those streams of ethereal

purity which have made the name of Laura immortal ; but a
sonnet of Rota may be not disadvantageously compared with

one of Milton, which we justly admire for its general feeling,

though it begins in pedantry and ends in conceit.
1 For my

own part, I would much rather read again the collection of

Rota's sonnets than those of Costanzo.

12. The sorrows of Gaspara Stampa were of a different

kind, but not less genuine than those of Rota. She
was a lady of the Paduan territory, living near the sSnpiL
small river Anaso, from which she adopted the poeti- Her love

cal name of Anasilla. This stream bathes the foot
fo

of certain lofty hills, from which a distinguished family, the

counts of Collalto, took their appellation. The representa-
tive of this house, himself a poet as well as soldier, and, if

This .sonnet is in Mathias, iii. 256.

That of Milton will be remembered by
most readers.

" In lieto e pien di riverenza aspetto,
Con veste di color bianco e vermiglio,
Di doppia luce serenato il ciglio,

Mi viene in sonno il mio dolce diletto.

lo me I' inchino, e con corteae affetto

Seco ragiono e seco mi consiglio.
Com' abbia a governarmi in quest' esi-

go,
E piango intanto, e la risposta aspetto.

Ella in' ascolta fiso, e dice cose

Veramente celesti, ed io 1' apprendo,
E serbo aneor nella memoria ascose.

Mi lascia al fine e parte, e va spar-

gendo
Per 1' aria nel partir viole e rose :

Io le porgo la man ; poi mi reprendo."

In one of Rota's sonnets we have the

thought of Pope's epitaph on Gay :

" Questo cor, questa mente e questo petto
Sia '1 tuo sepolcro e non la tomba o '1

sasso;
Ch' io t' apparecchio qui doglioso e

lasso
;

Non si deve a te, donna, altro ricetto."

He proceeds very beautifully :

1 Riccca sia la memoria e 1' intelletto,
Del ben per cui tutt' altro a dietro io

lasso;
E mentre questo mar di pianto passo,
Vadami sempre innanzi il caro objetto.
Alma gentil, dor' abitar sole!

Donna e reina, in terren fascio awolta,
Ivi regnar celeste immortal dei.

Vantisi pur la morte averti tolta

Al mondo, a me nou gii ;
ch' a pensier

miei
Una sempre sarai viva e sepolta."
The poems of Rota are separately pub-

lished in two volumas. Naples, 1726.

They cont;uu a mixture of Latin. Whe-
ther* Milton intentionally borrowed the

sonnet on his wife's death,

"Methought I saw my last espoused
saint,"

from that above quoted, I cannot pretend
to say : certainly his resemblances to the

Italian poets often seem more than acci-

dental. Thus two lines in an indifferent

writer, Girolamo Preti (Mathias, iii. 329),:

are exactly like one of the sublimes*

flights in the Paradise Lost.

" Tu per soffrir della cui luce i rai

Si fan con F ale i seraflni un velo."

" Dark with excessive light thy skirts ap-

pear ;

Yet dazzle Heaven, that brightest sera-

phim
Approach not, but with both wings veil

their eyes."

[But it has been suggested to me that

both poets must have alluded to Isa. vi. 2.

Thus, too, the language of the Jewish

liturgies represents the seraphim as veil-

ing their eyes with wings in the presenc*
of God. 1842.]
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we believe his fond admirer, endowed with every virtue

except constancy, was loved by Gaspara with enthusiastic

passion. Unhappily, she learned only by sad experience the

want of generosity too common to man ; and sacrificing, IK >t

the honor, but the pride, of her sex, by submissive affection,

and finally by querulous importunity, she estranged a heart

never so susceptible as her own. Her sonnets, \vhich seera

arranged nearly in order, begin with the delirium of sanguine
love : they are extravagant effusions of admiration, mingled
with joy and hope ; but soon the sense of Collalto's coldness

glides in and overpowers her bliss.
1 After three years' ex-

pectation of seeing his promise of marriage fulfilled, and when
he had already caused alarm by his indifference, she was com-

pelled to endure the pangs of absence by his entering the

service of France. This does not seem to have been of long
continuance ; but his letters were infrequent, and her com-

plaints, always vented in a sonnet, become more fretful. He
returned ; and Anasilla exults with tenderness, yet still timid

in the midst of her joy.
" Oserb io, con queste fide braccia,

Cingerli il caro Qollo, ed aceostare

La mia tremante alia sua viva faccia?"

But jealousy, not groundless, soon intruded; and we find

her doubly miserable. Collalto became more harsh, avowed

is i re- his indifference, forbade her to importune him with
quited. ]ier complaints, and, in a few months, espoused an-

other woman. It is said by the historians of Italian litera-

ture, that the broken heart of Gaspara sunk very soon under

these accumulated sorrows into the grave.
2 And such, no

doubt, is what my readers expect, and (at least the gentler of

them) wish to find. But inexorable truth, to whom I am the

sworn vassal, compels me to say that the poems of the lady
herself contain unequivocal proofs that she avenged herself

Her second better on Collalto, by falling in love again. AVe
love. fjn(j tne acknowledgment of another incipient pas-

sion, which speedily comes to maturity ; and, while declaring
that her present flame is much stronger than the last, she

i amata
uigiace

stata.

of the Btate in which poor Gaspara seems Pregale, viator, riposo e pace,
to have lived several years. Ed impara da lei si mal trattata

* She anticipated her epitaph, on this A non seguire un cor orudo e fugace."

hypothesis of a broken bean
;
which did

oot occur.
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dismisses her faithless lover with the handsome compliment,
that it was her destiny always to fix her affections on a noble

object. The name of .her second choice does not appear in

her poems ; nor has any one hitherto, it would seem, made the

very easy discovery of his existence. It is true that she died

young.
" but not of love." 1

13. The style of Gaspara Stampa is clear, simple, graceful :

the Italian critics find somethin to censure in the ctvie0f
versification. In purity of taste, I should incline to

set her above Bernardino Rota, though she has less
S

vigor of imagination. Corniani has applied to her the well-

known lines of Horace upon Sappho.
2 But the fires of guilt

and shame, that glow along the strings of the .ZEolian lyre, ill

resemble the pure sorrows of the tender Anasilla. Her pas-
sion for Collalto, ardent and undisguised, was ever virtuous ;

the sense of gentle birth, though so inferior to his as perhaps
to make a proud man fear disparagement, sustained her

against dishonorable submission.

" E ben ver, che '1 desio, con che amo voi,
E tutto d' onesta pieno, e d' amore ;

*

Perch& altrimente non convien tra noi." *

But, not less in elevation of genius than in dignity of charac-

ter, she is very far inferior to Vittoria Colonna, or even to

Veronica Gambar, a poetess, who, without equalling Vittoria,

i It is Impossible to dispute the evi- * "... spiral adhuc amor
deuce of Gaspara herself in several son- Vivuntque commissi calores

nets, so that Corniani. and all the rest, JEoli fidibus puell*."
must hare read her very inattentively. c^^ T . 212, and Sain in Ginguene,What can we say to these lines?- u 40sThave done some justice to thi

Perche mi par vedere a certi segm ^ '

of G ra gtein ^^ b no
Ch ordisci (Amor) nnovi lacci e nnove ^ more th7n u de8erTe^ Bouterwek,** ..." ... ii. 150, observes onlv. " Viel Poesie wigtE di ntranne al giogo tuo t ingegm." ^ ^.^ jn afe^,, gonetten ;

"
which, I

And afterwards more fullv : humbly conceive, shows that either he
* Qual darai fine. Amor, allie mie pene, had not read them, or was an indifferent

8e dal cinere estinto d' uno ardore judge ; and, from his general taste, I prw-

Uinasce I' altro, tua merce, maggiore, fer the former hypothesis.
E .si vivace a consumar ini viene .'

s Sic. I*g- onore ?

Qual nelle pia felici e calde arene I quote these lines on the autnonf

Nel nido acceso sol di vario odore of Corniani, v. 215- But I must own. that

D' una fenice estiuta esce poi fuore they do not appear in the two e-i

On venne, che fcnice altra diviene. the' Rime della Gaspara Stampa which I

Inquesto io dt-bbo a tuoi cortesi strali have searched. I must also add. tna.t,

Che sempre e degno. ed onorato oggetto willing as I am to believe all thing? in

Quello, onde mi frrLsci, onde m' assali. fitvor of a lady'g honor, there i oue TC

E<1 ora e tale, e tanto, e si perfetto, awkward sonnet among those of pool

Ha tante doti alia belleiza e^uali, Gaspara, upon which it u> by no mean*

Ch- ardor per lui to.' e sommo alto di- easy to put such a construction ag w

letto." should wish.
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had much of her noblenesss and purity. "We pity the Gaspa-
ras : we should worship, if we could find them, the Vittorias.

14. Among the longer poems which Italy produced in this

LaNautica period, two may be selected. The Art of Navi-
of Baidi.

gation, La Nautica, published by Bernardino Baldi
in 1590, is a didactic poem in blank verse, too minute some-
times and prosaic in its details, like most of that class, but
neither low nor turgid nor obscure, as many others have
been. The descriptions, though never very animated, are

sometimes poetical and pleasing. Baldi is diffuse; and this

conspires with the triteness of his matter to render the poem
somewhat uninteresting. He by no means wants the power
to adorn his subject, but does not always trouble himself to

exert it, and is tame where he might be spirited. Few
poems bear more evident marks that their substance had been

previously written down in prose.
15. Bernardo Tasso, whose memory has almost been

Amadi of
enace^ w^tn tne majority of mankind by the splen-

Bemardo dor of his son, was not only the most conspicuous

poet of the age wherein he lived, but was placed by
its critics, in some points of view, above Ariosto himself.

His minor poetry is of considerable merit.1 But that to

which he owed most of his reputation is an heroic romance on
the story of Amadis, written about 1540, and first published
in 1560. L'Amadigi is of prodigious length, containing 100

cantos, and about 57,000 lines. The praise of facility, in the

best sense, is fully due to Bernardo. His narration is fluent,

rapid, and clear; his style not in general feeble or low,

though I am not aware that many brilliant passages will be
found. He followed Ariosto in his tone of relating the story :

his lines perpetually remind us of the -Orlando ; and I believe

it would appear, on close examination', that much has been
borrowed with slight change. My own acquaintance, however,

1 " The character of his lyric poetry Is of the Orlando Innamorato, vol. 1. p. 37(5,
a sweetness and abundance of expressions with a translation by a lady well known
and images, by which he becomes more for the skill with which she has trans-

flowing and full ( piil morbifln e phi pas- ferred the grace and feeling of Petrari-h

toso, metaphors not translatable by single into our language. The sonnet, which
English words) than his contemporaries begins

" Poiche la parte men perfetta e
rf the school of Petrarch." Corniani, bella," is not found in Gobbi or Mathias.
V. 127. It is distinguished from the common
A sonnet of Bernardo Tasso, so mnch crowd of Italian sonnets in the sixteenth

admired at the time, that almost every century by a novelty, truth, and delicacy
one, it in said, of a refined taste had it by of sentiment, which is comparatively rar*

heart, wil] be found in Panizzi's edition in them.
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with the Amadigi is not sufficient to warrant more than a

general judgment. Ginguene, who rates this poem very
highly, praises the skill with which the disposition of the

original romance has been altered and its canvas enriched by
new insertion*, the beauty of the images and sentiments, the

variety of the descriptions, the sweetness, though not always
free from languor, of the style ; and finally recommends its

perusal to all. lovers of romantic poetry, and to all who would

appreciate, that of Italy.
1

It is evident, however, that the
choice of a subject become frivolous in the eyes of mankind,
not le-s than the extreme length of Bernardo Tasso's poem,
must render it almost impossible to follow this advice.

16. The satires of Bentivoglio, it is agreed, fall short of
those by Ariosto, though some have placed them
above those of Alamanni.2 But all these are satires

on the regular model, assuming at least a half-seri-

ous tone. A style more congenial to the Italians

was that of burlesque poetry, sometimes poignantly satirical,

but as destitute of any grave aim, as it was light and familiar,
even to popular vulgarity, in its expression, though capable
of grace in the midst of its gayety, and worthy to employ the

best masters of Tuscan language.
3 But it was disgraced by

some of its cultivators, and by none more than Peter Aretin.

The character of this profligate and impudent person is well

known : it appears extraordinary, that, in an age so little .scru-

pulous as to political or private revenge, some great princes,
who had never spared a worthy adversary, thought it not

unbecoming to purchase the silence of an odious libeller, who
called himself their scourge. In a literary sense, the writings
of Aretin are unequal ; the serious are for the most part reck-

oned wearisome and prosaic ; in his satires a poignancy and

spirit, it is said, frequently breaks out; and though his

popularity, like that of most satirists, was chiefly founded on

the ill-nature of mankind, he gratified this with a neatness

and point of expression, which those who cared nothing for

the satire might admire.4

i Vol. T. pp. 61-108. Bouterwetc (vol. imaginative descriptions m well as ito deli-

nks much teas fevorably of the cacy and softness.

Amadigi. and. as far as I can judge, in too * Ginguene, ix. 198 ; Biogr. Cnlv. : lira-

disparaging a tone. Corniani. a great boschi, i. 66.

admirer of Bernardo, owns that his mar- J A canzon by Coppetta on his cat. in

buiezza. and fertility have rendered him the twenty-seventh volume of the Par-

too frequentlv diffuse and flowery. See naso lUUano. is rather amu?ing.
mteo Panini. p. 393. who observe* that the Bouterwek. li. 207. His authority

want* interest, bat praise* to does not seem sufficient ;
and GingnenA,
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17. Among the writers of satirical, burlesque, or licentious

other bur- Poetr7> after Aretin, the most remarkable are Firen-

zuola, Casa (one of whose compositions passed so

much all bounds as to have excluded him from the

purple, and has become the subject of a sort of a literary con-

troversy, to which I can only allude),
1
Franco, and Grazzini,

surnamed II Lasca. I must refer to the regular historians

of Italian literature for accounts of these, as well as for

the styles of poetry called macaronica and pedantefca, which

Attempts appear wholly contemptible, and the attempts to

at Latin introduce Latin metres, a folly with which every
nation has been inoculated in its turn.2 Claud io

Tolomei, and Angelo Costanzo himself, by writing sapphics
and hexameters, did more honor to so strange a pedantry
than it deserved.

18. The translation of the Metamorphoses of Ovid by
Poetical Anguillara seems to have acquired the highest name
translations. wjtn tne critics ;

3 but that of the ^neid by Caro is

certainly the best known in Europe. It is not, however, very
faithful, though written in blank verse, which leaves a trans-

lator no good excuse for deviating from his original : the style
is diffuse, and, upon the whole, it is better that those who read

it should not remember Virgil. Many more Italian poets

ought, possibly, to be commemorated ; but we must hasten

forward to the greatest of them all.

19. The life of Tasso is excluded from these pages by the

Torquato
rule I have adopted ; but I cannot suppose any

Tasso. reader to be ignorant of one of the most interesting

and affecting stories that literary biography presents. It was

lx. 212, gives a worse character of the style
"
Mutalo, o sminuiscil, se tu sai,

of Aretin. But Muratori (Delia Perfetta Nanni, o Gianni, o Giannino, o Ginn-

Poesia, ii. 284) extols one of his sonnets nozzo,
as deserving a very high place in Italian Come piu tu lo tocchi, peggio fai.

poetry. Che gli e cattivo intero, e peggior mozzo."
1 A more innocent and diverting capl-

tolo of Gasa turns on the ill luck of being
* Macaronic verse was invented by one

named John. Folengo, in the first part of the century.
.... .,

. This worthy had written an epic poem,
S
f

10 avess. manco qumdici o vent' anni, whjch he t^ought 8up,,rior to the /Kin-id.
Messer Gandolfo 10 mi sbattezzerei, A frf d to w om h

'

snowe,, tlu. ,.,.
Per non aver mai piu nome Giovanni ^ mm the col linlent . M ha

Perch' io non posso andar pe' fatti
tno^g

'

h^ of ^.j^ that h^ had ^^,1
,,

mf
*.

l
t

Virgil. Folengo. in a raire. threw his poemNe partirmi di qui per ir si pres-so
* ^ & ^ ^ for the regt of

Ch 10 nol senta chuuiar da cinque e
hjs ,. fe ^ write Macaromcs . journal des

8M '

Savans, December, 1831.

He ends by lamenting that no altera- 3 Salfi (continuation de Ginguene), x.

tiou mends the name 180
; Corniani, vi. 113.
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in the first stages of a morbid melancholy, almost of intel-

lectual derangement, that the Gierusalemme Liberata was
finished : it was during a confinement, harsh in all its circum-

stances, though perhaps necessary, that it was given to the

world. Several portions had been clandestinely published, in

consequence of the author's inability to protect his rights ;

and even the first complete edition, in 1581, seems to have
been without his previous consent. In the later editions of

the same year, he is said to have been consulted; but his dis-

order was then at a height, from which it afterwards receded,

leaving his genius undiminished, and his reason somewhat
more sound, though always unsteady. Tasso died at Rome
in 1595, already the object of the world's enthusiastic admira-

tion, rather than of its kindness and sympathy.
20. The Jerusalem is the great epic poem, in the strict

sense, of modern times. It was justly observed by TheJeru-

Voltaire, that, in the choice of his subject, Tasso is ^ t

e

?^

superior to Homer. Whatever interest tradition choice of

might have attached among the Greeks to the wrath BubJect-

of Achilles and the death of Hector, was slight to those genu-
ine recollections which were associated with the first crusade.

It was not the theme of a single people, but of Europe ; not a

fluctuating tradition, but certain history ; yet history so far

remote from the poet's time, as to adapt itself to his purpose
with almost the flexibility of fable. Nor could the subject

have been chosen so well in another age or country ; it was

still the holy war, and the sympathies of his readers were

easily excited for religious chivalry : but, in Italy, this was no

longer an absorbing sentiment ; and the stern tone of bigotry,

which perhaps might still have been required from a Castilian

poet, would have been dissonant amidst the soft notes that

charmed the court of Ferrara.

21. In the variety of occurrences, the change of scenes

and images, and of the trains of sentiment connected superior to

with them in the reader's mind, we cannot place the
^merand

Iliad on a level with the Jerusalem. And again, by some

the manifest unity of subject, and by the continuance *

of the crusading army before the walls of Jerusalem, the

poem of Tasso has a coherence and singleness, which is com^

paratively wanting to that of Virgil. Every circumstance is

in its place : we expect the victory of the Christians, but

YOU II. 13
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acknowledjfe the probability and adequacy of the events that

delay it. The episodes, properly so to be called, are few and

short ;
for the expedition of those who recall Rinaldo from the

arms of Armida, though occupying too large a portion of the

poem, unlike the fifth and sixth, or even the second and third

books of the JEneid, is an indispensable link in the chain of

its narrative.

22. In the delineation of character, at once natural, distinct,

its ch- and original, Tasso must give way to Homer, per-
racters. haps to some other epic and romantic poets. There

are some indications of the'age in which he wrote ; some want

of that truth to nature, by which the poet, like the painter,

must give reality to the conceptions of his fancy. Yet here

also the sweetness and nobleness of his mind-, and his fine

sense of moral beauty, are displayed. The female warrior had

been an old invention; and few, except Homer, had missed

the opportunity of diversifying their battles with such a

character. But it is of difficult management : we know not

how to draw the line between the savage virago, from whom
the imagination revolts, and the gentler fair one, whose feats

in arms are ridiculously incongruous to her person and dis-

position. Virgil first threw a romantic charm over his Ca-

milla ; but he did not render her the object of love. In

modern poetry, this seemed the necessary compliment to

every lady; but we hardly envy Rogero the possession of

Bradamante, or Arthegal that of Britomart. Tasso alone,

with little sacrifice of poetical probability, has made his read-

ers sympathize with the enthusiastic devotion of Tancred for

Clorinda. She is so bright,^n ideality, so heroic, and yet, by
the enchantment of verse, so lovely, that no one follows her

through the combat without delight, or reads her death with-

out sorrow. And how beautiful is the contrast of this charac-

ter with the tender and modest Erminia ! The heroes, as has

been hinted, are drawn with less power. Godfrey is a noble

example of calm and faultless virtue ; but we find little dis-

tinctive character in Rinaldo. Tancred has seemed to some

rather too much enfeebled by his passion ; yet this may be

justly considered as part of the moral of the poem.
23. The Jerusalem is read with pleasure in almost every

Excellence canto. No poem, perhaps, if we except the JEneid,
of its style, has go few weajs or tedious pages : the worst passages
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are the speeches, which are too diffuse. The native melan-

choly of Tasso tinges all his poem : we meet with no lighter
strain, no comic sally, no effort to relieve for an instant the

tone of seriousness that pervades every stanza. But it is pro-
bable that some become wearied by this uniformity, which his

metre serves to augment. The ottava rima has its inconve-

niences : even its intricacy, when once mastered, renders it

more monotonous ; and the recurrence of marked rhymes, the

breaking of the sense into equal divisions, while they com-
municate to it a regularity that secures the humblest verse

from sinking to the level of prose, deprive it of that variety
which the hexameter most eminently possesses. Ariosto les

sened this effect by the rapid flow of his language, and

perhaps by its negligence and inequality : in Tasso, who is

more sustained at a high pitch of elaborate expression than

any great poet except Virgil, and in whom a prosaic or feeble

stanza will rarely be found, the uniformity of cadence may
conspire with the lusciousness of style to produce a sense of

satiety in the reader. This is said rather to account for the

injustice, as it seems to me, with which some speak of Tasso,
than to express my own sentiments ;

for there are few poems
of great length which I so little wish to lay aside as the Jeru-

salem.

24. The diction of Tasso excites perpetual admiration : it

is rarely turgid or harsh ; and, though more figurative than

that of Ariosto, it is so much less than that of most of our

own or the ancient poets, that it appears simple in our eyes.

Virgil, to whom we most readily compare him, is far superior
in energy, but not in grace. Yet his grace is often too arti-

ficial, and the marks of the file are too evident in the exqui-
siteness of his language. Lines of superior beauty occur

in almost every stanza : pages after pages may be found, in

which, not pretending to weigh the style in the scales of the

Florentine Academy, I do not perceive one feeble verse or

improper expression.
25. The conceits so often censured in Tasso, though they

bespeak the false taste that had begun to prevail, do some

not seem quite so numerous as his critics have been faults in it.

apt to insinuate ; but we find sometimes a trivial or affected

phrase, or, according to the usage of the times, an idle allusion

to mythology, when the verse or stanza requires to be filled

up. A striking instance may be given from the admirable
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passage where Tancred discovers Clorinda in the warrior on

whom he has just inflicted a mortal blow

" La vide, e la conobbe
;
e resto senza

E ruoto e senso "

The effect is here complete, and here he would have desired

to stop. But the necessity of the verse induced him to finish

it with feebleness and affectation. Ahi vista ! Ahi conoscenzu !

Such difficult metres as the ottava rima demand these sacri-

fices too frequently. Ariosto has innumerable lines of neces-

sity.

26. It is easy to censure the faults of this admirable poem.
Defects of The supernatural machinery is perhaps somewhat in
the poem. excegg ; yet this had been characteristic of the ro-

mantic school of poetry, which had moulded the taste of

Europe, and is seldom displeasing to the reader. A still more

unequivocal blemish is the disproportionate influence of love

upon the heroic crusaders, giving a tinge of effeminacy to the

whole poem, and exciting something like contempt in the aus-

tere critics, who have no standard of excellence in epic song
but what the ancients have erected for us. But, while we
must acknowledge that Tasso has indulged too far the inspi-
rations of his own temperament, it may be candid to ask our-

selves, whether a subject so grave, and by necessity so full of

carnage, did not require many of the softer touches which he

has given it. His battles are as spirited and picturesque as

those of Ariosto, and perhaps more so than those of Virgil ;

but, to the taste of our times, he has a little too much of pro-
miscuous slaughter. The Iliad had here set an unfortunate

precedent, which epic poets thought themselves bound to

copy. If Erminia and Armida had not been introduced,
the classical critic might have censured less in the Jerusa-

lem; but it would have been far less also the delight of

mankind.
27. Whatever may be the laws of criticism, every poet

will best obey the dictates of his own genius. The
the peculiar skill and imagination of Tasso made him equal to

Tasso*
*

descriptions of war; but his heart was formed for

that sort of pensive voluptuousness which most

distinguishes his poetry, and which is very unlike the coarser

sensuality of Ariosto. He lingers around the gardens of

Armida, as though he had been himself her thrall. The
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Florentine critics vehemently attacked her final reconciliation

with Rinaldo in the twentieth canto, and the renewal of their

loves ; for the reader is left with no other expectation. Nor
was their censure unjust ; since it is a sacrifice of what
should be the predominant sentiment in the conclusion of the

poem. But Tasso seems to have become fond of Armida,
and could not endure to leave in sorrow and despair the

creature of his ethereal fancy, whom he had made so fair and
so winning. It^is probable that the majority of readers are

pleased with this passage ; but it can never escape the con-

demnation of severe judges.
28. Tasso, doubtless, bears a considerable resemblance to

Virgil. But independently of the vast advantages Tasgo ^^
which the Latin language possesses in majesty and pared to

vigor, and which render exact comparison difficult
'

as well as unfair, it may be said that Virgil displays more

justness of taste, a more extensive observation, and, if we

may speak thus in the absence of so much poetry which
he may have imitated, a more genuine originality. Tasso did

not possess much of the self-springing invention which we
find in a few great poets, and which, in this higher sense, I

cannot concede to Ariosto : he not only borrows freely, and

perhaps studiously, from the ancients, but introduces frequent
lines from earlier Italian poets, and especially from Petrarch.

He has also some favorite turns of phrase, which serve to

give a certain mannerism to his stanzas.

29. The Jerusalem was no sooner published than it was

weighed against the Orlando Furioso; and neither
ToAriosto .

Italy nor Europe have yet agreed which scale in-

clines. It is indeed one of those critical problems that admit

of no certain solution, whether we look to the suffrage of those

who feel acutely and justly, or to the general sense of man-

kind. We cannot determine one poet to be superior to the

other, without assuming premises which no one is bound to

grant. Those who read for a stimulating variety of circum-

stances, and the enlivening of a leisure hour, must prefer

Ariosto ; and he is probably, on this account, a poet of more

universal popularity. It might be said perhaps by some, that

he is more a favorite of men, and Tasso of women. And^yet,
in Italy, the sympathy with tender and graceful poetry is^so

general, that the Jerusalem has hardly been less in favor with

the people than its livelier rival ; and its fine stanzas may
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still be heard by moonlight from the tips of a gondolier,

floating along the calm bosom of the Venetian waters.1

30. Ariosto must be placed much more below Homer than

Tasso falls short of VirgiL The Orlando has not the impe-

tuosity of the Iliad : each is prodigiously rapid, but Homer
has more momentum by his weight; the one is a hunter,
the other a war-horse. The finest stanzas in Ariosto are fully

equal to any in Tasso ; but the latter has by no means so many
feeble tines. Yet his language, though never affectedly ob-

scure, is not so pellucid, and has a certain refinement which

makes us sometimes pause to perceive the meaning. Who-
ever reads Ariosto slowly, will probably be offended by his

negligence: whoever reads Tasso quickly, will lose something
of the elaborate finish of his style.

31. It is not easy to find a counterpart among painters for

To the
Ariosto. His brilliancy and fertile invention might

Boiognese remind us of Tintoret ; but he is more natural, and
<ere'

less solicitous of effect. If indeed poetical diction

be the correlative of coloring in our comparison of the

arts, none of the Venetian school can represent the simplicity
and averseness to ornament of language which belong to the

Orlando Furioso ; and it would be impossible, for other rea-

sons, to look for a parallel in Roman or Tuscan pencil. But
with Tasso the case is different ; and, though it would be an

affected expression to call him the founder of the Boiognese
school, it is evident that he had a great influence on its

chief painters, who came but a tittle after him. They imbued
themselves with the spirit of a poem so congenial to their age,
and so much admired in it. No one, I think, can consider

their works, without perceiving both the analogy of the place

1 The following passages may perhaps Treman le spaziose atre caverne,
be naturally compared, both as being cele- E 1' aer cieco a quel rumor rimbomba.

brated, and as descriptive of sound. Ari- Ne si stridendo mai dalle superne
osto has, however, much the advantage ; Kegioni del cielo il folgor piouiba ;

and I do not think the lines in the Jerusa- Ne si scossa giammai trema la terra

I'-in , though very famous, are altogether Quando i vapori in sen gravida serra."

what I should select as a specimen of (iierus. Lib., c. 4.

Tasso.
"
Aspri concenti, orribile armonia In the latter of these stanzas, there ia

D' alte querele, d' ululi, e di Btrida rather too studied an effort at imitative

Delia misera gente, che peria sound : the lines are grand and nobly
Nel fondo per cagion dclla sua guida, expressed ;

but they do not hurry along
Istranamente concordar s' udfa the reader like those of Ariosto. In his,
Col fiero suon della fiainma omicida." there is little attempt at vocal imitation ;

Orland. Fur., c. 14. yet we seem to heur the cries of the sulfer-
" Chiama gH abftator dell' ombre eterne ing, and the crackling of the flames.

Q rauco soon della tartarea tromba ;
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each hold in their respective arts, and the traces of a feeling,

caught^ directly
from Tasso as their prototype and model. We

recognize his spirit in the sylvan shades and voluptuous forms
of Albano and Domenichino; in the pure beauty that radiates
from the ideal heads of Guido

; in the skilful composition,
exact design, and noble expression, of the Caracci. Yet the
school of Bologna seems to furnish no parallel to the en-

chanting grace and diffused harmony of Tasso; and we
must, in this respect, look back to Correggio as his repre-
sentative.

SECT. II. ON SPANISH POETRY.

Luis de Leon Herrera Ercilla Camoens Spanish Ballads.

32. THE reigns of Charles and his son have long been
reckoned the golden age of Spanish poetry ; and if

poetry cui-

the art of verse was not cultivated in the latter av *ed

period by any quite so successful as Garcilasso and Chariesand

Mendoza,*who belonged to the earlier part of the Philip -

century, the vast number of names that have been collected

by diligent inquiry show, at least, a national taste which
deserves some attention. The means of exhibiting a full

account of even the most select names in this crowd are not

readily at hand. In Spain itself, the poets of the age of

Philip II., like those who lived under his great enemy in

England, were, with very few exceptions, little regarded till

after the middle of the eighteenth century. The Parnaso

Kspanol of Sedano, the first volumes of which were pub-
lished in 176H. m;ule them better known; but Boutenvek

observes, that it would have been easy to make a superior

collection, as we do not find several poems of the chief

writers, with which the editor seems to have fancied the

public to be sufficiently acquainted. An imperfect knowledge
of the language, and a cursory view of these volumes, must

disable me from speaking confidently of Castilian poetry:
so iar as I feel myself competent to judge, the specimens
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chosen by Bouterwek do no injustice to the compila-
tion.

1

33. The best lyric poet of Spain in the opinion of many,
Luisde vf'ith whom I venture to concur, was Fra Luis Ponce
Leon- de Leon, born in 1527, and whose poems were pro-

bably written not very long after the middle of the century.
The greater part are translations ; but his original productions
are chiefly religious, and full of that soft mysticism which
allies itself so well to the emotions of a poetical mind. One
of his odes, De la Vida del Cielo, which will be found entire

in Bouterwek, is an exquisite piece of lyric poetry, which,
in its peculiar line of devou.t aspiration, has perhaps never

been excelled.
2 But the warmth of his piety was tempered

by a classical taste, which he had matured by the habitual

imitation of Horace. "At an early age," says Bouterwek,
" he became intimately acquainted with the odes of Horace ;

and the elegance and purity of style which distinguish those

compositions made a deep impression on his imagination.
Classical simplicity and dignity were the models constantly

present to his creative fancy. He, however, appropriated to

himself the character of Horace's poetry too naturally ever

to incur the danger of servile imitatiorj. He discarded the

prolix style of the canzone, and imitated the brevity of the

strophes of Horace in romantic measures of syllables and

rhymes : more just feeling for the imitation of the ancients

was never evinced by any modern poet. His odes have,

however, a character totally different from those of Horace,

though the sententious air which marks the style of Imi-i

authors imparts to them a deceptive resemblance. The re-

ligious austerity of Luis de Leon's life was not to be reconciled

with the epicurism of the Latin poet: but, notwithstanding
this very different disposition of the mind, it is not surprising
that they should have adopted the same form of poetic ex-

pression ; for each possessed a fine imagination, subordinate

to the control of a sound understanding. Which of the two is

1 " The merit of Spanish poems," says ous; "it was not uncommon eron for the
a critic equally candid and well-informed, nobility of Philip IV. 's time to converse
"
independently of those intended for re- for some minutes in extemporaneous poe-

pri'sentution, consists chiefly in smoothness try; and in carelessness of metre, as well

of versification ami purity of language, and as in commonplace images, the verses <if

in facility rather than strength of imagi- that time often remind us of the impro-
nation." Lord Holland's Lope de Vega, visatori of Italy."- p. 106.
vol. i. p. 107. He had previously observed,

* P. 248.
that these poets were generally volumin-
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the superior poet, in the most extended sense of the word, it

would be difficult to determine ; as each formed his style by
free imitation, and neither overstepped the boundaries of a
certain sphere of practical observation. Horace's odes exhi-

bit a superior style of art, and, from the relationship between
the thoughts and images, possess a degree of attraction which
is wanting in those of Luis de Leon ; but, on the other liaiid,

the latter are the more rich in that natural kind of poetry
which may be regarded as the overflowing of a pure soul,

elevated to the loftiest regions of moral and religious ideal-

ism." l

Among the fruits of these Horatian studies of Luis

de Leon, we must place an admirable ode suggested by the

prophecy of Nereus, wherein the genius of the Tagus, rising
from its waters to Rodrigo. the last of the Gothic kings, as he

lay encircled in the arms of Cava, denounces the ruin which

their guilty loves were to entail upon Spain.
2

34. Xext to Luis de Leon in merit, and perhaps above

him in European Tenown, we find Herrera, sur-

named the Divine. He died in 1578 ; and his

poems seem to have been first collectively published in 1582

He was an innovator in poetical language, whose boldness

was sustained by popularity, though it may have diminished

his fame. " Herrera was a poet," says Bouterwek,
" of

powerful talent, and one who evinced undaunted resolution in

pursuing the new path which he had struck out for himself.

The novel style, however, which he wished to introduce into

Spanish poetry, was not the result of a spontaneous essay,

flowing from immediate inspiration, but was theoretically con-

structed on artificial principles. Thus, amidst traits of real

beauty, his poetry everywhere presents marks of affecta-

tion.

'

The great fault of his language is too much singularity ;

and his expression, where it ought to be elevated, is merely
far-fetched."

3
Velasquez observes, that, notwithstanding the

genius and spirit of Hen-era, his extreme care to polish his

versification has rendered it sometimes unpleasing to those

who require harmony and ease.
4

35. Of these defects in the style of Herrera, I cannot

1 P. 243. of the C*?8 to Camoens : but the resem

* This ode I first knew many yean blance te not sufficient, and the date* ra-

rince by a translation in the poems of thi-r incompatible.

Russell, which are too little remembered,
except by a few good judgw,. It ha* been GescbJcht* der Spwuscben DichtkuMk

surmised by gome Spanish critics to hare p. 207.

> suggested the Jamoug vision of the Spirit
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judge : his odes appear to possess a lyric elevation and rich-

ness of phrase, derived in some measure from the study of

Pindar, or still more perhaps of the Old Testament, and

worthy of comparison with Chiabrera. Those on the battle
of Lepanto are most celebrated : they pour forth a torrent of

resounding song, in those rich tones which the Castilian lan-

guage so abundantly supplies. I cannot so thoroughly admire
the ode addressed to Sleep, which Bouterwek as well as
Sedano extol. The images are in themselves pleasing and

appropriate, the lines steal with a graceful flow on the ear ;

but we should desire to find something more raised above the

commonplaces of poetry.
36. The poets of this age belong generally, more or less,

General
* ^e Italian school. Many of them were also

tone of translators from Latin. In their odes, epistles, and
caatiuan SOnnets, the resemblance of style, as well as that of

the languages, make us sometimes almost believe
that we are reading the Italian instead of the Spanish Par-
naso.

^

There seem, however, to be some shades of difference
even in those who trod the same path. The Castilian ama-
tory verse is more hyperbolical, more full of extravagant
metaphors, but less subtle, less prone to ingenious trifling,
less blemished by verbal conceits, than the Italian. Such at
least is what has struck me, in the slight acquaintance I have
with the former. The Spanish poets are also more redun-
dant in descriptions of Nature, and more sensible to her
beauties. I dare not assert that they have less grace and
less power of exciting emotion : it may be my misfortune
to have fallen rarely on passages that might repel my sus-

picion.
37. It is at least evident that the imitation of Italy, propa-

Castm -o
gate<* by Boscan and his followers, was not the indi-

genous style of Castile. And of this some of her
most distinguished poets were always sensible. In the Diana
of Montemayor, a romance which, as such, we shall have to

mention hereafter, the poetry, largely interspersed, bears

partly the character of the new, partly that of the old or

native, school. The latter is esteemed superior. Castillejo
endeavored to restore the gay rhythm of the redondilla, and
turned into ridicule the imitators of Petrarch. Bouterwek
speaks rather slightingly of his general poetic powers, though
some of his canciones have a considerable share of elegance.
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His genius, playful and witty, rather than elegant, seemed
not ill-titted to revive the popular poetry.

1 But those who
claimed the praise of superior talents did not cease to culti-

vate the polished style of Italy. The most conspicuous,

perhaps, before the end of the century, were Gil Polo,

Espinel, Lope de Vega, Barahona de Soto, and Figueroa.*
Several other names, not without extracts, will be found in

Bouterwek.
38. Voltaire, in his early and very defective essay on epic

poetry, made known to Europe the Araucana of Araucana

Ercilla, which has ever since enjoyed a certain share f Erciiia.

of reputation, though condemned by many critics as tedious

and prosaic. Bouterwek depreciates it in rather more sweep-
ing a manner than seems consistent with the admissions he
afterwards makes.3 A talent for lively description and for

painting situations, a natural and correct diction, which he
ascribes to Ercilla, if they do not constitute a claim to a high
rank among poets, are at least as much as many have pos-
sessed. An English writer of good taste has placed him in a

triumvirate with Homer and Ariosto for power of narration.4

Raynouard observes that Ercilla has taken Ariosto as his

model, especially in the opening of his cantos. But the

long digressions and episodes of the Araucana, which the poet
has not had the art to connect with his subject, render it

fatiguing. T-he first edition, in 1569, contains but fifteen

books ; the second part was published in 1578 ; the whole

together in 1590.*

39. The Araucana is so far from standing alone in this

class of poetry, that not less than twenty-five epic ^^ epic

poems appeared in Spain within little more than poem* in

half a century. These will be found enumerated,
SpaiD

and, as far as possible, described and characterized, in Velas-

quez's History of Spanish Poetry, which I always quote in

P 2*57. vol. i. p. 33. Bouterwek says he has

Lord Holland has given a falter ac- never met with the book. It i* pnised by
count of the poetry of Lope de Vega than Cervantes in Don Quixote,
either Bouterwek or Velasquez and Dieze ;

The translation of Tasso'g Aminta, by
and the extracts in his Lives of Lope de Jauregui, has been preferred by Menage

Vega and Guillen de Castro will not, I as well as Cervantes to the original. But

believe, be found in the Paraaso EspanoL. there is no extraordinary merit in turn-

which U contrived on a happy plan of ing Italian into Spanish, even with sonw

excluding what is best. Las Lagrimas de improvement of the diction.

Angelica, by Barahona de Soto, Lord H. s P. 407.

aya. "hag"always been esteemed one of Pursuits of Literature,

the beat poems in the Spanish language
" 5 Journal des Savans, September, ISM.
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the German translation with the valuable notes of Dieze.1

Bouterwek mentions but a part of the number ; and a few of

them may be conjectured by the titles not to be properly epic.
It is denied by these writers, that Ercilla excelled all his con-

temporaries in heroic song. I find, however, a different

sentence in a Spanish poet of that age, who names him as

superior to the rest.-

40. But in Portugal there had arisen a poet, in comparison

Camoans
^ wnose gl rv that of Ercilla is as nothing. The
name of Camoens has truly an European reputation ;

but the Lusiad is written in a language not generally familiar.

From Portuguese critics it would be unreasonable to demand
want of prejudice in favor of a poet so illustrious, and of a

poem so peculiarly national. The ^neid reflects the glory
of Rome as from a mirror : the Lusiad is directly and exclu-

sively what its name,
" The Portuguese" (Os Lusiadas), de-

notes, the praise of the Lusitanian people. Their past history
chimes in, by means of episodes, with the great event of Ga-
ma's voyage to India. The faults of Camoens, in the manage-
ment of his fable and the choice of macliinery, are sufficiently

obvious : it is, nevertheless, the first successful attempt in

modern Europe to construct an epic poem on the ancient

model ; for the Gierusalemme Liberata, though incomparably

superior, was not written or published so soon. In conse-

quence perhaps of this epic form, which, even when imperfectly

delineated, long obtained, from the general veneration for

antiquity, a greater respect at the hands of critics than per-

haps it deserved, the celebrity of Camoens has always been

considerable. In point of fame, he Cranks among the poets
Defects of of the South immediately after the first names of
the Lusiad.

Italy ; nor is the distinctive character that belongs
to the poetry of the southern languages anywhere more fully

perceived than in the Lusiad. In a general estimate of its

1 Pp. 37&-407 ; Bouterwek, p. 413. Virtud que el cielo para si reserva

Que en el furor de Marte este Minerva."
* "

Oye el sstilo grave, el blando acento,
Y "altos ronrontxM del varon famoso La Casa de la Memoria, por Vicente Esj.1-

Que en el heroyco VITRO fne el primero nel, in Parnsiso Espariol. viii. 352.

Que honro a 8u patria, y aim quiz* el Antonio, near the end of the seven-

powtrero. teenth century, extols Krcilla very hijrhlv,
Del fuerte Arauco el pecho altivo but intimates that some did not relish

espanta his simple perspicuity. "Ad hum- usque
Don Alon.to <lf Ercilla con el mano, diem ab its omnibus avidi..-imt- lejritur,

Con ella lo derriba y lo leranta, qui facile dioendi genus atque pers|ii-

Venee y honra venciendo al Arauoano
;
cuum admittere vim suain -t nervos,

Calla sus hechos, los agenos canta, nativaque sublimitate quadam attollj

Coa till i-stilo que eclipso al Toscano: posse, cothurnatumque ire nou ignorant."
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merits, it must appear rather. feeble and prosaic; the geo
graphical and historical details are insipid and tedious; a
skilful use of poetical artifice is never exhibited ; we are little

detained to admire an ornamented diction, or glowing thoughts,
or brilliant imagery ; a certain negligence disappoints us in

the most beautiful passages ; and it is not till a second perusal
that their sweetness has time to glide into the heart. The
celebrated stanzas on Inez de Castro are a proof of this.

41. These deficiencies, as a taste formed in the English
school, or in that of classical antiquity, is apt to ac- Ite excel .

count them, are greatly compensated, and doubtless knees,

far more to a native than they can be to us, by a freedom
from all that offends, for he is never turgid nor affected nor
obscure

; by a perfect ease and transparency of narration ; by
scenes and descriptions, possessing a certain charm of coloring,
and perhaps not less pleasing from the apparent negligence
of the pencil ; by a style kept up at a level just above com-
mon language ; by a mellifluous versification ; and, above all,

by a kind of soft languor which tones, as it were, the whole

poem, and brings perpetually home to our minds the poetical
character and interesting fortunes of its author. As the mir-

ror of a heart so full of love, courage, generosity, and patriot-

ism, as that of Camoens, the Lusiad can never fail to please us,
whatever place we may assign to it in the records of poetical

genius.
1

42. The Lusiad is best known in England by the transla-

tion of Mickle, who has been thought to have done Mkkie's

something more than justice to his author, both by
translation -

the unmeasured eulogies he bestows upon him, and by the

more substantial service of excelling the original in his un-

faithful delineation. The style of Mickle is certainly more

poetical, according to our standard, than that of Camoens ; that

is, more figurative and emphatic : but it seems to me replen-
ished with commonplace phrases, and wanting in the facility

and sweetness of the original ;
in which it is well known that

he has interpolated a great deal without a pretence.
2

1 " In every language," Bays Mr. ly, indeed, upon any but tnose to whom
Southey, probably, in the Quarterly Re- It is really such. Camoens possesses it

view, xxvii. 38,
" there is a magic of in perfection : it is his peculiar excel-

words as untranslatable as the Sesame lence."

in the Arabian tale : you may retain the - Several specimens of Mickle's infldeli-

meaning ; but, if the words be changed, ty in translation, which exceed all liber-

the spell is lost. The magic has its effect ties ever taken in this way, are mentioned

only upon those to whom the-language is in the Quarterly Iteview.

as familiar as their mother- tongue j
hard-
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43. The most celebrated passage in the Lusiad is tint

Celebrated
wliere in the Spirit of the Cape, rising in the midst

passage in of his stormy seas, threatens the daring adventurer

that violates their unploughed waters. In order !o

judge fairly of this conception, we should endeavor to forget
all that has been written in imitation of it. Nothing has be-

come more commonplace in poetry than one of its highest

flights, supernatural personification ; and, as children draw
notable monsters when they cannot come near the human
form, so every poetaster, who knowa not how to describe one

object in nature, is quite at home with a goblin. Considered

by itself, the idea is impressive and even sublime. Nor am I

aware of any evidence to impeach its originality, in the only
sense which originality of poetical invention can bear : it is a
combination which strikes us with the force of novelty, and
which we cannot instantly resolve into any constituent ele-

ments. The prophecy of Nereus, to which we have lately

alluded, is much removed in grandeur and appropriateness of

circumstance from this passage of Camoens, though it may
contain the germ of his conception. It is, however, one that

seems much above the genius of its author. Mild, graceful,

melancholy, he has never given in any other place signs of

such vigorous imagination ; and, when we read these lines on
the Spirit of the Cape, it is impossible not to perceive, that,
like Frankenstein, he is unable to deal with the monster he
has created. The formidable Adamastor is rendered mean by
particularity of description, descending even to yellow teeth.

The speech put into his mouth is feeble and prolix ; and it is

a serious objection to the whole, that the awful vision answers
no purpose but that of ornament, and is impotent against the

success and glory of the navigators. A spirit of whatever

dimensions, that can neither overwhelm a ship, nor even raise

a tempest, is incomparably less terrible than a real hurricane.

44. Camoens is still, in his shorter poems, esteemed the

Minor
chief of Portuguese poets in this age, and possibly

poems of in every other: his countrymen deem him their

model, and judge of later verse by comparison with
his. In every kind of composition then used in Portugal, he
has left proofs of excellence. " Most of his sonnets," says
Bouterwek,

" have love for their theme, and they are of very
unequal merit; some are full of Petrarchic tenderness and

grace, and moulded with classical correctness ; others are im-
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petuous and romantic, or disfigured by false learning, or full

of tedious pictures of the conflicts of passion with reason.

Upon the whole, however, no Portuguese poet has so correctly
seized the character of the sonnet as Camoens. "Without

apparent effort, merely by the ingenious contrast of the first

eight with the last six lines, he knew how to make these little

effusions convey a poetic unity of ideas and impressions, after

the model of the best Italian sonnets, in so natural a manner,
that the first lines or quartets of the sonnet excite a soft

expectation, which is harmoniously fulfilled by the tercets or
last six lines."

1 The same writer praises several other of the

miscellaneous compositions of Camoens.
4-3. But. though no Portuguese of the sixteenth century

has come near to this illustrious poet, Ferreira en-
Ferreinu

deavored with much good sense, if not with great
elevation, to emulate the didactic tone of Horace, both in

lyric poems and epistles, of which the latter had been most
esteemed.- The classical school formed by Ferreira produced
other poets in the sixteenth century ; but it seems to have
been little in unison with the national character. The reader

will find as full an account of these as, if he is unacquainted
with the Portuguese language, he is likely to desire, in the

author on whom I have chiefly relied.

4G. The Spanish ballads or romances are of very <iifferent

ages. Some of them, as has been observed in Spanish

another place, belong to the fifteenth century ; and baU *te-

there seems sufficient ground for referring a small number to

even an earlier date. But by far the greater portion is of the

reign of Philip II., or even that of his successor. The Moor-
ish romances in general, and all those on the Cid, are

reckoned by Spanish critics among the most modern. Those

published by Depping and Duran have rarely an air of the

raciness and simplicity which usually distinguish the poetry of

the people, and seem to have been written by poets of Valla-

dolid or Madrid, the contemporaries of Cervantes, with a good
deal of elegance, though not much vigor. The Moors of

romance, the chivalrous gentlemen of Granada, were displayed

by these Castilian poets in attractive colors ;

s and much more

1 Hist, of Portuguese Literature, p. 187. dox real, which had taken offence at these
* Id., p. 111. enooniium.* on infidels. WhoeTtr nwla

Bouterwek. Sismondi. and others hare this little poem, which may be found in

quoted a romance, beginning
" Xante Zav- Depping

rg collection, will see that it is writ-

da T Adilila," as the effusion of an orthb- ten more as a humorous ridicule on con-
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did the traditions of their own heroes, especially of the Cid,
the bravest and most noble-minded of them all, furnish mate-

rials for their popular songs. Their character, it is observed

by the latest editor, is unlike that of the older romances of

chivalry, which had been preserved orally, as he conceives,
down to the middle of the sixteenth century, when they were
inserted in the Cancionero de Romances at Antwerp, 1555. 1

I have been informed, that an earlier edition, printed in Spain,
has lately been discovered. In these there is a certain pro-

lixity and hardness of style, a want of connection, a habit of

repeating verses or entire passages from others. They have

nothing of the marvellous, nor borrow any thing from Arabian
sources. In some others of the more ancient poetry, there

are traces of the oriental manner, and a peculiar tone of wild

melancholy. The little poems scattered through the prose
romance, entitled, Las Guerras de Granada, are rarely, as I

should conceive, older than the reign of Philip II. These

Spanish ballads are known to our public, but generally with

inconceivable advantage, by the very fine and animated
translations of Mr. Lockhart.2

temporary poets than a serious reproof.
It is much more lively than the answer,
which these modern critics also quote.
Both these poems are of the end of the six-

teenth century. Neither Bouterwek nor
Sismondi have kept in mind the recent
date of the Moorish ballads.

1 Duran, in the preface to his Romancero
of 1832. These Spanish collections of songs
and ballads, called Cancloneros and Ro-
mauceros, are very scarce; and there is

some uncertainty among bibliographers as
to their editions. According to Duran,
this of Antwerp contains many romances
unpublished before, and far older than
1 1 iose of the fifteenth century, collected in

the Oancionero General of 1516. It does not

appear, perhaps, that the number which
can be referred with probability to a period
anterior to 1400 is considerable; but they
are very interesting. Among these are Ix

Fronterizos, or songs which the Castilians
used in their incursions on the Moorish
frontier. These were preserved orally, like

other popular poetry. We find in these

early pieces, he says, some traces of the
Arabian style, rather in the melancholy of
its tone than in any splendor of imagery ;

giving, as an instance, some lines quoted by
Sisiiiomli. beginning

" Foute frida, fonte
frida, Fonte frida y con amor." which are

evidently very ancient. Sismondi says
( Litterature du Midi, iii. 240) that it is dif-

ficult to explain the charm of this little

poem, but "
by the tone of truth, and the

absence of all object ;

" and Bouterwek calls

it very nonsensical. It seems to me that
some real story is shadowed in it under
images in themselves of very little meaniiv.;,
which may account for the tone of truth
and pathos it breathes.
The older romances are usually in alter-

nate verses of eight and seven syllables ;

and the rhymes are consonant, or real

rhymes. The assonance is, however, older
than Lord Holland supposes, who says
(Life of Lope de Veita. vol. ii. p. 12) that'll

was not introduced till the end of the six-

teenth century. It oceurs in several that
Duran reckons ancient.

The romance of the Conde Alarcos is

probably of the fifteenth century. This is

written in octosyllable consonant rhymes,
without division of strophes. The Moorish

ballads, with a very few exceptions, belong
to the reigns of Philip II. and Philip III.

;

and those of the Cid, about which so much
interest has been taken, are the latest, aud
among the least valuable of all. All these

are, I believe, written on the principle of
atwonances.

2 An admirable romance on a bull-fight,
in Mr. Lockhart's volume, is faintly to be
traced in one introduced in Las Guerras de
Granada

;
but I have since found it much

more at length in another collection. It is

still, however, far less poetical than tn*

English imitation..
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SECT. HL ON FRENCH AND GERMAN POETBT.

French Poetij Konsard His Followers German Poetiy.

47. THIS was an age of verse in France ; and perhaps in

no subsequent period do we find so long a catalogue
r- i *-\ -i 11 French

or her poets. Goujet has recorded not merely the poets

names, but the live?, in some measure, of nearly two numeion -

hundred, whose works were published in this half-century.
Of this number, scarcely more than five or six are much
remembered in their own country. It is possible, indeed, that

the fastidiousness of French critics, or their idolatry of the

age of Louis XIV., and of that of Voltaire, may have led to

a little injustice in their estimate of these early versifiers.

Our own prejudices are apt, of late, to take an opposite direc-

tion.

48. A change in the character of French poetry, about the

commencement of this period, is referable to the

general revolution of literature. The allegorical the"toneaf

personifications which, from the era of the Roman Drench

de la Rose, had been the common field of verse,
p

became far less usual, and gave place to an inundation of

mythology and classical allusion. The Desir and Reine d'

Amour of the older school became Cupid with his arrows, and

Venus with her doves ; the theological and cardinal virtues,

which had gained so many victories over Sensiudite and Faux

SemUant, vanished themselves from a poetry which had gene-

rally enlisted itself under the enemy's banner. This cutting

off of an old resource rendered it necessary to explore other

mines. All antiquity was ransacked for analogies ; and, where

the images were not wearisomely commonplace, they were

absurdly far-fetched. This revolution was certainly not in-

stantaneous ; but it followed the rapid steps of philological

learning, which had been nothing at the accession of Francis

I., and was every thing at his death.
1 In his court, and in

i [Sainte-Beuve. in his learned Tableau had been by Marc* and his contemporaries,

de la Poesie Franvaist au aeiri^me Siecte, as almost sudden :
4i Tout enfin sonbM

Paris. 1S28, speak* at this revolution in promettre i Marot nne posterite d'adnura-

taste. which substituted a classical school tions enccre plus que de riraujc et a M
fat that of the middle ages, kept up as it poesie nn perfectioanftment paiaoii

VOL. II. 14
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that of his son, if business or gallantry rendered learning

impraoticable, it was at least the mode to affect an esteem for

it. Many names in the list of French poets are conspicuous
for high rank, and a greater number are among the famous
scholars of the age. These, accustomed to writing in Latin,
sometimes in verse, and yielding a superstitious homage to the

mighty dead of antiquity, thought that they ennobled their

native language by destroying her idiomatic purity.
49. The prevalence, however, of this pedantry was chiefly

Ronsard owing to one poet, of great though short-lived re-

nown, Pierre Ronsard. Pie was the first of seven

contemporaries in spng under Henry II., then denominated the

French Pleiad ; the others were Jodelle, Bellay, Baif, Thy-
ard, Dorat, and Belleau. Ronsard, well acquainted with the

ancient languages, and full of the most presumptuous vanity,
fancied that he was born to mould the speech of liis fathers

into new forms more adequate to his genius.

" Je fis des nouveaux mots,
J'en cundamnai les vieux." l

His style, therefore, is as barbarous, if the continual adoption
of Latin and Greek derivatives renders a modern language
barbarous, as his allusions are pedantic. They are more

ridiculously such in his amatory sonnets : in his odes these

faults are rather less intolerable, and there is a spirit and

grandeur which show him to have possessed a poetical mind.-

The popularity of Ronsard was extensive
; and, though he

sometimes complained of the neglect of the great, he wanted
not the approbation of those whom poets are most ambitious

to please. Charles IX. addressed some lines to Ronsard,
which are really elegant, and at least do more honor to that

prince than any thing else recorded of him
; and the verses of

this poet are said to have lightened the weary hours of Mary
Stuart's imprisonment. On his death, in 1586, a funeral

service was performed in Paris, with the best music that the

turn, lorsqu'i 1'improviste la generation which he proceeds to give from this work
nouvelle reclame centre une admiration of Dubellay prove that it was at least in-

Jusque 14 unanime, et, le detachant brus- tended to recommend the cultivation of

quemeiif du passe, declare qu'il est temps style in the native language through a
de s'ouvrir par d'autres voies un avenir de careful study of classical models.

1847.]
gtaire. L?IttuxtTation de la Langue Fran- '

Goujet, Bibliotheque Francaise, xii

faixr, par Joachim Dubellay, est comme le 199.
manifesto de cette insurrection soudaine,

*
Id., 216.

qu'on peut dater de J549." The extracts
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King could command : it was attended by the Cardinal de
Bourbon and an immense concourse ; eulogies in prose and
verse were recited in the university ; and in those anxious

moments, when the crown of France was almost in its agony,
there was leisure to lament that Ronsard had been withdrawn.
How differently attended was the grave of Spenser !

l

50. Ronsard was capable of conceiving strongly and bring-

ing his conceptions in clear and forcible, though seldom in

pure or well-chosen language, before the mind. The poem
entitled Promesse, which will be found in Auguis's Recueil
des Anciens Poetes, is a proof of this, and excels what little

besides I have read of this poet.
8

Bouterwek, whose criti-

cism on Ronsard appears fair and just, "and who gives him,
and those who belonged to his school, credit for perceiving
the necessity of elevating the tone of French verse above the

creeping manner of the allegorical rhymers, observes that,

even in his errors, we discover a spirit striving upwards,

disdaining what is trivial, and restless in the pursuit of excel-

lence.
3 But such a spirit may produce very bad and tasteless

poetry. La Harpe, who admits Ronsard's occasional beauties

and his poetic fire, is repelled by his scheme of versification,

full of enjambemens, as disgusting to a correct French ear

as they are, in a moderate use, pleasing to our own. After

the appearance of Malherbe, the poetry of Ronsard fell into

contempt ; and the pure correctness of Louis XIV.'s age was
not likely to endure his barbarous innovations and false taste.

4

Balzac, not long afterwards, turns his pedantry into ridicule,

and," admitting the abundance of the stream, adds that it

was turbid.5 In later times, more justice has been done to

the spirit and imagination of this poet, without repealing the

sentence against his style.
6

1
Id., 20". poet* bien entter, e'ert le commencement
Vol. iv. p. ia5. et la matiere <Tun poete. On roit, dans

1 Geschichte der Poesie, v. 214. see oeuvres, des parties naiasantes, et i

* Goojet. 245. Malherbe scratched out demi animees, d'un corps qui se forme et

bout half from his copy of Ronsard. gir- qui se ut, mais qui n'a garde d' estrs

Ing hU reasons in the margin. Racan. one aeheve. C'est one grande source, U fent

day looking OTCT this, asked whether he rarouer: mais c'est one source troubleeet

approved what he had not effaced. " Not boueuse : une source, oi non settlement U
a bit more." replied Malherbe,

" than the y amoinsd'eau que de limon. mais oi Tor-

rest." dure empeche de cooler 1'eau. 1' (BuTwa
" Encore aujonrdTiui il est admire par de Balzac, i. 670 : and Goujet, 6t tupra.

tes trois quarts du parlement de Paris, et La Harpe : Biogr. Unir.

reneralement par les antres parlemens de [M. Sainte-Beuve has devoted a wboto

France. I/nnirersite et les lesuites tien- rolume to a selection from Ronsard. Partt,

nent encore son part eontre la cour. et 1828, to whom, without undue praise, ha

centre racademie. . . Oi n'est pas un has restored a more honorable place than
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51. The remaining stars of the Pleiad, except perhaps

other Bellay, sometimes called the French Ovid, and
French whose "

Regrets," or lamentations for his absence

from France during a residence at Rome, are almost

as querulous, if not quite so reasonable, as those of his

prototype on the Ister,
1 seem scarce worthy of particular

notice ; for Jodelle, the founder of the stage in France, has

deserved much less credit as a poet, and fell into the fashion-

able absurdity of making French out of Greek. Raynouard
bestows some eulogy on Baif.2 Those who came afterwards

were sometimes imitators of Ronsard, and, like most imitators

of a faulty manner, far more pedantic and far-fetched than

himself. An unintelligible refinement, which every nation in

Europe seems in succession to have admitted into its poetry,
has consigned much then written in France to oblivion. As

large a proportion of the French verse in this period seems

to be amatory as of the Italian; and the Italian style is

sometimes followed. But a simpler and more lively turn of

language, though without the naivete of Marot, often distin-

guishes these compositions. These pass the bounds of decency
pot seldom ; a privilege which seems in Italy to have been

reserved for certain Fescennine metres, and is not indulged
to the solemnity of the sonnet or canzone. The Italian lan-

guage is ill adapted to the epigram, in which the French

succeed so well.3

52. A few may be selected from the numerous versifiers

under the sons of Henry II. Amadis Jamyn, the
Dn Bartas. ., ,, n J

,
-i ,

pupil of Ronsard, was reckoned by his contempora-
ries almost a rival, and is more natural, less inflated and em-

pliatic, than his master.4 This praise is by no means due to

a more celebrated poet, Du Bartas. His numerous produc-

tions, unlike those of his contemporaries, turn mostly upon
eacred history ; but his poem on the Creation, called La Se-

Malherbe and those who took their tone * "Baif is one of the poets, who, In my
from him had assigned him. The extracts opinion, have happily contributed by their

are chiefly from his lighter poetry, in which example to fix the rules of our versifica-

tiie pedantry of his more pompous style tion." Journal des Savans, Feb. 1825.

does not much appear. Though with lit- 3 Goujet devotes three volumes, the

tie invention, and indeed a large proper- twelfth, thirteenth, and fourteenth of his

tion of these selections is taken from Latin Bibliotheque Francaise, to the poets of these

or Greek poets, Ronaard is often more filly years. Bouterwek and La Harpe have

happy in expression, and more spirited as touched only on a very few names. In the

well a gay in sentiment, than we should Recueil des Anciens Poetes, the extract*

expect to find after reading his labored from them occupy about a volume and a

poems. 1847.] half.

Goujet, xiif. 128
; Augui* <

Goujet, xiii. 229
; Biogr. Unit.
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maine, is that which obtained most reputation, and by which
alone he is now known. The translation by Silvester has
rendered it in some measure familiar to the readers of our old

poetry ; and attempts have been made, not without success, to

show that Milton had been diligent in picking jewels from this

mass of bad taste and bad writing. Du Bartas, in his style,
was a disciple of Ronsard : he affects words derived from the

ancient languages, or, if founded on analogy, yet without

precedent, and has as little naturalness or dignity in his

images as purity in his idiom. But his imagination, though
extravagant, is vigorous and original.

1

53. Pibrac, a magistrate of great integrity, obtained an

extraordinary reputation by his quatrains ; a series

of moral tetrastichs in the style of Theognis. These
first appeared in 1574, fifty in number, and were augmented
to 126 in later editions. They were continually republished
in the seventeenth century, and translated into many Euro-

pean and even oriental languages. It cannot be wonderful,

that, in the change of taste and manners, they have ceased to

be read.2 An imitation of the sixth satire of Horace, by
Nicolas Rapin, printed in the collection of Auguis, is good
and in very pure style.

3
Philippe Desportes, somewhat later,

chose a better school than that of Ronsard : he rejected its

pedantry and affectation, and by the study of Tibullus, as

well as by his natural genius, gave a tenderness and grace to

the poetry of love which those pompous versifiers had never

sought He has been esteemed the precursor of a better era ;

and his versification is rather less lawless,
4
according to La

Harpe, than that of his predecessors.
54. The rules of metre became gradually established. Few

writers of this period neglect the alternation of Frencn

masculine and feminine rhymes;
5 but the open metre and

,.,,,., , . i / i T T-V versification.
vowel will be found in several ot the earner. Uu

1 Qoujet, riii. 304. The Semaine of Du quelquefois dans une chambre, et se met-

Baxtas was printed thirty times within six tant A quatre pattes, souffloit, hennissoit,

years, and translated into Latin, Italian, gambadoit, tiroit des ruades, alloit I'amble,

German, and Spanish, as well as English, le trot, le galop, a courbette, et tachoit par

Id., 312, on the authority of La Croix du toutes sortes de moyens a bien contrefuira

Maine. le cheval." Naude, Considerations sur

Du Bartas, according to a French writer les Coups d'Estat, p. 47-

of the next century, used methods of ex- 2 Goujet, xii. 2GC
; Biogr. Unir.

citing his imagination which I recommend s Recueil des Poetes, T. 361.

to the attention of young poets.
" L'on * Goujet, xir. 63 ;

La Uarpe ; Augula,
dit en France que Du Bartas, auparavant v. 343-377.

que de faire cette belle description de che- 5 Grevin, about 1658, is an exception

val oil U a si bioii rencontre, g'enfermoit Goujet, xii. 159.
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Bartas almost affects the enjambement, or continuation of tho

sense beyond the couplet ; and even Desportes does not avoid

it. Their metres are various : the Alexandrine, if so we may
call it, or verse of twelve syllables, was occasionally adopted

by Ronsard, and in time displaced the old verse of ten sylla-

bles, which became appropriated to the lighter style. The
sonnets, as far as I have observed, are regular ; and this form,
which had been very little known in France, after being
introduced by Jodelle and Ronsard, became one of the most

popular modes of composition.
1 Several attempts were made

to naturalize the Latin metres ; but this pedantic innovation

could not long have success. Specimens of it may be found
in Pasquier.

2

55. It may be said, perhaps, of French poetry in general,
but at least in this period, that it deviates less from a

character certain standard than any other. It is not often low,
oM-rench ^ mav ^G imputed to the earlier writers, because

a peculiar style, removed from common speech, and

supposed to be classical, was a condition of satisfying the

critics : it is not often obscure, at least in syntax, as the Ita-

lian sonnet is apt to be, because the genius of the language
and the habits of society demanded perspicuity. But it sel-

dom delights us by a natural sentiment, or unaffected grace of

diction, because both one and the other were fettered by
conventional rules. The monotony of amorous song is more

wearisome, if that be possible, than among the Italians.

56. The characteristics of German verse impressed upon it

* Bouterwek, v. 212. " Vous que les ruisseaux d'Helteon fre-
* Recherches de la France, 1. vii. c. 11. quentez,

Baif has passed for the inventor of this Vous que les jardins solitaires hantez,
foolish art in France, which was more coin- Et le fonds des bois, curieux de choisir
mon there than in England. But Pros- L'ombre et le loisir.

per Marchand ascribes a translation of
the Iliad and Odyssey into regular 'French

"
Qui vivant bien loin de la fange et da

hexameters to one Mousset, of whom no- bruit,
thing is known

;
on no better authority, Et de ces grandeurs que le peuple pour-

however, than a vague passage of D'Au- suit,

bigne, who ' remembered to have seen Estimez les vers que la muse apres
Buch a book sixty years ago." Though vous
Mousset may be imaginary, he furnishes Trempe de miel donx.
an article to Marchand, who brings to-

gether a good deal of learning as to the "Notre grand Ronsard, de ce monde
Latinized French metres of the sixteenth sorti.

century. Dictionnaire Historique. Les efforts deruiers de la Parque a
Passerat, Ronsard, Nicolas Rapin, and sent!

;

Pasquier tried their hands in this style. Ses faveurs n'ont pu lo garantir ennn
Kapin improved upon it by rhyming in Contre le destin," &c. &o.
Sapphics. The following stanzas are from PASQUiKB, uiri sup a.

his ode on the death of llonsard :
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by the Meister-singers still remained, though the songs
of those fraternities seem to have ceased. It was German

chiefly didactic or religious, often satirical, and em- P06*1?-

ploying the veil of apologue. Luther, Hans Sachs, and
other more obscure names, are counted among the fabulists ;

but the most successful was Burcard Waldis, whose fables,

partly from .Esop, partly original, were first published in

1">4*. The Froschmauseler of Rollenhagen, in 1545, is in

a similar style of political and moral apologue with some
liveliness of description. Fischart is another of the moral

satirists, but extravagant in style and humor, resembling
Rabelais, of whose romance he gave a free translation.

One of his poems, Die Gluckhafte Schiff, is praised by
Bouterwek for beautiful descriptions and happy inventions;

but in general he seems to be the Skelton of Germany.
Many German ballads belong to this period, partly taken

from the old tales of chivalry : in these the style is hum-

ble, with no poetry except that of invention, which is not

their own ; yet they are true-hearted and unaffected, and

better than what the next age produced.
1

SECT. IV. Ox ENGLISH POETRY.

Paradise of Dainty Devices Sackrille Gascovne Spenser's Shepherd's Kalendar

Improvement in Poetry England's Helicon Sidney Shakspeare's Poem*
Poets near the close of the Century Translations Scots mod English Ballads -

Spenser's Faery Queen.

57. THE poems of Wyatt and Surrey, with several more,

first appeared in 1557, and were published in a

little book, entitled Tottel's Miscellanies. But, as

both of these belonged to the reign of Henry VTII.,

their poetry has come already under our review. It is proba-

ble that Lord Vaux's short pieces, which are next to those

of Surrey and Wyatt in merit, were written before the mid-

dle of the century. Some of these are published in Tottel,

and others in a scarce collection; the first editicn of which

* Bouterwek, vol. ix.
; Heinaus, ToL ir.
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was, in 1576, quaintly named, The Paradise of Dainty
Devices. The poems in this volume, as in that of Tottel,

are not coeval with its publication : it has been supposed
to represent the age of Mary, full as much as that of Eli-

zabeth ; and one of the chief contributors, if not framers, of

the collection, Richard Edwards, died in 1566. Thirteen

poems are by Lord Vaux, who certainly did not survive

the reign of Mary.
53. We are indebted to Sir Egerton Brydges for the

Character republication, in his British Bibliographer, of.the Pa-
of this col- radise of Dainty Devices ; of which, though there

had been eight editions, it is said that not above six

copies existed.
1 The poems are almost all short, and by

more nearly thirty than twenty different authors. "
They do

not, it must be admitted," says their editor,
"
belong to the

higher classes : they are of the moral and didactic kind. In
their subject there is too little variety, as they deal very ge-

nerally in the commonplaces of ethics, such as the fickleness

and caprices of love, the falsehood and instability of friend-

ship, and the vanity of all human pleasures. But many of

these are often expressed with a vigor which would do credit

to any era. ... If my partiality does not mislead me, there is

in most of these short pieces some of that indescribable at-

traction which springs from the coloring of the heart. The
charm of imagery is wanting; but the precepts inculcated

seem to flow from the feelings of an overloaded bosom."

Edwards he considers, probably with justice, as the best of

the contributors, and Lord Vaux the next. We should be
inclined to give as high a place to William Hunnis, were his

productions all equal to one little poem ;

2 but too often he

falls into trivial morality and a ridiculous excess of allitera-

tion. The amorous poetry is the best in this Paradise ; it is

not imaginative or very graceful, or exempt from the false

taste of antithetical conceits, but sometimes natural and pleas-

ing ; the serious pieces are in general very heavy, yet there

1 Beloe's Anecdotes of Literature, vol. T. one of the most beautiful in the language.
2 This song is printed in Campbell's But hardly any light poem of thj* early

Specimens of English Poets, vol. i. p. 117. period is superior to some lines ad<l

It begins, to Isabella MarkliHin by Sir John Ilurring-
" When first mine eyes did view and ton, bearing the date of 1564. It" these are

mark." genuine, and I know not how to dispute it,
The little poem of Edwards, railed Aman- they are as polished as any written at th

tiuin Irae, has often been reprinted in mo- close of the queen's reign. These are not
dern collections, and is reckoned by Brydges in the Paradise of Dainty Devices.
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is a dignity and strength in some of the devotional strains.

They display the religious earnestness of that age with a
kind of austere philosophy in their views of life. Whatever
indeed be the subject, a tone of sadness reigns through this

misnamed Paradise of Daintiness, as it does through all

the English poetry of this particular age. It seems as if the

confluence of the poetic melancholy of the Petrarchists with
the reflective seriousness of the Reformation overpowered the

lighter sentiments of the soul ; and some have imagined, I

know not how justly, that the persecutions of Mary's reign
contributed to this effect.

59. But at the close of that dark period, while bigotry

might be expected to render the human heart torpid, sackviiie's

and the English nation seemed too fully absorbed in ^d*1011 -

religious and political discontent to take much relish in lite-

rary amusements, one man shone out for an instant in the

higher walks of poetry. This was Thomas Sackville, many
years afterwards Lord Buckhurst, and high treasurer of

England, thus withdrawn from the haunts of the Muses to a

long and honorable career of active life. The Mirrour of

Magistrates, published in 1559, is a collection of stories by
different authors, on the plan of Boccaccio's prose work, De
Casibus Virorum Ulustrium, recounting the misfortunes and

reverses of men eminent in English history. It was designed
to form a series of dramatic soliloquies united in one interlude.1

Sackville, who seems to have planned the scheme, wrote an

Induction, or prologue, and also one of the stories, that of the

first Duke of Buckingham. The Induction displays best his

poetical genius : it is, like much earlier poetry, a representa-
tion of allegorical personages, but with a fertility of imagi-

nation, vividness of description, and strength of language,
which not only leave his predecessors far behind, but may
fairly be compared with some of the most poetical passages
in Spenser. Sackviiie's Induction forms a link which unites

the school of Chaucer and Lydgate to the Faery Queen. It

would certainly be vain to look in Chaucer, wherever Chaucer

is original, for the grand creations of Sackviiie's fancy ; yet

we should never find any one who would rate Sackville

i Warton, Iv. 40. A copious account of analysis of the Inferno of Dante, whkh he

the Mirrour for Magistrates occupies the seems to have thought little knowni to

forty-eighth and three following sections English public ;
as in that age, I believe,

of the History of Poetry, pp. 33 -105. In waa the case.
t

this, \Varton"has introduced rather a long
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above Chaucer. The strength of an eagle is not to be mea-
sured only by the height of his place, but by the time that he

continues on the wing. Sackville's Induction consists of a

few hundred lines ; and even in these there is a monotony of

gloom and sorrow which prevents us from wishing it to be

longer. It is truly styled by Campbell a landscape on which

the sun never shines. Chaucer is various, flexible, and obser-

vant of all things in outward nature, or in the heart of man.
But Sackville is far above the frigid elegance of Surrey ; and,
in the first days of Elizabeth's reign, is the herald of that

splendor in which it was to close.

60. English poetry was not speedily animated by the ex-

inferiority ample of Sackville. His genius stands absolutely
of poets in aione jn the age to which as a poet he belongs.early veara /

of Eliza- Not that there was any deficiency in the number of

versifiers : the Muses were honored by the frequency,
if not by the dignity, of their worshippers. A different sen-

tence will be found in some books ; and it has become common
to elevate the Elizabethan age in one undiscriminating pane-

gyric. For wise counsellors, indeed, and acute politicians, we
could not perhaps extol one part of that famous reign at the

expense of another. Cecil and Bacon, Walsingham, Smith,
and Sadler, belong to the earlier days of the queen. But, in

a literary point of view, the contrast is great between the first

and second moiety of her four-and-forty years. We have

seen this already in other subjects than poetry ; and in that

we may appeal to such parts of the Mirrour of Magistrates
as are not written by Sackville, to the writings of Churchyard,
or to those of Gouge and Turberville. These writers scarce-

ly venture to leave the ground, or wander in the fields of

fancy. They even abstain from the ordinary commonplaces
of verse, as if afraid that the reader should distrust or mis-

interpret their images. The first who deserves to be men-
tioned as an exception is George Gascoyne, whose

Steel Glass, published in 1576, is the earliest instance

of English satire, and has strength and sense enough to de-

serve respect. Chalmers has praised it highly.
" There is a

vein of sly sarcasm in this piece which appears to me to be

original ; and his intimate knowledge of mankind enabled him
to give a more curious picture of the dress, manners, amuse-

ments, and follies of the times, than we meet with in almost

any other author. His Steel Glass is among the first speci-
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mens of blank verse in our language." This blank verse,
however, is but indifferently constructed. Gaseoyne's long

poem, called the Fruit? of War, is in the doggerel style of

his age ; and the general commendations of Chalmers on this

poet seem rather hyperbolical. But his minor poems, espe-

cially one called The Arraignment of a Lover, have much

spirit and gaytty ;

* and we may leave him a respectable place

among the Elizabethan versifiers.

61. An epoch was made, if we may draw an inference from
the language of contemporaries, by the publication
of Spenser's Shepherd's Kalendar, in 1579.2 His Shepherds

primary idea, that of adapting a pastoral to every
K*tend"r-

month of the year, was pleasing and original, though he has

frequently neglected to observe the season, even when it was
most abundant in appropriate imagery. But his Kalendar is,

in another respect, original, at least when compared with the

pastoral writings of that age. This species of composition had
become so much the favorite of courts, that no language was

thought to suit it but that of courtiers, which, with all its false

beauties of thought and expression, was transferred to the

mouths of shepherds. A striking instance of this had lately
been shown in the Aminta ; and it was a proof of Spenser's

judgment, as well as genius, that he struck out a new line of

pastoral, far more natural, and therefore more pleasing, so far

as imitation of nature is the source of poetical pleasure, in-

stead of vying, in our more harsh and uncultivated language,
with the consummate elegance of Tasso. It must be admitted,

however, that he fell too much into the opposite extreme, and

gave a Doric rudeness to his dialogue, which is a little repul-

sive to our taste. The dialect of Theocritus is musical to

our ears, and free from vulgarity ; praises which we cannot

bestow on the uncouth provincial rusticity of Spenser. He
has been less justly censured on another account, for inter-

mingling allusions to the political history and religious dif-

ferences of his own times ; and an ingenious critic has asserted

that the description of the grand and beautiful objects of

nature, with well-selected scenes of rural life, real but not

coarse, constitute the only proper materials of pastoral poetry.

1 Ellis's Specimens : Campbell's Speci- Whetstone in a monody on his death, in

mens. ii. 146i 1586. But Webbe. in his Discourse of Eng-
' The Shepherd's Kalendar was printed lish Poetry, published the same year, men-

anonymously. It is ascribed to Sidney by tfons Spenser by i
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These limitations, however, seem little conformable to the

practice of poets or the taste of mankind ; and, if Spenser has

erred in the allegorical part of his pastorals, he has done so in

company with most of those who have tuned the shepherd's

pipe. Several of Virgil's Eclogues, and certainly the best,

have a meaning beyond the simple songs of the hamlet ; and
it was notorious that the Portuguese and Spanish pastoral ro-

mances, so popular in Spenser's age, teemed with delineations

of real character, and sometimes were the mirrors of real

story. In fact, mere pastoral must soon become insipid,

unless it borrows something from active life or elevated phi-

losophy. The most interesting parts of the Shepherd's
Kalendar are of this description ; for Spenser has not dis-

played the powers of his own imagination, so strongly as we

might expect, in pictures of natural scenery. This poem has

spirit and beauty in many passages ; but is not much read

in the present day, nor does it seem to be approved by modern
critics. It was otherwise formerly. Webbe, in his Discourse

of English Poetry, 1586, calls Spenser
" the rightest English

poet he ever read," and thinks he would have surpassed Theo-
critus and Virgil,

" if the coarseness of our speech had been

no greater impediment to him, than their pure native tongues
were to them." And Drayton says,

" Master Edmund Spen-
ser had done enough for the immortality of his name, ha'd he

only given us his Shepherd's Kalendar, a masterpiece, if

any."
l

62. Sir Philip Sidney, in his Defence of Poesie, which may
Sidney's

nave Deen written at any time between 1581 and his

character death in 1586, laments that "
poesy, thus embraced

porary

" "

in all other places, should only find in our time a bad
poets. welcome in England ;

"
and, after praising Sackville,

Surrey, and Spenser for the Shepherd's Kalendar, does not
" remember to have seen many more that have poetical
sinews in them. For proof whereof, let but most of the verses

be put into prose, and then ask the meaning, and it will be

found that one verse did but beget another, without order! 113

at the first what should be at the last ; which becomes a con-

fused mass of words, with a tinkling sound of rhyme, barely

accompanied with reason. . . . Truly many of such writings
as come under the banner of irresistible love, if I were a

1 Preface to Drayton's Pastorals.
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mistres?, would never persuade me they were in love ; so cold-

ly they apply fiery speeches, as men that had rather read

lovers' writings, and so caught up certain swelling phrases
than that in truth they feel those passions."

63. It cannot be denied that some of these blemishes are by
no means unusual in the writers of the Elizabethan

age, as in truth they are found also in much other menTa
poetry of many countries. But a change seems to

have come over the spirit of English poetry soon

after 1580. Sidney, Raleigh, Lodge, Breton, Marlowe,
Greene, Watson, are the chief contributors to a collection

called England's Helicon, published in 1600, and comprising

many of the fugitive pieces of the last twenty years. Davi-

son's Poetical Rhapsody, in 1602,
1
is a miscellany of the same

class. A few other collections are known to have existed, but

are still more scarce than these. England's Helicon, by far the

most important, has been reprinted in the same volume of

the British Bibliographer as the Paradise of Dainty Devices.

In this juxtaposition, the difference of their tone is very per-

ceptible. Love occupies by far the chief portion of the latter

miscellany ; and love no longer pining and melancholy, but

sportive and boastful. Every one is familiar with the beauti-

ful song of Marlowe,
u Come live with me, and be my love ;

"

and with the hardly less beautiful answer ascribed to Raleigh.

Lodge has ten pieces in this collection, and Breton eight.

These are generally full of beauty, grace, and simplicity ; and

while, in reading the productions of Edwards and his coadju-

tors, every sort of allowance is to be made, and we can

only praise a little at intervals, these lyrics, twenty or thirty

years later, are among the best in our language. The conven-

tional tone is that of pastoral ; and thus, if they have less

of the depth sometimes shown in serious poetry," they, have

less also of obscurity and false refinement.
2

64. We may easily perceive, in the literature of the later

period of the queen, what our biographical know-

ledge confirms, that much of the austerity character- of moral

istic of her earlier years had vanished away. The

fit was much enlarged in W06 and that his good taste in selection gHw ft

1621. and is not now scarce, having been higher notion of the poetry ol

reprinted by Sir Harris Nicola* in 1826. than, on the whole, it would be *"__ ISi; ]
deserve : yet there is so much of excellence

* KUis, in the second volume of his Spe- in England's Helicon, that he has be

eimens of English Poete, has taken largely compelled to omit many piece* of great

from, this collection. It must be owned, merit.
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course of time, the progress of vanity, the prevalent dislike,

above all, of the Puritans, avowed enemies of gayety, con-

curred to this change. The most distinguished courtiers,

Raleigh, Essex, Blount, and we must add Sidney, were men
of brilliant virtues, but not without license of morals ; while

many of the wits .and poets, such as Nash, Greene, Peele,

Marlowe, were notoriously of very dissolute lives.

65. The graver strains, however, of religion and philosophy
Serious were still heard in verse. The Soul's Errand,
poetry.

printed anonymously in Davison's Rhapsody, and
ascribed by Ellis, probably without reason, to Silvester, is

characterized by strength, condensation, and simplicity.
1 And

we might rank in a respectable place among these English

poets, though I think he has been lately overrated, one whom
the jealous law too prematurely deprived of life, Robert

Southwell, executed as a seminary priest in 1591, under one

of those persecuting statutes which even the traitorous rest-

lessness of the English Jesuits cannot excuse. Southwell's

poetry wears a deep tinge of gloom, which seems to presage a

catastrophe too usual to have been unexpected. It is, as may
be supposed, almost wholly religious : the shorter pieces are

the best.2

66. Astrophel and Stella, a series of amatory poems by
Poetry of Sir Philip Sidney, though written nearly ten years
Sidney. before, was published in 1591. These songs and

sonnets recount the loves of Sidney and Lady Rich, sister

of Lord Essex ; and it is rather a singular circumstance, that,

in her own and her husband's life-time, this ardent courtship
of a married woman should have been deemed fit for publi-
cation. Sidney's passion seems indeed to have been unsuc-

1 Campbell reckons this, and I think sumptive evidence that he was the author,

justly, among the best pieces of the Eliza- were it not weakened, as Sir Harris Nicolas

bethan age. Brydges gives it to Raleigh observes, by the circumstance that it is

without evidence, and, we may add, with- also published among the poems of the

out probability. It is found in manu- Earl of Pembroke. If it is really found, as

scripts, according to Mr. Campbell, of the Campbell tells us, in a manuscript of 1593,
date of 1593. Such poems as this could Pembroke's claim must be out of the ques-

only be written by a man who had seen tion. 1847.]
and thought much ; while the ordinary J I am not aware that Southwell has

Latin and Italian verses of this age might gained any thing by a republication of his

be written by any one who had a knack of entire poems in 1817. Headley and Ellis

imitation and a good ear. [It was pub- had culled the best specimens. St. Peter's

lished in the second edition of Davison, Complaint, the longest of his poems, is

1008, with the title, The Lie. In Silvester's wordy and tedious; and, in reading the

works it bears the present title. Its pub- Tolume, 1 found scarce any thing of merit

lication therein would of course be pre- which I had not Been before.
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ces>ful, but far enough from being Platonic,1 Astrophel and
Stella is too much disfigured by conceit-?, but is in some

plai-es very beautiful ; and it is strange, that Chalmers, whc

reprinted Turberville and Warner, should have left Sidney
out of IIH collection of British poets. A poem by the writer

just mentioned, Warner, with the quaint title, Albion's Eng-
land, 1586, has at least the equivocal merit of great length.
It is rather legendary than historical: some passages are

pleasing ; but it is not :: work of genius, and the style, though
natural, seldom rises above that of prose.

67. Spenser's Epithalamiurn on his own marriage, writ-

ten perhaps in 1594, is of a far higher mood than
Epitnato_

any thing we have named. It is a strain redolent of mium of

a bridegroom's joy, and of a poet's fancy. The Eng-
lish language seems to expand itself with a copiousness un-

known before, wliile he pours forth the varied imagery of this

splendid little poem. I do not know any other nuptial song,
ancient or modern, of equal beauty. It is an intoxication of

ecstasy, ardent, noble, and pure. But it pleased not Heaven
that these day-dreams of genius and virtue should be undis-

turbed.

68. Shakspeare's Venus and Adonis appears to have been

published in 1593, and his Rape of Lucrece the fol- poemsof

lowing year. The redundance of blossoms in these Shakspeare.

juvenile effusions of his unbounded fertility obstructs the

reader's attention, and sometimes almost leads us to give him

credit for less reflection and sentiment than he will be found

to display. The style is flowing, and in general more per-

spicuous than the Elizabethan poets are wont to be. But

I am not sure that they would betray themselves for the

works of Shakspeare, had they been anonymously pub-
lished.

69. In the last decade of this century, several new poets

came forward. Samuel Daniel is one of these. His Dmieiand

Complaint of Rosamond, and probably many of his E

minor poems, belong to tliis period ; and it was also that of

his greatest popularity. On the death of Spenser, in 1598,

Godmn having several years rince Poetry thought flt to indulge in recrimin*-

made some observations on MdneV* amour ting attacks on Godwin himself-

with Lad. Rica. a circumstance which singular that men of sen* and education

guch bio-^aphers as Dr. Zouch take good should persist in fancying that such ar

care to suppress, a gentleman who pub- meats are likely to convince any dttptt-

lished an edition of Sidney's Defence of sionate reader
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he was thought worthy to succeed him as poet-laureate ; and
some of his contemporaries ranked him in the second place ;

an eminence due rather to the purity of his language than to

its vigor.
1 Michael Drayton, who first tried his shepherd's

pipe with some success in the usual style, published his

Barons' Wars in 1598. They relate to the last years of Ed-
ward II., and conclude with the execution of Mortimer under

his son. This poem, therefore, seems to possess a sufficient

unity, and, tried by rules of criticism, might be thought not

far removed from the class of epic, a dignity, however, to

which it has never pretended. But, in its conduct, Drayton
follows history very closely; and we are kept too much in

mind of a common chronicle. Though not very pleasing,

however, in its general effect, this poem, The Barons' Wars,
contains several passages of considerable beauty, which men
of greater renown, especially Milton, who availed himself

largely of all the poetry of the preceding age, have been

willing to imitate.

70. A more remarkable poem is that of Sir John Davies,
afterwards chief-justice of Ireland, entitled Nosce

Teipsum Teipsum, published in 1599, usually, though ra-
of Danes. tner inaccurately, called, On the Immortality of

the Soul. Perhaps no language can produce a poem,

extending to so great a length, of more condensation of

thought, or in which fewer languid verses will be found.

Yet, according to some definitions, the Nosce Teipsum is

wholly unpoetical, inasmuch as it shows no passion and little

fancy. If it reaches the heart at all, it is through the reason.

But, since strong argument in terse and correct style fails not

iX) give us pleasure in prose, it seems strange that it should

iose its effect when it gains the aid of regular metre to gratify
the ear and assist the memory. Lines there are in Davies

which far outweigh much of the descriptive and imaginative

poetry of the last two centuries, whether .we estimate them

by the pleasure they impart to us, or by the intellectual vigor

they display. Experience has shown that the faculties pe-

culiarly deemed poetical are frequently exhibited in a con-

siderable degree ; but very few have been able to preserve
a perspicuous brevity without stiffness or pedantry (allowance

i British Bibliographer, vol. ii. Ileadley temporary critics as the polisher and pun
remarks that Daniel was spoken of by con- fier of the English language
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made for the subject and the times), in metaphysical reason-

ing, so successfully as Sir John Davies.

71. Hall's Satire* are tolerably known, partly on account
of the subsequent celebrity of the author in a very
different province, and partly from a notion, to which
he gave birth by announcing the claim, that he was
the first English satirist. In a general sense of sa-

tire, we have seen that he had been anticipated by Gascoyne ;

but Hall has more of the direct Juvenalian invective, which
he may have reckoned essential to that species of poetry.

They are deserving of regard in themselves. Warton has

made many extracts from Hall's Satires : he praises in

them " a classical precision, to which English poetry had

yet rarely attained ;

" and calls the versification "
equally

energetic and elegant."
l The former epithet may be admit-

ted ; but elegance is hardly compatible with what Warton
owns to be the chief fault of Hall,

" his obscurity, arising
from a remote phraseology, constrained combinations, unfami-

liar allusions, elliptical apostrophes, and abruptness of expres-
sion." Hall is in fact not only so harsh and nigged, that he

cannot be read with much pleasure, but so obscure in very

many places, that he cannot be understood at all ;
his lines

frequently bearing no visible connection in sense or gram-
mar with their neighbors. The stream is powerful, but turbid

and often choked.- Marston and Donne may be added to

Hall in this style of poetry, as belonging to the sixteenth

century ; though the satires of the latter were not published
till long afterwards. With as much obscurity as Hall, he

has a still more inharmonious versification, and not nearly

equal vigor.
72. The roughness of these satirical poets was perhaps

studiously affected ; for it was not much in unison

with the general tone of the age. It requires a

good deal of care to avoid entirely the combinations
J

of consonants that clog our language; nor have

Drayton or Spenser always escaped this embarrassment. But,

in the lighter poetry of the queen's last years, a remarkable

sweetness of modulation has always been recognized. This

Ifist. of English Poetrv. ir. 3S3. that the latter is more "elegant, exact,
J Halls Satires are prai^d by Campbell, and elaborated More so thaii his nra . ha

8 well as Warton. full as much in my may by posrfbility be esteemed ;

opiuion af they deserre. Warton has com- three epithets cannot be predlc

pared Marston with U;JI, and concludes satires in mny butaretatiTe aeoM.

Vol. II. 15
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has sometimes been attributed to the general fondness for

music. It is at least certain, that some of our old madrigals
are as beautiful in language as they are in melody. Several

collections were published in the reign of Elizabeth.1 And it

is evident, that the regard to the capacity of his verse for

marriage with music, that was before the poet's mind, would

not only polish his metre, but give it grace and sentiment ;

while it banished also the pedantry, the antithesis, the prolix-

ity, which had disfigured the earlier lyric poems. Their

measures became more various : though the quatrain, alter-

nating by eight and six syllables, was still very popular, we
find the trochaic verse of seven, sometimes ending with a

double rhyme, usual towards the end of the queen's reign.

Many of these occur in England's Helicon, and in the poems
of Sidney.

73. The translations of ancient poets by Phaier, Golding,

Translation Stanyhurst, and several more, do not challenge our

of Homer by attention ; most of them in fact being very wretched
Chapman.

performances.
2

Marlowe, a more celebrated name,
did not, as has commonly been said, translate the poem of

Hero and Leander ascribed to Musieus, but expanded it into

what he calls six Sestiads on the same subject ; a paraphrase,
in every sense of the epithet, of the most licentious kind.

This he left incomplete, and it was finished by Chapman.''
But the most remarkable productions of this kind are the

Iliad of Chapman, and the Jerusalem of Fairfax, both printed
in 1600; the former, however, containing in that edition but

fifteen books, to which the rest was subsequently added.

Pope, after censuring the haste, negligence, and fustian lan-

guage of Chapman, observes,
" that which is to be allowed

him, and which very much contributed to cover his defect-.

is a free, daring spirit that animates his translation, which is

something like what one might imagine Homer himself would

have written before he arrived at years df discretion." He

might have added, that Chapman's translation, with all its

defects, is often exceedingly Homeric; a praise which Pope
himself seldom attained. Chapman deals abundantly in com-

1 Morley'8 Musical Airs, 1594, and an- * Warton, chap, liv., has gone very In-

other collection in 1597, contain some pret- boriously into this subject.

ty songs. British Bibliographer, i. 342. A s Marlowe's poein is republished in the

few of these madrigals will also be found in Restituta of Sir Egerton Bryil^es. It U
Mr. Campbell's Specimens. singular that Warton should have takeu it

for a translation of Muswus.
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pound epithets, some of which have retained their place:
his verse is rhymed, of fourteen syllables, which corresponds
to the hexameter better than the decasyllabic couplet: he is

often uncouth, often unmusical, and often low
; but the spi-

rited and rapid flow of his metre makes him respectable to

lovers of poetry. Waller, it is said, could not read him with-

out transport. It must be added, that he is an unfaithful

translator, and interpolated much, besides the general redun-

dancy of his style.
1

74. Fairfax's Tasso has been more praised, and is better

known. Campbell has called it, in rather strong Ta*so,

terms,
" one of the glories of Elizabeth's reign." It Fairf"-

is not the first version of the Jerusalem, one very literal and

prosaic having been made by Carew in 1594.2 That of Fair-

fax, if it does not represent the grace of its original, and
deviates also too much from its sense, is by no means defi-

cient in spirit and vigor. It has been considered as one of

the earliest works, in which the obsolete English, which had
not been laid aside in the days of Sackville, and which

Spenser affected to preserve, gave way to a style not much

differing, at least in point of single words and phrases, from

that of the present age. But this praise is equally due to

Daniel, to Drayton, and to others of the later Elizabethan

poets. The translation of Ariosto by Sir John Harrington, in

1591, is much inferior. .

75. An injudicious endeavor to substitute the Latin me-

tres for those congenial to our language met with no ^ Jo

more success than it deserved ; unless it may be ment of

called success, that Sidney, and even Spenser, were ^1"^.
for a moment seduced into approbation of it. Gabriel

Harvey, best now remembered as the latter's friend, recom-

lended the adoption of hexameters in some letters which

assed between them ; and Spenser appears to have concurred.

Yebbe, a few years afterwards, a writer of little taste or ear

or poetry, supported the same scheme, but may be said

o have avenged the wrong of English verse upon our great

1 Warton, iv. 269. Retrospective Re- pared ; and it is shown that Carew is fat

riew, vol. iii. See also a very good com- more literal than Fairfax, who has taken

xmson of the different translations of Ko- great liberties with his original. Extract!

ner, in Blackwood's Magazi ne for 1831 and from Carew will also be found m the Bn-

1832, where Chapman conies in for his due. tish Bibliographer, i. 30. They are misera-

2 In the third volume of the Ketrospec- bly bad. [Carew translated only the nrrt

UTB Reiiew, these translations are com- five books of Ta&so. 1847.]
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poet, by travestying the Shepherd's Kalendar into Sapphics.
1

Campion, in 1602, still harps upon this foolish pedantry;

many instances of which may be found during the Elizabe-

than period. It is well known that in German the practice
has been in some measure successful, through the exam-

ple of a distinguished poet, and through translations from
the ancients in measures closely corresponding with their

own. In this there is doubtless the advantage of presenting
a truer mirror of the original. But as most imitations of

Latin measures, in German or English, begin by violating
their first principle, which assigns an invariable value in

time to the syllables of every word, and produce a chaos of

false quantities, it seems as if they could only disgust any
one acquainted with classical versification. In the early

English hexameters of the period before us, we sometimes

perceive an intention to arrange long and short syllables

according to the analogies of the Latin tongue. But this

would soon be found impracticable in our own, which, abound-

ing in harsh terminations, cannot long observe the law of

position.
76. It was said by Ellis, that nearly one hundred names

Number of
^ P06*8 belonging to the reign of Elizabeth might

poets in be enumerated, besides many that have left no me-
LJage'

morial except their songs. This, however, was but

a moderate computation. Drake has made a list of more
than two hundred, some few of whom, perhaps, do not strictly

belong to the Elizabethan period.
2 But many of these are

only known by short pieces in such miscellaneous collec-

tions as have been mentioned. Yet, in the entire bulk of

poetry, England could not perhaps bear comparison with

JSpain or France, to say nothing of Italy. She had come,
in fact, much later to cultivate poetry as a general accom-

plishment. And, consequently, we find much less of the

mechanism of style, than in the contemporaneous verse of

other languages. The English sonneteers deal less in cus-

1 Webbe's success was not Inviting to " But by the scorchod bank-sides i' thy
the Latinists. Thus in the second Eclogue footsteps still I go plodding :

of Virgil, for the beautiful lines, Hedge-rows hot do m-ound with gross-

"At mecum raucis, tua dum vestigia
hops mournfully squeaking."

SoSardenti resonant arbusta cic*- ^-gP-J^ ^p^y Incoaf
'

plete: it includes, of course, translator*

we hare thin delectable hexamctric Yer-
sion .
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tomary epithets and conventional modes of expression. Every
thought was to be worked out in new terms, since the scanty

precedents of early versifiers did not supply them. This was

evidently the cause of many blemishes in the Elizabethan

poetry ; of much that was false in taste, much that was either

too harsh and extravagant or too humble, and of more that

was so obscure as to defy all interpretation. But it saved

also that monotonous equability that often wearies us in more

polished poetry. There is more pleasure, more sense of sym-
pathy with another mind, in the perusal even of Gascoyne
or Edwards, than in that of many French and Italian ver-

sifiers whom their contemporaries extolled. This is all that

we can justly say in their favor ; for any comparison of the

Elizabethan poetry, save Spenser's alone, with that of the

nineteenth century, would show an extravagant predilection

for the mere name or dress of antiquity.
77. It would be a great omission to neglect, in any re-

view of the Elizabethan poetry, that extensive scot,,,^

though anonymous class, the Scots and English bal- English

lads. The very earliest of these have been adverted

to in our account of the fifteenth century. They became

much more numerous in the present. The age of many may
be determined by historical or other allusions ;

and from these,

availing ourselves of similarity of style, we may fix, with

some probability, the date of such as furnish no distinct evi-

dence. This, however, is precarious, because the language has

often been modernized ; and, passing for some time by oral

tradition, they are frequently not exempt from marks of in-

terpolation. But, upon the whole, the reigns of Mary and

James VI., from the middle to the close of the sixteenth

century, must be reckoned the golden age of the Scottish

ballad ; and there are many of the corresponding period in

England.
78. There can be, I conceive, no question as to the supe-

riority of Scotland in her ballads. Those of an historic or

legendary character, especially the former, are ardently poeti-

cal : the nameless minstrel is often inspired with an Homeric

power of rapid narration, bold description, lively or pathetic

touches of sentiment. They are familiar to us through se-

veral publications, but chiefly through the Minstrelsy of the

Scottish Border, by one whose genius these indigenous lays

4iad first excited, and whose own writings, when the whole
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civilized world did homage to his name, never ceased to bear
the indelible impress of the associations that had thus been

generated. The English ballads of the northern border, or

perhaps of the northern counties, come near in their general
character and cast of manners to the Scottish, but, as far as I

have seen, with a manifest inferiority. Those again which

belong to the south, and bear no trace either of the rude
manners or of the wild superstitions which the bards of Et-
trick and Cheviot display, fall generally into a creeping style,
which has exposed the common ballad to contempt. They
are sometimes, nevertheless, not devoid of elegance, and often

pathetic. The best are known through Percy's Reliques of
Ancient Poetry ; a collection singularly heterogeneous, and

very unequal in merit, but from the publication of which, in

1765, some of high name have dated the revival of a genuine
feeling for true poetry in the public mind.

79. We have reserved to the last the chief boast of this

The Fasry period, the Faery Queen. Spenser, as is well known,
Queen. composed the greater part of his poem in Ireland, on
the banks of his favorite Mulla. The first three books were

published in 1590: the last three did not appear till lo'.Hj.

It is a perfectly improbable supposition, that the remaining
part, or six books required for the completion of his design,
have been lost. The short interval before the death of this

great poet was filled up by calamities sufficient to wither the

fertility of any mind.

80. The first book of the Faery Queen is a complete poem,

Superiorit
an(^' ^ ^rom re(

l
u irmg anv continuation, is rather

of the first injured by the useless re-appearance of its hero in

the second. It is generally admitted to be the finest

of the six. In no other is the allegory so clearly conceived

by the poet, or so steadily preserved, yet with a disguise so

delicate, that no one is offended by that servile setting-forth
of a moral meaning we frequently meet with in allegorical

poems ; and the reader has the gratification which good writ-

ing in works of fiction always produces, that of exercising
his own ingenuity without perplexing it. That the red-on >.-s

knight designates the militant Christian, whom Una, the true

church, loves ; whom Duessa, the type of Popery, seduces ;

who is reduced almost to despair, but rescued by the interven-

tion of Una, and the assistance of Faith, Hope, and Charity,
ia what no one feels any difficulty in acknowledging, but what
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every one may easily read the poem without perceiving or

remembering. In an allegory conducted with such propriety,
and concealed or revealed with so much art, there can surely
be nothing to repel our taste

; and those who read the first

book of the Faery Queen without pleasure, must seek (what
others perhaps will be at no loss to discover for them) a dif-

ferent cause for their insensibility than the tediousness or

insipidity of allegorical poetry. Every canto of this book
teems with the choicest beauties of imagination : he came to

it in the freshness of his genius, which shines throughout with
an uniformity it does not always afterwards maintain, unsul-

lied as yet by flattery, unobstructed by pedantry, and un-

quenched by languor.
81. In the following books, we have much less allegory;

for the personification of abstract qualities, though The succeed-

often confounded with it, does not properly belong to ing books -

that class of composition : it requires a covert sense beneath

an apparent fable, such as the first book contains. But of

this I do not discover many proofs in the second or third, the

legends of Temperance and Chastity : they are contrived to

exhibit these virtues and their opposite vices, but with little

that is not obvious upon the surface. In the fourth and sixth

books, there is still less ; but a different species of allegory,

the historical, which the commentators have, with more or

less success, endeavored to trace in other portions of the po-

em, breaks out unequivocally in the legend of Justice, which

occupies the fifth. The friend and patron of Spenser, Sir

Arthur Grey, Lord Deputy of Ireland, is evidently portrayed
in Arthegal ; and the latter cantos of this book represent, not

always with great felicity, much of the foreign and domestic

history of the times. It is sufficiently intimated by the poet

himself, that his Gloriana, or Faery Queen, is the type of

Elizabeth ; and he has given her another representative in

the fair huntress Belphoebe. Spenser's adulation of her

beauty (at some fifty or sixty years of age) may be extenu-

ated, we can say no more, by the practice of wise and great

men, and by his natural tendency to clothe the objects of his

admiration in the hues of fancy ;
but its exaggeration leaves

the servility of the Italians far behind.

82. It has been justly observed by a living writer of the

most ardent and enthusiastic genius, whose eloquence ^ e a

is as the rush of mighty waters, and has left it for beauty,
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others almost as invidious to praise in terms of less rap-

ture, as to censure what he has borne along in the strea:n

of unhesitating eulogy, that " no poet has ever had a morj

exquisite sense of the beautiful than Spenser."
1 In Virgil

and Tasso, this was not less powerful ; but even they, even

the latter himself, do not hang with such a tenderness of

delight, with such a forgetful delay, over the fair creations

of their fancy. Spenser is not averse to images that jar on

the mind by exciting horror or disgust, and sometimes his

touches are rather too strong ; but it is on love and beauty,
on holiness and virtue, that he reposes with all the sympathy
of his soul. The slowly sliding motion of his stanza,

" with

many a bout of linked sweetness long drawn out," beautifully

corresponds to the dreamy enchantment of his description,
when Una or Belphcebe or Florimel or Amoret is present
to his mind. In this varied delineation of female perfectness,
no earlier poet had equalled him ; nor, excepting Shakspeare,
has he had, perhaps, any later rival.

83. Spenser is naturally compared with Ariosto. " Fierce

Compared to wars and faithful loves did moralize the song
"
of

Ariosto. Dotjj poets. jjut m tne constitution of their minds,
in the character of their poetry, they were almost the reverse

of each other. The Italian is gay, rapid, ardent ;
his pictures

shift like the hues of heaven : even while diffuse, he seems
to leave in an instant what he touches, and is prolix by the

number, not the duration, of his images. Spenser is habitually
serious ; his slow stanza seems to suit the temper of his ge-
nius ; he loves to dwell on the sweetness and beauty which
his fancy portrays. The ideal of chivalry, rather derived

from its didactic theory than from the precedents of romance,
is always before him ; his morality is pure and even stern,

with nothing of the libertine tone of Ariosto. He worked
with far worse tools than the bard of Ferrara, with a lan-

guage not quite formed, and into which he rather injudiciously

poured an unnecessary archaism, while the style of his con-

temporaries was undergoing a rapid change in the opposite
direction. His stanza of nine lines is particularly inconve-

nient and languid in narration, where the Italian octave is

sprightly and vigorous ; though even this becomes ultimately

1 I allude here to a very brilliant series 1834 and 1835. [They are universally at
of papers on the Faery Queen, published cribed to Professor Wilson. 1812.]
In Bhvckwood's Magazine during the years
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monotonous by its regularity, a fault from which only the

ancient hexameter and our blank verse are exempt.
84. Spenser may be justly said to excel Ariosto in origi-

nality of invention, in force and variety of character, in

strength and vividness of conception, in depth of reflection,
in fertility of imagination, and, above all, in that exclusively

poetical cast of feeling, which discerns in every thing what
common minds do not perceive. In the construction and ar-

rangement of their fable, neither deserves much praise ; but

the siege of Paris gives the Orlando Furioso, spite of its

perpetual shiftings of the scene, rather more unity in the

reader's apprehension than belongs to the Faery Queen.

Spenser is, no doubt, decidedly inferior in ease and liveliness

of narration, as well as clearness and -felicity of language.

But, upon thus comparing the two poets, we have little reason

to blush for our countryman. Yet the fame of Ariosto is

spread through Europe, while Spenser is almost unknown out

of England; and even in this age, when much of our litera-

ture is so widely diffused, I have not observed proofs of much

acquaintance with him on the Continent.

85. The language of Spenser, like that of Shakspeare, L

an instrument manufactured for the sake of the work
style of

it was to perform. No other poet had written like Spends*,

either, though both have had their imitators. It is rather

apparently obsolete by his partiality to certain disused forms,

such as the y before the participle, than from any close resem-

blance to the diction of Chaucer or Lydgate.
1 The enfeebling

expletives do and did, though certainly very common in oiu

early writers, had never been employed with such an unfortu-

nate predilection as by Spenser. Their everlasting recurrence

is among the great blemishes of his style. His versification

is in many passages beautifully harmonious ; but he has fre-

quently permitted himself, whether for the sake of variety or

from some other cause, to balk the ear in the conclusion of a

stanza.2

1 "Spenser," says Ben Jonson, "in straint;' 'on the grass her dainty limbs

affecting the ancients, writ no language ;
ditl lay.'

" But I can hardly agree wi

yet I would have him read for his matter, him when he proceeds to say.
' It never

bat as Virgil read Ennius." This is rather strikes any unwarned ear as artifr

in the sarcastic tone attributed to Jonon. other than the result of the neces

1
Coleridge, who h*l a very strong per- movement of the verse.-

ception of the beauty of Spenser's poetry, seems often very obvious. I do i

has observed hia alternate alliteration, quite understand, or, if

"which, when well used, is a great secret in quiesce in what follows, that

melody ;
aj l tad to tet tar sorrowful con- descriptions are not In the true sense ul
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86. The inferiority of the last three books to the former

inferiority
*s surely very manifest. His muse gives gradual

of the latter signs of weariness, the imagery becomes less vivid,
the vein of poetical description less rich, the digi-es-

sions more frequent and verbose. It is true that the fourth

book is full of beautiful inventions, and contains much admi-
rable poetry ; yet, even here, we perceive a comparative defi-

ciency in the quantity of excelling passages, which becomes
far more apparent as we proceed ; and the last book falls very
short of the interest which the earlier part of the Faery
Queen had excited. There is, perhaps, less reason than some
have imagined, to regret that Spenser did not complete his

original design. The Faery Queen is already in the class of

longest poems. A double length, especially if, as we may
well suspect, the succeeding parts would have been inferior,

might have deterred many readers from the pe"rusal of what
we now possess. It is felt already in Spenser, as it is per-

haps even in Ariosto, when we read much of either, that talcs

of knights and ladies, giants and salvage men, end in a satiety
which no poetical excellence can overcome. Ariosto, sensible

of this intrinsic defect in the epic romance, has enlivened it

by great variety of incidents, and by much that carries us

away from the peculiar tone of chivalrous manners. The
world he lives in is before his eyes, and to please it is his aim.

He plays with his characters as with puppets that amuse the

spectator and himself. In Spenser, nothing is more remarka-
ble than the steadiness of his apparent faith in the deeds of

knighthood. He had little turn for sportiveness ; and in

attempting it, as in the unfortunate instance of Malbecco, and
a few shorter passages, we find him dull as well as coarse.

It is in the ideal world of pure and noble virtues that his

spirit, wounded by neglect, and weary of trouble, loved to

refresh itself without reasoning or mockery : he forgets the

reader, and cares little for his taste, while he can indulge
the dream of his own delighted fancy. It may be here also

observed, that the elevated and religious morality of Spenser's

poem would secure it, in the eyes of every man of just taste,

from the ridicule which the mere romances of knight-errantry
must incur, and against which Ariosto evidently guarded him-
self by the gay tone of his narration. The Orlando Furioso
and the Faery Queen are each in the spirit of its age ; but

th word picturesque, but are composed dreams." Coleridge's Remains, ToL 1

qf a wondrous seriet of imaget, as in our p. 93.
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the one was for Italy in the days of Leo, the other for Eng-
land under Elizabeth, before, though but just before, the

>everity of the Reformation had been softened away. The
lay of Britomart, in twelve canto-, in praise of chastity, would
have been received with a smile at the court of Fenara,
which would have had almost as little sympathy with the

justice of Arthegal.
87. The allegories of Spenser have been frequently cen-

sured. One of their greatest offences, perhaps, is

that they gave birth to some tedious and untnterest- of the*

ing poetry of the same kind. There is usually some-

thing repulsive in the application of an abstract or

general name to a person, in which, though with some want
of regard, as I have intimated above, to the proper meaning of

the word, we are apt to think that allegorical fiction con.-

The French and English poets of the middle ages had far too

much of this ; and it is to be regretted that Spenser did not

give other appellations to his Care and Despair, as he has

done to Duessa and Talus. In fact, Orgoglio is but a giant,
Humilta a porter, Obedience a servant. The names, when

English, suggest something that perplexes us ; but the beings
exhibited are mere persons of the drama, men and women,
whose office or character is designated by their appellation.

88. The general style of the Faery Queen is not exempt
from several defects besides those of obsoleteness and

BU>miglua,

redundancy. Spenser seems to have been some- in the

times deficient in one attribute of a great poet, the d

continual reference to the truth of nature, so that his fiction^

should be always such as might exist on the given conditions.

This arises in great measure from copying his predecessors
too much in description, not suffering his own good sense to

correct their deviations from truth. Thus, in the beautiful

description of Una, where she first is introduced to us, riding

**

Upon a lowly ass more white than snow;

Herself much whiter."

This absurdity may have been suggested by Ovid's Brachia

Sithonia candidiora nive ; but the image in this line is not

brought so distinctly before the mind as to be hideous as
^yell

as untrue : it is merely a hyperbolical parallel.
1 A similar

1 Vincent Bourne, ta his translation of " Candidior nmbu*, frigidiorqoe mano*
'

William and Margaret, has one of the most
fiut^ u gaid of

elegant lines he ever wrote :
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objection lies to the stanza enumerating as many kinds of

trees as the poet could call to mind in the description of a
forest.

" The sailing pine, the cedar proud and tall,
The vine-prop elm, the poplar never dry,
The builder oak, sole king of forests all,

The aspine good for staves, the cypress funeral,"

with thirteen more in the next stanza. Every one knows
that a natural forest never contains such a variety of species ;

nor indeed could such a medley as Spenser, treading in the

steps of Ovid, lias brought together from all soils and climates,
exist long if planted by the hands of man. Thus also, in the

last canto of the second book, we have a celebrated stanza,"
and certainly a very beautiful one, if this defect did not attach

to it ; where winds, waves, birds, voices, and musical instru-

ments, are supposed to conspire in one harmony. A good
writer has observed upon this, that,

" to a person listening to a
concert of voices and instruments, the interruption of singing
birds, winds, and waterfalls, would be little better than the

torment of Hogarth's enraged musician." 1 But perhaps tho

enchantment of the Bower of Bliss, where this is feigned to

have occurred, may in some degree justify Spenser in this

instance, by taking it out of the common course of nature.

The stanza is translated from Tasso, whom our own poet has
followed with close footsteps in these cantos of the second
book of the Faery Queen, cantos often in themselves beau-

tiful, but which 'are rendered stiff by a literal adherence to

the original, and fall very short of its ethereal grace and sweet-

ness. It would be unjust not to relieve these strictures, by
observing that very numerous passages might be brought
from the Faery Queen of admirable truth in painting, and of

indisputable originality. The cave of Despair, the hovel
of Corceca, the incantation of Amoret, are but a few among
those that will occur to the reader of Spenser.

89. The admiration of this great poem was unanimous and

Admiration enthusiastic. No academy had been trained to carp
of the Faery at his genius with minute cavilling; no recent popu-

larity, no traditional fame (for Chaucer was rather

venerated than much in the hands of the reader), interfered

with the immediate recognition of his supremacy. The Faery

Twining'a Translation of Aristotle's Poetics, p. 14.
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Queen became at once the delight of every accomplished gen-
tleman, the model of every poet, the solace of every scholar.

In the course of the next century, by the extinction of habits

derived from chivalry, and the change both of taste and lan-

guage, which came on with the civil wars and the Restoration,

Spenser lost something of his attraction, and much more of

his influence over literature ; yet, in the most phlegmatic tem-

per of the general reader, he seems to have been one of oiu

most popular writers. Time, however, has gradually wrought
its work ; and. notwithstanding the more imaginative cast of

poetry in the present century, it may be well doubted whether

the Faery Queen is as much read or as highly esteemed as in

the days of Anne. It is not perhaps very difficult to account

for this : those who seek the delight that mere fiction presents
to the mind (and they are the great majority of readers) have

been supplied to the utmost limit of their craving by stores

accommodated to every temper, and far more stimulant than

the legends of Faeryland. But we must not fear to assert,

with the best judges of this and of former ages, that Spenser
is still the third name in the poetical literature of our coun-

try ; and that he has not been surpassed, except by Dante,
in any other.1

90. If we place Tasso and Spenser apart, the English

poetry of Elizabeth's reign will certainly not enter Genera i

into competition with that of the corresponding parallel of
. , .

L
T , T ., . ,

r -
Italian aud

period in Italy. It would require not only much English

national prejudice, but a want of genuine cest/tetic Potitry-

discernment, to put them on a level. But it may still be said

that our own muses had their charms ; and even that, at

the end of the century, there was a better promise for the

future than beyond the Alps. We might compare the poetry

1 Mr. Campbell has given a character of more airy and expansive images of vision-

Spenser, not so enthusiastic as that to which ary things, a sweeter tone of ttentiment. or

I have alluded, but so discriminating, a finer Hush in the colors of langiiagB,

and. in general, sound, that 1 shall take than in this Rubens of English inn-try,

the liberty of extracting it from his Sped- His fancy teems exuberantly in mir.ute-

mens of the British 1'oets. i. liO. "His ness of circtangtanceft, like a fertile soil

command of imagery is wide, easy, and Sending bloom and verdure through the

luxuriant. He threw the soul of harmony utmost extremities of the foliage which '

into our verse, and made it more warmly, nourishes. On a comprehensive vie-v of

tenderly, and magnificently descriptive the whole work, we certainly miss the

than it ever was before, or, with a tew ex- charm of strength, symme! r\ , and rapid 01

reptions. than it has ever been since. It. interesting progress; for, though the plan

must certainly be owned that in description which the poet designed is not completed, i,

he exhibit* nothing of the brief strokes and is csisy to see that no additional uiuitof

robust power which character!/* the very could have rendered it less perplexed."

greatest poets ;
b*t we shall nowhere find
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of one nation to a beauty of the court, with noble and regular
features, a slender form, and grace in all her steps, but want-

ing a genuine simplicity of countenance, and with somewhat
of sickliness in the delicacy of her complexion, that seems to

indicate the passing-away of the first season of youth ; while

that of the other would rather suggest a country maiden, new-

ly mingling with polished society, not of perfect lineaments,
but attracting beholders by the spirit, variety, and intelligence
of her expression, and rapidly wearing off the traces of rus-

<icity, which are still sometimes visible in her demeanor.

SECT. V. ON LATIN POETRY.

In Italy Germany France Great Britain.

91. THE cultivation of poetry in modern languages did not

as yet thin the ranks of Latin versifiers. They are,

on the contrary, more numerous in this period than

poetry in before. Italy, indeed, ceased to produce men equal
to those who had flourished in the age of Leo and

Clement. Some of considerable merit will be found in the

great collection, Carmina Illustrium Poetarum (Florentine,

1719) ; one too, which, rigorously excluding all voluptuous

poetry, makes some sacrifice of genius to scrupulous morality.
The brothers Amaltei are perhaps the best of the later period.

It is not always easy, at least without more pains than I have

taken, to determine the chronology of these poems, which are

printed in the alphabetical order of the authors' names. But

a considerable number must be later than the middle of the

century. It cannot be denied that most of these poets employ
trivial images, and do not much vary their forms of expression.

They often please, but rarely make an impression on the

memory. They are generally, I think, harmonious ; and per-

haps metrical faults, though not uncommon, are less so than

among the Cisalpine Latinists. There appears, on the whole,

an evident decline since the preceding age.

92. This was tolerably well compensated in other parts of

Europo. One of the most celebrated author* is a native
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of Germany. Lotichius, whose poems were first published in

1551. and with much amendment in 1561. They compen
are written in a strain of luscious elegance, not ris- sated in

ing far above the customary level of Ovidian poetry, countries.

and certainly not often falling below it. The versifi- 1^>tici"-

cation is remarkably harmonious and flowing, but with a man-
nerism not sufficiently diversified : the first foot of each verse

i- generally a dactyle, which adds to the grace, but, so con-

tinually repeated, somewhat impairs the strength.
1 Lotiehins

is. however, a very elegant and classical versifier, and per-

haps equal in elegy to Joannes Secundus, or any Cisalpine
writer of the sixteenth century.

2 One of his elegies, on the

siege of Magdeburg, gave rise to a strange notion, that he

predicted, by a sort of divine enthusiasm, the calamities of that

city in 1631. Bayle has spun a long note out of this fancy of

some Germans,3 But those who take the trouble, which these

critics seem to have spared themselves, of attending to the

poem itself, will perceive that the author concludes it with

prognostics of peace instead of capture. It was evidently
written on the siege of Magdeburg by Maurice in 1550.

George Sabinus, son-in-law of Melanchthon, ranks second in

reputation to Lotichius among the Latin poets of Germany
during this period.

93. But France and Holland, especially the former, became

the more favored haunts of the Latin muse. A
collection in three volumes by Gruter, under the

fictitious name of Ranusius Gherus, Deliciae Poeta-

rum Gallorum, published in 1609, contains the

principal writers of the former country, some entire, some in

selection. In these volumes there are about 100,000 lines :

in the Deliciae Poetarum Belgarum, a similar publication by

Gruter, I find about as many: his third collection, Delicite

Poetarum Italorum, seems not so long ; but I have not seen

more than one volume. These poets are disposed alphabeti-

cally : few, comparatively speaking, of the Italians seem to

[It is not worth white to turn again to * Bafflet calls Mm the bert poet of Ger

Lotichius : but the first foot in elegiac me- many after Kobsnus Hessu*.

tre ought to be generally a dactyle. though Morhof, 1. i. e. 19. Bay te, art.
" U>U-

there may be a possible excess. In Grid's chins,'- note G. This (Wang to har* been

Epistles, "the first foot to a dactyle in four agitated after the publication li

ra>es out of five, especially in the pentame- for I find in the catalogue of the
Bnt^h

ter. In the second bock. De Arte Aman- Museum a disquisition, by one Krurfke,

di. out of 746 lines, only 105 begin with a Utrnm Petrus Lotiehiugsecnndain c

tpondee. In the fourth of the fasti, out diom-in b'rbb Magdeburgensfe pmdixrnt;
of the first 400 linee. only 65 to 335. 1?47.] published as late as 1708.
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belong to the latter half of the century, but very much the

larger proportion of the French and Dutch. A fourth collec-

tion, Deliciae Poetarum Germanorum, I have never seen. All

these bear the fictitious name of Gherus. According to a list

in Baillet, the number of Italian poets selected by Gruter is

203; of French, 108; of Dutch or Belgic, 129; of Ger-

man, 211.

94. Among the French poets, Beza, who bears in Grutcr's

Characters collection the name of Adeodatus Seba, deserves

(fauv
16

high praise, though some of his early pieces are

Latin rather licentious.
1

Bellay is also an amatory poet :

in the opinion of Baillet, he has riot succeeded so

well in Latin as in French. The poems of Muretus are per-

haps superior. Joseph Scaliger seemed to me to write Latin

verse tolerably well ; but he is not rated highly by Baillet and
the authors whom he quotes.

2 The epigrams of Henry Ste-

phens are remarkably prosaic and heavy. Passerat is very
elegant : his lines breathe a classical spirit, and are full of

those fragments of antiquity with which Latin poetry ought

always to be inlaid ; but in sense they are rather feeble.
3 The

epistles, on the contrary, of the Chancellor de 1'Hospital, in an

easy Horatian versification, are more interesting than such

insipid effusions, whether of flattery or feigned pa-ssion, as the

majority of modern Latinists present. They are unequal,
and fall too often into a creeping style : but sometimes we

Baillet, n. 1366, thinks Beza an excel- Frontibus adversis ambo ri jungitis ora,
lent Latin poet. The Juvenilia first ap- Bina quidem fades, rultus at unus
peared in 1548. The later editions omitted erit.

several poems. Seel tu, Carle, tuuni lumen transmitte

Jugemens des Savans, n. 1295. One Continue ut Yestrum flat uterque
of Scaliger's poems celebrates th.it iinnior- Deus.
tal ttea, which, on a great festival at plena hc fulgebit fraterua luce Diana,
Poitiers, harlng appeared on tin- bosom of Uuj us frater eris tu quo,iue Ciecu8
a learned, and doubtless U-autiful. \oung Amor."
lady, Mademoiselle des Koches, was the
theme of all the nits and scholar;- of the This is Ten- good, and Posnerat ought to

age. Some of their lines, and those of Joe have credit for the invention : but the

Scaliger among the number, seem designed, other is better. Though most know the

by the freedom they take with the fair pu- lines by heart, 1 will insert them here:

celle. to beat the intruder himself in im- u Lumine Aeon dextro, capta est Leonilla
pu lence. See UJuvres de I'wquler, u. H60. sinistro

s Among the epigrams of 1'asscrat, I Kt ,tis '^ forma vincere uterque
have found one which Amalthi'iis seems to Deos.
have shortened and improved, retaining Blande puer, lumen quod habes, con-
tlie idea, in his famous lines on Acona ce(je Rororj
and l^nilla. 1 do not know whether this gic tu CKCUS Xn,or, sic erit illaVenus."
ha.i beeu observed.

[I now believe, on the authority of a
" Ca-teni forniosi, dextro est orbatus oceilo friend, that this epignmi, published in

Krater, et est ISBYO luuiiuc capta soror. 1570, preceded that of I'asserat. 1842.]
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find a spirit and nervousness of strength and sentiment worthy
of his name ; and, though keeping in general to the level of
Horatian satire, he rises at intervals to a higher pitch, and
wants not the skill of descriptive poetry.

95. The best of Latin poets whom France could boast was
Sammarthanus (Sainte Marthe), known also, but sammar-
less favorably, in his own language. His Latin ^aua-

poems are more classically elegant than any others which met
my eye in Gruter's collection

; and this, I believe, is the gene-
ral suffrage of critics.

1 Few didactic poems, probably, are

superior to his Paedotrophia, on the nurture of children : it

is not a little better, which indeed is no high praise, than the
Balia of Tansillo on the same subject.

2 We may place Sam-
marthanus, therefore, at the head of the list

; and, not far from
the bottom of it, I should class Bonnefons, or Bonifonius, a
French writer of Latin verse in the very worst taste, whom
it would not be worth while to mention, but for a certain

degree of reputation he has acquired. He might almost be

suspected of designing to turn into ridicule the effeminacy
which some Italians had introduced into amorous poetry.
Bonifonius has closely imitated Secundus, but is much inferior

to him in every thing but his faults. The Latinity is full of

gross and obvious errors.
3

1
Baillet, n. 1401. Some did not scru- Tune fruenda alii potes ilia relinquere

pie to set him above the best Italians
;
and demena,

one went so far as to say, that Virgil Tantique esse putas teretia serrate pa
would have been envious of the Psedo- pillae

trophia. Integruin decus, et juvenilem in pectore
2 The following lines are a specimen of florem? " Lib. i. ( Gruter, iii. 266.)

the Paedotrophia, taken much at ran-
dom :

s The following lines are not an unfair

specimen of Bonifonius :

"Ipsae etiam Alpinis villosae in cautibus

ursae,
" Nympha bellula, nympha mollicella,

Ipsae etiam tigres, et quicquid ubique Cujus in roseis latent labeliis

ferarum est, Meas deliciae, mese salutes, &c.

Debita servandis concedunt ubera natis.

Tu, quam miti animo natura benigna Salvete aureolae mese puellss

creavit, Crines aureolique crispulique,

Exupercs feritate feras ? nee te tua Salvete et mihi vos puellse ocelli)

tangant Ocelli improbuli protervulique ;

Pignora, nee querulos puerili e gutture Salvete et Veneris pares papilUa

planctus, Papillae teretesque turgidaeque ;

Nee lacrymas misereris, opemque in- Salvete aemula purpuraelabella;

justa recuses, Tota denique Pancharilla salve.

Quam praestare tuum est, et quae te *

pendet ab una. Nunc te possideo, alma Panctarilla,

Cujus onus teneris hserebit dulce lacertis Turturilla mea et columbilula.

Intelix puer, etinolli se pectore sternet? . .

Dulcia quis primi captabit gaudia risfis Bonifonius has been ttiough t

Et primas voces et bUesae murmura lin- several editions, and Has met wito mow

gu? favorable judges than rnysolf.

VOL. n. 16
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96. The Deliciae Poetarum Belgaram appeared to me, on

Beigio rather a cursory inspection, inferior to the French,
poets. Secundus outshines his successors. Those of the

younger Dousa, whose premature death was lamented by all

the learned, struck me as next in merit. Dominic Baudius is

harmonious and elegant, but with little originality or vigor.
These poets are loose and negligent in versification, ending
too often a pentameter with a polysyllable and with feeble

effect : they have also little idea of several common rules of

Latin composition.
97. The Scots, in consequence of receiving very frequently

gcotg
a continental education, cultivated Latin poetry with

poets: ardor. It was the favorite amusement of Andrew
Melville, who is sometimes a mere scribbler, at others

tolerably classical and spirited. His poem on the Creation, in

Deliciae Poetarum Scotorum, is very respectable. One by
Hercules Rollock, on the marriage of Anne of Denmark, is

better, and equal, a few names withdrawn, to any of the

contemporaneous poetry of France. The Epistolaa Heroidum
of Alexander Bodius, or Boyd, are also good. But the most

distinguished among the Latin poets of Europe in this age
was George Buchanan, of whom Joseph Scaliger and several

other critics have spoken in such unqualified terms, that they
seem to place him even above the Italians at the beginning of

the sixteenth century.
1 If such were their meaning, I should

crave the liberty of hesitating. The best poem of Buchanan,
in my judgment, is that on the Sphere, than which few philo-

sophical subjects could afford better opportunities for orna-
mental digression. He is not, perhaps, in hexameters inferior

to Vida, and certainly far superior to Palearius. In this

poem, Buchanan descants on the absurdity of the Pytha-
gorean system, which supposes the motion of the earth.

Many good passages occur in his elegies, though we may not

reckon him equal in this metre to several of the Italians.

His celebrated translation of the Psalms I must also pre-
sume to think overpraised:

2
it is difficult, perhaps, to find

" Buchananns unus est in tota Eu- title upon him. Vitse Stephanorum, if.

ropa oiimes post se relinquens in Latina 268. I must confess that Sainte Marthe
poesi." Braligerana Prirna. appears to me not inferior to Buchanan.
Henry Stephens, gays Maittaire, was the The latter is very unequal : if we frequent-

first who placed Buchanan at.the head of ly meet with a few lines of great elegance,
all the poets of hta age ; and all France, they are compensated by others of a dif-

Italy. and Germany have since subscribed ferent description.
to the same opinion, and conferred that * Baillet thinks it impossible that thow
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one, except the 137th, with which he has taken particular

pains, that can be called truly elegani or classical Latin

poetry. Buchanan is now and then incorrect in the quan-
tity of syllables, as indeed is common with his contem-

poraries.
98. England was far from strong, since she is not to claim

Buchanan, in the Latin poetry of this age. A poem in ten

books, De Republica Instauranda, by Sir Thomas Chaloner,

published in 1579, has not perhaps received so much atten-

tion as it deserves, though the author is more judicious than

imaginative, and does not preserve a very good rhythm. It

may be compared with the Zodiacus Vitae of Palingenius,
rather than any other Latin poem I recollect, to which,

however, it is certainly inferior. Some lines relating to the

English constitution, which, though the title leads us to expect

more, forms only the subject of the last book, the rest relating

chiefly to private life, will serve as a specimen of Chaloner's

powers,
1 and also display the principles of our government as

an experienced statesman understood them. The Anglorum
Prcelia, by Ockland, which was directed by an order of the

who wish for what is solid as well as what
is agreeable in poetry can prefer any
other Latin Terse of Buchanan to his

Psalms. Jngemens des Savans, n. 1328.

But Baillet and several others exclude
much poetry of Buchanan on account of
its reflecting on Popery. Baillet and
Biount produce abundant testimonies to

the excellence of Buchanan's verses. Le
Clerc calls his translation of the Psalms

incomparable, Bibl. Choisie. yiii. 127,
and prefers it much to that by Beza,
which I am not prepared to question.
H extols also all his other poetry, except
his tragedies and the poem of the Sphere,
which I hare praised above the rest. So
different are the humors of critics ! But
as I have fairly quoted those who do not

quite agree with myself, and by both
number and reputation ought to weigh
more with the reader, he has uo right to

complain that I mislead his taste.

1 '

Nempe tribus simul ordmibus jus esse

sacratas

Condendi leges patrio pro more retus-
tas

Longo UFU sk docta tulit, modus iste

rogandi
Haud secus ac basis hanc nostram sic

constituit rem,
Ut A inconsultis reliquia pars ulla

uperbo

Imperio quicquam Etatuat, sen tollat,
ad omnes

Quod spectat, posthac quo nomine laesa

Tocetur
Publica res nobis, nlhil amplius ipea

laboro.

Plebs primum reges statuit
; JOB hoe

quoque nostrum est

Cunctorum, at regi faveant popularia

Tota;

(Si quid id est, quod ptebs respondet rite

rogata)
Nam neque ab invitis potuit vis unica

multis

Extorquere dates concord! munere fas

ces;
Quin populus regee in publica commoda

quondam
Egregios certa sub conditione paraTit, ^

,

Non reges populum ; namque his anti-

quior Ule est.

Kec cupiens norajura ferat, sea condita

tollat,

Non prius ordinibus regni de more TOC*>

tis,

Ut procerom populique rato stent ordine

rota,
Omnibus et posftom sciscat conjunct*

rolontas."
De Rep. iw*., 1. 10.
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Privy Council to be read exclusively in schools, is an hexa-

meter poem, versified from the chronicles, in a tame strain,

not exceedingly bad, but still farther from good. I recol-

lect no other Latin verse of the queen's reign worthy of

notice.
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CHAPTER VL

HISTORY OF DRAMATIC LITERATURE FROM 1560 TO 1600.

Italian Tragedy and Comedy Pastoral Drama Spanish Drama Lope de Vega
French Dramatists Early English Drama Second Era : of Marlowe and his Con-
temporaries Shakspeare Character of several of his Plays written within this
Period.

1. MANY Italian tragedies are extant, belonging to these

fifty years, though not very generally known; nor Italian

can I speak of them except through Ginguene and t^e^y-

Walker, the latter of whom has given a few extracts. The
Marianna and Didone of Lodovico Dolce, the CEdipus of

Anguillara, the Merope of Torelli, the Semiramis of Man-

fredi, are necessarily bounded, in the conduct of 'their fable,

by what was received as truth. But others, as Cinthio

had done, preferred to invent their story, in deviation from

the practice of antiquity. The Hadriana of Groto, the

Acripanda of Decio da Orto, and the Torrismond of Tasso,
are of this kind. In all these we find considerable beauties

of language, a florid and poetic tone, but declamatory and

not well adapted to the rapidity of action, in which we seem
to perceive the germ of that change from common speech
to recitative, which, fixing the attention of the hearer on

the person of the actor, rather than on his relation to the

scene, destroyed, in great measure, the character of dramatic

representation. The Italian tragedies are deeply imbued

with horror : murder and cruelty, with all attending circum-

stances of disgust, and every pollution of crime, besides a

profuse employment of spectral agency, seem the chief

weapons of the poet's armory to subdue the spectator.
^

Even
the gentleness of Tasso could not resist the contagion in

his Torrismond. These tragedies still retain the chorus at

the termination of every act. Of the Italian comedies, little

can be added to what has been said before : no comic writer

of this period is comparable in reputation to Machiavel,
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Ariosto, or even Aretin.1

They are rather less licentious ;

and, in fact, the profligacy of Italian manners began, in conse-

quence, probably, of a better example in the prelates of the

church, to put on some regard for exterior decency in the

latter part of the century.
2. These regular plays, though possibly deserving of more

Pastoral attention than they have obtained, are by no means the
1)rama- most important portion of the dramatic literature of

Italy in this age. A very different style of composition has,

through two distinguished poets, contributed to spread the fame
of Italian poetiy, and the language itself, through Europe.
The fifteenth and sixteenth centuries were abundantly produc-
tive of pastoral verse

; a style pleasing to those who are not
severe in admitting its conventional fictions. The pastoral

dialogue had not much difficulty in expanding to the pastoral
drama. In the Sicilian gossips of Theocritus, and in some
other ancient eclogues, new interlocutors supervene, which
is the first germ of a regular action. Pastorals of this kind
had been written, and possibly represented, in Spain, such as

the Mingo Rebulgo, in the middle of the fifteenth century.
3

Ginguene has traced the progress of similar representations,

becoming more and more dramatic, in Italy.
8 But it is

admitted, that the honor of giving the first example of a true

pastoral fable to the theatre was due to Agostino Beccari of

Ferrara. This piece, named II Sagrifizio, was acted at that

court in 1554. Its priority in a line which was to become
famous appears to be its chief merit. In this, as in earlier

and more simple attempts at pastoral dialogue, the choruses

were set to music.4

3. This pleasing, though rather effeminate, species of po'etry

Amintaof was carried, more than twenty years afterwards, one
Tasso - or two unimportant imitations of Beccari having in-

tervened, to a point of excellence which perhaps it has never

surpassed, in the Aminta of Tasso. Its admirable author was
then living at the court of Ferrara, yielding up his heart to

those seductive illusions of finding happiness in the favor of

the great, and even in ambitious and ill-assorted love, which
his sounder judgment already saw through, the Aminta

bearing witness to both states of mind. In the character of

1 GinguSne, vol. vi. vi. 827, etpost.
Bouterwek's Spanish Literature, i Id., vi. 332

129.
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Tirsi, he has drawn himself; and seems once (though with
the proud consciousness of genius) to hint at that eccentric

melancholy, which soon increased so fatally for his peace.

" Ne gia cose scrivea degne di riso,
Se ben cose facea degne di riso."

The language of all the interlocutors in the Aminta is alike,
nor is the satyr less elegant or recondite than the learned

shepherds. It is in general too diffuse and florid, too uniform
and elaborate, for passion ; especially if considered dramati-

cally, in reference to the story and the speakers. But it is

to be read as what it is, a beautiful poem ; the delicacy and

gracefulness of many passages rendering them exponents
of the hearer's or reader's feelings, though they may not

convey much sympathy with the proper subject. The
death of Aminta, however, falsely reported to Sylvia, leads

to a truly pathetic scene. It is to be observed that Tasso
was more formed by classical poetry, and more frequently
an imitator of it, than any earlier Italian. The beauties of

the Aminta are iu great measure due to Theocritus, Virgil,

Ovid, Anacreon, and Moschus.
4. The success of Tasso's Aminta produced the Pastor

Fido of Guarini, himself long in the service of the v^tor Fido

Duke of Ferrara, where he had become acquainted
of (}uarinl

with Tasso ; though, in consequence of some dissatisfaction at

that court, he sought the patronage of the Duke of Savoy.
The Pastor Fido was first represented at Turin in 1585, but

seems not to have been printed for some years afterwards.

It was received with general applause ; but the obvious re-

semblance to Tasso's pastoral drama could not fail to excite a

contention between their respective advocates, which long
survived the mortal life of the two poets. Tasso, it has been

said, on reading the Pastor Fido, was content to observe, that,

if his rival had not read the Aminta, he would not have

excelled it. If his modesty induced him to say no more than

this, very few would be induced to dispute his claim: the

characters, the sentiments, are evidently imitated ; and, in one

celebratL-d instance, a whole chorus is parodied with the

preservation of every rhyme.
1 But it is far more question-

able whether the palm of superior merit, independent of

This fe that beginning,
" bella eti dell' oro "
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originality, should be awarded to the later poet. More

elegance, and purity of taste, belong to the Aminta, more
animation and variety to the Pastor Fido. The advantage,
in point of morality, which some have ascribed to Tusso,
is not very perceptible : Guarini may transgress rather more
in some passages ; but the tone of the Aminta, in strange

opposition to the pure and pious life of its author, breathes

nothing but the avowed laxity of an Italian court. The
Pastor Fido may be considered, in a much greater degree
than the Aminta, a prototype of the Italian opera ; not that it

was spoken in recitative ; but the short and rapid expressions
of passion, the broken dialogue, the frequent changes of per-

sonages and incidents, keep the effect of representation and of

musical accompaniment continually before the reader's imagi-
nation. Any one who glances over a few scenes of the Pastor

Fido will, I think^ perceive that it is the very style which

Metastasio, and inferior- coadjutors of musical expression,
have rendered familiar to our ears.

5. The great invention, which, though chiefly connected with

itaUan the history of music and of society, was by no means
opera. without influence upon literature, the melodnuue,

usually called the Italian opera, belongs to the very last yeai-s
of this century. Italy, long conspicuous for such musical

science and skill as the middle ages possessed, had fallen, in

the first part of the sixteenth century, very short of some other

countries, and especially of the Netherlands ; from which the

courts of Europe, and even of the Italian princes, borrowed
their performers and their instructors. But a revolution in

church music, which had become particularly dry and pedantic,
was brought about by the genius of Palestrina about loliO ;

and the art, in all its departments, was cultivated with an in-

creased zeal for all the rest of the century.
1 In the splendor

that environed the houses of Medici and Este, in the pageants

they loved to exhibit, music, carried to a higher perfection by
1
Ranke, with the musical sentiment of expression between the words and the

of a Oeraian, ascribes a wonderful infill- music. Palestrina appeared at this time,
ence in the revival of religion after the and composed the mass of Marcellus,
middle of the century to the compositions which settled the dispute for ever. Other
of Palestrina. Church music had become works by himself :uid his disciples followed,
so pedantic and technical, that the Coun- which elevated sacred music to the highttt
cil of Trent had some doubts whether it importance ainoug the accessork-s of reli-

ehould be retained. 1'ius IV. appointed gious worship. Die I'.ipstc. vol. i. p. 41*8.

a commission to examine this question, But a large proportion of the pert'nnni-rs,
who could arrive at no decision. The I apprehend, were Ciermaus, especially in

artists said it was impossible to achieve theatrical music,
what the church required, a co-iucideuce
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foreign artists, and by the natives who came forward to emu-
late them, became of indispensable importance ; it had already
been adapted to dramatic representation in choruses; inter-

ludes and pieces written for scenic display were now given
with a perpetual accompaniment, partly to the songs, partly
to the dance and pantomime which intervened between them. 1

Finally, Ottavio Rinuccini, a poet of considerable genius,
but who is said to have known little of musical science,

by meditating on what is found in ancient writers on the

accompaniment to their dramatic dialogue, struck out the

idea of recitative. This he first tried in the pastoral of

Daihe, represented privately in 1594 ; and its success led

him to the composition of what he entitled a tragedy for

music, on the story of Eurydice. This was represented at

the festival on the marriage of Mary of Medicis in 1 600. " The
most astonishing effects," says Ginguene, ';

that the theatrical

music of the greatest masters has produced, in the perfection
of the science, are not comparable to those of this representa-

tion, which exhibited to Italy the creation of a new art."
2

It

is, however, a different question whether this immense enhance-

ment of the powers of music, and consequently of its popular-

ity, has been favorable to the development of poetical genius
in this species of composition ; and in general it may be said,

that if music has. on some occasions, been a serviceable

handmaid, and even a judicious rnonitress, to poetry, she has

been apt to prove but a tyrannical mistress. In the melo-

drame, Corniani well observes, poetry became her vassal,

and has been ruled with a despotic sway.
6. The struggle tliat seemed arduous in the earlier part

of this century between the classical and national Them,

schools of dramatic poetry in Spain proved of no J^^*
long duration. The latter became soon decisively theSpmnuh

superior ; and, before the end of the present period,

that kingdom was in possession of a peculiar and extensive

literature, which has attracted the notice of Europe, and has

enriched both the French theatre and our own. The spirit of

the Spanish drama is far different from that which animated

the Italian writers : there is not much of Machiavel in their

comedy, and still less of Cinthio hi their tragedy. They

i Gin&uene, *ol. ri., ha* traced the hte- of the poetical abilitie* of Rinuccini. Se*

tory of the melodrame with much pain*. also OaUiuni, Stan* del Uren Ducato,

P. 474. Corniani, Til. 31. speaks hijchly T. 647.
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abandoned the Greek chorus, which still fettered their contem-

poraries, and even the division into five acts, which later poets,
in other countries, have not ventured to renounce. They
gave more complication to the fable, sought more unexpected

changes of circumstance, were not solicitous in tragedy to

avoid colloquial language or familiar incidents, showed a

preference to the tragi-comic intermixture of light with

serious matter, and cultivated grace in poetical diction more
than vigor. The religious mysteries, once common in other

parts of Europe, were devoutly kept up in Spain ; and, under

the name of Autos Sacramentales, make no inconsiderable

portion of the writings of their chief dramatists.1

7. Andres, favorable as he is to liis country, is far from

enthusiastic in his praises of the Spanish theatre. Its exu-

berance has been its ruin : no one, he justly remarks, can

read some thousand plays in the hope of finding a few that

are tolerable. Andres, however, is not exempt from a strong

prejudice in favor of the French stage. He admits the ease

and harmony of the Spanish versification, the purity of the

style, the abundance of the thoughts, and the ingenious

complexity of the incidents. This is peculiarly the merit of

the Spanish comedy; as its great defect, in his opinion, is the

want of truth and delicacy in the delineation of the passions,
and of power to produce a vivid impression on the reader.

The best work, he concludes rather singularly, of the comic

poets of Spain has been the French theatre.
2

8. The most renowned of these is Lope de Vega, so many
of whose dramas appeared within the present cen-

tury, that although, like Shakspeare, he is equally
to be claimed by the next, we may place his name, once for

all, in this period. Lope de Vega is called by Cervantes a

prodigy of nature ; and suv'h he may justly be reckoned : not

that we can ascribe to him a sublime genius, or a mind abound-

ing with fine original thought ; but his fertility of

traordinary invention and readiness of versifying are beyond
fertility :

competition. It was said foolishly, if meant as praise,
of Shakspeare, and we may be sure untruly, that he never

blotted a line. This may almost be presumed of Vega.
" He

required," says Bouterwek,
" no more than four and twenty

hours to write a versified drama of three acts in redondillas,

> Bouterwek. * Vol. v. p. 138.
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interspersed with sonnets, tercets, and octaves, and, from be-

ginning to end, abounding in intrigues, prodigies, or interesting
situations. This astonishing facility enabled him to supply
the Spanish theatre with upwards of 2,000 original dramas,
of which not more than 300 have been preserved by printing.
In general, the theatrical manager carried away what he wrote
before he had even time to .revise it ; and immediately a fresh

applicant would arrive to prevail on him to commence a new
piece. He sometimes wrote a play in the short space of three
or four hours." . . . "Arithmetical calculations have been

employed in order to arrive at a just estimate of Lope de

Vega's facility in poetic composition. According to his own

testimony, he wrote, on an average, five sheets a day ; it has

therefore been computed that the number of sheets which he

composed during his life must have amounted to 133,225;
and that, allowing for the deduction of a small portion of

prose, Lope de Vega must have written upwards of 21,300,000
verses. Nature would have overstepped her bounds, and
have produced the miraculous, had Lope de Vega, along with

this rapidity of invention and composition, attained perfection
in any department of literature."

l

9. This peculiar gift of rapid composition will appear more

extraordinary when we attend to the nature of Lope's His verei-

versification, very unlike the irregular lines of our fication.

old drama, which it is not perhaps difficult for one well

practised to write or utter extemporaneously.
" The most

singular circumstance attending his verse,
"
says Lord Holland,

"
is the frequency and difficulty of the tasks which he imposes

on himself. At every step, we meet with acrostics, echoes,

and compositions of that perverted and laborious kind, from

attempting which another author would be deterred by the

trouble of the undertaking, if not by the little real merit

attending the achievement. They require no genius, but they
exact much time ; which one should think that such a volumi-

nous poet could little afford to waste. But Lope made a

parade of his power over the vocabulary : he was not content-

ed with displaying the various order in which he could dispose

the syllables and marshal the rhymes of his language ; but lie

1 Pp. 361, 863. Montalvan, Lope's tinned afterwards to write for the stage,

friend, savs that he wrote 1800 plays and Those that remain and have been collected

400 autos. In a poem of his own, written in twenty-ive volumes are about 300.

In 1609. he claims 483 plays ;
and he con-
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also prided himself upon the celerity with which he brought
them to go through the most whimsical but the most difficult
evolutions. He seems to have been partial to difficulties,
for the gratification of surmounting them." This trifling
ambition is usual among second-rate poets, especially in a
degraded state of public taste

; but it may be questionable
whether Lope de Vega ever per/ormed feats of skill more
surprising in this way than some of the Italian improwisatori,
who have been said to carry on at the same time three

independent sonnets, uttering, in their unpremeditated strains,
a line of each in separate succession. There is reason to
believe that their extemporaneous poetry is as good as any
thing in Lope de Vega.

10. The immense popularity of this poet, not limited,
Hispopu- among the people itself, to his own age, bespeaks

some attention from criticism. " The Spaniards who
affect fine taste in modern times," says Schlegel,

"
speak with

indifference of their old national poets ; but the people retain
a lively attachment to them, and their productions are received
on the stage, at Madrid or at Mexico, with passionate enthu-
siasm." It is true that foreign critics have not in general
pronounced a very favorable judgment of Lope de Vega.
But a writer of such prodigious fecundity is ill appreciated by
single plays : the whole character of his composition manifests
that he wrote for the stage, and for the stage of his own country,
rather than for the closet 'of a foreigner. His writings are
divided into spiritual plays ; heroic

.
and historical comedies,

most of them taken from the annals and traditions of Spain ;

and, lastly, comedies of real life, or, as they were called,
" of

the cloak and sword" (capa y espada), a name answering to the
comcedia togata of the Roman stage. These have been some-
what better known than the rest, and have, in several instances,
found their way to our own theatre, by suggesting plots and
incidents to our older writers. The historian of Spanish litera-

ture, to whom I am so much indebted, has given a character
of these comedies, in which the English reader will perhaps
recognize much that might be said also of Beaumont and
Fletcher.

11. "
Ixipe de Vega's comedies De Capa y Espada, or those

Character
w ^"cn maj properly be denominated his dramas of

f h
ldi

intrigue, though wanting in the delineation of charac-

ter, are romantic pictures of manners, drawn from
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real life. They present, in their peculiar style, no less inter-

est with respect to situations than his heroic comedies, and
the same irregularity in the composition of the scenes. The
language, too, is alternately elegant and vulgar, sometimes

highly poetic, and sometimes, though versified, reduced to the

level of the dullest prose. Lope de Vega seems scarcely to

have bestowed a thought on maintaining probability in the

succession of the different scenes: ingenious complication is

with him the essential point in the interest of his situations.

Intrigues are twisted and entwined together, until the poet, in

order to bring his piece to a conclusion, without ceremony
cuts the knots he cannot untie ; and then he usually brings as

many couples together as he can, by any possible contrivance,
match. He has scattered through his pieces occasional re-

flections, and maxims of prudence : but any genuine morality,
which might be conveyed through the stage, is wanting; for its

introduction would have been inconsistent with that poetic
freedom on which the dramatic interest of the Spanish com-

edy is founded. His aim was to paint what he observed, not

what he would have approved, in the manners of the fashiona-

ble world of his age ; but he leaves it to the spectator to draw
his own inferences." 1

12. An analysis of one of these comedies from real life is

given by Bouterwek, and another by Lord Holland, f^g^ rf

The very few that I have read appear lively and DonSaneh*

diversified, not unpleasing in the perusal, but excit-

ing little interest, and rapidly forgotten. Among the heroic

pieces of Lope de Vega, a high place appears due to the

Estrella de Sevilla, published, with alterations by Triqnero,

under the name of Don Sancho Ortiz.* It resembles the Cid

in its subject. The king, Sancho the brave, having fallen in

love with Estrella. sister of Don Bustos Tabera, and being

foiled by her virtue,
3 and by the vigilance of her brother, who

had drawn his sword upon him, as in disguise he was attempt-

ing to penetrate into her apartment, resolves to have him

murdered ; and persuades Don Sancho Ortiz, a soldier full of

courage and loyalty, by describing the attempt made on his

i Bouterwek, p. S75. the well-known answer of a

* In Lord Holland's Life of Lope de Ve- of Franc*, told with eTeral Tariatioai

ga, a more complete analysis than what namea, and poanhly tree of none.

I hare offered is taken from the original

plav. I hare followed the rifaeeimetuo of "Soy (die a*y)

Iriquero. which is substantially the same- Par* epoa Tuegtra po.o

Lope deVe,,* haa borrowed fcrJBrtreU* Para dama ruertra muebo."
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person, to undertake the death of one whose name is con-

tained in a paper he gives him. Sancho is the accepted
lover of Estrella, and is on that day to espouse her with her

brother's consent. He reads the paper, and after a conflict

which is meant to be pathetic, but in our eyes is merely ridicu-

lous, determines, as might be supposed, to keep his word to

his sovereign. The shortest course is to contrive a quarrel
with Bustos, which produces a duel, wherein the latter is

killed. The second act commences with a pleasing scene of

Estrella's innocent delight in her prospect of happiness : but

the body of her brother is now brought in
; and the murderer,

who had made no attempt to conceal himself, soon appears in

custody. His examination before the judges, who endeavor

in vain to extort one word from him in his defence, occupies

part of the third act. The king, anxious to save his life, but

still more so to screen his own honor, requires only a pretext
to pardon the offence. But the noble Castilian disdains to

save himself by falsehood, and merely repeats that he had
not slain his friend without cause, and that the action was

ntrocious, but not criminal.

" Dice que file atrocidad,
Pero que no delito."

13. In this embarrassment, Estrella appears, demanding, not

the execution of justice on her brother's murderer, but that

he should be delivered up to her. The king, with his usual

feebleness, consents to this request ; observing that he knows

by experience it is no new thing for her to be cruel. She is,

however, no sooner departed with the royal order, than the

wretched prince repents, and determines to release Sancho,

making compensation to Estrella by marrying her to a rico-

hombre of Oastile. The lady meantime reaches the prison,

and, in an interview with her unfortunate lover, offers him his

liberty ; which, by the king's concession, is in her power.
He is not to be outdone in generous sentiments, and steadily
declares his resolution to be executed. In 'the fifth act, this

heroic emulation is reported, by one who had overheard it, to

the king. All the people of this city, he replies, are heroes,
and outstrip nature herself by the greatness of their souls.

The judges now enter, and with sorrow report their sentence

that Sancho must suffer death. But the king is at length

roused, and publicly acknowledges that the death of Bustos
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had been perpetrated by his command. The president of the
tribunal remarks, that, as the king had given the order, there
must doubtless have been good cause. Nothing seems to
remain but the union of the lovers. Here, however, the high
Castilian principle once more displays itself. Estrella retu-t-s

to be united to one she tenderly loves, but who has brought
such a calamity into her family;' and Sancho himself, willinglv
releasing her engagement, admits that their marriage under
such circumstances would be a perpetual torment. The lady
therefore chooses, what is always at hand -in Catholic fiction,
the dignified retirement of a nunnery ; and the lover departs
to dissipate his regrets in the Moorish war.

14. Notwithstanding all in the plan and conduct of this

piece, which neither our own state of manners nor the laws of

any sound criticism can tolerate, it is very conceivable, that, to

the factitious taste of a Spanish audience in the age of Lope
de Vega, it would have appeared excellent. The character
of Estrella is truly noble, and much superior in interest to that

of Chimene. Her resentment is more genuine, and free from
that hypocrisy, which, at least in my judgment, renders the
other almost odious and contemptible. Instead of imploring
the condemnation of him she loves, it is as her own prisoner
that she demands Sancho Ortiz, and this for the generous
purpose of setting him at liberty. But the great superiority
of the Spanish play is at the clos*1

-. Chimene accepts the

hand stained with her father's blood, while Estrella sacrifices

her own wishes to a sentiment which the manners of Spain,
and. we may add. the laws of natural decency, required.

15. The spiritual plays of Lope de Vega abound with as

many incongruous and absurd circumstances as the
Hisfpirit-

mysteries of our forefathers. The Inquisition was *i piJ-

politic enough to tolerate, though probably the sternness of

Castilian orthodoxy could not approve, these strange repre-

sentations, which, after all. had the advantage of keeping the

people in mind of the devil, and of the efficacy of holy water

in chasing him away. But the regular theatre, according
to Lord Holland, has always been forbidden in Spain by
the church; nor do the kings frequent it.

16. Two tragedies by Bermudez, botl. on the story of

Inez de Castro, are written on the ancient model, Num,naor
with a chorus, and much simplicity of fable. They <>".
are. it i* said, in "a few scenes impressive and pathetic, but
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interrupted by passages of flat and tedious monotony.
1 Cer-

vantes was the author of many dramatic pieces, some of which
are so indifferent as to have been taken for intentional satires

upon the bad taste of his times, so much of it do they display.
One or two, however, of his comedies have obtained some

praise from Schlegel and Bouterwek. But his tragedy of

Numancia stands apart from his other dramas, and, as I con-

ceive, from any thing on the Spanish stage. It is probably one

of his earlier works, but was published for the first time in

1784. It is a drama of extraordinary power, and may justify
the opinion of Bouterwek, that, in different circumstances, the

author of Don Quixote might have been the .ZEschylus of

Spain. If terror and pity are the inspiring powers of trage

dy, few have been for the time more under their influence than

Cervantes in his Numancia. The story of that devoted city,

its long resistance to Rome, its exploits of victorious heroism,
that foiled repeatedly the consular legions, are known to every
one. Cervantes has opened his tragedy at the moment when

Scipio jEmilianus, enclosing the city with a broad trench, de-

termines to secure its reduction by famine. The siege lasted

five months, when the Numantines, exhausted by hunger, but

resolute never to yield, setting fire to a pile of their household

goods, after slaying their women and children, cast themselves

into the flame. Every circumstance that can enhance hor-

ror, the complaints of famished children, the desperation of

mothers, the sinister omens of rejected sacrifice, the appalling
incantations that re-animate a recent corpse to disclose the

secrets of its prison-house, are accumulated with progressive
force in this tremendous drama. The love-scenes of Morando
and Lira, two young persons whose marriage had been frus-

trated by the public calamity, though some incline to censure

them, contain nothing beyond poetical truth, and add, in my
opinion, to its pathos, while they somewhat relieve its severity.

17. Few, probably, would desire to read the Numancia a

second time. But it ought to be remembered, that the his-

torical truth of this tragedy, though, as in the Ugolino of

Dante, it augments the painfulness of the impression, is the

legitimate apology of the author. Scenes of agony, and

images of unspeakable sorrow, when idly accumulated by an

inventor at his ease, as in many of our own older tragedies, and

in much of modern fiction, give offence to a reader of just

Bouterwek, 296.
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taste, from their needlessly trespassing upon his sensibility.
But in that which excites an abhorrence of cruelty and oppres-
sion, or which, as the Numancia, commemorates ancestral

fortitude, there is a moral power, for the sake of which the

sufferings of sympathy must not be flinched from.

18. The Numancia is divided into four jornadas or acts,

each containing changes of scene, as on our own stage. The
metre, by a most extraordinary choice, is the regular octave

stanza, ill adapted as that is to the drama, intermixed with

the favorite redondilla. The diction, though sometimes what
would seem tame and diffuse to us, who are accustomed to

a bolder and more figurative strain in tragedy than the South-

ern nations require, rises often with the subject to nervous and

impressive poetry. There are, however, a few sacrifices to

the times. In a finely imagined prosopopoeia, where Spain,
crowned with towers, appears on the scene to ask the Duero
what hope there could be for Numancia, the river-god, rising
with his tributary streams around him, after bidding her

despair of the city, goes into a tedious consolation, in which

the triumphs of Charles and Philip are specifically, and with

as much tameness as adulation, brought forward as her future

recompense. A much worse passage occurs in the fourth act,

where Lira, her brother lying dead of famine, and her lover

of his wounds before her, implores death from a soldier who

passes over the stage. He replies that some other hand must

perform that office ;
he was born only to adore her.1 This

frigid and absurd line, in such a play by such a poet, is an

almost incredible proof of the mischief which the Provencal

writers, with their hyperbolical gallantry, had done to Euro-

pean poetry. But it is just to observe that this is the only

faulty passage, and that the language of the two lovers is

pimple, tender, and pathetic. The material accompaniments
of representation on the Spanish theatre seem to have been

full as defective as on our own. The Numancia is printed with

directions, almost sufficient to provoke a smile in the

midst of its withering horrors.

19. The mysteries which had delighted the Parisians for a

century and a half were suddenly forbidden by the FreDoh

parliament as indecent and profane in 1548. Four

years only elapsed before they were replaced, though

i " Otra mano, otro hterro ha de acabaroc,

Que yo solo nacio por adonrcM."

VOL. II. 17
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not on the same stage, by a different style of representation.
Whatever obscure attempts at a regular dramatic composition

may have been traced in France at an earlier period, Jodelle

was acknowledged by his contemporaries to be the true father

of their theatre. His tragedy of Cleopatre, and his comedy of

La Rencontre, were both represented for the first time before

Henry II. in 1552. Another comedy, Eugene, and a tragedy
on the story of Dido, were published about the same time.

Pasquier, who tells us this, was himself a witness of the

representation of the two former.1 The Cleopatre, according
to Fontenelle, is very simple, without action or stage effect,

full of long speeches, and with a chorus at the end of every
act. The style is often low and ludicrous, which did not pre-
vent this tragedy, the first-fruits of a theatre which was to

produce Racine, from being received with vast applause.
There is, in reality, amidst these raptures that frequently
attend an infant literature, something of an undefined presage
of the future, which should hinder us from thinking them

quite ridiculous. The comedy of Eugene is in verse, and, in

the judgment of Fonteuelle, much superior to the tragedies
of Jodelle. It has more action, a dialogue better conceived,
and some traits of humor and nature. This play, however,
is very immoral and licentious ; and it may be remarked, that

some of its satire falls on the vices of the clergy.
2

20. The Agamemnon of Toutain, published in 1557, is

Gamier
taken from Seneca ; and several other pieces about
the same time, or soon afterwards, seem also to be

translations.
3 The Jules Cesar of Grevin was represented in

1560.4
It contains a few lines that La Harpe has extracted,

1 " Cette comedie et la Cleopatre furent 1400, to prevent the representation of the

representees devant le roi Henri i Paris Cluop.-itre by public actors. Jodelle was,
en 1'Hostel de Kheims. avec un grand ap- therefore, forced to have it performed by
plaudissement de toute la compaguie ;

et his friends. See Kecherches de la France,
depuis encore au college de Boncourt, oil 1. vii. c. 6: Fontenelle. Hist, du Theitre
timtcs les fenestres estoient tapissees d'une Francois (in (Euvres de Font., edit. 17'ti),
infinite de personnages d'hotmeur, et la vol. iii. p. 52 ; Beauchamps, Kt-cherclies
cour si pleine d'escoliers que les portes du sur les Theatres de France; Suarcl, Mr-
college en regorgeoient. Je le dis comme langes de Litteniture, vol. iv. p. 59. The
celuy qui y estni* present, avec le grand last writer, in what he calls Coup-d'lKil
Tornebus en unemeMiie chitinbre. Kt les sur 1'Histoire de TAncien Tht-arre Fmn-
entreparleurs estoieut tous honmies de cuis (in the same volume), has given n
nom. Car inenie Reuiy Belleau et Jean amusing and instructive sketch of the
de la Peruse jouoient les principaux roul- French drama down to Corneille.
lets." Suard tells us that the whole troop

*
Fonteuelle, p. 61.

of performers, the Confreres de la Passion, s Keauchamps : Suard.
whose mysteries bad been interdicted, Suard, p. 73 ;

La llarpe, Cours de Lit-

availed themselves of an exclusive privi- terature. Grevin also wrote comedte*
leg* granted to them by Charles YJ., in which were very licentious, as those of th
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as not without animation. But the first tragedian that
deserves much notice after Jodelle was Robert Gamier, whose

eight tragedies were collectively printed in 1580. They are

chiefly taken from mythology or ancient history, and are evi-

dently framed according to a standard of taste which has ever
since prevailed on the French stage. But they retain some
characteristics of the classical drama which were soon after-

wards laid aside : the chorus is heard between every act ; and
a great portion of the events is related by messengers.
Garnier makes little change in the stories he found in Sene-
ca or Euripides ; nor had love yet been thought essential to

tragedy. Though his speeches are immeasurably long, and
overladen with pompous epithets ; thougli they have often much
the air of bad imitations of Seneca's manner, from whom
probably, if any one should give himself the pains to make the

comparison, some would be found to have been freely translated,
we must acknowledge that in many of his couplets the reader

perceives a more genuine tone of tragedy, and the germ of

that artificial style which reached its perfection in far greater
men than Garnier. In almost every line there is some fault,

either against taste or the present rules of verse ; yet there

are many which a good poet would only have had to amend
and polish. The account of Polyxena's death in La Troade
is very well translated from the Hecuba. But his best tragedy
seems to be Les Juives, which is wholly his own, and displays
no inconsiderable powers of poetical description. In this I

am confirmed by Fontenelle, who says that this tragedy has

many noble and touching passages ; wherein he has been

aided by taking much from Scripture, the natural sublimity of

which cannot fail to produce an effect.
1 We find, however, in

Les Juives a good deal of that propensity to exhibit cruelty,

by which the Italian and English theatres were at that time

distinguished. Pasquier says, that every one gave the prize

16th century generally were in France and et beaucoup de sensibility
;
sa versification

Italy, and were not in England, or, I est facile et souvent harmonieuse. C'est

believe, in Spain. lui qui a fixe d'une maniere invariable la

1 P. 71. Suard, who dwells much longer succession alternative des rimes masculines

on Garnier than either Fontenelle or La et feminines. Enfm c'est le premier Jes

Harpe has done, observes, as 1 think, with tragiques Francais dont la lecture put etre

justice :

" Les ouvrages de Garnier me- utile i ceux qui voudraient suivre la

ritent de faire epoque dans 1'histoire du meme carriere
;
on a meme pretendu qua

theatre, non par la beaute de ses plans ;
son Hyppolite avait beaucoup aide Racine

il n'en fout chercher de bons dans aucune dans la composition de Phedre.
_

des tragedies du seizieme siecle
;
mais les s'il 1'a aide, c'est comme 1'Hyppolite de

gentimens qu'il exprime sont nobles, son Seneque, dont celuide Garnier n'estqu'mw

Btyle a souvent de 1'elevation sans enflure imitation." p. 81
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to Gamier above all who had preceded him, and, after enume-

rating his eight plays, expresses his opinion that they would
be admired by posterity.

1

21. We may consider the comedies of Larivey, published
in 1579, as making a sort of epoch in the French

rivey '

drama. This writer, of whom little is known but
that he was a native of Champagne, prefers a claim to be the

first who chose subjects for comedy from real life in France

(forgetting in this those of Jodelle), and the first who wrote

original dramas in prose. His comedies are six in number,
to which three were added in a subsequent edition, which is

very rare.
2 These six are Le Laquais, La Veuve, Les Es-

prits, Le Morfondu, Les Jaloux, and Les Ecoliers. Some of

them are partly borrowed from Plautus and Terence ; and in

general they belong to that school, presenting the usual cha-

racters of the Roman stage, with no great attempt at origi-

nality. But the dialogue is conducted with spirit ; and in

many scenes, especially in the play called Le Laquais, which,

though the most free in all respects, appears to me the most

comic and amusing, would remind any reader of the minor

pieces of Moliere, being conceived, though not entirely

executed, with the same humor. All these comedies of

Larivey are highly licentious both in their incidents and lan-

guage. It is supposed in the Biographic Universelle, that

Moliere and Regnard borrowed some ideas from Larivey;
but both the instances alleged will be found in Plautus.

22. No regular theatre was yet established in France.

Theatres These plays of Gamier, Larivey, and others of that
in Paris.

class, were represented either in colleges or in pri-
vate houses. But the Confreres de la Passion, and another

company, the Enfans de Sans Souci, whom they admitted into

a participation of their privilege, used to act gross and stupid

farces, which few respectable persons witnessed. After some
unsuccessful attempts, two companies of regular actors ap-

peared near the close of the century: one, in 1598, hating

purchased the exclusive right of the Confreres de la Passion,

laid the foundations of the Comedie Francaise, so celebrated

1 guard. stage, as the Either of comedy in prose.
* The first edition itself, I conceive, is not La llarpe was too superficial to know any

rery common ;
for few writers within my thing about him. Beauchanips, vol. ii.

knowledge have mentioned Larivey. Fon- p. 68, acknowledges his pretensions ; and he
t< nelle. I think, could not have read his has a niche in the Biographic Uuiverseile.

plays, or he would have given him a place Suard has also done him some justice
iu hit brief sketch of the early French
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and so permanent; the other, in 1600, established by its per-
mission a second theatre in the Marais. But the pieces they
represented were still of a very low class.

1

23. England, at the commencement of this period, could
boast of little besides the Scripture mysteries, al-

English

ready losing ground, but which have been traced ***&

down to the close of the century, and the more popular moral

plays, which furnished abundant opportunities for satire on
the times, for ludicrous humor, and for attacks on the old or

the new religion. The latter, however, were kept in some
restraint by the Tudor government. These moralities gradu-

ally drew nearer to regular comedies, and sometimes had

nothing but an abstract name given to an individual, by which

they could be even apparently distinguished from such. "\Ve

have already mentioned Ralph Royster Doyster, written by
Udal in the reign of Henry VIIL, as the earliest English

comedy in a proper sense, so far as our negative evidence

warrants such a position. Mr. Collier has recovered four acts

of another, called Misogonus, which he refers to the begin-

ning of Elizabeth's reign.
2 It is, like the former, a picture

of London life. A more celebrated piece is Gammar Gurton'a

Needle, commonly ascribed to John Still, afterwards g^n,,,

Bishop of Bath and Wells. No edition is known Gurton's

before 1575 ; but it seems to have been represented
in Christ's College at Cambridge, not far from the year 1565."

It is impossible for any thing to be meaner in subject and cha-

racters than this strange farce ;
but the author had some vein

of humor, and writing neither for fame nor money, but to

make light-hearted boys laugh, and to laugh with them, and

that with as little Crossness as the story would admit, is not to

be judged with severe criticism. He comes, however, below

Udal, and perhaps below the writer of Misogonus. The Sup-

poses of George Gascoyne, acted at Gray's Inn in 1566, is

but a translation in prose from the Suppositi of Ariosto. It

seems to have been published in the same year.
4

i Suard. have been written while the Protestant

* Hist, of Dramatic Poetry, ii. 464. establishment, if it carted, was Ten- re-

Mr. Collier agrees with Malone in cent : for the parson is evidently a Papist

assigning this date
;
but it is merely con- 4 Warton. iv. 3fr

jecturai, as one rather earlier might be original had been first published in pros*,

chosen with equal probability. Still is 1525: and. from thi.*. Gascoyne took hi

Mid in the bxxraphies to have" been bom translation, adopting some of the change*

in 1543 : but this date seems to be too low. Ariosto had introduced when he turned

He became Margaret's professor of divinity into verse ;
but he has inserted little of hu

in 1570 Gammar Gurton's Needle must own. Ib
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24. But the progress of literature soon excited in one per-

Gorboduc 8On aa emulation of the ancient drama. Suckville
or Sack- has the honor of having led the way. His tragedy

of Gorboduc was represented at Whitehall before

Elizabeth in 1562.1 It is written in what was thought the

classical style, like the Italian tragedies of the same age, but

more inartificial and unimpassioned. The speeches are long
and sententious ; the action, though sufficiently full of inci-

dent, passes chiefly in narration ; a chorus, but in the same
blank-verse measure as the rest, divides the acts ; the unity
of place seems to be preserved, but that of time is manifestly

transgressed. The story of Gorboduc, which is borrowed
from our fabulous British legends, is as full of slaughter as

was then required for dramatic purposes : but the characters

are clearly drawn and consistently sustained ; the political

maxims grave and profound ; the language not glowing, or

passionate, but vigorous ; and, upon the whole, it is evidently
the work of a powerful mind, though in a less poetical mood
than was displayed in the Induction to the Mirror of Magis-
trates. Sackville, it has been said, had the assistance of Nor-
ton in this tragedy ; but Warton has decided against this

supposition from internal evidence.2

25. The regular form adopted in Gorboduc, though not

Preference wholly without imitators, seems to have had little

ttoTirregu-
success with the public.

3 An action passing visibly
larform. on the stage, instead of a frigid narrative, a copious
intermixture of comic buffoonery with the gravest story, were

requisites with which no English audience would dispense.
Thus Edwards treated the story of Damon and Pythias,
which, though according to the notions of those times, it was
too bloodless to be called a tragedy at all, belonged to the

elevated class of dramatic compositions.
4 Several other sub-

jects were taken from ancient history : this indeed became an

1 The 18th of January, 1561, to which the whole tragedy to any thing we can
date its representation is referred by Mr. certainly ascribe to Norton, a coadjutor of
Collier, seems to be 1562, according to the Sternhold in the old version of the Psalms,
modern style ; and this tallies best with and a contributor to the Mirror of MagU-
wha.t is said in the edition of 1571, that it trates.
had been played about nine years before. s The Jocasta of Gascoyne, translated
See Warton, iv 179. with considerable freedom, in adding, ouiit-

2 Hist, of Engl. Poetry, iv. 194. Mr. tiug, and transposing, from the Phoeniss
Collier supports the claim of Morton to of .Euripidc*, was represented at Gray's
the first three acts, which would much Inn in 156ti. Warton, iv. 196"; Collier, iii.

reduce Saekville's glory, ii. 481. I incline 7. Gascoyne had the assistance of two
to Warton'e opinion, grounded upon the obscure poets in this play.
Identity of style, aad the superiority of *

Collier, iii. 2.
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usual source of the fable; but, if we may judge from those

few that have survived, they were all constructed on the

model which the mysteries had accustomed our ancestors to

admire.

26. The office of Master of the Revels, in whose province
it lay to regulate, among other amusements of the Firet

court, the dramatic shows of various kinds, was esta- theatres.

Wished in 1546. The inns of court vied with the royal palace
in these representations, and Elizabeth sometimes honored
the former with her presence. On her visits to the universi-

ties, a play was a constant part of the entertainment. Fifty-
two names, though nothing more, of dramas acted at court

under the superintendence of the Master of the Revels, be-

tween 1568 and 1580, are preserved.
1 In 1574 a patent was

granted to the Earl of Leicester's -servants to act plays in any
part of England; and in 1576 they erected the first public
theatre in Blackfriars. It will be understood that the ser-

vants of the Earl of Leicester were a company under his

protection ; as we apply the word, Her Majesty's Servants,,

at this day, to the performers of Drury Lane.a

27. As we come down towards 1580, a few more plays
are extant. Among these may be mentioned the piayg Of

Promos and Cassandra of Whetstone, on the subject ^j}
e

^{
which Shakspeare, not without some retrospect to

his predecessor, so much improved in Measure for Measure.8

But in these early dramas there is hardly any thing to praise ;

or, if they please us at all, it is only by the broad humor of

their comic scenes. There seems little reason, therefore, for

regretting the loss of so many productions, which no one Con-

temporary has thought worthy of commendation. Sir Philip

Sidney, writing about 1583, treats our English stage with

great disdain. His censures, indeed, fall chiefly on the m>

1
Collier, 1. 193, et post; Hi. 24. Of speare, vol. i., which, having superseded

these fifty-two plays, eighteen were upon the earlier works of Langbame, Held, ana

classical subjects, historical or fabulous; Hawkins, so far as this period is concerned,

twenty-one taken from modern history or it is superfluous to quote them,

romance; seven mav by their titles, which 3 Promos :md Cassandra is one of t

Is a very fallible criterion, be comedies or Six Old IMavs reprinted by steevena.

farces from real life ; and six may, by the Shak.-.peare found iu it not only the main

same test, be moralities. It is 'possible, story of Measure for Measure, which ww
as Mr. C. observes, that some of these far from new, and which lie felicitously

plays, though no longer extant in their altered by preserving the chastity of

integrity, mav have formed the foundation bella, but several of the minor circum-

of others; and the titles of a few in the stances and names, unless .:v,-n tli

list countenance this supposition. to be found in the novels from
2 See Mr. Collier's excellent History of the dramatists ultimately derived thetf

Dramatic Poetry to the .Tim* of Soak- plot
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gleet of the classical unities, and on the intermixture of kings
with clowns.1 It is amusing to reflect, that this contempt-
uous reprehension of the English theatre (and he had spoken
in as disparaging terms of our general poetry) came from the

pen of Sidney, when Shakspeare had just arrived at man-
hood. Had he not been so prematurely cut off, what would
have been the transports- of that noble spirit which the ballad
of Chevy Chase could "stir as with the sound of a trumpet,"
in reading the Faery Queen or Othello !

28. A better era commenced not long after, nearly coinci-

Mariowe
dent with the rapid development of genius in other

and his departments of poetry. Several young men of ta-

poraries.
^en* appeared, Marlowe, Peele, Greene, Lilly, Lodge,
Kyd, Nash, the precursors of Shakspeare, and real

founders, as they may in some respects be called, of the Eng-
lish drama. SackviUe's Gorboduc is in blank verse, though
of bad and monotonous construction; but his first followers

wrote, as far as we know, either in rhyme or in prose.
2 In

the tragedy of Tamburlaine, referred by Mr. Collier to 1586,
Tambur- and the production wholly or principally of Mar-

lowe,
3 a better kind of blank verse is first employed ;

the lines are interwoven ; the occasional hemistich and redun-
dant syllables break the monotony of the measure, and give
more of a colloquial spirit to the dialogue. Tamburlaine was
ridiculed on account of its inflated style. The bombast, how-
ever, which is not so excessive as has been alleged, was

thought appropriate to such oriental tyrants. This play has
more spirit and poetry than any which, upon clear grounds,
can be shown to have preceded it. We find also more action

Blank
on ^ie stage?

a shorter and more dramatic dialogue,
Terse or a more figurative style, with a far more varied and

>we -

skilful versification.4 If Marlowe did not re-estab-

1 "Our tragedies and comedies, not Home countenance to this hypothesis. It
without cause, are cried out against, is mentioned, however, as Marlowe's Tarn-

observing rules neither of honest civility burialne in the contemporary diary of
nor skilful poetry ;

" and proceeds to Henslow, a manager or proprietor of a
ridicule their inconsistencies and disre- theatre, which is preserved at Duhru-h
gard to time and place. Defence of Poesy. College. Marlowe and Nash are allowed

2 It may be a slight exception to this, to have written Dido, Queen of Carthage,
that some portions of the second part of in conjunction. Mr. Collier has produced
Whetstone's Promos and Cassandra are in a body of evidence to show that Tambur-
blank verse. This play is said never to laine was written, at least principally, by
have been represented. ColUer, iii. 64. the former, which leaves no room, "as it

3 Nash has been thought the author of seems, for further doubt. Vol. iii. p. 113.
Tamburlaine by Maloue

; and his inflated Shakspeare having turned into ridi-

tyle, in pieces known to be his, may give cole a passage or two in Tamburlaine, th
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lish blank verse, which is difficult to prove, he gave it at !< :isf

a variety of cadence, and an easy adaptation of the rhythm to

the sense; by which it instantly became in his hands the fin^-t

instrument that the tragic poet has ever employed for his

purpose, less restricted than that of the Italians, and falling

occasionally almost into numerous prose, lines of fourteen

syllables being very common in all our old dramatists, but

regular and harmonious at other times as the most accurate

ear could require.
29. The savage character of Tamburlaine. and the want of

all interest as to every other, render this tragedy a Mar]owei
g

failure in comparison with those which speedily fol- J w of

lowed from the pen of Christopher Marlowe. The
first two acts of the Jew of Malta are more vigorously con-

ceived, both as to character and circumstance, than any other

Elizabethan play, except those of Shakspeare; and perhaps we

may think that Barabas, though not the prototype of Shylock,
a praise of which he is unworthy, may have suggested some

few ideas to the inventor. But the latter acts, as is usual

with our old dramatists, are a tissue of uninteresting crimes

and slaughter.
1 Faustus is better known : it con- And Faus_

tains nothing, perhaps, so dramatic as the first part
tus -

of the Jew of Malta ; yet the occasional glimpses of repent-

ance, and struggles of alarmed conscience in the chief cha-

racter, are finely brought in. It is full of poetical beauties;

but an intermixture of buffoonery weakens the effect, and

leaves it, on the whole, rather a sketch by a great genius than

a finished performance. There is an awful melancholy about

Marlowe's Mephistopheles, perhaps more impressive than the

malignant mirth of that fiend in the renowned work of Goe-

the. But the fair form of Margaret is wanting ; and Marlowe

has hardly earned the credit of having breathed a few casual

inspirations into a greater mind than his own.2

30. Marlowe's Life of Edward II., which was entered on

the books of the Stationers' Company in 1593, has been

critics have concluded it to be a model of representative, the paint of the property

bad tragedy. Mr. Collier, iii. 115-126, has man in the theatre." Lamb's Specimens

elaborately vindicated its dramatic merits, of Early Dramatic
Poets^i.

19.

though sufficiently aware of its faults. ! The German story of Faust is SUM

i "Blood" says a late witty writer, "is have been published for the first time ir

made as li"ht of in some of these old dramas 1587. It was rapidly translated into i

as money in a modern sentimental comedy; languages of Europe. We need hardly

nd, as Ms is given away till it reminds name tin absurd supposition that Fust

as that it is nothing but counters, so that the great printer, was ir.taadeO.

IB spilt till it affects us no more than its
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deemed by some the earliest specimen of the historical play
His Ed- founded upon English chronicles. Whether this be
ward ii. true or no^ au(j proDabiy it is not, it is certainly by
far the best after those of Shakspeare.

1 And it seems proba-
ble that the old plays of the Contention of Lancaster and
Plays York, and the True Tragedy of Richard, Duke of

Henry*vi. York, which Shakspeare remodelled in the second
was taken. an(j third parts of Henry VI., were in great part

by Marlowe, though Greene seems to put in for some share

in their composition.
2 These plays claim certainly a very

low rank among those of Shakspeare : his original portion
is not inconsiderable ; but it is fair to observe, that some
of the passages most popular, such as the death of Cardinal

Beaufort, and the last speech of the Duke of York, seem not

to be by his hand.

31. No one could think of disputing the superiority of

. Marlowe to all his contemporaries of this early
school of the English drama. He was killed in a

tavern fray in 1593. There is more room for difference

of tastes as to the second place. Mr. Campbell has bestowed

high praises upon Peele: "His David and Bethsabe is the

earliest fountain of pathos and harmony that can be traced

in our dramatic poetry. His fancy is rich, and his feeling

1 Collier observes, that " the character crow, beautified with our feathers, that,
ofRichard II. in Shakspeare seems modelled with his tiger's heart wrapped ina player's
in no slight degree upon that of Kdward II. hide, supposes he is as well able to boiu-

But I am reluctant to admit, that Shak- bast out a blank verse as the best of you ;

speare modelled his characters by those of and, being an absolute .Johannes factotum,
others

;
and it is natural to ask whether is, in his own conceit, the only Sliaktscene

there were not an extraordinary likeness in a country." An allusion is here mani-
in the dispositions as well as fortunes of fest to the '

tiger's heart, wrapt in a wo-
the two kings." man's hide," which Shakspeare borrowed

* These old plays were reprinted by from the old play. The Contention of the
Steevens in 1766. Malone, on a laborious Houses, and which is here introduced to

comparison of them with the second and hint the particular subject of pl:ip;irUm
third parts of Henry VI., has ascertained that prompts the complaint of Greene,
that 1771 lines in the latter plays were The bitterness he displays must lead us to

taken from the former unaltered, 2373 suspect that he had been one himself of
altered by Shakspeare, while 1899 were those who were thus preyed upon. But

altogether his own. It remains to inquire the greater part of the plays in question
who are to claim the credit of these other is, in the judgment, I conceive, of all oom-

plays, so great a portion of which has passed petent critics, far above the powers either

with the world for the genuine work of of Greene or Peele, and exhibits a inucli

Shakspeare. The solution seems to be greater share of the spirited versification,

given, as well as we can expect, in a pas- called by Jonson the "
mighty line," of

sage often quoted from Robert Greene's Christopher Marlowe. Malone, upon se-

Groat's \Vorth of Wit, published not long cond thoughts, gave both these plays to

before his death in September, 1592. Marlowe, having, in his dissertation on the
"
Yes," says he, addressing himself to some three parts of Henry VI., assigned one to

one who has been conjectured to be Peele, Greene, the other to Peele. None of the

but more probably Marlowe,
" trust them three parts have any resemblance to th#

(the players) not; foi there is an upstart manner of Peele.
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tender ; and his conceptions of dramatic character have no
inconsiderable mixture of solid veracity and ideal beauty.
There is no such sweetness of versification and imagery to

be found in our blank verse anterior to Shakspeare."
1 I must

concur with Mr. Collier in thinking these compliments exces-

sive. Peele has some command of imagery, but in every
other quality it seems to me that he has scarce any claim to

honor ; and I doubt if there are three lines together in any of

his plays that could be mistaken for Shakspeare's. His Edward
I. is a gross tissue of absurdity, with some facility of language,
but nothing truly good. It has ako the fault of grossly vio-

lating historic truth, in a hideous misrepresentation of the

virtuous Eleanor of Castile ; probably froin the base motive
of rendering the Spanish nation odious to the vulgar. This

play, which is founded on a ballad equally false, is referred to

the year 1593. The versification of Peele is much inferior

to that of Marlowe ; and, though sometimes poetical, he seems

rarely dramatic.

32. A third writer for the stage in this period is Robert

Greene, whose " Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay
"

Greene

may probably be placed about the year 1590. This

comedy, though savoring a little of the old school, contains

easy and spirited versification, superior to Peele, and, though
not so energetic as that of Marlowe, reminding us perhaps
more frequently of Shakspeare.

2 Greene succeeds pretty well

in that florid and gay style, a little redundant in images,
which Shakspeare frequently gives to his princes and cour-

tiers, and which renders some unimpassioned scenes in his

historic plays effective and brilliant. There is great talent

shown, though upon a very strange canvas, in Greene's

Specimens of English Poetrv, i. 140. * "
Greene, in fecility of expression and

Hawkins says of three lines in Peele's Da- in the flow of his blank Terse, fa not to be

Tid and Bethsabe, that they contain a placed betow his
contempon^Peete.

I

metaphor worthy of J^chylus : usual fault, more discorerable in his

' At him the thunder shall discharge his than hi his poems, is an absence of simpu

bolt, city : but his pedantic classical references,

And his fiur spouse with bright and frequently without either tate or dw-n-

fiery wings tion. he had in common with the ot

Sit ever burning on his hateful bones." scribbling scholars of the time.

It may be rather J^chylean, yet I can- Shakspeare's good fortune to be in a gn
not much admire it. Peele seldom at- degree without the knowledge, an

tempts such flights.
" His genius was not fore, if on no other account, with

boldly original; but he had an elegance of defect.''- Collier, Ui. 153. TJeckgnrwhtm

fancv, a gracefulness of expression, and a credit for "a happy talent a clear spunt,

melody of versification, which, in the ear- and a lively imagination, whichL*?^
Her part of his career, was scarcely ap- ize all his writings." Lolaer, m- 1.
nrnu.h*H _

Collier, iii. 191
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"
Looking Glass for London and England." His angry allu-

sion to Shakspeare's plagiarism is best explained by supposing
that he was himself concerned in the two old plays which hud
been converted into the second and third parts of Henry
VI.1 In default of a more probable claimant, I have some-

times been inclined to assign the first part of Henry V
T
I. to

Greene. But those who are far more conversant with the

style of our dramatists do not suggest this ; and we are evi-

dently ignorant of many names, which might have ranked not

discreditably by the side of these tragedians. The first part,

however, of Henry VI. is, in some passages, not unworthy of

Shakspeare's earlier days, nor, in my judgment, unlike his

style ; nor in fact do I know any one of his contemporaries
who could have written the scene in the Temple Garden.
The light touches of his pencil have ever been still more

inimitable, if possible, than its more elaborate strokes.2

33. We can hardly afford time to dwell on several other

other
writers anterior to Shakspeare. Kyd, whom Mr.

writers of Collier places, as a writer of blank verse, next to
this age.

MarloW6)3 Lodge>
4

Lillv> Nash> Hughes, and a few

1 Mr. Collier says, iii. 146, Greene may
possibly have had a hand in the True His-

tory of Richard, Duke of York. But why
possibly ? when he claims it, if uot in ex-

press words, yet so as to leave no doubt of
his meaning. See the note in p. 377.

In a poem written on Greene in 1594 are
these lines :

" Green is the pleasing object of an eye ;

Greene pleased the eyes of all that look'd

upon him:
Green is the ground of every painter's

die;
Greene gave the ground to all that wrote

upon him :

Nay, more, the men that so eclipsed his

fame
Purloin'd his plumes; can they deny

the same?"

This seems an allusion to Greene's own
metaphor, and must be taken for a covert

attack on Shakspeare, who had by this

time pretty well eclipsed the fame of

Greene.
2 "These three gifted men" (Peele,

Greene, and Marlowe), says their lute edi-

tor, Mr. Dyce (Peele's Works, preface,

xxxv.),
"
though they often present to us

pictures that in design and coloring out-

rage the truth of nature, are the earliest

of our tragic writers who exhibit any just
delineation of the workings of passion ;

and their language, though now swelling
into bombast, and now sinking into mean-
ness, is generally rich with poetry, while
their versification, though somewhat mo-
notonous, is almost always flowing and
harmonious. They as much excel their
immediate predecessors as they are them-
selves excelled by Shakspeare." Not quite
as much.

Collier, iii. 207. Kyd is author of

Jeronymo, and of the Spanish Trailed'.-,

a continuation of the same story. Shak-

speare has selected some of their absurdi-
ties for ridicule, and has left an abundant,
harvest for the reader. Parts of the

Spanish Tragedy, Mr. 0. thinks, "are i;i

the highest degree pathetic and inteiv-t-

ing." This perhaps may be admitted, i.'r,

Kyd is not, upon the whole, a ple-usin^
dramatist.

* Lodge, one of the best poets of the a ire.

was concerned, jointly with Greene, in the

Looking Glass for London. In tliH -

performance, the prophet Hosea is brought
to Nineveh ;

and the dramatis persona, as

far as they are serious, belong to that city :

but all the farcical part relates to London.
Of Lodge. Mr. C. says that he is

" second
to Kyd in vigor and boldness of concep-
tion ; but as a drawer of character, so
essential a part of dramatic poetry, he
unquestionably has the advantage.

"

iii. 214.
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more, have all some degree of merit. Nor do the anonymous
tragedies, some of which were formerly ascribed to Shak-

speare, and which even Schlegel, with less acuteness of criti-

cism than is usual with him, has deemed genuine, always
want a forcible delineation of passion, and a vigorous strain of

verse, though not kept up for many lines. Among these are

specimens of the domestic species of tragic drama, drawn

probably from real occurrences, such as Arden of Feversham
and the Yorkshire Tragedy ; the former of which especially
has very considerable merit. Its author, I believe, has not

been conjectured ; but it may be referred to the last decade of
the century.

1 Another play of the same kind, A Woman
killed with Kindness, bears the date of 1600, and is iieywood's

the earliest production of a fertile dramatist, Thomas
^'"'i"^],

Heywood. The language is not much raised above Kindness,

that of comedy ; but we can hardly rank a tale of guilt, sorrow,
and death, in that dramatic category. It may be read with

interest and approbation at this day ; being quite free from

extravagance either in manner or language, the besetting sin

of our earlier dramatists, and equally so from buffoonery. The

subject resembles that of Kotzebue's drama, The Stranger, but

is managed with a nobler tone of morality. It is true that

Mrs. Frankfort's immediate surrender to her seducer, like

that of Beaumele in. the Fatal Dowry, makes her contempti-
ble ; but this, though it might possibly have originated in the

necessity created by the narrow limits of theatrical time, has

the good effect of preventing that sympathy with her guilt

which is reserved for her penitence.
34. Of William Shakspeare,

2
whom, through the mouths ot

1 The murder of Arden of Feversham Mr. Collier discerns the hand of Shak-

occurred under Edward VI.
;
but the plan speare in the Yorkshire Tragedy, and

was published in 1592. The impression thinks that " there are some speeches
made by the story must have been deep, which could scarcely have proceeded from

to produce a tragedy so long afterwards, any other pen." Collier, iii. 51. It was

It is said by Mr. Collier, that Professor printed with his name in 1608 ;
but this.

Tieck has inclined to think Arilen of which would be thought good evidence in

would discern such differences of style as of aesthetic criticism ; but I cannot per

render this hypothesis improbable. The ceive the hand of Shakspearein any of the

speeches in Arden of Kevcrsliaiu have anonymous tragedies.

spirit and feeling ;
but there is none of that - Though I shall not innovate in a w >: <

wit, that fertility of analogical imagery, of this kind, not particularly relating ro

which the worst plays of Sihakspeare dis- Slmkspeare, I must observe, tint Sir

play. The language 'is also more plain and Frederick Madden has offered

perspicuous than we ever ftnd in him. es- cious reasons (in the Arehseologia, v..l.

pecially ou a subject so full of passion, xivi.) for believing that the poet auU his
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those whom he has inspired to body forth the modifications

wiiiiam of his immense mind, we seem to know better
Shakspeare. than anv human writer, it may be truly paid that we

scarcely know any thing. We see him, so far as we do see

him, not in himself, but in a reflex image from the objectivity
in which he was manifested : he is Falstaff and Mercutio
and Malvolio and Jaques and Portia and Imogen and Lear
and Othello ; but to us he is scarcely a determined person, a

substantial reality of past time, the man Shakspeare. The
two greatest names in poetry are to us little more than names.
If we are not yet come to question his unity, as we do that of
** the blind old man of Scio's rocky isle," an improvement in

critical acuteness doubtless reserved for a distant posterity,
we as little feel the power of identifying the young man who
came up from Stratford, was afterwards an indifferent player
in a London theatre, and retired to his native place in middle

life, with the author of Macbeth and Lear, as we can give a

distinct historic personality to Homer. All that insatiable

curiosity and unwearied diligence have hitherto detected about

Shakspeare serves rather to disappoint and perplex us than

to furnish the slightest illustration of his character. It is not

the register of his baptism, or the draft of his will, or the

orthography of his name, that we seek. No letter of his writ-

ing, no record of his conversation, no character of him drawn
with any fulness by a contemporary, has been produced.

1

35. It is generally supposed that he settled in London

His flt about 1587, being then twenty-three years old.

writings for For some time afterwards, we cannot trace him dis-
the stage.

tjrjctly. Venus and Adonis, published in 1593, he

describes, in his dedication to Lord Southampton, as " the first

family spelt their name Shakspere, and which rather confirm than otherwise what
that there are, at least, no exceptions in I have said. But I laud the labors of Mr.

his own autographs, as has commonly Collier, Mr. Hunter, and other collectors of

been supposed. A copy of Florio's trans- such crumbs
; though I am not sure that

lation of Montaigne, a book which he had we should not venerate Shakspeare as

certainly read (see Malone's note on Tern- much, if they had left him undisturbed in

pest, act ii. scene 1), has been lately dis- his obscurity. To be told that he plii\cd

covered with the name W. Shakspere clear- a trick to a brother-player in a licentious

ly written in it
;
and there seems no reason amour, or that he died of a drunken frolic,

to doubt that it is a genuine signature, as a stupid vicar of Stratford recounts (long
This book has. very properly, beea placed after the time) in his diary, does not exact-

in the British Museum, among the choice ly inform us of the man who wrote Lear.

KeiunTua of that repository.
If there was a Shakspeare of earth, as I

i
[ I am not much inclined to qualify this "ffS^""T aU? .

ne f 1
J"
lw*n

' M<1

paragraph in consequence of the petty cir- >* <* *.that we desire to know some-

cumstances relating to Shakspeare which l

have been lately brought to light, and
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heir of his invention." It is, however, certain that it must
have been written some years before, unless we take these

words in a peculiar sense : for Greene, in his Groat's AVorth
of Wit, 1592, alludes, as we have seen, to Shakspeare as

already known among dramatic authors. It appears by this

passage, that he had converted the two plays on the ware of

York and Lancaster into what we read as the second and
third parts of Henry VI. What share he may have had in

similar repairs of the many plays then represented cannot be

determined. It is generally believed that he had much to do
with the tragedy of Pericles, which is now printed among his

works, and which external testimony, though we should not

rely too much on that as to Shakspeare, has assigned to him ;

but the play is full of evident marks of an inferior hand.1
Its

date is unknown : Drake supposes it to have been his earliest

work, rather from its inferiority than on any other ground.
Titus Andronicus is now by common consent denied to be, in

any sense, a production of Shakspeare : very few passages, I
should think not one, resemble his manner.2

36. The Comedy of Errors may be presumed, by an allu-

sion it contains, to have been written before the sub- comedy of

mission of Paris to Henry IV. in 1594, which nearly
Krmrs -

put an end to the civil war.3 It is founded on a very
popular subject. This furnishes two extant comedies of
Plautus ; a translation from one of which, the Memechmi,
was represented in Italy earlier than any other play. It

had been already, as Mr. Collier thinks, brought uj>on
the stage in England ; and another play, later than the

Comedy of Errors, has been reprinted by Steevens. Shak-

speare himself was so well pleased with the idea, that he
has returned to it in Twelfth Night. Notwithstanding the

opportunity which these mistakes of identity furnish for ludi-

crous situations, and for carrying on a complex plot, they are

1 Malone, in a dissertation on the trage- dence. Meres, so early as 1598, enumerates
dy of Pericles, maintained that it was Titus Andronicus among the plays of
altogether an early work of Shakspeare. Shakspeare, and mentions no other tut
Steevens contended that it was a produc- what is genuine. Drake, ii. 287 But. in
tiou of some older poet, improved by him

;
criticism of all kinds, we must a -^uire a

and Malone had the candor to own that dodged habit of resisting testimony, when
he had been wrong. The opinion of Stee- res ipsa per se vociferatur to the con-
veus is now general. Drake gives the last trary.
three acts, and part of the former, to 3 Act iii. scene 2. Some haye judged th

Shakspeare ; but I can hardly think his play from this passage to be written aa
lhare is by any means so large. early as 1591, but on precarious grounds

1
Notwithstanding this internal evi-
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not very well adapted to a dramatic effect, not only from ths

manifest difficulty of finding performers quite alike, but be-

cause, were this overcome, the audience must be in as great
embarrassment as the represented characters themselves. Ju

the Comedy of Errors there are only a few passages of a

poetical vein, yet such perhaps as no other living dramatist

could have written : but the story is well invented and well

managed ; the confusion of persons does not cease to amuse ;

the dialogue is easy and gay beyond what had been hitherto

heard on the stage; there is little buffoonery in the wit, and

no absurdity in the circumstances.

37. The Two Gentlemen of Verona ranks above the

TWO on- Comedy of Errors, though still in the third class of

tietnen of Shakspeare's plays. It was probably the first Eng-
3na'

lish comedy in which characters are drawn from

social life, at once ideal and true : the cavaliers of Verona and

their lady-loves are graceful personages, with no transgression
of the probabilities of nature ; but they are not exactly the

real men and women of the same rank in England. The

imagination of Shakspeare must have been guided by some

familiarity with romances before it struck out this comedy.
It contains some very poetical lines. Though these two

plays could not give the slightest suspicion of the depth of

thought which Lear and Macbeth were to display, it was

already evident that the names of Greene, and even Marlowe,
would be eclipsed without any necessity for purloining their

plumes.
38. Love's Labor Lost is generally placed, I believe, at the

Love's i*. bottom of the list. There is indeed little interest in

bor Lost.
}ie faijie , if we can say that there is any fable at

all ; but there are beautiful coruscations of fancy, more origi-

nal conception of character than in the Comedy of Errors,

more lively humor than in the Gentlemen of Verona, more

symptoms of Shakspeare's future powers as a comic writer

than in either. Much that is here but imperfectly developed
came forth again in his later plays, especially in As you
Taming of Like It, and Much Ado about Nothing. The Ta-
the Shrew. mmg of the Shrew is the only play, except Henry
VI., in which Shakspeare has been very largely a borrower.

The best parts are certainly his ; but it must be confessed that

several passages for which we give him credit, and which are

very amusing, belong to his unknown predecessor. The ori-
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ginal play, reprinted by Steevens, was published in 1594.l I

do not find so much genius in the Taming of the Shrew as in

Love's Labor Lost ; but, as an entire play, it is much more

complete.
39. The beautiful play of Midsummer Night's Dream is

placed by Malone as early as 1592 : its superiority Midsunimer
to those we have already mentioned affords some Night's

presumption that it was written after them. But
Dream-

it evidently belongs to the earlier period of Shakspeare's

genius ; poetical, as we account it, more than dramatic ; yet
rather so because the indescribable profusion of imaginative

poetry in this play overpowers our senses till we can hardly
observe any thing else, than from any deficiency of dramatic
excellence. For in reality the structure of the fable, consist-

ing as it does of three if not four actions, very distinct in

their subjects and personages, yet wrought into each other

without effort or confusion, displays the skill, or rather instinct-

ive felicity, of Shakspeare, as much as in any play he has

written. No preceding dramatist had attempted to fabricate

a complex plot ; for low comic scenes, interspersed with a
serious action upon which they have no influence, do not

merit notice. The Menrechmi of Plautus had been imitated

by others as well as by Shakspeare ; but we speak here of

original invention.

40. The Midsummer Night's Dream is, I believe, alto-

gether original in one of the most beautiful concep- itsma-

tions that ever visited the mind of a poet, the fairy
chinery-

machinery. A few before him had dealt in a vulgar and

clumsy manner with popular superstitions ; but the sportive,

beneficent, invisible population of the air and earth, long
since established in the creed of childhood, and of those simple
as children, had never for a moment been blended with
* human mortals

"
among the personages of the drama. Lilly's

Maid's Metamorphosis is probably later than this play of

Shakspeare, and was not published till 1600.- It is unneces-

sary to observe, that the fairies of Spenser, as he has dealt

with them, are wholly of a different race.

1 Mr. Collier thinks that Shakspeare had medy called Englishmen for my Monej ,

nothing to do with any of the scenes where iii. 78.

Katheriue and Petruchio ape not intro- * Collier, iii. 185. Lilly had,
_
howerer,

duced. The underplot resembles, he say B, brought fairies, without making them
the style of Haughton, author of a co- speak, into some of his earlier plays. Ibid.

VOL. n. 18
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41. The language of Midsummer Night's Dream is equally
its ian- novel with the machinery. It sparkles in perpetual
guage.

brightness with all the hues of the rainbow, yet there

is nothing overcharged or affectedly ornamented. Perhaps
no play of Shakspeare has fewer blemishes, or is from begin-

ning to end in so perfect keeping; none in wlu'ch so few lines

could be erased, or so few expressions blamed. His own

peculiar idiom, the dress of his mind, which began to be dis-

cernible in the Two Gentlemen of Verona, is more frequently
manifested in the present play. The expression is seldom

obscure ; but it is never in poetry, and hardly in prose, the

expression of other dramatists, and far less of the people.
And here, without reviving the debated question of Shak-

speare's learning, I must venture to think that he possessed
rather more acquaintance with the Latin language than many
believe. The phrases, unintelligible and improper, except in

the sense of their primitive roots, which occur so copiously
in his plays, seem to be unaccountable on the supposition of

absolute ignorance. In the Midsummer Night's Dream these

are much less frequent than in his later dramas. But here

we find several instances. Thus,
"
things base and vile, hold-

ing no quantity" for value ; rivers, that " have overborn their

continents" the continente ripa of Horace ;

"
compact of ima-

gination ;

" "
something of great constancy" for consistency ;

" sweet Pyramus translated there ;

" " the law of Athens,
which by no means we may extenuate" I have considerable

doubts whether any of these expressions would be found in

the contemporary prose of Elizabeth's reign, which was less

overrun by pedantry than that of her successor; but, could

authority be produced for Latinisms so forced, it is still not

very likely that one who did not understand their proper

meaning would have introduced them into poetry. It would
be a weak answer, that we do not detect in Shakspeare any
imitations of the Latin poets. His knowledge of the lan-

guage may have been chiefly derived, like that of schoolboys,
from the dictionary, and insufficient for the thorough appre-
ciation of their beauties. But, if we should believe him well

acquainted with Virgil or Ovid, it would be by no means sur-

prising that his learning does not display itself in imitation.

Shakspeare seems now and then to have a tinge on his imairi-

nation from former passages ; but he never designedly imi-

tates, though, as we have seen, he has sometimes adopted.
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The streams of invention flowed too fast from his own mind
to leave him time to accommodate the words of a foreign lan-

guage to our own. He knew that to create would be easier

and pleasanter and better.1

42. The tragedy of Romeo and Juliet is referred by Ma-
lone to the year Io96. Were I to judge by internal R
evidence, I should be inclined to date this play be- Juliet-

fore the Midsummer Night's Dream : the great frequency of
rhvmes ; the comparative absence of Latinisms ; the want of

that thoughtful philosophy, which, when it had once germi-
nated in Shakspeare's mind, never ceased to display itself;

and several of the faults that juvenility may best explain
and excuse. would justify this inference,

43. In one of the Italian novels to which Shakspeare had

frequently recourse for his fable, he had the good ^^
fortune to meet with this simple and pathetic sub-

ject. What he found he has arranged with great skill. The
incidents in Romeo and Juliet are rapid, various, unintermit-

ting in interest, sufficiently probable, and tending to the

catastrophe. The most regular dramatist has hardly excelled

one writing for an infant and barbarian stage. It is certain

that the observation of the unity of time, which we find ir

this tragedy, unfashionable as the name of unity has become
in our criticism, gives an intenseness of interest to the story,
which is often diluted and dispersed in a dramatic history.
No play of Shakspeare is more frequently represented, or

honored with more tears.

44. If. from this praise of the fable, we pass to other con-

siderations, it will be more necessary to modify our
beany-

eulogies. It has been said above of the Midsum- and bie-

mer Night's Dream, that none of Shakspeare's plays
miihe8-

have fewer blemishes. We can by no means repeat this com
mendation of Romeo and Juliet. It may be said, rather, that

few, if any, are more open to reasonable censure ; and we are

almost equally struck by its excellences and its defects.

1 The celebrated essay by Farmer on the that Shakspeare could hare acquired any
learning of Shak^petre put an end to such knowledge of Greek. It was not a part of
notions as we find in Warburton and many such education as he received. The case
of the older commentators, that he had of Latin is different : we know that he waa
imitated Sophocles, and I know not how at a grammar school, and could hardly
many Greek authors. Those indeed who have spent two or three years there with-

agree with what I have said in a former out bringing away a certain portion of the

chapter, ag to the state of learning un- language.
der Elizabeth, will not think it probable
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45. Madame de Stael has truly remarked, that in Romeo
and Juliet we have, more than in any other tragedy, the mere

passion of love; love, in all its vernal promise, full of hope
and innocence, ardent beyond all restraint of reason, but

tender as it is warm. The contrast between this impetuosity
of delirious joy, in which the youthful lovers are first dis-

played, and the horrors of the last scene, throws a charm of

deep melancholy over the whole. Once alone, each of them,

in these earlier moments, is touched by a presaging fear : it

passes quickly away from them, but is not lost on the reader.

To him there is a sound of despair in the wild effusions of

their hope, and the madness of grief is mingled with the

intoxication of their joy. And hence it is, that, notwithstand-

ing its many blemishes, we all read and witness this tragedy
with delight. It is a symbolic mirror of the fearful realities

of life, where " the course of true love
"
has so often " not run

smooth," and moments of as fond illusion as beguiled the

lovers of Verona have been exchanged, perhaps as rapidly,
not indeed for the dagger and the bowl, but for the many-
headed sorrows and sufferings of humanity.

46. The character of Romeo is one of excessive tender-

Thecha- ness. His first passion for Rosaline, which no
racters. vulgar poet would have brought forward, serves to

display a constitutional susceptibility. There is indeed so

much of this in his deportment and language, that we might
be in some danger of mistaking it for effeminacy, if the loss

of his friend had not aroused his courage. It seems to have

been necessary to keep down a little the other characters,

that they might not overpower the principal one ; and though
we can by no means agree with Dryden, that, if Shakspeare
had not killed Mercutio, Mercutio would have killed him,
there might have been some danger of his killing Romeo.
His brilliant vivacity shows the softness of the other a little

to a disadvantage. Juliet is a child, whose intoxication in

loving and being loved whirls away the little reason she may
have possessed. It is, however, impossible, in my opinion, to

place her among the great female characters of Sliakspeare's
creation.

47. Of the language of this tragedy what shall we say ?

The isn- It contains passages that every one remembers, that
guage. gjg among the nobler efforts of Shakspeare's poetry
and many short and beautiful touches of his proverbial sweet-
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ness. Yet, on the other hand, the faults are in prodigious
number. The conceits, the phrases that jar on the mind's

ear, if I may use such an expression, and interfere with the

very emotion the poet would excite, occur at least in the first

three acts without intermission. It seems to have formed

part of his conception of this youthful and ardent pair, that

they should talk irrationally. The extravagance of their

fancy, however, not only forgets reason, but wastes itself in

frigid metaphors and incongruous conceptions : the tone of

Romeo is that of the most bombastic commonplace of gal-

lantry, and the young lady differs only in being one degree
more mad. The voice of virgin love has been counterfeited

by the authors of many fictions : I know none who have

thought the style of Juliet would represent it. Nor is this

confined to the happier moments of their intercourse. False

thoughts and misplaced phrases deform the whole of the third

act. It may be added, that, if not dramatic propriety, at least

the interest of the character, is affected by some of Juliet's

allusions. She seems, indeed, to have profited by the lessons

and language of her venerable guardian ; and those who

adopt the edifying principle of deducing a moral from all they
read, may suppose that Shakspeare intended covertly to warn

parents against the contaminating influence of such domestics.

These censures apply chiefly to the first three acts; as the

shadows deepen over the scene, the language assumes a tone

more proportionate to the interest : many speeches are exqui-

sitely beautiful ; yet the tendency to quibbles is never wholly
eradicated.

48. The plays we have hitherto mentioned, to which one or

two more might be added, belong to the earlier class, a
SooODil

or, as we might say, to his first manner. In the period of

second period of his dramatic life, we should place ww&ww-
his historical plays, and such others as were written before

the end of the century, or perhaps before the death of Eliza-

beth. The Merchant of Venice, As You Like It, and Much
Ado about Nothing, are among these. The versification in

these is more studied ; the pauses more artificially disposed ;

the rhymes, though not quite abandoned, become less fre-

quent ; the language is more vigorous and elevated ; the

principal characters are more strongly marked, more dis-

tinctly conceived, and framed on a deeper insight into man-
kind. Nothing in the earlier plays can be compared, in
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this respect, with the two Richards, or Shylock or Falstaff or

Hotspur.
49. Many attempts had been made to dramatize the Eng-

The histo- liSQ chronicles, but, with the single exception of Mar-
ricai plays, lowe's Edward II., so unsuccessfully, that Shakspeare

may be considered as almost an original occupant of the field.

He followed historical truth with considerable exactness ; and
in some of his plays, as in that of Richard II., and generally
in Richard III. and Henry VIH., admitted no imaginary per-

sonages, nor any scenes of amusement. The historical plays
have had a great effect on Shakspeare's popularity. They
have identified him with English feelings in English hearts,

and are very frequently read more in childhood, and conse-

quently better remembered, than some of his superior dramas.

And these dramatic chronicles borrowed surprising liveliness

and probability from the national character and form of gov-
ernment. A prince and a courtier and a slave are the stuff

on which the historic dramatist would have to work in some
countries ; but every class of freemen, in the just subordina-

tion without which neither human society, nor the stage, which
should be its mirror, can be more than a chaos of huddled

units, lay open to the selection of Shakspeare. What he

invented is as truly English, as truly historical, in the large
sense of moral history, as what he read.

50. The Merchant of Venice is generally esteemed the

Merchant best of Shakspeare's comedies. This excellent play
of Venice.

js referred to the year 1597.1 In the management
of the plot, which is sufficiently complex without the slightest
confusion or incoherence, I do not conceive that it has been

surpassed in the annals of any theatre. Yet there are those

who still affect to speak of Shakspeare as a barbarian ; and
others who, giving what they think due credit to his genius,

deny him all judgment and dramatic taste. A comparison of

his works with those of his contemporaries and it is surely
to them that we should look will prove that his judgment is

1
Merea, in his Palladia T.-imi.-i, or Wit's ness his Gentlemen of Verona, his Errors,

Treasury, 1598, has a passage ofsome value his Ix>ve's Labor Lost, his Love's La-

in determining the age of Shakspeare's bor Won [the original appellation of All's

plays, both by what it contains and by Well that Ends Well], his Midsuuiine:
what it omits. " As Plautus and Seneca Night's Dream, and his Merchant of Veu
are accounted the best for comedy and ice; for tragedy, his Richard II., his Rich

tragedy among the Latins, so Shakspeare ard III., Henry IV., King John, Titiu

among the English is the most excellent in Anilronicia, and his Romeo and Juliet."

both kinds for the stage : for comedy, wit- Drake, ii. 287.
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by no means the least of his rare qualities. This is not so

remarkable in the mere construction of his fable, though the

pre.-ent comedy is absolutely perfect in that point of view ;

and several others are excellently managed, as in the general

keeping of the characters, and the choice of incidents. If

Shakspeare is sometimes extravagant, the Marstons and Mitl-

dletons are seldom otherwise. The variety of characters in

the Merchant of Venice, and the powerful delineation of tho.-t;

upon whom the interest chiefly dej>ends, the effectiveness of

many scenes in representation, the copiousness of the wit, and
the beauty of the language, it would be superfluous to extol ;

nor is it our office to repeat a tale so often told as the praise
of Shakspeare. In the language there is the commence-
ment of a metaphysical obscurity which soon became cha-

racteristic ; but it is perhaps less observable than in any later

play.
51. The sweet and sportive temper of Shakspeare, though

it never deserted him, gave way to advancing years, and to

the mastering force of serious thought. What he read we
know but very imperfectly ; yet, in the last years of this cen-

tury, when five and thirty summers had ripened his genius, it

seems that he must have transfused much of the wisdom of

past ages into his own all-combining mind. In several of the

historical plays, in the Merchant of Venice, and As You

especially in As You Like It, the philosophic eye,
u^e it-

turned inward on the mysteries of human nature, is more and
more characteristic : and we might apply to the last comedy
the bold figure that Coleridge has less appropriately employed
as to the early poems, that the creative power and the intel-

lectual energy wrestle as in a war-embrace." In no other

play, at least, do we find the bright imagination and fasci-

nating grace of Shakspeare's youth so mingled with the

thoughtfulness of his maturer age. This play is referred

with reasonable probabib'ty to the year 1600. Few comedies

of Shakspeare are more generally pleasing, and its manifold

improbabilities do not much affect us in perusal. The brave,

injured Orlando, the sprightly but modest Rosalind, the faith-

ful Adam, the reflecting Jaques, the serene and magnanimous
Duke, interest us by turns, though the play is not so well

managed as to condense our sympathy, and direct it to the

conclusion.

52. The comic scenes of Shakspeare had generally been
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drawn from novels, and laid in foreign lands. But several

jonson'8 of our earliest plays, as has been partly seen, delineate

ii^his

Man
tne prevailing manners of English life. None had

Humor.
acquired a reputation which endured beyond their

own time, till Ben Jonson, in 1596, produced, at the age of

twenty-two, his first comedy, Every Man in his Humor ; an

extraordinary monument of early genius, in what is seldom

the possession of youth, a clear and unerring description of

human character, various, and not extravagant beyond the

necessities of the stage. He had learned the principles of

comedy, no doubt, from Plautus and Terence ; for they were

not to be derived from the moderns at home or abroad : but

he could not draw from them the application of living passions
and manners ;

and it would be no less unfair, as Gifford has

justly observed, to make Bobadil a copy of Thraso, than to

deny the dramatic originality of Kitely.
53. Every Man in his Humor is perhaps the earliest of

European domestic comedies that deserves to be remembered ;

for even the Mandragora of Machiavel shrinks to a mere
farce in comparison.

1 A much greater master of comic

powers than Jonson was indeed his contemporary, and, as he

perhaps fancied, his rival ; but, for some reason, Shakspeare
had never yet drawn his story from the domestic life of his

countrymen. Jonson avoided the common defect of the

Italian and Spanish theatre, the sacrifice of all other dnuruitio

objects to one only, a rapid and amusing succession of inci-

dents: his plot is slight and of no great complexity; but his

excellence is to be found in the variety of his characters, and
in their individuality, very clearly defined, with little extrava-

gance.
1 This would not have been approved by facts. Ginguen might possibly be able to

amoclcrn literary historian. '

Quelle etait, read English, but certainly h:id no sort rf
v.ant que Moliere parut et meme de son acquaintance with tiu> English theatre. I

temps la comedie moderne comparable & should have no hesitation in replying, that
la Calandria, a la Mamlragore, aux moil- we could produce at lei-a i'n-t romc.lic-:,
leures pieces de 1'Arioste, icelles de 1'Are- before the age of Moliire, superior to the

tin, du Cecchi, du Lasca, du Bentivoglio, best of those he has mentioned, and per-
de Francesco D'Ambra, et de tant d'au- haps three times that number as good aa
tres?" Uinguene, vi. 316. This comes the worst,
of deciding before we know any thing of the
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CHAPTER VIL

HISTORY OP POLITE LITERATURE Df PROSE, PROM 1350 TO 1COO.

SECTION* I.

Style of best Italian Writers Those of France England.

1. I AM not aware that we can make any great distinction

in the character of the Italian writers of this and the Italian

preceding period, though they are more numerous in write,

the present. Some of these have been already mentioned on
account of their subjects. In point of style, to which we now

chiefly confine ourselves, Casa is esteemed among
the best.

1 The Galateo is certainly diffuse, but not

so languid as some contemporary works ; nor do we find in it,

I think, so many of the inversions which are common blem-

ishes in the writings oft!. _ . I''K- prose of Tasso
is placed by Corniani almost on a level with his

poetry for beauty of diction. " We find in it," he says,
"
dig-

nity, rhythm, elegance, and purity without affectation, and

perspicuity without vulgarity. He is never trifling or verbose,
like his contemporaries of that century, but endeavors to fill

every part of his discourses with meaning."
3 These praises

may be just ; but there is a tediousness in the moral essays of

Tosso, which, like many other productions of that class, assert

what the reader has never seen denied, and distinguish what
he is in no danger of confounding.

2. Few Italian writers, it is said by the editors of the

voluminous Milan collection, have united equally
with Firenzuola the most simple naivete to a deli-

cate sweetness, that diffuses itself over the heart of of Italian

the reader. His dialogue on the Beauty of Women p

i Comiani, r. 174. Parini called the Galateo,
"
Capo d'opera di nostn lingo*.

Corniani, Ti. 240.
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is reckoned one of the best of his works. It is diffuse, but

seems to deserve the praise bestowed upon its language. His
translation of the Golden Ass of Apuleius is read with more

pleasure than the original. The usual style of Italian prose
in this, accounted by some its best age, is elaborate, ornate,

yet not to excess, with a rhythmical structure apparently
much studied, very rhetorical, and for the most part trivial, as

we should now think, in its matter. The style of Machiavcl,
to which perhaps the reader's attention was not sufficiently
called while we were concerned with his political philosophy,
is eminent for simplicity, strength, and clearness. It would
not be too much to place him at the head of the prose writers

of Italy. But very few had the good taste to emulate so

admirable a model. "
They were apt to presume," says Cor-

niani,
" that the spirit of good writing consisted in the artifi-

cial employment of rhetorical figures. They hoped to fertilize

a soil barren of argument by such resources. They believed

that they should become eloquent by accumulating words upon
words, and phrases upon phrases, hunting on every side for

metaphors, and exaggerating the most trifling theme by frigid

hyperboles."
1

3. A treatise on Painting, by Raffaelle Borghino, published

Italian
"* 1^84, c^ed H Riposo, is highly praised for its

letter- style by the Milan editors ; but it is difficult for a
writers.

foreigner to judge so correctly of these delicacies of

language, as he may of the general merits of composition.

They took infinite pains with their letters, great numbers of

which have been collected. Those of Annibal Caro are among
the best known;

2 but Fietro Aretino, Paolo Manuzio, and
Bonfadio are also celebrated for their style. The appearance
of labor and affectation is still less pleasing in epistolary cor-

respondence than in writings more evidently designed for the

public eye ; and there will be found abundance of it in these

1
Corniani, vi. 52. danno. Cosa, che a me pare stranissima e

* It is of no relevancy to the history of stomachosa, che habbianio a parlar con
literature

;
but in one of Caro's letters to uno, come se fosse un altro, e tutta via in

Bernardo Tasso, about 1544, he censure* astratto, quasi con la idea di colui, con clii

the innovation of using the third person i parla, non con la persona sua
projpna.

in addressing a correspondent.
' Xutto Pui-el T

abusoegiaf'atto. edegenerale,"&c.
questo seeolo (dice Mousiguor ile la Casa) lib. i. p. 122 (edit. 1581). 1 have found
e adulatore; ognuno che scrive di de le the third person used as early as a letter

signorie; oguuno, a chi si scrive, levuole; of l'nolo Manuzio to Cartel vetro in 1543:
e non pure i grandi, ma i mezzani e i plebei but. where there was any intimacy with an
<ju:t-i aspirauo a questj gran nomi. e si equal rank, it is not much employed ;

nor
tciiLri inn anco peraflronto, se uon gli hanuo. is it always found in that age in letters to

e d
'

en-ore sou uotati queUi, che non gli tueu of very high rank from their inferiors.
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Italian writers, especially in addressing their superiors.

Cicero was a model perpetually before their eyes, and whose

faults they did not perceive. Yet perhaps the Italian writ-

ings of this period, with their flowing grace, are more agree-
able than the sententious antitheses of the Spaniards. Both

are artificial ; but the efforts of the one are bestowed on dic-

tion and cadence, those of the other display a constant strain

to be emphatic and profound. What Cicero was to Italy,

Seneca became to Spain.
4. An exception to the general character of diffuseness is

found in the well-known translation of Tacitus by DavanzatTt

Davanzati. This, it has often been said, he has Tacltu8 -

accomplished in fewer words than the original. No one, for

the most part, inquires into the truth of what is confidently
said, even where it is obviously impossible. But whoever
knows the Latin and Italian languages must know that a

translation of Tacitus into Italian cannot be made in fewer

words. It will be found, as might be expected, that Davan-
zati has succeeded by leaving out as much as was required to

compensate the difference that articles and auxiliary verbs

made against him. His translation is also censured by Cor-

niani,
1 as full of obsolete terms and Florentine vulgar-

isms.

5. We can place under no better head than the present
that lighter literature, which, without taking the form jordano

of romance, endeavors to amuse the reader by fanci- Bruno,

ful invention and gay remark. The Italians have much of

this ; but it is beyond our province to enumerate productions
of no great merit or renown. Jordano Bruno's celebrated

Spaccio della Bestia Trionfante is one of this class. Another
of Bruno's light pieces is entitled La Cabala del Cavallo

Pegaseo, con 1' Aggiunta de 1' Asino Cillenico. This has

more profaneness in it than the Spaccio della Bestia. The
latter, as is well known, was dedicated to Sir Philip Sidney ;

as was also another little piece, Gli Eroici Furori. In this he

has a sonnet addressed to the English ladies :
" Dell' Inghil-

terra o Vaglie Ninfe e Belle ;

"
but ending, of course, with a

compliment, somewhat at the expense of these beauties, to
u

1' unica Diana, Qual' e tra voi quel, che tra gl' astri il sole."

It had been well for Bruno if he had kept himself under the

protection of Diana. The "chaste beams of that watery

Ti. 58.
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moon "
were less scorching than the fires of the Inquisi-

tion.

6. The French generally date the beginning of an easy

French an<^ natural style in their own language from the
writers: publication ofJames Amyot's translation of Plutarch

in 1559. Some earlier writers, however, have been
mentioned in another place, and perhaps some might have
been added. The French style of the sixteenth century is for

the most part diffuse, endless in its periods, and consequently

negligent of grammar : but it was even then lively and

unaffected, especially in narration ; the memoirs of that age
being still read with pleasure. Amyot, according to some,
knew Greek but indifferently, and was perhaps on that account

a better model of his own language ; but, if he did not always
render the meaning of Plutarch, he has made Plutarch's repu-

tation, and that, in some measure, of those who have taken

Plutarch for their guide. It is well known how popular,
more perhaps than any other ancient, this historian and moral-

ist has been in France ; but it is through Amyot that he lias

been read. The style of his translator, abounding with the

native idiom, and yet enriching the language, not at that time

quite copious enough for its high vocation in literature, with

many words which usage and authority have recognized, has

always been regarded with admiration, and by some, in the

prevalence of a less natural taste, with regret. It is in French

prose what that of Marot is in poetry ; and suggests, not an

uncultivated simplicity, but the natural grace of a young
person, secure of appearing to advantage, but not at bottom

indifferent to doing so. This naivete, a word which, as wo
have neither naturalized in orthography nor translated it, I

must adopt, has ever since been the charm of good writing in

France. It is, above all, the characteristic of one who may
justly be called the disciple of Amyot, and who extols him
above all other writers in the language, Montaigne. The
fascination of Montaigne's manner is acknowledged by all who
read him ; and with a worse style, or one less individually

adapted to his character, he would never have been the

favorite of the world.1

7. In the Essays of Montaigne, a few passages occur of

striking though simple eloquence. But it must be admitted,

1 See the articles on Amyot In Baillet, Belle
;
Preface aux (Euvres de Pascal, pat

IT. 428; Bayle; Lallarpe; Uiogr. Univer- Neufckateau.
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that the familiar idiomatic tone of Amyot was better fitted

to please than to awe, to soothe the mind than to
Montaigne;

excite it, to charm away the cares of the moment than Du Viiir -

to impart a durable emotion. It was also so remote from the

grand style which the writings of Cicero and the precepts of

rhetoric had taught the learned world to admire, that we
cannot wonder to find some who sought to model their French

by a different standard. The only one of these, so far as I am
aware, that falls within the sixteenth century, is Du Vair, a

man not less distinguished in public life than in literature ;

having twice held the seals of France under Louis XIII.
" He composed," says a modern writer,

"
many works, in which

he endeavored to be eloquent ; but he fell into the error, at

that time so common, of too much wishing to Latinize our

mother-tongue. He has been charged with fabricating words,
such as sponsion, cogitation, contumelie, dilucidite, contemne-

ment,"
l &c. Notwithstanding these instances of bad taste,

which, when collected, seem more monstrous than as they are

dispersed in his writings, Du Vair is not devoid of a flowing

eloquence, which, whether perfectly congenial to the spirit of

the language or not, has never wanted its imitators and

admirers, and those very successful and brilliant, in French
literature.

2 It was, of course, the manner of the bar and of

the pulpit, after the pulpit laid aside its buffoonery, far more
than that of Amyot and Montaigne.

8. It is not in my power to communicate much information

1 Neufchateau, in Preface . Pascal, p. TU de notre siecle tenir les sceaux de
181. Bouterwek, v. 326, praises Du Vair; France, qui n'ait ete mis en cette charge,
but he does not seem a favorite with his pour en etre dejette avec contumelie?

compatriot critics. Celui qui auroit TU M. le Chancelier Oli-
s " Du Vair's Essay de la Constance et vier, ou M. le Chancelier de 1'IIospital,

Consolations es Malheurs Publiques, of partir de la cour pour se retirer en leurs

which the first edition is ia 1594, furnishes maisons, n'auriot jamais envie de tels

some eloquent declamation in a style un- honneurs, ni de tels charges. Iniaginez
like that of Amyot.

'

Kepa&sez en votre TOUS ces braves et v<merables vieillartls,

memorie 1'histoire de toute 1'antiquite ;
et esquels reluisoient toutes sortes de vertus,

quandvoustronverezunmagistratquiaura et esquels entre une infinite de grandpa
en grand credit envers un peuple, ou au- parties voug n'eussiez s;u que choisir,

pres d'un prince, et qui se sera voulu remplis d'erudition, consonimezesalfcu'rcs,

comporter vertueuseinent, dites hardi- amateurs de leur patrie, vraiment digues
ment: Je gage que cestui-ci a ete banni, de telles charges, si le siecle eust ete

que cestui-ci a ete tue, que cestui-ci a ete digne d'eux. Apres avoir longuement et

enipoisonne. A Athenes, Aristides, The- fidelement servis la patrie, on leur dresse

mistocles, et Phocion
;
4 Rome, infinis des- des querelles d'Allemans, et de fausses

quels je laisse les noms pour n'l-mplir le accusations pour les bannir des afTniri'S,

papier, me contentan t deCamille, Scipion,
ou plutot pour en priver les affaires;

et Ciceron pour 1'antiquite, de Papinien couime un navire agite de la conduite

pour les temps des empereurs Komains, et de si sages et experts pilotes, afin de la

de Boece sous les (Jots. Mais poui-quoi le faire plus aisement briser." p. 76 (edit,

prenons-noua si haut? Qui avons-nous 1604).
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as to the minor literature of France. One book may be named
Satire as being familiarly known, the Satire Menippee.
Memppee. The first edition bears the date of 1593, but is

said not to have appeared till 1594, containing some allusions

to events of that year. It is a ridicule on the proceedings of

the League, who were then masters of Paris ; and has

commonly been ascribed to Leroy, canon of Rouen, though
Passerat, Pithou, Rapin, and others are said to have had
some share in it. This book is historically curious ; but I do
not perceive that it displays any remarkable degree of humor
or invention. The truth appears so much throughout, that it

cannot be ranked among works of fiction.
1

9. In the scanty and obscure productions of the English

English press under Edward and Mary, or in the early years
writers. of Elizabeth, we should search, I conceive, in vain

for any elegance or eloquence in writing. Yet there is an

increasing expertness and fluency ; and, the language insen-

sibly rejecting obsolete forms, the manner of our writers is less

uncouth, and their sense more pointed and perspicuous, than

before. Wilson's Art of Rhetorique is at least a proof that

some knew the merits of a good style, if they did not yet

bring their rules to bear on their own language. In Wilson's

own manner there is nothing remarkable. The first book

Aseham which can be worth naming at all is Ascham's

Schoolmaster, published in 1570, and probably
written some years before. Aseham is plain and strong in

his style, but without grace or warmth : his sentences have

no harmony of structure. He stands, however, as far as I

have seen, above all other writers in the first half of the

queen's reign. The best of these, like Reginald Scot, express
their meaning well, but with no attempt at a rhythmical
structure or figurative language : they are not bad writers,

because their solid sense is aptly conveyed to the mind ; but

they are not good, because they have little selection of words,
and give no pleasure by means of style. Puttenham is

perhaps the first who wrote a well-measured prose : in his

Art of English Poesie, published in 1586, he is elaborate,

studious of elevated and chosen expression, and rather diffuse,

in the manner of the Italians of the sixteenth century,
who affected that fulness of style, and whom he probably

Biogr. Unir. art. "
Leroy ;

"
Vigneul-Marville, i. 197.
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meant to imitate. But in these later years of the queen,
when almost every one was eager to be distinguished for

sharp wit or ready learning, the want of good models of

writing in our own language gave rise to some perversion
of the public taste. Thoughts and words began to be valued,
not as they were just and natural, but as they were removed
from common apprehension, and most exclusively the original

property of those who employed them. This in poetry
showed itself in affected conceits, and in prose led to the

pedantry of recondite mythological allusion, and of a Latin-

ized phraseology.
10. The most remarkable specimen of this class is the

Euphues of Lilly ; a book of little value, but which Euphues

deserves notice on account of the influence it is
of UUy '

recorded to have had upon the court of Elizabeth ; an

influence also over the public taste, which is manifested in

the literature of the age.
1 It is divided into two parts,

having separate titles: the first,
'

Euphues, the Anatomy
of wit ;

"
the second, "

Euphues and his England." This is a

very dull story of a young Athenian, whom the author places
at Naples in the first part, and brings to England in the

second: it is full of dry commonplaces. The style, whL-h
obtained celebrity, is antithetical and sententious to affecta-

tion ; a perpetual effort, with no adequate success, render-

ing the book equally disagreeable and ridiculous, though it

might nftt be difficult to find passages rather more happy and

ingenious than the re?t. The following specimen is taken at

random ; and, though sufficiently characteristic, is perhaps
rather unfavorable to Lilly, as a little more affected and

empty than usual :

11. " The sharpest north-east wind, my good Euphues,
doth never last three days ; tempests have but a short time :

and the more violent the thunder is, the less permanent it is.

In the like manner, it falleth out with jars and carpings of

friends, which, begun in a moment, are ended in a moment,

Ni'ivssttry it is, that among friends there should be some

thwarting ; but, to continue in anger, not convenient : the camel

first troubleth the water before he drink ; the frankincense is

burned before it smell ; friends are tried before they be

1
[Eiiphues, Mr. Collier thinks, was pub- edition. Watts refers the first edition tc

Ibhed early in 1579 : Malone had a copy of 1580. 1842.]
that year, which he took to be the second
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trusted, lest, shining like the carbuncle, as though they had

lire, they be found, being touched, to be without fire. Friend-

ship should be like the wine which Homer, much commend-

ing, called Maroneum, whereof one pint being mingled with

five quarts of water, yet it keepeth his old strength and

virtue, not to be qualified by any discourtesy. Where salt

doth grow, nothing else can breed; where friendship is built,

no offence can harbor. Then, Euphues, let the falling-out of

friends be the renewing of affection, that in this we may
resemble the bones of the lion, which, lying still and not

moved, begin to rot ; but, being stricken one against another,
break out like fire, and wax green."

12. " The lords and gentlemen in that court (of Elizabeth)
are also an example," he says in a subsequent passage,

" for

all others to follow, true types of nobility, the only stay and
staff of honor ; brave courtiers, stout soldiers, apt to revel in

peace, and ride in war. In fight fierce, not dreading death ;

in friendship firm, not breaking promise ; courteous to all that

deserve well, cruel to none that deserve ill. Their adversaries

they trust not, that showeth their wisdom ; their enemies

they fear not, that argueth their courage. They are not apt
to proffer injuries, not fit to take any ; loath to pick quarrels,
but longing to revenge them." Lilly pays great compliments
to the ladies for beauty and modesty, and overloads Elizabeth

with panegyric.
"
Touching the beauty of this prince, her

countenance, her majesty, her personage, I cannot thJhk that

it may be sufficiently commended, when it cannot be too much
marvelled at : so that I am constrained to say, as Praxiteles

did when he began to paint Venus and her son, who doubted

whether the world could afford colors good enough for two
such fair faces, and I whether my tongue can yield words
to blaze that beauty, the perfection whereof none can ima-

gine ; which, seeing it is so, I must do like those that want
a clear sight, who, being not able to discern the sun in the

sky, are enforced to behold it in the water."

13. It generally happens, that a style devoid of simplicity,

its popu- when first adopted, becomes the object of admiration
larity. for its imagined ingenuity and difficulty ; and that of

Euphues was well adapted to a pedantic generation, who
valued nothing higher than far-fetched allusions and sen-

tentious precepts. All the ladies of the time, we are told,

were Lilly's scholars
;

" she who spoke not Euphuism
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being a? little regarded at court as if she could not speak
French." " His invention," says one of his editors, who
seems well worthy of him,

" was so curiously strung, that

Elizabeth's court held his notes in admiration." * Shak-

speare ha? ridiculed this style in Love's Labor Lost, and
Jonson in Every Man out of his Humor ; but, as will

be seen on comparing the extracts I have given above with

the language of Holofernes and Fastidious Brisk, a little

in the tone of caricature, which Sir Walter Scott has

heightened in one of his novels, till it bears no great re-

semblance to the real Euphues. I am not sure that Shak-

speare has never caught the Euphuistic style, when he did

not intend to make it ridiculous, especially in some speeches
of Hamlet.

1 4. The first good prose-writer, in any positive sense of the

word, is Sir Philip Sidney. The Arcadia appeared a.iney-

in 1590. It has been said of the author of this Arcadi -

famous romance, to which, as such, we shall have soon to

revert, that u we may regard the whole literary character of

that age as in some sort derived and descended from him,
and his work as the fountain from which ah1

the vigorous
shoots of that period drew something of their verdure and

strength. It was. indeed, the Arcadia which first taught to the

contemporary writers that inimitable interweaving and con-

texture of word-, that bold and unshackled use and applica-
tion of them, that art of giving to language, appropriated to

objects the most common and trivial, a kind of acquired and
adventitious loftiness, and to diction in itself noble and ele-

vated a sort of superadded dignity, that power of ennobling
the sentiments by the language, and the language by the

sentiments, which so often excites our admiration in perusing
the writers of the age of Elizabeth." * This panegyric

appears a good deal too strongly expressed ; and perhaps
the Arcadia had not this great influence over the writers

of the latter years of Elizabeth, whose age is, in the passage

quoted, rather too indefinitely mentioned. We are some-

times apt to mistake an improvement, springing from the

general condition of the public mind, for imitation of the one
writer who has first displayed the effects of it, Sidney is, as

i In Biogr. Britannica, art. "
Lilly."

*
BetrospectiTB Rerfew, rol. ii. p. 42.

VOL. II. 19
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I have said, our earliest good writer ; but, if the Arcadia had
never been published, I cannot believe that Hooker or

Bacon would have written worse.

15. Sidney's Defence of Poesie, as has been surmised by
His Defence h*3 las* editor, was probably written about 1581. I
of Poesie. should incline to place it later than the Arcadia ;

l

and he may perhaps allude to himself where he says,
" Some

have mingled matters heroical and pastoral." This treatise is

elegantly composed, with perhaps too artificial a construction

of sentences : the sense is good ; but the expression is very
diffuse, which gives it too much the air of a declamation.

The great praise of Sidney in this treatise
^ is,

that he has

shown the capacity of the English language for spirit, variety,

gracious idiom, and masculine firmness. It is worth notice,

that, under the word "
poesy," he includes such works as his

own Arcadia, or, in short, any fiction.
" It is not rhyming

and versing that maketh poesy : one may be a poet without

versing, and a versifier without poetry."
16. But the finest, as well as the most philosophical, writer

of the Elizabethan period is Hooker. The first

book of the Ecclesiastical Polity is at this day one

of the masterpieces of English eloquence. His periods,

indeed, are generally much too long and too intricate, but

portions of them are often beautifully rhythmical ; his language
is rich in English idiom without vulgarity, and in words of a

Latin source without pedantry ; he is more uniformly solemn

than the usage of later times permits, or even than writers of

that time, such as Bacon, conversant with mankind as well as

books, would have reckoned necessary : but the example oi'

ancient orators and philosophers upon themes so grave as

those which he discusses may justify the serious dignity from

which he does not depart. Hooker is perhaps the first of such,

in England, who adorned his prose with the images of poetry :

but this he has done more judiciously and with more modera-
tion than others of great name ; and we must be bigots in

Attic severity before we can object to some of his grand

figures of speech. We may praise him also for avoiding the

superfluous luxury of quotation ; a rock on which the writen
of the succeeding age were so frequently wrecked.

1
[Zouch, quoted in Nicolas's edition of was written in 1580 ; and the Defence of

Davison's Rhapsody, says the Arcadia Poesie, in 1582. 1847.]
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17. It must be owned, however, by every one not abso-

lutely blinded by a love of scarce books, that the
Characterof

prose literature of the queen's reign, taken generally, Elizabethan

is but very mean. The pedantic Euphuism of Lilly
W!

overspreads the productions which aspire to the praise of

politeness ; while the common style of most pieces of circum-

stance, like those of Martin Mar-prelate and his answerers

(for there is little to choose in this respect between parties),
or of such efforts at wit and satire as came from Greene,

Nash, and other Worthies of our early stage, is low, and, with

few exceptions, very stupid ribaldry. Many of these have a

certain utility in the illustration of Shakspeare and of ancient

manners, which is neither to be overlooked in our contempt
for such trash, nor to be mistaken for intrinsic merit. If it

is alleged that I have not read enough of the Elizabethan

literature to censure it, I must reply, that, admitting my slen

der acquaintance with the numberless little books that some

years since used to be sold at vast prices, I may still draw an

inference from the inability of their admirers, or at least pur-

chasers, to produce any tolerable specimens. Let the labors

of Sir Egerton Brydges, the British Bibliographer, the Cen-

sura Literaria, the Restituta, collections so copious, and

formed with so much industry, speak for the prose of the

queen's reign. I would again repeat, that good sense in plain

language was not always wanting upon serious subjects : it is

to polite writing alone that we now refer.
1

Spenser's dia-

logue upon the State of Ireland, the Brief Conceit of English

Policy, and several other tracts, are written as such treatises

should be written ; but they ai*e not to be counted in the list

of eloquent or elegant compositions.

1 It is not probable that Brydges, a man which have any other merit than that

of considerable taste and judgment, what- of illustrating some matter of feet, or of

ever some other pioneers in the same amusing by their oddity. I have only
track may have been, would fail to select noted, in traversing that long desert, two
the best portions of the authors he has so sermons by one Edward Dering, preached

carefully perused. And yet I would al- before the queen (British Bibliographer,
most defy anyone to produce five passages i. 260 and 560), which show considerably
in prose from his numerous volumes, so far more vigor than was usual in the style of

B the sixteenth century is concerned, that age.
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SECT. II. ON CRITICISM.

State of Criticism in Italy Scaliger Castelvetro Salviati In other Countries

England.
;.iV."i .// >t ','. -.'.. i!V.

18. IN the earlier periods with which we have been con-

state of versant, criticism had been the humble handmaid of
Criticism, the ancient writers, content to explain, or sometimes

aspiring to restore, but seldom presuming to censure, their

text, or even to justify the superstitious admiration that mod-
ern scholars felt for it. There is, however, a different and far

higher criticism, which excites and guides the taste for truth

and beauty in works of imagination, a criticism to which
even the great masters of language are responsible, and from
which they expect their reward. But, of the many who have
sat in this tribunal, a small minority have been recognized as

rightful arbiters of the palms they pretend to confer ; and an

appeal to the public voice has as often sent away the judges
in dishonor as confirmed their decision.

19. It is a proof at least of the talents and courage which

Scaiiger's distinguished Julius Ctesar Scaliger, that he, first of
Poetics. all t|ie moderns (or, if there are exceptions, they
must be partial and inconsiderable), undertook to reduce the

whole art of verse into system, illustrating and confirming

every part by a profusion of poetical literature. His Poetics

form an octavo of about 900 pages, closely printed. We can

give but a slight sketch of so extensive a work. In the first

book, he treats of the different species of poems ; in the second,
of different metres ; the third is more miscellaneous, but

relates chiefly to figures and turns of phrase ; the fourth

proceeds with the same subject, but these two are very com-

prehensive. In the fifth, we come to apply these principles to

criticism ; and here we find a comparison of various poets
one with another, especially of Homer with Virgil. The
sixth book is a general criticism on all Latin poets, ancient

and modern. The seventh is a kind of supplement to the

rest, and seems to contain all the miscellaneous matter that

he found himself to have omitted, together with some ques
tions purposely reserved, as he tells us, on account of theii

difficulty. His comparison of Homer with Virgil is very ela
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borate, extending to every simile or other passage wherein a

resemblance or imitation can be observed, as well .

1 n t"S P16"
as to the general management of their epic poems, ferenceof

In this comparison, he gives an invariable preference H
r

^er

to

to Virgil, and declares that the difference between
these poets is as great as between a lady of rank and the

awkward wife of a citizen. Musseus he conceives to be far

superior to Homer, according to the testimony of antiquity;
and the poem of Hero and Leander. which it does not occur

to him to suspect, is the only one in Greek that can be named
in competition with Virgil, as he shows by comparison of the

said poem with the very inferior effusions of Homer. If

Musaeus had written on the same subject as Homer, Scaliger
does not doubt but that he would have left the Iliad and

Odyssey far behind.1

20. These opinions will not raise Scaliger's taste very
greatly in our eyes. But it is not, perhaps, surprising that an '

Italian, accustomed to the polished effeminacy of modern verse,
both in his language and in Latin, should be delighted with

the poem of Hero and Leander, which has the sort of charm
that belongs to the statues of Bacchus, and soothes the ear

with voluptuous harmony, while it gratifies the mind with

elegant and pleasing imagery. It is not, however, to be

taken for granted, that Scaliger is always mistaken in his

judgments on particular passages in these greatest of. poets.
The superiority of the Homeric poems is rather incontestable

in their general effect, and in the vigorous originality of his

verse, than in the selection of circumstance, sentiment, or

1 " Quod si Musaeus, ea, qure Homerus Cum virtutibus horum carminum non
Bcripsit, scripsisset. louge inelius eum est conferenda jejuna ilia humilitas

;
au-

scripturum fuisse judicainus." dent prseferre tamer) graiumatici temerarii.
The following is a specimen of Scali-

prfncipio, nihil infelicius quarn fJUlOTLJl
ger's style of criticism, chosen rather for a

'

t
-

V giuyptv Nam contimiatio et equo-
it3 shortness than any other cause:- rum diminuit opinionem. et contemptum'Lx vicesmio tertio Ihadi. transtulit

facit verberum Frequeutibus intervallis
versus illos m comparationem :- Btlmuli plug ^j^t Qllod vero ?d

-

/jaon-yt ff
^aiev

IXawe /carw/wwJov mh-antur Grseculi, pe.ssimum est, in//6ff

f

oi 6e oi ITTTTOI aeipeaQljV. Extento namque, et, ut mill-

vijjoa' aeipea6t)V f>iu<j>a npfjaaOVTe tes loquantur, clauso oursu non subsilien-

KeTievdov * PUS est - Quare divinus vir, undantia
lora; hoc enim pro flagro, et prcecipites,

ia%vo)uoyia multa
;
at in nostro animata et corripuere campum ; idque in p'rseterito,

mtio
;

ad celeritatem. Et ruunt, quasi in di-

N to pr^cipites b^ugo certamlne

Campum
Corripuere, ruuntque eFusi carcere cur-

rus," &c.
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expression. It would be a sort of prejudice almost as taste-

less as that of Scaliger, to refuse the praise of real poetic

superiority to many passages of Virgil, even as compared
with the Iliad, and far more with the Odyssey. If the similes

of the older poet are more picturesque and animated, those of
his imitator are more appropriate and parallel to the subject.
It would be rather whimsical to deny this to be a principal
merit in a comparison. Scaliger sacrifices Theocritus as

much as Homer at the altar of Virgil; and, of course, Apollo-
nius has little chance with so partial a judge. Horace and

Ovid, at least the latter, are also held by Scaliger superkr to

the Greeks, whenever they come into competition.
21. In the fourth chapter of the sixth book, Scaliger criti-

2k rit
. cises the modern Latin poets, beginning with Ma-

on modem rullus
; for, what is somewhat remarkable, he says

jj^k
that he had been unable to see the Latin poems of

Petrarch. He rates Marullus low, though he dwells

at length on his poetry ; and thinks no better of Augurellus.
The continuation of the ^Eneid by Mapluvus he highly

praises; Augerianus, not at all ; Mantuan has some genius, but

no skill; and Scaliger is indignant that some ignorant school-

masters should teach from him rather than from Virgil. Of
Dolet he speaks with great severity ;

his unhappy fate does

not atone for the badness of his verses in the eyes of so

stern a critic :
" The fire did not purify him, but rather he

polluted the fire." Palingenius, though too diffuse, he accounts

a good poet ; and Cotta, as an imitator of Catullus. Palea-

rius aims rather to be philosophical than poetical. Caslig-
lione is excellent: Bembus wants vigor, and sometimes ele-

gance ; he is too fond, as many others are, of trivial words.

Of Politian, Scaliger does not speak highly : he rather re-

sembles Statius, has no grace, and is careless of harmony. Vida
is reckoned, he says, by most, the first poet of our time : he

dwells, therefore, long on the Ars Poetica, and extols it highly,

though not without copious censure. Of Vida's other poems,
the Bombyx is the best. Pontanus is admirable for every

thing, if he had known where to stop. To Sannazarius and

Fracastorius he assigns the highest praise of universal merit,
but places the last at the head of the whole band.

22. The Italian language, like those of Greece and Rome,
had been hitherto almost exclusively treated by gramma-
rians ; the superior criticism having little place even in the
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writings of Bembo. But, soon after the middle of the cen-

tury, the academies established in many cities, de-

dicating much time to their native language, began
to point out beauties, and to animadvert on detects, J^

beyond the province of grammar. The enthusiastic

admiration of Petrarch poured itself forth in tedious commen-
taries upon every word of every sonnet ; one of which, illus-

trated with the heavy prolixity of that age. would sometimes
be the theme of a volume. Some philosophical or theological

pedants spiritualized his meaning, as had been attempted
before : the absurd paradox of denying the real existence of

Laura is a known specimen of their refinements. Many
wrote on the subject of his love for her ; and a few denied its

Platonic purity, which, however, the Academy of Ferrara

thought fit to decree. One of the heretics, by name Cresci,

ventured also to maintain that .she was married ; but this pro-
bable hypothesis had not many followers.1

23. Meantime, a multitude of new versifiers, chiefly close

copvists of the stvle of Petrarch, lav open to the
'-. . . Dispute of

malice of their competitors, and the strictness ot these Caroand

self-chosen judges of song. A critical controversy
Castelmro-

that sprang up about 15-),s lx.-t\veen two men of letters, very
prominent in their age. Annibal Caro and Ludovico Castel-

vetro, is celebrated in the annals of Italian literature. The
former had published a canzone in praise of the King of

France, beginning.

" Venite all' ombra de' gran gigli <T oro."

Castelvetro made some sharp animadversions on this ode,
which seems really to deserve a good deal of censure ; being
in bad taste, turgid, and foolish. Caro replied with the bitter-

ness natural to a wounded poet. In this there might be

nothing unpardonable, and even his abusive language might
be extenuated at least by many precedents in literary story ;

but it is imputed to Caro, that he excited the Inquisition

against his suspected adversary. Castelvetro had been of the

celebrated Academy of Modena. whose alleged inclination to

Protestantism had proved, several years before, the cause of

its dissolution, and of the persecution which some of its mem-
bers suffered. Castelvetro, though he had avoided censure at

i
Creecimbeni, Storia della Volgar Poesia, ii. 295-3C9
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that time, was now denounced about 1560, when the persecu-
tion was hottest, to the Inquisition at Rome. He obeyed its

summons, but soon found it prudent to make his escape ; and
reached Chiavenna, in the Grison dominions. He lived seve-

ral years afterwards in safe quarters, but seems never to have

made an open profession of the reformed faith.
1

24. Castfclvetro himself is one of the most considerable

among the Italian critics ; but his taste is often lost
Castelvetro . ...,.
on Aris- in subtlety, and his fastidious temper seems to have

Poetics. sought nothing so much as occasion for censure. His

greatest work is a commentary upon the Poetics of

Aristotle ; and it may justly claim respect, not only as the

earliest exposition of the theory of criticism, but for its acute-

ness, erudition, and independence of reasoning, which dis-

claims the Stagirite as a master, though the diffuseness usual

in that age, and the microscopic subtlety of the writer's mind,

may render its perusal tedious. Twining, one of the best

critics on the Poetics, has said, in speaking of the Commen-
taries of Castelvetro, and of a later Italian, Beni, that " their

prolixity, their scholastic and trifling subtlety, their useless

tediousness of logical analysis, their microscopic detection of

difficulties invisible to the naked eye of common sense, and
their waste of confutation upon objections made only by them-

selves, and made on purpose to be confuted, all this, it must
be owned, is disgusting and repulsive. It may sufficiently
release a commentator from the duty of reading their works

throughout, but not from that of examining and consulting
them : for in both these writers, but more especially in Beni,
there are many remarks equally acute and solid ; many diffi-

culties will be seen clearly stated, and sometimes successfully

removed; many things usefully illustrated and clearly ex-

plained ; and, if their freedom of censure is now and then dis-

graced by a little disposition to cavil, this becomes almost a
virtue when compared with the servile and implicit admiration

of Dacier." 2

25. Castelvetro, in his censorious humor, did not spare the

greatest shades that repose in the laurel groves of

of Castei- Parnassus, nor even those whom national pride had

criticism,
elevated to a level with them. Homer is less blamed
than any other ; but frequent shafts are levelled at

Muratori, Vita del Castelretro, 1727 ;

*
'Twining's Aristotle's Poetics, preface

Crescimbeni, ii. 431
; Tiraboschi, x. 31

; p. 13.

Qingueae, Til. 365; Corniani, vi. 61.
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Virgil, and not always unjustly, if poetry of real guniu? could

ever bear the extremity of critical rigor, in which a monoto-

nous and frigid mediocrity has generally found refuge.
1 Jn

Dante, he finds fault with the pedantry that has filled his

poems with terms of science, unintelligible and unpleasing to

ignorant men. for whom poems are chiefly designed.
2 Ariosto

he charges with plagiarism ; laying unnecessary stress on his

borrowing some stories, as that of Zerbino, from older books:

and even objects to his introduction of false names of kings;
since we may as well invent new mountains and rivers, as

violate the known truths of history.
3 This punctilious cavil

is very characteristic of Castelvetro. Yet he sometimes
reaches a strain of philosophical analysis, and can by no
means be placed in the ranks of criticism below La Harpe ; to

whom, by his attention to verbal minuteness, as well as by the

acrimony and self-confidence of his character, he may in some
measure be compared.

26. The Ercolano of Varchi, a series of dialogues, belongs
to the inferior but more numerous class of critical Ercoiano of

writings, and, after some general observations on ^archi.

speech and language as common to men, turns to the favorite

theme of his contemporaries, their native idiom. He is one,

who, with Bembo, contends that the language should not be
called Italian, or even Tuscan, but Florentine ; though admit-

ting, what might be expected, that few agree to this except
the natives of the city. Varchi had written on the side of

Caro, against Castelvetro ; and though, upon the whole, he does

not speak of the latter, in the Ercolano, with incivility, cannot

restrain his wrath at an assertion of the stern critic of Modena,
that there were as famous writers in the Spanish and French

1 One of his censures falls on the x " Rendendola massimamente per ques
minute particularity of the prophecy of ta -via difficile ad inteudere e meno piaceute
Anchises in the sixth -EneiJ :

" I'eccaudo a uomini idioti, per gli quali princip.il-

Virgilio nella convenevolezza deUa pro- mente si {anno i poemi.'' p. 697. But
fetia. la quale non suole condescendere the Comedy of Dante was about as much
a nomi proprj. ne a cose tanto chiare e written for gf idioti, as the Principia o'

particolari. ma, tacendo i nomi. suole Newton.
manifestare le persone, e le loro azioni 3

Castelvetro, p. 212. He objects, on
con figure di parlare alquanto oscure. si the same principle, to Giraldi Cinthio,
come si Tede nelle profetie delia scrittura that he had chosen a subject for tragedy
sacra e nelT Alessandra di Licophrone." which never had occurred, nor had been

p 219 (edit. 1576). This is not unjust in reported to have occurred, and this of
itself: but t_'ast*rivetro wanted the candor royal persons unheard of before : "11 qua]
to own. or comprehensiveness to perceive, peccato di prendere soggetto tale per b
that a prophecy of the Roman history, tragedie non e da perdonare." p. 103
couched in allegories, would have had
much lees effect on Roman readers.
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as in the Italian language. Varchi even denies that there

was any writer of reputation in the first of these, except Juan
de la Mena, and the author of Amadis de Gaul. Varchi is

now chiefly known as the author of a respectable history,

which, on account of its sincerity, was not published till the

last century. The prejudice that, in common with some of

his fellow-citizens, he entertained in favor of the popular
idiom of Florence, has affected the style of his history, which
is reckoned both tediously diffuse, and deficient in choice of

phrase.
1

27* Varchi, in a passage of the Ercolano, having extolled

Centre- Dante even in preference to Homer, gave rise to a
verey about

controversy, wherein some Italian critics did not

hesitate to point out the blemishes of their country-
man. Bulgarini was one of these. Mazzoni undertook the

defence of Dante, in a work of considerable length ; and seems
to have poured out, still more abundantly than his contem-

poraries, a torrent of philosophical disquisition. Bulgarini

replied again to him.2 Crescimbeni speaks of these discus-

sions as having been advantageous to Italian poetry.
8 The

good effects, however, were not very sensibly manifested in

the next century.
28. Florence was the chief scene of these critical wars.

Academy
Cosmo I., the most perfect type of the Prince of

of Flo- Machiavel, sought by the encouragement of litera-

ture in this its most innocuous province, a-? he did

by the arts of embellishment, both to bring over the minds of

his subjects a forgetfulness of liberty, and to render them

unapt for its recovery. The Academy of Florence resounded
with the praises of Petrarch. A few seceders from this body
established the more celebrated academy, Delia Crusca, of the

sieve, whose appellation bespoke the spirit in which they
meant to sift all they undertook to judge. They were soon

engaged, and with some loss to their fame, in a controversy

upon the G-ierusalemme Liberata. Camillo Pellegrino, a

Neapolitan, had published, in 1584, a dialogue on epic poetry,
entitled H Caraffa, wherein he gave the preference to Tasso
above Ariosto. Though Florence had no peculiar interest in

this question, the academicians thought themselves guardians
of the elder bard's renown ; and Tasso had offended the

1
Cornlani, Ti. 43. * Id., vi. 260

; GinguSne, rii. 491.
* Hist, della Volgar Poeaia, U. 282.
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citizens by some reflections in one of his dialogues. The

Academy permitted themselves, in a formal reply, to place
even Pulci and Boiardo above Tasso. It was easier to

vindicate Ariosto from some of Pellegrino's censures, which
are couched in the pedantic tone of insisting with the reader

that he ought not to be pleased. He has followed Castelvetro

in several criticisms. The rules of epic poetry so long

observed, he maintains, ought to be reckoned fundamental

principles, which no one can dispute without presumption.
The Academy answer this well on behalf of Ariosto. Their

censures on the Jerusalem apply in part to the characters and

incidents, wherein they are sometimes right, in part to the

language ; many phrases, according to them, being bad Italian,

as pietose for pie in the first line.
1

29. Salviati, a verbose critic, who had written two quarto
volumes on the style of Boccaccio, assailed the new g^^g
epic in two treatises, entitled L' Infarinato. Tasso's attack on

Apology followed very soon ; but it has been some-
T

times thought that these criticisms, acting on his morbid

intellect, though he repelled them vigorously, might have

influenced him to that waste of labor, by which, in the last

years of his life, he changed so much of his great poem for the

worse. The obscurer insects whom envy stirred up against
its glory are not worthy to be remembered. The chief praise
of Salviati himself is that he laid the foundations of the first

classical dictionary of any modern language, the Vocabulario

della Crusca.2

30. Bouterwek has made us acquainted with a treatise,

in Spanish, on the art of poetry, which he regards Pinciano ig

as the earliest of its kind in modern literature. It Art of

could not be so, according to the date of its publi-

cation, which is in 1596 : but the author, Alonzo Lopez
Pinciano, was physician to Charles V. ; and it was therefore

1 In the second volume of the edition reviews, and with the advantage of being
of Tasso at Venice, 1735, the Caraifa of more to the purpose, less ostentatious,

Pellegrino, the Defence of Ariosto by the arid with less pretence to eloquence 01

Academy. Tasso's Apology, and the Tnfari- philosophy. An account of the contro-

nato of Salviati, are cut into sentences, versy will be found in Crescimbeni, Gin-

placed to answer each other like a dia- guene, or Corniani, and more at length in

logue. This produces an awkward and Serassi's Life of Tasso.

unnatural effect, as passages are torn from 2
Corniani, vi. 204. The Italian lite

their context to place them in opposition, rature 'would supply several more works
The criticism on both sides becomes on criticism, rhetoric, and grammar. Up-

infinitely wearisome
; yet not more so on all these subjects it was much richei,

than much that we find in our modern at this tune, than the French or English.
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written, in all probability, many years before it appeared
from the press. The title is rather quaint, Fhilosophia Anti-

gua Poetica ; and it is written in the form of letters. Pinciano
is the first who discovered the Poetics of Aristotle, which lie

had diligently studied, to be a fragment of a larger work,
as is now generally admitted. " Whenever Lopez Pinciano,"

says Bouterwek,
" abandons Aristotle, his notions respecting

the different poetic styles are as confused as those of his

contemporaries ; and only a few of his notions and distinctions

can be deemed of importance at the present day. But his

name is deserving of honorable remembrance ;
for he was the

first writer of modern times who endeavored to establish

a philosophic art of poetiy ; and, with all his veneration for

Aristotle, he was the first scholar who ventured to think for

himself, and to go somewhat farther than his master." 1 The
Art of Poetry, by Juan de la Cueva, is a poem of the didactic

class, containing some information as to the history pf Spa-
nish verse.2 The other critical treatises which appeared in

Spain about this time seem to be of little importance ; but we
know by the writings of Cervantes, that the poets of the age
of Philip were, as usual, followed by the animal for whose
natural prey they are designed, the sharp-toothed and keen-

scented critic.

31. France produced very few books of the same class.

French
^ne Institutiones Oratoriae of Omer Talon is an

treatises of elementary and shorfr treatise of rhetoric.
8

Baillet

and Goujet give some praise to the Art of Poetry by
Pelletier, published in 1555.4 The treatise of Henry Stephens,
on the Conformity of the French Language with the Greek, is

said to contain very good observations.5 But it must be (for
I do not recollect to have seen it) rather a book of gram-
mar than of superior criticism. The Rhetorique Fran^aise
of Fouquelin (1555) seems to be little else than a summary of

rhetorical figures.
8 That of Courcelles, in 1557, is not much

better.
7 All these relate rather to prose than to poetry.

From the number of versifiers in France, and the popularity
of Ronsard and his school, we might have expected a larger

1 Hist, of Span. Lit., p. 323. letier had previously rendered ftorace'l
1 It is printed entire in the eighth vol- Art of Poetry into French verse, id., 66.

ume of Parnaso Espanol. 6
Baillet, iii. 353.

Gibert, Maitres de 1'Eloquence, print-
" Gibert, p. 184

ed in Baillet. viii. 181. Tbid., p. 866.
*

Baillet, iii. 851 ; Goujet, ill. 97. Pel-
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harvest of critics. Pasquier, in his valuable miscellany, Leg

Recherches de la France, has devoted a few pages to this

subject, but not on an extensive or systematic plan ; nor can

the two Bibliotheques Franchises, by La Croix du Maine and

Verdier, both published in 1584, though they contain a great
deal of information as to the literature of France, with some
critical estimates of books, be reckoned in the class to which

we are now adverting.
32. Thomas Wilson, afterwards secretary of state, and

much employed under Elizabeth, is the author of an Wilgon >
8

Art of Rhetorique, dated, in the preface, January, Art of

1553. The rules in this treatise are chiefly from

Aristotle, with the help of Cicero and Quintilian ; but his

examples and illustrations are modern. Warton says that it

is the first system of criticism in our language.
1

But, in com-

mon use of the word, it is no criticism at all, any more than

the treatise of Cicero de Oratore : it is what it professes to

be, a system of rhetoric in the ancient manner ; and, in this

sense, it had been preceded by the work of Leonard Cox,
which has been mentioned in another place. Wilson was a

man of considerable learning, and his Art of Rhetorique is by
no means without merit, lie deserves praise for censuring
the pedantry of learned phrases, or, as he calls them,

"
strange

inkhorn terms," advising men "to speak as is commonly re-

ceived ;

" and he censures also, what was not less pedantic, the

introduction of a French or Italian idiom, which the travelled

English affected in order to show their politeness, as tho

scholars did the former to prove their erudition. Wilson had
before published an Art of Logic.

33. The first English criticism, properly speaking, that I

find, is a short tract by Gascoyne, doubtless the poet oascoyne;

of that name, published in 1575 :
" Certain Notes of w bbe -

Instruction concerning the Making of Verse or Rhyme in

English." It consists only often pages; but the observations

are judicious. Gascoyne recommends that the sentence should,

as far as possible, be finished at the close of two lines in the

couplet measure.2
Webbe, author of a Discourse of English

Poetry (158G), is copious in comparison with Gascoyne,

though he stretches but to seventy pages. His taste is better

1 Hist, of Engl. Poetry, iv. 157. lection by Mr. Haslewood in two volume!
2 Qascoyne, with all the other early 1811 anil 1815.

English critics, was republished in a col-
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shown in his praise of Spenser for the Shepherd's Kalendar,
than of Gabriel Harvey for his " reformation of our English
verse ;

"
that is, by forcing it into uncouth Latin measures,

which Webbe has himself most unhappily attempted.
34. A superior writer to Webbe was George Puttenham,

Puttenham's wflose Art of English Poesie, published in 1589,
Art of is a small quarto of 258 pages in three books. It is

in many parts very well written, in a measured

prose, rather elaborate and diffuse. He quotes occasionally
a little Greek. Among the contemporary English poets, Put-
tenham extols, "for eclogue and pastoral poetry, Sir Philip

Sidney and Master Chaloner, and that other gentleman who
wrote the late Shepherd's Kalendar. For ditty and amorous

ode, I find Sir Walter Rawleigh's vein most lofty, insolent

[uncommon], and passionate ; Master Edward Dyer for elegy
most sweet, solemn, and of high conceit; Gascon [Gascoyne]
for a good metre and for a plentiful vein ; Phaer and Golding
for a learned and well-connected verse, specially in translation,

clear, and very faithfully answering their author's intent.

Others have also written with much facility, but more com-

mendably perhaps, if they had not written so much nor so

popularly. But last in recital, and first in degree, is the queen,
our sovereign lady, whose learned, delicate, noble muse easily
surmounteth all the rest that have written before her time or

since, for sense, sweetness, and subtilty, be it in ode, elegy,

epigram, or any other kind of poem, heroic or lyric, wherein
it shall please her majesty to employ her pen, even by so

much odds as her own excellent estate and degree exceedeth

all the rest of her most humble vassals." : On this it may be

remarked, that the only specimen of Elizabeth's poetry, which,
as far as I know, remains, is prodigiously bad.2 In some pas-

sages of Puttenham, we find an approach to the higher

province of philosophical criticism.

35. These treatises of Webbe and Puttenham may have

Sidney's
been preceded in order of writing, though not of

Defence of
publication, by the performance of a more illustrious

author, Sir Philip Sidney. His Defence of Poesy
was not published till 1595. The Defence of Poesy has al-

ready been reckoned among the polite writings of the Eliza-

bethan age, to which class it rather belongs than to that of

1
Puttenham, p. 51 of Haslewood's edi- * Elite's Specimens, li 162.

tion
;
or in Censura Literaria, i. 348
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criticism ; for Sidney rarely comes to any literary censure,

and is still farther removed from any profound philosophy.
His sense is good, but not ingenious; and the declamatory ton-

weakens its effect.

SECT. m. ON WORKS OF FICTION.

Novels and Romances in Italy and Spain Sidney's Arcadia

36. THE novels of Bandello, three parts of which were

published in 1554, and a fourth in 1573, are perhaps Novels of

the best known and the most admired in that species
Banaell

of composition after those of Boccaccio. They have been
censured as licentious, but are far less so than any of preced-

ing times ; and the reflections are usually of a moral cast.

These, however, as well as the speeches, are very tedious.

There is not a little predilection in Bandello for sanguinaiy
stories. Ginguene praises these novels for just sentiments,
adherence to probability, and choice of interesting subjects.
In these respects, we often find a superiority in the older novels

above those of the nineteenth century ; the golden age, as it is

generally thought, of fictitious story. But, in the management
of these subjects, the Italian and Spanish novelists show little

skill ; they are worse cooks of better meat ; they exert no

power over the emotions beyond what the intrinsic nature of

the events related must produce ; they sometimes describe well,

but with no great imagination ; they have no strong con-

ception of character, no deep acquaintance with mankind, not

often much humor, no vivacity, and spirit of dialogue.
37. The Hecatomithi, or Hundred Tales, of Giraldi Cinthio

have become known in England by the recourse that
Of cinthio .

Shakspeare has had to them in two instances, Cym-
beline and Measure for Measure, for the subjects of his plays.
Cinthio has also borrowed from himself in his own tragedies.
He is still more fond of dark tales of blood than Bandello.

He seems consequently to have possessed an unfortunate

influence over the stage ; and to him, as well as his brel hren

of the Italian novel, we trace those scenes of improbable and

disgusting horror, from which, though the native taste
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and gentleness of Shakspeare for the most part disdained such

helps, we recoil in almost all the other tragedians of the old

English school. Of the remaining Italian novelists that be-

long to this period, it is enou'gh to mention Erizzo, better

known as one of the founders of medallic science. His Sei
Giornate contain thirty-six novels, called Avvenimenti. They
are written with intolerable prolixity, but in a pure and even
elevated tone of morality. This character does not apply to

the novels of Lasca.

38. The French novels, ascribed to Margaret, Queen of

Of the Navarre, and first published in 1558, with the title

Queen of Histoire des Amans fortunes, are principally taken

from the Italian collections or from the fabliaux of

the trouveurs. Though free in language, they are written in

a much less licentious spirit than many of the former, but

breathe throughout that anxiety to exhibit the clergy, espe-

cially the regulars, in an odious or ridiculous light, which the

principles of their illustrious authoress might lead us to

expect. Belleforest translated, perhaps with some variation,
the novels of Bandello into French.1

39. Few probably will now dispute that the Italian novel,

Spanish
a picture f real life, and sometimes of true circum-

romances stances, is perused with less weariness than the
Ty '

Spanish romance, the alternative then offered to

the lovers of easy reading. But this had very numerous ad-

mirers in that generation ;
nor was the taste confined to Spain.

The popularity of Amadis de Gaul, and Palmerin of Oliva,
with their various continuators, has been already mentioned.2

One of these, Palmerin of England, appeared in French

* Bouterwek, v. 286, mentions by name & savoir de Lancelot du Lac, de Perce-
peveral other French noveli-ts of the six forest, Tristan, Giron le courtois, et autres,
teenth century : I do not know any thing font foy de tests vanite antique. On s'en
of them. est repeu 1'espace de plus de cinc[ cens

- La None, a seven; Protestant, thinks ans, jusques i ce que nostre langnge
them as pernicious to the young a* the estant devenu plus orne et ii"

writings of Machiavel li;ul been to the old. plus fretillans. il a fallu inventer quelque
This he dwells upon in his sixth discourse, nouveaute pour les egayer. Voili com-
" Ue tout temps," tiiis honest and sensible meiit les livres d'Amadi< sont venus en
writer says. il y a en uVs homines qui evidence parmi nous en ? c dernier si du.
out este diligens d'escrire et mettre en Mais pour en parler au vrai. 1'Espagne
lumiere des choses values. Oe qui plus les a engendrez, et la France les a seule-
les y a. ronvi est. que ils sravnient que ment revetus de plus beaux habillemens.
Jeurs labeurs seroient Hgreables i ceux de Sous le riigne du roy Henry Second, ilg

leurs siicles, dont la plus part a toujoure ont eu leur principale vogue; et croy qui
heime [(time] la vanite, cotnme le poisson si qu,elqu'un les eust voulu alors bhismer,
fait 1'eau. Les vieux rouians dont nous en luy eust crache au visajje," &c.-- p.

voyons encor les fragmens par-ci et par-li, 153, edit. 1568
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at Lyons in 1555. It is uncertain who was the original

author, or in what language it was first written. Cervantes

has honored it with a place next to Amadis. Mr. Southey,

though he condescended to abridge Palmerin of England,
thinks it inferior to that Iliad of romantic adventure. Several

of the tales of knight-errantry that are recorded to have stood

on the unfortunate shelves of Don Quixote belong to this

latter part of the century, among which Don Bellianis of

Greece is better known by name than any other. These
romances were not condemned by Cervantes alone. "

Every
poet and prose writer," says Bouterwek,

" of cultivated talent,

labored to oppose the contagion."
*

40. Spain was the parent of a romance in a very different

style ; but, if less absurd and better written, not per- ^^ of

haps much more interesting to us than those of Monte-

chivalry, the Diana of Montemayor. Sannazaro's
may r -

beautiful model of pastoral romance, the Arcadia, and some
which had been written in Portugal, take away the merit of

originality from this celebrated fiction. It formed, however,
a school in this department of literature, hardly less nume-

rous, according to Bouterwek, than the imitators of Amadis.*
The language of Montemayor is neither labored nor affected,

and though sometimes of rather too formal a solemnity,

especially in what the author thought philosophy, is remarka-

bly harmonious and elevated ; nor is he deficient in depth of

feeling, or fertility of imagination. Yet the story seems inca-

pable of attracting any reader of this age. The Diana, like

Sannazaro's Arcadia, is mingled with much lyric poetry,
which Bouterwek thinks is the soul of the whole composition*

Cervantes, indeed, condemns all the longer of these poems to

the flames, and gives but limited praise to the Diana. Yet
this romance, and a continuance of it by Gil Polo, had in-

spired his own youthful genius in the Galatea. The chief

merit of the Galatea, published in 1584, consists in the poetry
which the story seems intended to hold together. In the

Diana of Montemayor, and even in the Galatea, it has been

supposed that real adventures and characters were generally

1 In the opinion of Bouterwek (v. 282), and more amusing novels might probably
the taste for chivalrous romance declined have more to do with it : the serious ro-

in the latter part of the century, through mance has a terrible enemy in the lively,

the prevalence of a classical spirit in lite- But it revived with a little modification,
rature which exposed the mediaeval fie- in the next age.
tions to derision. The number of shorter 3 Hist. Span. Lit., p. 805.

VOL. u. 20
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shadowed, a practice not already without precedent, and
which, by the French especially, was carried to a much
greater length in later times.

41. Spain became celebrated about the end of this century
Novels in for her novels in the picaresque style, of which JLa-
the pica- 1 1 i

'
i i i i

resque zanllo de lormes is the oldest extant specimen.
style. The continuation of this little work is reckoned infe-

rior to the part written by Mendoza himself; but both

together are amusing and inimitably short.
1 The first edition

Guzman of the most celebrated romance of this class, Guz-
d'Aifarache. man d'Alfarache, falls within the sixteenth century.
It was written by Matthew Aleman, who is said to have lived

long at court. He might there have acquired, not a kno.w-

ledge of the tricks of common rogues, but an experience of

mankind, which is reckoned one of the chief merits of his

romance. Many of his stories also relate to the manners of
a higher class than that of his hero. Guzman d'Alfarache is a
sort of prototype of Gil Bias ; though, in fact, Le Sage has
borrowed very freely from all the Spanish novels of this

school. The adventures are numerous and diversified enough
to amuse an idle reader; and Aleman has displayed a gre:it
deal of good sense in his reflections, which are expressed in

the pointed, condensed style affected by most writers of Spain.
Cervantes has not hesitated to borrow from him one of San-
cho's celebrated adjudications, in the well-known case of the

lady, who was less pugnacious in defence of her honor, than
of the purse awarded by the court as its compensation. This

story is, however, if I am not mistaken, older than either of
them.2

1 Though the continuation of Lazarillo eth dearest ;
his sixpence will not go

de Tonnes is reckoned inferior to the so far as the rich man's threepence ;

original, it contains the only story in the his opinion is ignorance, his discretion
whole novel which has made its fortune, foolishness, his suffrage scorn, his stock

that of the man who was exhibited as upon the common abused by nianv. iinj
a sea-monster. uMmnvil hv all. If he come Into com-

2 The following passage, which I ex- pain, he is not heard; if am chance to
tract from the Retrospective Review, vol. meet him. they seek to shun him

;
if he

v. p. 199, is a fair and favorable specimen advise, though never so wisely, thry
of Aleman as a moralist

j
who is, however, grudge and murmur at him : if he work

apt to be tedious, as moralists usually minwles. they say he is a witch
; if vir-

*re : t unus. that he goeth about to deceive :

"The poor man is a kind of money his venial sin is a blasphemy ;
his thought

that is not current, the subject of every is made treason : his cause, be it never so
idle housewife's chat, the offscuna of the just, is not regarded; and, tt> have his

people, the dust of the street, first tram- wrongs righted, he must appeal to that
pled under foot, and then thrown on the other life. All men crush him

;
no man

dunghill; in conclusion, the poor man favoreth him. There is no man that
is the rich man's ass. lie dineth with will relieve his wants ;

no man that will
tha last, fereth with the worst, and pay- bear him company when be is alone and
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42. It may require some excuse that I insert in this place
Las Guerras de Granada, a history of certain Moor- LasGUer.

ish factions in the last days of that kingdom, both s de

because it has been usually referred to the seven-

teenth century, and because many have conceived it to be a
true relation of events. It purports to have been translated

by Gines Perez de la Hita, an inhabitant of the city of Mur
cia, from an Arabic original of one Aben Hamili. Its late

English translator seems to entertain no doubt of its authen-

ticity ; and it has been sagaciously observed, that no Christian

could have known the long genealogies of Moorish nobles

which the book contains. Most of those, however, who read
it without credulity, will feel, I presume, little difficulty in

agreeing with Antonio, who ranks it "among Milesian fables,

though very pleasing to those who have nothing to do." The
Zegris and Abencerrages, with all their romantic exploits,
seem to be mere creations of Castilian imagination : nor has

Conde, in his excellent history of the Moors in Spain, once

deigned to notice them even as fabulous ; so much did he
reckon this famous production of Perez de la Hita below the

historian's regard. Antonio mentions no edition earlier than
that of Alcala in 1604; the English translator names 1601
for the date of its publication, an edition of which year is in

the Museum : nor do I find that any one has been aware of

an earlier, published at Saragoga in 1595, except Brunet,
who mentions it as rare and little known. It appears by the

same authority that there is another edition of 1598.

43. The heroic and pastoral romance of Spain contributed

something, yet hardly so much as has been supposed, Sidney's

to Sir Philip Sidney's Arcadia, the only original
Arcadia -

production of this kind worthy of notice which our older

literature can boast. The Arcadia was published in 1590 ;

having been written, probably, by its highly accomplished
author about ten years before.

44. Walpole, who thought fit to display the dimensions of

oppressed with grief. None help him, English writers in the first part of the
all hinder him

;
none give him, all take seventeenth century, and confirms what

from him
;
he is debtor to none, and yet I have suspected, that they formed it in

must make payment to all. the un- a great measure on the Spanish school,

fortunate and poor condition of him that Quzman d'Alfarache was early translated
is poor, to whom even the very hours are into English, as most other Spanish books
sold which the clock striketh, and payeth were

;
and the language itself was more

custom for the sunshine in August !

" familiar in the reigns of James and
This is much in the style of our Charles thtuk it became afterwards.
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his own mind by announcing that he could perceive nothing
its cha- remarkable in Sir Philip Sidney (as if the suffrage of
rooter.

Europe in what he admits to be an age of heroes

were not a decisive proof that Sidney himself overtopped
those sons of Anak), says of the Arcadia, that it is

" a tedious,

lamentable, pedantic, pastoral romance, which the patience
of a young virgin in love cannot now wade through." We
may doubt whether Walpole could altogether estimate the

patience of a reader so extremely unlike himself; and his

epithets, except perhaps the first, are inapplicable. The Arca-

dia is more free from pedantry than most books of that age ;

and though we are now so accustomed to a more stimulant

diet in fiction, that few would read it through with pleasure,
the story is as sprightly as most other romances, sometimes

indeed a little too much so : for the Arcadia is not quite a

book for "
young virgins," of which some of its admirers by

hearsay seem not to have been aware. By the epithet
"
pas-

toral," we may doubt whether Walpole knew much of this

romance beyond its name ; for it has far less to do with shep-
herds than with courtiers, though the idea might probably be

suggested by the popularity of the Diana. It does not appear
to me that the Arcadia is more tiresome and uninteresting
than the generality of that class of long romances, prover-

bially among the most tiresome of all books ; and, in a less

fastidious age, it was read, no doubt, even as a story, with

some delight.
1 It displays a superior mind, rather complying

with a temporary taste than affected by it; and many pleasing

passages occur, especially in the tender and innocent loves of

Pyrocles and Philoclea. I think it, nevertheless, on the

whole, inferior in sense, style, and spirit to the Defence of

Poesy. The following passage has some appearance of hav-

ing suggested a well-known poem in the next age to the lover

of Sacharissa: we may readily believe that Waller had turned

over, in the glades of Penshurst, the honored pages of her

immortal uncle: 2

45. "The elder is named Pamela, by many men not

1 " It appears," says Drake,
>( to have A translation of Heliodorus had been pub-

been suggested to the mind of Sir Philip lished a short time before,

by two models of very different ages, and 2 The poem I mean is that addressed
to have been built, in fact, on their admix- to Amoret, "Fair! that you may truly
ture: these are the Ethiopia History of know," drawing a comparison between

Heliodorus, Bishop of Tricca in Thessaly, her and Sacharissa.
and the Arcadia of Sannazaro." p. 549.
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deemed inferior to her sister. For my part, when I marked
them both, methought there was (if at least such perfections

may receive the word of more) more sweetness in Philoclea,
liut more majesty in Pamela: methought love played in

Philoclea's eyes, and threatened in Pamela's: methought
Philoclea's beauty only persuaded, but so persuaded as all

hearts must yield ; Pamela's beauty used violence, and such

violence as no heart could resist ; and it seems that such pro-

portion is between their minds. Philoclea so bashful, as if

her excellences had stolen into her before she was aware ; so

humble, that she will put all pride out of countenance ; in

sum, such proceeding as will stir hope, but teach hope good
manners: Pamela, of high thoughts, who avoids not pride
with not knowing her excellences, but by making that one of

her excellences to be void of pride ; her mother's wisdom,

greatness, nobility, but, if I can guess aright, knit with a more
constant temper."

46. The Arcadia stands quite alone among English fictions

of this century. But many were translated in the

reign of Elizabeth from the Italian, French, Spanish, of other

and even Latin ; among which Painter's Palace of f"?
1^ 11

Pleasure, whence Shakspeare took several of his

plots, and the numerous labors of Antony Munday, may be

mentioned. Palmerin of England in 1580, and Amadis of

Gaul in 1592, were among these; others of less value were

transferred from the Spanish text by the same industrious

hand ; and since these, while still new, were sufficient to fur-

nish all the gratification required by the public, our own
writers did not much task their invention to augment the

etock. They would not have been very successful, if we may
judge by such deplorable specimens as Breton and Greene,
two men of considerable poetical talent, have left us.

1 The
once famous story of the Seven Champions of Christendom,

by one Johnson, is of rather a superior class : the adventures

are not original ; but it is by no means a translation from

1 The Mavillia of Breton, the Dorastua Bibliographer, 1. 608. But, as truth
and Fawnia of Greene, will be found in generally more faithful to natural sympa-
the collections of the indefatigable Sir thies than fiction, a little tale, called

Egerton Brydges. The first is below Never too Late, in which Greene has relat-

contempt; the second, if not quite so ed his own story, is unaffected and pathe-

ridiculous, is written with a quaint, tic. Drake's Shakspeare and his Times,
affected, and empty euphuism British i. 489.
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any single work.1
Mallory's famous romance, La Morte

d'Arthur, is of much earlier date, and was first printed by
Caxton. It is, however, a translation from several French

romances, though written in very spirited language.

>
Drake, i. 529.
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CHAPTER VIIL

HISTORY OF PHYSICAL AND MISCELLANEOUS LITERATURE

FROM 1500 TO 1600

SECT. I. ON MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCE.

Algebraists of this Period Vieta Slow Progress of Copernican Theory Tych
Brahe Reform of Calendar Mechanics Steviuus Gilbert.

1. THE breach of faith towards Tartaglia, by which Cardan
communicated to the world the method of solving Tartagiia

cubic equations, having rendered them enemies, the andCardan-

injured party defied the aggressor to a contest, wherein each
should propose thirty-one problems to be solved by the other.

Cardan accepted the challenge, and gave a list of his problems,
but devolved the task of meeting his antagonist on his disciple
Ferrari. The problems of Tartaglia are so much more dif-

ficult than those of Cardan, and the latter's repz-esentative so

frequently failed in solving them, as to show the former in

a high rank among algebraists, though we have not so long a
list of his discoveries. 1 This is told by himself in a work of

miscellaneous mathematical and physical learning, Quesiti ed
Invenzioni Diverse, published in 1546. In 1555 he put forth

the first part of a treatise, entitled Trattato di Numeri e

Misure; the second part appearing in 1560.

2. Pelletier of Mans, a man advantageously known both in

literature and science, published a short treatise on Algebra of

algebra in 1554. He does not give the method of Pelletier -

solving cubic equations ; but Hutton is mistaken in supposing
that he was ignorant of Cardan's work, which he quotes. In

fact, he promises a third book, this treatise being divided into

two, on the higher parts of algebra ; but I do not know

Montucla, p. 563.
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whether this be found in any subsequent edition. Pellotier

does not employ the signs -f~ and , which had been
invented by Stifelius, using p and m instead ; but we find the

sign \/ of irrationality. What is perhaps the most original
in this treatise is, that its author perceived, that in a quadra-
tic equation, where the root is rational, it must be a divisor of

the absolute number.1

3. In the Whetstone of Wit, by Robert Record, in 1557,

Kecord's we fid tne s'gns ~j~ and
>
and for the first time

whetstone that of equality = ,
which he invented.2 Record

knew that a quadratic equation has two roots. The
scholar (for it is in dialogue) having been perplexed by this

as a difficulty, the master answers,
" That variety of roots

doth declare that one equation in number may serve for two
several questions. But the form of the question may easily
instruct you which of these, two roots you shall take for your
purpose. Howbeit, sometimes you may take both." 3 He
says nothing of cubic equations; having been prevented by an

interruption, the nature of which he does not divulge, from

continuing his algebraic lessons. We owe, therefore, nothing
to Record but his invention of a sign. As these artifices not

only abbreviate, but clear up the process of reasoning, e;i h

successive improvement in notation deserves, even in the

most concise sketch of mathematical history, to be remarked ;

but certainly they do not exhibit any peculiar ingenuity, and

might have occurred to the most ordinary student.

1 Pelletier seems to have arrived at this lead us to suppose that Record was ac-

not by observation, but in a scientific me- quainted with negative as well as po.-itivi!

thod. "
Cpinme z2 = 2x -(- 15 "

(I substi- roots, theficttr radices of Cardan. That a

tute the usual signs for clearness), ''il wt quadratic equation of a certain form his
certain que z que nous oherchons doit two positive roots, had long been known,
estre contenu egalemcnt en 15, puisque In a very modern book, it is said that
Z? eat egal a deux :r, ot 15 d.-ivuntage. et Mohammed ben Musa, an Arabian of tiie

que tout noinbre centiytie (quarre) con- reign of Almamon. whose algebra W:M
<3ent les racines egalement et precisement. translated by the late Dr. Kosen in 1831,
Maintenant puisque 2.T font certain noin- observes that there are two roots in the
bre de racines, il faut done que 15 fasse form ax- -f * = cx

i
but that this cannrit

rachevement des racines qui sont ne- be in the other three cases. Libri. Hist. den

cessaires pour accouiplir a;2." p. 40. Sciences Mathematiques en Italic, vol. ii

(Lyon, 1554.) (1838.) Leonard of Pisa had some notion
3 " And to avoid the tedious repetition of this, but did not state it, according to

of these words,
' is equal to,' I will set, a* M. Libri, so generally as Ben Musa. I. i"i

1 do often in work use, a pair of parallels, reference to Oolebrooke's Indian Algebra,
gemnwe lines of one length thus =r, be- it will appear that the existence of two po-
cause no two things can be more equal, sitive roots in some cases, though the i-nn-

The word genwwe, from the French ditions of the problem will often be found

gerneau, twin (Cotgrave), is very uncom- to exclude the application of one of them,
mon : it was used for a double ring, a is clearly laid down by the Hindoo algi-imi-

grmtl or gemou ring." Todd's Johnson's ists. But one of them says,
"
People do

Dictionary. not approve a negative absolute number "

This general mode of expression might
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4. The great boast of France, and indeed of algebraical
science generally, in this period, was Francis Viete, y .

oftener called Vieta ; so truly eminent a man, that he

may well spare laurels which are not his own. It has been

observed in another place, that after Montucla had rescued

from the hands of Wallis, who claims every thing for Har-

riott, many algebraical methods indisputably contained in the

writings of his own countryman, Cossali has come forward,
with an equal cogency of proof, asserting the right of Cardan
to the greater number of them. But the following steps in

the progress of algebra may be justly attributed to m disco

Vieta alone : 1. We must give the first place to one Teries-

less difficult in itself than important in its results. In the

earlier algebra, alphabetical characters were not generally

employed at all, except that the Res, or unknown quantity,
was sometimes set down R. for the sake of brevity. Stifelius,

in 1544, first employed a literal notation, A. B. C., to express
unknown quantities ;

while Cardan, and, according to Cossali,
Luca di Borgo, to whom we may now add Leonard of Pisa

himself, make some use of letters to express indefinite num-
bers.1 But Vieta first applied them as general symbols of

quantity, and, by thus forming the scattered elements of spe-

1 Vol i p. 54. A modern writer has without reference to the original writers,
remarked that Aristotle employs letters we might be led to suppose,
of the alphabet to exprvss in leterminate The process by which the rule for solv-

quautities. and says it lias never ^. v-.i u'.j- i.i,. ;ib^- equations was originally discov-

servel before. He refers to the Physics, in ered seems worthy, as I have intimated in
Aristot. Opera, i 543, 550, 535. ic., but another place (vol. i. p 449), of exciting
without mentioning any edition The our curiosity Maserea has investigated
letters a 3 y &c.. express force, mass,

tllis iu tile Philosophical Transactions for

space, or time. Libri. Hist, des Sciences ij*
3 ' reP".<i<*J

>" Ws Tracts on.Cubic and

Matliematiques en Italic, i. 104. Upon SP?*"? i-qnations, p.
pu-fla;

and in

reference to Aristotle. I find manv instances Smptores Logarithmici, vol. . It is re-

in the sixth book of the I'hvsicae Auscul- markable that he does not seem to have

tationes. and in other plices". J*"f
aware f wh?* <*?^ nag himself

Though I am reluctant to mix in mv *old as n the subject m the sixtn chap-

text, which is taken from established
^r of the Are Magna : yet he h*s nearly

mark, that although Tirtaglia and Cardan J"""** "AT?
w"tten

f

on ^P***** **"*

do not use single letters L symbols of
t

1

he
>'.
had^ clea

^f
t >^tion they were

known quantitv, vet. when they refer to a.
de "In8 7th

.continuous
or geometrical,

geometric! construction, they eaM ,lov in
not m

?
f

rel-T *h ^"f or anthmetical,

their equations double letters, trie usual V1
?:

T.ns gave them an insight into

doubtless a great irapeTliment : but it ^e con<1

'f'

of of the problem admit may
was not quite so deficient as from reading

^ ^m-d to unknown quantities with-

modern histories of algebraical di.-cover"
ut dininctwn of rationahty and in*

tion-thty. To abstract number itoelf

irrationality is inafplicable.
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cious analysis into a system, has been justly reckoned the

founder of a science, which, from its extensive application, has
made the old problems of mere numerical algebra appear ele-

mentary and almost trifling. "Algebra," says Kastner, "from

furnishing amusing enigmas to the Cossists," as he calls the

first teachers of the art, "became the logic of geometrical
invention." 1 It would appear a natural conjecture, that the

improvement, towards which so many steps had been taken

by others, might occur to the mind of Vieta simply as a

means of saving the trouble of arithmetical operations in

working out a problem. But those who refer to his treatise

entitled De Aite Analytica Isagoge, or even the first page of

it, will, I conceive, give credit to the author for a more scien-

tific view of his own invention. He calls it loyistice speeiosa,
as opposed to the logistice numerosa of the older analysis :

2

his theorems are all general, the given quantities being con-

sidered as indefinite; nor does it appear that he substituted

letters for the known quantities in the investigation of parti-
cular problems. Whatever may have suggested this great
invention to the mind of Vieta, it has altogether changed the

character of his science.

5. Secondly, Vieta understood the transformation of equa-
tions, so as to clear them from co-efficients or surd roots, or to

eliminate the second term. This, however, is partly claimed

by Cossali for Cardan. Yet it seems that the process em-

ployed by Cardan was much less neat and short than that

of Vieta, which is still in use.
3

3. He obtained a solution of

cubic equations in a different method from that of Tartaglia.
4. " He shows," says Montucla,

"
that, when the unknown

quantity of any equation may have several positive values

(for it must be admitted that it is only these that he consid-

ers), the second term has for its co-efficient the sum of these

values with the sign ; the third has the sum of the products

1 Geschichte der Mathematilt, i. 63. general reasoningby symbolical language."
* " Forma autem Zetesin ineundl ex In this sense there was very little algebra

arte propria est, non jam in numeris suam before Vieta
;
and it would be improper to

logicam exercente, quse fuib oscitantia. talk of its being known to the Greeks,
veterum analvstarum, sed per logisticen Arabs, or Hindoos. The definition would
sub specie noviter inducendam. feliciorem also include the formulae of logic. The
multo et potiorem numerosa, ad compa- orijrinal definition of algelmi seems to be
randurn inter se magnitudines, proposita the science of finding an equation between

primum homogeniorum lege," &c. p. i., known and unknown quantities, per op-
edit. 1646. jiii.\iliiiii->n il n *tnitr<i/iti' //'.

A profound writer on algebra, Mr. Pea- ;l Tt i< full.- explained In his work, D
cock, has lately defined it, the science of Rocognitiuue J^uatiouum, cap. 7.
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of these values multiplied in pairs ; the fourth, the sum of such

products multiplied in threes, and so forth ; finally, that the

absolute term is the product of all the values. Here is

the discovery of Harriott pretty nearly made." It is at least

no small advance towards it.
1 Cardan is said to have gone

some way toward? this theory, but not with much clearness,

nor extending it to equations above the third degree. 5. He
devised a method of solving equations by approximation,

analogous to the process of extracting roots, which has been

superseded by the invention of more compendious rules.-'

6. He has been regarded by some as the true author of the

application of algebra to geometry ; giving copious examples
of the solution of problems by this method, though all belong-

ing to straight lines. It looks like a sign of the geometrical
relation under which he contemplated his own science, that he

uniformly denominates the first power of the unknown quantity
lotus. But this will be found in older writers.

3

1 Some theorems given by Vieta very
shortly, and without demonstration, show
his knowledge of the structure of equa-
tions. I transcribe from Ma^res, who
has expressed them in the usual algebraic
language.

" Si a -|- * X * x~ sequetur
at, x explk-abUis e?t de qualibet ilLaruui

dnarum a Tel b." The second theorem is :

ab

aequetur ate. z explicabiiis est de quali-
bet iUarum trium a. b. vel e.

;! The third
and fourth theorems extend this to higher
equations.

1
Montnela, i. 600 : Button's Mathe-

matical Dictionary ; Biogr. drivers, art.
" View."

* It is certain that Vieta perfectly knew
the relation of algebra to magnitude as
well as number, as the firvt pages of his
In Artem Analyticam Isagoge fully show.
But it is equally certain, as has been ob-
served before, that Tartaplia and Cardan.
and much older writers. Uriental as well as

European, knew the same : it was by help
of geometry, which Cardan calls rfa regio,
that the former made his great discovery
of the solution of cubic equations. Cos-
Bali. ii. 147; Cardan. Are Magna. ch. si.

Lotus and radix are used indifferently
for the first power of the unknown quan-
tity in the Ara Magna. Cossali contends
that Fra Luca had applied algebra to geo-
metry. Vieta, however, it is said, was
the first who taught how to construct

geometrical figures by means of algebra.

Montucla, p. 604. B'ut compare Cossali.

f. 427

A writer lately quoted, and to whose

knowledge and talents I bow with defer-

ence, seems, as I would venture to suggest,
to have overrated the importance of that

employment of letters to signify quantities,
known or unknown, which he has found
in Aristotle, and in seTeral of the moderns,
and in consequence to have depreciated
the real merit of Vieta. Leonard of Pisa,
it seems, whose algebra this writer hag for

the first time published, to his own honor
and the advantage of scientific history,
makes use of letters as well as lines to

represent quantities.
"
Quelquefois il em

ploie des lettres pour exprimer des quan
tites indeterminees. connues ou inconnues,
sans les representer par des lignes. On
roit ici comment les modernes ont etc

amenes 4 ae servir des lettres d'alphabet
(meme pour exprimer des quantites con-

nues) long temps avant Viet*. i qui on a
attribue a ton une notation qu'ii fcudrait

peut-etre faire remonter jusqu'a Aristote,
et que tant d'algebraistes modernes ont

employee avant le geometre Francais. Car
outre Leonard de Pise, Parfolo. et d'autres

geometres Italiens firent usage des lettres

pour indiquer les quantites connues, et

c'est d'eux plutdt que d'Aristote que lea

modernes ont appris cette notation."

Libri. vol. ii. p. &1. But there is surely
a wide interval between the use of a short

s> mbolic expression for particular quan-
tities, a* M. Libri has remarked in Aris-

totle, or even the partial employment of
letters to designate known quantities, as

in the Italian algebraists, and the me-
thod of stating general relations by th

exclusive use of letters, which Vieta first
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6. "Algebra," says a philosopher of the present day, "was
still only an ingenious art, limited to the investigation of

numbers : Vieta displayed all its extent, and instituted gene-
ral expressions for particular results. Having profoundly
meditated on the nature of algebra, he perceived that the

chief characteristic of the science is to express relations.

Newton, with the same idea, defined algebra an universal

arithmetic. The first consequences of this general principle
of Vieta were his own application of his specious analysis to

geometry, and the theory of curve lines, which is due to Des-

cartes ; a fruitful idea, from which the analysis of functions,

and the most sublime discoveries, have been deduced. It has

led to the notion that Descartes is the first who applied algebra
to geometry: but this invention is really due to Vieta; for ho

resolved geometrical problems by algebraic analysis, and con-

structed figures by means of these solutions. These investi-

gations led him to the theory of angular sections, and to the

general equations which express the values of chords." 1 It

has been observed above, that this requires a slight limitation

as to the solution of problems.
7. The Algebra of Bombelli, published in 1589, is the only

other treatise of the kind, during this period, that seems wor-

thy of much notice. Bombelli saw better than Cardan the

nature of what is called the irreducible case in cubic equa-
tions. But Vieta, whether after Bombelli or not is not cer-

tain, had the same merit.2 It is remarkable that Vieta seems

to have paid little regard to the discoveries of his predeces-
sors. Ignorant, probably, of the writings of Record, and per-

haps even of those of Stifelius, he neither uses the sign of

equality, employing instead the clumsy word jEquatio, or

rather JEquetur,
3 nor numeral exponents ; and Hutton ob-

serves, that Vieta's algebra has, in consequence, the appear-
ance of being older than it is. He mentions, however, the

signs -f~ and
,
as usual in his own time.

introduced. That Tartaglia and Cardan,
1 M. Fourier, quoted In Biographie Uni-

and even, as it now appears, Leonard of verselle

I'i.sa, went a certain way towards the in- 2 Cossali
;
Hntton.

vention of Vieta, cannot much diminish 8 Vieta uses =, but it is to denote that

his glory ; especially when we find that he the proposition is true both of + a d

entirely apprehended the importance of his
;
where we put . It is almost a pre-

vivtuiu uoo gvruoj TICK* uuco uuu TT i n y<u- WOru IS CKqWlUfl. L fiaVC lUWByB IUUUU 11

ticular problems by the specious algebra, cp.qur.tur; a difference not material in

itself.
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8. Amidst the great progress of algebra through the six-

teenth centnrv, the geometers, content with what the
V f i i- Geometers

ancients had left them, seem to have had little care of this

but to elucidate their remains. Euclid was the ob- fenod-

ject of their idolatry : no fault could be acknowledged in his

elements ; and to write a verbose commentary upon a few

propositions was enough to make the reputation of a geome-
ter. Among the almost innumerable editions of Euclid that

appeared, those of Commandin and Clavius, both of them in

the first rank of mathematicians for that age, may be distin-

guished. Commandin, especially, was much in request in

England, where he was frequently reprinted; and Montucla
calls him the model of commentators, for the pertinence and

sufficiency of his notes. The commentary of Clavius, though
a little prolix, acquired a still higher reputation. We owe to

Commandin editions of the more difficult geometers, Archi-

medes, Pappus, and Apollonius ; but he attempted little, and
that without success, beyond the province of a translator

and a commentator. Maurolycus of Messina had no superior

among contemporary geometers. Besides his edition of Ar-

chimedes, and other labors on the ancient mathematicians, he
struck out the elegant theory, in which others have followed

him, of deducing the properties of the conic sections from
those of the cone itself. But we must refer the reader to

Montucla, and other historical and biographical works, for the

less distinguished writers of the sixteenth age.
1

9. The extraordinary labor of Joachim Rhaeticus in his

trigonometrical calculations has been mentioned in Joachim

our first volume. His Opus Palatinum de Triangu-
Rhajticua-

lis was published from his manuscript, by Valentine Otho, in

1594. But the work was left incomplete, and the editor did

not accomplish what Joachim had designed. In his tables,

the sines, tangents, and secants are' only calculated to ten

instead of fifteen places of decimals. Pitiscus, in 1613, not

only completed Joachim's intention, but carried the minute-

ness of calculation a good deal farther.
2

10. It can excite no wonder, that the system of Coper
nicus, simple and beautiful as it is, met with little copemican

encouragement for a long time after its promulga-
theory-

tion, when we reflect upon the natural obstacles to its ro-

t Montucl*
;
Kastner ; Button

; Biogr. Univ. > Montucla, p. 681.
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ception. Mankind can, in general, take these theories of the

celestial movements only upon trust from philosophers ; and,
in this instance, it required a very general concurrence of

competent judges to overcome the repugnance of what called

itself common sense, and was in fact a prejudice as natural,
as universal, and as irresistihle, as could influence human
belief. With this was united another, derived from the lan-

guage of Scripture ; and though it might have been sufficient

to answer, that phrases implying the rest of the earth, and
motion of the sun, are merely popular, and such as those who
are best convinced of the opposite doctrine must employ in

ordinary language, this was neither satisfactory to the vulgar,
nor recognized by the church. Nor were the astronomers in

general much more favorable to the new theory than either

the clergy or the multitude. They had taken pains to fami-

liarize their understandings with the Ptolemaic hypothesis ;

and it may be often observed, that those who have once
mastered a complex theory are better pleased with it than

with one of more simplicity. The whole weight of Aristotle's

name, which, in the sixteenth century, not only biassed the

judgment, but engaged the passions, connected as it was with

general orthodoxy and the preservation of established systems,
was thrown into the scale against Copernicus. It was asked,
what demonstration could be given of his hypothesis ; whether
the movements of the heavenly bodies could not be reconciled

to the Ptolemaic ; whether the greater quantity of motion, and
the complicated arrangement which the latter required, could

be deemed sufficient objections to a scheme proceeding from
the Author of nature, to whose power and wisdom our notions

of simplicity and facility are inapplicable ; whether the moral

dignity of man, and his peculiar relations to the Deity,
unfolded in Scripture, did not give the world he inhabits a
better claim to the place' of honor in the universe, than could

be pretended, on the score of mere magnitude, for the sun. It

must be confessed, that the strongest presumptions in favor of

the system of Copernicus were not discovered by himself.

11. It is easy, says Montucla, to reckon the number of

adherents to the Copernican theory during the sixteenth

century. After Rhaeticus, they may be nearly reduced to

Reinhold, author of the Prussian tables ; Rothman, whom Ty-
cho drew over afterwards to his own system ; Christian Wur-
sticius (Ursticius), who made some proselytes in Italy; finally,
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Maestlin, the illustrious master of Kepler. He might have

added Wright and Gilbert, for the credit of England. Among
the Italian proselytes made by Wursticius, we may perhaps
name Jordano Bruno, who strenuously asserts the Copemican
hypothesis; and two much greater authorities in physical sci-

ence, Benedetti, and Galileo himself. It is evident that the

preponderance of valuable suffrages was already on the side

of truth.1

12. The predominant disinclination to contravene the ap-

parent testimonies of sense and Scripture had, per- Tych

imps, more effect than the desire of originality in Brahe.

suggesting the middle course taken by Tycho Brahe. He
was a Dane of noble birth, and early drawn, by the impulse of

natural genius, to the study of astronomy. Frederic III., his

sovereign, after Tycho had already obtained some reputation^
erected for him the observatory of Uraniburg in a small isle

of the Baltic. In this solitude he passed above twenty years,

accumulating the most extensive and accurate observations

which were known in Europe before the discovery of the

telescope and the improvement of astronomical instruments.

These, however, were not published till 1606, though Kepler
had previously used them in his Tabulae Rodolphinae. Tych
himself did far more in this essential department of the astro-

nomer than any of his predecessors ; his resources were much

beyond those of Copernicus ; and the latter years of this cen-

tury may be said to* make an epoch in physical astronomy.

Frederic, Landgrave of Hesse, was more than a patron of the

science. The observations of that prince have been deemed

worthy of praise long after his rank had ceased to avail them.

The Emperor Rodolph, when Tycho had been driven by envy
from Denmark, gave him an asylum and the means of carry-

ing on his observations at Prague, where he died in 1601.

He was the first in modern times who made a catalogue of

stars, registering their positions as well as his instruments

permitted him. This catalogue, published in his Progym-
nasmata in 1602, contained 777 ; to which, from Tycho's own

manuscripts, Kepler added 223 stars.
2

13. In the new mundane system of Tycho Brahe, which,

though first regularly promulgated to the world in

his Progymnasmata, had been communicated in his

Montncla, p. 638. Id., pp 653-659.
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epistles to the Landgrave of Hesse, he supposes the five

planets to move round the sun, but carries the sun itself with

these five satellites, as well as the moon, round the earth.

Though this, at least at the time, might explain the known

phenomena as well as the two other theories, its want of sim-

plicity always prevented its reception. Except Longosno .-

tanus, the countryman and disciple of Tycho, scarce any
conspicuous astronomer adopted an hypothesis, which, if it had
been devised some time sooner, would perhaps have met with

better success. But, in the seventeenth century, the wise all

fell into the Copernican theory, and the many were content

without any theory at all.

14. A great discovery in physical astronomy may be

assigned to Tycho. Aristotle had pronounced comets to l<e

meteors generated below the orbit of the moon. But, a

remarkable comet in 1577 having led Tycho to observe its

path accurately, he came to the conclusion that these bodies

are far beyond the lunar orbit, and that they pass through
what had always been taken for a solid firmament, environ-

ing the starry orbs, and which plays no small part in the,

system of Ptolemy. He was even near the discovery of their

elliptic revolution ;
the idea of a curve round the sun having

struck him, though he could not follow it by observation.1

15. The acknowledged necessity of reforming the Julian

Gregorian calendar, gave, in this age, a groat-importance to as-
caieudar.

tronomy. It is unnecessary to go* into the details of

this change, effected by the authority of Gregory XII I., and

the skill of Lilius and Clavius, the mathematicians employed
under him. The new calendar was immediately received in

all countries acknowledging the Pope's supremacy; not so

much on that account, though a discrepancy in the ecclesiasti-

cal reckoning would have been very inconvenient, as of its

real superiority over the Julian. The Protestant countries

came much more slowly into the alteration ; truth being no

longer truth when promulgated by the pope. It is now
admitted that the Gregorian calendar is very nearly perfect,

at least as to the computation of the solar year, though it is

not quite accurate for the purpose of finding Easter. In that

age, it had to encounter the opposition of Maestlin, an astrono-

mer of deserved reputation ; and of Scaliger, whose knowledge

1 Montucla, p. 662.
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of chronology ought to have made him conversant with the

subject, but who, by a method of squaring the circle, which he
announces with great confidence as a demonstration, showed
the world that his genius did not guide him to the exact
sciences.1

1 6. The science of optics, as well as all other branches of

the mixed mathematics, fell very short of astrono-

my in the n-imber and success of its promoters. It

was carried not much farther than the point where Alhazen,
Vitello, and Roger Bacon left it. Maurolycus of Messina, in

a treatise published in 1575, though written, according to

Montucla, fifty years before, entitled Theoremata de Lumine
et Umbra, has mingled a few novel truths with error. He
explains rightly the fact that a ray of light, received through
a small aperture of any shape, produces a circular illumination

on a body intercepting it at some distance ; and points out

why different defects of vision are remedied by convex or

concave lenses. He had, however, mistaken notions as to the

visual power of the eye, which he ascribed, not to the retina,

but to the crystalline humor ; and, on the whole, Maurolycus,
though a very distinguished philosopher in that age, seems to

have made few considerable discoveries in physical science.2

Daptista Porta, who invented, or at least made known, the

camera obscura, though he dwells on many optical phenomena
in his Magia Naturalis, sometimes making just observation?,
had little insight into the principles that explain them.3 The
science of perspective has been more frequently treated,

especially in this period, by painters and architects than by
mathematicians. Albert Durer, Serlio, Vignola, and especial-

ly Peruzzi, distinguished themselves by practical treatise? ;

but the geometrical principles were never well laid down
before the work of Guido Ubaldi in 1600.4

17. This author, of a noble family in the Apennines, ranks

high also among the improvers of theoretical me-
,

. m, i i j 1-1 Mechanics.
chamcs. This great science, checked, like so many
others, by the erroneous principles of Aristotle, made scarce

any progress till near the end of the century. Cardan and

Tartaglia wrote upon the subject ; but their acuteness in

abstract mathematics did not compensate for a want of accu-

rate observation and a strange looseness of reasoning. Thus,

i Montucla. pp. 674r-686. Id., p. 698.
*

id., p. eas. I<L; p. 708.

VOL. II. 21
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Cardan infers that the power required to sustain a weight on

an inclined plane varies in the exact ratio of the an^le,
because it vanishes when the plane is horizontal, and becomes

equal to the weight when the plane is perpendicular. But
this must be the case if the power follows any other law of

direct variation, as that of the sine of inclination, that is, the

height, which it really does.1

Tartaglia, on his part, con-

ceived that a cannon-ball did not, indeed, describe two sides of

a parallelogram, as was commonly imagined, even by scienti-

fic writers; but, what is hardly less absurd, that its point-blank
direction and line of perpendicular descent are united by a

circular arch, to which they are tangents. It was generally

agreed, till the time of Guido Ubaldi, that the arms of a lever

charged with equal weights, if displaced from the horizontal

position, would recover it when set at liberty. Benedetti of

Turin had juster notions than his Italian contemporaries : he
ascribed the centrifugal force of bodies to their tendency to

move in a straight line ; he determined the law of equilibrium
for the oblique lever, and even understood the composition of

motions.2

18. If, indeed, we should give credit to the sixteenth

century for all that was actually discovered, and even reduced
to writing, we might now proceed to the great name of

Galileo ; for it has been said that his treatise Delia Scienza

Meccanica was written in 1592, though not published for more
than forty years afterwards.3 But as it has been our rule,

with not many exceptions, to date books from their publica-

tion, we must defer any mention of this remarkable work to

the next period. The experiments, however, made by Gali-

leo, when lecturer in mathematics at Pisa, on falling bodies,
come strictly within our limits. He was appointed to this

office in 1589, and left it in 1592. Among the many unfound-

ed assertions of Aristotle in physics, it was one, that the

velocity of falling bodies was proportionate to their weights :

Galileo took advantage of the leaning tower of Pisa to prove
the contrary. But this important though obvious experiment,
which laid open much of the theory of motion, displeased the

adherents of Aristotle so higldy, that they compelled him to

1 Montucla, p. 690. in 1592 ;
and those who, on second

!
Id., p. 693. thoughts, would have known better, hw

3
Playfair has fallen into the mistake of copied him.

supposing that this treatise was public/led
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leave Pisa. He soon obtained a chair in the University of
Padua.

1 9. But, on the same principle that we exclude the work
of Galileo on mechanics from the sixteenth century, it statics Of

seems reasonable to mention that of Simon Stevinus stevinua

of Bruges ; since the first edition of his Statics and Hydro-
statics was printed in Dutch as early as 1585, though we caq

hardly date its reception among the scientific public before the

Latin edition in 1608. Stevinus has been chiefly known by
his discovery of the law of equilibrium on the inclined plane,
which had baffled the ancients, and, as we have seen, was mis-

taken by Cardan. Stevinus supposed a flexible chain of uni-

form weight to descend down the sides of two connected

planes, and to hang in a sort of festoon below. The chain
would be in equilibrio, because, if it began to move, there

would be no reason why it should not move for ever, the

circumstances being unaltered by any motion it could have ;

and thus there would be a perpetual motion, which is impos-
sible. But the part below, being equally balanced, must,

separately taken, be in equilibrio ; consequently, the part
above, lying along the planes, must also be hi equilibrio ; and
hence the weight of the two parts of the chain must be equal ;

or, if that lying along the shorter plane be called the power, it

will be to the other as the lengths ; or if there be but one

plane, and the power hang perpendicularly, as the height to

the length.
20. The first discovery made in hydrostatics, since the time

of Archimedes, is due to Stevinus. He found that Hydro-

the vertical pressure of fluids on a horizontal surface 8tatic8 -

is as the product of the base of the vessel by its height, and
showed the law of pressure even on the sides.1

21. The year 1600 was the first in which England pro,-

duced a remarkable work in physical science ; but
Gilbert

this was one sufficient to raise a lasting reputation on the

for its author. Gilbert, a physician, in his Latin ma net-

treatise on the magnet, not only collected all the knowledge
which others had possessed on that subject, but became at

once the father of experimental philosophy in this island, and,

by a singular felicity and acuteness of genius, the founder of

theories which have been revived after the lapse of ages, and

>
Montucla, ii. 180.
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are almost universally received into the creed of the science.

The magnetism of the earth itself, his own original hypothesis,
nova ilia nostra et inaudita de tetture sententia, could not, of

course, be confirmed by all the experimental and analogical

proof which has rendered that doctrine accepted in recent

philosophy ; but it was by no means one of those vague con-

jectures that are sometimes unduly applauded, when they
receive a confirmation by the favor of fortune. He relied on
the analogy of terrestrial phenomena to those exhibited by
what he calls a terretta, or artificial spherical magnet. What
may be the validity of his reasonings from experiment, it is for

those who are conversant with the subject to determine ; but it

is evidently by the torch of experiment that he was guided.
A letter from Edward Wright, whose authority as a mathema-
tician is of some value, admits the terrestrial magnetism to be

proved. Gilbert was also one of our earliest Copernicans, at

least as to the rotation of the earth ;

*
and, with his usual saga-

city, inferred, before the invention of the telescope, that there

are a multitude of fixed stars beyond the reach of our vision.
2

1 Mr. Whewell thinks that Gilbert was [Griselinl, who published some memoirs
more doubtful about the annual than the of Father Paul hi 1760, and had seen his

diurnal motion of the earth, and informs manuscripts, thinks fit to claim for him
us that in a posthumous work he seems to the priority as to all the magnetic ob-
hesitate between Tycho and Copernicus, serrations of Gilbert. " Ora io dico che
Hist, of Inductive Sciences, i. 389. Gil- nel trattato del Gilbert non v' 6 cosa che
bert's argument for the diurnal motion mm sia stata prima osservata ed experi-
would extend to the annual. " Non pro- mentata dal Sarpi. Le medesime sono le

babilis modo sed manifesta videtur terrse sue viste
;
e riguardo a' feuomeiii, tutta la

diurna circumvolutio. cum natura semper varieti si riduce al modo di esporli, o ne'

agit per pauciora magis quam plura, atque raggungli. Fri Paolo e semplioe, concise,
rationi magis consentaneum rideturunum e uon fa deduzioni .sistematiche, e segue la

exiguum corpus telluris diuniam voluta- massiuia iuculcata dappoi da Bacoue di

tionem efflcere quam mundum totum cir- Verulamio, cioe storia, osservazioni e spe-
cumferri." rienze." Cited in Vita di F. Paolo Sarpi,

* 1. 6, c. 8. The article on Gilbert in per Bianchi Giovini. Bruxelles, 1836. It

the Biographic Universelle is discreditable is for the reader to consider whether Sarpi
to that publication. If the author was so would have praised Gilbert's originality as

rery ignorant as not to have known any he has done without a hint that he had
thing of Gilbert, he might at least have made the same discoveries,

avoided the assumption that nothing wag It may be added that Griselini was no
to be known. great master of scientific subjects, as ap-

Sarpi, who will not be thought an in- pears in Biogr. Universelle. art. "Sarpi.''

competent judge, names Gilbert with Vie- This is not said to depreciate the phy-
ta as the only original writers among his sical science of Sarpi, who was a wonderful

contemporaries.
' Non ho vcduto in ques- man upou almost every subject, and had, I

to secolo uomo quale abbia scritto cosa have no doubt, collected much as to iintg-

sua propria, salvo Vieta in Francia e Gil- netism. 1847.]
berti in Inghilterm." Letters di Fra

Paolo, p. 31.
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SECT. II. ON NATUBAX HISTORY.

Zoology Gesner
;
AldroTandus. Botany Lobel

; Csesalpin ; and others.

22. ZOOLOGY and botany, in the middle of the sixteenth

century, were as yet almost neglected fields of know- Gesner's

ledge : scarce any thing had been added to the valua- ZM]aff-

ble history of animals by Aristotle, and those of plants by
Theophrastus and Dioscorides. But in the year 1551 was

published the first part of an immense work, the History
of Animals, by that prodigy of general erudition, Conrad
Gesner. This treats of viviparous quadrupeds ; the second,
which appeared in 1554, of the oviparous ; the third, in 1555,
of birds ; the fourth, in the following year, of fishes and aquatic
animals ; and one, long afterwards, published in 1587, relates

to serpents. The first part was reprinted with additions in

1560 ; and a smaller work of woodcuts and shorter descrip-

tions, called Icones Animalium, appeared in 1553.

23. This work of the first great naturalist of modern times

is thus eulogized by one of the latest: " Gesner's Itecha_

History of Animals," says Cuvier, "may be consi- racterby

dered as the basis of all modern zoology; copied
almost literally by Aldrovandus, abridged by Jonston, it has

become the foundation of much more recent works ; and more
than one famous author has borrowed from it silently most
of his learning : for those passages of the ancients, which have

escaped Gesner, have scarce ever been observed by the

moderns. He deserved their confidence by his accuracy, his

perspicuity, his good faith, and sometimes by the sagacity of

his views. Though he has not laid down any natural classifi-

cation by genera, he often points out very well the true rela-

tions of beings."
l

24. Gesner treats of every animal under eight heads or

chapters : 1. Its name in different languages ; Q^,,.,,
2. Its external description and usual place of ha- arrange-

bitation ; 3. Its natural actions, length of life, dis-
n

eases, &c. ; 4. Its disposition, or, as we may say, moral charao-

*
Biogr. UniYerselle, art. '' Geenor."
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ter ; 5. Its utility, except for food and medicine ; 6. Its use

as food; 7. Its use in medicine; 8. The philological rela-

tions of the name and qualities, their proper and figurative
use in language, which is subdivided into several sections.

So comprehensive a notion of zoology displays a mind accus-

tomed to encyclopedic systems, and loving the labors of learn-

ing for their own sake. Much, of course, would have a very

secondary value in the eyes of a good naturalist. His method
is alphabetical : but it may be reckoned an alphabet of gene-
ra ; for he arranges what he deems cognate species together.
In the Icones Animalium, we find somewhat more of classi-

fication. Gesner divides quadrupeds into Animalia Man-
sueta and Animalia Fera; the former in two, the latter in

four, orders. Cuvier, in the passage above cited, writing

probably from memory, has hardly done justice to Gesner
in this respect. The delineations in the History of Animals
and in the Icones are very rude ; and it is not always easy,
with so little assistance from engraving, to determine the

species from his description.
25. Linnasus, though professing to give the synonym es of

his predecessors, has been frequently careless, and

unjust towards Gesner ; his mention of several quad-
known qua- rupeds (the only part of the latter's work at which

I have looked) having been unnoticed in the Syste-
ma Naturae. We do not find, however, that Gesner had made

very considerable additions to the number of species known
to the ancients ; and it cannot be reckoned a proof of his

acuteness in zoology, that he placed the hippopotamus among
aquatic animals, and the bat among birds. In the latter

extraordinary error, he was followed by all other naturalists

'till the time of Ray. Yet he shows some judgment in

rejecting plainly fabulous animals. In the edition of 1551, I

find but few quadrupeds, except those belonging to the coun-

tries round the Mediterranean, or mentioned by Pliny and
uElian.1 The Reindeer, which it is doubtful whether the

ancients knew, though there seems reason to believe that it

was formerly an inhabitant of Poland and Germany, he
found in Albertus Magnus ; and from him, too, Gesner had

1 In Cardan, De Subtilitate, lib. 10, pub- large as man, which persists long in stand-
lished in 1550, I find the ant-eater, ursus ing erect,

" amat pueros et mulieres, cona-

formicarius, which, if I am not mistaken, turque concumbere, quod nos vidimus."
Gesner has omitted, though it is in Her- This was probably one of the large baboons
naudo d'OriedOj also a cercopilhtcus, a* of Africa.
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got some notion of the Polar Bear. He mentions the Musk-

deer, which was known through the Arabian writers, though
unnoticed by the ancients. The new world furnished him
with a scanty list. Among these is the Opossum, or Simi-

Vulpa (for which Linnieus has not given him credit), an
account of which he may have found in Pinzon or Peter

Martyr ;

* the Manati, of which he found a description in Her-
nando's History of the Indies ; and the Guinea pig, Cunicu-
lus Indus, which he says was, within a few years, first brought
to Europe from the New World, but was become everywhere
common. In the edition of 1560, several more species are

introduced. Olaus Magnus had, in the mean time, described

the Glutton ; and Belon had found an Armadillo among
itinerant quacks in Turkey, though he knew that it came from

America.2 Belon had also described the Axis-deer of India.

The Sloth appears, for the first time, in this edition of Gesner,
and the Sagoin, or Ouistiti, as well as what he calls Mus
Indicus alius, which Linnaeus refers to the Raccoon, but seems

rather to be the Nasua, or Coati Mondi. Gesner has given

only three cuts of monkeys, but was aware that there were

several kinds, and distinguishes them in description. I have
not presumed to refer his cuts to particular species, which,

probably, on account of their rudeness, a good naturalist

would not attempt. The Simia Inuus, or Barbary ape, seems

to be one, as we might expect.
9 Gesner was not very diligent

in examining the histories of the New World. Peter Martyr

1 In the voyage of Pinxon, the compau- Martyr, Be Rebus Oeeanicis, dec. !., lib. 9,

ion of Columbus in his last voyage, when we find a longer account of the " mon-
the continent of Guiana was "discovered, strosum illud animal vulpiuo rostro, cer-

which will be found in the Novus Orbis of copithecea cauda, vespertilioneis auribus,

Grynseus, a specimen of the genus Didel- manibus humanius, pedibus sirniam semu-

ph'is is mentioned with the astonishment lans
; quod natos jam filios alio

_gestat
which the first appearance of the mar- quoeunque proficiscatur utero exteriore in

supial type would naturally -excite in an niodum iniigna' crumenae." This animal,

European.
"
Conspexere etiamnum ibi he says, lived some months in Spain, and

animal quadrupes, prodigiosum quidem ;
was seen by him

after^
its death. Several

nam pars anterior vulpem, posterior vero species are natives of Guiana,

simiam prsesentabat, nisi quod pedes effin- 2
Tatus, r/uarirupes peregrina The

git humanos ;
aures autem habet noctuoe, species figured in Gesner is Dasypus

et infra consuetam alvum aliam habet in- novemcincttis. This animal, however, is

Btar crumense, in qua delitescunt catuli mentioned by Hernando d'Oviedo under

ejus tantisper, donee tuto prodire queaut, the name Bardati.

et absque parentis tutela cibatum quserere,
s " Sunt et cynocephalorum diversa ge-

nec unquam exeunt crumenam, nisi cum nera, nee unum genus caudatorum."

gugunt. Portentosum hoc animal cum think he knew the leading characteristics

catulis tribus Sibiliam delatum est: et ex founded on the tail, but did not attend

Sibilia Illiberim, id est Granatam, in gra- accurately to subordinate distinctions,

tdam regum, qui novis semper rebus ob- though he knew them to exist.

Vectantur." p. 116, edit. 1532. In Pe'or
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and Hernando would have supplied him with several he has

overlooked, as the Tapir, the Peccary, the Ant-eater, and the

fetid Polecat.1

26. Less acquainted with books, but with better opportu-
nities of observing nature, than Gesner, his contnn-

Belon. -rii i

porary Belon made greater accessions to zoology.
Besides his excellent travels in the Levant and Egypt.
have from him a history of fishes in Latin, printed in 1.'>.'>:'>,

and translated by the author into French, with alterations

and additions; and one of birds, published in French in 1555,
written with great learning, though not without fabulous ac-

counts, as was usual in the earlier period of natural history.
Belon was perhaps the first, at least in modern times, who
had glimpses of a great typical conformity in nature. In one

of his works, he places the skeletons of a man and a bird in

apposition, in order to display their essential analogy. He
introduced also many exotic plants into France. Every one

knows, says a writer of the last century, that our gardens owe
all their beauty to Belon.2 The same writer has satisfacto-

rily cleared this eminent naturalist from the charge of

plagiarism, to which credit had been hastily given.
3 Belon

may, on the whole, be placed by the side of Gesner.

27. Salviani published, in 1558, a history of fishes

(Animalium Aquatilium Historia), with figures well
Salviani . , , . /*
and Ronde- executed, but by no means numerous. He borrows
let's ich- most of his materials from the ancients, and, having
thyology. .... .

frequently failed in identifying the species they de-

scribe, cannot be read without precaution.
4 But Rondelet

(De Piscibus Marinis, 1554) was far superior as an ichthyo-

logist, in the judgment of Cuvier, to any of his contemporaries,
both by the number of fishes he has known, and the accuracy
of his figures, which exceed three hundred for fresh-water and

marine species. His knowledge of those which inhabit the

Mediterranean Sea was so extensive, that little has been

added since his time. " It is the work," says the same great

authority,
" which has supplied almost every thing which we

find on that subject in Gesner, Aldrovandus, Willoughby,

1 The Tapir is mentioned by Peter Mar- travelled in the East, fell into the hands
tyr, the rest in Hernando. of Belon, who published them as his own.

3 I.iron, Singularites Historiques, i. 456. Gesner has been thought to insinuate this
;

8
Liron, Singularites Ilistoriques, !. 438. but Liron is of opinion that Belon was not

It had been suspected that the nianu- meant by him.

scripts of Gilles, the author of a com- 4
Biogr. Univ. (Cuvier)

pilation from .T-'.liun, who had himself
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Artedi, and Linnaeus ; and even Lacepede has been obliged,
in many instances, to depend on Rondelet." The text, how-

ever, is far inferior to the figures, and is too much occu-

pied with an attempt to fix the ancient names of the several

species.
1

28. The very little book of Dr. Caius on British Dogs,

published in 1570, the whole of which, I believe, has Aidrovan-

been translated by Pennant in his British Zoology,
dus>

is hardly worth mentioning ; nor do I know that zoological
literature has any thing more to produce till almost the close

of the century, when the first and second volumes of Aldro-

vandus's vast natural history were published. These, as well

as the third, which appeared in 1603, treat of birds; the

fourth is on insects ; and these alone were given to the world

by the laborious author, a professor of natural history at Bo-

logna. After his death in 1 605, nine more folio volumes,

embracing with various degrees of detail most other parts
of natural history, were successively published by different

editors. " We can only consider the works of Aldrovandus,"

says Cuvier,
" as an immense compilation, without taste or

genius ; the very plan and materials being in a great measure
borrowed from Gesner ; and Buffon has had reason to say,
that it would be reduced to a tenth part of its bulk by strik-

ing out the useless and impertinent matter." 2
Buffon, how-

ever, which Cuvier might have gone on to say, praises the

method of Aldrovandus and his fidelity of description, and
even ranks his work above every other natural history.

3 I

am not acquainted with its contents ; but, according to Lin-

naeus, Aldrovandus, or the editors of his posthumous volumes,
added only a very few species of quadrupeds to those men-
tioned by Gesner, among which are the Zebra, the Jerboa,
the Musk-rat of Russia, and the Manis or Scaly Ant-eater.4

29. A more steady progress was made in the science of

Botany, which commemorates, in those living memorials with

1
Biogr. Uniy. (Cuvier). century on almost every subject as well as

2 Id. zoology
3 Hist. Naturelle, Premier Discours. 4 Collections of natural history seem

The truth is, that all Button's censures to have been formed by all who applied
on Aldrovandus fell equally on Gesner, themselves to the subject in the sixteenth
who is not less accumulative of materials century ;

such as Cordus, Mathiolus, Mer
not properly bearing on natural history, cati, Gesner. Agricola, Belon, Rondelet,
and not much lss destitute of systematic Ortelius, and many others Hakluyt
order. The remarks of Buffon on this mentions the cabinets of some English
waste of learning are very just, and collectors from which he had derived as-

applicable to the works of the sixteenth sistance. Beckman's Hint, of Inventions
ii. 57.
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which she delights to honor her cultivators, several names still

Botany : respected, and several books that have not lost their
Turner.

utility. Our countryman, Dr. Turner, published
the first part of a New Herbal in 1551 : the second and third

did not appear till 1562 and 1568. " The arrangement," says

Pulteney, "is alphabetical according to the Latin names ; and,
after the description, he frequently specifies the places and

growth. He is ample in his discrimination of the species, as

his great object was to ascertain the Materia Medica of

the ancients, and of Dioscorides in particular, throughout the

vegetable kingdom. He first gives names to many English

plants ; and allowing for the time when specifical distinctions

were not established, when almost all the small plants wen;

disregarded, and the Cryptogamia almost wholly overlooked,
the number he was acquainted with is much beyond what
could easily have been imagined in an original writer on his

subject."
l

30. The work of Maranta, published in 1559, on the me-

Maranta: thod of understanding medicinal plants, is, in the

Botanical judgment of a late writer of considerable reputation,

nearly at the head of any in that age. The author

is independent, though learned ; extremely acute in discrimi-

nating plants known to the ancients ; and has discovered many
himself, ridiculing those who dared to add nothing to Dioscori-

des.
2 Maranta had studied in the private garden formed by

Pinelli at Naples. But public gardens were common in Italy.

Those of Pisa and Padua were the earliest, and perhaps
the most celebrated. One established by the Duke of Fen ara

was peculiarly rich in exotic plants procured from Greece and

Asia.3 And perhaps the generous emulation, in all things

honorable, between the houses of Este and Medici, led Ferdi-

nand of Tuscany, some time afterwards, near the end of the

century, to enrich the gardens of Pisa -with the finest plants
of Asia and America. The climate of France was less

favorable : the first public garden seems to have been

formed at Montpellier; and there was none at Paris in 1558.4

Meantime, the vegetable productions of newly discovered

countries became familiar to Europe. Many are described

in the excellent History of the Indies by Hernando d'Oviedo ;

1
Pulteney's Historical Sketch of the

Progress of Botany in England, p. 68. 8
Id., 360.

2
Sprengel,Hi8toriaReiHerbariae(1807),

4
Id., 363.

1.346
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such as the Cocos, the Cactus, the Guiacum. Another Span-
ish author, Carate, first describes the Solanum Tuberosum, or

Potato, under the name of Papas.
1 It has been said that

Tobacco is first mentioned, or at least first well described, by
Benzoni, in Nova Novi Orbis Historia (Geneva, 1578).^

Belon went to the Levant soon after the middle of the cen-

tury, on purpose to collect plants : several other writers of

voyages followed before its close. Among these was Pros-

per Alpinus, who passed several years in Egypt ; but Ms

principal work, De Plantis Exoticis, is posthumous, and did

not appear till 1627. He is said to be the first European
author who has mentioned coffee.

3

31. The critical examination of the ancients, the establish-

ment of gardens, the travels of botanists, thus fur- _
IT iri "1 tiGSBCr.

nished a great supply 01 plants : it was now required
to compare and arrange them. Gesner first undertook this :

he had formed a garden of his own at Zurich, and has the

credit of having discovered the true system of classifying

plants according to the organs of fructification ; which, how-

ever, he does not seem to have made known, nor were his

botanical writings published till the last century. Gesnei

was the first who mentions the Indian sugar-cane and the

tobacco, as well as many indigenous plants. It is said that

he was used to chew and smoke tobacco ;

"
by which he ren-

dered himself giddy, and, in a manner, drunk." 4 As Gesner
died in 1564, this carries back the ^knowledge of tobacco in

Europe several years beyond the above-mentioned treatise of

Benzoni.

32. Dodoens, or DodonaBiis, a Dutch physician, in 1553,
translated into his own language the history of

Dodoen

plants by Fuchs, to which he added 133 figures.

These, instead of using the alphabetical order of his prede-

cessor, he arranged according to a method which he thought
more natural. " He explains," says Sprengel,

" well and

learnedly, the ancient botanists, and described many plants for

the first time :

"
among these are the Ulex Europaeus and

1
Sprengel, 378. du cafe, et en ait decrit la preparation

2
Id., 373. avec exactitude." It is possible, that. this

s
Id., 384; Corniani, Ti. 25; Biogr. book of Rauwolf being written in Ger-

Univ Yet, in the article on Rauwolf, man, and the author being obscure in

a German naturalist, who published an comparison with Prosper Alpinus hia

account of his travels in the Levant as prior claim has been, till lately, over-

early as 1581, he is mentioned as one of looked.

the first
"
qui aitparle de 1'usage de boire 4

Spreugel, 373, 390.
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the Hyacinthus non scriptus. The great aim of rendering the

modern Materia Medica conformable to the ancient seems to

have made the early botanists a little inattentive to objects
before their eyes. Dodoens himself is rather a physician
than a botanist, and is more diligent about the usas of plants
than their characteristics. He collected all his writings, uinlcr

the title Stirpium Historian Pemptades Sex, at Antwerp in

1583, with 1,341 figures; a greater number than had yet been

published.
33. The Stirpium Adversaria, by Pena and Lobel, the lat-

. . . ter of whom is best known as a botanist, was pub-
lished at London in 1570. Lobel indeed, though a

native of Lille, having passed most of his life in England,

may be fairly counted among our botanists. He had previ-

ously travelled much over Europe.
" In the execution of this

work," says Pulteney,
" there is exhibited, I believe, the first

sketch, rude as it is, of a natural method of arrangement;
which, however, extends no farther than throwing the plants
into large tribes, families, or orders, according to the external

appearance or habit of the whole plant or flower, without

establishing any definitions or characters. The whole forms

forty-four tribes. Some contain the plants of one or two
modern genera, others many, and some, it must be owned,

very incongruous to each other. On the whole, they are

much superior to Dodoens's divisions."
l Lobel's Adversaria

contains descriptions of 1,24)0 or 1,500 plants, with 272 engrav-

ings : the former are not clear or well expressed, and in this

he is inferior to his contemporaries ; the latter are on copper,

very small, but neat.2 In a later work, the Plantarum His-

toria, Antwerp, 1576, the number of figures is very considera-

bly greater ; but the book has been less esteemed, being a sort

of complement to the other. Sprengel speaks more highly of

Lobel than the Biographic Universelle.

34. Clusius, or Lecluse, born at Arras, and a traveller, like

many other botanists, over Europe, till he settled at

Leyden as professor of botany in 1593, is generally
reckoned the greatest master of his science whom the age

produced. His descriptions are remarkable for their exact-

ness, precision, elegance, and method, though he seems to

have had little regard to natural classification. He has added

Historical Sketch, p. 102 *
Sjrengel, 399
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a long list to the plants already known. Clusius began by a

translation of Dodoens into Latin : he published several other

works within the century.
1

35. Caesalpin was not only a botanist, but greater in this

than in any other of the sciences he embraced. He
was the first (the writings of Gesner, if they go so

far, being in his time unpublished) who endeavored to estab-

lish a natural order of classification on philosophical princi-

ples. He founded it on the number, figure, and position of

the fructifying parts, observing the situation of the calix and
flower relatively to the germen, the divisions of the former,

and, in general, what has been regarded in later systems as the

basis of arrangement. He treats of trees and of herbs sepa-

rately, as two grand divisions ; but, under each, follows his

own natural system. The distinction of sexes he thought
needless in plants, on account of their simplicity ; though he

admits it to exist in some, as in the hemp and the juniper.
His treatise on Plants, in 1583, is divided into sixteen books;
in the first of which, he lays down the principles of vegetable

anatomy and physiology. Many ideas, says Du Petit Thouars,
are found there, of which the truth was long afterwards re-

cognized. He analyzed the structure of seeds, which he com-

pares to the eggs of animals ; an analogy, however, which had
occurred to Empedocles among the ancients. " One page
alone," the same writer observes,

" in the dedication of Csesal-

pin to the Duke of Tuscany, concentrates the principles of a

good botanical system so well, that, notwithstanding all the

labors of later botanists, nothing material could be added to

his sketch ; and, if this one page out of all the writings of

Ctesalpin remained, it would be enough to secure him an im-

mortal reputation."
2

Caesalpin, unfortunately, gave no figures
of plants, which may have been among the causes that his

system was so long overlooked.

36. The Historia Generalis Plantarum by Dalechamps, in

1587, contains 2,731 figures; many of which, how- Dniechamps ;

ever, appear to be repetitions. These are divided Baul"n -

into eighteen classes, according to their form and size, but

with no natural method. His work is imperfect and faulty :

1
Sprengel, 407 ; Biogr. Univ.

;
Pulte- logic! specimen, quod licet imperfecturn

ney. Bit, ingeim tuinen suninii monumentum
2
Biogr. Univ. Sprengel, after giving et aliorum omnium ad Cisertneriuni Uqu

an analysis of the system of Csesalpin, exemplar est." p. 430.

concludes: "En primi systematis carpo-
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most of the descriptions are borrowed from his predecessors.
1

Tabernasmontanus, in a book in the German language, has

described 5,800 species, and given 2,480 figures.
2 The Phy-

topinax of Gerard Bauhin (Basle, 1596) is the first important
work of one, who, in conjunction with his brother John, la-

bored for forty years in the advancement of botanical know-

ledge. It is a catalogue of 2,460 plants, including, among about
250 others that were new, the first accurate description of the

potato, which, as he informs us, was already cultivated in

Italy.
3

37. Gerard's Herbal, published in 1597, was formed on

Gerard's the basis of Dodoens, taking in much from Lobel
Herbal. an(j Qusius : the figures are from the blocks used

by Tabecnaemontanus. It is not now esteemed at all by
botanists, at least in this first edition ;

"
but," says Pulteney,

" from its being well timed, from its comprehending almost

the whole of the subjects then known, by being written in

English, and ornamented with a more numerous set of figures
than had ever accompanied any work of the kind in this

kingdom, it obtained great repute."
4

SECT. III. ON ANATOMY AND MEDICINE.

Fallopiua, Eustachius, and other Anatomists State of Medicine.

38. FEW sciences were so successfully pursued in this

Anatomy: period as that of anatomy. If it was impossible to

Faiiopina. snatch from Vesalius the pre-eminent glory that be-

longs to him as almost its creator, it might still be said that

two men now appeared, who, had they lived earlier, would

probably have gone as far, and who, by coming later, were
enabled to go beyond him. These were Fallopius and Eusta-

chius, both Italians. The former is, indeed, placed by Sprengel
even above Vesalius, and reckoned the first anatomist of the

sixteenth century. No one had understood that delicate part
of the human structure, the organ of hearing, so well as

Fallopius, though even he left much for others. He added

Sprengel, 432. Sprengel, 451.
*

Id., 496. < Ilist. Sketch, p. 122.
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several to the list of muscles, and made some discoveries in

the intestinal and generative organs.
1

39. Eustachius, though on the whole inferior to Fallopius,
went beyond him in the anatomy of the ear ; in which

, . n i ,
*

, . ,-w /. Eustachius.
a canal, as is well known, bears his name. One ot

his biographers has gone so far as to place him above every
anatomist for the number of bis discoveries. He has treated

very well of the teeth, a subject little understood before ; and
was the first to trace the vena azygos through all its ramifi

cations. No one, as yet, had exhibited the structure of the

human kidneys ; Vesalius having examined them only in

dogs.
2 The scarcity of human subjects was, in fact, an irre-

sistible temptation to take upon trust the identity between

quadrupeds and man, which misled the great anatomists of

the sixteenth century.
3

Comparative anatomy was therefore

not yet promoted to its real dignity, both as an indispensable

part of natural history, and as opening the most conclusive

and magnificent views of teleology. Goiter, an ana-

tomist born in Holland, but who passed his life in

Italy, Germany, and France, was perhaps the first to describe

the skeletons of several animals ; though Belon, as we have

seen, had views far beyond his age in what is strictly compa-
rative anatomy. Goiter's work bears the date of 1575 : in

1566 he had published one on human osteology, where that

of the foetus is said to be first described, though some
attribute this merit to Fallopius. Goiter is called in the

Biographic Universelle one of the creators of pathological

anatomy.
40. Columbus (De Re Anatomica, Venice, 1559), the

successor of Vesaiius at Padua, and afterwards pro- _
. i i T Columbus.

lessor at Pisa and Kome, has announced the discovery
of several muscles, and given the name of v&iner to the small

bone which sustains the cartilage of the nose, and which Vesa-

lius had taken for a mere process of the sphenoid. Columbus,

though too arrogant in censuring his great predecessor, gene-

rally follows him.4 Arantius, in 1571, is among the first who
made known the anatomy of the gravid uterus and the struc-

1 Portal
; Sprengcl, Hist, de la Mede- send a living criminal to the anatomists,

cine. quern interfichnus noxtro motto rt ann-
1 Portal. tomisamus. Sprengel suggests that " nos-
* The church had a repugnance to tro modo " meant by opium : but tiiH

permit the dissection of dead bodies : but seems to be merely a conjecture. Hist.

i'allopius tells us that the Duke of Tus- de la Medeclne, iv. 11.

cany was sometimes obliging enough to 4
Portal, i. 541.
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ture of the foetus.
1 He was also conversant, as Vidius, a pro-

fessor at Paris, of Italian birth, as early as 1542, had already-

been, with the anatomy of the brain. But this was much

improved by Varoli in his Anatomia, published in 1573, who
traced the origin of the optic nerves, and gave a better ac-

count than any one before him of the eye and of the voice.

Piccolomini (Anatomise Praelectiones, 1586) is one of the first

who described the cellular tissue, and, in other respects, has

made valuable observations. Ambrose Pare, a French sur-

geon, is deemed the founder of chirurgic science, at least in

that country. His works were first collected in 1561 ; but his

treatise on gunshot-wounds is as old as 1545. Several other

names are mentioned with respect by the historians of medicine

and anatomy ; such as those of Alberti, Benivieni, Donatus,
and Schank. Never, says Portal, were anatomy and surgery
better cultivated, with more emulation or more encouragement,
than about the end of the sixteenth century. A long list of

minor discoveries in the human frame are recorded by this

writer and by Sprengel. It will be readily understood, that

he gives these names, which of itself it is rather an irksome

labor to enumerate, with no other object, than that none of

those, who by their ability and diligence carried forward the

landmarks of human knowledge, should miss, in a history of

general literature, of their meed of remembrance. We re-

Circuiation
8fcrve to tne next period those passages in the anato-

ofthe mists of this age which have seemed to anticipate

the great discovery that immortalizes the name of

Harvey.
41. These continual discoveries in the anatomical structure

medicinal of man tended to guide and correct the theory of
science. medicine. The observations of this period became

more acute and accurate. Those of Plater and Foresti, espe-

cially the latter, are still reputed classical in medical litera-

ture. Prosper Alpinus may be deemed the father, in modern

times, of diagnostic science.2 Plater, in his Praxis Medica,
made the first, though an imperfect, attempt at a classification

of diseases. Yet the observations made in this age, and the

whole practical system, are not exempt from considerable

faults : the remedies were too topical ; the symptoms of disease

were more regarded than its cause ; the theory was too simple

>
Portal, vol ii. p. 3. *

Sprengel, ill 178.
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and general ; above all, a great deal of credulity and supersti-
tion prevailed in the art.

1

Many among the first in science

believed in demoniacal possessions and sorcery, or in astro-

logy. This was most common in Germany, where the school

of Paracelsus, discreditably to the national understanding,
exerted much influence. The best physicians of the century
were either Italian or French.

42. Notwithstanding the bigoted veneration for Hippocra-
tes that most avowed, several physicians, not at all adhering
to Paracelsus, endeavored to set up a rational experience

against the Greek school, when they thought them at variance.

Joubert of Montpellier, in his Paradoxes (1566), was a bold

innovator of tliis class ; but many of his paradoxes are now
established truths. Botal of Asti, a pupil of Fallopius, intro-

duced the practice of venesection on a scale before unknown,
but prudently aimed to show that Hippocrates was on his side.

The faculty of medicine, however, at Paris, condemned it as

erroneous and very dangerous. His method, nevertheless,

had great success, especially in Spain.
2

SECT. IV. ON OBIEXTA.L LITERATURE.

43. THIS is a subject over which, on account of my total

ignorance of Eastern languages, I am glad to hasten.

The first work that appears after the middle of the

century is a grammar of the Syriac, Chaldee, and t^
T
!*~

Rabbinical, compared with the Arabic and Ethiopic

languages, which Angelo Cauini, a man as great in Oriental

as in Grecian learning, published at Paris in 1554. In the

next year, Widmandstadt gave, from the press of Vienna,
the first edition of the Syriac version of the New Testament.*

Several lexicons and grammars of this tongue, which is in

fact only a dialect not far removed from the Chaldee, though
in a different alphabetical character, will be found in the

* Sprengel. 156. Eichhora, T. 435. In this edition th
* Id., iii. p. 215. Syriac text alone appeared: Henry Ste
* Schelhom. AmeenitatesLiterarisp. xiii. phens reprinted it with the Greek and

234 : Biogr. t'niverselle; Andrea, xix. 46 ;
with two Latin .

VOL. II. 22
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bibliographical writers. The Syriac may be said to have been
now fairly added to the literary domain. The Antwerp
Polyglot of Arias Montanus, besides a complete Chaldee para-

phrase of the Old Testament, the Complutensiaa having only
contained the Pentateuch, gives the New Testament in Syriac,
as well as Pagnini's Latin translation of the Old. 1

44. The Hebrew language was studied, especially among
Hebrew the German Protestants, to a considerable extent, if
critics. we mav judge from the number of grammatical
works published within this period. Among these, Morhof
selects the Erotemata Linguae Hebneoe by Neander, printed
at Basle in 1567. Tremellius, Chevalier, and Drusius among
Protestants, Masius and Clarius in the Church of Rome, are

the most conspicuous names. The first, an Italian refugee, is

chiefly known by his translation of the Bible into Latin, in

which he was assisted by Francis Junius. The second, a

native of France, taught Hebrew at Cambridge, and was there

the instructor of Drusius, whose father had emigrated In tin

Flanders, on the ground of religion. Drusius himself, after-

wards professor of Hebrew at the University of Franeker, has

left writings of more permanent reputation than most other

Hebraists of the sixteenth century : they relate chiefly to bi-

blical criticism and Jewish antiquity, and several of them have
a place in the Critici Sacri and in the collection of Ugolini.

2

Clarius is supposed to have had some influence on the decree

of the Council of Trent, asserting the authenticity of the Vul-

gnte.
3 Calasio was superior probably to them all ; but his

principal writings do not belong to this period. No large

proportion of the treatises published by Ugolini ought, so far

as I know their authors, to be referred to the sixteenth

century.
45. The Hebrew language had been early studied in

it* study in Englandy though there has been some controversy as
England. to toe extent of the knowledge which the first trans-

lators of the Bible possessed. We find that both Chevalier

1
Andres, xix. 49. The whole edition the Critici Sacri. Hist. Critique du V. T.,

is richer in materials than that of Xiuie- p. 498
; Biogr. Dniv. ; Blount.

nee. 3 Clarius. according to Simon, knew
s Drusius is extolled by all critics Hebrew but indifferently, nd does little

except Scaliger (ScaligeranaSecunda), who more than copy Munster, whose observa-
seems to have conceived one of his per- tions are too full of Judaism, as he con-
onal prejudices against the Franeker suited no interpreters but the rabbinical

professor, and depreciates his moral cha- writers. M.i-ins. the same author says,
nctei. Simon thinks Drusius the most is very learned, but has the like fault of

iinl julivuiiLi writer we find in dealing iu rabbinical expositions. p. 499.
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read lectures on Hebrew at Cambridge not long after the

queen's accession, and bis disciple Drusius at Oxford, from
1572 to 1576.1

Hugh Broughton was a deeply learned

rabbinical scholar. I do not know that we could produce any
other name of marked reputation ; and we find that the fir.-t

Hebrew types, employed in any considerable number, appear
in 1592. These are in a book not relating directly to lie-

brew, Rheses Institutiones Linguae Cambro-Britannicae. But
a few Hebrew characters, very rudely cut in wood, are found

in Wakefield's Oration, printed as early as 1524.2

46. The Syriac and Chaldee were so closely related to

Hebrew, both as languages and in the theological .
7 c

, . , , i -i i Arabic oe-

purposes for which they were studied, that they did gins to be

not much enlarge the field of Oriental literature.
*

The most copious language, and by far the most fertile of

books, was the Arabic. A few slight attempts at introducing
a knowledge of this had been made before the middle of the

century. An Arabic as well as Syriac press at Vienna was
first due to the patronage of Ferdinand L, in 1554; but, for a
considerable time, no fruit issued from it. But the increasing
zeal of Rome for the propagation of its faith, both among
infidels and schismatics, gave a larger sweep to the cultivation

of Oriental languages. Gregory XHL founded a Maronite

college at Rome, in 1584, for those Syrian Christians of Liba-

nus who had united themselves to the Catholic Church ; the

Cardinal Medici, afterwards Grand Duke of Florence, esta-

blished an Oriental press, about 1580, under the superintend-
ence of John Baptista Raimondi; and Sixtus V., in 1588,
that of the Vatican, which, though principally designed for

early Christian literature, was possessed of types for the

chief Eastern languages. Hence the Arabic, hitherto almost

neglected, began to attract more attention; the Gospels in

tliat language were published at Rome in 1590 or 15'Jl ;

some works of Euclid and Avicenna had preceded ; one 'or1

two elementary books on grammar appeared in Germany ;

and several other publications belong to the last years of the

century.
3

Scaliger now entered upon the study of Arabic

with all his indefatigable activity. Yet, at the end of the

Wood's Hist, and Antiquities. In * Preface to Herbert's Typographical
1574 be was appointed to read publicly Antiquities.
in Syriac.

* Kchhom, T. 641, et alibi; TJraboerhl,
Tiii. Ida ; Ginguene, TO!, rii. p. 258.
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century, few had penetrated far into a region so novel and

extensive, and in which the subsidiary means of knowledge
were so imperfect. The early grammars are represented by
Eichhorn as being very indifferent; and, in fact, very few

Arabic books had been printed. The edition of the Koran

by Pagninus, in 1529, was unfortunately suppressed, as we
have before mentioned, by the zeal of the court of Rome.

Casaubon, writing to Scaliger in 1597, declares that no one

within his recollection had even touched with the tips of his

fingers that language, except Postel in a few rhapsodies ; and
that neither he nor any one else had written any thing on the

Persic.1
Gesner, however, in his Mithridates, 1558, had

given the Lord's Prayer in twenty-two languages ; to which
Rocca at Rome, in 1591, added three more; and Megiser
increased the number, in a book published next year at

Frankfort, to forty.
2

SECT. V. ON GEOGRAPHY.

Voyages In the Indies Those of the English Of Ortelins and others.

47. A MORE important accession to the knowledge of Eu-

Coiiection of r Pe aa ^ *ne res t- f the world, than had hitherto

wyages by been made through the press, is due to Ramusio, a

Venetian, who had filled respectable offices under
the republic. He published, in 1550, the first volume of his

well-known collection of Travels; the second appeared in 1559 ;

and the third, in 1565. They have been reprinted several

times, and all the editions are not equally complete. No gene-
ral collection of travels had hitherto been published, except
the Novus Orbis of Grynaeus ; and though the greater part,

perhaps, of those included in Ramusio's three volumes had

appeared separately, others came forth for the first time.

The Africa of Leo Africanus, a baptized Moor, with which

1 " Nostra autem memoria, qui eas iin- memini neque ille, neque alius quisquam
guas vel axpift. quod aiunt, OOKTU^W atti- yel ypv TO fayo/ievov,'" Epist. ciii.

gerit, novi neminem, nisi quod Postellum 2
Biogr. Univ., arts.

"
Megiser

" and
nesdo quid muginatum ease de lingua

" Rocca. "

Arabic* memini. Sed ilia quaui tenuia, 8
Biogr. Univ.

quaui exilKi! de ('er.-4ci, quod cquidem
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Ramusio begins, is among these ; and it is upon this work
that such knowledge as we possessed, till very recent times,
as to the interior of that continent, was almost entirely founded.

Ramusio. in the remainder of this volume, gives many voy-

ages in Africa, the East Indies, and Indian Archipelago, in-

cluding two accounts of Magellan's circumnavigation of the

world, and one of Japan, which had very lately been dis-

covered. The second volume is dedicated to travels through
Northern Europe and Asia, beginning with that of Marco

Polo, including also the curious, though very questionable,

voyage of the Zeni brothers, about 1400, to some unknown

region north of Scotland. In the third volume, we find the

conquests of Cortes and Pizarro, with all that had already
been printed of the excellent work of Hernando d'Oviedo on
the Western World. Few subsequent collections of voyages
are more esteemed for the new matter they contain than that

of Ramusio.1

48. The importance of such publications as that of Ramu-
sio was soon perceived, not only in the stimulus they curiosity

gave to curiosity or cupidity towards following up ***&

the paths of discovery, but in calling the attention

of reflecting minds, such as Bodin and Montaigne, to so copi-
ous a harvest of new facts illustrating the physical and social

character of the human species. But from the want of a

rigid investigation, or more culpable reasons, these early nar-

ratives are mingled with much falsehood, and misled some of

the more credulous philosophers almost as often as they en-

larged their knowledge.
49. The story of the Portuguese conquests in the East,

more varied and almost as wonderful as romance, other

was recounted in the Asia of Joam de Barros (1552),
T0-T8 e8

and in that of C'astanheda in the same and two ensuing years :

these have never been translated. The great voyage of Ma-

gellan had been written by one of his companions, Pigafetta,
This was first published in Italian in 1556. The History of

the Indies, by Acosta, in 1590, may perhaps belong more

strictly to other departments of literature than to geography.
50. The Romish missionaries, especially the Jesuits, spread

themselves with intrepid zeal during this period Accounts

over infidel nations. Things strange to European
of China-

Biogr. UnlT.
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prejudice, the books, the laws, the rites, the manners, the

dresses, of those remote people, were related by them on their

return, for the most part orally, but sometimes through the

press. The vast empire of China, the Cathay of Marco Polo,
over which an air of fabulous mystery had hung, and which
is delineated in the old maps with much ignorance of its posi-
tion and extent, now first was brought within the sphere of

European knowledge. The Portuguese had some traffic to

Canton ; but the relations they gave were uncertain, till, in

1577, two Augustine friars persuaded a Chinese officer to

take them into the country. After a residence of four months,

they returned to Manilla ; and, in consequence of their reports,

Philip II. sent, in 1580, an embassy to the court of Pekin.
The History of China by Mendoza, as it is called, contains

all the knowledge that the Spaniards were able to collect by
these means; and it may be said, on comparison with later

books on the same subject, to be as full and ample an account

of China as could have been given in such circumstances.

This book was published in 1585 ; and from that time, but no

earlier, do we date our acquaintance with that empire.
1 Maf-

fei, in his History of India, threw all the graces of a pure
Latin style over his description of the East. The first part
of a scarce and curious collection of voyages to the two In-

indiaand dies, with the names of De Bry and Merian as its
Russia.

editors, appeared at Frankfort in 1590. Six other

volumes were published at intervals down to 1634. Posse-

vin, meantime, told us more of a much nearer state, Muscovy,
than was before familiar to Western Europe, though the first

information had been due to England.
51. The spirit of lucre vied with that of religion in pene

English trating unknown regions. In this, the English have

i^hl
6"68 most to koast : ti^y were the fi^ to

p
ass the *cy

Northern Cape, and anchor their ships in the White Sea. This

was in the famous voyage of Chancellor in 1553.

Anthony Jenkinson soon afterwards, through the heart of

Russia, found his way to Bokhara and Persia. They followed

up the discoveries of Cabot in North America; and, before

the end of the century, had ascertained much of the coasts

about Labrador and Hudson's Bay, as well as those of Vir-

ginia, the first colony. These English voyages were recorded

1
Biogr. Univ. This was translated into believe it to be the same work, but hare

English by R Parke in 1588
;

at least I never seen the original.
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in the three parts of the Collection of Voyages, by Hakluyt,
published in 1598, 1599, and 1600. Drake, second to Ma-

gellan in that bold enterprise, traversed the circumference of

the world ; and the reign of Elizabeth, quite as much as any
later age, bears witness to the intrepidity and skill, if not

strictly to the science, of our sailors. For these undaunted

navigators, traversing the unexplored wildernesses of ocean
in small ill-built vessels, had neither any effectual assistance

from charts, nor the means of making observations them-

selves, or of profiting by those of others. Hence, when we
come to geographical knowledge, in the proper sense of the

word, we find it surprisingly scanty, even at the close of

the sixteenth century.
52. It had not, however, been neglected, so far as a multi-

plicity of books could prove a regard to it. Orte- eographi
lius, in his Theatrum Orbis Terrarum (the first

)

al *'

]

?oks:

edition of which was in 1570, augmented afterwards

by several maps of later dates), gives a list of about 150 geo-

graphical treatises, most of them subsequent to 1560. Hig
own work is the first general atlas since the revival of letters,

and has been justly reckoned to make an epoch in geography;
being the basis of all collections of maps since formed, and

deserving, it is said, even yet to be consulted, notwithstanding
the vast progress of our knowledge of the earth. 1 The maps
in the later editions of the sixteenth century bear various

dates. That of Africa is of 1590 ; and, though the outline is

tolerably given, we do not find the Mauritius Isles ; while the

Nile is carried almost to the Cape of Good Hope, and made
to issue from a great lake. In the map of America, dated

1587, the outline on the N. E. side contains New France,
with the city of Canada ; the St. Lawrence traverses the

country, but without lakes ; Florida is sufficiently distin

guished, but the intervening coast is loosely laid down.

Estotiland, the supposed discovery of the Zeni, appears to the

north, and Greenland beyond. The outline of South Ame-
rica is worse, the southern parts covering nearly as much

longitude as the northern, -an error which was in some
measure diminished in a map of 1603. An immense solid

land, as in all the older maps, connects Terra del Fuego with

New Guinea. The delineation of the southern coasts of Asia

1 Biogr. Univ.
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is not very bad, even in the earlier maps of Ortelius ; but some

improvement is perceived in his knowledge of China and the

adjacent seas in that of the world, given in the edition of

1588. The maps of Europe in Ortelius are chiefly defective

as to the countries on the Baltic Sea and Russia ; but there ig

a general incorrectness of delineation, which must strike the

eye at once of any person slightly experienced in geography.
53. Gerard Mercator, a native of the Duchy of Juliers,

where he passed the greater part of his life, was perhaps supe-
rior to Ortelius. His fame is most diffused by the invention

of a well-known mode of delineating hydrographical charts, in

which the parallels and meridians intersect each other at right

angles. The first of these was published in 1569 ; but the

principle of the method was not understood till Edward

Wright, in 1599, explained it in his Correction of Errors in

Navigation.
1 The Atlas of Mercator, in an edition of 1598,

which contains only part of Europe, is superior to that of

Ortelius ; and as to England, of which there had been maps
published by Lluyd in 1569, and by Saxton in 1580, it may
be reckoned very tolerably correct. Lluyd's map, indeed, is

published in the Atlas of Ortelius. But, in the northern

regions of Europe, we still find a mass of arbitrary, erroneous

conjecture.
54. Botero, the Piedmontese Jesuit mentioned in another

place, has given us a cosmography, or general description of

as much of the world as was then known, entitled Rcla/ioni

Universal! : the edition I have seen is undated, but he men-
tions the discovery of Nova Zembla in 1594. His knowledge
of Asia is very limited, and chiefly derived from Marco Polo.

China, he says, extends from 17 J
to 52 of latitude, and has

22 J
of longitude. Japan is 60 leagues from China, and 150

from America. The coasts, Botero observes, from Bengal to

China, are so dangerous, that two or three are lost out of

every four ships ; but the master who succeeds in escaping
these perils is sure to make his fortune.

55. But the best map of the sixteenth century is one of

uncommon rarity, which is found in a very few copies of the

first edition of Hakluyt's Voyages. This contains Davis's

Straits (Fretum Davis), Virginia by name, and the Lake
Ontario. The coast

pi'
Chili is placed more correctly than

1
Montucla, ii. <!51

; Biogr. Univ., art. "Mercator. "
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in the prior maps of Ortelius ; and it is noticed in the margin,
that this trending of the coast, less westerly than had been

supposed, was discovered by Drake in 1577, and confirmed by
Sarmiento and Cavendish. The huge Terra Australis of the
old geography is left out. Corea is represented near its

place, and China with some degree of correctness ; even the

north coast of New Holland is partially traced. The Strait of

Anian, which had been presumed to divide Asia from Ameri-
ca, has disappeared ; while a marginal note states that the

distance between those two continents in latitude 38 is not

less than 1,200 leagues. The Ultra-Indian region is inaccu-

rate ; the Sea of Aral is still unknown ; and little pains have
been taken with Central and Northern Asia. But, upon the

whole, it represents the utmost b'mit of geographical know-

ledge at the close of the sixteenth century, and far excels the

maps in the edition of Ortelius at Antwerp in 1588.1

SECT. VI. ON HISTORY.

56. THE history of Italy by Guicciardini, though it is more

properly a work of the first p:irt of the century, was Gniccisr-

not published till 1564. It is well known for the dini -

solidity of the reflections, the gravity and impartiality with

which it is written, and the prolixity of the narration ; a fault,

however, frequent and not unpardonable in historians contem-

porary and familiar with the events they relate. If the siege
of Pisa in 1508 appeared so uninteresting a hundred years
afterwards, as to be the theme of ridicule with Boccalini, it

was far otherwise to the citizens of Florence soon after the

time. Guicciardini has generally held the first place among
Italian historians, though he is by no means equal in literary
merit to Machiavel. Adriani. whose continuation of Guicci-

ardini extends to 1574, is little read; nor does he seem to be

much recommended by style. No other historian of that

country need be mentioned lor works published within the

sixteenth century.

i [This map is in the British Museum. 1842.]
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57. The French have ever been distinguished for those

French personal memoirs of men more or less conversant
memoirs. wjth pukijc ufe? to wnich Philip de Comines led the

way. Several that fell within this period are deserving of

being read, not only for their relation of events, with which
we do not here much concern ourselves, but for a lively style,
and occasionally for good sense and acute thinking. Those
of Montiuc may be praised for the former. Spain had a con-

siderable historian in Mariana, twenty books of whose history-
were published in Latin in 1592, and five more in 1595 : the

concluding five books do not fall within the century. The

style is vigorous and classical, the thoughts judicious. Bu-
chanan's History of Scotland has already been praised for the

purity of its language. Few modern histories are more redo-

lent of an antique air. We have nothing to boast in Eng-
land : our historical works of the Elizabethan age are mere

chronicles, and hardly good even as such. Nor do I know

any Latin historians of Germany or the Low Countries who,
as writers, deserve our attention.

SECT. VII. GENERAL STATE OP LITERATURE.

58. THE great Italian universities of Bologna, Padua, Pisa,

Universities and Pavia, seem to have lost nothing of their lustre
in Italy.

throughout the century. New colleges, new build-

ings in that stately and sumptuous architecture which distin-

guishes this period, bore witness to a continual patronage,
and a public demand for knowledge. It is true that the best

days of classical literature had passed away in Italy. But
the revival of theological zeal, and of those particular studies

which it fostered, might perhaps more than compensate, in

its effect on the industry of the learned, for this decline of

philology. The sciences also of medicine and mathematics

attracted many more students than before. The Jesuit col-

leges, and those founded by Gregory XIII., have been already
mentioned. They were endowed at a large expense in that

palmy state of the Roman see.
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59. Universities were founded at Altdorf and Leyden in

1575, at Helmstadt in 1576. Others of less im- in other

portance began to exist in the same age. The coin* 58-

University of Edinburgh derives its origin from the charter of

James in 1582. Those of Oxford and Cambridge, reviving,
as we have seen, after a severe shook at the accession of Eli-

zabeth, continued, through her reign, to be the seats of a

progressive and solid erudition. A few colleges were founded

in this age. I should have wished to give some sketch of

the mode of instruction pursued in these two universities;

but sufficient materials have not fallen in my way : what I

have been able to glean has already been given to the reader

in some pages of the first volume. It was the common practice
at Oxford, observed in form down to this century, that every
candidate for the degree of bachelor of arts, independently
of other exercises, should undergo an examination (become

absolutely nominal) in the five sciences of grammar, logic,

rhetoric, ethics, and geometry ; every one for that of master of

arts, in the additional sciences of physics, metaphysics, Hebrew,
and some more. These were probably the ancient trivium and

quadrivium ; enlarged, perhaps after the sixteenth century,

according to the increase of learning and the apparent neces-

sity of higher qualifications.
1 But it would be, I conceive, a

great mistake to imagine that the requisitions for academical

degrees were ever much insisted upon. The universities sent

forth abundance of illiterate graduates in every age ; and as

they had little influence, at least of a favorable sort, either on

philosophy or polite literature, we are not to overrate their

importance in the history of the intellectual progress of

mankind.2

60. Public libraries were considerably enlarged during this

period. Those of Rome, Ferrara, and Florence, in
Libraries

Italy, of Vienna and Heidelberg in Germany, stood

much above any others. Sixtus V. erected the splendid

Repository of the Vatican. Philip II. founded that of the

Escurial, perhaps after 1580, and collected books with great
labor and expense ; all who courted the favor of Spain con-

i f"The quadrivials I mean arith- * Lord Bacon animadverts (De Cogi-

metic, music, geometry, and astronomy tatis et Visis) on the fetters which the
are now little regarded in either of the universities imposed ,on the investigation

universities." Harrison's Description of of truth; and Morkof ascribes the esta-

England, p. 252. Hence we may infer, blishment of the academies in Italy to

that the more modern division in use at the narrow and pedantic spirit of the
Oxford was made after his time. 1842. j universities. 1. i. c. 14.
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tributing also by presents of rarities.
1 Ximenes had esta-

blished the library of Alcala
;

and that of Salamanca is

likewise more ancient than this of the Escurial. Every king
of France took a pride in adding to the Royal Library of Paris.

By an ordinance of 1556, a copy of every book printed with

privilege was to be deposited in this library. It was kept
at Fontainebleau, but transferred to Paris in 1595. During
the civil wars, its progress was slow.- The fir*t Prince of

Orange founded the public library of Leyden, which shortly
became one of the best in Europe. The catalogue was pub-
lished in 1597. That bequeathed by Humphrey, Duke of

Gloucester, to the University of Oxford, Mas dispersed in

the general havoc made under Edward VI. At the close of the

century, the university had no public library. But Sir Thomas

Bodley had already, in 1597, made the generous offer of pre-

senting his own, which was carried into effect in the first years
of the ensuing age.

3 In the colleges, there were generally
libraries. If we could believe Scaliger, these were good : but

he had never been in England ; and there is no reason, I

believe, to estimate them highly.
4

Archbishop Parker had

founded, or at least greatly enlarged, the public library of

Cambridge. Many private persons of learning and opulence
had formed libraries in England under Elizabeth, some of

which still subsist in the mansions of ancient families. I

incline to believe, that there was at least as competent a stock

of what is generally called learning among our gentry as in

any continental kingdom : their education was more literary,
their habits more peaceable, their religion more argumentative.

1
Mariana, In a long passage wherein dious habits, a reproach that has been

he describes the Escurial palace, gives very slowly effaced. I have often been
this account of the library :

" Vestibule astonished, in considering this, that so

bibliotheca impo.sita, major! longitudiae much learning was really acquired,
oninino pedum centum octoginta quiu-

2
.lugler's Hist. Ijteraria, c. iii. t. 5.

que, lata pedes triginta duos, Jibros servat This very laborious work of the middle of

praesertim Graecos manuscriptos, prseci- the last century contains the most ample
pu plerosque vetustatis; qui ex onmi- account of public libraries throughout
biw Europse partibus ad famam novi Europe that I have been able to timl.

opens inogno mimero confluxerunt : auro The German libraries, with the two ex-

n-riusiores thesauri, ilisfni t/iiorum evol- ceptions of Vienna and Heidelberg, do not
nidorum major eritditis hominibus facitl- seem to have become of much importance
w conlingfret. Quod tnim ex captivis in the sixteenth century.
t tnajestate revinrtis literis emolumm- s Wood's Hist, and Ant., p. 922.

um?" De Rt'ge et Regis Institution!-, 4
Scjilig. Sec.und.-i, p. 23U. ' De mon

. iii. c. 10. The nble freedom of Ma- temps." he says, in the same place.
"

il y
riana breaks out, we see, in the midst of avoit a Jxmdres douze bibliotheques rvi-
his praise of royal munificence. Few, pli'tes, et a Paris quatre-vingt." I do not
If any libraries, except those of the unl- profess to understand this epithet,

versities, were accessible to men of stu-
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Perhaps we should make an exception for Italy, in which

the spirit of collecting libraries was more prevalent.
1

61. The last forty years of the sixteenth century were a

period of uninterrupted peace in Italy. Notwith- coupon,,

standing the pressure of governments always jealous,
of antiqui-

and sometimes tyrannical, it is manifest that at least

the states of Venice and Tuscany had grown in wealth, and
in the arts that attend it. Those who had been accustomed to

endure the license of armies found a security in the rule of

law which compensated for many abuses. Hence that sort

of property, which is most exposed to pillage, became again
a favorite acquisition ; and, among the costly works of art

which adorned the houses of the wealthy, every relic of anti-

quity found its place. Gems and medals, which the books of

Vico and Erizzo had taught the owners to arrange and to

appreciate, were sought so eagerly, that according to Hubert
Goltzius, as quoted by Pinkerton, there were in Italy 380 ol

such collections. The marbles and bronzes, the inscriptions
of antiquity, were not less in request; and the well-known

word virtuosi, applied to these lovers of what was rare and
beautiful in art or nature, bespoke the honor m which their

pursuits were held. The luxury of literature displayed itself

in scarce books, elegant impressions, and sumptuous bindings.
62. Among the refined gentlemen who devoted to these

graceful occupations their leisure and their riches, p^
none was more celebrated than Gian Vincenzio

Pinelli. He was born of a good family at Naples in 1538.

A strong thirst for knowledge, and the consciousness that his

birth exposed him to difficulties and temptations at home
which might obstruct his progress, induced him to seek, at the

age of twenty-four, the University of Padua, at that time

the renowned scene of learning and of philosophy.
2 In this

city he spent forty-three years, the remainder of his life.

His father was desirous that he should practise the law ; but,

after a short study of this, Pinelli resumed his favorite pur-
suits. His fortune, indeed, was sufficiently large to render

1 [Morhof, i. 3, mentions several large musarum studiis aptiore, non preventu-
private libraries in Italy and France : rum .*ese ad eam gloriae nietam quam
that of the vounger Aldus Manutius con- sibi destinaverat, ideo gvmnasii Patavini
tained 80,000 volumes. 1*42]. fema pennotus." &c. ualdi,Vita Pinelli.

1 '' Animajverterat autern hie noster, This Life by a contemporary, or nearly
domi, inter amplexus parentum et fa- such, is republished in the Vitae Ulus-
miliarium obsequia, IB urbe deliciarum triuin Viroruin by Bates.

plena, militaribus et equestribu.-. quam
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any sacrifice of them unreasonable ; and it may have been
out of dislike of his compulsory reading, that, in forming tin's

vast library, he excluded works of jurisprudence. This library
was collected by the labor of many years. The catalogues
of the Frankfort fairs, and those of the principal booksellers

in Italy, were diligently perused by Pinelli ; nor did any
work of value appear from the press on either side of the

Alps which he did not instantly add to his shelves. This

great library was regularly arranged ; and, though he did not

willingly display its stores to the curious and ignorant, they
were always accessible to scholars. He had also a considerable

museum of globes, maps, mathematical instruments, and fos-

sils
; but he only collected the scarcer coins. In his manners,

Pinelli was a finely polished gentleman, but of weak health,
and for this cause devoted to books, and seldom mingling with

gay society, nor even belonging to the literary academies of

the city, but carrying on an extensive correspondence, and

continually employed in writing extracts or annotations. Yet
he has left nothing that has been published. His own house

was, as it were, a perpetual academy, frequented by the

learned of all nations. If Pinelli was not a man of great

genius, nor born to be of much service to any science, we may
still respect him for a love of learning and a nobleness of

spirit which has preserved his memory.
1

63. The literary academies of Italy continued to flourish

Italian even more thaii before : many new societies of the
academies, game kind were founded. Several existed at Flo-

rence ; but all others have been eclipsed by the Delia Crusca,
established in 1582. Those of another Tuscan city, which
had taken the lead in such literary associations, did not

long survive its political independence : the jealous spirit of

Cosmo extinguished the Rozzi of Sienna in 1568. In gov-
ernments as suspicious as those of Italy, the sort of secrecy

belonging, to these meetings, and the encouragement they

gave to a sentiment of mutual union, might appear sufficient

reasons for watchfulness. We have seen how the Academy
of Modena was broken up on the score of religion. That of

Venice, perhaps for the same reason, was dissolved by the

senate in 1561, and did not revive till 1593. These, how-

1 Qualdi ; Tiraboschi, yi. 214. The 11- wards. That long since formed by one

br.-iry of PinelU wig dispersed and in great of his family is wq}l known to book col

part destroyed V>) pirates not long after- lectors.
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ever, were exceptions to the rule ; and it was the general

policy of governments to cherish in the nobility a love of

harmless amusements. All Lombardy and Ilomagna were
full of academies : they were frequent in the Kingdom of

Naples and in the ecclesiastical states.
1

They are a remarka-
ble feature in the social condition of Italy, and could not

have existed perhaps in any other country. They were the

encouragers of a numismatic and lapidary erudition, elegant
in itself, and throwing for ever its little sparks of light on the

still ocean of the past, but not very favorable to comprehen-
sive observation, and tending to bestow on an unprofitable

pedantry the honors of real learning. This, indeed, is the

inherent vice of all literaiy societies, accessible too frequently
to those who, for amusement or fashion's sake, love as much

knowledge as can be reached with facility, and from the na-

ture of their transactions seldom capable of affording scope
for any extensive research.

64. No academy or similar institution can be traced at this

time, as far as I know, in France or Germany. But
. .' , f .

J
. Society of

it is deserving ot remark, that one sprung up in Antiqua-

England, not indeed of the classical and polite cha- v
es

,i d
racter that belonged to the Infiammati of Padua, or

the Delia Crusca of Florence, yet useful in its objects and

honorable alike to its members and to the country. This was
the Society of Antiquaries, founded by Archbishop Parker in

1572. Their object was the preservation of ancient docu-

ments, illustrative of history, which the recent dissolution of

religious houses and the shameful devastation attending it had

exposed to great peril. They intended also, by the reading
of papers at their meetings, to keep alive the love and know-

ledge of English antiquity. In the second of these objects,

this society was more successful than in the first: several

short dissertations, chiefly by Arthur Agard, their most ac-

tive member, have been afterwards published. The Society

comprised very reputable names, especially of lawyers, and

continued to meet till early in the reign of Jarnes, who, from

some jealousy, thought fit to dissolve it.
2

1
Tiraboschi, viii. 125-179, is so full on very little to what he found in his pre-

this subject, that I have not recourse to decessor.

the other writers who have, sometimes * See Life of Agard, in Biogr. Brit,

with great prolixity, investigated a sub- and in Chalmers. But the best account

ject more interesting in its details to is in the Introduction to the first volume
the Italians than to us Ginguen6 adds of the Archseologia. The present Society
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65. The chief cities on this side of the Alps, whence new
editions came forth, were Paris, Basle, Lyons, Ley-
dyn Antwerp, Brussels, Strasburg, Cologne, Heidel-

loguesof berg, Frankfort, Ingoldstadt, and Geneva. In all

these and in many other populous towns, booksellers,
who were generally also printers, were a numerous body.
In London, at least forty or fifty were contemporaneous pub-
lishers in the latter part of Elizabeth's reign ; but the number
elsewhere in England was very small. The new books on
the Continent, and within the Alps and Pyrenees, found

their principal mart at the annual Frankfort fairs. Cata-

logues of such books began to be published, according to

Beckmann, in 1554. 1 In a collective catalogue of all books

offered for sale at Frankfort, from 1564 to 1592, I find the

number in Latin, Greek, and German, to be about 16,000.
No Italian or French appear in this catalogue, being probably
reserved for another. Of theology in Latin there are 3,200 ;

and, in this department, the Catholic publications rather ex-

ceed the Protestant. But of the theology in the German lan-

guage, the number is 3,700, not one-fourth of which is Catholic.

Scarcely any mere German poetry appears, but a good deal in

both languages with musical notes. Law furnishes about

1,600 works. I reckon twenty-seven Greek and thirty-two
Latin grammars, not counting different editions of the same.

There are at least seventy editions of parts of Aristotle. The
German books are rather more than one-third of the whole.

Among the Latin I did not observe one book by a writer

of this island. In a compilation by Clessius, in 1602, purport-

ing to be a conspectus of the publications of the sixteenth cen-

tury, formed partly from catalogues of fairs, partly from those

of public libraries, we find, at least in the copy I have

examined, but which seems to want one volume, a much
smaller number of productions than in the former, but

probably with more selection. The books in modern lan-

guages are less than 1,000, half French, half Italian. In this

catalogue, also, the Catholic theology rather outnumbers the

of Antiquaries is the representative, but upon the plan of causing to be printed
after loug intermission, of this Elizabethan every fair a catalogue of all the new
progenitor. books, in which the size and printers'

1 Hist, of Inventions, iii. 120. "George names were marked." There seeius to

Wilier, whom some improperly call Vil- be some doubt whether the first year of

ler, and others Walter, a bookseller at these catalogues was 1554 or 1564 : the

Augsburg, who kept a large shop, and collection mentioned in the text leads us

frequented the Frankfort fairs, tir.it fell rather to suspect the latter.
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Protestant, which is perhaps not what we should have

expected to find.

66. These catalogues, in the total absence of literary jour-

nals, were necessarily the great means of coramu-
Litera

nicating to all the lovers of learning in Cisalpine corre-

Europe (for Italy had resources of her own) some 8P ndence -

knowledge of its progress. Another source of information

was the correspondence of scholars with each other. It was
their constant usage, far more than in modern times, to pre-
serve an epistolary intercourse. If their enmities were often

bitter, their contentions almost always violent, many beautiful

instances of friendship and sympathy might be adduced on the

other side : they deemed themselves a distinct caste, a priest-
hood of the same altar, not ashamed of poverty nor dis-

heartened by the world's neglect, but content with the praise
of those whom themselves thought worthy of praise, and

hoping something more from posterity than they obtained

from their own age.
67. We find several attempts at a literary, or rather

bibliographical, history of a higher character than
Biblio)Ta_

these catalogues. The Bibliotheca Universalis of phicai

Gesner was reprinted in 1574, with considerable
works -

enlargements by Simler. Conrad Lycosthenes afterwards

made additions to it, and Verdier published a supplement.
Verdier was also the author of a Bibliotheque Fran^aise, of

which the first edition appeared in 1584. Another, with the

same title, was published in the same year by La Croix
du Maine. Both these follow the strange alphabetical

arrangement by Christian instead of family names, so

usual in the sixteenth century. La Croix du Maine con-

fines himself to French authors ; but Verdier includes all

who had been translated. The former is valued for his

accuracy and for curious particulars in biography ; the

second, for the extracts lie has given. Doni pretended to

give a history of books in his Libreria ; but it has not obtained

much reputation, and falls, according to the testimony of those

who are acquainted with it, below the compilations above
mentioned.1

68. The despotism of the state, and far more of the

shurch, bore heavily on the press in Italy. Spain, mistress

1 Morhof
; Goujet ; Biogr. Univ.

VOL. n. 23
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of Milan and Naples, and Florence under Cosmo I., were

Restraints Jea^ous governments. Venice, though we are apt
on the to impute a rigid tyranny to its senate, appears

to have indulged rather more liberty of writing
on political topics to its subjects, on the condition, no

doubt, that they should eulogize the wisdom of the republic ;

and, comparatively to the neighboring regions of Italy, the

praise both of equitable and prudent government may be as-

cribed to that aristocracy. It had at least the signal merit of

keeping ecclesiastical oppression at a distance : a Venetian

might write with some freedom of the Papal court. One of the

accusations against Venice, in her dispute with Paul V., was
for allowing the publication of books that had been censured

at Rome.1

69. But Rome struck a fatal blow, and perhaps more

index EX- deadly than she intended, at literature in the Index
purgatorius.

Expurgatorius of prohibited books. It had long
been the regulation, that no book should be printed without

a previous license. This was, of course, a restraint on the

freedom of writing ; but it was less injurious to the trade of

the printer and bookseller than the subsequent prohibition
of what he had published or purchased at his own cost and
risk. The first list of books prohibited by the church was set

forth by Paul IV. in 1559. His Index includes all Bibles in

modern languages, enumerating forty-eight editions, chiefly

printed in countries still within the obedience of the church.

Sixty-one printers are put under a general ban ; all works of

every description from their presses being forbidden. Ste-

phens and Oporinus have the honor of being among these.2

This system was pursued and rigorously acted upon by the

successors of the imperious Caraffa. The Council of Trent
had its own list of condemned publications. Philip II. has

been said to have preceded the pope himself in a similar

proscription. Wherever the sway of Rome and Spain was

felt, books were unsparingly burned ; and to tin's cause is im-

puted the scarcity of many editions.

70. In its principle, which was apparently that of preserv-
ing obedience, the prohibitory system might seem to

Ite effects. n / i

have untouched many great walks ot learning and

1 Ranke, ii. 330. oo prohibited books here quoted are full
1
Schelhorn, Amoenit. Liter., vii. 98 ; of curious information,

riii. 342 and 485. The two dissertations
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science. It is, of course, manifest, that it fell with but an

oblique blow upon common literature. Yet, as a few words

or sentences were sufficient to elicit a sentence of condemna-

tion, often issued with little reflection, it was difficult for any
author to be fully secure ; and this inspired so much appre-
hension into printers, that they became unwilling to incur the

hazard of an obnoxious trade. These occupations, says

Galluzzi, which had begun to prosper at Florence, never

recovered the wound inflicted by the severe regulations of

Paul IV. and Pius V.1 The art retired to Switzerland and

Germany. The booksellers were at the mercy of an Inquisi-

tion, which every day contrived new methods of harassing
them. From an interdiction of the sale of certain prohibited

books, the church proceeded to forbid that of all which were

not expressly permitted. The Giunti, a firm not so eminent

as it had been in the early part of the century, but still the

honor of Florence, remonstrated in vain. It seems probable,

however, that after the death of Pius V., one of the most

rigorous and bigoted pontiffs that ever filled the chair, some

degree of relaxation took place.
71. The restraints on the printing and sale of books in

England, though not so overpowering as in Italy, Restric-

must have stood in the way of useful knowledge tfonsin

under Elizabeth. The Stationers' Company, founded ng an

in 1555, obtained its monopoly at the price of severe restric-

tions. The Star Chamber looked vigilantly at the dangerous

engine it was compelled to tolerate. By the regulations it

issued in 1585, no press was allowed to be used out of Lon-

don, except one at Oxford, and another at Cambridge. No-

thing was to be printed without allowance of the council ;

extensive powers both of seizing books and of breaking the

presses were given to the officers of the crown.2 Thus every
check was imposed on literature ; and it seems unreasonable

to dispute that they had some efficacy in restraining its pro-

gress, though less, perhaps, than we might in theory expect,
because there was always a certain degree of connivance and

indulgence. Even the current prohibition of importing Popish
books, except for the use of such as the council should permit
to use them, must have affected the trade in modern Latin

authors beyond the bounds of theology.
72. These restrictions do not seem to have had any mate-

1st. del Gran Ducato, iii. 442. * Herbert, iii. 1668.
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rial operation in France, in Germany, or the Low Countries.
Latin more And they certainly tended very considerably to

o'uthis
6

keep up the usage of writing in Latin ; or rather,
account.

perhaps, it may be said, they were less rigorously

urged in those countries, because Latin continued to be the

customary tongue of scholars. We have seen that great
license was used in political writings in that language. The

power of reading Latin was certainly so diffused, that no

secrecy could be affected by writing it ; yet it seemed to be a

voluntary abstaining from an appeal to the passions of the

multitude, and passed better without censure than the same
sense in a modern dress.

73. The influence of literature on the public mind was

influence already very considerable. All kinds of reading

ture
tera- had become deeper and more diffused. Pedantry

is the usual, perhaps the inevitable, consequence of

a genuine devotion to learning, not surely in each individual,

but in classes and bodies of men. And this was an age of

pedants. To quote profusely from ancient writers seemed to

be a higher merit than to rival them ; they furnished both

authority and ornament ; they did honor to the modern, who
shone in these plumes of other birds with little expense of

thought ; and sometimes the actual substance of a book is

hardly discernible under this exuberance of rich incrustations.

Tacitus, Sallust, Cicero, and Seneca (for the Greeks were in

comparison but little read), and many of the Latin poets,
were the books that directly, or by the secondary means of

quotation, had most influence over the public opinion. Nor
was it surprising that the reverence for antiquity should be

still undiminished ; for, though the new literature was yield-

ing abundant crops, no comparison between the ancients and
moderns could as yet fairly arise. Montaigne, fearless and

independent as he was, gave up altogether the pretensions of

the latter ; yet no one was more destined to lead the way to

that renunciation of the authority of the former which the

seventeenth century was to witness. He and Machiavel were
the two writers who produced the greatest effect upon this

age. Some others, such as Guevara and Castiglione, might
be full as much read ; but they did not possess enough of

original thought to shape the opinions of mankind. And
the former two, to whom we may add Rabelais, seem to be the

only writers of the sixteenth century, setting aside poets and

historians, who are now much read by the world.
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PART III.

ON THE LITERATURE OF THE FIRST HALF OF THE
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY.

CHAPTER I.

HISTORY OF ANCIENT LITERATURE IN EUROPE, FROM 1600 TO 1660

SECTION I.

Decline of merely Philological, especially Greek, Learning Casaubon Tiger Edi-

tions of Greek and Latin Classics Critical Writings Latin Style Scioppius
Vossius Successive Periods of Modern Latinists.

1. IN every period of literary history, if we should listen

to the complaints of contemporary writers, all learn- j^mmg
ing and science have been- verging towards extinc- of 17th

tion. None remain of the mighty; the race of giants lessphlio-

is no more ; the lights that have been extinguished
logical -

burn in no other hands ; we have fallen on evil days, when
letters are no longer in honor with the world, nor are they
cultivated by those who deserve to be honored. Such are

the lamentations of many throughout the whole sixteen tli

century ; and with such do Scaliger and Casaubon greet that

which opened upon them. Yet the first part of the seven-

teenth century may be reckoned eminently the learned age

rather, however, in a more critical and exact erudition with

respect to historical fact, than in what is strictly called philo-

logy, as to which we cannot, on the whole, rank this so high
as the preceding period. Neither Italy nor Germany main-

tained its reputation, which, as it has been already mentioned,
had begun to wane towards the close of the sixteenth century.
The same causes were at work, the same preference of studies

very foreign to polite letters, metaphysical philosophy, dog-
matic theology, patristic or mediaeval ecclesiastical history, or,
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in some countries, the physical sciences, which were rapidly

gaining ground. And to these we must add a prevalence of

bad taste, even among those who had some pretensions to be
reckoned scholars. Lipsius had set an example of abandon-

ing the purest models ; and its followers had less sense and
taste than himself. They sought obsolete terms from Pacu-
vius and Plautus ; they affected pointed sentences, and a
studied conciseness of period, which made their style alto-

gether dry and jejune.
1 The universities, and even the

gymnasia, or schools of Germany, grew negligent of all

the beauties of language. Latin itself was acquired in a

slovenly manner, by help of .modern books, which spared the

pains of acquiring any subsidiary knowledge of antiquity ;

and this neglect of the ancient writers in education caused
even eminent scholars to write ill, as we perceive in the sup-

plements of Freinshemius to Curtius and Livy.-
2.*A sufficient evidence of this is found in the vast popu-

Popuiarity
lai"ity which the writings of Comenius acquired in

of oome- Germany. This author, a man of much industry,
some ingenuity, and little judgment, made himself

a temporary reputation by his Orbis Sensualium Pictus, and
still more by his Janua Linguarum Reserata ; the latter pub-
lished in 1631. This contains, in 100 chapters subdivided

into 1,000 paragraphs, more than 9,300 Latin words, exclu-

sive, of course, of such as recur. The originality of its

method consists in weaving all useful words into a series

of paragraphs, so that they may be learned in a short time,
without the tediousness of a nomenclature. It was also in-

tended to blend a knowledge of tilings with one of words.3

The Orbis Sensualium Pictus has the same end. This is

what has since been so continually attempted in books of

education, that some may be surprised to hear of its origi-

nality. No one, however, before Comenius. seems to have

thought of this method. It must, unquestionably, have ap-

peared to facilitate the early acquirement of knowledge in a

very great degree ; and even with reference to language,
if a compendious mode of getting at Latin words were the

object, the works of Comenius would answer the purpose
beyond those of any classical author. In a country where
Latin was a living and spoken tongue, as was in some

1
Biogr. Univ., art.

" Grsevius
;

" Eieh- Eichhorn, 326.

horn, tti. 1. 320. >
Biogr. Univ.
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measure the case with Germany, no great strictness in ex-

cluding barbarous phrases is either practicable or expedient.
But, according to the received principles of philological lite-

rature, they are such books as every teacher would keep out

of the hands of his pupils. They were, nevertheless, re-

printed and translated in many countries ; and obtained a

general reception, especially in the German Empire and

similarly circumstanced kingdoms.
1

3. The Greek language, meantime, was thought unneces-

sary ; and few, comparatively speaking, continued to

ute it? study. In Italy it can merely be
said that there were still professors of it in the

universities ; but no one Hellenist distinguishes this century.
Most of those who published editions of Greek authors in

Germany, and they were far from numerous, had been
formed in the last age. The decline was progressive: few
scholars remained after 1620 ; and a long blank ensued, until

Fabricius and Kuster restored the study of Greek near the

end of the century. Even in France and Holland, where

many were abundantly learned, and some, as we shall see,

accomplished philologers. the Greek language seems to have
been either less regarded, or at least less promoted, by
eminent scholars, than in the preceding century.

-

4. Casaubon now stood on the pinnacle of critical renown.

His Persius in 1605, and his Polybius in 1609,
were testimonies to his continued industry in this

province.
3

But, with this latter edition, the philological la-

* Bailler. Critiques GrammairieM. part
*

Scaliger. even in 1602. ays :
" QuU

of the Jngemem des ScaTans (whom I hodie neacit Gnece? Bed quis est doctoj
cite by tue number or par.igraph. on ac- Greece? Xon dubito esse aliquot, sed

count of the different editions). X->. 83i, paucos, et qnos non novi ne de nomine

quote* Lancelot'? remark on the Janua quidem. Te unum novi et memoriae

Linguarnm, that it requires a better me- arorum et noetri saeeuli Gnece dootissi-

mory than most boys possess to master mum. qui nnns in Graecis przestiterU,
it. and that commonly the first part is quae post renatas apud nos bonas literal

forgotten before the last is teamed. It omnes nunqoam pnest-ire potuisaeot.
"

exciter disgust in the scholar, because he He goes on to speak of himself, as rtand-

iv s in a new country, every chapter ing next to Casaubon. and the only corn-

being filled with words he has 'not seen petent judge of the extent of his learning:
before : and the successive parts of the '

qui de prestantia doctriose tuae certc

book have no connection with one an- judkare poaat. ego ant nnicus sum. ant

other. qui caeteros hac in re magno intervaiio

Morhof, though he would absolutely rinco." SemL Epist.. 72.

bani-h the Janua linguarum from all 3 The transUtion that Caaaubon has

chooU where good lAtinity is required, here given of Polybius ha* generally
teemf to think rather better of the Orbls passed for excellent : though some have

Sensualium Pictus, as in itself a happy thought him a better scholar in Greek

idea; though the delineations are indif- than in Latin, and consequently not al-

ferent. and the whole not so well arranged ways able to render the sense as well a*

as it might be. Poljoistor., lib. ii. c 4 he conceived it. Baillet, n. 902. 8chwg-
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bors of Casaubon came to an end. In 1610 he accepted the

invitation of James L, who bestowed upon him, though a

layman, a prebend in the Church of Canterbury ;
and as

some, perhaps erroneously, have said, another in that of

Westminster.1 He died in England within four years after,

having consumed the intermediate time in the defence of his

royal patron against the Jesuits, and in writing Animadver-
sions on the Annals of Baronius ; works ill suited to his

peculiar talent, and in the latter of which he is said to

have had but little success. He laments, in his epistles, the

want of leisure for completing his labors on Polybius: the

king had no taste but for theology, and he found no library
in which he could pursue his studies.

2 "I gave up," he says,
" at last, with great sorrow, my commentary on Polybius, to

which I had devoted so much time ; but the good king must
be obeyed."

3 Casaubon was the last of the great scholars

of the sixteenth century. Joseph Scaliger, who, especially
in his recorded conversation, was very sparing of praise,

says expressly,
" Casaubon is the most learned man now

living." It is not impossible that he meant to except him-

self; which would by no means be unjust, if we take in the

whole range of erudition : but, in the exactly critical know-

ledge of the Greek language, Casaubon had not even a

rival in Scaliger.
5. A long period ensued, during which no very considera

Vigerde ble progress was made in Greek literature. Few
idiotismis. books occiir before the year 1650 which have ob-

tained a durable reputation. The best known, and, as I

conceive, by far the best of a grammatical nature, is that

hauser praises the annotations, but not stitit. Sed ncque adest men bibliotlu-c;i,
without the criticism for which a Inter heque ea studia multum sunt ad gustum
editor generally finds room in an earlier, illius, cujus solius, quamdiu hie sum fu-

Keiske, he says, had pointed out many turus, habenda milii ratio." Ep. 704
err

^l , (Feb. 1611).
" Rex optimus atque tvae-

Ai
the
iae A nirlic. .,.,,.

Jacent curse Polybianw, et fortasse
a ?m '

sl OUP1S
.

SCIre
>
,

ho unum respon-

Kternmn jacebunt, neque enim satis rom- ?<*'..
omnia priora studia nica funditus

modus ad ilia studia eit locus." - Epist. ;?
ter S!*- Nam maximus rex et hbera-

de

nisse, quando rationes priorum meorum
tudiorum hoc iter mirific* conturbavit,

entario, quern tot labonbus

ut vix sine suspirio ejus iucepti possini
eram

j
se ^5^to0 Parendum erat -

memiuisse, quod tot vigiliw mini con- ^? 8 *' *eD
''

lblB>
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of Vigor de Idiotismis, Praeeipuis Graecas Linguae, which

Hoogeveen and Zeunius successively enlarged in the last

century. Viger was a Jesuit of Rouen ; and the first edition

was in 1632. It contains, even as it came from the author,

many valuable criticisms ; and its usefulness to a Greek
scholar is acknowledged. But, in order to determine the

place of Viger among grammarians, we should ascertain by
comparison with preceding works, especially the Thesaurus

of Stephens, for how much he is indebted to their labors.

He would probably, after all deductions, appear to merit

great praise. His arrangement is more clear, and his know-

ledge of syntax more comprehensive, than that of Caninius

or any other earlier writer ; but his notions are not unfre-

quently imperfect or erroneous, as the succeeding editors

have pointed out. In common with many of the older gram-
marians, he fancied a difference of sense between the two

aorists, wherein even Zeunius has followed him.1

6. In a much lower rank, we may, perhaps, next place

Weller, author of a Greek grammar, published in Wener'
g

1638, of which its later editor, Fischer, says that it Greek

has always stood in high repute as a school-book, and
been frequently reprinted ; meaning, doubtless, in Germany.
There is nothing striking in Weller's grammar : it may deserve

praise for clearness and brevity; but in Vergara, Caninius, and

Sylburgius there is much more instruction for those who are

not merely schoolboys. What is most remarkable is, that

Weller claims as his own the reduction of the declensions to

three, and of the conjugations to one ; which, as has been seen

in another place,
2

is found in the grammar of Sylburgius. and
is probably due to Ramus. This is rather a piece of effront-

ery, as he could scarcely have lighted by coincidence on both

these innovations. Weller has given no syntax: what is added
in Fisher's edition is by Lambert Bos.

7. Philip Labbe, a French Jesuit, was a laborious compiler,

among whose numerous works not a few relate to Labbe ana

the grammar of the Greek language. He had, says
others-

Kicerou, a wonderful talent in multiplying titlepages : we

1 An earlier treatise on Greek par- glectus." He 5s thought too subtle in

tides by Devarius. a Greek of the Ionian grammar, but seems to have been an ex-

Islands, might have been mentioned in cellent scholar. I do not perceive that
the last period. It was repubUshed by Viger has borrowed from him.

Keusmann. who calls Devarius,
' homo * Vol. ii. p. 29.

ollm baud ignobilis, at hodie pane lie-
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have fifteen or sixteen grammatical treatises from him, which

might have been comprised in two or three ordinary volumes.

Labbe's Regulae Accentuum, published in 1635, was once, I

believe, of some repute ; but he has little or nothing of his

own. 1 The Greek grammars published in this age by Alex-
ander Scot and others are ill digested, according to Lancelot,
without order or principle, and full of useless and perplex-
ing things;

2 and that of Vossius, in 1642, which is only an

improved edition of Clenardus, appears to contain little which
is not taken from others.3 Erasmus Schmidt is said by Eich-
horn to be author of a valuable work on Greek dialects: 4

George Pasor is better known by his writings on the Helle-

nistic dialect, or that of the Septuagint and New
d" Lingua Testament. Salmasius, in his Commentarius de

tic*

enis~ Hellenistica (Leyden, 1643), has gone very largely
into this subject. This, he says, is a question lately

agitated, whether there be a peculiar dialect of the Greek

Scriptures ; for, in the last age, the very name of Hellenistic

was unknown to scholars. It is not above half a century old.

It was supposed to be a Hebrew idiom in Greek words ;

which, as he argues elaborately and witli great learning, is

not sufficient to constitute a distinct dialect, none of the an-

cients having ever mentioned one by this name. This is

evidently much of a verbal dispute, since no one would apply
the word to the scriptural Greek in the same sense that he

does to the Doric and Attic. Salmasius lays down two essen-

tial characteristics of a dialect : one, that it should be spoken

by people of a certain locality ; another, that it should be

distinguishable by single words, not merely by idiom. A
profusion of learning is scattered all round, but not pedanti-

cally or impertinently ; and this seems a very useful book in

Greek or Latin philology. He may perhaps be thought to

underrate the peculiarities of language in the Old and New
Testament, as if they were merely such as passed current

among the contemporary Greeks. The second part of this

Commentary relates to the Greek dialects generally, without

reference to the Hellenistic. He denies the name to what is

usually called the common dialect, spoken, or at least written,

by the Greeks in general after the time of Alexander. This

also is, of course, a question of words : perhaps Salmasius

i
Nlceron, vol. ZXY. 3

Baillet, n. 711.
*

Baillet, n. 706. * Geschichte dcr Cultur, iii. 32k
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used a more convenient phraseology than what is often met

with in grammarians.
8. Editions of Greek classics are not so numerous as in th

former period. The Pindar of Erasmus Schmidt in 1614,
and the Aristotle of Duval in 1619, may be mentioned: the

latter is still in request, as a convenient and complete edition.

Meursius was reckoned a good critical scholar, but his works

as an editor are not very important. The chief monument of

his philological erudition is the Lexicon Graeco-Barbarum,
a glossary of the Greek of the Lower Empire. But Greek

no edition of a Greek author published in the first edit>ns :

, ,
L

. . Savile's

part 01 the seventeenth century is superior, at least chrysos-

in magnificence, to that of Chrysostom by Sir Henry
tom<

Savile. This came forth, in 1612, from a press established

at Eton by himself, provost of that college. He had procured

types and pressmen in Holland, and three years had been

employed in printing the eight volumes of this great work
;

one which, both in splendor of execution and in the erudition

displayed in it by Savile, who had collected several manu-

scripts of Chrysostom, leaves immeasurably behind it every
earlier production of the English press. The expense, which
is said to have been eight thousand pounds, was wholly de-

frayed by himself; and the tardy sale of so voluminous a work
could not have reimbursed the cost.

1 Another edition, in fact,

by a Jesuit, Fronto Ducieus (Fronton le Due), was published
at Paris within two years afterwards ; having the advantage
of a Latin translation, which Savile had imprudently waived.

It has even been imputed to Ducieus, that, having procured
the sheets of Savile's edition from the pressmen while it was
under their hands, he printed his own without alteration

;

but this seems an apocryphal story
* Savile had the assist-

1 Beloe's Anecdotes of Literature, vol. v. Chichester, who is said to have corrected

p. 103. The copies sold for .9 each, a the text before it went to the press. As
sum equal in command of commodities this Is the first work of learning, on ;i

to nearly 30 at present, and, from the great scale, published in England, it de-

relative wealth of the country, to oonsi- serves the particular commemoration M
derably more. What wonder that the those to whom we owe it.

Bale was slow? Fuller, however, tells - It is told by Fuller, and I do not

us, that when hu wrote, almost half a know that it has any independent con-

century afterwards, the book was become Urination. Savile himself says of Fronto
scarce. "

Ohrysostomus," sayc Casaubon, Ducaeus, " Vir doctissimus, et cui Chrysos-
"a Savilio editur privata impensa, animo tomus noster plurimum debet." Fuller,

regio." Ep.738 ('t/iit'/Beloe). Theprin- it may be observed, says, that the 1'ari-

cipal assistants of Savile were Matthew sian edition followed Savile's "in a few

Bust, Thomas Allen, and especially months," whereas the time was t.vc

Richard Montagu, afterwards celebrated years ; and, as Brunei (Manuel du Li

In our ecclesiastical history as Bishop of braire) justly observes, there is no appa
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ance, in revising the text, of the most learned co-adjutors he

could find in England.
9. A very few more Greek books were printed at Eton

Greek
soon afterwards ; and, though that press soon ceased,

iteming in some editions of Greek authors, generally for schools,
Kngiand.

appeared jn England before 1650. One of these,

the Poetae Minores of Winterton, is best known, and has

sometimes been reprinted: it appears to differ little, if at all,

from the collection printed by Crispin in 1570, and of which
there had been many subsequent editions, with the title Ve-
tustissimorum Autorum Georgica, Bucolica et Gnomonica :

but the text, though still very corrupt, has been amended; and
a few notes, generally relating to prosody, have been sub-

joined. The Greek language, however, was now much
studied;

1 the age of James and Charles was truly learned;
our writers are prodigal of an abundant erudition, which em-
braces a far wider range of authors than are now read ; the

philosophers of every class, the poets, the historians, and
orators of Greece, to whom few comparatively had paid

regard in the days of Elizabeth, seem as familiar to the mis-

cellaneous writers of her next successors as the fathers of the

church are to the theologians. A few, like Jeremy Taylor,
are equally copious in their libations from both streams. But,

though thus deeply read in ancient learning, our old scholars

were not very critical in philology.
10. In Latin criticism, the pretensions of the seventeenth

Latin century are far more considerable than in Greek,
editions: The first remarkable edition, however, that of Ho-

tus.
race by Torrentius, a Belgian ecclesiastic, though it

rent necessity to suppose an unfair com- however, Merie was sent to Oxford. One
munication of the sheets, even if the text of Casaubon's sons went to Kton school

;

should be proved to be copied.
" Literis dat operam in gymna.xio Etoui-

1 It might appear, at first sight, that ensi." Ep. 737 (quoted in Beloe's Anec-
Casaubon intended to send his son Meric dotes: I had overlooked the passage),
to Holland, under the care of Hems! us. Theological learning, in the reign of
because he could not get a good classical James, opposed polite letters and philo-
education in England.

'

Cupio in Graecis, logy. "Est in Anglia," says Casaubon,
Latinis, et Hebraicis literis ipsum serio '

theologorum ingens copia ;
eo enim fere

exerceri. Hoc in Anglia posse fieri spe- omnes studia sua referunt." Ep. 7'i2.

rare non possumus; nam hie locupletis-
" Venio ex Anglia (Grotius writes in 1613),

Mma sunt collegia, sed quorum ratio toto literarum ibi teuuis est mercea ; theologi

genere diversa est ab institutes omnium regnant, leguleii rem faciunt; unus ferine

aliorum collegiorum." Ep. 962 (1614). Casanbonus habet fortunam satis faven-

But possibly he meant, that, on account tern, sed, ut ipse judicat, minus certain,

of his son's foreign birth, he could not be Ne huic quidem locus fuisset in Anglia
admitted on the foundation of English ut literatori. theologum iuduere debuit.''

solleges, though the words do not clearly Epist. Grot., p. 751.

express this. At the king's command,
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appeared in 1602, being posthumous, belongs strictly to the

preceding age. It has been said that Dacier borrowed much
for his own notes from this editor ; but Horace was so pro-

fusely illustrated in the sixteenth century, that little has been

left for later critics except to tamper, as they have largely

done, with his text. This period is not generally conspicuous
for editions of Latin authors ; but some names of high repute
in grammatical and critical lore belong to it.

11. Gruter, a native of Antwerp, who became a professor
in several German universities, and finally in that

/ TT -i 11 -IT i Gruter
of Heidelberg, might have been mentioned in our

history of the sixteenth century, before the expiration ot

which some of his critical labors had been accomplished.

Many more belong to the first twenty years of the present.
No more diligent and indefatigable critic ever toiled in that

quarry. His Suspiciones, an early work, in which he has

explained and amended miscellaneous passages, his Annota-
tions on the Senecas, on Martial, on Statius, on the Roman
historians, as well as another more celebrated compilation
which we shall have soon to mention, bear witness to his im-

mense industry. In Greek he did comparatively but little ;

yet he is counted among good scholars in that language. All

others of his time, it has been said, appear mere drones in

comparison with him.1

Scaliger, indeed, though on intimate

terms with Gruter, in one of his usual fits of spleen, charges
him with a tasteless indifference to the real merit of the wri-

ters whom he explained, one being as good as another for his

purpose, which was only to produce a book.2 In this art,

Gruter was so perfect that he never failed to publish one

every year, and sometimes every month.3 His eulogists have

given him credit for acuteness and judgment, and even for

elegance and an agreeable variety ; but he seems not to have

preserved much repute except for his laborious erudition.

12. Daniel Heinsius, conspicuous as secretary of the synod
of Dort, and a Latin poet of distinguished name, was

IltMllMllS

also among the first philologers of his age. Many
editions of Greek and Latin writers, or annotations upon them,

Theocritus, Hesiod, Maximus Tyrius, Aristotle, Horace, Te-

rence, Silius, Ovid, attest his critical skill. He is praised for

1
Raillet, n. 483

; Bayle ; Niceron, vol. modo libros multos excudat " t!
calis;

U. Secunda.
* ; Non curat utruni charta sit cacata,

3
Bayle, art. "

Gruter,
" note I.
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a judicious reserve in criticism, avoiding the trifles by which

many scholars had wearied their readers, and attending only to

what really demanded the aid of a critic, as being corrupt or

obscure. His learning was very extensive and profound, so

that, in the panegyrical tone of the times, he is set above all

the living, and almost above all the dead.1

13. Grotius contributed much to ancient philology. His

Grotius
editions of Aratus. Stobaeus, the fragments of the lost

Greek dramas, Lucan and Tacitus, are but a part
of those which he published. In the power of illustrating a

writer by parallel or resembling passages from others, his

taste and fondness for poetry, as much as his vast erudition,
have made him remarkable. In mere critical skill, he was
not quite so great a master of the Greek as of the Latin lan-

guage, nor was he equal to restoring the text of the dramatic

poets.
14. The Variae Lectiones of Rutgersius, in 1618, whose

premature death cut off a brilliant promise of erudi-
Rwtgersius;

r
. . -11

Reinesius; tion, are in six books, almost entirely devoted to
Barthius. emendation of the text, in such a miscellaneous and

desultory series of criticisms as the example of Turnebus and
other scholars had rendered usual.2 Reinesius, a Saxon phy-
sician, in 1640, put forth a book with the same title, a thick

volume of about 700 pages of multifarious learning, chiefly,
but not exclusively, classical. He is more interpretative, and
less attentive to restore corrupted texts, than Rutgersius.

8

The Adversaria of Gaspar Barthius are better known. This

work is in sixty books, and extends to about 1,500 pages in

folio. It is exactly like those of Turnebus and Muretus, an
immense repertory of unconnected criticisms and other miscel-

laneous erudition. The chapters exceed in number the pages,
and each chapter contains several articles. There is, however,
more connection, alphabetical or otherwise, than in Turnebus ;

and they are less exclusively classical, many relating to medi-

aeval and modern writers. The sixtieth book is a comment-

1
Bullet, n. 517. philologers who hare only a good me-

* " This work." says Niceron (vol. mory ;
and rank him with critics who go

xxxii.). "is in esteem: the style is neat beyond their reading, and know more than
and polite, the thoughts are just and re- hooks have taught them. The penetra-
linccl

;
it has no more quotations than the tion of their understanding makes them

subject requires." draw consequences and form conjectures
3 Bayle observes of the writings of which lead them to discover hidden trea-

Reinesius in general, that ''good judges sures. Reinesius was one of there, and
of literature have no sooner read some made it hi.s chief business to find out what
pages, but they place him above thr*e others had no* said."
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ary on a part of Augustin de Civitate Dei. It is difficult to

give a more precise notion of Barthius : he is more aesthetic

than Turnebus, but less so than Muretus ; he explains and
corrects fewer intricate texts than the former, but deals more
in parallel passages and excursive illustration.

1

Though
Greek appears more than in Turnebus, by far the greater part
of Barthius's Adversaria relates to Latin, in the proportion of

at least fifteen to one. A few small poems are printed from

manuscripts for the first time. Barthius, according to Mor-

hof, though he sometimes explains authors very well, is apt to

be rash in his alterations, hasty in his judgments, and has too

much useless and frivolous matter. Bayle is not more favora-

ble. Barthius published an edition of Statius, and another of

Claudian.

15. Rigault or Rigaltius, Petit, Thysius, and several more,
do honor to France and the Low Countries during other critics

this period. Spain, though not strong in classical

philology, produced Ramiresius de Prado, whose nev

sive Quinquaginta Militum Ductor, 1612, is but a book of cri-

ticism with a quaint title." Jn Latin literature we can hardly

say that England made herself more conspicuous than in

Greek. The notes of John Bond on Hoi-ace, published in

1606, are properly a work of the age of Elizabeth : the author

was long a schoolmaster in that reign. These notes are only
little marginal scholia for the use of boys of no great attain-

ments, and in almost every instance, 1 believe, taken from
Lambinus. This edition of Horace, though Antony Wood
calls the author a most noted critic and grammarian, has only
the merit of giving the observations of another concisely and

perspicuously. Thomas Farnaby is called by Baillet one of

the best scholiasts, who says hardly any thing useless, and is

1 The following are the heads of the help of the alphabet. Barthius tells us
fourth chapter of the first book, which himself that he had finished two other

may serve as a specimen of the Adver- volumes of Adversaria, besides correcting
saria : "Ad Victoria Uticensis librum the first. See the passage in Bayle, note

primum notje et emendationes. Liniites. K. But he does not stand on very high
Colliinitia. Quantitas. H. Stephanas no- ground as a critic, on account of the ra-

tatur. ImpenJere. Totuin. Omnhnode. pidity with which he wrote
;
and. for the

Dextrales. Asta. Franc-isii BaMuini au- same reason, has sometimes contradicted
dacia castigatur. Tormentasnti'iua. Li- himself. Bayle; Baillet. n. 52S : Xiceron,
guameui Arx Oipitis. Meuioria;. Crucia- vol. vii. ; Morhof, lib. v. 1. 10.

ri. Balduinus denuo aliquoties notatur." 2 This has been ascribed by some to his

It is true that all this farrago arises out master Sanctius, author of the Minerva ;

of one passage in Victor of Utica, and Ramirez himself having been thought un-
Barthius is far from being so desultory equal to such remarks as we find in it

as Turnebus : but 3,000 columns of such Baillet, n. 527.

notes make but a dictionary without the
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very concise.1 He has left notes on several of the Latin poets.
It is possible that the notes are compiled, like those of Bond,
from the foreign critics. Fdrnaby also was a schoolmaster,
and schoolmasters do not write for the learned. He has, how-

ever, been acknowledged on the Continent for a diligent and
learned man. Wood says he was " the chief grammarian,
rhetorician, poet, Latinist, and Grecian of his time; and his

school was so much frequented, that more churchmen and
statesmen issued thence than from any school taught by one
man in England."

2

16. But the greatest in this province of literature was
Claude Saumaise, best known in the Latin form Sal-

masius, whom the general suffrage of his compeers
placed at their head. An incredible erudition, so that it was

said, what Salmasius did not know was beyond the bounds of

knowledge ; a memory such as none but those great scholars

of former times seem to have possessed ; a life passed, natural-

ly enough, in solitary labor, were sufficient to establish his

fame among the learned. His intellectual strength has been
more questioned : he wrote, it has been alleged, on many sub-

jects that he did not well understand ; and some have reduced
his merit to that of a grammatical critic, without altogether

rating this so highly as the world has done.3 Salmasius was

very proud, self-confident, disdainful, and has consequently
fallen into many errors, and even contradictions, through pre-

cipitancy. In his controversy with Milton, for whicl he was
little fitted, he is rather feeble, and glad to escape from the

severity of his antagonist by a defence of his own Latinity.
4

The works of Salmasius are numerous, and on very miscella-

neous subjects : among the philological, his Annotations on
the Historise Augustae Scriptores seem to deserve mention.

But the most remarkable, besides the commentary on the

1 lellenistic Dialect, of which an account has been given, is the

riinianne Exercitationes, published in 1629. These remarks,

nominally on Pliny, are, in the first instance, on Solinus.

1 N. 621. < Milton b<>gan the attack by objecting
-' Athene Oxonienses, voK Hi. to the use of ptrsona for an individual
3 Bail let, n. 611, is excessively severe man : but, in this mistaken criticism, ut-

ii Salmasius; but the homage due to his tered himself the solecism vnputninlnm.
learning by such an age as that in which See Johnson's Uves of the Poets. This
he lived cannot be extenuated by the expression had previously been noticed
(ensure of a man like Bnillet, of exten- by Vavasseur.
nive but rather superficial attainments,
MI 1 open to much prejudice.
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Salmasius tells us that he had spent much time on Pliny ; tut,

finding it beyond the powers of one man to write a comment-

ary on the whole Natural History of that author, he had
chosen Solinus, who is a mere compiler from Pliny, and con-

tains nothing from any other source. The Plinianae Exerci-

tationes is a mass of learning on the geography and natural

history of Pliny in more than 900 pages, following the text of

the Polyhistor of Solinus.1

17. It had been the desire of those who aspired to repu-
tation for taste and eloquence to write well in Good

Latin, the sole language, on this side of the Alps writers

and Pyrenees, to which the capacity of choice

and polished expression was conceded. But, when the French

tongue was more cultivated and had a criticism of its own,
this became the natural instrument of polite writers in

France ; and the Latin fell to the merely learned, who

neglected its beauties. In England it had never been much
studied for the purposes of style ; and, though neither in

Germany nor the Low Countries it was very customary to

employ the native language, the current Latin of literature

was always careless and often barbarous. Even in Italy, the

number of good writers in that language was now very
scanty. Two deserve to be commemorated with praise, both

historians of the same period. The History and Annals of

Grotius, in which he seems to have emulated, with more
discretion than some others, the nervous brevity of Tacitus,

though not always free from a certain hardness and want of

flow, nor equal, consequently, in elegance to some production
of the sixteenth century, may be deemed a monument of vigo-
rous and impressive language. The Decades of Famianus
Strada. a Roman Jesuit, contain a history of the Flemish war,
not written certainly in imitation of Tacitus, whom the author

depreciated, but with more classical spirit than we usually find

in that age. Scarcely any Latin, however, of this period is

equal to that of Barclay in the Argenis and Euphormio.

1 "Nemo adeo ut proprmm, snumque eo ernditionis genere valeret demonstm
Tcluti regroum. siM criticen vindicatam turn dedit." Merhof. liv. v. c. 1, 12.

irit, ac Claudius Salma,-ius. qui, quern- The Jesuits Petaviua and Harduin. who
adraodum nihil unqu.im scrip-it, in quo did not cordially praise any Protestant,
nor. insignia multa arti? criticse vestigia charged this book with passing over real

deprehendas, ita imprimis, ut auctores difficulti-ri. while a mass of heterogeneous
cum notis et castiirationibus absolutist- matter was foisted in. Le Clerc (or La
mis editos taceamus, vasto illo Pliniana- Croze) vindicates Salmasius against som
itim. Exercitationum opere, quantum in censures of Harduin in Bibl. Univ., vol. ir

T0%. II. 24
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His style, though rather diffuse, and more florid than that of

the Augustan age, is perhaps better suited to his subjects,
and reminds us of Petronius Arbiter, who was probably his

model.

18. Of the grammatical critics, whose attention was solely
turned to the purity of Latin style, two are conspicu-

ous, Gaspar Scioppius and Gerard Vossius. The

first, one of those restless and angry spirits whose hand is

against all the world, lived a long life of controversy and
satire. His productions, as enumerated by Niceron, mostly

anonymous, are about one hundred ; twenty-seven of which,

according to another list, are grammatical.
1 The Protestants

whom he had abandoned, and the Jesuits whom he would not

join, are equally the objects of his anger. In literature he is

celebrated for the bitterness of his attacks on Cicero, whom
he spared as little as he did his own contemporaries. But

Scioppius was an admirable master of the Latin language.

His Phiio-
-^ ^ia* *s remembere(l f his multifarious publi-

sophicai cations relates to this. We owe to him a much im-
Grammar.

prove(j edition of the Minerva of Sanctius. His own
Grammatica Philosophica (Milan, 1628), notwithstanding its

title, has no pretensions to be called any thing more than an

ordinary Latin grammar. In this I observed nothing remark-
able but that he denies the gerund and supine to be parts of

the verb, considering the first as passive participles, and the

second as nouns substantive.

19. The Infamia Famiani of Scioppius was written against

His in- Famianus Strada, whom he hated both as a Jesuit,
Emiia and as one celebrated for the beauty of his style.

This book serves to show how far those who wrote

with some eloquence, as Strada certainly did, fell short of

classical purity. The faults pointed out are often very obvi-

ous to those who have used good dictionaries. Scioppius is,

however, so fastidious as to reject words employed by Seneca,

Tacitus, and even Phzedrus, as of the silver age ; and some-

times, probably, is wrong in his dogmatic assertion of a nega-
tive, that no good authority can be found for them.

20. But his most considerable work is one called Judicinm
Judicium de Stylo Historico, subjoined to the last, and pnb-

lUstoiicG. lished after his death in 1650. This treatise con-

1
Niceron, vol. xixr

; Biogr. Uniy.
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sists chiefly of attacks on the Latin style of Thuanus,

Lipsius, Casaubon, and other recent authors ; but, in the

course of it, we find the remarks of a subtle and severe obser-

ver on the ancients themselves. The silver age he dates from
the latter years of Augustus, placing even Ovid within it.

The brazen he carries up to Vespasian. In the silver period,
he finds many single words as well as phrases not agreeable to

the usage of more ancient authors. As to the moderns, the

Transalpine writers, he says (speaking as an Italian), are

always deficient in purity ; they mingle the phraseology of

different ages as preposterously as if they were to write

Greek in a confusion of dialects ; they affect obscurity, a
broken structure of periods, a studied use of equivocal terms.

This is particularly perceived in the school of Lipsius, whose
own faults, however, are redeemed by many beauties even of

style.
1 The Italians, on the contrary, he proceeds to say,

read nothing but what is worthy of imitation, and shun every
1 "

Transalpinis hominibus ex quoti-
diano Latini sermonis inter ipsos nsu,
multa siye barbarae, sive plebeiae ac de-
terioris not, sic adhsere.*cere soient, ut

postea cum stvlum arripuere. de Latini-

tate eorum dubitare nequaquam iis in
mentem veniat. Tnde fit ut script* eo-
ruin plerumque minus puritatis habeaut,
quamvis gratia et venustas in iis minime
desideretur. Nam haec natura duce melius

fiebant, quam arte aut studio. Accedit
alia causa cur non feque pura sit multo-
rum Transalpinorum oratio, quod nullo
setatis disci-inline ac delectu in autorum
lectione yersantur. et ex omnium com-
mixtione Tarium quoddam ac multiforme
pro suo quisque ingenio dicendi genus
effingunt, contempto hoc Fabii monitor
' Diu non nisi optimum quisque et qui
credentem ribi minime fallat, lejrendus

i diligenter ac paene ad scribendi
Folioitudinem : nee per partes modo scru-
tanda omnia. sed perlectus liber utique
ex integro resumendus.' Itaque genus
illud corruptae orationis, sen KOKO^MOf,
effugere nequeunt, quod KOLVUTTJOV TO-

tant, quae est qua?dam mista ex Yariarum

finguarum ratione oratio. ut si Atticis

Dorica, lonica, -Eolica etiam dicta con-

fundas: cui simile est si quis gublimia
humilibus, retera novis, poetica Tulgari-
bus. Sallustiana Tullianis. seneje et fer-

reae aatatis Tocabnla aursis et argenteis
mi-ci-at. qui Lip.io dedueti^que ab eo
viris. =olennis et jam olim familiaris est

morbus. In quibus hoc amplius, yerba
maxime impropria, comprehensionem ob-

curam, compositionem fractam, aut in

fmstula concisam. yocum similitun aut

ambiguarum puerilem captationem pas-
sim anlmadvertas. Magnis tamen, non
nego, virtutibus ritia sua Lipsius redi-

mit. imprimis acumine, Tenere, salibus

(ut excellent viri ingenium ferebatj turn

plurimis lectissimis Terbis loquendique
modis, ex quibus non tarn facultatem
bene scribenoi, ejusque. quod melius est,
intellectum ei deesse, quam voluntatem,
quo minus rectiora malit. ambitiuscule,
p!au?u?que popularis studio praepediri

iiitelligas. Italorum longe dispar ratio.

Primum enim non nisi optimum legere
et ad imitandnm sibi proponere Solent;

quod judicio quo caeteras nationes om-
nium consensu guperant, imprimis est

consentaneum. Deinde nihil non faciunt,
ut eTitent omnia unde aliquid injucundae
et contaminandas orationis pericnli osten-

ditur. Latineigiturnunquam loquuntur,
quod fieri vix posse persuasum habeant,
quin quotidianus ejus linguae usns ad
in.-tar torrentis lutulentus nuat, et cu-

ju>que modi yerborum sordes secum
rapiat, quae postea qnod&m familiarifatis

jure sic ?e scribentibus ingerant. ut etiam

dih'gentissimos fallant. et baud dubie pro
Latinis habeantur. Hoc eorum consilium
cum non intelligant Transalpini. iJ eorum
inscitiae perperam assignant. Sic recte

Paulo Manutio uu venit. ut quoniam yix
tria yerba T^atina in familiar! sermone

proferre poterat. eum German! complures
qui loquentem audituri ad eum yenerunt
yehementer prae se contemnerent. Huif
tamen nemo qui sanus sit ad puritatis et

elegantiae Latinae summam quicquid de-

fuisse dixcrit." p. 65.
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expression that can impair the clearness and purity of a sen-

tence. Yet, even in Manutius and in the Jesuit Maffei, he
finds instances of barbarism, much more in the French and
German scholars of the sixteenth age ; expressing contempt
upon this account for his old enemy, Joseph Scaliger. Thua-

nus, he says, is full of modern idioms ; a crime not quite un-

pardonable, when we remember the immensity of his labor,

and the greater importance of other objects that he had in

view.

21. Gerard Vossius, a far greater name in general lite-

rature than Scioppius, contributed more essentially

Vossius: to these grammatical rules ; and to him, perhaps,
De vitiis rather than to any other one man, we may refer the
bermoms. i. . /> i /

establishment of as much correctness of writing as is

attainable in a dead language. Besides several works on

rhetoric and poetry, which, as those topics were usually
treated in ages of more erudition than taste or philosophy,
resolved themselves into philological disquisitions, looking only
to the language of the ancient writers, we have several more

strictly within that province. The long use of Latin in

writings on modern subjects, before the classical authors had
been studied, had brought in a host of barbarisms, that even

yet were not expelled. His treatise, De Vitiis Sermonis et

Glossematis Latino-barbaris, is in nine books : four published
in 1645, during the author's life; five, in 1685. The former

are by far the most copious. It is a very large collection of

words in use among modern writers, for which there is no

adequate authority. Of these, many are plainly barbarous,
and taken from the writers of the middle ages, or, at best, from

those of the fifth and sixth centuries. Few such would be

used by any tolerable scholar. He includes some, which,

though in themselves good, have a wrong sense given to them.

Words, however, occur, concerning which one might be igno-
rant without discredit, especially before the publication of this

treatise, which has been the means of correcting the ordinary
dictionaries.

22. In the five posthumous books, which may be mentioned

in this place, having probably been written before 1 650, we
find chiefly what the author had forgotten to notice in the for-

mer, or had since observed. But the most valuable part
relates to the falso suspecta, which fastidious critics have

unreasonably rejected, generally because they do not appear
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in the Augustan writers. Those whom he calls Nizoliani

v'erius quam Ciceroniani, disapproved of all words not found

in Cicero.1 It is curious to perceive, as Vossius shows us,

how many apparently obvious words do not occur in Cicero ;

yet it would be mere affectation to avoid them. This is, per-

haps, the best part of Vossius's treatise.

23. We are indebted to Yossius for a still more important
work on Grammar, the Aristarchus, sive de Arte msAria-

Grammatica, which first appeared in 1635. This is
tarehus-

in seven books : the first treats of grammar in general, and

especially of the alphabet ; the second, of syllables, undei

which head he dwells at great length on prosody ;

2 the third

(which, with all the following, is separately entitled De Vocunc

Analogia), of words generally, and of the genders, numbers,
and cases of nouns. The same subject occupies the fourth

book. In the fifth, he investigates verbs; and in the sixth, the

remaining parts of speech. The last book relates to syntax.
This work is full of miscellaneous observations, placed for the

most part alphabetically under each chapter. It has been

said that Vossius has borrowed almost every thing in this

treatise from Sanctius and Scioppius. If this be true, we
must accuse him of unfairness ; for he never mentions the

Minerva. But the edition of this grammar by Scioppius was
not published till after the death of Vossius. Salmasius

extolled that of the latter above all which had been pub-
lished.

3

24. In later times, the ambition of writing Latin with

accuracy and elegance has so universally declined, Progress of

that the diligence of Scioppius and Vossius has be- ^^ "**

come hardly valuable except to schoolmasters. It is, however,
an art not contemptible, either in respect to the taste and dis-

cernment for which it gives scope in composition, or for the

1 Paulug Manutius scrupled to use " Tuum de grammatics i te* aceepi
word? on the authority of Cicero's corre- exactissimuia in hoc genere opus, ac ev

epondents, such as Caslius or Pollio
;
a nullum priorum aut prisci sevi aut nostn

ridiculous affectation, especially when we possitcoinparari." Apud Blount in Vos-

observe what Vossius has pointed out, Bio. Daunou says of the grammatical and
that many common words do not occur rhetorical writings of Vossius. a Ces livres

in Cicero. It U amazing to see the objec- ze reconimandent par 1'exactitude, par la

tions ot these Ciceronian critics. methode, par une Utterature tres-etendue.
1 In this we find Vossius aware of the Gibert en convient, mais U trouTe de la

rule in Terentianus Mauriis. but brought prolixit*. D'autres pourraient n'y Toir

to light by Dawes, and now familiar, qti'une instruction serieuse, souvent au-
that a final Towel is rarely short before stere, et presque toujours profitable.""
a word beginning with s and a mute con- Biogr. Univ.
Bonant.
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enhanced pleasure it reflects on the pages of ancient writers.

We may distinguish several successive periods in its cultiva-

tion since the first revival of letters. If we begin with

Petrarch, since before his time there was no continuous imita-

tion of classical models, the first period will comprise those

who desired much, but reached little, the writers of the four-

teenth and fifteenth centuries, destitute of sufficient aids, and

generally incapable of clearly discriminating the pure from
the barbarous in Latin. A better era may be dated from Po-
litian ; the ancients were now fully known, and studied with

intense labor ; the graces of style were frequently caught,

yet something was still wanting to its purity and elegance.
At the end of a series of improvements, a line marked by
Bembus, Sadolet, and Longolius, we arrive at a third period,
which we may call that of Paulus Manutius, the golden age
of modern Latinity. The diligence in lexicography of Robert

Stephens, of Nizolius, of Manutius himself, and the philolo-

gical treatises of their times, gave a much greater nicety of

expression ; while the enthusiasm with which some of the

best writers emulated the ancients inspired them with a sym-
pathetic eloquence and grace. But towards the end of the

century, when Manutius and Muretus and Maphrcus, and
others of that school, had been removed by death, an age of

worse taste and perhaps of more negligence in grammar came

on, yet one of great scholars and of men powerful even in

language, the age of Lipsius, of Scaliger, of Grotius. This

may be called the fourth period ; and in this apparently the

purity of the language, as well as its beauty, rather declined.

Finally, the publications of Scioppitis and Vossius mark the

beginning of another period, which we may consider as lasting
to the present day. Grammatical criticism had nearly reach* <1

the point at which it now stands ; the additions, at least, which
later philologers Perizonius, Burman, Bentley, and many
others have made, though by no means inconsiderable, seem

hardly sufficient to constitute a distinct period, even if we
could refer them properly to any single epoch. And the

praise of eloquent composition has been so little sought, after

the close of the years passed in education, or attained only
in short and occasional writings which have left no durable

reputation behind, that the Latin language may be said, for

this purpose, to have silently expired in the regions of polite
literal ire.
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SECTION IL

Antiquities of Rome and Greece Grater Meursius Chronology.

25. THE antiquities of Greece and Rome, though they did

not occupy so great a relative space in the literature
,. ., .

' J
. ,

e
, ._. . Gruter's

of this period as of the sixteenth century, were, trom collection

the general increase of erudition, not less frequently ^)

1

n̂
cnp"

the subject of books than before. This field, indeed,
is so vast, that its harvest had in many parts been scarcely
touched, and in others very imperfectly gathered by those we
have already commemorated. the Sigonii, the Manutii, the

Lipsii, and their fellow-laborers in ancient learning. The

present century opened with a great work, the Corpus In-

scriptionum, by Gruter. A few endeavors had long before

been made l to collect the ancient inscriptions, of which the

countries once Roman, and especially Italy, were full. The
best work hitherto was by Martin Smetius of Bruges, after

whose death his collection of inscriptions was published at

Leyden in 1588, under the superintendence of Dousa and

Lipsius.
26. Scaliger first excited his friend Gruter to undertake

the task of giving an enlarged edition of Smetius.2
Assisted by

He made the index for this himself, devoting the s^ger-

labor of the entire morning for ten months (a summo mane
ad tempits ccence) to an occupation from which so little glory
could accrue. " Who," says Burman,

" would not admire the

liberal erudition and unpretending modesty of the learned of

that age, who, worn as they were by those long and weary
labors, of which they freely complain in their correspondence
with each other, though they knew that such occupations as

these could gain for them no better name than that of com-

mon clerks or mere drudges, yet hesitated not to abandon

for the advantage of the public those pursuits which a higher
fame might be expected to reward? Who in these times

would imitate the generosity of Scaliger, who, when he might
have ascribed to himself this addition to the work of Smetius,

i See vol. i.. p. 331.
* Burman in Prsefatione ad Gruteri epistles prove this, especially th 405th,

Corpus Inscript. Several of Scaliger"8 addressed to Gruter.
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gave away his own right to Gruter, and declined to let his

name he prefixed either to the index which he had wholly

compiled, or to the many ohservations by which he corrects

and explains the inscriptions, and desired, in recompense for

the industry of Gruter, that he alone should pass with pos-

terity as the author of the work ?
" 1

Gruter, it is observed by
Le Clerc, has committed many faults ; he often repeats the

same inscriptions, and still more frequently has printed them

from erroneous copies ; his quotations from authors, in whom

inscriptions are found, sometimes want exactness ; finally, for

which he could not well be answerable, a vast many have

since been brought to light.
2 In consequence of the publi-

cation of Gruter's Inscriptions, the learned began with incre-

dible zeal to examine old marbles for inscriptions, and to

insert them in any work that had reference to antiquity.
Reinesius collected as many as make a respectable supple-
ment.3 But a sort of era in lapidary learning was made,
in 1629, by Selden's description of the marbles brought by
the Earl of Arundel from Greece, and which now belong to

the University of Oxford. These contain a chronology of the

early times of Greece, on which great reliance has often been

placed; though their antiquity is not accounted very high in

comparison with those times.

27. The Jesuit Donati published, in 1633, Roma Vetus et

Works on Nova, which is not only much superior to any thing
Roman previously written on the antiquities of the city, but
antiquity.

jg preferre(j jjy some competent judges to the later

and more known work of Nardini. Both these will be found,

with others of an earlier date, in the third and fourth vo

lumes of Graevius. The tenth volume of the same collec-

tion contains a translation from the History of the Great

Roads of the Roman Empire, published in French by Nicolas

Bergier in 1622; ill arranged, it has been said, and diffuse,

according to the custom of his age, but inferior, Graevius

declares, in variety of learning, to no one work that he has

inserted in his numerous volumes. Guther, whose treati.se

on the pontifical law of Rome appears in the fifth volume,

1 Bunnan, p. 6. serve the number of pages which had
1 Bibl. Choisie, vol. xiv. p. 61. Bur- been so continually referred to in all

man, ubi supra, gives a strange reason learned works ; the simple contrivance of

for reprinting Gruter's Inscriptions with keeping the original numeration in tu
all their blemishes, even the repetitions; margin not having occurred to him.

namely, that it was convenient to pre-
3 Burman, ubi supra.
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was, says the editor,
" a man of various and extended read-

ing, who had made extracts from every class of writers,

but had not always digested his learning or weighed what
he wrote. Hence, much has been found open to criticism

in his writings, and there remains a sufficient harvest of

the same kind for any one who should care to undertake it."

The best work on Roman dress is by Octavius Ferrarius,

published partly in 1642, partly in 16o4. This has been
called superficial by Spanheim ; but Grasvius, and several

other men of learning, bestow more praise.
1 The Isiac tablet,

covered with emblems of Egyptian antiquity, was illustrated

by Pignoria, in a work bearing different titles in the suc-

cessive editions from 1605; and his explanations are still

considered probable. Pignoria's other writings were also in

high esteem with the antiquaries.
2 It would be tedious to

enumerate the less important productions of this kind. A
minute and scrupulous criticism, it has been said, distin-

guished the antiquaries of the seventeenth century. Without,

perhaps, the comprehensive views of Sigonius and Panvinius,

they were more severely exact. Hence forgery and false-

hood stood a much worse chance of success than beftn-e.

Annius of Viterbo had deceived half the scholars of the

preceding age. But when Inghirami, in 1637, published his

Etruscarum Antiquitatum Fragmenta, monuments of Etrus-

can antiquity, which he pretended to have discovered at

Volterra, the imposture was speedily detected.
3

28. The Germania Antiqua of Cluverius was published in

1616; and his Italia Antiqua, in 1624. These form
GeonTaphy

a sort of epoch in ancient geography. The latter, ofcTuve-

especially, has ever since been the great repertory
of classical illustration on this subject. Cluverius, however,

though a man of acknowledged ability and erudition, has been

thought too bold an innovator in his Germany, and to have
laid down much on his own conjecture.

4

29. Meursius, a native of Holland, began when very young,
soon after the commencement of the century, those

Meursius

indefatigable labors on Grecian antiquity, by which
he became to Athens and all Hellas what Sigonius had been

to Rome and Italy. Niceron has given a list of his publi-

1
Nioeron, v. 80; Tiraboschi, xi. 300.

1
Niceron, vol. xxi.

; Biogr. Univ. 4
Blount; Niceron, vol. ixl. ; Biogi

3 Salfi (Continuation de Ginguene). xi. Uniy.
858
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cations, sixty-seven in number, including some editions of

ancient writers, but, for the most part, confined to illustra-

tions of Greek usages; some also treat of Roman. The
Grsecia feriata, on festivals and games ; the Orchestra, on

dancing ; the Eleusinia, on that deeply interesting, and in his

time almost untouched subject, the ancient mysteries, are

collected in the works of this very learned person, or scattered

through the Thesaurus Antiquitatum Graecarum of Grono-
vius. "

Meursius," says his editor,
" was the true and legiti-

mate mystagogue to the sanctuaries of Greece." But his

peculiar attention was justly shown to " the eye of Greece,"
Athens^ Nothing that bore on her history, her laws and go-

vernment, her manners and literature, was left by him. The
various titles of his works seem almost to exhaust Athenian

antiquity : De Populis Atticse Athenae Attica? Cecro-

pia Regnum Atticum Archontes Athenienses Pisis-

tratus Fortuna Attica Atticarum Lectionum Libri IV.
Piraeeus Themis Attica Solon Areopagus Pana-

thenaea Eleusinia Theseus JEschylus Sophocles et

Euripides. It is manifest that all later learning must have
been built upon his foundations. No one was equal to Meur-
Ubbo sius in this province ; but the second place is perhaps
Emmius. due to Ubbo Emmius, professor of Greek at Gro-

ningen, for his Vetus Graecia Illustrata, 1626. The facilities

of elucidating the topography of that country were by no
means such as Cluverius had found for Italy ; and, in fact,

little was done in respect to local investigation in order to

establish a good ancient geography till recent times. Sa-

muel Petit, a man placed by some in the very first list of the

learned, published, in 163o, a commentary on the Athenian

laws, which is still the chief authority on that subject.
30. In an age so peculiarly learned as this part of the

seventeenth century, it will be readily concluded that many
books must have a relation to the extensive subject of this

section ; though the stream of erudition had taken rather a

different course, and watered the provinces of ecclesiastical

and mediaeval still more than those of heathen antiquity.
But we can only select one or two which treat of chronology,
and that chiefly because we have already given a place to the

work of Scaliger.
31. Lydiat was the first who, in a small treatise on the

rarious calendars, 1605, presumed in several respects to
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differ from that of the dictator of literature. He is, in conse-

quence, reviled in Scaliger's Epistles as the most stu-
chronology

pid and ignorant of the human race, a portentous of Lydiat.

birth of England, or at best an ass and a beetle, whom
it is below the dignity of the author to answer. 1

Lydiat was,

however, esteemed a man of deep learning, and did not flinch

from the contest. His Emendatio Temporum, published in

1609, is a more general censure of the Scaligerian chronology;
but it is rather a short work for the extent of the subject. A
German, Seth Calvisius, on the other hand, is extolled to the

skies by Scaliger for a chronology founded on his own prin-

ciples. These are applied in it to the whole series of events,

and thus Calvisius may be said to have made an epoch in

historical literature. He made more use of eclipses than any
preceding writer ; and his dates are reckoned as accurate in

modern as in ancient history.
2

32. Scaliger, nearly twenty years after his death, was
assailed by an adversary whom he could not have ^

.
J

T . IT-. Petaviua.

thought it unworthy of his name to repel. Petau,
or Petavius, a Jesuit of uncommon learning, devoted the

whole of the first of two large volumes,' entitled Doctrina

Temporum, 1627, to a censure of the famous work De Emen-
datione Temporum. This volume is divided into eight books :

the first on the popular year of the Greeks ; the second on the

lunar ; the third on the Egyptian, Persian, and Armenian ;

the fourth on the solar year ; the fifth treats of the correc-

tion of the paschal cycle and the calendar ; the sixth discusses

the principles of the lunar and solar cycles ; the seventh is

entitled an introduction to computations of various kinds,

among which he reckons the Julian period ; the eighth is on

the true motions of the sun and moon, and on their eclipses.

In almost every chapter of the first five books, Scaliger is

censured, refuted, reviled. It was a retribution upon his own

arrogance ; but published thus after his death, with no justice

done to his great learning and ability, and scarcely the com-

mon terms of respect towards a mighty name, it is impossible

1 " Ante aliquot dies tibi scripsi, ut lector rideat. Nam in tarn prodigiose
gcirem ex te quis sit Thomas Lydiat iste, imperitum scarabseum scribere, neque
quo monstro nullum portentosius in vestra nostros dignitatis est, neque otii. " Scalig.

Anglia natuin puto ;
tanta est inscitia Epist. 291. Usher, nevertheless, if we

hominis et confidentia. Ne semel quidem may trust Wood, thought Scaliger worsted
illi verum dicere accidit." And again: by Lydiat. Ath. Oxon., iii. 187.
" Non est similis morio in orbe terrrarum. * Blount

; Biogr Univ.
Paucis asiuitatem ejus perstringam ut
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not to discern in this work of Petavius both signs of an
envious mind, and a partial desire to injure the fame of a dis-

tinguished Protestant. His virulence, indeed, against Scaliger
becomes almost ridiculous. At the beginning of each of the

first five books, he lays it down as a theorem to be demon-

strated, that Scaliger is always wrong on the particular

subjects to which it relates ; and, at the close of each, he

repeats the same in geometrical form as having been proved.
He does not even give him credit for the invention of the

Julian period, though he adopts it himself with much praise,

positively asserting that it is borrowed from the Byzantine
Greeks.1 The second volume is in five books, and is dedi-

cated to the historical part of chronology, and the application
of the principles laid down before. A third volume, in 1630,

relating to the same subjects, though bearing a different title,

is generally considered as part of the work. Petavius, in

1633, published an abridgment of his chronological system,
entitled Rationarium Temporum, to which he subjoined a
table of events down to his own time, which in the larger
work had only been carried to the fall of the empire. This

abridgment is better known and more generally useful than

the former.

33. The merits of Petavius as a chronologer have been

"Tiaracter differently appreciated. Many, of whom Iluet is

of this one, from religious prejudices rejoiced in what they
hoped to be a discomfiture of Scaliger, whose arro-

gance had also made enemies of a large part of the literary
world. Even Vossius, after praising Petavius, declares that

he is unwilling to decide between men who have done for

chronology more than any others.2 But he has not always
been so favorably dealt with. Le Clerc observes, that as

1 Lib. vii. c. 7. . with much rudeness, and by several other
2 Vossius apud NIceron, xxxvii. 111. contemporaries engaged in the same con-

"
Dionysiug Petavius permulta post Sea- troversy. If we were to believe Baillot,

ligvrum optime observavit. Sed nolim Petavius was not only the most learned

judicium interponere inter eos, quorum of the order of Jesuits, but surpassed
uterque praeclare adeo de clironologia Salmasius himself de plusieurs coudsts.
meritus est, ut niillis plus hc scientia Jugemens des S<;avans, n. 513. But, to
deheat. . . . Qui sine affectu ao partium judge between giants, we should be a little

studio conferre volet quae de temporibus taller ourselves than most are. Baillet,

scripsere, conspiciet esse ubi Scaligero indeed, quotes Henry Valois for the pre-
major laus debeatur, comperiet quoque ference of Petavius to any other of his
ubi longe Petavio malit assentiri

;
erit age ; which, in other words, is much the

etiiim ubi ampliandum videatur
;
imo ubi same as to call him the most learned inan

nee facile veritas a quoquam possit in- that ever lived
;
and Valois was a very

dagari.
' The chronology of Petavius competent judge. The words, however,

was animadverted upon by Salmasius are found in a funeral panegyric.
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Scaliger is not very perspicuous, and Petavius has explained
the former's opinions before he proceeds to refute them, those

who compare the two will have this advantage, that they will

understand Scaliger better than before.1 This is not very

complimentary to his opponent. A modern writer of respect-
able authority gives us no reason to consider him victorious.
"
Though the great work of Petavius on chronology," says

M. St. Martin,
"

is certainly a very estimable production, it is

not less certain that he has in no degree contributed to en-

large the boundaries of the science. The author shows toe

much anxiety to refute Scaliger, whether right or wrong: his

sole aim is to destroy the edifice perhaps too boldly elevated

by his adversary. It is not unjust to say, that Petavius haa

literally done nothing for positive chronology : he has not

even determined with accuracy what is most incontestable in

this science. Many of the dates which he considers as well

established are still subject to great doubt, and might be set-

tled in a very diiferent manner. His work is clear and
methodical ; and, as it embraces the whole of chronology, it

might have become of great authority : but these very quali-
ties have rendered it injurious to the science. He came to

arrest the flight, which, through the genius of Scaliger, it was

ready to take ; nor has it made the least progress ever since :

it has produced nothing but conjectures, more or less showy,
but with nothing solid and undeniable for their basis." 2

Bibl. Choirie. fi. 1S6. A short ab- nology will be found to this rolume at

tract of the Petavian scheme of thro- Le '

*
Biogr. CniT., art. " Petmuu. "
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CHAPTER IL

HISTORY OF THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE IN EUROPE, FROM 1600 TO 1650.

Claim of Popes to temporal Power Father Paul Sarpi Gradual Decline of Papal
Power Unpopularity of Jesuits Controversy of Catholics and Protestants

Deference of some of the Latter to Antiquity Wavering in Casaubon Still more
in Grotius Calixtus An opposite School of Theologians Daille Cliilliug-
worth Hales Rise of the Arminian Controversy Episcopius Socinians

Question as to Rights of Magistrates in Religion Writings of Grotius on this

Subject Question of Religious Toleration Taylor's Liberty of Prophesying
Theological Critics and Commentators Sermons of Donne and Taylor Deistical

Writers English Translation of the Bible.

1. THE claim of the Roman see to depose sovereigns was

Temporal
^e the retractile claws of some animals, which

supremacy would be liable to injury were they not usually
tome'

sheathed. If the state of religion in England and
France towards the latter part of the sixteenth century re-

quired the assertion of these pretended rights, it was not the

policy of a court, guided as oi'ten by prudence as by zeal or

pride, to keep them for ever before the eyes of the world.

Clement VIII. wanted not these latter qualities, but they
were restrained by the former; and the circumstances in

which the new century opened did not demand any direct col-

lision with the civil power. Henry IV. had been received

back into the bosom of the church : he was now rather the

ally, the favored child, of Rome, than the object of her pro-

scription. Elizabeth, again, was out of the reach of any ene-

my but death; and much was hoped from the hereditary

disposition of her successor. The temporal supremacy would
therefore have been left for obscure and unauthorized writers

to vindicate, if an unforeseen circumstance had not called out

again its most celebrated champion. After the detection of

the gunpowder conspiracy, an oath of allegiance was imposed
in England, containing a renunciation, in strong terms, of the

tenet, that princes excommunicated by the pope might be

deposed or murdered by their subjects. None of the English
Catholics refused allegiance to James ; and most of them,
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probably, would have felt little scruple at taking the entire

oath, which their arch-priest, Blackwell, had approved. But
the see of Rome interfered to censure those who took the

oath ; and a controversy singularly began with James him-

self, in his Apology for the Oath of Allegiance. Bellarmin

answered, in 1610, under the name of Matthew Tortus; and
the duty of defending the royal author was devolved on one

of our most learned divines, Lancelot Andrews, who gave tc

his reply the quaint title, Tortura Torti.1 But this favorite

tenet of the Vatican was as ill fitted to please the Gallican as

the English Church. Barclay, a lawyer of Scottish family,
had long defended the rights of the crown of France against
all opponents. His posthumous treatise on the temporal

power of the pope with respect to sovereign princes was pub-
lished at London in 1609. Bellarmin answered it next year
in the ultramontane spirit which he had always breathed:

the parliament of Paris forbade the circulation of his re-

ply.
2

2. Paul V. was a pope imbued with the arrogant spirit of

his predecessors, Paul IV. and Pius V. : no one was
Contegt

more prompt to exercise the despotism which the with

Jesuits were ready to maintain. After some minor

disputes with the Italian states, he came, in 1605, to his

famous conflict with the republic of Venice, on the very im-

portant question of the immunity of ecclesiastics from the

civil tribunals. Though he did not absolve the subjects of

Venice from their allegiance, he put the state under an inter-

dict, forbidding the celebration of divine offices throughout its

territory. The Venetian clergy, except the Jesuits and some
other regulars, obeyed the senate rather than the pope. The
whole is matter of known history. In the termination of tliis

1
Biogr. Britann., art. " Andrews

;

" sia cosa utile, lo pu6 privare. Dice pi'i

Collier's Ecclesiastical History ; Butler's volte, che quando il papa comanda, ch

English Catholics, vol. i. Matthew Tor- non sia ubbidito ad un principe private

Bellarmin 's book,
" e di scrivere contra inanzi, che viene a dire, il papa pu<S dis-

Barclajo ;
ma il vero fine si vede esser ponere secondo che giudica i; pedieut*

per ridurre il papa al cclmo dell' omni- de' tutti i beni di qual si voglia Chris-

potente. In questo libro non si tratta tiano, ma tutto sarebbe niente, se solo

altro, che il suddetto argumento, e pia di dice'sse che tile e la sua opiuioie ; dice

venti cinque volte e n-plicato, che quando ch' e un articolo della fede catholic*

il papa giudica un principe indegno per eh' e eretico, chi non sente cosl, e quest*
Biia colpa d' aver governo, overo inetto, 6 con tanta pctulantut. che non vi si pui
pur ccuosce, cue per il beiie della ehiese aggiungere." Lettere di Sarpi, 50.
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dispute, it has been doubted which party obtained the victory ;

but, in the ultimate result and effect upon mankind, we cannot,
it seems, well doubt that the see of Rorue was the loser.1

Nothing was more worthy of remark, especially in literary

history, than the appearance of one greaf man, Fra Paolo
Father Paul Sarpi, the first who, in modern times and in a Ca-
Sarpi. tholic country, shook the fabric not only of Papal
despotism, but of ecclesiastical independence and power. For
it is to be observed, that, in the Venetian business, the pope
was contending for what were called the rights of the church,
not for his own supremacy over it. Sarpi was a man of ex-

traordinary genius, learning, and judgment : his physical and
anatomical knowledge was such as at least to have caused
several great discoveries to be assigned to him

;

2 his reason-

ing was concise and cogent, his style perspicuous and ani-

mated. A treatise, Delle Materie Beneficiarie, in other

words, on the rights, revenues, and privileges, in secular mat-

ters, of the ecclesiastical order, is a model in its way. The

history is so short and yet so sufficient, the sequence so natu-

ral and clear, the proofs so judiciously introduced, that it can

never be read without delight, and admiration of the author's

skill. And this is more striking to those who have toiled at

the verbose books of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,
where tedious quotations, accumulated, not selected, disguise
the argument they are meant to confirm. Except the first

book of Machiavel's History of Florence, I do not remember

any earlier summary of facts so lucid, and pertinent to the

object. That object was, with Father Paul, neither more nor

less than to represent the wealth and power of the church as

ill-gotten and excessive. The Treatise on Benefices led the

way, or rather was the seed thrown into the ground, that

ultimately produced the many efforts both of the press and
of public authority to break down ecclesiastical privileges.

3

3. The other works of Sarpi are numerous; but none

1 Rnnke is the best authority on this rein, subtiliorem, quotquot adhuc videre

dispute, as he is on all other mutters re- coutigt-rit, neuiinem co^novimus ;ul eii-

liitiiig to the Papacy in this age. Vol. ii. cycl<')>;i ili:im." JIajjia-NaturalLs.lib. vii.,

p. 324. ajnul Kanke.
1 He was supposed to have discovered 3 A long analysis of the Treatise on

the valves of the veins, the circulation of Benefices will be found in Dupin, who
tlie blood, the expansion and contraction does not blame it very much. The trea-

pf the pupil, the variation of the compass. *ie is worth reading through, and has
" A quo," says Baptista Porta cf Sarpi, been commended by many good judges of
"
aliqua didicisse non solum fateri non history,

erubescuuus, sed gloriamur, cum *o dtctio-
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require our present attention, except the most celebrated, his

History of the Council of Trent. The manuscript History ot
of this, having been brought to London by Antonio Council

de Dominis, was there published in 1619, under the

name of Pietro Soave Polano, the anagram of Paolo Sarpi
Veneto. It was quickly translated into several languages,
and became the text-book of Protestantism on the subject.

Many incorrectnesses have been pointed out by Pallavicini,
who undertook the same task on the side of Rome ; but the

general credibility of Father Paul's history has rather gained

by the ordeal of hostile criticism. Dupin observes, that the

long list of errors imputed by Pallavicini, which are chiefly
in dates and such trifling matters, make little or no difference

as to the substance of Sarpi's history ; but that its author is

more blamable for a malicious disposition to impute political
motives to the members of the council, and idle reasonings
which they did not employ.

1
Ranke, who has given this a

more minute scrutiny than Dupin could have done, comes

nearly to the same result. Sarpi is not a fair, but he is, for

those times, a tolerably exact historian. His work exhibits

the general excellences of his manner, freedom from redun-

dancy ; a clear, full, agreeable style ; a choice of what is most

pertinent and interesting in his materials. Much has been

disputed about the religious tenets of Father Paul : it appears
to me quite out of doubt, both by the tenor of his history, and
still more unequivocally, if possible, by some of his letters,

that he was entirely hostile to the church, in the usual sense,

as well as to the court of Rome ; sympathizing in affection,

and concurring generally in opinion, with the reformed denomi-

nation.'
2 But as he continued in the exercise of his functions

1 Hist. Eccles. Cent. 17. non fosse per ragion di state, si trovareb-
2 The proofs of this it would be endless bono diversi, cue saltarebbono da questo

(o adduce from the history: they strike fosso di Roma nella cirna dell riforma
;

the eye in every page, though it cannot ma chi teme una cosa, chi un' altra. Dio

be expected that he should declare his per6 par che goda la pii minima parte

way of thinking in express terms. Even dei pensieri umani. So ch' ella mi in-

in iiis letters he does not this. They were tende senza passar pi;'i oltre." Lett. 81.

printed, with the date at least of Verona, Feb., 1612. Sarpi speaks with great con-

in l'J73. Sully 's fall he laments,
"
having tempt of James I., who was occupied like

become parti:il to him on account of his a pedant about Vorstius and such matters,

firmness in religion." Lett. 53. Of the " Se il re d' Inghilterra non fosse dotto-

ropubiic of the United Provinces he says, re, si potrebbe sperare qualche bene, e
' La nascenza di quale si come Dio ha garebbe un gran priucipio, perche Spagna
favorite con grazie inestimabili, cosi pare non si puA vincere, se non levato il pre-

che la malizia del diavolo oppugni con testo della religione, ne questo si leverii

tutte le arti." Lett. 23. Aftergivingan se non introducendo i reformat! nell'

account of one Marsilio, who seems to Italia. E si il re sapesse fare, sarebb*

have been a Protestant, he adds :
" Credo se facile e in Torino, e qui." Lett. 88. H

vou n. 25
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as a Servite monk, and has always passed at Venice more for

a saint than a heretic, some of the Galilean writers have not

scrupled to make use of his authority, and to extenuate hid

heterodoxy. There can be no question but that he intiicted a
severe wound on the spiritual power.

4. That power, predominant as it seemed in the beginning

Gaiiiean
^ ^ne seventeenth century, met with adversaries lx-

liberties. sides Sarpi. The French nation, and especially the

parliament of Paris, had always vaunted what were,

called the liberties of the Gaiiican Church ; liberties, how-

ever, for which neither the church itself nor the king, the two

parties interested, were prone to display much regard. A
certain canonist, Richer, published in 1 Gil a book on eccle-

siastical and political power, in which he asserted the govern-
ment of the church to be a monarchy tempered with aristo-

cracy; that is, that the authority of the pope was limited in

some respects by the rights of the bishops. Though this has

since become a fundamental principle among the Cisalpine
Catholics, it did not suit the high notions of that age ; and
the bishops were content to sacrifice their rights by joining
in the clamor of the Papal party. A synod assembled by
Cardinal du Perron, Archbishop of Sens, condemned the book
of Richer, who was harassed for the rest of his life by the

persecution of those he had sought to defend against a servi-

tude which they seemed to covet. His fame has risen in

later times. Dupin concludes a careful analysis of Richer's

treatise with a noble panegyric on his cliaracter, and style
of writing.

1

wrote, however, a remarkable letter to lished at Geneva, with the date of Verona,
Casaubon much about this time; hinting is said by a late biographer of S.-n-;,i, and
at his wish to find an asylum in England, one very far from Catholic orthodoxy, to

and using rather different language about have been most incorrectly printed, and
the king :

'|
In eo, rarum, cumulate vir- even interpolated, forthe purpose <> I irivin^

tutes principis ac viri. Kegum idea est, a more Protestant cast to his opinion
ad quaui forte ante actis saeculis nemo that, though in the main his own. they
formatus fuit. Si ego ejus protectione cannot be quoted in evidence. Vita <ii

dignus r--<'iii, nihil mihi deesse pntarem Sarpi, per BUnuhi-Uiovini, Bru\
ad mortjilis vitse felicitatein. Tu, vir 183-i, vol. ii. p. 191. But the letter to

prsestantissime, nihil tu dignius efficere (.'asaubon is certainly genuine; and we
potea, quam tiiuto principi mea studia com- have no proof of interpolation in tir

niendare." Casaubon, Epist. 811. For Geneva, though we may have of incnr-
mea in another edition is read tua ; but redness. The History, however, is suili-

the former seems preferable. Casaubon cient to demonstrate Sarpi's Protestant-

replied, that the king wished Paul to be ism. 1847.]
a light to bin own country ; but, if any ' Hist. Eccles. Cent. 17, 1. ii. c. 7 ;

thing should happen, he had written to Niceron, vol. xxvii. The Biojrraphi*
his ambassador,

" ut nulla in re tibi Universelle talks of the republican pnu-
desit." ciples of Richer : it must be in an eccle-

[The above collection of letters, pub- Biastical sense
;

for nottiiug in the book.
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5. The strength of the ultramontane party in the Galilean
Church was Perron, a man of great natural capacity, ,

v 1-11 , .
J Perron.

a prodigious memory, a vast knowledge of ecclesias-

tical and profane antiquity, a sharp wit, a pure and elegant

style, and such readiness in dispute that few cared to engage
him.1 If he did not always reason justly, or upon consistent

principles, these are rather failings in the eyes of lovers

of truth, than of those, and they are the many, who sympa-
thize with the dexterity and readiness of a partisan. He had
been educated as a Protestant ; but, like half the learned of
that religion, went over from some motive or other to the
victorious side. In the conference at Fontainebleau with Du
Plessis Mornay, it has been mentioned already that he had
a confessed advantage ; but victory in debate follows the com-
batant rather than the cause. The supporters of Gallican

liberties were discouraged during the life of this cardinal.

He did not explicitly set himself against them, or deny, per-

haps, the principles of the Council of Constance ; but, by
preventing any assertion of them, he prepared the way, as it

was hoped at Rome, for a gradual recognition of the whole

system of Bellarmin. Perron, however, was neither a Jesuit,
nor very favorable to that order. Even so late as 1 638, a
collection of tracts by the learned brothers Du Puy, on the

liberties of the church, was suppressed at the instance of the

nuncio, on the pretext, that it had been published without per-
mission. It was reprinted some years afterwards, when the

power of Rome had begun to decline.2

6. Notwithstanding the tone still held by the court of Rome
and its numerous partisans, when provoked by any Decline
demonstration of resistance, they generally avoided of Papal

aggressive proceedings, and kept in reserve the te- power-

nets which could not be pleasing to any civil government.

T think, relates to civil politics. Father probably goes farther than Bossuet, or
Paul thought Richer's scheme might lead any one who wished to keep on good terms
to something better, but did not highly with Home, would have openly approved.
esteem it.

'' QueUa mistura del goveruo It is prolix, extending to two volumes
ecclesiastico di monarchia e aristocrazia 4to. Some account of Richer will be
mi pare una composizione di oglio e found in Histoire de la Mere et du 1'ils,

acqua, che non possono mui mischiarsi ascribed to Mezeray or Richelieu,

insieme." Lettere di Sarpi, 109. Richer 1 Dupin.
entirely denies the infallibility of the 2

Dupin, 1. iii. c. 1
;
Grot. Epist. 1105.

Pope in matters of faith, and says there " Liber de libertatibus ecclesise Gallicanse

is no authority adduced for it but that of ex actis desuuiptus publicis, quo rcgis
the popes themselves. His work is writ- regnique jura contra molitiones pontificiaa
ten on the principles of the Jausenizing deienduntur, ipsius regis jussu vendi eat

Uullicutis of the eighteenth century, and prohibitus." See also Epist. 51SJ
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We should, doubtless, find many assertions of the temporal

authority of the pope by searching into obscure theology

during this period : but, after Bellarmin and Perron were
withdrawn from the stage, no prominent champions of that

cause stood forth
; and it was one of which great talents and

high station alone could overcome the intrinsic unpopularity.

Slowly and silently the power of Rome had much receded

before the middle of the seventeenth century. Paul V. was
the last of the imperious pontiffs who exacted obedience as

sovereigns of Christendom. His successors have had re-

course to gentler methods, to a paternal rather than regal

authority : they have appealed to the moral sense, but have

rarely or never alarmed the fears of their church. The long

pontificate of Urban VIII. was a period of transition from

strength to weakness. In his first years, this pope was not

inactively occupied in the great cause of subduing the Pro-

testant heresy. It has been lately brought to light, that, soon

after the accession of Charles I., he had formed a scheme, in

conjunction with France and Spain, for cofiquering and par-

titioning the British islands: Ireland was to be annexed to

the ecclesiastical state, and governed by a viceroy of the

holy see.1 But he afterwards gave up these visionary pro-

jects, and limited his ambition to more practicable views of

aggrandizement in Italy. It is certain that the temporal

principality of the popes has often been an useful diver-

sion for the rest of Europe : the Duchy of Urbino was less

in our notions of importance than Germany or Britain ; but

it was quite as capable of engrossing the thoughts and pas-
sions of a pope.

7. The subsidence of Catholic zeal before the middle of

onpopuia-
^is aoe deserves especially to be noted at a time,

rity of the when, in various directions, that church is begin-
llts<

ning to exalt her voice, if not to rear her head, and
we are ostentatiously reminded of the sudden revival of her

influence in the sixteenth century. It did undoubtedly then

revive ; but it is equally manifest that it receded once more.

Among the leading causes of this decline in the influence, not

only of what are called ultramontane principles, but of the

> Kanke, it. 518. It is not at all pro- ly divided. But the scheme serves to

bable that France and Spain would hare show the ambition, at that time, of to*

seriously coalesced for any object of this Roman see.

kini: the sj> >il could not have been safe-
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zeal and faith that had attended them, a change as visible,

and almost as rapid, as the re-action in favor of them which we
have pointed out in the latter part of the sixteenth century,
we must reckon the increasing prejudices against the Jesuit

order. Their zeal, union, indefatigable devotion to the cause,
had made them the most useful of allies, the most formidable

of enemies ; but in these very qualities were involved the seeds

of public hatred and ultimate ruin. Obnoxious to Protestant

states for their intrigues ; to the lawyers, especially in France,
for their bold theories of political power and encroaching spi-

rit; to the Dominicans for the favor they had won, they
had become, long before the close of this period, rather dan-

gerous supporters of the see of Rome.1 Their fate, in coun-

tries where the temper of their order had displayed itself

with less restraint, might have led reflecting men to anticipate
the consequences of urging too far the patience of mankind

by the ambition of an insulated order of priests. In the first

part of this century, the Jesuits possessed an extensive influ-

ence in Japan, and had re-united the kingdom of Abyssinia to

the Roman Church. In the course of a few years more, they
were driven out from both: their intriguing ambition had
excited an implacable animosity against the church to which

they belonged.
8. Cardinal Richelieu, though himself a theological writer,

took great care to maintain the liberties of the
-m i i_ t_ -XT j? Richelieu's
r rench crown and church. No extravagance of Care of

Hildebrandic principles would find countenance un- Gaiiican

. F mi i liberties.

der Ins administration. Their partisans endeavored

sometimes to murmur against his ecclesiastical measures : it

was darkly rumored that he had a scheme of separating the

Catholic Church of France, something in the manner of

Henry VIII., from the supremacy of Rome, though not from
her creed ; and one Hersent published, under the name of

Optatus Gallus, a book, so rapidly suppressed as to be of the

greatest rarity, the aim of which was to excite the public

apprehension of this schism.2 It was in defence of the Gal-

lican liberties, so far as it was yet prudent to assert them, that

l

1 Clement VIIT. was tired of the Je- penrs that Richelieu tampered with those

suits, as we are told by Perron, who did schemes of reconciling the different reli-

not much love them. Perroniana, pp.286, gions which were then afloat, and all

288. which went on setting the pope nearly
' Biogr. Univ.

;
Grot. Epist. 982, 1354. aside. Ruarus intimates the same. Epist

By some other letters of Grotius, it ap- Ruar., p. 401.
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De Marca was employed to write a treatise, De Concordantia

Sacerdotii et Imperil. This book was censured at Rome ;

yet it does not by any means come up to the language after-

wards used in the Gallican Church : it belongs to its own age,
the transitional period in which Rome had just ceased to act,

but not to speak, as a mistress. De Marca was obliged to

make some concessions before he could obtain the bulls for

a bishopric. He rose, however, afterwards to the see of

Paris. The first part of his work appeared in 1 641 ; the

second, after the death of the author.

9. In this most learned period, according to the sense in

Contro- which the word was then taken, that Europe has

c
e

f r
f ever seen, it was of course to be expected that the

and Pro- studious ecclesiastics of both the Romish and Pro-
testants, testant denomination would pour forth a prodigal
erudition in their great controversy. It had always been the

aim of the former to give an historical character to theological

inquiry : it was their business to ascertain the faith of the

Catholic Church as a matter of fact, the single principle of its

infallibility being assumed as the basis of all investigation.
But their opponents, though less concerned in the issue of

such questions, frequently thought themselves competent to

dispute the field
; and, conversant as they were with ecclesi-

astical antiquity, found in its interminable records sufficient

weapons to protract the war, though not to subdue the foe.

Hence, partly in the last years of the sixteenth century, but

incomparably more in the present, we find an essential change
in the character of theological controversy. It became less

increased
reasoning> less scriptural, less general and popular,

respect for but far more patristic (that is, appealing to the testi-
the fathers, monies of the fathers), and altogether more historical,

than before. Several consequences of material influence on

religious opinion sprang naturally from this method of con-

ducting the defence of Protestantism. One was, that it

contracted very greatly the circle of those, who, upon any
reasonable interpretation of the original principle of personal

judgment, could exercise it for themselves : it became the

privilege of the deeply learned alone. Another, that, from
the real obscurity and incoherence of ecclesiastical authorities,

those who had penetrated farthest into that province of learn-

ing w^re least able to reconcile them ; and, however they

might disguise it from the world while the pen was in their
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hands, were themselves necessarily left, upon many points, in

an embarrassing state of doubt and confusion. A third effect

was, that, upon these controversies of Catholic tradition, the

Church of Rome had very often the best of the argument;
and this was occasionally displayed in those wrestling-matches
between religious disputants, which were held, publicly or

privately, either with the vain hope of coming to an agree-
ment, or to settle the faith of the hearers. And from the two
last of these causes it arose, that many Protestants went over
to the Church of Rome, and that a new theological system was
contrived to combine what had been deemed the incompatible
tenets of those who had burst from each other with such
violence in the preceding century.

10. This retrocession, as it appeared, and as in spirit it was,
towards the system abandoned in the first impe- Eg.^^-
tuosity of the Reformation, began in England about in England,

the conclusion of the sixteenth century. It was
Laud'

evidently connected with the high notions of ecclesiastical

power, of an episcopacy by unbroken transmission from the

apostles, of a pompous ritual, which the rulers of the Anglican
Church took up at that time in opposition to the Puritans. It

rapidly gained ground in the reign of James, and, still more,
of his son. Andrews, a man far more learned in patristic

theology than any of the Elizabethan bishops, or perhaps than

any of his English contemporaries except Usher, was, if not

the founder, the chief leader, of this school. Land became

afterwards, from his political importance, its more conspicuous
head ; and from him it is sometimes styled. In his confer-

ence with the Jesuit Fisher, first published in 1624, and
afterwards with many additions in 1639, we find an attempt,
not feeble, and, we may believe, not feigned, to vindicate the

Anglican Protestantism, such as he meant it to be, against
the Church of Rome, but with much deference to the name
of Catholic and the authority of the ancient fathers.

1 It is

1 " Ce qu'il y a de partieulier dans cette Conference with Fisher, p. 299 (edit. 1639).

conference, c'est qu'on y cite beaucoup Anil afterwards,
' for the Church of Eng-

plus les pF-res do I'c-glise, que n'ont ac- land, nothing is more plain than that it

coutuuie de faire les I'rotestans de deca believes and teaches tiie true and real

la mer. Coiniue 1'eglise Anglicane a une presence of Christ in the eueharist.' 1

veneration toute particuliere pour 1'anti- Nothing is more plain than- the contrary,

quite, c'est par l.'i que les Catholiques u-s Hall, who belonged to a different

Koiuainsrattaquentordinairenient. Hibl. school of theology, though the friend

Univ.. i. 333. Laud, as well as Andrews, of Laud, has in equivalent words ob-

maintained '' that the true and real body served. Hall's Works (Pratt's edition),
of Christ is in that blessed sacrament " vol. ix. p. 374.
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unnecessary to observe, that this was the prevalent language
of the English Church in that period of forty years which

was terminated by the civil war ; and that it was accompanied

by a marked enhancement of religious ceremonies, as well

as by a considerable approximation to several doctrines and

usages of the Romanists.

11. The progress of the latter church for the first thirty

years of the present century was as striking and un-

to the Oa- interrupted as it had been in the final period of the

Church
sixteenth. Victory crowned its banners on every
side. The signal defeats of the elector-palatine and

the King of Denmark, the reduction of llochelle, displayed
an evident superiority in the ultimate argument to which the

Protestants had been driven, and which silences every other ;

while a rigid system of exclusion from court favor and of

civil discouragement, or even of banishment, and suppression
of public worship, as in the Austrian dominions, brought
round the wavering and flexible to acquiesce with apparent

willingness in a despotism which they could neither resist nor

escape. The nobility, both in France and Germany, who at

the outset had been the first to embrace a new faith, became
afterwards the first to desert it. Many also of the learned

and able Protestants gave evidence of the jeopardy of that

cause by their conversion. It is not, however, just to infer

that they were merely influenced by this apprehension. Two
other causes mainly operated : one, to which we have above

alluded, the authority ascribed to the traditions of the church

as recorded by the writers called fathers, and with which it

was found very difficult to reconcile all the Protestant creed ;

another, the intolerance of the reformed churches, both Lu-
theran and Calvinistic, which gave as little latitude as that

which they had quitted.
12. The defections, from whatever cause, are numerous in

wavering
^ne seventeenth century. But two, more eminent

of ca- than any who actually renounced the Protestant
xm

'

religion, must be owned to have given evident signs
of wavering, Casaubon and Grotius. The proofs of this are

not founded merely on anecdotes which might be disputed,
but on their own language.

1 Casaubou was staggered by the

1 In his correspondence with Scaliger, ference between Du Plossis Mornay and
no indications of any vacillation as to re- Du P-rron, in the presence of Henry IV.,
ligiou appear. Of the unfortunate con- where Casaubon hiiusolf had beeu one of
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study of the fathers, in which he discovered many things, es-

pecially as to the eucharist, which he could not in any manner
reconcile with the tenets of the French Huguenots.

1 Per-
ron used to assail him with arguments he could not parry.
If we may belive this cardinal, he was on the point of declar-

ing publicly his conversion before he accepted the invitation

of James I. to England; and, even while in England, he pro-

the umpires, he speaks with great regret,
Shough with a full acknowledgment that
his champion had been worsted. " Quod
scribis do cougressu Diomedis cum Glauco,
sic est onmino, ut tu judicas recte. Vir

optiuius, si eum sua prudentia orbi Gal-
lico satis explorata nou defecisset, nuu-
quain ejus certaminis aleam subiisset."

After much more, he concludes :
"
Equi-

dem in lacrymas prope adducor, quoties
subit animo tristissima illius diei species,
cum de ingcnua nobilitate, de excellent!

ingenio, de ipsa denique veritate pompa-
tice adeo vidi triumphatum." Epist. 214.

(Oct., 1600.) See also a letter to Heinsius
on the same subject. Casaub. Epist. 809.

In a letter to Perron himself, in 1604, he
professed to adhere to Scripture alone,
against those who " vetustatis auctorita-
tem pro r.itione obtendunt." Epist. 417
A change, however, came gradually over
his mind

;
and he grew fascinated by this

very authority of antiquity. In 1609 he

had, by the king's command, a confer-
ence on religion with l)u 1'erron, but

very reluctantly, i\nd, as his biographer
owns,

"
quibusdam visus est quodammodo

cespitasse." Casaubon was, for several

reasons, no match in such a disputation
for Perron. In the first place, he was
poor and weak, and the other powerful,
which is a reason that might dispense
with our giving any others ; but, se-

condly, he had less learning in the
fathers

; and, thirdly, he was entangled
by deference for these same fathers

;

finally, he was not a man of as much
acuteness and eloquence as his antago-
nist. The issue of battle does not follow

the better cause, but the sharper sword;
especially when there is so much igno-
ratio e'enchi as in this case.

1 Perron continued to persecute Casau-
bon with argument, whenever he met
him in the king

:s library.
u Je vous eon-

fcsse (the latter told Wytenbogart) qu'il
m'a dcnne beaucoup des scrupules qui
me restent, et auxquels je ne scais pas
bien repondre . . . il me fuche de

rpugir.
1,'escapade que je prens est que je n'y
puis repondre, mais que j'y penserai."
Casauboni Vita (ad edit. Epistolarum,
1709). And in writing to the same Wy-
tenbogart, January, 1610, we find similar

signs of wavering. "Me, ne quid dis-
mulem, ha-c tanta diversitas a fide veteris

eeclesias non parum turbat. Ne de aliis

dicam, in re sacramentaria a majoribus
discessit Lutherus. a Luthero Zuinglius,
ah utroque Calvinus, a Calvino qui postea
scripserunt.. Nam constat uiihi ac certis-

simum st, doctrinum (Jalvini de sacra
eucharistia longe aliam esse ab ea quas
in libro observandi viri Molinsei nostri

continetur, et qua; vulgo in ecclesiis nos-
tris auditur. Itaque Molinaeum qui op-
pugnant, Calvinum illi non minus obji-
ciunt, quam aliquem e veteribus ecclesise

doctoribus. Si sic pergimus, quis tiindem
erit exitus? Jam quod idem Molhueus,
omnes veterum libros suae doctrines con-

trarios respuit, ut virofiofa/taiovf, cui

mediocriter docto fidem faciet? Falsus
illi Cyrillns. llierosolymoruni episcopus ;

falsus Gi-egorius Nyssenus, falsus Au:bro-

sius, falsi omnes. Mihi liquet falli ipsum,
et ilia scripUi essc verissima, quae ilia

pronuntiat iLmifiETuypaqta." Ep. 670,

See also Ep. 1043, written from Paris in the
same \ ear. He came now to England,
and, to his great satisfaction, found the
church and its prelates exactly what he
would wish. " lllud solatio mihi est, quod
in hoc regno speciem agnosco veteris

eccle.siae, quam ex patruni scriptis didici.

Adde quod episcopis OoT^tpat avvfaayu
doctissimis, sapientissimis, evaeffeOTaroif,
et quod novum mihi est, priscse et'elesias

amantissimis." (l,ond., Kill.) Ep. 703.

His letters are full of similar language.
tH'c 743. 744, 772. &c. He combined this

inordinate respect for authority with its

natural concomitant, a desire to restiniu
free inquiry. Though his patristic lore

should have made him not unfavorable
to the Arminians, he writes to Ik-rtius,
one of their number, against the liberty
of conscience they required.

" Ilia quam
passim cclebras, prophetandi libertas, ln>-

nis et piis hujus ecclesia 1 viris miruin
in modum suspccta res est et odiosa.
Nemo enim dubitat de pietate Christiana
actum esse inter vos, si quod videris

agere, illustrissimis ordinibus fuerit semel

persuasum, ut liberum unicuique essa

velint, via regia relicta semitajn ex unimi
lib. line sibi aliisque aperiru. Atqui vo-
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moted the Catholic cause more than the world was aware.1

Tliis is more than we can readily believe ; and we know that
he was engaged both in maintaining the temporal rights of the
crown against the school of Bellarmin, and in writing animad-
versions on the ecclesiastical- annals of Baronius. But this

opposition to the extreme line of the ultramontanists might be
well compatible with a tendency towards much that the reform-
ers had denounced. It seemed, in truth, to disguise the cor-

ruptions of the Catholic Church by rendering the controversy
almost what we might call personal ; as if Rome alone, either

by usurping the headship of the church, which might or might
not have bad consequences, or by its encroachments on the
civil power, which were only maintained by a party, were
the sole object of that religious opposition which had divided
one-half of Europe from the other. Yet if Casaubon, as he
had much inclination to do, being on ill terms with some
in England, and disliking the country,- had returned to

ritas, ut seis, in omnibus rebus scientiis

et disciplinis unica est, et TO (fxjveiv
ravro inter ecclesiae verac notas, fatean-

tur ouines, non et postrema. Ut uulli

esse dubiuiu possit, quin tot TroAvcr^lfef
semitse totidem sint errorum diverticula.

Quod olim de politicis rebus prudentis-
siuii philosophorum dixerunt, id ruihi

videtur multo etiam magis in ecclesias-

ticis locum habere, TTJV ayav efavOeptav
ttf dovheiav ef (ivajKi^g rAevruv, et

iraaav Tupawuda avap^taf esse KpeiT-

TTJV [sic '.]
et optabiliorem. . . Ego qui

inter pontificios diu sum in patri mea
vereatus, lioc tibi possum affinnare. uullu
re magis stabiUrir^v Tvpavvida TOV >

quam dissentionibu.s nostris et dissijiis."
Meric Casaubon's Pietas contra male-

dicos Patrii Nominis ac Religionis Ilostes
is an elaborate vindication of his father
against all charges alleged by his adversa-
ries. The only one that presses is that of

wavering in religion. And here Meric can-
didly owns that his father had been shaken
by Perron about 1610. (See this tract

subjoined to Almeloveen's edition of the
Epistles, p. 89.) But afterwards, by dint
of theological study, he got rid of the
scruple* the cardinal had infused into him,
and became a Protestant of the new Angli-
can school, admiring the first six centu-
ries, and esperial.y the period after Con-
utantine: "Hoc sneculuin cum duobus
gequentibng anarj TTJG KK^aia(, flos

ipse ecelesisn et setas illius aurea queat
nuncupari." * Prolegomena in Exercita-

tiones in Baronium. His friend Scaliger
had very di'ferent notions of the fathers.
"The fathers," says he, in his blunt way,
"are very ignorant, know uothinjr of

Hebrew, and teach us little in theology.
Their interpretations of Scripture are

strangely perverse. Kven P<>1_, c:irp, who
was a disciple of the apostles, is full of
errors. It will nut <l<> to say, that, because

they were near the apostolic agi
are never wrong." Scali^-rana Sci-un-
da. Le Clerc has some good remarks on
the deference shown by Oasaubon to the

language held by the fathers noout the
eucharist, which shook his Protestantism.
Bibl. Choisie. xix. 230.

1 Perroniana
;
Grot. Epist., p. a39.

2 Several of his1 letters attest his desire
of returning. He wrote to Thuanus. im-

ploring his recommendation to the nucen-
regent. But he had ;rfven much offence

by writing against Baronius. and had
very little chance of an Indemnity tor
his prebend of Canterbury, if he had re-

linquished that on leaving England. Tl.is

country, however, though he sometimes
calls it fMKdpuv VTJOOZ, did not suit his

disposition. He was never on good terms
with Savile, the most presumptuous of
the learned, according to him. and most
scornful, whom he accused of setting 0:1

Montagu to anticipate hi* aiiimad\<
on Baronius, with some suspicion, on
Casaubou's part, of stealing from him.
Ep. 794, 848, 849. But he seems himself
to have become generally unpopular, if

we may trust his own account. "
Ego

mores Anglorum non capio. Quosi;unu.iM
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France, it seems probable that he would not long have con-

tinued in what, according to the principles he had adopted,
would appear a schismatical communion.

13. Grotius was, from the time of his turning his mind
to theology, almost as much influenced as Casaubon And of

by primitive authority, and began, even in 1614, to Grotlus -

commend the Anglican Church for the respect it showed, very
unlike the rest of the reformed, to that standard.1 But the

habui notos priusquam hue venirem, jam
ego illis sum ignotus, vere peregrinus,
barbarus

;
nemo illorum me vel verbirto

appellat ; appellat us silet. Hoc quid sit,

non scio. Hie [Henricus U'ottou]
vir doctissiuius ante anuos vigiuti mecum
Geuevse vixit, et ex eo tempore literis

ainicitiam coluimus. Postquam ego e

Gallii.s, ille Venetiis hue convenimus,
desii esse illi notus ;

meae quoque epis-

tolae responsum dedit n ul linn
;
an sit datu-

rus nescio." Ep. 841. It seems difficult

to account for so marked a treatment of

Casaubon, except on the supposition that

he was thought to pursue a course un-
favorable to the Protestant interest.

lie charges the English with despising

every one but themselves, and ascribes

this to the vast wealth of their univer-

sities, a very discreditable source of

pride in our ancestors, if so it were. But
Ca-saubon's philological and critical skill

passed for little in this country, where it

was not known enough to be envied. In
mere ecclesiastical learning, he was behind
some English scholars.

1 Casaubon himself hailed Grotius as

in the right path.
" In hodiernis conten-

tionibus in negotio religionis et doct6 et

pie judicat, et in vencratione antiquitatis
cum iis sentit. qui optime sentiunt."

Epist 883. See also 772. which is ad-

dressed to him. This high respect for

the fathers and for the authority of the

primitive church grew strongly upon
him, and the more because he found they
were hostile to the Calvinistic scheme.

He was quite delighted at finding Jerome
and Chrysostom on his side. Grot. Epist.
29. (1014. ) In the next year, writing to

Vossius, ha goes a great length.
" Caete-

rum ego reformatarum ecclesiarum mise-

riam in hoc maxime deplore, quod cuin

symbols condere catholicae sit ecclesiae,

ip=is inter se nunquam earn in rem con-

venire sit datum, atque interim libelli

apologetic! ex re nata scripti ad impera-
torcm, reges, principes, aut ut in concilio

cecunienico exhiberentur, trahi coeperint
In usum longe alienum. Quid enim

magis est alienum ab unitate catholica

quajii quod diversis in regiouibus pas-

tores diversa populo tradere coguntur ?

Qiiam mirata fuisset hoc prodigium pia
antiquitas ! Sed haec aliaque multa mus-
sitanda sunt nobis ob iuiquitatem tem-

porum." Epist. 6(3. He was at this time,
as he continued till near the end of his

life, when he moved on farther, highly
partial to the Anglican Church. He was,
however, too Erastian for the English
bishops of the reign of James, as appears
by a letter addressed to him by Overall,
who objected to his giving, in his trea-

tise, De Iniperio circa Sacra, a definitive

power in controversies of faith to the
civil magistrate, and to his putting Epis-
copacy among non-essentials, which the

bishops held to be of divine right. Gro-
tius adhered to his opinion, that Episco
pucv was not commanded as a perpetual
institution

;
and thought, at that time,

that there was no other distinction be
twecu bishops and priests than of prece-

dency.
" Nusquam meminit," he says in

one place,
" Clemens Komanus exsortii

illius episcoporum auctoritatis quse ec
clesiaa consuetudine post Marci mortem
Alexandria^, atque eo exemplo alibi, in-

troduci coepit. sed plane ut Paulus Apes-
tolus, ostendit ecclesias communi pres-

byterorum, qui iideni omnes et epiticopi

ipsi Pauloque dicuntur, consilio fuisse

gubernatas." Even in his latter writings,
he seems never to have embraced the
notions of some Anglican divines on this

subject, but contents himself, in his re-

marks on Cassander, who had said, sin-

gularly as it may be thought,
" Convenit

inter omnes olhn Apostolorum astate inter

episcopos et presbyteros discrinien nul-
lum fuisse, sed ppstmodurn ordinis ser-

vandi et schismatis evitandi causa epis-

copum presbyteris fuisse praepositum.'"
with observing,

"
Episcopi sunt presby-

terorum priucipes ;
et ista TrpoaTaaia

(prassidcntia) a Christo prnpmonstrata cst

in Petro, ab Apostolis Tero, ubicunque
fieri poterat, constituta, et a Spiritu
Sancto comprobata in Apocalypsi." Op.

Theolog., iv. 579, 621.

But to return from this digression to

cur more immediate purpose. Grotiui
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ill usage he sustained at the hands of those who boasted their

independence of Papal tyranny ; the caresses of the Galilean

for several years continued in this insu-
lated state, neither approving of the
Reformation nor the Church of Rome*
He wrote, in 1622, to Episcopius against
those whom he called Cassandrmns,

"
Qui

etiam plerosque Romano; ecclesias errores

improbantibus auctores mint, ne ab ejus
couimunionedifcedant." Ep. 181. He was
destined to become Cassandrian himself,
or something more. The infallibility of the
church was still aio doctrine of his. " At
ilia auctoritas ecclesiae avafiaprrjTov,
quam ecclesite, et quidem suw, Roman-
enses ascribunt, cum naturali ratione non
Bit evidens, nam ipsi fatentur Judaicam
ecclesiam id privilegium non habuisse,

sequitur ut adversus negantes probari
debeat ex sacris literis." Epist. secuuda

series, p. 761. (1620.) And again:
"
Quae

scribit pater de restituendis rebus in ieurn

Btatum, qui ante concilium Tridentinum

fuerat, esset, quidem hoc per multum ; sed
tnlfisubstantiatio et ei respondens adoratio

prideni Lateranensi concilio definita est, et

invocatio peculiar-is sanctorum pridem iu
omnes liturgiasrecepta." p. 772. (1623.)

Grotius passed most of his latter years
at Paris, in the honorable station of
ambassador from the court of Sweden.
He seems to have thought it a matter of
boast that he did not live as a Protestant.
See Ep. 196. The Huguenot ministers
of Charenton requested him to commu-
nicate with them, which he declined, pp.

854, 866. (1635.) He now was brooding
over a scheme of union among Protest-

ants : the English and Swedish churches
were to unite, and to be followed by
Denmark. " Constitute semel aliquo tali

ecclesiarum corpore, speg est subinde
alios atque alios se aggregaturos. Est
autem hsec res eo mains optanda pro-

testantibus, quod quotidie multi eos de-
serunt et se ccetibus Romanensium ad-

dunt, non alia de causa, quam quod non
unum est eorum corpus, sed partes dis-

tractae, greges segreges, propria cuique
sua sacrorum communio, ingens prse-
terea maledicendi certamen. "

Epist.
>6. (1637.) See also p. 827. (1630.) He

fancied that by such a weight of autho-

rity, grounded on the ancient church, the
exercise of private judgment, on which
he looked with horror, might be over-
ruled. "

Nisi intorpretandi ."arms literas."

he writes to Calixtus, " libertatem cohi-
bemus intra tineas eorum, quae omnes
ilia1 non sanctitate minus quam primseva
vetustjite venerabiles ecclesiae ex ipsa
praodicatione s:ripturis ubique conM'iiti-
ente hauserint, diuque sub crucis maxime
magisterio retinuerint, nisi deinde in iis

quse liberam habuere disputetionem fra-

terna lenitate ferre alii alios disc-Sums,

quis erit letium seepe in factiones, dfinde
in bella erumpeutium finis?" Ep. 674.

(Oct., 1636.) "Quiillam optimam anti-

quitatem sequuntur ducem, quod te sem-

per fecisse uicmini, iis non eveniet, ut
multum sibi ipsis sint discolores. In

Anglii vides quam bene processerit dog-
matum noxiorum repurgatio, hac maxime
de causa quod qui id sane Us:- inaim uego-
tium procuraudum suscepere nihil aduiis-

cuerunt novi, nihil sui, sed ad meliora saj-

cula iutcntam habuere oculoruinaciem."

Ep. 966. (1038.)
But he could not be long in perceiving

that this union of Protestant churches
was impossible from the very independ-
ence of their original constitution. He
saw that there could be no practicable
re-union except with Kome itself, nor

that, except on an acknowledgment of
her superiority. From the year 1640, his
letters are full of sanguine hopes that
this delusive vision would be realized.

He still expected some concession on the
other side

; but, as usual, would have
lowered his terms according to the perti-

nacity of his adversaries, if indeed they
were still to be called his adversaries.

He now published his famous annotations
on Cassander. and the other tracts men-
tioned in the text, to which they gave
rise. In these he defends almost every
thing we deem Popery, such as transub-
stantiation (Opera Theologica, iv. 619),

stooping to all the nonsensical evasions
of a spiritual mutation of substance and
the like

;
the authority of the pope (p.

642), the celibacy of the clergy (p. 645),
the communion in one kind (ibid.), and,
in fact, is less ofa Protestant than Cassan-
der. In his epistles he declares himself

decidedly in favor of purgatory, as at
least a probable doctrine, p. 930. In
these writings he seems to have had the
countenance of Richelieu. " Cardinalis

quin ivuaeuf negotium in Gallia succes-

suruni sit, dubitare se negat." Epist.
sec. series, p. 912. " Cardinalis Ricelianug
rem successuram putat. Ita certe loqui-
tur multis. ArchicpiseopuM Cantiiarien-
sis posnas dat honestissimi coiisilii, quod
etaliis bonis saepeevenit." p. 911. (iro-

tius is now run away with by vanity, and
fancies all will go according to his wish,
showing much ignorance of the real .state

of things. He was left by some from
whom he had entertained hopes, and
thought the Dutch Arminians timid.
'
Vossius, ut video, prae metu, forte et ex

Anglia sic jussus, auxiliiuu Euum mini
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clergy after he had fixed his residence at Paris ; the growing
dissensions and virulence of the Protestants ; the choice that

subtrahit."' p. 908. " Salmasius adhuc
in consiliis tiuctuat. Eat iu religiouis rebus
sure parti addictior quain putabatur."
p. 91^. " De Episcopio doleo ; est vir mag-
ni ingeuii et probus, sed uimium cupidus
aU'iidif partis." But it is probable that

he had misinterpreted some language of

tbese great men, who contemplated with

regret the course he was taking, which
could be no longer a secret.

" De Grotii

ad papain defectione," a French Protestant
of some eminence for learning writes,

" tan-

quam re certa, quod t'ama istuc distulit,
verum non est. Sed nonsine magnometu
eum aliqnid istiusmodi meditantem et

couautem quotidie inviti videmus. Inter

Protestautes cujuslibet ordinis nomeucjus
ascribi vetat, quod eos atrocius sugillavit
in Appendice de Antichristo, et Annotatis
ad Cassaudri consultationem." Sarravii

Epistolae, p. 58. (1642.) And again he

expresses his strong disapprobation of one
of the later treatises. " Verissinie dixit

ille qui primus dixit Grotium papissore."

p. 196 ; see also pp. 31, 53.

In 1642, Orotius had become wholly
averse to the Reformation. He thought it

had done more harm than good, especially

by the habit of interpreting every thing
on the Papal side for the worse. " Malos
mores qui mansere corrigi aequuin est.

Sed an uou hoc melius successuruin fuerit,

si quisque semet repurgans pro repurga-
tione aliorum preces ad Deum tulisset, et

principes et episcopi eorrectiouem deside-

rautes, non rupta compage, per concilia

universalia in id labor.-usseat. Dignum est

de quo cogitetur." p. 938. Auratus, as

he calls him, that is D'Or, a sort of chap-
lain to Grotius, became a Catholic about
this time. The other only says,

" Quod
Auratus fecit, idem fecit antehac vir doc-

tissimus Petrus Hithaeus ; idem constitue-

rat facere Casaubonus si in Gallia man-
sisset, affirmavit eiiim id inter alios etiam
Cordesio." p. 939. Of Casaubon he says

afterwards,
" Casaubonus multo saniores

putabat Catholicos Galliae quam Caren-
tonianos. Anglos autem episcopos puta-
bat a schismatis culpa posse absolvi."

p. 940. Every successive year saw him now
draw nearer to Koine. "

Heperio autem
quicquid coinmuniter ab ecclesia occiden-

tal! quae Romans; eohjeret recipitur, idem

reperiri apud Patres veterus Gnecos et

Latinos, quorum communionem retinen-

dam esse vix quisquam neget. Si quid
pncter hoc est, id ad libenus doctorum

opinationes pertinet ;
in quibus suum quis

judicium sequi potest, et communionis

jus non amittore." p. 958. Episcopius
was for limiting articles of faith to the

creed. But Grotius did not agree with

this, and points out that it would nut

preserve uniformity.
" Quam multa jaai

sunt de sacramentis, de ecclesiarum regi-

miae, iu quibus, vel concordiae causi,
certi aliquid observari debet. Alioq^ii

compages ecclesiae tantopere nobis com-
meudata retineri non potest." p. 941.

It would be endless to quote every passage
tending to tlie same result. Finally, in

a letter to his brother in Holland, he

expresses his hope, that \Vytenbogai t, the

respectable patriarch of Armiuiauism,
would turn his attention to the means of

restoring unity to the church. " Velim
D. Wytenbogardum, ubi permiserit vale-

tudo, nisi id jam fecerit, scriptum aliquid
facore (!( necessitate restituendte in ec-

clesia uuitatis, et quibus modis id fieri

possit. Multi pro remedio monstrant, si

necessaria a non uecessariis separentur,
in non uecessariis sive creditu sive fac.tu

relinquatur libertas. At non minor est

controversia, quse siut necessar-a qu%m
quse sint vera. Indicia, aiunt, sunt in

scripturis. At certe etiam circa i'la loca

variat iuterpretatio. Quare nondum vi-

deo an quid sit melius, quam ea quse ad
fldem et boua ov>era nos dncunt retinci-e,
ut sunt in ecclesia catholica : puto eniin

in iis esse qure sunt necessaria ad salu-

tem. In caeteris ea quae conciliorum auc-

toritate, aut vetcrum consensu recepta

sunt, interpretari eo modo quo interpre-
tati sunt illi qui commodissiuie sunt

locuti, quales semper aliqui in quac^ie
materia facile reperientur. Si quis id a
se impetrare non possit. ut taceat, nee

propter res de quibus certus non est, sed

opinationem tantum quandam habet, tur-

bet unitatem ecclesias necessarian!, qua
nisi retinetur ubi est, et restituitur ub/

non est, omnia ibunt in pejus." p. 960.

(Nov., 1643.) Wytenbogart replied very
well :

" Si ita se res habet, ut indicia necea

sariorum et non necessariorum in scriptur*

reperiri nequeant, sed quaeri debivmt in

auctoritate conciliorum aut veterum con-

sensu. eo modo quo interpretati sunt ill!

qui commodissime locuti sunt, prout Kx-

cellentia tua videtur existimare, nescio an

viginti quinque anni, etianisi illi mihi
adhuc restarent, omnesque exigui ingenii

corporisque mei vires in mea esseut potes-

tate, sufticerent ut mature cum judicio

perlegsim et expendam omnia quae eo per-
tinent." This letter is in the Epistolaa
Prsestantium et Eruditorum Virorum, ed-

ited by Limborch in 1683, p. 826. And
Grotius's answer is in the same collection.

It is that of a man who throws off a mask
he had reluctantly worn. There was, in
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seemed alone to be left in their communion, between a fanati-

cal anarchy, disintegrating every thing like a church on the

one hand, and a domination of bigoted and vulgar ecclesiastics

on the other, made him gradually less and less averse to the

comprehensive and majestic unity of the Catholic hierarchy,
and more and more willing to concede some point of uncertain

doctrine, or some form of ambiguous expression. This is

fact, no other means of repelling Wyten-
bogart's just observation on the moral im-

possibility of tracing for ourselves the
doctrine of the Catholic Church as an his-

torical inquiry. Grotius refers him to a
visible standard. "

Quare considerandum

est, an non facilius et sequius .sit, quouiam
doctrina de gratia, de libero arbitrio, ne-

cessitate lidei bonorumque operum obti-

nuit in rcclcsia quse pro se habet uni-

vcrsale regimen et ordiaem successions,
privates 8e in aliis accommodarc, pacis

causa, u> quae uuiversaliter suut recepta,
sive ea aptissimis explicationibus recipi-

endo, sive tacendo, quiun corpus illud

catholicum ecc.lesiie se in articulo toleran-

tia; accomuiodare debere uniuscujusque
eonsiderationibus et placitis. Bxcmpli
gratii : Catholica ecclesia nemini prrescri-
bit ut precetur pro inm-tuis. aut opem
precum sanctorum vita hac defunctorum
iuiploret ;

solunimodo requirit, ne quis
niorein adeo antiquum et generalem con-
demnet." The church does, in fact, rather
more than he insinuates.

I have trespassed on the patience of the

general reader in this very long note, which

may be thought a superfluous digression
in a work of mere literature. But the

epistles of Grotius are not much read
;

nor are they in many private libraries.

The index is also very indifferent, so that,
without the trouble I have taken of going
over the volume, it might be difficult to

find these curious passages. I ought to

mention that Burigny has given references
to most of them, but with few quotations.
Le (Jlerc, in the first volume of the Biblio-

theque Universelle, reviewing the epistles
of Grotius, slides very gently over his bins

towards 1'opery ;
and I have met with

well-informed persons in England, who
had no conception of the lengths to which
this had led him. It is of far more im-

portance, and the best apology 1 can oiler

for so prolix a note, to perceive by what
gradual, but, as I think, necessary steps,
he was drawn onward by his excessive

respect for antiquity, and by his exagge-
rated notions of Catholic unity, preferring
at last to err with the many than to be

righ t with the few. If Grotius had learned
to look the hydra schism in the face, he
we uld have had less fear of its many heads,

and at least would have dreaded to cut
them off at the neck, lest the source of life

should be in one of them.
That Grotius really thought as the

fathers of Trent thought upon all points
in dispute cannot be supposed. It was
not in the power of a man of his learning
and thoughtfuluess to divest himself of
his own judgment, unless he had abso-

lutely subjugated his reason to religious

awe, which was far from being tl

Ilis aim was to search for subtle interpre-

tations, by which he might profess to

believe the words of the church, though
conscious that his souse was not that of
the imposers. It is needless to say, that
this is not very ingenuous ;

and even, if it

could be justifiable relatively to the per-
son, would be an abandonment of the
multitude to any superstition and delu-
sion which might be put upon them.
" Via ad pacem expeditissinia mihi vide-

tur, si doctrina, communi conseusu re-

oepta, commode explicetur, mores same
doctriuae adversantes, quantum fieri po-

test, tollautur, et in rebus mediis accoin-

modet se pars ingenio totius." Epist.
1524. Peace was his main object : if tole-

ration had been as well understood as it

was afterwards, he would perhaps have
compromised less.

Baxter having published a Treatise of
the Grotian Religion, wherein he imputed
to Grotius this inclination towards the
Church of Rome, Archbishop Bramhall

replied, after the Restoration, with a vin-

dication of Grotius, in which he does not

say much to the purpose, and seems igno-
rant of the case. The epistles indeed were
not then published.

Besides the passages in these epistles
above quoted, the reader who wisli'-s <<>

follow this up may consult Epist. 1108.

1460, 1561, 1670, 1706, of the first series ;

and, in the second series, pp. 876, 896, 940,

943, 958, 960, 975. But there are also

many to which I have made no reference.

I do not quote authorities for the design
of Grotius to have declared himself a con-
vert if he had lived to return to France,
though they are easily found ;

because the

testimony of his writings is far stronger
than any anecdote.
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abundantly perceived, and has often been pointed out, in his

Annotations on the Consultation of Cassander, written in

1G41
;

in his Animadversions on Rivet, who had censured the

former treatise as inclining to Popery; in the Votum pro Pace
Ecclesiastica ; and in the Rivetiani Apologetici Discussio : all

which are collected in the fourth volume of the theological
works of Grotius. These treatises display an uniform and

progressive tendency to defend the Church of Rome in

every thing that can be reckoned essential to her creed ; and,
in fact, he will be found to go farther in this direction than

Cassander.

14. But if any one could put a different interpretation on
these works, which would require a large measure of preju-

dice, the epistles of Grotius afford such evidence of his seces-

sion from the Protestant side, as no reasonable understanding
can reject. These are contained in a large folio volume,

published in 1G87, and amount to 1,766 of one series, and
744 of another. I have quoted the former, for distinction's

sake, by the number, and the latter by the page. Few, we

may presume, have taken the pains to go through them, in

order to extract all the passages that bear upon this subject.

It will be found that he began, as I have just said, by extol-

ling the authority of the Catholic or Universal Church, and

its exclusive right to establish creeds of faith. He some time

afterwards ceased to frequent the Protestant worship, but

long kept his middle path, and thought it enough to inveigh

against the Jesuits and the exorbitances of the see of Rome.
But his reverence for the writers of the fourth and fifth cen-

turies grew continually stronger ; he learned to protest against
the privilege claimed. by the reformers, of interpreting Scrip-
ture otherwise than the consent of the ancients had war-

ranted ; visions, first of an union between the Lutheran and

English Churches, and then of one with Rome itself, floated

before his eyes; he sought religious peace with the latter, as

men seek it in opposition to civil government, by the redress

of grievances, and the subsequent restoration of obedience.

But, in proportion as he perceived how little of concession

was to be obtained, he grew himself more ready to concede ;

and though at one time he seems to deny the infallibility of

the church, and at another would not have been content with

placing all things in the state they were before the Council

of Trent, he came ultimately to think such a favorable sense
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might be put on all the Tridentine decrees, as to render them

compatible with the Confession of Augsburg.
lo. From the year 1640, his course seems to have been

accelerated; he intimates no disapprobation of those who
went over to Rome ; he found, as he tells us, that whatever

was generally received in the Church of Rome had the autho-

rity of those Greek and Latin fathers, whose communion no

one would have refused; and at length, in a remarkable letter

to Wytenbogart, bearing date in 1 644, he puts it as worthy to

be considered, whether it would not be more reasonable for

private men, who find the most essential doctrines in a church

of an universal hierarchy and a legitimate succession, to

waive their differences with it for the sake of peace, by put-

ting the best interpretations they can, only keeping silence on

their own opinions, than that the Catholic Church should

accommodate itself to the separate judgment of such men.

Grotius had already ceased to speak of the Arminians as if

he were one of themselves, though with much respect for

some of their leaders.

16. Upon a dispassionate examination of all these testimo-

nies, we can hardly deem it an uncertain question, whether

Grotius, if his life had been prolonged, would have taken the

easy leap that still remained ; and there is some positive evi-

dence of his design to do so. But, dying on a journey and in

a Protestant country, this avowed declaration was never

made, fortunately, indeed, for his glory ; since his new
friends would speedily have put his conversion to the proof,

and his latter years might have been spent, like those of Lip-

sius, in defending legendary miracles, or in waging war

against the honored dead of the Reformation. He did not

sufficiently remember that a silent neutrality is never in-

dulged to a suspicious proselyte.
17. It appears to me, nevertheless, that Grotius was very

far from having truly subjected his understanding to the

Church of Rome. The whole bent of his mind was to effect

an exterior union among Christians ; and, for this end, he did

not hesitate to recommend equivocal senses of words, conve-

nient explanations, and respectful silence. He first took up
his reverence for antiquity, because he found antiquity unfa-

vorable to the doctrine of Calvin. His antipathy to this

reformer and to his followers led him on to an admiration of

the episcopal succession, the organized hierarchy, the ceremo-
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nial and liturgical institutions, the high notions of sacramental

rites, which he found in the ancient church, and which Luther
and Zwingle had cast away. He became imbued with the

notion of unity as essential to the Catholic Church ; but he
never seems to have gone the length of abandoning his own

judgment, or o^ asserting any positive infallibility to the

decrees of man. For it is manifest, that, if the Councils of

Nice or of Trent were truly inspired, it would be our business

to inquire what they meant themselves, not to put the most
convenient interpretations, nor to search out for some author

or another who may have strained their language to our own

opinion. The precedent of Grotius, therefore, will not serv6

those who endeavor to bind the reason of the enlightened

part of mankind, which he respected like his own. Two pre-
dominant ideas seem to have swayed the mind of this great
man in the very gradual transition we have indicated : one,
his extreme reverence for antiquity and for the consent of the

Catholic Church ; the other, his Erastian principles as to the

authority of the civil magistrate in matters of religion. Both

conspired to give him an abhorrence of the "
liberty of pro-

phesying," the right of private men to promulgate tenets

inconsistent with the established faith. In friendly conversa-

tion or correspondence, even perhaps, with due reserve, in

Latin writings, much might be indulged to the learned : room
was to be found for an Erasmus and a Cassander ; or, if they
would themselves consent, for an Episcopius and a Wytenbo-
gart, at least for a Montagu and a Laud ; but no pretext was

ever to justify a separation. The scheme of Grotius is, in a

modified degree, much the same as that of Hobbes.

18. In the Lutheran Church we find an eminent contempo-

rary of Grotius, who may be reckoned his counter-
CalixtU3

part in the motives which influenced him to seek for

an entire union of religious parties, though resembling him
far more in his earlier opinions than in those to which he

ultimately arrived. This was George Calixtus, of the Uni-

versity of Helmstadt, a theologian the most tolerant, mild,

and catholic in his spirit, whom the Confession of Augsburg
had known since Melanchthon. This university, indeed,

which had never subscribed the Form of Concord, was already

distinguished by freedom of inquiry, and its natural con-

comitant, a large and liberal spirit. But in his own church,

generally, Calixtus found as rigid schemes of orthodoxy, and

VOL. II. 26
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perhaps a more invidious scrutiny into the recesses of private

opinion, than in that of Rome, with a less extensive basis of

authority. The dream of good men in this age, the re-union

of Christian churches in a common faith, and, meanwhile, the

tolerance of differences, were ever the aim of Culixtus. But
he fell, like the Anglican divines, into high notions of primi-
tive tradition ; placing, according to Eichhorn and Mosheim,
the unanimity of the first six centuries by the side of Scrip-
ture itself. He was assailed by the adherents of the Form of

Concord with aggravated virulence and vulgarity : he was
accused of being a Papist and a Calvinist, reproaches equally
Odious in their eyes, and therefore fit to be heaped on his

head; the inconsistency of calumnies being no good reason

with bigots against uttering them.1

19. In a treatise, published long after his death, in 1697,
His attempts De Tolerantia Reformatorum circa Quaestiones inter
at concord.

jpgos et Augustanam Confessionem professos contro-

versas Consultatio, it is his object to prove that the Calvinists

held no such tenets as should exclude them from Christian

communion. He does not deny or extenuate the reality of

their differences from the Confession of Augsburg. The
Lutherans, though many of them, he says, had formerly main-
tained the absolute decrees of predestination, were now come
round to the doctrine of the first four centuries.2 And he
admits that the Calvinists, whatever phrases they may use,
do not believe a true and substantial presence in the eucha-

rist.
3 But neither of these errors, if such they are, he takes

1 Eichhorn, vol. vi. part ii. p. 20 ; Mo- verba utraque pars amplecteretur, Bed

eheim
; Biogr. Univ. singul suo sensu acciperent ae inter-

z "Nostri e quibus olim multi ibidem pretarentur. Quem conatnin, qiiiunvis
absolutum deoretum approbarunt. ptiula- ex pio eoque ingente concordia? dosicli--

tim ad senteutiam primorum quatuor rio ct studio profectuni, nnlla surcessiis

sa>culorum, nempe decretum juxtu pre- felicitas excepit." p. 70. This observa-
srientiam factuni. receperunt. Qua in re tion is vi-ry just in the abstract ; but, in

multuni egregie laboravit ^Kgidius Hun- the early period of the Reformation, there

nius. Difficile autem est hanc sententiam were strong reasons for evading points at
ita proponere, ne quid Pelagianismo ha- dilTcrence, in the hope that the truth
bere affine videatur. "

p. 14. would silently prevail in the course of
3 " Si tamen non tam quid loquantur time. We, however, who come Inter, are

quam quid sentiant attendimus, certum to follow the advice of Cali.xtns. and in

est eos veri corporis et finiu'iiinis sccmi- Judging, as well a* we can, of the opinlona
duui substiintiam acceptorum preesentiam of men, must not altogether r'#ir<l tlicir

nou admittere. Kectius autem fuerit words. Upon no theological controversy ,

utramque partem simpliciter et ingenue, probably, has there been so much of

quod sentit, profiteri, quam altenun 1- studied ambiguity as on that of the euch
teri ambiguis loquendi foniiulis iuipo- rist. C'alixtus passes a similar censure on
nere. Qualem conciliandi rationem inie- the equivocations of some great men of
runt olim Philippus et Bucerus, nempe the preceding century in his othrr treatia*

at prscscriberentur formula.', quaruiu mentioned in the text.
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to be fundamental. In a shorter and more valuable treatise,
entitled Desiderium et Studium Concordiae Ecclesiasticae,Calix-
tus proposes some excellent rules for allaying religious heats.

But he leans far too much towards the authority of tradition.

Every church, he says, which affirms what others deny, is

bound to prove its affirmation : first, by Scripture, in which
whatever is contained must be out of controversy ; and, se-

condly (as Scripture bears witness to the church that it is the

pillar and foundation of truth, and especially the primitive
church which is called that of the saints and martyrs), by the
unanimous consent of the ancient church, above all, where
the debate is among learned men. The agreement of the

church is therefore a sufficient evidence of Christian doctrine,
not that of individual writers, who are to be regarded rather
so far as they testify the Catholic doctrine, than as they pro-

pound their own.1 This deference to an imaginary perfection
in the church of the fourth or fifth century must have given a

great advantage to that of Rome, which is not always weak
on such ground, and doubtless serves to account for those fre-

quent desertions to her banner, especially in persons of very
high rank, which afterwards occurred in Germany.

20. The tenets of some of those who have been called

High-church Anglicans may in themselves be little High-

different from those of Grotius and Calixtus. But f Q̂
the spirit in which they have been conceived is alto- England,

gether opposite. The one is exclusive, intolerant, severe,

dogmatical, insisting on uniformity of faith as well as of exte-

rior observances ; the other, Catholic in outward profession,
charitable in sentiment, and in fact one mode, though a mode
as imprudent as it was oblique, in which the latitudinarian

principle was manifested. The language both of Grotius and
Calixtus bears this out

;
and this ought closely to be observed,

1 " Consensu itaque primse ecclesise ex Calixtus, any proof of his inclination

symbolis et seriptis manifesto doctrina towards the Church of Rome.
Christiana recte confirmatur. Iiitelligi- Gerard Vossius, as Episcopius wrote to

mus autem doctrinam ftmdamentalem Vorstius in 1615, declared, in his inaugu
et necessariam, non quasvis appendices ral lecture as professor of theology, his
et quaestioues, aut etiam quorundam determination to follow the consent of an-

scripturse locorum interpretationes. De tiquity,
" in explicatione Scripturarum et

talibus enim unanimis et universalis con- controversiarum direintionibus diligenter
sensus non potent erui vel proferri. Et examinare et expendere catholicum et

magis apud plerosquc spcctandum est, antiquissimum cousensum, cum sine du-
quid tanquam communem ecclesiae sen- bio illud quod a pluribus et antiquissimig
tentiam proponunt, quam quomodo eain dictum est, verissimum sit." Epist. Vi-
confirmant aut demonstrant." p. 85. I rorum Prsestantium, p. 6.

have not observed, in the little I know of
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lest we confound the real laxity of one school with the rigid

orthodoxy of the other. One had it in view to reconcile dis-

cordant communions by mutual concession, and either by such

explication of contrarieties as might make them appeal- Ic-s

incompatible with outward unity, or by an avowed tolerance

of their profession within the church : the other would permit

nothing but submission to its own authority ; it loved to mul-

tiply rather than to extinguish the risks of dissent, in order to

crush it more effectually : the one was a pacific negotiator, the

other a conquering tyrant.
21. It was justly alarming to sincere Protestants, that

Daiiie on so many brilliant ornaments of their party should

Use of
g
th

either desert to the hostile side, or do their own so

Fathers. much injury by taking up untenable ground.
l

Nothing, it appeared to reflecting men, could be trusted to

the argument from antiquity: whatever was gained in the

controversy on a few points was lost upon those of the first

importance. It was become the only secure course to over-

throw the tribunal. Daille, himself one of the most learned

in this patristic erudition whom the French Reformed Church

possessed, was the first who boldly attacked the new school of

historical theology in their own stronghold, not occupying
their fortress, but razing it to the ground. The design of his

celebrated Treatise concerning the Right Use of the Fathers,

published in 1 628, is, in his own words, to show " that they
cannot be the judges of the controversies in religion at this

day between the Papist and the Protestant," nor, by parity
of reasoning, of many others :

"
1. Because it is, if not an

impossible, yet at least a very difficult thing to find out what

their sense hath been touching the same. 2. Because that

their sense and judgment of these things, supposing it to be

certainly and clearly understood, not being infallible, and

without all danger of error, cannot carry with it a sufficient

authority for the satisfying the understanding."

1 It was a poor consolation for so many the Church of England, I do not rememlwr
losses, that the famous Antonio do Donii- to have read. Preferments were U>sto\w<l

nis, Archbishop of Spalato, came over to irregularly in that age. He returnc>l,

Kngland, and by his book De Republica however, to the ancient fold : but did not

Kcclesia*tica, as well as by his conversa- avoid susph ion, liein^ thrown into prison

tion, seemed an undisguised enemy to the at Rome; and, after his death, theimputa-
Church of Home. The object of his work tions of heresy airainst him KO much in-

1s to prove that the pope has no superiority creased, that his body was dug up and
over other bishops. James gave DeDoininis burned. Neither party has been ambi-
ths deanery of Windsor and a living ;

but tious to claim this vain and insincert

whether he, strictly speaking, belonged to though clever prelate
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22. The arguments adduced by Daille in support of the

former of these two positions, and which occupy the first book
of the treatise, are drawn from the paucity of early Christian

writers, from Jhe nature of the subjects treated by them

having little relation to the present controversies, from the

suspicions of forgery and interpolation affecting many of their

works, the difficulty of understanding their idioms and figura-
tive expressions, the habit of some of the fathers to say what

they did not believe, their changes of mind, the peculiar and
individual opinions of some among them, affording little evi-

dence of the doctrine of the church; finally, the probability
that many who differed from those called the fathers, and
whose writings have not descended to us, may have been of
as good authority as themselves.

23. In the second book, which in fact has been very much
anticipated in the first, he shows that neither the testimony
nor the doctrine of the fathers is infallible (by which word
he must be understood to mean that it raises but a slight

presumption of truth), proving this by their errors and con-

tradictions. Thus he concludes, that, though their negative

authority is considerable, since they cannot be presumed igno-
rant of any material doctrine of religion, we are to be very
slow in drawing affirmative propositions from their writings,
and much more so in relying upon them as undoubted verities.

24. It has been said of this Treatise on the Right Use of the

Fathers, that its author had pretty well proved they were of

no use at all. This, indeed, is by no means the case ; but it

has certainly diminished, not only the deference which many
have been wont to pay to the opinion of the primitive writers,

but, what is still more contended for, the value of their testi-

mony, whether as to matters of fact, or as to the prevailing
doctrines of the Christian Church. Nothing can be more cer-

tain, though, in the warmth of controversy, men are apt to

disregard it, than that a witness, who deposes in any one

case what can be disproved, is not entitled to belief in other

assertions which we have no means of confuting, unless it be

shown that the circumstances of his evidence render it more

trustworthy in these points than we have found it before.

Hence such writers as Justin and Irenaeus, for example,

ought not, except with great precaution, to be quoted in proof
at all, or at least with confidence ; their falsehood, not

probably wilful, in assertions that have been brought to a test
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rendering their testimony very precarious upon any other

points. Daille, it may be added, uses some circumspection, as

the times, if not his own disposition, required, in handling this

subject, keeping chiefly in view the controversies between the

Romish and Protestant Churches ;
nor does he ever indulge

in that tone of banter or acrimony which we find in Whitby,

Barbeyrac, Jortin, and Middleton, and which must be con-

demned by every one who reflects that many of these writers

exposed their lives, and some actually lost them, in the main-

tenance and propagation of Christianity.
25. This well-timed and important book met with a good

reception from some in England, though it must

worth?" have been very uncongenial to the ruling party.

itotesteats
^t was ext Me<l an^ partly translated by Lord
Falkland ; and his two distinguished friends, Chil-

lii.gworth and Hales, found in it the materials of their own
bold revolt against church authority. They were both

Arminians, and, especially the former, averse in all respects
to the Puritan school. But, like Episcopius, they scorned to

rely, as on these points they might have done, on what they
deemed so precarious and inconclusive as the sentiments of

the fathers. Chillingworth, as is well known, had been in-

duced to embrace the Romish religion, on the usual ground,
that a succession of infallible pastors, that is, a collective

hierarchy, by adhering to whom alone we could be secure

from error, was to be found in that church. He returned

again to the Protestant religion on being convinced that no

such infallible society could be found. And a Jesuit, by
name Knott, having written a book to prove that unrepenting
Protestants could not be saved, Chillingworth published, in

1637, his famous answer, The Religion of Protestants a Safe

Way to Salvation. In this he closely tracks the steps of his

adversary, replying to every paragraph, and almost every
sentence.

26. Knott is by no means a despicable writer: he is con-

Character of cise, polished, and places in an advantageous light
this work. the great leading arguments of his church. Chil-

lingworth, with a more diffuse and less elegant style, is greatly

superior in impetuosity and warmth. In his long parenthetical

periods, as in those of other old English writers, in his copi-

ousness, which is never empty or tautological, there is an

inartificial eloquence, springing from strength of intellect, and
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sincerity of feeling, that cannot fail to impress the reader.

But his chief excellence is the close reasoning which avoids

every dangerous admission, and yields to no ambiguousness
of language. He perceived, and maintained with great cou-

rage, considering the times in which he wrote and the temper
of those whom he was not unwilling to keep as friends, his

favorite tenet, that all things necessary to be believed are

clearly laid down in Scripture. Of tradition, which many of

his contemporary Protestants were becoming as prone to mag-
nify as their opponents, he spoke very slightingly ; not denying,
of course, a maxim often quoted from Vincentius Lirinensis,
that a tradition strictly universal and original must be found-

ed in truth, but being assured that no such could be shown ;

and that what came nearest, both in antiquity and in evi-

dence of Catholic reception, to the name of apostolical, were
doctrines and usages rejected alike by all denominations of

the church in modern times.1 It will be readily conceived,
that his method of dealing with the controversy is very differ-

ent from that of Laud in his treatise against Fisher, wherein

we meet chiefly with disputes on passages in the fathers, as

to which, especially when they are not quoted at length, it

is impossible that any reader can determine for himself.

The work of Chillingworth may at least be understood

and appreciated without reference to any other, the con-

dition, perhaps, of real superiority in all productions of the

mind.

27. Chillingworth was, however, a man versed in patris

tical learning ; by no means less so, probably, than Laud.

But he had found so much uncertainty about this course of

theological doctrine, seducing as it generally is to the learned,
"
fathers," as he expresses it,

"
being set against fathers,

and councils against councils," that he declares, in a well-

known passage, the Bible exclusively to be the religion of

Protestants, and each man's own reason to be, as from the

general tenor of his volume it appeal's that he held it, the

1 " If there were any thing unwritten can go in upon half so fair cards, for to

which had come down 'to us with as full gain the esteem of an apostolic tradition,

and universal a tradition as the unques- as those things which are now decried on

tioned books of canonical Scripture, that all hands
;

I mean the opinion of the

thing should I believe as well as the Chiliasts and the communicating infants."

Scripture: but I have long sought for Chap. iii. 82. He dilates upon this

gome such thing, and yet I am to seek ; insecurity of tradition in some detached

nay, I am confident no "one point in con- papers subjoined to the best editions of

trdrersy between Papists and Protestants his work.
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interpreter of the Bible.1 It was a natural consequence, that

he was a strenuous advocate not so much for toleration of

separate churches, as for such an "
ordering of the public

service of God, that all who believe the Scripture, and live

according to it, might, without scruple or hypocrisy, or pro-
testation against any part, join in it,"

2 a scheme, when

practicable, as it could not perhaps be often rendered, far

more eligible than the separation of sects ; and hence the tii-

vorite object of Grotius and Taylor, as well as of Erasmus and
Cassander. And, in a remarkable and eloquent passage, Chil-

lingworth declares that " Protestants are inexcusable if they
did offer violence to other men's consciences ;

" which Knott
had said to be notorious, as in fact it was, and as Chil-

lingworth ought more explicitly to have admitted.3 " Cer-

tainly," he observes in another place, "if Protestants are

faulty in this matter [of claiming authority], it is for doing it

too much, and not too little. This presumptuous imposing of

the senses of men upon the words of God, the special senses

of men upon the general words of God, and laying them upon
men's consciences together, under the equal penalty of death

and damnation ; this vain conceit, that we can speak of the

things of God better than in the words of God ; this deifying
our own interpretations, and tyrannous enforcing them upon
others ; this restraining of the word of God from that latitude

and generality, and the understandings of men from that liber-

ty wherein Christ and the apostles left them, is and hath

been the only fountain of all the schisms of the church, and
that which makes them immortal ;

4 the common incendiary of

Christendom, and that which tears in pieces, no* the coat,

but the bowels and members, of Christ. Take away these

walls of separation, and all will quickly be one. Take away
this persecuting, burning, cursing, damning of men for not

subscribing the words of men as the words of God ; require

* This must always be understood with the rights of the ignorant to think for
the condition, that the reason tt?elf shall themsehvs.
be competently enlightened : if Chilling-

* Chap. iii. 81. s Chap. v. 96.
worth meant more than this, he carried 4 " This persuasion," he says in a note,
his principle too far, as others have done. "

is no singularity of mine, but the doc-
The case is parallel in jurisprudence, trine which I have learned from divines

medicine, mechanics, and everv human of great learning and judgment. Let the
science : any one man, prima fittie, may reader be pleased to peruse the 7th book
be a competent judge ; but all men are of Acontius de Stratageinatibus Satanse,
not so. It is hard to prove that there is and Zanchius his last oration delivered by
any different rule for theology ;

but parties him after the composing of the discord
will always contend for extremes, for the between him and Amerbachius, and h*
rights of bigots to think for others, and shall confess as much."
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of Christians only to believe Christ, and to call no man mas-
ter but him only ; let those leave claiming infallibility that

have no title to it ; and let them that in their words disclaim

it, disclaim it also in their actions ; in a word, take away
tyranny ;

" * &c.

28. It is obvious that in this passage, and indeed through-
out the volume, Chillingworth contravenes the prevailing
theories of the Anglican Church full as distinctly as those

of the Roman. He escaped, however, unscathed by the cen-

sure of that jealous hierarchy : his private friendship with

Laud, the lustre of his name, the absence of factious and
sectarian connections, and still more, perhaps, the rapid gath-

ering of the storms that swept both parties away, may be

assigned as his protection. In later times, his book obtained

a high reputation ; he was called the immortal Chillingworth ;

he was the favorite of all the moderate and the latitudinarian

writers, of Tillotson, Locke, and Warburton. Those of oppo-
site tenets, when they happen to have read his book, can do

nothing else but condemn its tendency.
29. A still more intrepid champion in the same cause was

John Hales ; for his little tract on Schism, not being na]es on

in any part directed against the Church of Rome, Schism.

could have nothing to redeem the strong protestations against
church authority, "which," as he bluntly expresses it, "is

none," words that he afterwards slightly qualified. The
aim of Hales, as well as of Grotius, Calixtus, and Chilling-

worth, was to bring about a more comprehensive communion,
but he went still farther : his language is rough and auda-

cious;
2 his theology, in some of his other writings, has a

1 Chap. iv. 17. name to signify the multitude. Now,
2 " 1 must for my own part confess that human authority at the strongest is but

councils and synods not only may and weak
;
but the multitude is the weakest

have erred, but, considering the means part of human authority: it is tlie great
how they are managed, it were a great patron of error, most easily abused, and
marvel if they did not err

;
for what men most hardly disabused. The beginning of

are they of whom those great meetings error may be, nnd mostly is, from private
do consist? Are they the best, the most persons; but themaintainerandcontinm r

learned, the most virtuous, the most like- of error is the multitude. Private persons

ly to walk uprightly? No: the greatest, first beget errors in the multitude, and
the most ambitious, and many times men make them public ;

and publicness of

of neither judgment nor learning ;
such them begets them again in private per-

are they of whom these bodies do consist, sons. It is a thing which our common
Are these men, in common equity, likely to experience and practice acquaints ua with,
determine for truth?" Vol. i. p. 60, edit, that when some private persons have
1765 gained authority with the multitude, and

''Universality is such a proof of truth infused some error into them and made it

as truth itself is ashamed of; for univer- public, the publicness of the error gains

sality is but a quainter and a trimmer authority to it, and interchangeably pn-
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scent of Racow ; and, though these crept slowly to light, there

was enough in the earliest to make us wonder at the high
name, the epithet Ever-memorable, which he obtained in the

English Church.
30. It is unnecessary to say that few disputes in theology

Controver-
have been so eagerly conducted, or so extensively

sieson ramified, as those which relate to the free-will of

man, and his capacity of turning himself towards

God. In this place, nothing more will be expected
than a brief statement of the principal question,

doing no injustice by a tone of partiality to either side. All

shades of opinion, as it seems, may be reduced to two, which

have long divided and will long divide the Christian world.

According to one of these, the corrupt nature of man is

incapable of exerting any power towards a state of acceptance
with God, or even of willing it with an earnest desire, until

excited by preventing (prceveniens) grace ; which grace is

vouchsafed to some only, and is called free, because God
is not limited by any respect of those persons to whom he

accords this gift. Whether those who are thus called by the

influence of the Spirit are so irresistibly impelled to it, that

their perseverance in the faith and good works which are the

fruits of their election may surely be relied upon, or, on the

other hand, may either at first obdurately resist the divine

impulses, or finally swerve from their state of grace, is

another question, upon which those who agree in the principal
doctrine have been at variance. It is also controverted

among those who belong to this class of theologians, whether
the election thus freely made out of mankind depends upon an

eternal decree of predestination, or upon a sentence of God
following the fall of man. And a third difference relates to

the condition of man after he has been aroused by the Spirit
from a state of entire alienation from God: some holding that

the completion as well as commencement of the work of con-

version is wholly owing to the divine influence ; while others

maintain a co-operation of the will, so that the salvation of

a sinner may in some degree be ascribed to himself. But the

essential principle of all whom we reckon in this category of

vails with private persons to entertain it. The treatise on Schism, from which
The most singular and strongest part of these last passages are not extracted, was
human authority is properly in the wisest printed at Oxford in 1642, with some
and most virtuous

;
and those, I trow, are animadversions by the editor. Wood'f

not the most universal. "
iii. 164. Athenus. iii. 414.
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divines is the necessity of preventing grace ; or, in other

words, that it is not in the power of man to do any act, in the

first instance, towards his own salvation. This, in some or

other of its modifications, used to be deemed the orthodox
scheme of doctrine : it was established in the Latin Church by
the influence of Augustin ; it was generally held by the school-

men, by most of the early reformers, and seems to be incul-

cated by the decrees of the Council of Trent, as much as by
the Articles of the Church of England. In a loose and mo-
dern acceptation of the word, it often goes by the name of

Calvinism ; which may perhaps be less improper, if we do not

use the term in an exclusive sense ; but, if it is meant to imply
a particular relation to Calvin, leads to controversial chicane,
and a misstatement of the historical part of the question.

31. An opposite class of theological reasoners belong to

what is sometimes called the Semi-Pelagian school. Sen,j_pela_

These concur with the former in the necessity of gian_ hypo-

assistance from the Spirit to the endeavors of man,
*

towards subduing his evil tendencies and renewing his heart in

the fear and love of God, but conceive that every sinner is

capable of seeking this assistance, which will not be refused

him, and consequently of beginning the work of conversion

by his own will. They, therefore, either deny the necessity
of preventing grace, except such as is exterior ; or, which
comes effectively to the same thing, assert that it is accorded

in a sufficient measure to every one within the Christian

Church, whether at the time of baptism, or by some other

means. They think the opposite opinion, whether founded

on the hypothesis of an eternal decree or not, irreconcilable

with the moral attributes of the Deity, and inconsistent with

the general tenor of Scripture. The Semi-Pelagian doctrine

is commonly admitted to have been held by the Greek
fathers ; but the authority of Augustin and the decisions of

the Western Church caused it to assume the character of an

heresy. Some of the Scotists among the schoolmen appear
to have made an approach to it by their tenet of grace ex.

congruo. They thought that the human virtues and moral

dispositions of unregenerate men were the predisposing cir-

cumstances, which, by a sort of fitness, made them the objects
of the Divine Goodness in according the benefits of his grace.
Thus their own free-will, from which it was admitted that

such qualities and actions might proceed, would be the real.
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though mediate, cause of their conversion. But this was

rejected by the greater part, who asserted the absolute irre-

spective freedom of grace, and appealed to experience for its

frequent efficacy over those who had uo inherent virtues to

merit it.

32. The early reformers, and none more than Luther,

Tenets of maintained the absolute passiveness of the human
the reform- will ; so that no good actions, even after conversion,

could be ascribed in any proper sense to man, but

altogether to the operation of the Spirit. Not only, however,
Melanchthon espoused the synergistic doctrine ;

but the Lu-

theran Church, though not in any symbolic book, has been

thought to have gone a good way towards Semi-Pelagianism,
or what passed for such with the more rigid party.

1 In the

reformed church, on the contrary, the Supralapsarian tenets

of Calvin, or the immutable decrees of election and repro-

bation from all eternity, were obviously incompatible with

any hypothesis that made the salvation of a sinner depend

upon himself. But, towards the close of the sixteenth cen-

tury, these severer notions (which it may be observed, by
the way, had always been entirely rejected by the Anabap-
tists, and by some of greater name, such as Sebastian Cas-

talio) began to be impugned by a few learned men. This

led in England to what are called the Lambeth Articles,

drawn up by Whitgift, six of which assert the Calvinistic

doctrine of predestination, and three deny that of the Semi-

Pelagians. But these, being not quite approved* by the queen
or by Lord Burleigh, were never received by authority in

our church. There can nevertheless be no reasonable or even

sincere doubt that Calvinism, in the popular sense, was at this

time prevalent : even Hooker adopted the Lambeth Articles

with verbal modifications that do not affect their sense.

33. The few who in England, or in the reformed churches

Rise of Ar- upon the Continent, embraced the novel and hetero-
minianism. ^ox opinions, as they were then accounted, within

the sixteenth century, excited little attention in comparison
with James Arminius, who became professor of theology at

Leyden in 1604. The controversy ripened in a few years:

1 Le Olerc says, that the doctrine of put a different construction upon the

Melauchthon, which Bossuet stigmatizes Tridentine canons; but, of course, my
as Semi-Pelagian, is that of the Council practice in these nice questions is not

of Trent. Bibl Choisie, v. 811. I should great.
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it was intimately connected, not, of course, in its own nature,
but by some of those collateral influences which have so often

determined the opinions of mankind, with the political rela-

tions between the Dutch clergy and the States of Holland, as

it was afterwards with the still less theological differences of

that government with its stadtholder: it appealed, on one

side, to reason ; on the other, to authority and to force ; an

unequal conflict, till posterity restore the balance. Arminius
died in 1609 : he has left works on the main topics of debate ;

but, in theological literature, the great chief of the Arminian or

Remonstrant Church is Simon Episcopius. The principles of

Episcopius are more widely removed from those of the Au-

gustinian school than the five articles, so well known -E^isco jus

as the leading tenets of Arminius, and condemned
at the Synod of Dort. Of this famous assembly it is dim-

cult to speak in a few words. The copious history of Brandt
ib perhaps the best authority ; though we must own that the

opposite party have a right to be heard. We are here, how-

ever, on merely literary ground ; and the proceedings of eccle-

siastical synods are not strictly within any province of literary

history.
34. The works of Episcopius were collectively published in

1650, seven years after his death. They form two HJS writ-

volumes in folio, and have been more than once re- im-

printed. The most remarkable are the Confessio Remonstran-

tium, drawn up about 1G24; the Apology for it against a cen-

sure of the opposite party ; and, what seems to have been a

later work and more celebrated, his Institutiones Theologies.
These contain a new scheme of religion, compared with that

of the established churches of Europe ; and may justly be

deemed the representative of the liberal or latitudinarian theo-

logy. For though the writings of Erasmus, Cassander, Casta-

lio, and Acontius, had tended to the same purpose, they were
either too much weakened by the restraints of prudence, or too

obscure and transitory, to draw much attention, or to carry a?iy

weight against the rigid and exclusive tenets which were sus-

tained by power.
35. The earlier treatises of Episcopius seem to speak on

several subjects less unequivocally than the Theologt- Thei lrit

cal Institutions ; a reserve not perhaps to be censured, an.i teu-

and which all parties have thought themselves war- deucy -

ranted to employ, so long as either the hope of agreement with
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a powerful adversary, or of mitigating his severity, should
remain. Hence the Confession of the Remonstrants explicitly
states, that they decline the Semi-Pelagian controversy, con-

tenting themselves with asserting that sufficient grace is be-
stowed on all who are called by the gospel to comply with that

divine call and obey its precepts.
1

They used a form of words,
which might seem equivalent to the tenet of original sin ; and

they did not avoid or refuse that term. But Episcopius after-

wards denies it, at least in the extended sense of most theolo-

gians, almost as explicitly as Jeremy Taylor.
2 It was common,

in the seventeenth century, to charge the Arminians, and

especially Episcopius, with Socinianism. Bossuet, who seems
to have quarrelled with all parties, and is neither Molinist nor

Jansenist, Calvinist nor Arminian, never doubting but that

there is a firm footing between them, having attacked Episco-

pius and Grotius particularly for Semi-Pelagianism and Soci-

nianism, Le Clerc entered on their defence. But probably
he would have passed himself with Bossuet, and hardly cared
if he did pass, for a heretic, at least of the former denomina-
tion.

3

36. But the most distinguishing peculiarity in the writings

Great lati
^ Episcopius was his reduction of the fundamental

tude allowed doctrines of Christianity far below the multitudinous
by them.

articles of the churches, confinirtg them to propo-
sitions which no Christian can avoid acknowledging without

manifest blame ; such, namely, wherein the subject, the pre-

dicate, and the connection of the two, are found in Scripture

by express or equivalent words.4 He laid little stress on the

authority of the church, notwithstanding the advantage he

1 Episcop. Opera, vol. i. p. 64.
" De whole chapter,

" Ubi de peccato, quod vc-
eo neinini litem movent Kemonstrantes." cant, originis agitur, et preecipua S. S.

I am not sure that my translation is loca quibus inniti creditur, examinantur,"
right; but I think it is what they meant, appears to deny the doctrine entirely;
By prevenient grace they seemed to have but there may be some shades of distinc-

meant only the exterior grace of the gos- tion which have escaped me. Limborch
pel's promulgation, which is equivalent to (Theolog. Christiana, lib. iii. c. iv.) allows
the Semi-Pelagian scheme, p. 189. Gro- it in a qualified sense,

tius latterly came into this opinion,
s Bibl. Choisie, vol. v.

though he had disclaimed every thing of * l; Necessaria quae scripturis continen-
the kind in his first dealings with theolo- tur talia esse omnia, ut sine manifesto

gy. I have found the same doctrine in hominis culpa ignoniri, negari, aut in

Calixtus
;
but I have preserved no refer- dubium vooari nequeant ; quia videlicet

ence as to either. turn subjectum, turn prsedicatum, turn
- Instit. Theolog., lib. iv. sect. v. c. 2. subject! cum prsedicato connexio neoes-

''
Corruptionis istius universalis nufla sunt saria in ipsis scripturis est, aut expreese,

indicia nee si#na ;
imo non pauca sunt aut sequipollenter.

1 ' Inat. Theol., 1. iw

Bigna ex quibus colligitur naturam totam o. 9.

humann.ni sic corruptam non esse." The
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might huve gained by the Anti-Calvinistic tenets of the fathers;

admitting, indeed, the validity of the celebrated rule of A in-

centius Lirinensis. in respect of tradition, which the upholders
of primitive authority have always had in their mouths, but

adding that it is utterly impossible to find any instance wherein

it can be usefully applied.
1

37. The Arminian doctrine spread, as is well known, in

despite of obloquy and persecution, over much of the

Protestant region of Europe. The Lutheran churches

were alreadv come into it; and in England there
lsm'

B
j

was a predisposing bias in the rulers of the church towards
the authority of the primitive fathers, all of whom, before the

age of Augustin. and especially the Greek, are generally ac-

knowledged to have been on that side which promoted the

growth of this Batavian theology.
2 Even in France, it was

not without considerable influence. Cameron, a divine of

Saumur, one of the chief Protestant seminaries, de-

vised a scheme of conciliation, which, notwithstanding
ron"

much opposition, gained ground in those churches. It was

supported by some highly distinguished for learning, Amyraut,
Daille, and BlondeL Of this scheme it is remarkable, that

while in its literal purport it can only seem a modification of
the Augustinian hypothesis, with an awkward and feeble ad-

mixture of the other, yet its tendency was to efface the former

by degrees, and to slide into the Arminian hypothesis, which

1 Tnstit. Theolog., 1. ir. sect. i. e. 15. be recommended, an a fair and mxefhl pro-
Dnpin says of Kpiscopius : "Iln'aem- duction. to the general reader. Two tfaco-

ploj e dans ses outrages que des passages logical parties in this country, though
de I'ecritnre sainte qu'il poasedoit par- opposite in most things, are inveterately
faiteui^nt. II avoit au-*i iu les Rabbins

; prejudiced against the Leyden school,
mais &n ne voit pas qn'ii ent etudie les * Gerard Vossius, in his llistoria Pe-

ptres ni i'antiquite eccleriasrique. H lagiana. the first edition of which, in lt>18,
ecrit nettement et methoJiquenient, pose was considerably enlarged afterwards, ad-
des prinripes. ne di^-simule rien des objec- mitted that the first four centuries did not
tions qu on j.*ui faire eontrv. et y repond countenance the prede^tinarian scheme of
du mieuz qu'il peut. On voit en lui une Augustin. This gave offence in Holland;
tolerance parfaite pour les scu-inieos, qnoi- his book wag publicly censured : he was
qu'il se declare centre eux: pour le parti excommunicated, and forbidden to teach
d'Arminius, janiais il n'a eu de plus zele in public or private. Vossius. like others,
et de plus habile defenseur." Biblio- remembered that he had a large family,
theque des Auteurs separes de I'i^use and made, after some years, a sort of
Romaine, ii. 496. retractation, which, of course, did not ez-
The life of Episcoprus has been written press his real opinion. Le Olerc seems to

by Limborch. Justice has been done to doubt whether he acted from this motire,
this eminent person, and to the Anniniin or from what he calls simplicity, an ex-

party which he led. in two recent English pression for weakness. Vo*.-ius was. like

works, XicholU's Calvinism and Arminian- his contemporary Usher, a man of uiurb
km JLsplayed. and OiiMer's Life of Episco- more learning, than strength of intellect

pins (1S35). The latter i? less verbose and Bibliotheque CniverseUe, XTii. 312, i>.
more temperate than the former, and may Xiceron. rol. ^iii.
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ultimately became, I believe, very common in the Reformed
Church.

38. These perplexities were not confined to Protestant theo-

Rise of 1SV' ^ne Church of Rome, strenuous to maintain
jansen- the tenets of Augustin, and yet to condemn those

who did the same, has been charged with exerting the

plenitude of her infallibility to enforce the belief of an inco-

herent syncretism. She had condemned Baius, as giving too

much efficacy to grace : she was on the point of condemning
Molina for giving too little. Both Clement VIII. and Paul
V. leaned to the Dominicans against the Jesuits in this con-

troversy ; but the great services and influence of the latter

order prevented a decision which would have humbled them
before so many adversaries. It may, nevertheless, be said,

that the Semi-Pelagian or Arminian doctrine, though conso-

nant to that of the Jesuits, was generally ill received in the

Church of Rome, till the opposite hypothesis, that of Augustin
and Calvin, having been asserted by one man in more un-

limited propositions than had been usual, a re-action took

place, that eventually both gave an apparent triumph to the

Molinist party, and endangered the church itself by the

schism to which the controversy gave rise. The Augustinus
of Jansenius, Bishop of Ypres, was published in 1640, and in

the very next year was censured at Rome. But, as the great

controversy that sprang out of the condemnation of this book

belongs more strictly to the next period, we shall defer it for

the present.
39. The Socinian academy at Racow, which drew to itself

Socinus;
several proselytes from other countries, acquired con

Voikeiius. sidcrable importance in theological literature after

the beginning of the century. It was not likely that a sect

regarded with peculiar animosity would escape, in the general

disposition of the Catholic party in Poland to oppress the dis-

sidents whom they had long feared: the Racovian institution

was broken up and dispersed in 1688, though some of its

members continued to linger in that country for twenty years

longer. The Bibliotheca Fratrnm Polonorum, published at

Amsterdam (in the titlepage, Irenopolis) in 1658, contains

chiefly the works of Socinian theologians who belong to this

first part of the century. The Prnelectiones TheologiciB of

Faustus Socinu.s himself, being published in 1609, after his

death, fall within this class. They contain a systematic theo-
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logy according to his scheme, and are praised by Eichhorn
for the acuteness and depth they often display.

1 In these,

among his other deviations from the general orthodoxy of

Christendom, Socinus astonished mankind by denying the evi-

dences of natural religion, resolving our knowledge, even of a

deity, into revelation. This paradox is more worthy of those

who have since adopted it, than of so acute a reasoner as So-
cinus.- It is, in fact, not very congenial to the spirit of his

theology, which, rejecting all it thinks incompatible with rea-

son as to the divine attributes, should at least have some es-

tablished notions of them upon rational principles. The later

Sociuians, even those nearest to the time, did not follow their

master in this part of his tenets.
3 The treatise of Yolkelius,

son-in-law of Sociuus, De Vera Keligione, is chiefly taken from
the latter's writings. It was printed at Racow in 1633, and

again in Holland in 1 641 : but, most of the Dutch impression

having been burned by order of the magistrates, it is a very-
scarce book ; and copies were formerly sold at great prices.
But the hangman's bonfire has lost its charm ; and forbidden

books, when they happen to occur, are no longer in much

request. The first book out of five in this volume of Volke-

lius, on the attributes of God, is by Crellius.

40. Crellius was, perhaps, the most eminent of the Kaco-
vian school in this century.

4

Many of its members,
like himself, were Germans ; their sect having gained

Ru

ground in some of the Lutheran States about this tune, as it

did also ha the United Provinces. Grotius broke a lance

with him in his treatise De Satisfactione Christi, to which he

replied in another with the same title. Each retired from the

field with the courtesies of chivalry towards his antagonist.
The Dutch Arminians in general, though very erroneously

eupposed to concur in all the leading tenets of the Racovian

1 Echhorn, -n. part 1. p. 283. Simon, Volkelius, none Roams non probant. in

however, observes that Socinus knew little eo quod circa Dei cognitionem petita a
Greek or Hebrew, as he owns himself; natura rerum argumenta abdicawit."

though he pretends to decide questions Grot. Epist., 964. See, too, Ruari Epist.,
which require a knowledge of- these Ian- p. 210.

guages. I quote from Bibliotheque Uni- 4 Dupin praises Volkelins highly, but
verselle. vol. xxiii. p. 498. says of Crellius,

" n avoit beaucoup etudie,
1

Tillotson, in one of his sermons (I mais il n'etoit pas un esprit fort eleTe."'

cannot give the reference, writing from Bibl. de Auteurs separes, ii. 614, T. 628,

memory). di.s.-*nts, a* might be expected, Simon, on the contrary (ubi supra}, praise*

from this denial of natural religion, but Crellius highly, and sayg no other com*
with such encomiums on Socinus as some mentator of his party id comparable tt

archbishops would have avoided. him.
* Sociuum secue ejus principes nuper

VOL. n. 27
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theologians, treated them with much respect.
1 Grotius

was often reproached with the intimacies he kept up among
these obnoxious sectaries ; and many of his letters, MS well

as those of Curcelkeus and other leading Arminians, bear wit-

ness to the personal regard they felt for them.- Several

proofs of this will be also found in the Epistles of Ruarus, a

book which throws much light on the theological opinions of

the age. Ruarus was a man of acuteness, learning, and piety,
not wholly concurring with the Racovians, but not far re-

moved from them.3 The Commentaries of Grotius on the

1 The Remonstrants refused to ana-
thematize the Socinians. Episcopius says,
on account of the apparent arguments in
their favor, and the di.Terences that have

always existed on that head. Apologia
Confessiouis

; Episc. Op., vol. i. His own
tenets were probably what some would
call Arian : thus he says,

" Personis his
tribus divinitatem tribui, non collaterali-

ter aut co-ordinate, sed subordinate."
Inst. Theol., 1. iv. c'. 2, 32. Grotius says,
he finds the Catholics more tractiMe about
the Trinity than the Calvinists.

2 Grotius never shrunk from defending
his intimacy with Huarus and (Jrellius

;

and, after praising the former, concludes,
in one of his letters, witli this liberal and
honest sentiment: "Ego yero ejus sum
animi, ejusque instituti, ut mini cum
hominibus cunctis pnecipue cum (Jhris-

tiauis quantumvis errautibus necessitu-
diuis aliquid putem intercedere, idque me
neque dictis neque factis pigeat demon-
strate." Epist. 860. " Hieretici nisi ali-

quid haberent veri ac nobiscum commune,
jam haeretici non essent." 2da Series, p.
873.

" Nihil veri eo factum est deterius,
quod in id Socinus incidit." p. 880.

This, he thought, was the case in some
questions, where Socinus. without design-
ing it, had agreed with antiquity.

"
Neque

me pudeat consentire Sociuo, si quando
is in veram veteremque gententiam inci-

dit, ut sani fecit in controversia de jus-
titia per fidem, et alits uonnuliis.'' Id.,

p. 797.
" Socinus hoc nou agens in anti-

quas ecclesiie sensus noiinuuquairi incidit,
et eas partes, ut ingenio valebat, pen-olnlt
feliciter. Admiscuit alia quie etiam vera
die.enti auctoritatem detraxere." Epist.
9)1?. Even during his controversy with

Crellius, he yrote to him in a very hand-
some manner. " Bene autem in epistola
tua, qure mihi longfe gratisshna advenit,
de me judicas, non esxe me uorum in uu-

merc, qui ob sententias salva pietate dis-

sentfntes, alieno a quoquam sim animo,
aut boni alicujus amicitiam repudiare.
Etiam ia libro de vera religione [Volkelii],

quern jam pereurri, relecturus et postliac,
multa iuvenio summo cum judicio ober-
vuta : illud vero soeculo gratulor, repertos
homines, qui neutiquam in controve.rsiis

snbtilibus Untum ponuiit. quantum in

ver.i vitae emendsitione, et quotidiano ail

sauctitateui profectu.'' JSpist. 2SU. (KW1.)
lie wrote with kindness and regret on the

breaking-up of the establishment at Raeow
in- 1038. JBp. \006. Grotixis has been u.s

obnoxious on the score of Sor.inianisut as

of Popery, ilis (Joinim'ntaries on the

Scriptures are taxed with it
;
and in Ikct

he is not in good odor with any but tiie

Arminian divines; nor do they, \vo see,

wholly agree with him.
3 Kuarus nearly agreed with Grotius

as to the atonement
;

at le;ist, the latter

thought so.
'' De satisfu'tione ita mihi

re^pondit, ut nihil admodum controver-
sia; relinqueretur." Grot. K|jist.. 'Jda Se-

ries, p. 881. See also Ruari Kpistoliv, pp.

148, 282. He paid also more respect to

the second century than some of his bre-

thren, pp. 100, 439, and even struggles
to agree with the Aute-Niceue I

though he cannot come up to them, pp.

275, 298. But, in answer to some of his

correspondents who magnified primitive
authority, he well replies :

" Deinde qunero
quis illos nxit veritati termino-i .' quis
duo ilia priina saecula ab omni en-ore
absolvit "! Annon ecclesixstica historia

satis testatur, nonuull.is opiniunes po-.-ten-
tostis jam turn inter eos qai nonieii C'iri-ti

dederaut, invaluis.se.' Quin ut veruni fa-

tear, res ipsa docet nonnullos pnr-t-nnns
asvi acutiun in cnodandis Srripturis versa-

tos
;

et ut de nostra ii-t.-ito dic>ain, vai.le

me poeniteret Oalvini vestri ac l!e/.,-r^ si

nihilo solidius sacras literjus intcrpretaren-

tur, quam video illos ipsos, quos tu mihi

obducis, fecisse." p. 1S3. He lamented
the fatal swerving from Protestantism into

which reverence for antiquity was leading
his friend Grotius :

" Fortassis et antiqiii-
tatis veneratio, qux gravibus quibusdam
Pontinciorum erroribns pneluxit, ultra

lineam eum perduxit," p. 277 (1642); and
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Scriptures have been also charged with Socinianism ; but he

pleaded that his interpretations were those of the fathers.

41. Two questions of great importance, which had been
raised in the preceding century, became still more Emstian-

interesting in the present, on account of the more ism

frequent occasion that the force of circumstances gave for

their investigation, and the greater names that were engaged
in it. Both of these arose out of the national establishment of

churches, and their consequent relation to the commonwealth.
One regarded the power of the magistrate over the church he

recognized : the other involved the right of his subjects to

dissent from it by nonconformity, or by a different mode of

worship.
42. Erastus, by proposing to substitute for the ancient dis-

cipline of ecclesiastical censures, and especially for ,
*, Mam-

excommumcation, a perpetual superintendence or the tamed by

civil power over the faith and practice of the church,
Hooker

had given name to a scheme generally denominated Eras-

tianism, though in some respects far broader than any thing he
seems to have suggested. It was more elaborately maintained

by Hooker in his Ecclesiastical Polity, and had been, in fact,

that on which the English Reformation, under Henry, was

originally founded. But as it was manifestly opposed to the

ultramontane pretensions of the see of Rome, and even to

the more moderate theories of the Catholic Church, being, of

course, destructive of her independence, so did it stand in

equal contradiction to the Presbyterian scheme of Scotland

and of the United Provinces. In the latter country, the States

in answer to Mersenne, who seems to have have read the first, which must excuse my
had some hopes of his conversion, and quotations. The learning, sense, and in-

recommended to him the controversy of tcgrity of Ruarus, as well as the high
Grotius svith Kivet, he plainly replies, that respect which Calixtus, Curcellasus and
the former had extenuated some things other great men, felt for him, render the
in the Church of Koine which ought to be book of some interest, lie tells us that
altered. p. 258. This he frequently la- while he was in England, about llj]7, a
nients in the course of his letters, but, in professorship at Cambridge was offered to

comparison with some of the sterner Soci- him, worth j100 per annum, besides as

nians, treats him with gentleness. It is much more from private pupils. p. 71.

remarkable that even he and Crelliusseem But he probably mistook the civil speeches
to have excluded the members of the of individuals for an offer: he was noteuii-

Church of Rome, except the "
vulgus in- nent enough for such a proposal on the

eruditum et Cassandri gregales," from sal- part of the university ;
and at least he

ration; and this while almost all churches must have been silent about his Socini ui-

were anathematizing themselves in the ism. The morality of the early Sociuiuns
Bame way. Ruar. Epist., p. 9, and p. 167. was very strict, and even ascetic

; proofr of
This book contains two centuries of which appear in these letters. p.306.<-t

epistles, the second of which is said to be alibi.

ery scarce
;
and I doubt whether many
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of Holland had been favorable to the Arminians, so far at

And Gro- least as to repress any violence against them : the
aug.

clergy were exasperated and intolerant ; and this

raised the question of civil supremacy, in which Grotius, by
one of his early works, entitled Pietas Ordinum Hollamlia:,

published in 1613, sustained the right of the magistrate to

inhibit dangerous controversies.

43. He returned, after the lapse of some years, to the same
His treatise theme in a larger and more comprehensive work, De

ttcaTpower

3~ ImPeri Summarum Potestatum circa Sacra. It is

of the state, written upon the Anglican principles of regal su-

premacy, which had, however, become far less popular with

the rulers of our church than in the days of Cranmer, Whit-

gift, and Hooker. After stating the question, and proving the

ecclesiastical power of the magistrate by natural law, Scrip-

ture, established usage, agreement of Heathen and Christian

writers, and the reason of the thing, he distinguishes control

over sacred offices from their exercise, and proceeds to in-

quire whether the magistrate may take the latter on himself;

which, though practised in the early ages of the world, he

finds inconvenient at present, the manners required for the

regal and sacerdotal character being wholly different.
1

44. Actions may be prescribed or forbidden by natural

divine law, positive divine law, or human law ; the latter ex-

tending to nothing but what is left indefinite by the other two.

Butj though we are bound not to act in obedience to human
laws which contradict the divine, we are also bound not

forcibly to resist them. We may defend ourselves by force

against an equal, not against a superior, as he proves, first,

from the Digest, and, secondly, from the New Testament.2

Thus the rule of passive obedience is unequivocally laid down.
He meets the recent examples of resistance to sovereigns, by
saying that they cannot be approved where the kings have
had an absolute power; but where they are bound by com-

pact or the authority of a senate or of estates, since their

power is not unlimited, they may be resisted on just grounds

by that authority.
3 " Which I remark," he proceeds to

say,
" lest any one, as I sometimes have known, should dis-

grace a good cause by a mistaken defence."

1 Cap. 4. * Cap. 3. tur, in hos, tit siimmum fanperium DOD
* " Sin alicuM reges tales fuere, qui obtinent, anna ex optimatum tanquam

pactis give positivis legibua et senatux ali- superiorum sententia sumi justis decauoif

cujua aut ordinuiu JucretLj adstringeren- potuerunt." Ibid.
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45. The magistrate can alter nothing which is definitely
laid do\vn by the positive law of God ; but he may regulate
the circumstantial observance even of such ; and, as to things
undefined in Scripture, he has plenary jurisdiction, such as

the temporalities of the church, the convocation of synods, the

election of pastors. The burden of proof lies on those who
would limit the civil power by affirming any thing to be pre-
scribed by the divine law.1 The authority attributed in

Scripture to churches does not interfere with the power of the

magistrate, being persuasive, and not coercive. The whole
church has no coercive power by divine right.

2
But, since the

visible church is a society of divine institution, it follows, that

whatever is naturally competent to a lawful society is compe-
tent also to the church, unless it can be proved to be with-

drawn from it.
3

It has, therefore, a legislative government
(regimen constitutiviun), of which he gives the institution of

the Lord's Day as an example. But this does not impair
the sovereign's authority in ecclesiastical matters. In treating
of that supremacy, he does not clearly show what jurisdiction
he attributes to the magistrate ; most of his instances relating
to the temporalities of the church, as to which no question is

likely to arise.
4

But, on the whole, he means undoubtedly to

carry the supremacy as far as is done in England.
46. In a chapter on the due exercises of the civil supre-

macy over the church, he shows more of a Protestant feeling
than would have been found in him when he approached the

latter years of his life ;

5 and declares fully against submission

to any visible authority in matters of faith, so that sovereigns
are not bound to follow the ministers of the church in what

they may affirm as doctrine. Ecclesiastical synods he deems
often useful, but thinks the magistrate is not bound to act

with their consent, and that they are sometimes pernicious.
8

The magistrate may determine who shall compose such

synods,
7 a strong position, which he endeavors to prove at

1 Cap. 3. * Cap. 6. He states the question to
1
Cap. 4. be this :

" An post apostolorum seta tern
"
Quandoqnidem ecclesia eoetus est aut persona aut c<etus sit aliquis aspeo-

dirina lege non permissus tantum sed et tabilis. de qul quove certi es.se possiinus
in-titutus. de agpectubili coetu loquor, ac debeamus, qusecunque ab ipsis propo-
sequitur ea omnia quae coetibus legitimis nautur. esge indubitatae veritatis. Negiint
nuturiiliter corupetunt. etiam ecclesias hoc Evangelici ;

aiunt Romauensee."

competere, quateuus atleiupta non pro- Cap. 7.

bantur." Ibid. T "
DeMgnare eos, qui ad synodum sunt

*
Cap. 5. ventuii."
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great length. Even if the members are elected by the

church, the magistrate may reject those whom he reckons

unfit : he may preside in the assembly ; confirm, reject, annul

its decisions. He may also legislate about the whole organi-
zation of the established church.1 It is for him to determine

what form of religion shall be publicly exercised ; an essen-

tial right of sovereignty, as political writers have laid it down.
And this is confirmed by experience ;

" for if any one shall

ask why the Romish religion flourished in England under

Mary, the Protestant under Elizabeth, no cause can be

assigned but the pleasure of these queens, or, as some might

say, of the queens and parliaments." To the objection from

the danger of abuse in conceding so much power to the

sovereign, he replies, that no other theory will secure us

better. On every supposition, the power must be lodged in

men, who are all liable to error. We must console ourselves

by a trust in Divine Providence alone.2

47. The sovereign may abolish false religions, and punish
their professors, which no one else can. Here again we find

precedents instead of arguments ; but he says that the primi-
tive church disapproved of capital punishments for heresy,
which seems to be his main reason for doing the same. The

sovereign may also enjoin silence in controversies, and inspect
the conduct of the clergy without limiting himself by the ca-

nons ; though he will do well to regard them. Legislation and

jurisdiction, that is, of a coercive nature, do not belong to the

church, except as they may be conceded to it by the civil

power.
8 He fully explains the various kinds of ecclesiastical

law that have been gradually introduced. Even the power of

the keys, which is by divine right, cannot be so exercised as

to exclude the appellant jurisdiction of the sovereign ; as he

proves by the Roman law, and by the usage of the parliament
of Paris.4

48. The sovereign has a control (inspectionem cum impe-

rio) over the ordination of priests, and certainly possesses a

right of confirmation ; that is, the assignment of an ordained

1 Cap. 8.
" Nulla in re magis elucescit gelica viguerit, causa proxima reddi non

vis summi imperil, quam quod in ejus poterit, nisi ex arbitrio reginarum, aut, ut
arbitrio est quamam reli^io publice exer- quibusdam vicletur, reginartun ac parla-

ceatur, idque praecipuum inter majestatis menti." p. 242.

juraponuntouiuesquipoliticeseripserunt. 2 Cap. 8.

Docet idem expcrientia ;
si enim quseras 8 Ibid.

cur in Anglia Maria regnanto Romana *
Cap. 8.

religio, Eliaabetlia vero iinperante, Evan-
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minister to a given cure.1 And, though the election of pastors

belongs to the church, this may, for good reasons, be taken
into the hands of the sovereign. Instances in point are easily
found ; and the chapter upon the subject contains an interest-

ing historical summary of this part of ecclesiastical law. In

every case, the sovereign has a right of annulling an election,
and also of removing a pastor from the local exercise of his

ministry.
2

49. This is the full development of an Erastian theory,
which Cranmer had early espoused, and which ^^^^
Hooker had maintained in a less extensive manner, upon this

Bossuet has animadverted upon it, nor can it appear
tolerable to a zealous churchman.3

It was well received in

England by the lawyers, who had always been jealous of

the spiritual tribunals, especially of late years, when, under the

patronage of Laud, they had taken a higher tone than seemed

compatible with the supremacy of the common law. The
scheme, nevertheless, is open to some objections, when pro-

pounded in so unlimited a manner, none of which is more

striking than that it tends to convert differences of religious

opinion into crimes against the state, and furnishes bigotry
with new arguments as well as new arms in its conflict with
the free exercise of human reason. Grotius, however, feared

rather thai he had given too little power to the civil magis-
trate than too much.4

50. Persecution for religious heterodoxy, in all its degrees,
was, in the sixteenth century, the principle as well

Toleration

as the practice of every church. It was held incon- ofreiigioug

sistent with the sovereignty of the magistrate to per-
mit any religion but his own; inconsistent with his duty to

suffer any but the true. The Edict of Nantes was a compro-
mise between belligerent parties ; the toleration of the dissi-

dents in Poland was nearly of the same kind : but no state

'Cap. 10. " Confirmationem hanc sum- eoolorfam vocant." Epist. 42. This was
n potestati acceptam ferendam nemo in 1614. after the publication of the Pietaa

sanns negavent." Ordinum Hollamlias. As he drew nearer
- Ibid." to the Church of Home, or that of Cantor-
3 See Le Clerc's remarks on what Bos- bury, he must probably have somewhat

snot has said. liibliothioue Choisie, p. modified his Er.vtianism. And jet he
849. seems never to have been friendly to the

4 "
Ego multn innpri' vereor. ne minus temporal power of bishops. He writes in

quam par eft majn-^tratibus, aut plus- August, 1641,
"
Episcopis Angliae videtur

quam par est pastoribus tribuerim, quam mansurum nomen prope sine re, aecisa et

ne in alteram partem iterum (?) exces- opulentia et auctoritate. Mihi non dis-

lerim, nee sic quidem Ulis satisfiet qui se plicet ecclesias pastores et ab inani pomp*
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powerful enough to restrain its sectaries from the exercise of

their separate worship had any scruples about the right and

obligation to do so. Even the writers of that century, who
seemed most strenuous for toleration, Castalio, Celso, and

Koornhert, had confined themselves to denying the justice
of penal, and especially of capital, inflictions for heresy : the

liberty of public worship had but incidentally, if at all, been
discussed. Acontius had developed larger principles, distin-

guishing the fundamental from the accessory doctrines of the

gospel; which, by weakening the associations of bigotry, pre-

pared the way for a Catholic tolerance. Episcopius speaks
in the strongest terms of the treatise of Acontius, De Strata-

gematibus Satanae, and says that the remonstrants trod closely
in his steps, as would appear by comparing their writings ; so

that he shall quote no passages in proof, their entire books

bearing witness to the conformity.
1

51. .The Arminian dispute led, by necessary consequence,

Claimed by
* the question of public toleration. They sought at

the Anni- first a free admission to the pulpits ; and in an excel-

lent speech of Grotius, addressed to the magistrates
of Amsterdam in 1616, he objects to a separate toleration as

rending the bosom of the church. But it was soon evident

that nothing more could be obtained ; and their adversaries

refused this. They were driven, therefore, to contend for

religious liberty ; and the writings of Episcopius are full of

this plea. Against capital punishments for heresy he raises

his voice with indignant severity, and asserts that the whole
Christian world abhorred the fatal precedent of Calvin in

the death of Servetus.2 This indicates a remarkable change
already wrought in the sentiments of mankind. No capital

punishments for heresy seem to have been inflicted in Pro-

et a curis Mpcularmm rerum sublevari." fess. Remonstrantium, c. 24, p. 241. The
p. 1011. He had a regard for l/md, whole passage is very remarkable, as tin

as the restorer of a reverence for priini- indignant reproof of a party who, while
tive antiquity, and frequently laments his living under Popish governments, cry out
fate

;
but had said, in 1640,

>l Doleo quod for liberty of conscience, and deny the

episcopi nimiiim intendeudo potential suae right of punishing opinions ; yet in nil

nervos odium sibi potius quam ainorem their writings and actions, when they have
populorum pariunt.'' Ep. 1390. the power, display the verv opposite prin-

1

Episcop. Opera, i. 301 (edit. 1665). ciples. [The Council of Geneva, in li>32,
2 " Calvinus signum primus extulit su- little ashamed of the death of SIM

pra alios omnes, et exeniplum dedit in had condemned one Nicolas Ant"i-i<> to be
theatro Gebennensi funetissimum, quod- strangled and burned for denying the

que Christianus orbis merito execratur Trinity. Bibliotheque llaisonnee, ii. 1'VJ.

et abominatur; nee hoc contentus tarn I do not distinctly recollect an v later nife
atroci facinore, cruento simul animo et in Protestant countries of capital pimish-
ealamo parentarit." Apologia pro Con- ment for mere heresy 1842.]
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testant countries after this time ; nor were they as frequently
or as boldly vindicated as before.1

52. The Independents claim to themselves the honor of

having been the first to maintain the principles Bytheind
of general toleration, both as to freedom of worship

Ptmlellts ;

and immunity from penalties for opinion. But that the Armi-
nians were not as early promulgators of the same noble tenets,

seems not to have been proved. Crellius, in his Vindiciae pro

Religionis Libertate, 1636, contended for the Polish dissidents,

and especially for his own sect.
2 The principle is implied, if

not expressed, in the writings of Chillingworth, and still more
of Hales ; but the first famous plea in this country for tole-

rance in religion, on a comprehensive basis and on deep-seated

foundations, was the Liberty of Prophesying, by Andb
Jeremy Taylor. This celebrated work was written, Jeremy

according to Taylor's dedication, during his retire- Tailor-

ment in Wales, whither he was driven, as he expresses it, "by
this great storm which hath dashed the vessel of the church

all in pieces;" and published in 1G47. He speaks of himself

as without access to books : it is evident, however, from the

abundance of his quotations, that he was not much in want of

them; and from this, as well as other strong indications, we

may reasonably believe that a considerable part of his treatise

had been committed to paper long before.

53. The argument of this important book rests on one

leading maxim, derived from the Arminian divines, msLiberty
as it was in them from Erasmus and Acontius, that of Prophe-

the fundamental truths of Christianity are comprised
Siu>(

in narrow compass, not beyond the Apostles' Creed in its lite-

ral meaning ; that all the rest is matter of disputation, and too

uncertain, for the most part, to warrant our condemning those

1 " De hirreticorum poenis quae scrips!, writer. I should think he was the latest

in ils mecum sentit Galiia et Oennania, Protestant who has tarnished his name by
tit puto, omnis." Grot. Epist.. p. 941. such sentiments.

(lfH2.) Some years sooner, there had been * This short tract, which will be found
remain? of the leaven in France. " Adver- amonct the collected works of Crellius, in

Our own Fuller. I am sorrv to say, in his poar very strikin:; in modern times. It is

Church History, written" about 1'i'A paid, nevertheless, to have Wn translated

speaks with some disapprobation of the anil repuMished by P'Holbui-h about 1760.

sympathy of the people with Legat and This I have not seen : but there must, I

Wlghtman, burned bv .lames I., in 1614 : presume, have been a good deal of ennrfi-

and this is the more remarkable, as he is ment added to make it stimulating enough
well-natured and not generally bigoted for his schoal.
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who differ from us, as if their error must be criminal. This

One proposition, much expanded, according to Taylor's diffuse

style, and displayed in a variety of language, pervades the

whole treatise ; a small part of which, in comparison with

the rest, bears immediately on the point of political toleration,

as a duty of civil governments and of churches invested with

power. In the greater portion, Taylor is rather arguing

against that dogmatism of judgment which induces men, either

singly or collectively, to pronounce with confidence when-

only a varying probability can be attained. This spirit is t! it-

religious, though not entirely the political, motive of intole-

rance ; and, by chasing this from the heart, he inferred, not

that he should lay wide the door to universal freedom, but

dispose the magistrate to consider more equitably the claims

of every sect. " Whatsoever is against the foundation of faith,

or contrary to good life and the laws of obedience, or destruc-

tive to human society and the public and just interests of

bodies politic, is out of the limits of my question, and does not

pretend to compliance or toleration : so that I allow no

indifferency, nor any countenance to those religions whose

principles destroy government, nor to those religions, if there

be any such, that teach ill life."

54. No man, as Taylor here teaches, is under any obliga-

Boidness of
*^on * believe that in revelation, wrhich is not so

his doc- revealed but that wise men and good men have dif-

fered in their opinions about it. And the great

variety of opinions in churches, and even in the same church
" there being none that is in prosperity," as he with rather ?

startling boldness puts it,
" but changes her doctrines every

age, either by bringing in new doctrines or by contradicting

her old," shows that we can have no term of union but that

wherein all agree, the creed of the apostles.
1 And hence

though we may undoubtedly carry on our own private in-

quiries as much farther as we see reason, none who hold this

fundamental faith are to be esteemed heretics, nor liable to

punishment. And here he proceeds to reprove all those oblique
acts which are not direct persecutions of men's persons, the

1 " Since no churches believe them- ever}- one of them, in some thing or oth-

selves infallible, that only c-.xce.pted which er." This is Taylor's fearless mode of

all other churches say is most of all de- grappling with his argument : and ai.y

ceived. it were strange if. in so many arti- other must give a church that claim*

cles. which make up their several bodies infallibility the advantage.
of confessions, they had not mistaken,
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destruction of books, the forbidding the publication of new
ones, the setting out fraudulent editions and similar acts of

falsehood, by which men endeavor to stifle or prevent religious

inquiry.
" It is a strange industry and ^in importune diligence

that was used by our forefathers : of all those heresies which

gave them battle and employment, we have absolutely no re-

cord or monument, but what themselves, who are adversaries,
have transmitted to us; and we. know that adversaries, eepe-

cially such who observed all opportunities to discredit both the

persons and doctrines of the enemy, are not always the best

records or witnesses of such transactions. We' see it now in

this very age, in the present distemperatures, that parties are
no good registers of the actions of the adverse side ; and if

we cannot be confident of the truth of a story now, now I

say that it is possible for any man, and likely that the in-

terested adversary will discover the imposture, it is far more

unlikely that after-ages should know any other truth, but such
as serves the ends of the represent ers."

l

55. None were accounted heretics by the primitive church,
who held by the Apostles' Creed, till the Council of His notion*

Nice denned some things, rightly, indeed, as Taylor ofuncer-

f ,,. i -i i taintv in

professes to believe, but perhaps with too much theological

alteration of the simplicity of ancient faith, so that tenets-

" he had need be a subtle man who understands the very
words of the new determinations." And this was carried

much farther by later councils, and in the Athanasian Creed,
of which, though protesting his own persuasion in its truth,
he intimates not a little disapprobation. The necessary ar-

ticles of faith are laid down clearly in Scripture; but no man
can be secure, as to mysterious points, that he shall certainly
understand and believe them in their true sense. This he

shows, first, from the great discrepancy of readings in manu-

scripts (an argument which he overstates in a very uncritical

and incautious manner) ; next, from the different senses the

words will bear, which there is no certain mark to distinguish,
the infinite variety of human understandings, swayed, it may
be, by interest, or determined by accidental and extrinsical

circumstances, and the fallibility of those means by which men
hope to attain a clear knowledge of scriptural truth. And
after exposing, certainly with no extenuation, the difficulties of

1 Vol. Tii. p. 424, Hebera edition of Taylor.
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interpretation, he concludes, that, since these ordinary means
of expounding Scripture are very dubious,

" he that is the

wisest, and by consequence the likeliest to expound truest, in

all probability of resfeon, will be very far from confidence
;

and therefore a wise man would not willingly be prescribed to

by others ; and, if he be also a just man, he will not impose
upon others ; for it is best every man should be left in that

liberty, from which no man can justly take him, unless he
could secure him from error ; so here there is a necessity to

conserve the liberty of prophesying and interpreting Scrip-

ture, a necessity derived from the consideration of the

difficulty of Scripture in questions controverted, and the un-

certainty of any internal medium of interpretation."
56. Taylor would in much of this have found an echo in

Hj,, low the advocates of the Church of Rome, and in some
opinion of Protestants of his own communion. But he passes

er8'

onward to assail their bulwarks. Tradition, or the

testimony of the church, he holds insufficient and uncertain,
for the reasons urged more fully by Daille ; the authority of

councils is almost equally precarious, from their inconsistency,
their liability to factious passions, and the doubtful authenticity
of some of their acts ; the pope's claim to infallibility is

combated on the usual grounds ; the judgment of the fathers

is shown to be inconclusive, by their differences among them-

selves, and their frequent errors ; and, professing a desire that
" their great reputation should be preserved as sacred as it

ought," he refers the reader to Daille for other things ; and
" shall only consider that the writings of the fathers have been

so corrupted by the intermixture of heretics, so many false

books put forth in their names, so many of their writings lost

which would more clearly have explicated their sense, and at

last an open profession made, and a trade of making the

fathers speak not what themselves thought, but what other

men pleased, that it is a great instance of God's providence,
and care of his church, that we have so much good preserved
in the writings which we receive from the fathers, and that

all truth is not as clear gone as is the certainty of their great

authority and reputation."
1

1 It seems not quite easy to reconcile with which he writes ; for, giving way to

this with what Taylor has just before said his impetuosity, when he has said any
of his desire to preserve the reputation of thing that would give offence, or which
the fathers sacred. In no writer is it he thought incautious, it was not his

more necessary to observe the animus custom, so far as we can judge, to ex-
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57. The authority of the church cannot be any longer
alleged when neither that of popes and councils, nor ^0^,^,
of ancient fathers, is maintainable ; since the diffu- of nndfng

sive church has no other means of speaking, nor can
out truth'

we distinguish by any extrinsic test the greater or better

portion of it from the worse. And thus, after dismissing re-

spectfully the pretences of some to expound Scripture by the

Spirit, as impertinent to the question of dictating the faith of

others, he comes to the reason of each man, as the best judge,
for himself, of religious controversies, reason, that may be
exercised either in choosing a guide, if it feel its own in-

competency, or in examining the grounds of belief. The lat-

ter has great advantages ; and no man is bound to know any
thing of that concerning which he is not able to judge foi

himself. But reason may err, as he goes on to prove, with-

out being culpable ; that which is plain to one understanding
being obscure to another; and among various sources of error

which he enumerates as incidental to mankind, that of educa-
tion being "so great and invincible a prejudice, that he who
masters the inconvenience of it is more to be commended than
he can justly be blamed that complies with it." And thus,
not only single men, but whole bodies, take, unhesitatingly
and unanimously, opposite sides from those who have imbibed
another kind of instruction : and "

it is strange that all the

Dominicans should be of one opinion in the matter of pre-
destination and immaculate conception, and all the Francis-

cans of the quite contrary; as if their understandings' were
formed in a different mould, and furnished with various prin-

ciples by their very rule." These and the like prejudices are

not absolute excuses to every one, and are often accompanied
with culpable dispositions of mind ; but the impossibility of

judging others renders it incumbent on us to be lenient

towards all, and neither to be peremptory in denying that those

who differ from us have used the best means in their power
to discover the truth, nor to charge their persons, whatever we

may their opinions, with odious consequences which they do

not avow.
58. This diffuse and not very well-arranged vindication of

pnnge or soften it, bat to Insert some- not exhibit his real way of thinking; if

thing else of an opposite color, without indeed bis way of thinking itself did not

taking any pains to harmonize his context. Tary with the wind that blew from
This make? it easy to quote passages, espe- ent regions of controversy

tially short ones, from Taylor, which do
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diversity of judgment in religion, comprised in the first

Grounds of twelve sections of the Liberty of Prophesying, is the
toleration,

proper basis of the second part, which maintains the

justice of toleration as a consequence from the former prin-

ciple. The general arguments, or prejudices, on which pun-
ishment for religious tenets had been sustained, turned on
their criminality in the eyes of God, and the duty of the

magistrate to sustain God's honor, and to guard his own sub-

jects from sin. Taylor, not denying that certain and known

idolatry, or any sort of practical impiety, may be punished
corporally, because it is matter of fact, asserts that no mat-
ter, of mere opinion, no errors that of themselves are not sins,
are to be persecuted or punished by death or corporal inflic-

tion. He returns to his favorite position, "that we are not
sure not to be deceived ;

"
mingling this, in that inconsequent

allocation of his proofs which frequently occurs in his writ-

ings, with other arguments of a different nature. The gov-
ernors of the church, indeed, may condemn and restrain, aa

far as their power extends, any false doctrine which encou-

rages evil life, or destroys the foundations of religion : but if

the church meddles farther with any matters of question,
which have not this tendency, so as to dictate what men are

to believe, she becomes tyrannical and uncharitable
; the

Apostles' Creed being sufficient to conserve the peace of the
church and the unity of her doctrine. And, with respect to

the civil magistrate, he concludes that he is bound to suffer

the profession of different opinions, which are neither directly

impious and immoral, nor disturb the public peace.
59. The seventeenth chapter, in which Taylor professes to

inconsis- consider which among the sects of Christendom are

tencyof one to be tolerated, and in what degree, is written in a
tone not easily reconciled with that of the rest.

Though he begins by saying that diversity of opinions does
more concern public peace than religion, it certainly appears,
in some passages, that on this pretext of peace, which with
the magistrate has generally been of more influence than that

of orthodoxy, he withdraws a great deal of that liberty of

prophesying which he has been so broadly asserting. Pun-
ishment for religious tenets is doubtless not at all the same as

restraint of separate worship ; yet we are not prepared for

the shackles he seems inclined to throw over the latter. Laws
of ecclesiastical discipline, which, in Taylor's age, were under-
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stood to be binding on the whole community, cannot, he holds,
be infringed by those who take occasion to disagree, without

rendering authority contemptible ; and if there are any as

zealous for obedience to the church, as others may be for their

opinions against it, the toleration of the latter's disobedience

may give offence to the former: an argument strange enough
in this treatise ! But Taylor is always more prone to accu-

mulate reasons than to sift their efficiency. It is indeed, he

thinks, worthy to be considered, in framing a law of church

discipline, whether it will be disliked by any who are to obey
it ; but. after it is once enacted, there seems no further indul-

gence practicable than what the governors of the church may
grant to particular persons by dispensation. The laws of

discipline are tor the public good, and must not so far tolerate

a violation of themselves as to destroy the good that the pub-
lic ought to derive from them. 1

60. I have been inclined to suspect that Taylor, for some

cause, interpolated this chapter after the rest of the
nijt ^,neral

treatise was complete. It has as Jittle bearing upon, fcfeni* of

and is as inconsistent in spirit with, the following sec-
to

tions as with those that precede. To use a familiar illustra-

tion, the effect it produces on the reader's mind is like that of

coming on deck at sea, and finding, that, the ship having put
about, the whole line of coast is reversed to the eye. Taylor,

however, makes but a short tack. In the next section, he

resumes the bold tone of an advocate for freedom ; and, after

discussing at great length the leading tenet of the Anabaptists,

concludes, that, resting as it does on such plausible though
insufficient grounds, we cannot exclude it by any means from

1 This single chapter is of itself conclu- It is certain that much which he has said

rive against the truth of Ta\ lors own will bear that construction ; but. if he

allegation, that he wrote his Liberty of meant only this, he has not expressed him-

Prn|i:n's;. ing in order to procure tolera- self wit'i uniform clearness and consistrn-

tion tor the Kpisropal Church of England cy, as indeed Is too common with him.
at the hands of those who h;ul overthrown lie is so far from being distinct in the
it. No one ever dreamed of refusing whole treatise as to what he aims at. that

freedom of opinion to that church: it his editor. Hel>er, imagines him to have
was only about public worship that any contended, under the name Liberty of

difficulty could arise. But, in truth, there Prophesying, not for toleration of sectaries.

is not one word in the whole treatise but of an exemption from fixed articles of
which could have been written with the faith for the clergy themselves. I con-
Tiew that Taylor pretends. ceive this to be a mistake : but Ileber was

[It has been suggested by an anony- not deficient in acuteness. and could hard-
mous correspondent, that I have put a ly have misunderstood a plain meaning
wrong construction on this seventeenth The hypothesis of my correspondent, it

chapter, and that T.'ulor's design was to may beobserved. strengthens the pn-sunip-
withstoid that Puritan party within the tiou that the Liberty of Pro;
church who refused to submit to the es- chiefly written while the Church of Eng
tablUhed laws of ecclesiastical discipline, land was still in the ascendant. 1842.]
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toleration, though they may be restrained from preaching
their other notions of the unlawfulness of war, or of oaths,
or of capital punishment ; it being certain that no good
religion teaches doctrines whose consequences would destroy
all government. A more remarkable chapter is that in which

Taylor concludes in favor of tolerating the Romanists, except
when they assert the pope's power of deposing princes or of

dispensing with oaths. The result of all, he says, is this :

" Let the prince and the secular power have a care the

commonwealth be safe. For whether such or such a sect of

Christians be to be permitted, is a question rather political
than religious."

61. In the concluding sections, he maintains the right of

particular churches to admit all who profess the Apostles'
Creed to their communion, and of private men to communicate
with different churches, if they require no unlawful condition.

But " few churches, that have framed bodies of confession and

articles, will endure any person that is not of the same confes-

sion
; which is a plain demonstration that such bodies of con-

fession and articles do much hurt." " The guilt of schism may
lie on him who least thinks it

; he being rather the schismatic

who makes unnecessary and inconvenient impositions, than

he who disobeys them, because he cannot do otherwise without

violating his conscience." l The whole treatise on the Liberty
of Prophesying ends with the celebrated parable of Abraham,
found, as Taylor says,

" in the Jews' books," but really in an
Arabian writer. This story, Franklin, as every one now

knows, rather unhandsomely appropriated to himself; and it

is a strange proof of the ignorance as to our earlier literature

which then prevailed, that for many years it continued to be

quoted with his name. It was not contained in the first

editions of the Liberty of Prophesying ; and "indeed the book

from which Taylor is supposed to have borrowed it was not

published till 1G51.

G2. Such is this great pleading for religious moderation ;

a production not more remarkable in itself than for the quar-
ter from which it came. In the polemical writings of Jeremy
Taylor, we-generally find a stanch and uncompromising adhe-

rence to one party ; and, from the abundant use he makes of

This is said also by Hales, in his tract It is, howerer, what Taylor would haye
on Schism, which was published some thought without a prompter,
years before the Liberty of Prophesying
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authority, we should infer that he felt a great veneration for

it. In the Liberty of Prophesying, as has appeared by the

general sketch rather than analysis we have just given, there

is a prevailing tinge of the contrary turn of mind, more strik-

ing than the comparison of insulated passages can be. From
what motives, and under what circumstances, this treatise was

written, is not easily discerned. In the dedication to Lord
Hatton of the collective edition of his controversial writings
after the Restoration, he declares, that,

" when a persecution
did arise against the Church of England, he intended to make
a reservative for his brethren and himself, by pleading for a

liberty to our consciences to persevere in that profession
which was warranted by all the laws of God and our supe-
riors." It is with regret we are compelled to confess some
want of ingenuousness in this part of Taylor's proceedings.
No one reading the Liberty of Prophesying can perceive
that it had the slightest bearing on any toleration that the

Episcopal Church, in the time of the civil war, might ask of

her victorious enemies. The differences between them were
not on speculative points of faith, nor turning on an appeal to

fathers and councils. That Taylor had another class of con-

troversies in his mind is sufficiently obvious to the attentive

reader of his work ; and I can give no proof in this place
to any other.

63. This was the third blow that the new school of Leyden
had aimed in England at the positive dogmatists, Effect of

who, in all the reformed churches as in that of th"Jtreatis -

Rome, labored to impose extensive confessions of faith,

abounding in inferences of scholastic theology, as conditions

of exterior communion, and as peremptory articles of faith.

Chillingworth and Hales were not less decisive ; but the

former had but in an incidental manner glanced at the sub-

ject, and the short tract on Schism had been rather deficient

in proof of its hardy paradoxes. Taylor, therefore, may
be said to have been the first who sapped and shook the

foundations of dogmatism and pretended orthodoxy; the

first who taught men to seek peace in unity of spirit rather

than of belief; and, instead of extinguishing dissent, to

take away its sting by charity, and by a sense of human

fallibility. The mind thus freed from bigotry is best pre-

pared for the public toleration of differences in religion ; but

certainly the despotic and jealous temper of governments is

VOL. ii. 28
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not so well combated by Taylor as bj later advocates of

religious freedom.'

64. In conducting his argument, he falls not unfrequently

its defects
*nto *"s usual fault. Endowed with a mind of pro-

digious fertility, which a vast erudition rendered
more luxuriant, he accumulates without selection whatever

presents itself to his mind : his innumerable quotations, his

multiplied reasonings, his prodigality of epithets and apposi-
tions, are poured along the interminable periods of kis writ-

ings, with a frequency of repetition, sometimes of the same

phrases, which leaves us to suspect that he revised but little

what he had very rapidly composed. Certain it is, that, in

bis different works, he does not quite adhere to himself; and
it would be more desirable to lay this on the partial views
that haste and impetuosity produce, than on a deliberate

employment of what he knew to be insufficient reasoning.
But I must acknowledge, that Taylor's fairness does not seem
his characteristic quality.

65. In some passages of the Liberty of Prophesying, he
seems to exaggerate the causes of uncertainty, and to take

away from ecclesiastical antiquity even that moderate proba-

bility of truth which a dispassionate inquirer may sometimes

assign to it. His suspicions of spuriousness and interpolation
are too vaguely sceptical, and come ill from one who lias no
sort of hesitation, in some of his controversies, to allege as

authority what he here sets aside with little ceremony. Thus,
in the Defence of Episcopacy, published in 1G42, he main-

tains the authenticity of the first fifty of the apostolic canons,
all of which, in the Liberty of Prophesying, a very few years
afterwards, he indiscriminately rejects. But this line of criti-

cism was not then in so advanced a state as at present ; and,
from a credulous admission of every thing, the learned had
come sometimes to more sweeping charges of interpolation
and forgery than Avould be sustained on a more searching

investigation. Taylor's language is so unguarded, that he

seems to leave the authenticity of all the fathers precarious.
Doubtless there is a greater want of security as to books

written before the invention of printing than we are apt to

conceive, especially where independent manuscripts have not

been found ; but it is the business of a sagacicus criticism, by
the aid of internal or collateral evidence, to distinguish, not

dogmatically as most are wont, but with a rational though
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limited assent, tho genuine remains of ancient writers from
the incrustations of blundering or of imposture.

66. A prodigious reach of learning distinguishes the theo-

logians of these fifty years, far greater than even in Great ern,

the sixteenth century ; and also, if I am not mista- ditfon f

ken, more critical and pointed, though in tEese latter
pen

qualities it was afterwards surpassed. And, in this erudition,
the Protestant churches, we may perhaps say, were, upon the

whole, more abundant than that of Rome. But it would be

unprofitable to enumerate works which we are incompetent to

appreciate. Blondel, Daille, and Salmasius on the Continent,
Usher in England, are the most conspicuous names. Blondel
sustained the equality of the Apostolic Church both against
the primacy of Rome, and the episcopacy for which the An-

glicans contended : Salmasius and Daille fought on the same
side in that controversy. The writings of our Irish usher;

primate, Usher, who maintained the antiquity of his PetaTiM-

order, but not upon such high ground as many in England
would have desired, are known for their extraordinary learn-

ing, in which he has perhaps never been surpassed by an

English writer. But for judgment, and calm appreciation of

evidence, the name of Usher has not been altogether so much

respected by posterity as it was by his contemporaries. The
Church of Rome had its champions of less eminent renown :

Gretser, perhaps the first among them, is not very familiar to

.our ears ; but it is to be remembered, that some of the writ-

ings of Bellarmin fall witla'n this period. The Dogmata
Theologica of the Jesuit Petavius, though but a compilation
from the fathers and ancient councils, and not peculiarly
directed against the tenets of the reformed, may deserve

mention as a monument of useful labor.1
Labbe, Sirmond,

and several others, appear to range more naturally under the

class of historical than theological writers. In mere ecclesi-

astical history, the records of events rather than opinions,
this period was far more profound and critical than the

preceding. The Annals of Baronius were abridged and con-

tinued by Spondanus.
(J7. A numerous list of writers in sacred criticism might

easily be produced. Among the Romanists, Cornelius a Lapide

1 The Dogmata Theologica is not a class of Loci Commune*. Morbof, B.

complete work : it extends only as far as 539.
the head of free-will. It belongs to the
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has been extolled above the rest by his fellow-Jesuit, An-
Sacred cri- dres. His Commentaries, published from 1617 to
ticism.

1642, are reckoned by others too diffuse ; but he

seems to have a fair reputation with Protestant critics.
1 The

Lutherans extol Gerhard, and especially Glass, author of the

Philologia Sacra, in hermeneutical theology. Rivet was the

highest name among the Calvinists. Arminius, Episcopius,
the Fratres Poloni, and indeed almost every one who had to

defend a cause, found no course so ready, at least among Pro-

testants, as to explain the Scriptures consistently with his

Grotius; own tenets. Two natives of Holland, opposite in

Coccqus. character, in spirit, and principles of reasoning, and

consequently the founders of opposite schools of disciples,

stand out from the rest, Grotius and Coccejus. Luther,

Calvin, and the generality of Protestant interpreters in the

sixteenth century, had, in most instances, rejected with some

contempt the allegorical and multifarious senses of Scripture
which had been introduced by the fathers, and had prevailed

through the dark ages of the church. This adherence to the

literal meaning was doubtless promoted by the tenet they all

professed, the facility of understanding Scripture. That which

was designed for the simple and illiterate was not to require
a key to any esoteric sense. Grotius, however, in his Anno-
tations on the Old and New Testament, published in 1 633,
the most remarkable book of this kind that had appeared,
and which has had a more durable reputation than any per-

haps of its precursors, carried the system of literal inter-

pretation still farther, bringing great stores of illustrative

learning from profane antiquity, but merely to elucidate the

primary meaning, according to ordinary rules of criticism.

Coccejus followed a wholly opposite course. Every passage,
in his method, teemed with hidden senses ; the narratives,

least capable of any ulterior application, were converted into

typical allusion, so that the Old Testament became throughout
an enigmatical representation of the New. He was also

remarkable for having viewed, more than any preceding
writer, all the relations between God and man under the form

of covenants, and introduced the technical language of juris-

prudence into theology. This became a very usual mode of

1 Andres
;

Blount. Simon, however, the Scriptures run to twelve TO!

lays he is full of an erudition not to the not wonderful,

purpose ; which, as his Commentaries on
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treating the subject in Holland, and afterwards in England.
The Coccejans were numerous in the United Provinces,

though not perhaps deemed quite so orthodox as their adver-

saries, who, from Gisbert Voet, a theologian of the most
inflexible and polemical spirit, were denominated Voetians.

Their disputes began a little before the middle of the century,
and lasted till nearly its close.1 The Summa Doctringe of

Coccejus appeared in 1648; and the Dissertationes Theolo-

gicae of Voet, in 1649.

68. England gradually took a prominent share in this

branch of sacred literature. Among the divines of
EngHSh

this period, comprehending the reigns of James and commen-

Charles, we may mention Usher, Gataker, Mede,
**

Lightfoot, Jackson, Field, and Leigh.
2 Gataker stood, per-

haps, next to Usher, in general erudition. The fame of

Mede has rested, for the most part, on his interpretations
of the Apocalypse. This book had been little commented

upon by the reformers ; but, in the beginning of the seven-

teenth century, several wild schemes of its application to

present or expected events had been broached in Germany.
England had also taken an active part, if it be true what
Grotius tells us, that eighty books on the prophecies had been

published here before 1640.3 Those of Mede have been
received with favor by later interpreters. Lightfoot, with

extensive knowledge of the rabbinical writers, poured his

copious stores on Jewish antiquities, preceded in this by a
more obscure laborer in that region, Ainsworth. Jackson
had a considerable name ; but I do not think that he has been
much quoted in modern times.4 Field on the Church has

been much praised by Coleridge : it is, as it seemed to me, a
more temperate work in ecclesiastical theory than some have

represented it to be, and written almost wholly against Rome.

Leigh's Critica Sacra can hardly be reckoned, nor does it

1 Eichhorn, vi. part i. p. 264 ;
Mosheim. the first. Of learning not theological, the

! " All confess," says Selden, in the English clergy had no extraordinary por-
Table-talk,

" there never was a more tion.

learned clergy : no man taxes them with s " Si qua hi re libera esse debet sen-

ignorance." In another place, indeed, he tentia, certe in vaticiniis, praesertim cum
ia represented to say,

" The Jesuits and jam Protestantium libri prodierint fenna
the lawyers of France, and the Low Ooun- centum {in his octoginta in Anglia sola,

try-men, have engrossed all learning : the ut mihi Anglici legati dixere) super illia

rest of the world make nothing but homi- rebus, inter se plurhnum discordes."
lies.'' As for as these sentences are not Grot. Epist. 895.

owing to difference of humor in the time 4 [The entire works of Jackson have
of speaking, he seems to have taken learn- been reprinted at Oxford within a few

Ing in a larger sense the second time than years. 1853.]
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claim 1o be, more than a compilation from earlier theologians:
it is an alphabetical series of words from the Hebrew and
Greek Testaments, the author candidly admitting that he was
not very conversant with the Latin language. Leigh, it

should be added, was a layman.
69. The style of preaching before the Reformation had

style of been often little else than buffoonery, and seldom
preaching, respectable. For the most part, indeed, the clergy
wrote in Latin what they delivered to the multitude in the

native tongue. A better tone began with Luther. His lan-

guage was sometimes rude and low, but persuasive, artless,

powerful. He gave many useful precepts, as well as exam-

ples, for pulpit eloquence. Melanchthon and several others,

both in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, as well in the

Lutheran as in the Reformed Church, endeavored by systema-
tic treatises to guide the composition of sermons. The former

could not, however, withstand the formal, tasteless, and pole-
mical spirit that overspread their theology. In the latter, a

superior tone is perceived. Of these, according to Eichhorn,
the Swiss preachers were most simple and popular, the Dutch
most learned and copious ; the French had most taste and

eloquence, the English most philosophy.
1 It is more than

probable, that in these characteristics he has meant to com-

prise the whole of the seventeenth century. Few Continental

writers, as far as I know, that belong to this its first moiety,
have earned any remarkable reputation in this province of

theology. In England several might be distinguished out

English of a large number. Sermons have been much more
sermons:

frequently published here than in any other country;

and, from the beginning of the seventeenth century, form a

large proportion of our theological literature. But it is, of

course, not requisite to mention more than the very few which

may be said to have a general reputation.
70. The sermons of Donne have sometimes been praised

in late times. They are undoubtedly the produc-Of Donne; - J
.

J
,

tions of a very ingenious and a very learned man ;

and two folio volumes by such a person may be expected to

supply favorable specimens. In their general character, they
will not appear, I think, much worthy of being rescued from
oblivion. The subtilty of Donne, and his fondness for such

Eichhorn, vi. part ii. p. 219, et pott
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inconclusive reasoning as a subtle disputant is apt to fall into,

runs through all of these sermons at which I have looked. His

learning he seems to have perverted in order to cull every
impertinence of the fathers and schoolmen, their remote analo-

gies, their strained allegories, their technical distinctions ; and
to these he has added much of a similar kind from his own
fanciful understanding. In his theology, Donne appears often

to incline towards the Arminian hypotheses, which in the

last years of James and the first of his son, the period in

which these sermons were chiefly preached, had begun to be
accounted orthodox at court : but I will not vouch for his

consistency in every discourse. Much, as usual in that age,
is levelled against Rome. Donne was conspicuously learned

in that controversy ; and, though he talks with great respect
of antiquity, is not induced by it, like some of his Anglican
contemporaries, to make any concession to the adversary.

1

71. The sermons of Jeremy Taylor are of much higher

reputation ; far, indeed, above any that had preceded of Jeremy
them in the English Church. An imagination essen- Taylor -

tially poetical, and sparing none of the decorations which, by
critical rules, are deemed almost peculiar to verse ; a warm
tone of piety, sweetness, and charity ; an accumulation of

circumstantial accessories whenever he reasons or persuades
or describes ; an erudition pouring itself forth in quotation
till his sermons become in some places almost a garland of

flowers from all other writers, and especially from those

of classical antiquity, never before so redundantly scattered

from the pulpit, distinguish Taylor from his contemporaries

by their degree, as they do from most of his successors by
their kind. His sermons on the Marriage Ring, on the House
of Feasting, on the Apples of Sodom, may be named without

disparagement to others, which perhaps ought to stand in

equal place. But they are not without considerable faults,

some of which have just been hinted. The eloquence of

Taylor is great, but it is not eloquence of the highest class :

it is far too Asiatic, too much in the style of the declaimers

1 Donne incurred some scandal by a tations from the rabble of bad authors
book entitled Biathanatos, and considered whom he used to read, fill up the whola
as a vindication of suicide. It was pub- of it. It is Impossible to find a less dear
lished long after his death In 1651. It statement of argument on either side No
IB a very dull and pedantic performance, one would be induced to kill himself by
without the ingenuity and acuteness of reading such a book, unless he were

paradox : distinctions, objections, and quo- threatened with another volume
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of the fourth century, by the study of whom he had probably
vitiated his taste; his learning is ill-placed, and his arguments
often as much so ; not to mention that he has the common
defect of alleging nugatory proofs : his vehemence loses its

effect by the circuity of his pleonastic language ; his sentences

are of endless length, and hence not only altogether unmu-

sical, but not always reducible to grammar. But he is still

the greatest ornament of the English pulpit up to the middle

of the seventeenth century ; and we have no reason to believe,

or rather much reason to disbelieve, that he had any compe-
titor in other languages.

72. The devotional writings of Taylor, several of which

Devotional belong to the first part of the century, are by no

writings of means of less celebrity or less value than his ser-

mons. Such are the Life of Christ, the Holy Living
and Dying, and the collection of meditations called the Gol-

den Grove. A writer as distinguished in works of practical

piety was Hall. His Art of Divine Meditation, his
And Hall. V. \ ,

. , . , , ~ , .

Contemplations, and indeed many ot his writings,
remind us frequently of Taylor. Both had equally pious and
devotional tempers ; both were full of learning, both fertile

of illustration ; both may be said to have had strong imagina-
tion and poetical genius, though Taylor let his predominate a

little more. Taylor is also rather more subtle and argumen-
tative ; his copiousness has more real variety. Hall keens

more closely to his subject, dilates upon it sometimes more

tediously, but more appositely. In his sermons there is some
excess of quotation and far-fetched illustration, but less than

in those of Taylor. In some of their writings, these two

great divines resemble each other, on the whole, so much, that

we might for a short time not discover which we were read-

ing. I do not know that any third writer comes close to

cither. The Contemplations of Hall are among his most

celebrated works. They are prolix, and without much of that

vivacity or striking novelty we meet with in the devotional

writings of his contemporary, but are perhaps more practical
and generally edifying.

1

73. The religious treatises of this class, even those which,

by their former popularity or their merit, ought to be men-
tioned in a regular history of theological literature, are too

* Some of the moral writings of Hall in the seventeenth century, and had much
ware translated info French by Chevreau success. Niceron, xi. 348.
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numerous for these pages. A mystical and ascetic spirit
diffused itself more over religion, struggling some- in the

times, as in the Lutherans of Germany, against the * maa

formal orthodoxy of the church, but more often in subordination

to its authority, and co-operating with its functions. The writ-

ings of St, Francis de Sales, titular Bishop of Geneva,

especially his 'treatise on the Love of God. published in 1616,
make a sort of epoch in the devotional theology of the Church
of Rome. Those of St. Teresa, in the Spanish language,
followed some years afterwards : they are altogether fufi of a

mystical theopathy. But De Sales included charity in his

scheme of divine love ; and it is to him, as well as others of

his age, that not only a striking revival of religion in France,
which had been absolutely perverted or disregarded in the

sixteenth century, was due. but a reformation in the practices
of monastic life, which became more active and beneficent,

with less of useless penance and asceticism, than before. New
institutions sprang up with the spirit of association, and all

other animating principles of conventual orders, but free from

the formality and torpor of the old.
1

74. Even in the German churches, rigid as they generally
were in their adherence to the symbolical books, And Ln_

some voices from time to time were heard for a more theran

spiritual and effective religion. Arndt's Treatise of

True Christianity, in 1605, written on ascetic and devotional

principles, and with some deviation from the tenets of the

very orthodox Lutherans, has been reckoned one of the first

protests against their barren forms of faith;
2 and the mystical

theologians, if they had not run into such extravagances as

did dishonor to their name, would have been accessions to the

same side. The principal mystics or theosophists have gene-

rally been counted among philosophers, and will therefore

find their place in the next chapter. The German nation is

constitutionally disposed to receive those forms of religion
which address themselves to the imagination and the heart.

Much, therefore, of this character has always been written,

and become popular in that language. Few English writings
of the practical class, except those already mentioned, can be

taid to retain much notoriety. Those of George Herbert

are best known : his Country Parson, which seems properly

i Ranke, ii. 430.
* Kehhoro, vi. part i. p. 355 ; Biogr. Univ.

;
Chalniem.
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to fall within this description, is, on the whole, a pleasing
little book ; but the precepts are sometimes so overstrained,

according to our notions, as to give an air of affectation.

75. The disbelief in revelation, of which several symptoms
infidelity had appeared before the end of the sixteenth ceu-

writers

6
' tury, became more remarkable afterwards both in

France and England, involving several names not
ron '

obscure in literary history. The first of these, in

point of date, is Charron. The religious scepticism of this

writer has not been generally acknowledged, and indeed it

seems repugnant to the fact of his having written an elaborate

defence of Christianity ; yet we can deduce no other conclu-

sion from one chapter in his most celebrated book, the

Treatise on Wisdom. Charron is so often little else than a

transcriber, that we might suspect him in this instance also to

have drawn from other sources ; which, however, would leave

the same inference as to his own tenets ; and I think this

chapter has an air of originality.
76. The name of Charron, however, has not been generally

Vaninl
associated with the charge of irreligion. A more
audacious and consequently more unfortunate writer

was Lucilio Vanini, a native of Italy, whose book De Admi-
randis Naturae Reginae Deaeque Mortalium Arcanis, printed
at Paris in 1616, caused him to be burned at the stake by a

decree of the parliament of Toulouse, in 1619. This treatise,

as well as one that preceded it, Amphitheatrum ^Eternae

Provident!*, Lyons, 1615, is of considerable rarity; so that

there has been a question concerning the atheism of Vanini,
which some have undertaken to deny.

1 In the Amphithea-
trum I do not perceive any thing which leads to such an im-

putation, though I will not pretend to have read the whole of

a book full of the unintelligible metaphysics of the later Aris-

totelians. It professes, at least, to be a vindication of the

being and providence of the Deity. But the later work,
which is dedicated to Bassompierre, and published with a

royal privilege of exclusive sale for six years, is of a very
different complexion. It is in sixty dialogues, the interlocu-

tors being styled Alexander and Julius Caesar; the latter

representing Vanini himself. The far greater part of these

dialogues relate to physical, but a few to theological subjects.

1
Brucker, T. 678.
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In the fiftieth, on the religion of the heathens, he avows his

disbelief of all religion, except such as Nature, which is God,
being the principle of motion, has planted in the hearts of
man ; every other being the figment of kings to keep their

subjects in obedience, and of priests for their own lucre and

honor;
1

observing plainly of his own Amphitheatrum, which
is a vindication of Providence, that he had said many things
in it which he did not believe.2 Vanini was infatuated with

1 " In quanara religione vere et pie
Deum coli vetusti phiiosophi existiina-

runt? In unica Natura? lge, quam ipsa

Natura, quae Deus est (est eniin priucl-

pium motiis), in omnium gentium aniuiis

inscripsit ; easterns vero leges non nisi

figmeuta et iilusiones esse asserebant, uon
a cacodaemone aliquo induotos, fabulosum
nani<[ue illorum genus didtur a philo-

sophis, sed a prinripibus ad subditorum

p;edagogi;un excogttatas, et a sarrificulis

ob honoris et auri aucupium confirmatas,
non miraculis, sed scriptura. cujus nee

originale ullibi aclinvenitur. quae miracu-
la facta reeitet, et bonarufii ac malaruin
actionum repromlsslones polliceatur, in
futura tamen vita, ne frausdetegi possit."

p. 36t>.
2 '"Mnltain eo libro scripta sunt, qui-

bus a me nulla pr;e.statur fides. Cosi va
il mondo. ALEX. Non miror, nam ego
crrbris vernaculis hoc usurpo sermoni-
bus : Questo mondo e Una gabbia de'

niatti. Reges excipio et pontifices. Nam
de illis scriptum est : Cor regis in manu
Domini,'' &c. Dial. LV1. p. 428.

The concluding pages are enough to

Show with what justice liuhle and i'eune-

mann have gravely recorded Vanini among
philosophers.

"
Qtueso, mi Juli, tuam de

uuimtr immortalitate sententiam explices.
J. 0. Excusatum me habeas rogo.

AL. Cwr ita? J. C. Vovi Deo mco quass-
tionem hanc me non pertractaturum, an-

tequam senex dives et germanus evasero.
AL. Dii tibi Nestoreos pro literariae rei-

publicae emolumeiito dies impertiant : vix

trigfsiinum nunc at.tigist! annum et tot

praeclarae eruditionis monumeuta admira-
bili cum laude edidisti. J. C. Quid hsec
mini prosunt? AL. Celebrcm tibi lau-

dem compararunt. J. C. Omnes fumie
rumusculos rum uno amasire basiolo com-
mutuudoa plerique phiiosophi suadent.

AL. At alter ea perfrui potest. J. C.

Quid inde adimit? . . . AL. Uberrimos

yoluptatis fructus perccpisti in Nature
arcanis investigandii J. C. Corpus mihi
est studiis enervatum exhaustumqiie ;

ne-

que in hac humaua caligine perfectaui
rerum cognitioneiu assequi possumus ;

cum ipsummet Aristotelem philosophorum
Deum inliiiitis propeinodurn locis halluci-

natum fuisse adverto, cumque medicam
facultatem pras reliquis certissimaui adhuo
incertam et fallacem experior, subscribere

cuperem Agrippse libello quern de scientia-

ruui vauitate conscripsit. AL. Laborum
tuorum praemium jam consecutus es

;

ajternitati nomen-jam consecrasti Quid
jucundius in extreme tuae astatis curri-
culo accipere potes, quam hoc canticum ?

Et superest siue te nomen in orbe tuuin
J. 0. Si animusmeus Una cum corpore,

ut Athei fiuguut, evauescat, quas ille ex
fama post obiturn delicias uancisoi pote-
nt ? Forsitan gloriolae voculis. et fidiculis

ad cadaverLs domicilium pertrahatur?
Si animus, ut orediinus libenter et spera-

mus, interitui non est obnoxius, et ad
superos evolabit, tot ibi perfmetur cupe
diis et voluptiitibus, ut illustres ac splen-
didas mundi pompas et lauduiiones ueo

pili facial. Si ad purgatorias tlaniniiis

descendet, gratior erit illi illius onitionis,
Dies irae, dies ilia, mulierculis gratissiuia

recitatio, quam omnes Tulliani glossuli,

dicendique lepores, quam subtilissimse et

pene divinaj Aristotelis ratiocinationes :

si Tartareo, quod Deus avertat, perpetuo
carceri emancipatur, nullum ibi solatium,
nullam redemptionem inveniet. AL. O
utiuam in adoledcentiae limine has rationes

excepisseml J. C. Prasterita mala ne

cogites futura ne cures, praesentia fugias.
AL. Ah! J. C. Liberaliter iuspiras.

AL. lllius versiculi recorder. Perduto 6

tutto il tempo, che in amor non si spende.
J. C. Eja quoniaui inclinato jam die ad

vesperam perducta est disputatio (cujus

singula verba divino Romanae ecclesiie

oraculo, infallibilis cujus interpres a .^iiiri-

tu Bancto modo constitutus eft l>aulus V.,
sereuissiuiae Burghesiae fauiiliie soboles,

subjecta esse volumus, ita ut pro non
dictis habeantur. si qua; forsitan sunt.

quod vix crediderim, quje illius pla*'itia

ad amussim non consentiant), laxemus

paulisper auimos, et a severiUite ;ul hilari-

tatem risumque traducamus. Heus pueri !

lusorias tabuhis hue adferte." The wretch-

ed man, it seems, had not much reason to

think himself a giiiner by bis specula
tions ; yet he knew not that the wont
was still behind.
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presumption, and, if he resembled Jordano Bruno in this

respect, fell very short of his acuteness and apparent integ-

rity. His cruel death, and perhaps the scarcity of his works,
has given more celebrity to his name in literary history than

it would otherwise have obtained.

77. Lord Herbert of Cherbury, in his treatise De Veritate,

i/ordiier-
an<^ st^ more in that De Religione Gentilium, has

bert of been justly deemed inimical to every positive re-
ury '

ligion. He admits, indeed, the possibility of imme-
diate revelation from heaven, but denies that any tradition

from others can have sufficient certainty. Five fundamen
tal truths of natural religion he holds to be such as all

mankind are bound to acknowledge, and damns those hea

thens who do not receive them as summarily as any theo-

logian.
1

78. The progress of infidelity in France did not fail t(

Grotius de attract notice. It was popular in the court of Louis
Veritate. XIII., and, in a certain degree, in that of Charles I

But this does not belong to the history of literature. Among
the writers who may have given some proofs of it, we may
reckon La Mothe le Vayer, Naude, and Guy Pat in.

2 The

writings of Hobbes will be treated at length hereafter. It is

probable that this sceptical spirit of the age gave rise to those

' These five articles are : "1. EeseDeum
Bummum. 2. Colidebere. 3. Virtu tern

pietatemque esse praecipuas partes cultiis

clivini. 4. Dolendum case ob peccata, ab

iisque resipiscenduni. 6. Dari ex boni-

tate justitiaque divina praemium Tel

poenam tuui in hac vita, turn post hanc
vitam. . . . Hisce quippe ubi superstitio-
nes ngmentaque commiscuerint, vel ani-

nias suas criminibus quae nulla satis eluat

poenitentia, coininaculaverint, a seipsis

perditio propria, Deo vero summo in seter-

niim sit gloria." De Religione Gentilium,
cap. 1.

2 La Mothe le Vayer has frequently
been reckoned among those who carried

their general scepticism into religion. And
this seems a fair inference, unless the con-

trary can be shown : for those who doubt
of what is most evident will naturally
doubt of what is less so. In La Mothers
fourth dialogue, under the name of Ora-.
tins Tubero, lie pretends to speak of faith

as a gift of God, and not founded on evi-

dence : which was probably but the usual

subterfuge. The Naudaeana are full of
broad intimations that the author was. as

he expresses it. bien di-niaisc ; and Guy

Patin's letters, except those near the end
of his life, lead to a similar conclusion
One of them has certainly the appearance
of implicating Gassendi, and has been

quoted as such by Sir James Mackintosh,
in his Dissertation on Ethical Philosophy.
Pa tin tells us. that Naucic. (iassi-mli. and
he were to sup together the following Sun-

day.
" Ce sera une de>j:mchr. mais phi-

losophique, et peut-etre qiiclque chose

d'avantage, pour tre tons tmis guuris ilu

loup-garou, et etrc dclivres du n,M dcs

scru pules qui e.-t le tyran '!<< ccint-ci'Micis.

nous irons peut-etre jusque fort pres du
Siinctnaire. .le fis l';tn passe ce voyage
de Gentilly avec M. Naude. moy srul aver

luy. tete-i-tete; il n'y avoit ]>oint d<- tc-

nioins, aussi n'y en faloit-il point. ;
nous

y ].:ii-laines fort librement de tout, sans

que personne en ait ete scandalise." p.
32. I should not, nevertheless, lay much
stress on this letter, in opposition to the

many assertions of belief in religion which
the writings of Gassendi contain. One of

them, indeed, quoted by Dugnld Stewart,
in note Q to his first Dissertation, is

rather suspicious, an going too far into a

mystical .strain for bis cold temperament
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vindications of revealed religion which were published in the

present period. Among these, the first place is due to the

well-known and extensively circulated treatise of Grotius.

This was originally sketched in Dutch verse, and intended

for the lower classes of his countrymen. It was published in

Latin in 1627.1 Few if any books of the kind have been so

frequently reprinted ; but some parts being not quite so close

and critical as the modern state of letters exacts, and the

arguments against Jews and Mahometans seeming to occupy
too much space, it is less read than formerly.

79. This is not a period in which many editions or versions

of the Scriptures were published. The English trans-

lation of the Bible had been several times revised, translation

or re-made, since the first edition by Tyndale. It of
.

the

finally assumed its present form under the authority
of James I. Forty-seven persons, in six companies, meeting
at Westminster, Oxford, and Cambridge, distributed the labor

among them ; twenty-five being assigned to the Old Testament,
fifteen to the New, seven to the Apocrypha. The rules im-

posed for their guidance by the king were designed, as far as

possible, to secure the text against any novel interpretation ;

the translation, called the Bishops' Bible, being established as

the basis, as those still older had been in that ; and the work
of each person or company being subjected to the review of

the rest. The translation, which was commenced in 1607,
was published in 161 1.

2

80. The style of this translation is in general so enthusi-

astically praised, that no one is permitted either to

qualify or even explain the grounds of his approba-
tion. It is held to be the perfection of our English language.
I shall not dispute this proposition ; but one remark as to a

matter of fact cannot reasonably be censured, that, in conse-

quence of the principle of adherence to the original versions

which had been kept up ever since the time of Henry VIII.,
it is not the language of the reign of James I. It may, in the

eyes of many, be a better English, but it is not the English
of Daniel or Raleigh or Bacon, as any one may easily per-
ceive. It abounds, in fact, especially in the Old Testament,
with obsolete phraseology, and with single words long since

abandoned, or retained only in provincial use. On the more

Niceron, yol. rix. ; Biogr. UniT. * Fuller s Church History
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important question, whether this translation is entirely, or

with very trifling exceptions, conformable to the original

text, it seems unfit to enter. It is one which is seldom dis-

cussed with all the temper, and freedom from oblique views,
which the subject demands, and upon which, for this reason,
it is not safe, for those who have not had leisure or means
to examine it for themselves, to take upon trust the testi-

mony of the learned. A translation of the Old Testament
was published at Douay in 1609, for the use of the English
Catholics. ,..,;
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